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Preface

Numerous discoveries in nutrition science over the past few years have continued to  
benefit the field of  health care. In revising this ninth edition of Nutrition and Diet Therapy,  
we have been pleased at the number of  new findings we have been able to incorpo-
rate into these pages. As always, major goals of  this textbook are to present both core  
nutrition information and guidelines about the prevention of, and care during, illness. 
Another mission is to help nutrition students evaluate information and products avail-
able from the media, colleagues, and the marketplace. 

As in the previous edition of  this book, Chapters 1 through 10 introduce basic con-
cepts in nutrition and explain how sound nutrition supports health. Chapters 11 to 13 
apply nutrition principles to individuals during different stages of  life, from pregnancy 
and birth through old age. The second half  of  the book addresses the concerns of  
individuals who are at risk of  illness or have medical conditions that require medical 
nutrition therapy. A hallmark of  the text is the “Nutrition in Practice” section located 
at the end of  every chapter: these sections provide coverage of  current research topics, 
advanced subjects, or specialty areas. 

Changes for This Edition
Each chapter of  this book is based on current nutrition knowledge and the latest clini-
cal practice guidelines, and features new learning objectives for each major section. 
Some major content changes in this edition include the following:

chapter 1 Introduced the new MyPlate figure and discussion, added definitions of 
solid fats, added sugars, and nutrient profiling, added a brief discussion of nutrient 
profiling, included a new discussion of portion sizes, added a discussion and new  
figure of the proposed updated Nutrition Facts panel on food labels, added new  
figures of Facts Up Front and label claims, and added the definition of registered  
dietitian nutritionist in the Nutrition in Practice.

chapter 2 Added a new figure showing glycogen and starch molecules and their 
branching, reorganized and enhanced the discussion of blood glucose regulation,  
reorganized the section “Health Effects of Sugars and Alternative Sweeteners,” added 
a discussion of sugar and heart disease, placed new emphasis on the term nonnutritive 
sweeteners rather than artificial sweeteners as per the Academy of Nutrition and Dietet-
ics, added a new How To box: “How to Reduce Added Sugar Intake,” updated and 
reorganized the table of nonnutritive sweeteners, and added a little more information 
about glycemic load in the Nutrition in Practice.

chapter 3 Added brief discussion and definition of conjugated linoleic acid,  
increased the emphasis on and explanation of solid fats, added a table of solid fats on 
food labels, and added a new figure about replacing saturated fat with unsaturated fat 
in the Nutrition in Practice.
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chapter 4 Enhanced the discussion of proteins as antibodies, reorganized the section 
on protein deficiency, introduced and defined the WHO term severe acute malnutrition 
and defined chronic malnutrition, added a table comparing severe acute malnutrition 
and chronic malnutrition, and enhanced the glossary of terms to describe vegetarian 
diets.

chapter 5 Added the Food Safety Modernization Act to the discussion in the Nutri-
tion in Practice and reorganized and shortened the foodborne illness table to include 
the pathogens that cause most foodborne illnesses.

chapter 6 Deleted a margin note about the “3500-kcal rule” and downplayed its 
exactness in the text with references, included information from the American Heart 
Association/American College of Cardiology Guidelines for the Management of 
Overweight and Obesity in Adults, and added information about and a definition 
of RED-S (relative energy deficiency in sport) from the International Olympic 
Committee to replace the female athlete triad. 

chapter 7 Introduced and defined screen time, food deserts, satiation, and satiety, 
added a new section on “Neighborhood Obstacles to Physical Activity and Healthy 
Foods,” streamlined the obesity drug discussion and simplified and updated FDA- 
approved obesity drugs information, separated and enhanced tables of weight-loss and 
weight-gain strategies, addressed new thinking and research about the “3500-kcalorie 
rule,” enhanced and updated the table “Popular Diets Compared,” added a new table 
called “Tips for Identifying Fad Diets and Weight-Loss Scams,” and added a brief 
discussion of protein and kcalorie restriction.

chapter 8 Added a new table comparing fat-soluble and water-soluble vitamins, 
updated figures of good sources of vitamins (A, folate, and C) using current USDA 
nutrient data, added definitions of vitamin D

2
 and D

3
, added a brief note about toco-

trienols in the vitamin E discussion, and added a new table in the Nutrition in Practice 
providing tips for consuming phytochemicals.

chapter 9 Added a new table, “Top Contributors of Sodium in the Diet,” added a sec-
tion on potassium and hypertension, added more food sources of calcium, added informa-
tion on magnesium and disease, added information on iron excess and oxidative stress, 
and added information on and a definition of hepcidin, the iron-regulating hormone.

chapter 10 Reorganized and rewrote parts of the beginning of the chapter, added 
new tables comparing intensities of physical activity and symptoms of heat stroke and 
hypothermia, updated the hydration table, rewrote and reorganized the Nutrition in 
Practice, and added a discussion of beta-alanine to the Nutrition in Practice.

chapter 11 Added a new table on the benefits of breastfeeding and personalized the 
table of strategies for successful breastfeeding.

chapter 12 Added new tables listing protective factors in breast milk and provid-
ing tips for picky eaters, enhanced the table of food skills for preschoolers, added 
a figure to highlight MyPlate resources for children, included new National School 
Lunch/Breakfast requirements, added a table of new USDA standards for foods and 
beverages sold in schools, added a new table of physical activities for children and 
adolescents, and modified and simplified the feature “How to Protect against Lead 
Toxicity.”

chapter 13 Added a new table comparing signs of Alzheimer’s and typical age-
related changes, defined health care communities as per the Academy of Nutrition 
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and Dietetics, added a brief discussion of the obesity/food insecurity paradox in the 
Nutrition in Practice, and enhanced the feature about thrifty meal planning, “How to 
Stretch Food Dollars and Reduce Waste.”

chapter 14 Reorganized the table on information included in a nutrition screening, 
included a discussion of the multiple-pass method for conducting a 24-hour dietary 
recall interview, added a paragraph about C-reactive protein in the section on bio-
chemical analyses, revised the SOAP note figure, and updated names for diets in the 
“Modified Diets” section to more closely match current dietetics terminology.

chapter 15 Modified the paragraph on isoniazid and vitamin B
6
 in the “Diet-Drug 

Interactions” section, modified several paragraphs about the effectiveness and safety 
of herbal supplements, and modified and expanded the table listing examples of herb-
drug interactions.

chapter 16 Introduced oral supplements in the beginning of the chapter, reorga-
nized the middle two sections of the chapter so that the discussion of tube feeding 
candidates and tube feeding routes precedes the section on enteral formulas, added 
new photos of a current feeding tube and transnasal tube placement in an adult, sim-
plified the presentation of tube feeding initiation and advancement, introduced the 
term cyclic feedings in the section on formula delivery methods, revised the section on 
fluids and electrolytes in parenteral solutions, clarified the difference between con-
tinuous and cyclic parenteral nutrition, shortened the section on discontinuing paren-
teral nutrition, and expanded the section on hyperglycemia in parenteral nutrition. In 
the Nutrition in Practice on inborn errors, revised the introductory paragraph about 
PKU, added a photo showing phenylalanine-free formula, and updated the medical 
foods and treatments used in phenylketonuria.

chapter 17 Modified the table of suggestions for managing dry mouth, expanded 
the discussion about food thickeners, updated the box that describes ways to improve 
acceptance of mechanically altered foods, updated the diet-drug interactions box, and 
modified the discussions on dumping syndrome and bariatric surgery. In the Nutri-
tion in Practice about oral health, modified several sections and added a table listing 
suggestions for preventing oral diseases.

chapter 18 Revised some paragraphs in the sections on inflammatory bowel dis-
eases, irritable bowel syndrome, and diverticular disease of the colon; and updated 
the diet-drug interactions box.

chapter 19 Replaced the Schilling test with the xylose absorption test in the sec-
tion on evaluating malabsorption; revised some material in the sections on acute and 
chronic pancreatitis, cystic fibrosis, celiac disease, and short bowel syndrome; and 
updated the diet-drug interactions box.

chapter 20 Revised the introduction to fatty liver and the descriptions of the dif-
ferent types of hepatitis viruses, modified several sections on cirrhosis complications 
and the table on stages of hepatic encephalopathy, revised the sections on the medical 
treatment and nutrition therapy for cirrhosis, introduced the transjugular intrahepatic 
portosystemic shunt and eliminated the peritoneovenous shunt in the discussion about as-
cites treatment, modified the section about risk factors for gallstone disease, and up-
dated the diet-drug interactions box.

chapter 21 Updated statistics throughout the chapter; expanded paragraphs on 
prediabetes, long-term glycemic control, and diabetic pregnancy; added a note about 
the types of insulin used in the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial; updated 
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sections on nutrition therapy according to newly released nutrition guidelines from 
the American Diabetes Association; reorganized the discussion about body weight 
concerns by moving the topic of weight gain in type 1 diabetes to the insulin ther-
apy section and the topic on weight loss for type 2 diabetes to the nutrition therapy 
section; expanded the table on antidiabetic drugs; updated the diet-drug interac-
tions box; and updated several sections in the Nutrition in Practice on metabolic 
syndrome.

chapter 22 Reorganized the chapter introduction; revised several paragraphs on 
the causes of atherosclerosis; expanded and modified the discussions of CHD risk 
assessment and lifestyle management, including recent (2013) guidelines from the 
American Heart Association and American College of Cardiology; added a new dis-
cussion about cholesterol and egg intakes; modified the introduction to hypertension 
and some sections on the risk factors and treatment of hypertension, including recent 
guidelines by the Eighth Joint National Committee (JNC 8) released in 2013; and 
updated the diet-drug interactions box.

chapter 23 Modified sections related to the nephrotic syndrome, updated the sec-
tion on nutrition therapy for acute kidney injury, updated the section on the evalua-
tion of chronic kidney disease to reflect new clinical practice guidelines, clarified and 
updated some sections related to the nutrition therapy for chronic kidney disease to 
reflect current recommendations, modified the section on prevention of calcium oxa-
late stones, updated the table on food sources of oxalates, and updated the diet-drug 
interactions box.

chapter 24 Modified the discussion about the systemic effects of inflammation,  
updated the discussion about the clinical effects of altering omega-6 and omega-3 
fatty acid intakes based on recent analyses, revised the section about estimating  
energy needs during acute stress, added the concept of hypocaloric feedings for obese 
critical care patients, changed the table on using disease-specific stress factors for  
estimating energy needs to a “How to” box, and updated the diet-drug interactions 
box with current drug treatments for COPD.

chapter 25 Rearranged the sections related to the consequences of cancer,  
introduced the term oral mucositis, modified the section on hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation and introduced the term graft-versus-host disease, revised the 
paragraph about protein and energy intakes for cancer patients, modified the  
introductory paragraphs in the HIV/AIDS section, rearranged and revised some 
sections related to the consequences of HIV infection, revised some sections  
related to the nutrition therapy for HIV infection, and updated the diet-drug inter-
actions box.

Features of this Text
Throughout the book, the readable text and pedagogic features should help to facili-
tate students’ understanding and retention of  the material. For example, definitions 
of key terms appear in the margins. “How to” skill boxes help readers work through 
calculations or give practical suggestions for applying nutrition information. Learning 
objectives (new for this edition) and “In Summary” statements at the beginning and 
end of  each major chapter section help students assimilate the material and assess 
reading comprehension.

Study tools include the “Self Check” at the end of  each chapter, which helps read-
ers test their understanding of  the chapter material. “Your Diet” exercises ask students 
to apply nutrition information from each chapter to their own diets. Case studies in 
the later chapters challenge readers to apply chapter information to clinical situations. 
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“Clinical Applications” provide practice with mathematical calculations and help stu-
dents understand the impact of  nutrition-related issues on health care professionals and 
their clients.

“Nutrition Assessment Checklists” summarize assessment parameters relevant 
to different stages of  the life cycle or groups of  disorders. “Diet-Drug Interaction” 
boxes point out interactions relevant to the medications described in each chapter. 
The appendixes include a wealth of  information on the contents of  foods and enteral 
formulas, U.S. nutrient intake recommendations and the exchange system, Canadian 
guidelines and food guides, physical activity and energy requirements, additional  
information about nutrition assessment, and aids to calculations.

We hope that as you discover the many fascinating aspects of  nutrition, you 
will  enthusiastically apply the concepts in both your professional and your per-
sonal life. To  access additional course materials including Course Mate, please 
visit www. cengagebrain.com. At the CengageBrain.com home page, search for 
the ISBN of  your title (from the back cover of  your book) using the search box at 
the top of  the page. This will take you to the product page where these resources 
can be found. 

Ancillaries

 ❚ CourseMate helps you make the grade. It includes an interactive eBook with 
highlighting, note taking, and search capabilities; interactive learning tools includ-
ing quizzes, flash cards, and videos; and more! Go to cengagebrain.com to access 
these resources.

 ❚ A test bank is available through Cengage Learning Testing Powered by Cognero, 
a flexible online system that allows instructors to author, edit, and manage test 
bank content from multiple Cengage Learning solutions; create multiple test ver-
sions in an instant; and deliver tests from an LMS, a classroom, or wherever the 
instructor wants.

 ❚ The password-protected Instructor Companion Site offers everything an instructor 
needs for the course in one place! This collection of  book-specific lecture and class 
tools is available online via www.cengage.com/login. Access and download Power-
Point presentations, images, an instructor’s manual, videos, and more.
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Overview  
of Nutrition  
and Health

1.1 Food Choices
LO 1.1 Describe how various factors influence  
personal food choices.

1.2 The Nutrients
LO 1.2 Name the six major classes of nutrients and 
identify which are organic and which yield energy.

1.3 Nutrient Recommendations
LO 1.3 Define the four categories of the DRI, the  
Estimated Energy Requirement (EER), and the  
Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges  
(AMDR), and explain their purposes.

1.4 National Nutrition Surveys 
LO 1.4 Describe the kinds of information researchers 
collect from nutrition surveys and explain how the 
information is used. 

1.5 Dietary Guidelines and Food 
Guides
LO 1.5 Explain how each of the dietary ideals can  
be used to plan a healthy diet, and how the Dietary 
Guidelines and USDA Food Patterns help make diet 
planning easier. 

1.6 Food Labels
LO 1.6 Compare the information on food labels  
to make selections that meet specific dietary and 
health goals.

1.7 Nutrition in Practice: Finding the 
Truth about Nutrition
LO 1.7 Recognize misinformation and describe how to 
identify reliable nutrition information.
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Every day, several times a day, you make choices that will either  
improve your health or harm it. Each choice may influence your health 

only a little, but when these choices are repeated over years and decades, 
their effects become significant.

The choices people make each day affect not only their physical health 
but also their wellness—all the characteristics that make a person strong, 
confident, and able to function well with family, friends, and others. Peo-
ple who consistently make poor lifestyle choices on a daily basis increase 
their risks of developing diseases. Figure 1-1 shows how a person’s health 
can fall anywhere along a continuum, from maximum wellness on the 
one end to total failure to function (death) on the other.

As health care professionals, when you take responsibility for your 
own health by making daily choices and practicing behaviors that en-
hance your well-being, you prepare yourself physically, mentally, and 
emotionally to meet the demands of your profession. As health care pro-
fessionals, however, you have a responsibility to your clients as well as to 
yourselves.* You have unique opportunities to make your clients aware of 
the benefits of positive health choices and behaviors, to show them how 
to change their behaviors and make daily choices to enhance their own 
health, and to serve as role models for those behaviors.

This text focuses on how nutrition choices affect health and disease. 
The early chapters introduce the basics of nutrition to promote good 

*Health care professionals generally use either client or patient when referring to an individual under 
their care. The first 13 chapters of this text emphasize the nutrition concerns of people in good health; 
therefore, the term client is used in these chapters. 

F i g u r e  1 - 1  The Health Line
no matter how well you maintain your health today, you may still be able to improve tomorrow. 
likewise, a person who is well today can slip by failing to maintain health-promoting habits.

Wellness—
optimal physical,

mental, emotional,
spiritual, and social health

Person takes responsibility
for all health areas and
meets all needs.

Superior
level of
health

Person
covers most
needs well,
but some
areas lack
attention.

Good
level of
health

Most people function
near here—they meet

needs at a minimum to
prevent symptoms.

Moderate
level of
health

Person meets needs only to
reverse symptoms as they appear.

Marginal
level of
health

Person relies on
medicine to
treat symptoms;
needs are not
met.

Poor
level of
health

Death
from
disease

Person is
physically,
mentally,
emotionally,
spiritually,
or socially
nonfunctional.

health: a range of states with 
physical, mental, emotional, spiri-
tual, and social components. at a 
minimum, health means freedom 
from physical disease, mental distur-
bances, emotional distress, spiritual 
discontent, social maladjustment, 
and other negative states. at a  
maximum, health means wellness.

wellness: maximum well-being; 
the top range of health states; the 
goal of the person who strives to-
ward realizing his or her full poten-
tial physically, mentally, emotionally, 
spiritually, and socially.
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health and reduce disease risks. The later chapters emphasize medical 
nutrition therapy and its role in supporting health and treating diseases 
and symptoms.

1.1 Food Choices
LO 1.1 Describe how various factors influence personal food choices.

Sound nutrition throughout life does not ensure good health and long life, but it 
can certainly help to tip the balance in their favor. Nevertheless, most people choose 
foods for reasons other than their nourishing value. Even people who claim to choose 
foods primarily for the sake of  health or nutrition will admit that other factors also 
influence their food choices. Because food choices become an integral part of  their 
lifestyles, people sometimes find it difficult to change their eating habits. Health care 
professionals who help clients make diet changes must understand the dynamics of  
food choices, because people will alter their eating habits only if  their preferences are 
honored. Developing cultural competence is an important aspect of  honoring indi-
vidual preferences, especially for health care professionals who help clients to achieve 
a nutritious diet.1

Preference Why do people like certain foods? One reason, of  course, is their preference 
for certain tastes. Some tastes are widely liked, such as the sweetness of  sugar and the  
savoriness of  salt.2 Research suggests that genetics influence people’s taste preferences, 
a finding that may eventually have implications for clinical nutrition.3 For example, 
sensitivity to bitter taste is an inheritable trait. People born with great sensitivity to 
bitter tastes tend to avoid foods with bitter flavors such as broccoli, cabbage, brussels 
sprouts, spinach, and grapefruit juice. These foods, as well as many other fruits and 
vegetables, contain bioactive food components—phytochemicals and nutrients—that 
may reduce the risk of  cancer. Thus, the role that genetics may play in food selection 
is gaining importance in cancer research.4 Nutrition in Practice 8 addresses phyto-
chemicals and their role in disease prevention.

Habit Sometimes habit dictates people’s food choices. People eat a sandwich for 
lunch or drink orange juice at breakfast simply because they have always done so. 

associations People also like foods with happy associations—foods eaten in the 
midst of  warm family gatherings on traditional holidays or given to them as children by 
someone who loved them. By the same token, people can attach intense and unalterable  
dislikes to foods that they ate when they were sick or that were forced on them when 
they weren’t hungry. 

ethnic Heritage and regional cuisines Every country, and every region of   
a country, has its own typical foods and ways of  combining them into meals. The 
foodways of  North America reflect the many different cultural and ethnic back-
grounds of  its inhabitants. Many foods with foreign origins are familiar items on 
North American menus: tacos, egg rolls, lasagna, sushi, and gyros, to name a few. 
Still others, such as spaghetti and croissants, are almost staples in the “Ameri-
can diet.” North American regional cuisines like Cajun and TexMex blend the 
traditions of  several cultures. Table 1-1 (p. 4) presents selected ethnic diets and  
food choices.

Values Food choices may reflect people’s environmental ethics, religious beliefs, and 
political views. By choosing to eat some foods or to avoid others, people make state-
ments that reflect their values. For example, people may select only foods that come 
in containers that can be reused or recycled. A concerned consumer may boycott 
fruit or vegetables picked by migrant workers who have been exploited. People may 

nutrition: the science of foods and 
the nutrients and other substances 
they contain, and of their ingestion, 
digestion, absorption, transport,  
metabolism, interaction, storage, 
and excretion. a broader definition 
includes the study of the environ-
ment and of human behavior as it 
relates to these processes.

cultural competence: an aware-
ness and acceptance of one’s own 
and others’ cultures, combined with 
the skills needed to interact effec-
tively with people of diverse cultures.

bioactive food components: 
compounds in foods (either  
nutrients or phytochemicals) that 
alter physiological processes in  
the body. 

phytochemicals (Figh-toe-
chem-ih-cals): compounds in plants 
that confer color, taste, and other 
characteristics. some phytochemicals 
are bioactive food components in 
functional foods. nutrition in  
Practice 8 provides details. 

foodways: the eating habits and 
culinary practices of a people,  
region, or historical period.

ethnic diets: foodways and 
cuisines typical of national origins, 
races, cultural heritages, or  
geographic locations.

nutrition is only one of the many 
factors that influence people’s food 
choices.
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buy vegetables from local farmers to save the fuel and environmental costs of  foods 
shipped from far away. Labels on some foods carry statements or symbols—known as  
ecolabels—that imply that the foods have been produced in ways that are considered 
environmentally favorable. 

Religion also influences many people’s food choices. Jewish law sets forth an 
extensive set of  dietary rules. Many Christians forgo meat on Fridays during Lent, 
the period prior to Easter. In Islamic dietary laws, permitted or lawful foods are 
called halal. Other faiths prohibit some dietary practices and promote others. Diet  
planners can foster sound nutrition practices only if  they respect and honor each 
person’s values.

Social interaction Social interaction is another powerful influence on people’s 
food choices. Meals are social events, and the sharing of  food is part of  hospital-
ity. It is often considered rude to refuse food or drink being shared by a group or 

offered by a host. Food brings people together for many 
different reasons: to celebrate a holiday or special event, 
to renew an old friendship, to make new friends, to con-
duct business, and many more. Sometimes food is used 
to influence or impress someone. For example, a business 
executive invites a prospective new client out to dinner 
in hopes of  edging out the competition. In each case, for 
whatever the purpose, food plays an integral part of  the 
social interaction.

emotional State Emotions guide food choices and eat-
ing behaviors.5 Some people cannot eat when they are 
emotionally upset. Others may eat in response to a variety 
of  emotional stimuli—for example, to relieve boredom or 
depression or to calm anxiety. A depressed person may 
choose to eat rather than to call a friend. A person who has 
returned home from an exciting evening out may unwind 

Ta b L e  1 - 1  Selected ethnic Cuisines and Food Choices

Grains Vegetables Fruits Protein Foods Milk

Asian millet, rice, 
rice or wheat 
noodles

amaranth, baby 
corn, bamboo 
shoots, bok choy, 
cabbages, mung 
bean sprouts, 
scallions, seaweed, 
snow peas, straw 
mushrooms, water 
chestnuts, wild yam

Kumquats, loquats, 
lychee, mandarin 
oranges, melons, 
pears, persimmon, 
plums

Pork, poultry, fish 
and other seafood, 
squid, soybeans, 
tofu, duck eggs, 
cashews, peanuts

soy milk

Mediterranean bulgur, couscous, 
focaccia, italian 
bread, pastas, 
pita pocket 
bread, polenta, 
rice

cucumbers, 
eggplant, grape 
leaves, onions, 
peppers, tomatoes

dates, figs, grapes, 
lemons, melons, 
olives, raisins

beef, gyros, lamb, 
pork, sausage, 
chicken, fish and 
other seafood, 
fava beans, lentils, 
almonds, walnuts

Feta, goat, 
mozzarella, 
parmesan, 
provolone, and 
ricotta cheeses; 
yogurt

Mexican taco shells, 
tortillas (corn or 
flour), rice

cactus, cassava, 
chayote, chilies, 
corn, jicama, 
onions, tomatoes, 
tomato salsa, yams

avocado, bananas, 
guava, lemons, 
limes, mango, 
oranges, papaya, 
plantain

beef, chorizo, 
chicken, fish, 
refried beans, eggs

cheese, flan 
(caramel custard)
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ethnic meals and family gatherings nourish the spirit as well as 
the body.
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with a late-night snack. Eating in response to emotions can easily lead to overeating 
and obesity but may be appropriate at times. For example, sharing food at times of  
bereavement serves both the giver’s need to provide comfort and the receiver’s need to 
be cared for and to interact with others as well as to take nourishment.

availability, convenience, and economy The influence of  these factors on  
people’s food selections is clear. You cannot eat foods if  they are not available, if  
you cannot get to the grocery store, if  you do not have the time or skill to prepare 
them, or if  you cannot afford them. Consumers who value convenience frequently eat 
out, bring home ready-to-eat meals, cook meals ahead at storefront meal preparation 
sites, or have food delivered. Whether decisions based on convenience meet a person’s  
nutrition needs depends on the choices made. Eating a banana or a candy bar may  
be equally convenient, but the fruit provides more vitamins and minerals and less 
sugar and fat.

Rising food costs have shifted some consumers’ priorities and changed their shop-
ping habits.6 They are less likely to buy higher-priced convenience foods and more 
likely to prepare home-cooked meals. Those who frequently prepare their own meals 
eat fast food less often and are more likely to meet dietary guidelines for fat, calcium, 
fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. It is not surprising that, when eating out, con-
sumers choose low-cost fast-food outlets over more expensive fine-dining restaurants. 
Foods eaten away from home, especially fast-food meals, tend to be high in kcalories, 
sodium, total fat, saturated fat, and trans fat—which can contribute to a variety of  
health problems.7

Some people have jobs that keep them away from home for days at a time, require 
them to conduct business in restaurants or at conventions, or involve hectic schedules 
that allow little or no time for meals at home. For these people, the kinds of  restau-
rants available to them and the cost of  eating out so often may limit food choices.

age Age influences people’s food choices. Infants, for example, depend on others 
to choose foods for them. Older children also rely on others but become more active 
in selecting foods that taste sweet and are familiar to them and rejecting those whose 
taste or texture they dislike. In contrast, the links between taste preferences and food 
choices in adults are less direct than in children. Adults often choose foods based 
on health concerns such as body weight. Indeed, adults may avoid sweet or familiar 
foods because of  such concerns. 

Body Weight and image Sometimes people select certain foods and supplements 
that they believe will improve their physical appearance and avoid those they believe 
might be detrimental. Such decisions can be beneficial when based on sound nutrition 
and fitness knowledge but may undermine good health when based on fads or carried 
to extremes. Eating disorders are the topic of  Nutrition in Practice 6. 

Medical conditions Sometimes medical conditions and their treatments (including 
medications) limit the foods a person can select. For example, a person with heart dis-
ease might need to adopt a diet low in certain types of  fats. The chemotherapy needed 
to treat cancer can interfere with a person’s appetite or limit food choices by causing 
vomiting. Allergy to certain foods can also limit choices. The second half  of  this text 
discusses how diet can be modified to accommodate different medical conditions. 

Health and Nutrition Finally, of  course, many consumers make food choices they 
believe will improve their health.8 Food manufacturers and restaurant chefs have  
responded to scientific findings linking health with nutrition by offering an abun-
dant selection of  health-promoting foods and beverages. Foods that provide health 
benefits beyond their nutrient contributions are called functional foods.9 Whole 
foods—as natural and familiar as oatmeal or tomatoes—are the simplest functional 
foods. In other cases, foods have been modified through fortification, enrichment, or  

functional foods: whole, forti-
fied, enriched, or enhanced foods 
that have a potentially beneficial 
effect on health when consumed 
as part of a varied diet on a regular 
basis at effective levels.
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enhancement. Examples of  these functional foods include orange juice fortified with 
calcium to build strong bones, bread enriched with folate to promote normal fetal 
development, and margarine enhanced with a plant sterol to lower blood cholesterol.  
Nutrition in Practice 8 offers more discussion of  functional foods.

Consumers typically welcome new foods into their diets, provided that these 
foods are reasonably priced, clearly labeled, easy to find in the grocery store, and 
convenient to prepare. These foods must also taste good—as good as the traditional 
choices. Of  course, a person need not eat any “special” foods to enjoy a healthy 
diet; many “regular” foods provide numerous health benefits as well. In fact, foods 
such as whole grains; vegetables and legumes; fruits; meats, seafood, poultry, eggs, 
nuts, and seeds; and low-fat milk products are among the healthiest choices a person 
can make. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ A person selects foods for many different reasons. 

 ❚ Food choices influence health—both positively and negatively. Individual food 
selections neither make nor break a diet’s healthfulness, but the balance of  foods 
selected over time can make an important difference to health. 

 ❚ In the interest of  health, people are wise to think “nutrition” when making their 
food choices.

1.2 The Nutrients
LO 1.2 Name the six major classes of nutrients and identify which are organic 
and which yield energy.

You are a collection of  molecules that move. All these moving parts are arranged in 
patterns of  extraordinary complexity and order—cells, tissues, and organs. Although 
the arrangement remains constant, the parts are continually changing, using nutrients 
and energy derived from nutrients.

Almost any food you eat is composed of  dozens or even hundreds of  different 
kinds of  materials. Spinach, for example, is composed mostly of  water (95 percent), 
and most of  its solid materials are the compounds carbohydrates, fats (properly called 
lipids), and proteins. If  you could remove these materials, you would find a tiny quan-
tity of  minerals, vitamins, and other compounds.

Six Classes of Nutrients
Water, carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, and minerals are the six classes of  nu-
trients commonly found in spinach and other foods. Some of  the other materials in 
foods, such as the pigments and other phytochemicals, are not nutrients but may still 
be important to health. The body can make some nutrients for itself, at least in limited 
quantities, but it cannot make them all, and it makes some in insufficient quantities 
to meet its needs. Therefore, the body must obtain many nutrients from foods. The 
nutrients that foods must supply are called essential nutrients. 

carbohydrates, Fats, and Proteins Four of  the six classes of  nutrients (carbohy-
drates, fats, proteins, and vitamins) contain carbon, which is found in all living things. 
They are therefore organic (meaning, literally, “alive”).† During metabolism, three of  

†Note that this definition of organic excludes coal, diamonds, and a few carbon-containing compounds 
that contain only a single carbon and no hydrogen, such as carbon dioxide (CO

2
).

nutrients: substances obtained 
from food and used in the body 
to provide energy and structural 
materials and to serve as regulating 
agents to promote growth, mainte-
nance, and repair. nutrients may also 
reduce the risks of some diseases.

essential nutrients: nutrients a 
person must obtain from food be-
cause the body cannot make them 
for itself in sufficient quantities to 
meet physiological needs.

organic: in chemistry, substances 
or molecules containing carbon-
carbon bonds or carbon-hydrogen 
bonds. the four organic nutrients 
are carbohydrate, fat, protein, and 
vitamins.
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these four (carbohydrates, fats, and proteins) provide energy the body can use.‡ These 
energy-yielding nutrients continually replenish the energy you spend daily. 

Vitamins, Minerals, and Water Vitamins are organic but do not provide energy to 
the body. They facilitate the release of  energy from the three energy-yielding nutrients. 
In contrast, minerals and water are inorganic nutrients. Minerals yield no energy in 
the human body, but, like vitamins, they help to regulate the release of  energy, among 
their many other roles. As for water, it is the medium in which all of  the body’s pro-
cesses take place.

kCalories: A Measure of Energy
The amount of  energy that carbohydrates, fats, and proteins release can be measured 
in calories—tiny units of  energy so small that a single apple provides tens of  thou-
sands of  them. To ease calculations, energy is expressed in 1000-calorie metric units 
known as kilocalories (shortened to kcalories, but commonly called “calories”). 
When you read in popular books or magazines that an apple provides “100 calories,”  
understand that it means 100 kcalories. This book uses the term kcalorie and its  
abbreviation kcal throughout, as do other scientific books and journals.§ kCalories  
are not constituents of  foods; they are a measure of  the energy foods provide.  
The energy a food provides depends on how much carbohydrate, fat, and protein the 
food contains. 

Carbohydrate yields 4 kcalories of  energy from each gram, and so does protein. 
Fat yields 9 kcalories per gram. Thus, fat has a greater energy density than either 
carbohydrate or protein. Chapter 7 revisits energy density with regard to weight 
management. If  you know how many grams of  each nutrient a food contains, you 
can derive the number of  kcalories potentially available from the food. Simply mul-
tiply the carbohydrate grams times 4, the protein grams times 4, and the fat grams  
times 9, and add the results together (Box 1-1 on p. 8 describes how to calculate the 
energy a food provides).

energy Nutrients in Foods Most foods contain mixtures of  all three energy-yield-
ing nutrients, although foods are sometimes classified by their predominant nutrient. 
To speak of  meat as “a protein” or of  bread as “a carbohydrate,” however, is inaccu-
rate. Each is rich in a particular nutrient, but a protein-rich food such as beef  contains 
a lot of  fat along with the protein, and a carbohydrate-rich food such as cornbread 
also contains fat (corn oil) and protein. Only a few foods are exceptions to this rule, 
the common ones being sugar (which is pure carbohydrate) and oil (which is pure fat). 

energy Storage in the Body The body first uses the energy-yielding nutrients to 
build new compounds and fuel metabolic and physical activities. Excesses are then 
rearranged into storage compounds, primarily body fat, and put away for later use. 
Thus, if  you take in more energy than you expend, whether from carbohydrate, fat, 
or protein, the result is an increase in energy stores and weight gain. Similarly, if  
you take in less energy than you expend, the result is a decrease in energy stores and 
weight loss. 

alcohol, Not a Nutrient One other substance contributes energy: alcohol. The 
body derives energy from alcohol at the rate of  7 kcalories per gram. Alcohol is not 
a nutrient, however, because it cannot support the body’s growth, maintenance, or 
repair. Nutrition in Practice 20 discusses alcohol’s effects on nutrition. 

‡Metabolism is the set of processes by which nutrients are rearranged into body structures or broken 
down to yield energy.

§Food energy can also be measured in kilojoules (kJ). The kilojoule is the international unit of energy. 
One kcalorie equals 4.2 kJ.

energy-yielding nutrients: the 
nutrients that break down to yield 
energy the body can use. the  
three energy-yielding nutrients are  
carbohydrate, protein, and fat.

inorganic: not containing carbon 
or pertaining to living organisms. 
the two classes of nutrients that are 
inorganic are minerals and water.

calories: a measure of heat  
energy. Food energy is measured in  
kilocalories (1000 calories equal  
1 kilocalorie), abbreviated kcalories 
or kcal. one kcalorie is the amount 
of heat necessary to raise the  
temperature of 1 kilogram (kg) of  
water 1°c. the scientific use of  
the term kcalorie is the same as the 
popular use of the term calorie. 

energy density: a measure of  
the energy a food provides relative 
to the amount of food (kcalories  
per gram).
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Foods provide nutrients—substances that support the growth, maintenance, and 
repair of  the body’s tissues. 

 ❚ The six classes of  nutrients are water, carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, and 
minerals. 

 ❚ Vitamins, minerals, and water do not yield energy; instead they facilitate a variety 
of  activities in the body. 

 ❚ Foods rich in the energy-yielding nutrients (carbohydrates, fats, and proteins)  
provide the major materials for building the body’s tissues and yield energy the 
body can use or store. 

 ❚ Energy is measured in kcalories. 

1.3 Nutrient Recommendations
LO 1.3 Define the four categories of the DRI, the Estimated Energy Requirement 
(EER), and the Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges (AMDR), and explain 
their purposes.

Nutrient recommendations are used as standards to evaluate healthy people’s energy 
and nutrient intakes. Nutrition experts use the recommendations to assess nutrient  
intakes and to guide people on amounts to consume. Individuals can use them to  
decide how much of  a nutrient they need to consume.

Dietary Reference Intakes
Defining the amounts of  energy, nutrients, and other dietary components that best 
support health is a huge task. Nutrition experts have produced a set of  standards that 
define the amounts of  energy, nutrients, other dietary components, and physical activ-
ity that best support health. These recommendations are called Dietary Reference  
Intakes (DRI) and reflect the collaborative efforts of  scientists in both the United 
States and Canada.*10 The inside front covers of  this book present the DRI values.  

*The DRI reports are produced by the Food and Nutrition Board, Institute of Medicine of the National 
Academies, with active involvement of scientists from Canada.

to calculate the energy available from a food, multiply the  
number of grams of carbohydrate, protein, and fat by 4, 4,  
and 9, respectively. then add the results together. For example, 
one slice of bread with 1 tablespoon of peanut butter on it  
contains 16 grams of carbohydrate, 7 grams of protein, and  
9 grams of fat:

16 g carbohydrate 3 4 kcal/g 5 64 kcal

7 g protein 3 4 kcal/g 5 28 kcal

9 g fat 3 9 kcal/g 5 81 kcal

total 5 173 kcal

From this information, you can calculate the percentage of 
kcalories each of the energy nutrients contributes to the total. 

to determine the percentage of kcalories from fat, for example, 
divide the 81 fat kcalories by the total 173 kcalories:

81 fat kcal 4 173 total kcal 5 0.468 (rounded to 0.47)

then multiply by 100 to get the percentage:

0.47 3 100 5 47%

dietary recommendations that urge people to limit fat intake to 
20 to 35 percent of kcalories refer to the day’s total energy in-
take, not to individual foods. still, if the proportion of fat in each 
food choice throughout a day exceeds 35 percent of kcalories, 
then the day’s total surely will, too. Knowing that this snack pro-
vides 47 percent of its kcalories from fat alerts a person to the 
need to make lower-fat selections at other times that day.

How To B O X  1 - 1  c a l c u l at e  t h e  e n e r g y  a  F o o d  P r o V i d e s

Dietary reference intakes (Dri):  
a set of values for the dietary nutri-
ent intakes of healthy people in the 
united states and canada. these 
values are used for planning and  
assessing diets.
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(A set of  nutrient recommendations developed by the World Health Organi-
zation for international use is presented in Appendix B.)

Setting Nutrient recommendations: rDa and ai One advantage of  
the DRI is that they apply to the diets of  individuals. The DRI committee 
offers two sets of  values to be used as nutrient intake goals by individuals: 
a set called the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) and a set called  
Adequate Intakes (AI). 

Based on solid experimental evidence and other reliable observations, the 
RDA are the foundation of  the DRI. The AI values are based on less extensive 
scientific findings and rely more heavily on scientific judgment. The commit-
tee establishes an AI value whenever scientific evidence is insufficient to gen-
erate an RDA. To see which nutrients have an AI and which have an RDA, 
turn to the inside front cover. 

In the last several decades, abundant new research has linked nutrients in 
the diet with the promotion of  health and the prevention of  chronic diseases. 
An advantage of  the DRI is that, where appropriate, they take into account 
disease prevention as well as an adequate nutrient intake. For example, the 
RDA for calcium is based on intakes thought to reduce the likelihood of  
osteoporosis-related fractures later in life.

To ensure that the vitamin and mineral recommendations meet the needs of  as many 
people as possible, the recommendations are set near the top end of  the range of  the 
population’s estimated average requirements (see Figure 1-2). Small amounts above the 
daily requirement do no harm, whereas amounts below the requirement may lead to 
health problems. When people’s intakes are consistently deficient, their nutrient stores 
decline, and over time this decline leads to deficiency symptoms and poor health. 

Facilitating Nutrition research and Policy: ear In addition to the RDA and 
AI, the DRI committee has established another set of  values: Estimated Average  
Requirements (EAR). These values establish average requirements for given life stage 
and gender groups that researchers and nutrition policymakers use in their work.  
Nutrition scientists may use the EAR as standards in research. Public health officials 
may use them to assess nutrient intakes of  populations and make recommendations. 
The EAR values form the scientific basis on which the RDA are set.

establishing Safety Guidelines: uL The DRI committee also establishes upper 
limits of  intake for nutrients posing a hazard when consumed in excess. These values, 
the Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (UL), are indispensable to consumers who take 
supplements. Consumers need to know how much of  a nutrient is too much. The UL 
are also of  value to public health officials who set allowances for nutrients that are 
added to foods and water. The UL values are listed on the inside front cover.

using Nutrient recommendations Each of  the four DRI categories serves a 
unique purpose. For example, the EAR are most appropriately used to develop and 
evaluate nutrition programs for groups such as schoolchildren or military personnel. 
The RDA (or AI, if  an RDA is not available) can be used to set goals for individuals. 
The UL help to keep nutrient intakes below the amounts that increase the risk of  toxic-
ity. With these understandings, professionals can use the DRI for a variety of  purposes. 

In addition to understanding the unique purposes of  the DRI, it is important to 
keep their uses in perspective. Consider the following:

 ❚ The values are recommendations for safe intakes, not minimum requirements;  
except for energy, they include a generous margin of  safety. Figure 1-3 (p. 10)  
presents an accurate view of  how a person’s nutrient needs fall within a range, 
with marginal and danger zones both below and above the range.

 ❚ The values reflect daily intakes to be achieved on average, over time. They  
assume that intakes will vary from day to day, and they are set high enough to 
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Nutrients
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Daily requirements (units/day)

F i g u r e  1 - 2  nutrient intake 
recommendations 
the nutrient intake recommendations are 
set high enough to cover nearly everyone’s  
requirements (the boxes represent people).
aestimated average requirement

recommended Dietary  
allowances (rDa): a set of 
values reflecting the average daily 
amounts of nutrients considered  
adequate to meet the known  
nutrient needs of practically all 
healthy people in a particular life 
stage and gender group; a goal for 
dietary intake by individuals.

adequate intakes (ai): a set 
of values that are used as guides 
for nutrient intakes when scientific 
evidence is insufficient to determine 
an rda.

requirement: the lowest  
continuing intake of a nutrient  
that will maintain a specified  
criterion of adequacy.

deficient: in regard to nutrient 
intake, describes the amount below 
which almost all healthy people  
can be expected, over time, to  
experience deficiency symptoms.

estimated average require-
ments (ear): the average daily 
nutrient intake levels estimated to 
meet the requirements of half of the 
healthy individuals in a given age 
and gender group; used in nutrition 
research and policymaking and as the 
basis on which rda values are set.

Tolerable upper intake Levels 
(uL): a set of values reflecting the 
highest average daily nutrient intake 
levels that are likely to pose no risk 
of toxicity to almost all healthy indi-
viduals in a particular life stage and 
gender group. as intake increases 
above the ul, the potential risk of 
adverse health effects increases.
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F i g u r e  1 - 3  naive versus accurate 
View of nutrient intakes
the rda or ai for a given nutrient represents a 
point that lies within a range of appropriate and 
reasonable intakes between toxicity and defi-
ciency. both of these recommendations are high 
enough to provide reserves in times of short-
term dietary inadequacies, but not so high as 
to approach toxicity. nutrient intakes above or 
below this range may be equally harmful.

Safety

Danger

Naive
view

RDA

Danger
of

toxicity

Marginal

Marginal

Danger
of

deficiency

Safety

Accurate
view

RDA or AI

Tolerable
Upper Intake
Level

Estimated 
Average
Requirement

* The EER for children, pregnant women, and lactating women includes energy needs associated with 
the deposition of tissue or the secretion of milk at rates consistent with good health.

ensure that body nutrient stores will meet nutrient needs during periods 
of  inadequate intakes lasting a day or two for some nutrients and up to 
a month or two for others.

 ❚ The values are chosen in reference to specific indicators of  nutrient 
adequacy, such as blood nutrient concentrations, normal growth, and re-
duction of  certain chronic diseases or other disorders when appropriate, 
rather than prevention of  deficiency symptoms alone.

 ❚ The recommendations are designed to meet the needs of  most healthy 
people. Medical problems alter nutrient needs, as later chapters describe.

 ❚ The recommendations are specific for people of  both genders as well 
as various ages and stages of  life: infants, children, adolescents, men, 
women, pregnant women, and lactating women.

Setting energy recommendations In contrast to the vitamin and 
mineral recommendations, the recommendation for energy, called the  
Estimated Energy Requirement (EER), is not generous because excess  
energy cannot be excreted and is eventually stored as body fat. Rather, the key 
to the energy recommendation is balance. For a person who has a body weight, 
body composition, and physical activity level consistent with good health, en-
ergy intake from food should match energy expenditure, so the person achieves 
energy balance. Enough energy is needed to sustain a healthy, active life, but 
too much energy leads to obesity. The EER is therefore set at a level of energy 
intake predicted to maintain energy balance in a healthy adult of a defined age, 
gender, weight, height, and physical activity level.* Another difference between 
the requirements for other nutrients and those for energy is that each person 
has an obvious indicator of whether energy intake is inadequate, adequate, or 
excessive: body weight. Because any amount of energy in excess of need leads 
to weight gain, the DRI committee did not set a Tolerable Upper Intake Level.

Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges (AMDR)
As noted earlier, the DRI committee considers prevention of  chronic disease as  
well as nutrient adequacy when establishing recommendations. To that end, the 
committee established healthy ranges of  intakes for the energy-yielding nutrients— 
carbohydrate, fat, and protein—known as Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution 
Ranges (AMDR). Each of  these three energy-yielding nutrients contributes to a  
person’s total energy (kcalorie) intake, and those contributions vary in relation to 
each other. The DRI committee has determined that a diet that provides the energy- 
yielding nutrients in the following proportions provides adequate energy and  
nutrients and reduces the risk of  chronic disease:

 ❚ 45 to 65 percent of  kcalories from carbohydrate

 ❚ 20 to 35 percent of  kcalories from fat

 ❚ 10 to 35 percent of  kcalories from protein

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) are a set of  nutrient intake values that can be 
used to plan and evaluate dietary intakes for healthy people.

 ❚ The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) defines the amount of  a nutrient that 
supports a specific function in the body for half  of  the population.

estimated energy requirement 
(eer): the dietary energy intake 
level that is predicted to maintain 
energy balance in a healthy adult of 
a defined age, gender, weight, and 
physical activity level consistent with 
good health.

acceptable macronutrient 
Distribution ranges (amDr): 
ranges of intakes for the energy-
yielding nutrients that provide 
adequate energy and nutrients and 
reduce the risk of chronic disease.
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 ❚ The Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is based on the EAR and  
establishes a goal for dietary intake that will meet the needs of  almost all  
healthy people.

 ❚ An Adequate Intake (AI) serves a similar purpose as the RDA when an RDA  
cannot be determined.

 ❚ The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) establishes the highest average daily  
nutrient intake level that appears safe for almost all healthy people.

 ❚ The Estimated Energy Requirement (EER) defines the energy intake level needed 
to maintain energy balance in a healthy adult of  a defined age, gender, weight, 
height, and physical activity level.

 ❚ The Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges (AMDR) define the  
proportions contributed by carbohydrate, fat, and protein to a healthy diet.

1.4 National Nutrition Surveys 
LO 1.4 Describe the kinds of information researchers collect from nutrition  
surveys and explain how the information is used. 

How do nutrition experts know whether people are meeting nutrient recommen-
dations? The Dietary Reference Intakes and other major reports that examine the  
relationships between diet and health depend on information collected from nutri-
tion surveys. Researchers use nutrition surveys to learn which foods people are eat-
ing and which supplements they are taking, to assess people’s nutritional health, and 
to determine people’s knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors about nutrition and how 
these relate to health. The resulting wealth of  information can be used for a variety of   
purposes. For example, Congress uses this information to establish public policy on nutri-
tion education, assess food assistance programs, and regulate the food supply. The food 
industry uses the information to guide decisions in public relations and product develop-
ment. Scientists use the information to establish research priorities. One of the first nutri-
tion surveys, taken before World War II, suggested that up to a third of the U.S. population 
might be eating poorly. Programs to correct malnutrition have been evolving ever since. 

Coordinating Nutrition Survey Data
The National Nutrition Monitoring program coordinates the many nutrition-related 
activities of  various federal agencies. All major reports that examine the contribution 
of  diet and nutrition status to the health of  the people of  the United States depend on 
information collected and coordinated by this national program. A national food and 
nutrient intake survey, called What We Eat in America, collects data on the kinds and 
amounts of  foods people eat. Researchers then calculate the energy and nutrients in the 
foods and compare the amounts consumed with standards such as the DRI. What We 
Eat in America is conducted as part of  a larger research effort, the National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES), which examine the people themselves using 
nutrition assessment methods. The data provide valuable information on several nutrition-
related conditions such as growth retardation, heart disease, and nutrient deficiencies. 
These data also provide the basis for developing and monitoring national health goals.

National Health Goals
Healthy People is a program that identifies the nation’s health priorities and guides 
policies that promote health and prevent disease. At the start of  each decade, the 
program sets goals for improving the nation’s health during the following 10 years. 

malnutrition: any condition 
caused by deficient or excess  
energy or nutrient intake or by an 
imbalance of nutrients.

Healthy People: a national public 
health initiative under the jurisdiction 
of the u.s. department of health and 
human services (dhhs) that identi-
fies the most significant preventable 
threats to health and focuses efforts 
toward eliminating them. 
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Nutrition is one of  38 topic areas of  Healthy People 2020, each with numerous objec-
tives (www.healthypeople.gov). 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Nutrition surveys measure people’s food consumption and evaluate the nutrition 
status of  populations.

 ❚ Information gathered from nutrition surveys serves as the basis for many major 
diet and nutrition reports, including Healthy People. 

1.5 Dietary Guidelines and Food Guides
LO 1.5 Explain how each of the dietary ideals can be used to plan a healthy  
diet, and how the Dietary Guidelines and USDA Food Patterns help make diet  
planning easier. 

Today, government authorities are as concerned about overnutrition as they once were 
about undernutrition. Research confirms that dietary excesses, especially of  energy, so-
dium, certain fats, and alcohol, contribute to many chronic diseases, including heart 
disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, and liver disease.11 Only two common lifestyle habits 
have more influence on health than a person’s choice of  diet: smoking and other tobacco 
use, and excessive drinking of  alcohol. Table 1-2 lists the leading causes of  death in the 
United States; notice that three of  the top four are nutrition related (and related to to-
bacco use). Note, however, that although diet is a powerful influence on these diseases, 
they cannot be prevented by a healthy diet alone; genetics, physical activity, age, gender, 
and other factors also play a role. Within the range set by genetic inheritance, however, 
disease development is strongly influenced by the foods a person chooses to eat. 

Sound nutrition does not depend on the selection of  any one food. Instead, it  
depends on the overall eating pattern—the combination of  many different foods and 
beverages at numerous meals over days, months, and years.12 So how can health care 
professionals help people select foods to create an eating pattern that supplies all the 
needed nutrients in amounts consistent with good health? The principle is simple  
enough: encourage clients to eat a variety of  foods that supply all the nutrients  
the body needs. In practice, how do people do this? It helps to keep in mind that a 
nutritious diet achieves six basic ideals. 

Dietary Ideals
A nutritious diet has the six characteristics listed in Box 1-2. The first, adequacy, was 
already addressed in the earlier discussion on the DRI. An adequate diet has enough 
energy and enough of  every nutrient (as well as fiber) to meet the needs of  healthy 
people. Second is balance: the food choices do not overemphasize one nutrient or 
food type at the expense of  another. Balance in the diet helps to ensure adequacy. 

The essential minerals calcium and iron illustrate the importance of  dietary  
balance. Meat is rich in iron but poor in calcium. Conversely, milk is rich in calcium 
but poor in iron. Use some meat for iron; use some milk for calcium; and save some 
space for other foods, too, because a diet consisting of  milk and meat alone would not 
be adequate. For other nutrients, people need to consume other protein foods, whole 
grains, vegetables, and fruit. 

The third characteristic is kcalorie (energy) control: the foods provide the amount 
of  energy needed to maintain a healthy body weight—not more, not less. The key 
to kcalorie control is to select foods that deliver the most nutrients for the least food 
energy. This fourth characteristic is known as nutrient density. Nutrient density 
promotes adequacy and kcalorie control. Consider foods containing calcium, for 

overnutrition: overconsumption 
of food energy or nutrients suf-
ficient to cause disease or increased 
susceptibility to disease; a form of 
malnutrition.

undernutrition: underconsump-
tion of food energy or nutrients 
severe enough to cause disease or 
increased susceptibility to disease; a 
form of malnutrition. 

chronic diseases: diseases char-
acterized by slow progression, long 
duration, and degeneration of body 
organs due in part to such personal 
lifestyle elements as poor food 
choices, smoking, alcohol use, and 
lack of physical activity. 

eating pattern: customary intake 
of foods and beverages over time.

adequacy: the characteristic of a 
diet that provides all the essential 
nutrients, fiber, and energy neces-
sary to maintain health and body 
weight.

balance: the dietary characteristic 
of providing foods in proportion to 
one another and in proportion to 
the body’s needs.

kcalorie (energy) control:  
management of food energy intake.

nutrient density: a measure of 
the nutrients a food provides relative 
to the energy it provides. the more 
nutrients and the fewer kcalories, 
the higher the nutrient density.

Ta b L e  1 - 2  Leading 
Causes of Death in the 
united States

the diseases in bold italics are 
nutrition related. 

1. Heart disease

2. Cancers

3.  chronic lung 
diseases

4. Strokes

5. accidents

6.  alzheimer’s 
disease

7. Diabetes mellitus

8. Pneumonia and influenza

9. Kidney disease

10. suicide

source: d.l. hoyert and J. xu, deaths: 
Preliminary data for 2011, National Vital 
Statistics 61 (2012): 1–52.
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example. You can get about 300 milligrams of  calcium from either 1½ ounces of  
cheddar cheese or 1 cup of  fat-free milk, but the cheese delivers about twice as much 
food energy (kcalories) as the milk. The fat-free milk, then, is twice as calcium dense 
as the cheddar cheese; it offers the same amount of  calcium for half  the kcalories.  
Both foods are excellent choices for adequacy’s sake alone, but to achieve adequacy 
while controlling kcalories, the fat-free milk is the better choice. (Alternatively, a person 
could select a low-fat cheddar cheese providing kcalories comparable to fat-free milk.) 

Just as a financially responsible person pays for rent, food, clothes, and tuition on 
a limited budget, healthy people obtain iron, calcium, and all the other essential nutri-
ents on a limited energy (kcalorie) allowance. Success depends on getting many nutri-
ents for each kcalorie “dollar.” For example, a can of  cola and handful of  grapes may 
both provide about the same number of  kcalories, but grapes deliver many more nu-
trients. A person who makes nutrient-dense choices, such as fruit instead of  cola, can 
meet daily nutrient needs on a lower energy budget. Such choices support good health.

Foods that are notably low in nutrient density—such as potato chips, candy, and 
colas—are called empty-kcalorie foods. The kcalories these foods provide are called 
“empty” because they deliver a lot of  energy (from added sugars, solid fats, or both) 
but little or no protein, vitamins, or minerals.

The concept of  nutrient density is relatively simple when examining the contribu-
tions of  one nutrient to a food or diet. With respect to calcium, milk ranks high and 
meats rank low. With respect to iron, meats rank high and milk ranks low. But which 
food is more nutritious? Answering that question is a more complex task because we 
need to consider several nutrients—those that may harm health and those that may be 
beneficial.13 Ranking foods based on their overall nutrient composition is known as 
nutrient profiling. Researchers have yet to agree on an ideal way to rate foods based 
on the nutrient profile, but when they do, nutrient profiling will be quite useful in 
helping consumers identify nutritious foods and plan healthy diets.14 

The fifth characteristic of  a nutritious diet is moderation. Moderation contributes 
to adequacy, balance, and kcalorie control. Foods rich in fat and sugar often provide 
enjoyment and energy but relatively few nutrients. In addition, they promote weight 
gain when eaten in excess. A person who practices moderation eats such foods only 
on occasion and regularly selects foods low in solid fats and added sugars, a practice 
that automatically improves nutrient density. Returning to the example of  cheddar 
cheese and fat-free milk, the milk not only offers more calcium for less energy, but also 
it contains far less fat than the cheese. 

Finally, the sixth characteristic of  a nutritious diet is variety: the foods chosen differ 
from one day to the next. A diet may have all the virtues just described and still lack va-
riety if  a person eats the same foods day after day. People should select foods from each 
of  the food groups daily and vary their choices within each food group from day to day, 
for a couple of  reasons. First, different foods within the same group contain different 
arrays of  nutrients. Among the fruits, for example, strawberries are especially rich in 
vitamin C while apricots are rich in vitamin A. Variety improves nutrient adequacy. 
Second, no food is guaranteed entirely free of  substances that, in excess, could be harm-
ful. The strawberries might contain trace amounts of  one contaminant, the apricots an-
other. By alternating fruit choices, a person will ingest very little of  either contaminant. 

Dietary Guidelines for Americans
What should a person eat to stay healthy? The answers can be found in the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans. These guidelines translate the nutrient recommendations of  
the DRI into food recommendations.15 The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 pro-
vide evidence-based advice to help people attain and maintain a healthy weight, 
reduce the risk of  chronic diseases, and promote overall health through diet and physi-
cal activity.16 Table 1-3 (p. 14) presents the key recommendations of  the Dietary Guide-
lines for Americans 2010, clustered into four major topic areas. The first area focuses on  

empty-kcalorie foods: a popu-
lar term used to denote foods that 
contribute energy but lack protein, 
vitamins, and minerals.

nutrient profiling: ranking foods 
based on their nutrient composition.

moderation: the provision of 
enough, but not too much, of a 
substance.

solid fats: fats that are not usually 
liquid at room temperature; com-
monly found in most foods derived 
from animals and vegetable oils that 
have been hydrogenated. solid fats 
typically contain more saturated and 
trans fats than most oils (chapter 4 
provides more details).

added sugars: sugars, syrups, and 
other kcaloric sweeteners that are 
added to foods during processing or 
preparation or at the table. added 
sugars do not include the naturally 
occurring sugars found in fruits and 
milk products.

variety (dietary): consumption 
of a wide selection of foods within 
and among the major food groups 
(the opposite of monotony).

BOX 1-2
a nutritious diet has the  
following six characteristics:

 ❚ adequacy

 ❚ balance

 ❚ kcalorie (energy) control 

 ❚ nutrient density

 ❚ moderation

 ❚ Variety
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balancing kcalories to manage a healthy body weight by improving eating habits and en-
gaging in regular physical activity. The second area advises people to reduce their intakes 
of such foods and food components as sodium, solid fats (and the saturated fats, trans fats, 
and cholesterol they contain), added sugars, refined grain products, and alcoholic bever-
ages (for those who partake). The third area encourages consumers to select a variety of  
fruits and vegetables, whole grains, low-fat milk products, and protein foods (including 
seafood). The fourth area helps consumers build healthy eating patterns that meet energy 

Ta b L e  1 - 3  Key recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010

Balancing kCalories to Manage Weight

 ❚ Prevent and/or reduce overweight and obesity through improved eating and physical activity behaviors.

 ❚ control total kcalorie intake to manage body weight. For people who are overweight or obese, this 
will mean consuming fewer kcalories from foods and beverages.

 ❚ increase physical activity and reduce time spent in sedentary behaviors.

 ❚ maintain appropriate kcalorie balance during each stage of life—childhood, adolescence, adulthood, 
pregnancy and breastfeeding, and older age.

Foods and Food Components to Reduce

 ❚ reduce daily sodium intake to less than 2300 milligrams, and further reduce intake to 1500 milligrams 
among persons who are 51 and older and those of any age who are african american or have hyper-
tension, diabetes, or chronic kidney disease. the 1500 milligrams recommendation applies to about 
half of the u.s. population, including children and the majority of adults.

 ❚ consume less than 10 percent of kcalories from saturated fatty acids by replacing them with monoun-
saturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids.

 ❚ consume less than 300 milligrams per day of dietary cholesterol.

 ❚ Keep trans fatty acid consumption as low as possible by limiting foods that contain synthetic sources 
of trans fats, such as partially hydrogenated oils, and by limiting other solid fats.

 ❚ reduce the intake of kcalories from solid fats and added sugars.

 ❚ limit the consumption of foods that contain refined grains, especially refined grain foods that contain 
solid fats, added sugars, and sodium.

 ❚ if alcohol is consumed it should be consumed in moderation—up to one drink per day for women and 
two drinks per day for men—and only by adults of legal drinking age.

Foods and Nutrients to Increase

 ❚ increase vegetable and fruit intake.

 ❚ eat a variety of vegetables, especially dark-green and red and orange vegetables and beans and peas.

 ❚ consume at least half of all grains as whole grains. increase whole-grain intake by replacing refined 
grains with whole grains.

 ❚ increase intake of fat-free or low-fat milk and milk products, such as milk, yogurt, cheese, or fortified 
soy beverages.

 ❚ choose a variety of protein foods, which include seafood, lean meat and poultry, eggs, beans and 
peas, soy products, and unsalted nuts and seeds.

 ❚ increase the amount and variety of seafood consumed by choosing seafood in place of some meat 
and poultry.

 ❚ replace protein foods that are higher in solid fats with choices that are lower in solid fats and kcalories 
and/or are sources of oils.

 ❚ use oils to replace solid fats where possible.

 ❚ choose foods that provide more potassium, dietary fiber, calcium, and vitamin d, which are nutri-
ents of concern in american diets. these foods include vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and milk and 
milk products.

Building Healthy Eating Patterns

 ❚ select an eating pattern that meets nutrient needs over time at an appropriate kcalorie level.

 ❚ account for all foods and beverages consumed and assess how they fit within a total healthy eating 
pattern.

 ❚ Follow food safety recommendations when preparing and eating foods to reduce the risk of  
foodborne illnesses.

Note: these guidelines are intended for adults and healthy children aged 2 and older.
Source: Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010, available at www.dietaryguidelines.gov.
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and nutrient needs while reducing the risk of foodborne illnesses. Together, the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 point the way toward longer, healthier, and 
more active lives.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ A well-planned diet delivers adequate nutrients, a balanced array of  nu-
trients, and an appropriate amount of  energy. 

 ❚ A well-planned diet is based on nutrient-dense foods, moderate in sub-
stances that can be detrimental to health, and varied in its selections. 

 ❚ The Dietary Guidelines apply these principles, offering practical advice on 
how to eat for good health.

The USDA Food Patterns
To help people achieve the goals set forth by the Dietary Guidelines for Americans  
(see Table 1-3), the USDA provides a food group plan—the USDA Food 
Patterns—that builds a diet from categories of  foods that are similar in  
vitamin and mineral content. Thus, each group provides a set of  nutrients 
that differs somewhat from the nutrients supplied by the other groups. Selecting foods 
from each of  the groups eases the task of  creating an adequate and balanced diet. The 
DASH Eating Plan, presented in Chapter 22, is another dietary pattern that meets the 
goals of  the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

Figure 1-4 (on pp. 16–17) presents the USDA Food Patterns. The USDA Food 
Patterns assign foods to five major food groups—fruits, vegetables, grains, protein 
foods, and milk and milk products—and recommend daily amounts of  foods from 
each group to meet nutrient needs. The judicious use of  oils is also described in the 
USDA Food Patterns. In addition to presenting the food groups, Figure 1-4 indicates 
the most notable nutrients of  each group, the cup or ounce equivalents, and the foods 
within each group. 

recommended amounts All food groups offer valuable nutrients, and people 
should make selections from each group daily. Table 1-4 specifies the amounts of  food 
needed from each group daily to create a healthful diet for several energy (kcalorie) 
levels. A person needing 2000 kcalories a day, for example, would select 2 cups of  
fruit; 2½ cups of  vegetables; 6 ounces of  grain foods; 5½ ounces of  protein foods; and  
3 cups of  milk or milk products.†† Additionally, a small amount of  unsaturated oil, 
such as vegetable oil or the oils of  nuts, olives, or fatty fish, is required to supply needed 
nutrients. Estimated daily kcalorie needs for sedentary and active men and women are 

food group plan: a diet-planning 
tool that sorts foods into groups 
based on nutrient content and then 
specifies that people should eat  
certain amounts of food from  
each group.

uSDa Food Patterns: the usda’s 
food group plan for ensuring dietary 
adequacy that assigns foods to five 
major food groups.

Ta b L e  1 - 4  uSDa Food Patterns: recommended Daily amounts from each Food group

Food Group 1600 kcal 1800 kcal 2000 kcal 2200 kcal 2400 kcal 2600 kcal 2800 kcal 3000 kcal

Fruits 1½ c 1½ c 2 c 2 c 2 c 2 c 2½ c 2½ c

Vegetables 2 c 2½ c 2½ c 3 c 3 c 3½ c 3½ c 4 c

Grains 5 oz 6 oz 6 oz 7 oz 8 oz 9 oz 10 oz 10 oz

Protein foods 5 oz 5 oz 5½ oz 6 oz 6½ oz 6½ oz 7 oz 7 oz

Milk 3 c 3 c 3 c 3 c 3 c 3 c 3 c 3 c

Oils 5 tsp 5 tsp 6 tsp 6 tsp 7 tsp 8 tsp 8 tsp 10 tsp

Discretionary kcalorie 
allowance

121 kcal 161 kcal 258 kcal 266 kcal 330 kcal 362 kcal 395 kcal 459 kcal

a portion of grains is 1 ounce, yet most bagels 
today weigh 4 ounces or more—meaning that a 
single bagel can easily supply four or more por-
tions of grains, not one, as many people assume.
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††Milk and milk products also can be referred to as dairy products.
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Vegetables contribute folate, vitamin A, vitamin C, vitamin K, vitamin E, magnesium, 
potassium, and fiber.

Consume a variety of vegetables each day, and choose from all five subgroups 
several times a week.

Dark-green vegetables: Broccoli and leafy greens such as arugula, beet greens, 
bok choy, collard greens, kale, mustard greens, romaine lettuce, spinach, turnip 
greens, watercress 
Red and orange vegetables: Carrots, carrot juice, pumpkin, red bell peppers, sweet 
potatoes, tomatoes, tomato juice, vegetable juice, winter squash (acorn, butternut) 
Legumes: Black beans, black-eyed peas, garbanzo beans (chickpeas), kidney 
beans, lentils, navy beans, pinto beans, soybeans and soy products such as tofu, 
split peas, white beans 
Starchy vegetables: Cassava, corn, green peas, hominy, lima beans, potatoes 
Other vegetables: Artichokes, asparagus, bamboo shoots, bean sprouts, beets, 
brussels sprouts, cabbages, cactus, cauliflower, celery, cucumbers, eggplant, 
green beans, green bell peppers, iceberg lettuce, mushrooms, okra, onions, 
seaweed, snow peas, zucchini 

Limit these vegetables that contain solid fats and/or added sugars:
Baked beans, candied sweet potatoes, coleslaw, french fries, potato salad, refried 
beans, scalloped potatoes, tempura vegetables

1 c vegetables =
 1 c cut-up raw or cooked vegetables
 1 c cooked legumes
 1 c vegetable juice
 2 c raw, leafy greens

Fruits contribute folate, vitamin A, vitamin C, potassium, and fiber.

Consume a variety of fruits, and choose whole or cut-up fruits more often than 
fruit juice.

Apples, apricots, avocados, bananas, blueberries, cantaloupe, cherries, grapefruit, 
grapes, guava, honeydew, kiwi, mango, nectarines, oranges, papaya, peaches, 
pears, pineapples, plums, raspberries, strawberries, tangerines, watermelon; dried 
fruit (dates, figs, prunes, raisins); 100% fruit juices

Limit these fruits that contain solid fats and/or added sugars:
Canned or frozen fruit in syrup; juices, punches, ades, and fruit drinks with added 
sugars; fried plantains

1 c fruit =
 1 c fresh, frozen, or canned fruit   
 ½ c dried fruit 
 1 c 100% fruit juice

Grains contribute folate, niacin, riboflavin, thiamin, iron, magnesium, selenium, and 
fiber.

Make most (at least half) of the grain selections whole grains.

Whole grains: amaranth, barley, brown rice, buckwheat, bulgur, cornmeal, millet, 
oats, quinoa, rye, wheat, wild rice and whole-grain products such as breads, 
cereals, crackers, and pastas; popcorn  
Enriched refined products: bagels, breads, cereals, pastas (couscous, macaroni, 
spaghetti), pretzels, white rice, rolls, tortillas

Limit these grains that contain solid fats and/or added sugars:
Biscuits, cakes, cookies, cornbread, crackers, croissants, doughnuts, fried rice, 
granola, muffins, pastries, pies, presweetened cereals, taco shells

1 oz grains =
 1 slice bread
 ½ c cooked rice, pasta, or cereal
 1 oz dry pasta or rice
 1 c ready-to-eat cereal
 3 c popped popcorn

F i g u r e  1 - 4  uSDa Food Patterns: Food groups and Subgroups 
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Protein foods contribute protein, essential fatty acids, niacin, thiamin, vitamin B6, 
vitamin B12, iron, magnesium, potassium, and zinc.

Choose a variety of protein foods from the three subgroups, including seafood 
in place of meat or poultry twice a week. 

Seafood:  Fish (catfish, cod, flounder, haddock, halibut, herring, mackerel, pollock, 
salmon, sardines, sea bass, snapper, trout, tuna), shellfish (clams, crab, lobster, 
mussels, oysters, scallops, shrimp) 
Meats, poultry, eggs:  Lean or low-fat meats (fat-trimmed beef, game, ham, lamb, 
pork, veal), poultry (no skin), eggs 
Nuts, seeds, soy products: Unsalted nuts (almonds, cashews, filberts, pecans, 
pistachios, walnuts), seeds (flaxseeds, pumpkin seeds, sesame seeds, sunflower 
seeds), legumes, soy products (textured vegetable protein, tofu, tempeh), peanut 
butter, peanuts 
Limit these protein foods that contain solid fats and/or added sugars:
Bacon; baked beans; fried meat, seafood, poultry, eggs, or tofu; refried beans; 
ground beef; hot dogs; luncheon meats; marbled steaks; poultry with skin; sausages; 
spare ribs

1 oz protein foods =
 1 oz cooked lean meat, poultry, or seafood
 1 egg
 ¼ c cooked legumes or tofu
 1 tbs peanut butter
 ½ oz nuts or seeds

Oils are not a food group, but are featured here because they contribute vitamin E 
and essential fatty acids.

Use oils instead of solid fats, when possible.
  
Liquid vegetable oils such as canola, corn, flaxseed, nut, olive, peanut, safflower, 
sesame, soybean, sunflower oils; mayonnaise, oil-based salad dressing, soft 
trans-free margarine; unsaturated oils that occur naturally in foods such as avocados, 
fatty fish, nuts, olives, seeds (flaxseeds, sesame seeds), shellfish

 
Limit these solid fats:
Butter, animal fats, stick margarine, shortening

1 tsp oil =
 1 tsp vegetable oil
 1 tsp soft margarine
 1 tbs low-fat mayonnaise
 2 tbs light salad dressing

Milk and milk products contribute protein, riboflavin, vitamin B12, calcium, 
potassium, and, when fortified, vitamin A and vitamin D.

Make fat-free or low-fat choices. Choose other calcium-rich foods if you don’t 
consume milk.
 
Fat-free or 1% low-fat milk and fat-free or 1% low-fat milk products such as 
buttermilk, cheeses, cottage cheese, yogurt; fat-free fortified soy milk 
Limit these milk products that contain solid fats and/or added sugars:
2% reduced-fat milk and whole milk; 2% reduced-fat and whole-milk products such 
as cheeses, cottage cheese, and yogurt; flavored milk with added sugars such as 
chocolate milk, custard, frozen yogurt, ice cream, milk shakes, pudding, sherbet; 
fortified soy milk

1 c milk or milk product = 
 1 c milk, yogurt, or fortified soy milk
 1½ oz natural cheese
 2 oz processed cheese

F i g u r e  1 - 4  (continued) 

Polara Studios, Inc

Polara Studios, Inc

Matthew Farruggio
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shown in Table 1-5. Chapter 6 explains how to deter-
mine energy needs.

All vegetables provide an array of  vitamins, fiber, 
and the mineral potassium, but some vegetables are 
especially good sources of  certain nutrients and ben-
eficial phytochemicals. For this reason, the vegetable 
group is sorted into five subgroups. The dark green 
vegetables deliver the B vitamin folate; the red and 
orange vegetables provide vitamin A; legumes sup-
ply iron and protein; the starchy vegetables contribute 
carbohydrate energy; and the other vegetables fill in 
the gaps and add more of  these same nutrients. 

In a 2000-kcalorie diet, then, the recommended 2½ 
cups of  daily vegetables should be varied among the 
subgroups over a week’s time. In other words, eating 
2½ cups of  potatoes or even nutrient-rich spinach ev-
ery day for seven days does not meet the recommended 
vegetable intakes. Potatoes and spinach make excellent 
choices when consumed in balance with vegetables 

from the other subgroups. One way to help ensure selections for all of  the subgroups is 
to eat vegetables of  various colors—for example, green broccoli, orange sweet potatoes, 
black beans, yellow corn, and white cauliflower. Intakes of  vegetables are appropriately 
averaged over a week’s time—it isn’t necessary to include every subgroup every day. 

For similar reasons, the protein foods group is sorted into three subgroups.  
Perhaps most notably, each of  these subgroups contributes a different assortment of  
fats. Table 1-6 presents the recommended weekly amounts for each of  the subgroups 
for vegetables and protein foods.

Notable Nutrients As Figure 1-4 notes, each food group contributes key nutrients. 
This feature provides flexibility in diet planning because a person can select any food 
from a food group (or its subgroup) and receive similar nutrients. For example, a person 
can choose milk, cheese, or yogurt and receive the same key nutrients. Importantly, 
foods provide not only these key nutrients, but also small amounts of  other nutrients 
and phytochemicals as well. 

Legumes contribute the same key nutrients—notably protein, iron, and zinc—as 
meats, poultry, and seafood. They are also excellent sources of  fiber, folate, and potas-
sium, which are commonly found in vegetables. To encourage frequent consumption 

Ta b L e  1 - 5  estimated Daily kCalorie needs for adults

Sedentarya Activeb

Women

19–30 yr 2000 2400

31–50 yr 1800 2200

511 yr 1600 2100

Men

19–30 yr 2500 3000

31–50 yr 2300 2900

511 yr 2100 2600

aSedentary describes a lifestyle that includes only the activities typical of day-to-day life.
bActive describes a lifestyle that includes physical activity equivalent to walking more 
than 3 miles per day at a rate of 3 to 4 miles per hour, in addition to the activities 
typical of day-to-day life. kcalorie values for active people reflect the midpoint of the 
range appropriate for age and gender, but within each group older adults may need 
fewer kcalories and younger adults may need more. in addition to gender, age, and 
activity level, energy needs vary with height and weight (see chapter 6).

Ta b L e  1 - 6   uSDa Food Patterns: recommended Weekly amounts from the Vegetable and Protein  
Foods Subgroups

Vegetable Subgroups 1600 kcal 1800 kcal 2000 kcal 2200 kcal 2400 kcal 2600 kcal 2800 kcal 3000 kcal

dark green 1½ c 1½ c 1½ c 2 c 2 c 2½ c 2½ c 2½ c

red and orange 4 c 5½ c 5½ c 6 c 6 c 7 c 7 c 7½ c

legumes 1 c 1½ c 1½ c 2 c 2 c 2½ c 2½ c 3 c

starchy 4 c 5 c 5 c 6 c 6 c 7 c 7 c 8 c

other 3½ c 4 c 4 c 5 c 5 c 5½ c 5½ c 7 c

Protein Foods Subgroups

seafood 8 oz 8 oz 8 oz 9 oz 10 oz 10 oz 11 oz 11 oz

meats, poultry, eggs 24 oz 24 oz 26 oz 29 oz 31 oz 31 oz 34 oz 34 oz

nuts, seeds, soy 
products

4 oz 4 oz 4 oz 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz 5 oz 5 oz

Note: table 1-4 specifies the recommended amounts of total vegetables and protein foods per day. this table shows those amounts dispersed among five vegetable 
and three protein foods subgroups per week.

legumes (lay-gyooms, leg-
yooms): plants of the bean and pea 
family with seeds that are rich in 
protein compared with other  
plant-derived foods.
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of  these nutrient-rich foods, legumes are included as a sub-
group of  both the vegetable group and the protein foods group. 
Thus, legumes can be counted in either the vegetable group or 
the protein foods group.17 In general, people who regularly eat 
meat, poultry, and seafood count legumes as a vegetable, and 
vegetarians and others who seldom eat meat, poultry, or sea-
food count legumes in the protein foods group.

The USDA Food Patterns encourage greater consumption 
from certain food groups to provide the nutrients most often 
lacking in the diets of  Americans—dietary fiber, vitamin D, 
calcium, and potassium. In general, most people need to eat:

 ❚ More vegetables, fruits, whole grains, seafood, and fat-free 
or low-fat milk and milk products.

 ❚ Less sodium, saturated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol, and 
fewer refined grains and foods and beverages with solid fats and added sugars.

Nutrient-Dense choices A healthy eating pattern emphasizes nutrient-dense  
options within each food group. By consistently selecting nutrient-dense foods, a person 
can obtain all the nutrients needed and still keep kcalories under control. In contrast, 
eating foods that are low in nutrient density makes it difficult to get enough nutrients 
without exceeding energy needs and gaining weight. For this reason, consumers should 
select low-fat foods from each group and foods without added fats or sugars—for ex-
ample, fat-free milk instead of  whole milk, baked chicken without the skin instead of  
hot dogs, green beans instead of  french fries, orange juice instead of  fruit punch, and 
whole-wheat bread instead of  biscuits. Notice that Figure 1-4 indicates which foods 
within each group contain solid fats and/or added sugars and therefore should be limited. 
Oil is a notable exception: even though oil is pure fat and therefore rich in kcalories, a 
small amount of  oil from sources such as nuts, fish, or vegetable oils is necessary every 
day to provide nutrients lacking from other foods. Consequently, these high-fat foods 
are listed among the nutrient-dense foods (see Nutrition in Practice 3 to learn why).

Discretionary kcalories People who consistently choose nutrient-dense foods may 
be able to meet their nutrient needs without consuming their full allowance of  kcalo-
ries. The difference between the kcalories needed to supply nutrients and those needed 
to maintain weight might be considered discretionary kcalories (see Figure 1-5).  
Table 1-4 includes discretionary kcalories for each kcalorie level.

Discretionary kcalories allow a person to choose whether to:

 ❚ Eat additional nutrient-dense foods, such as an extra serving of  skinless chicken or 
a second ear of  corn.

 ❚ Select a few foods with fats or added sugars, such as reduced-fat milk or sweetened 
cereal. 

 ❚ Add a little fat or sugar to foods, such as butter or jelly on toast.

 ❚ Consume some alcohol. (Nutrition in Practice 20 explains why this may not be a 
good choice for some individuals.)

Alternatively, a person wanting to lose weight might choose to: 

 ❚ Not use discretionary kcalories. 

cup and ounce equivalents Recommended daily amounts for fruits, vegetables, 
and milk are measured in cups, and those for grains and protein foods in ounces. 
Figure 1-4 provides the equivalent measures for foods that are not readily measured in 
cups and ounces. For example, 1 ounce of  grains is considered equivalent to 1 slice of  
bread or ½ cup of  cooked rice. 

Energy (kcalorie)
intake to meet 
nutrient needs

Discretionary
kcalories 

Energy
(kcalorie)
allowance
to maintain 
weight
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F i g u r e  1 - 5  Discretionary kCalories in a 
2000-kCalorie Diet

discretionary kcalories: the 
kcalories remaining in a person’s 
energy allowance after consuming 
enough nutrient-dense foods to 
meet all nutrient needs for a day.
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Consumers using the USDA Food Patterns can learn how to estimate the cups or 
ounces in their personal portion sizes by determining the answers to questions such 
as these: What portion of  a cup is a small handful of  raisins? Is a “helping” of  mashed 
potatoes more or less than a half  cup? How many ounces of  cereal do you typically 
pour into the bowl? How many ounces is the steak at your favorite restaurant? How 
may cups of  milk does your glass hold? For quick and easy estimates, visualize each 
portion as being about the size of  one of  the common objects listed in Box 1-3.

Mixtures of Foods Some foods—such as casseroles, soups, and sandwiches—fall 
into two or more food groups. With a little practice, users can learn to divide these 
foods into food groups. From the USDA Food Patterns’ point of  view, a taco repre-
sents four different food groups: the taco shell from the grains group; the onions, let-
tuce, and tomatoes from the vegetable group; the ground beef  from the protein foods 
group; and the cheese from the milk group.

Vegetarian Food Guide Vegetarian diets are plant-based eating patterns that rely 
mainly on grains, vegetables, legumes, fruits, seeds, and nuts. Some vegetarian diets 
include eggs, milk products, or both. People who do not eat meats or milk products 
can still use the USDA Food Patterns to create an adequate diet.18 The subgroups 
for protein foods have been reorganized to eliminate meats, poultry, and seafood  
(see Table NP 4-1 on p. 104). The other food groups and the recommended daily 
amounts for each food group remain the same. Nutrition in Practice 4 defines vegetar-
ian terms and provides details on planning healthy vegetarian diets. 

ethnic Food choices People can use the USDA Food Patterns and still enjoy a 
diverse array of  culinary styles by sorting ethnic foods into their appropriate food 
groups. For example, a person eating Mexican foods would find tortillas in the grains 
group, jicama in the vegetable group, and guava in the fruit group. Table 1-1 (p. 4) 
features ethnic food choices.

MyPlate
The USDA created an educational tool called MyPlate to illustrate the five food groups 
and remind consumers to make healthy food choices. The MyPlate icon, shown in  
Figure 1-6, divides a plate into four sections, each representing a food  
group—fruits, vegetables, grains, and protein foods. The sections vary in size, indi-
cating the relative proportion each food group contributes to a healthy diet. A circle 
next to the plate represents the milk group (dairy). 

The MyPlate icon does not stand alone as an educational tool. A wealth of  
information can be found at the MyPlate website (chooseMyPlate.gov). The 
USDA’s MyPlate online suite of  information makes applying the USDA Food 
Patterns easier. Consumers can create a personal profile to estimate kcalorie needs 
and determine the kinds and amounts of  foods they need to eat each day based on 
their height, weight, age, gender, and activity level. Information is also available 
for children, pregnant and lactating women, and vegetarians. In addition to creat-
ing a personal plan, consumers can find daily tips to help them improve their diet 
and increase physical activity. A key message of  the website is to enjoy food, but 
eat less by avoiding oversized portions.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Food group plans such as the USDA Food Patterns help consumers select the 
types and amounts of  foods to provide adequacy, balance, and variety in the diet.

 ❚ Each food group contributes key nutrients, a feature that provides flexibility in diet 
planning.

 ❚ MyPlate is an educational tool used to illustrate the five food groups.

F i g u r e  1 - 6  myPlate
note that vegetables and fruits occupy half 
the plate and that the grains portion is slightly 
larger than the portion of protein foods.
Source: USDA, www.choosemyplate.gov.

BOX 1-3
 ❚ ¼ c dried fruit or nuts 5  

a golf ball

 ❚ 1 c fruit or vegetables 5  
a baseball

 ❚ 3 oz meat 5 a deck of cards

 ❚ 2 tbs peanut butter 5 a 
ping-pong ball

portion size: the quantity of 
food served or eaten at one meal or 
snack; not a standard amount.
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1.6 Food Labels
LO 1.6 Compare the information on food labels to make selections that meet  
specific dietary and health goals.

Today, consumers know more about the links between diet and disease than they did 
in the past, and they are demanding still more information on disease prevention. 
Many people rely on food labels to help them select foods with less saturated fat, trans 
fat, cholesterol, and sodium and more vitamins, minerals, and dietary fiber.19 Food 
labels appear on virtually all packaged foods, and posters or brochures provide similar 
nutrition information for fresh fruits, vegetables, and seafoods. Packages of  meat cuts, 
ground meats, and poultry also must display nutrition information.20 A few foods 
need not carry nutrition labels: those contributing few nutrients, such as plain coffee, 
tea, and spices; foods produced by small businesses; and foods prepared and sold in 
the same establishment. Producers of  some of  these items, however, voluntarily use 
food labels.

The Ingredient List
All packaged foods must list all ingredients on the label in descending order of  pre-
dominance by weight. Knowing that the first ingredient predominates by weight, con-
sumers can glean much information. Compare these products, for example:

 ❚ A beverage powder that contains “sugar, citric acid, natural flavors . . .” versus a juice 
that contains “water, tomato concentrate, concentrated juices of carrots, celery . . . .”

 ❚ A cereal that contains “puffed milled corn, sugar, corn syrup, molasses, salt . . .” 
versus one that contains “100 percent rolled oats. . . .”

In each comparison, consumers can tell that the second product is the more nutrient 
dense.

Nutrition Facts Panel
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires food labels to include key nutri-
tion facts. The “Nutrition Facts” panel provides such information as serving sizes, 
Daily Values, and nutrient quantities. Because knowledge about nutrition science 
has advanced greatly during the two decades or more since food labels were first 
introduced, the FDA has recently proposed updates to the Nutrition Facts panel to 
make it easier for consumers to make informed decisions about the foods they eat.21 
The updated panel will also include a refreshed design that displays kcalories and 
serving size information more prominently to emphasize parts of  the label that 
are most important in addressing public health concerns such as obesity, diabetes, 
and heart disease. Manufacturers may take up to 2 years to change their labels, so  
Figure 1-7 (p. 22) illustrates and compares both the original “Nutrition Facts” panel 
and the proposed panel. 

Serving Sizes Food labels must identify the serving size (food quantity) for which 
nutrition information is presented. The FDA has established specific serving sizes for 
various foods and requires that all labels for a given product use the same serving 
size. By law, serving sizes must be based on the amounts of  food or beverage people 
actually consume, not what they “should” consume. In general, people are eating and 
drinking more today than 20 years ago when the label was first designed, so the FDA 
proposes updating the reference values for serving sizes that manufacturers use, to 
better reflect what people really eat and drink. For example, the serving size for all ice 
creams may be changed from ½ cup to 1 cup. The use of  specific serving sizes for vari-
ous foods facilitates comparison shopping. Consumers can see at a glance which brand 
has more or fewer kcalories or grams of  fat, for example. However, these serving sizes  
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do not provide a standard for desirable consumption. Standard serving sizes are ex-
pressed in both common household measures, such as cups, and metric measures, 
such as milliliters, to accommodate users of  both types of  measures (see Table 1-7). 

In addition to updating serving sizes for certain products, the FDA may require 
some food and beverages previously labeled as more than one serving to be labeled as 
a single serving because people typically eat or drink them in one sitting. Examples 
are a 20-ounce soda or a 15-ounce can of  soup. Certain larger packages may have a 
two-column label because some people may consume them in one sitting while others 
may consume them in two or three sittings. For example, a 24-ounce can of  soda or a 
19-ounce can of  soup might be one serving for one person but not for another. 

When examining the nutrition information on a food label, consumers need to 
compare the serving size on the label with how much they actually eat and adjust 
their calculations accordingly. For example, if  the serving size is four cookies and you 
only eat two, then you need to cut the nutrient and kcalorie values in half; similarly, if  
you eat eight cookies, then you need to double the values. The number of  servings per 
container is listed just above the serving size on the updated label. 

the Daily Values To help consumers evaluate the information found on labels, the 
FDA created a set of  nutrient standards called the Daily Values specifically for use on 
food labels. The Daily Values do two things: they set adequacy standards for nutrients 

F i g u r e  1 - 7  Original and Proposed nutrition Facts Panel

Total Fat  8g 12%

5%

Serving Size 2/3 cup (55g)
Servings Per Container About 8

Serving size and
number of servings
per container

Servings per container
in large, bold type
Serving sizes
revised to reflect
actual portion sizes

Serving size lists
amount per quantity,
not per serving
kCalories in large,
bold type
kCalories from fat
not listed

Calories 230

Amount Per Serving

% Daily Value*

Sodium 160mg

Cholesterol 0mg

7%

12%

0%

Protein 3g

Saturated Fat 1g

Trans Fat 0g

Total Carbohydrate 37g

Vitamin A

Vitamin C   

Calcium

Calories:

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g
Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg
Total Carbohydrate 300mg 375mg
Dietary Fiber 25g 30g

2,000 2,500

Nutrition Facts

Original Label Proposed Label

16%Dietary Fiber 4g

Sugars 1g

10%

8%

20%

Iron

* Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
  diet. Your daily value may be higher or lower
  depending on your calorie needs,

45%

Calories from Fat 40

Total Fat  8g

230Calories
Amount per 2/3 cup

8 servings per container
Serving size 2/3 cup (55g)

% DV*

Sodium 160mg

Cholesterol 0mg

Added Sugars 0g

Protein 3g

Saturated Fat 1g

Trans Fat 0g

Total Carbs 37g

Nutrition Facts

12%

5%

7%

12%

0%

14% Dietary Fiber 4g

Sugars 1g

10%

20%

45%

* Footnote to help consumers understand
   the % DV will be inserted here.

Vitamin D 2mcg

Calcium 260mg  

Iron 8mg

Potassium 235mg5%

kCalories per serving
and kcalories from fat

Daily Values revised
and reformatted to list
% DV first

Separate listing for
added sugars

Nutrients required for
Daily Values revised to
reflect nutrients of
concern

Footnote explains how
to use Daily Values

Daily Values reminder
for selected nutrients
for a 2000- and a
2500-kcalorie diet

Nutrients required for
Daily Values

Nutrient quantities per
serving listed in actual
amounts and in
% Daily Values based
on 2000-kcalorie diet

Ta b L e  1 - 7  Household 
and metric measures

 ❚ 1 teaspoon (tsp) 5 5 milliliters (ml)

 ❚ 1 tablespoon (tbs) 5 15 ml

 ❚ 1 cup (c) 5 240 ml

 ❚ 1 fluid ounce fl (fl oz) 5 30 ml

 ❚ 1 ounce (oz) 5 28 grams (g)

Note: the aids to calculation section at 
the back of the book provides additional 
weights and measures.

Daily Values: reference values 
developed by the Fda specifically for 
use on food labels.
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that are desirable in the diet such as protein, vitamins, minerals, and fiber, and they set 
moderation standards for other nutrients that must be limited, such as fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, and sodium.

The “% Daily Value” column on a label provides a ballpark estimate of how individ-
ual foods contribute to the total diet. It compares key nutrients in a serving of food with 
the daily goals of  a person consuming 2000 kcalories. Although the Daily Values are 
based on a 2000-kcalorie diet, people’s actual energy intakes vary widely; some people 
need fewer kcalories, and some people need many more. This makes the Daily Values 
most useful for comparing one food with another and less useful as nutrient intake tar-
gets for individuals. By examining a food’s general nutrient profile, however, a person 
can determine whether the food contributes “a little” or “a lot” of  a nutrient, whether it 
contributes “more” or “less” than another food, and how well it fits into the consumer’s 
overall diet.

The proposed label will include updated Daily Values for calcium, potassium, 
sodium, dietary fiber, and vitamin D. The Daily Value footnote will better explain the 
standards to consumers.

Nutrient Quantities In addition to the serving size and the servings per container, 
the FDA requires that the Nutrition Facts panel on a label present nutrient infor-
mation in two ways—in quantities (such as grams) and as percentages of  the Daily  
Values. The proposed Nutrition Facts panel must provide the nutrient amount, per-
cent Daily Value, or both for the following:

 ❚ Total food energy (kcalories)

 ❚ Total fat (grams and percent Daily Value)—note that the proposed revision does 
not include kcalories from fat

 ❚ Saturated fat (grams and percent Daily Value)

 ❚ Trans fat (grams)

 ❚ Cholesterol (milligrams and percent Daily Value)

 ❚ Sodium (milligrams and percent Daily Value)

 ❚ Total carbs, including starch, sugar, and fiber (grams and percent Daily Value)

 ❚ Dietary fiber (grams and percent Daily Value)

 ❚ Sugars, which includes both those naturally present in and those added to the 
foods (grams)

 ❚ Added sugars (grams)—note that the original label does not include a line for 
added sugars

 ❚ Protein (grams)

 ❚ The following vitamins and minerals (percent Daily Value): vitamin D, potassium, 
iron, and calcium

Food energy from fat will no longer be required to appear on the label because 
research shows that the type of  fat is more important than the amount. Note that 
vitamin D and potassium will be required because these are nutrients of  concern for 
consumers, whereas vitamins A and C, once mandatory, will no longer be required 
but can be included on a voluntary basis.

The FDA developed the Daily Values for use on food labels because comparing  
nutrient amounts against a standard helps make them meaningful to consumers. A per-
son might wonder, for example, whether 1 milligram of  iron or calcium is a little or a 
lot. As Table 1-8 (p. 24) shows, the Daily Value for iron is 18 milligrams, so 1 milligram 
of  iron is enough to take notice of: it is more than 5 percent. But because the current 
Daily Value for calcium on food labels is 1000 milligrams (and the proposed is 1300),  
1 milligram of calcium is a negligible amount.
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Front-of-Package Labels Some consumers find the many numbers on Nutrition Facts 
panels overwhelming. They want an easier and quicker way to interpret information and 
select products. Food manufacturers responded by creating front-of-package labels that 
incorporate text, color, and icons to present key nutrient facts.22 Without any regula-
tions or oversight, however, different companies used a variety of  different symbols to 
describe how healthful their products were. To calm the chaos and maintain the volun-
tary status of  front-of-package labels, major food industry associations created a stan-
dardized presentation of  nutrient information called Facts Up Front (see Figure 1-8). 
Whether consumers find this approach to be the most helpful remains to be seen.23 The 
FDA is currently evaluating the program and reviewing recommendations from the In-
stitute of  Medicine to determine the best way to present front-of-package information.24

Claims on Labels
In addition to the Nutrition Facts panel, consumers may find various claims on labels. 
These claims include nutrient claims, health claims, and structure-function claims.

Nutrient claims Have you noticed phrases such as “good source of fiber” on a box of  
cereal or “rich in calcium” on a package of cheese? These and other nutrient claims may 
be used on labels only if  the claims meet FDA definitions, which include the conditions 
under which each term can be used. For example, in addition to having less than  
2 milligrams of  cholesterol, a “cholesterol-free” product may not contain more than  
2 grams of  saturated fat and trans fat combined per serving. Table 1-9 defines nutrient 
terms on food labels, including criteria for foods described as “low,” “reduced,” and “free.” 

Ta b L e  1 - 8  Daily Values for Food Labels

Food labels must present the “% daily Value” for these nutrients.

Food Component Original Daily Value Proposed Daily Value

Fat (total) 65 g 65 g

saturated fat 20 g 20 g

cholesterol 300 mg 300 mg

carbohydrate (total) 300 g 300 g

Fiber 25 g 28 g

Vitamin d not required 20 mg

sodium 2400 mg 2300 mg

Potassium not required 4700 mg

calcium 1000 mg 1300 mg

iron 18 mg 18 mg

Note: daily Values were established for adults and children over 4 years old. the values for energy-yielding nutrients 
are based on 2000 kcalories a day. the original label includes vitamins a and c, but the proposed label does not.

F i g u r e  1 - 8  Facts up Front
this example of front-of-package labeling (created by the grocery manufacturers association and 
the Food marketing institute) presents key nutrient facts.

PER SERVING

25% DV 16% DV 11% DV 11% DV

450
CALORIES

5g
SAT FAT

3g
FIBER

360mg
SODIUM

14g
SUGARS

500mg
POTASSIUM

nutrient claims: statements that 
characterize the quantity of a  
nutrient in a food.
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Ta b L e  1 - 9  Terms used on Food Labels

GENERAl TERMS
free: “nutritionally trivial” and unlikely to have a physiological consequence; synonyms include without, no, and zero. a food that does not 
contain a nutrient naturally may make such a claim but only as it applies to all similar foods (for example, “applesauce, a fat-free food”).

good source of: the product provides between 10 and 19 percent of the daily Value for a given nutrient per serving.

healthy: a food that is low in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium, and that contains at least 10 percent of the daily Values for 
vitamin d, iron, calcium, potassium, protein, or fiber.

high: 20 percent or more of the daily Value for a given nutrient per serving; synonyms include rich in or excellent source of.

less: at least 25 percent less of a given nutrient or kcalories than the comparison food (see individual nutrients); synonyms include fewer 
and reduced.

light or lite: one-third fewer kcalories than the comparison food; 50 percent or less of the fat or sodium than the comparison food; 
any use of the term other than as defined must specify what it is referring to (for example, “light in color” or “light in texture”).

low: an amount that would allow frequent consumption of a food without exceeding the daily Value for the nutrient. a food that  
is naturally low in a nutrient may make such a claim but only as it applies to all similar foods (for example, “fresh cauliflower, a  
low-sodium food”); synonyms include little, few, and low source of.

more: at least 10 percent more of the daily Value for a given nutrient than the comparison food; synonyms include added and extra.

organic (on food labels): at least 95 percent of the product’s ingredients have been grown and processed according to usda 
regulations defining the use of fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, preservatives, and other chemical ingredients.

ENERGy
kcalorie-free: fewer than 5 kcalories per serving.

low kcalorie: 40 kcalories or less per serving.

reduced kcalorie: at least 25 percent fewer kcalories per serving than the comparison food.

FAT AND CHOlESTEROla

percent fat free: may be used only if the product meets the definition of low fat or fat free and must reflect the amount of fat in  
100 grams (for example, a food that contains 2.5 grams of fat per 50 grams can claim to be “95 percent fat free”).

fat free: less than 0.5 gram of fat per serving (and no added fat or oil); synonyms include zero-fat, no-fat, and nonfat.

low fat: 3 grams or less fat per serving.

less fat: at least 25 percent less fat than the comparison food.

saturated fat free: less than 0.5 gram of saturated fat and 0.5 gram of trans fat per serving.

low saturated fat: 1 gram or less saturated fat and less than 0.5 gram of trans fat per serving.

less saturated fat: at least 25 percent less saturated fat and trans fat combined than the comparison food.

trans fat free: less than 0.5 gram of trans fat and less than 0.5 gram of saturated fat per serving.

cholesterol free: less than 2 milligrams cholesterol per serving and 2 grams or less saturated fat and trans fat combined per serving.

low cholesterol: 20 milligrams or less cholesterol per serving and 2 grams or less saturated fat and trans fat combined per serving.

less cholesterol: at least 25 percent less cholesterol than the comparison food (reflecting a reduction of at least 20 milligrams per 
serving), and 2 grams or less saturated fat and trans fat combined per serving.

extra lean: less than 5 grams of fat, 2 grams of saturated fat and trans fat combined, and 95 milligrams of cholesterol per serving and 
per 100 grams of meat, poultry, and seafood.

lean: less than 10 grams of fat, 4.5 grams of saturated fat and trans fat combined, and 95 milligrams of cholesterol per serving and 
per 100 grams of meat, poultry, and seafood. For mixed dishes such as burritos and sandwiches, less than 8 grams of fat, 3.5 grams of 
saturated fat, and 80 milligrams of cholesterol per reference amount customarily consumed.

CARBOHyDRATES: FIBER AND SuGAR
high fiber: 5 grams or more fiber per serving. a high-fiber claim made on a food that contains more than 3 grams fat per serving and 
per 100 grams of food must also declare total fat.

sugar-free: less than 0.5 gram of sugar per serving.

SODIuM
sodium free and salt free: less than 5 milligrams of sodium per serving.

low sodium: 140 milligrams or less per serving.

very low sodium: 35 milligrams or less per serving.

aFoods containing more than 13 grams total fat per serving or per 50 grams of food must indicate those contents immediately after a cholesterol claim. as you can 
see, all cholesterol claims are prohibited when the food contains more than 2 grams saturated fat and trans fat combined per serving.
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Some descriptions imply that a food contains, or does not contain, a nutrient. Im-
plied claims are prohibited unless they meet specified criteria. For example, a claim 
that a product “contains no oil” implies that the food contains no fat. If  the product 
is truly fat free, then it may make the no-oil claim, but if  it contains another source of  
fat, such as butter, it may not.

Health claims Health claims describe the relationship of  a food or food component 
to a disease or health-related condition. In some cases, the FDA authorizes health 
claims based on an extensive review of  the scientific literature. For example, the 
health claim that “diets low in sodium may reduce the risk of  high blood pressure,” is 
based on enough scientific evidence to establish a clear link between diet and health. 
Such reliable health claims still appear on food labels, and they have a high degree of  
scientific validity (see Table 1-10).

In cases where there is emerging—but not established—evidence for a relationship 
between a food or food component and disease, the FDA allows the use of  qualified 
health claims that must use specific language indicating that the evidence supporting 
the claim is limited. A qualified health claim might state that “Very limited and pre-
liminary research suggests that eating one-half  to one cup of  tomatoes and/or tomato 
sauce a week may reduce the risk of  prostate cancer. The FDA concludes that there 
is little scientific evidence supporting the claim.” Unfortunately, many consumers are 
not knowledgeable enough to distinguish between scientifically reliable claims and 
those that are best ignored. 

Structure-Function claims Structure-function claims describe the effect that a 
substance has on the structure or function of  the body but do not make reference 
to a disease—for example, “calcium builds strong bones.” Unlike health claims, 
which require food manufacturers to collect scientific evidence and petition the FDA, 
structure-function claims can be made without any FDA approval. Product labels 
can claim to “slow aging,” “improve memory,” and “support immunity and digestive 
health” without any proof. The only criterion for a structure-function claim is that it 
must not mention a disease or symptom. Unfortunately, structure-function claims can 
be deceptively similar to health claims. Consider these statements:

 ❚ “May reduce the risk of  heart disease.” 

 ❚ “Promotes a healthy heart.” 

Ta b L e  1 - 1 0  reliable Health Claims on Food Labels

 ❚ calcium and reduced risk of osteoporosis

 ❚ sodium and reduced risk of hypertension

 ❚ dietary saturated fat and cholesterol and reduced risk of coronary heart disease

 ❚ dietary fat and reduced risk of cancer

 ❚ Fiber-containing grain products, fruits, and vegetables and reduced risk of cancer

 ❚ Fruits, vegetables, and grain products that contain fiber, particularly soluble fiber, and reduced risk of 
coronary heart disease

 ❚ Fruits and vegetables and reduced risk of cancer

 ❚ Folate and reduced risk of neural tube defects

 ❚ sugar alcohols and reduced risk of tooth decay

 ❚ soluble fiber from whole oats and from psyllium seed husk and reduced risk of heart disease

 ❚ soy protein and reduced risk of heart disease

 ❚ whole grains and reduced risk of heart disease and certain cancers

 ❚ Plant sterol and plant stanol esters and reduced risk of heart disease

 ❚ Potassium and reduced risk of hypertension and stroke

health claims: statements  
that characterize the relationship  
between a nutrient or other  
substance in food and a disease  
or health-related condition.

structure-function claims: 
statements that describe how a 
product may affect a structure or 
function of the body; for example, 
“calcium builds strong bones.” 
structure-function claims do not  
require Fda authorization.
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Although most consumers do not distinguish between these two types of  claims, 
the first is a health claim that requires FDA approval, whereas the second is an 
unproven, but legal, structure-function claim. Figure 1-9 compares the three types of  
label claims.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Food labels list the ingredients, the serving size, the number of  kcalories provided, 
and the key nutrient quantities in a food—information consumers need to select 
foods that will help them meet their nutrition and health goals.

 ❚ Daily Values are a set of  nutrient standards created by the FDA for use on  
food labels.

 ❚ Reliable health claims are backed by the highest standards of  scientific evidence. 

Nutrient claims characterize the level of 
a nutrient in the food—for example, “fat 
free” or “less sodium.”

Health claims characterize the 
relationship of a food or food component 
to a disease or health-related 
condition—for example, “soluble fiber 
from oatmeal daily in a diet low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol may reduce 
the risk of heart disease” or “a diet low in 
total fat may reduce the risk of some 
cancers.”

Structure-function claims describe the 
effect that a substance has on the 
structure or function of the body and do 
not make reference to a disease—for 
example, “supports immunity and 
digestive health” or “calcium builds 
strong bones.”
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F i g u r e  1 - 9  Label Claims

your diet
the secret to making healthy food choices is learning to incor-
porate the Dietary Guidelines (table 1-3 on p. 14) and the usda 
Food Patterns (Figure 1-4 on pp. 16–17) into your decision-making 
process. before completing this assignment, you may want to re-
view the section called “mixtures of Foods” on p. 20 to see where 
foods such as casseroles or soups fall in the food group plan.

 ❚ Keep a record of the foods and beverages you eat for 24 hours. 
record both the types and amounts of foods eaten.

 ❚ enter your food record information into an online diet analysis 
tool such as cengage learning’s Diet and Wellness Plus or the 
usda’s supertracker (www.supertracker.usda.gov). if you have 
not used the application before, you will need to first enter 

some personal information (such as height, weight, age,  
gender, and activity level) to create a profile.

 ❚ what is your estimated daily kcalorie need based on your 
profile information in the diet analysis tool? how does this 
compare to your estimated needs based on table 1-5 on p. 18? 
(chapter 6 offers a more individualized approach to estimating 
your kcalorie needs). 

 ❚ compare the foods you ate with the usda Food Patterns 
recommendations for your energy needs (see table 1-4 on 
p. 15) by viewing the appropriate reports in the diet analysis 
tool. (Keep a copy of all the reports from the tool for later 
reference.) For example, if you need 2400 kcalories a day, the 
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clinical applications
1. make a list of the foods and beverages you’ve consumed in 

the past two days. look at each item on your list and consider 
why you chose the particular food or beverage you did. did 
you eat cereal for breakfast because that’s what you always 
eat (habit), or because it was the easiest, quickest food to 
prepare (convenience)? did you put fat-free milk on the cereal 
because you want to control your energy intake (nutrition)? in 
going down your list, you may be surprised to discover exactly 
why you chose certain foods.

2. as a health care professional, you can uncover clues about a 
client’s food choices by paying close attention. you may be 
surprised to discover why a client chooses certain foods, but 

you can then use this knowledge to serve the best interests of 
the client. For example, an elderly, undernourished widower 
may eat the same sandwich for lunch every day. in talking 
with the client, you discover that this is what he and his wife 
fixed together each day. consider ways you might be able to 
help the client learn to eat other foods and vary his choices.

3. using the list of foods and beverages from exercise #1,  
compare your day’s intake with the usda Food Patterns. 
did you vary your choices within each food group? did your 
intake match the daily recommended amounts from each 
group? if not, list some changes you could have made to meet 
the recommendations.

self check
1. when people eat the foods typical of their families or  

geographic area, their choices are influenced by:
a. occupation.
b. nutrition.
c. emotional state.
d. ethnic heritage or regional cuisine.

2. the energy-yielding nutrients are:
a. fats, minerals, and water.
b. minerals, proteins, and vitamins.
c. carbohydrates, fats, and vitamins.
d. carbohydrates, fats, and proteins.

3. the inorganic nutrients are:
a. proteins and fats.
b. vitamins and minerals.
c. minerals and water.
d. vitamins and proteins.

4. alcohol is not a nutrient because:
a. the body derives no energy from it.
b. it is organic.
c. it is converted to body fat.
d. it does not contribute to the body’s growth or repair.

5. the nutrient standards in use today include all of the  
following except: 
a. recommended dietary allowances (rda).
b. adequate intakes (ai).
c. daily minimum requirements (dmr).
d. tolerable upper intake levels (ul).

6. which of the following is consistent with the Dietary  
Guidelines for Americans?
a. limit intakes of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.
b. increase physical activity and reduce time spent in sedentary 

activities.
c. choose a diet with plenty of whole-milk products.
d. eat an abundance of foods to ensure nutrient adequacy.

7. in a food group plan such as the usda Food Patterns,  
foods within a given food group are similar in their  
contents of:
a. energy.
b. proteins and fibers.
c. vitamins and minerals.
d. carbohydrates and fats.

recommended amount of fruits is 2 cups, while that of grains is  
8 ounces. Figure 1-4 on pp. 16–17 provides equivalent  
measures for foods that are not readily measured in cups or 
ounces. when you look at the report comparing your intake to 
the usda Food Patterns, notice how your food choices have 
been converted into these equivalents.

 ❚ do your food choices include foods from each of the food groups?

 ❚ are some food groups over- or underrepresented? if so, what 
can you do to ensure a more balanced diet?

 ❚ do you eat a variety of foods within each group? if not,  
suggest ways to enhance the variety in your diet.

 ❚ did you choose at least some whole-grain foods from the grain 
group, and fat-free or low-fat foods from the milk and milk 
products group and the protein foods group? list the foods 
you selected that are whole grain (grain group), fat free, and 
low fat (milk and protein foods groups).
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8. a slice of apple pie supplies 350 kcalories with 3 grams of  
fiber; an apple provides 80 kcalories and the same 3 grams  
of fiber. this is an example of:
a. kcalorie control.
b. nutrient density.
c. variety.
d. essential nutrients.

9. according to the usda Food Patterns, which of the following 
fruits/vegetables should be limited?
a. carrots
b. avocados
c. baked beans
d. Potatoes

10. Food labels list ingredients in:
a. alphabetical order.
b. ascending order of predominance by weight.
c. descending order of predominance by weight.
d. manufacturer’s order of preference.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H. 
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Nutrition and health receive so much attention on television, 
on the radio, in the popular press, and on the internet that 

it is easy to be overwhelmed with inconsistent, unclear informa-
tion.1 more than two-thirds of u.s. consumers are interested in the 
relationship between nutrition and health, but the majority of them 
agree that such information is often confusing and conflicting.2  
determining whether nutrition information is accurate can be a 
challenging task. it is also an important task because nutrition  
affects a person both professionally and personally.

a person watches a nutrition report on 
television and then reads a conflicting report in 
the newspaper. Why do nutrition news reports 
and claims for nutrition products seem to 
contradict each other so often?

the problem of conflicting messages arises for several reasons:

 ❚ Popular media, often faced with tight deadlines and limited time 
or space to report new information, rush to present the latest 
“breakthrough” in a headline or a 60-second spot. they can 
hardly help omitting important facts about the study or studies 
that the “breakthrough” is based on.

 ❚ despite tremendous advances in the past few decades, scientists 
still have much to learn about the human body and nutrition. 
scientists themselves often disagree on their first tentative inter-
pretations of new research findings, yet these are the very find-
ings that the public hears most about.

 ❚ the popular media often broadcast preliminary findings in hopes 
of grabbing attention and boosting readership or television ratings. 

 ❚ commercial promoters turn preliminary findings into advertise-
ments for products or supplements long before the findings have 
been validated—or disproved. the scientific process requires 
many experiments or trials to confirm a new finding. seldom do 
promoters wait as long as they should to make their claims.

 ❚ Promoters are aware that consumers like to try new products 
or treatments even though they probably will not withstand the 
tests of time and scientific scrutiny. 

So how can a person tell what claims to believe?

Valid nutrition information derives from scientific research, which 
has the following characteristics:

 ❚ scientists test their ideas by conducting properly designed sci-
entific experiments. they report their methods and procedures 
in detail so that other scientists can verify the findings through 
replication.

 ❚ scientists recognize the inadequacy of personal testimonials.

 ❚ scientists who use animals in their research do not apply their 
findings directly to human beings.

 ❚ scientists may use specific segments of the population in their 
research. when they do, they are careful not to generalize the 
findings to all people.

 ❚ scientists report their findings in respected scientific journals. 
their work must survive a screening review by their peers before 
it is accepted for publication.

with each report from scientists, the field of nutrition changes 
a little—each finding contributes another piece to the whole body 
of knowledge. table nP1-1 features 9 red flags of junk science 
to help consumers distinguish valid from misleading nutrition 
information.

because nutrition misinformation harms the health and  
economic status of consumers, the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics (formerly the academy of nutrition and dietetics) works 
with health care professionals and educators to present sound 
nutrition information to the public and to actively confront nutri-
tion misinformation.3 table nP1-2 offers a list of credible sources 
of nutrition information.

C H a P T e r  1

1 . 7  F i n d i n g  t h e  t r u t h  a B O u t  n u t r i t i O n

Nutrition in Practice

Ta b L e  n P 1 - 1  Warning Signs of nutrition 
Quackery 

 1. Quick and easy fixes. even proven treatments take time to 
be effective.

 2. Personal testimonials. hearsay is the weakest form of 
scientific validity.

 3. One product does it all. no one product can treat every 
disease and condition.

 4. Natural. natural is not necessarily safer or better. any 
product strong enough to be effective is strong enough to 
cause side effects.

 5. Time-tested or latest innovation. such findings would be 
widely publicized and accepted by health professionals.

 6. Satisfaction guaranteed. marketers of fraudulent products 
may make generous promises, but consumers won’t be able 
to collect on them.

 7. Paranoid accusations. these claims suggest that health 
professionals and legitimate drug manufacturers are 
conspiring with each other to promote drug companies’ 
products for financial gain.

 8. Meaningless medical jargon. Phony terms hide the lack of 
scientific proof.

 9. Too good to be true. if it sounds too good to be true, it 
probably isn’t true.

LO 1.7 Recognize misinformation and describe how to 
identify reliable nutrition information.
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Ta b L e  n P 1 - 2  Credible Sources of nutrition 
information

government agencies, volunteer associations, consumer groups, 
and professional organizations provide consumers with reliable 
health and nutrition information. credible sources of nutrition 
information include:

 ❚ nutrition and food science departments at a university or  
community college

 ❚ local agencies such as the health department or county  
cooperative extension service

 ❚ government resources such as:

 ❚ centers for disease control 
and Prevention (cdc)

 ❚ department of agriculture 
(usda)

 ❚ department of health and  
human services (dhhs)

 ❚ Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans

 ❚ Food and drug  
administration (Fda)

 ❚ health canada

 

 ❚ healthy People

 ❚ let’s move!

 ❚ myPlate

 ❚ national institutes of health

 ❚ Physical Activity Guidelines 
for Americans

www.cdc.gov

www.usda.gov

www.hhs.gov

www.dietaryguidelines.gov

www.fda.gov

http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an 
/index-eng.php

www.healthypeople.gov

www.letsmove.gov

www.choosemyplate.gov

www.nih.gov

www.health.gov 
/paguidelines

 ❚ Volunteer health agencies such as:

 ❚ american cancer society

 ❚ american diabetes 
association

 ❚ american heart association

www.cancer.org

www.diabetes.org

www.americanheart.org

 ❚ reputable consumer groups such as:

 ❚ american council on science 
and health

 ❚ Federal citizen information 
center

 ❚ international Food  
information council

www.acsh.org

www.usa.gov

www.foodinsight.org

 ❚ Professional health organizations such as:

 ❚ academy of nutrition and 
dietetics

 ❚ american medical 
association

 ❚ dietitians of canada

www.eatright.org

www.ama-assn.org

www.dietitians.ca

 ❚ Journals such as:

 ❚ American Journal of Clinical 
Nutrition

 ❚ Journal of the Academy of 
Nutrition and Dietetics

 ❚ New England Journal of 
Medicine

 ❚ Nutrition Reviews

www.ajcn.org

www.andjrnl.org/

www.nejm.org

www.ilsi.org

What about nutrition and health information 
found on the internet? How does a person know 
whether the websites are reliable?

with hundreds of millions of websites on the internet, searching 
for nutrition and health information can be daunting. the inter-
net offers no guarantee of the accuracy of the information found 
there, and much of it is pure fiction. websites must be evaluated 
for their accuracy, just like every other source. table nP1-3 provides 
clues to identifying reliable nutrition information sites and lists 
some credible sites.

one of the most trustworthy sites used by scientists and others 
is the national library of medicine’s Pubmed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih 
.gov/pubmed), which provides free access to more than 10 million 
abstracts (short descriptions) of research papers published in  
scientific journals around the world. many abstracts provide links 
to websites where full articles are available. 

Promoters of fraudulent “health” products use the internet as 
a primary means to sell their wares. agencies such as the Food and 
drug administration (Fda) take action against fraudulent market-
ing of supplements and health products on the internet.4 the  
latest actions target unscrupulous companies that use the internet 
to promote products to the most vulnerable consumers—those 
with diseases such as cancer or aids. of greatest concern are 
those products that not only make false promises but also are  

Ta b L e  n P 1 - 3  evaluating the reliability  
of Websites

To determine whether an Internet site offers reliable 
nutrition information, answer the following questions:

 ❚ who is responsible for the site? clues can be found in the  
three-letter “tag” that follows the dot in the site’s name. For ex-
ample, “gov” and “edu” indicate government and university sites, 
respectively, which are usually reliable sources of information.

 ❚ do the names and credentials of information providers appear? is an 
editorial board identified? many legitimate sources provide  
e-mail addresses or other ways to obtain more information about 
the site and the information providers behind it.

 ❚ are links with other reliable information sites provided? reputable 
organizations almost always provide links with other similar sites 
because they want you to know of other experts in their area of 
knowledge. caution is needed when you evaluate a site by its  
links, however. anyone, even a quack, can link a web page to a 
reputable site without the organization’s permission. doing so  
may give the quack’s site the appearance of legitimacy, just the  
effect for which the quack is hoping.

 ❚ is the site updated regularly? nutrition information changes  
rapidly, and sites should be updated often.

 ❚ is the site selling a product or service? commercial sites may  
provide accurate information, but they also may not. their profit mo-
tive increases the risk of bias.

 ❚ does the site charge a fee to gain access to it? many academic and 
government sites offer the best information, usually for free. some 
legitimate sites do charge fees, but before paying up, check the 
free sites. chances are good you will find what you are looking for 
without paying.

 ❚ some credible websites include

 ❚ national council against health Fraud: www.ncahf.org

 ❚ stephen barrett’s Quackwatch: www.quackwatch.com
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potentially dangerous. For example, herbal products touted as safe 
treatments for serious illnesses such as cancer may interact with 
and impair the effectiveness of medications. the Fda advises  
consumers to be suspicious of:

 ❚ claims that a product is “natural” or “nontoxic.” “natural” or 
“nontoxic” does not always mean safe.

 ❚ claims that a product is a “scientific breakthrough,”  
“miraculous cure,” “secret ingredient,” or “ancient remedy.”

 ❚ claims that a product cures a wide range of illnesses.

 ❚ claims that use impressive-sounding medical terms.

 ❚ claims of a “money-back” guarantee.

 ❚ consumers with questions or suspicions about fraud can  
contact the Fda on the internet at www.Fda.gov or by  
telephone at (888) inFo-Fda.

everyone seems to be giving advice on nutrition. 
How can a person tell whom to listen to?

Registered dietitian nutritionists (RDNs), also called  
registered dietitians (RDs), and nutrition professionals with 
advanced degrees (m.s., Ph.d.) are experts (see box nP1-1). these 
professionals are probably in the best position to answer a person’s 
nutrition questions. on the other hand, a “nutritionist” may be 
an expert or a quack, depending on which state the person prac-
tices in. some states require people who use this title to meet strict 

B O X  n P 1 - 1    g L O S S a r y  O F  n u T r i T i O n 
e x P e r T S

academy of nutrition and Dietetics: the professional 
organization of dietitians in the united states; formerly the academy 
of nutrition and dietetics. the canadian equivalent is dietitians of 
canada, which operates similarly.

dietetic technicians: persons who have completed a minimum of 
an associate’s degree from an accredited college or university and an 
approved dietetic technician program. a dietetic technician, registered 
(dtr) has also passed a national examination and maintains  
registration through continuing professional education.

dietetics: the application of nutrition principles to achieve and 
maintain optimal human health.

nutritionists: all registered dietitians are nutritionists, but not all 
nutritionists are registered dietitians. some state licensing boards set 
specific qualifications for holding the title. For states that regulate 
this title, the definition varies from state to state. to obtain some 
“nutritionist” credentials requires little more than a payment.

registered dietitian nutritionists (rDns): food and nutrition 
experts who have earned a minimum of a bachelor’s degree from 
an accredited university or college after completing a program of 
coursework approved by the academy of nutrition and dietetics 
(or dietitians of canada); also called registered dietitians (RDs). 
the dietitians must serve in an approved, supervised internship 
or coordinated program to practice the necessary skills, pass the 
registration examination, and maintain competency through  
continuing education. many states require licensing for practicing 
dietitians. licensed dietitians (lds) have met all state requirements  
to offer nutrition advice.

registered dietitian (rD): an alternative term for an rdn.

standards. in other states, a “nutritionist” may be any individual 
who claims a career connection with the nutrition field. there is no 
accepted national definition for the term nutritionist.

other purveyors of nutrition information may also lack creden-
tials. a health-food store owner may be in the nutrition business 
simply because it is a lucrative market. the owner may have a 
background in business or sales and no education in nutrition at 
all. such a person is not qualified to provide nutrition informa-
tion to customers. For accurate nutrition information, seek out a 
trained professional with a college education in nutrition—an  
expert in the field of dietetics. 

What about nurses and other health care 
professionals? 

all members of the health care team share responsibility for  
helping each client to achieve optimal health, but the registered  
dietitian nutritionist is usually the primary nutrition expert. each of 
the other team members has a related specialty. some physicians 
are specialists in clinical nutrition and thus are also experts in the 
field. other physicians, nurses, and dietetic technicians often  
assist dietitians in providing nutrition information and may help to 
administer direct nutrition care. nurses play central roles in client  
care management and client relationships. Visiting nurses and 
home health care nurses may become intimately involved in clients’ 
nutrition care at home, teaching them both theory and cooking 
techniques. Physical therapists can provide individualized exercise 
programs related to nutrition—for example, to help control obesity.  
social workers may provide practical and emotional support. 

What roles might these other health care 
professionals play in nutrition care? 

some of the responsibilities of the health care professional  
might be: 

 ❚ helping people understand why nutrition is important to them. 

 ❚ answering questions about food and diet. 

 ❚ explaining to clients how modified diets work. 

 ❚ collecting information about clients that may influence their 
nutritional health. 

 ❚ identifying clients at risk for poor nutrition status (see chapter 14) 
and recommending or taking appropriate action. 

 ❚ recognizing when clients need extra help with nutrition  
problems (in such cases, the problems should be referred to a 
dietitian or physician). 

health care professionals may routinely perform these  
nutrition-related tasks: 

 ❚ obtaining diet histories. 

 ❚ taking weight and height measurements.

 ❚ Feeding clients who cannot feed themselves. 

 ❚ recording what clients eat or drink. 

 ❚ observing clients’ responses and reactions to foods.
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 ❚ helping clients mark menus.

 ❚ monitoring weight changes.

 ❚ monitoring food and drug interactions.

 ❚ encouraging clients to eat.

 ❚ assisting clients at home in planning their diets and managing 
their kitchen chores.

 ❚ alerting the physician or dietitian when nutrition problems are 
identified.

 ❚ charting actions taken and communicating on these matters 
with other professionals as needed.

thus, although the dietitian assumes the primary role as the nutri-
tion expert on a health care team, other health care professionals 
play important roles in administering nutrition care. 

notes

1. d. Quagliani and m. hermann, Practice paper of the academy 
of nutrition and dietetics: communicating accurate food and 
nutrition information, Journal of the Academy of Nutrition 
and Dietetics 112 (2012): 759.

2. d. schor and coauthors, nutrition facts you can’t miss:  
the evolution of front-of-pack labeling, Nutrition Today 45  
(2010): 22–32.

3. Quagliani and hermann, 2012.

4. Food and drug administration, 6 tip-offs to rip-offs:  
don’t fall for health fraud scams, www.fda.gov 
/Foorconsumers/consumerupdates/ucm341344.htm,  
updated november 18, 2013.
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Carbohydrates
2.1 The Chemist’s View of Carbohydrates
LO 2.1 Identify the monosaccharides, disaccharides, 
and polysaccharides common in nutrition and list 
their major food sources.

2.2 Regulation of Blood Glucose
LO 2.2 Explain how hormones control blood glucose 
concentrations.

2.3 Health Effects of Sugars and 
Alternative Sweeteners
LO 2.3 Describe how added sugars can contribute to 
health problems and how alternative sweeteners may 
help to limit kcalories and sugar intake. 

2.4 Health Effects of Starch and 
Dietary Fibers
LO 2.4 Identify the health benefits of, and recommen-
dations for, starches and fibers.

2.5 Nutrition in Practice: The Glycemic 
Index in Nutrition Practice
LO 2.5 Describe the glycemic index and explain why 
its use in disease prevention is controversial.
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Most people would like to feel good all the time. Part of the secret of 
feeling good is replenishing the body’s energy supply with food. Car-

bohydrate is the preferred energy source for many of the body’s functions. 
As long as carbohydrate is available, the human brain depends exclusively 
on it as an energy source. Athletes eat a “high-carb” diet to store as much 
muscle fuel as possible, and dietary recommendations urge people to eat 
carbohydrate-rich foods for better health. Some people, however, mistak-
enly think of carbohydrate-rich foods as “fattening” and avoid them when 
trying to lose weight. This strategy may be helpful if the carbohydrates 
are the concentrated sugars of soft drinks, candies, and cookies, but it is 
counterproductive if the carbohydrates are from whole grains, vegetables, 
legumes, and fruit. These plant foods provide carbohydrate and fiber with 
little or no fat. Milk is the only animal-derived food that contains signifi-
cant amounts of carbohydrate. Thus, people who wish to lose fat, main-
tain lean tissue, and stay healthy can best do so by being physically active, 
paying close attention to portion sizes, and designing an eating pattern 
based on foods that supply fiber-rich carbohydrate in balance with other 
energy nutrients.1 

This chapter on carbohydrates is the first of three on the energy-
yielding nutrients. Fats are the topic of Chapter 3 and protein is featured  
in Chapter 4. Nutrition in Practice 20 addresses one other contributor of 
energy to the human diet, alcohol. Alcohol, of course, has well-known  
undesirable side effects when used in excess.

2.1 The Chemist’s View  
of Carbohydrates
LO 2.1 Identify the monosaccharides, disaccharides, and polysaccharides  
common in nutrition and list their major food sources.

The dietary carbohydrates include the sugars, starch, and fiber. Chemists describe the 
sugars as:

 ❚ Monosaccharides (single sugars).

 ❚ Disaccharides (double sugars).

Starch and fiber are:*

 ❚ Polysaccharides—compounds composed of  chains of  monosaccharide units. 

All of  these carbohydrates are composed of  the single sugar glucose and other 
compounds that are much like glucose in composition and structure. Figure 2-1 (p. 36) 
shows the chemical structure of  glucose.

Monosaccharides
Three monosaccharides are important in nutrition: glucose, fructose, and galactose. 
All three monosaccharides have the same number and kinds of  atoms but in different 
arrangements.

Glucose Most cells depend on glucose for their fuel to some extent, and the cells of  
the brain and the rest of  the nervous system depend almost exclusively on glucose 
for their energy. The body can obtain this glucose from carbohydrates. To function 

*Monosaccharides and disaccharides (sugars) are sometimes called simple carbohydrates, and the  
polysaccharides (starch and fiber) are sometimes called complex carbohydrates.

grains, vegetables, legumes, fruits, 
and milk offer ample carbohydrate.
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carbohydrates: energy nutrients 
composed of monosaccharides.

carbo 5 carbon

hydrate 5 water

monosaccharides (mon-oh-
SaCK-uh-rides): single sugar units. 

mono 5 one

saccharide 5 sugar

disaccharides (dye-SaCK-uh-
rides):  pairs of sugar units bonded 
together.

di 5 two

polysaccharides: long chains of 
monosaccharide units arranged as 
starch, glycogen, or fiber.

poly 5 many

glucose: a monosaccharide; the 
sugar common to all disaccharides 
and polysaccharides; also called 
blood sugar in the body or dextrose 
in foods.

fructose: a monosaccharide; some-
times known as fruit sugar. 

fruct 5 fruit

galactose: a monosaccharide; part 
of the disaccharide lactose. 
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optimally, the body must maintain blood glucose within limits that allow the cells to 
nourish themselves. A later section describes blood glucose regulation. 

Fructose Fructose is the sweetest of  the sugars. Fructose occurs naturally in fruits, in 
honey, and as part of  table sugar. However, most fructose is consumed in sweet bever-
ages such as soft drinks, in ready-to-eat cereals, and in other products sweetened with 
high-fructose corn syrup or other added sugars. Glucose and fructose are the most 
common monosaccharides in nature. 

Galactose The third single sugar, galactose, occurs mostly as part of  lactose, a disac-
charide also known as milk sugar. During digestion, galactose is freed as a single sugar. 

Disaccharides
In disaccharides, pairs of  single sugars are linked together. Three disaccharides are 
important in nutrition: maltose, sucrose, and lactose. All three contain glucose as one 
of  their single sugars. As Table 2-1 shows, the other monosaccharide is either another 
glucose (in maltose), fructose (in sucrose), or galactose (in lactose). The shapes of  the 
sugars in Table 2-1 reflect their chemical structures as drawn on paper.

Sucrose Sucrose (table, or white, sugar) is the most familiar of  the three disaccha-
rides and is what people mean when they speak of  “sugar.” This sugar is usually ob-
tained by refining the juice from sugar beets or sugarcane to provide the brown, white, 
and powdered sugars available in the supermarket, but it occurs naturally in many 
fruits and vegetables. When a person eats a food containing sucrose, enzymes in the 
digestive tract split the sucrose into its glucose and fructose components. 

Lactose Lactose is the principal carbohydrate of  milk. Most human infants are 
born with the digestive enzymes necessary to split lactose into its two monosac-
charide parts, glucose and galactose, so as to absorb it. Breast milk thus provides a 
simple, easily digested carbohydrate that meets an infant’s energy needs; many for-
mulas do, too, because they are made from milk. Many people lose the ability to di-
gest lactose after infancy. This condition, known as lactose intolerance, is discussed 
in Chapter 19. 

Maltose The third disaccharide, maltose, is a plant sugar that consists of  two glu-
cose units. Maltose is produced whenever starch breaks down—as happens in plants 
when they break down their stored starch for energy and start to sprout and in human 
beings during carbohydrate digestion.

Polysaccharides
Unlike the sugars, which contain the three monosaccharides—glucose, fructose, 
and galactose—in different combinations, the polysaccharides are composed almost 
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F i g u r e  2 - 1   Chemical 
Structure of glucose
on paper, the structure of glucose 
has to be drawn flat, but in nature 
the five carbons and oxygen are 
roughly in a plane, with the h, oh, 
and ch2oh extending out above 
and below it.

Ta b L e  2 - 1  The major Sugars

Monosaccharides Disaccharides

glucose sucrose (glucose 1 fructose)

Fructose lactose (glucose 1 galactose)

galactose maltose (glucose 1 glucose)

(found primarily as part of lactose)

high-fructose corn syrup:  
a widely used commercial kcaloric 
sweetener made by adding enzymes 
to cornstarch to convert a portion 
of its glucose molecules into sweet-
tasting fructose.

added sugars: sugars, syrups, and 
other kcaloric sweeteners that are 
added to foods during processing or 
preparation or at the table. added 
sugars do not include the naturally 
occurring sugars found in fruits and 
milk products. also called carbo-
hydrate sweeteners, they include 
glucose, fructose, high-fructose corn 
syrup, concentrated fruit juice, and 
other sweet carbohydrates. also  
defined in chapter 1.

sucrose: a disaccharide composed 
of glucose and fructose; commonly 
known as table sugar, beet sugar, or 
cane sugar. 

sucro 5 sugar

lactose: a disaccharide composed 
of glucose and galactose; commonly 
known as milk sugar.

lact 5 milk

maltose: a disaccharide  
composed of two glucose units; 
sometimes known as malt sugar.
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entirely of  glucose (and, in some cases, other monosaccharides). Three types of  poly-
saccharides are important in nutrition: glycogen, starch, and fibers. 

Glycogen is a storage form of  energy for human beings and animals; starch 
plays that role in plants; and fibers provide structure in stems, trunks, roots, leaves, 
and skins of  plants. Both glycogen and starch are built entirely of  glucose units; 
fibers are composed of  a variety of  monosaccharides and other carbohydrate 
derivatives.

Glycogen Glycogen molecules are made of  chains of  glucose that are more highly 
branched than those of  starch molecules (see the left side of  Figure 2-2). Glycogen is 
found in meats only to a limited extent and not at all in plants.* For this reason, gly-
cogen is not a significant food source of  carbohydrate, but it does play an important 
role in the body. The human body stores much of  its glucose as glycogen in the liver 
and muscles.

Starch Starch is a long, straight or branched chain of  hundreds or thousands of  glu-
cose units linked together (see the middle and right side of  Figure 2-2). These giant 
molecules are packed side by side in grains such as rice or wheat, in root crops and 
tubers such as yams and potatoes, and in legumes such as peas and beans. When a 
person eats the plant, the body splits the starch into glucose units and uses the glucose 
for energy.†

All starchy foods come from plants. Grains are the richest food source of  starch. 
In most human societies, people depend on a staple grain for much of  their food en-
ergy: rice in Asia; wheat in Canada, the United States, and Europe; corn in much 
of  Central and South America; and millet, rye, barley, and oats elsewhere. A second 
important source of  starch is the legume (bean and pea) family. Legumes include pea-
nuts and “dry” beans such as butter beans, kidney beans, “baked” beans, black-eyed 
peas (cowpeas), chickpeas (garbanzo beans), and soybeans. Root vegetables (tubers) 
such as potatoes and yams are a third major source of  starch, and in many non- 
Western societies, they are the primary starch sources. Grains, legumes, and tubers 
not only are rich in starch but may also contain abundant dietary fiber, protein, and 
other nutrients. 

*Glycogen in animal muscles rapidly breaks down after slaughter. 
†The short chains of glucose units that result from the breakdown of starch are known as dextrins. The 

word sometimes appears on food labels because dextrins can be used as thickening agents in foods.

Glycogen Starch (branched) Starch (unbranched)

A glycogen molecule contains hundreds of 
glucose units in highly branched chains.

A starch molecule contains hundreds of glucose molecules in 
either occasionally branched chains or unbranched chains.

F i g u r e  2 - 2   glycogen and Starch Compared

glycogen (gLy-co-gen): a poly-
saccharide composed of glucose, 
made and stored by liver and muscle 
tissues of human beings and animals 
as a storage form of glucose. glyco-
gen is not a significant food source of 
carbohydrate and is not counted as 
one of the polysaccharides in foods.

starch: a plant polysaccharide com-
posed of glucose and digestible by 
human beings.
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Starch Cellulose

F i g u r e  2 - 3   The bonds of Starch and Cellulose molecules Compared  
(Small Segments)
human enzymes can digest starch, but they cannot digest cellulose because the bonds that link the 
glucose units together in cellulose are different.

Fibers Dietary fibers are the structural parts of  plants and thus are found in all plant-
derived foods—vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and legumes. Most dietary fibers are 
polysaccharides—chains of  sugars—just as starch is, but in fibers the sugar units are 
held together by bonds that human digestive enzymes cannot break. Consequently, 
most dietary fibers pass through the body, providing little or no energy for its use. 
Figure 2-3 illustrates the difference in the bonds that link glucose molecules together 
in starch and those found in the plant fiber cellulose. In addition to cellulose, fibers 
include the polysaccharides hemicellulose, pectins, gums, and mucilages, as well as 
the nonpolysaccharide lignins.

Cellulose is the main constituent of  plant cell walls, so it is found in all vegetables, 
fruits, and legumes. Hemicellulose is the main constituent of  cereal fibers. Pectins are 
abundant in vegetables and fruits, especially citrus fruits and apples. The food industry 
uses pectins to thicken jelly and keep salad dressing from separating. Gums and muci-
lages have similar structures and are used as additives or stabilizers by the food industry. 
Lignins are the tough, woody parts of  plants; few foods people eat contain much lignin.

A few starches are classified as fibers. Known as resistant starches, these starches 
escape digestion and absorption in the small intestine. Starch may resist digestion 
for several reasons, including the individual’s efficiency in digesting starches and the 
food’s physical properties. Resistant starch is common in whole or partially milled 
grains, legumes, raw potatoes, and unripe bananas. Cooked potatoes, pasta, and rice 
that have been chilled also contain resistant starch. Similar to some fibers, resistant 
starch may support a healthy colon.2

Although cellulose and other dietary fibers are not broken down by human enzymes, 
some fibers can be digested by bacteria in the human digestive tract. Bacterial fermen-
tation of  fibers can generate some absorbable products that can yield energy when  
metabolized. Food fibers, therefore, can contribute some energy (1.5 to 2.5 kcalories 
per gram), depending on the extent to which they break down in the body. 

Fibers are divided into two general groups by their chemical and physical proper-
ties.* In the first group are fibers that dissolve in water (soluble fibers). These form 
gels (are viscous) and are more readily digested by bacteria in the human large in-
testine (are easily fermented). Commonly found in barley, legumes, fruits, oats, and 
vegetables, these fibers are often associated with lower risks of  chronic diseases (as 
discussed in a later section). In foods, soluble fibers add a pleasing consistency; for 
example, pectin puts the gel in jelly, and gums are added to salad dressings and other 
foods to thicken them.

Other fibers do not dissolve in water (insoluble fibers), do not form gels (are not 
viscous), and are less readily fermented. Insoluble fibers, such as cellulose and many 
hemicelluloses, are found in the outer layers of  whole grains (bran), the strings of  
celery, the hulls of  seeds, and the skins of  corn kernels. These fibers retain their struc-
ture and rough texture even after hours of  cooking. In the body, they aid the digestive 
system by easing elimination.3

dietary fibers: a general term de-
noting in plant foods the polysaccha-
rides cellulose, hemicellulose, pectins, 
gums, and mucilages, as well as the 
nonpolysaccharide lignins, which are 
not digested by human digestive en-
zymes, although some are digested 
by gi tract bacteria.

whole grains: grains or foods 
made from them that contain all 
the essential parts and naturally oc-
curring nutrients of the entire grain 
seed (except the inedible husk).

resistant starches: starches that 
escape digestion and absorption in 
the small intestine of healthy people.

fermentation: the anaerobic 
(without oxygen) breakdown of car-
bohydrates by microorganisms that 
releases small organic compounds 
along with carbon dioxide and 
energy.

soluble fibers: indigestible food 
components that readily dissolve in 
water and often impart gummy or 
gel-like characteristics to foods. an 
example is pectin from fruit, which is 
used to thicken jellies.

viscous: having a gel-like 
consistency.

insoluble fibers: the tough, fi-
brous structures of fruits, vegetables, 
and grains; indigestible food compo-
nents that do not dissolve in water. 

*The DRI committee has proposed these fiber definitions: the term dietary fibers refers to naturally  
occurring fibers in intact foods, and functional fibers refers to added fibers that have health benefits; total fiber 
refers to the sum of fibers from both sources.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Carbohydrate is the body’s preferred energy source. Six sugars are important in 
nutrition: the three monosaccharides (glucose, fructose, and galactose) and the 
three disaccharides (sucrose, lactose, and maltose).

 ❚ The three disaccharides are pairs of  monosaccharides; each contains glucose paired 
with one of  the three monosaccharides. The polysaccharides (chains of  monosac-
charides) are glycogen, starches, and fibers. 

 ❚ Both glycogen and starch are storage forms of  glucose—glycogen in the body and 
starch in plants—and both yield energy for human use.

 ❚ The dietary fibers also contain glucose (and other monosaccharides), but their bonds 
cannot be broken by human digestive enzymes, so they yield little, if  any, energy. 

2.2 Regulation of Blood Glucose
LO 2.2 Explain how hormones control blood glucose concentrations.

If  blood glucose falls below normal, a person may become dizzy and weak; if  it rises 
substantially above normal, the person may become fatigued. Diabetes, a disorder 
characterized by elevated blood glucose, is the topic of  Chapter 21. Left untreated, 
fluctuations to the extremes—either high or low—can be fatal. Blood glucose homeo-
stasis is regulated primarily by two hormones: insulin, which moves glucose from the 
blood into the cells, and glucagon, which brings glucose out of  storage when blood 
glucose falls (as occurs between meals).

insulin After a meal, as blood glucose rises, the pancreas is the first organ to respond. 
It releases the hormone insulin, which signals body tissues to take up surplus glucose. 
Muscle tissue responds to insulin by taking up excess blood glucose and using it to make 
glycogen. The liver takes up excess blood glucose, too, but it needs no help from insulin to 
do so. Instead, the liver cells respond to insulin by speeding up their glycogen production. 
Adipose (fat) tissue also responds to insulin by both taking up blood glucose and slowing 
its release of the fat stored within its cells.4 Simply put, insulin regulates blood glucose by:

 ❚ Facilitating blood glucose uptake by the muscles and adipose tissue.

 ❚ Stimulating glycogen synthesis in the liver.

The muscles hoard two-thirds of  the body’s total glycogen to ensure that glucose, 
a critical fuel for physical activity, is available for muscular work. The brain stores a 
tiny fraction of  the total, thought to provide an emergency glucose reserve sufficient 
to fuel the brain for an hour or two in severe glucose deprivation. The liver stores the 
remainder and is generous with its glycogen, making it available as blood glucose for 
the brain or other tissues when the supply runs low. Without carbohydrate from food 
to replenish it, the liver glycogen stores can be depleted in less than a day. Balanced 
meals and snacks, eaten on a regular schedule, help the body to maintain its blood 
glucose. Meals with starch and soluble fiber combined with some protein and a little 
fat slow digestion so that glucose enters the blood gradually at an ongoing, steady rate.

the release of Glucose from Glycogen The glycogen molecule is highly branched 
with hundreds of  ends bristling from each molecule’s surface (review this structure in 
Figure 2-2 on p. 37). When blood glucose starts to fall too low, the hormone glucagon 
is released into the bloodstream and triggers the breakdown of  liver glycogen to single 
glucose molecules. Enzymes in liver cells respond to glucagon by attacking a multitude 
of  glycogen ends simultaneously to release a surge of  glucose into the blood for use by 
all the body’s cells. Thus, the highly branched structure of  glycogen uniquely suits the 
purpose of  releasing glucose on demand. 

starch- and fiber-rich foods are the 
foods to emphasize.
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diabetes (Dye-uh-bee-teez): 
metabolic disorders characterized by 
elevated blood glucose resulting from 
insufficient insulin, ineffective insulin, 
or both; the complete medical term 
is diabetes mellitus (mell-ih-tus or 
mell-eye-tus).

homeostasis (HOme-ee-oh-
STay-sis): the maintenance of 
constant internal conditions (such 
as chemistry, temperature, and 
blood pressure) by the body’s control 
system. 

homeo = the same  
stasis = staying.

insulin: a hormone secreted by 
the pancreas in response to (among 
other things) high blood glucose. it 
promotes cellular glucose uptake for 
use or storage.

glucagon (gLOO-ka-gon):  
a hormone that is secreted by special 
cells in the pancreas in response to 
low blood glucose concentration and 
that elicits release of glucose from 
storage.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Blood glucose concentrations are regulated primarily by two hormones: insulin, 
which moves glucose from the blood into the cells, and glucagon, which brings 
glucose out of  storage when blood glucose falls.

2.3 Health Effects of Sugars  
and Alternative Sweeteners
LO 2.3 Describe how added sugars can contribute to health problems and how al-
ternative sweeteners may help to limit kcalories and sugar intake.

Fiber-rich carbohydrate foods such as vegetables, whole grains, legumes, and fruits 
should predominate in people’s diets; the naturally occurring sugars in these foods 
and in milk are acceptable because they are accompanied by many nutrients. In con-
trast, concentrated sweets such as candy, cola beverages and other soft drinks, cookies, 
pies, cakes, and other foods with added sugars add kcalories, but few, if  any, other nu-
trients or fiber. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans offer clear advice on added sugars: 
reduce intake.5 People who want to limit their use of  sugar may choose from two sets 
of  alternative sweeteners: sugar alcohols and nonnutritive sweeteners. 

Sugars
Recent decades have seen a dramatic upward trend in consumption of  added sugars. 
Sugary foods and beverages taste delicious, cost little money, and are constantly avail-
able, making overconsumption extremely likely. Though people are adding less sugar 
in the kitchen, food manufacturers are adding plenty to foods during processing. Soft 
drinks and other sugar-sweetened beverages are a major source of  added sugars in the 
diets of  U.S. consumers.6 An estimated 75 percent of  the packaged foods in the United 
States contain sweeteners, mostly added sugars.7 On average, U.S. adults consume almost  
15 percent of  their daily energy intake from added sugars.8 Most people can afford only 
a little added sugar in their diets if  they are to meet nutrient needs within kcalorie limits. 

The U.S. population is not alone in increasing sugar consumption. The trend is a 
worldwide phenomenon. In response, the World Health Organization has also taken 
a stand on sugar intake: consume less than 10 percent of  total kcalories from added 
sugars. The World Health Organization further suggests that consuming less than  
5 percent will provide additional health benefits.* 

The increase in sugar consumption has raised many questions about sugar’s ef-
fects on health. In moderate amounts, sugars add pleasure to meals without harming 
health.9 In excess, however, sugars can be detrimental, and the average American diet 
currently delivers excessive amounts. Mounting evidence links high intakes of  added 
sugars with obesity and other chronic diseases.10 Sugars can also contribute to nutrient 
deficiencies by supplying energy (kcalories) without providing nutrients and to tooth 
decay, or dental caries. 

Sugar and obesity Over the past several decades, as obesity rates increased sharply, 
consumption of  added sugars reached an all-time high—largely because high-fructose 
corn syrup use, especially in beverages, surged.11 High-fructose corn syrup is composed 
of  fructose and glucose in a ratio of  about 50:50. Compared with sucrose, high-fructose 
corn syrup is less expensive, easier to use, and more stable. In addition to being used 

sugary soft drinks are the leading 
source of added sugars in the 
united states; cakes, cookies, pies, 
and other baked goods come next; 
and sweetened fruit drinks and 
punches follow closely behind.

*The World Health Organization uses the term free sugars to mean all monosaccharides and disaccha-
rides added to foods by the manufacturer, cook, or consumer, plus the naturally occurring sugars in honey, 
syrups, and fruit juices.

naturally occurring sugars: 
sugars that are not added to a food 
but are present as its original con-
stituents, such as the sugars of fruit 
or milk.

dental caries: the gradual decay 
and disintegration of a tooth.
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in beverages, high-fructose corn syrup sweetens candies, baked goods, and hundreds 
of  other foods. The use of  high-fructose corn syrup sweetener parallels unprecedented 
increases in the incidence of  obesity, but does this mean that the increasing sugar in-
takes are responsible for the increase in body fat and its associated health problems?12 
Excess sugar in the diet may be associated with more fat on the body.13 When they are 
eaten in excess of  need, energy from added sugars contributes to body fat stores, rais-
ing the risk of  weight gain.14 When total energy intake is controlled, however, moderate 
amounts of  sugar do not cause obesity. Thus, to the extent that sugar contributes to an 
excessive energy intake, it can play a role in the development of  obesity. 

Because swallowing liquids requires little effort, the liquid form of  sugar in soft 
drinks makes it especially easy to overconsume kcalories. Sugar-sweetened beverages 
are energy-dense, providing more than 150 kcalories per 12-ounce can, and many peo-
ple drink several cans a day. The sugar kcalories of  sweet beverages also cost less than 
many other energy sources, and they are widely available. The convenience, economy, 
availability, and flavors of  sugary foods and beverages encourage overconsumption.

Limiting selections of  foods and beverages high in added sugars can be an effective 
weight-loss strategy, especially for people whose excess kcalories come primarily from 
added sugars. Replacing a can of  cola with a glass of  water every day, for example, can 
help a person lose a pound (or at least not gain a pound) in one month.15 That may not 
sound like much, but it adds up to more than 10 pounds a year, for very little effort.

Sugar and Heart Disease Added sugars also influence the balance between the 
body’s fat-making and fat-clearing mechanisms, a balance that plays critical roles in 
the development of  heart disease.16 Fructose stimulates the body’s fat-making path-
ways and impairs its fat-clearing pathways in ways that could lead to an unhealthy 
build-up of  blood lipids (triglycerides, discussed in Chapter 4).17 

To determine whether added sugars raise blood lipids, researchers studied more 
than 6000 healthy adults. They observed that people with higher intakes of  added 
sugars had blood lipid values indicating an increased risk of  heart disease.18 In an-
other study, young adults who consumed more sugar-sweetened beverages had greater 
abdominal fatness, more harmful blood lipids, and higher blood pressure than those 
who drank fewer.19 It may not take an unrealistic amount of  added sugars to cause 
this effect. As little as the equivalent of  one or two fructose- or sucrose-sweetened soft 
drinks a day consumed for only a few weeks significantly changes blood lipids in ways 
that may pose risks to the heart and arteries.20 

Sugar and Nutrient Deficiencies Empty-kcalorie foods that contain lots of  added 
sugars such as cakes, candies, and sodas provide the body with glucose and energy, 
but few, if  any, other nutrients. By comparison, foods such as whole grains, vegeta-
bles, legumes, and fruits that contain some natural sugars and lots of  starches and 
fibers also provide protein, vitamins, and minerals. 

A person spending 200 kcalories of  a day’s energy allowance on a 16-ounce soda 
gets little of  value for those kcalories. In contrast, a person using 200 kcalories on three 
slices of  whole-wheat bread gets 9 grams of  protein, 6 grams of  fiber, plus several of  
the B vitamins with those kcalories. For the person who wants something sweet, a rea-
sonable compromise might be two slices of  bread with a teaspoon of  jam on each. The 
amount of  sugar a person can afford to eat depends on how many discretionary kcalo-
ries are available beyond those needed to deliver indispensable vitamins and minerals.

By following the USDA Food Patterns and making careful food selections, a typical 
adult can obtain all the needed nutrients within an allowance of  about 1500 kcalories. 
Some people have more generous energy allowances. For example, an active teenage 
boy may need as many as 3000 kcalories a day. If  he eats mostly nutritious foods, then 
he may have discretionary kcalories available for cola beverages and other “extras.” In 
contrast, an inactive older woman who is limited to fewer than 1500 kcalories a day 
can afford to eat only the most nutrient-dense foods—with few, or no, discretionary 
kcalories available. 
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Added sugars contribute to nutrient deficiencies by displacing nutrients. For nu-
trition’s sake, the appropriate attitude to take is not that sugar is “bad” and must be 
avoided, but that nutritious foods must come first. If  nutritious foods crowd sugar out 
of  the diet, that is fine—but not the other way around. As always, balance, variety, 
and moderation guide healthy food choices.

Sugar and Dental caries Does sugar contribute to dental caries? The evidence says 
yes. Any carbohydrate-containing food, including bread, bananas, or milk, as well as 
sugar, can support bacterial growth in the mouth. These bacteria produce the acid 
that eats away tooth enamel. Of  major importance is the length of  time the food stays 
in the mouth. This, in turn, depends on the composition of  the food, how sticky the 
food is, how often a person eats the food, and especially whether the teeth are brushed 
afterward. Total sugar intake still plays a major role in caries incidence; populations 
whose diets provide no more than 10 percent of  kcalories from sugar have a low 
prevalence of  dental caries. The Academy of  Nutrition and Dietetics and the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans recommend a combined approach to prevent dental caries—
practicing good oral hygiene, drinking fluoridated water, and reducing the amount of  
time sugars and starches are in the mouth.21 Nutrition in Practice 17 discusses nutri-
tion and oral health. 

recommended Sugar intakes Moderate sugar intakes are not harmful and make 
eating more enjoyable, but the average U.S. intake is well above moderate. Thus, the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans urge people to “reduce the intake of  kcalories from 
added sugars.” These added sugar kcalories (and those from solid fats and alcohol) 
are considered discretionary kcalories—and most people need to limit their intake. 
The USDA Food Patterns suggest about 8 teaspoons of  sugar, about the amount in 
one 12-ounce soft drink, in a nutrient-dense 2000-kcalorie eating pattern. The USDA 
Food Patterns recommendations for sugar represent about 5 to 10 percent of  the day’s 
total energy intake. As noted earlier, the World Health Organization agrees that peo-
ple should restrict their consumption of  added sugars to less than 10 percent of  total 
energy and that reducing added sugar intake to less than 5 percent of  total energy 
would have additional health benefits. Box 2-1 provides strategies for reducing the 
intake of  added sugars.

The DRI committee did not set a Tolerable Upper Intake Level for added sug-
ars, but, as mentioned, excessive intakes can interfere with sound nutrition and good 
health. Few people can eat lots of  sugary treats and still meet all of  their nutrient 
needs without exceeding their kcalorie allowance. Instead, the DRI committee sug-
gests that added sugars should account for no more than 25 percent of  the day’s to-
tal energy intake.22 One out of  eight in the U.S. population exceeds this rather high  
maximum intake.23 For a person consuming 2000 kcalories a day, 25 percent 

 ❚ use less table sugar when preparing meals and at the table.

 ❚ use your sugar kcalories to sweeten nutrient-dense foods 
(such as oatmeal) instead of consuming empty-kcalorie foods 
and beverages (such as candy and soda).

 ❚ replace empty kcalorie-rich regular sodas, sports drinks, 
energy drinks, and fruit drinks with water, fat-free milk, 100% 
fruit juice, or unsweetened tea or coffee.

 ❚ use sweet spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice, or clove.

 ❚ select fruit for dessert. eat less cake, cookies, ice cream, other 
desserts, and candy. if you do eat these foods, have a small 
portion.

 ❚ warm up sweet foods before serving (heat enhances sweet 
tastes).

 ❚ read the nutrition Facts on labels to choose foods with less 
sugar and less added sugar.

How To B O X  2 - 1  r e d u c e  i n ta K e s  o F  a d d e d  s u g a r s
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represents 500 kcalories from added sugars—the equivalent of  40 ounces of  cola,  
½ cup of  honey, 125 jelly beans, 23 marshmallows, or 30 teaspoons of  sugar. Perhaps 
an athlete in training whose energy needs are high can afford the added sugars from 
sports drinks without compromising nutrient intake, but most people would do better 
following recommendations to limit added sugar consumption to less than 10 percent 
of  the day’s total energy intake.

recognizing Sugars People often fail to recognize sugar in all its forms and so do 
not realize how much they consume. To help your clients estimate their sugar intakes, 
tell them to treat all of  the following concentrated sweets as equivalent to 1 teaspoon 
of  white sugar (4 grams of  carbohydrate): 

 ❚ 1 teaspoon brown sugar, candy, jam, jelly, any corn sweetener, syrup, honey, mo-
lasses, or maple sugar or syrup

 ❚ 1 tablespoon ketchup

 ❚ 1½ ounces carbonated soft drink

These portions of  sugar all provide about the same number of  kcalories. Some are 
closer to 10 kcalories (for example, 14 kcalories for molasses), whereas some are 
more than 20 kcalories (22 kcalories for honey), so an average figure of  16 kcalories is  
an acceptable approximation. Box 2-2 presents the multitude of  names that denote 
sugar on food labels. 

People often ask: What is the difference between honey and white sugar? Is honey, 
by virtue of  being natural, more nutritious? Honey, like white sugar, contains glu-
cose and fructose. The difference is that, in white sugar, the glucose and fructose are 
bonded together in pairs, whereas in honey some of  them are paired and some are free 
single sugars. When you eat either white sugar or honey, though, your body breaks all 
of  the sugars apart into single sugars. It ultimately makes no difference, then, whether 
you eat single sugars linked together, as in white sugar, or the same sugars unlinked, 
as in honey; they will end up as single sugars in your body. 

brown sugar: refined white sugar with molasses added; 95 per-
cent pure sucrose.

concentrated fruit juice sweetener: a concentrated sugar 
syrup made from dehydrated, deflavored fruit juice, commonly grape 
juice; used to sweeten products that can then claim to be “all fruit.”

confectioner’s sugar: finely powdered sucrose; 99.9 percent pure.

corn sweeteners: corn syrup and sugar solutions derived from corn.

corn syrup: a syrup, mostly glucose, partly maltose, produced by 
the action of enzymes on cornstarch. it may be dried and used as 
corn syrup solids.

dextrose, anhydrous dextrose: forms of glucose.

evaporated cane juice: raw sugar from which impurities have 
been removed.

granulated sugar: white sugar.

high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS): a widely used commercial 
kcaloric sweetener made by adding enzymes to cornstarch to convert 
a portion of its glucose molecules into sweet-tasting fructose.

honey: a concentrated solution primarily composed of glucose and 
fructose; produced by enzymatic digestion of the sucrose in nectar 
by bees.

invert sugar: a mixture of glucose and fructose formed by the 
splitting of sucrose in an industrial process. sold only in liquid form 
and sweeter than sucrose, invert sugar forms during certain cooking 
procedures and works to prevent crystallization of sucrose in soft 
candies and sweets.

malt syrup: a sweetener made from sprouted barley.

maple syrup: a concentrated solution of sucrose derived from the sap 
of the sugar maple tree, mostly sucrose. this sugar was once common 
but is now usually replaced by sucrose and artificial maple flavoring.

molasses: a thick, brown syrup left over from the refining of su-
crose from sugarcane. the major nutrient in molasses is iron, a con-
taminant from the machinery used in processing it.

raw sugar: the first crop of crystals harvested during sugar process-
ing. raw sugar cannot be sold in the united states because it con-
tains too much filth (dirt, insect fragments, and the like). sugar sold 
as “raw sugar” is actually evaporated cane juice.

turbinado (ter-bih-nOD-oh) sugar: raw sugar from which the 
filth has been washed; legal to sell in the united states.

white sugar: granulated sucrose or “table sugar,” produced by dis-
solving, concentrating, and recrystallizing raw sugar; 99.9 percent pure.

b O x  2 - 2  g L O S S a r y  O F   a D D e D  S u g a r S
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Honey does contain a few vitamins and minerals, but not many. Honey is denser 
than crystalline sugar, too, so it provides more energy per spoonful. Table 2-2 shows 
that honey and white sugar are similar nutritionally—and both fall short of  milk, le-
gumes, fruits, grains, and vegetables. Honey may offer some health benefits, however: 
It seems to relieve nighttime coughing in children and reduce the severity of  mouth 
ulcers in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy or radiation. 

Some sugar sources are more nutritious than others, though. Consider a fruit such 
as an orange. The orange provides the same sugars and about the same energy as a 
tablespoon of  sugar or honey, but the packaging makes a big difference in nutrient 
density. The sugars of  the orange are diluted in a large volume of  fluid that contains 

valuable vitamins and minerals, and the flesh 
and skin of  the orange are supported by fibers 
that also offer health benefits. A tablespoon 
of  honey offers no such bonuses. Of  course, a 
cola beverage, containing many teaspoons of  
sugar, offers no advantages either. 

Ta b L e  2 - 2  Sample nutrients in Sugars and Other Foods

the indicated portion of any of these foods provides approximately 100 kcalories. notice that—for a similar number of kcalories and 
grams of carbohydrate—milk, legumes, fruits, grains, and vegetables offer more of the other nutrients than do the sugars.

Size of 100 kCal 
Portion

Carbohydrate 
(g)

Protein 
(g)

Calcium 
(mg)

Iron  
(mg)

Vitamin A 
(μg)

Vitamin C 
(mg)

Foods

milk, 1% low-fat 1 c 12 8 300 0.1 144 2

Kidney beans ½ c 20 7 30 1.6 0 2

apricots 6 24 2 30 1.1 554 22

bread, whole wheat 1½ slices 20 4 30 1.9 0 0

broccoli, cooked 2 c 20 12 188 2.2 696 148

Sugars

sugar, white 2 tbs 24 0 trace trace 0 0

molasses, blackstrap 2½ tbs 28 0 343 12.6 0 0.1

cola beverage 1 c 26 0 6 trace 0 0

honey 1½ tbs 26 trace 2 0.2 0 trace

you receive about the same amount and kinds of sugars from an orange as from a 
tablespoon of honey, but the packaging makes a big nutrition difference.
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 ❚ In moderation, sugars pose no major health 
threat except for an increased risk of  dental 
caries. 

 ❚ Excessive sugar intakes may displace 
needed nutrients and fiber and may contrib-
ute to obesity. 

 ❚ A person deciding to limit daily sugar in-
take should recognize that it is the added 
sugars in concentrated sweets, which are 
high in kcalories and relatively lacking in 
other nutrients, that should be restricted. 
Sugars that occur naturally in fruits, veg-
etables, and milk are acceptable. 
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Alternative Sweeteners: Sugar Alcohols
The sugar alcohols are carbohydrates, but they trigger a lower glycemic response 
and yield slightly less energy (2 to 3 kcalories per gram) than sucrose (4 kcalories per 
gram) because they are not absorbed completely.24 The sugar alcohols are sometimes 
called nutritive sweeteners because they do yield some energy. One exception, eryth-
ritol, cannot be metabolized by human enzymes and so is kcalorie free. 

The sugar alcohols occur naturally in fruits and vegetables; they are also used by 
manufacturers to provide sweetness and bulk to cookies, sugarless gum, hard candies, 
and jams and jellies. Unlike sucrose, sugar alcohols are fermented in the large intestine 
by intestinal bacteria. Consequently, side effects such as gas, abdominal discomfort, 
and diarrhea make the sugar alcohols less attractive than the nonnutritive sweeteners. 

The advantage of  using sugar alcohols is that they do not contribute to dental car-
ies. Bacteria in the mouth metabolize sugar alcohols much more slowly than sucrose, 
thereby inhibiting the production of  acids that promote caries formation. They are 
therefore valuable in chewing gums, breath mints, and other products that people 
keep in their mouths awhile. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) allows food 
labels to carry a health claim (see p. 26 in Chapter 1) about the relationship between 
sugar alcohols and the nonpromotion of  dental caries as long as certain FDA criteria, 
including those for sugar-free status, are met. Figure 2-4 presents labeling information 
for products using sugar alternatives. 

Alternative Sweeteners: Nonnutritive Sweeteners
The nonnutritive sweeteners sweeten with minimal or no carbohydrate or energy. The 
human taste buds perceive many of  them as extremely sweet, so just tiny amounts are 

sugar alcohols: sugarlike com-
pounds in the chemical family 
alcohol derived from fruits or manu-
factured from carbohydrates; sugar 
alcohols are absorbed more slowly 
than other sugars, are metabolized 
differently, and do not elevate the 
risk of dental caries. examples are 
maltitol, mannitol, sorbitol, isomalt, 
lactitol, and xylitol.

nutritive sweeteners: sweeten-
ers that yield energy, including both 
the sugars and the sugar alcohols.

nonnutritive sweeteners:  
synthetic or natural food additives 
that offer sweet flavor but with negli-
gible or no kcalories per serving; also 
called artificial sweeteners, intense 
sweeteners, noncaloric sweeteners, 
and very-low-calorie sweeteners.

35% FEWER CALORIES THAN SUGARED GUM.

INGREDIENTS: SORBITOL, MALTITOL, GUM BASE, MANNITOL, ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL FLAVORING, ACACIA,
SOFTENERS, TITANIUM DIOXIDE (COLOR), ASPARTAME, ACESULFAME POTASSIUM AND CANDELILLA WAX.
PHENYLKETONURICS: CONTAINS PHENYLALANINE.

Products containing
sugar replacers may
claim to “not promote
tooth decay” if they
meet FDA criteria for
dental plaque activity.

This ingredient list
includes both sugar
alcohols and artificial
sweetenters.

Products that claim to be
“reduced kcalories” must
provide at least 25%
fewer kcalories per serving
than the comparison item.

Products containing
less than 0.5 g of 
sugar per serving can
claim to be “sugarless”
or “sugar-free.”

Products containing
aspartame must carry
a warning for people
with phenylketonuria.

Total Fat  0g

5Calories
Amount Per 2 pieces

6 servings per container
Serving size 2 pieces (3g)

% DV

Sodium 0mg

Added Sugars 0g

Protein 0g

Total Carbs 2g

Nutrition Facts

0%

0%

1%

Sugars 0g

Sugar Alcohol 2g

Not a significant source of other nutrients.

F i g u r e  2 - 4   Sugar alternatives on Food Labels
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added to foods to achieve the desired sweet taste.25 The FDA endorses nonnutritive 
sweeteners as safe for use over a lifetime within Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI) levels. 
Like the sugar alcohols, nonnutritive sweeteners make foods taste sweet without pro-
moting tooth decay. Table 2-3 offers details about nonnutritive sweeteners, including 
ADI levels. 

Ta b L e  2 - 3  u.S.-approved nonnutritive Sweeteners

Sweetener
Chemical 
Composition

Digestion/
Absorption

Sweetness 
Relative to 
Sucrosea

Energy 
(kcal/g)

Acceptable 
Daily Intake 
(ADI) and 
Estimated 
Equivalentb Approved uses

acesulfame potassium 
or acesulfame-K 
(sunette, sweet one)

Potassium salt not digested 
or absorbed

200 0 15 mg/kg 
body weightc 
(30 cans diet 
soda)

general use, except in 
meat and poultry. tabletop 
sweeteners. heat stable.

aspartame 
(nutrasweet, equal, 
others)

amino acids 
(phenylalanine and 
aspartic acid) and a 
methyl group

digested 
and 
absorbed

180 4d 50 mg/kg  
body weighte 
(18 cans  
diet soda)

general use in all foods 
and beverages; warning to 
population with PKu. degrades 
when heated.

luo han guo curcurbine, 
glycosides from 
monk fruit extract

digested 
and 
absorbed

150–300 1 no adi 
determined

grasf; general use as a food 
ingredient and tabletop 
sweetener.

neotame aspartame with 
an additional side 
group attached

not digested 
or absorbed

7000 0 18 mg/day general use, except in meat 
and poultry.

saccharin (sugartwin, 
sweet’n low, others)

benzoic sulfimide rapidly 
absorbed 
and excreted

300 0 5 mg/kg 
body weight 
(10 packets of 
sweetener)

tabletop sweeteners, wide 
range of foods, beverages, 
cosmetics, and pharmaceutical 
products.

stevia (sweetleaf, 
truvia, PureVia)

glyosides found in 
the leaves of the 
Stevia rebaudiana 
herb

digested 
and 
absorbed

200–300 0 4 mg/kg body 
weight

grasf; tabletop sweeteners, a 
variety of foods and beverages.

sucralose (splenda) sucrose with cl 
atoms instead of 
oh groups

not digested 
or absorbed

600 0 5 mg/kg body 
weight (6 cans 
diet soda)

baked goods, carbonated 
beverages, chewing gum, 
coffee and tea, dairy products, 
frozen desserts, fruit spreads, 
salad dressing, syrups, tabletop 
sweeteners.

tagatoseg (nutralose, 
nutrilatose, tagatesse)

monosaccharide 
similar in structure 
to fructose; 
naturally occurring 
or derived from 
lactose

not well 
absorbed

0.9 1.5 7.5 g/day grasf; bakery products, 
beverages, cereals, chewing 
gum, confections, dairy 
products, dietary supplements, 
energy bars, tabletop 
sweeteners.

arelative sweetness is determined by comparing the approximate sweetness of a sugar substitute with the sweetness of pure sucrose, which has been defined as 1.0. 
chemical structure, temperature, acidity, and other flavors of the foods in which the substance occurs all influence relative sweetness.
bbased on a person weighing 70 kg (154 lb).
crecommendations from the world health organization limit acesulfame-K intake to 9 mg per kilogram of body weight per day.
daspartame provides 4 kcal/g, as does protein, but because so little is used, its energy contribution is negligible. in powdered form, it is sometimes mixed with lactose, 
however, so a 1-g packet may provide 4 kcal.
erecommendations from the world health organization and in europe and canada limit aspartame intake to 40 mg per kilogram of body weight per day.
fgenerally recognized as safe.
gtagatose is a poorly digested sugar, and technically not a nonnutritive sweetener.

acceptable Daily intake (aDi): 
the amount of a nonnutritive sweet-
ener that individuals can safely con-
sume each day over the course of 
a lifetime without adverse effect. it 
includes a 100-fold safety factor.
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Nonnutritive Sweeteners and Weight Management Whether the use of  non-
nutritive sweeteners promotes weight loss or improves health by reducing total kcalorie 
intakes is not known with certainty.26 Some research even suggests that their use may 
promote weight gain through unknown mechanisms; these are topics of current research. 

When people reduce their energy intakes by replacing sugar in their diets with non-
nutritive sweeteners and then compensate for the reduced energy at later meals, en-
ergy intake may stay the same or increase. Using nonnutritive sweeteners will not 
automatically lower energy intake; to successfully control energy intake, a person 
needs to make informed diet and activity decisions throughout the day.

Safety of Nonnutritive Sweeteners Through the years, questions have emerged 
about the safety of  nonnutritive sweeteners, but these issues have since been resolved. 
For example, early research indicating that large quantities of  saccharin caused blad-
der tumors in laboratory animals was later shown to be inapplicable to humans. Com-
mon sense dictates that consuming large amounts of  saccharin is probably not safe, 
but consuming moderate amounts poses no known hazard. 

Aspartame, a sweetener made from two amino acids (phenylalanine and aspar-
tic acid) is one of  the most thoroughly studied food additives ever approved, and no 
scientific evidence supports the Internet stories that accuse it of  causing disease.27 
However, aspartame’s phenylalanine base poses a threat to those with the inherited 
disease phenylketonuria (PKU). People with PKU cannot dispose of  phenylalanine 
efficiently (see Nutrition in Practice 16). Food labels warn people with PKU of  the 
presence of  phenylalanine in aspartame-sweetened foods (see Figure 2-4). In addi-
tion, foods and drinks containing nonnutritive sweeteners have no place in the diets of  
even healthy infants or toddlers. 

i n  S u m m a r y 

 ❚ Two types of  alternative sweeteners are sugar alcohols and nonnutritive 
sweeteners. 

 ❚ Sugar alcohols are carbohydrates, but they yield slightly less energy than sucrose. 

 ❚ Sugar alcohols do not contribute to dental caries. 

 ❚ The FDA endorses the use of  nonnutritive sweeteners within ADI levels as safe 
over a lifetime.

 ❚ The nonnutritive sweeteners sweeten with minimal or no carbohydrate and energy. 

 ❚ Like the sugar alcohols, nonnutritive sweeteners do not promote tooth decay. 

2.4 Health Effects of Starch  
and Dietary Fibers
LO 2.4 Identify the health benefits of, and recommendations for, starches  
and fibers.

Despite dietary recommendations that people should eat generous servings of starch- and 
fiber-rich carbohydrate foods for their health, many people still believe that carbohydrate is 
the “fattening” component of foods. Gram for gram, carbohydrates contribute fewer kcal-
ories to the body than do dietary fats, so a moderate diet based on starch- and fiber-rich 
carbohydrate foods is likely to be lower in kcalories than a diet based on high-fat foods. 

For health’s sake, most people should increase their intakes of  carbohydrate-rich 
foods such as whole grains, vegetables, legumes, and fruits—foods noted for their 
starch, fiber, and naturally occurring sugars.28 In addition, most people should also 
limit their intakes of  foods high in added sugars and the types of  fats associated 
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with heart disease (see Chapter 3). A diet that emphasizes whole grains, vegetables,  
legumes, and fruits is almost invariably moderate in food energy, low in fats that  
can harm health, and high in dietary fiber, vitamins, and minerals. All these factors 
working together can help reduce the risks of  obesity, cancer, cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, dental caries, gastrointestinal disorders, and malnutrition. 

Carbohydrates: Disease Prevention  
and Recommendations
Fiber-rich carbohydrate foods benefit health in many ways. Foods such as whole grains, 
legumes, vegetables, and fruits supply valuable vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals, 
along with abundant dietary fiber and little or no fat. The following paragraphs describe 
some of  the health benefits of  diets that emphasize a variety of  these foods each day. 

Heart Disease Diets rich in whole grains, legumes, and vegetables, especially those  
rich in whole grains, may protect against heart disease and stroke by lowering blood  
pressure, improving blood lipids, and reducing inflammation.29 Such diets are  
generally low in saturated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol and high in dietary fibers,  
vegetable proteins, and phytochemicals—all factors associated with a lower risk of  
heart disease. (The role of  saturated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol in heart disease is  
discussed in Chapter 3. The benefits of  phytochemicals in disease prevention are 
presented in Nutrition in Practice 8). Foods rich in soluble fibers (such as oat bran, 
barley, and legumes) lower blood cholesterol by binding cholesterol compounds and 
carrying them out of  the body with the feces.30 High-fiber foods may also lower blood 
cholesterol indirectly by displacing fatty, cholesterol-raising foods from the diet. Even 
when dietary fat intake is low, research shows that high intakes of  soluble fiber exert 
separate and significant blood cholesterol–lowering effects.

Diabetes High-fiber foods—and especially whole grains—play a key role in reduc-
ing the risk of  type 2 diabetes (see Chapter 21).31 The soluble fibers of  foods such 
as oats and legumes can help regulate blood glucose following a carbohydrate-rich 
meal. Soluble fibers trap nutrients and delay their transit through the digestive tract,  
slowing glucose absorption and preventing the glucose surge and rebound often  
associated with diabetes onset. 

The term glycemic response refers to how quickly glucose is absorbed after a per-
son eats, how high blood glucose rises, and how quickly it returns to normal. Slow  
absorption, a modest rise in blood glucose, and a smooth return to normal are de-
sirable (a low glycemic response). Fast absorption, a surge in blood glucose, and an 
overreaction that plunges glucose below normal are less desirable (a high glycemic  
response). Different foods have different effects on blood glucose. The glycemic  
index, a method of  classifying foods according to their potential to raise blood  
glucose, is the topic of  Nutrition in Practice 2. 

Gi Health Soluble and insoluble fibers, along with ample fluid intake, may enhance 
the health of  the large intestine. The healthier the intestinal walls, the better they can 
block absorption of  unwanted constituents. Soluble fibers help to maintain normal 
colonic bacteria necessary for intestinal health.32 Insoluble fibers that both enlarge and 
soften stools such as cellulose (in cereal brans, fruits, and vegetables) ease elimination 
for the rectal muscles and thereby alleviate or prevent constipation and hemorrhoids. 

Some fibers (again, such as cereal bran) help keep the contents of  the intestinal 
tract moving easily. This action helps prevent compaction of  the intestinal contents, 
which could obstruct the appendix and permit bacteria to invade and infect it. In  
addition, fibers stimulate the muscles of  the gastrointestinal (GI) tract so that they 
retain their strength and resist bulging out in places, as occurs in diverticulosis.33  
Recommendations typically suggest increasing fiber to protect against diverticular  
disease, although research findings are inconsistent.34

type 2 diabetes: the type of  
diabetes that accounts for 90 to  
95 percent of diabetes cases and 
usually results from insulin resistance 
coupled with insufficient insulin 
secretion.

glycemic response: the extent 
to which a food raises the blood 
glucose concentration and elicits an 
insulin response.

glycemic index: a method of 
classifying foods according to their 
potential for raising blood glucose.
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cancer Many studies show that, as people increase their dietary fiber intakes, their 
risk for colon cancer declines.35 A recent meta-analysis using data from several studies 
exposed a strong, linear inverse association between dietary fiber and colon cancer.36 
People who ate the most fiber (24 grams per day) reduced their risk of  colon and 
rectal cancer by almost 30 percent compared with those who ate the least (10 grams 
per day). Mid-range intakes (18 grams per day) reduced the risk by 20 percent. It is 
important to note that fiber from food but not from supplements demonstrates this 
association, possibly because fiber supplements lack the nutrients and phytochemicals 
of  whole foods that may also help to protect against cancers.

All plant foods—vegetables, fruits, and whole-grain products—have attributes that 
may reduce the risks of  colon and rectal cancers. Their fiber dilutes, binds, and rapidly 
removes potential cancer-causing agents from the colon. In addition, the colon’s bacteria 
ferment soluble fibers, forming small fatlike molecules that lower the pH. These small 
fatlike molecules activate cancer-killing enzymes and inhibit inflammation in the colon.37

Other processes may also be at work. As research progresses, cancer experts  
recommend that fiber in the diet come from 2½ to 4½ cups of  vegetables and fruit 
daily, along with generous portions of  whole grains and legumes. 

Weight Management Fiber-rich foods tend to be low in fat and added sugars and 
therefore prevent weight gain and promote weight loss by delivering less energy per 
bite.38 In addition, fibers absorb water from the digestive juices; as they swell, they 
create feelings of  fullness, delay hunger, and reduce food intake. Soluble fibers may 
be especially useful for appetite control. By whatever mechanism, as populations eat 
more refined low-fiber foods and concentrated sweets, body fat stores creep up.39 In 
contrast, people who eat three or more ounces of  whole grain foods each day tend to 
have lower body and abdominal fatness over time.40

Commercial weight-loss products often contain bulk-inducing fibers such as meth-
ylcellulose, but pure fiber compounds are not advised. High-fiber foods not only 
add bulk to the diet but are economical, are nutritious, and supply health-promoting  
phytochemicals—benefits that no purified fiber preparation can match. Figure 2-5 (p. 50) 
summarizes fibers and their health benefits.

Harmful effects of excessive Fiber intake Despite fiber’s benefits to health, when 
too much fiber is consumed, some minerals may bind to it and be excreted with it, with-
out becoming available for the body to use. When mineral intake is adequate, however, 
a reasonable intake of  high-fiber foods does not seem to compromise mineral balance. 

People with marginal intakes who eat mostly high-fiber foods may not be able to 
take in enough food to meet energy or nutrient needs. The malnourished, the elderly, 
and young children adhering to all-plant (vegan) diets are especially vulnerable to this 
problem. Fibers also carry water out of  the body and can cause dehydration. Advise 
clients to add an extra glass or two of  water to go along with the fiber added to their 
diets. Athletes may want to avoid bulky, fiber-rich foods just prior to competition.

recommended intakes of Starches and Fibers The DRI committee advises 
that carbohydrates should contribute about half  (45 to 65 percent) of  the energy re-
quirement. A person consuming 2000 kcalories a day should therefore obtain 900 to  
1300 kcalories’ worth of  carbohydrate, or between 225 and 325 grams. This amount  
is more than adequate to meet the RDA for carbohydrate, which is set at 130 grams 
per day based on the average minimum amount of  glucose used by the brain.41 

When it established the Daily Values that appear on food labels, the FDA used 
a guideline of  60 percent of  kcalories in setting the Daily Value for carbohydrate at 
300 grams per day. For most people, this means increasing total carbohydrate intake. 
To this end, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans encourage people to choose fiber-rich 
whole grains, vegetables, fruits, and legumes daily.

Recommendations for fiber encourage the same foods just mentioned: whole 
grains, vegetables, fruits, and legumes, which also provide vitamins, minerals, and 

pH : the concentration of hydrogen 
ions. the lower the ph, the stronger 
the acid. thus, ph 2 is a strong acid; 
ph 6 is a weak acid; ph 7 is neutral; 
and a ph above 7 is alkaline.
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phytochemicals. The FDA set the Daily Value for fiber at 28 grams for a 2000-kcalorie  
intake. This is based on the DRI recommendation of  14 grams per 1000-kcalorie  
intake—roughly 25 to 35 grams of  dietary fiber daily. These recommendations are  
almost two times higher than the usual intake in the United States.42

As health care professionals, you can advise your clients that an effective way to 
add dietary fiber while lowering fat is to substitute plant sources of  proteins (legumes) 
for some of  the animal sources of  protein (meats and cheeses) in the diet. Another 
way to add fiber is to encourage clients to consume the recommended amounts of  
fruits and vegetables each day. People choosing high-fiber foods are wise to seek out 
a variety of  fiber sources and to drink extra fluids to help the fiber do its job. Many 
foods provide fiber in varying amounts, as Figure 2-6 shows.

As mentioned earlier, too much fiber is no better than too little. The World Health 
Organization recommends an upper limit of  40 grams of  dietary fiber a day.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ A diet rich in starches and dietary fibers helps prevent heart disease, diabetes, GI 
disorders, and possibly some types of  cancer. It also supports efforts to manage 
body weight.

 ❚ For these reasons, recommendations urge people to eat plenty of  whole grains, 
vegetables, legumes, and fruits—enough to provide 45 to 65 percent of  the daily 
energy from carbohydrate and 14 grams of  fiber per 1000 kcalories.

Carbohydrates: Food Sources
A day’s meals based on the USDA Food Patterns not only meet carbohydrate recommen-
dations but also provide abundant fiber, too. Grains, vegetables, fruits, and legumes deliver 
dietary fiber and are noted for their valuable energy-yielding starches and dilute sugars. 

Barley, oats, oat 
bran, rye, fruits 
(apples, citrus), 
legumes (especially 
young green peas 
and black-eyed 
peas), seaweeds, 
seeds and husks, 
many vegetables, 
fibers used as food 
additives 

Gums
Pectins
Psyllium
Some hemicellulose

Lower blood cholesterol
by binding bile
Slow glucose absorption
Slow transit of food
through upper GI tract
Hold moisture in stools,
softening them
Yield small fat molecules
after fermentation that the
colon can use for energy
Increase satiety

Increase fecal weight
and speed fecal passage
through colon
Provide bulk and feelings
of fullness

Lower risk of heart disease
Lower risk of diabetes
Lower risk of colon and
rectal cancer
Increased satiety, and may               
help with weight
management

Alleviate constipation
Lower risk of diverticulosis,
hemorrhoids, and
appendicitis
Lower risk of colon and
rectal cancer

Cellulose
Lignins
Resistant starch
Hemicellulose

Brown rice, fruits, 
legumes, seeds, 
vegetables 
(cabbage, carrots, 
brussels sprouts), 
wheat bran, whole 
grains, extracted 
fibers used as food 
additives

People who eat these
foods . . .

Viscous, soluble, more fermentable

Nonviscous, insoluble, less fermentable

with these actions
in the body . . .

obtain these types
of fibers . . .

and these probable
health benefits . . .

a

aPsyllium, a soluble fiber derived from seeds, is used as a laxative and food additive.

F i g u r e  2 - 5   Characteristics, Sources, and Health effects of Fibers
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Grains

Whole-grain products provide 1 to 2 g of �ber or more per serving:

1 slice whole wheat or rye bread (1 g)

1 slice pumpernickel bread (2 g)

1/2 c ready-to-eat 100% bran cereal (10 g)

1/2 c cooked barley, bulgur, grits, oatmeal (2 to 3 g)

Vegetables

Most vegetables contain 2 to 3 g of �ber per serving:

1 c raw bean sprouts

1/2 c cooked broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, carrots, cauli�ower, collards, corn,
eggplant, green beans, green peas, kale, mushrooms, okra, parsnips, potatoes,
pumpkin, spinach, sweet potatoes, swiss chard, winter squash

1/2 c chopped raw carrots, peppers

Fruits

Fresh, frozen, and dried fruits have about 2 g of �ber per serving:

1 medium apple, banana, kiwi, nectarine, orange, pear

1/2 c applesauce, blackberries, blueberries, raspberries, strawberries

Fruit juices contain very little �ber

Legumes and Nuts

1/2 c cooked baked beans, black beans, black-eyed peas, kidney beans, navy beans,
pinto beans

Some legumes provide about 5 g of �ber per serving:

1/2 c cooked garbanzo beans, great northern beans, lentils, lima beans, split peas

Most nuts and seeds provide 1 to 3 g of �ber per serving:

1 oz almonds, cashews, hazelnuts, peanuts, pecans, pumpkin seeds, sun�ower seeds

Many legumes provide about 8 g of �ber per serving:

F i g u r e  2 - 6   Fiber in Selected Foods
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Each class of  foods makes its own typical carbohydrate contribution. The USDA Food 
Patterns in Chapter 1 can help you and your clients choose carbohydrate-rich foods.

Grains Most foods in this group—a slice of  whole-wheat bread, half  an English muf-
fin or bagel, a 6-inch tortilla, or ½ cup of  rice, pasta, or cooked cereal—provide about 
15 grams of  carbohydrate per ounce equivalent, mostly as starch.* Be aware that some 
foods in this group, especially snack crackers and baked goods such as biscuits, crois-
sants, and muffins, contain added sugars, solid fats, and sodium. When selecting from 
the grain group, limit refined grains and be sure at least half  of  the foods chosen are 
whole-grain products. People who eat more whole grains tend to have healthier diets.43

Vegetables Some vegetables are major contributors of  starch in the diet. Just a small 
white or sweet potato or ½ cup of  cooked dry beans, corn, peas, plantain, or winter 
squash provides 15 grams of  carbohydrate, as much as in a slice of  bread, though as a 
mixture of  sugars and starch. One-half  cup of  carrots, okra, onions, tomatoes, cooked 
greens, or most other nonstarchy vegetables or a cup of  salad greens provides about  
5 grams as a mixture of  starch and sugars. Each of  these foods also contributes a  
little protein, some fiber, and no fat. 

Fruits A half-cup equivalent of  fruit contains an average of  about 15 grams of  car-
bohydrate, mostly as sugars, including the fruit sugar fructose. The amount of  fruit 
equivalent to a half-cup varies depending on the form of  the fruit: ½ cup of  juice; 
a small banana, apple, or orange; ½ cup of  most canned or fresh fruit; or ¼ cup of  
dried fruit. Fruits vary greatly in their water and fiber contents; therefore, their sugar 
concentrations vary also. No more than one-half  of  the day’s fruit should come 
from juice. With the exception of  avocado, which is high in fat, the fruits contain 
insignificant amounts of  fat and protein.

Milk and Milk Products One cup of  milk or yogurt or the equivalent (1 cup of   
buttermilk, 1/3 cup of  dry milk powder, or ½ cup of  evaporated milk) provides a gener-
ous 12 grams of  carbohydrate. Among cheeses, cottage cheese provides about 6 grams 
of  carbohydrate per cup, whereas most other types contain little, if  any, carbohydrate. 
These foods also contribute high-quality protein as well as several important vitamins 
and minerals. Calcium-fortified soy beverages are options for providing calcium and 
about the same amount of  carbohydrate as milk. All milk products vary in fat content, 
an important consideration in choosing among them; Chapter 3 provides the details.

Cream and butter, although dairy products, are not equivalent to milk because 
they contain little or no carbohydrate and insignificant amounts of  the other nutrients  
important in milk. They are appropriately classified as solid fats.

Protein Foods With two exceptions, foods of  this group provide almost no carbohy-
drate to the diet. The exceptions are nuts, which provide a little starch and fiber along 
with their abundant fat, and dry beans, which are excellent sources of  both starch and 
fiber. Just ½ cup of  beans provides 15 grams of  carbohydrate, an amount equal to the 
richest carbohydrate sources. Among sources of  fiber, beans and other legumes are out-
standing, providing as much as 8 grams in ½ cup. The carbohydrate content of  a diet can 
be determined by using a nutrient composition table such as that found in Appendix A,  
the food list system described in Chapter 21, or a computer diet analysis program.

Carbohydrates: Food Labels and Health Claims
Food labels list the amount, in grams, of  total carbohydrate—including starch, fibers, 
and sugars—per serving. Grams of  fiber and total sugars are listed separately. (With 
this information, consumers can calculate starch grams by subtracting the grams of  
fibers and sugars from the total carbohydrate.) As Chapter 1 described, once the up-
dated Nutrition Facts panel is displayed on labels, added sugars will also be listed 

*Gram values in this section are adapted from Choose Your Foods: Food Lists for Diabetes.
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separately. Total carbohydrate and dietary fiber are also expressed as “% Daily Val-
ues” for a person consuming 2000 kcalories; there is no Daily Value for sugars.

The FDA authorizes four health claims on food labels concerning fiber-rich car-
bohydrate foods. One is for “fiber-containing grain products, fruits, and vegetables 
and reduced risk of  cancer.” Another is for “fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
that contain fiber, and reduced risk of  coronary heart disease.” A third is for “soluble 
fiber from whole oats and from psyllium seed husk and reduced risk of  coronary 
heart disease,” and a fourth is for “whole grains and reduced risk of  heart disease 
and certain cancers.” Chapter 1 describes the criteria foods must meet to bear these 
health claims.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Grains, vegetables, fruits, and legumes contribute dietary fiber and energy-yielding 
starches and dilute sugars to people’s diets. One cup of  milk or yogurt or the 
equivalent contributes a generous 12 grams of  carbohydrate as well as protein and 
other important nutrients. 

 ❚ Food labels list grams of  total carbohydrate and also provide separate listings of  
grams of  fiber and sugar. 

your diet
Carbohydrates

most of the energy people receive from foods comes from car-
bohydrates. healthy choices provide carbohydrates rich in fiber, 
starches, vitamins, minerals, and naturally occurring sugars. a diet 
that is consistently low in dietary fiber and high in added sugar can 
lead to health problems. the table below displays related foods in 
categories that roughly indicate their fiber and sugar contents.
look back to the food record you completed for the your diet activ-
ity at the end of chapter 1. draw a table like the one below, listing 

five of your carbohydrate choices in the appropriate column(s). 
if your food is not listed in the first column (high in Fiber/low in 
added sugar), suggest an alternative selection to place in this col-
umn. as an example, if you consumed a rice Krispies treat® (low in 
fiber, high in added sugar), you could list the food in the third col-
umn and write “brown rice” in the first column. For any food with 
no obvious alternatives, such as candy or sweetened soda, circle 
the food and list an alternative choice below the table (for example, 
you can replace regular soda with diet soda or low-fat milk).

High in Fiber/low in Added Sugar Intermediate Fiber and/or Sugar low in Fiber/High in Added Sugar

apple with peel applesauce, sweetened Fruit drink, 10% apple juice
oatmeal granola granola breakfast bar
whole-wheat bread bagel, plain danish pastry
corn on the cob creamed corn corn flakes, added sugar
baked sweet potato candied sweet potato casserole sweet potato pie

clinical applications
1. considering the health benefits of carbohydrate-rich foods, 

especially those that provide starch and fiber, what sugges-
tions would you offer to a client who reports the  
following:

 ❚ eats only three ounces of refined, sugary breads or cereals 
each day.

 ❚ eats one cup of vegetables (usually french fries) each day.

 ❚ drinks fruit juice once a day but never eats fruit.

 ❚ eats cheese at least twice a day but does not drink milk.

 ❚ eats large portions of meat at least twice a day.

 ❚ eats hard candy two or three times a day.
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self check 
1. which of the following foods is not a good source of 

carbohydrates?
a. Plain yogurt
b. steak
c. brown rice
d. green peas

2. Polysaccharides include:
a. galactose, starch, and glycogen.
b. starch, glycogen, and fiber.
c. lactose, maltose, and glycogen.
d. sucrose, fructose, and glucose.

3. the chief energy source of the body is:
a. sucrose.
b. starch.
c. glucose.
d. fructose.

4. the primary form of stored glucose in animals is:
a. glycogen.
b. cellulose.
c. starch.
d. lactose.

5. the polysaccharide that helps form the cell walls of 
 plants is:
a. cellulose.
b. starch.
c. glycogen.
d. lactose.

6. which of the following terms on a food label may denote sugar?
a. corn syrup
b. aspartame
c. xylitol
d. cellulose

7. the two types of alternative sweeteners are:
a. saccharin and cyclamate.
b. sugar alcohols and nonnutritive sweeteners.
c. sorbitol and xylitol.
d. sucrose and fructose.

8. a diet high in carbohydrate-rich foods such as whole grains, 
vegetables, fruits, and legumes is:
a. most likely low in fat.
b. most likely low in fiber.
c. most likely poor in vitamins and minerals.
d. most likely disease promoting.

9. a fiber-rich diet may help to prevent or control:
a. diabetes.
b. heart disease.
c. constipation.
d. all of the above.

10. the dri fiber recommendation is:
a. 10 grams per 1000 kcalories.
b. 15 to 25 grams per day.
c. 14 grams per 1000 kcalories.
d. 40 to 55 grams per day.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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the glycemic load (GL)—is the product of its gi and the amount 
of available carbohydrate from the portion consumed, divided by 
100. For example, if the gi of sweet potato is 60, a 100-gram serv-
ing containing about 20 grams of carbohydrates would have a gl 
of 12. the gl is used to standardize gi values to the carbohydrate 
content and portion size of a food or a meal.5 

What factors influence a food’s glycemic effect?

table nP2-1 shows that starchy foods such as bread and potatoes 
tend to have high gi values, whereas many fruits and legumes 
have low gi values. the main factors that influence the gi value of 
a food include the following:

 ❚ Starch structure. starch is present in foods as either a straight 
chain or branched chain of glucose molecules. whereas diges-
tion of the branched form tends to release glucose quickly, the 
straight chain is resistant to digestion. thus, foods that contain 
mainly the branched form of starch tend to raise blood glucose 
levels more quickly and have a high gi value. due to the subtle 
differences in starch among foods, different species of the same 
foods can have substantially different gi values; for example, 
current gi values for rice range from low (38 for parboiled white 
rice) to high (85 for Japanese sushi-style white rice).6

 ❚ Fiber content. certain types of dietary fibers (primarily soluble 
fibers) increase the viscosity of chyme, slowing the passage of 
food in the stomach and upper intestine and making it more dif-
ficult for enzymes to digest the food. therefore, foods such as 
beans, fruits, and vegetables, which contain soluble fibers, tend 
to have lower gi values.

C H a P T e r  2

2 . 5  t h e  g ly c e m i c  i n d e X  i n  n u t r i t i O n  P r a c t i c e 

Nutrition in Practice

Carbohydrate-rich foods vary in the degree to which they  
elevate both blood glucose and insulin concentrations. 

chapter 2 introduced the glycemic index (GI), a ranking of carbo-
hydrate foods based on their glycemic effect after ingestion. the 
glycemic index may be of interest to people with diabetes who 
must regulate their blood glucose to protect their health. in diabe-
tes treatment, however, the total amount of carbohydrate is more 
important than the type of carbohydrate consumed.1 thus, dietet-
ics experts have debated the usefulness of the glycemic index for 
diabetes treatment. despite some controversy, however, the  
american diabetes association encourages low-glycemic foods 
that are rich in fiber and other nutrients.2 Furthermore, because 
some recent research shows that a low-glycemic index diet can  
improve blood glucose control in type 2 diabetes, the use of  
low-glycemic diets for this purpose may be gaining credibility.3 

researchers are also trying to determine whether low-gi diets 
may be helpful for improving risk factors for a number of other 
chronic diseases.4 this nutrition in Practice will describe the factors 
that contribute to a food’s glycemic effect and the results of  
research studies that have examined the potential benefits of  
selecting mainly low-gi foods.

How is the glycemic index measured?

the glycemic index is essentially a measure of how quickly the carbo-
hydrate in a food is digested and absorbed. although testing meth-
ods vary to some degree, the most common protocol is to feed the 
test food—which contains a measured quan-
tity of digestible carbohydrate—to research 
subjects and then measure blood glucose 
levels for two or three hours after the feed-
ing. the increase in blood glucose over the 
two- or three-hour period is then compared 
to the blood glucose rise after an identical 
amount of digestible carbohydrate is ingested 
from a reference food such as pure glucose 
or white bread. Figure nP2-1 illustrates the 
difference in the blood glucose response to 
a low-gi food and a high-gi food. the blood 
glucose curve displays the surge in blood 
glucose above normal fasting levels after the 
food is consumed and the subsequent fall 
over several hours. table nP2-1 lists the gis 
of various carbohydrate-containing foods, 
arranged from highest to lowest within each 
food group listed. 

the amount of carbohydrate consumed 
also influences the glycemic response. a 
food’s total glycemic effect—expressed as 

LO 2.5 Describe the glycemic index and explain why its 
use in disease prevention is controversial.

F i g u r e  n P 2 - 1   blood glucose response to High-gi and Low-gi Foods
Foods that are digested slowly have a low glycemic index. these foods cause a gradual and 
more moderate response in blood glucose than do foods with a high glycemic index.
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Ta b L e  n P 2 - 1  glycemic index (gi) of Selected Foodsa

Value GI

high ≥70

medium 56–69

low ≤55

Food Item Glycemic Index

Grains

cornflakes 81

instant oatmeal, cooked 79

white bread, enriched 75

whole-wheat bread 74

white rice 73

bagel, white 69

brown rice 68

couscous 65

Popcorn 65

bran flakes 63

oatmeal, cooked 55

spaghetti, white, boiled 49

spaghetti, whole-meal, boiled 48

corn tortilla 46

oat bran bread; 50% oat bran 44

barley 28

Milk products

ice cream 51

yogurt, fruit 41

whole milk 39

nonfat milk 37

soy milk 34

legumes

lentils 32

garbanzo beans 28

Food Item Glycemic Index
Kidney beans 24

soy beans 16

Vegetables
russet potato, baked 111

Potato, instant mash 87

Potato, boiled 78

Pumpkin, boiled 64

Potato, french fries 63

sweet potato, boiled 63

taro 53

sweet corn 52

green peas, boiled 51

carrots, boiled 39

Fruits
watermelon 76

Pineapple 59

bananas 51

mangoes 51

orange juice 50

oranges 43

apple juice 41

apples 36

Snack Foods/Beverages
Fruit punch 67

soft drink/soda 59

chocolate 56

Potato chips 40

Sugars
sucrose 65

honey 61

Fructose 15

areference food: glucose 5 100
source: F. s. atkinson, K. Foster-Powell, and J. c. brand-miller, international tables of glycemic index and glycemic load values: 2008. Diabetes Care (2008): 
2281–2283.

oats. this is because the steel-cut oats are solid particles of 
grain, whereas “quick oats” are small, thin flakes.

 ❚ Mixture of foods in a meal. because foods are rarely consumed 
in isolation, the gi value of an individual food may be less im-
portant than the combination of foods consumed at a meal. For 
example, in a cheese sandwich, the high gi of the bread is low-
ered by the addition of fat and protein in the cheese. 

 ❚ Individual glucose tolerance. cellular responses to insulin vary; thus, 
individual variability affects the glycemic response to foods. Persons 
with diabetes or prediabetes exhibit higher blood glucose levels af-
ter ingesting carbohydrate foods than do healthy individuals.7

What evidence suggests that a low-gi diet may 
influence chronic disease risk?

some research shows that low-gi diets may reduce the risks of de-
veloping diabetes, heart disease, and obesity and help individuals 

 ❚ Presence of fat and protein. the fat in foods tends to slow 
stomach emptying, thus reducing the rate of digestion and 
absorption; hence, the presence of fat usually reduces a food’s 
gi value. the protein in foods can also influence the gi because 
protein promotes insulin secretion, increasing the rate at which 
glucose is taken up from the blood.

 ❚ Food processing. the manner in which a food is processed and 
cooked influences the interactions among starch, protein, and 
fiber and thus affects the final gi value. For example, both pasta 
and bread are prepared from wheat flour, but pasta (cooked 
al dente) has a lower gi because the starch granules in pasta 
are surrounded by a sturdy protein barrier that hampers starch 
digestion. cooking the pasta for longer periods can break down 
its structure and raise the gi value. as another example, the gi 
values for oatmeal vary according to the size and thickness of 
the oats used to prepare it: oatmeal prepared from steel-cut 
oats has a lower gi value than oatmeal prepared from quick 
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candy bars may have a low gi due to their high fat content. thus, 
a food ’ s gi should be considered along with other nutrient crite-
ria when assessing the health benefits.

the gi can be a helpful tool for choosing the most healthful 
food from a food group. For example, low-gi breakfast cereals 
tend to be high in fiber and low in added sugars, whereas high-gi 
cereals tend to be those that contain refined flours and significant 
amounts of added sugars. in other words, low-gi foods are often 
wholesome foods that have been minimally processed. 

in general, should people avoid consuming 
high-gi foods?

some people assume that starchy foods such as breads and pota-
toes should be avoided due to their high gi values. as mentioned 
earlier, these foods are rarely consumed in isolation, and their gi 
values are reduced in a mixed meal. For example, breads often 
have a gi greater than 70, but adding cheese or peanut butter 
reduces the gi to 55 or 59, respectively. also worth considering is 
that gi values often vary considerably. For example, published val-
ues for white potatoes range from 24 to 101, and many samples 
have values in the mid-50s.16 For these reasons and others, more 
studies are needed to confirm whether the gi is practical or benefi-
cial for healthy people. 

given the complexity of the gi, what are  
the current recommendations? 

the potential benefits associated with consuming low-gi diets are 
still under investigation. as discussed earlier, people with type 2 
diabetes may benefit from limiting high-gi foods—those that  
produce too great a rise, or too sudden a fall, in blood glucose. 
additional research is needed to justify the use of diets based on 
the gi for preventing or treating diseases such as heart disease, 
obesity, or other medical problems. 

at present, many nutrition scientists advocate consuming a 
plant-based diet that contains minimally processed grains,  
legumes, vegetables, and fruits. such a diet would include  
abundant fiber and limited amounts of solid fats and added  
sugars. undoubtedly, meals consisting of these foods would tend 
to have low or medium gi values. 
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lose weight.8 other studies, however, do not support such find-
ings.9 studies are often difficult to interpret because low-gi foods 
often provide abundant soluble fiber, and soluble fiber slows glu-
cose absorption, sustains feelings of fullness, and improves blood 
lipids. therefore, it could be that soluble fiber, and not the low-gi 
diet, is responsible for any reported effects.10 because of mixed 
findings so far, health practitioners do not routinely recommend 
that patients consume low-gi diets to prevent or treat disease. an 
abundance of ongoing research to reveal specific relationships be-
tween low-gi diets and chronic disease risk, however, may change 
such thinking. examples of research include the following: 

 ❚ Diabetes prevention. some researchers have proposed that a 
high glycemic load can increase the body’s demand for insulin 
and eventually reduce pancreatic function, resulting in inad-
equate insulin secretion. indeed, results of several studies sug-
gest that low-gi diets might prevent or delay the onset of type 2 
diabetes in those at risk.11 

 ❚ Heart disease risk. although some research suggests that low-gi 
diets may improve blood lipid levels, other research shows no 
consistent effects of low-gi diets on heart disease risk.12 

 ❚ Appetite and weight loss. some research shows that low-gi 
foods can slow the after-meal rise in blood glucose, supporting 
the hypothesis that such foods may promote satiety and sup-
press hunger.13 other research, however, shows no effect of 
low-gi foods on satiety.14 research results are also inconsistent 
regarding whether low-gi diets assist in weight loss.15 

given the mixed results of research studies on 
chronic disease prevention, are there any benefits 
associated with consuming low-gi foods?

yes, if the low-gi foods are nutrient-dense, high-fiber foods. not 
all low-gi foods meet these criteria: note that cakes, cookies, and 

Pasta cooked al dente has a lower glycemic index than many other 
starchy foods.
source: F. s. atkinson, K. Foster-Powell, and J. c. brand-miller, 
international tables of glycemic index and glycemic load values: 
2008. diabetes care (2008): 2281–2283.
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Lipids

3

3.1 Roles of Body Fat
LO 3.1 Identify the major roles of fat in the body.

3.2 The Chemist’s View of Lipids
LO 3.2 Compare the chemical makeup and physical 
properties of saturated fats, monounsaturated fats, 
polyunsaturated fats, phospholipids, and sterols.

3.3 Health Effects and Recommended 
Intakes of Fats
LO 3.3 Explain the relationships among saturated 
fats, trans fat, cholesterol, monounsaturated and 

polyunsaturated fats, and chronic diseases, noting 
recommendations.

3.4 Fats in Foods
LO 3.4 Identify the roles of fats in foods and list 
sources of solid fats and unsaturated fats.

3.5 Nutrition in Practice: Figuring 
Out Fats
LO 3.5 Identify which fats support health and which 
may impair it.
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Most people know that too much fat in the diet, especially certain 
kinds of fat, imposes health risks, but they may be surprised to 

learn that too little does, too. People in the United States, however, are 
more likely to eat too much fat than too little.

Fat is a member of the class of compounds called lipids. The lipids in 
foods and in the human body include triglycerides (fats and oils), phos-
pholipids, and sterols.

3.1 Roles of Body Fat
LO 3.1 Identify the major roles of fat in the body.

Lipids perform many tasks in the body, but most importantly they provide energy. 
A constant flow of  energy is so vital to life that, in a pinch, any other function is 
sacrificed to maintain it. Chapter 2 described one safeguard against such an emer-
gency—the stores of  glycogen in the liver that provide glucose to the blood whenever 
the supply runs short. The body’s stores of  glycogen are limited, however. In contrast, 
the body’s capacity to store fat for energy is virtually unlimited due to the fat-storing 
cells of  the adipose tissue. The fat cells of  the adipose tissue readily take up and store 
fat, growing in size as they do so. Fat cells are more than just storage depots, however; 
fat cells secrete hormones that help to regulate the appetite and influence other body 
functions.1 Figure 3-1 shows a fat cell. 

The fat stored in fat cells supplies 60 percent of  the body’s ongoing energy needs 
during rest. The fat embedded in muscle tissue shares with muscle glycogen the task 
of  providing energy when the muscles are active. During some types of  physical activ-
ity or prolonged periods of  food deprivation, fat stores may make an even greater en-
ergy contribution. The brain and nerves, however, need their energy as glucose, and, 
as explained in Chapter 6, fat is an inefficient source of  glucose. After a long period 
of  glucose deprivation (during fasting or starvation), brain and nerve cells develop 

body fat supplies much of the fuel 
that muscles need to do their work.
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F i g u r e  3 - 1   a Fat Cell 
within the fat, or adipose, cell, lipid is stored in a droplet. this droplet can greatly enlarge, and the 
fat cell membrane will expand to accommodate its swollen contents.

Muscle
tissue

Fat
tissue

Blood
capillaries

FAT
CELL

Cell
membrane

Nucleus

Lipids exit
to blood

Lipids enter
from blood

lipids: a family of compounds that 
includes triglycerides (fats and oils), 
phospholipids, and sterols. lipids are  
characterized by their insolubility 
in water.

fats: lipids that are solid at room 
temperature (70°F or 21°c).

oils: lipids that are liquid at room 
temperature (70°F or 21°c).

adipose tissue: the body’s fat, 
which consists of masses of fat-
storing cells called adipose cells.
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the ability to derive about half  of  their energy from a special form of  fat known as 
ketones, but they still require glucose as well. This means that people wanting to lose 
weight need to eat a certain minimum amount of  carbohydrate to meet their energy 
needs, even when they are limiting their food intakes. 

In addition to supplying energy, fat serves other roles in the body. Natural oils in 
the skin provide a radiant complexion; in the scalp, they help nourish the hair and 
make it glossy. The layer of  fat beneath the skin insulates the body from extremes of  
temperature. A pad of  hard fat beneath each kidney protects it from being jarred and 
damaged, even during a motorcycle ride on a bumpy road. The soft fat in a woman’s 
breasts protects her mammary glands from heat and cold and cushions them against 
shock. The phospholipids and the sterol cholesterol are cell membrane constituents 
that help maintain the structure and health of  all cells. Table 3-1 summarizes the 
major functions of  fats in the body.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Lipids in the body not only serve as energy reserves but also protect the body from 
temperature extremes, cushion the vital organs, and provide the major material of  
cell membranes.

3.2 The Chemist’s View of Lipids
LO 3.2 Compare the chemical makeup and physical properties of saturated fats, 
monounsaturated fats, polyunsaturated fats, phospholipids, and sterols.

The diverse and vital functions that lipids perform in the body reveal why eating too 
little fat can be harmful. As mentioned earlier, though, too much fat in the diet seems 
to be the greater problem for most people. To understand both the beneficial and 
harmful effects that fats exert on the body, a closer look at the structure and function 
of  members of  the lipid family is in order.

Triglycerides
When people talk about fat—for example, “I’m too fat” or “That meat is fatty”—they 
are usually referring to triglycerides. Among lipids, triglycerides predominate—both 
in the diet and in the body. The name triglyceride almost explains itself: three (tri) fatty 
acids attached to a glycerol “backbone.” Figure 3-2 shows how three fatty acids com-
bine with glycerol to make a triglyceride.

Ta b L e  3 - 1   The Functions 
of Fats in the body

 ❚ Energy stores. Fats are the body’s 
chief form of stored energy.

 ❚ Muscle fuel. Fats provide much 
of the energy to fuel muscular 
work.

 ❚ Padding. Fat pads inside the 
body cavity protect the internal 
organs from shock.

 ❚ Insulation. Fats insulate against 
temperature extremes by form-
ing a fat layer under the skin.

 ❚ Cell membranes. Fats form the 
major material of cell membranes.

 ❚ Raw materials. Fats are con-
verted to other compounds, 
such as hormones, bile, and 
vitamin d, as needed.

Glycerol

+

3 fatty acids
of differing

lengths

Triglyceride
formed from
1 glycerol +
3 fatty acids

F i g u r e  3 - 2   Triglyceride Formation
glycerol, a small, water-soluble compound, plus three fatty acids, equals a triglyceride.

ketones (Key-tones): acidic, 
water-soluble compounds produced 
by the liver during the breakdown of 
fat when carbohydrate is not available; 
technically known as ketone bodies.

triglycerides (try-gLiSS-er-
rides): one of the main classes of 
lipids; the chief form of fat in foods 
and the major storage form of fat in 
the body; composed of glycerol with 
three fatty acids attached.

tri 5 three

glyceride 5 a compound of glycerol

fatty acids: organic compounds 
composed of a chain of carbon at-
oms with hydrogen atoms attached 
and an acid group at one end.

glycerol (gLiSS-er-ol): an 
organic compound, three carbons 
long, that can form the backbone of 
triglycerides and phospholipids.
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Fatty Acids
When energy from any energy-yielding nutrient is to be stored as fat, the nutrient is 
first broken into small fragments. Then the fragments are linked together into chains 
known as fatty acids. The fatty acids, three at a time, are then packaged with glycerol 
to make triglycerides.

chain Length and Saturation Fatty acids may differ from one another in two 
ways—in chain length and in degree of  saturation. The chain length refers to the num-
ber of  carbons in a fatty acid. Saturation also refers to its chemical structure—specifi-
cally, to the number of  hydrogen atoms the carbons in the fatty acid are holding. If  
every available carbon is filled to capacity with hydrogen atoms, the chain is called a 
saturated fatty acid. A saturated fatty acid is fully loaded with hydrogen atoms and 
has only single bonds between the carbons. The first zigzag structure in Figure 3-3 
represents a saturated fatty acid.

unsaturated Fatty acids In some fatty acids, including most of  those in plants 
and fish, hydrogen atoms are missing from the fatty acid chains. The places where the 
hydrogen atoms are missing are called points of  unsaturation, and a chain containing 
such points is called an unsaturated fatty acid. An unsaturated fatty acid has at least 
one double bond between its carbons. If  there is one point of  unsaturation, the chain 
is a monounsaturated fatty acid. The second structure in Figure 3-3 is an example. If  
there are two or more points of  unsaturation, then the fatty acid is a polyunsaturated 
fatty acid (see the third structure in Figure 3-3).

Hard and Soft Fat A triglyceride can contain any combination of  fatty acids—long 
chain or short chain and saturated, monounsaturated, or polyunsaturated. The degree 
of  saturation of  the fatty acids in a fat influences the health of  the body (discussed in 
a later section) and the characteristics of  foods. Fats that contain the shorter chain 
or the more unsaturated fatty acids are softer at room temperature and melt more 
readily. A comparison of  three fats—lard (which comes from pork), chicken fat, and 

saturated fatty acid: a fatty 
acid carrying the maximum possible 
number of hydrogen atoms (having 
no points of unsaturation).

unsaturated fatty acid: a fatty 
acid with one or more points of un-
saturation where hydrogen atoms are 
missing (includes monounsaturated 
and polyunsaturated fatty acids).

monounsaturated fatty acid 
(muFa): a fatty acid that has one 
point of unsaturation; for example, 
the oleic acid found in olive oil.

polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(PuFa): fatty acids with two or 
more points of unsaturation. For 
example, linoleic acid has two such 
points, and linolenic acid has three. 
thus, polyunsaturated fat is com-
posed of triglycerides containing a 
high percentage of PuFa.

Point of
unsaturation

Saturated Monounsaturated Polyunsaturated

Points of
unsaturation

F i g u r e  3 - 3   Three Types of Fatty acids
the more carbon atoms in a fatty acid, the longer it is. the more hydrogen atoms attached to those 
carbons, the more saturated the fatty acid is.
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safflower oil—illustrates these differences: lard is the most saturated and the hardest; 
chicken fat is less saturated and somewhat soft; and safflower oil, which is the most 
unsaturated, is a liquid at room temperature. 

Stability Saturation also influences stability. Fats can become rancid when exposed 
to oxygen. Polyunsaturated fatty acids spoil most readily because their double bonds 
are unstable. The oxidation of  unsaturated fats produces a variety of  compounds that 
smell and taste rancid; saturated fats are more resistant to oxidation and thus less 
likely to become rancid. Other types of  spoilage can occur due to microbial growth, 
however. 

Manufacturers can protect fat-containing products against rancidity in three 
ways—none of  them perfect. First, products may be sealed airtight and refrigerated—
an expensive and inconvenient storage system. Second, manufacturers may add 
antioxidants to compete for the oxygen and thus protect the oil (examples are the 
additives BHA and BHT and vitamins C and E).* Third, manufacturers may saturate 
some or all of  the points of  unsaturation by adding hydrogen atoms—a process 
known as hydrogenation.

Hydrogenation Hydrogenation offers two advantages: it protects against oxidation 
(thereby prolonging shelf  life) and also alters the texture of  foods by increasing the 
solidity of  fats. When partially hydrogenated, vegetable oils become spreadable mar-
garine. Hydrogenated fats make piecrusts flaky and puddings creamy. A disadvantage 
is that hydrogenation makes polyunsaturated fats more saturated. Consequently, any 
health advantages of  using polyunsaturated fats instead of  saturated fats are lost with 
hydrogenation.

Trans-Fatty acids Another disadvantage of  hydrogenation is that some of  the 
molecules that remain unsaturated after processing change shape from cis to trans. In 
nature, most unsaturated fatty acids are cis-fatty acids—meaning that the hydrogen 
atoms next to the double bonds are on the same side of  the carbon chain. Only a few 
fatty acids in nature (notably a small percentage of  those found in milk and meat 
products) are trans-fatty acids—meaning that the hydrogen atoms next to the double 
bonds are on opposite sides of  the carbon chain (see Figure 3-4). These arrangements 
result in different configurations for the fatty acids, and this difference affects func-
tion: in the body, trans-fatty acids behave more like saturated fats, increasing blood 
cholesterol and the risk of  heart disease (as a later section describes).2 

Researchers are trying to determine whether the health effects of  naturally occur-
ring trans fats differ from those of  commercially created trans fats.3 In any case, the 
important distinction is that intake of  naturally occurring trans-fatty acids is typically 
low. At current levels of  consumption, naturally occurring trans fats are unlikely to 
have adverse effects on blood lipids. The naturally occurring trans-fatty acid conju-
gated linoleic acid may even have health benefits.4

*BHA is butylated hydroxyanisole; BHT is butylated hydroxytolvene.

rancid: the term used to describe 
fats when they have deteriorated, 
usually by oxidation. rancid fats of-
ten have an “off” odor.

oxidation (OKS-ee-day-shun): 
the process of a substance combin-
ing with oxygen.

antioxidants: as a food additive, 
preservatives that delay or prevent 
rancidity of foods and other damage 
to food caused by oxygen.

bHa, bHT: preservatives commonly 
used to slow the development 
of “off” flavors, odors, and color 
changes caused by oxidation.

hydrogenation (high-dro-gen-
ay-shun): a chemical process by 
which hydrogen atoms are added 
to monounsaturated or polyunsatu-
rated fats to reduce the number of 
double bonds, making the fats more 
saturated (solid) and more resistant 
to oxidation (protecting against 
rancidity). hydrogenation produces 
trans-fatty acids.

trans-fatty acids: fatty acids in 
which the hydrogen atoms next to 
the double bond are on opposite 
sides of the carbon chain.

conjugated linoleic acid: a 
collective term for several fatty 
acids that have the same chemical 
formulas as linoleic acid but with 
different configurations.
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essential Fatty acids Using carbohydrate, fat, or protein, the human body can syn-
thesize all the fatty acids it needs except for two—linoleic acid and linolenic acid. 
Both linoleic acid and linolenic acid are polyunsaturated fatty acids. Because they 
cannot be made from other substances in the body, they must be obtained from food 
and are therefore called essential fatty acids. Linoleic acid and linolenic acid are 
found in small amounts in plant oils, and the body readily stores them, making defi-
ciencies unlikely. From both of  these essential fatty acids, the body makes important 
substances that help regulate a wide range of  body functions: blood pressure, clot for-
mation, blood lipid concentration, the immune response, the inflammatory response 
to injury, and many others.5 These two essential nutrients also serve as structural com-
ponents of  cell membranes.

Linoleic acid: an omega-6 Fatty acid Linoleic acid is an omega-6 fatty acid, 
found in the seeds of  plants and in the oils produced from the seeds. Any diet that 
contains vegetable oils, seeds, nuts, and whole-grain foods provides enough linoleic 
acid to meet the body’s needs. Researchers have long known and appreciated the im-
portance of  the omega-6 fatty acid family.

Linolenic acid and other omega-3 Fatty acids Linolenic acid belongs to a fam-
ily of  polyunsaturated fatty acids known as omega-3 fatty acids, a family that also in-
cludes EPA and DHA. EPA and DHA are found primarily in fish oils. As mentioned, 
the human body cannot make linolenic acid, but given dietary linolenic acid, it can 
make EPA and DHA, although the process is slow. 

The importance of  omega-3 fatty acids has been recognized since the 1980s, and 
research continues to unveil impressive roles for EPA and DHA in metabolism and 
disease prevention. The brain has a high content of  DHA, and both EPA and DHA 
are needed for normal brain development.6 DHA is also especially active in the rods 
and cones of  the retina of  the eye.7 Today, researchers know that these omega-3 fatty 
acids are essential for normal growth and development and that they may play an im-
portant role in the prevention and treatment of  heart disease.8

Phospholipids
Up to now, this discussion has focused on one class of  lipids, the triglycerides (fats 
and oils), and their component parts, the fatty acids (see Table 3-2). Two other classes 
of  lipids, the phospholipids and sterols, make up only 5 percent of  the lipids in the 
diet, but they are nevertheless worthy of  attention. Among the phospholipids, the leci-
thins are of  particular interest.

Structure of Phospholipids Like the triglycerides, the lecithins and other phos-
pholipids have a backbone of  glycerol; they differ from the triglycerides in having only 
two fatty acids attached to the glycerol. In place of  the third fatty acid, they have a 
phosphate group (a phosphorus-containing acid) and a molecule of  choline or a simi-
lar compound. The fatty acids make the phospholipids soluble in fat; the phosphate 
group enables them to dissolve in water. Such versatility benefits the food industry, 
which uses phospholipids as emulsifiers to mix fats with water in such products as 
mayonnaise and candy bars. 

Phospholipids in Foods In addition to the phospholipids used by the food indus-
try as emulsifiers, phospholipids are also found naturally in foods. The richest food 
sources of  lecithin are eggs, liver, soybeans, wheat germ, and peanuts.

roles of Phospholipids Lecithins and other phospholipids are important constitu-
ents of  cell membranes. They also act as emulsifiers in the body, helping to keep other 
fats in solution in the watery blood and body fluids. In addition, some phospholipids 
generate signals inside the cells in response to hormones, such as insulin, to help alter 
body conditions. 

TabLe 3-2 The Lipid Family

Triglycerides (fats and oils)

 ❚ glycerol (1 per triglyceride)

 ❚ Fatty acids (3 per triglyceride)

saturated

monounsaturated

Polyunsaturated

omega-6

omega-3

Phospholipids (such as the 
lecithins)

Sterols (such as cholesterol)

linoleic acid, linolenic acid: 
polyunsaturated fatty acids that are 
essential for human beings.

essential fatty acids: fatty acids 
that the body requires but cannot 
make and so must be obtained 
through the diet.

omega-6 fatty acid: a polyun-
saturated fatty acid with its endmost 
double bond six carbons back from 
the end of its carbon chain. linoleic 
acid is an example. chemists use 
the term omega, the last letter of 
the greek alphabet, to refer to the 
position of the last double bond in a 
fatty acid.

omega-3 fatty acids: polyunsat-
urated fatty acids in which the end-
most double bond is three carbons 
back from the end of the carbon 
chain. linolenic acid is an example.

ePa, DHa: omega-3 fatty acids 
made from linolenic acid. the full 
name for ePa is eicosapentaenoic 
(eye-cosa-Penta-ee-no-ick) acid. 
the full name for dha is docosa-
hexaenoic (doe-cosa-hexa-ee-no-
ick) acid.

phospholipids: one of the three 
main classes of lipids; compounds 
that are similar to triglycerides but 
have choline (or another compound) 
and a phosphorus-containing acid in 
place of one of the fatty acids.

lecithins: one type of phospholipid.

choline: a nutrient that can be made 
in the body from an amino acid.

emulsifiers: substances that 
mix with both fat and water and 
that disperse the fat in the water, 
forming an emulsion.
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Sterols
Sterols are large, complex molecules consisting of  interconnected rings of  carbon. 
Cholesterol is the most familiar sterol, but others, such as vitamin D and the sex hor-
mones (for example, testosterone), are important, too.

Sterols in Foods Foods derived from both plants and animals contain sterols, but 
only those from animals—meats, eggs, fish, poultry, and dairy products—contain sig-
nificant amounts of  cholesterol. Organ meats, such as liver and kidneys, and eggs are 
richest in cholesterol; cheeses and meats have less. Shellfish contain many sterols but 
much less cholesterol than was previously thought. 

Sterols other than cholesterol are naturally found in plants. Being structurally simi-
lar to cholesterol, plant sterols interfere with cholesterol absorption. Food manufac-
turers have fortified foods such as margarine with plant sterols, creating a functional 
food that helps to reduce blood cholesterol.

cholesterol Synthesis Like the lecithins, cholesterol can be made by the body, so it 
is not an essential nutrient. Right now, as you read, your liver is manufacturing choles-
terol from fragments of  carbohydrate, protein, and fat. Most of  the body’s cholesterol 
ends up in the membranes of  cells, where it performs vital structural and metabolic 
functions.

cholesterol’s two routes in the Body After it is made, cholesterol leaves the 
liver by two routes:

1. It may be incorporated into bile, stored in the gallbladder, and delivered to the 
intestine.

2. It may travel, via the bloodstream, to all the body’s cells.

The bile that is made from cholesterol in the liver is released into the intestine to aid in 
the digestion and absorption of  fat. After bile does its job, most of  it is absorbed and 
reused by the body; the rest is excreted in the feces. 

cholesterol excreted While bile is in the intestine, some of  it may be trapped by 
soluble fibers or by some medications, which carry it out of  the body in feces. The 
excretion of  bile reduces the total amount of  cholesterol remaining in the body.

cholesterol transport As described in Chapter 5, some cholesterol, packaged with 
other lipids and protein, leaves the liver via the arteries and is transported to the body 
tissues by the blood. These packages of  lipids and proteins are called lipoproteins. As 
the lipoproteins travel through the body, tissues can extract lipids from them. Choles-
terol can be harmful to the body when it forms deposits in the artery walls. These de-
posits contribute to atherosclerosis, a disease that can cause heart attacks and strokes.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Table 3-2 summarizes the members of  the lipid family. 

 ❚ The predominant lipids both in foods and in the body are triglycerides, which have 
glycerol backbones with three fatty acids attached. 

 ❚ Fatty acids vary in the length of  their carbon chains and their degree of  saturation. 
Those that are fully loaded with hydrogen atoms are saturated; those that are 
missing hydrogen atoms and therefore have double bonds are unsaturated 
(monounsaturated or polyunsaturated). 

 ❚ Most triglycerides contain more than one type of  fatty acid. 

 ❚ Fatty acid saturation affects the physical characteristics and storage properties 
of  fats. 

sterols: one of the main classes of 
lipids; includes cholesterol, vitamin d,  
and the sex hormones (such as 
testosterone).

lipoproteins: clusters of lipids 
associated with proteins that serve 
as transport vehicles for lipids in the 
lymph and blood.

atherosclerosis (ath-er-oh-
scler-OH-sis): a type of artery 
disease characterized by accumula-
tions of lipid-containing material 
on the inner walls of the arteries 
(see chapter 22).
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 ❚ Hydrogenation, which makes polyunsaturated fats more saturated, gives rise to 
trans-fatty acids, altered fatty acids that may have health effects similar to those of  
saturated fatty acids. 

 ❚ Linoleic acid and linolenic acid are essential nutrients. In addition to serving 
as structural parts of  cell membranes, they make powerful substances that help 
regulate blood pressure, blood clot formation, and the immune response. 

 ❚ Phospholipids, including the lecithins, have a unique chemical structure that 
allows them to be soluble in both water and fat. 

 ❚ In the body, phospholipids are major constituents of  cell membranes; the food 
industry uses phospholipids as emulsifiers. 

 ❚ Sterols include cholesterol, bile, vitamin D, and the sex hormones. 

 ❚ Only animal-derived foods contain significant amounts of  cholesterol.

3.3 Health Effects and Recommended 
Intakes of Fats
LO 3.3 Explain the relationships among saturated fats, trans fat, cholesterol, 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats, and chronic diseases, noting dietary 
intake recommendations.

Of all the dietary factors related to chronic diseases prevalent in developed countries, 
high intakes of  certain fats are by far the most significant. The person who chooses 
a diet too high in saturated fats or trans fats invites the risk of  cardiovascular dis-
ease (CVD), and heart disease is the number-one killer of  adults in the United States 
and Canada. As for cancer, evidence is less compelling than for heart disease, but it 
does suggest that a diet high in certain kinds of  fat is associated with a greater-than-
average risk of  developing some types of  cancer.9 Conversely, some research suggests 
that omega-3 fatty acids from fish may protect against some cancers.10 Nutrition and 
cancer is a topic of  Chapter 25. 

Obesity carries serious risks to health. A diet high in energy-rich fatty foods makes 
it easy for people to exceed their energy needs and encourages unneeded weight 
gain.11 An increasing waistline, in turn, often increases blood triglycerides, which 
can indicate an increased risk of  heart disease and other chronic diseases.12 The 
health risks of  obesity are described in Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 focuses on weight 
management. The links between diet and disease are the focus of  much research. 
Some points about fats and heart health are presented here because they underlie 
dietary recommendations concerning fats. Nutrition and heart disease is the topic 
of  Chapter 22.

Fats and Heart Health
As noted earlier, cholesterol travels in the blood within lipoproteins. Two of  the 
lipoproteins, LDL and HDL, play major roles with regard to heart health and are the 
focus of  most recommendations made for reducing the risk of  heart disease. A high 
blood LDL cholesterol concentration is a predictor of  the likelihood of  suffering a fatal 
heart attack or stroke, and the higher the LDL, the earlier the episode is expected to 
occur. A low blood concentration of HDL cholesterol also signifies a higher disease risk.13

Most people realize that elevated blood cholesterol is an important risk factor for 
heart disease. Most people may not realize, though, that cholesterol in food is not the 
main influential factor in raising blood cholesterol.

cardiovascular disease (CVD): 
a general term for all diseases 
of the heart and blood vessels 
(see chapter 22).
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Saturated Fats and Blood cholesterol The main dietary factors associated with el-
evated blood LDL cholesterol are high saturated fat and high trans fat intakes.*14 High 
LDL cholesterol levels increase the risk of  heart disease because high LDL concentra-
tions promote the uptake of  cholesterol in the blood vessel walls. Nutrition in Practice 
3 examines various types of  fats and their roles in supporting or harming heart health.

Solid fats, introduced in Chapter 1, are foods or ingredients in foods (such as short-
ening in cakes or pies) that provide abundant saturated fat, trans fat, and/or cholesterol 
and many kcalories. The current American diet delivers excessive amounts of  solid 
fats—representing an average of  almost one-fifth of  the day’s total kcalories.15 The easi-
est way to lower saturated fat, then, is to limit solid fats in the diet. Grain-based desserts, 
pizza, cheese, and processed and fatty meats are major providers of  solid fats. Solid fats 
from animal sources contribute a great deal of  the saturated fat in most people’s diets. 
Some vegetable fats (coconut oil, palm kernel oil, and palm oil) and hydrogenated fats 
such as shortening or stick margarine provide smaller amounts of  saturated fats. 

It is important to note that replacing dietary saturated fats with added sugars and 
refined starches is often counterproductive.16 The best diet for health not only replaces 
saturated fats with polyunsaturated and monounsaturated oils (as discussed in a later 
section), but also is adequate, balanced, kcalorie controlled, and based on mostly 
nutrient-dense whole foods.

Trans-Fatty acids and Blood cholesterol Consuming commercially derived trans 
fat poses a risk to the health of  the heart and arteries by raising LDL and lowering 
HDL cholesterol, and by producing inflammation.17 Commercially derived trans fats 
are found in the partially hydrogenated oils used in some margarines, snack foods, and 
prepared desserts. The risk to heart health from trans fats is similar to or slightly greater 
than that from saturated fat, so the Dietary Guidelines for Americans suggest that people 
keep trans fat intake as low as possible.18 Limiting the intake of  trans fats can improve 
blood cholesterol and lower the risk of  heart disease. To that end, many restaurants and 
food manufacturers have taken steps to eliminate or greatly reduce trans fats in foods.19

For example, margarine makers have reformulated their products to contain much 
less trans fat. Soft or liquid varieties are made from unhydrogenated oils, which are 
mostly unsaturated and so are less likely to elevate blood cholesterol than the satu-
rated fats of  butter. Some margarines contain olive oil, omega-3 fatty acids, or plant 
sterols (mentioned earlier), making these products preferable to butter and other mar-
garines for the heart.†

*** The words hydrogenated vegetable oil or shortening in an ingredi-
ents list indicate trans-fatty acids in the product.

In the past, most commercially fried foods, from doughnuts to chicken, delivered 
a sizeable amount of  trans fats to consumers. Today, newly formulated commercial 
oils and fats perform the same tasks as the previously used hydrogenated fats but with 
fewer trans-fatty acids. Some manufacturers, however, merely substitute saturated 
fats—which pose well-established risks to heart health—for trans fats. When refor-
mulating their products, food companies must consider not only the fat composition, 
but also the taste, texture, cost, and availability of  materials. No health benefits can be 
expected when saturated fats replace trans fats in the diet.

Dietary cholesterol and Blood cholesterol Although its effect is not as strong as 
that of  saturated fat or trans fat, dietary cholesterol may contribute to elevated blood 
cholesterol in some people. Less clear is its role in heart disease.20 The Dietary Guide-
lines recommend limiting dietary cholesterol to less than 300 milligrams per day for 
healthy people (less than 200 milligrams for some people with or at high risk of  heart 
disease). On average, women take in about 240 milligrams a day and men take in 

*It should be noted that not all saturated fatty acids have the same cholesterol-raising effect. Stearic 
acid, an 18-carbon fatty acid, does not seem to raise blood cholesterol.

†Two brand names of margarines with plant sterols currently on the market are Benecol and Promise activ.

solid fats: fats that are not usually 
liquid at room temperature; com-
monly found in most foods derived 
from animals and vegetable oils that 
have been hydrogenated. solid fats 
typically contain more saturated 
and trans fats than most oils. also 
defined in chapter 1.
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about 350 milligrams.21 Foods providing the greatest share of  cholesterol to the U.S. 
diet are eggs and egg dishes, chicken and chicken dishes, beef  and beef  dishes, and all 
types of  beef  burgers.

In healthy people, evidence suggests no association between consuming one 
egg per day and increased risk of  heart disease.22 For individuals with or at high 
risk of  heart disease, however, consuming one egg per day may worsen or acceler-
ate the progression of  heart disease. The cholesterol content of  one egg is about 
210 milligrams.

Monounsaturated Fatty acids and Blood cholesterol Replacing saturated and 
trans fats with monounsaturated fat such as olive oil may be an effective dietary strat-
egy to prevent heart disease. The lower rates of  heart disease among people in the 
Mediterranean region of  the world are often attributed to their liberal use of  olive 
oil, a rich source of  monounsaturated fatty acids.23 Olive oil also delivers valuable 
phytochemicals that help to protect against heart disease.24 Nutrition in Practice 3 
examines the role of  olive oil and other fats in supporting or harming heart health.

Polyunsaturated Fatty acids, Blood cholesterol, and Heart Disease 
risk Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) of  the omega-3 families are potent protec-
tors against heart disease. The omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA, which are found 
mainly in fatty fish, exert their beneficial effects by influencing the function of  both 
the heart and blood vessels. Specifically, EPA and DHA protect heart health by:25

 ❚ Lowering blood triglycerides.

 ❚ Preventing blood clots.

 ❚ Protecting against irregular heartbeats.

 ❚ Lowering blood pressure.

 ❚ Defending against inflammation.

The primary member of  the omega-3 family, linolenic acid, may benefit heart 
health as well, but evidence for this effect is much less certain than for EPA and 
DHA. Table 3-3 names sources of  omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids.

Ta b L e  3 - 3   Food Sources of Omega-3 and Omega-6 Fatty acids

Omega-3

linolenic acid oils (canola, flaxseed, soybean, walnut, wheat germ, liquid or soft margarine 
made from canola or soybean oil)
nuts and seeds (flaxseeds, walnuts, soybeans)
Vegetables (soybeans)

ePa and dha human milk
Fish and seafood:

>500 mg per 3.5-oz serving: european seabass (bronzini), herring (atlantic 
and Pacific), mackerel, oyster (Pacific wild), salmon (wild and farmed), 
sardines, toothfish (includes chilian seabass), trout (wild and farmed)

150–500 mg per 3.5-oz serving: black bass, catfish (wild and farmed), clam, 
cod (atlantic), crab (alaskan king), croakers, flounder, haddock, hake, halibut, 
oyster (eastern and farmed), perch, scallop, shrimp (mixed varieties), sole, 
swordfish, tilapia (farmed)

<150 mg per 3.5-oz serving: cod (Pacific), grouper, lobster, mahi-mahi, 
monkfish, red snapper, skate, triggerfish, tuna, wahoo

Omega-6

linoleic acid seeds, nuts, vegetable oils (corn, cottonseed, safflower, sesame, soybean, 
sunflower), poultry fat

grilling or broiling fish, instead of 
frying them, preserves their beneficial 
omega-3 fatty acids while adding little 
or no saturated fat.
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The Dietary Guidelines recommend choosing 8 to 12 ounces of  a variety of  seafood 
each week, or about one of  every five ounces of  protein foods, to provide an average 
of  250 milligrams of  EPA and DHA per day along with the beneficial array of  other 
nutrients that seafood provides.26 Greater heart health benefits can be expected when 
fish is grilled, baked, or broiled, partly because the varieties prepared this way often 
contain more EPA and DHA than species used for fried fish in fast-food restaurants 
and frozen products.27 Additionally, benefits are attained by avoiding commercial fry-
ing fats, which may be laden with trans fat and saturated fat. Further benefits arise 
when fish replaces high-fat meats or other foods rich in saturated fats in several meals 
each week.

Some species of  fish and shellfish, however, may contain significant levels of  
mercury or other environmental contaminants. Most healthy people can safely con-
sume most species of  ocean fish several times a week, but for some, the risks are 
greater. Women who may become pregnant, pregnant and lactating women, and 
children are more sensitive to contaminants than others, but even they can benefit 
from consuming safer fish varieties within recommended limits (see Chapter 11 for 
details). 

For everyone, consuming a variety of  different types of  fish to minimize expo-
sure to any single toxin that may accumulate in a favored species is a good idea. 
The fish most heavily contaminated with mercury are: king mackerel, shark, sword-
fish, and tilefish (also called golden bass or golden snapper). Those lower in mer-
cury are: catfish, pollock, salmon, sardines, and canned light tuna. Canned albacore 
(“white”) tuna generally contains more mercury than light tuna. Consumers should 
check local advisories to determine the safety of  freshwater fish caught by family 
and friends.

omega-3 Supplements Fish, not fish oil supplements, is the preferred source 
of  omega-3 fatty acids. High intakes of  omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids may 
increase bleeding time, interfere with wound healing, raise LDL cholesterol, and 
suppress immune function. Evidence is mixed for people with heart disease—sev-
eral studies show hopeful results, while others reveal no benefits from supplements.28 
Because supplements pose risks, such as excessive bleeding, those taking daily fish oil 
supplements need medical supervision.29 The benefits and risks from EPA and DHA 
illustrate an important concept in nutrition: too much of  a nutrient is often as harmful 
as too little.

Recommendations
Some fat in the diet is essential for good health. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 
recommend that a portion of  each day’s total fat come from raw oils. Oils are naturally 
present in foods such as nuts, avocados, and seafood. In addition, many commonly 
used oils such as olive, peanut, safflower, soybean, and sunflower oils are extracted 
from plants. When choosing oils, alternate among the various types to obtain the 
benefits different oils offer. Peanut and safflower oils are especially rich in vitamin E. 
Olive oil contributes naturally occurring antioxidant phytochemicals with potential 
heart benefits (see Nutrition in Practice 3), and canola oil is rich in monounsaturated 
and essential fatty acids. An adequate intake of  the needed fat-soluble nutrients can 
be ensured by a small daily intake of  oil: 27 grams (6 tsp) for a 2,000-kcalorie diet, for 
example (see Table 1-4 for recommendations for other kcalorie levels).

Defining the exact amount of  fat, saturated fat, or cholesterol that benefits health 
or begins to harm health, however, is not possible. For this reason, no RDA or UL 
has been set. Instead, the DRI and Dietary Guidelines suggest a diet that is low in satu-
rated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol and provides 20 to 35 percent of  the daily energy 
intake from fat. These recommendations recognize that diets with up to 35 percent of  
kcalories from fat can be compatible with good health if  energy intake is reasonable 
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and saturated and trans fat intakes are low. When total fat intake exceeds 35 percent of  
kcalories, saturated fat intakes increase to unhealthy levels. For a 2,000-kcalorie diet, 
20 to 35 percent represents 400 to 700 kcalories from fat (roughly 45 to 75 grams). Fat 
and oil intakes below 20 percent of  kcalories increase the risk of  inadequate essential 
fatty acid intakes. The FDA established Daily Values for food labels using 30 percent 
of  energy intake as the guideline for fat. 

Part of  the allowance for total fat provides for the essential fatty acids—linoleic 
acid and linolenic acid—and Adequate Intakes (AI) have been established for these 
two fatty acids (see the inside front cover). The DRI suggest that linoleic acid provide 
5 to 10 percent of  the daily energy intake, and linolenic acid 0.6 to 1.2 percent.

Recommendations urge people to eat diets that are low in saturated fat, trans 
fat, and cholesterol. Specifically, consume less than 10 percent of  kcalories from 
saturated fat, keep trans fat intakes as low as possible, and consume less than 300 
milligrams of  cholesterol each day.30 To help consumers meet these goals, the FDA 
established Daily Values for food labels using 10 percent of  energy intake for sat-
urated fat; the Daily Value for cholesterol is 300 milligrams, regardless of  energy 
intake. There is no Daily Value for trans fat. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ High intakes of  saturated or trans fats contribute to heart disease, obesity, and 
other health problems. 

 ❚ High blood cholesterol, specifically, poses a risk of  heart disease, and high intakes 
of  saturated fat and trans fat contribute the most to high blood cholesterol. Choles-
terol in foods presents less of  a risk. 

 ❚ Polyunsaturated fatty acids of  the omega-6 and omega-3 families protect against 
heart disease.

 ❚ When monounsaturated fat such as olive oil replaces saturated and trans fats in the 
diet, the risk of  heart disease may be lessened.

 ❚ Though some fat in the diet is necessary, health authorities recommend a diet 
moderate in total fat and low in saturated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol.

3.4 Fats in Foods
LO 3.4 Identify the roles of fats in food and list sources of solid fats and 
unsaturated fats.

Fats are important in foods as well as in the body. Many of  the compounds that give 
foods their flavors and aromas are found in fats and oils. The delicious aromas as-
sociated with bacon, ham, and other meats, as well as with onions being sautéed, 
come from fats. Fats also influence the texture of  many foods, enhancing smoothness, 
creaminess, moistness, or crispness. In addition, four vitamins—A, D, E, and K—are 
soluble in fat. When the fat is removed from a food, many fat-soluble compounds, 
including these vitamins, are also removed. Table 3-4 summarizes the roles of  fats in 
foods.

Fats are also an important part of  most people’s ethnic or national cuisines. Each 
culture has its own favorite food sources of  fats and oils. In Canada, canola oil (also 
known as rapeseed oil) is widely used. In the Mediterranean area, Greeks, Italians, 
and Spaniards rely heavily on olive oil. Both canola oil and olive oil are rich sources 
of  monounsaturated fatty acids. Asians use the polyunsaturated oil of  soybeans. 
Jewish people traditionally employ chicken fat. Everywhere in North America, butter 
and margarine are widely used.

Ta b L e  3 - 4   The Functions 
of Fats in Foods

 ❚ Nutrient. Food fats provide 
essential fatty acids and other 
raw materials.

 ❚ Energy. Food fats provide a 
concentrated energy source.

 ❚ Transport. Fats carry fat-soluble 
vitamins a, d, e, and K along 
with some phytochemicals and 
assist in their absorption.

 ❚ Sensory appeal. Fats contribute 
to the taste and smell of foods.

 ❚ Appetite. Fats stimulate the 
appetite.

 ❚ Satiety. Fats contribute to feel-
ings of fullness.

 ❚ Texture. Fats make fried foods 
crisp and other foods tender.
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Finding the Fats in Foods
The remainder of  this chapter and the Nutrition in Practice show you how to choose 
fats wisely, with the goals of  providing optimal health and pleasure in eating. To achieve 
such goals, you need to know which foods offer unsaturated oils that provide the es-
sential fatty acids and which foods are loaded with solid fats—the saturated and trans 
fats. Also important for many people is learning to control portion sizes, particularly 
portions of  fatty foods that can pack hundreds of  kcalories into just a few bites.

Keep in mind that, whether solid or liquid, essential or nonessential, all fats bring 
the same abundant kcalories to the diet, and excesses contribute to body fat stores. 
According to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, no benefits can be expected when 
oil is added to an already fat-rich eating pattern. The following amounts of  these fats 
contain about 5 grams of  pure fat, providing 45 kcalories and negligible protein and 
carbohydrate:

 ❚ 1 teaspoon of  oil or shortening

 ❚ 1½ teaspoons of  mayonnaise, butter, or margarine

 ❚ 1 tablespoon of  regular salad dressing, cream cheese, or heavy cream

 ❚ 1½ tablespoons of  sour cream

The solid fat of  some foods, such as the rim of  fat on a steak, is visible (and therefore 
identifiable and removable). Other solid fats, such as those in candy, cheeses, coco-
nut, hamburger, homogenized milk, and lunch meats, are invisible (and therefore 
easily missed or ignored). Equally hidden are the solid fats blended into biscuits, 
cakes, cookies, chip dips, ice cream, mixed dishes, pastries, sauces, and creamy 
soups, and integral to fried foods. Invisible fats supply the majority of  solid fats in 
the U.S. diet.31

Milk and Milk Products Milk products go by different names that reflect their 
varying fat contents (see Table 3-5). A cup of  homogenized whole milk contains the 
protein and carbohydrate of  fat-free milk, but in addition it contains about 80 extra 
kcalories from butterfat, a solid fat. A cup of  reduced-fat (2 percent fat) milk falls be-
tween whole milk and fat-free, with 45 kcalories from fat. 

Note that cream and butter do not appear in the milk and milk products group. 
Milk and yogurt are rich in calcium and protein, but cream and butter are not. Cream 
and butter are solid fats, as are whipped cream, sour cream, and cream cheese. Other 
cheeses, grouped with milk products, vary in their fat contents and are major con-
tributors of  saturated fat in people’s diets.

Protein Foods Meats conceal a good deal of  the fat—and much of  the solid fat—
that people consume. To help “see” the fat in meats, it is useful to think of  them in 
three categories according to their fat contents: lean, medium-fat, and high-fat meats 
(as the Food Lists in Appendix C group them). Meats in all three categories contain 
about equal amounts of  protein, but their fat, saturated fat, and kcalorie amounts vary 
significantly. Table 1-9 on p. 25 in Chapter 1 provided definitions for common terms 
used to describe the fat contents of  meats. 

The USDA Food Patterns suggest that most adults limit their intake of  protein 
foods to about 5 to 7 ounces per day. For comparison, the smallest fast-food hamburger 
weighs about 3 ounces. A steak served in a restaurant often runs 8, 12, or 16 ounces, 
more than a whole day’s meat allowance. You may have to weigh a serving or two of  
meat to see how much you are eating.

People think of  meat as a protein food, but calculation of  its nutrient content 
reveals a surprising fact. A big (4-ounce) fast-food hamburger sandwich contains  
24 grams of  protein and 18 grams of  fat, 7 of  them saturated fat. Because protein 
offers 4 kcalories per gram and fat offers 9, the sandwich provides 96 kcalories from 

Ta b L e  3 - 5   Fat  
Options among milk  
and milk Products

Fat-free 
and low-fat 
options

Fat-free (skim) or 
1% (low-fat) milk 
or yogurt (plain)

reduced-fat 
options

2% milk or yogurt 
(plain)

high-fat 
options

whole milk, yogurt
most cheeses
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protein but 162 kcalories from fat. Hot dogs, fried chicken sandwiches, and fried fish 
sandwiches also provide hundreds of  fat kcalories, mostly from invisible solid fat. 
Because so much meat fat is hidden from view, meat eaters can easily and unknow-
ingly consume a great many grams of  solid fat from this source. 

When choosing beef  or pork, look for lean cuts named loin or round from which 
the fat can be trimmed, and eat small portions. Chicken and turkey flesh are 
naturally lean, but commercial processing and frying add solid fats, especially in 
“patties,” “nuggets,” “fingers,” and “wings.” Chicken wings are mostly skin, and 
a chicken stores most of  its fat just under its skin. The tastiest wing snacks have 
also been fried in cooking fat (often a hydrogenated, saturated type with trans-
fatty acids); smothered with a buttery, spicy sauce; and then dipped in blue cheese 
dressing, making wings an extraordinarily high-fat snack. People who snack on 
wings may want to plan on eating low-fat foods at several other meals to balance 
them out.

Vegetables, Fruits, and Grains Choosing vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and 
legumes helps lower the saturated fat, cholesterol, and total fat content of  the 
diet. Most vegetables and fruits naturally contain little or no fat; avocados and 
olives are exceptions, but most of  their fat is unsaturated, which is not harmful to 
heart health. Most grains contain only small amounts of  fat. Some refined grain 
products such as fried taco shells, croissants, and biscuits are high in saturated fat, 
so consumers need to read food labels. Similarly, many people add butter, mar-
garine, or cheese sauce to grains and vegetables, which raises their saturated and 
trans fat contents. Because fruits are often eaten without added fat, a diet that 
includes several servings of  fruit daily can help a person meet the dietary recom-
mendations for fat.

A diet rich in vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and legumes offers abundant vita-
min C, folate, vitamin A, vitamin E, and dietary fiber—all important in supporting 
health. Consequently, such a diet protects against disease both by reducing saturated 
fat, cholesterol, and total fat and by increasing nutrients. It also provides valuable phy-
tochemicals that help defend against heart disease.

Cutting Solid Fats and Choosing Unsaturated Fats
Meeting today’s lipid guidelines can be challenging. Reducing intakes of  saturated 
and trans fatty acids, for example, involves identifying food sources of  these fatty 
acids—that is, foods that contain solid fats. Then, replacing them appropriately 
involves identifying unsaturated oils. To help simplify these tasks, the Dietary 
Guidelines suggest:

1. Selecting the most nutrient-dense foods from all food groups. Solid fats and high-
kcalorie choices can be found in every food group.

2. Consuming fewer and smaller portions of  foods and beverages that contain 
solid fats.

3. Replacing solid fats with liquid oils whenever possible.
4. Checking Nutrition Facts labels and selecting foods with little saturated fat and no 

trans fat.

Such advice is easily dispensed but not easily followed. The first step in doing so is 
learning which foods contain heavy doses of  solid fats. Table 3-6 lists some terms that 
indicate solid fats in a food label ingredients list.

Box 3-1 (p. 74) offers strategies for making heart-healthy choices, food group by 
food group. The best diet for heart health is also rich in fruits, vegetables, nuts, and 
whole grains that offer many health advantages by supplying abundant nutrients, 
fiber, and phytochemicals.

Ta b L e  3 - 6   Solid Fat 
ingredients Listed on 
Food Labels

 ❚ beef fat (tallow)

 ❚ butter

 ❚ chicken fat

 ❚ coconut oil

 ❚ cream

 ❚ hydrogenated oil

 ❚ milk fat

 ❚ Palm kernel oil; palm oil

 ❚ Partially hydrogenated oil

 ❚ Pork fat (lard)

 ❚ shortening

 ❚ stick margarine

Source: u.s. department of agriculture 
and u.s. department of health and 
human services, Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans 2010, available at www 
.dietaryguidelines.gov.
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In General

 ❚ select the most nutrient-dense foods from all food groups.

 ❚ consume fewer and smaller portions of foods and beverages 
that contain solid fats.

 ❚ check the nutrition Facts label to choose foods with little or 
no saturated fat and no trans fat.

Breads and Cereals

 ❚ select whole-grain breads, cereals, and crackers that are low 
in saturated and trans fat (for example, bagels instead of 
croissants).

 ❚ Prepare pasta with a tomato sauce instead of a cheese or 
cream sauce.

 ❚ limit intake of cookies, doughnuts, pastries, and croissants.

Vegetables and Fruits

 ❚ enjoy the natural flavor of steamed vegetables (without butter) 
for dinner and fruits for dessert.

 ❚ eat at least two vegetables (in addition to a salad) 
with dinner.

 ❚ snack on raw vegetables or fruits instead of high-fat items like 
potato chips.

 ❚ buy frozen vegetables without sauce.

Milk and Milk Products

 ❚ switch from whole milk to reduced-fat, from reduced-fat to 
low-fat, and from low-fat to fat-free (nonfat).

 ❚ use fat-free and low-fat cheeses (such as part-skim ricotta and 
low-fat mozzarella) instead of regular cheeses.

 ❚ use fat-free or low-fat yogurt or sour cream instead of regular 
sour cream.

 ❚ use evaporated fat-free milk instead of cream.

 ❚ enjoy fat-free frozen yogurt, sherbet, or ice milk instead of 
ice cream.

Protein Foods

 ❚ Fat adds up quickly, even with lean meat; limit intake to about 
6 ounces (cooked weight) daily.

 ❚ eat at least two servings of fish per week (particularly fish such 
as mackerel, lake trout, herring, sardines, and salmon).

 ❚ choose fish, poultry, or lean cuts of pork or beef; look for 
unmarbled cuts named round or loin (eye of round, top round, 
bottom round, round tip, tenderloin, sirloin, center loin, and 
top loin).

 ❚ trim the fat from pork and beef; remove the skin from poultry.

 ❚ grill, roast, broil, bake, stir-fry, stew, or braise meats; don’t fry. 
when possible, place food on a rack so that fat can drain.

 ❚ use lean ground turkey or lean ground beef in recipes; brown 
ground meats without added fat, then drain off fat.

 ❚ select tuna, sardines, and other canned meats packed in 
water; rinse oil-packed items with hot water to remove much 
of the fat.

 ❚ Fill kabob skewers with lots of vegetables and slivers of meat; 
create main dishes and casseroles by combining a little meat, 
fish, or poultry with whole-grain pasta or brown rice and 
generous amounts of vegetables.

 ❚ use legumes often.

 ❚ eat a meatless meal or two daily.

 ❚ use egg substitutes in recipes instead of whole eggs, or use 
two egg whites in place of each whole egg.

Fats and Oils

 ❚ use small amounts of vegetable oils in place of solid fats.

 ❚ use butter or stick margarine sparingly; select soft margarines 
instead of hard margarines.

 ❚ use fruit butters, reduced-kcalorie margarines, or butter 
replacers instead of butter.

 ❚ use low-fat or fat-free mayonnaise and salad dressing instead 
of regular.

 ❚ limit use of lard and meat fat.

 ❚ limit use of products made with coconut oil, palm kernel oil, 
and palm oil (read labels on bakery goods, processed foods, 
microwave popcorn, and nondairy creamers).

 ❚ reduce use of hydrogenated shortenings and stick margarines 
and products that contain them (read labels on crackers, 
cookies, and other commercially prepared baked goods); use 
vegetable oils instead.

Miscellaneous

 ❚ use a nonstick pan, or coat the pan lightly with vegetable oil.

 ❚ refrigerate soups and stews; when the fat solidifies, remove it 
before reheating.

 ❚ use wine; lemon, orange, or tomato juice; herbs; spices; 
fruits; or broth instead of butter or margarine when 
cooking.

 ❚ stir-fry in a small amount of oil; add moisture and flavor with 
broth, tomato juice, or wine.

 ❚ use variety to enhance enjoyment of the meal: vary colors, 
textures, and temperatures—hot, cooked versus cool, raw 
foods—and use garnishes to complement food.

 ❚ omit high-fat meat gravies and cheese sauces.

 ❚ order pizzas with lots of vegetables, a little lean meat, and 
half the cheese.

How To B O X  3 - 1  m a K e  h e a r t- h e a lt h y  c h o i c e s — b y  F o o d  g r o u P
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Fats and kcalories Removing fat from food also removes energy, as Figure 3-5 
shows. A pork chop with the fat trimmed to within a half-inch of  the lean provides 
290 kcalories; with the fat trimmed off  completely, it supplies 174 kcalories. A baked 
potato with butter and sour cream (1 tablespoon each) has 315 kcalories; a plain 
baked potato has 188 kcalories. The single most effective step you can take to reduce 
the energy value of  a food is to eat it with less fat.

choosing unsaturated Fats When a person does eat fats, those to choose are the 
unsaturated ones. Remember, the softer a fat is, the more unsaturated it is. Generally 
speaking, vegetable and fish oils are rich in polyunsaturates, olive oil and canola oil 
are rich in monounsaturates, and the harder fats—animal fats—are more saturated 
(see Figure 3-6 on p. 76). Remember, however, that vegetable fat or vegetable oil 
doesn’t always mean unsaturated fat. Both coconut oil and palm oil, for example, 
which are often used in nondairy creamers, are saturated fats, and both raise blood 
cholesterol.

Don’t overdo Fat restriction Some people actually manage to eat too little fat—
to their detriment. Among them are young women and men with eating disorders, 
described in Nutrition in Practice 6. As a practical guideline, it is wise to include the 
equivalent of  at least a teaspoon of  fat in every meal.

Fat replacers Today, consumers can choose from thousands of  fat-reduced prod-
ucts. Many bakery goods, lunch meats, cheeses, spreads, frozen desserts, and other 
products made with fat replacers offer less than half  a gram of  fat, saturated fat, and 

fat replacers: ingredients that 
replace some or all of the functions 
of fat in foods and may or may not 
provide energy.

F i g u r e  3 - 5   Cutting Fat Cuts kCalories—and Saturated Fat

Pork chop with fat (290 kcal, 24 g fat,
9 g saturated fat)

Potato with 1 tbs butter and 1 tbs sour
cream (315 kcal, 14 g fat, 9 g saturated
fat)

Whole milk, 1 c (150 kcal, 8 g fat, 5 g
saturated fat)

Pork chop with fat trimmed off (174 kcal,
8 g fat, 3 g saturated fat)

Plain potato (188 kcal, <1 g fat, 0 g
saturated fat)

Fat-free milk, 1 c (90 kcal, <1 g fat, <1 g
saturated fat)

Savings:
116 kcal, 16 g fat, 6 g saturated fat

Savings:
127 kcal, 13 g fat, 9 g saturated fat

Savings:
60 kcal, 7 g fat, 4 g saturated fat
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at room temperature, unsaturated 
fats (such as those found in oil), are 
usually liquid, whereas saturated 
fats (such as those found in butter) 
are solid.
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trans fat in a serving. Some of  these products contain artificial fats, and others use 
conventional ingredients in unconventional ways to reduce fats and kcalories. Among 
the latter, manufacturers can:

 ❚ Add water or whip air into foods.

 ❚ Add fat-free milk to creamy foods.

 ❚ Use lean meats and soy protein to replace high-fat meats.

 ❚ Bake foods instead of  frying them.

Common food ingredients such as fibers, sugars, or proteins can also take the place of  
fats in some foods. Products made from sugars or proteins still provide kcalories but far 
fewer kcalories from fats. Manufactured fat replacers consist of  chemical derivatives of  
carbohydrate, protein, or fat, or modified versions of  foods rich in those constituents. 

A familiar example of  an artificial fat that has been approved for use in snack foods 
such as potato chips, crackers, and tortilla chips is olestra. Olestra’s chemical struc-
ture is similar to that of  a regular fat (a triglyceride) but with important differences. 
A triglyceride is composed of  a glycerol molecule with three fatty acids attached, 
whereas olestra is made of  a sucrose molecule with six to eight fatty acids attached. 
Enzymes in the digestive tract cannot break the bonds of  olestra, so unlike sucrose or 
fatty acids, olestra passes through the system unabsorbed. 

The FDA’s evaluation of  olestra’s safety addressed two questions. First, is olestra 
toxic? Research on both animals and humans supports the safety of  olestra as a par-
tial replacement for dietary fats and oils, with no reports of  cancer or birth defects. 
Second, does olestra affect either nutrient absorption or the health of  the digestive 

artificial fats: zero-energy fat 
replacers that are chemically syn-
thesized to mimic the sensory and 
cooking qualities of naturally occur-
ring fats but are totally or partially 
resistant to digestion.

olestra: a synthetic fat made from 
sucrose and fatty acids that provides 
zero kcalories per gram; also known 
as sucrose polyester.

F i g u r e  3 - 6   Comparison of Dietary Fats 
most fats are a mixture of saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids.
asalad or cooking type over 70% linoleic acid.

Walnut oil

Coconut oil
Butter
Beef tallow (beef fat)
Palm oil

Animal fats and the tropical oils of coconut and palm contain mostly saturated fatty acids.

Some vegetable oils, such as olive and canola, are rich in monounsaturated fatty acids.

Many vegetable oils are rich in omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids.

Only a few oils provide significant omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids.

Safflower oila

Sunflower oil
Corn oil
Soybean oil

Cottonseed oil

Flaxseed oil
Fish oil (salmon)

Olive oil
Canola oil
Peanut oil

Lard (pork fat)
Chicken fat

Key:

Saturated fatty acids

Monounsaturated fatty acids

Polyunsaturated, omega-6 fatty acids

Polyunsaturated, omega-3 fatty acids
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tract? When olestra passes through the digestive tract unabsorbed, it binds with the 
fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K and carries them out of  the body, robbing the per-
son of  these valuable nutrients. To compensate for these losses, the FDA requires the 
manufacturer to fortify olestra with vitamins A, D, E, and K. Saturating olestra with 
these vitamins does not make the product a good source of  vitamins, but it does block 
olestra’s ability to bind with the vitamins from other foods. An asterisk in the ingre-
dients list informs consumers that these added vitamins are “dietarily insignificant.” 

Consumers need to keep in mind that low-fat and fat-free foods still deliver 
kcalories. Decades ago, consumers hailed the arrival of  artificial sweeteners as a 
weight-loss wonder, but in reality, kcalories saved by using artificial sweeteners 
were readily replaced by kcalories from other foods. Alternatives to fat can help to 
lower energy intake and support weight loss only when they actually replace fat and 
energy in the diet.

read Food Labels Labels list total fat, saturated fat, trans fat, and cholesterol 
contents of  foods. Because each package provides information for a single serving, 
and serving sizes are standardized, consumers can easily compare similar products. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Fats in foods contribute to sensory appeal—enhancing the flavor, aroma, and tex-
ture of  foods.

 ❚ Fats in foods deliver fat-soluble vitamins, energy, and essential fatty acids. 

 ❚ While some fat in the diet is necessary, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans recom-
mend limiting intakes of  saturated fat and trans fat. 

 ❚ Fats added to foods during preparation or at the table are a major source of  fat in 
the diet.

 ❚ The choice between whole and fat-free milk products can make a big difference to 
the fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol content of  a diet.

 ❚ Meats account for a large proportion of  hidden solid fats in many people’s diets.

 ❚ Most people consume more meat than is recommended.

 ❚ Most vegetables and fruits naturally contain little or no fat.

 ❚ Grain products such as croissants and biscuits can be high in saturated fat, so con-
sumers need to read food labels to learn which foods in this group contain fats.

 ❚ Consumers today can choose from an array of  fat-reduced products, and many 
bakery goods and other foods made with fat replacers offer less than a half  a gram 
of  fat, saturated fat, and trans fat in a serving.

 ❚ Some products use artificial fats such as olestra, while others use conventional in-
gredients such as water or fat-free milk to reduce fat and kcalories.

 ❚ Food labels list total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and trans fat.

Chapters 2 and 3 have looked briefly at the two major energy fuels in the body—
carbohydrate and fat. When used for energy, each has desirable characteristics. The 
glucose derived from carbohydrate is needed by the brain and nerve tissues and is 
easily used for energy in other cells. Fat is a particularly useful fuel because the body 
stores it efficiently and in generous amounts. Chapter 4 looks at protein, a nutrient 
that can be used as fuel, but whose primary role is to provide machinery for getting 
things done.
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clinical applications
1. the connection between the overconsumption of saturated 

and trans fats and chronic diseases (obesity, diabetes, cancer, 
and cardiovascular disease) underscores the importance of 
being alert to a client’s fat intake. what advice would you 
offer a client who reports the following?

 ❚ eats more than 12 ounces of meat each day.

 ❚ drinks whole milk and eats regular cheddar cheese 
each day.

 ❚ eats the following breads and cereals each day: a bagel with 
cream cheese for breakfast, a bologna sandwich on white 
bread for lunch, and biscuits or cornbread with butter to 
accompany dinner.

 ❚ eats less than the equivalent of a cup of fruit each day and 
eats vegetables only on occasion.

2. make a list of foods, beverages, and seasonings that your 
client can substitute for foods high in saturated fat.

self check 
1. three classes of lipids in the body are:

a. triglycerides, fatty acids, and cholesterol.
b. triglycerides, phospholipids, and sterols.
c. fatty acids, phospholipids, and  

cholesterol.
d. glycerol, fatty acids, and triglycerides.

2. a triglyceride consists of:
a. three glycerols attached to a lipid.
b. three fatty acids attached to a glucose.
c. three fatty acids attached to a glycerol.
d. three phospholipids attached to a cholesterol.

3. a fatty acid that has the maximum possible number of 
hydrogen atoms is known as a(n):
a. saturated fatty acid.
b. monounsaturated fatty acid.
c. PuFa.
d. essential fatty acid.

4. the difference between cis- and trans-fatty acids is:
a. the number of double bonds.
b. the length of their carbon chains.
c. the location of the first double bond.
d. the configuration around the double bond.

your diet
Lipids

to maintain good health, eat enough fat—but not too much—
and select the right kinds of fats. For example, moderate in-
takes of foods rich in polyunsaturated and monounsaturated 
fatty acids such as olive oil, nuts, and fish lower the risk of 
heart disease. conversely, diets high in saturated fats and trans 
fats increase the risk of heart disease. table nP3-1 (p. 84) in 
the nutrition in Practice that follows this chapter lists food 
sources of healthful and harmful fatty acids. as chapter 3 
describes, the major sources of saturated fats in most people’s 
diets are whole milk and whole milk products such as cheese 
and ice cream, fatty cuts of beef and pork, processed meats 
such as bacon and sausage, and products that contain tropical 
oils (coconut oil, palm kernel oil, and palm oil) such as cookies, 
pastries, and doughnuts. major sources of trans fats include 
fast foods, chips, baked goods, and other commercially pre-
pared foods.

 ❚ make a list of all the fast foods and packaged foods such as 
chips and cookies that you ate today, or that you might typi-
cally eat in a day.

 ❚ use appendix a or the restaurant’s website to look up the 
saturated fat contents of the fast foods you ate and add this 
information to your list of foods.

 ❚ check the labels of the packaged foods you ate and write 
down their saturated and trans fat contents.

 ❚ the recommended saturated fat intake is less than 10 percent 
of total kcalories per day. the recommendation for trans fat is 
to keep it as low as possible. thus, for a 2,000-kcalorie diet, 
the recommended saturated fat intake is 22 grams or less. 
(recall that 1 gram of fat is equal to 9 kcalories.)

example:
2000 kcal 3 0.10 5 200 kcal

200 kcal 4 9 kcal/gram fat 5 22 grams saturated fat

 ❚ based on your own estimated kcalorie needs (see table 1-5 on 
p. 18), is your saturated fat intake 10 percent or less of total 
kcalories?

estimated kcalorie need: _______ kcalories
saturated fat recommendation: _______ grams
your saturated fat intake: _______ grams

 ❚ if not, list several foods you consumed that supplied large 
amounts of saturated fat and suggest alternative foods in the 
same food group that contain less.

 ❚ if your food choices included packaged or fast foods that con-
tain significant amounts of trans fats, suggest alternative foods 
in the same food group that contain minimal amounts.
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5. essential fatty acids:
a. are used to make substances that regulate blood pressure, 

among other functions.
b. can be made from carbohydrates.
c. include lecithin and cholesterol.
d. cannot be found in commonly eaten foods.

6. lecithins and other phospholipids in the body function as:
a. emulsifiers.
b. enzymes.
c. temperature regulators.
d. shock absorbers.

7. to minimize saturated fat intake and lower the risk of heart 
disease, most people need to:
a. eat less meat.
b. select fat-free milk.
c. use nonhydrogenated margarines and cooking oils such as 

olive oil or canola oil.
d. all of the above

8. to include omega-3 fatty acids in the diet, the Dietary  
Guidelines for Americans recommend eating:
a. cholesterol-free margarine.
b. fish oil supplements.
c. hydrogenated margarine.
d. 8 to 12 ounces of seafood per week.

9. some examples of foods with hidden solid fats are:
a. cheese, lettuce, and fruit juices.
b. fried foods, sauces, dips, and lunch meats.
c. fish, rice, and nuts.
d. baked potatoes, vegetables, and fruits.

10. generally speaking, vegetable and fish oils are rich in:
a. polyunsaturated fat.
b. saturated fat.
c. cholesterol.
d. trans-fatty acids.

Answers to these questions are found in Appendix H. 
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C H a P T e r  3

3 . 5  F i g u r i n g  O u t  Fat s

Nutrition in Practice

LO 3.5 Identify which fats support health and which 
may impair it.

To consumers, advice about dietary fat appears to change 
almost daily. “eat less fat.” “eat more fatty fish.” “give up 

butter—use margarine instead.” “give up margarine—replace it 
with olive oil.” “steer clear of saturated fats.” “seek out omega-3.” 
“stay away from trans fats.” “stick with mono- and polyunsatu-
rated fats.” no wonder some people feel confused about dietary 
fat. this nutrition in Practice begins with a look at the dietary guide-
lines for fat intake. it continues by identifying which foods provide 
which fats. it closes with strategies to help consumers choose the 
right amounts of the right kinds of fats for a healthy diet.

Why do today’s fat messages seem to change 
constantly and become more confusing? 

the confusion stems in part from the complexities of fat and in 
part from the nature of recommendations. as chapter 3 explained, 
“dietary fat” refers to several kinds of fats; some fats support health, 
whereas others damage it, and foods typically provide a mixture of 
fats in varying proportions. it has taken researchers decades to sort 
through the relationships among the various kinds of fat and their 
roles in supporting or harming health. translating these research 
findings into dietary recommendations is a challenging process. too 
little information can mislead consumers, but too much detail can 
overwhelm them. as scientific understanding has grown, recom-
mendations have evolved to become less general and more specific. 
recommendations may seem to “change constantly and become 
more confusing,” but in fact they are becoming more meaningful. 

How exactly have dietary recommendations 
for fat changed to become more meaningful 
for consumers?

dietary recommendations for fat have shifted away from reducing 
total fat, in general, to limiting saturated and trans fats, specifically, 
along with a greater emphasis on kcalorie control to maintain a 
healthy body weight.1 For decades, health experts urged consumers 
to limit total fat intake to 30 percent or less of energy intake. this 
advice was straightforward—cut the fat and improve your health. 
health experts recognized that saturated fats and trans fats were 
the ones that raise blood cholesterol, but they reasoned that when 
total fat was limited, saturated and trans fat intake would decline as 
well. People were simply advised to cut back on all fat so that they 
would cut back on saturated and trans fat. such advice may have 
oversimplified the message and unnecessarily restricted total fat. 

but low-fat diets have been recommended for 
years to help people manage weight and reduce 
the risk of heart disease. are you saying that 
low-fat diets are no longer recommended?

low-fat diets remain a key recommendation in treatment plans 
for people with elevated blood lipids or heart disease and, 

therefore, they are important in nutrition.2 as for healthy people, 
evidence from around the world has led researchers to change 
population-wide recommendations from a “low-fat” to a “wise-
fat” approach. several problems accompany low-fat diets. For 
one, many people find low-fat diets difficult to maintain over 
time. For another, low-fat diets are not necessarily low-kcalorie 
diets; if energy intake exceeds energy needs, weight gain fol-
lows, and obesity brings a host of health problems, including 
heart disease. For another, diets high in refined carbohydrates, 
even if low in fat, can cause blood triglycerides to rise and hdl 
to fall, a deleterious combination for heart health.3 Finally, taken 
to the extreme, a low-fat diet may exclude fatty fish, nuts, seeds, 
and vegetable oils—all valuable sources of many essential fatty 
acids, phytochemicals, vitamins, and minerals. the fats from 
these sources protect against heart disease, as later sections 
explain.

How have today’s recommendations for fat 
been revised?

today, health experts have revised dietary recommendations 
to acknowledge that not all fats have damaging health 
consequences.4 in fact, higher intakes of some kinds of fats (for 
example, the omega-3 fatty acids) support good health. instead 
of urging people to cut back on all fats, current recommenda-
tions suggest carefully replacing the “bad” saturated and trans 
fats with the “good” unsaturated fats and enjoying these fats 
within kcalorie limits.5 the goal is to create an overall eating pat-
tern moderate in kcalories that provides enough of the fats that 
support good health, but not too much of those that harm health. 
(turn to pp. 68–70 for a review of the health consequences of 
each type of fat.)

with these findings and goals in mind, the committee writ-
ing the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 concluded that a 
diet containing up to 35 percent of total kcalories from fat, but 
reduced in saturated fat and trans fat and moderate in energy, 
is compatible with low rates of heart disease, diabetes, obesity, 
and cancer.6 

How can people distinguish between the fats in 
foods that support health and those that might 
harm it? 

asking consumers to limit their total fat intake was less than per-
fect advice, but it was straightforward—find the fat and cut back. 
asking consumers to keep their intakes of saturated fats, trans 
fats, and cholesterol low and to use monounsaturated and poly-
unsaturated fats instead may be more on target with heart health, 
but it also makes diet planning more complicated. to make appro-
priate selections, consumers must first learn which foods contain 
which fats. For example, avocados, bacon, walnuts, potato chips, 
and mackerel are all high-fat foods, yet some of these foods have 
detrimental effects on heart health when consumed in excess, and 
others seem neutral or even beneficial. 
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So olive oil may help protect against heart 
disease; are there other food fats that may also 
be protective?

Possibly so. People who eat an ounce of nuts two or more days a 
week appear to have lower risks of sudden death from heart events 
than those consuming no nuts.18 even in people with diabetes, whose 
risks are high, nuts are associated with reduced heart disease risk.19 

the nuts under study are those commonly eaten in the united 
states: almonds, brazil nuts, cashews, hazelnuts, macadamia nuts, 
pecans, pistachios, walnuts, and even peanuts.20 on average, these 
nuts contain mostly monounsaturated fat (59 percent), some poly-
unsaturated fat (27 percent), and little saturated fat (14 percent).

research has shown a benefit from walnuts and almonds in 
particular. in study after study, walnuts, when substituted for other 
fats in the diet, produce favorable effects on blood lipids—even in 
people with elevated total and ldl cholesterol.21 results are similar 
for almonds.22 

studies on peanuts, macadamia nuts, pecans, and pistachios 
follow suit, indicating that including nuts may be a wise strategy 
against heart disease. nuts may protect against heart disease be-
cause they provide:

 ❚ monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats in abundance, but 
few saturated fats.

 ❚ Fiber, vegetable protein, essential fatty acids, and other valuable 
nutrients, including the antioxidant vitamin e.

 ❚ Phytochemicals that act as antioxidants (see nutrition in Practice 8).

 ❚ Plant sterols.

tree nuts and peanuts once had no place in a low-fat or low-
kcalorie diet—and for good reason. nuts provide up to 80 percent 
of their kcalories from fat, and a quarter cup (about an ounce) 
of mixed nuts provides more than 200 kcalories. despite this, 
people who regularly eat nuts tend to be leaner, not fatter, and 
generally have smaller waistlines than others.23 no one can yet 
say, however, whether nut eaters owe their leaner physiques to an 

is there evidence to clarify why some high-fat 
foods are compatible with a heart-healthy diet 
and others are not?

yes. the traditional diets of greece and other countries in the 
mediterranean region are exemplary in their use of “good” fats, 
especially olives and olive oil. a classic study of the world’s people, 
the seven countries study, found that death rates from heart dis-
ease were strongly associated with diets high in saturated fats, but 
only weakly linked with total fat.7 in fact, the two countries with the 
highest fat intakes, Finland and the greek island of crete, had the 
highest (Finland) and lowest (crete) rates of heart disease deaths. 
in both countries, the people consumed 40 percent or more of 
their kcalories from fat. clearly, a high-fat diet was not the primary 
problem.8 when researchers refocused their attention on the type 
of fat, they found that the cretes ate diets high in olive oil but low 
in saturated fat (less than 10 percent of kcalories), a pattern they 
linked with relatively low disease risks. many studies that followed 
yielded similar results—people who follow “mediterranean-type” 
eating patterns have low rates of heart disease, some cancers, and 
other chronic diseases, and their life expectancy is high.9 unfortu-
nately, many busy mediterranean people today, especially the young, 
are trading labor-intensive traditional diets for convenient and fast 
western-style foods. at the same time, their health advantages are 
rapidly disappearing.10

when olive oil replaces saturated fats, such as those of butter, 
coconut oil or palm oil, hydrogenated stick margarine, lard, or 
shortening, it may offer numerous health benefits.11 olive oil helps 
to protect against heart disease by:

 ❚ lowering total and ldl cholesterol and not lowering hdl cho-
lesterol or raising triglycerides.12

 ❚ reducing blood-clotting factors.13

 ❚ Providing antioxidant phytochemicals that may reduce ldl cho-
lesterol’s vulnerability to oxidation (see nutrition in Practice 8).14

 ❚ lowering blood pressure.15

 ❚ interfering with the inflammatory process related to disease 
progression.16

the phytochemicals of olives captured in extra virgin olive oil, 
and not its monounsaturated fatty acids, seem responsible for 
these potential effects.17 when processors lighten olive oils to 
make them more appealing to consumers, they strip away the in-
tensely flavored phytochemicals of the olives, thus diminishing not 
only the bitter flavor of the oils, but also their potential for protect-
ing the health of the heart. 

it is important to recognize that olive oil is not a magic potion; 
drizzling it on foods does not make them healthier. like other 
fats, olive oil delivers 9 kcalories per gram, which can contribute 
to weight gain in people who fail to balance their energy intake 
with their energy output. its role in a healthy diet is to replace the 
saturated fats. 

other vegetable oils, such as canola oil or safflower oil, in 
their liquid unhydrogenated states, are also generally low in 
saturated fats and high in unsaturated fats. such oils, when they 
replace solid, saturated fats in the diet, may help to preserve 
heart health. 

olives and their oil may benefit heart health.
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replacing dietary saturated fat with added sugars and refined 
starches can be detrimental to heart health. replacing dietary satu-
rated fat with fiber-rich carbohydrate foods such as whole grains, 
legumes, vegetables, and fruits, along with foods rich in polyun-
saturated fatty acids such as fish, nuts, and vegetable oils, reduces 
the risk of heart disease.28 Trans fats, of course, also raise heart 
disease risk by elevating ldl cholesterol.

Which foods are highest in saturated and 
trans fats?

the major sources of saturated fats in the u.s. diet are fatty meats, 
whole-milk products, tropical oils, and products made from any of 
these foods. to limit saturated fat intake, consumers must choose 
carefully among these high-fat foods. more than a third of the fat 
in most meats is saturated. similarly, more than half of the fat is 
saturated in whole milk and other high-fat dairy products, such as 
cheese, butter, cream, half-and-half, cream cheese, sour cream, 
and ice cream. consumers rarely use the tropical oils of palm, palm 
kernel, and coconut in the kitchen, but these oils are used heavily 
by food manufacturers and are therefore commonly found in many 
commercially prepared foods. 

when choosing meats, milk products, and commercially 
prepared foods, look for those lowest in saturated fat. labels 
provide a useful guide for comparing products in this regard, and 
appendix a lists the saturated fat in several thousand foods. 

overall health-conscious lifestyle or to an extra-satiating effect of 
nuts that reduces food and kcalorie intake at other meals.24 in any 
case, replacing potato chips or chocolate candy snacks with nuts 
certainly improves nutrition by reducing intakes of saturated fats 
and increasing intakes of vitamin e and other nutrients.25 

when designing a test diet, researchers must carefully use nuts 
instead of, not in addition to, other fat sources (such as meat, potato 
chips, or oil) to keep kcalories constant. if you decide to snack on 
nuts, you should probably do the same thing and use them to replace 
other fats in your diet. remember that nuts, although not associated 
with obesity or weight gain in research, provide substantially more 
kcalories per bite than crunchy raw vegetables, for example. 

What about fish? i have a friend whose doctor 
told her that eating fish is good for the heart. is 
this true? 

yes. the preceding chapter made clear that fish oils hold the 
potential to improve health, and particularly the health of the 
heart. research studies have provided strong evidence that 
increasing omega-3 fatty acids in the diet supports heart health 
and lowers the risk of death from heart disease.26 For this reason, 
the american heart association and other authorities recommend 
including at least two 3.5-ounce servings of fish (see table 3-3 on 
p. 69) per week in a heart-healthy diet. People who eat some fish 
each week can lower their risks of heart attack and stroke. 

Fish is the best source of ePa and dha in the diet, but it is also 
a major source of mercury and other environmental contaminants. 
most fish contain at least trace amounts of mercury, but tilefish, 
swordfish, king mackerel, and shark have especially high levels. 
Freshwater fish may contain Pcbs and other pollutants, so local 
advisories warn sport fishers of species that can pose problems. the 
chapter listed safer species of fish. to minimize risks while obtain-
ing fish benefits, vary your choices among fatty fish species often.

if olive oil, nuts, and fatty fish are protective 
against heart disease, which fats are harmful?

a main dietary determinant of ldl cholesterol is saturated fat. 
emerging evidence suggests, however, that the effects of reduced 
saturated fat consumption on heart health vary based on which 
nutrients or foods replace it in the diet.27 as noted in chapter 3,  

stay mindful of kcalories when snacking on nuts.
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Fish is a good source of the omega-3 fatty acids.
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Ta b L e  n P 3 - 1   Food Sources of Various Fatty acids

Potentially Healthful Fatty Acids

Monounsaturated Omega-6 Polyunsaturated Omega-3 Polyunsaturated

 ❚ avocado  ❚ margarine (nonhydrogenated)  ❚ Fatty fish (herring, mackerel, salmon, tuna)

 ❚ oils (canola, olive, peanut, sesame)  ❚ oils (corn, cottonseed, safflower, soybean)  ❚ Flaxseed

 ❚ nuts (almonds, cashews, filberts, hazelnuts, 
macadamia nuts, peanuts, pecans, pistachios)

 ❚ nuts (pine nuts, walnuts)

 ❚ mayonnaise

 ❚ salad dressing

 ❚ seeds (pumpkin, sunflower)

 ❚ nuts (walnuts)

 ❚ olives

 ❚ Peanut butter

 ❚ seeds (sesame)

Potentially Harmful Fatty Acids

Saturated Trans

 ❚ bacon, butter, lard  ❚ Fried foods (hydrogenated shortening)

 ❚ cheese, whole milk products  ❚ margarine (hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated)

 ❚ chocolate, coconut  ❚ nondairy creamers

 ❚ cream, half-and-half, cream cheese, sour cream  ❚ many fast foods

 ❚ meats  ❚ shortening

 ❚ oil (coconut, palm, palm kernel)  ❚ commercial baked goods (including doughnuts, cakes, cookies)

 ❚ shortening  ❚ many snack foods (including microwave popcorn, chips, crackers)

F i g u r e  n P 3 - 1   Two meals Compared: replacing Saturated Fat with unsaturated Fat 
examples of ways to replace saturated fats with unsaturated fats include sautéing vegetables in olive oil instead of butter, garnishing salads 
with avocado and sunflower seeds instead of bacon and blue cheese, and eating salmon instead of steak. each of these meals provides 
roughly the same number of kcalories and grams of fat, but the one on the left has almost four times as much saturated fat and only half 
as many omega-3 fatty acids.

1 c fresh broccoli sautéed in
1 tbs olive oil

1 c mixed baby greens salad with
   avocado
2 tbs sunflower seeds
1 tbs light Italian dressing

4 oz grilled salmon

12

To lower saturated fat and 
raise monounsaturated 
and polyunsaturated fats . . .

1 c fresh broccoli topped with
1 tbs butter

1 c mixed baby greens salad with
2 strips bacon (crumbled)
1 oz blue cheese crumble
1 tbs light Italian dressing

4 oz grilled steak

Energy = 600 kcalEnergy = 600 kcal

UNSATURATED FATS MEALSATURATED FATS MEAL

10100 20 30 5040

Total fat

GRAMS

Saturated fat

Unsaturated fat
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even with careful selections, a nutritionally adequate diet will 
provide some saturated fat. Zero saturated fat is not possible even 
when experts design menus with the mission to minimize saturated 
fat. eating patterns based on fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, soy 
products, and whole grains can, and often do, deliver less saturated 
fat than diets that depend heavily on animal-derived foods, however.

as for trans fats, chapter 3 explained that solid shortening and 
margarine are made from vegetable oil that has been hardened 
through hydrogenation. this process both saturates some of the 
unsaturated fatty acids and introduces trans-fatty acids. many 
convenience foods contain trans fats. table nP3-1 summarizes 
which foods provide which fats. substituting unsaturated fats for 
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Reports 13 (2011): 499–507.

3. d. mozaffarian, l. J. appel, and l. Van horn, recent advances 
in preventive cardiology and lifestyle medicine, Circulation 123 
(2011): 2870–2891. 

4. eckel and coauthors, 2013; s. e. chiuve and coauthors, di-
etary fat quality and risk of sudden cardiac death in women, 
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 96 (2012): 498–507; 
Flock and Kris-etherton, 2011. 

5. mozaffarian, appel, and Van horn, 2011; Flock and Kris-
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department of health and human services, Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans 2010, available at www.dietaryguidelines.gov. 
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available at www.dietaryguidelines.gov. 

7. a. Keys, Seven Countries: A Multivariate Analysis of Death and 
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9. e. lopez-garcia and coauthors, the mediterranean-style 
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99 (2014): 172–180; m. l. bertoia and coauthors, mediter-
ranean and dietary approaches to stop hypertension dietary 
patterns and risk of sudden cardiac death in postmenopausal 
women, American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 99 (2014): 
344–351; r. estruch and coauthors, Primary prevention of 
cardiovascular disease with a mediterranean diet, New England 
Journal of Medicine 368 (2013): 1279–1290; g. buckland and 
coauthors, olive oil intake and mortality within the spanish 
population (ePic-spain), American Journal of Clinical Nutri-
tion 96 (2012): 142–149; h. gardener and coauthors, med-
iterranean-style diet and risk of ischemic stroke, myocardial 
infarction, and vascular death: the northern manhattan study, 
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 94 (2011): 1458–1464.

10. l. m. león-muñoz and coauthors, adherence to the mediter-
ranean diet Pattern has declined in spanish adults, Journal of 
Nutrition 142 (2012): 1843–1850.

11. o. castañer and coauthors, Protection of ldl from oxidation 
by olive oil polyphenols is associated with a downregulation 
of cd40-ligand expression and its downstream products in 
vivo in humans, American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 95 
(2012): 1238–1244; s. cicerale, l. J. lucas, and r. s. Keast, 
antimicrobial, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory phenolic 
activities in extra virgin olive oil, Current Opinion in Biotech-
nology 23 (2012): 129–135; c. samieri and coauthors, olive 
oil consumption, plasma oleic acid, and stroke incidence: the 
three-city study, Neurology 77 (2011): 418–425.

saturated fats at each meal and snack can help protect against 
heart disease. Figure nP3-1 compares two meals and shows how 
such substitutions can lower saturated fat and raise unsaturated 
fat—even when total fat and kcalories remain the same.

So it seems that some fats are “good” and 
others are “bad” from the body’s point of view. 
is that right?

the saturated and trans fats do indeed seem mostly bad for the 
health of the heart. aside from providing energy, which unsatu-
rated fats can do equally well, saturated and trans fats bring no in-
dispensable benefits to the body. Furthermore, no harm can come 
from consuming diets low in them.

in contrast, the unsaturated fats are mostly good for the health 
of the heart when consumed in moderation. to date, their one 
proven fault seems to be that they, like all fats, provide abundant 
energy to the body and so may promote obesity if they drive kcalo-
rie intakes higher than energy needs. obesity, in turn, often begets 
many body ills, as chapter 6 makes clear.

when judging foods by their fatty acids, keep in mind that 
the fat in foods is a mixture of “good” and “bad,” providing 
both saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. even predominantly 
monounsaturated olive oil delivers some saturated fat. conse-
quently, even when a person chooses foods with mostly unsatu-
rated fats, saturated fat can still add up if total fat is high. For this 
reason, fat must be kept below 35 percent of total kcalories if the 
diet is to be moderate in saturated fat. 

additionally, food manufacturers may come to the assistance  
of consumers wishing to avoid the health threats from saturated 
and trans fats. some companies now make margarine without 
trans fats, and many snack manufacturers have reduced the 
saturated and trans fats in some products and offer snack foods in  
100-kcalorie packages. other companies are likely to follow if 
consumers respond favorably. 

eating a balanced diet based on vegetables, fruits, and 
legumes is a good idea, as is replacing saturated fats such as 
butter, shortening, and meat fat with unsaturated fats like olive 
oil and the oils from nuts and fish. these foods provide vitamins, 
minerals, and phytochemicals—all valuable in protecting the 
body’s health. to further protect health, you may want to reduce 
fats from convenience foods and fast foods; choose small por-
tions of meats, fish, and poultry; and include fresh foods from 
all the groups each day. take care to select portion sizes that will 
best meet your energy needs. also, be physically active each day. 

notes

1. a. astrup and coauthors, the role of reducing intakes of 
saturated fat in the prevention of cardiovascular disease: 
where does the evidence stand in 2010? American Journal 
of Clinical Nutrition 93 (2011): 684–688; u.s. department 
of agriculture and u.s. department of health and human 
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www.dietaryguidelines.gov. 

2. r. h. eckel and coauthors, 2013 aha/acc guidelines on  
lifestyle management to reduce cardiovascular risk: a report  
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association task Force on Practice guidelines, Circulation,  
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Protein
4.1 The Chemist’s View of Proteins
LO 4.1 Describe the chemical structure of proteins  
and the difference between nonessential and  
essential amino acids.

4.2 Protein Turnover and Nitrogen 
Balance
LO 4.2 Explain the process of protein turnover and  
describe nitrogen balance.

4.3 Roles of Body Proteins 
LO 4.3 Identify some of the roles of body proteins.

4.4 Protein and Health
LO 4.4 Describe the health effects of protein deficiency 
and excess, some of the people who may be harmed by  

taking amino acid supplements, and the assumptions  
underlying the protein RDA.

4.5 Protein in Foods
LO 4.5 Explain the differences between high-quality 
and low-quality proteins, including notable food 
sources of each.

4.6 Nutrition in Practice:  
Vegetarian Diets
LO 4.6 Develop a well-balanced vegetarian eating 
pattern.
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The versatility of proteins in the body is remarkable. Proteins help your 
muscles to contract, your blood to clot, and your eyes to see. They 

keep you alive and well by facilitating chemical reactions and defending 
against infections. Without them, your bones, skin, and hair would have 
no structure. No new living tissue can be built without them. No wonder 
they were named proteins, meaning “of prime importance.” 

4.1 The Chemist’s View of Proteins
LO 4.1 Describe the chemical structure of proteins and the difference between 
nonessential and essential amino acids.

Proteins are chemical compounds that contain the same atoms as carbohydrates and lip-
ids—carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and oxygen (O)—but proteins are different in that they 
also contain nitrogen (N) atoms. These nitrogen atoms give the name amino (nitrogen 
containing) to the amino acids that form the links in the chains we call proteins. 

The Structure of Proteins
About 20 different amino acids may appear in proteins.* All amino acids share a 
common chemical “backbone,” and it is these backbones that are linked together 
to form proteins. Each amino acid also carries a side group, which varies from one 
amino acid to another (see Figure 4-1). The side group makes the amino acids differ 
in size, shape, and electrical charge. The side groups on amino acids are what make 
proteins so varied in comparison with either carbohydrates or lipids. 

Protein chains The 20 amino acids can be linked end to end in a virtually infinite 
variety of  sequences to form proteins. When two amino acids bond together, the 
resulting structure is known as a dipeptide. Three amino acids bonded together 
form a tripeptide. As additional amino acids join the chain, the structure becomes a 
polypeptide. Most proteins are a few dozen to several hundred amino acids long. 

Protein Shapes Polypeptide chains twist into complex shapes. Each amino acid 
has special characteristics that attract it to, or repel it from, the surrounding fluids 
and other amino acids. Because of  these interactions, polypeptide chains fold and 
intertwine into intricate coils (see Figure 4-2) and other shapes. The amino acid 
sequence of  a protein determines the specific way the chain will fold. 

Protein Functions The dramatically different shapes of  proteins enable them  
to perform different tasks in the body. Some, such as hemoglobin in the blood (see 
Figure 4-3), are globular in shape; some are hollow balls that can carry and store 
materials within them; and some, such as those that form tendons, are more than 10 
times as long as they are wide, forming stiff, sturdy, rodlike structures.

*Besides the 20 common amino acids, which can all be components of proteins, others occur individually 
(for example, ornithine).

Valine Leucine Tyrosine

 . . . . . .

Backbone

Side group varies (a) (b)

Acid groupAmino group

F i g u r e  4 - 1   amino acid 
Structure and examples of 
amino acids
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proteins: compounds made from 
strands of amino acids composed 
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and 
nitrogen atoms. some amino acids 
also contain sulfur atoms.

amino (a-meen-oh) acids: 
building blocks of protein. each 
contains an amino group, an acid 
group, a hydrogen atom, and a 
distinctive side group, all attached to 
a central carbon atom.

 amino = containing nitrogen

dipeptide: two amino acids 
bonded together.

 di = two

 peptide = amino acid

tripeptide: three amino acids 
bonded together.

 tri = three

polypeptide: 10 or more amino 
acids bonded together. an interme-
diate strand of between 4 and 10 
amino acids is an oligopeptide.

 poly = many

 oligo = few

(a)  all amino acids have a “backbone” made of an amino acid group (which contains nitrogen) 
and an acid group. the side group varies from one animo acid to the next.

(b) note that the side group is a unique structure that differentiates one amino acid from another.
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Nonessential and Essential Amino Acids
More than half  of  the amino acids are nonessential amino acids, meaning that the 
body can make them for itself. Proteins in foods usually deliver these amino acids, 
but it is not essential that they do so. There are other amino acids that the body 
cannot make at all, however, and some that it cannot make fast enough to meet its 
needs. The proteins in foods must supply these nine amino acids to the body; they 
are therefore called essential amino acids. (Some researchers refer to essential amino 
acids as indispensable and to nonessential amino acids as dispensable.)

Under special circumstances, a nonessential amino acid can 
become essential. For example, the body normally makes tyro-
sine (a nonessential amino acid) from the essential amino acid 
phenylalanine. If  the diet fails to supply enough phenylalanine or if  
the body cannot make the conversion for some reason (as happens 
in the inherited disease phenylketonuria), then tyrosine becomes a 
conditionally essential amino acid. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚  Chemically speaking, proteins are more complex than 
carbohydrates or lipids; proteins are made of  some  
20 different nitrogen-containing amino acids, 9 of  which  
the body cannot make (they are essential). 

 ❚  Each amino acid contains a central carbon atom with an amino 
group, an acid group, a hydrogen atom, and a unique side group 
attached to it. 

 ❚  The distinctive sequence of  amino acids in each protein  
determines its shape and function. 

F i g u r e  4 - 2   The Coiling 
and Folding of a Protein 
molecule

The strand
coils, as this
“ribbon”
demonstrates.

Once coiled and folded, the protein
may be functional as is, or it may need
to join with other proteins or add a
vitamin or mineral to become active.

The strand of amino acids takes on
a spring-like shape as its side groups
variously attract and repel each other.

A portion of a
strand of amino
acids

The completed
protein
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Iron

Heme, the
nonprotein
portion of
hemoglobin,
holds iron

The amino acid sequence 
determines the shape
of the polypeptide chain

F i g u r e  4 - 3   The Structure of Hemoglobin 
Four highly folded polypeptide chains form the globular 
hemoglobin protein.
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4.2 Protein Turnover  
and Nitrogen Balance
LO 4.2 Explain the process of protein turnover and describe  
nitrogen balance.

Within each cell of  the body, proteins are continually being made and broken 
down, a process known as protein turnover. Amino acids must be continuously 
available to build the proteins of  new tissues. The new tissues may be in an 
embryo, in the muscles of  an athlete in training, in a growing child, in the scar 
tissue that heals wounds, or in new hair and nails. 

Less obvious is the protein that helps replace worn-out cells and internal cell 
structures. For example, the millions of  cells that line the intestinal tract live 
for three to five days; they are constantly being shed and must be replaced. The 
cells of  the skin die and rub off, and new ones grow from underneath. 

Protein Turnover
When proteins break down, their component amino acids are liberated within 
the cells or released into the bloodstream. Some of  these amino acids are 
promptly recycled into other proteins. By reusing amino acids to build proteins, 
the body conserves and recycles a valuable commodity. Other amino acids are 

stripped of  their nitrogen and used for energy. Each day, about a quarter of  the body’s 
available amino acids are irretrievably broken down and used for energy. For this rea-
son, amino acids from food are needed each day to support the new growth and main-
tenance of  cells. 

Nitrogen Balance
Researchers use nitrogen balance studies to estimate protein requirements. In healthy 
adults, protein synthesis balances with protein degradation, and nitrogen intake from 
protein in food balances with nitrogen excretion in the urine, feces, and sweat. When 
nitrogen intake equals nitrogen output, a person is in nitrogen equilibrium, or zero 
nitrogen balance. 

If  the body synthesizes more than it degrades and adds protein, nitrogen status 
becomes positive. Nitrogen status is positive in growing infants, children, and ado-
lescents; pregnant women; and people recovering from protein deficiency or illness; 
their nitrogen intake exceeds their nitrogen output. They are retaining protein in new 
tissues as they add blood, bone, skin, and muscle to their bodies. 

If  the body degrades more than it synthesizes and loses protein, nitrogen status 
becomes negative. Nitrogen status is negative in people who are starving or suffering 
other severe stresses such as burns, injuries, infections, and fever; their nitrogen output 
exceeds their nitrogen intake. During these times, the body loses nitrogen as it breaks 
down muscle and other body proteins for energy.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The process by which proteins are continually being made and broken down is 
known as protein turnover.

 ❚ The body needs dietary amino acids to grow new cells and to replace worn-out 
ones.

 ❚ When nitrogen intake equals nitrogen output, a person is in nitrogen equilibrium, 
or zero nitrogen balance. 

growing children end each day with more 
bone, blood, muscle, and skin cells than 
they had at the beginning of the day.
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nonessential amino acids: 
amino acids that the body can 
synthesize.

essential amino acids: amino ac-
ids that the body cannot synthesize in 
amounts sufficient to meet physiologi-
cal need. nine amino acids are known 
to be essential for human adults: 

 histidine (hiss-tuh-deen)

 isoleucine (eye-so-loo-seen)

 leucine (loo-seen)

 lysine (lye-seen)

 methionine (meh-thigh-oh-neen)

 phenylalanine (fen-il-al-uh-neen)

 threonine (three-oh-neen)

  tryptophan (triP-toe-fane, 
triP-toe-fan)

 valine (Vay-leen)

conditionally essential amino 
acid: an amino acid that is normally 
nonessential but must be supplied 
by the diet in special circumstances 
when the need for it becomes greater 
than the body’s ability to produce it.

protein turnover: the continuous 
breakdown and synthesis of body 
proteins involving the recycling of 
amino acids.

nitrogen balance: the amount of 
nitrogen consumed (n in) as com-
pared with the amount of nitrogen 
excreted (n out) in a given period 
of time. the laboratory scientist can 
estimate the protein in a sample 
of food, body tissue, or excreta by 
measuring the nitrogen in it.`
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4.3 Roles of Body Proteins 
LO 4.3 Identify some of the roles of body proteins.

What distinguishes you chemically from any other human being are minute differ-
ences in your particular body proteins (enzymes, antibodies, and others). These differ-
ences are determined by your proteins’ amino acid sequences, which are written into 
the genes you inherited from your parents and ancestors. The genes direct the making 
of  all the body’s proteins. 

The human body has more than 20,000 genes that code for hundreds of  thousands 
of  proteins.1 Relatively few proteins have been studied in detail, although this number 
is growing rapidly with the surge in knowledge gained from sequencing the human 
genome. Only a few of  the many roles proteins play are described here, but these 
should serve to illustrate proteins’ versatility, uniqueness, and importance. 

as Structural components A great deal of  the body’s protein is found in muscle 
tissue, which allows the body to move. The amino acids of  muscle protein can also be 
released when the need is dire, as in starvation. These amino acids are integral parts 
of  the muscle structure, and their loss exacts a cost in functional protein, as a later sec-
tion makes clear.

Other structural proteins confer shape and strength on bones, teeth, tendons, car-
tilage, blood vessels, and other tissues. These proteins exist in a stable form and are 
more resistant to breakdown than are the proteins of  muscles. 

as enzymes Enzymes are catalysts that are essential to all life processes. Enzymes in 
the cells of  plants or animals put together the pairs of  sugars that make disaccharides 
and the long strands of  sugars that make starch, cellulose, and glycogen. Enzymes 
also dismantle these compounds to free their constituent parts and release energy. 
Enzymes also assemble and disassemble lipids, assemble all other compounds that 
the body makes, and disassemble all compounds that the body can use for building 
tissue and other metabolic work. Enzymes put amino acids together to make needed 
proteins, too. In other words, these proteins can even make other proteins. As 
Figure 4-4 shows, enzymes themselves are not altered by the reactions they facilitate. 

The protein story moves in a circle. To follow the circle in nutrition, start with a 
person eating food proteins. The food proteins are broken down by digestive enzymes, 
proteins themselves, into amino acids. The amino acids enter the cells of  the body, 
where other proteins (enzymes) put the amino acids together in long chains whose 
sequences are specified by the genes. The chains fold and twist back on themselves 
to form proteins, and some of  these proteins become enzymes themselves. Some of  
these enzymes break apart compounds; others put compounds together. Day by day, 

human genome (gee-nome): 
the complete set of genetic material 
(dna) in a human being. (nutritional 
genomics is the topic of nutrition in 
Practice 14.)

enzymes: protein catalysts. a cata-
lyst is a compound that facilitates 
chemical reactions without itself  
being changed in the process.

The separate compounds,
A and B, are attracted to
the enzyme’s active site,
making a reaction likely.

The enzyme forms a
complex with A and B.

The enzyme is unchanged,
but A and B have formed
a new compound, AB.

New
compound

Enzyme Enzyme

A B

A  B

Enzyme

A
B

F i g u r e  4 - 4   enzyme action
each enzyme facilitates a specific chemical reaction. in this diagram, an enzyme enables two  
compounds to make a more complex structure, but the enzyme itself remains unchanged.
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in billions of  reactions, these processes repeat themselves, and life goes on. Only living 
systems can achieve such self-renewal. A toaster cannot produce another toaster; a car 
cannot fix a broken-down car. Only living creatures and the parts they are composed 
of—the cells—can duplicate and repair themselves. 

as transporters A large group of  proteins specialize in transporting other substances, 
such as lipids, vitamins, and minerals, around the body. To do their jobs, those sub-
stances must move from place to place within the blood, into and out of  cells, or around 
the cellular interiors. Two familiar examples: the protein hemoglobin transports oxygen 
from the lungs to the cells, and the lipoproteins transport lipids in the watery blood. 

as regulators of Fluid and electrolyte Balance Proteins help maintain the body’s 
fluid and electrolyte balance. As Figure 4-5 shows, the body’s fluids are contained in 
three major body compartments: (1) the spaces inside the blood vessels, (2) the spaces 
within the cells, and (3) the spaces between the cells (the interstitial spaces outside 
the blood vessels). Fluids flow back and forth between these compartments, and pro-
teins in the fluids, together with minerals, help to maintain the needed distribution of   
these fluids.* 

Proteins are able to help determine the distribution of fluids in living systems for two 
reasons: first, proteins cannot pass freely across the membranes that separate the body 
compartments, and second, they are attracted to water. A cell that “wants” a certain 
amount of  water in its interior space cannot move the water around directly, but it can 
manufacture proteins, and these proteins will hold water. Thus, the cell can use proteins to 
help regulate the distribution of water indirectly. Similarly, the body makes proteins for the 
blood and the interstitial (intercellular) spaces. These proteins help maintain the fluid vol-
ume in those spaces. Excess fluid accumulation in the interstitial spaces is called edema. 

Not only is the quantity of  the body fluids vital to life, but so is their composition. 
Special transport proteins in the membranes of  cells continuously transfer substances 
into and out of  cells to maintain balance. For example, sodium is concentrated out-
side the cells, and potassium is concentrated inside. The balance of  these two minerals 
is critical to nerve transmission and muscle contraction. Any disturbance in this bal-
ance triggers a major medical emergency. Such imbalances can cause irregular heart-
beats, kidney failure, muscular weakness, and even death.

as regulators of acid–Base Balance Proteins also help maintain the balance 
between acids and bases within the body’s fluids. Normal body processes continually 
produce acids and bases, which must be carried by the blood to the kidneys and lungs 
for excretion. The blood must do this without upsetting its own acid–base balance. 
Blood pH is one of  the most tightly controlled conditions in the body. If  the blood 
becomes too acidic, vital proteins may undergo denaturation, losing their shape and 
ability to function. A similar situation arises when there is an excess of  base. These 
imbalances are known as acidosis and alkalosis, respectively, and both can be fatal. 

Proteins such as albumin in blood help to prevent acid–base imbalances. In a sense, 
the proteins protect one another by gathering up extra acid (hydrogen) ions when 
there are too many in the surrounding medium and by releasing them when there are 
too few. By accepting and releasing hydrogen ions, proteins act as buffers, maintain-
ing the acid–base balance of  the blood and body fluids.

as antibodies Proteins also defend the body against disease. A virus—whether 
it is one that causes flu, smallpox, measles, or the common cold—enters the cells 
and multiplies there. One virus may produce 100 replicas of  itself  within an hour 
or so. Each replica can then burst out and invade 100 different cells, soon yielding 
10,000 viruses, which invade 10,000 cells. Left free to do their worst, they will soon 
overwhelm the body with disease.

*Minerals are helper nutrients. The attraction of protein and mineral particles to water is due to 
osmotic pressure (see Chapter 9).

Nucleus

Fluid within the
cell (intracellular)

Cell
membrane

Fluid between the
cells (intercellular
or interstitial)

Fluid within the blood vessels
(intravascular)

Blood vessel

F i g u r e  4 - 5   One Cell and 
its associated Fluids
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fluid and electrolyte balance: 
maintenance of the necessary 
amounts and types of fluid and  
minerals in each compartment of 
the body fluids.

edema (eh-Deem-uh): the  
swelling of body tissue caused by 
leakage of fluid from the blood  
vessels and accumulation of the  
fluid in the interstitial spaces.

acids: compounds that release  
hydrogen ions in a solution.

bases: compounds that accept  
hydrogen ions in a solution.

acid–base balance: the balance 
maintained between acid and base 
concentrations in the blood and 
body fluids. 

pH: the concentration of hydrogen 
ions. the lower the ph, the stronger 
the acid. thus, ph 2 is a strong acid; 
ph 6 is a weak acid; ph 7 is neutral; 
and a ph above 7 is alkaline.

denaturation (dee-nay-cher-ay-
shun): the change in a protein’s 
shape brought about by heat, acid, 
or other agents. Past a certain point, 
denaturation is irreversible. 

acidosis: acid accumulation in the 
blood and body fluids; depresses the 
central nervous system and can lead 
to disorientation and, eventually, 
coma.

alkalosis: excessive base in the 
blood and body fluids.

buffers: compounds that can  
reversibly combine with hydrogen 
ions to help keep a solution’s acidity 
or alkalinity constant.
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Fortunately, when the body detects these invading antigens, it manufactures 
antibodies, giant protein molecules designed specifically to combat them. The 
antibodies work so swiftly and efficiently that in a healthy individual, most diseases 
never get started. Without sufficient protein, though, the body cannot maintain its 
army of  antibodies to resist infectious diseases.

Each antibody is designed to destroy a specific antigen. Once the body has 
manufactured antibodies against a particular antigen (such as the measles virus), it 
“remembers” how to make them. Consequently, the next time the body encounters 
that same antigen, it produces antibodies even more quickly. In other words, the 
body develops a molecular memory, known as immunity. (Chapter 12 describes food 
allergies—the immune system’s response to food antigens.)

as Hormones The blood also carries messenger molecules known as hormones, and 
some hormones are proteins. (Recall that some hormones are sterols, members of  the 
lipid family.) Among the proteins that act as hormones are glucagon and insulin. Hor-
mones have many profound effects, which will become evident in subsequent chapters. 

as a Source of energy and Glucose Without energy, cells die; without glucose, the 
brain and nervous system falter. Even though amino acids are needed to do the work 
that only they can perform—build vital proteins—they will be sacrificed to provide en-
ergy and glucose during times of  starvation or insufficient carbohydrate intake. When 
glucose or fatty acids are limited, cells are forced to use amino acids for energy and 
glucose. When amino acids are degraded for energy or converted into glucose, their 
nitrogen-containing amine groups are stripped off  and used elsewhere or are incorpo-
rated by the liver into urea and sent to the kidneys for excretion in the urine. The frag-
ments that remain are composed of  carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, as are carbohydrate 
and fat, and can be used to build glucose or fatty acids or can be metabolized like them. 

The body does not make a specialized storage form of  protein as it does for 
carbohydrate and fat. Glucose is stored as glycogen in the liver and muscles, and fat 
as triglycerides in the adipose tissue, but body protein is available only as the working 
and structural components of  the tissues. When the need arises, the body dismantles 
its tissue proteins and uses them for energy. Thus, over time, energy deprivation 
(starvation) always incurs wasting of  lean body tissue as well as fat loss.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The major functions of  proteins are summarized in Table 4-1. This list, though by 
no means exhaustive, highlights the immense variety of  proteins and their impor-
tance in the body.

Ta b L e  4 - 1   Summary of Protein Functions

Structural components. Proteins form integral parts of most body tissues and confer shape and 
strength on bones, skin, tendons, and other tissues. structural proteins of muscles allow movement.

Enzymes. Proteins facilitate chemical reactions.

Transporters. Proteins transport substances such as lipids, vitamins, minerals, and oxygen 
around the body.

Fluid and electrolyte balance. Proteins help to maintain the distribution and composition of 
various body fluids.

Acid-base balance. Proteins help maintain the acid-base balance of body fluids by acting as buffers.

Antibodies. Proteins inactivate disease-causing agents, thus protecting the body.

Hormones. Proteins regulate body processes. some, but not all, hormones are proteins.

Energy and glucose. Proteins provide some fuel, and glucose if needed, for the body’s energy needs.

Other. the protein fibrin creates blood clots; the protein collagen forms scars; the protein opsin 
participates in vision.

antigens: substances that elicit 
the formation of antibodies or an 
inflammation reaction from the im-
mune system. a bacterium, a virus, 
a toxin, and a protein in food that 
causes allergy are all examples of 
antigens. 

antibodies: large proteins of the 
blood and body fluids, produced in 
response to invasion of the body by 
unfamiliar molecules (mostly pro-
teins) called antigens. antibodies in-
activate the invaders and so protect 
the body. 

 anti = against

immunity: the body’s ability to 
defend itself against diseases.

hormones: chemical messengers. 
hormones are secreted by a variety 
of glands in the body in response to 
altered conditions. each travels to 
one or more target tissues or organs 
and elicits specific responses to re-
store normal conditions.

urea (yoo-ree-uh): the principal 
nitrogen-excretion product of pro-
tein metabolism; generated mostly 
by removal of amine groups from 
unneeded amino acids or from the 
sacrifice of amino acids to meet a 
need for energy.
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4.4 Protein and Health
LO 4.4 Describe the health effects of protein deficiency or excess, some of the 
people who may be harmed by taking amino acid supplements, and the  
assumptions underlying the protein RDA.

No nutrient has been more intensely scrutinized than protein. As you know by now, 
it is indispensable to life. And it should come as no surprise that protein deficiency 
can have devastating effects on people’s health. But, as with the other nutrients,  
overconsumption of  protein can be harmful, too, so this section also discusses the 
consequences of  protein excess.

Protein Deficiency
In protein deficiency, when the diet supplies too little protein or lacks a specific es-
sential amino acid relative to the others (a limiting amino acid), the body slows its 
synthesis of  proteins while increasing its breakdown of  body tissue protein to liberate 
the amino acids it needs to build other proteins of  critical importance. When these 
proteins are not available to perform their roles, many of  the body’s life-sustaining 
activities come to a halt. The most recognizable consequences of  protein deficiency 
include slow growth in children, impaired brain and kidney functions, weakened im-
mune defenses, and impaired nutrient absorption from the digestive tract.

Malnutrition
In clinical settings, the term protein-energy malnutrition (PEM    ) has traditionally been 
used to describe the condition that develops when the diet delivers too little protein, 
too little energy, or both. PEM can be a consequence of  many different conditions. 
PEM has been recognized in people with many chronic diseases such as cancer and 
AIDS (see Chapter 25) and in those experiencing severe stresses such as burns or  
extensive infections (see Chapter 24). 

The causes and consequences of  PEM are complex, but clearly, such malnutrition 
reflects insufficient food intake. Importantly, not only are protein and energy inad-
equate, but so are many, if  not all, of  the vitamins and minerals. For this reason, the 
term severe acute malnutrition (SAM) is now used to describe severely malnourished 
infants and children. 

The form of  malnutrition manifested in a child’s condition depends partly on the 
nature of  the food shortage. About 10 percent of  the world’s children suffer from 
SAM, which most often occurs when food suddenly becomes unavailable, such as in 
drought or war. These children are often underweight for their height (described as 
wasting). Each year, 6.6 million children younger than age 5 die as a result of  SAM.2 
Most of  them do not starve to death—they die from the diarrhea and dehydration that 
accompany infections.

The starving child faces this threat to life by engaging in as little activity as 
possible—not even crying for food. The body gathers all its forces to meet the crisis, 
so it cuts down on any expenditure of  energy not needed for the heart, lungs, and 
brain to function. Digestive enzymes are in short supply, the digestive tract lining 
deteriorates, and absorption fails. The child cannot assimilate what little food is eaten. 

A much greater number of  children, 25 percent worldwide, live with chronic 
malnutrition.3 These children have enough food to survive but not to thrive. They 
are short for their age—they stop growing because they chronically lack the nutrients 
required for normal growth (described as stunting). These stunted children may be no 
larger at age 4 than at age 2. Table 4-2 compares key features of  SAM with those of  
chronic malnutrition. The next sections describe the symptoms of  kwashiorkor and 
marasmus, two clinical expressions of  malnutrition that can appear individually or 
together in a starving child.4

severe acute malnutrition 
(Sam): malnutrition caused by 
recent severe food restriction; char-
acterized in children by underweight 
for height (wasting).

chronic malnutrition: malnutri-
tion caused by long-term food depri-
vation; characterized in children by 
short height for age (stunting).

kwashiorkor (kwash-ee-or-core 
or kwash-ee-or-core): severe mal-
nutrition characterized by failure to 
grow and develop, edema, changes 
in the pigmentation of the hair and 
skin, fatty liver, anemia, and apathy. 

marasmus (ma-raZZ-mus): severe 
malnutrition characterized by poor 
growth, dramatic weight loss, loss of 
body fat and muscle, and apathy.
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Kwashiorkor Kwashiorkor is a Ghanaian word meaning a “sickness that 
infects the first child when the second child is born.” When a mother 
who has been nursing her first child bears a second child, she weans the 
first child and puts the second one on the breast. The first child, suddenly 
switched from nutrient-dense, protein-rich breast milk to a starchy, protein-
poor gruel, soon begins to sicken and die. 

With too little nutritious food, concentrations of  the blood protein 
albumin fall, causing fluids to shift out of  the blood and into the tissues—
edema. As the photo on top in Figure 4-6 shows, some muscle wasting 
may occur, but it may not be apparent because the child’s face, limbs, 
and abdomen become swollen with edema—a distinguishing feature of  
kwashiorkor. Infections with parasites commonly further expand the 
enlarged abdomen. Other effects of  too little dietary protein include loss 
of  hair color because melanin, a dark pigment, is made from the amino 
acid tyrosine; in addition, patchy and scaly skin develops, often with sores 
that fail to heal.

Marasmus Marasmus, appropriately named from the Greek word 
meaning “dying away,” reflects a prolonged, unrelenting deprivation of  
food observed in children living in impoverished nations. Children living 
in poverty simply do not have enough food. They subsist on diluted cereal 
drinks that supply scant energy and protein of  low quality; such food can 
barely sustain life, much less support growth. Consequently, as the bottom 
photo in Figure 4-6 shows, marasmic children look like little old people—
just skin and bones.

Without adequate nutrition, muscles, including the heart muscle, waste 
and weaken. Because the brain normally grows to almost its full adult size 
within the first 2 years of  life, marasmus impairs brain development and 
learning ability. Reduced synthesis of  key hormones leads to a metabolism 
so slow that body temperature drops below normal. There is little or no 
fat under the skin to insulate against cold. Some hospital workers find that 
the primary need of  marasmic children is to be clothed, covered, and kept 
warm. 

rehabilitation Ideally,  optimal breastfeeding and improved 
complementary feedings would prevent malnutrition and save the lives of  
children. Should mild to moderate malnutrition occur, it can be quickly 
remedied with supplemental foods in the community. SAM, on the 
other hand, requires hospitalization for intensive nursing care, diet, and 
medication.5 

Experts assure us that we possess the knowledge, technology, and 
resources to end the hunger that leads to SAM. Programs that have in-
volved the local people in the process of  identifying the problem and 

Ta b L e  4 - 2   Severe acute malnutrition and Chronic malnutrition Compared

 Severe Acute Malnutrition Chronic Malnutrition

Food deprivation current or recent long-term

Physical features rapid weight loss
wasting (underweight for height; 
small upper arm circumference)
edema

minimal height gains
stunting (short for age)

World prevalence of 
children younger than age 5

5 to 15% 20 to 50%

Note: Vitamin and mineral deficiencies are common in both of these types of malnutrition.

F i g u r e  4 - 6   malnourished 
Children
in the top photo, the edema characteristic of 
kwashiorkor is apparent in the child’s swollen 
belly. in contrast, the extreme loss of muscle and 
fat characteristic of marasmus is apparent in the 
child’s matchstick arms in the bottom photo.
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devising its solution have met with some success. Until those who have the food, 
technology, and resources make fighting hunger a priority, however, the war on 
hunger will not be won.

Protein Excess
While many of  the world’s people struggle to obtain enough food and enough protein 
to survive, in the developed nations protein is so abundant that problems of  protein 
excess are observed. Overconsumption of  protein offers no benefits and may pose 
health risks for the heart and weakened kidneys.6 

Heart Disease Protein itself  is not known to contribute to heart disease and 
mortality, but some of  its food sources may do so.7 Selecting too many animal-
derived protein foods, such as fatty red meats, processed meats, and fat-containing 
milk products, adds a burden of  fat kcalories and saturated fat to the diet and crowds 
out fruits, vegetables, legumes, and whole grains. Consequently, it is not surprising 
that people who eat substantial amounts of  high-fat meats—particularly processed 
meats such as lunch meats and hot dogs—have higher body weights and a greater risk 
of  obesity, heart disease, and diabetes than those who eat less.8 As the Nutrition in 
Practice points out, people who substitute vegetable protein for animal protein lower 
their risk of  dying from heart disease.9 

Kidney Disease Excretion of  the end products of  protein metabolism depends, 
in part, on an adequate fluid intake and healthy kidneys. A high protein intake 
increases the work of  the kidneys but does not appear to damage healthy kid-
neys or cause kidney disease.10 In people with chronic kidney disease, however, a 
high-protein diet may accelerate the kidneys’ decline. One of  the most effective 
ways to slow the progression of  kidney disease is to restrict dietary protein (see 
Chapter 23).

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Children suffering from severe acute malnutrition (SAM) may be underweight for 
their height (wasting), while those experiencing chronic malnutrition are short for 
their age (stunting). 

 ❚ Kwashiorkor and marasmus are clinical expressions of  malnutrition. 

 ❚ Excesses of  protein offer no advantage; in fact, overconsumption of  certain 
protein-rich foods may contribute to health problems.

Protein and Amino Acid Supplements
Why do people take protein or amino acid supplements? Athletes often take them 
when trying to build muscle. Dieters may take them to spare their bodies’ protein 
while losing weight. Some women take them to strengthen their fingernails. People 
take individual amino acid supplements, too—to cure herpes, to improve sleep, to lose 
weight, and to relieve pain and depression. Do protein and amino acid supplements 
really do these things? Probably not. Are they safe? Not always. 

Protein Supplements Though protein supplements are popular with athletes, well-
fed athletes do not need them. Dietary protein is necessary for building muscle tissue, 
and consuming protein in conjunction with resistance exercise helps muscles build 
new proteins.11 Protein supplements, however, do not improve athletic performance 
beyond the gains from well-timed meals of  ordinary foods. 
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Weight-loss dieters may benefit from consistently consuming protein-rich foods 
because protein often satisfies the appetite. Research is ongoing to determine whether 
sufficient protein content of  a meal may help to prolong feelings of  fullness or delay 
the urge to eat.12 However, extra protein from powders, pills, or beverages is unlikely 
to dampen the appetite further, although it contributes unneeded kcalories—the 
wrong effect for weight loss. Evidence does not support taking protein supplements 
for weight loss, and common sense opposes it. 

amino acid Supplements Enthusiastic popular reports have led to widespread use 
of  individual amino acids. One such amino acid is lysine, promoted to prevent or 
relieve the infections that cause herpes sores on the mouth or genital organs. Lysine 
does not cure herpes infections. Whether it reduces outbreaks or even whether it is 
safe is unknown because scientific studies are lacking. 

Tryptophan supplements are advertised to relieve pain, depression, and insomnia. 
Tryptophan plays a role as a precursor for the brain neurotransmitter serotonin, 
an important regulator of  sleep, appetite, mood, and sensory perception. The DRI 
committee concludes that high doses of  tryptophan may induce sleepiness, but they 
may also cause side effects, such as nausea and skin disorders. 

The body is designed to handle whole proteins best. It breaks them into manageable 
pieces (dipeptides and tripeptides) and then splits these, a few at a time, simultaneously 
releasing them into the blood. This slow bit-by-bit assimilation is ideal because 
groups of  chemically similar amino acids compete for the carriers that absorb 
them into the blood. An excess of  one amino acid can produce such a demand for 
a carrier that it limits the absorption of  another amino acid, creating a temporary  
imbalance. 

The DRI committee reviewed the available research on amino acids, but with next 
to no safety research in existence, the committee was unable to set Tolerable Upper 
Intake Levels for supplemental doses. Until research becomes available, no level of  
amino acid supplementation can be assumed to be safe for all people (see Table 4-3).  
A known side effect of  these products is digestive disturbances: amino acids in 
concentrated supplements cause excess water to flow into the digestive tract, causing 
diarrhea. Anyone considering taking amino acid supplements should be cautious not 
to exceed levels normally found in foods.

Protein Recommendations and Intakes
The committee that established the RDA states that a generous daily protein allow-
ance for a healthy adult is 0.8 gram per kilogram (2.2 pounds) of  healthy body weight. 
The RDA covers the needs for replacing worn-out tissue, so it increases for larger 
people; it also covers the needs for building new tissue during growth, so it is slightly 
higher for infants, children, and pregnant and lactating women. Box 4-1 describes 
how to calculate your RDA for protein.

In setting the RDA, the committee assumes that the protein eaten will be of  good 
quality, that it will be consumed together with adequate energy from carbohydrate 
and fat, and that other nutrients in the diet will be adequate. The committee also  
assumes that the RDA will be applied only to healthy individuals with no unusual 
alteration of  protein metabolism. 

Most people assume that Americans eat too much protein. Research demon-
strates that a median protein intake for U.S. adult males is about 16 percent of  total 
kcalories, an amount that falls directly within the DRI suggested range of  between 
10 and 35 percent of  kcalories. Women, children, and some elderly people may 
typically take in less protein—13 to 15 percent. A small percentage of  adolescent 
girls and elderly women consume insufficient protein or barely enough to meet their 
needs.

Ta b L e  4 - 3   People most 
Likely to be Harmed by 
amino acid Supplements 
growth or altered metabolism 
makes these people especially likely 
to be harmed by self-prescribed 
amino acid supplements.

 ❚ all women of childbearing age

 ❚ Pregnant or lactating women

 ❚ infants, children, and adolescents

 ❚ elderly people

 ❚ People with inborn errors of 
metabolism that affect their 
bodies’ handling of amino acids

 ❚ smokers

 ❚ People on low-protein diets

 ❚ People with chronic or acute 
mental or physical illnesses who 
take amino acids without medi-
cal supervision

to calculate your protein rda:

 ❚ look up the healthy weight 
for a person of your height 
(inside back cover). if your 
present weight falls within 
that range, use it for the 
following calculations. if your 
present weight falls outside 
the range, use the midpoint 
of the healthy weight range 
as your reference weight.

 ❚ convert pounds to 
kilograms, if necessary 
(pounds divided by 2.2 
equals kilograms).

 ❚ multiply kilograms by 0.8 to 
get your rda in grams per 
day. (teens 14 to 18 years 
old, multiply by 0.85.)

Example:
weight = 150 lb
150 lb ÷ 2.2 lb/kg = 68 kg
68 kg × 0.8 g/kg = 54 g 
protein (rounded off)

How To 
B O X  4 - 1  c a l c u l at e 
r e c o m m e n d e d  P r o t e i n 
i n ta K e s
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Normal, healthy people do not need amino acid or protein supplements. 

 ❚ Optimally, an adult’s diet will be adequate in energy from carbohydrate and fat and 
will deliver at least 0.8 grams of protein per kilogram of healthy body weight each day.

4.5 Protein in Foods
LO 4.5 Explain the differences between high-quality and low-quality proteins,  
including notable food sources of each.

In the United States and Canada, where nutritious foods are abundant, most people 
easily obtain enough protein to receive all the amino acids that they need. In countries 
where food is scarce and the people eat only marginal amounts of  protein-rich foods, 
however, the quality of  the protein becomes crucial. 

Protein Quality
The protein quality of  the diet determines, in large part, how well children grow and 
how well adults maintain their health. Put simply, high-quality proteins provide 
enough of  all the essential amino acids needed to support the body’s work, and low-
quality proteins don’t. Two factors influence protein quality: the protein’s digestibility 

and its amino acid composition.

Digestibility As explained earlier, proteins must be digested before 
they can provide amino acids. Protein digestibility depends on such 
factors as the protein’s source and the other foods eaten with it. The 
digestibility of  most animal proteins is high (90 to 99 percent); plant 
proteins are less digestible (70 to 90 percent for most, but more than  
90 percent for soy).

amino acid composition To make proteins, cells must have all the 
needed amino acids available simultaneously. The liver can produce 
any nonessential amino acid that may be in short supply so that the 
cells can continue linking amino acids into protein strands. If  an 
essential amino acid is missing, however, a cell must dismantle its own 
proteins to obtain it. Therefore, to prevent protein breakdown, dietary 
protein must supply at least the nine essential amino acids plus enough 
nitrogen-containing amino groups and energy for the synthesis of  the 
others. If  the diet supplies too little of  any essential amino acid, pro-

tein synthesis will be limited. The body makes whole proteins only; if  one amino acid 
is missing, the others cannot form a “partial” protein. An essential amino acid that is 
available in the shortest supply relative to the amount needed to support protein syn-
thesis is called a limiting amino acid.

High-Quality Proteins A high-quality protein contains all the essential amino 
acids in amounts adequate for human use; it may or may not contain all the others. 
Generally, proteins derived from animal foods (meat, seafood, poultry, cheese, 
eggs, and milk and milk products) are high quality, although gelatin is an excep-
tion. Proteins derived from plant foods (legumes, grains, nuts, seeds, and vegetables) 
tend to be limiting in one or more essential amino acids. Some plant proteins, such 
as corn protein, are notoriously low quality. Others, such as soy protein, are high 
quality. As discussed in Nutrition in Practice 4, the educated vegetarian can design a 
diet that is adequate in protein by choosing a variety of  legumes, whole grains, nuts, 
and vegetables. Table 4-4 lists the protein contents of  foods based on the food groups 

Vegetarians obtain their protein from whole grains, 
legumes, nuts, vegetables, and, in some cases, eggs 
and milk products.
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high-quality proteins: dietary 
proteins containing all the essential 
amino acids in relatively the same 
amounts that human beings require. 
they may also contain nonessential 
amino acids.

protein digestibility: a measure 
of the amount of amino acids ab-
sorbed from a given protein intake.

limiting amino acid: an essential 
amino acid that is present in dietary 
protein in the shortest supply relative 
to the amount needed for protein 
synthesis in the body.
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of  the USDA Food Patterns in Chapter 1. Fruits are not included in Table 4-4 
because they contribute only small amounts of  protein. 

complementary Proteins If  the body does not receive all the essential amino 
acids it needs, the supply of  essential amino acids will dwindle until body or-
gans are compromised. Obtaining enough essential amino acids presents no 
problem to people who regularly eat foods containing high-quality proteins, 
such as meat, seafood, poultry, cheese, eggs, milk, and many soybean products. 
The proteins of  these foods contain ample amounts of  all the essential amino  
acids. An equally sound choice is to eat two different plant-based protein foods 
so that each supplies the amino acids limited in the other. In this strategy, the 
two protein-rich foods are combined to yield complementary proteins (see  
Figure 4-7)—proteins containing all the essential amino acids in amounts suf-
ficient to support health. The two proteins need not even be eaten together, as 
long as the day’s meals supply them both, and the diet provides enough energy 
and total protein from a variety of  sources.

Protein Sparing
Dietary protein—no matter how high the quality—will not be used efficiently and will 
not support growth when energy from carbohydrate and fat is lacking. The body assigns 
top priority to meeting its energy need and, if  necessary, will break down protein to meet 
this need. After stripping off  and excreting the nitrogen from the amino acids, the body 
will use the remaining carbon skeletons in much the same way it uses those from glucose 
or fat. A major reason why people must have ample carbohydrate and fat in the diet is 
to prevent this wasting of  protein. Carbohydrate and fat allow amino acids to be used 
to build body proteins. This is known as the protein-sparing effect of  carbohydrate and fat.

complementary proteins: two 
or more proteins whose amino acid 
assortments complement each other 
in such a way that the essential 
amino acids limited in one are 
supplied by the other.

Ta b L e  4 - 4   Protein-Containing Foods

Milk and Milk Products

each of the following provides about 8 grams of protein:

 ❚ 1 c milk, buttermilk, or yogurt (choose low-fat or fat-free)

 ❚ 1 oz regular cheese (for example, cheddar or swiss; choose low-fat)

 ❚ ¼ c cottage cheese (choose low-fat or fat-free)

Protein Foods

each of the following provides about 7 grams of protein:

 ❚ 1 oz meat, poultry, or fish (choose lean meats to limit saturated fat intake)

 ❚ ½ c legumes (navy beans, pinto beans, black beans, lentils, soybeans, and other dried beans 
and peas)

 ❚ 1 egg

 ❚ ½ c tofu (soybean curd)

 ❚ 2 tbs peanut butter

 ❚ 1 to 2 oz nuts or seeds

Grains

each of the following provides about 3 grams of protein:

 ❚ 1 slice of bread

 ❚ ½ c cooked rice, pasta, cereals, or other grain foods

Vegetables

each of the following provides about 2 grams of protein:

 ❚ ½ c cooked vegetables

 ❚ 1 c raw vegetables

Lys Met Trp

Legumes

Grains

Together

Ile

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓✓ ✓

F i g u r e  4 - 7   Complementary 
Proteins
in general, legumes provide plenty of 
isoleucine (ile) and lysine (lys) but fall 
short in methionine (met) and tryptophan 
(trp). grains have the opposite strengths 
and weaknesses, making them a perfect 
match for legumes.
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your diet
Proteins and amino acids

some people in the united states and canada consume more 
protein than they need. this is not surprising, considering the abun-
dance of food eaten and the central role meats hold in the north 
american diet. Foods derived from animals—meats, fish, poultry, 
eggs, and milk products—provide plenty of protein but are often 
accompanied by fat. those derived from plants—whole grains, veg-
etables, and legumes—may provide less protein but also less fat.

 ❚ calculate your daily protein needs: look up the healthy weight 
range for a person of your height in the body mass index (bmi) 
table on the inside back cover of this textbook. if your present 
weight falls within that range, use it for the following calculations. 
if your present weight falls outside the range, use the midpoint  
of the healthy weight range as your reference weight.

 ❚ convert pounds to kilograms, if necessary (pounds divided by 
2.2 equals kilograms).

 ❚ multiply kilograms by 0.8 to get your rda in grams per day. 
(older teens 14 to 18 years old, multiply by 0.85.)

Protein rda: ___ grams

 ❚ refer to the diet analysis reports for your 24-hour food record 
(from the diet exercise in chapter 1) to determine your protein 
intake for that day. 

total protein intake = ___ grams

 ❚ assuming this day’s intake is typical, do you eat enough protein 
to meet your protein rda?

 ❚ next, determine whether your protein intake came mostly from 
plant-based foods or animal-based foods. to estimate your in-
take from plant-based foods, add up the grams of protein from 
grains, vegetables, legumes, tofu, nuts, and other plant protein 
sources in your intake record.

your total protein intake from plant-based foods: ___ grams

 ❚ what percentage of your total protein intake derived from 
plant-based foods? For example, if your total protein intake  
for the day was 60 grams and your protein intake from  
plant-based foods was 20 grams:

20 ÷ 60 = 0.33 × 100 =  33% protein intake from plant-
based foods

 ❚ does your diet consist of mostly plant-based or animal-based 
protein foods? 

 ❚ if the majority of protein in your diet derives from animal-based 
foods, suggest some strategies to include more plant-based 
protein foods in your diet. legumes, whole grains, vegetables, 
nuts, and seeds are rich in fiber and lower in saturated fat than 
some animal-based protein foods such as red meat, whole milk, 
and cheese.

Protein on Food Labels
All food labels must state the quantity of  protein in grams. The “percent Daily Value” 
for protein is not mandatory on all labels, but it is required whenever a food makes 
a protein claim or is intended for consumption by children younger than age four. 
Whenever the Daily Value percentage is declared, researchers must determine the 
quality of  the protein. Thus, when a % Daily Value is stated for protein, it reflects both 
quantity and quality. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ A diet inadequate in any of  the essential amino acids limits protein synthesis. 

 ❚ The best guarantee of  amino acid adequacy is to eat foods containing high-quality 
proteins or combinations of  foods containing complementary proteins so that 
each can supply the amino acids missing in the other. 

 ❚ Vegetarians who consume no foods of animal origin can meet their protein needs by 
eating a variety of whole grains, legumes, seeds, nuts, and vegetables.

 ❚ Ample carbohydrate and fat in the diet allow amino acids to be used to build body 
proteins.

 ❚ All food labels must state the quantity of  protein in grams.
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clinical applications
1. considering the health effects of too little dietary protein, 

what suggestions would you have for a teenage girl who  
reports the following information about her food intake?

 ❚ she never eats any meat or other animal-derived foods  
because she is a vegan. on a typical day, she consumes 
toast and juice for breakfast; chips, a soft drink, and a piece 
of fruit for lunch; and a small amount of plain pasta with 
tomato sauce or steamed vegetables for dinner, along with 
a glass of water or tea.

 ❚ she takes amino acid supplements because a friend told 
her that the only way to get amino acids if she doesn’t eat 
meat is to take them as supplements.

2. considering the health effects of excess dietary protein, what 
advice would you have for a college athlete who tells you he 
wants to bulk up his muscles and reports the following infor-
mation about his food intake?

 ❚ he eats large portions of meat (usually red meat) at least 
twice a day. he drinks whole milk two or three times a day 
and eats eggs and bacon for breakfast almost every day.

 ❚ he avoids breads, cereals, and pasta in order to save room 
for protein-rich foods such as meat, milk, and eggs.

 ❚ he eats a piece of fruit once in a while but seldom eats 
vegetables because they are too time consuming to prepare.

self check 
1. Proteins are chemically different from carbohydrates and fats 

because they also contain:
a. iron.
b. sodium.
c. nitrogen.
d. phosphorus.

2. the basic building blocks for protein are:
a. side groups.
b. amino acids.
c. glucose units.
d. saturated bonds.

3. enzymes are proteins that, among other things:
a. defend the body against disease.
b. regulate fluid and electrolyte balance.
c. facilitate chemical reactions by changing themselves.
d. help assemble disaccharides into starch, cellulose, or 

glycogen.

4. Functions of proteins in the body include:
a. supplying omega-3 fatty acids for growth, lowering serum 

cholesterol, and helping with weight control.
b. supplying fiber to aid digestion, digesting cellulose, and 

providing the main fuel source for muscles.
c. protecting organs against shock, helping the body use 

carbohydrate efficiently, and providing triglycerides.
d. serving as structural components, supplying hormones to 

regulate body processes, and maintaining fluid and  
electrolyte balance.

5. the swelling of body tissue caused by the leakage of  
fluid from the blood vessels into the interstitial spaces 
is called:
a. edema.
b. anemia.
c. acidosis.
d. sickle-cell anemia.

6. major proteins in the blood that protect against bacteria and 
other disease agents are called:

a. acids.

b. buffers.

c. antigens.

d. antibodies.

7. marasmus can be distinguished from kwashiorkor because 
in marasmus:

a. only adults are victims.

b. the cause is usually an infection.

c. severe wasting of body fat and muscle are evident.

d. the limbs, face, and belly swell with edema.

8. the rda for protein for a healthy adult is ___ gram(s) per  
kilogram of appropriate body weight for height.

a. 0.5

b. 0.8

c. 1.1

d. 1.4

9. generally speaking, from which of the following foods are 
complete proteins derived?

a. milk, gelatin, and soy

b. rice, potatoes, and eggs

c. meats, fish, and poultry

d. Vegetables, grains, and fruits

10. an incomplete protein lacks one or more:

a. hydrogen bonds.

b. essential fatty acids.

c. dispensable amino acids.

d. essential amino acids.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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The quality of the diet depends not on whether it consists of 
all plant foods or centers on meat but on whether the eater’s 

food choices are based on sound nutrition principles: adequacy of 
nutrient intakes, balance and variety of foods chosen, appropriate 
energy intake, and moderation in intakes of substances such as 
saturated fat, trans fat, added sugars, sodium, and alcohol that are 
harmful when consumed in excess. 

the health benefits of a primarily vegetarian diet seem to 
have encouraged many people to reduce their consumption of 
meat and to eat more plant-based meals. the popular press some-
times refers to individuals who eat small amounts of meat, sea-
food, or poultry from time to time as “flexitarians.”

People who choose to exclude meat and other animal-derived 
foods from their diets today do so for many of the same reasons 
the greek philosopher Pythagoras cited in the sixth century b.c.: 
physical health, ecological responsibility, and philosophical con-
cerns. whatever their reasons, vegetarians and health professionals 
who work with them should be aware of the nutrition and health 
implications of vegetarian diets.

Vegetarian diets generally are categorized not by a per-
son’s motivation but by the foods that are excluded (see box 

B O X  n P  4 - 1   g L O S S a r y  O F  T e r m S  u S e D 
T O  D e S C r i b e  V e g e T a r i a n  D i e T S

lacto-ovo vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that includes milk, 
milk products, eggs, vegetables, grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts; 
excludes meat, poultry, and seafood.

lacto-vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that includes milk, milk 
products, vegetables, grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts; excludes 
meat, poultry, seafood, and eggs.

macrobiotic diet: an eating pattern composed mostly of whole 
grains, beans, and certain vegetables; taken to extremes, macrobiotic 
diets can compromise nutrient status.

ovo-vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that includes eggs, veg-
etables, grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts; excludes meat, poultry, 
seafood, and milk and milk products.

partial vegetarian diet: a term sometimes used to describe  
an eating pattern that includes seafood, poultry, eggs, milk and  
milk products, vegetables, grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts;  
excludes or strictly limits certain meats, such as red meat.  
also called semi-vegetarian.

vegan diet: an eating pattern that includes only plant-based foods: 
vegetables, grains, legumes, fruits, seeds, and nuts; also called strict 
vegetarian.

vegetarian diet: a general term used to describe an eating pat-
tern that includes plant-based foods and eliminates some or all 
animal-derived foods.

C H a P T e r  4 Nutrition in Practice

LO 4.6 Develop a well-balanced vegetarian eating 
pattern.

4 . 6  V e g e ta r i a n  d i e t s

nP4-1). because vegetarian diets vary in both the types and 
the amounts of animal-derived foods they include, these differ-
ences must be considered when evaluating the health status of 
vegetarians. 

are vegetarian diets nutritionally sound?

the academy of nutrition and dietetics takes the position that 
well-planned vegetarian diets offer nutrition and health benefits 
to adults in general.1 research suggests that meat-eating adults 
who switch to vegetarian diets reduce their risks of heart disease, 
hypertension, diabetes, some types of cancer, and obesity.2 eating 
patterns that include very little, if any, meat are associated with a 
lower rate of death from all causes.3

What should be my main concerns when planning  
a nutritionally sound vegetarian diet?

a vegetarian diet planner faces the same task as other diet 
planners—obtaining a variety of foods that provide all the needed 
nutrients within an energy allowance that maintains a healthy 
body weight. the challenge is to do so using at least one less food 
group. because all vegetarians omit meat and some omit other 
animal-derived foods, protein, the nutrient that meat is famous 
for, merits some discussion here.

isn’t protein a problem in vegetarian diets?

no, protein is not the problem it was once thought to be in 
vegetarian diets. People who include animal-derived foods such 
as milk and eggs in their diets need not worry at all about protein 
deficiency. even for those who choose a vegan diet—which 
includes only plant-based foods—protein intakes are usually 
satisfactory as long as energy intakes are adequate and protein 
sources are varied.4 a mixture of proteins from whole grains, 
legumes, seeds, nuts, and vegetables can provide adequate 
amounts of high-quality protein. an advantage of many vegetarian 
sources of protein is that they are generally lower in saturated fat 
than meat and are often high in fiber and richer in some vitamins 
and minerals. 

some vegetarians may use meat replacements made of 
textured vegetable protein (soy protein). these foods are 
formulated to look and taste like meat, fish, or poultry. many 
of these products are fortified to provide the vitamins and 
minerals found in animal sources of protein. some products, 
however, may fall short of providing the nutrients of meat, and 
they may be high in salt, sugar, or other additives. labels list 
all of the ingredients in such foods. a wise vegetarian learns 
to use a variety of whole, unrefined foods often and com-
mercially prepared foods less frequently. Vegetarians may also 
use soybeans in other forms, such as plain tofu (soybean curd), 
edamame (cooked green soybeans), or soy flour, to bolster pro-
tein intake without consuming unwanted salt, sugar, or other 
additives. 
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who do not use milk, cheese, or yogurt. when selecting from 
the vegetable and fruit groups, vegetarians should emphasize 
particularly good sources of calcium and iron, respectively. some 
green leafy vegetables, for example, provide almost five times 
as much calcium per serving as other vegetables. similarly, dried 
fruits deserve special notice in the fruit group because they 
deliver six times as much iron as other fruits. the protein foods 
group includes eggs (for those who use them), legumes, soy 
products, nuts, and seeds. table nP 4-1 provides recommended 
weekly amounts of protein foods subgroups for both vegetarians 
and vegans. 

most vegetarians easily obtain large quantities of the nu-
trients that are abundant in plant foods: carbohydrate, fiber, 
thiamin, folate, vitamin b6, vitamin c, vitamin a, and vitamin e. 
well-planned vegetarian eating patterns help to ensure adequate 
intakes of the main nutrients vegetarian diets might otherwise 
lack: protein, iron, zinc, calcium, vitamin b12, vitamin d, and 
omega-3 fatty acids. table nP4-2 presents good vegetarian 
sources of these key nutrients. For example, the use of vegetable 
oils rich in unsaturated fats provides essential omega-3 fatty 
acids. to ensure adequate intakes of vitamin b12, vitamin d, and 
calcium, vegetarians need to select fortified foods or use supple-
ments daily.

Tell me about vitamins and minerals. Does a 
person eating a vegetarian diet need to take 
vitamin supplements?

that depends on the kind of vegetarian diet. the lacto-ovo 
vegetarian diet can be adequate in all vitamins, but for those 
who choose a vegan diet, several vitamins may be a problem. 
one such vitamin is b12. because vitamin b12 occurs only in 
animal-derived foods, regular use of either vitamin b12–fortified 
foods, such as fortified soy and rice beverages, some breakfast 
cereals, and meat replacements, or supplements is necessary to 

Do vegetarian diets provide appropriate  
food energy? 

researchers find that vegetarians as a group are closer to a healthy 
body weight than nonvegetarians.5 because obesity impairs 
health in a number of ways, vegetarians therefore have a health 
advantage. in general, vegetarian diets tend to be nutrient-dense 
and consistent with the Dietary Guidelines’ recommendations for 
weight management.6

not all vegetarians fit the average pattern, though. obesity can 
be a concern for vegetarians who include whole milk, eggs, and 
cheese in their diets. they can easily consume excess saturated 
fat and food energy and so must be careful to select fat-free and 
low-fat milk and milk products and to avoid relying too heavily on 
these foods in general. 

in contrast, eating patterns that exclude all animal-derived 
foods (vegan diets) may not provide enough food energy. this is 
especially true for children. Vegan diets can fail to provide food 
energy sufficient to support the growth of a child within a bulk of 
food small enough for the child to eat. Frequent meals of fortified 
breads, cereals, or pastas with legumes, nuts, nut butters, and 
sources of unsaturated fats can help to meet protein and energy 
needs in a smaller volume at each sitting.7 the myPlate resources, 
introduced in chapter 1, include tips for planning vegetarian diets 
using an adaptation of the usda Food Patterns. 

How can vegetarians and health professionals 
who plan vegetarian meals best utilize the uSDa 
Food Patterns?

the recommended daily amounts from the food groups are the 
same for both vegetarians and nonvegetarians (see table 1-4 on 
p. 18). the usda Food Patterns are flexible enough that people 
who choose different types of eating patterns can use them. 
selections from within the food groups may differ, of course. For 
example, the milk group features fortified soy milks for those 

Ta b L e  n P 4 - 1   uSDa Food Patterns: recommended Weekly amounts of Protein Foods for Vegetarians 
and Vegans
the daily amounts for protein foods are the same for both vegetarians and nonvegetarians, but the subgroups and weekly amounts 
for protein foods differ. the recommended daily amounts from each of the other food groups—fruits, vegetables, grains, and milk 
products—are the same (see table 1-4).

Protein Foods 1600 kcal 1800 kcal 2000 kcal 2200 kcal 2400 kcal 2600 kcal 2800 kcal 3000 kcal

daily amounts 5 oz 5 oz 5 ½ oz 6 oz 6 ½ oz 6 ½ oz 7 oz 7 oz

Vegetarian Subgroups

eggs 4 oz 4 oz 4 oz 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz 5 oz 6 oz

legumes 9 oz 9 oz 10 oz 10 oz 11 oz 11 oz 12 oz 12 oz

soy products 11 oz 11 oz 12 oz 13 oz 14 oz 14 oz 15 oz 15 oz

nuts and seeds 12 oz 12 oz 13 oz 15 oz 16 oz 16 oz 17 oz 17 oz

Vegan Subgroups

legumes 12 oz 12 oz 13 oz 15 oz 16 oz 16 oz 17 oz 17 oz

soy products 9 oz 9 oz 10 oz 11 oz 11 oz 11 oz 12 oz 12 oz

nuts and seeds 14 oz 14 oz 15 oz 17 oz 18 oz 18 oz 20 oz 20 oz

Note: total recommended amounts for legumes include the sum of both the vegetables and protein foods. an ounce-equivalent of legumes in the protein foods group 
is ¼ cup. For a 2000-kcal vegan diet, that’s 3¼ cups legumes for protein foods plus 1½ cups legumes for vegetables (see table 1-6), or about 5 cups legumes weekly.
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prevent deficiency.8 women who have adhered to all-plant diets 
for many years are especially likely to have low vitamin b12 stores. 
Pregnant vegan women, whose needs for vitamin b12 are especially 
high, find it virtually impossible to maintain adequate vitamin b12 
status without taking supplements or including a reliable food 
source of the nutrient. 

People who stop eating animal-derived foods containing 
vitamin b12 may take several years to develop deficiency symptoms 
because the body recycles much of its vitamin b12, reabsorbing it 
over and over again. even when the body fails to absorb vitamin 
b12, deficiency may take up to 3 years to develop because the body 
conserves its supply. For pregnant and lactating women, obtaining 
vitamin b12 is critical to prevent serious deficiency-related disorders 
that develop in infants who do not receive sufficient vitamin b12.

9
 

all vegan mothers must be sure to take the appropriate supple-
ments or to use vitamin b12–fortified products.

Do vegans, who do not drink vitamin D–fortified 
cow’s milk, get enough vitamin D?

overall, vegetarians are similar to nonvegetarians in their vitamin 
d status; factors such as taking supplements, skin color, and sun 
exposure have a greater influence on vitamin d than diet. People 
who do not use vitamin d–fortified foods and do not receive 
enough exposure to sunlight to synthesize adequate vitamin d 
may need supplements to fend off bone loss. of particular concern 
are infants, children, and older adults in northern climates during 
winter months.

So, on a vegan diet, vitamin b12 and vitamin D 
can be problems if a person is not careful. What 
about minerals? 

For all vegetarians, not just the vegan, two minerals may be of 
concern—iron and zinc. the iron in plant foods such as legumes, 
dark green leafy vegetables, iron-fortified cereals, and whole-
grain breads and cereals is not as absorbable as that in meat. For 
this reason, the iron recommendation for adult vegetarian men, 
premenopausal women, and adolescent girls is almost double the 
recommendation for meat eaters of the same gender and age. 

Fortunately, the body seems to adapt to a vegetarian diet by 
absorbing iron more efficiently. Furthermore, iron absorption is 
enhanced by vitamin c, and vegetarians typically eat many vitamin c– 
rich fruits and vegetables. consequently, vegetarians suffer no more 
iron deficiency than other people do. 

Zinc is similar to iron in that meat is its richest food source,  
and zinc from plant sources is not as well absorbed. in addition, 
phytates, fiber, and calcium, which are common in vegetarian 
diets, interfere with zinc absorption. the zinc needs of vegetarians 
and the effects of mineral binders are subjects of intensive study at 
the present time. while research continues, vegetarians are advised 
to eat varied diets that include legumes such as navy beans and 
kidney beans, zinc-enriched cereals, and whole-grain breads 
well leavened with yeast, which improves the availability of their 
minerals. 

What about calcium for the vegan?

good thinking. yes, calcium is of concern. the milk-drinking veg-
etarian is protected from deficiency, but the vegan must find other 

sources of calcium. some good calcium sources are regular and 
ample servings of dark green leafy vegetables such as kale and col-
lard; legumes; calcium-fortified foods such as breakfast cereals, soy 
milk, and orange juice; some nuts such as almonds; and certain 
seeds such as sesame seeds. the choices should be varied because 
binders in some of these foods may hinder calcium absorption. the 
vegan is urged to use calcium-fortified soy milk in ample quantities 
regularly. this is especially important for children. infant formula 
based on soy is fortified with calcium and can easily be used in 
food preparation, even for adults. 

Do vegetarian diets provide adequate amounts 
of the essential fatty acids?

Vegetarian diets typically provide enough of the essential fatty 
acids linoleic acid and linolenic acid, but they lack a dietary source 
of ePa and dha. Fatty fish and dha-fortified eggs and other prod-
ucts can provide ePa and dha, but fortified sources that ultimately 
derive from fish are unacceptable for vegans. alternatively, certain 
marine algae and their oils provide dha, and vegans can select 
foods fortified with such oils, which are listed among the ingredi-
ents on a food’s label. a vegetarian’s daily diet should include small 
amounts of flaxseed, walnuts, and their oils, as well as soybeans 
and canola oil to provide essential fatty acids.

are there any other health advantages to the 
vegetarian diet? 

yes. Vegetarian protein foods are often higher in fiber, richer in 
certain vitamins and minerals, and lower in fat—especially satu-
rated fat—than meats. Vegetarians can enjoy a nutritious diet 
low in saturated fat provided that they limit foods such as butter, 
cream cheese, and sour cream. if vegetarians follow the guidelines 
presented here and plan carefully, they can support their health as 
well as, or perhaps better than, nonvegetarians. 

abundant evidence supports the idea that vegetarians may 
actually be healthier than meat eaters. informed vegetarians are 
not only more likely to be at the desired weights for their heights, 
but they are also more likely to have lower blood cholesterol levels, 
lower rates of certain kinds of cancer, better digestive function, 
and more. even among people who are health conscious, generally 
vegetarians experience fewer deaths from cardiovascular disease 
than meat eaters do. because many vegetarians also abstain from 
smoking and the consumption of alcohol, dietary practices alone 
probably do not account for all the aspects of improved health. 
clearly, however, they contribute significantly to it. 
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Digestion 
and Absorption

5.1 Anatomy of the Digestive Tract
LO 5.1 Identify the path that food takes during 
digestion and describe the muscular actions 
of digestion.

5.2 The Process of Digestion
LO 5.2 Describe the actions and origins of the 
digestive secretions.

5.3 The Absorptive System
LO 5.3 Describe the anatomical details of the GI tract 
and the features and activities of intestinal cells that 
facilitate nutrient absorption.

5.4 Transport of Nutrients
LO 5.4 Explain how nutrients are delivered from the 
GI tract to body cells by the vascular system and 
describe the different types of lipoproteins.

5.5 Nutrition in Practice: Food Safety
LO 5.5 Describe how foodborne illnesses can 
be prevented.
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The human body’s ability to transform the foods a person eats into 
the nutrients that fuel the body’s work is quite remarkable. Yet most 

people probably give little, if any, thought to what their bodies do with 
food once it is eaten. This chapter offers the reader the opportunity to 
learn how the body digests, absorbs, and transports the nutrients and 
how it excretes the unwanted substances in foods. 

One of the beauties of the digestive tract is that it is selective. Materials 
that are nutritive for the body are broken down into particles that can be 
absorbed into the bloodstream. Most of the nonnutritive materials are left 
undigested and pass out the other end of the digestive tract. 

5.1 Anatomy of the Digestive Tract
LO 5.1 Identify the path that food takes during digestion and describe the 
muscular actions of digestion.

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is a flexible, muscular tube extending from the mouth 
to the anus. Figure 5-1 on pp. 110–111 traces the path followed by food from one end 
of  the GI tract to the other. Box 5-1 (p. 112) defines GI anatomical terms. In a sense, 
the human body surrounds the GI tract. Only when a nutrient or other substance 
passes through the cells of  the digestive tract wall does it actually enter the body.

The Digestive Organs
The process of  digestion begins in the mouth. As you chew, your teeth crush and 
soften the food, while saliva mixes with the food mass and moistens it for comfortable 
swallowing. Saliva also helps dissolve the food so that you can taste it; only particles 
in solution can react with taste buds. 

The tongue allows you not only to taste food but also to move food around the 
mouth, facilitating chewing and swallowing. When you swallow a mouthful of  food, 
it passes through the pharynx, a short tube that is shared by both the digestive system 
and the respiratory system.

Mouth to the esophagus Once a mouthful of  food has been chewed and swal-
lowed, it is called a bolus. Each bolus first slides across your epiglottis, bypassing the 
entrance to your lungs. During each swallow, the epiglottis closes off  your trachea, the 
air passageway to the lungs, so that you do not choke.

esophagus to the Stomach The esophagus has a sphincter muscle at each end. 
During a swallow, the upper esophageal sphincter opens. The bolus then slides down 
the esophagus, which conducts it through the diaphragm to the stomach. The lower 
esophageal sphincter closes behind the bolus so that it cannot slip back. The stom-
ach retains the bolus for a while, adds juices to it (gastric juices are discussed on  
pp. 115-116), and transforms it into a semiliquid mass called chyme. Then, bit by 
bit, the stomach releases the chyme through another sphincter, the pyloric sphincter, 
which opens into the small intestine and then closes after the chyme passes through. 

the Small intestine At the beginning of  the small intestine, the chyme passes by 
an opening from the common bile duct, which secretes digestive fluids into the small 
intestine from two organs outside the GI tract—the gallbladder and the pancreas. The 
chyme travels on down the small intestine through its three segments—the duodenum, 
the jejunum, and the ileum. Together, the segments amount to a total of  about 10 feet 
of  tubing coiled within the abdomen.* Digestion is completed within the small intestine. 

*The small intestine is almost two and a half times shorter in living adults than it is at death, when 
muscles are relaxed and elongated.

gastrointestinal (gi) tract: the 
digestive tract. the principal organs 
are the stomach and intestines. 

gastro 5 stomach

digestion: the process by which 
complex food particles are broken 
down to smaller, absorbable 
particles.

digestive system: all the organs 
and glands associated with the 
ingestion and digestion of food.

bolus (boh-lus): the portion of 
food swallowed at one time.

chyme (Kime): the semiliquid mass 
of partly digested food expelled by 
the stomach into the duodenum (the 
top portion of the small intestine).
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the Large intestine (colon) Having traveled the length of  the small intestine, what 
remains of  the intestinal contents passes through another sphincter, the ileocecal 
valve, into the beginning of  the large intestine (colon) in the lower right-hand side 
of  the abdomen. Upon entering the colon, the contents pass another opening. Should 
any intestinal contents slip into this opening, they would end up in the appendix, 
a blind sac about the size of  your little finger. Normally, the contents bypass this 

F i g u r e  5 - 1  The gastrointestinal Tract

Mouth and salivary glands

Stomach
Fiber is unchanged.

Small intestine
Fiber is unchanged.

Large intestine (colon)
Most fiber passes intact through 
the digestive tract to the large 
intestine. Here, bacterial 
enzymes digest some fiber:

Some fiber                      fatty acids, gas.

Fiber holds water; regulates bowel activity;
and binds cholesterol and some minerals,
carrying them out of the body as it is
excreted with feces.

bacterial
enzymes

Maltose                        glucose 1 glucose.maltase

Sucrose                        fructose 1 glucose.sucrase

Lactose                        galactose 1 glucose.lactase  

The salivary glands secrete  
saliva into the mouth to moisten 
the food. The salivary enzyme 
amylase begins digestion:

Starch                      polysaccharides,
     

small

maltose.

amylase

Stomach acid inactivates 
salivary enzymes, halting 
starch digestion. To a small 
extent, stomach acid 
hydrolyzes maltose and 
sucrose.

Polysaccharides                      disaccharides.

The pancreas produces 
enzymes and releases them 
through the pancreatic duct 
into the small intestine:

Then enzymes on the surfaces 
of the small intestinal cells 
break disaccharides into 
monosaccharides, and the 
cells absorb them:

pancreatic

amylase

FIBER CARBOHYDRATE

The mechanical action of
the mouth and teeth crushes
and tears fiber in food and
mixes it with saliva to
moisten it for swallowing.

Stomach

Pancreas

Pancreatic duct

Small intestine
(duodenum,
jejunum, ileum)

Gallbladder

Pyloric 
sphincter

Bile 
duct

Ileocecal 
valve

Mouth

Trachea
(to lungs)

Salivary
glands

Epiglottis

Esophagus

Lower
esophageal
sphincter

Liver

Appendix

Large intestine
(colon)

Rectum

Anus

Pharynx

Upper
esophageal
sphincter
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opening, however, and travel up the right-hand side of  the abdomen, across the front 
to the left-hand side, down to the lower left-hand side, and finally below the other 
folds of  the intestines to the back side of  the body above the rectum. 

the rectum  As the intestinal contents pass to the rectum, the colon withdraws 
water, leaving semisolid waste. The strong muscles of  the rectum hold back this waste 
until it is time to defecate. Then the rectal muscles relax, and the last sphincter in the 

bile

pepsin

Mouth and salivary glands
The sublingual salivary 
gland in the base of the 
tongue secretes a fat- 
digesting enzyme known as 
lingual lipase. Some hard 
fats begin to melt as they 
reach body temperature.

Stomach
The acid-stable lingual 
lipase splits one bond of 
triglycerides to produce 
diglycerides and fatty acids. 
The degree of hydrolysis is 
slight for most fats but may 
be appreciable for milk fats. 
The stomach’s churning 
action mixes fat with water 
and acid. A gastric lipase 
accesses and hydrolyzes a 
very small amount of fat. 

Small intestine
Bile flows in from the liver 
and gallbladder (via the 
common bile duct):

Pancreatic lipase flows in 
from the pancreas (via the 
pancreatic duct):

Emulsified fat

monoglycerides, glycerol,
fatty acids (absorbed).

pancreatic

lipase

Large intestine
Some fat and cholesterol,
trapped in fiber, exit in 
feces.

Chewing and crushing moisten 
protein-rich foods and mix them 
with saliva to be swallowed.

Hydrochloric acid (HCL) uncoils 
protein strands and activates 
stomach enzymes:

smaller
polypeptides.Protein

HCl 

pancreatic
Polypeptidesemulsified

fat.Fat

Peptides

Then enzymes on the surface
of the small intestinal cells
hydrolyze these peptides
and the cells absorb them.

tripeptides,
dipeptides,
amino acidsand intestinal

proteases

intestinal               amino acids
                             (absorbed)
                                 dipeptidases
and tripeptidases

No action.

Intrinsic factor (see Chapter 
8) attaches to vitamin B12.

Bile emulsifies fat-soluble 
vitamins and aids in their 
absorption with other fats. 
Water-soluble vitamins are 
absorbed.

Bacteria produce vitamin K, 
which is absorbed.

The salivary glands add water to 
disperse and carry food.

Stomach acid (HCl) acts on iron 
to reduce it, making it more 
absorbable. The stomach 
secretes enough watery fluid to 
turn a moist, chewed mass of 
solid food into liquid chyme.    

The small intestine, pancreas, 
and liver add enough fluid so 
that approximately 2 gallons are 
secreted into the intestine in a 
day. Many minerals are 
absorbed. Vitamin D aids in the 
absorption of calcium.

More minerals and most of the 
water are absorbed.

FAT PROTEIN VITAMINS MINERALS AND WATER 

F i g u r e  5 - 1  (continued)
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system, the anus, opens to allow the wastes to pass. Thus, food travels through the 
digestive tract in this order: mouth, esophagus, lower esophageal sphincter (or cardiac 
sphincter), stomach, pyloric sphincter, duodenum (common bile duct enters here), 
jejunum, ileum, ileocecal valve, large intestine (colon), rectum, and anus.

The Involuntary Muscles and the Glands
You are usually unaware of  all the activity that goes on between the time you swallow 
and the time you defecate. As is the case with so much else that happens in the body, 
the muscles and glands of  the digestive tract meet internal needs without your having 
to exert any conscious effort to get the work done. 

People consciously chew and swallow, but even in the mouth there are some pro-
cesses over which you have no control. The salivary glands secrete just enough saliva 
to moisten each mouthful of  food so that it can pass easily down your esophagus. 

Gastrointestinal Motility Once you have swallowed, materials are moved through 
the rest of  the GI tract by involuntary muscular contractions. This motion, known as 
gastrointestinal motility, consists of  two types of  movement, peristalsis and segmen-
tation (see Figure 5-2). Peristalsis propels, or pushes; segmentation mixes, with more 
gradual pushing.

Peristalsis Peristalsis begins when the bolus enters the esophagus. The entire GI 
tract is ringed with circular muscles, which are surrounded by longitudinal muscles. 
When the rings tighten and the long muscles relax, the tube is constricted. When 
the rings relax and the long muscles tighten, the tube bulges. These actions alternate 

gastrointestinal motility: 
spontaneous motion in the digestive 
tract accomplished by involuntary 
muscular contractions.

peristalsis (peri-stall-sis): 
successive waves of involuntary 
muscular contractions passing along 
the walls of the gi tract that push 
the contents along. 

peri 5 around
stellein 5 wrap

these terms are listed in order from start to end of the digestive 
system.

mouth: the oral cavity containing the tongue and teeth.

pharynx (Fair-inks): the passageway leading from the nose and 
mouth to the larynx and esophagus, respectively.

epiglottis (epp-ih-glott-iss): cartilage in the throat that guards 
the entrance to the trachea and prevents fluid or food from entering 
it when a person swallows.

 epi 5 upon (over)
 glottis 5 back of tongue

esophagus (ee-soFF-ah-gus): the food pipe; the conduit from the 
mouth to the stomach.

sphincter (sFinK-ter): a circular muscle surrounding, and able to 
close, a body opening. sphincters are found at specific points along 
the gi tract and regulate the flow of food particles.

 sphincter 5 band (binder)

esophageal (ee-soF-a-gee-al) sphincter: a sphincter muscle at 
the upper or lower end of the esophagus. the lower esophageal 
sphincter is also called the cardiac sphincter.

stomach: a muscular, elastic, saclike portion of the digestive tract 
that grinds and churns swallowed food, mixing it with acid and  
enzymes to form chyme.

pyloric (pie-lore-ic) sphincter: the circular muscle that 
separates the stomach from the small intestine and regulates the 
flow of partially digested food into the small intestine; also called 
pylorus or pyloric valve.

 pylorus 5 gatekeeper

small intestine: a 10-foot length of small-diameter intestine that 
is the major site of digestion of food and absorption of nutrients. 
its segments are the duodenum, jejunum, and ileum.

duodenum (doo-oh-deen-um, doo-odd-num): the top portion of the 
small intestine (about “12 fingers’ breadth long” in ancient terminology).

 duodecim 5 twelve

jejunum (je-Joon-um): the first two-fifths of the small intestine 
beyond the duodenum.

ileum (ill-ee-um): the last segment of the small intestine.

gallbladder: the organ that stores and concentrates bile. when 
it receives the signal that fat is present in the duodenum, the gall-
bladder contracts and squirts bile through the bile duct into the 
duodenum.

pancreas: a gland that secretes digestive enzymes and juices into 
the duodenum. (the pancreas also secretes hormones into the blood 
that help to maintain glucose homeostasis.)

ileocecal (ill-ee-oh-seeK-ul) valve: the sphincter separating the 
small and large intestines.

large intestine or colon (coal-un): the lower portion of intestine 
that completes the digestive process. its segments are the ascending 
colon, the transverse colon, the descending colon, and the sigmoid colon.

 sigmoid 5 shaped like the letter s (sigma in greek)

appendix: a narrow blind sac extending from the beginning of the 
colon that stores lymph cells.

rectum: the muscular terminal part of the intestine, extending from 
the sigmoid colon to the anus.

anus (ay-nus): the terminal outlet of the gi tract.

BOX 5-1 g L O S S a r y  O F   g i  T e r m S
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continually and push the intestinal contents along. If  you have ever watched a bolus 
of  food pass along the body of  a snake, you have a good picture of  how these muscles 
work. The waves of  contraction ripple through the GI tract at varying rates and inten-
sities depending on the part of  the GI tract and on whether food is present. Peristal-
sis, aided by the sphincter muscles located at key places, keeps things moving along. 
However, factors such as stress, medicines, and medical conditions may interfere with 
normal GI tract contractions.1

Segmentation The intestines not only push but also periodically squeeze their 
contents. This motion, called segmentation, forces the contents back a few 
inches, mixing them and promoting close contact with the digestive juices and the  
absorbing cells of  the intestinal walls before letting the contents slowly move 
along again.

Liquefying Process Besides forcing the intestinal contents along, the muscles of  the 
GI tract help to liquefy them to chyme so that the digestive juices will have access 
to all their nutrients. The mouth initiates this liquefying process by chewing, adding 

segmentation: a periodic 
squeezing or partitioning of the 
intestine by its circular muscles that 
both mixes and slowly pushes the 
contents along.

F i g u r e  5 - 2   Peristalsis and Segmentation

Chyme

Chyme

Longitudinal muscles
are outside.

The small intestine has two
muscle layers that work
together in peristalsis
and segmentation.

The inner circular muscles contract,
tightening the tube and pushing the
food forward in the intestine. 

Circular muscles are
inside.

When the circular muscles relax, the
outer longitudinal muscles contract,
and the intestinal tube is loose.

As the circular and longitudinal
muscles tighten and relax, the chyme
moves ahead of the constriction.

Circular muscles contract, creating
segments within the intestine.

As each set of circular muscles
relaxes and contracts, the chyme is
broken up and mixed with digestive
juices. 

These alternating contractions,
occurring 12 to 16 times per minute,
continue to mix the chyme and bring
the nutrients into contact with the
intestinal lining for absorption.

Peristalsis

Segmentation
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saliva, and stirring with the tongue to reduce the food to a coarse mash suitable for 
swallowing. The stomach then further mixes and kneads the food.

Stomach action The stomach has the thickest walls and strongest muscles of  all the 
GI tract organs. In addition to circular and longitudinal muscles, the stomach has a 
third layer of  diagonal muscles that also alternately contract and relax (see Figure 5-3). 
These three sets of  muscles work to force the chyme downward, but the pyloric 
sphincter usually remains tightly closed, so that the stomach’s contents are thoroughly 
mixed and squeezed before being released. Meanwhile, the gastric glands are adding 
juices. When the chyme is thoroughly liquefied, the pyloric sphincter opens briefly, 
about three times a minute, to allow small portions through. At this point, the intesti-
nal contents no longer resemble food in the least.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ As Figure 5-1 shows, food enters the mouth and travels down the esophagus and 
through the lower esophageal sphincter to the stomach, then through the pyloric 
sphincter to the small intestine, on through the ileocecal valve to the large intes-
tine, past the appendix to the rectum, exiting through the anus. 

 ❚ The wavelike contractions of  peristalsis and the periodic squeezing of  segmenta-
tion keep things moving at a reasonable pace.

Esophagus

Crisscrossed
muscle layers
create churning
and mixing
motions:

inner (diagonal)

middle (circular)

outer (longitudinal)

Folds inside
stomach
allow it
to stretch
and contract.

Small intestine
(duodenum)

The pyloric sphincter controls
the flow of chyme into
the small intestine.

F i g u r e  5 - 3   Stomach 
muscles
the stomach has three layers 
of muscles.
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5.2 The Process of Digestion
LO 5.2 Describe the actions and origins of the digestive secretions.

One person eats nothing but vegetables, fruits, and nuts; another, nothing but meat, 
milk, and potatoes. How is it that both people wind up with essentially the same body 
composition? It all comes down to the body rendering food—whatever it is to start 
with—into the basic units that make up carbohydrate, fat, and protein. The body 
absorbs these units and builds its tissues from them. 

To digest food, five different body organs secrete digestive juices: the salivary 
glands, the stomach, the small intestine, the liver (via the gallbladder), and the pan-
creas. These secretions enter the GI tract at various points along the way, bringing an 
abundance of  water and a variety of  enzymes. Each of  the juices has a turn to mix 
with the food and promote its breakdown to small units that can be absorbed into the 
body. Box 5-2 defines some of  the digestive glands and their juices.

Digestion in the Mouth
Digestion of  carbohydrate begins in the mouth, where the salivary glands secrete 
saliva, which contains water, salts, and enzymes (including salivary amylase) 
that break the bonds in the chains of  starch. Saliva also protects the tooth surfaces 
and linings of  the mouth, esophagus, and stomach from attack by molecules that 
might harm them. The enzymes in the mouth do not, for the most part, affect the 
fats, proteins, vitamins, minerals, and fiber that are present in the foods people eat 
(review Figure 5-1). 

enzymes: protein catalysts. 
a catalyst is a compound that 
facilitates chemical reactions without 
itself being changed in the process.

these terms are listed in order from the beginning of the digestive 
tract to the end.

glands: cells or groups of cells that secrete materials for special uses 
in the body. glands may be exocrine (eKs-oh-crin) glands, secreting 
their materials “out” (into the digestive tract or onto the surface of 
the skin), or endocrine (en-doe-crin) glands,  
secreting their materials “in” (into the blood).

 exo 5 outside
 endo 5 inside
 krine 5 to separate

salivary glands: exocrine glands that secrete saliva into the 
mouth.

saliva: the secretion of the salivary glands. the principal enzyme is 
salivary amylase.

amylase (am-uh-lace): an enzyme that splits amylose (a form of 
starch). amylase is a carbohydrase. the ending –ase indicates an en-
zyme; the root tells what it digests. other examples: protease, lipase.

gastric glands: exocrine glands in the stomach wall that secrete 
gastric juice into the stomach.

 gastro 5 stomach

gastric juice: the digestive secretion of the gastric glands contain-
ing a mixture of water, hydrochloric acid, and enzymes. the principal 
enzymes are pepsin (acts on proteins) and lipase (acts on emulsified 
fats).

hydrochloric acid (HCl): an acid composed of hydrogen and 
chloride atoms; normally produced by the gastric glands.

mucus (myoo-cuss): a mucopolysaccharide (a relative of carbohy-
drate) secreted by cells of the stomach wall that protects the cells 
from exposure to digestive juices (and other destructive agents). the 
cellular lining of the stomach wall with its coat of mucus is known 
as the mucous membrane. (the noun is mucus; the adjective is 
mucous.)

pepsin: a protein-digesting enzyme (gastric protease) in the stom-
ach. it circulates as a precursor, pepsinogen, and is converted to pep-
sin by the action of stomach acid.

intestinal juice: the secretion of the intestinal glands; contains 
enzymes for the digestion of carbohydrate and protein and a minor 
enzyme for fat digestion.

liver: the organ that manufactures bile. (the liver’s other functions 
are described in chapter 20.)

bile: an emulsifier that prepares fats and oils for digestion; made by 
the liver, stored in the gallbladder, and released into the small intes-
tine when needed.

pancreatic (pank-ree-at-ic) juice: the exocrine secretion of  
the pancreas, containing enzymes for the digestion of carbohydrate, 
fat, and protein. Juice flows from the pancreas into the small  
intestine through the pancreatic duct. the pancreas also has  
an endocrine function, the secretion of insulin and other  
hormones.

bicarbonate: an alkaline secretion of the pancreas; part of  
the pancreatic juice. (bicarbonate also occurs widely in all 
cell fluids.)

BOX 5-2 g L O S S a r y  O F   D i g e S T i V e  g L a n D S  a n D  T H e i r  S e C r e T i O n S
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Digestion in the Stomach
Gastric juice, secreted by the gastric glands, is composed of  water, enzymes, and 
hydrochloric acid. The acid is so strong that it burns the throat if  it happens to reflux 
into the upper esophagus and mouth. The stomach’s strong acidity prevents bacterial 
growth and kills most bacteria that enter the body along with food. You might expect 
that the stomach’s acid would attack the stomach itself, but the cells of  the stomach 
wall secrete mucus, a thick, slimy, white polysaccharide that coats and protects the 
stomach’s lining. 

The major digestive event in the stomach is the initial breakdown of  proteins. Other 
than being crushed and mixed with saliva in the mouth, nothing happens to protein 
until it comes in contact with the gastric juices in the stomach. There, the acid helps to 
uncoil (denature) the protein’s tangled strands so that the stomach enzymes can attack 
the bonds. Both the enzyme pepsin and the stomach acid itself  act as catalysts in the 
process. Minor events are the digestion of  some fat by a gastric lipase, the digestion of  
sucrose (to a very small extent) by the stomach acid, and the attachment of  a protein 
carrier to vitamin B

12
.

The stomach enzymes work most efficiently in the stomach’s strong acid, but 
salivary amylase, which is swallowed with food, does not work in acid this strong. 
Consequently, the digestion of  starch gradually ceases as the acid penetrates the bolus. 
In fact, salivary amylase becomes just another protein to be digested. The amino acids 
in amylase end up being absorbed and recycled into other body proteins. 

Digestion in the Small and Large Intestines
By the time food leaves the stomach, digestion of  all three energy-yielding nutrients 
has begun, but the process gains momentum in the small intestine. There, the pan-
creas and the liver contribute additional digestive juices through the duct leading into 
the duodenum, and the small intestine adds intestinal juice. These juices contain 
digestive enzymes, bicarbonate, and bile.

Digestive enzymes Pancreatic juice contributes enzymes that digest fats, pro-
teins, and carbohydrates. Glands in the intestinal wall also secrete digestive enzymes. 
(Review Box 5-2 on p. 115 for details.)

Bicarbonate Pancreatic juice also contains sodium bicarbonate, which neutralizes 
the acidic chyme as it enters the small intestine. From this point on, the digestive tract 
contents are neutral or slightly alkaline. The enzymes of  both the intestine and the 
pancreas work best in this environment. 

Bile Bile is secreted continuously by the liver and is concentrated and stored in the 
gallbladder. The gallbladder squirts bile into the duodenum whenever fat arrives there. 
Bile is not an enzyme but an emulsifier that brings fats into suspension in water 
(see Figure 5-4).† After the fats are emulsified, enzymes can work on them, and they 
can be absorbed. Thanks to all these secretions, all three energy-yielding nutrients are 
digested in the small intestine.

the rate of Digestion The rate of  digestion of  the energy nutrients depends on the 
meal contents. If  the meal is high in simple sugars, digestion proceeds fairly rapidly. 
On the other hand, if  it is rich in fat, digestion is slower.  

Protective Factors The intestines contain bacteria that produce a variety of  vita-
mins, including biotin and vitamin K (although bacteria alone cannot meet the need 

†Mayonnaise, made from vinegar and oil, would separate as other vinegar-and-oil salad dressings do if 
food chemists did not blend in a third ingredient—an emulsifier. The emulsifier mixes well with the fatty 
oil and the watery vinegar. In the case of mayonnaise, the emulsifier is lecithin from egg yolks.

emulsifier: a substance that 
mixes with both fat and water and 
that disperses the fat in the water, 
forming an emulsion. 
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for these vitamins). The GI bacteria also protect people from infections. Provided that 
the normal intestinal flora are thriving, infectious bacteria have a hard time getting 
established and launching an attack on the system (see Nutrition in Practice 18). In ad-
dition, the small intestine and the entire GI tract manufacture and maintain a strong ar-
senal of  defenses against foreign invaders. Several different types of  defending cells are 
present in the GI tract, and they confer specific immunity against intestinal diseases. 

the Final Stage The story of  how food is broken down into nutrients that can be 
absorbed is now nearly complete. The three energy-yielding nutrients—carbohydrate, 
fat, and protein—are disassembled to basic building blocks before they are absorbed. 
Most of  the other nutrients—vitamins, minerals, and water—are absorbed as they are. 
Undigested residues, such as some fibers, are not absorbed but continue through the 
digestive tract as a semisolid mass that stimulates the tract’s muscles, helping them 
remain strong and able to perform peristalsis efficiently. Fiber also retains water, keep-
ing the stools soft, and carries some bile acids, sterols, and fat out of  the body. Drink-
ing plenty of  water in conjunction with eating foods high in fiber supplies fluid for 
the fiber to take up. This is the basis for the recommendation to drink water and eat 
fiber-rich foods to relieve constipation. 

The process of  absorbing the nutrients into the body is discussed in the next sec-
tion. For the moment, let us assume that the digested nutrients simply disappear from 
the GI tract as they are ready. Virtually all nutrients are gone by the time the contents 
of  the GI tract reach the end of  the small intestine. Little remains but water, a few 
salts and body secretions, and undigested materials such as fiber. These enter the large 
intestine (colon). 

In the colon, intestinal bacteria degrade some of  the fiber to simpler compounds. 
The colon itself  retrieves from its contents the materials that the body is designed to 
recycle—water and dissolved salts. The waste that is finally excreted has little or noth-
ing of  value left in it. The body has extracted all that it can use from the food. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ To digest food, the salivary glands, stomach, pancreas, liver (via the gallbladder), 
and small intestine deliver fluids and digestive enzymes. 

intestinal flora: the bacterial 
inhabitants of the gi tract.

flora 5 plant growth

In the stomach, the fat and watery
GI juices tend to separate. The
enzymes are in the water and 
cannot get at the fat.

When fat enters the small intestine,
the gallbladder secretes bile. Bile
has an affinity for both fat and water,
so it can bring the fat into the water.

Bile’s emulsifying action converts
large fat globules into small
droplets that repel each other.

After emulsification, the enzymes
have easy access to the fat
droplets.

Fat

Enzymes

Watery
GI juices

Fat

Bile

Emulsified
fat

Emulsified fat

Enzyme

Emulsified
fat

F i g u r e  5 - 4   emulsification of Fat by bile
like bile, detergents are emulsifiers and work the same way, which is why they are effective at removing grease spots from clothes. molecule 
by molecule, the grease is dissolved out of the spot and suspended in water, where it can be rinsed away.
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5.3 The Absorptive System
LO 5.3 Describe the anatomical details of the GI tract and the features and 
activities of intestinal cells that facilitate nutrient absorption.

Within three or four hours after you have eaten a meal, your body must find a way 
to absorb millions of  molecules one by one. The absorptive system is ingeniously de-
signed to accomplish this task. 

The Small Intestine
Most absorption takes place in the small intestine. The small intestine is a tube about 
10 feet long and about an inch across, yet it provides a surface comparable in area 
to a tennis court. When nutrient molecules make contact with this surface, they are 
absorbed and carried off  to the liver and other parts of  the body. 

Villi and Microvilli How does the intestine manage to provide such a large absorp-
tive surface area? Its inner surface looks smooth, but viewed through a microscope, it 
turns out to be wrinkled into hundreds of  folds. Each fold is covered with thousands of  
fingerlike projections called villi. The villi are as numerous as the fibers on velvet fab-
ric. A single villus, magnified still more, turns out to be composed of  several hundred 
cells, each covered with microscopic hairs called microvilli (see Figure 5-5).

The villi are in constant motion. A thin sheet of  muscle lines each villus so that it 
can wave, squirm, and wiggle like a sea anemone’s tentacles. Any nutrient molecule 
small enough to be absorbed is trapped among the microvilli and drawn into a cell 
beneath them. Some partially digested nutrients are caught in the microvilli, digested 
further by enzymes there, and then absorbed into the cells. 

Specialization in the intestinal tract As you can see, the intestinal tract is beauti-
fully designed to perform its functions. A further refinement of  the system is that the 
cells of  successive portions of  the tract are specialized to absorb different nutrients. 
The nutrients that are ready for absorption early are absorbed near the top of  the tract; 
those that take longer to be digested are absorbed farther down. The rate at which the 
nutrients travel through the GI tract is finely adjusted to maximize their availability to 
the appropriate absorptive segment of  the tract when they are ready. The lowly “gut” 
turns out to be one of  the most elegantly designed organ systems in the body. 

the Myth of “Food combining” Some popular fad diets advocate the idea that 
people should not eat certain food combinations (for example, fruit and meat) at the 
same meal, because the digestive system cannot handle more than one task at a time. 
This is a myth. The art of  “food combining” (which actually emphasizes “food sepa-
rating”) is based on this idea, and it represents faulty logic and a gross underestima-
tion of  the body’s capabilities. In fact, the opposite is often true: foods eaten together 
can enhance each other’s use by the body. For example, vitamin C in a pineapple or 
citrus fruit can enhance the absorption of  iron from a meal of  chicken and rice or 
other iron-containing foods. Many other instances of  mutually beneficial interactions 
are presented in later chapters. 

Absorption of Nutrients
Once a molecule has entered a cell in a villus, the next step is to transmit it to a desti-
nation elsewhere in the body by way of  the body’s two transport systems—the blood-
stream and the lymphatic system. As Figure 5-5 shows, both systems supply vessels 
to each villus. Through these vessels, the nutrients leave the cell and enter either the 

villi (Vill-ee or Vill-eye): fingerlike 
projections from the folds of the 
small intestine. the singular form 
is villus. 

villus 5 shaggy hair

microvilli (my-cro-Vill-ee or 
my-cro-Vill-eye): tiny, hairlike 
projections on each cell of every 
villus that can trap nutrient particles 
and transport them into the cells. 
the singular form is microvillus.

lymphatic system: a loosely 
organized system of vessels and 
ducts that conveys the products of 
digestion toward the heart.
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Small intestine

Stomach

Folds with villi
on them

A villus

Capillaries

Lymphatic vessel
The wall of the small intestine is
wrinkled into thousands of
folds and is carpeted with villi.

Muscle layers
beneath folds

Between the villi are tubular
glands that secrete enzyme-
containing intestinal juice.

This is a photograph of part of
an actual human intestinal cell
with microvilli.

Three cells of a villus.
Each cell is covered
with microvilli.

Microvilli

Lymphatic
vessel

Vein

Artery
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lymph or the blood. In either case, the nutrients end up in the blood, at least for a 
while. The water-soluble nutrients (and the smaller products of  fat digestion) are 
released directly into the bloodstream by way of  the capillaries, but the larger fats and 
the fat-soluble vitamins find direct access into the capillaries impossible because these 
nutrients are insoluble in water (and blood is mostly water). They require some pack-
aging before they are released. 

The intestinal cells assemble the products of  fat digestion into larger molecules 
called triglycerides. These triglycerides, fat-soluble vitamins (when present), and 
other large lipids (cholesterol and the phospholipids) are then packaged for trans-
port. They cluster together with special proteins to form chylomicrons, one kind of  
lipoproteins (lipoproteins are described at the beginning on p. 121). Finally, the cells 
release the chylomicrons into the lymphatic system. They can then glide through 
the lymph vessels until they arrive at a point of  entry into the bloodstream near 
the heart. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The many folds and villi of  the small intestine dramatically increase its surface 
area, facilitating nutrient absorption. 

 ❚ Nutrients pass through the cells of  the villi and enter either the blood (if  they are 
water soluble or small fat fragments) or the lymph (if  they are fat soluble).

5.4 Transport of Nutrients
LO 5.4 Explain how nutrients are delivered from the GI tract to body cells by the 
vascular system and describe the different types of lipoproteins.

Once a nutrient has entered the bloodstream or the lymphatic system, it may be trans-
ported to any part of  the body, from the tips of  the toes to the roots of  the hair, where 
it becomes available to any of  the cells. The circulatory systems are arranged to de-
liver nutrients wherever they are needed. 

The Vascular System
The vascular or blood circulatory system is a closed system of  vessels through which 
blood flows continuously in a figure eight, with the heart serving as a pump at the 
crossover point. On each loop of  the figure eight, blood travels a simple route: heart to 
arteries to capillaries to veins to heart. 

The routing of  blood through the digestive system is different, however. Blood is 
carried to the digestive system (as it is to all organs) by way of  an artery, which (as 
in all organs) branches into capillaries to reach every cell. Blood leaving the diges-
tive system goes by way of  a vein. The hepatic portal vein, however, directs blood 
not back to the heart but to another organ—the liver. This vein again branches into a 
network of  small blood vessels (sinusoids) so that every cell of  the liver has access to 
the newly absorbed nutrients that the blood is carrying. Blood leaving the liver then 
again collects into a vein, called the hepatic vein, which returns the blood to the heart. 
The route is thus heart to arteries to capillaries (in intestines) to hepatic portal vein to 
sinusoids (in liver) to hepatic vein to heart. 

An anatomist studying this system knows there must be a reason for this special 
arrangement. The liver is located in the circulation system at the point where it will 
have the first chance at the materials absorbed from the GI tract. In fact, the liver 
is the body’s major metabolic organ (see Figure 5-6) and must prepare the absorbed 
nutrients for use by the rest of  the body. Furthermore, the liver stands as a gatekeeper 

lymph (limF): the body fluid found 
in lymphatic vessels. lymph consists 
of all the constituents of blood 
except red blood cells.

triglycerides (try-gliss-er-rides): 
one of the main classes of lipids: 
the chief form of fat in foods and 
the major storage form of fat in the 
body; composed of glycerol with 
three fatty acids attached. 

tri 5 three
glyceride 5  a compound of 

glycerol 

chylomicrons (kye-lo-my-crons): 
the lipoproteins that transport 
lipids from the intestinal cells into 
the body. the cells of the body re-
move the lipids they need from the 
chylomicrons, leaving chylomicron 
remnants to be picked up by the 
liver cells. 
lipoproteins: clusters of lipids 
associated with proteins that serve 
as transport vehicles for lipids in the 
lymph and blood.

artery: a vessel that carries blood 
away from the heart.

capillaries: small vessels that 
branch from an artery. capillaries 
connect arteries to veins. oxygen, 
nutrients, and waste materials are 
exchanged across capillary walls. 

vein: a vessel that carries blood 
back to the heart.

hepatic portal vein: the vein 
that collects blood from the gi tract 
and conducts it to capillaries in the 
liver.

portal 5 gateway

hepatic vein: the vein that collects 
blood from the liver capillaries and 
returns it to the heart.

hepatic 5 liver
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to waylay intruders that might otherwise harm the heart or brain. Chapter 20 offers 
more information about this crucial organ.

The Lymphatic System
The lymphatic system is a one-way route for fluids to travel from tissue spaces into 
the blood. The lymphatic system has no pump; instead, lymph is squeezed from 
one portion of  the body to another like water in a sponge, as muscles contract 
and create pressure here and there. Ultimately, the lymph flows into the thoracic 
duct, a large duct behind the heart. This duct terminates in the subclavian vein, 
which conducts the lymph into the right upper chamber of  the heart. In this way, 
fat-soluble nutrients absorbed into the lymphatic system from the GI tract finally 
enter the bloodstream. 

Transport of Lipids: Lipoproteins
Within the circulatory system, lipids always travel from place to place bundled with 
protein, that is, as lipoproteins. When physicians measure a person’s blood lipid 
profile, they are interested in both the types of  fat present (such as triglycerides and 
cholesterol) and the types of  lipoproteins that carry them. 

Vessels gather up nutrients and 
reabsorbed water and salts from all 
over the digestive tract.

Not shown here:
Parallel to these vessels (veins) are 
other vessels (arteries) that carry 
oxygen-rich blood from the heart 
to the intestines.

Hepatic vein

Hepatic 
artery

Hepatic portal
vein

Vessels

In contrast, nutrients absorbed into lymph
do not go to the liver first. They go to the
heart, which pumps them to all the body’s
cells. The cells remove the nutrients they
need, and the liver then has to deal only
with the remnants.

1

The vessels merge into the hepatic
portal vein, which conducts all
absorbed materials to the liver.

2

The hepatic artery brings a supply of 
freshly oxygenated blood (not loaded
with nutrients) from the lungs to supply
oxygen to the liver’s own cells.

3

Capillary-like vessels (sinusoids) branch
all over the liver, making nutrients and
oxygen available to all its cells and giving
the cells access to blood from the digestive
system.

4

The hepatic vein gathers up blood in 
the liver and returns it to the heart.

5

4
5

3

2

1

Sinusoids
(capillary-like

vessels)
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VLDL, LDL, and HDL As mentioned earlier, chylomicrons transport newly absorbed 
(diet-derived) lipids from the intestinal cells to the rest of  the body. As chylomicrons 
circulate through the body, cells remove their lipid contents, so the chylomicrons 
gradually become smaller. The liver picks up these chylomicron remnants. When 
necessary, the liver can assemble different lipoproteins, which are known as  
very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL). As the body’s cells remove triglycerides from 
the VLDL, the proportions of  their lipid and protein contents shift. As this occurs, 
VLDL become cholesterol-rich low-density lipoproteins (LDL). Cholesterol return-
ing to the liver from other parts of  the body for metabolism or excretion is packaged 
in lipoproteins known as high-density lipoproteins (HDL). HDL are synthesized pri-
marily in the liver.

The density of  lipoproteins varies according to the proportion of  lipids and pro-
tein they contain. The more lipids in the lipoprotein molecule, the lower the density; 
the more protein, the higher the density. Both LDL and HDL carry lipids around in 
the blood, but LDL are larger, lighter, and filled with more lipid; HDL are smaller, 
denser, and packaged with more protein. LDL deliver cholesterol and triglycerides 
from the liver to the tissues; HDL scavenge excess cholesterol from the tissues and 
return it to the liver for metabolism or disposal. These different functions explain why 
some people refer to LDL as “bad” cholesterol and HDL as “good” cholesterol. Keep 
in mind, though, that there is only one kind of  cholesterol molecule; the differences 
between LDL and HDL reflect proportions of  lipids and proteins within them—not 
the type of  cholesterol. Figure 5-7 shows the relative sizes and compositions of  the 
lipoproteins.

Health implications of LDL and HDL The distinction between LDL and HDL 
has implications for the health of  the heart and blood vessels. High concentrations 
of  LDL in the blood are associated with an increased risk of  heart disease, as are 
low concentrations of  HDL.2 Factors that lower LDL concentrations and raise HDL 
concentrations include:

 ❚ Weight management (see Chapter 7).

 ❚ Polyunsaturated or monounsaturated, instead of  saturated, fatty acids in the diet 
(see Chapter 3).

 ❚ Soluble fibers (see Chapter 2).

 ❚ Physical activity (see Chapter 10).

Lipoproteins and heart disease are discussed in Chapter 22. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Nutrients leaving the digestive system via the blood are routed directly to 
the liver before being transported to the body’s cells. Those leaving via the 
lymphatic system eventually enter the vascular system, but they bypass the 
liver at first.

 ❚ Within the circulatory system, lipids travel bundled with proteins as lipoproteins. 
Different types of  lipoproteins include chylomicrons, very-low-density lipopro-
teins (VLDL), low-density lipoproteins (LDL), and high-density lipoproteins 
(HDL). 

 ❚ Elevated blood concentrations of  LDL are associated with a high risk of  heart 
disease, as are low levels of  HDL.

very-low-density lipoproteins 
(VLDL): the type of lipoproteins 
made primarily by liver cells to 
transport lipids to various tissues in 
the body; composed primarily of 
triglycerides. 

low-density lipoproteins 
(LDL): the type of lipoproteins 
derived from Vldl as cells remove 
triglycerides from them. ldl carry 
cholesterol and triglycerides from 
the liver to the cells of the body 
and are composed primarily of 
cholesterol.

high-density lipoproteins 
(HDL): the type of lipoproteins that 
transport cholesterol back to the 
liver from peripheral cells; composed 
primarily of protein.
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The System at Its Best
The GI tract is the first organ in the body to deal with the nutrients that will ultimately 
maintain the health and nutrition status of  the whole body. Its intricate architecture 
makes it sensitive and responsive to conditions in its environment. One condition in-
dispensable to the GI tract’s performance is its own good health. Such lifestyle factors 
as sleep, physical activity, state of  mind, and nutrition affect GI tract health. Adequate 
sleep allows for repair and maintenance of  tissue. Physical activity promotes healthy 
muscle tone and may protect against cancer of  the colon.3 Mental state profoundly af-
fects digestion and absorption through the activity of  nerves and hormones that help 
regulate these processes. A relaxed, peaceful attitude during a meal enhances diges-
tion and absorption.
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Triglyceride

Chylomicron

HDL

Chylomicrons contain so little protein and so 
much triglyceride that they are the lowest in
density.

Very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) are half
triglycerides, accounting for their low density.

Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) are half
cholesterol, accounting for their implication 
in heart disease.

High-density lipoproteins (HDL) are half protein,
accounting for their high density.

Protein

HDLVLDL LDL

Phospholipid

Cholesterol

Triglyceride

Chylomicron

VLDL

A typical lipoprotein contains an interior of triglycerides and cholesterol
surrounded by phospholipids. The phospholipids’ fatty-acid “tails” point
toward the interior, where the lipids are. Proteins near the outer ends of
the phospholipids cover the structure. This arrangement of hydrophobic
molecules on the inside and hydrophilic molecules on the outside allows
lipids to travel through the watery fluids of the blood.

This solar system of lipoproteins shows their relative sizes.  
Notice how large the fat-filled chylomicron is compared with 
the others and how the others get progressively smaller as 
their proportion of fat declines and protein increases.

LDL
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self check 
1. once food is swallowed, it travels through the digestive tract 

in this order: 
a.  esophagus, stomach, large intestine, liver.
b.  esophagus, stomach, small intestine, large intestine.
c.  small intestine, stomach, esophagus, large intestine.
d.  small intestine, large intestine, stomach, esophagus.

2. once chyme travels the length of the small intestine, it passes 
through the ileocecal valve at the beginning of the:
a.  large intestine.
b.  stomach.
c.  esophagus.
d.  jejunum.

3. the periodic squeezing or partitioning of the intestine by its 
circular muscles that both mixes and slowly pushes the con-
tents along is known as:
a.  secretion.
b.  absorption.
c.  peristalsis.
d.  segmentation.

4. an enzyme in saliva begins the digestion of:
a.  starch.
b.  vitamins.
c.  protein.
d.  minerals.

5. bile is:
a.  an enzyme that splits starch.
b.  an alkaline secretion of the pancreas.
c.  an emulsifier made by the liver that prepares fats and oils 

for digestion.
d.  a stomach secretion containing water, hydrochloric acid, 

and the enzymes pepsin and lipase.

6. which of the following passes through the large intestine 
mostly unabsorbed?
a.  Fiber
b.  Vitamins
c.  minerals
d.  starch

7. the two major nutrient transport systems in the body are:
a.  ldl and hdl.
b.  the digestive and absorptive systems.
c.  lipoproteins and chylomicrons.
d.  the vascular and lymphatic systems.

8. within the circulatory system, lipids travel from place to place 
bundled with proteins as:
a.  microvilli.
b.  chylomicrons.
c.  lipoproteins.
d.  phospholipids.

9. elevated ldl concentrations in the blood are associated with:
a.  a high-protein diet.
b.  a low risk of diabetes.
c.  regular physical activity.
d.  a high risk of heart disease.

10. three factors that lower the concentration of ldl and raise 
the concentration of hdl in the blood are:
a.  polyunsaturated fat, rest, and dietary hdl.
b.  antioxidants, insoluble fibers, and dietary hdl.
c.  saturated fat, antioxidants, and insoluble fibers.
d.  weight control, soluble fibers, and physical activity.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.

notes
1. P. c. Konturek, t. brzozowski and s. J. Konturek, 

stress and the gut: Pathophysiology, clinical con-
sequences, diagnostic approach and treatment 
options, Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology 
62 (2011): 591–599.

2. a. s. go and coauthors, heart disease and 
stroke statistics—2014 update: a report from 
the american heart association, Circulation 129 
(2014): e28–e292. 

3. l. h. Kushi and coauthors, american cancer 
society guidelines on nutrition and physical 
activity for cancer prevention, CA Cancer Journal 
for Clinicians 62 (2012): 30–67.

clinical applications
1. People who experience malabsorption frequently have the 

most difficulty digesting fat. considering the differences in fat, 
carbohydrate, and protein digestion and absorption, can you 
offer an explanation?

2. how might you explain the importance of dietary fiber to a 
client who frequently experiences constipation?
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The Food and drug administration (Fda) lists foodborne 
illness as the leading food safety concern in the united 

states because outbreaks of food poisoning far outnumber epi-
sodes of any other kind of food contamination. the CDC (Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention) estimates that 48 million 
cases of foodborne illnesses occur each year in the united states.1 
more than 100,000 people become so sick as to need hospitaliza-
tion. For some 3000 people each year, the symptoms (table nP5-1) 
are so severe as to cause death. most vulnerable are pregnant 
women; very young, very old, sick, or malnourished people; and 
those with a weakened immune system (as in aids).2 by taking the 
proper precautions, people can minimize their chances of contract-
ing foodborne illnesses. box nP5-1 defines related terms.

What is foodborne illness?

Foodborne illness can be caused by either an infection or an 
intoxication. table nP5-2 (p. 126) summarizes the pathogens 
responsible for 90 percent of foodborne illnesses, related hospital-
izations, and deaths, along with food sources, general symptoms, 
and prevention methods. 

What is the difference between foodborne 
infections and food intoxications?

Foodborne infections are caused by eating foods contaminated by 
infectious microbes. among foodborne infections, norovirus and 
Salmonella are the leading causes of hospitalizations and deaths.3 
Pathogens commonly enter the gi tract in contaminated foods 
such as undercooked poultry and unpasteurized milk. symptoms 
generally include abdominal cramps, fever, vomiting, and diarrhea. 

norovirus illustrates the importance of personal hygiene.4 
norovirus is passed in the stool and vomit of infected people. thus, 
infected people who do not wash their hands adequately can pass 
the virus directly to other people, or they can pass it indirectly 
by way of contaminated food or water. outbreaks in the united 
states are often linked to food touched by infected food handlers 
or to person-to-person contact in day care centers, in nursing 
homes, and on cruise ships. People can also be infected with 
norovirus by eating raw shellfish such as oysters and clams that are 
grown in sewage-contaminated waters.

Food intoxications are caused by eating foods containing 
natural toxins or, more likely, microbes that produce toxins. the 
most common food toxin is produced by Staphylococcus aureus; 
it affects more than 1 million people each year. less common, but 
more infamous, is Clostridium botulinum, an organism that pro-
duces a deadly toxin in anaerobic conditions such as improperly 
canned (especially home-canned) foods and homemade garlic 
or herb-flavored oils stored at room temperature. the botulism 
toxin paralyzes muscles, making it difficult to see, speak, swallow, 

C H a P T e r  5

5 . 5  F O O d  s a F e t y

Nutrition in Practice

LO 5.5 Describe how foodborne illnesses can be 
prevented.

Ta b L e  n P 5 - 1   Symptoms of Foodborne illness

get medical help when these symptoms occur:

 ❚ bloody diarrhea

 ❚ diarrhea lasting more than three days

 ❚ Prolonged vomiting that prevents keeping liquids down and can 
lead to dehydration

 ❚ difficulty breathing

 ❚ difficulty swallowing

 ❚ double vision

 ❚ Fever lasting more than 24 hours

 ❚ headache accompanied by muscle stiffness and fever

 ❚ numbness, muscle weakness, and tingling sensations in the skin

 ❚ rapid heart rate, fainting, and dizziness

B O X  n P  5 - 1   g L O S S a r y

CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention): a 
branch of the department of health and human services that is 
responsible for, among other things, monitoring foodborne dis-
eases (www.cdc.gov).
cross-contamination: the contamination of food by bacteria 
that occurs when the food comes into contact with surfaces 
previously touched by raw meat, poultry, or seafood.
foodborne illness: illness transmitted to human beings 
through food and water, caused by either an infectious agent 
(foodborne infection) or a poisonous substance (foodborne 
intoxication); commonly known as food poisoning.
Hazard analysis Critical Control Points (HaCCP): a system-
atic plan to identify and correct potential microbial hazards in the  
manufacturing, distribution, and commercial use of food 
products; commonly referred to as “hass-ip.”
outbreaks: two or more cases of a similar illness resulting from 
the ingestion of a common food.
pasteurization: heat processing of food that inactivates some, 
but not all, microorganisms in the food; not a sterilization 
process. bacteria that cause spoilage are still present.
pathogens (PaTH-oh-jens): microorganisms capable of 
producing disease.
sushi: vinegar-flavored rice and seafood, typically wrapped in 
seaweed and stuffed with colorful vegetables. some sushi is 
stuffed with raw fish; other varieties contain cooked seafood.
traveler’s diarrhea: nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea caused 
by consuming food or water contaminated by any of several 
organisms, most commonly, E. coli, Shigella, Campylobacter 
jejuni, and Salmonella.
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Ta b L e  n P 5 - 2  The major microbes of Foodborne illness

Organism Name Most Frequent  
Food Sources

Onset and General  
Symptoms

Prevention Methodsa

Foodborne Infections

Campylobacter 
(Kam-pee-loh-baK-ter) 
bacterium

raw and undercooked 
poultry, unpasteurized milk, 
contaminated water

onset: 2 to 5 days. diarrhea, 
vomiting, abdominal cramps, fever; 
sometimes bloody stools; lasts 2 to 
10 days.

cook foods thoroughly; use 
pasteurized milk; use sanitary 
food-handling methods.

Escherichia 
(esh-uh-reK-ee-uh) 
coli (Koh-lye) bacterium 
(including shiga 
toxin-producing strains)b

undercooked ground beef, 
unpasteurized milk and juices, 
raw fruits and vegetables, 
contaminated water, and 
person-to-person contact

onset: 1 to 8 days. severe bloody 
diarrhea, abdominal cramps, 
vomiting; lasts 5 to 10 days.

cook ground beef thoroughly; 
use pasteurized milk; use 
sanitary food-handling 
methods; use treated, boiled, or 
bottled water.

Norovirus Person-to-person contact; raw 
foods, salads, sandwiches

onset: 1 to 2 days. Vomiting; lasts 1 
to 2 days.

use sanitary food-handling 
methods.

Listeria (lis-ter-ee-ah) 
bacterium

unpasteurized milk; fresh soft 
cheeses; luncheon meats, 
hot dogs

onset: 1 to 21 days. Fever, muscle 
aches; nausea, vomiting, blood 
poisoning, complications in 
pregnancy, and meningitis (stiff 
neck, severe headache, and fever).

use sanitary food-handling 
methods; cook foods 
thoroughly; use pasteurized 
milk.

Clostridium 
(claw-strid-ee-um) 
perfringens (per-Fringe-enz) 
bacterium

meats and meat products 
stored at between 120°F and 
130°F

onset: 8 to 16 hours. abdominal 
pain, diarrhea, nausea; lasts 1 to 2 
days.

use sanitary food-handling 
methods; use pasteurized 
milk; cook foods thoroughly; 
refrigerate foods promptly 
and properly.

Salmonella (sal-moh-nel-ah) 
bacteria (.2300 types)

raw or undercooked eggs, 
meats, poultry, raw milk and 
other dairy products, shrimp, 
frog legs, yeast, coconut, pasta, 
and chocolate

onset: 1 to 3 days. Fever, vomiting, 
abdominal cramps, diarrhea; lasts 4 
to 7 days; can be fatal.

use sanitary food-handling 
methods; use pasteurized 
milk; cook foods thoroughly; 
refrigerate foods promptly 
and properly.

Toxoplasma 
(toK-so-PlaZ-ma) 
gondii parasite

raw or undercooked meat; 
contaminated water; 
unpasteurized goat’s milk; 
contact with infected cat feces

onset: 7 to 21 days. swollen 
glands, fever, headache, muscle 
pain, stiff neck.

use sanitary food-handling 
methods; cook foods 
thoroughly.

Foodborne Intoxications

Clostridium 
(claw-strid-ee-um) 
botulinum (bot-chew-
line-um) bacterium produces 
botulin toxin, responsible for 
causing botulism

anaerobic environment of low 
acidity (canned corn, peppers, 
green beans, soups, beets, 
asparagus, mushrooms, ripe 
olives, spinach, tuna, chicken, 
chicken liver, liver pâté, 
luncheon meats, ham, sausage, 
stuffed eggplant, lobster, and 
smoked and salted fish)

onset: 4 to 36 hours. nervous 
system symptoms, including double 
vision, inability to swallow, speech 
difficulty, and progressive paralysis 
of the respiratory system; often 
fatal; leaves prolonged symptoms 
in survivors.

use proper canning methods 
for low-acid foods; refrigerate 
homemade garlic and herb oils; 
avoid commercially prepared 
foods with leaky seals or with 
bent, bulging, or broken cans. 
do not give infants honey 
because it may contain spores 
of Clostridium botulinum, which 
is a common source of infection 
for infants.

Staphylococcus 
(staF-il-oh-KoK-us) 
aureus bacterium produces 
staphylococcal toxin

toxin produced in improperly 
refrigerated meats; egg, tuna, 
potato, and macaroni salads; 
cream-filled pastries

onset: 1 to 6 hours. diarrhea, 
nausea, vomiting, abdominal 
cramps, fever; lasts 1 to 2 days.

use sanitary food-handling 
methods; cook food 
thoroughly; refrigerate foods 
promptly and properly; use 
proper home-canning methods.

Note: travelers’ diarrhea is most commonly caused by E. coli, Campylobacter jejuni, Shigella, and Salmonella.

a table nP5-3 on pp. 129–130 provides more details on the proper handling, cooking, and refrigeration of foods.
b o157, o145, and other shiga toxin-producing strains.
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and breathe. because death can occur within 24 hours of onset, 
botulism demands immediate medical attention. even then, survi-
vors may suffer the effects for months or years.

How do people get foodborne illness?

transmission of foodborne illness has changed as our food supply 
and lifestyles have changed.5 in the past, foodborne illness was 
caused by one person’s error in a small setting, such as improperly 
refrigerated egg salad at a family picnic, and affected only a few 
victims. today, we are eating more foods prepared and packaged 
by others. consequently, when a food manufacturer or restaurant 
chef makes an error, foodborne illness can quickly affect many 
people. an estimated 80 percent of reported foodborne illnesses 
are caused by errors in a commercial setting, such as the improper 
pasteurization of milk at a large dairy.

in 2009, Salmonella was found in peanut butter that had 
been used in more than 2100 products made by more than 200 
companies; another Salmonella outbreak in 2010 led to the recall 
of 500 million eggs from two farms. in 2011, a cantaloupe farm 
had to recall more than 300,000 cases of fruit when Listeria 
poisoning killed 29 people and made 139 others sick. these 
incidents and others focus the national spotlight on two important 
safety issues: disease-causing organisms are commonly found in 
foods, and safe food-handling practices can minimize harm from 
most of these foodborne pathogens.

What kinds of programs are in place to help 
keep foods safe?

to improve the safety of the u.s. food supply, the Food safety 
modernization act (Fsma) was signed into law in 2011. it has 
been called “historic” because it shifts the focus of Fda activities 
from reacting after people become ill to preventing foodborne 
illness in the first place.6 the new law stresses prevention at food-
processing facilities; provides the Fda with greater enforcement, 
inspection, and recall authorities; and affords the Fda greater 
oversight of imported foods. 

in addition, the u.s. department of agriculture (usda), the 
Fda, and the food-processing industries have developed and 
implemented programs to control foodborne illness.* For ex-
ample, usda inspectors examine meat-processing plants every 
day to ensure that these facilities meet government standards. 
seafood, egg, produce, and processed food facilities are inspected 
less often, but all food producers must use a Hazard Analysis 
Critical Control Points (HACCP) plan to help prevent foodborne 
illnesses at their source. each slaughterhouse, packer, distributor, 
and transporter of susceptible foods must identify “critical control 
points” that pose a risk of contamination and implement verifiable 
procedures to eliminate or minimize the risk. the haccP system 
has proved a remarkable success for domestic products, but such 
programs do not apply to imported foods. 

an estimated $2 trillion worth of products are imported into 
the united states from more than 150 countries each year. many 
countries cooperate with the Fda and have adopted many of the 
safe food-handling practices used in the united states, but some 
imported foods come from countries with little or no regulatory 

*in addition to haccP, other programs initiated under the Food safety 
initiative include Foodnet, Pulsenet, the environmental health specialists network 
(ehs-net), and Fight bac!

oversight. to help consumers distinguish between imported and 
domestic foods, certain foods—including fish, shellfish, meats, 
fruits, vegetables, and some nuts—must display a country of 
origin label specifying where they were produced.7 

importantly, the implementation of the Fsma strengthens the 
Fda’s ability to safeguard imported foods.8 under the Fsma, the 
Fda is permitted to inspect foreign facilities. if a food producer 
in another country does not allow the Fda to inspect its facility, 
the Fda can refuse to allow food from that facility into the united 
states. the Fsma also requires importers to verify the food safety 
practices of their suppliers and adds new checks on imported foods.

are foods bought in grocery stores and foods 
eaten in restaurants safe?

canned and packaged foods sold in grocery stores are easily con-
trolled, but rare accidents do happen. batch numbering makes it 
possible to recall contaminated foods through public announce-
ments via the internet, newspapers, television, and radio. in the 
grocery store, consumers can buy items before the “sell by” date 
and inspect the safety seals and wrappers of packages. a broken 
seal, bulging can lid, or mangled package fails to protect the 
consumer against microbes, insects, spoilage, or even vandalism. 

state and local health regulations provide guidelines on the 
cleanliness of facilities and the safe preparation of foods for 
restaurants, cafeterias, and fast-food establishments. even so, 
consumers should take these actions to help prevent foodborne 
illnesses when dining out:

 ❚ wash hands with hot, soapy water before meals.  

 ❚ expect clean tabletops, dinnerware, utensils, and food prepara-
tion areas.

 ❚ expect cooked foods to be served piping hot and salads to be 
fresh and cold.

 ❚ refrigerate take-home items within two hours and use leftovers 
within three to four days.

improper handling of foods can occur anywhere along the line 
from commercial manufacturers to large supermarkets to small 
restaurants to private homes. maintaining a safe food supply 
requires everyone’s efforts.

What can people do to protect themselves from 
foodborne illness?

whether microbes multiply and cause illness depends, in part, on 
a few key food-handling behaviors in the kitchen—whether the 
kitchen is in your home, a school cafeteria, a gourmet restaurant, 
or a canned goods manufacturer. Figure nP5-1 (p. 128) summa-
rizes the four simple things that can help most to prevent food-
borne illness: 

 ❚ Clean. Keep a clean, safe kitchen by washing hands and sur-
faces often. wash countertops, cutting boards, sponges, and 
utensils in hot, soapy water before and after each step of food 
preparation. to reduce bacterial contamination on hands, wash 
hands with soap and warm water; if soap and water are not 
available, use an alcohol-based sanitizing gel.9

 ❚ Separate. avoid cross-contamination by keeping raw eggs, 
meat, poultry, and seafood separate from other foods. wash 
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that will kill microbes, and maintain adequate temperatures to 
prevent bacterial growth until the foods are served.

 ❚ Chill. Keep cold foods cold by refrigerating promptly. go directly 
home upon leaving the grocery store and immediately unpack 
foods into the refrigerator or freezer upon arrival. after a meal, 
refrigerate any leftovers immediately. 

unfortunately, consumers commonly fail to follow these simple 
food-handling recommendations. see table nP5-3 for additional 
food safety tips. 

What precautions need to be taken when 
preparing meat and poultry? 

Figure nP5-2 (p. 130) presents label instructions for the safe han-
dling of meat and poultry and two types of usda seals. meats and 
poultry contain bacteria and provide a moist, nutrient-rich envi-
ronment that favors microbial growth. ground meat is especially 
susceptible because it receives more handling than other kinds of 
meat and has more surface exposed to bacterial contamination. 
consumers cannot detect the harmful bacteria in or on meat. For 
safety’s sake, cook meat thoroughly, using a thermometer to test 
the internal temperature (see Figure nP5-3 on p. 131). 

How can a person enjoy seafood safely?

most seafood available in the united states and canada is safe, 
but eating it undercooked or raw can cause severe illnesses—
hepatitis, worms, parasites, viral intestinal disorders, and other 
diseases.† rumor has it that freezing fish will make it safe to 
eat raw, but this is only partly true. commercial freezing will kill 
mature parasitic worms, but only cooking can kill all worm eggs 
and other microorganisms that can cause illness. For safety’s sake, 
all seafood should be cooked until it is opaque. even sushi can 
be safe to eat when chefs combine cooked seafood and other 
ingredients into delicacies. 

eating raw oysters can be dangerous for anyone, but people 
with liver disease and weakened immune systems are most 
vulnerable. at least 10 species of bacteria found in raw oysters 
can cause serious illness and even death. raw oysters may also 
carry the hepatitis a virus, which can cause liver disease. some 
hot sauces can kill many of these bacteria but not the virus; alco-
hol may also protect some people against some oyster-borne ill-
nesses but not enough to guarantee protection (or to recommend 
drinking alcohol). Pasteurization of raw oysters—holding them at 
a specified temperature for a specified time—holds promise for 
killing bacteria without cooking the oyster or altering its texture or 
flavor.

as population density increases along the shores of seafood-
harvesting waters, pollution inevitably invades the sea life there. 
Preventing seafood-borne illness is in large part a task of control-
ling water pollution. to help ensure a safe seafood market, the 
Fda requires processors to adopt food safety practices based on 
the haccP system mentioned earlier. 

chemical pollution and microbial contamination lurk not only 
in the water but also in the boats and warehouses where seafood 
is cleaned, prepared, and refrigerated. seafood is one of the most 

†diseases caused by toxins from the sea include ciguatera poisoning, 
scombroid poisoning, and paralytic and neurotoxic shellfish poisoning.

wash your hands with warm water and soap 
for at least 20 seconds before preparing or 
eating food to reduce the chance of microbial 
contamination.
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F i g u r e  n P 5 - 1   Fight bac!
Four ways to keep food safe. the Fight bac! 
website is at www.fightbac.org.

all utensils and surfaces (such as cutting boards or platters) that 
have been in contact with these foods with hot, soapy water 
before using them again. bacteria inevitably left on the surfaces 
from the raw meat can recontaminate the cooked meat or other 
foods—a problem known as cross-contamination. washing 
raw eggs, meat, and poultry is not recommended as the extra 
handling increases the risk of cross-contamination.

 ❚ Cook. Keep hot foods hot by cooking to proper temperatures. 
Foods need to cook long enough to reach internal temperatures 
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Ta b L e  n P 5 - 3  Strategies to Prevent Foodborne illness
most foodborne illnesses can be prevented by following four simple rules: clean, separate, cook, and chill.

Clean

 ❚ wash fruits and vegetables in a clean sink with a scrub brush and warm water; store washed and unwashed produce separately.

 ❚ use hot, soapy water to wash hands, utensils, dishes, nonporous cutting boards, and countertops before handling food and between 
tasks when working with different foods. use a bleach solution on cutting boards (one capful per gallon of water).

 ❚ cover cuts with clean bandages before food preparation; dirty bandages carry harmful microorganisms.

 ❚ mix foods with utensils, not hands; keep hands and utensils away from mouth, nose, and hair.

 ❚ anyone may be a carrier of bacteria and should avoid coughing or sneezing over food. a person with a skin infection or infectious dis-
ease should not prepare food.

 ❚ wash or replace sponges and towels regularly.

 ❚ clean up food spills and crumb-filled crevices.

Separate

 ❚ wash all surfaces that have been in contact with raw meats, poultry, eggs, fish, and shellfish before reusing.

 ❚ serve cooked foods on a clean plate with a clean utensil. separate raw foods from those that have been cooked.

 ❚ don’t use marinade that was in contact with raw meat for basting or sauces.

Cook

 ❚ when cooking meats or poultry, use a thermometer to test the internal temperature. insert the thermometer between the thigh and the 
body of a turkey or into the thickest part of other meats, making sure the tip of the thermometer is not in contact with bone or the pan. 
cook to the temperature indicated for that particular meat (see Figure nP5-3 on p. 131); cook hamburgers to at least medium well done. 
if you have safety questions, call the usda meat and Poultry hotline: (800) 535-4555.

 ❚ cook stuffing separately, or stuff poultry just prior to cooking.

 ❚ do not cook large cuts of meat or turkey in a microwave oven; it leaves some parts undercooked while overcooking others.

 ❚ cook eggs before eating them (soft-boiled for at least 3 ½ minutes; scrambled until set, not runny; fried for at least 3 minutes on one side 
and 1 minute on the other).

 ❚ cook seafood thoroughly. if you have safety questions about seafood, call the Fda hotline: (800) Fda-4010.

 ❚ when serving foods, maintain temperatures at 140°F or higher.

 ❚ heat leftovers thoroughly to at least 165°F.

Chill

 ❚ when running errands, stop at the grocery store last. when you get home, refrigerate the perishable groceries (such as meats and dairy 
products) immediately. do not leave perishables in the car any longer than it takes for ice cream to melt.

 ❚ Put packages of raw meat, fish, or poultry on a plate before refrigerating to prevent juices from dripping on food stored below.

 ❚ buy only foods that are solidly frozen in store freezers.

 ❚ Keep cold foods at 40°F or less; keep frozen foods at 0°F or less (keep a thermometer in the refrigerator).

 ❚ marinate meats in the refrigerator, not on the counter.

 ❚ look for “Keep refrigerated” or “refrigerate after opening” on food labels.

 ❚ refrigerate leftovers promptly; use shallow containers to cool foods faster; use leftovers within 3 to 4 days.

 ❚ thaw meats or poultry in the refrigerator, not at room temperature. if you must hasten thawing, use cool water (changed every 30 min-
utes) or a microwave oven.

 ❚ Freeze meat, fish, or poultry immediately if not planning to use within a few days.

In General

 ❚ do not reuse disposable containers; use nondisposable containers or recycle instead.

 ❚ do not taste food that is suspect. “if in doubt, throw it out.”

 ❚ throw out foods with danger-signaling odors. be aware, though, that most food-poisoning bacteria are odorless, colorless, and tasteless.

 ❚ do not buy or use items that have broken seals or mangled packaging; such containers cannot protect against microbes, insects, spoilage, 
or even vandalism. check safety seals, buttons, and expiration dates.

 ❚ Follow label instructions for storing and preparing packaged and frozen foods; throw out foods that have been thawed or refrozen.

 ❚ discard foods that are discolored, moldy, or decayed or that have been contaminated by insects or rodents.

continued
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Safe Handling Instructions

The USDA requires that safe handling 
instructions appear on all packages 
of meat and poultry.

The voluntary “Graded by USDA” seal 
indicates that the product has been 
graded for tenderness, juiciness, and 
flavor. Beef is graded Prime (abundant 
marbling of the meat muscle), Choice 
(less marbling), and Select (lean). 
Similarly, poultry is graded A, B, and C.

The mandatory “Inspected and 
Passed by the USDA” seal 
ensures that meat and poultry 
products are safe, wholesome, 
and correctly labeled. Inspection 
does not guarantee that the 
meat is free of potentially 
harmful bacteria.

U.S.D.A.
SELECT

F i g u r e  n P 5 - 2   meat and 
Poultry Safety, grading, and 
inspection Seals
inspection is mandatory; grading is 
voluntary. neither guarantees that 
the product will not cause food-
borne illnesses, but consumers can 
help to prevent foodborne illnesses 
by following the safe handling 
instructions.

perishable foods: time and temperature are critical to its freshness 
and flavor. to keep seafood as fresh as possible, people in the 
industry “keep it cold, keep it clean, and keep it moving.” wise 
consumers eat it cooked. 

Do foods that are unsafe to eat smell bad?

Fresh food generally smells fresh. not all types of food poisoning 
are detectable by odor, but some bacterial wastes produce “off” 

odors. Food with an abnormal odor is spoiled. throw it out or, if it 
was recently purchased, return it to the grocery store. do not taste 
it. table nP5-4 lists safe refrigerator storage times for selected 
foods.

local health departments and the usda extension service 
can provide additional information about food safety. should 
precautions fail and mild foodborne illness develop, drink clear 
liquids to replace fluids lost through vomiting and diarrhea. 

Ta b L e  n P 5 - 3  (continued)

For Specific Food Items

 ❚ Canned goods. carefully discard food from cans that leak or bulge so that other people and animals will not accidentally ingest it; 
before canning, seek professional advice from the usda national institute of Food and agriculture (check your phone book under u.s. 
government listings, or go online: www.csrees.usda.gov).

 ❚ Milk and cheeses. use only pasteurized milk and milk products. aged cheeses, such as cheddar and swiss, do well for an hour or two 
without refrigeration, but they should be refrigerated or stored in an ice chest for longer periods.

 ❚ Eggs. use clean eggs with intact shells. do not eat eggs, even pasteurized eggs, raw; raw eggs are commonly found in caesar salad dress-
ing, eggnog, cookie dough, hollandaise sauce, and key lime pie. cook eggs until whites are firmly set and yolks begin to thicken.

 ❚ Honey. honey may contain dormant bacterial spores, which can awaken in the human body to produce botulism. in adults, this poses little 
hazard, but infants younger than 1 year of age should never be fed honey. honey can accumulate enough toxin to kill an infant; it has been 
implicated in several cases of sudden infant death. (honey can also be contaminated with environmental pollutants picked up by the bees.)

 ❚ Mayonnaise. commercial mayonnaise may actually help a food to resist spoilage because of the acid content. still, keep it refrigerated after 
opening.

 ❚ Mixed salads. mixed salads of chopped ingredients spoil easily because they have extensive surface area for bacteria to invade, and they 
have been in contact with cutting boards, hands, and kitchen utensils that easily transmit bacteria to food (regardless of their mayonnaise 
content). chill them well before, during, and after serving.

 ❚ Picnic foods. choose foods that last without refrigeration, such as fresh fruits and vegetables, breads and crackers, and canned spreads 
and cheeses that can be opened and used immediately. Pack foods cold, layer ice between foods, and keep foods out of water.

 ❚ Seafood. buy only fresh seafood that has been properly refrigerated or iced. cooked seafood should be stored separately from raw sea-
food to avoid cross-contamination.
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Medium-done meats, raw eggs, egg dishes,
ground meats (beef, veal, lamb, pork) 
Beef, pork, lamb, and veal (steaks, roasts,
and chops): Allow to rest at least 3 minutes.
During the 3 minutes after meat is removed
from the heat source, its temperature remains
constant or continues to rise, which destroys
pathogens.
Hold hot foods
DANGER ZONE: Do not keep foods between
408F and 1408F for more than 2 hours or for 
more than 1 hour when the air temperature is
greater than 908F.
Refrigerator temperatures

Freezer temperatures

1608

1458

1408

408

08

Well-done meats

Stuffing, all poultry, including ground
chicken and turkey; reheat leftovers

1708

1658

F i g u r e  n P 5 - 3   recommended Safe  
Temperatures (Fahrenheit)
bacteria multiply rapidly at temperatures between 40°F 
and 140°F. cook foods to the temperatures shown on this 
thermometer and hold them at 140°F or higher.

Ta b L e  n P 5 - 4  Safe refrigerator Storage Times  
(   40°F)

1 to 2 Days: raw ground meats, breakfast or other raw 
sausages, raw fish or poultry; gravies

3 to 5 Days: raw steaks, roasts, or chops; cooked meats, 
poultry, vegetables, and mixed dishes; lunchmeats (packages 
opened); mayonnaise salads (chicken, egg, pasta, tuna); fresh 
vegetables (spinach, green beans, tomatoes)

1 Week: hard-cooked eggs, bacon or hot dogs (opened 
packages); smoked sausages or seafood; milk, cottage cheese

1 to 2 Weeks: yogurt; carrots, celery, lettuce

2 to 4 Weeks: Fresh eggs (in shells); lunchmeats, bacon, or 
hot dogs (packages unopened); dry sausages (pepperoni, hard 
salami); most aged and processed cheeses (swiss, brick)

2 Months: mayonnaise (opened jar); most dry cheeses 
(Parmesan, romano)

Å

cook hamburgers to 160°F; color alone cannot determine 
doneness. some burgers will turn brown before reaching 
160°F, whereas others may retain some pink color, even 
when cooked to 175°F.
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eating raw seafood is a risky proposition.
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if serious foodborne illness is suspected, first call a physician. 
then wrap the remainder of the suspected food and label the 
container so that the food cannot be mistakenly eaten, place it 
in the refrigerator, and hold it for possible inspection by health 
authorities. 

How can a person defend against foodborne 
illness when traveling to foreign countries?

People who travel to other countries have a 50-50 chance of con-
tracting a foodborne illness, commonly described as traveler’s 
diarrhea. like many other foodborne illnesses, traveler’s diar-
rhea is a sometimes serious, always annoying bacterial infection 
of the digestive tract. the risk is high because some countries’ 
cleanliness standards for food and water may be lower than those 
in the united states and canada. also, every region’s microbes 
are different, and while people are immune to those in their own 
neighborhoods, they have had no chance to develop immunity to 
the pathogens in places they are visiting for the first time. in addi-
tion to the food safety tips outlined on pp. 129-130, precautions 
while traveling include:

 ❚ wash hands frequently with soap and hot water, especially 
before handling food or eating. use sanitizing gel or hand wipes 
regularly.

 ❚ eat only well-cooked and hot or canned foods. eat raw fruits 
or vegetables only if washed in purified water and peeled with 
clean hands.

 ❚ use purified, bottled water for drinking, making ice cubes, and 
brushing teeth. alternatively, use disinfecting tablets or boil 
water.

 ❚ refuse dairy products that have not been pasteurized and refrig-
erated properly.

 ❚ travel with antidiarrheal medication in case efforts to avoid 
illness fail.

to sum up these recommendations, “boil it, cook it, peel it, or 
forget it.”
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Metabolism, 
Energy Balance, 
and Body 
Composition

6

6.1 The Organs and Their Metabolic 
Roles
LO 6.1 List the principal organs of metabolism, describe 
their primary roles in metabolism, and explain how 
the body maintains its constant normal temperature of 
98.6°F, as well as the difference between anabolic and 
catabolic reactions in the body.

6.2 The Body’s Use of Fuels
LO 6.2 Identify the nutrients involved in energy  
metabolism and the high-energy compound that 
captures the energy released during their break-
down, and summarize the main steps in the  
metabolism of glucose, glycerol, fatty acids,  
and amino acids.

6.3 Energy Imbalance
LO 6.3 Explain how an excess of any of the three  
energy-yielding nutrients contributes to body fat  
and how an inadequate intake of any of them  
shifts metabolism.

6.4 Energy Balance
LO 6.4 Describe energy balance and identify the com-
ponents of energy expenditure, the factors that affect 
a person’s BMR, and the factors that influence a  
person’s energy expenditure.

6.5 Body Weight and Body Composition
LO 6.5 Describe the differences between body weight 
and body composition, including methods to assess 
them and health implications.

6.6 Health Risks of Underweight  
and Obesity
LO 6.6 Identify relationships between body weight and 
the risk of health problems and summarize the guide-
lines for identifying and evaluating the risks to health 
from overweight and obesity.

6.7 Nutrition in Practice: Eating Disorders 
LO 6.7 Compare the criteria for diagnosis, characteristics, 
and treatments of the different eating disorders. 
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Every organ, every tissue, and every cell of the body engages in metab-
olism, the chemical reactions involved in releasing energy, breaking 

down compounds, and making new compounds. Much like a factory, the 
body works efficiently to manufacture needed products and dispose of 
wastes. All these processes are regulated by hormonal signals that coordi-
nate supply and demand.

In disease, metabolic processes can become disturbed, and some dis-
eases are caused by metabolic disturbances. This chapter introduces the 
principal organs and their metabolic roles, the metabolism of the energy 
nutrients, energy balance, body composition, and the health risks associ-
ated with too much or too little body fat. The next chapter offers strategies 
toward solving the problems of too much or too little body fat. 

6.1 The Organs and Their Metabolic Roles
LO 6.1 List the principal organs of metabolism, describe their primary roles in 
metabolism, and explain how the body maintains its constant normal temper-
ature of 98.6°F, as well as the difference between anabolic and catabolic reac-
tions in the body.

The metabolic reactions of  every organ contribute to the body’s ability to function 
normally and maintain health. Metabolic reactions also use or release energy and 
therefore affect body weight, with consequences for health. 

The Principal Organs
Of particular concern to metabolism are the digestive organs, liver, pancreas, circu-
latory system, and kidneys. Together, they perform much of  the work of  breaking 
down compounds, making new ones, transporting nutrients and oxygen throughout 
the body, and removing the wastes generated by metabolic processes.

the Digestive organs As Chapter 5 describes, the digestive system transports foods 
through the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, produces digestive juices and enzymes, absorbs 
nutrients, provides transport proteins to carry lipids and vitamins to other sites in the 
body, and reabsorbs salts and fluids. The digestive system also possesses the body’s 
most rapidly multiplying cells: when healthy, they replace themselves every few days. 
Disorders affecting the GI tract interfere with the ingestion, digestion, absorption, and 
metabolism of  nutrients, as described in Chapters 17 and 18.

the Liver Nutrients absorbed into the bloodstream are taken first to the liver, as  
described in Chapter 5. The liver is one of  the body’s most active metabolic factories.  
It receives nutrients and metabolizes, packages, stores, or ships them out for use by 
other organs. It manufactures bile, which the body uses to emulsify fat for digestion 
and absorption. It metabolizes and detoxifies drugs, prepares waste products for  
excretion, and participates in iron recycling and blood cell manufacture. It also makes 
many proteins necessary for health, including immune factors, transport proteins, and 
clotting factors. When liver disorders disrupt metabolism, they profoundly affect both 
nutrition and health status, as described in Chapter 20.

the Pancreas The pancreas not only contributes digestive juices to the GI tract, 
but also has another metabolic function: it produces the hormones insulin and gluca-
gon that regulate the body’s use of  glucose. After a meal, as blood glucose rises, the 
pancreas secretes insulin. Insulin prompts cells to take up glucose and use it as fuel;  
insulin also prompts liver cells to store glucose as glycogen. When blood glucose falls  
(as occurs between meals), the pancreas responds by secreting glucagon into the blood. 

metabolism: the sum total of all 
the chemical reactions that go on in 
living cells.
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Glucagon raises blood glucose by signaling the liver to dismantle its glycogen stores 
and release glucose into the blood for use by all the other body cells. Glucose is an  
indispensable fuel for brain cells, nerve cells, and red blood cells. Its availability is 
therefore crucial to normal nervous system activity and blood chemistry. Abnormali-
ties associated with the digestive functions of  the pancreas are described in Chapter 19, 
and those associated with its hormonal functions are described in Chapter 21.

the Heart and Blood Vessels The heart and blood vessels conduct blood, with 
its cargo of  nutrients and oxygen, to all the other body cells and carry wastes away 
from them. Diseases of  the heart and arteries therefore affect the health of  the whole 
body. Metabolic reactions that affect the heart and blood vessels include, most impor-
tantly, the making and transport of  lipoproteins, which are the carriers of  cholesterol 
and other lipids from the liver to the tissues and back again. High blood levels of  
low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) promote 
atherosclerosis, which increases the risk of  disability or death from heart attacks and 
strokes. Chapter 22 is devoted to these conditions.

the Kidneys The kidneys are also active metabolic organs. Unceasingly, for  
24 hours of  every day, they filter waste products from the blood to be excreted in the 
urine and reabsorb needed nutrients, thereby maintaining the blood’s delicate chemi-
cal balances. The kidneys’ cells also produce compounds that help to regulate blood 
pressure and convert a precursor compound to active vitamin D, thereby helping to 
maintain the bones. Thus, disorders of  the kidneys nearly always involve the heart 
and the skeleton. Kidney disorders are the subject of  Chapter 23. 

The Body’s Metabolic Work
The metabolic work that the body’s cells do, like all work, requires energy, and foods 
supply that energy. Foods, in turn, get their energy from the sun, either directly (in the 
case of  photosynthesizing plants that make carbohydrate) or indirectly (in the case of  
animals that eat plants). When chemical reactions in cells release stored energy from 
energy-yielding nutrients, that energy becomes available to do the cells’ work. 

Heat energy and Body temperature The cells of  each organ conduct metabolic 
activities specific to that organ. In addition, all cells must maintain themselves, and 
many must reproduce. To do this, they must have all the essential nutrients available to 
them: energy nutrients, vitamins, and minerals, as well as water. As cells do their met-
abolic work, the chemical reactions that are involved release heat, and this heat keeps 
the body warm. By regulating the rates at which these metabolic reactions release heat 
energy, the body maintains its constant normal temperature of  about 98.6°F. 

accelerated Metabolism During severe stress to the body, metabolism speeds up. 
Fever sometimes develops. An accelerated metabolism signifies that fuels are being 
used at a rate more rapid than normal; this may lead to wasting of  body organs and 
loss of  weight, including loss of  vital lean tissue. Chapters 24 and 25 describe the 
metabolic consequences of  severe stress and the wasting syndrome, respectively.

Building up and Breaking Down compounds When not needed by the cells 
for energy, the basic units of  the energy-yielding nutrients are used to build body 
compounds. The building up of  body compounds is known as anabolism; this book  
represents anabolic reactions, wherever possible, by “up” arrows in chemical diagrams 
(such as those shown in Figure 6-1 on p. 136). Glucose units can be strung together 
to make glycogen chains. Glycerol and fatty acids can be assembled into triglycerides. 
Amino acids can be linked together to make proteins. These anabolic reactions, in which 
simple compounds are put together to form larger, more complex structures, involve 
doing work and so require the energy provided by the high-energy compound, ATP.

anabolism (an-ab-o-lism): reac-
tions in which small molecules are 
put together to build larger ones. 
anabolic reactions require energy.

ana 5 up
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The breaking down of  body compounds is known as catabolism. Catabolic reac-
tions usually release energy and are represented, wherever possible, by “down” arrows 
in chemical diagrams (review Figure 6-1). Glycogen can be broken down to glucose, 
triglycerides to fatty acids and glycerol, and protein to amino acids.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The digestive organs, the liver, the pancreas, the circulatory system, and the kid-
neys perform much of  the metabolic work of  the body.

 ❚ Metabolism occurs throughout the body, all the time, and supports normal health. 
Foods supply the energy required for the metabolic work of  the body.

 ❚ When not needed for energy, the basic units of  the energy-yielding nutrients are 
used by the body’s cells to build body compounds (anabolism).

 ❚ When the body needs energy, the cells break the basic units of  the energy-yielding 
nutrients down further to release energy (catabolism). 

6.2 The Body’s Use of Fuels
LO 6.2 Identify the nutrients involved in energy metabolism and the high-energy 
compound that captures the energy released during their breakdown, and sum-
marize the main steps in the metabolism of glucose, glycerol, fatty acids,  
and amino acids.

How does your body get the energy needed to maintain all of  its cellular activities 
from the foods you eat? The answer to this question lies in an understanding of   
metabolism, the chemical reactions that occur in all living cells.

Uses 
energy

Uses 
energy

Uses 
energy

Yields 
energy

Yields 
energy

Yields 
energy

Yields 
energy

ANABOLIC REACTIONS

Glycogen

Glucose

Protein

Amino acids

CATABOLIC REACTIONS

Protein

Amino acids Amino acids+

Triglycerides

Glycerol Fatty acids

Anabolic reactions include the making of glycogen, triglycerides, and protein; these reactions require differing amounts of energy.

Catabolic reactions include the breakdown of glycogen, triglycerides, and protein; the further catabolism of glucose, 
glycerol, fatty acids, and amino acids releases differing amounts of energy. Much of the energy released is captured
in the bonds of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

Triglycerides

Glycerol Fatty acids+

Glycogen

Glucose Glucose+

F i g u r e  6 - 1   anabolic and Catabolic reactions Compared 

catabolism (ca-tab-o-lism): reac-
tions in which large molecules are 
broken down to smaller ones. cata-
bolic reactions release energy.

kata 5 down
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Energy Metabolism
Although every aspect of  our lives depends on energy, the concept of  energy can be 
difficult to grasp because it cannot be seen or touched, and it manifests in various 
forms, including heat, mechanical, electrical, and chemical energy. In the body, heat 
energy maintains a constant body temperature, and electrical energy sends nerve 
impulses, for example. Energy is stored in foods and in the body as chemical energy. 
Energy metabolism is the sum total of  all the chemical reactions that the body uses 
to obtain or expend energy from foods. Earlier chapters described how the energy-
yielding nutrients—carbohydrate, fat, and protein—are broken down into basic 
units that are absorbed into the blood: 

 ❚ From carbohydrates: glucose

 ❚ From fat (triglycerides): glycerol and fatty acids 

 ❚ From proteins: amino acids

This section picks up from there, describing what becomes of  these nutrients. 
The high-energy compound ATP (adenosine triphosphate) is able to transfer 

small amounts of  usable energy to move our muscles and supply our enzymes with 
the energy they need to catalyze chemical reactions. Figure 6-2 illustrates how ATP 
does this. When ATP breaks down and releases one of  its phosphate groups, a small 
amount of  energy is released and used in the body to build compounds. With the loss 
of  the phosphate group, the ATP becomes ADP (adenosine diphosphate). During  
energy metabolism, ATP is re-created by attaching a phosphate group to ADP. ATP is 
produced continuously throughout the day, using the energy from the breakdown of the 
energy-yielding nutrients.

Breaking Down Nutrients for energy To produce ATP, the body breaks down 
any or all of  the four basic units—glucose, fatty acids, glycerol, and amino acids—
into even smaller units. Each of  these nutrients travels down a different pathway, but 
all can eventually become acetyl CoA, enter the TCA cycle, and provide hydrogens 
for the electron transport chain. Details follow. 

The breakdown of  glucose (a 6-carbon compound) into two molecules of  pyruvate  
(a 3-carbon compound) is called glycolysis, and it produces just two usable ATP. As 
the carbons in glucose are broken apart to produce pyruvate, the hydrogen atoms  
attached to the carbons are transferred by coenzymes to the electron transport chain.* 
Thus, the reactions of  glycolysis produce a small amount of  ATP, pyruvate, and  
hydrogen-rich coenzymes that are used later in energy metabolism. After glycolysis, 

*The coenzymes used in energy metabolism contain B vitamins; hence, B vitamins play critical roles 
in ATP production.

energy metabolism: all the reac-
tions by which the body obtains and 
expends the energy from food.

aTP or adenosine (ah-den- 
ohseen) triphosphate (tri-Fos-
fate): a common high-energy com-
pound that contains three phosphate 
groups. the bonds between the 
phosphate groups are often de-
scribed as “high-energy” because of 
their readiness to release energy.

pyruvate (Pie-roo-vate): a 3-carbon 
compound that plays a key role in 
energy metabolism.

glycolysis (gligh-coll-ih-sis): the 
metabolic breakdown of glucose to 
pyruvate.

glyco 5 glucose 
lysis 5 breakdown

coenzymes (co-en-zime): small 
molecules that work with enzymes 
to facilitate the enzymes’ activity. 
most coenzymes have b vitamins as 
part of their structures.

A P P P A P P P+

ADP + PATP

ATP breakdown

ATP synthesis 2

1

1 Energy is released when a high-energy phosphate
bond in ATP is broken. This energy is used to do
the body’s work. The loss of a phosphate group
from ATP results in the formation of ADP
(adenosine diphosphate).

2 Energy is required for ATP synthesis. This energy 
comes from the breakdown of carbohydrate, fat, 
and protein.

F i g u r e  6 - 2   aTP
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pyruvate is converted to acetyl CoA, which consists of  a 2-carbon fragment and a 
coenzyme called CoA.

Acetyl CoA can be produced not only from pyruvate, but also from the other 
energy-yielding nutrients. Fatty acids can be broken down into 2-carbon fragments 
that combine with CoA to form acetyl CoA. As the carbons in fatty acids are broken 
apart to produce acetyl CoA, hydrogen atoms are released to coenzymes that transfer 
them to the electron transport chain. Glycerol can easily be converted to pyruvate and 
therefore can also produce acetyl CoA. The amino acids have various pathways; some 
can be converted to pyruvate, others can be converted to acetyl CoA, and a few can 
enter the TCA cycle directly.

tca cycle The breakdown of  energy nutrients continues in the TCA cycle  
(tricarboxylic acid cycle), as enzymes break down acetyl CoA molecules. With each 
turn of  the TCA cycle, hydrogen atoms are carried by coenzymes to the electron 
transport chain. The waste product of  these reactions is carbon dioxide, which is 
eventually exhaled. 

electron transport chain The final step in energy metabolism occurs at the  
electron transport chain. In this process, enzymes attach a phosphate group to ADP, 
creating ATP (review Figure 6-2). The hydrogen atoms that were collected by coenzymes 
during glycolysis, fat breakdown, and the TCA cycles provide the chemical energy that 
drives ATP production. Finally, the same hydrogen atoms are linked with oxygen to pro-
duce water. Figure 6-3 summarizes the metabolic pathways just described.

aerobic and anaerobic Metabolism The production of  ATP via the electron 
transport chain requires oxygen in the final step and is called aerobic metabolism. 
Glycolysis produces ATP without oxygen and is therefore called anaerobic metabo-
lism. When exercise intensity requires more ATP than can be provided by the elec-
tron transport chain (due to limited oxygen or other factors), ATP production from 
glycolysis is stepped up, making glucose a critical fuel for the exercising muscles. 
Chapter 10 provides information about anaerobic and aerobic activities and their  
effects on fuel use.

Glucose Production
When glucose levels drop, glucose can be produced from several other compounds in 
a process called gluconeogenesis. In Figure 6-3, you can see two-way arrows between 
glucose and pyruvate, but only a one-way arrow between pyruvate and acetyl CoA. 
The arrows show that pyruvate can be reconverted to glucose, but that acetyl CoA can-
not. Any compound that can be converted to pyruvate can be used to make glucose. 
Any compound that has been converted to acetyl CoA cannot be used to make glucose. 

triglycerides and Glucose Production Recall that triglycerides (the primary 
form of  fat in the body) consist of  three fatty acids and a glycerol. Because fatty acids 
break down to acetyl CoA, they cannot be used to make glucose. The glycerol portion 
of  a triglyceride, however, can be converted to pyruvate and thus can yield glucose.  
Because glycerol represents only about 5 percent of  the weight of  a triglyceride  
molecule, about 95 percent of  a triglyceride cannot be converted to glucose at all. 
Thus, fat is an inefficient source of  glucose.† The task of  serving as a glucose source is 
left to amino acids, which are obtained by breaking down the body’s proteins.

amino acids and Glucose Production As Chapter 4 explains, the primary role of  
amino acids is to maintain supplies of  needed body proteins. If  amino acids are needed 

†Figure 3-2 in Chapter 3 showed that glycerol (3 carbons) plus 3 fatty acids (most often 16 to 18 carbons) 
equals a triglyceride. Thus the small glycerol molecule represents only 3 of the 50 or so carbons in the 
triglyceride. 

acetyl Coa (ass-eh-teel, or ah-
seet-il, coh-ay): a 2-carbon com-
pound (acetate, or acetic acid) with 
a molecule of coa attached to it.

Coa (coh-ay): coenzyme a; the 
coenzyme derived from the b vitamin 
pantothenic acid and central to energy 
metabolism.

TCa cycle or tricarboxylic 
(trycar-box-ill-ick) acid cycle: a 
series of metabolic reactions that 
break down molecules of acetyl coa 
to carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
atoms; also called the Krebs cycle 
after the biochemist who elucidated 
its reactions.

electron transport chain: the 
final pathway in energy metabolism 
that transports electrons from hy-
drogen to oxygen and captures the 
energy released in the bonds of a 
high-energy compound, atP.

gluconeogenesis (gloo-conee-oh-
gen-ih-sis): the making of glucose 
from a noncarbohydrate source.
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for energy or if  they are consumed in excess, they first undergo deamination, a reac-
tion in which they are stripped of  their nitrogen. The nitrogen can be used to make 
other compounds, including the nonessential amino acids, or it can be excreted. The 
principal nitrogen-excretion product of  metabolism is urea. With nitrogen removed, 
most of  the amino acids can be converted to pyruvate and can therefore provide glu-
cose. Several of  the amino acids can only be converted to acetyl CoA and therefore 
cannot supply glucose. Thus protein, unlike fat, is a fairly efficient source of  glucose 
when carbohydrate is not available. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ ATP provides chemical energy for our bodies’ cells and is produced by breaking 
down the energy-yielding nutrients.

 ❚ The chemical pathways that produce ATP are glycolysis, the TCA cycle, and the 
electron transport chain.

Electron transport chaina Energy, water, carbon dioxide
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Most amino acids 
can be converted 
to pyruvate and 
glucose; they 
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are ketogenic.
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enter the TCA cycle
directly.

a Coenzymes carry hydrogens from the breakdown of the energy nutrients to the electron transport chain.
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F i g u r e  6 - 3   The Central Pathways of energy metabolism

deamination: removal of the 
amino group (nh2) from a com-
pound such as an amino acid.

urea (yoo-ree-uh): the principal 
nitrogen-excretion product of  
protein metabolism.
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 ❚ Glycolysis breaks down glucose to pyruvate, which can be converted to acetyl 
CoA. Fatty acids can be broken down to acetyl CoA, as can many amino acids.

 ❚ The TCA cycle breaks down acetyl CoA molecules, producing carbon dioxide  
as waste and releasing hydrogen atoms to coenzymes that deliver them to the  
electron transport chain.

 ❚ When the hydrogen atoms that originate from energy-yielding nutrients enter the 
electron transport chain, ATP is made.

 ❚ Glucose can be produced from compounds that can be converted to pyruvate, 
including glycerol and most amino acids. Fatty acids can be used only for energy 
and cannot make glucose.

6.3 Energy Imbalance
LO 6.3 Explain how an excess of any of the three energy-yielding nutrients 
contributes to body fat and how an inadequate intake of any of them shifts 
metabolism.

The average person takes in and expends close to a million kcalories a year while main-
taining a stable weight for years on end. In other words, the body’s energy is in balance. 
Many people, however, eat too much or exercise too little and get fat; others eat too 
little or exercise too much and get thin. This section examines the two extremes of   
energy imbalance—feasting and fasting.

Feasting
When people consume more energy than they expend, much of  the excess is stored 
as body fat. Fat can be made from an excess of  any energy-yielding nutrient. In ad-
dition, excess energy from alcohol is also stored as fat. Alcohol has also been shown 
to slow down the body’s use of  fat for fuel, causing more fat to be stored, much of  it 
as abdominal fat tissue.1 Alcohol therefore is fattening, both through the kcalories it 
provides and through its effects on fat metabolism. The fat cells of  the adipose tissue 
enlarge as they fill with fat, as Figure 6-4 shows. 

excess carbohydrate Surplus carbohydrate (glucose) is first stored as glycogen 
in the liver and muscles, but the glycogen-storing cells have a limited capacity. Once  
glycogen stores are filled, most of  the additional carbohydrate is burned for energy, 
displacing the body’s use of  fat for energy and allowing body fat to accumulate. Thus, 
excess carbohydrate can contribute to obesity. 

Skin Skin

Before overeating

Fat
cells

After overeating

Muscle

Fat cells enlarge
when a person eats
too much of any
energy-yielding
nutrient—
carbohydrate,
fat, or protein.

Muscle

F i g u r e  6 - 4   Fat Cell enlargement
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excess Fat Surplus dietary fat contributes more directly to the body’s fat stores.  
After a meal, fat is routed to the body’s adipose tissue, where it is stored until needed 
for energy. Thus, excess fat from food easily adds to body fat. 

excess Protein Surplus protein may also contribute to body fat. If  not needed to 
build body protein (as in response to physical activity) or to meet energy needs, amino 
acids will lose their nitrogens and be converted, through intermediates, to triglycer-
ides. These, too, swell the fat cells and add to body weight. Figure 6-5 shows the meta-
bolic events of  feasting.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Too much food, too little physical activity, or both encourage body fat accumulation.

 ❚ A net excess of  energy is almost all stored in the body as fat in adipose (fat) tissue.

 ❚ Alcohol both delivers kcalories and encourages storage of  body fat.

 ❚ Once glycogen stores are filled, excess carbohydrate is used for energy, displacing 
the body’s use of  fat for energy and allowing fat to accumulate. 

 ❚ Fat from food is particularly easy for the body to store as adipose tissue.

 ❚ If  not needed to build body protein or to meet energy needs, excess protein can be 
converted to fat.

 ❚ In short, excess energy intake from carbohydrate, fat, protein, and alcohol leads to 
storage of  body fat.

The Economics of Fasting
The body expends energy all the time. Even when a person is asleep and totally  
relaxed, the cells of  many organs are hard at work. In fact, this cellular work, which 
maintains all life processes, represents about two-thirds of  the total energy a sedentary 
person expends in a day. (The other one-third is the work that a person’s muscles do 
voluntarily during waking hours.)

energy Deficit The body’s top priority is to meet the energy needs for this ongoing 
cellular activity. Its normal way of  doing so is by periodic refueling, that is, by eating 

F i g u r e  6 - 5   Feasting
when people overeat, they store energy.

When a person overeats (feasting):

Food component:

Carbohydrate

Glucose

Liver and muscle
glycogen stores

Body fat stores

Nitrogen lost in urine

Fatty acids

Amino acids (first
used to replace body
proteins)

Fat

Protein

Is broken down in the body to: And then ends up as:
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several times a day. When food is not available, the body uses fuel reserves from its 
own tissues. If  people voluntarily choose not to eat, we say they are fasting; if  they 
have no choice (as in a famine), we say they are starving. The body, however, makes 
no distinction between the two—metabolically, fasting and starving are identical. In 
either case, the body is forced to switch to a wasting metabolism, drawing on its stores 
of  carbohydrate and fat and, within a day or so, on its vital protein tissues as well. 

Glycogen used First As fasting begins, glucose from the liver’s glycogen stores and 
fatty acids from the body’s adipose tissue flow into the cells to fuel their work. Within 
a day, liver glycogen is exhausted, and most of  the glucose is used up. Low blood  
glucose concentrations serve as a signal to promote further fat breakdown.

Glucose Needed for the Brain At this point, a few hours into a fast, most cells 
depend on fatty acids to continue providing fuel. But the nervous system (brain and 
nerves) and red blood cells cannot use fatty acids; they still need glucose. Even if  
other energy sources are available, glucose has to be present to permit the brain’s 
energy-metabolizing machinery to work. Normally, the nervous system consumes a 
little more than half  of  the total glucose used each day—about 400 to 600 kcalories’ 
worth.

Protein Breakdown and Ketosis Because fat stores cannot provide the glucose 
needed by the brain and nerves, body protein tissues (such as liver and muscle)  
always break down to some extent during fasting. In the first few days of  a fast, 
body protein provides about 90 percent of  the needed glucose, and glycerol pro-
vides about 10 percent. If  body protein losses were to continue at this rate, death 
would ensue within about three weeks. As the fast continues, however, the body 
finds a way to use its fat to fuel the brain. It adapts by condensing together frag-
ments derived from fatty acids to produce ketone bodies, which can serve as fuel 
for some brain cells. Ketone body production rises until, after several weeks of  fast-
ing, it is meeting much of  the nervous system’s energy needs. Still, many areas of  
the brain rely exclusively on glucose, and body protein continues to be sacrificed 
to produce it. Thus, in fasting, muscle and lean tissues give up protein to supply 
amino acids for consversion to glucose. This glucose, with ketone bodies produced 
from fat, fuels the brain’s activities. Figure 6-6 shows the metabolic events that  
occur during fasting.

Slowed Metabolism As fasting continues and the nervous system shifts to partial 
dependence on ketone bodies for energy, the body simultaneously reduces its energy 
output (metabolic rate) and conserves both fat and lean tissue. Because of  the slowed 
metabolism, energy use falls to a bare minimum. 

Hazards of Fasting The body’s adaptations to fasting are sufficient to maintain life 
for a long period. Mental alertness need not be diminished. Even physical energy may 
remain unimpaired for a surprisingly long time. Still, fasting is not without its haz-
ards. Among the many changes that take place in the body are: 

 ❚ Wasting of  lean tissues.

 ❚ Impairment of  disease resistance.

 ❚ Lowering of  body temperature.

 ❚ Disturbances of  the body’s fluid and electrolyte balances.

For the person who wants to lose weight, fasting is not the best way to go. The 
body’s lean tissue continues to be degraded, sometimes amounting to as much as  
50 percent of  the weight lost over the first week. Over the long term, a diet only mod-
erately restricted in energy promotes primarily fat loss and the retention of  more lean 
tissue than a severely restrictive fast.

ketone bodies: acidic, water-
soluble compounds produced by the 
liver during the breakdown of fat 
when carbohydrate is not available. 
small amounts of ketone bodies are 
normally produced during energy 
metabolism, but when their blood 
concentration rises, they spill into 
the urine. the combination of a high 
blood concentration of ketone bod-
ies (ketonemia) and ketone bodies in 
the urine (ketonuria) is called ketosis.
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 ❚ When fasting, the body makes a number of  adaptations: increasing the breakdown 
of  fat to provide energy for most of  the cells, using glycerol and amino acids to 
make glucose for the red blood cells and central nervous system, producing  
ketones to fuel the brain, and slowing metabolism.  

 ❚ All of  these measures conserve energy and minimize losses. 

 ❚ Over the long term, a diet moderately restricted in energy promotes primarily fat 
loss and the retention of  lean tissue. 

6.4 Energy Balance
LO 6.4 Describe energy balance and identify the components of energy expenditure, 
the factors that affect a person’s BMR, and the factors that influence a person’s  
energy expenditure.

If  a person maintains a healthy weight over time, the person is in energy balance. Food 
energy intake equals energy expenditure: deposits of fat made at one time have been com-
pensated for by withdrawals made at another. In other words, the body uses fat as a savings 
account for energy. But, unlike money, having more fat is not better; there is an optimum. 

A day’s energy balance can be stated like this: change in energy stores equals the 
food energy taken in (kcalories) minus the energy spent on metabolism and physical 
activities (kcalories). More simply:

Change in energy stores 5 energy in (kcalories) 2 energy out (kcalories).

F i g u r e  6 - 6   Fasting
when people are fasting, they draw on stored energy.

Energy for the brain,
nervous system, and
red blood cells

When a person draws on stores (fasting):

Fatty acids

Fatty acids

Liver and muscle
glycogen stores Glucose

Nitrogen and some
ketone bodies
lost in urine

Ketone
bodies

Storage component: Is broken down in the body to: And then used for:

If the fast continues beyond glycogen depletion:

Body component: Is broken down in the body to: And then converted to:

Body fat
stores

Body fat

Body
protein Amino acids

Glucose

Energy for
other cells

Energy for the brain,
nervous system, and
red blood cells

Energy for
other cells

And then used for:
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Energy In
The energy in food and beverages is the only contributor to the “energy in” side of  the  
energy balance equation. Before you can decide how much food will supply the energy 
you or one of your clients needs in a day, you must first become familiar with the amounts 
of  energy in foods and beverages. One way to do so is to look up the kcalories pro-
vided by various foods and beverages in the Table of  Food Composition (Appendix A).  
Alternatively, computer programs can readily provide this information. 

Food composition data would reveal that an apple provides about 70 kcalories 
from carbohydrate and a candy bar supplies about 250 kcalories, mostly from fat and 
carbohydrate. You may have heard that for each 3500 kcalories you eat in excess of  
expenditures, you store 1 pound of  body fat—a general rule that has previously been 
used for mathematical estimations. Keep in mind, however, that this number can vary 
widely with individual metabolic tendencies and efficiencies of  nutrient digestion 
and absorption. Currently, the dynamics of  energy storage is a topic of  intense scien-
tific investigation.2 The fat stores of  even a healthy-weight adult represent an ample  
reserve of  energy—50,000 to 200,000 kcalories.

Energy Out
The body expends energy in two major ways: to fuel its basal metabolism and to fuel 
its voluntary activities. People can change their voluntary activities to expend more 
or less energy in a day, and over time they can also change their basal metabolism by 
building up the body’s metabolically active lean tissue, as explained in Chapter 7.

Basal Metabolism Basal metabolism supports the body’s work that goes on all the 
time without the person’s conscious awareness. The beating of  the heart, the inhaling 
and exhaling of  air, the maintenance of  body temperature, and the transmission of  
nerve and hormonal messages to direct these activities are the basal processes that 
maintain life. As Figure 6-7 shows, basal metabolism represents about two-thirds of  
the total energy a sedentary person expends in a day. In practical terms, a person 
whose total energy needs are 2000 kcalories per day may expend 1000 to 1300 of  
them to support basal metabolism.  

The basal metabolic rate (BMR) is the rate at which the body expends energy for 
these life-sustaining activities. This rate varies from person to person and may vary for 
an individual with a change in circumstance or physical condition. The rate is slowest 
when a person is sleeping undisturbed, but it is usually measured when the person is 
awake, but lying still, in a room with a comfortable temperature after a restful sleep 
and an overnight (12- to 14-hour) fast. A similar measure of  energy output—called the 
resting metabolic rate (RMR)—is slightly higher than the BMR because its criteria  
for recent food intake and physical activity are not as strict.  

Table 6-1 summarizes the factors that raise and lower the BMR. For the most part, the 
BMR is highest in people who are growing (children, adolescents, and pregnant women) 
and in those with considerable lean body mass (physically fit people and males). One 
way to increase the BMR, then, is to maximize lean body tissue by participating regularly 
in endurance and strength-building activities. The BMR is also fast in people who are tall 
and so have a large surface area for their weight, in people with fever or under stress, in 
people taking certain medications, and in people with highly active thyroid glands. The 
BMR slows down with a loss of lean body mass and during fasting and malnutrition. 

energy for Physical activities The number of  kcalories spent on voluntary activi-
ties depends on three factors: muscle mass, body weight, and activity. The larger the 
muscle mass required for the activity and the heavier the weight of  the body part being 
moved, the more kcalories are spent. The activity’s duration, frequency, and intensity 
also influence energy costs: the longer, the more frequent, and the more intense the 
activity, the more kcalories are expended. Table 6-2 gives average energy expenditures 
for various activities. 

30–50% 
Physical
activities

10% 
Thermic effect
of food 50–65% 

Basal metabolism

F i g u r e  6 - 7   Components 
of energy expenditure
the amount of energy expended 
in a day differs for each individual, 
but, in general, basal metabolism 
is the largest component of energy 
expenditure, and the thermic effect 
of food is the smallest. the amount 
expended in voluntary physical ac-
tivities has the greatest variability, 
depending on a person’s activity pat-
terns. For a sedentary person, physi-
cal activities may account for less 
than half as much energy as basal 
metabolism, whereas an extremely 
active person may expend as much 
on activity as for basal metabolism.

basal metabolism: the energy 
needed to maintain life when a 
person is at complete digestive, 
physical, and emotional rest. basal 
metabolism is normally the largest  
part of a person’s daily energy 
expenditure.

voluntary activities: the com-
ponent of a person’s daily energy 
expenditure that involves conscious 
and deliberate muscular work—
walking, lifting, climbing, and other 
physical activities. Voluntary activities 
normally require less energy in a day 
than basal metabolism does.

basal metabolic rate (bmr): 
the rate of energy use for metabo-
lism under specified conditions: after 
a 12-hour fast and restful sleep, 
without any physical activity or emo-
tional excitement, and in a comfort-
able setting. it is usually expressed 
as kcalories per kilogram of body 
weight per hour.

resting metabolic rate (rmr): 
a measure of the energy use of a 
person at rest in a comfortable  
setting—similar to the bmr but with 
less stringent criteria for recent food 
intake and physical activity. conse-
quently, the rmr is slightly higher 
than the bmr.
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Ta b L e  6 - 1   Factors That affect the bmr

Factor Effect on BMR

age lean body mass diminishes with age, slowing the bmr.a

height in tall, thin people, the bmr is higher.b

growth in children and pregnant women, the bmr is higher.

body composition (gender) the more lean tissue, the higher the bmr (which is why males usually have a higher bmr 
than females). the more fat tissue, the lower the bmr.

Fever Fever raises the bmr.c

stresses stresses (including many diseases and certain drugs) raise the bmr.

environmental temperature both heat and cold raise the bmr.

Fasting/starvation Fasting/starvation lowers the bmr.d

malnutrition malnutrition lowers the bmr.

hormones (gender) the thyroid hormone thyroxin, for example, can speed up or slow down the bmr.e 
Premenstrual hormones slightly raise the bmr.

smoking nicotine increases energy expenditure.

caffeine caffeine increases energy expenditure.

sleep bmr is lowest when sleeping.

athe bmr begins to decrease in early adulthood (after growth and development cease) at a rate of about 2 percent a decade. a reduction in voluntary activity as well 
brings the total decline in energy expenditure to 5 percent a decade.
bif two people weigh the same, the taller, thinner person will have the faster metabolic rate, reflecting the greater skin surface, through which heat is lost by radiation, in 
proportion to the body’s volume.
cFever raises the bmr by 7 percent for each degree Fahrenheit.
dProlonged starvation reduces the total amount of metabolically active lean tissue in the body, although the decline occurs sooner and to a greater extent than body losses 
alone can explain. more likely, the neural and hormonal changes that accompany fasting are responsible for changes in the bmr.
ethe thyroid gland releases hormones that travel to the cells and influence cellular metabolism. thyroid hormone activity can speed up or slow down the rate of metabo-
lism by as much as 50 percent.

Ta b L e  6 - 2   energy Spent on Various activities
the values listed in this table reflect both the energy spent in physical activity and the amount used for bmr.

Activity kcal/lb/mina Activity kcal/lb/mina Activity kcal/lb/mina

aerobic dance (vigorous) 0.062 horseback riding (trot) 0.052 table tennis (skilled) 0.045 

basketball (vigorous, full court) 0.097 rowing (vigorous) 0.097 tennis (beginner) 0.032 

bicycling running walking (brisk pace)

 13 mph 0.045    5 mph 0.061  3.5 mph 0.035 

 15 mph 0.049    6 mph 0.074  4.5 mph 0.048 

 17 mph 0.057    7.5 mph 0.094 weight lifting

 19 mph 0.076    9 mph 0.103  light-to-moderate effort 0.024 

 21 mph 0.090  10 mph 0.114  vigorous effort 0.048 

 23 mph 0.109  11 mph 0.131 wheelchair basketball 0.084 

 25 mph 0.139 soccer (vigorous) 0.097 wheeling self in wheelchair 0.030 

canoeing, flat water, moderate pace 0.045 studying 0.011 wii games

swimming

cross-country skiing  20 yd/min 0.032  bowling 0.021

 8 mph 0.104  45 yd/min 0.058  boxing 0.021

golf (carrying clubs) 0.045  50 yd/min 0.070  tennis 0.022

handball 0.078  

ato calculate kcalories spent per minute of activity for your own body weight, multiply kcal/lb/min by your exact weight and then multiply that number by the number 
of minutes spent in the activity. For example, if you weigh 142 pounds, and you want to know how many kcalories you spent doing 30 minutes of vigorous aerobic 
dance: 0.062 3 142 5 8.8 kcalories per minute; 8.8 3 30 (minutes) 5 264 total kcalories spent.
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energy to Manage Food When food is taken into the body, many 
cells that have been dormant become active. The muscles that move 
the food through the intestinal tract speed up their rhythmic con-
tractions, and the cells that manufacture and secrete digestive juices  
begin their tasks. All these and other cells need extra energy as they 
participate in the digestion, absorption, and metabolism of  food. 
This cellular activity produces heat and is known as the thermic  
effect of food. The thermic effect of  food is generally thought to rep-
resent about 10 percent of  the total food energy taken in. For purposes 
of  rough estimates, though, the thermic effect of  food is not always 
included.

Estimating Energy Requirements
In estimating energy requirements, the DRI committee developed 
equations that consider how the following factors influence energy 
expenditure:‡ 

❚  Gender. Women generally have a lower BMR than men, in large part 
because men typically have more lean body mass. In addition, men-
strual hormones influence the BMR in women, raising it just prior 
to menstruation. Two sets of  energy equations—one for men and 
one for women—were developed to accommodate the influence of  
gender on energy expenditure.

❚  Growth. The BMR is high in people who are growing. For this reason, 
pregnant and lactating women, infants, children, and adolescents have 
their own sets of energy equations.

❚ Age. The BMR declines during adulthood as lean body mass diminishes. Physical 
activities tend to decline as well, bringing the average reduction in energy expen-
diture to about 5 percent per decade. The decline in the BMR that occurs when 
a person becomes less active reflects the loss of  lean body mass and may be pre-
vented with ongoing physical activity. Because age influences energy expenditure, 
it is also factored into the energy equations.

 ❚ Physical activity. Using individual values for various physical activities (as in Table 6-2) 
is time consuming and impractical for estimating the energy needs of a population. 
Instead, various activities are clustered according to the typical intensity of a day’s  
efforts (Appendix D provides details). 

 ❚ Body composition and body size. The BMR is high in people who are tall and so 
have a large surface area. Similarly, the more a person weighs, the more energy is 
expended on basal metabolism. For these reasons, the energy equations include a 
factor for both height and weight.

As just explained, energy needs vary among individuals depending on such factors 
as gender, growth, age, physical activity, and body composition. Even when two people 
are similarly matched, however, their energy needs will still differ because of genetic dif-
ferences. Perhaps one day genetic research will reveal how to estimate requirements for 
each individual. For now, Box 6-1 provides instructions on calculating estimated energy  
requirements using the DRI equations and physical activity factors.§ Appendix D presents 
tables that provide a shortcut to estimating total energy expenditure.

‡Note that Table 6-1 (p. 145) listed these factors among those that influence BMR and, consequently, 
energy expenditure.

§For most people, the energy requirement falls within these ranges: (Men) EER ±200 kcal; (Women) 
EER ±160 kcal. For almost all people, the actual energy requirement falls within these larger ranges: 
(Men) EER ±400 kcal; (Women) EER ±320 kcal.

Physical activity expends energy and benefits health  
in many ways.

thermic effect of food: an  
estimation of the energy required  
to process food (digest, absorb, 
transport, metabolize, and store  
ingested nutrients).
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 ❚ A person takes in energy from food and, on average, expends most of  it on basal 
metabolic activities, some of  it on physical activities, and about 10 percent on the 
thermic effect of  food.

 ❚ Because energy requirements vary from person to person, such factors as age,  
gender, and weight must be considered when calculating energy expended on 
basal metabolism, and the intensity and duration of  the activity must be taken  
into account when calculating expenditures on physical activities.

6.5 Body Weight and Body Composition
LO 6.5 Describe the differences between body weight and body composition,  
including methods to assess them and health implications.

The body’s weight reflects its composition—the proportions of  its bone, muscle, fat, 
fluid, and other tissue. All of  these body components can vary in quantity and qual-
ity: the bones can be dense or porous, the muscles can be well developed or under-
developed, fat can be abundant or scarce, and so on. By far the most variable tissue, 
though, is body fat. For health’s sake, weight management efforts should focus on 
eating and activity habits to improve body composition. 

to determine your estimated energy requirements (eer), use the 
appropriate equation (of the two options below), inserting your 
age in years, weight (wt) in kilograms, height (ht) in meters,  
and physical activity (Pa) factor from the accompanying table.  
(to convert pounds to kilograms, divide by 2.2; to convert  
inches to meters, divide by 39.37.)

 ❚ For men 19 years and older:
   eer 5 [662 2 (9.53 3 age)] 1 Pa 3 [(15.91 3 wt) 1 (539.6 3 ht)]

 ❚ For women 19 years and older:
eer 5 [354 2 (6.91 3 age)] 1 Pa 3 [(9.36 3 wt) 1 (726 3 ht)]

For example, consider an active 30-year-old male who is 5 feet 
11 inches tall and weighs 178 pounds. First, he converts his weight 
from pounds to kilograms and his height from inches to meters,  
if necessary:

 178 lb 4 2.2 5 80.9 kg

 71 in 4 39.37 5 1.8 m

next, he considers his level of daily physical activity and 
selects the appropriate Pa factor from the accompanying table 
(in this example, 1.25 for an active male). then, he inserts 
his age, Pa factor, weight, and height into the appropriate 
equation:

eer 5 [662 2 (9.53 3 30)] 1 1.25 3 [(15.91 3 80.9) 1 (539.6 3 1.8)]

(a reminder: do calculations within the parentheses first, and 
multiply before adding or subtracting.) he calculates:

 eer 5 [662 2 (9.53 3 30)] 1 1.25 3 (1287 1 971)

 eer 5 [662 2 (9.53 3 30)] 1 (1.25 1 2258)

 eer 5 662 2 286 1 2823

 eer 5 3199

the estimated energy requirement for an active 30-year-old 
male who is 5 feet 11 inches tall and weighs 178 pounds is 
about 3200 kcalories/day. his actual requirement probably falls 
within a range of 200 kcalories above and below this estimate.

How To B O X  6 - 1  e s t i m at e  e n e r g y  r e Q u i r e m e n t s

Physical Activity (PA) Factors for EER Equations

  Men  Women Physical Activity

Sedentary 1.0 1.0 typical daily living activities

low active  1.11  1.12 Plus 30 to 60 minutes moderate activity

Active  1.25  1.27 Plus >60 minutes moderate activity

Very active  1.48  1.45 Plus >60 minutes moderate activity and 60 minutes vigorous activity or  
120 minutes moderate activity

Note: moderate activity is equivalent to walking at 3½ to 4½ miles per hour.
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Defining Healthy Body Weight 
How much should a person weigh? How can a person know if  her weight is appropri-
ate for her height and age? How can a person know if  his weight is jeopardizing his 
health? Questions such as these seem so simple, yet the answers can be complex—and 
different depending on whom you ask.

the criterion of Fashion When asking the question, “What is an ideal body weight?” 
people often mistakenly turn to fashion for the answer. Without a doubt, our society sets 
unrealistic ideals for body weight, especially for women.3 Magazines, movies, and tele-
vision all convey the message that to be thin is to be beautiful and happy. As a result, the 
media have a great influence on the weight concerns and dieting patterns of  people of  
all ages but most tragically on young, impressionable children and adolescents. 

Importantly, perceived body image has little to do with actual body weight or size. 
People of  all shapes, sizes, and ages—including extremely thin fashion models with 
anorexia nervosa and fitness instructors with ideal body composition—have learned 
to be unhappy with their “overweight” bodies. Such dissatisfaction can lead to dam-
aging behaviors, such as starvation diets, diet pill abuse, and failure to seek health 
care. The first step toward making healthy changes may be self-acceptance. Keep in 
mind that fashion is fickle; the body shapes that our society values change with time 
and, furthermore, differ from those valued by other societies. The standards defining 
“ideal” are subjective and frequently have little in common with health. Table 6-3  
offers some tips for adopting health as an ideal.

the criterion of Health Even if  our society were to accept fat as beautiful, obe-
sity would still be a major risk factor for several life-threatening diseases, as discussed 
later in the chapter. For this reason, the most important criterion for determining how 
much a person should weigh and how much body fat a person needs is not appear-
ance but good health and longevity. A range of  healthy body weights has been identi-
fied using a common measure of  weight and height—the body mass index.

Body Mass index The body mass index (BMI) describes relative weight for height: 

BMI 5 
weight (kg)

              height (m)2   
or   

weight (Ib)  
3 703

         height (in)2

To convert pounds to kilograms, divide by 2.2. To convert inches to meters, divide 
by 39.37.

Weight classifications based on BMI are presented in the table on the inside back 
cover. Notice that a healthy weight falls between a BMI of  18.5 and 24.9, with under-
weight below 18.5, overweight above 25, and obese above 30. Most people with a BMI 
within the healthy weight range have few of  the health risks typically associated with 

Ta b L e  6 - 3   Tips for accepting a Healthy body Weight

 ❚ Value yourself and others for human attributes other than body weight. realize that prejudging 
people by weight is as harmful as prejudging them by race, religion, or gender.

 ❚ use positive, nonjudgmental descriptions of your body.

 ❚ accept positive comments from others.

 ❚ Focus on your whole self, including your intelligence, social grace, and professional and scholastic 
achievements.

 ❚ accept that no magic diet exists.

 ❚ stop dieting to lose weight. adopt a lifestyle of healthy eating and physical activity permanently.

 ❚ Follow the usda Food Patterns. never restrict food intake below the minimum levels that meet  
nutrient needs.

 ❚ become physically active, not because it will help you get thin but because it will make you feel good 
and enhance your health.

 ❚ seek support from loved ones. tell them of your plan for a healthy life in the body you have been given.

 ❚ seek professional counseling, not from a weight-loss counselor but from someone who can help you 
make gains in self-esteem without weight as a factor.

body mass index (bmi): an  
index of a person’s weight in relation 
to height; determined by dividing 
the weight (in kilograms) by the 
square of the height (in meters).

underweight: body weight lower 
than the weight range that is con-
sidered healthy; bmi below 18.5.

overweight: body weight greater 
than the weight range that is con-
sidered healthy; bmi 25.0 to 29.9.

obese: having too much body fat 
with adverse health effects; bmi 30 
or more.
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too-low or too-high body weight. Risks increase as BMI falls below 18.5 or rises above 
24.9 (see Figure 6-8), reflecting the reality that both underweight and overweight impair 
health status.

The BMI values are most accurate in assessing degrees of  obesity and are less use-
ful for evaluating nonobese people’s body fatness. BMI values fail to provide two valu-
able pieces of  information used in assessing disease risk: they don’t reveal how much 
of  the weight is fat, and they don’t indicate where the fat is located. To obtain these 
data, measures of  body composition are needed.

Body Composition
For many people, being overweight compared with the standard means that they are over-
fat. This is not the case, though, for athletes with dense bones and well-developed muscles; 
they may be overweight but carry little body fat. Conversely, inactive people may seem to 
have acceptable weights but still carry too much body fat. In addition, among some racial 
and ethnic groups, BMI values may not precisely identify overweight and obesity. African 
American people of  all ages may have more lean tissue per pound of  body weight than 
Asians or Caucasians, for example.4 Thus, a diagnosis of obesity or overweight requires a 
BMI value plus some measure of body composition and fat distribution. 

central obesity The distribution of fat on the body may influence health as much as, or 
more than, the total fat alone. Visceral fat that is stored deep within the central abdominal 
area of the body is referred to as central obesity or upper body fat (see Figure 6-9). Much 
research supports the widely held belief  that central obesity—significantly and indepen-
dently of BMI—contributes to heart disease, cancers, diabetes, and related deaths.5 
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F i g u r e  6 - 8   body mass 
index and mortality
this J-shaped curve describes the  
relationship between body mass index 
(bmi) and mortality and shows that 
both underweight and overweight 
present risks of a premature death.

In healthy-weight people, some
fat is stored around the organs
of the abdomen.

In overweight people, excess 
abdominal fat increases the risks
of diseases.

F i g u r e  6 - 9   abdominal Fat

visceral fat: fat stored within the 
abdominal cavity in association with 
the internal abdominal organs, as 
opposed to fat stored directly under 
the skin (subcutaneous fat); also 
called intra-abdominal fat.

central obesity: excess fat around 
the trunk of the body; also called 
abdominal fat or upper-body fat.
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One possible explanation for why fat in the abdomen may increase 
the risk of  disease involves adipokines, hormones released by adipose 
tissue. Adipokines help to regulate inflammation and energy metabo-
lism in the tissues.6 The inflammatory response is described in detail  
in Chapter 24.

In central obesity, a shift occurs in the balance of  adipokines, favoring 
those that increase both inflammation and insulin resistance of  tissues.7 
The resulting chronic inflammation and insulin resistance contribute to 
diabetes, atherosclerosis (a cause of  heart disease), and other chronic 
diseases. Insulin resistance is a central feature of  the metabolic syn-
drome, which is discussed in Nutrition in Practice 21. 

Visceral fat creates the “apple” profile of  central obesity. Subcuta-
neous fat around the hips and thighs creates more of  a “pear” profile  
(see Figure 6-10). Visceral fat is common in women past menopause and 
even more common in men. Even when total body fat is similar, men have 
more visceral fat than either premenopausal or postmenopausal women. 
For those women with visceral fat, the risks of  cardiovascular disease and 
mortality are increased, just as they are for men. Interestingly, smokers 
tend to have more visceral fat than nonsmokers even though they typi-
cally have a lower BMI.8 Two other factors that may affect body fat dis-
tribution are intakes of  alcohol and physical activity. Moderate-to-high 
alcohol consumption may favor central obesity. In contrast, regular physi-
cal activity seems to prevent abdominal fat accumulation.9

Waist circumference A person’s waist circumference is a good indi-
cator of  fat distribution and central obesity (see Appendix E). In general, 
women with a waist circumference greater than 35 inches and men with 
a waist circumference greater than 40 inches have a high risk of  central 
obesity–related health problems.

Skinfold Measures Skinfold measurements provide an accurate estimate of  total 
body fat and a fair assessment of  the fat’s location. About half  of  the fat in the body 
lies directly beneath the skin, so the thickness of  this subcutaneous fat is assumed to 
reflect total body fat. Measures taken from central-body sites (around the abdomen) 
better reflect changes in fatness than those taken from upper sites (arm and back).  
A skilled assessor can obtain an accurate skinfold measure and then compare the 
measurement with standards (see Appendix E).

How Much Body Fat Is Too Much?
People often ask exactly how much fat is too fat for health. Ideally, a person has 
enough fat to meet basic needs but not so much as to incur health risks. The ideal 
amount of  body fat depends partly on the person. A man with a BMI within the rec-
ommended range may have between 18 and 24 percent body fat; a woman, because of  
her greater quantity of  essential fat, 23 to 31 percent.   

Many athletes have a lower percentage of  body fat—just enough fat to provide fuel, 
insulate and protect the body, assist in nerve impulse transmissions, and support nor-
mal hormone activity, but not so much as to burden the muscles. For athletes, then, 
body fat might be 5 to 10 percent for men and 15 to 20 percent for women. 

For an Alaskan fisherman, a higher-than-average percentage of  body fat is probably 
beneficial because fat helps prevent heat loss in cold weather. A woman starting a preg-
nancy needs sufficient body fat to support conception and fetal growth. Below a certain 
threshold for body fat, individuals may become infertile, develop depression, experience 
abnormal hunger regulation, or be unable to keep warm. These thresholds differ for 
each function and for each individual; much remains to be learned about them.

Upper-body fat is more 
common in men than in 
women and is closely 
associated with heart 
disease, stroke, diabetes, 
hypertension, and some 
types of cancer. 

Lower-body fat is more 
common in women than 
in men and is not usually 
associated with chronic 
diseases.

F i g u r e  6 - 1 0   “apple” and “Pear” 
body Shapes Compared
Popular articles sometimes call bodies with upper-
body fat “apples” and those with lower-body  
fat “pears.”

adipokines (ad-ih-poh-kynz):  
protein hormones made and released 
by adipose tissue (fat) cells.

inflammation: an immunological 
response to cellular injury characterized 
by an increase in white blood cells.

subcutaneous fat: fat stored  
directly under the skin.

  sub 5 beneath
  cutaneous 5 skin

waist circumference: a mea-
surement used to assess a person’s 
abdominal fat.

skinfold measure: a clinical esti-
mate of total body fatness in which 
the thickness of a fold of skin on 
the back of the arm (over the triceps 
muscle), below the shoulder blade 
(subscapular), or in other places is 
measured with a caliper.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Clearly, the most important criterion of  appropriate fatness is health.

 ❚ Current standards for body weight are based on the body mass index (BMI), 
which describes a person’s weight in relation to height. 

 ❚ Health risks increase with a BMI below 18.5 or above 24.9. 

 ❚ Central obesity, in which excess fat is distributed around the trunk of  the body, 
may present greater health risks than excess fat distributed on the lower body. 

 ❚ Researchers use a number of  techniques to assess body composition, including 
waist circumference and skinfold measures.

6.6 Health Risks of Underweight  
and Obesity
LO 6.6 Identify relationships between body weight and the risk of health problems 
and summarize the guidelines for identifying and evaluating the risks to health 
from overweight and obesity. 

As mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 6-8 (p. 149), health risks increase as BMI falls 
below 18.5 or rises above 24.9. People who are extremely underweight or extremely obese 
carry higher risks of early death than those whose weights fall within the healthy, or even 
the slightly overweight, range.10 These mortality risks decline with age. Independently of  
BMI, factors such as smoking habits raise health risks, and physical fitness lowers them.

Health risks of underweight Some underweight people enjoy an active, healthy 
life, but others are underweight because of  malnutrition, smoking habits, substance 
abuse, or illnesses. Weight and fat measures alone would not reveal these underlying 
causes, but a complete assessment that includes a diet and medical history, physical 
examination, and biochemical analysis would.

Underweight people, especially older adults, may be unable to preserve lean tissue 
when fighting a wasting disease such as cancer. Overly thin people are also at a dis-
advantage in the hospital, where nutrient status can easily deteriorate if  they have to 
go without food for an extended time while undergoing tests or surgery. Underweight 
women often develop menstrual irregularities and become infertile. Underweight and 
significant weight loss are also associated with osteoporosis and bone fractures. For all 
these reasons, underweight people may benefit from enough of  a weight gain to pro-
vide an energy reserve and protective amounts of  all the nutrients that can be stored. 

An extreme underweight condition known as anorexia nervosa is sometimes 
seen in young people who exercise unreasonable self-denial in order to control their 
weight. Anorexia nervosa is a major eating disorder seen in our society today. Eating 
disorders are the subject of  Nutrition in Practice 6.

Health risks of overweight and obesity Despite our nation’s preoccupation with 
body image and weight loss, the prevalence of  overweight and obesity continues to 
rise dramatically (see Figure 6-11 on p. 152).11 During the previous three decades, obe-
sity increased in every state, in both genders, and across all ages, races, and education 
levels. Today, 68 percent of  U.S. adults are overweight (BMI of  25 or greater) or dan-
gerously obese (BMI of  30 or greater).12 Obesity rates are expected to continue rising 
into the foreseeable future, although at a somewhat slower rate than in the past.13 The 
problem reaches around the globe, in urban and rural areas alike.14 In short, obesity is 
a major public health problem that is becoming more prevalent. 

at 6 feet 4 inches tall and  
250 pounds, this runner would 
be considered overweight by 
most standards. yet he is clearly 
not overfat.
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The growing prevalence of  overweight and obesity is a matter of  concern 
because both conditions present risks to health. Indeed, the health risks of  
obesity are so numerous that it has been declared a disease. Excess weight 
contributes to up to half  of  all cases of  hypertension, thereby increasing the 
risk of  heart attack and stroke. Obesity raises blood pressure in part by alter-
ing kidney function, increasing blood volume, and promoting blood vessel 
damage through insulin resistance.15 Often weight loss alone can normalize 
the blood pressure of  an overweight person. 

Excess body weight also increases the risk of  type 2 diabetes. Most adults 
with type 2 diabetes are overweight or obese, and obesity itself  can directly 
cause some degree of  insulin resistance.16 Diabetes (type 2) is three times 
more likely to develop in an obese person than in a nonobese person. Further-
more, the person with type 2 diabetes often has central obesity.17 Central-body 
fat cells appear to be larger and more insulin resistant than lower-body fat cells.

In addition to diabetes and hypertension, other risks threaten obese 
adults. Among them are high blood lipids, cardiovascular disease, sleep ap-
nea (abnormal cessation of  breathing during sleep), osteoarthritis, abdomi-
nal hernias, some cancers, varicose veins, gout, gallbladder disease, kidney 
stones, respiratory problems (including Pickwickian syndrome, a breathing 
blockage linked with sudden death), nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, compli-
cations in pregnancy and surgery, flat feet, and even a high accident rate.18 
Each year these obesity-related illnesses cost our nation billions of  dollars. 
The cost in terms of  lives is also great. People with lifelong obesity are twice 
as likely to die prematurely as others. In the United States, obesity is second 
only to tobacco use as the most significant cause of  preventable death.19

Some overweight people, however, remain healthy and live long lives  
despite their body fatness. Genetic inheritance, smoking habits, and level of  
physical activity may help to explain why some overweight individuals stay 
well while others become ill. Overweight but fit people have lower risks than 

normal-weight, unfit ones, for example.20 To help in identifying those most at risk, 
obesity experts have developed guidelines for health practitioners, described next.

Guidelines for identifying those at risk from obesity The guidelines for iden-
tifying and evaluating the risks to health from overweight and obesity rely on three 
indicators. The first indicator is a person’s BMI. As a general guideline, overweight for 
adults is defined as BMI of  25.0 through 29.9, and obesity is defined as BMI equal to 
or greater than 30.

The second indicator is waist circumference, which, as discussed earlier, reflects 
the degree of  abdominal fatness in proportion to body fatness. Women with a waist 
circumference greater than 35 inches and men with a waist circumference greater 
than 40 inches are at greater risk of  type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovas-
cular disease than women or men with waist circumferences equal to, or below, 
these measures. In other words, waist circumference is an independent predictor of  
disease risk.

The third indicator is the person’s disease risk profile. The disease risk profile takes 
into account life-threatening diseases, family history, and risk factors for heart disease 
(such as blood lipid profile). The higher the BMI, the greater the waist circumfer-
ence, and the more risk factors, the greater the urgency to treat obesity. People who 
are obese or those who are overweight and have one or more indicators of  increased 
risk of  heart disease (diabetes, prediabetes, hypertension, abnormal lipid profile, or  
elevated waist circumference), have a high risk for disease complications and mortal-
ity that requires treatment to manage the disease or modify the risk factors.21

other risks of obesity Although some obese people seem to escape health prob-
lems, few in our society can avoid the social and economic handicaps. Our society 

10%–14% 15%–19% 20%–24% 25%–29% $30%

1 state 27 states 22 states 0 states 0 states

10%–14% 15%–19% 20%–24% 25%–29% $30%

0 states 0 states 14 states 24 states 12 states

2000

2010

F i g u r e  6 - 1 1   The increasing 
Prevalence of Obesity among u.S. 
adults by State

insulin resistance: the condition 
in which a normal amount of insulin 
produces a subnormal effect in  
muscle, adipose, and liver cells, 
resulting in an elevated fasting 
glucose; a metabolic consequence 
of obesity that precedes type 2 
diabetes.
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places enormous value on thinness. Obese people are less sought after for romance, 
less often hired, and less often admitted to college. They pay higher insurance premi-
ums and more for clothing. This is especially true for women. In contrast, people with 
other chronic conditions such as asthma, diabetes, and epilepsy do not differ socially 
or economically from healthy nonoverweight people. 

Prejudice defines people by their appearance rather than by their abilities and char-
acters. Obese people suffer emotional pain when others treat them with insensitivity, 
hostility, and contempt, and they may internalize a sense of  guilt and self-deprecation. 
Health-care professionals, even dietitians, can be among the offenders without real-
izing it. To free our society of  its obsession with body fatness and prejudice against 
obese people, activists are promoting respect for individuals of  all body weights. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The health risks of  underweight include infertility (women), bone loss, and inabil-
ity to preserve lean tissue when fighting a wasting disease such as cancer; risks of  
obesity include chronic diseases such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and heart 
disease. Both underweight and obesity increase the risk of  premature death.

 ❚ Guidelines for identifying the health risks of  overweight and obesity are based on 
a person’s BMI, waist circumference, and disease risk profile.  

 ❚ Obesity also incurs social, economic, and psychological risks. 

clinical applications
1. compare the energy a person might spend on various physical 

activities. refer to table 6-2 on p. 145, and compute how 
much energy a person who weighs 142 pounds would spend 
doing each of the following activities. an example using aero-
bic dance has been provided for you. you may want to com-
pare various activities based on your own weight.

30 minutes of vigorous aerobic dance:

0.062 kcal/lb/min 3 142 lb 5 8.8 kcal/min.
    8.8 kcal/min 3 30 min 5 264 kcal.

a. 2 hours of golf, carrying clubs.
b. 20 minutes running at 9 mph.
c. 45 minutes of swimming at 20 yd/min.
d. 1 hour of walking at 3.5 mph.

2. using box 6-1 on p. 147 as a guide, determine your estimated 
energy requirement (eer).

Answers

1. (a) 0.045 kcal/lb/min 3 142 lb 5 6.4 kcal/min, 6.4 kcal/min 3 
120 min 5 768 kcal; (b) 0.103 kcal/lb/min 3 142 lb 5  
14.6 kcal/min, 14.6 kcal/min 3 20 min 5 292 kcal;  
(c) 0.032 kcal/lb/min 3 142 lb 5 4.5 kcal/min, 4.5 kcal/min 3 
45 5 202.5 kcal; (d) 0.035 kcal/lb/min 3 142 lb 5 5 kcal/min 
5 kcal/min 3 60 min 5 300 kcal.

self check
1. before entering the tca cycle, each of the energy-yielding  

nutrients is broken down to:
a. ammonia.
b. pyruvate.
c. electrons.
d. acetyl coa.

2. as carbohydrate and fat stores are depleted during fasting or 
starvation, the body then uses ___ as its fuel source.
a. alcohol
b. protein
c. glucose
d. triglycerides
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3. when carbohydrate is not available to provide energy for  
the brain, as in starvation, the body produces ketone  
bodies from:
a. glucose.
b. glycerol.
c. fatty acid fragments.
d. amino acids.

4. two activities that contribute to the basal metabolic rate are:

a. walking and running.

b. maintenance of heartbeat and running.

c. maintenance of body temperature and walking.

d. maintenance of heartbeat and body temperature.

5. three factors that affect the body’s basal metabolic rate are:
a. height, weight, and energy intake.
b. age, body composition, and sodium intake.
c. fever, body composition, and altitude.
d. weight, fever, and environmental temperature.

6. the largest component of energy expenditure is:
a. basal metabolism.
b. physical activity.
c. indirect calorimetry.
d. thermic effect of food.

7. which of the following reflects height and weight?
a. body mass index
b. central obesity
c. waist circumference
d. body composition

8. the bmi range that correlates with the fewest health risks is:
a. 16.5 to 20.9.
b. 18.5 to 24.9.
c. 25.5 to 30.9.
d. 30.5 to 34.9.

9. the profile of central obesity is sometimes referred to as a(n):
a. beer.
b. pear.
c. apple.
d. potato.

10. which of the following health risks is not associated with  
being overweight?
a. hypertension
b. heart disease
c. type 1 diabetes
d. gallbladder disease

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H. 
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C H a P T e r  6

6 . 7  e at i n g  d i s O r d e r s 

Nutrition in Practice

LO 6.7 Compare the criteria for diagnosis, char-
acteristics, and treatments of the different eating 
disorders.

The exact number of people in the united states afflicted 
with some form of eating disorder (see box nP6-1 for the 

relevant terms) is unknown because many cases are never re-
ported.1 an estimated 6 percent of females and 3 percent of males 
have anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, or binge eating  
disorder. many more suffer from other unspecified eating dis-
orders that do not meet the strict diagnostic criteria for anorexia 
nervosa, bulimia nervosa, or binge eating disorder but still imperil 
a person’s well-being. characteristics of disordered eating, such 
as restrained eating, binge eating, purging, fear of fatness, and 
distortion of body image, are common, especially among young 
middle-class girls. the incidence and prevalence of eating disorders 
in young people has increased steadily since the 1950s.2 most 
alarming is the rising prevalence of eating disorders at progres-
sively younger ages. in most other societies, these behaviors and 
attitudes are much less prevalent. 

Why do so many young people in our society 
suffer from eating disorders?

most experts agree that the causes are multifactorial: sociocul-
tural, psychological, genetic, and probably also neurochemical.3 
however, excessive pressure to be thin in our society is at least 
partly to blame. when low body weight becomes an important 
goal, people begin to view normal, healthy body weight as too 
fat. healthy people then take unhealthy actions to lose weight. 
severe restriction of food intake can create intense stress 
and extreme hunger that leads to binges.4 research confirms 
this theory, showing that unhealthy or dangerous diets often 
precede binge eating in adolescent girls.5 energy restriction 
followed by bingeing can set in motion a pattern of weight 
cycling, which may make weight loss and maintenance more 
difficult over time. importantly, healthful dieting and physical 
activity in overweight adolescents do not appear to trigger  
eating disorders.

People who attempt extreme weight loss are dissatisfied with 
their bodies to begin with; they may also be depressed or suffer 
social anxiety.6 as weight loss becomes increasingly difficult,  
psychological problems worsen, and the likelihood of developing  
full-blown eating disorders increases. 

People with anorexia nervosa suffer from an extreme preoccu-
pation with weight loss that seriously endangers their health and 
even their lives. People with bulimia engage in episodes of binge 
eating alternating with periods of severe dieting or self-starvation. 
some bulimics also follow binge eating with self-induced vomiting, 
laxative abuse, or diuretic abuse in an attempt to undo the per-
ceived damage caused by the binge.

are there other groups, besides girls and young 
women, who are vulnerable to anorexia nervosa 
and bulimia nervosa?

yes. athletes and dancers are at special risk for eating disorders.7 
they may severely restrict energy intakes in an attempt to enhance 
performance or appearance or to meet weight guidelines of a 
sport. in reality, severe energy restriction causes a loss of lean tissue 
that impairs physical performance and imposes a risk of eating dis-
orders. risk factors for eating disorders among athletes include:

 ❚ young age (adolescence)

 ❚ Pressure to excel in a sport

 ❚ Focus on achieving or maintaining an “ideal” body weight or 
body fat percentage

B O X  n P  6 - 1   g L O S S a r y

amenorrhea (ay-men-oh-re-ah): the absence of or cessation of 
menstruation. Primary amenorrhea is menarche delayed beyond  
16 years of age. secondary amenorrhea is the absence of three to  
six consecutive menstrual cycles.

anorexia nervosa: an eating disorder characterized by a refusal 
to maintain a minimally normal body weight, self-starvation to the 
extreme, and a disturbed perception of body weight and shape; seen 
(usually) in adolescent girls and young women.

 anorexia 5 without appetite
 nervosa 5 of nervous origin

binge eating disorder: an eating disorder characterized by 
recurring episodes of eating a significant amount of food in a short 
period of time with marked feelings of lack of control.

bulimia (byoo-lem-ee-uh) nervosa: recurring episodes of binge 
eating combined with a morbid fear of becoming fat, usually followed 
by self-induced vomiting or purging.

cathartic: a strong laxative.

cognitive therapy: psychological therapy aimed at changing 
undesirable behaviors by changing underlying thought processes 
contributing to these behaviors. in anorexia nervosa, a goal is to  
replace false beliefs about body weight, eating, and self-worth with 
health-promoting beliefs.

disordered eating: eating behaviors that are neither normal nor 
healthy, including restrained eating, fasting, binge eating, and purging.

eating disorder: a disturbance in eating behavior that jeopardizes  
a person’s physical and psychological health.

emetic (em-et-ic): an agent that causes vomiting.

reD-S (relative energy deficiency in sport): a syndrome of 
impaired physiological function including, but not limited to, metabolic 
rate, menstrual function, bone health, immunity, protein synthesis, and 
cardiovascular health caused by relative energy deficiency.

stress fractures: bone damage or breaks caused by stress on bone 
surfaces during exercise.

weight cycling: repeated rounds of weight loss and subsequent 
regain, with reduced ability to lose weight with each attempt; also 
called yo-yo dieting.
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 ❚ Participation in sports or competitions that judge performance 
on aesthetic appeal such as gymnastics, figure skating, or dance

 ❚ unhealthy, unsupervised weight-loss dieting at an early age

Female athletes are most vulnerable, but males—especially dancers, 
swimmers, divers, wrestlers, skaters, jockeys, and gymnasts—suffer 
from eating disorders, too, and their numbers may be increasing.8 

male athletes and dancers with eating disorders often deny 
having them because they mistakenly believe that such disorders 
afflict only women. under the same pressures as female athletes, 
males may also develop eating disorders. they skip meals, restrict 
fluids, practice in plastic suits, or train in heated rooms to lose a 
quick 4 to 7 pounds.9 wrestlers, especially, must “make weight” to 
compete in the lowest possible weight class to face smaller oppo-
nents. conversely, male athletes may suffer weight-gain problems. 
when young men with low self-esteem internalize unrealistically 
bulky male body images, they can become dissatisfied with their 
own healthy bodies and practice unhealthy behaviors, even steroid 
drug abuse.

even among athletes, however, women are most susceptible to 
developing eating disorders, and the term “female athlete triad” has 
thus been used in the past to refer to the syndrome characterized 
by disordered eating, amenorrhea (the absence of three or more 
consecutive menstrual cycles), and osteoporosis observed in these 
women. recognizing that some male athletes are susceptible to eat-
ing disorders, however, and that this syndrome encompasses more 
than these three components, the international olympic committee 
(ioc) has introduced a more comprehensive term to describe the 
overall syndrome: relative energy deficiency in sport (RED-S).10 

How does reD-S develop?

the underlying problem of red-s is an energy deficiency—too little 
energy intake for the energy expenditure needed to support health 
and the activities of daily living, growth, and sporting activities. 
this energy imbalance disrupts the body’s normal hormonal, meta-
bolic, and functional activities. disordered eating underlies many 
cases of red-s, but other situations such as rapid, unsupervised 
weight loss or failure to eat enough during times of extreme exer-
cise may also play a part.  

many athletic women and men engage in self-destructive eating 
behaviors (disordered eating) because they and their coaches have ad-
opted unsuitable weight standards. an athlete’s body must be heavier 
for height than a nonathlete’s body because the athlete’s bones and 
muscles are denser. weight standards that may be appropriate for 
others are inappropriate for athletes. techniques such as skinfold 
measures yield more useful information about body composition.

as for amenorrhea, its prevalence among premenopausal 
women in the united states is about 2 to 5 percent overall, but 
among female athletes it may be as high as 66 percent. amenor-
rhea is not a normal adaptation to strenuous physical training: it is a 
symptom of something going wrong. amenorrhea is characterized 
by low blood estrogen, infertility, and often bone mineral losses. 

in general, weight-bearing physical activity, dietary calcium, and 
the hormone estrogen protect against the bone loss of osteoporo-
sis, but in women with disordered eating and amenorrhea, strenu-
ous activity may impair bone health.11 as noted above, vigorous 
training combined with low food energy intakes disrupts metabolic 

Ta b L e  n P 6 - 1   Strategies to Combat eating 
Disorders

the following guidelines may be useful in combating eating disorders:

 ❚ never restrict food intakes to below the amounts suggested for 
adequacy by the usda Food Patterns.

 ❚ eat frequently. People often do not eat frequent meals because of 
time constraints, but eating can be incorporated into other activi-
ties, such as snacking while studying or commuting. the person 
who eats frequently never gets so hungry as to allow hunger to 
dictate food choices.

 ❚ if not at a healthy weight, establish a reasonable weight goal 
based on a healthy body composition.

 ❚ allow a reasonable time to achieve the goal. a reasonable loss of 
excess fat can be achieved at the rate of about 1 percent of body 
weight per week.

 ❚ learn to recognize media image biases, and reject ultra-thin stan-
dards for beauty. shift focus to health, competencies, and human 
interactions; bring behaviors in line with those beliefs.

specific guidelines for athletes and dancers:

 ❚ replace weight-based goals with performance-based goals.

 ❚ remember that eating disorders impair physical performance. 
seek confidential help in obtaining treatment if needed.

 ❚ restrict weight-loss activities to the off-season.

 ❚ Focus on proper nutrition as an important facet of your training—
as important as proper technique.

and hormonal balances. these disturbances compromise bone 
health, greatly increasing the risks of stress fractures.12 stress 
fractures, a serious form of bone injury, commonly occur among 
dancers and other competitive athletes with amenorrhea, low 
calcium intakes, and disordered eating. many underweight young 
athletes have bones like those of postmenopausal women, and 
they may never recover their lost bone even after diagnosis and 
treatment—which makes prevention critical. young athletes should 
be encouraged to consume at least 1300 milligrams of calcium 
each day, to eat nutrient-dense foods, and to obtain enough food 
energy to support weight gain and the energy expended in physi-
cal activity. nutrition is critical to bone recovery.

What can be done to prevent eating disorders  
in athletes and dancers?

to prevent eating disorders in athletes and dancers, both the per-
formers and their coaches must be educated about links between 
inappropriate body weight ideals, improper weight-loss techniques, 
eating disorder development, adequate nutrition, and safe weight-
management strategies. coaches and dance instructors should 
never encourage unhealthy weight loss to qualify for competition 
or to conform with distorted artistic ideals. Frequent weighings can 
push young people who are striving to lose weight into a cycle of 
starving to confront the scale and then bingeing uncontrollably af-
terward. the erosion of self-esteem that accompanies these events 
can interfere with the normal psychological development of the 
teen years and set the stage for serious problems later on.

table nP6-1 provides some suggestions to help athletes and 
dancers protect themselves against developing eating disorders. 
the next sections describe eating disorders that anyone, athlete or 
nonathlete, may experience.
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Who is at risk for anorexia nervosa?

most anorexia nervosa victims are females who come from middle- 
or upper-class families. the person with anorexia nervosa is often a 
perfectionist who works hard to please her parents. she may iden-
tify so strongly with her parents’ ideals and goals for her that she 
sometimes feels she has no identity of her own. she is respectful 
of authority but sometimes feels like a robot, and she may act that 
way, too: polite but controlled, rigid, and unspontaneous. she ear-
nestly desires to control her own destiny, but she feels controlled 
by others. when she does not eat, she gains control.

How does a person know when dieting is going 
too far?

when a person loses weight to well below the average for her 
height, becoming too slim, and still doesn’t stop, she has gone too 
far. regardless of how thin she is, she looks in the mirror and sees 
herself as fat. specific criteria for the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa 
include significantly low body weight caused by persistent restric-
tion of energy intake; an intense fear of gaining weight or becom-
ing fat, or persistent behaviors that interfere with weight gains; 
and a disturbance in self-perceived weight or shape.13 central to 
the diagnosis of anorexia nervosa is a distorted body image that 
overestimates body fatness. anorexia nervosa resembles an addic-
tion. the characteristic behavior is obsessive and compulsive. be-
fore drawing conclusions about someone who is extremely thin or 
who eats very little, remember that diagnosis of anorexia nervosa 
requires professional assessment.

What is the harm in being very thin?

anorexia nervosa damages the body much as starvation does. in 
young people, growth ceases, and normal development falters. 
they lose so much lean tissue that basal metabolic rate slows. 
bones weaken, too—osteoporosis develops in about a third of 
those with anorexia nervosa.14 additionally, the heart pumps inef-
ficiently and irregularly, the heart muscle becomes weak and thin, 
the heart chambers diminish in size, and the blood pressure falls. 
minerals that help to regulate the heartbeat become unbalanced. 
many deaths in people with anorexia nervosa are due to heart fail-
ure. the kidneys often fail as well.15

starvation brings other physical consequences: loss of brain 
tissue, impaired immune response, anemia, and a loss of digestive 
function that worsens malnutrition. digestive functioning becomes 
sluggish, the stomach empties slowly, and the lining of the intesti-
nal tract shrinks. the ailing digestive tract fails to sufficiently digest 
any food the victim may eat. the pancreas slows its production of 
digestive enzymes. the person may suffer from diarrhea, further 
worsening malnutrition.

What kind of treatment helps people with 
anorexia nervosa?

treatment of anorexia nervosa requires a multidisciplinary ap-
proach that addresses two sets of issues and behaviors: those 
relating to food and weight, and those involving relationships 
with oneself and others. teams of physicians, nurses, psychiatrists, 
family therapists, and dietitians work together to treat people 
with anorexia nervosa. the expertise of a registered dietitian nu-
tritionist is essential because an appropriate, individually crafted 
diet is crucial for normalizing body weight, and dietary counsel-
ing is indispensable.16 seldom are clients willing to eat for them-
selves, but if they are, chances are they can recover without other 
interventions.

Professionals classify clients based on the risks posed by the 
degree of malnutrition present.* clients with low risks may benefit 
from family counseling, cognitive therapy, behavior modification, 
and nutrition guidance; those with greater risks may also need 
other forms of psychotherapy and supplemental formulas to  
provide extra nutrients and energy.

sometimes, intensive behavior management treatment in a  
live-in facility can help to normalize food intake and exercise. 
when starvation leads to severe underweight (less than 75 percent 
of ideal body weight), high medical risks ensue, and patients  
require hospitalization. they must be stabilized and carefully fed to 
forestall death. however, involuntary feeding through a tube can 
cause psychological trauma and may not be necessary in all cases. 
antidepressants and other drugs are commonly prescribed but are 
often ineffective in anorexia nervosa.

stopping weight loss is a first goal; establishing regular eating 
patterns is next. because body weight is low and fear of weight 
gain is high, initial food intake may be small—1200 kcalories per 
day can be an achievement. a variety of high-energy foods and 
beverages can help deliver needed kcalories and nutrients. even 

*indicators of malnutrition include a low percentage of body fat, low blood 
proteins, and impaired immune response.

People with anorexia nervosa see themselves as fat, even when 
they are dangerously underweight.
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after recovery, however, energy intakes and eating behaviors may 
not fully return to normal. 

almost half of women who are treated can successfully main-
tain their body weight at just below a healthy weight; at that 
weight, many of them begin menstruating again. the other half 
have poor or fair treatment outcomes, relapse into abnormal eat-
ing behaviors, or die. anorexia nervosa has one of the highest 
mortality rates among psychiatric disorders—most commonly from 
cardiac complications or by suicide.17 

How does bulimia nervosa differ from  
anorexia nervosa?

bulimia nervosa is distinct from anorexia nervosa and is more 
prevalent. more men suffer from bulimia nervosa than from an-
orexia, but bulimia is still more common in women. the secretive 
nature of bulimic behaviors makes recognition of the problem dif-
ficult, but once it is recognized, diagnosis is based on such criteria 
as number and frequency of binge eating episodes, inappropriate 
compensatory behaviors to prevent weight gain (such as self-
induced vomiting or misuse of laxatives), and self-evaluation that is 
unduly influenced by body shape and weight.18

the typical person with bulimia is well educated, in her early 
twenties, and close to ideal body weight. she is a high achiever 
but emotionally insecure. she experiences considerable social 
anxiety and has difficulty establishing personal relationships. she is 
sometimes depressed and often exhibits impulsive behavior. 

like the person with anorexia nervosa, the person with  
bulimia spends much time thinking about her body weight and 
food. her preoccupation with food manifests itself in secretive 
binge eating episodes followed by self-induced vomiting, fasting, 
or the use of laxatives or diuretics. such behaviors typically begin 
in late adolescence after a long series of various unsuccessful 
weight-reduction diets. People with bulimia commonly follow a 
pattern of restrictive dieting interspersed with bulimic behaviors 
and experience weight fluctuations of more than 10 pounds over 
short periods of time.

unlike the person with anorexia nervosa, the person with  
bulimia is aware of the consequences of her behavior, feels that 
it is abnormal, and is deeply ashamed of it. she feels inadequate 
and unable to control her eating, so she tends to be passive and to 
look to others for confirmation of her sense of self-worth. when 
she is rejected, either in reality or in her imagination, her bulimia 
becomes worse. if her depression deepens, she may seek solace in 
drug or alcohol abuse or other addictive behaviors. clinical depres-
sion is common in people with bulimia nervosa, and the rates of 
substance abuse are high.

What exactly is binge eating?

binge eating is unlike normal eating, and the food is not con-
sumed for its nutritional value. the binge eater has a compulsion 
to eat. a typical binge occurs periodically, is done in secret, usually 
at night, and lasts an hour or more. a binge frequently follows 
a period of rigid dieting, so the binge eating is accelerated by 
hunger. during a binge, the person with bulimia may consume a 
thousand kcalories or more. the food typically contains little fiber 
or water, has a smooth texture, and is high in sugar and fat, so it is 
easy to consume vast amounts rapidly with little chewing.

What are the consequences of binge eating  
and purging?

after a binge, the person may use a cathartic—a strong laxative that 
can injure the lower intestinal tract. or the person may induce vomit-
ing, using an emetic—a drug intended as first aid for poisoning.

on first glance, purging seems to offer a quick and easy solution 
to the problems of unwanted kcalories and body weight. many peo-
ple perceive such behavior as neutral or even positive, when, in fact, 
bingeing and purging have serious physical consequences. Fluid and 
electrolyte imbalances caused by vomiting or diarrhea can lead to 
abnormal heart rhythms and injury to the kidneys. Vomiting causes 
irritation and infection of the pharynx, esophagus, and salivary 
glands; erosion of the teeth; and dental caries. the esophagus may 
rupture or tear, as may the stomach. overuse of emetics depletes 
potassium concentrations and can lead to death by heart failure.

What is the treatment for bulimia nervosa?

as for people with anorexia nervosa, a team approach provides the 
most effective treatment for people with bulimia nervosa. bulimia 
nervosa is easier to treat than anorexia nervosa in many respects be-
cause it seems to be more of a chosen behavior. People with bulimia 
know that their behavior is abnormal, and many are willing to try to 
cooperate.

the goal of the dietary plan to treat bulimia is to help the client 
gain control, establish regular eating patterns, and restore nutritional 
health. energy intake should not be severely restricted—hunger can 
be a trigger for a binge. the person needs to learn to eat a quantity 
of nutritious food sufficient to nourish her body and to satisfy hun-
ger (at least 1600 kcalories per day). table nP6-2 offers some ways 

Ta b L e  n P 6 - 2   Strategies to Combat bulimia 
nervosa

Planning Principles
 ❚ Plan meals and snacks; record plans in a food diary prior to eating.

 ❚ Plan meals and snacks that require eating at the table and using 
utensils.

 ❚ refrain from finger foods.

 ❚ refrain from fasting or skipping meals.

Nutrition Principles

 ❚ eat a well-balanced diet and regularly timed meals consisting of a 
variety of foods.

 ❚ include raw vegetables, salad, or raw fruit at meals to prolong  
eating times.

 ❚ choose whole-grain, high-fiber breads, pasta, rice, and cereals to 
increase bulk.

 ❚ consume adequate fluid, particularly water.

Other Tips

 ❚ choose foods that provide protein and fat for satiety and bulky, 
fiber-rich carbohydrates for immediate feelings of fullness.

 ❚ try including soups and other water-rich foods for satiety.

 ❚ choose portions that are appropriate for your energy needs  
according to the usda Food Patterns (pp. 16–17).

 ❚ For convenience (and to reduce temptation) select foods that natu-
rally divide into portions. select one potato, rather than rice or pasta 
that can be overloaded onto the plate; purchase yogurt and cottage 
cheese in individual containers; look for small packages of precut 
steak or chicken; choose frozen dinners with measured portions.

 ❚ include 30 minutes of physical activity every day—exercise may be 
an important tool in defeating bulimia.
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to begin correcting bulimia nervosa. most people diagnosed with 
bulimia nervosa recover within 5 to 10 years, with or without treat-
ment, but treatment probably speeds the recovery process. 

anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are distinct eating dis-
orders, yet they sometimes overlap. anorexia victims may purge, 
and victims of both conditions share an overconcern with body 
weight and the tendency to drastically undereat. the two disorders 
can also appear in the same person, or one can lead to the other. 
other people have eating disorders that fall short of anorexia ner-
vosa or bulimia nervosa but share some of their features, such as 
fear of body fatness. one such condition is binge eating disorder.  

How does binge eating disorder differ from 
bulimia nervosa?

up to half of all people who restrict eating to lose weight periodically 
binge without purging, including about one-third of obese people. 
obesity itself, however, does not constitute an eating disorder. 

clinicians note differences between people with bulimia nervosa 
and those with binge eating disorder. People with binge eating disor-
der consume less during a binge, rarely purge, and exert less restraint 
during times of dieting. similarities also exist, including feeling out of 
control, disgusted, depressed, embarrassed, or guilty because of their 
self-perceived gluttony. binge eating behavior responds more readily 
to treatment than other eating disorders, and resolving such behav-
iors can be a first step to authentic weight control. successful treat-
ment also improves physical health, mental health, and the chances 
of breaking the cycle of rapid weight losses and gains. 

chapter 6 describes how our society sets unrealistic ideals for 
body weight, especially in women, and devalues those who do not 
conform to them. anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are not 
a form of rebellion against these unreasonable expectations but 
rather the exaggerated acceptance of them. body dissatisfaction is 
a primary factor in the development of eating disorders. Perhaps a 
person’s best defense against these disorders is to learn to appreci-
ate his or her own uniqueness.
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7.1 Causes of Obesity
LO 7.1 Discuss the genetic and environmental 
causes of obesity.

7.2 Obesity Treatment: Who Should 
Lose?
LO 7.2 Explain why weight-loss advice does not apply 
equally to all overweight people.

7.3 Inappropriate Obesity Treatments
LO 7.3 Describe some of the dangers of over-the-
counter weight-loss products.

7.4 Aggressive Treatments of Obesity
LO 7.4 Explain the risks and benefits, if any, of drugs 
and surgery used to treat obesity.

7.5 Reasonable Strategies for 
Weight Loss
LO 7.5 Outline reasonable strategies for achieving 
and maintaining a healthy body weight.

7.6 Strategies for Weight Gain
LO 7.6 Summarize strategies for gaining weight.

7.7 Nutrition in Practice: Fad Diets
LO 7.7 Describe several popular fad diets and explain 
how to evaluate weight-loss diets based on sound 
nutrition.
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Are you pleased with your body weight? If you answered yes, you are 
a rare individual. Nearly all people in our society think they should 

weigh more or less (mostly less) than they do. Usually, their primary 
reason is appearance, but they often perceive, correctly, that their weight 
is also related to physical health. Chapter 6 addressed the health risks of 
being overweight or underweight.

Overweight and underweight both result from energy imbalance. The 
simple picture is as follows. Overweight people have consumed more food 
energy than they have expended and have banked the surplus in their body 
fat. To reduce body fat, overweight people need to expend more energy than 
they take in from food. In contrast, underweight people have consumed 
too little food energy to support their activities and so have depleted their 
bodies’ fat stores and possibly some of their lean tissues as well. To gain 
weight, they need to take in more food energy than they expend. 

This chapter’s missions are to present strategies for solving the 
problems of excessive and deficient body fatness and to point out how 
appropriate body composition, once achieved, can be maintained. The 
chapter emphasizes overweight and obesity, partly because they have 
been more intensively studied and partly because they represent a major 
health problem in the United States and a growing concern worldwide.

7.1 Causes of Obesity
LO 7.1 Discuss the genetic and environmental causes of obesity.

Henceforth, this chapter will use the term obesity to refer to excess body fat. Excess 
body fat accumulates when people take in more food energy than they expend. Why 
do they do this? Is it genetic? Metabolic? Psychological? Behavioral? All of  these? 
Most likely, obesity has many interrelated causes. This section reviews the two major 
contributing and interacting factors—genetics and the environment.1

Genetics and Weight
A person’s genetic makeup influences the body’s tendency to consume or store too 
much energy or to expend too little.2 Evidence that genes influence eating behavior 
and body composition comes from family, twin, and adoption studies. Adopted 
children tend to be more similar in weight to their biological parents than to their 
adoptive parents.3 Studies of  twins yield similar findings: compared with fraternal 
twins, identical twins are far more likely to weigh the same.4 Genes clearly influence 
a person’s tendency to gain weight or stay lean.5 The risk of  obesity is two to three 
times higher for a person with a family history of  obesity than for a person without 
such history. Despite such findings, however, only 1 to 5 percent of  obesity cases can 
be explained by a single gene mutation.6 Furthermore, although genomics researchers 
have identified hundreds of  genes with possible roles in obesity development, they 
have not yet identified genetic causes of  common obesity.7 

Exceptionally complex relationships exist among the many genes related to 
energy metabolism and obesity, and they each interact with environmental factors, 
too. Although an individual’s genetic inheritance may make obesity likely, it will not 
necessarily develop unless given a push by environmental factors that encourage energy 
consumption and discourage energy expenditure.8 High-fat diets, sugar-sweetened 
beverages, and low physical activity, for example, can accentuate the genetic influences 
on obesity.9 Likewise, physical activity can minimize the genetic influences on BMI.10 
The following sections describe research involving proteins that might help explain 
appetite control, energy regulation, and obesity development.
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Lipoprotein Lipase Some of  the research investigating genetic influence on obe-
sity focuses on the enzyme lipoprotein lipase (LPL), which promotes fat storage in 
fat cells and muscle cells.11 People with high LPL activity are especially efficient at 
storing fat. Obese people generally have much more LPL activity in their fat cells 
than lean people do (their muscle cell LPL activity is similar, though). This high LPL 
activity makes fat storage especially efficient. Consequently, even modest excesses in 
energy intake have a more dramatic impact on obese people than on lean people.

Leptin Researchers have identified a gene in humans called the obesity (ob) gene. The 
obesity gene codes for the protein leptin. Leptin is a hormone primarily produced 
and secreted by the fat cells in proportion to the amount of  fat stored. A gain in body 
fatness stimulates the production of  leptin, which, by way of  the hypothalamus, sup-
presses the appetite, increases energy expenditure, and produces fat loss.12 Fat loss pro-
duces the opposite effect—suppression of  leptin production, increased appetite, and 
decreased energy expenditure. As Figure 7-1 shows, mice with a defective obesity gene 
do not produce leptin and can weigh up to three times as much as normal mice. When 
injected with leptin, the mice lose weight. (Because leptin is a protein, it would be 
destroyed during digestion if  given orally; consequently, it must be given by injection.)

Although it is extremely rare, researchers have identified a genetic deficiency 
of  leptin in human beings as well. An error in the gene that codes for leptin was 
discovered in two extremely obese children whose blood levels of  leptin were barely 
detectable. Without leptin, the children had little appetite control; they were con-
stantly hungry and ate considerably more than their siblings or peers. Given daily 
injections of  leptin, these children lost a substantial amount of  weight, confirming 
leptin’s role in regulating appetite and body weight.

Most obese people do not have leptin deficiency, however. In fact, most obese 
people produce plenty of  leptin, but they fail to respond to it, a condition called leptin 
resistance.13 Researchers speculate that blood leptin rises in an effort to suppress appe-
tite and inhibit fat storage when fat cells are ample. Obese people with elevated leptin 
concentrations may be resistant to its satiating effect. The absence of  or resistance 
to leptin in obesity parallels the scenario of  insulin in diabetes: some people have an 
insulin deficiency (type 1), whereas many others have elevated insulin but are resistant 
to its glucose-storing effect (type 2).

Ghrelin Another protein known as ghrelin works in the opposite direction of  leptin. 
Ghrelin is synthesized and secreted primarily by the stomach cells but works in the 
hypothalamus to promote a positive energy balance by increasing smell sensitivity, 
stimulating appetite and promoting efficient energy storage.14 The role ghrelin plays 
in regulating food intake and body weight is the subject of  much intense research.15 
Pharmaceutical companies are eager to develop products that mimic ghrelin to treat 
wasting conditions, as well as products that oppose ghrelin’s action to treat obesity.16

Ghrelin powerfully triggers the desire to eat. Blood levels of  ghrelin typically rise 
before and fall after a meal—reflecting the hunger and satiety that precede and fol-
low eating. In general, fasting blood levels correlate inversely with body weight: lean 
people have high ghrelin levels and obese people have low levels. 

Ghrelin fights to maintain a stable body weight. On average, ghrelin levels are high 
whenever the body is in negative energy balance, as occurs during low-kcalorie diets, 
for example. This response may help explain why weight loss is so difficult to main-
tain. Ghrelin levels decline again whenever the body is in positive energy balance, as 
occurs with weight gains.

Fat cell Development When “energy in” exceeds “energy out,” much of  the excess 
energy is stored in the fat cells of  adipose tissue. The amount of  fat in adipose tissue 
reflects both the number and the size of  the fat cells.* Thus, obesity develops when 

*Obesity due to an increase in the number of fat cells is hyperplastic obesity. Obesity due to an increase 
in the size of fat cells is hypertrophic obesity.

lipoprotein lipase (LPL): an 
enzyme mounted on the surface 
of fat cells (and other cells) that 
hydrolyzes triglycerides in the blood 
into fatty acids and glycerol for 
absorption into the cells. there they 
are metabolized or reassembled 
for storage.

leptin: a hormone produced by 
fat cells under the direction of the 
(ob) gene. it decreases appetite and 
increases energy expenditure.

leptos 5 thin

hypothalamus (high-po-thal-
ah-mus): a brain center that controls 
activities such as maintenance 
of water balance, regulation of 
body temperature, and control 
of appetite.

ghrelin (grell-in): a hormone 
produced primarily by the stomach 
cells. it signals the hypothalamus 
of the brain to stimulate appetite 
and food intake. 

F i g u r e  7 - 1 
the mouse on the left is genetically 
obese—it  lacks  the gene for 
producing leptin. the mouse on the 
right is also genetically obese, but 
because it receives leptin, it eats less, 
expends more energy, and is less 
obese than it would be had it not 
received the leptin.
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a person’s fat cells increase in number, in size, or quite often both. The number of  
fat cells increases most rapidly during the growing years of  late childhood and early 
puberty. After growth ceases, fat cell number may continue to increase whenever 
energy balance is positive.17 Fat cells can also expand in size. After they reach their 
maximum size, more cells can develop to store more fat. Obese people have more fat 
cells than healthy-weight people; their fat cells are also larger. Figure 7-2 illustrates fat 
cell development.

With fat loss, the size of  the fat cells shrinks, but their number cannot. For this rea-
son, people with extra fat cells may tend to regain lost weight rapidly. Prevention of  
obesity is most critical, then, during the growing years of  childhood and adolescence 
when fat cells increase in number most profoundly.

As mentioned, excess fat first fills the body’s natural storage site—adipose tissue. 
If  fat is still abundant, the excess is deposited in organs such as the heart and liver 
and plays a key role in the development of  heart failure and fatty liver, respectively.18 
As adipose tissue produces adipokines, metabolic changes that indicate disease risk—
such as insulin resistance—become apparent and chronic inflammation develops.19

Set-Point theory One popular theory of  why a person may store too much fat is 
the set-point theory. The set-point theory proposes that body weight, like body tem-
perature, is physiologically regulated.20 Researchers have noted that many people who 
lose weight quickly regain it all. This suggests that somehow the body chooses a pre-
ferred weight and defends that weight by regulating eating behaviors and hormonal 
actions. After weight losses, the body reduces its metabolic rate. The decrease in meta-
bolic rate after weight loss is greater than would be expected based on body composi-
tion alone.21 This adaptation helps to explain why it can be difficult for an overweight 
person to maintain weight losses. While set point answers some questions regarding 
the biology of  energy balance, it fails to explain the many other influences contribut-
ing to the population’s obesity epidemic.22 

Environmental Stimuli
As discussed earlier, genetic factors play a partial role in determining a person’s sus-
ceptibility to obesity, but they do not fully explain obesity. Obesity rates have risen dra-
matically during recent decades, but the human gene pool has remained unchanged. 
The environment must therefore play a role as well. Obesity reflects the interaction 
between genes and the environment.23 An obesogenic environment includes all of  the 
circumstances that people encounter daily that push them toward fatness. Over the 
past four decades, the demand for physical activity has decreased as the abundance of  
food has increased. 

set-point theory: the theory that 
the body tends to maintain a certain 
weight by means of its own internal 
controls.

obesogenic (oh- bes-oh-Jen-ick) 
environment: all the factors 
surrounding a person that promote 
weight gain, such as an increased 
food intake—especially of unhealthy 
choices—and decreased physical 
activity. 

During growth, 
fat cells increase 
in number.

When energy intake 
exceeds expenditure, 
fat cells increase in size.

When fat cells have enlarged 
and energy intake continues to 
exceed energy expenditure, fat 
cells increase in number again.

With fat loss, the size of 
the fat cells shrinks, but 
not the number.

F i g u r e  7 - 2   Fat Cell Development
Fat cells are capable of increasing their size by 20-fold and their number by several thousand-fold.
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overeating People may overeat in response to stimuli in their surroundings—
primarily, the availability of  many delectable foods. Most people in the United States 
find high-kcalorie foods readily available, relatively inexpensive, heavily advertised, 
and reasonably tasty—thanks largely to fast food. With around-the-clock access to 
rich palatable foods, we eat more and more often than in decades past—and energy 
intakes have risen accordingly.24

Most alarming are the extraordinarily large serving sizes and ready-to-go meals 
offered in supersize combinations. Eating large portion sizes multiple times a day 
accounts for much of  the weight increase seen over the decades.25 People buy the 
large sizes and combinations, perceiving them to be a good value, but then they eat 
more than they need. Research shows that people eat more if  they’re served more.26 
“Portion distortion” is a term used to describe the perception that large portions are the 
appropriate amounts to eat at a single sitting.27 And portion sizes of  virtually all foods 
and beverages (and even sizes of  plates, glasses, and utensils) have increased markedly 
in the past several decades, most notably at fast-food restaurants. The increase in 
portion sizes parallels the growing prevalence of  overweight and obesity in the United 
States, beginning in the 1970s, rising sharply in the 1980s, and continuing today.

Research suggests that fast-food consumption contributes significantly to the 
development of  obesity.28 Fast food is often energy-dense food, which increases energy 
intake, BMI, and body fatness. The combination of  large portions and energy-dense 
foods strikes a double blow. Reducing portion sizes is helpful, but the real kcalorie 
savings come from lowering the energy density. Satisfying portions of  foods with low 
energy density such as fruits and vegetables can help with weight loss. 

Consumers’ health would benefit from restaurants providing appropriate portion 
sizes and offering more fruits, vegetables, legumes, and whole grains. In an effort to help 
consumers make healthier choices, national legislation now requires restaurants with 20 
or more locations to provide menu listings of  an item’s kcalories, grams of saturated fat, 
and milligrams of sodium.29 Once such information displays become standard through-
out the country, perhaps restaurants will have greater incentives to offer healthier choices. 

Learned Behavior Psychological stimuli also trigger inappropriate eating behaviors 
in some people. Appropriate eating behavior is a response to hunger. Hunger is a 
drive programmed into people by their heredity. Appetite, in contrast, is learned and 
can lead people to ignore hunger or to over-respond to it. Hunger is physiological, 
whereas appetite is psychological, and the two do not always coincide.

During the course of a meal, as food enters the GI tract and hunger diminishes, satia-
tion occurs. As receptors in the stomach stretch and hormones become active, the per-
son begins to feel full. The response is satiation, which prompts the person to stop eating.

After a meal, the feeling of  satiety continues to suppress hunger and allow a person 
to not eat again for a while. Whereas satiation tells us to “stop eating,” satiety reminds 
us to “not start eating again.” As mentioned above, people can override these signals, 
especially when presented with favorite foods or stressful situations.

Food behavior is intimately connected to deep emotional needs such as the primi-
tive fear of  starvation. Yearnings, cravings, and addictions with profound psychologi-
cal significance can express themselves in people’s eating behavior. An emotionally 
insecure person might eat rather than call a friend and risk rejection. Another person 
might eat to relieve boredom or to ward off  depression.

Physical inactivity The possible causes of  obesity mentioned so far all relate 
to the input side of  the energy equation. What about output? People may be obese, 
not because they eat too much, but because they move too little—both in purposeful 
exercise and in the activities of  daily life.30 Obese people observed closely are often 
seen to eat less than lean people, but they are sometimes so extraordinarily inactive that 
they still manage to accumulate an energy surplus. Reducing their food intake further 
would jeopardize health and incur nutrient deficiencies. Physical activity, then, is a 

hunger: the physiological need to 
eat, experienced as a drive to obtain 
food; an unpleasant sensation that 
demands relief.

appetite: the psychological desire 
to eat; a learned motivation that is 
experienced as a pleasant sensation 
that accompanies the sight, smell, 
or thought of appealing foods.

satiation (say-she-ay-shun): the 
feeling of satisfaction and fullness 
that occurs during a meal and halts 
eating. satiation determines how 
much food is consumed during 
a meal.

satiety: the feeling of fullness and 
satisfaction that occurs after a meal 
and inhibits eating until the next 
meal. satiety determines how much 
time passes between meals. 
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necessary component of  nutritional health. People must be physically active if  they are 
to eat enough food to deliver all the nutrients needed without unhealthy weight gain. 

Our environment, however, fosters inactivity.31 In turn, inactivity contributes to 
obesity and poor health.32 Sedentary screen time has all but replaced outdoor activ-
ity for many people. In addition, most people work at sedentary jobs. One hundred 
years ago, 30 percent of  the energy used in farm and factory work came from muscle 
power; today, only 1 percent does. Modern technology has replaced physical activity 
at home, at work, at school, and in transportation. The more time spent sitting still, 
the higher the risk of  dying from heart disease and other causes.33 

Health experts urge people to “take the stairs instead of  the elevator” or “walk or 
bike to work.” These are excellent suggestions: climbing stairs provides an impromptu 
workout, and people who walk or ride a bicycle for transportation most often meet 
their needs for physical activity. Physical activity strategies for weight loss and weight 
maintenance are offered in a later section of  this chapter.

Neighborhood obstacles to Physical activity and Healthy Foods Some 
aspects of  the built environment, including buildings, sidewalks, and transportation 
opportunities, can discourage physical activity. For example, most stairwells of  mod-
ern buildings are inconvenient, isolated, and unsafe. Roadways often lack sidewalks, 
crosswalks, or lanes marked for bicycles. The air on roadways can be dangerously high 
in carbon monoxide gas and other pollutants from gasoline engine emissions. Hot and 
cold weather also pose hazards for outdoor commuters. In contrast, those with access 
to health-promoting foods and built environments more easily make healthy choices.34 
Safe, affordable biking and walking areas and public exercise facilities help maintain 
health and body leanness. 

In addition, residents of  many low-income urban and rural areas lack access to even 
a single supermarket.35 Often overweight and lacking transportation, residents of  these 
so-called food deserts have limited access to the affordable, fresh, nutrient-dense foods 
they need.36 Instead, they shop at local convenience stores and fast-food places, where 
they can purchase mostly refined packaged sweets and starches, sugary soft drinks, 
fatty canned meats, or fast foods, and they often have an eating pattern that predicts 
nutrient deficiencies and excesses along with high rates of  obesity and type 2 diabetes.37

In truth, in most neighborhoods across the United States, the most accessible, 
affordable, and tempting foods and beverages are high-kcalorie, good-tasting, 
inexpensive fare from fast-food restaurants, and it takes a great deal of  attention, 
planning, and time to “go against the flow” to keep kcalorie intakes reasonable. Today, 
only about a third of  the population succeeds in doing so. The prestigious National 
Academies’ Institute of  Medicine has put forth the national goals in Table 7-1 as 
most likely to slow or reverse the obesity epidemic and improve the nation’s health.38 
Accomplishing any one of  these goals on its own might speed up progress in preventing 
obesity, but if  all these goals are realized, their effects will be powerful allies in the 
nationwide struggle to regain control over weight and health. Such changes require 
leaders at all levels and citizenry across all sectors of  society to work toward one goal: 
improving the health of  the nation.

Until these changes occur, the best way for most people to attain a healthy body 
composition boils down to overcoming obstacles to making dietary changes and in-
creasing physical activity. Later sections focus on these areas, while the next section 
delves into the details of  obesity treatment.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Genetics, fat cell development, set point, overeating, and inactivity all offer 
possible, but still incomplete, explanations of  obesity. 

 ❚ Most likely, obesity has not one cause but different causes and combinations of  
causes in different people. 

screen time: sedentary time spent 
using an electronic device, such as  
a television, computer, or video 
game player.

built environment: the buildings, 
roads, utilities, homes, fixtures, parks, 
and all other manufactured entities 
that form the physical characteristics 
of a community.

food deserts: urban and rural 
low-income areas with limited access 
to affordable and nutritious foods.

lack of physical activity fosters 
obesity.
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Ta b L e  7 - 1   national 
goals to Combat Obesity

 ❚ make physical activity an integral 
and routine part of american life.

 ❚ make healthy foods and 
beverages available everywhere—
create food and beverage envi-
ronments to make healthy food 
and beverage choices the routine, 
easy choice.

 ❚ advertise and market what 
matters for a healthy life.

 ❚ activate employers and health-
care professionals.

 ❚ strengthen schools as the heart 
of health.

Source: adapted from: institute of medicine 
(u.s.) committee on accelerating Progress 
in obesity Prevention, Accelerating Progress 
in Obesity Prevention: Solving the Weight 
of the Nation (washington, d.c.: national 
academies Press, 2012), available at  
www.nap.edu.
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 ❚ The easy availability of  large portions of  energy-dense foods is a major 
environmental factor thought to be contributing to the obesity epidemic. 

 ❚ Built environments that lack opportunities for safe physical activity and access to 
fresh, nutrient-dense foods are also linked with obesity.

7.2 Obesity Treatment:  
Who Should Lose?
LO 7.2 Explain why weight-loss advice does not apply equally to all 
overweight people.

Millions of  U.S. adults are trying to lose weight at any given time. Some of  these 
people do not even need to lose weight. Others may benefit from weight loss but are 
not successful. Relatively few people succeed in losing weight, and even fewer succeed 
permanently. 

Many people assume that every overweight person can achieve slenderness 
and should pursue that goal. Consider, however, that most overweight people can-
not become slender. People vary in their weight tendencies just as they vary in their 
potentials for height and degrees of  health. The question of  whether a person should 
lose weight depends on many factors: the extent of  overweight, age, health, and genet-
ics, to name a few. Weight-loss advice, then, does not apply equally to all overweight 
people. Some people may risk more in the process of  losing weight than in remaining 
overweight. Others may reap significant health benefits with even modest weight loss. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Weight-loss advice does not apply equally to all overweight people. 

 ❚ Some people may risk more through misguided efforts to lose weight than by 
remaining overweight, whereas others may benefit from even a modest weight loss. 

7.3 Inappropriate Obesity Treatments
LO 7.3 Describe some of the dangers of over-the-counter weight-loss products.

The risks people incur in attempting to lose weight often depend on how they go 
about it. Weight-loss plans and obesity treatments abound—some are adequate, but 
many are ineffective and possibly dangerous. Fad diets are the topic of  Nutrition in 
Practice 7. This section addresses other inappropriate obesity interventions. Aggres-
sive treatment approaches for obese people who face high risks of  medical problems 
and must lose weight rapidly are discussed in the next section. Reasonable approaches 
to overweight for those seeking safe, gradual weight losses are saved for the last part 
of  the obesity treatment discussion.

Over-the-Counter Weight-Loss Products
Millions of  people in the United States use over-the-counter (OTC) weight-loss products, 
believing them to be safe. Most of  the people who use such products are women, espe-
cially young overweight women, but almost 10 percent are of  normal weight. Promoters 
and marketers of  weight-loss products make all kinds of  claims for their products with 
only one intention—profit. Such claims as “eat all you want and lose weight,” “take 
three pills before bedtime and watch the fat disappear,” “blocks carbs,” “blocks fat,” and 
many more lure people into believing that maybe this time a product will really work.
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In an investigation of  OTC weight-loss pills, powders, and other “dietary supple-
ments,” the FDA found that an alarming number of  products illegally contained pre-
scription medications. Strong diuretics, unproven experimental drugs, psychotropic 
drugs used to treat mental illnesses, and even drugs deemed unsafe and so banned 
from U.S. markets were among those discovered, and all pose serious health risks.39 

In their search for weight-loss magic, some consumers turn to “natural” herbal prod-
ucts and dietary supplements, even though few have proved to be effective.40 People mis-
takenly believe that “natural” herbs are not harmful to the body, but many herbs contain 
toxins. Belladonna and hemlock are infamous examples, but many lesser-known herbs, 
such as sassafras, contain toxins as well. Furthermore, because herbs are marketed 
as “dietary supplements,” manufacturers need not present scientific evidence of  their 
safety or effectiveness to the FDA before marketing them. Evidence about their safety is 
gathered only through reports of  consumers who sicken or die after using the remedies.

A now familiar example is ephedra (also called ma huang), an herb that showed 
promise as a weight-loss drug in preliminary studies. Immediately, ephedra-containing 
products for dieters and athletes flooded the market. Many consumers of  these prod-
ucts reported ill effects including cardiac arrest, abnormal heartbeats, hypertension, 
strokes, and seizures; the supplements have been linked to some deaths as well. For 
this reason, the FDA has banned the sale of  dietary supplements containing ephedra 
and its active constituent, ephedrine.* 

OTC weight-loss pills, powders, herbs, and other “dietary supplements” are not 
associated with successful weight loss and maintenance.41 Nutrition in Practice 15 
explores the possible benefits and potential dangers of  herbal products and other 
alternative therapies. Anyone using dietary supplements for weight loss should first 
consult a physician. 

Other Gimmicks
Other gimmicks don’t help with weight loss either. Hot baths do not speed up 
metabolism so that pounds can be lost in hours. Steam and sauna baths do not melt 
the fat off  the body, although they may dehydrate people so that they lose water 
weight. Brushes, sponges, wraps, creams, and massages intended to move, burn, or 
break up fat do nothing of  the kind. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Efforts to lose weight via unwise techniques, such as use of  over-the-counter sup-
plements and herbal products, can be physically and psychologically damaging.

7.4 Aggressive Treatments of Obesity
LO 7.4 Explain the risks and benefits, if any, of drugs and surgery used to 
treat obesity.

For some obese people, the medical problems caused by obesity demand treatment 
approaches that may, themselves, incur some risks. The health benefits to be gained by 
weight loss, however, may make these risks worth taking.

Obesity Drugs
Several prescription medications for weight loss have been tried over the years. When 
used as part of  a long-term, comprehensive weight-loss program, medications can 

*Ephedrine is an amphetamine-like substance extracted from the Chinese herb ma huang. Ma huang 
(ephedrine) is illegal in Canada.
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help with modest weight loss.42 Drugs may be an option for people who are unable 
to achieve adequate weight loss with diet and exercise; have a BMI >30 (or >27 with 
weight-related health problems); and have no medical contraindications. Because 
weight regain commonly occurs with the discontinuation of  drug therapy, treatment 
is long term—and the long-term use of  medications poses risks. Medical experts do 
not yet know whether a person would benefit more from maintaining a 50-pound 
excess or from taking a medication for a decade to keep the 50 pounds off.

The challenge, then, is to develop an effective drug—or more likely, a combina-
tion of  drugs—that can be used over time without adverse side effects or the potential 
for abuse. Weight-loss drugs should be prescribed in tandem with a healthy diet and 
physical activity program. Table 7-2 presents the drugs to treat obesity that meet the 
FDA mandate that “benefits must exceed risks.”43 

Surgery
The prevalence of  clinically severe obesity is increasing at an incredibly rapid rate.44 
At this level of  obesity, lifestyle changes and modest weight losses can improve dis-
ease risks a little, but the most effective treatment is surgery.45 Two procedures, gastric 
bypass and gastric banding, have gained wide acceptance. Both procedures limit food 
intake by effectively reducing the capacity of  the stomach. In addition, gastric bypass 
suppresses hunger by changing production of  gastrointestinal hormones.46 The results 
are significant: depending on the type of  surgery, nearly 50 percent of  the excess 
weight remains lost after 15 years.47 More long-term studies are needed, but surgery 
with weight loss often brings immediate and lasting improvements in blood lipids, 
diabetes, sleep apnea, heart disease, and hypertension.48 

Laparoscopic weight-loss surgery techniques are now used to perform gastric 
bypass and other weight-loss surgeries. Laparoscopic weight-loss surgery produces 
significant, long-term weight loss, shortens recovery, and is less invasive than open 
surgery.

clinically severe obesity: a bmi 
of 40 or greater, or a bmi of 35 or 
greater with one or more serious 
conditions such as hypertension. 
another term used to describe the 
same condition is morbid obesity.

gastric bypass: surgery that 
restricts stomach size and reroutes 
food from the stomach to the 
lower part of the small intestine; 
creates a chronic, lifelong state 
of malabsorption by preventing 
normal digestion and absorption 
of nutrients.

gastric banding: a surgical 
means of producing weight loss 
by restricting stomach size with a 
constricting band.

laparoscopic weight-loss 
surgery: a weight-loss surgery 
procedure in which surgeons gain 
access to the abdomen via several 
small incisions. a tiny video camera 
is inserted through one of the 
incisions and surgical instruments 
through the others. the surgeons 
watch their work on a large-screen 
monitor.

Ta b L e  7 - 2   FDa-approved Drugs for Weight Loss 

Product Action Side Effects

orlistat (or-leh-stat), trade 
names: alli, xenical

inhibits pancreatic lipase activity in the gi tract, 
thus blocking digestion and absorption of 
dietary fat and limiting energy intake

cramping, diarrhea, gas, frequent bowel 
movements, reduced absorption of fat-soluble 
vitamins; rare cases of liver injury

Phentermine (Fen-ter-mean), 
diethylpropion (dye-eth-ill-
Pro-pee-on), phendimetrazine 
(Fen-dye-meh-tra-zeen)

enhances the release of the neurotransmitter 
norepinephrine, which suppresses appetite

increased blood pressure and heart rate, insomnia, 
nervousness, dizziness, headache

lorcaserin hydrochloride, trade 
name: belviq (bell-veek)

interacts with brain serotonin receptors to 
increase satiety

headache, dizziness, fatigue, nausea, dry mouth, 
and constipation; low blood glucose in people 
with diabetes; serotonin syndrome, including 
agitation, confusion, fever, loss of coordination, 
rapid or irregular heart rate, shivering, seizures, 
and unconsciousness; cannot be safely used by 
pregnant or lactating women or people with heart 
valve problems; high doses cause hallucinations

Phentermine (an appetite 
suppressant) and topiramate 
(a seizure/migraine medication) 
combination, trade name: 
Qsymia (kyoo-sim-ee-uh)

enhances the release of the neurotransmitter 
norepinephrine, which suppresses  appetite, 
and increases feelings of fullness, making 
foods taste less appealing

increased heart rate; can cause birth defects if 
taken in the first weeks or months of pregnancy; 
may worsen glaucoma or hyperthyroidism; may 
interact with other medications

Note: weight-loss drugs are most effective when taken as directed and used in combination with a reduced-kcalorie diet and increased physical activity.
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Because the long-term safety and effectiveness of  gastric surgery depend, in large 
part, on compliance with dietary instructions, nutrition care plays an important role 
in follow-up treatment.49 Common immediate postsurgical complications include in-
fections, nausea, vomiting, and dehydration; in the long term, vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies and psychological problems are common. Lifelong medical supervision 
is necessary for those who choose the surgical route, but in suitable candidates, the 
health benefits of  weight loss may prove worth the risks.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Obese people with high risks of  medical problems may need aggressive treatment, 
including drugs or surgery.

7.5 Reasonable Strategies  
for Weight Loss
LO 7.5 Outline reasonable strategies for achieving and maintaining a healthy 
body weight.

Efforts to combat obesity must integrate healthy eating patterns, physical activities, 
supportive environments, and psychosocial support.50 Successful weight-loss strategies 
embrace small changes, moderate, sustained losses, and reasonable goals. People who 
consistently choose nutrient-dense foods and engage in regular physical activity can 
reap substantial health benefits. In keeping with this philosophy, the Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans advise those who need to lose weight to “consume fewer kcalories from 
foods and beverages, increase physical activity, and reduce time spent in sedentary 
behaviors.” A modest, sustained weight loss of  3 to 5 percent, even when a person is 
still overweight, can reduce blood glucose and improve control of  diabetes as well as 
reduce the risk of  heart disease by lowering blood triglycerides.51 Greater weight loss 
reduces blood pressure, improves levels of  low-density and high-density lipoproteins, 
and further reduces levels of  blood triglycerides and blood glucose. 

Of  course, the same eating and activity habits that improve health often lead to a 
healthier body weight and composition as well. Successful weight loss, then, is de-
fined not by pounds lost but by health gained. People less concerned with disease risks 
may prefer to set goals for personal fitness, such as being able to play with children or 
climb stairs without becoming short of  breath.

Whether the goal is health or fitness, weight-loss expectations need to be reason-
able. Unreachable targets ensure frustration and failure. Setting reasonable goals helps 
to achieve the desired result in managing weight. For example, obese people who 
must reduce their weight to lower their disease risks might set three broad goals:

1. Reduce body weight by about 5 to 10 percent over half  a year’s time.
2. Maintain a lower body weight over the long term.
3. At a minimum, prevent further weight gain.

Such goals may be achieved or even exceeded, providing a sense of  accomplishment 
instead of  disappointment.

After all, excess weight takes years to accumulate. Losing excess body fat also takes 
time, along with patience and perseverance. The person must adopt healthy eating 
patterns, engage in physical activity, create a supportive environment, and seek out 
behavioral and social support. These behaviors must be continued for at least 6 months 
for initial weight loss, and then for a lifetime to maintain the losses.52 Setbacks are a 
given, and according to recent evidence, the size of  the kcalorie deficit required to lose 
a pound of  weight initially may be smaller than that required later on. In other words, 
weight loss is hard at first, and then it may get harder.53
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a healthy body contains enough 
lean tissue to support health and 
the right amount of fat to meet 
body needs.
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A Healthful Eating Plan
Contrary to the claims of  many fad diets, no particular eating plan is magical, and no 
specific food must be either included or avoided for weight management. In designing 
an eating pattern, people need only consider foods that they like or can learn to like, 
that are available, and that are within their means. 

a realistic energy intake The main characteristic of  a weight-loss diet is that it 
provides less energy than the person needs to maintain present body weight. If  food 
energy is restricted too severely, dieters may not receive sufficient nutrients and may 
lose lean tissue. Rapid weight loss usually means excessive loss of  lean tissue, a lower 
BMR, and a rapid weight regain to follow. Restrictive eating may also set in motion 
the unhealthy behaviors of  eating disorders (described in Nutrition in Practice 6).

Obesity experts from the American Heart Association and the American College 
of  Cardiology recommend that reductions in energy intake should be based on a per-
son’s BMI.54 Overweight (BMI of  25 or greater) and obese (BMI of  30 or greater) 
people are encouraged to reduce their usual daily kcalorie intakes by about 500 to 
750 kcalories. Based on the assumption that a 3,500-calorie deficit will consistently 
produce a pound of  weight loss, these recommendations are predicted to produce a 
weight loss of  about 1 to 1½ pounds per week while retaining lean tissue.55 However, 
this assumption has been called into question.56 

Recent research suggests that the kcalorie deficit required to lose a pound of  weight 
may increase as weight loss progresses.57 Weight loss may proceed rapidly for some 
weeks or months but will eventually slow down. The following factors contribute to a 
decline in the rate of  loss:

 ❚ Metabolism may slow in response to a lower kcalorie intake and loss of  
metabolically active lean tissue.

 ❚ Less energy may be expended in physical activity as body weight diminishes.

In addition, the composition of  weight loss itself  may affect the rate of  loss. Body 
weight lost early in dieting may be composed of  a greater percentage of  water and 
lean tissue, which contains fewer kcalories per pound as compared with later losses 
that appear to be composed mostly of  fat.58 This may mean that dieters should expect 
a slowdown in weight loss as they progress past the initial phase. 

Most people can lose weight safely on an eating pattern providing approximately 
1200 to 1500 kcalories per day for women and 1500 to 1800 kcalories per day for 
men.59 Table 7-3 suggests daily food amounts from which to build balanced 1200- to 
1800-kcalorie diets.

Some people skip meals, typically breakfast, in an effort to reduce energy intake 
and lose weight. Research does not support such a causal relationship between break-
fast and body weight, but it does suggest some interesting associations.60 Breakfast 
frequency is inversely associated with obesity and its risk factors—that is, people who 
frequently eat breakfast have lower BMI values and lower blood pressure and blood 

Ta b L e  7 - 3   Daily amounts from each Food group for 1200- to 
1800-kCalorie Diets

Food Group 1200 kCalories 1400 kCalories 1600 kCalories 1800 kCalories

Fruit 1 c 1 ½ c 1 ½ c 1 ½ c

Vegetables 1 ½ c 1 ½ c 2 c 2 ½ c

grains 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz 6 oz

Protein foods 3 oz 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz

milk 2 ½ c 2 ½ c 3 c 3 c

oils 4 tsp 4 tsp 5 tsp 5 tsp
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cholesterol levels than those who tend to skip breakfast.61 Furthermore, eating break-
fast, especially a protein-rich breakfast, improves satiety and diet quality—two factors 
that support healthy body weight.62

Nutritional adequacy Nutritional adequacy is difficult to achieve on fewer than 
1200 kcalories a day, and most healthy adults need never consume any less than that. 
A plan that provides an adequate intake supports a healthier and more successful 
weight loss than a restrictive plan that creates feelings of  starvation and deprivation, 
which can lead to an irresistible urge to binge. 

Take a look at the 1200-kcalorie diet in Table 7-3. Such an intake would allow most 
people to lose weight and still meet their nutrient needs with careful, low-kcalorie, 
nutrient-dense food selections. Healthy eating patterns for weight loss should provide all 
of  the needed nutrients in the form of  fresh fruits and vegetables; low-fat milk products 
or substitutes; legumes; small amounts of  lean protein foods; nuts; and whole grains.63 
These foods are necessary for adequate protein, carbohydrate, fiber, vitamins, and min-
erals and are generally associated with leanness. They are also best for managing weight. 

Wholesome, high-fiber, unprocessed or lightly processed foods offer bulk and 
satiety for fewer kcalories than smooth, quickly consumed refined foods. Thus, 
choosing whole grains and fiber-rich vegetables in place of  most refined grains and 
added sugars benefits both weight and nutrition. 

Choose fats sensibly by avoiding most solid fats and including enough unsaturated 
oils (details in Nutrition in Practice 3) to support health but not so much as to over-
supply kcalories. Nuts provide unsaturated fat and protein, and people who regularly 
eat nuts often maintain a healthy body weight.64 Lean meats or other low-fat protein 
sources also play important roles in weight loss and provide satiety. Sufficient protein 
foods may also help to preserve lean tissue, including muscle tissue, during weight loss.65 

A dietary supplement providing vitamins and minerals—especially iron and 
calcium for women—at or below 100 percent of  the Daily Values can help people fol-
lowing low-kcalorie eating patterns to achieve nutrient adequacy. A person who plans 
resolutely to include all of  the foods from each group needed each day will be satis-
fied, be well-nourished, and have little appetite left for high-kcalorie treats.

Small Portions As mentioned earlier, large portion sizes increase energy intakes, and 
the huge helpings served by restaurants and sold in packages are the enemies of  people 
striving to manage their weight. Similarly, big bowls, plates, utensils, and drinking 
glasses encourage people to take and consume larger portions. Small plates and bowls, 
tall and thin drinking glasses, and luncheon-sized plates have the opposite effect.

For health’s sake, overweight people may need to learn to eat less food at each 
meal—one piece of  chicken for dinner instead of  two, a teaspoon of  butter on the 
vegetables instead of  a tablespoon, and one cookie for dessert instead of  six. Chew 
foods slowly and thoroughly. The goal is to eat enough food for energy, nutrients, 
and pleasure, but not more. This amount should leave a person feeling satisfied—not 
necessarily full. Keep in mind that even fat-free and low-fat foods can deliver a lot of  
kcalories when a person eats large quantities.

People who have difficulty making low-kcalorie selections or controlling portion 
sizes may find it easier to use prepared meal plans. Prepared meals that provide low-
kcalorie, nutritious meals or snacks can support weight loss while easing the task of  
diet planning.66 Ideally, those using a prepared meal plan will also receive counsel 
from a registered dietitian nutritionist to learn how to select appropriately from con-
ventional food choices as well. 

Lower energy Density As discussed earlier, to lower energy intake, people can 
choose smaller portion sizes, or they can reduce the energy density of  the foods they 
eat. Research shows that eating satisfying portions of  foods that are low in energy 
density (such as fruits, vegetables, and broth-based soups) maintains satiety while re-
ducing energy intake.67 Foods containing substantial water or fiber and those low in fat 
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help to lower a meal’s energy density (see Figure 7-3). The Clinical Applications fea-
ture at the end of  this chapter describes how to calculate the energy density of  foods. 

Sugar and alcohol A person trying to achieve or maintain a healthy weight needs 
to limit intakes of  added sugars and alcohol, as well as fat. Including them for pleasure 
on occasion is compatible with health as long as most daily choices are of  nutrient-
dense foods.

Meal Spacing Three meals a day is standard in our society, but no law says you 
can’t have four or five—just be sure they are smaller, of  course. People who eat small, 
frequent meals can be as successful at weight loss and maintenance as those who eat 
three. Make sure that mild hunger, not appetite, is prompting you to eat. Eat regularly, 
and eat before you become extremely hungry.

adequate Water Learn to satisfy thirst with water. Water helps with weight 
management in several ways. For one, foods with high water content (such as broth-
based soups) increase fullness, reduce hunger, and consequently reduce energy intake. 
For another, drinking a large glass of  water before a meal may ease hunger, fill the 
stomach, and reduce energy intake.68 Importantly, water adds no kcalories. The average 
U.S. diet delivers an estimated 75 to 150 kcalories a day from sweetened beverages. 
Simply replacing nutrient-poor, energy-dense beverages with water could save a person 
up to 15 pounds a year. Water also helps the GI tract adapt to a high-fiber diet.

Physical Activity
The best approach to weight management includes physical activity.69 Either energy 
restriction or physical activity alone can produce some weight loss. Clearly, however, 
the combination is most effective.70 People who combine diet and physical activity 
are more likely to lose more fat, retain more muscle, and regain less weight than 
those who only diet. The Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans, 2008 (available at 
www.health.gov/PAGuidelines/) specify the minimum amount of  physical activity 
people need to gain general health benefits. Table 7-4 (p. 174) presents physical activity 
strategies from the American College of  Sports Medicine developed specifically to 
prevent weight gain and promote at least modest weight loss.71 

Even without weight loss, physical activity may also help counteract some of  the 
negative effects of  excess body weight on health.72 For example, physical activity 
reduces abdominal obesity, and this change improves blood pressure, insulin 
resistance, and fitness of  the heart and lungs, even without weight loss.73

energy expenditure Physical activity directly increases energy output by the 
muscles and cardiovascular system. Table 6-2 in Chapter 6 (p. 145) shows how much 

being active—even if overweight—
is healthier than being sedentary. 
weight loss itself, however, best 
reduces disease risks.
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Selecting grapes with their high water
content instead of raisins increases the
volume and cuts the energy intake in
half.

Even at the same weight and similar
serving sizes, the fiber-rich broccoli
delivers twice the fiber of the potatoes
for about one-fourth the energy.

By selecting the water-packed tuna (on
the right) instead of the oil-packed tuna,
a person can enjoy the same amount
for fewer kcalories.

F i g u r e  7 - 3   energy Density
decreasing the energy density (kcal/g) of foods allows a person to eat satisfying portions while still reducing energy intake. to lower 
energy density, select foods high in water or fiber and low in fat.
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energy each of  several activities uses. The number of  kcalories spent in an activity 
depends on body weight, intensity, and duration. For example, a 150-pound person 
who walks 3.5 miles in 60 minutes expends about 315 kcalories. That same person 
running 3 miles in 30 minutes uses a similar amount. By comparison, a 200-pound 
person running 3 miles in 30 minutes expends an additional 125 kcalories or so (about  
444 kcalories total). The goal is to expend as much energy as time allows. The greater 
the energy deficit created by physical activity, the greater the fat loss. A word of   
caution, however: people who reward themselves with high-kcalorie foods for “good 
behavior” can easily negate any kcalorie deficits incurred with physical activity.

Basal Metabolic rate (BMr) The BMR is elevated in the hours after vigorous physi-
cal activity, but this effect requires a sustained high-intensity workout beyond the level 
achievable by most weight-loss seekers.74 Over the long term, however, a person who 
engages in daily vigorous activity gradually develops more lean tissue, which is more 
active metabolically than fat tissue. Metabolic rate rises accordingly, and this makes a 
contribution toward continued weight loss or maintenance.

appetite control Physical activity also helps to control appetite. Some people think 
that being active will make them want to eat, but research does not show that exercise 
causes overeating; in fact, when sedentary people participate in an ongoing activity 
program, they reduce their energy intakes.75 Active people do have healthy appetites, 
but appetite is suppressed immediately after an aerobic workout and satiation during 
meals is heightened.76 The reasons are unclear, but physical activity may help to con-
trol appetite by altering the levels of  appetite-regulating hormones.77 

Psychological Benefits Physical activity helps especially to curb the inappropriate 
appetite that prompts a person to eat when bored, anxious, or depressed. Weight-man-
agement programs encourage people to go out and be active when they’re tempted to 
eat but are not really hungry.

Physical activity also helps to reduce stress. Because stress itself  is a trigger for 
inappropriate eating behavior for many people, activity can help here, too. In addi-
tion, physical activity helps to improve body image and separate the connections be-
tween body weight and self-worth.78 A physically active person begins to look and 
feel healthy, and, as a result, gains self-esteem. High self-esteem tends to support a 
person’s resolve to persist in a weight-control effort, rounding out a beneficial cycle. 
Table 7-5 and Chapter 10 present the benefits of  physical activity.

choosing activities What kind of  physical activity is best? For health, a combination 
of  moderate to vigorous aerobic physical activity along with resistance training at a safe 
level provides benefits.79 However, any physical activity is better than being sedentary. 

People seeking to lose weight should choose activities that they enjoy and are 
willing to do regularly. Health care professionals frequently advise people who want 
to manage their body weight and lose fat to engage in activities of  low-to-moderate 

resistance training: the use of 
free weights or weight machines to 
provide resistance for developing 
muscle strength, power, and endur-
ance; also called weight training. 
a person’s own body weight may 
also be used to provide resistance 
as when a person does push-ups, 
pull-ups, or abdominal crunches.

Ta b L e  7 - 4   Physical activity Strategies for Weight management

a negative energy balance incurred through physical activity will result in weight loss, and the 
larger the negative energy balance, the greater the weight loss. 

 ❚ weight gain prevention and augmented weight loss occur with at least 2 hours and 30 minutes 
(150 minutes) per week of at least moderate-intensity physical activity.

 ❚ greater weight loss and improved weight maintenance after weight loss occur with more than  
4 hours and 10 minutes (.250 minutes) per week of at least moderate-intensity physical activity.

 ❚ both aerobic (endurance) and muscle-strengthening (resistance) physical activities are beneficial, but 
kcalorie restriction must accompany resistance training to achieve weight loss.

Source: american college of sports medicine, Position stand: appropriate physical activity intervention strategies for 
weight loss and prevention of weight regain for adults, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 41 (2009): 459–471.

Ta b L e  7 - 5   benefits 
of Physical activity in 
a Weight-management 
Program

 ❚ improved body composition 

 ❚ Favorable effects on disease risks

 ❚ short-term increase in energy 
expenditure (from exercise and 
from a slight rise in bmr)

 ❚ long-term increase (slight) in 
bmr (from an increase in lean 
tissue)

 ❚ appetite control

 ❚ stress reduction and control of 
stress eating

 ❚ Physical, and therefore psycho-
logical, well-being

 ❚ improved self-esteem
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intensity for a long duration, such as an hour-long fast-paced walk. The reasoning 
behind such advice is that people exercising at low to moderate intensity are likely 
to stick with their activity for longer times and are less likely to injure themselves. 
People who regularly engage in more vigorous physical activities (fast bicycling or 
endurance running, for example), however, have less body fat than those who engage 
in moderately intense activities. The conditioned body that is adapted to strenuous 
and prolonged aerobic activity uses more fat all day long, not just during activity. 
The bottom line on physical activity and weight and/or fat loss seems to be that total 
energy expenditure is the main factor, regardless of  how a person does it. 

In addition to activities such as walking or cycling, there are hundreds of  ways to 
incorporate energy-expending activities into daily routines: take the stairs instead of  
the elevator, walk to the neighbor’s apartment instead of  making a phone call, and 
rake the leaves instead of  using a blower. These activities burn only a few kcalories 
each, but over a year’s time they become significant.

Spot reducing People sometimes ask about “spot reducing.” Unfortunately, no one 
part of  the body gives up fat in preference to another. Fat cells all over the body release 
fat in response to demand, and the fat is then used by whatever muscles are active. No 
exercise can remove the fat from any one particular area—and, incidentally, neither 
can a massage machine that claims to break up fat on trouble spots.

Physical activity can help with trouble spots in another way, though. Strengthening 
muscles in a trouble area can help to improve their tone; stretching to gain flexibil-
ity can help with posture problems. Thus, cardiorespiratory endurance, strength, and 
flexibility workouts all have a place in fitness programs.

Behavior and Attitude
Behavior-modification therapy provides ways to overcome barriers to making di-
etary changes and increasing physical activity. Behavior-modification therapy does 
more than help people decide which behaviors to change: it also teaches them how 
to change. Behavior and attitude are important supporting factors in achieving and 
maintaining appropriate body weight and composition. Changing the behaviors of  
overeating and underexercising that lead to, and perpetuate, obesity requires time and 
effort. A person must commit to take action. 

Becoming aware of Behaviors A person who is aware of  all the behaviors that 
create a problem has a head start on developing a solution. First, the person needs to 
establish a baseline (a record of  present eating and physical activity behaviors) against 
which to measure future progress.80 It is best to keep a diary (see Figure 7-4 on p. 176) 
that includes the time and place of  meals and snacks, the type and amount of  foods 
eaten, the persons present when food is eaten, and a description of  the individual’s 
feelings when eating. The diary should also record physical activities: the kind, the 
intensity level, the duration, and the person’s feelings about them. These entries will 
help the individual identify possible behaviors to change.

Many companies have developed weight-loss applications for smartphones and other 
mobile devices to help users manage their daily food and physical activity behaviors.* 
Applications include diet analysis tools that can track eating habits, scanning devices that 
can quickly enter food data, customized activity and meal plans that can be sent to users, 
and support programs that deliver encouraging messages and helpful tips. Social media 
sites allow users to upload progress reports and receive texts. Using these applications 
can help a person become more aware of behaviors that lead to weight gains and losses.

Making Small changes Behavior modification strategies focus on learning desired 
eating and exercise behaviors and eliminating unwanted behaviors. With so many 

*Reliable reviews of food and nutrition apps are available at www.eatright.org/appreviews.

behavior modification: the 
changing of behavior by the 
manipulation of antecedents (cues 
or environmental factors that trigger 
behavior), the behavior itself, and 
consequences (the penalties or 
rewards attached to behavior).
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possible behavior changes, a person can feel overwhelmed. Start with small time-specific 
goals for each behavior—for example, “I’m going to take a 30-minute walk after dinner 
every evening” instead of  “I’m going to run a marathon someday.” Practice desired 
behaviors until they become routine. Using a reward system seems to effectively 
support weight-loss efforts. Box 7-1 describes behavioral strategies to support weight 

F i g u r e  7 - 4   Food and 
activity Diary

1. eliminate inappropriate cues:

 ❚ do not buy problem foods.

 ❚ eat only in one room at the designated time.

 ❚ shop when not hungry.

 ❚ replace large plates, cups, and utensils with smaller ones.

 ❚ avoid vending machines, fast-food restaurants, and 
convenience stores.

 ❚ turn off television, video games, and computers or measure 
out appropriate food portions to eat during entertainment.

2. suppress the cues you cannot eliminate:

 ❚ serve individual plates; do not serve “family style.”

 ❚ remove food from the table after eating a meal to enjoy com- 
pany and ambience without excess food to trigger overeating.

 ❚ create obstacles to consuming problem foods—wrap them 
and freeze them, making them less quickly accessible.

 ❚ control deprivation; plan and eat regular meals.

 ❚ Plan the time spent in sedentary activities, such as watching 
television or using a computer—do not use these activities 
just to fill time.

3. strengthen cues to appropriate behaviors:

 ❚ choose to dine with companions who make appropriate 
food choices.

 ❚ store appropriate foods in convenient spots in the refrigerator.

 ❚ learn appropriate portion sizes.

 ❚ Plan appropriate snacks.

 ❚ Keep sports and play equipment by the door.

4. repeat desired behaviors:

 ❚ slow down eating—put down utensils between bites.

 ❚ always use utensils.

 ❚ leave some food on your plate.

 ❚ move more—shake a leg, pace, stretch often.

 ❚ Join groups of active people and participate.

5. arrange negative consequences for negative behavior:

 ❚ ask that others respond neutrally to your deviations (make 
no comments—even negative attention is a reward).

 ❚ if you slip, do not punish yourself.

6.  reward yourself personally and immediately for positive 
behaviors:

 ❚ buy tickets to sports events, movies, concerts, or other 
nonfood amusement.

 ❚ indulge in a new small purchase.

 ❚ get a massage; buy some flowers.

 ❚ take a hot bath; read a good book.

 ❚ treat yourself to a lesson in a new active pursuit such as 
horseback riding, handball, or tennis.

 ❚ Praise yourself; visit friends.

 ❚ nap; relax.

How To B O X  7 - 1  a P P ly  b e h a V i o r  m o d i F i c at i o n  t o  m a n a g e  b o d y  F at n e s s
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management. A particularly attractive feature of  these strategies is that they do not 
involve blaming oneself  or putting oneself  down—an important element in fostering 
self-esteem.

cognitive Skills Behavior therapists often teach cognitive skills, or new ways of think-
ing, to help overweight people solve problems and correct false thinking that can under-
mine healthy eating behaviors. Thinking habits are as important for achieving a healthy 
body weight as eating and activity habits, and they can be changed.81 A paradox of mak-
ing a change is that it takes belief in oneself  and honoring of oneself  to lay the foundation 
for changing that self. That is, self-acceptance predicts success, while self-loathing predicts 
failure. “Positive self-talk” is a concept worth cultivating—many people succeed because 
their mental dialogue supports, rather than degrades, their efforts. Negative thoughts (“I’m 
not getting thin anyway, so what is the use of continuing?”) should be viewed in light of  
empirical evidence (“my starting weight: 174 pounds; today’s weight: 163 pounds”).

Take credit for new behaviors; be aware of  any physical improvements, too, such as 
lower blood pressure, or less painful knees, even without a noticeable change in pant 
size. Finally, remember to enjoy your emerging fit and healthy self.

Personal attitude For many people, overeating and being overweight may have be-
come an integral part of  their identity. Changing diet and activity behaviors without 
attention to a person’s self-concept invites failure.

Many people overeat to cope with the stresses of  life. To break out of  that pattern, 
they must first identify the particular stressors that trigger their urges to overeat. Then, 
when faced with these situations, they must learn to practice problem-solving skills. 
When the problems that trigger the urge to overeat are dealt with in alternative ways, 
people may find that they eat less. The message is that sound emotional health sup-
ports the ability to take care of  health in all ways—including nutrition, weight man-
agement, and fitness.

Weight Maintenance
Finally, be aware that it can be hard to maintain weight loss. Millions of  people have 
experienced the frustration of  achieving a desired change in weight only to see their 
hard work visibly slip away in a seemingly never-ending cycle of  weight loss and 
weight regain. Disappointment, frustration, and self-condemnation are common in 
people who have slipped back to their original weight or even higher. 

A key to weight maintenance is accepting it as a lifelong endeavor and not a goal 
to be achieved and then forgotten. People who maintain their weight loss continue 
to employ the behaviors that reduced their weight in the first place (see Table 7-6). They 
cultivate habits of  people who maintain a healthy weight, such as eating low-kcalorie 

cognitive skills: as taught 
in behavior therapy, changes to 
conscious thoughts with the goal 
of improving adherence to lifestyle 
modifications; examples are 
problem-solving skills or the cor-
rection of false negative thoughts, 
termed cognitive restructuring. 
self-efficacy: a person’s belief 
in his or her ability to succeed in 
an undertaking.

lapses: periods of returning to 
old habits.

Ta b L e  7 - 6   behaviors to maintain Weight Loss

those who maintain weight losses over time:

 ❚ believe they have the ability to control their weight, an attribute known as self-efficacy.

 ❚ eat breakfast every day.

 ❚ average about one hour of physical activity per day.

 ❚ monitor body weight about once a week.

 ❚ maintain consistent lower-kcalorie eating patterns.

 ❚ Quickly address small lapses to prevent small gains from turning into major ones.

 ❚ watch less than 10 hours of television per week.

 ❚ eat high-fiber food, particularly whole grains, vegetables, and fruit, and consume sufficient water 
each day.

 ❚ cultivate and honor realistic expectations regarding body size and shape.
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meals (averaging 1800 kcalories per day) and being physically active. They must also 
control susceptibility to overeating regardless of  the initial weight-loss method. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ A person who adopts a lifelong “eating plan for good health” rather than a “diet 
for weight loss” will be more likely to keep the lost weight off. Table 7-7 offers 
strategies for successful weight management. 

 ❚ Reducing daily energy intake, choosing foods of  low energy density, and eating 
smaller portions are important dietary strategies for weight management.

 ❚ Physical activity should be an integral part of  a weight-management program. 

 ❚ Physical activity can increase energy expenditure, improve body composition, 
help control appetite, reduce stress and stress eating, and enhance physical and 
psychological well-being. 

 ❚ Behavior modification provides ways to overcome barriers to successful weight 
management. 

7.6 Strategies for Weight Gain
LO 7.6 Summarize strategies for gaining weight.

Underweight is far less prevalent than overweight, affecting about 2 percent of  U.S. 
adults.82 Whether the underweight person needs to gain weight is a question of  health 
and, like weight loss, a highly individual matter. People who are healthy at their pres-
ent weight may stay there; there are no compelling reasons to try to gain weight. 
Those who are thin because of  malnourishment or illness, however, might benefit 
from a diet that supports weight gain. Medical advice can help make the distinction. 
Eating disorders are the subject of  Nutrition in Practice 6.

Ta b L e  7 - 7   Weight-Loss Strategies

Food

 ❚ to maintain weight, consume foods and drinks to meet, not exceed, kcalorie needs. to lose weight, 
energy out should exceed energy in by about 500 kcalories/day.

 ❚ emphasize foods with a low energy density and a high nutrient density; make legumes, whole 
grains, vegetables, and fruits central to your eating pattern.

 ❚ eat slowly.

 ❚ drink water before you eat and while you eat; drink plenty of water throughout the day.

 ❚ track food and kcalorie intake.

 ❚ Plan ahead to make better food choices.

 ❚ limit kcalorie intake from solid fats and added sugars.

 ❚ reduce portions, especially of high-kcalorie foods.

 ❚ cook and eat more meals at home, instead of eating out. when eating out, think about choosing 
healthy options.

Activities

 ❚ limit screen time.

 ❚ increase physical activity.

 ❚ choose moderate- or vigorous-intensity physical activities.

 ❚ avoid inactivity. some physical activity is better than none.

 ❚ slowly build up the amount of physical activity you choose.
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Some people are unalterably thin by reasons of  genetics or early physical influ-
ences. Those who wish to gain weight for appearance’s sake or to improve athletic 
performance should be aware that a healthful weight can be achieved only through 
physical activity, particularly strength training, combined with a high energy intake. 
Eating many high-kcalorie foods can bring about weight gain, but it will be mostly fat, 
and this can be as detrimental to health as being slightly underweight. In an athlete, 
such a weight gain can impair performance. Therefore, in weight gain, as in weight 
loss, physical activity and energy intake are essential components of  a sound plan.

Physical activity to Build Muscles The person who wants to gain weight should 
use resistance training primarily. As activity is increased, energy intake must be in-
creased to support that activity. Eating extra food will then support a gain of  both 
muscle and fat.

energy-Dense Foods Energy-dense foods (the very ones eliminated from a success-
ful weight-loss diet) hold the key to weight gain. Pick the highest-kcalorie items from 
each food group—that is, milk shakes instead of  fat-free milk, peanut butter instead 
of  lean meat, avocados instead of  cucumbers, and whole-wheat muffins instead of  
whole-wheat bread. Because fat contains more than twice as many kcalories per tea-
spoon as sugar does, fat adds kcalories without adding much bulk.

Be aware that health experts recommend a moderate-fat diet for the general U.S. 
population because the general population is overweight and at risk for heart disease. 
Consumption of  excessive fat is not healthy for most people, of  course, but may be 
essential for an underweight individual who needs to gain weight. An underweight 
person who is physically active and eating a nutritionally adequate diet can afford a 
few extra kcalories from fat. For health’s sake, it is wise to select foods with mono-
unsaturated and polyunsaturated fats instead of  those with saturated or trans fats: for 
example, sautéing vegetables in olive oil instead of  butter or hydrogenated margarine.

three Meals Daily People wanting to gain weight should eat at least three healthy 
meals a day. Many people who are underweight have simply been too busy (some-
times for months) to eat enough to gain or maintain weight. Therefore, they need to 
make meals a priority and plan them in advance. Taking time to prepare and eat each 
meal can help, as can learning to eat more food within the first 20 minutes of  a meal 
before you begin to feel full. Another suggestion is to eat meaty appetizers or the main 
course first and leave the soup or salad until later. 

Large Portions It is also important for the underweight person to learn to eat more 
food at each meal: have two sandwiches for lunch instead of  one, drink milk from a 
larger glass, and eat cereal from a larger bowl. Expect to feel full. Most underweight 
individuals are accustomed to small quantities of  food. When they begin eating sig-
nificantly more, they feel uncomfortable. This is normal and passes over time.

extra Snacks Because a substantially higher energy intake is needed each day, in 
addition to eating more food at each meal, it is necessary to eat more frequently. 
Between-meal snacking offers a solution. For example, a student might make three 
sandwiches in the morning and eat them between classes in addition to the day’s three 
regular meals.

Juice and Milk Beverages provide an easy way to increase energy intake. Consider 
that 6 cups of  cranberry juice add almost 1000 kcalories to the day’s intake. kCalories 
can be added to milk by mixing in powdered milk or packets of  instant breakfast.

For people who are underweight due to illness, concentrated liquid formulas are 
often recommended because a weak person can swallow them easily. A registered di-
etitian nutritionist can recommend high-protein, high-kcalorie formulas to help the 
underweight person maintain or gain weight. Used in addition to regular meals, these 
formulas can help considerably.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Both the incidence of  underweight and the health problems associated with it are 
less prevalent than overweight and its associated problems.

 ❚ To gain weight, a person must train physically and increase energy intake by 
selecting energy-dense foods, eating regular meals, taking larger portions, and 
consuming extra snacks and beverages. Table 7-8 offers a summary of  weight-gain 
strategies. 

Ta b L e  7 - 8   Weight-gain Strategies

In General:

 ❚ eat enough to store more energy than you expend—at least 500 extra kcalories a day.

 ❚ exercise to build muscle.

 ❚ be patient. weight gain takes time (1 pound per month would be reasonable).

 ❚ choose energy-dense foods most often.

 ❚ eat at least three meals a day, and add snacks between meals.

 ❚ choose large portions and expect to feel full.

 ❚ drink kcaloric fluids—juice, chocolate milk, sweet coffee drinks, sweet iced tea.

In Addition:

 ❚ cook and bake often—delicious cooking aromas whet the appetite.

 ❚ invite others to the table—companionship often boosts eating.

 ❚ make meals interesting—try new vegetables and fruit, add crunchy nuts or creamy avocado, and 
explore the flavors of herbs and spices.

 ❚ Keep a supply of favorite snacks, such as trail mix or granola bars, handy for grabbing.

 ❚ control stress and relax. enjoy your food.

your diet
to enjoy good health and maintain a reasonable body weight, 
you need to combine sensible eating habits and regular physical 
activity. this exercise allows you to evaluate your current body 
weight and consider some lifestyle factors important for weight 
management.

First, check to see whether your current body weight falls 
within the “healthy weight” range, which usually equates to a 
bmi range of 18.5 to 24.9. in the bmi table at the back of this 
text, find your height in the left-hand column of the table and look 
across the row to find your weight. alternatively, you can calculate 
your bmi using the equation shown on p. 148. what is your bmi? 
does it fall within the healthy range?

if your bmi falls within the underweight, overweight, or obese 
range, you may want to gain or lose weight to improve your 
health. even if your bmi is within the healthy range, you may wish 

to improve your eating habits or fitness level. review Figure 7-4 
(p. 176) and complete your own food and activity record (listing 
time, place, activity or food eaten, people present, and mood) for 
at least a 24-hour period.

 ❚ make a list of the habits that support maintaining or achieving 
a healthy weight. For example, do you drink water rather than 
soda throughout the day and limit the time you spend watch-
ing television or playing computer games?

 ❚ make a list of the habits that do not support maintaining or 
achieving a healthy weight. For example, do you eat when 
you aren’t hungry or regularly choose fast food or vending 
machine food?

 ❚ what changes would you like to make in your daily habits to 
improve your health and nutrition?
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clinical applications
1. chapter 1 discussed the nutrient density of foods—their 

nutrient contribution per kcalorie. another way to evaluate 
foods is to consider their energy density—their energy 
contribution per gram:

 ❚ a carrot weighing 72 grams delivers 31 kcalories.

 ❚ to calculate the energy density, divide kcalories  
by grams: 31 kcalories divided by 72 grams 5  
0.43 kcalories per gram.

2. do the same for french fries weighing 50 grams and 
contributing 167 kcalories: 167 kcalories divided by  
50 grams 5 _____ kcalories per gram.

 ❚ the more kcalories per gram, the greater the energy 
density.

 ❚ which food is more energy dense? the conclusion is no 
surprise, but understanding the mathematics may offer 
valuable insight into the concept of energy density.

 ❚ French fries are more energy dense, providing 3.34 kcalories 
per gram. they provide more energy per gram—and per bite.

3. considering a food’s energy density is especially useful in plan-
ning diets for weight management. Foods with a high energy 
density can help with weight gain, whereas those with a low 
energy density can help with weight loss. give some examples 
of foods that you might suggest for a client who wants to 
gain weight and some that might be appropriate for a client 
who is trying to lose weight.
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self check 
1. two causes of obesity in humans are:

a. set-point theory and bmi.
b. genetics and physical inactivity.
c. genetics and low-carbohydrate diets.
d. mineral imbalances and fat cell imbalance.

2. the protein produced by the fat cells under the direction of 
the ob gene is called:
a. leptin.
b. orlistat.
c. sibutramine.
d. lipoprotein lipase.

3. all of the following describe the behavior of fat cells except:
a. the number decreases when fat is lost from the body.
b. the storage capacity for fat depends on both cell number 

and cell size.
c. the size is larger in obese people than in normal-weight 

people.
d. the number increases most rapidly during the growth years 

and tapers off when adult status is reached.

4. the obesity theory that suggests the body chooses to be at a 
specific weight is the:
a. fat cell theory.
b. enzyme theory.
c. set-point theory.
d. external cue theory.

5. the biggest problem associated with the use of prescription 
drugs in the treatment of obesity is:
a. cost.
b. the necessity for long-term use.
c. ineffectiveness.
d. adverse side effects.

6. a nutritionally sound weight-loss diet might restrict daily 
energy intake to create a:
a. 1000-kcalorie-per-month deficit.
b. 500-kcalorie-per-month deficit.
c. 500-kcalorie-per-day deficit.
d. 3500-kcalorie-per-day deficit.

7. what is the best approach to weight loss?
a. avoid foods containing carbohydrates.
b. eliminate all fats from the diet and decrease  

water intake.
c. greatly increase protein intake to prevent body 

protein loss.
d. reduce daily energy intake and increase energy 

expenditure.

8. Physical activity does not help a person to:
a. lose weight.
b. lose fat in trouble spots.
c. retain muscle.
d. maintain weight loss.
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9. which of these behaviors will best support successful weight 
management?
a. shop only when hungry.
b. eat in front of the television for distraction.
c. learn appropriate portion sizes.
d. eat quickly.

10. which strategy would not help an underweight person to 
gain weight?
a. exercise.
b. drink plenty of water.
c. eat snacks between meals.
d. eat large portions of foods.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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To paraphrase william shakespeare, “a fad diet by any other 
name would still be a fad diet.” year after year, “new and 

improved” diets appear on bookstore shelves and circulate among 
friends.* People of all sizes eagerly try the best diet ever on the mar-
ket, hoping that this one will really work. sometimes the diets seem 
to work for a while, but more often than not, their success is short-
lived. then another fad diet takes the spotlight. here’s how dr. K. 
brownell, an obesity researcher, describes this phenomenon: “when 
i get calls about the latest diet fad, i imagine a trick birthday cake 
candle that keeps lighting up and we have to keep blowing it out.”

Why don’t health professionals speak out 
against the relentless promotion of fad diets?

realizing that many fad diets do not offer a safe and effective plan 
for weight loss, health professionals speak out, but they never get 
the candle blown out permanently. new fad diets can keep mak-
ing outrageous claims because no one requires their advocates to 
prove what they say. Fad diet promoters do not have to conduct 
credible research on the benefits or dangers of their diets. they can 
simply make recommendations and then later, if questioned, search 
for bits and pieces of research that support the conclusions they 
have already reached. that’s backward. diet and health recom-
mendations should follow years of sound research that has been 
reviewed by panels of scientists before being offered to the public. 

How can the promoters of fad diets get away 
with exaggerated claims? 

because anyone can publish anything—in books or on the 
internet—peddlers of fad diets can make unsubstantiated 

*the academy of nutrition and dietetics offers evaluations of popular diets 
for your review. look for reviews of popular diets at their website, www.eatright 
.org/dietreviews.

statements that fall far short of the truth but sound impressive to 
the uninformed. they often offer distorted bits of legitimate re-
search. they may start with one or more actual facts but then leap 
from one erroneous conclusion to the next. anyone who wants to 
believe these claims has to wonder how the thousands of scientists 
working on obesity research over the past century could possibly 
have missed such obvious connections. 

each popular diet features a unique way to 
make losing weight fast and easy. Which one 
works best?

Fad diets come in almost as many shapes and sizes as the people 
who search them out. some restrict fats or carbohydrates, some 
limit portion sizes, some focus on food combinations, and some 
claim that a person’s genetic type or blood type determines the 
foods best suited to manage weight and prevent disease. a lack 
of scientific evidence just doesn’t seem to stop the advertised 
claims made for fad diets.1 despite claims that each new diet 
is “unique” in its approach to weight loss, most fad diets are 
designed to ensure a low energy intake. the “magic feature” that 
best supports weight loss is to limit energy intake to less than 
energy expenditure. most of the sample menu plans, especially in 
the early stages, deliver an average of 1200 kcalories per day. total 
kcalories tend to be low simply because food intake is so limited. 
table nP7-1 (p. 186) compares some of today’s more popular diets. 

What is the appeal of fad diets?

Probably the greatest appeal of some fad diets is that they tend 
to ignore current diet recommendations. Foods such as meats and 
milk products that need to be selected carefully to limit saturated 
fat can now be eaten with abandon. whole grains, legumes, 
vegetables, and fruits that should be eaten in abundance can now 
be bypassed. For some people, this is a dream come true: steaks 
without the potatoes, ribs without the coleslaw, and meatballs 
without the pasta. who can resist the promise of weight loss while 
eating freely from a list of favorite foods?

dieters are also lured into fad diets by sophisticated—yet 
often erroneous—explanations of the metabolic consequences 
of eating certain foods. terms such as eicosanoids or adipokines 
are scattered about, often intimidating readers into believing that 
the authors must be right given their brilliance in understanding 
the body. 

with over half of our nation’s adults overweight and many 
more concerned about their weight, weight-loss books and prod-
ucts are a $33 billion-a-year business. even a plan that offers only 
minimal weight-loss success easily attracts a following. 

are fad diets adequate?

when food choices are limited, nutrient intakes may be 
inadequate. to help shore up some of these inadequacies, fad 
diets often recommend a dietary supplement. conveniently, many 
of the companies selling fad diets also sell these supplements, 

LO 7.7 Describe several popular fad diets and explain 
how to evaluate weight-loss diets based on sound 
nutrition.

C H a P T e r  7
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Ta b L e  n P 7 - 1   Popular Diets Compared

Diet Claim(s) Strong Point(s) Weak Point(s)

the 4-hour 
body

 ❚ small, simple changes produce big, long-
lasting results.

 ❚ the slow-carb diet supports a 20-pound 
weight loss in 30 days without exercise.

 ❚ encourages lean proteins, 
legumes, and vegetables.

 ❚ organized format provides 
simple plan.

 ❚ excludes fruit, whole grains, and milk 
(except cottage cheese), which may lead to 
nutrient deficiencies.

 ❚ lacks variety.

the 17 day 
diet

 ❚ changing the way you eat every few 
days creates “body confusion,” which 
prevents metabolism from settling into 
homeostasis.

 ❚ you can boost metabolism by “eating 
clean,” which means no sugar, no 
processed food, and no fried foods. 

 ❚ Prevents boredom by alternat-
ing between cycles. 

 ❚ Fairly well-balanced diet 
promotes healthy eating.

 ❚ lacks scientific evidence that changing the 
diet creates “body confusion.”

 ❚ does not provide individualized kcalorie 
goals.

 ❚ Promotes its own processed foods.

the 100  ❚ restricting sugar consumption to 100 
kcalories a day will reduce insulin levels 
(the weight-gaining hormone), speed 
weight loss, improve health, and boost 
metabolism.

 ❚ the real problem causing weight gains is 
hidden sugars in healthy foods such as 
yogurt and fruit.

 ❚ limits processed foods.

 ❚ encourages consumption of 
vegetables and fiber-rich foods. 

 ❚ Focuses on very basic food choices and lacks 
variety.

 ❚ limits important food groups such as low-
fat dairy, legumes, and fruits, which may 
lead to nutrient deficiencies.

biggest 
loser diet

 ❚ lose weight, gain health, feel young, and 
take control of your life by using portion 
control, progressively lowering energy 
intake, and following a customized food 
pyramid. 

 ❚ Provides motivation and pro-
motes selecting low-fat foods 
and drinking water.  

 ❚ stresses the importance of 
exercise.

 ❚ recommends energy intakes below the 
recommended minimum of 1200 kcalories a 
day, which may lead to nutrient deficiencies. 

cinch!  ❚ a nutrient-dense diet composed mainly 
of plant-based foods will help you lose 
weight and lower the risk of disease. 

 ❚ recommends a plant-based, 
nutrient-dense diet.

 ❚ stresses the importance of 
exercise.

 ❚ a little confusing and dense with facts. 

the dukan 
diet

 ❚ a high-protein, low-kcalorie diet pro-
motes rapid and permanent weight loss.

 ❚ encourages daily exercise, 
moderate salt intake, and life-
long weight management.

 ❚ Provides a highly structured 
plan.

 ❚ restricts carbohydrates to induce ketosis, 
which can cause nausea, light-headedness, 
and fatigue and can worsen medical prob-
lems such as kidney disease.

 ❚ not suited for vegetarians and others who 
prefer not to emphasize animal proteins. 

the Fast diet  ❚ lose weight by eating “normally” for five 
days while choosing two non-consecutive 
days to “fast”—limiting kcalories to 500 
for women and 600 for men.

 ❚ Focuses only on two days of 
the week. 

 ❚ Promotes lean protein and low 
glycemic foods on “fast” days. 

 ❚ little research supporting the health benefits 
of intermittent fasting diets.

 ❚ Fasting can cause irritability, sleeplessness or 
sleepiness, and dehydration.

new 
sonoma diet

 ❚ enjoying portion-controlled coastal cali-
fornia style foods supports weight loss 
and promotes good health. 

 ❚ emphasizes nutrient-dense 
foods.

 ❚ limits processed foods.

 ❚ no individualized kcalorie plan. 

wheat belly  ❚ lose weight and reverse health problems 
by eliminating all forms of wheat.

 ❚ creates a low-kcalorie diet.  ❚ restrictive diet would likely be low in b vita-
mins, calcium, and vitamin d.

the Zen diet 
revolution

 ❚ combine spiritual wisdom and dietary 
adjustments to reduce fat cells without 
counting kcalories.

 ❚ Visualization, meditation, and mindful-
ness can change mental, dietary, lifestyle, 
and activity habits.

 ❚ offers a basic nutrition ap-
proach that does no harm.

 ❚ reminds you to make food 
meaningful and treat your 
body with respect.

 ❚ recommendations to use fat-burning herbs, 
supplements, and green tea to decrease fat 
cells are unsubstantiated and expensive. 

Source: adapted from academy of nutrition and dietetics, Consumer Diet and Lifestyle Book Reviews, www.eatright.org/dietreviews, accessed november 2013.

often at an inflated price. as nutrition in Practice 9 explains, how-
ever, foods offer many more health benefits than any supplement 
can provide. Quite simply, if the diet is inadequate, it needs to be 
improved, not supplemented. 

are the diets effective?

if fad diets were entirely ineffective, consumers would eventually 
stop pursuing them. obviously, this is not the case. similarly, if the 
diets were especially effective, then consumers who tried them 
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would lose weight, and the obesity problem would be solved. 
clearly, this is not happening either. as mentioned earlier, most 
fad diets succeed in contriving ways to limit kcalorie intakes, 
and so produce weight loss (at least in the short term). studies 
demonstrate, however, that fad diets are particularly ineffective 
for weight-loss maintenance—people may drop some weight, 
but they quickly gain it back.2 straightforward kcalorie deficit 
is the real key to weight loss—not the elimination of protein, 
carbohydrate, or fat, or the still unidentified metabolic mechanisms 
proposed by many fad diets.3 

For example, diet promoters make much of research showing 
that high-protein, low-carbohydrate diets produce a little more 
weight loss than balanced diets over the first few months of di-
eting. however, in the long run, any low-kcalorie diet produces 
about the same degree of loss.4 in addition, most people cannot 
sustain such a diet and they quickly return to their original or an 
even higher weight.5

Protein nutrition during kcalorie restriction deserves attention, 
however. a meal with too little protein may not produce enough 
satiety, the satisfaction of feeling full after a meal, to prevent 
between-meal hunger.6 diets providing more than 35 percent 
of total kcalories as protein (the upper end of the dri range), 
however, are no more effective for producing long-term weight 
loss than more balanced kcalorie-controlled diets.7 eating the 
normal amount of lean protein-rich foods while reducing carbo-
hydrate- and fat-containing foods automatically reduces kcalories 
and shifts the balance towards a higher percentage of energy 
from protein.8

many people seem confused about what kinds 
of dietary changes they need to make to lose 
weight. isn’t it helpful to follow a plan?

yes. most people need specific instructions and examples to 
make dietary changes. Popular diets offer dieters a plan. the 
user doesn’t have to decide what foods to eat, how to prepare 
them, or how much to eat. unfortunately, these instructions serve 
short-term weight-loss needs only. over the long run, people tire 
of the monotony of diet plans, and most revert to their previous 
patterns. 

by now you can see that the major drawback of most fad 
weight-loss schemes is that they fail to create lifestyle changes 
needed to support long-term weight maintenance and improve 
health. For that, people must do the hard work of learning the 
facts about nutrition and weight loss, setting their own realistic 
goals and then devising a lifestyle plan that can achieve them. a 
balanced, kcalorie-restricted diet with sufficient physical activity to 
support it may not be the shortcut that most people wish for, but 
it ensures nutrient adequacy and provides the best chance of long-
term success. 

some currently popular diet plans offer a sensible approach to 
weight loss and healthy eating. the challenge is sorting the fad 
diets from the healthy options. table nP7-2 presents some tips for 
identifying fad diets and weight-loss scams.

chapter 7 describes reasonable approaches to weight manage-
ment and concludes that the ideal diet is one you can live with for 
the rest of your life. Keep that criterion in mind when you evaluate 
the next “latest and greatest weight-loss diet” that comes along.
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Ta b L e  n P 7 - 2   Tips for identifying Fad Diets  
and Weight-Loss Scams

It may be a fad diet or weight-loss scam if it:

 ❚ sounds too good to be true.

 ❚ recommends using a single food consistently as the key to 
the program’s success.

 ❚ Promises quick and easy weight loss with no effort. “lose weight 
while you sleep!”

 ❚ eliminates an entire food group such as grains or milk and milk 
products.

 ❚ guarantees an unrealistic outcome in an unreasonable time 
period. “lose 10 pounds in 2 days!”

 ❚ bases evidence for its effectiveness on anecdotal stories.

 ❚ requires that you buy special products that are not readily 
available in the marketplace at affordable prices.

 ❚ specifies a proportion for the energy nutrients that falls outside the 
recommended ranges—carbohydrate, 45 to 65 percent; fat, 20 to 
35 percent; and protein, 10 to 35 percent.

 ❚ claims to alter your genetic code or reset your metabolism.

 ❚ Fails to mention potential risks or additional costs.

 ❚ Promotes products or procedures that have not been proven safe 
and effective.

 ❚ neglects plans for weight maintenance following weight loss.
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8.1 The Vitamins—An Overview
LO 8.1 Describe how vitamins differ from the energy 
nutrients and how fat-soluble vitamins differ from 
water-soluble vitamins.

8.2 The Fat-Soluble Vitamins
LO 8.2 Identify the main roles, deficiency symptoms, 
toxicity symptoms, and food sources of the fat-soluble 
vitamins.

8.3 The Water-Soluble Vitamins
LO 8.3 Identify the main roles, deficiency symptoms, 
toxicity symptoms, and food sources of the water-
soluble vitamins.

8.4 Nutrition in Practice:  
Phytochem icals and Functional Foods
LO 8.4 Describe phytochemicals and functional foods and 
explain how they might defend against chronic diseases.

The Vitamins

8
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189t h e  V i ta m i n s

Earlier chapters focused primarily on the energy-yielding nutrients—
carbohydrate, fat, and protein. This chapter and the next one dis-

cuss the nutrients everyone thinks of when nutrition is mentioned—the  
vitamins and minerals.

8.1 The Vitamins—An Overview
LO 8.1 Describe how vitamins differ from the energy nutrients and how fat-soluble 
vitamins differ from water-soluble vitamins.

The vitamins occur in foods in much smaller quantities than do the energy-yielding nutri-
ents, and they themselves contribute no energy to the body. Instead, they serve mostly as 
facilitators of  body processes. They are a powerful group of substances, as their absence 
attests: Vitamin A deficiency can cause blindness, a lack of  niacin can cause dementia, 
and a lack of  vitamin D can retard bone growth. The consequences of  deficiencies are 
so dire and the effects of  restoring the needed nutrients so dramatic that people spend 
billions of  dollars each year on dietary supplements to cure many different ailments. 
Vitamins certainly contribute to sound nutritional health, but supplements do not cure 
all ills. Furthermore, vitamin supplements do not offer the many benefits that come from 
vitamin-rich foods. The only disease a vitamin will cure is the one caused by a deficiency 
of that vitamin. The vitamins’ roles in supporting optimal health extend far beyond pre-
venting deficiency diseases, however. Emerging evidence supports the role of  vitamin-
rich foods, but not vitamin supplements, as protective against cancer and heart disease.1

A child once defined vitamins as “what, if  you don’t eat, you get sick.” The de-
scription is both insightful and accurate. A more prosaic definition is that vitamins are 
potent, essential, nonkcaloric, organic nutrients needed from foods in trace amounts 
to perform specific functions that promote growth, reproduction, and the mainte-
nance of  health and life. The vitamins differ from carbohydrates, fats, and proteins in 
the following ways:

 ❚ Structure. Vitamins are individual units; they are not linked together (as are molecules 
of glucose or amino acids).

 ❚ Function. Vitamins do not yield energy when metabolized; many of  them do, 
however, assist the enzymes that participate in the release of  energy from carbohy-
drate, fat, and proteins.

 ❚ Dietary intakes. The amounts of  vitamins people ingest daily from foods and the 
amounts they require are measured in micrograms (μg) or milligrams (mg), rather 
than grams (g).

The vitamins are similar to the energy-yielding nutrients, though, in that they are vital 
to life, organic, and available from foods.

As the individual vitamins were discovered, they were named or given letters, num-
bers, or both. This led to the confusion that still exists today. This chapter uses the 
names shown in Table 8-1; alternative names are given in Tables 8-4 and 8-5, which 
appear later in the chapter.

Bioavailability  The amount of  vitamins available from foods depends on two fac-
tors: the quantity provided by a food and the amount absorbed and used by the body 
(the vitamin’s bioavailability). Researchers analyze foods to determine their vitamin 
contents and publish the results in tables of  food composition such as Appendix A. 
Determining the bioavailability of  a vitamin is more difficult because it depends on 
many factors, including:

 ❚ Efficiency of  digestion and time of  transit through the GI tract.

 ❚ Previous nutrient intake and nutrition status.

Ta b L e  8 - 1   Vitamin 
names

Fat-Soluble Vitamins

Vitamin a
Vitamin d
Vitamin e
Vitamin K

Water-Soluble Vitamins

b vitamins
 thiamin
 riboflavin
 niacin
 Pantothenic acid
 biotin
 Vitamin b6

 Folate
 Vitamin b12

Vitamin c

vitamins: essential, nonkcaloric, 
organic nutrients needed in tiny 
amounts in the diet.

dietary supplements: products 
that are added to the diet and 
contain any of the following ingre-
dients: a vitamin, a mineral, an herb 
or other botanical, an amino acid, 
a metabolite, a constituent, or an 
extract.

bioavailability: the rate and  
extent to which a nutrient is  
absorbed and used.
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190 c h a p t e r  e i g h t

 ❚ Other foods consumed at the same time.

 ❚ The method of  food preparation (raw or cooked, for example).

 ❚ Source of  the nutrient (naturally occurring, synthetic, or fortified).

This chapter and the next describe factors that inhibit or enhance the absorption of  
individual vitamins and minerals. Experts consider these factors when estimating rec-
ommended intakes.

Precursors Some of  the vitamins are available from foods in inactive forms known as  
precursors, or provitamins. Once inside the body, the precursor is converted to the  
active form of  the vitamin. Thus, in measuring a person’s vitamin intake, it is impor-
tant to count both the amount of  the actual vitamin and the potential amount avail-
able from its precursors. Tables 8-4 and 8-5 later in the chapter specify which vitamins 
have precursors.

organic Nature Fresh foods naturally contain vitamins, but because they are  
organic, vitamins can be readily destroyed during processing. Therefore, processed 
foods should be used sparingly, and fresh foods must be handled with care during 
storage and in cooking. Prolonged heating may destroy much of  the thiamin in food. 
Because riboflavin can be destroyed by the ultraviolet rays of  the sun or by fluorescent 
light, foods stored in transparent glass containers are most likely to lose riboflavin. 
Oxygen destroys vitamin C, so losses occur when foods are cut, processed, and stored. 
Table 8-2 summarizes ways to minimize nutrient losses in the kitchen.

Solubility Vitamins fall naturally into two classes—fat soluble and water soluble. The 
water-soluble vitamins are the B vitamins and vitamin C; the fat-soluble ones are vita-
mins A, D, E, and K. The solubility of  a vitamin confers on it many characteristics and 
determines how it is absorbed, transported, stored, and excreted (see Table 8-3). This 
discussion of  vitamins begins with the fat-soluble vitamins.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Vitamins are essential, nonkcaloric, organic nutrients that are needed in trace 
amounts in the diet to help facilitate body processes.

 ❚ The amount of  vitamins available from foods depends on the quantity provided  
by a food and the amount absorbed and used by the body—the vitamins’ 
bioavailability.

Ta b L e  8 - 2   minimizing 
nutrient Losses

each of these tactics saves a small  
percentage of the vitamins in 
foods, but repeated each day 
this can add up to significant 
amounts in a year’s time.

Prevent Enzymatic Destruction

 ❚ refrigerate most fruits, veg-
etables, and juices to slow 
breakdown of vitamins.

Protect from light and Air

 ❚ store milk and enriched grain 
products in opaque containers 
to protect riboflavin.

 ❚ store cut fruits and vegetables in 
the refrigerator in airtight wrap-
pers; reseal opened juice contain-
ers before refrigerating.

Prevent Heat Destruction or 
losses in Water

 ❚ wash intact fruits and vegeta-
bles before cutting or peeling 
to prevent vitamin losses during 
washing.

 ❚ cook fruits and vegetables in a 
microwave oven, or quickly stir-
fry, or steam them over a small 
amount of water to preserve 
heat-sensitive vitamins and to 
prevent vitamin loss in cooking 
water. recapture dissolved vi-
tamins by using cooking water 
for soups, stews, or gravies.

 ❚ avoid high temperatures and 
long cooking times.

Ta b L e  8 - 3   Fat-Soluble and Water-Soluble Vitamins Compared
while each vitamin has unique functions and features, a few generalizations about the fat-soluble 
and water-soluble vitamins can aid understanding.

Feature 
Fat-Soluble Vitamins:  
Vitamins A, D, E, and K

Water-Soluble Vitamins:  
B Vitamins and Vitamin C

absorption absorbed like fats, first into the 
lymph and then into the blood.

absorbed directly into the blood.

transport and 
storage

must travel with protein carriers  
in watery body fluids; stored in  
the liver or fatty tissues.

travel freely in watery fluids; most are 
not stored in the body.

excretion not readily excreted; tend to build  
up in the tissues.

readily excreted in the urine.

toxicity toxicities are likely from supplements 
but occur rarely from food.

toxicities are unlikely but possible with 
high doses from supplements.

requirement needed in periodic doses (perhaps 
weekly or even monthly) because  
the body can draw on its stores.

needed in frequent doses (perhaps every 
1 to 3 days) because the body does not 
store most of them to any extent.

precursors: compounds that can 
be converted into other compounds; 
with regard to vitamins, compounds 
that can be converted into active  
vitamins; also known as provitamins.
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191t h e  V i ta m i n s

 ❚ Vitamin precursors in foods are converted into active vitamins in the body.

 ❚ Vitamins can be readily destroyed during processing.

 ❚ The water-soluble vitamins are the B vitamins and vitamin C; the fat-soluble  
vitamins are vitamins A, D, E, and K.

8.2 The Fat-Soluble Vitamins
LO 8.2 Identify the main roles, deficiency symptoms, toxicity symptoms, and food 
sources of the fat-soluble vitamins.

The fat-soluble vitamins—A, D, E, and K—usually occur together in the fats and oils 
of  foods, and the body absorbs them in the same way it absorbs lipids. Therefore, any 
condition that interferes with fat absorption can precipitate a deficiency of  the fat-
soluble vitamins. Once absorbed, fat-soluble vitamins are stored in the liver and fatty 
tissues until the body needs them. They are not readily excreted, and, unlike most of  
the water-soluble vitamins, they can build up to toxic concentrations.

The capacity to store fat-soluble vitamins affords a person some flexibility in  
dietary intake. When blood concentrations begin to decline, the body can retrieve the 
vitamins from storage. Thus, a person need not eat a day’s allowance of  each fat-soluble  
vitamin every day but need only make sure that, over time, average daily intakes  
approximate recommended intakes. In contrast, most water-soluble vitamins must be 
consumed more regularly because the body does not store them to any great extent.

Vitamin A and Beta-Carotene
Vitamin A has the distinction of  being the first fat-soluble vitamin to be recognized. 
More than a century later, vitamin A and its plant-derived precursor, beta-carotene,  
continue to intrigue researchers with their diverse roles and profound effects  
on health.

Vitamin A is a versatile vitamin, with roles in gene expression, vision, cell dif-
ferentiation (thereby maintaining the health of  body linings and skin), immunity, 
and reproduction and growth.2 Three different forms of  vitamin A are active in the 
body: retinol, retinal, and retinoic acid. Each form of  vitamin A performs specific 
tasks. Retinol supports reproduction and is the major transport and storage form of  
the vitamin; the cells convert retinol to retinal or retinoic acid as needed. Retinal is 
active in vision, and retinoic acid acts as a hormone, regulating cell differentiation, 
growth, and embryonic development. A special transport protein, retinol-binding 
protein (RBP), picks up retinol from the liver, where it is stored, and carries it in  
the blood. 

Vitamin a’s role in Gene expression Vitamin A exerts considerable influence 
on an array of  body functions through its interaction with genes—hundreds of  genes 
are regulated by the retinoic acid form of  the vitamin.3 Genes direct the synthesis of  
proteins, including enzymes, and enzymes perform the metabolic work of  the tissues 
(see Chapter 4). Hence, factors that influence gene expression also affect the meta-
bolic activities of  the tissues and the health of  the body.

Researchers have long known that simply possessing the genetic equipment needed 
to make a particular protein does not guarantee that the protein will be produced, any 
more than owning a car guarantees you a trip across town. To make the journey, you 
must also use the right key to trigger the events that start up its engine or turn it off  at 
the appropriate time. Some dietary components, including the retinoic acid form of  
vitamin A, are now known to be such keys—they help to activate or deactivate certain 
genes and thus affect the production of  specific proteins.4

vitamin a: a fat-soluble vitamin 
with three chemical forms: retinol 
(the alcohol form), retinal (the  
aldehyde form), and retinoic  
acid (the acid form).

beta-carotene: a vitamin a  
precursor made by plants and  
stored in human fat tissue; an  
orange pigment.

retinol-binding protein (rbP): 
the specific protein responsible for 
transporting retinol. measurement 
of the blood concentration of rbP is 
a sensitive test of vitamin a status.
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Vitamin a’s role in Vision Vitamin A plays two indispensable roles in the eye. It 
helps maintain a healthy, crystal-clear outer window, the cornea; and it participates 
in light detection at the retina. Some of  the photosensitive cells of  the retina contain 
pigment molecules called rhodopsin; each rhodopsin molecule is composed of  a pro-
tein called opsin bonded to a molecule of  retinal, which plays a central role in vision.5 
When light passes through the cornea of  the eye and strikes the retina, rhodopsin 
responds by changing shape and becoming bleached. In turn, this initiates the signal 
that conveys the sensation of  sight to the optic center in the brain. Figure 8-1 shows 
vitamin A’s site of  action inside the eye.

When vitamin A is lacking, the eye has difficulty adapting to changing light levels. 
At night, after the eye has adapted to darkness, a flash of  bright light is followed by 
a brief  delay before the eye can see again. This lag in the recovery of  night vision is 
known as night blindness. Because night blindness is easy to test, it aids in the diag-
nosis of  vitamin A deficiency. Night blindness is only a symptom, however, and may 
indicate a condition other than vitamin A deficiency.

Vitamin a’s role in Protein Synthesis and cell Differentiation The role that 
vitamin A plays in vision is undeniably important, but only one-thousandth of  the 
body’s vitamin A is in the retina. Much more is in the skin and the linings of  organs, 
where it works behind the scenes at the genetic level to promote protein synthesis and 
cell differentiation. The process of  cell differentiation allows each type of  cell to ma-
ture so that it is capable of  performing a specific function.

All body surfaces, both inside and out, are covered by layers of  cells known as 
epithelial cells. The epithelial tissue on the outside of  the body is, of  course, the 
skin—and vitamin A and beta-carotene help to protect against skin damage from 
the sunlight.6 In the eye, epithelial tissue covers the outermost layer of  the cornea, 
where it blocks the passage of  foreign materials such as dust, water, and bacteria. 
The epithelial tissues inside the body include the linings of  the mouth, stomach, and 
intestines; the linings of  the lungs and the passages leading to them; the lining of  the 
bladder; the linings of  the uterus and vagina; and the linings of  the eyelids and sinus 
passageways. The epithelial tissues on the inside of  the body must be kept smooth. 
To ensure that they are, the epithelial cells on their surfaces secrete a smooth, slippery 
substance (mucus) that coats the tissues and protects them from invasive microorgan-
isms and other harmful particles. The mucous membrane that lines the stomach also 
shields its cells from digestion by gastric juices. Vitamin A, by way of  its role in cell 
differentiation, helps to maintain the integrity of  the epithelial cells.

Vitamin a’s role in immunity Vitamin A has gained a reputation as an “anti- 
infective” vitamin because so many of  the body’s defenses against infection depend on 

Retina cells
(rods and
cones)

As light enters the eye, pigments
within the cells of the retina
absorb the light.

Nerve impulses
to the brain

Eye

Light energy

Cornea

F i g u r e  8 - 1   Vitamin a’s role in Vision

cornea (Kor-nee-uh): the hard, 
transparent membrane covering the 
outside of the eye. 

retina (ret-in-uh): the layer of 
light-sensitive nerve cells lining the 
back of the inside of the eye; con-
sists of rods and cones.

pigment: a molecule capable of 
absorbing certain wavelengths of 
light so that it reflects only those 
that we perceive as a certain color.

rhodopsin (ro-doP-sin): a light-
sensitive pigment of the retina; con-
tains the retinal form of vitamin a 
and the protein opsin.

rhod 5 red (pigment)
opsin 5 visual protein

opsin (oP-sin): the protein portion 
of the visual pigment molecule.

night blindness: the slow recov-
ery of vision after exposure to flashes 
of bright light at night; an early 
symptom of vitamin a deficiency.

differentiation: the development 
of specific functions different from 
those of the original.

epithelial (ep-i-thee-lee-ul) cells: 
cells on the surface of the skin and 
mucous membranes.

epithelial tissue: tissue compos-
ing the layers of the body that serve 
as selective barriers between the 
body’s interior and the environment 
(examples are the cornea, the skin, 
the respiratory lining, and the lining 
of the digestive tract).

mucous membrane: membrane 
composed of mucus-secreting cells 
that lines the surfaces of body 
tissues. (reminder: Mucus is the 
smooth, slippery substance secreted 
by these cells.)
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an adequate supply.7 Much research supports the need for vitamin A in the regulation 
of  the genes involved in immunity. Without sufficient vitamin A, these genetic interac-
tions produce an altered response to infection that weakens the body’s defenses.

Vitamin a’s role in reproduction, Growth, and Development Vitamin A is 
crucial to normal reproduction and growth. In men, vitamin A participates in sperm 
development, and, in women, vitamin A promotes normal fetal growth and develop-
ment.8 During pregnancy, vitamin A is transferred to the fetus and is essential to the 
development of  the nervous system, lungs, heart, kidneys, skeleton, eyes, and ears. 
(Nutrition during pregnancy is discussed in Chapter 11.)

Beta-carotene’s role as an antioxidant For many years scientists believed 
beta-carotene to be of  interest solely as a vitamin A precursor. Eventually, though,  
researchers began to recognize that beta-carotene is an extremely effective anti-
oxidant in the body. Antioxidants are compounds that protect other compounds 
(such as lipids in cell membranes) from attack by oxygen. Oxygen triggers the for-
mation of  compounds known as free radicals that can start chain reactions in cell 
membranes. If  left uncontrolled, these chain reactions can damage cell structures 
and impair cell functions. Oxidative and free-radical damage to cells is suspected 
of  instigating some early stages of  cancer and heart disease.9 Research has identi-
fied links between oxidative damage and the development of  many other diseases,  
including age-related blindness, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, cataracts, diabetes, 
and kidney disease.10

Studies of  populations suggest that people whose diets are low in foods rich in 
beta-carotene have higher incidences of  certain types of  cancer than those whose  
diets contain generous amounts of  such foods. Based on findings that beta-carotene 
in foods may protect against cancer, researchers designed a study to determine the 
effects of  beta-carotene supplements on the incidence of  lung cancer among smokers. 
The researchers expected to see a beneficial effect, but instead they found that smokers 
taking the beta-carotene supplements suffered a greater incidence of  lung cancer than 
those taking placebos. Beta-carotene is one of  many dietary antioxidants present in 
foods—others include vitamin E, vitamin C, the mineral selenium, and many phyto-
chemicals. Dietary antioxidants are just one class of  a complex array of  constituents 
in whole foods that seem to benefit health synergistically. Until more is known, eating 
beta-carotene–rich foods, not supplements, is in the best interests of  health. Based on 
research so far, the DRI committee has not established a recommended intake value 
for beta-carotene.

Vitamin a Deficiency Up to a year’s supply of  vitamin A can be stored in the 
body, 90 percent of  it in the liver. If  a healthy adult were to stop eating vitamin  
A–rich foods, deficiency symptoms would not begin to appear until after stores were  
depleted, which would take 1 to 2 years. Then, however, the consequences would be 
profound and severe. Table 8-4, later in this chapter, lists some of  them.

In vitamin A deficiency, cell differentiation and maturation are impaired. The epi-
thelial cells flatten and begin to produce keratin—the hard, inflexible protein of  hair 
and nails. In the eye, this process leads to drying and hardening of  the cornea, which 
may progress to permanent blindness. Vitamin A deficiency is the major cause of  pre-
ventable blindness in children worldwide, causing as many as half  a million children  
to lose their sight every year.11 Blindness due to vitamin A deficiency, known as  
xerophthalmia, develops in stages. At first, the cornea becomes dry and hard because 
of  inadequate mucus production—a condition known as xerosis. Then xerosis quickly 
progresses to keratomalacia, the softening of  the cornea that leads to irreversible 
blindness. Many children worldwide endure less severe forms of  vitamin A deficiency, 
making them vulnerable to infectious diseases. Routine vitamin A supplementation 
and food fortification can be life-saving interventions.12

antioxidant (anti-ox-ih-dant): 
a compound that protects other 
compounds from oxygen by itself 
reacting with oxygen. Oxidation is a 
potentially damaging effect of nor-
mal cell chemistry involving oxygen.

anti 5 against
oxy 5 oxygen

free radicals: highly reactive 
chemical forms that can cause  
destructive changes in nearby  
compounds, sometimes setting  
up a chain reaction.

dietary antioxidants: com-
pounds typically found in plant 
foods that significantly decrease the 
adverse effects of oxidation on living 
tissues. the major antioxidant vita-
mins are vitamin e, vitamin c, and 
beta-carotene.

keratin (Kerr-uh-tin): a water-
insoluble protein; the normal protein 
of hair and nails. Keratin-producing 
cells may replace mucus-producing 
cells in vitamin a deficiency.

xerophthalmia (zer-off-thal-mee 
-uh): progressive blindness caused by 
inadequate mucus production due to 
severe vitamin a deficiency.

xero 5 dry
ophthalm 5 eye

xerosis (zee-row-sis): abnormal 
drying of the skin and mucous 
membranes; a sign of vitamin a 
deficiency

keratomalacia (Kare-ah-toe-ma-
lay-shuh): softening of the cornea 
that leads to irreversible blindness; a 
sign of severe vitamin a deficiency.
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All body surfaces, both inside and out, maintain their integrity with the help of  
vitamin A. When vitamin A is lacking, cells of  the skin harden and flatten, making it 
dry, rough, scaly, and hard. An accumulation of  keratin makes a lump around each 
hair follicle (keratinization). 

In the mouth, a vitamin A deficiency results in drying and hardening of  the salivary 
glands, making them susceptible to infection. Secretions of  mucus in the stomach and 
intestines are reduced, hindering normal digestion and absorption of  nutrients. Infec-
tions of  other mucous membranes also become likely.

Vitamin A’s role in maintaining the body’s defensive barriers may partially explain 
the relationship between vitamin A deficiency and susceptibility to infection. In devel-
oping countries around the world, measles is a devastating infectious disease, killing 
430 children each day.13 Deaths are usually due to related infections such as pneumo-
nia and severe diarrhea. Providing large doses of  vitamin A reduces the risk of  dying 
from these infections.

The evidence that vitamin A reduces the severity of  measles and measles-related 
infections and diarrhea has prompted the World Health Organization (WHO) and 
the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) to make 
control of  vitamin A deficiency a major goal in their quest to improve child survival 
throughout the developing world. They recommend routine vitamin A supplementa-
tion for all children with measles in areas where vitamin A deficiency is a problem or 
where the measles death rate is high. The American Academy of  Pediatrics recom-
mends vitamin A supplementation for certain groups of  measles-infected infants and 
children in the United States.

Vitamin a toxicity Vitamin A toxicity is a real possibility when people consume 
concentrated amounts of  preformed vitamin A in foods derived from animals, forti-
fied foods, or supplements. Plant foods contain the vitamin only as beta-carotene, its 
inactive precursor form. The precursor does not convert to active vitamin A rapidly 
enough to cause toxicity.

Overdoses of  vitamin A damage the same body systems that exhibit symptoms in 
vitamin A deficiency (see Table 8-4 later in the chapter). Children are most vulner-
able to vitamin A toxicity because they need less vitamin A and are more sensitive 
to overdoses. The availability of  breakfast cereals, instant meals, fortified milk, and 
chewable candy-like vitamins, each containing 100 percent or more of  the recom-
mended daily intake of  vitamin A, makes it possible for a well-meaning parent to 
provide several times the daily allowance of  the vitamin to a child within a few 
hours.

Excessive vitamin A also poses a teratogenic risk. Excessive vitamin A during 
pregnancy can injure the spinal cord and other tissues of  the developing fetus, increas-
ing the risk of  birth defects.14 The Tolerable Upper Intake Level of  3000 micrograms 
for women of  childbearing age is based on the teratogenic effect of  vitamin A.

Excessive amounts of  vitamin A over the years may weaken the bones and contribute 
to fractures and osteoporosis (see the later discussion of  vitamin D for more on osteo-
porosis).15 More research is needed to clarify the relationship between vitamin A intake 
and bone health, but such findings suggest that most people should not take vitamin 
A supplements. Even multivitamin supplements typically provide 1500 micrograms—
much more vitamin A than most people need. For perspective, the RDA for vitamin A 
is 700 micrograms for women and 900 micrograms for men. 

Certain vitamin A relatives are available by prescription as acne treatments. When 
applied directly to the skin surface, these preparations help relieve the symptoms of  
acne. Taking massive doses of  vitamin A internally will not cure acne, however, and 
may cause the symptoms itemized in Table 8-4, later in the chapter. In most cases, 
foods are a better choice than supplements for needed nutrients. The best way to ensure 
a safe vitamin A intake is to eat generous servings of  vitamin A–rich foods.

follicle (Foll-i-cul): a group of cells 
in the skin from which a hair grows.

preformed vitamin a: vitamin a 
in its active form.

teratogenic (ter-at-oh-jen-ik): 
causing abnormal fetal development 
and birth defects.

terato 5 monster
genic 5 to produce
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retinol activity equivalents 
(rae): a measure of vitamin a 
activity; the amount of retinol that 
the body will derive from a food 
containing preformed retinol or its 
precursor beta-carotene.

Beta-carotene conversion and toxicity Nutrition scientists do not use micro-
grams to specify the quantity of  beta-carotene in foods. Instead, they use a value 
known as retinol activity equivalents (RAE), which express the amount of  retinol 
the body actually derives from a plant food after conversion. One microgram of  reti-
nol counts as 1 RAE, as does 12 micrograms of  dietary beta-carotene. This differ-
ence recognizes that beta-carotene’s absorption and conversion are significantly less  
efficient than those of  the retinoids.

As mentioned earlier, beta-carotene from plant foods is not converted to the active 
form of  vitamin A rapidly enough to be hazardous. It has, however, been known to 
turn people bright yellow if  they eat too much. Beta-carotene builds up in the fat just 
beneath the skin and imparts a yellowish cast (see Figure 8-2). Additionally, as dis-
cussed earlier, overconsumption of  beta-carotene from supplements may be harmful, 
especially to smokers.

Vitamin a in Foods Preformed vitamin A is found only in foods of  animal origin. 
The richest sources of  vitamin A are liver and fish oil, but milk, cheese, and fortified 
cereals are also good sources. Healthy people can eat vitamin A–rich foods—with the 
possible exception of  liver—in large amounts without risking toxicity. Eating liver once 
every week or so is enough. Butter and eggs also provide some vitamin A to the diet.

Because vitamin A is fat soluble, it is lost when milk is skimmed. To compen-
sate, reduced-fat, low-fat, and fat-free milks are often fortified with vitamin A. 
Margarine is also usually fortified so as to provide the same amount of  vitamin A  
as butter. Figure 8-3 shows a sampling of  the richest food sources of  both preformed 
vitamin A and beta-carotene.

Fast-food meals often lack vitamin A. When fast-food restaurants offer salads with 
cheese, carrots, and other vitamin A–rich foods, the nutritional quality of  their meals 
greatly improves.

aThese foods provide 10 percent or more of the vitamin A Daily Value in a serving. 
bThis food contains preformed vitamin A.
cThis food contains beta-carotene.

CARROTSc (cooked)
1/2 c 671 g

SPINACHc (cooked)
1/2 c 472 g

BOK CHOYc (cooked)
1/2 c 180 g

SWEET POTATOc (baked)
1/2 c 961 g

BEEF LIVERb(cooked)
3 oz 6582 g

APRICOTSc

3 apricots 100 g

FORTIFIED MILKb

1 c 150 g

F i g u r e  8 - 3   good Sources of Vitamin a and beta-Carotenea

F i g u r e  8 - 2   Symptom 
of beta-Carotene excess—
Discoloration of the Skin
the hand on the right shows the 
skin discoloration that occurs when 
blood levels of beta-carotene rise 
in response to a low-kcalorie diet 
that features carrots, pumpkins, and  
orange juice. (the hand on the left 
belongs to someone else and is 
shown here for comparison.)
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Beta-carotene in Foods Many foods from plants 
contain beta-carotene, the orange pigment responsi-
ble for the bold colors of  many fruits and vegetables. 
Carrots, sweet potatoes, pumpkins, cantaloupe, and 
apricots are all rich sources, and their bright orange 
color enhances the eye appeal of  the plate. Another 
colorful group, dark green vegetables, such as spin-
ach, other greens, and broccoli, owe their color to 
both chlorophyll and beta-carotene. The orange and 
green pigments together impart a deep, murky green 
color to the vegetables. Other colorful vegetables, 
such as iceberg lettuce, beets, and sweet corn, can 
fool you into thinking they contain beta-carotene, 
but these foods derive their color from other pig-
ments and are poor sources of  beta-carotene. As for 
“white” plant foods such as rice and potatoes, they 
have little or none. Recommendations to eat dark 
green or deep orange vegetables and fruits at least 
every other day help people to meet their vitamin 
A needs.

Vitamin D
Vitamin D is different from all the other nutrients in that the body can synthesize it 
in significant quantities with the help of  sunlight. Therefore, in a sense, vitamin D  
is not an essential nutrient. Given enough sun, people need no vitamin D from 
foods.

Also known as calciferol, vitamin D comes in two major forms.16 Vitamin D
2
  

derives primarily from plant foods in the diet. Vitamin D
3
 derives from animal foods 

in the diet and from synthesis in the skin. These two forms of  vitamin D are similar 
and both must be activated before they become fully functional.

Vitamin D’s Metabolic conversions The liver manufactures a vitamin D precur-
sor, which migrates to the skin, where it is converted to a second precursor with the 
help of  the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Next, the liver and then the kidneys alter the second 
precursor to produce the active vitamin. Whether made from sunlight or obtained 
from food, vitamin D requires the same two conversions by the liver and kidneys to 
become active. The biological activity of  the active vitamin is 500- to 1000-fold greater 
than that of  its precursor. Diseases that affect either the liver or the kidneys may  
impair the transformations of  precursor vitamin D to active vitamin D and therefore 
produce symptoms of  vitamin D deficiency.

Vitamin D’s actions Although known as a vitamin, vitamin D is actually a 
hormone—a compound manufactured by one organ of  the body that has effects 
on another. The best-known vitamin D target organs are the small intestine, the 
kidneys, and the bones, but scientists have discovered many other vitamin D target 
tissues. In the brain and nerve cells, for example, vitamin D protects against cogni-
tive decline and slows the progression of  Parkinson disease.17 Vitamin D in muscle 
cells encourages growth in children and preserves strength in adults.18 Vitamin D  
signals cells of  the immune system to defend against infectious diseases.19 Vitamin D  
may also regulate the cells of  the adipose tissue in ways that might contribute to 
obesity.20 In many cases, vitamin D enhances or suppresses the activity of  genes 
that regulate cell growth. As such, it may be valuable in treating a number of  
diseases.

calciferol (kal-siF-er-ol): vitamin d

vitamin D2: vitamin d derived from 
plants in the diet; also called ergoc-
alciferol (er-go-kal-siF-er-ol). 

vitamin D3: vitamin d derived from 
animals in the diet or made in the 
skin from 7-dehydrocholesterol, a 
precursor of cholesterol, with the 
help of sunlight; also called cholecal-
ciferol (Ko-lee-kal-siF-er-ol).

sunlight promotes vitamin d synthesis in the skin. exposure to the sun  
should be moderate; however, excessive exposure may cause skin cancer.
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Research suggests that a deficit of  vitamin D is associated with an increased risk of  
high blood pressure; type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases; some common cancers; 
infections such as tuberculosis; inflammatory conditions; autoimmune diseases such 
as type 1 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, and multiple sclerosis; and even premature 
death.21 Even so, evidence does not support taking vitamin D supplements to prevent 
diseases (except those caused by deficiency), and experts recommend against it.22 The 
well-established vitamin D roles, however, concern calcium balance and the bones 
during growth and throughout life, and these form the basis of  the recommended in-
takes for vitamin D, discussed in a later section.

Vitamin D’s roles in Bone Growth Vitamin D is a member of  a large, coop-
erative bone-making and maintenance team composed of  nutrients and other com-
pounds, including vitamins A, C, and K; the hormones parathormone (parathyroid 
hormone) and calcitonin; the protein collagen; and the minerals calcium, phospho-
rus, magnesium, and fluoride. Many of  their interactions take place at the genetic 
level in ways that are under investigation. Vitamin D’s special role in bone health 
is to assist in the absorption of  calcium and phosphorus, thus helping to maintain 
blood concentrations of  these minerals.23 The bones grow denser and stronger as 
they absorb and deposit these minerals. Details of  calcium balance and mineral  
deposition appear in Chapter 9.

Vitamin D raises blood concentrations of  bone minerals in three ways. When the 
diet is sufficient, vitamin D enhances their absorption from the GI tract. When the diet 
is insufficient, vitamin D provides the needed minerals from other sources: reabsorp-
tion by the kidneys and mobilization from the bones into the blood. The vitamin may 
work alone, as it does in the GI tract, or in combination with parathyroid hormone, as 
it does in the bones and kidneys.

Vitamin D Deficiency Overt signs of  vitamin D deficiency are relatively rare, but 
vitamin D insufficiency is remarkably common.24 Almost 10 percent of  the U.S. popu-
lation is deficient, and another 25 percent is marginal.25 Factors that contribute to 
vitamin D deficiency include dark skin, breastfeeding without supplementation, lack 
of  sunlight, and not using fortified milk.

Worldwide, the prevalence of  the vitamin D–deficiency disease rickets is extremely 
high, affecting more than half  of  the children in countries such as China and Mon-
golia, and regions such as sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America.26 
In the United States, rickets is not common, but when it occurs, black children and  
adolescents—especially females and overweight teens—are most likely to be affected.27 
To prevent rickets and support optimal bone health, the DRI committee recommends 
that all infants, children, and adolescents consume the recommended 15 micrograms 
of  vitamin D each day.28 In rickets, the bones fail to calcify normally, causing growth 
retardation and skeletal abnormalities. The bones become so weak that they bend 
when they have to support the body’s weight (see Figure 8-4). A child with rickets 
who is old enough to walk characteristically develops bowed legs, often the most  
obvious sign of  the disease. Another sign is the beaded ribs that result from the poorly 
formed attachments of  the bones to the cartilage.

Adolescents, who often abandon vitamin D–fortified milk in favor of  soft drinks, 
may also prefer indoor pastimes such as computer games to outdoor activities during  
daylight hours. Such teens often lack vitamin D and so fail to develop the bone  
density needed to prevent bone loss in later life.

In adults, the poor mineralization of  bone results in the painful bone disease osteo-
malacia. Any failure to synthesize adequate vitamin D or obtain enough from foods 
sets the stage for a loss of  calcium from the bones, which can result in fractures sec-
ondary to osteoporosis (reduced bone density). The simple act of  taking a vitamin D 
supplement could easily save the life of  an elderly person who might otherwise suffer 
dangerous bone fractures and falls.29

rickets: the vitamin d–deficiency 
disease in children.

osteomalacia (os-tee-oh-mal-ay-
shuh): a bone disease characterized 
by softening of the bones. symptoms 
include bending of the spine and 
bowing of the legs. the disease occurs 
most often in adults with renal failure 
or malabsorption disorders.

osteo 5 bone 
mal 5 bad (soft)

osteoporosis: (os-tee-oh-pore-
oh-sis): literally, porous bones; 
reduced density of the bones, also 
known as adult bone loss.

F i g u r e  8 - 4   Vitamin 
D–Deficiency Symptoms—
bowed Legs and beaded  
ribs of rickets
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bowed legs. in rickets, the poorly 
formed long bones of the legs bend 
outward as weight-bearing activities 
such as walking begin.

beaded ribs. in rickets, a series 
of “beads” develop where the 
cartilages and bones attach.
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Vitamin D toxicity Vitamin D clearly illustrates how optimal amounts of  nutrients 
support health, but both inadequacies and excesses cause harm. Vitamin D is among the 
vitamins most likely to have toxic effects when consumed in excess. Excess vitamin D 
raises the concentration of  blood calcium. Excess blood calcium tends to precipitate in 
the soft tissues and form stones, especially in the kidneys, where calcium is concentrated 
in an effort to excrete it. Calcification may also harden the blood vessels and is especially 
dangerous in the major arteries of the brain, heart, and lungs, where it can cause death.

The amounts of  vitamin D made by the skin and found in foods are well within safe 
limits, but supplements containing the vitamin in concentrated form should be kept 
out of  the reach of  children and used cautiously, if  at all, by adults. The DRI com-
mittee has set a Tolerable Upper Intake Level for vitamin D at 50 micrograms per day  
(2000 International Units [IU] on supplement labels).

Vitamin D from the Sun Most of  the world’s population relies on natural exposure 
to sunlight to maintain adequate vitamin D nutrition. The sun imposes no risk of   
vitamin D toxicity. Prolonged exposure to sunlight degrades the vitamin D precursor 
in the skin, preventing its conversion to the active vitamin. 

Prolonged exposure to sunlight has other undesirable consequences, however, such 
as premature wrinkling of  the skin and skin cancers. Sunscreens help reduce the risks 
of  these outcomes, but sunscreens with sun protection factors (SPF) of  8 and above 
also retard vitamin D synthesis. Still, even with an SPF 15–30 sunscreen, sufficient  
vitamin D synthesis can be obtained in 10 to 20 minutes of  sun exposure. A strategy 
to avoid this dilemma is to apply sunscreen after enough time has elapsed to provide 
sufficient vitamin D. For most people, exposing hands, face, and arms on a clear sum-
mer day for 5 to 10 minutes, a few times a week, should be sufficient to maintain 
vitamin D nutrition. Dark-skinned people require longer exposure than light-skinned 
people, but by three hours, vitamin D synthesis in heavily pigmented skin arrives at 
the same plateau as in fair skin after 30 minutes.

Latitude, season, and time of  day also have dramatic effects on vitamin D synthe-
sis and status. Heavy cloud cover, smoke, or smog block the ultraviolet (UV) rays of  
the sun that promote vitamin D synthesis. Differences in skin pigmentation, latitude, 
and smog may account for the finding that African Americans, especially those in 
northern, smoggy cities, are most likely to be vitamin D deficient and develop rickets.  
Vitamin D deficiency is especially prevalent in the winter and in the Arctic and Ant-
arctic regions of  the world.30 To ensure an adequate vitamin D status, supplements 
may be needed. The body’s vitamin D supplies from summer synthesis alone are  
insufficient to meet winter needs.

The ultraviolet rays from tanning lamps and tanning booths may also stimulate  
vitamin D synthesis, but the hazards outweigh any possible benefits. The Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) warns that, if  the lamps are not properly filtered, people 
using tanning booths risk burns, damage to the eyes and blood vessels, and skin cancer.

Vitamin D in Foods Only a few animal foods—notably, eggs, liver, butter, some fatty 
fish, and fortified milk—supply significant amounts of  vitamin D. For those who use 
margarine in place of  butter, fortified margarine is a significant source. Infant formulas 
are fortified with vitamin D in amounts adequate for daily intake as long as infants 
consume at least one liter (1000 milliliters) or one quart (32 ounces) of  formula. Breast 
milk is low in vitamin D, so vitamin D supplements (10 micrograms daily) are recom-
mended for infants who are breastfed exclusively and for those who do not receive at 
least 1000 milliliters of  vitamin D–fortified formula per day. These sources, plus any 
exposure to the sun, provide infants with more than enough of  this vitamin.

The fortification of  milk with vitamin D is the best guarantee that children will 
meet their vitamin D needs and underscores the importance of  milk in children’s 
diets. Unlike milk, cheese and yogurt are not fortified with vitamin D. Vegans, and  
especially their children, may have low vitamin D intakes because few fortified plant 
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sources exist. Exceptions include margarine and some soy milks. In the United States, 
breakfast cereals may be fortified with vitamin D, as their labels indicate.

Vitamin D recommendations In setting the recently revised dietary recommen-
dations, the DRI Committee assumed that no vitamin D was available from skin 
synthesis.31 Advancing age increases the risk of  vitamin D deficiency, so intake recom-
mendations increase with age (see the inside front cover). 

Vitamin E
Almost a century ago, researchers discovered a compound in vegetable oils necessary for 
reproduction in rats. The compound was named tocopherol, which means “offspring.” 
Eventually, the compound was named vitamin E. When chemists isolated four tocopherol 
compounds, they designated them by the first four letters of  the Greek alphabet: alpha, 
beta, gamma, and delta. Of  these, alpha-tocopherol is the gold standard for vitamin E  
activity; recommended intakes are based on it. Four additional forms of vitamin E have 
also been identified and are of interest to researchers for potential roles in health.*32 Table 
8-4 later in the chapter summarizes important information about vitamin E.

Vitamin e as an antioxidant Like beta-carotene, vitamin E is a fat-soluble anti-
oxidant. It protects other substances from oxidation by being oxidized itself. If  there is 
plenty of  vitamin E in the membranes of  cells exposed to an oxidant, chances are this 
vitamin will take the brunt of  any oxidative attack, protecting the lipids and other vul-
nerable components of  the membranes. Vitamin E is especially effective in preventing 
the oxidation of  the polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), but it protects all other lipids 
(for example, vitamin A) as well.

Vitamin E exerts an especially important antioxidant effect in the lungs, where the 
cells are exposed to high concentrations of  oxygen. Vitamin E also protects the lungs 
from air pollutants that are strong oxidants.

Vitamin E may also offer protection against heart disease by protecting low-density 
lipoproteins (LDL) from oxidation and reducing inflammation.33 The oxidation of  LDL 
encourages the development of  atherosclerosis; thus, in theory, halting LDL oxidation 
should reduce atherosclerosis. The results of  controlled clinical studies in which human 
beings were given vitamin E supplements, however, have been disappointing.34 Several 
leading vitamin E researchers point out that clinical trials of  vitamin E supplementa-
tion differ in many important ways, such as the selection of  subjects, the source of  the 
vitamin, the dose of  the vitamin, and the outcomes studied. Such differences may partly 
explain the inconsistent findings. Further research that addresses such issues may clarify 
the relationship between vitamin E and heart disease. In the mean time, the American 
Heart Association supports the consumption of  antioxidant-rich fruits and vegetables, 
as well as whole grains and nuts, to reduce the risk of  heart disease.35

Vitamin e Deficiency When blood concentrations of  vitamin E fall below a certain 
critical level, the red blood cells tend to break open and spill their contents, prob-
ably because the PUFA in their membranes oxidize. This classic vitamin E–deficiency 
symptom, known as erythrocyte hemolysis, is seen in premature infants born before 
the transfer of  vitamin E from the mother to the fetus that takes place in the last weeks 
of  pregnancy. Vitamin E treatment corrects hemolytic anemia.

The few symptoms of  vitamin E deficiency that have been observed in adults  
include loss of  muscle coordination and reflexes with impaired movement, vision, 
and speech. Vitamin E treatment corrects all of  these symptoms. 

In adults, vitamin E deficiency is usually associated with diseases, notably those 
that cause malabsorption of  fat. These include diseases of  the liver, gallbladder, and 
pancreas, as well as various hereditary diseases involving digestion and use of  nutrients 

*The other forms of  vitamin E are tocotrienols: alpha, beta, gamma, and delta.

tocopherol (tuh-KoFF-er-ol): a 
general term for several chemically 
related compounds, one of which 
has vitamin e activity.

erythrocyte (er-reeth-ro-cite)  
hemolysis (he-moll-uh-sis):  
rupture of the red blood cells, 
caused by vitamin e deficiency.

erythro 5 red 
cyte 5 cell 
hemo 5 blood 
lysis 5 breaking

hemolytic (he-moh-lit-ick)  
anemia: the condition of having 
too few red blood cells as a result  
of erythrocyte hemolysis.
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(see Chapters 18, 19, and 20). On rare occasions, vitamin E deficiencies develop in 
people without diseases. Most likely, such deficiencies occur after years of  eating  
diets extremely low in fat; using fat substitutes, such as diet margarines and salad dress-
ings, as the only sources of  fat; or consuming diets composed of  highly processed or 
“convenience” foods. Extensive heating in the processing of  foods destroys vitamin E.

Vitamin e toxicity Vitamin E in foods is safe to consume. Reports of  vitamin E 
toxicity symptoms are rare across a broad range of  intakes. Vitamin E supplement use 
has increased in recent years, however, as its antioxidant action against disease has 
been recognized. As a result, signs of  toxicity are now known or suspected, although 
vitamin E toxicity is not nearly as common, and its effects are not as serious, as  
vitamin A or vitamin D toxicity. Extremely high doses of  vitamin E interfere with the 
blood-clotting action of  vitamin K and enhance the action of  anticoagulant medica-
tions, leading to hemorrhage. The UL (1000 milligrams) for vitamin E is more than  
65 times greater than the recommended intake for adults (15 milligrams).

Vitamin e in Foods Vitamin E is widespread in foods. Much of  the vitamin E in 
the diet comes from vegetable oils and the products made from them, such as marga-
rine, salad dressings, and shortenings (Figure 8-5). Wheat germ oil is especially rich in 
vitamin E. Other sources of  the vitamin include whole grains, fruits, vegetables, and 
nuts. Because vitamin E is readily destroyed by heat processing and oxidation, fresh 
foods are the best sources of  this vitamin.

Vitamin K
Vitamin K has long been known for its role in blood clotting, where its presence can 
make the difference between life and death. Vitamin K appropriately gets its name from 
the Danish word koagulation (coagulation, or “clotting”). The vitamin also participates 
in the synthesis of  several bone proteins. Without vitamin K, the bones produce an ab-
normal protein that cannot effectively bind to the minerals that normally form bones.36 
An adequate intake of  vitamin K helps to decrease bone turnover and protect against 
fractures. Vitamin K supplements seem ineffective against bone loss, however, and more 
research is needed to clarify the links between vitamin K and bone health.37 

Blood clotting At least 13 different proteins and the mineral calcium are involved in 
making blood clots. Vitamin K is essential for the activation of  several of  these pro-
teins, among them prothrombin, the precursor of  the enzyme thrombin (see Figure 8-6). 

F i g u r e  8 - 5   good Sources 
of Vitamin e 
Vegetable oils, some nuts and seeds 
such as almonds and sunflower 
seeds, and wheat germ are rich in 
vitamin e.
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Several precursors
earlier in the series
depend on 
vitamin K

Prothrombin
(an inactive
protein)

Thrombin
(an active
enzyme)

Fibrin
(a solid clot)

Fibrinogen
(a soluble
protein)

Vitamin K

Calcium and
thromboplastin
(a phospholipid)
from blood platelets

F i g u r e  8 - 6   blood-Clotting Process
when blood is exposed to air, to foreign substances, or to secretions from injured tissues, platelets 
(small, cell-like structures in the blood) release a phospholipid known as thromboplastin. thrombo-
plastin catalyzes the conversion of the inactive protein prothrombin to the active enzyme thrombin. 
thrombin then catalyzes the conversion of the precursor protein fibrinogen to the active protein 
fibrin that forms the clot.
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When any of  the blood-clotting factors is lacking, hemorrhagic disease results. If  an 
artery or vein is cut or broken, bleeding goes unchecked. Note, though, that hemorrhag-
ing is not always caused by a vitamin K deficiency.

intestinal Synthesis Like vitamin D, vitamin K can be obtained from a nonfood 
source. Bacteria in the intestinal tract synthesize vitamin K that the body can absorb, 
but people cannot depend on this source alone for their vitamin K.

Vitamin K Deficiency Vitamin K deficiency is rare, but it may occur in two circum-
stances. First, it may arise in conditions of fat malabsorption. Second, some medications 
interfere with vitamin K’s synthesis and action in the body: antibiotics kill the vitamin K–
producing bacteria in the intestine, and anticoagulant medications interfere with vitamin 
K metabolism and activity. When vitamin K deficiency does occur, it can be fatal.

Vitamin K for Newborns Newborn infants present a unique case of  vitamin K  
nutrition. An infant is born with a sterile digestive tract, and some weeks pass before 
the vitamin K–producing bacteria become fully established in the infant’s intestines. 
At the same time, plasma prothrombin concentrations are low (this helps prevent 
blood clotting during the stress of  birth, which might otherwise be fatal). A single 
dose of  vitamin K, usually in a water-soluble form, is given at birth to prevent hemor-
rhagic disease in the newborn.38

Vitamin K toxicity Vitamin K toxicity is rare, and no adverse effects have been 
reported with high intakes. Therefore, a Tolerable Upper Intake Level has not been 
established. High doses of  vitamin K can reduce the effectiveness of  anticoagulant 
medications used to prevent blood clotting. People taking these medications should eat 
vitamin K–rich foods in moderation and keep their intakes consistent from day to day.

Vitamin K in Foods Many foods contain ample amounts of vitamin K, notably, green 
leafy vegetables, members of  the cabbage family, and some vegetable oils (Figure 8-7). 
Other vegetables such as iceberg lettuce and green beans provide smaller amounts.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The fat-soluble vitamins are vitamins A, D, E, and K.

 ❚ Vitamin A is essential to gene expression, vision, cell differentiation and integrity 
of  epithelial tissues, immunity, and reproduction and growth.

 ❚ Vitamin A deficiency can cause blindness, sickness, and death and is a major 
problem worldwide.

 ❚ Overdoses of  vitamin A are possible and dangerous.

 ❚ Vitamin D raises calcium and phosphorus levels in the blood. A deficiency can 
cause rickets in children or osteomalacia in adults.

 ❚ Vitamin D is the most toxic of  all the vitamins.

 ❚ People exposed to the sun make vitamin D in their skin; fortified milk is an impor-
tant food source.

 ❚ Vitamin E acts as an antioxidant in cell membranes and is especially important in 
the lungs, where cells are exposed to high concentrations of  oxygen.

 ❚ Vitamin E may protect against heart disease, but the evidence is not conclusive yet.

 ❚ Vitamin E deficiency is rare in healthy human beings. The vitamin is widely  
distributed in plant foods.

 ❚ Vitamin K is necessary for blood to clot and for bone health.

hemorrhagic (hem-oh-raJ-ik) 
disease: the vitamin K–deficiency 
disease in which blood fails to clot.

sterile: free of microorganisms 
such as bacteria.

F i g u r e  8 - 7   good Sources 
of Vitamin K 
notable food sources of vitamin K 
include green vegetables such as 
collards, spinach, bibb lettuce, brus-
sels sprouts, and cabbage and veg-
etable oils such as soybean oil and 
canola oil.
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190 c h a p t e r  e i g h t

 ❚ The bacterial inhabitants of  the digestive tract produce vitamin K, but people need 
vitamin K from foods as well.

 ❚ Dark green, leafy vegetables are good sources of  vitamin K.

Table 8-4 offers a complete summary of  the fat-soluble vitamins.

8.3 The Water-Soluble Vitamins
LO 8.3 Identify the main roles, deficiency symptoms, toxicity symptoms,  
and food sources of the water-soluble vitamins.

The B vitamins and vitamin C are the water-soluble vitamins. These vitamins, found 
in the watery compartments of  foods, are distributed into water-filled compartments 
of  the body. They are easily absorbed into the bloodstream and are just as easily ex-
creted if  their blood concentrations rise too high. Thus, the water-soluble vitamins are 
less likely to reach toxic concentrations in the body than are the fat-soluble vitamins. 
Foods never deliver excessive amounts of  the water-soluble vitamins, but the large 
doses concentrated in vitamin supplements can reach toxic levels.

The B Vitamins
Despite advertisements that claim otherwise, the B vitamins do not give people  
energy. Carbohydrate, fat, and protein—the energy-yielding nutrients—are used for 
fuel. The B vitamins help the body use that fuel but do not serve as fuel themselves.

Ta b L e  8 - 4   The Fat-Soluble Vitamins—a Summary

Vitamin Name Chief Functions Deficiency Symptoms Toxicity Symptoms Significant Sources

Vitamin A (retinol, 
retinal, retinoic acid; 
main precursor is 
beta-carotene)

Vision, maintenance of 
cornea, epithelial cells, 
mucous membranes, 
skin; bone and tooth 
growth; reproduction; 
regulation of gene 
expression; immunity

infectious diseases, 
night blindness, 
blindness 
(xerophthalmia), 
keratinization

Chronic: reduced bone 
mineral density, liver 
abnormalities, birth 
defects
Acute (single large dose or 
short-term): blurred vision, 
nausea, vomiting, vertigo; 
increase of pressure inside 
skull; headache; muscle 
incoordination

Retinol: milk and milk 
products; eggs; liver
Beta-carotene: spinach and 
other dark, leafy greens; 
broccoli; deep orange fruits 
(apricots, cantaloupe) and 
vegetables (carrots, winter 
squashes, sweet potatoes, 
pumpkin)

Vitamin D 
(calciferol, 
cholecalciferol, 
dihydroxy vitamin d;  
precursor is 
cholesterol)

mineralization of bones 
(raises blood calcium and 
phosphorus by increasing 
absorption from digestive 
tract, withdrawing calcium 
from bones, stimulating 
retention by kidneys)

rickets, osteomalacia calcium imbalance 
(calcification of soft tissues  
and formation of stones)

synthesized in the body with 
the help of sunshine; fortified 
milk, margarine, butter, and 
cereals; eggs; liver; fatty fish 
(salmon, sardines)

Vitamin E  
(alpha-tocopherol, 
tocopherol)

antioxidant (stabilization 
of cell membranes, 
regulation of oxidation 
reactions, protection of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids 
[PuFa] and vitamin a)

erythrocyte hemolysis, 
nerve damage

hemorrhagic effects Polyunsaturated plant oils 
(margarine, salad dressings, 
shortenings), green and  
leafy vegetables, wheat 
germ, whole-grain products, 
nuts, seeds

Vitamin K 
(Phylloquinone, 
menaquinone)

synthesis of blood-
clotting proteins and 
bone proteins

hemorrhage none known synthesized in the body by 
gi bacteria; green, leafy 
vegetables; cabbage-type 
vegetables; vegetable oils
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coenzymes The eight B vitamins were listed in Table 8-1. Each is part of  an en-
zyme helper known as a coenzyme. Some B vitamins have other important functions 
in the body as well, but the roles these vitamins play as parts of  coenzymes are the 
best understood. A coenzyme is a small molecule that combines with an enzyme to 
make it active. With the coenzyme in place, a substance is attracted to the enzyme, 
and the reaction proceeds instantaneously. Figure 8-8 illustrates coenzyme action.

Active forms of  five of  the B vitamins—thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, pantothenic 
acid, and biotin—participate in the release of  energy from carbohydrate, fat, and pro-
tein. A coenzyme containing vitamin B

6
 assists enzymes that metabolize amino acids. 

Folate and vitamin B
12

 help cells to multiply. Among these cells are the red blood cells 
and the cells lining the GI tract—cells that deliver energy to all the others.

The eight B vitamins play many specific roles in helping the enzymes to perform 
thousands of  different molecular conversions in the body. They must be present in 
every cell continuously for the cells to function as they should. As for vitamin C, its 
primary role, discussed later, is as an antioxidant.

B Vitamin Deficiencies In academic and clinical discussions of  the vitamins, dif-
ferent sets of  deficiency symptoms are ascribed to each individual vitamin. Such 
clear-cut symptoms, however, are found only in laboratory animals that have been 
fed contrived diets that lack just one nutrient. In reality, a deficiency of  any single 
B vitamin seldom shows up in isolation because people do not eat nutrients one by 
one; they eat foods containing mixtures of  many nutrients. If  a major class of  foods 
is missing from the diet, all of  the nutrients delivered by those foods will be lacking to 
various extents.

In only two cases have dietary deficiencies associated with single B vitamins been 
observed on a large scale in human populations. Diseases have been named for these 
deficiency states. One of  them, beriberi, was first observed in Southeast Asia when 
the custom of  polishing rice became widespread. Rice contributed 80 percent of  the 
energy intake of  the people in these areas, and rice bran was their principal source 
of  thiamin. When the bran was removed to make the rice whiter, beriberi spread like 
wildfire.

The niacin-deficiency disease, pellagra, became widespread in the southern United 
States in the early part of  the 20th century among people who subsisted on a low- 
protein diet with corn as a staple grain. This diet was unusual in that it supplied  
neither enough niacin nor enough tryptophan, its amino acid precursor, to make the 
niacin intake adequate.

Even in the cases of  beriberi and pellagra, the deficiencies were probably not pure. 
When foods were provided containing the one vitamin known to be needed, other 
vitamins that may have been in short supply came as part of  the package.

Major deficiency diseases such as pellagra and beriberi no longer occur in the 
United States and Canada, but more subtle deficiencies of  nutrients, including the  
B vitamins, are sometimes observed. When they do occur, it is usually in people 
whose food choices are poor because of  poverty, ignorance, illness, or poor health 
habits such as alcohol abuse.

interdependent Systems Table 8-5, at the end of  this chapter, sums up a few of  
the better-established facts about B vitamin deficiencies. A look at the table will make 
another generalization possible. Different body systems depend on these vitamins to 
different extents. Processes in nerves and in their responding tissues, the muscles, de-
pend heavily on glucose metabolism and hence on thiamin, so paralysis sets in when 
this vitamin is lacking. But thiamin is important in all cells, not just in nerves and 
muscles. Similarly, because the red blood cells and GI tract cells divide the most rap-
idly, two of  the first symptoms of  a deficiency of  folate are a type of  anemia and GI 
tract deterioration—but again, all systems depend on folate, not just these. The list of  
symptoms in Table 8-5, later in the chapter, is far from complete.

The reaction is completed with the formation 
of a new product. In this case, the product 
is AB.

With the coenzyme in place, compounds A 
and B are attracted to the active site on the 
enzyme, and they react.

Without the coenzyme, compounds A and B 
do not respond to the enzyme.

The product AB is released.

A
B

Compounds

Active site

Enzyme

A VitaminB

Enzyme

Coenzyme

Enzyme

A B

Enzyme

A  B New product

F i g u r e  8 - 8   Coenzyme 
action

coenzyme (co-en-zime): a small 
molecule that works with an enzyme 
to promote the enzyme’s activity. 
many coenzymes contain b vitamins 
as part of their structure.

co 5 with
beriberi: the thiamin-deficiency 
disease; characterized by loss of sen-
sation in the hands and feet, mus-
cular weakness, advancing paralysis, 
and abnormal heart action.

pellagra (pell-ay-gra): the niacin-
deficiency disease. symptoms 
include the “4 ds”: diarrhea, der-
matitis, dementia, and, ultimately, 
death.

pellis 5 skin 
agra 5 seizure
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B Vitamin enrichment of Foods If  the staple food of  a region is made from refined  
grain, vitamin B deficiencies are especially likely. One way to protect people from  
deficiencies is to add nutrients to their staple food, a process known as fortification or 
enrichment. The enrichment of  refined breads and cereals has drastically reduced the 
incidence of  iron and B vitamin deficiencies.

The preceding discussion has shown both the great importance of  the B vita-
mins in promoting normal, healthy functioning of  all body systems and the severe 
consequences of  deficiency. Now you may want to know how to be sure you and 
your clients are getting enough of  these vital nutrients. The next sections present 
information on each B vitamin. While reading further, keep in mind that foods can 
provide all the needed nutrients and that supplements are a poor second choice. 
Some supplements are absurdly costly, but even if  they are inexpensive, most people 
don’t need them. Nutrition in Practice 9 discusses uses and choices of  supplements 
in more detail.

Thiamin
All cells use thiamin, which plays a critical role in their energy metabolism. Thiamin 
also occupies a special site on nerve cell membranes. Consequently, as mentioned ear-
lier, thiamin is critical to the normal functioning of  the nerves and muscles.

thiamin Deficiency and toxicity People who fail to eat enough food to meet 
energy needs risk nutrient deficiencies, including thiamin deficiency. Inadequate 
thiamin intakes have been reported among the nation’s malnourished and home-
less people. Similarly, people risk thiamin deficiency when they derive most of  their  
energy from empty-kcalorie foods and beverages. Alcohol is a good example. It 
contributes energy but provides few, if  any, nutrients and often displaces food. In  
addition, alcohol impairs thiamin absorption and enhances thiamin excretion in the 
urine, doubling the risk of  deficiency. Many alcoholics are thiamin deficient; some 
develop Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome. No adverse effects have been associated 
with excesses of  thiamin, and no UL has been determined.

thiamin in Foods Thiamin occurs in small quantities in virtually all nutritious 
foods, but it is concentrated in only a few foods, of  which pork is the most commonly 
eaten (Figure 8-9). Generally, thiamin needs will be met if  a person keeps empty-
kcalorie foods to a minimum and eats enough nutritious foods to meet energy needs.  
Foods chosen from the bread and cereal group should be either whole grain or 
enriched. Thiamin is not stored in the body to any great extent, so daily intake is 
important.

Riboflavin
Like thiamin, riboflavin serves as a coenzyme in many reactions, most notably in 
energy metabolism. Women who are carrying more than one fetus or breastfeeding 
more than one infant may have increased needs for riboflavin. Individuals who are 
extremely physically active may also have increased riboflavin needs.

riboflavin Deficiency and toxicity When thiamin is deficient, riboflavin may be 
lacking too, but its deficiency symptoms, such as cracks at the corners of  the mouth 
and sore throat, may go undetected because those of  thiamin are more severe. A diet 
that remedies riboflavin deficiency invariably contains some thiamin and so clears up 
both deficiencies. Excesses of  riboflavin appear to cause no harm, and no UL has 
been established.

riboflavin in Foods Unlike thiamin, riboflavin is not evenly distributed among the 
food groups. The major contributors of  riboflavin to people’s diets are milk and milk 

refined grain: a product from 
which the bran, germ, and husk 
have been removed, leaving only  
the endosperm.

fortification: the addition to a 
food of nutrients that were either 
not originally present or present in 
insignificant amounts. Fortification 
can be used to correct or prevent 
a widespread nutrient deficiency, 
to balance the total nutrient profile 
of a food, or to restore nutrients 
lost in processing. the terms forti-
fied and enriched may be used 
interchangeably.

enrichment: the addition to a 
food of nutrients to meet a speci-
fied standard. in the case of refined 
bread or cereal, five nutrients have 
been added: thiamin, riboflavin, nia-
cin, and folate in amounts approxi-
mately equivalent to, or higher than, 
those originally present and iron in 
amounts to alleviate the prevalence 
of iron-deficiency anemia.

Wernicke-Korsakoff  
syndrome: severe thiamin defi-
ciency in alcohol abusers; symptoms 
include disorientation, loss of short-
term memory, jerky eye movements, 
and staggering gait.

F i g u r e  8 - 9   good Sources 
of Thiamin 
nutritious foods such as pork, legumes,  
sunflower seeds, and enriched and 
whole-grain breads are valuable 
sources of thiamin.
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products, followed by enriched breads, cereals, and other grain products (Figure 8-10). 
Green vegetables (broccoli, turnip greens, asparagus, and spinach) and meats are also 
contributors. The riboflavin richness of  milk and milk products is a good reason to in-
clude these foods in every day’s meals. No other commonly eaten food can make such 
a substantial contribution. People who omit milk and milk products from their diets 
can substitute generous servings of  dark green, leafy vegetables. Among the meats, 
liver and heart are the richest sources, but all lean meats, as well as eggs, offer some 
riboflavin.

effects of Light Riboflavin is light sensitive; the ultraviolet rays of  the sun or of  fluo-
rescent lamps can destroy it, as can irradiation. For this reason, milk is often sold in 
cardboard or opaque plastic containers to protect the riboflavin in the milk from light. 
In contrast, riboflavin is heat stable, so ordinary cooking does not destroy it.

Niacin
Like thiamin and riboflavin, niacin participates in the energy metabolism of  every 
body cell. Niacin is unique among the B vitamins in that the body can make it from 
protein. The amino acid tryptophan can be converted to niacin in the body: 60 milli-
grams of  tryptophan yield 1 milligram of  niacin. Recommended intakes are therefore 
stated in niacin equivalents (NE). A food containing 1 mg of  niacin and 60 mg of  
tryptophan contains the niacin equivalent of  2 mg, or 2 mg NE.

Naturally occurring niacin from foods causes no harm. Certain forms of  niacin 
supplements taken in doses three to four times the dietary recommendation or larger 
cause “niacin flush,” a dilation of  the capillaries of  the skin with perceptible tingling 
that, if  intense, can be painful.39 The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (35 milligrams 
NE) is based on flushing as the critical adverse effect.

Niacin used as a Medication A normal dose of  a nutrient that clears up a defi-
ciency condition exerts a physiological effect, whereas a large dose of  a nutrient that 
overwhelms a body system (like a drug) exerts a pharmacological one. Physicians 
sometimes use diet and large doses of  a form of  niacin (nicotinic acid) to lower 
blood cholesterol in the treatment of  atherosclerosis. When used this way, niacin 
becomes a pharmacological agent, a drug. As with any medication, self-dosing with 
niacin is ill advised; large doses may injure the liver and produce some symptoms  
of  diabetes.40

Niacin in Foods Meat, poultry, fish, legumes, and enriched and whole grains 
contribute about half  the niacin equivalents most people consume (Figure 8-11). 
Among the vegetables, mushrooms, asparagus, and potatoes are the richest niacin 
sources. Niacin is less vulnerable to losses during food preparation and storage 
than other water-soluble vitamins. Being fairly heat resistant, niacin can withstand 
reasonable cooking times, but like other water-soluble vitamins, it will leach into 
cooking water.

Pantothenic Acid and Biotin
Two other B vitamins—pantothenic acid and biotin—are also important in energy 
metabolism. Pantothenic acid was first recognized as a substance that stimulates 
growth. It is a component of  a key enzyme that makes possible the release of  energy 
from the energy nutrients. Pantothenic acid is involved in more than 100 different 
steps in the synthesis of  lipids, neurotransmitters, steroid hormones, and hemoglo-
bin. Biotin plays an important role in metabolism as a coenzyme that carries carbon 
dioxide. Emerging evidence indicates that biotin participates in other processes such 
as gene expression and cell signaling and in the structure of  DNA-binding proteins in 
the cell nucleus.41

F i g u r e  8 - 1 0   good 
Sources of riboflavin 
milk and milk products supply much 
(about 50 percent) of the riboflavin 
in people’s diets, but meats, eggs, 
green vegetables, and enriched and 
whole-grain breads and cereals are 
good sources, too.

niacin equivalents (ne): the 
amount of niacin present in food, 
including the niacin that can theo-
retically be made from tryptophan, 
its precursor, present in the food.
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F i g u r e  8 - 1 1   good 
Sources of niacin 
niacin-rich foods include meat, fish, 
poultry, and peanut butter, as well 
as enriched breads and cereals and 
a few vegetables.
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Pantothenic acid and Biotin in Foods Both pantothenic acid and biotin are more 
widespread in foods than the other vitamins discussed so far. There seems to be no 
danger that people who consume a variety of  foods will suffer deficiencies. Claims 
that pantothenic acid and biotin are needed in pill form to prevent or cure disease con-
ditions are at best unfounded and at worst intentionally misleading.

Biotin Deficiency Biotin deficiencies are rare but have been reported in adults fed 
artificially by vein without biotin supplementation. Researchers can induce biotin de-
ficiency in animals or human beings by feeding them raw egg whites, which contain 
the protein avidin, which binds biotin and prevents its absorption.

Vitamin B6
A surge of  research interest in the past several decades has not only revealed new 
knowledge about vitamin B

6
 but has also raised new questions. Most recently, research 

interest has centered on a possible role for vitamin B
6
 in the treatment of  disease.42

Metabolic roles of Vitamin B6 Vitamin B
6
 has long been known to play roles  

in carbohydrate, fatty acid, and protein and amino acid metabolism.43 In the cells, 
vitamin B

6
 helps convert one kind of  amino acid, which the cells have in abundance, 

to other nonessential amino acids that the cells lack. It also aids in the conversion 
of  the amino acid tryptophan to niacin and plays important roles in the synthesis 
of  hemoglobin and neurotransmitters, the communication molecules of  the brain. 
Vitamin B

6
 also assists in releasing stored glucose from glycogen and thus contributes 

to the regulation of  blood glucose.

Vitamin B6 Deficiency Vitamin B
6
 deficiency is expressed in general symptoms, such 

as weakness, depression, confusion, and irritability. Other symptoms include a greasy, 
flaky dermatitis; anemia; and, in advanced cases, convulsions. A shortage of vitamin B

6
 

may also weaken the immune response. Some evidence links low vitamin B
6
 intakes with 

increased risk of  some cancers and cardiovascular disease; more research is needed to 
clarify these associations.44

Vitamin B6 toxicity For years it was believed that vitamin B
6
, like other water-soluble 

vitamins, could not reach toxic concentrations in the body. Toxic effects of  vitamin B
6
 

became known when a physician reported them in women who had been taking more 
than 2 grams of  vitamin B

6
 daily (20 times the current UL of l00 milligrams) for 2 months 

or more, attempting to cure premenstrual syndrome. The first symptom of toxicity was 
numb feet; then the women lost sensation in their hands; then they became unable to 
walk. The women recovered after they discontinued the supplements.

Vitamin B6 recommendations The RDA for vitamin B
6
 is based on the amounts 

needed to maintain adequate levels of  its coenzymes. Unlike other water-soluble  
vitamins, vitamin B

6
 is stored extensively in muscle tissue. Research does not support 

claims that large doses of  vitamin B
6
 enhance muscle strength or physical endurance.

Vitamin B6 in Foods The richest food sources of  vitamin B
6
 are protein-rich meat, 

fish, and poultry (Figure 8-12). Potatoes, a few other vegetables, and some fruits are 
good sources, too. Foods lose vitamin B

6
 when heated.

Folate
The term folate refers to two forms of  the B vitamin: the naturally occurring folates in 
foods and folic acid, which is the form used in dietary supplements and fortified foods. 
Folate is active in cell division. During periods of  rapid growth and cell division, such 
as pregnancy and adolescence, folate needs increase, and deficiency is especially likely. 
When a deficiency occurs, the replacement of the rapidly dividing cells of the blood and 

F i g u r e  8 - 1 2   good 
Sources of Vitamin b6 
most protein-rich foods such as 
meat, fish, and poultry provide  
ample vitamin b6; some vegetables 
and fruits are good sources, too.
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the GI tract falters. Not surprisingly, then, two of  the first symptoms of  a folate defi-
ciency are a type of anemia and GI tract deterioration (see Table 8-5 later in the chapter).

Folate, alcohol, and Drugs Of  all the vitamins, folate appears to be the most 
vulnerable to interactions with alcohol and other drugs. As Nutrition in Practice 20  
describes, alcohol-addicted people risk folate deficiency because alcohol impairs fo-
late’s absorption and increases its excretion. Furthermore, as people’s alcohol intakes 
rise, their folate intakes decline. Many medications, including aspirin, oral contracep-
tives, and anticonvulsants, also impair folate status. Smoking exerts a negative effect 
on folate status as well.

Folate and Neural tube Defects Research studies confirm the importance of  
folate in preventing neural tube defects (NTD). The brain and spinal cord develop 
from the neural tube, and defects in its orderly formation during the early weeks of  
pregnancy may result in various central nervous system disorders and death. Folate 
supplements taken before conception and continued throughout the first trimester of  
pregnancy can prevent NTD. For this reason, all women of  childbearing age who are 
capable of  becoming pregnant should consume 400 micrograms (0.4 milligrams) of  
folic acid daily from supplements, fortified foods, or both, in addition to eating folate-
rich foods. Chapter 11 includes a figure of  a neural tube defect and further discussion.

Folate status improves more with supplementation or fortification than with a di-
etary intake that meets recommendations. NTDs arise early in pregnancy before most 
women realize they are pregnant, and most women eat too few fruits and vegetables 
to supply even half  the folate needed to prevent NTD.45 For these reasons, the FDA 
mandated that enriched grain products (flour, cornmeal, pasta, and rice) be fortified 
with folic acid, which is an especially absorbable synthetic form of  folate. Bread prod-
ucts, flour, corn grits, and pasta must be fortified with 140 μg folate per 100 g of  food 
(about ½ c cooked food or 1 slice of  bread).

Fortification has improved folate status in women of  childbearing age and low-
ered the number of  NTDs that occur each year.46 Folate fortification also raises safety 
concerns, however. High doses of  folate can complicate the diagnosis of  vitamin B

12
 

deficiency, as discussed later. Other suspected but unconfirmed potential harms from 
high blood folic acid levels include suppression of  normal immune functioning and 
increased cancer risks.47 The DRI committee set a Tolerable Upper Intake Level of  
1000 micrograms per day from fortified foods or supplements. Except for individuals 
who take supplements with more than 400 micrograms of  folic acid, few people (less 
than 3 percent of  the U.S. population) exceed the Tolerable Upper Intake Level for 
folic acid.48 Thus, researchers conclude that the current level of  fortification of  the 
food supply appears to be safe.

Folate in Foods As Figure 8-13 (on p. 208) shows, the best food sources of  folate are 
liver, legumes, beets, and leafy green vegetables (the vitamin’s name suggests the word 
foliage). Among the fruits, oranges, orange juice, and cantaloupe are the best sources. 
With fortification, grain products are good sources of  folate, too. Heat and oxidation 
during cooking and storage can destroy up to half  of  the folate in foods.

The difference in absorption between naturally occurring food folate and synthetic 
folate that enriches foods and is added to supplements must be considered when es-
tablishing folate recommendations. Dietary folate equivalents (DFE) convert all 
forms of  folate into units that are equivalent to the folate in foods. Box 8-1 (on p. 208) 
describes how to estimate dietary folate equivalents.

Vitamin B12
Vitamin B

12
 and folate share a special relationship: vitamin B

12
 assists folate in cell 

division. Their roles intertwine, but each performs a specific task that the other cannot 
accomplish.

neural tube defects (nTD):  
malformations of the brain, spinal 
cord, or both that occur during  
embryonic development. the two 
main types of neural tube defects 
are spina bifida (literally, “split 
spine”) and anencephaly  
(“no brain”).

dietary folate equivalents 
(DFe): the amount of folate avail-
able to the body from naturally 
occurring sources, fortified foods, 
and supplements, accounting for 
differences in bioavailability from 
each source.
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b

a

Some highly enriched cereals may provide 400 or more micrograms DFE in a serving. 

PINTO BEANS (cooked)
1/2 c 146 g DFE

AVOCADO
1/2 cubed 61 g DFE

SPINACH (raw)
1 c 58 g DFE

ASPARAGUS
1/2 c 134 g DFE

LENTILS (cooked)
1/2 c 179 g DFE ENRICHED CEREAL

(ready-to-eat)b

3/4 c 676 g DFE

BEEF LIVER (cooked)
3 oz 221 g DFE

BEETS
1/2 c 68 g DFE

 Folate recommendations are expressed in dietary folate equivalents (DFE). Note that for natural folate sources,
 1 microgram equals 1 DFE; for enriched sources, 1 microgram equals 1.7 DFE. These foods provide 10 percent
 or more of the folate Daily Value in a serving. For a 2000-kcalorie diet, the DV is 400 micrograms per day.   

F i g u r e  8 - 1 3   good Sources of Folatea

Vitamin B12, Folate, and cell Division Vitamin B
12

 (in coenzyme form) stands 
by to accept carbon groups from folate as folate removes them from other com-
pounds. The passing of  these carbon groups from folate to vitamin B

12
 regenerates 

the active form of  folate so that it can continue its dismantling tasks. In the absence 
of  vitamin B

12
, folate is trapped in its inactive, metabolically useless form, unable to 

do its job. When folate is either trapped due to a vitamin B
12

 deficiency or unavail-
able due to a deficiency of  folate itself, cells that are growing most rapidly—notably, 
the blood cells—are the first to be affected. Thus, a deficiency of  either nutrient— 
vitamin B

12
 or folate—impairs maturation of  the blood cells and produces macrocytic 

anemia. The anemia is identifiable by microscopic examination of  the blood, which 
reveals many large, immature red blood cells. Either vitamin B

12
 or folate will clear up 

the anemia.

macrocytic anemia: large-cell 
anemia; also known as megaloblastic 
anemia.

Folate is expressed in terms of dietary folate equivalents (dFe) 
because synthetic folate from supplements and fortified foods is 
absorbed at almost twice (1.7 times) the rate of naturally occurring 
folate from other foods. use the following equation to calculate:

dFe 5 mg food folate 1 (1.7 3 mg synthetic folate)

consider, for example, a pregnant woman who takes a supple-
ment and eats a bowl of fortified corn flakes, two slices of forti-
fied bread, and one cup of fortified pasta. From the supplement 
and fortified foods, she obtains synthetic folate:

 supplement 100 mg folate

 Fortified corn flakes 100 mg folate

 Fortified bread   40 mg folate

 Fortified pasta   60 mg folate

  300 mg folate

to calculate the dFe, multiply the amount of synthetic folate  
by 1.7:

300 mg 3 1.7 5 510 mg dFe

now add the naturally occurring folate from the other foods in 
her diet—in this example, another 90 micrograms of folate.

510 mg dFe 1 90 mg 5 600 mg dFe

notice that if we had not converted synthetic folate from 
supplements and fortified foods to dFe, this woman’s intake 
would appear to fall short of the 600 micrograms recommended 
for pregnancy (300 mg 1 90 mg 5 390 mg). but as this example 
shows, her intake does meet the recommendation. at this time, 
supplement and fortified food labels list folate in micrograms 
only, not micrograms dFe, making such calculations necessary.

How To B O X  8 - 1  e s t i m at e  d i e ta r y  F o l at e  e Q u i V a l e n t s
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Vitamin B12 and the Nervous System Although either vitamin will reverse the ane-
mia caused by vitamin B

12
 deficiency, providing folate when vitamin B

12
 is needed is  

disastrous to the nervous system. The reason: vitamin B
12

 also helps maintain nerve 
fibers. A vitamin B

12
 deficiency can ultimately result in devastating neurological symp-

toms, undetectable by a blood test. A deceptive folate “cure” of  the anemia in vitamin B
12

  
deficiency allows the nerve deterioration to progress, leading to paralysis and perma-
nent nerve damage. Evidence is mounting to suggest that even a marginal vitamin B

12
 

deficiency may impair mental functioning in the elderly, worsening dementia.49 This 
interaction between folate and vitamin B

12
 raises safety concerns about the use of  fo-

late supplements and fortification of  foods. In an effort to prevent excessive folate in-
takes that could mask symptoms of  a vitamin B

12
 deficiency, the FDA specifies the exact 

amounts of  folic acid that can be added to enriched foods.
The way folate masks vitamin B

12
 deficiency underlines a point already made sev-

eral times: it takes a skilled diagnostician to make a correct diagnosis. A person who 
self-diagnoses on the basis of  a single observed symptom takes a serious risk.

Vitamin B12 absorption Absorption of  vitamin B
12

 requires intrinsic factor, a 
compound made by the stomach with instructions from the genes. With the help of  
the stomach’s acid to liberate vitamin B

12
 from the food proteins that bind it, intrinsic 

factor attaches to the vitamin and the complex is absorbed into the bloodstream.
A few people have an inherited defect in the gene for intrinsic factor, which makes 

vitamin B
12

 absorption abnormal beginning in mid-adulthood. Many others lose the 
ability to produce enough stomach acid and intrinsic factor to allow efficient absorp-
tion of  vitamin B

12
 in later life due to atrophic gastritis. In these cases, vitamin B

12
 must 

be supplied by injection to bypass the defective absorptive system. The anemia of  the 
vitamin B

12
 deficiency caused by lack of  intrinsic factor is known as pernicious anemia.

Vitamin B12 in Foods A unique characteristic of  vitamin B
12

 is that it is found  
almost exclusively in foods derived from animals. People who eat meat are guaranteed 
an adequate intake, and lacto-ovo vegetarians (who consume milk, cheese, and eggs) are 
also protected from deficiency. It is a myth, however, that fermented soy products, such 
as miso (a soybean paste), or sea algae, such as spirulina, provide vitamin B

12
 in its ac-

tive form. Extensive research shows that the amounts of  vitamin B
12

 listed on the labels 
of  these plant products are inaccurate and misleading because the vitamin B

12
 in these 

products occurs in an inactive, unavailable form. Vegans need a reliable source such 
as vitamin B

12
-fortified soy milk or vitamin B

12
 supplements. Some loss of  vitamin B

12
  

occurs when foods are heated in microwave ovens.

Vitamin B12 Deficiency in Vegans Vegans are at special risk for undetected vitamin 
B

12
 deficiency for two reasons: first, they receive none in their diets, and second, they con-

sume large amounts of folate in the vegetables they eat. Because the body can store many 
times the amount of vitamin B

12
 used each day, a deficiency may take years to develop in a 

new vegetarian. When a deficiency does develop, though, it may progress to a dangerous 
extreme because the deficiency of vitamin B

12
 may be masked by the high folate intake.

Worldwide, vitamin B
12

 deficiency among vegetarians is a growing problem.50  
A pregnant or lactating vegetarian woman who eats no foods of  animal origin should 
be aware that her infant can develop a vitamin B

12
 deficiency, even if  the mother  

appears healthy. Breastfed infants born to vegan mothers with low concentrations of  
vitamin B

12
 in their breast milk can develop severe neurological symptoms such as 

seizures and cognitive problems.

Non–B Vitamins
Other compounds are sometimes inappropriately called B vitamins because, like the true 
B vitamins, they serve as coenzymes in metabolism. Even if  they were essential, however, 
supplements would be unnecessary because these compounds are abundant in foods.

intrinsic factor: a substance 
secreted by the stomach cells that 
binds with vitamin b12 in the small 
intestine to aid in the absorption of 
vitamin b12. anemia that reflects a 
vitamin b12 deficiency caused by  
lack of intrinsic factor is known as 
pernicious anemia.

intrinsic 5 on the inside
atrophic gastritis (a-troh-fik 
gas-try-tis): a chronic inflammation 
of the stomach accompanied by a 
diminished size and functioning of 
the stomach’s mucous membrane 
and glands.

pernicious (per-nish-us) anemia: 
a blood disorder that reflects a vi-
tamin b12 deficiency caused by lack 
of intrinsic factor and characterized 
by large, immature red blood cells 
and damage to the nervous system 
(pernicious means “highly injurious 
or destructive”).
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inositol, choline, and carnitine Among the non–B vitamins are a trio of  sub-
stances known as inositol, choline, and carnitine. Researchers are exploring the possi-
bility that these substances may be essential. Thus far, only choline has been assigned 
an Adequate Intake value. 

other Non–B Vitamins Other substances have also been mistaken for essential  
nutrients. They include para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA), bioflavonoids (vitamin P or 
hesperidin), and ubiquinone. Other names you may hear are “vitamin B

15
” (a hoax) 

and “vitamin B
17

” (laetrile, a fake cancer-curing drug and not a vitamin by any stretch 
of  the imagination). There is, however, one other water-soluble vitamin of  great inter-
est and importance—vitamin C.

Vitamin C
More than 300 years ago, any man who joined the crew of  a seagoing ship knew he 
had only half  a chance of  returning alive—not because he might be slain by pirates 
or die in a storm, but because he might contract the dread disease scurvy. Then, a 
physician with the British navy found that citrus fruits could cure the disease, and 
thereafter, all ships were required to carry lime juice for every sailor. (This is why 
British sailors are still called “limeys” today.) In the 1930s, the antiscurvy factor in 
citrus fruits was isolated from lemon juice and named ascorbic acid. Today, hundreds 
of  millions of  vitamin C pills are produced in pharmaceutical laboratories.

Metabolic roles of Vitamin c Vitamin C’s action defies a simple, tidy description. 
It plays many important roles in the body, and its modes of  action differ in different 
situations.

Vitamin c’s role in collagen Formation The best-understood action of   
vitamin C is its role in helping to form collagen, the single most important pro-
tein of  connective tissue. Collagen serves as the matrix on which bone is formed, 
the material of  scars, and an important part of  the “glue” that attaches one cell to 
another. This latter function is especially important in the artery walls, which must 
expand and contract with each beat of  the heart, and in the walls of  the capillaries, 
which are thin and fragile. 

Vitamin c as an antioxidant Vitamin C is also an important antioxidant.51 Recall 
that the antioxidants beta-carotene and vitamin E protect fat-soluble substances from 
oxidizing agents; vitamin C protects water-soluble substances the same way. By being 
oxidized itself, vitamin C regenerates already-oxidized substances such as iron and 
copper to their original, active form. In the intestines, it protects iron from oxidation 
and so enhances iron absorption. In the cells and body fluids, it helps to protect other 
molecules, including the fat-soluble compounds vitamin A, vitamin E, and the poly-
unsaturated fatty acids.

Vitamin c in amino acid Metabolism Vitamin C is also involved in the metabo-
lism of  several amino acids. Some of  these amino acids end up being used to make 
substances of  great importance in body functioning, among them the neurotransmit-
ter norepinephrine and the hormone thyroxine. Vitamin C also plays a role in the 
production of  carnitine, important for transporting fatty acids within cells.

role of Stress During stress, the adrenal glands release large quantities of  vitamin C  
together with the stress hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine. The vitamin’s  
exact role in the stress reaction remains unclear, but physical stresses (described in a 
later section) raise vitamin C needs.

Vitamin c as a Possible antihistamine Newspaper headlines touting vitamin C  
as a cure for colds have appeared frequently over the years. Some research suggests 

scurvy: the vitamin c–deficiency 
disease.

ascorbic acid: one of the two active 
forms of vitamin c. many people  
refer to vitamin c by this name.

a 5 without 
scorbic 5 having scurvy

collagen: the characteristic protein 
of connective tissue.

kolla 5 glue 
gennan 5 produce
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that vitamin C (2 g per day for two weeks) may reduce the severity and duration of  
cold and allergy symptoms by reducing blood histamine concentrations. In other 
words, vitamin C acts as an antihistamine. If  further research confirms vitamin C’s 
antihistamine effect, its use may permit people to rely less heavily on antihistamine 
drugs when suffering from cold and allergy symptoms.

Vitamin c’s role in cancer Prevention and treatment The role of  vitamin 
C in the prevention and treatment of  cancer is still being studied.52 Evidence to date  
indicates that foods containing vitamin C probably protect against cancer of  the 
esophagus. The correlation may reflect not just an association with vitamin C but the 
broader benefits of  a diet rich in fruits and vegetables and low in fat. It does not sup-
port the taking of  vitamin C supplements to prevent or treat cancer.

Vitamin c Deficiency When intake of  vitamin C is inadequate, the body’s vitamin 
C pool dwindles, and the blood vessels show the first deficiency signs. The gums 
around the teeth begin to bleed easily, and capillaries under the skin break spon-
taneously, producing pinpoint hemorrhages. As vitamin C concentrations continue 
to fall, the symptoms of  scurvy appear. Muscles, including the heart muscle, may 
degenerate. The skin becomes rough, brown, scaly, and dry. Wounds fail to heal 
because scar tissue will not form without collagen. Bone rebuilding falters; the ends 
of  the long bones become softened, malformed, and painful; and fractures occur. 
The teeth may become loose in the jawbone and fall out. Anemia and infections are 
common. Sudden death is likely, perhaps because of  massive bleeding into the joints 
and body cavities.

It takes only 10 or so milligrams of  vitamin C a day to prevent scurvy, and not 
much more than that to cure it. Once diagnosed, scurvy is readily reversible with 
moderate doses, in the neighborhood of  100 milligrams per day. Such an intake is eas-
ily achieved by including vitamin C–rich foods in the diet.

Vitamin c toxicity The easy availability of  vitamin C in pill form and the publi-
cation of  books recommending vitamin C to prevent everything from the common 
cold to life-threatening cancer have led thousands of  people to take large doses of  
vitamin C. Not surprisingly, instances of  vitamin C causing harm have surfaced. 
The Tolerable Upper Intake Level for vitamin C is 2000 milligrams per day.

Some of  the suspected toxic effects of  excess vitamin C  have not been confirmed, 
but others have been seen often enough to warrant concern. Nausea, abdominal 
cramps, and diarrhea are often reported. Several instances of  interference with medi-
cal regimens are known. Large amounts of  vitamin C excreted in the urine obscure 
the results of  tests used to detect diabetes. People taking anticoagulants may unwit-
tingly counteract the effect of  these medications if  they also take massive doses of  
vitamin C. Large doses of  vitamin C can also enhance iron absorption too much, 
resulting in iron overload (see Chapter 9).

People with sickle-cell anemia may be especially vulnerable to excessive intakes 
of  vitamin C. Those who have a tendency toward gout, as well as those who have a 
genetic abnormality that alters the way they metabolize vitamin C, are more prone to 
forming kidney stones if  they take large doses of  vitamin C.

recommended intakes of Vitamin c The vitamin C RDA is 90 milligrams for men 
and 75 milligrams for women. These amounts are far higher than the 10 milligrams per 
day needed to prevent the symptoms of  scurvy. In fact, they are close to the amount 
at which the body’s pool of  vitamin C is full to overflowing: about 100 milligrams  
per day.

Special Needs for Vitamin c As is true of  all nutrients, unusual circumstances 
may raise vitamin C needs. Among the stresses known to do so are infections; burns; 
surgery; extremely high or low temperatures; toxic doses of  heavy metals, such as 

gout (gowt): a metabolic disease in 
which crystals of uric acid precipitate 
in the joints.
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lead, mercury, and cadmium; and the chronic use of  certain medications, includ-
ing aspirin, barbiturates, and oral contraceptives. Smoking, too, has adverse effects 
on vitamin C status. Cigarette smoke contains oxidants, which deplete this potent 
antioxidant. Accordingly, the vitamin C recommendation for smokers is set high, at  
125 milligrams for men and 110 milligrams for women.

Safe Limits Few instances warrant the taking of  more than 100 to 300 milligrams of  
vitamin C a day. The risks may not be great for adults who dose themselves with 1 to 
2 grams a day, but those taking more than 2 grams, and especially those taking more 
than 3 grams per day, should be aware of  the distinct possibility of  harm.

Vitamin c in Foods The inclusion of  intelligently selected fruits and vegetables 
in the daily diet guarantees a generous intake of  vitamin C. Even those who wish to 
ingest amounts well above the RDA can easily meet their goals by eating certain foods 
(see Figure 8-14). Citrus fruits are rightly famous for their vitamin C contents. Certain 
other fruits and vegetables are also rich sources: cantaloupe, strawberries, broccoli, and 
brussels sprouts. No animal foods other than organ meats, such as chicken liver and 
kidneys, contain vitamin C. The humble potato is an important source of  vitamin C in 
Western countries, where potatoes are eaten so frequently that they make substantial 
contributions overall: about 20 percent of  the vitamin C in the average diet. Vitamin C 
in foods is easily oxidized, so store cut produce and juices in airtight containers.

Vitamin c and iron absorption Eating foods containing vitamin C at the same 
meal with foods containing iron can double or triple the absorption of  iron from those 
foods. This strategy is highly recommended for women and children, whose energy 
intakes are not large enough to guarantee that they will get enough iron from the 
foods they eat. Iron is discussed in Chapter 9.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The B vitamins and vitamin C are the water-soluble vitamins.

 ❚ Each B vitamin is part of  an enzyme helper known as a coenzyme.

aThese foods provide 10 percent or more of the vitamin C Daily Value in a serving.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
(cooked)
1/2 c 48 mg

SWEET POTATO
1/2 c 20 mg

GREEN PEPPERS
(chopped, raw)
1/2 c 60 mg

GRAPEFRUIT
1/2 c 43 mg

ORANGE JUICE
1/2 c 62 mg

BROCCOLI (cooked)
1/2 c 51 mg

SWEET RED PEPPER
(chopped, raw)
1/2 c 95 mg

STRAWBERRIES
1/2 c 43 mg BOK CHOY

1/2 c 22 mg

F i g u r e  8 - 1 4   good Sources of Vitamin Ca
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 ❚ As parts of  coenzymes, the B vitamins assist in the release of  energy from glucose, 
amino acids, and fats and help in many other body processes.

 ❚ Folate and vitamin B
12

 are important in cell division.

 ❚ Vitamin C’s primary role is as an antioxidant.

 ❚ Historically, famous B vitamin–deficiency diseases are beriberi (thiamin) and 
pellagra (niacin). The vitamin C–deficiency disease is known as scurvy.

Table 8-5 summarizes functions, deficiency and toxicity symptoms, and food sources 
of  the water-soluble vitamins.

Ta b L e  8 - 5   The Water-Soluble Vitamins—a Summary

Vitamin Name Chief Functions Deficiency Symptoms Toxicity Symptoms Significant Sources

Thiamin (Vitamin b1) Part of a coenzyme used 
in energy metabolism

beriberi (edema or muscle 
wasting), anorexia and 
weight loss, neurological 
disturbances, muscular 
weakness, heart 
enlargement and failure

none reported enriched, fortified, or 
whole-grain products; 
pork

Riboflavin (Vitamin b2) Part of coenzymes used 
in energy metabolism

inflammation of the 
mouth, skin, and eyelids; 
sensitivity to light; sore  
throat

none reported milk products; enriched, 
fortified, or whole-grain 
products; liver

Niacin (nicotinic acid, 
nicotinamide, niacinamide, 
vitamin b3; precursor is 
dietary tryptophan,  
an amino acid)

Part of coenzymes used 
in energy metabolism

Pellagra (diarrhea, 
dermatitis, and dementia)

niacin flush, liver 
damage, impaired 
glucose tolerance

milk, eggs, meat, 
poultry, fish, whole-
grain and enriched 
breads and cereals, 
nuts, and all protein-
containing foods

Biotin Part of a coenzyme used 
in energy metabolism

skin rash, hair loss, 
neurological disturbances

none reported widespread in foods; gi 
bacteria synthesis

Pantothenic acid Part of a coenzyme used 
in energy metabolism

digestive and neurological 
disturbances

none reported widespread in foods

Vitamin B6 (Pyridoxine, 
pyridoxal, pyridoxamine)

Part of coenzymes used 
in amino acid and fatty 
acid metabolism

scaly dermatitis, 
depression, confusion, 
convulsions, anemia

nerve degeneration, 
skin lesions

meats, fish, poultry, 
potatoes, legumes, 
noncitrus fruits, fortified 
cereals, liver, soy 
products

Folate (Folic acid, folacin, 
pteroylglutamic acid)

activates vitamin b12; 
helps synthesize dna for 
new cell growth

anemia; smooth, red 
tongue; mental confusion; 
elevated homocysteine

masks vitamin b12 
deficiency

Fortified grains, leafy 
green vegetables, 
legumes, seeds, liver

Vitamin B12 (cobalamin) activates folate; helps 
synthesize dna for new 
cell growth; protects 
nerve cells

anemia; nerve damage and 
paralysis

none reported animal-derived foods 
(meat, fish, poultry, 
shellfish, milk, cheese, 
eggs), fortified cereals

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) synthesis of collagen, 
carnitine, hormones, 
neurotransmitters; 
antioxidant

scurvy (bleeding gums, 
pinpoint hemorrhages, 
abnormal bone growth, 
and joint pain)

diarrhea, gi distress citrus fruits, cabbage-
type and dark green 
vegetables, cantaloupe, 
strawberries, lettuce, 
tomatoes, potatoes, 
papayas, mangoes
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your diet
Vitamins

a diet that supplies nutrient-dense foods from each food group 
can provide ample vitamins. complete this activity to learn 
whether your food choices include good sources of vitamins.

 ❚ review the nutrient analysis reports for your 24-hour food in-
take from the chapter 1 your diet exercise (or another 24-hour 
period that you have recorded and entered into an online diet 
analysis tool). how do your vitamin intakes for that day com-
pare to your rda/ai?

remember that vitamin intakes over time are much more important 
than whether you meet the dri on any one day. consider both the 
amounts of each food group you ate during your 24-hour intake  
(refer to the appropriate reports) and your typical eating pattern over 
a week’s time and respond to these questions.

 ❚ do you eat an adequate amount of fruits (see table 1-4 on  
p. 15)? citrus fruits offer abundant vitamin c and some folate. 

some deep orange fruits such as cantaloupe (not oranges)  
supply vitamin a.

 ❚ do you choose whole or enriched grains often? these choices 
supply substantial amounts of thiamin, riboflavin, niacin,  
and folate.

 ❚ do you consume vitamin a- and d-fortified milk products  
regularly? milk products supply riboflavin and vitamins a,  
d, and b12.

 ❚ do you make frequent choices from the vegetable subgroups 
(see table 1-6 on p. 18)? most dark green vegetables provide 
significant folate and vitamins a and e. many deep orange 
vegetables supply vitamin a. legumes supply substantial 
folate.

 ❚ if you take supplements, list the vitamin content of each  
supplement. then compare your intake with the ul for  
vitamins listed at the front of this book.

clinical applications
1. how might a vitamin deficiency weaken a client’s resistance  

to disease?

2. Pull together information from chapter 1 about the different 
food groups and the significant sources of vitamins shown 
in the figures throughout this chapter. consider which vita-
mins might be lacking in the diet of a client who reports the 
following:

 ❚ dislikes leafy, green vegetables

 ❚ never uses milk, milk products, or cheese

 ❚ Follows a very low-fat diet

 ❚ eats a fruit or vegetable once a day

what additional information would help you pinpoint problems 
with vitamin intake?

self check
1. which of the following vitamins are fat soluble?

a. Vitamins b, c, and e
b. Vitamins b, c, d, and e
c. Vitamins a, c, e, and K
d. Vitamins a, d, e, and K

2. which of the following describes fat-soluble vitamins?
a. they include thiamin, vitamin a, and vitamin K.
b. they cannot be stored to any great extent and so must be 

consumed daily.
c. toxic levels can be reached by consuming deep orange and 

dark green vegetables.
d. they can be stored in the liver and fatty tissues and can 

reach toxic concentrations.

3. night blindness and susceptibility to infection result from a 
deficiency of which vitamin?
a. niacin  c. Vitamin a
b. Vitamin c  d. Vitamin b12

4. good sources of vitamin d include:
a. eggs, fortified milk, and sunlight.
b. citrus fruits, sweet potatoes, and spinach.
c. leafy green vegetables, cabbage, and liver.
d. breast milk, polyunsaturated plant oils, and  

citrus fruits.

5. which of the following describes water-soluble vitamins?
a. they all play key roles in bone maintenance.
b. they are frequently toxic.
c. they are stored extensively in tissues.
d. they are easily absorbed and excreted.

6. a coenzyme is:
a. a fat-soluble vitamin.
b. a molecule cells use to communicate.
c. a connective tissue protein.
d. a molecule that combines with an enzyme to make  

it active.
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LO 8.4 Describe phytochemicals and functional foods 
and explain how they might defend against chronic 
diseases.

The wisdom of the familiar advice, “eat your vegetables; they’re 
good for you,” stands on firmer scientific ground today than 

ever before as population studies around the world suggest that 
 diets rich in vegetables and fruits protect against heart disease, can-
cer, and other chronic diseases.1 we now know that the “goodness” 
of vegetables, fruits, and other whole foods such as legumes and 
grains comes not only from the nutrients they contain but also from 
the phytochemicals that they offer.2 Phytochemicals often act as  
bioactive food components, food constituents with the ability to 
alter body processes. (terms are defined in table nP8-1.)

Vegetables, fruits, and other whole foods are the simplest 
examples of foods now known as functional foods. Functional 
foods provide health benefits beyond basic nutrition by altering one 
or more physiological processes. Foods that have been fortified, 
enriched, or enhanced with nutrients, phytochemicals, herbs, or 

C H a P T e r  8 Nutrition in Practice
8 . 4  P h y t O c h e m i c a l s  a n d  F u n c t i O n a l  F O O d s

other food components are also functional foods.3 Functional foods 
that fit this description include orange juice fortified with calcium, 
folate-enriched cereal, beverages with herbal additives, and marga-
rine enhanced with plant sterols. this nutrition in Practice begins 
with a look at the evidence concerning the effectiveness and safety 
of a few selected phytochemicals in the simplest of functional 
foods—vegetables, fruits, and other whole foods. then, the discus-
sion turns to examine the most controversial of functional foods—
novel foods to which phytochemicals have been added to promote 
health. how these foods fit into a healthy diet is still unclear.

What are phytochemicals, and what do they do?

Phytochemicals are bioactive compounds found in plants. in foods, 
phytochemicals impart tastes, aromas, colors, and other charac-
teristics. they give hot peppers their burning sensation, garlic and 
onions their pungent flavor, chocolate its bitter tang, and toma-
toes their dark red color. in the body, phytochemicals can have 
profound physiological effects—acting as antioxidants, mimicking 
hormones, stimulating or inhibiting enzymes, interfering with 

Ta b L e  n P 8 - 1   Phytochemical and Functional Food Terms

antioxidants (anti-ox-ih-dants): compounds that protect other compounds from damaging reactions involving oxygen by themselves 
reacting with oxygen (anti means “against”; oxy means “oxygen”); oxidation is a potentially damaging effect of normal cell chemistry 
involving oxygen.

bioactive food components: compounds in foods, either nutrients or phytochemicals, that alter physiological processes in the body. 

carotenoids (kah-rot-eh-noyds): pigments commonly found in plants and animals, some of which have vitamin a activity. the 
carotenoid with the greatest vitamin a activity is beta-carotene.

flavonoids (Flay-von-oyds): a common and widespread group of phytochemicals, with more than 6000 identified members; physiologic 
effects may include antioxidant, antiviral, anticancer, and other activities. Flavonoids are yellow pigments in foods; flavus means “yellow.”

flaxseed: small brown seed of the flax plant; used in baking, cereals, and other foods. Valued in nutrition as a source of fiber, lignans, 
and the omega-3 fatty acid linolenic acid.

functional foods: whole, fortified, enriched, or enhanced foods that have a potentially beneficial effect on health when consumed as 
part of a varied diet on a regular basis at effective levels.

genistein (gen-ih-steen): a phytoestrogen found primarily in soybeans that both mimics and blocks the action of estrogen in the body.

lignans: phytochemicals present in flaxseed, but not flaxseed oil, that are converted to phytoestrogens by intestinal bacteria and are 
under study as possible anticancer agents.

lutein (lo-teen): a plant pigment of yellow hue; a phytochemical believed to play roles in eye functioning and health.

lycopene (lye-koh-peen): a pigment responsible for the red color of tomatoes and other red-hued vegetables; a phytochemical that 
may act as an antioxidant in the body.

organosulfur compounds: a large group of phytochemicals containing the mineral sulfur. organosulfur phytochemicals are 
responsible for the pungent flavors and aromas of foods belonging to the onion, leek, chive, shallot, and garlic family and are thought 
to stimulate cancer defenses in the body.

phytochemicals (Figh-toe-chem-ih-cals): compounds in plants that confer color, taste, and other characteristics. some phytochemicals 
are bioactive food components in functional foods. 

phytoestrogens (Fight-toe-ess-troh-gens): phytochemicals structurally similar to human estrogen. Phytoestrogens weakly mimic or 
modulate estrogen in the body.

plant sterols: phytochemicals that resemble cholesterol in structure but that lower blood cholesterol by interfering with cholesterol 
absorption in the intestine. Plant sterols include sterol esters and stanol esters. Formerly called phytosterols.

resveratrol (rez-Ver-ah-trol): a phytochemical of grapes under study for potential health benefits.

tofu: white curd made of soybeans, popular in asian cuisines, and considered to be a functional food.
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dna replication, destroying bacteria, and binding physically to 
cell walls. any of these actions may suppress the development of 
diseases, depending in part on how genetic factors interact with 
the phytochemicals.4 notably, cancer and heart disease are linked 

to processes involving oxygen compounds in the body, and anti-
oxidants are thought to oppose these actions.5 table nP8-2 intro-
duces the names, possible physiological effects, and food sources 
of some of the better-known phytochemicals.

Ta b L e  n P 8 - 2   Phytochemicals—Possible Health effects and Food Sources

Chemical Name Possible Effects Food Sources

alkylresorcinols (phenolic lipids) may contribute to the protective effect of 
grains in reducing the risks of diabetes,  
heart disease, and some cancers

whole-grain wheat and rye

allicin (organosulfur compound) antimicrobial that may reduce ulcers; may 
lower blood cholesterol

chives, garlic, leeks, onions

capsaicin modulates blood clotting, possibly reducing the 
risk of fatal clots in heart and artery disease

hot peppers

carotenoids (include beta-
carotene, lycopene, lutein, and 
hundreds of related compounds)

act as antioxidants, possibly reducing risks of 
cancer and other diseases

deeply pigmented fruits and vegetables (apricots, 
broccoli, cantaloupe, carrots, pumpkin, spinach, 
sweet potatoes, tomatoes)

curcumin acts as an antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 
agent; may reduce blood clot formation; may 
inhibit enzymes that activate carcinogens

tumeric, a yellow-colored spice

Flavonoids (include flavones, 
flavonols, isoflavones, catechins, 
and others)

act as antioxidants; scavenge carcinogens; 
bind to nitrates in the stomach, preventing 
conversion to nitrosamines; inhibit cell 
proliferation

berries, black tea, celery, citrus fruits, green tea, 
olives, onions, oregano, grapes, purple grape 
juice, soybeans and soy products, vegetables, 
whole wheat and other grains, wine

genistein and daidzein 
(isoflavones)

Phytoestrogens that inhibit cell replication in 
gi tract; may reduce or elevate risk of breast, 
colon, ovarian, prostate, and other estrogen-
sensitive cancers; may reduce cancer cell 
survival; may reduce risk of osteoporosis

soybeans, soy flour, soy milk, tofu, textured 
vegetable protein, other legume products

indoles (organosulfur 
compounds)

may trigger production of enzymes that block 
dna damage from carcinogens; may inhibit 
estrogen action

cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli, brussels 
sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower; horseradish, 
mustard greens, kale

isothiocyanates (organosulfur 
compounds that include 
sulforaphane)

act as antioxidants; inhibit enzymes that 
activate carcinogens; activate enzymes that 
detoxify carcinogens; may reduce risk of breast 
cancer, prostate cancer

cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli, brussels 
sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower; horseradish, 
mustard greens, kale

lignans Phytoestrogens that block estrogen activity in 
cells, possibly reducing the risk of cancer of  
the breast, colon, ovaries, and prostate

Flaxseed, whole grains

monoterpenes (including 
limonene)

may trigger enzyme production to detoxify 
carcinogens; inhibit cancer promotion and  
cell proliferation

citrus fruit peels and oils

Phenolic acids may trigger enzyme production to make 
carcinogens water soluble, facilitating  
excretion

coffee beans, fruits (apples, blueberries, cherries, 
grapes, oranges, pears, prunes), oats, potatoes, 
soybeans

Phytic acid binds to minerals, preventing free-radical 
formation, possibly reducing cancer risk

whole grains

resveratrol acts as antioxidant; may inhibit cancer growth; 
reduces inflammation, ldl oxidation, and  
blood clot formation

red wine, peanuts, grapes, raspberries

saponins (glucosides) may interfere with dna replication, preventing 
cancer cells from multiplying; stimulate immune 
response

alfalfa sprouts, other sprouts, green vegetables, 
potatoes, tomatoes

tannins act as antioxidants; may inhibit carcinogen 
activation and cancer promotion

black-eyed peas, grapes, lentils, red and white 
wine, tea
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Why are phytochemicals receiving so much 
attention these days, and what are some 
examples of those in the spotlight?

diets rich in whole grains, legumes, vegetables, and fruits seem 
to be protective against heart disease and cancer, but identifying 
the specific foods or components of foods that are responsible is 
difficult. scientists are conducting extensive research studies to dis-
cover phytochemical connections to disease prevention, but, so far, 
solid evidence is generally lacking. some of the likeliest candidates 
include flavonoids and carotenoids (including lycopene).

What are flavonoids, and in which foods are 
they found?

Flavonoids, a large group of phytochemicals known for their 
health-promoting qualities, are found in whole grains, soy, veg-
etables, fruits, herbs, spices, teas, chocolate, nuts, olive oil, and 
red wine. Flavonoids are powerful antioxidants that may help to 
protect ldl against oxidation, minimize inflammation, and reduce 
blood platelet stickiness, thereby slowing the progression of ath-
erosclerosis and making blood clots less likely.6 whereas an abun-
dance of flavonoid-containing foods in the diet may lower the risks 
of chronic diseases, no claims can be made for flavonoids them-
selves as the protective factor, particularly when they are extracted 
from foods and sold as supplements. in fact, purified flavonoids 
may even be harmful.7

Flavonoids impart a bitter taste to foods, so manufacturers  
often refine away the natural flavonoids to please consumers, 
who usually prefer milder flavors. For example, for white grape 
juice or white wine, manufacturers remove the red, flavonoid-rich 
grape skins to lighten the flavor and color of the product, while 
greatly reducing its beneficial flavonoid content. one such flavo-
noid in purple grape juice and red wine, resveratrol, seems to 
hold promise as a disease fighter, but the amount present in wine 
or a serving of grape juice may be too small to benefit human 
health.8

What about carotenoids?

in addition to flavonoids, fruits and vegetables are rich in carot-
enoids—the red and yellow pigments of plants. some carotenoids, 
such as beta-carotene, are vitamin a precursors. some research 
suggests that a diet rich in carotenoids is associated with a lower 
risk of hypertension and heart disease.9 among the carotenoids 
that may defend against heart disease as well as stroke is lyco-
pene, although findings are somewhat inconsistent.10 lycopene 
may also protect against certain types of cancer.11

What is lycopene, and what foods contain it?

lycopene is a red pigment with powerful antioxidant activity 
found in guava, papaya, pink grapefruit, tomatoes (especially 
cooked tomatoes and tomato products), and watermelon. more 
than 80 percent of the lycopene consumed in the united states 
comes from tomato products such as tomato sauce, tomato 
juice, and ketchup. around the world, people who eat five or 
more tomato-containing meals per week are less likely to suffer 
from cancers of the esophagus, prostate, or stomach than those 
who avoid tomatoes. lycopene is a leading candidate for this 
protective effect.

theoretically, the potent antioxidant capability of lycopene 
may play a role in its action against cancer, but research suggests 
that several other mechanisms may underlie lycopene’s possible 
anticancer activity.12 the Food and drug administration (Fda) 
concludes that no or very little solid evidence links lycopene or 
tomato consumption with reduced cancer risks. tomatoes contain 
many other phytochemicals and nutrients that may contribute 
to the beneficial health effects of eating tomatoes and tomato 
products.

Do foods contain other phytochemicals that  
may help to protect people from cancer or  
other diseases?

Foods contain thousands of different phytochemicals, and so far 
only a few have been researched at all. there are still many questions 
about the phytochemicals that have been studied and only tentative 
answers about their roles in human health. For example, compared 
with people in the west, asians living in asia consume far more soy-
beans and soy products such as tofu, and they suffer less frequently 
from heart disease and certain cancers.* women in asia also suffer 
less from problems arising in menopause, the midlife drop in blood 
estrogen and cessation of menstruation, such as sensations of heat 
(“hot flashes”) and loss of minerals from the bones. when asians 
living in the united states adopt western diets and habits, however, 
they experience diseases and symptoms at the same rates as native 
westerners.13

in research, evidence concerning soy and heart health seems 
promising.14 soy’s cholesterol-like plant sterols theoretically could 
inhibit cholesterol absorption in the intestine, and thus lower blood 
cholesterol.15 a meta-analysis revealed a significant blood choles-
terol–lowering effect from soy foods, attributable partly to soy’s 
metabolic effects on the body and partly to the replacement of sat-
urated fat–rich meats and dairy foods with soy foods in the diet.16

cancers of the breast, colon, and prostate can be estrogen-
sensitive—meaning that they grow when exposed to estrogen.17 in 
addition to plant sterols, soy contains phytoestrogens, chemical 
relatives of human estrogen that may mimic or oppose its effects.18 
Phytoestrogens also have antioxidant activity that appears to slow 
the growth of some cancers. soy foods appear to be most effective 
when consumed in moderation early and throughout life.19 a study 
of women in china suggests a somewhat better outcome for breast 
cancer among soy consumers.20 studies that include u.s. women 
report no effect or mixed results.21 clearly, more research is needed 
before conclusions may be drawn about soy intake and cancer risk.

as for menopause, no consistent findings indicate that soy 
phytoestrogens can eliminate hot flashes, and in some studies, soy 
intake accompanied a greater incidence.22 some evidence does 
suggest that soy foods may help to preserve bone density after 
menopause, but supplements of isolated soy phytoestrogens fail 
to do so.23

low doses of one soy phytoestrogen, genistein, appear to 
speed up division of breast cancer cells in laboratory cultures and 
in mice, whereas high doses seem to do the opposite.24 it seems 
unlikely, however, that moderate intakes of soy foods cause harm. 

*among the cancers occurring less often in asia are breast, colon, 
and prostate cancers.
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the opposing actions of phytoestrogens should raise a red 
flag against taking supplements, especially by people who have 
had cancer or have close relatives with cancer. the american 
cancer society recommends that breast cancer survivors and 
those under treatment for breast cancer should consume only 
moderate amounts of soy foods as part of a healthy plant-based 
diet and should not intentionally ingest very high levels of soy 
products.

other foods under study for potential health benefits include 
flaxseed, found as a whole seed, ground meal, or flaxseed oil. 
Flaxseed is of interest for its possible benefits to heart health 
because it is a good source of soluble fiber, and it is the rich-
est known source of both the omega-3 fatty acid linolenic acid 
and lignans.25 lignans are converted into biologically active 
phytoestrogens by bacteria that normally reside in the human 
intestine.26 Flaxseed oil, though rich in linolenic acid, does not 
contain fiber or lignans. large quantities of flaxseed can cause 

digestive distress, and severe allergic reactions to flaxseed have 
been reported.

What about other phytochemical supplements?

even when people don’t make healthy food choices, taking 
supplements of purified phytochemicals is not the way to go. 
Phytochemicals can alter body functions, sometimes powerfully. 
researchers are just beginning to understand how a handful  
of phytochemicals work, and what is current today may change 
tomorrow. Foods deliver thousands of bioactive food compo-
nents, all within a food matrix that maximizes their availability 
and effectiveness. the body is equipped to handle phytochemi-
cals in diluted form, mixed with all of the other constituents  
of foods, but it does not adapt well to phytochemicals in con-
centrated form.27 the best way to reap the benefits of  
phytochemicals is by eating foods, not taking supplements  
(see Figure nP8-1).

Broccoli and broccoli sprouts 
contain an abundance of the 
cancer-fighting phytochemical 
sulforaphane.

The phytochemical resveratrol 
found in grapes (and nuts) protects 
against cancer by inhibiting cell 
growth and against heart disease 
by limiting clot formation and 
inflammation.

Tomatoes, with their abundant 
lycopene, may defend against 
cancer by protecting DNA from 
oxidative damage.

Spinach and other colorful 
vegetables contain the carotenoids 
lutein and zeaxanthin, which help 
protect the eyes against macular 
degeneration.

Flaxseed, the richest source 
of lignans, may prevent the 
spread of cancer.

Blueberries, a rich source of 
flavonoids, improve memory 
in animals.

The ellagic acid of strawberries may 
inhibit certain types of cancer.

The monoterpenes of citrus 
fruits (and cherries) may inhibit 
cancer growth.

The flavonoids in black tea may 
protect against heart disease, 
whereas those in green tea 
may defend against cancer.

An apple a day—rich in  
flavonoids—may protect against 
lung cancer.

The phytoestrogens of 
soybeans seem to starve cancer 
cells and inhibit tumor growth; 
the phytosterols may lower 
blood cholesterol and protect 
cardiac arteries.

Garlic, with its abundant 
organosulfur compounds, may 
lower blood cholesterol and 
protect against stomach 
cancer.

The flavonoids in cocoa and 
chocolate defend against oxidation 
and reduce the tendency of blood 
to clot.

F i g u r e  n P 8 - 1   an array of Phytochemicals in a Variety of Fruits and Vegetables 
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How do whole foods compare with processed 
foods that have been enriched with 
phytochemicals?

good question. the american food supply is being transformed 
by a proliferation of functional foods—foods claimed to provide 
health benefits beyond those of the traditional nutrients. Virtu-
ally all whole foods have some special value in supporting health 
and are therefore functional foods. cranberries may protect 
against urinary tract infections because cranberries contain a 
phytochemical that dislodges bacteria from the tract.28 cooked 
tomatoes, as mentioned, provide lycopene, along with lutein 
(an antioxidant associated with healthy eye function), vitamin 
c (an antioxidant vitamin), and many other healthful attributes. 
this has not stopped food manufacturers from trying to create 
functional foods as well. as consumer demand for healthful 
foods continues to grow, so will the development of  
functional foods.29

What are some examples of manufactured 
functional foods?

many processed foods become functional foods when they are 
fortified with nutrients (calcium-fortified orange juice to support 
bone health, for example). in other cases, processed foods are en-
hanced with bioactive food components (margarine blended with 
a plant sterol to lower cholesterol, for example). the creation of 
some novel manufactured functional foods raises the question—is 
it a food or a drug?

isn’t the distinction between a food and a drug 
pretty clear?

not long ago, most of us could agree on what was a food and 
what was a drug. today, functional foods blur the distinctions. they 
have characteristics similar to both foods and drugs but do not fit 
neatly into either category. consider the margarine example above.

eating nonhydrogenated margarine sparingly instead of but-
ter generously may lower blood cholesterol slightly over several 
months and clearly falls into the food category. taking a statin 
drug, on the other hand, lowers blood cholesterol significantly 
within weeks and clearly falls into the drug category. but marga-
rine enhanced with a plant sterol that lowers blood cholesterol is 
in a gray area between the two.† the margarine looks and tastes 
like a food, but it acts like a drug.

What are the health advantages and 
disadvantages of eating manufactured 
functional foods?

to achieve a desired health effect, which is the better choice: to 
eat a food designed to affect some body function or simply to 
adjust the diet? does it make more sense to use a margarine en-
hanced with a plant sterol that lowers blood cholesterol or simply 
to limit the amount of butter eaten? is it smarter to eat eggs en-
riched with omega-3 fatty acids or to restrict egg consumption? 

might functional foods offer a sensible solution for improving our 
nation’s health—if done correctly? Perhaps so, but there is a prob-
lem with functional foods: the food industry is moving too fast for 
either scientists or the Fda to keep up. consumers were able to 
buy soup with st. John’s wort that claimed to enhance mood and 
fruit juice with echinacea that was supposed to fight colds while 
scientists were still conducting their studies on these ingredients. 
research to determine the safety and effectiveness of these sub-
stances is still in progress. until this work is complete, consumers 
are on their own in finding the answers to the following questions:

 ❚ Does it work? research is generally lacking, and findings are 
often inconclusive.

 ❚ How much does it contain? Food labels are not required to 
list the quantities of added phytochemicals. even if they were, 
consumers have no standard for comparison and cannot de-
duce whether the amounts listed are a little or a lot. most 
importantly, until research is complete, food manufacturers do 
not know what amounts (if any) are most effective—or most 
toxic.

 ❚ Is it safe? Functional foods can act like drugs. they contain in-
gredients that can alter body functions and cause allergies, drug 
interactions, drowsiness, and other side effects. yet, unlike drug 
labels, food labels do not provide instructions for the dosage, 
frequency, or duration of treatment.

 ❚ Has the FDA issued warnings about any of the ingredients? 
check the Fda’s website (www.fda.gov) to find out.

 ❚ Is it healthy? adding phytochemicals to a food does not magi-
cally make it a healthy choice. a candy bar may be fortified with 
phytochemicals, but it is still made mostly of sugar and fat.

critics suggest that the designation “functional foods” may be 
nothing more than a marketing tool. after all, even the most ex-
perienced researchers cannot yet identify the perfect combination 
of nutrients and phytochemicals to support optimal health. yet 
manufacturers are freely experimenting with various concoctions 
as if they possessed that knowledge. is it okay for them to sprinkle 
phytochemicals on fried snack foods and label them “functional,” 
thus implying health benefits?

Functional foods currently on the market promise to “enhance 
mood,” “promote relaxation and good karma,” “increase 
alertness,” and “improve memory,” among other claims.
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What is the final word regarding phytochemicals 
and functional foods?

nature has elegantly designed foods to provide us with a com-
plex array of dozens of nutrients and thousands of additional 
compounds that may benefit health—most of which we have yet 
to identify or understand. over the years, we have taken those 
foods and first deconstructed them and then reconstructed them 
in an effort to “improve” them. with new scientific understand-
ings of how nutrients—and the myriad of other compounds in 
foods—interact with genes, we may someday be able to design 
specific eating patterns to meet the exact health needs of each 
individual. indeed, our knowledge of the human genome and of 
human nutrition may well merge to allow specific recommenda-
tions for individuals based on their predisposition to diet-related 
diseases.

if the present trend continues, then someday physicians may be 
able to prescribe the perfect foods to enhance a person’s health, 
and farmers will be able to grow them. in the mean time, however, 
it seems clear that a moderate approach to phytochemicals and 
functional foods is warranted. People who eat the recommended 
amounts of a variety of fruits and vegetables may cut their risk of 
many diseases by as much as half. replacing some meat with soy 
foods and other legumes may also lower heart disease and cancer 
risks. beneficial constituents are widespread among foods. take a 
no-nonsense approach where your health is concerned: choose a 
wide variety of whole grains, legumes, fruits, and vegetables in the 
context of an adequate, balanced, and varied diet, and receive all 
of the health benefits that these foods offer. table nP8-3 offers 
 some tips for consuming the whole foods known to provide 
phytochemicals.
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Ta b L e  n P 8 - 3   Tips for Consuming 
Phytochemicals

 ❚ Eat more fruit. the average u.s. diet provides little more than  
½ cup fruit per day. remember to choose juices and raw, 
dried, or cooked fruits and vegetables at mealtimes as well as 
for snacks. choose dried fruit in place of candy.

 ❚ Increase vegetable portions to meet recommendations. choose  
1 cup of cut-up raw or cooked vegetables, or 2 cups of raw,  
leafy greens.

 ❚ Use herbs and spices. cookbooks offer ways to include parsley,  
basil, garlic, hot peppers, oregano, and other beneficial 
seasonings.

 ❚ Replace some meat with grains, legumes, and vegetables.  
oatmeal, soy meat replacer, or grated carrots mixed with  
ground meat and seasonings make a luscious, nutritious  
meatloaf, for example.

 ❚ Add grated vegetables. carrots in chili or meatballs and 
celery, mushrooms, and squash in spaghetti sauce or other 
sauces add phytochemicals without greatly changing the 
taste of the food.

 ❚ Try new foods. try a new fruit, vegetable, or whole grain 
each week. walk through vegetable aisles and visit farmers’ 
markets.

 ❚ Read recipes. try tofu, fortified soy milk, or soybeans in cooking.

nature offers a variety of functional foods that provide us with 
many health benefits.
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Water and  
the Minerals

9.1 Water and Body Fluids
LO 9.1 List the functions of water in body fluids and 
explain how the body regulates fluid, electrolyte, and 
acid-base balance.

9.2 The Major Minerals
LO 9.2 Identify the main roles, deficiency and toxicity  
symptoms, and food sources for each of the major 
minerals (sodium, chloride, potassium, calcium,  
phosphorus, magnesium, sulfate).

9.3 The Trace Minerals
LO 9.3 Identify the main roles, deficiency and toxicity 
symptoms, and food sources for each of the trace  
minerals (iron, zinc, selenium, iodine, copper, manga-
nese, fluoride, chromium, and molybdenum).

9.4 Nutrition in Practice: Vitamin  
and Mineral Supplements
LO 9.4 Present arguments for and against the use  
of dietary supplements.
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The body’s water cannot be considered separately from the minerals 
dissolved in it. A person can drink pure water, but in the body, water 

mingles with minerals to become fluids in which all life processes take 
place. This chapter begins by discussing the body’s fluids and their chief 
minerals. The focus then shifts to other functions of the minerals.

9.1 Water and Body Fluids
LO 9.1 List the functions of water in body fluids and explain how the body regulates 
fluid, electrolyte, and acid-base balance.

Water constitutes about 60 percent of  an adult’s body weight and a higher percentage 
of  a child’s. Every cell in the body is bathed in a fluid of  the exact composition that 
is best for that cell. The body fluids bring to each cell the ingredients it requires and 
carry away the end products of  the life-sustaining reactions that take place within the 
cell’s boundaries. Without water, cells quickly die. The water in the body fluids:

 ❚ Carries nutrients and waste products throughout the body.

 ❚ Maintains the structure of  large molecules such as proteins and glycogen.

 ❚ Participates in metabolic reactions.

 ❚ Serves as the solvent for minerals, vitamins, amino acids, glucose, and many other 
small molecules so that they can participate in metabolic activities.

 ❚ Maintains blood volume.

 ❚ Aids in the regulation of  normal body temperature, as the evaporation of  sweat 
from the skin removes excess heat from the body.

 ❚ Acts as a lubricant and cushion around joints and inside the eyes, spinal cord, and 
amniotic sac surrounding a fetus in the womb.

To support these and other vital functions, the body actively regulates its water balance.

Water Balance
The cells themselves regulate the composition and amounts of  fluids within and 
surrounding them. The entire system of  cells and fluids remains in a delicate but 
firmly maintained state of  dynamic equilibrium. Imbalances such as dehydration 
(see Table 9-1) and water intoxication can occur, but the body quickly restores the 
balance to normal if  it can. The body controls both water intake and water excretion 
to maintain water equilibrium.

Water intake regulation The body can survive for only a few days without water. In 
healthy people, thirst and satiety govern water intake.1 When the blood becomes too con-
centrated (having lost water but not salt and other dissolved substances), the mouth be-
comes dry, and the brain center known as the hypothalamus initiates drinking behavior.

Thirst lags behind the lack of  water. A water deficiency that develops slowly can 
switch on drinking behavior in time to prevent serious dehydration, but a deficiency 
that develops quickly may not. Also, thirst itself  does not remedy a water deficiency; a 
person must respond to the thirst signal by drinking. With aging, thirst sensations may 
diminish.2 Dehydration can threaten elderly people who do not develop the habit of  
drinking water regularly.

Water intoxication, on the other hand, is rare but can occur with excessive water 
consumption and kidney disorders that reduce urine production. The symptoms may 
include severe headache, confusion, convulsions, and even death in extreme cases. Ex-
cessive water ingestion (several gallons) within a few hours dilutes the sodium concen-
tration of  the blood and contributes to a dangerous condition known as hyponatremia.

water balance: the balance  
between water intake and water  
excretion that keeps the body’s  
water content constant.

dehydration: the loss of water from 
the body that occurs when water out-
put exceeds water input. the symp-
toms progress rapidly from thirst, to 
weakness, to exhaustion and delirium, 
and end in death if not corrected.

water is the most indispensable 
nutrient of all.

Ta b L e  9 - 1   Signs of mild 
and Severe Dehydration

Mild Dehydration
(loss of ,5% Body Weight)

 ❚ thirst
 ❚ sudden weight loss
 ❚ rough, dry skin
 ❚ dry mouth, throat, body linings
 ❚ rapid pulse
 ❚ low blood pressure
 ❚ lack of energy; weakness
 ❚ impaired kidney function
 ❚ reduced quantity of urine;  
concentrated urine

 ❚ decreased mental functioning
 ❚ decreased muscular work and 
athletic performance

 ❚ Fever or increased internal 
temperature

 ❚ Fainting

Severe Dehydration
(loss of .5% Body Weight)

 ❚ Pale skin
 ❚ bluish lips and fingertips
 ❚ confusion; disorientation
 ❚ rapid, shallow breathing
 ❚ weak, rapid, irregular pulse
 ❚ thickening of blood
 ❚ shock; seizures
 ❚ coma; death

Source: based on standing committee 
on the scientific evaluation of dietary 
reference intakes, Food and nutrition 
board, institute of medicine, Dietary 
Reference Intakes: Water, Potassium, 
Sodium, Chloride, and Sulfate 
(washington, dc: national academies 
Press, 2005), pp. 90–122.
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Water excretion regulation Water excretion is regulated by the brain and the kidneys. 
The cells of the brain’s hypothalamus, which monitor blood salts, stimulate the pituitary 
gland to release antidiuretic hormone (ADH) whenever the salts are too concentrated, 
or the blood volume or blood pressure is too low. ADH stimulates the kidneys to reabsorb 
water rather than excrete it. Thus, the more water you need, the less you excrete.

If  too much water is lost from the body, blood volume and blood pressure fall. Cells 
in the kidneys respond to the low blood pressure by releasing renin. Through a complex 
series of events involving the hormone aldosterone, this enzyme also causes the kidneys  
to retain more water. Again, the effect is that, when more water is needed, less is excreted.

Minimum Water Needed These mechanisms can maintain water balance only if  a 
person drinks enough water. The body must excrete a minimum of  about 500 milliliters 
(about ½ quart) each day as urine—enough to carry away the waste products generated 
by a day’s metabolic activities. Above this amount, excretion adjusts to balance intake, 
so the more a person drinks, the more dilute the urine becomes. In addition to urine, 
some water is lost from the lungs as vapor, some is excreted in feces, and some evapo-
rates from the skin. A person’s water losses from all of  these routes total about 2½ liters 
(about 2½ quarts) a day on the average. Table 9-2 shows how fluid intake and output 
naturally balance out.

Water recommendations and Sources Water needs vary greatly depending on 
the foods a person eats, the environmental temperature and humidity, the person’s ac-
tivity level, and other factors. Accordingly, a general water requirement is difficult to 
establish. In the past, recommendations for adults were expressed in proportion to the 
amount of  energy expended under normal environmental conditions. For the person 
who expends about 2000 kcalories a day, this works out to 2 to 3 liters, or about 8 to 
12 cups. This recommendation is in line with the Adequate Intake (AI) for total water 
(3.7 liters for men and 2.7 liters for women) set by the DRI committee. Total water 
includes not only drinking water but also water in other beverages and in foods.

Because a wide range of water intakes will prevent dehydration and its harmful conse-
quences, the AI is based on average intakes. Strenuous physical activity and heat stress can 
increase water needs considerably, however.3 In general, you can tell from the color of the 
urine whether a person needs more water. Pale yellow urine reflects appropriate dilution.

The obvious dietary sources of  water are water itself  and other beverages, but nearly 
all foods also contain water. Water constitutes up to 95 percent of  the volume of  most 
fruits and vegetables and at least 50 percent of  many meats and cheeses (see Table 9-3 
on p. 228). The energy nutrients in foods also give up water during metabolism.

Which beverages are best? Any beverage can readily meet the body’s fluid needs, but 
those with few or no kcalories do so without contributing to weight gain. Given that obe-
sity is a major health problem and that beverages contribute more than 20 percent of  the 
total energy intake in the United States, water is the best choice for most people.4 Other 
choices include tea, coffee, nonfat and low-fat milk and soy milk, artificially sweetened 
beverages, fruit and vegetable juices, sports drinks, and, lastly, sweetened nutrient-poor 
beverages. Carbonated soft drinks are chosen most often but this choice crowds more 
nutritious beverages out of  the diet, and the regular sugar-sweetened varieties provide 
many empty kcalories from added sugars.

water intoxication: the rare con-
dition in which body water contents 
are too high. the symptoms may 
include confusion, convulsion, coma, 
and even death in extreme cases. 
hypothalamus (high-poh-thal-
ah-mus): a brain center that controls 
activities such as maintenance of 
water balance, regulation of body 
temperature, and control of appetite.

hyponatremia (high-po-na-tree-
me-ah): a decreased concentration 
of sodium in the blood.

pituitary (pit-too-ih-tary) gland: 
in the brain, the “king gland” that 
regulates the operation of many 
other glands.

antidiuretic hormone (aDH): 
a hormone released by the pitu-
itary gland in response to high salt 
concentrations in the blood. the 
kidneys respond by reabsorbing 
water. adh elevates blood pressure 
and so is also called vasopressin 
(Vas-oh-Pres-in).

   vaso 5 vessel

   press 5 press

renin (ren-in): an enzyme released 
by the kidneys in response to low 
blood pressure that helps them 
retain water through the renin-
angiotensin mechanism.

aldosterone (al-dos-ter-own): a 
hormone secreted by the adrenal 
glands that stimulates the reabsorp-
tion of sodium by the kidneys; also 
regulates chloride and potassium 
concentrations.

Ta b L e  9 - 2   Water balance

Water Sources Amount (ml) Water losses Amount (ml)
liquids 550 to 1500 Kidneys (urine) 500 to 1400

Foods 700 to 1000 skin (sweat) 450 to 900

metabolic water 200 to 300 lungs (breath) 350

 gi tract (feces) 150

total 1450 to 2800 total 1450 to 2800
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People often ask whether caffeine-containing beverages such 
as coffee, tea, or soda can help to meet water needs. People who 
drink caffeinated beverages lose a little more fluid than when they 
drink water because caffeine acts as a mild diuretic. The DRI 
committee considered such findings in making its recommenda-
tions for water intake and concluded that “caffeinated beverages 
contribute to the daily total water intake similar to that contrib-
uted by non-caffeinated beverages.”5 In other words, it doesn’t 
seem to matter whether people rely on caffeine-containing bever-
ages or other beverages to meet their fluid needs.

In contrast, alcohol should probably not be used to meet fluid 
needs. As Nutrition in Practice 20 explains, alcohol acts as a di-
uretic, and it has many adverse effects on health and nutrition status.

Fluid and Electrolyte Balance
When mineral salts dissolve in water, they separate (dissociate) 
into charged particles known as ions, which can conduct electric-

ity. For this reason, a salt that dissociates in water is known as an electrolyte.* The 
body fluids, which contain water and partly dissociated salts, are electrolyte solutions.

The body’s electrolytes are vital to the life of  the cells and therefore must be closely 
regulated to help maintain the appropriate distribution of  body fluids. The major miner-
als form salts that dissolve in the body fluids; the cells direct where these salts go; and 
the movement of  the salts determines where the fluids flow because water follows salt. 
Cells use this force, called osmosis, to move fluids back and forth across their membranes. 
Thanks to the electrolytes, water can be held in compartments where it is needed.

Proteins in the cell membranes move ions into or out of  the cells. These protein 
pumps tend to concentrate sodium and chloride outside cells and potassium and other 
ions inside. By maintaining specific amounts of  sodium outside and potassium inside, 
cells can regulate the exact amounts of  water inside and outside their boundaries.

Healthy kidneys regulate the body’s sodium, as well as its water, with remarkable 
precision. The intestinal tract absorbs sodium readily, and it travels freely in the blood, 
but the kidneys excrete unneeded amounts. The kidneys actually filter all of  the so-
dium out of  the blood; then they return to the bloodstream the exact amount the body 
needs to retain. Thus, the body’s total electrolytes remain constant, while the urinary 
electrolytes fluctuate according to what is eaten.

In some cases, the body’s mechanisms for maintaining fluid and electrolyte balances 
cannot compensate for a sudden loss of  large amounts of  fluid and electrolytes. Vomit-
ing, diarrhea, heavy sweating, fever, burns, wounds, and the like may incur great fluid 
and electrolyte losses, precipitating an emergency that demands medical intervention. 
The body’s responses to severe stress and trauma are discussed in Chapter 24.

Acid–Base Balance
The body uses ions not only to help maintain water balance but also to regulate the 
acidity (pH) of  its fluids. Like proteins, electrolyte mixtures in the body fluids protect 
the body against changes in acidity by acting as buffers—substances that can accom-
modate excess acids or bases.

The body’s buffer systems serve as a first line of  defense against changes in the 
fluids’ acid–base balance. The lungs, skin, gastrointestinal (GI) tract, and kidneys 
provide other defenses. Of  these organ systems, the kidneys play the primary role in 
maintaining acid–base balance. Thus, disorders of  the kidneys impair the body’s abil-
ity to regulate its acid–base balance, as well as its fluid and electrolyte balances.

*Exceptions: A compound in which the positive ions are hydrogen ions (H1) is an acid (example: 
hydrochloric acid, or H1Cl2); a compound in which the negative ions are hydroxyl ions (OH2) is a 
base (example: potassium hydroxide, or K1OH2).

salts: compounds composed of 
charged particles (ions). an example 
of a salt is potassium chloride (K1cl2).

electrolyte: a salt that dissolves in 
water and dissociates into charged 
particles called ions.

electrolyte solutions: solutions 
that can conduct electricity.

water follows salt. notice the beads of “sweat,” formed 
on the right-hand slices of eggplant, which were sprinkled 
with salt. cellular water moves across each cell’s membrane 
(water-permeable divider) toward the higher concentration 
of salt (dissolved particles) on the surface.
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Ta b L e  9 - 3   Percentage 
of Water in Selected Foods

 ❚ 100%: water, diet soft drinks, 
plain tea

 ❚ 90–99%: Fat-free milk, black 
coffee, gatorade, strawberries, 
watermelon, grapefruit, tomato, 
lettuce, celery, spinach, broccoli

 ❚ 80–89%: Fruit juice, regular 
soft drinks, whole milk, yogurt, 
apples, grapes, oranges, carrots 

 ❚ 70–79%: shrimp, bananas, po-
tatoes, avocados, ricotta cheese

 ❚ 60–69%: Pasta, cooked rice, le-
gumes, salmon, chicken breast, 
ice cream

 ❚ 50–59%: ground beef, pork 
chop, hot dogs, feta cheese

 ❚ 40–49%: Pizza, cheeseburger

 ❚ 30–39%: cheddar cheese,  
bagels, bread

 ❚ 20–29%: Pepperoni sausage, 
cake, biscuits

 ❚ 10–19%: butter, margarine, 
raisins

 ❚ 1–9%: crackers, ready-to-eat  
cereals, peanut butter, nuts

 ❚ 0%: oils, white sugar, meat 
fats, shortening
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Water makes up about 60 percent of  the body’s weight.

 ❚ Water helps transport nutrients and waste products throughout the body, partici-
pates in metabolic reactions, acts as a solvent, assists in maintaining blood volume 
and body temperature, acts as a lubricant and cushion around joints, and serves as 
a shock absorber.

 ❚ To maintain water balance, intake from liquids, foods, and metabolism must equal 
losses from the kidneys, skin, lungs, and feces.

 ❚ Electrolytes help maintain the appropriate distribution of  body fluids and acid–base 
balance.

9.2 The Major Minerals
LO 9.2 Identify the main roles, deficiency and toxicity symptoms, and food 
sources for each of the major minerals (sodium, chloride, potassium, calcium, 
phosphorus, magnesium, sulfate).

Table 9-4 lists the major minerals and the nine essential trace minerals. Other trace 
minerals are recognized as essential nutrients for some animals but have not been 
proved to be required for human beings. Figure 9-1 shows the amounts of  the major 
minerals found in the body, and for comparison, some of  the trace minerals. As you 
can see, the most prevalent minerals are calcium and phosphorus, the chief  minerals 
of  bone. The distinction between the major minerals and the trace minerals does not 
mean that one group is more important than the other. A deficiency of  the few micro-
grams of  iodine needed daily is just as serious as a deficiency of  the several hundred 
milligrams of  calcium. The major minerals are so named because they are present, 
and needed, in larger amounts in the body than the trace minerals.

Although all the major minerals influence the body’s fluid balance, sodium, chlo-
ride, and potassium are most noted for that role. For this reason, these three miner-
als are discussed first. Each major mineral also plays other specific roles in the body. 
Sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium are critical to nerve transmission and 
muscle contractions. Phosphorus and magnesium are involved in energy metabolism. 

Ta b L e  9 - 4   The major 
and Trace minerals

Major Minerals Trace Minerals

calcium

chloride

magnesium

Phosphorus

Potassium

sodium

sulfur

chromium

copper

Fluoride

iodine

iron

manganese

molybdenum

selenium

Zinc

buffers: compounds that can  
reversibly combine with hydrogen 
ions to help keep a solution’s acidity 
or alkalinity constant.

major minerals: essential  
mineral nutrients required in the 
adult diet in amounts greater than  
100 milligrams per day.

trace minerals: essential mineral 
nutrients required in the adult diet 
in amounts less than 100 milligrams 
per day.

F i g u r e  9 - 1   amounts of minerals in a 60-kilogram (132-pound) Human body
not only are the major minerals present in the body in larger amounts than the trace minerals, but 
they are also needed by the body in large amounts. recommended intakes for the major minerals 
are stated in hundreds of milligrams or grams, whereas those for the trace minerals are listed in tens 
of milligrams or even micrograms.

Calcium

0 100

Amount (g)

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

Phosphorus

Potassium

Sulfur

Sodium

Chloride

Magnesium

Iron

Zinc

Copper

Manganese
Iodine

Selenium

600

90

90

30

2.4

2.0

0.09

210

0.02

0.02

0.02

150

1150

The major minerals are those present in amounts 
larger than 5 g (a teaspoon). A pound is about 
454 g; thus only calcium and phosphorus appear 
in amounts larger than one pound.

There are more than one dozen trace minerals, 
although only six are shown here.

MAJOR MINERALS

TRACE MINERALS
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Calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium contribute to the structure of  the bones. Sulfur 
helps determine the shape of  proteins. Table 9-8, shown later in the chapter, provides 
a summary of  information about the major minerals.

Sodium
Sodium is the principal electrolyte in the extracellular fluid (the fluid outside the cells) 
and the primary regulator of  the extracellular fluid volume. When the blood concentra-
tion of  sodium rises, as when a person eats salted foods, thirst prompts the person to 
drink water until the appropriate sodium-to-water ratio is restored. Sodium also helps 
maintain acid–base balance and is essential to muscle contraction and nerve transmis-
sion. Too much sodium, however, can contribute to high blood pressure (hypertension).

Sodium recommendations and Food Sources Diets rarely lack sodium, and 
even when intakes are low, the body adapts by reducing sodium losses in urine and 
sweat, thus making deficiencies unlikely. Sodium recommendations (see the inside 
front cover) are set low enough to protect against high blood pressure but high enough 
to allow an adequate intake of  other nutrients. Because high sodium intakes corre-
late with high blood pressure, the Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for adults is 
set at 2300 milligrams per day—equivalent to about 1 teaspoon of  salt (sodium chlo-
ride). Three groups of  people encompassing the majority of  U.S. adults—all those 
age 51 and older, all African Americans, and everyone with hypertension, diabetes, or 
chronic kidney disease—are urged to limit their sodium intakes to no more than 1500 
milligrams per day for the sake of  their blood pressure and heart health.6

Today, the average U.S. sodium intake is more than 3200 mg per day, an amount 
that far exceeds the UL.7 People who eat mostly processed and fast foods have the 
highest sodium intakes, whereas those who eat mostly whole, unprocessed foods, such 
as fresh fruits and vegetables, have the lowest intakes. In fact, about three-fourths of  the 
sodium in people’s diets comes from salt added to foods by manufacturers. Figure 9-2 
shows that processed foods contain not only more sodium but also less potassium than 
their less processed counterparts.

Processed

Unprocessed

Milk (whole)

Milks

Roast beef

Meats

Fresh corn

Vegetables

Fresh
peaches

Fruits

Rolled oats

Grains

Chipped beefInstant chocolate
pudding

Canned,
cream corn

Peach pie Oat cereal
  Potassium

  Sodium

Key:

F i g u r e  9 - 2   What Processing Does to the Sodium and Potassium Contents of Foods 
People who eat foods high in salt often happen to be eating fewer potassium-containing foods at the same time. notice 
how potassium is lost and sodium is gained as foods become more processed, causing the potassium-to-sodium ratio 
to fall dramatically. even when potassium is not lost, the addition of sodium still lowers the potassium-to-sodium ratio.
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extracellular fluid: fluid residing 
outside the cells; includes the fluid 
between the cells (interstitial fluid), 
plasma, and the water of structures 
such as the skin and bones. extracel-
lular fluid accounts for about one-
third of the body’s water.
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Many experts today are calling for reductions of  sodium in the food supply to give 
consumers more low-salt options to choose from.8 Reducing the sodium content in pro-
cessed foods could prevent an estimated 100,000 deaths and save up to $24 billion in 
health care costs in the United States annually.9 Table 9-5 lists the top 10 sodium sources.10 

Sodium and Blood Pressure High intakes of  salt among a population correlate with 
high rates of hypertension, heart disease, and stroke.11 Over time, a high-salt diet may 
damage the linings of  blood vessels in ways that make hypertension likely to develop.12 
In many people, the relationship between salt intake and blood pressure is direct—as 
chronic sodium intakes increase, blood pressure rises with them in a stepwise fash-
ion.13 Once hypertension sets in, the risk of  death from stroke and heart disease climbs 
steeply. Nearly one-third of  U.S. adults have hypertension and the rate among African  
American adults is one of the highest in the world—42 percent.14 An additional 36 percent  
of  U.S. adults have prehypertension.

Because reducing salt intake diminishes the risk of  hypertension and heart dis-
ease, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans advise limiting daily sodium intakes to less 
than 2300 milligrams (or ,1500 mg for the at-risk groups mentioned above). Higher  
intakes seem to be well tolerated in most healthy people, however. Box 9-1 offers strat-
egies for cutting salt (and, therefore, sodium) intake.

An eating pattern proven to help people to reduce sodium and increase potassium 
intakes, and thereby often reduce their blood pressure, is DASH (Dietary Approaches 
to Stop Hypertension).15 The DASH approach emphasizes potassium-rich fruits and 
vegetables and fat-free or low-fat milk products; includes whole grains, nuts, poul-
try, and fish; and calls for reduced intakes of  red and processed meats, sweets, and 
sugar-containing beverages. The DASH diet in combination with a reduced sodium 
intake is even more effective at lowering blood pressure than either strategy alone 
(see Chapter 22). Incorporating physical activity provides further benefits because 
regular moderate exercise reliably lowers blood pressure.

Chloride
The chloride ion is the major negative ion of  the extracellular fluids, where it  
occurs primarily in association with sodium. Like sodium, chloride is critical to 
maintaining fluid, electrolyte, and acid–base balances in the body. In the stomach, 

Ta b L e  9 - 5   Top 
Contributors of Sodium  
in the Diet

 ❚ breads and rolls

 ❚ cold cuts and cured meats

 ❚ Pizza

 ❚ Fresh and processed poultry

 ❚ soups

 ❚ sandwiches (including 
cheeseburgers)

 ❚ cheese

 ❚ Pasta dishes

 ❚ meat mixtures (including 
meatloaf)

 ❚ salty snacks (including popcorn, 
chips, and pretzels)

strategies to cut salt intake include:

 ❚ select fresh, unprocessed foods.

 ❚ cook with little or no added salt.

 ❚ Prepare foods with sodium-free spices such as basil, bay 
leaves, curry, garlic, ginger, mint, oregano, pepper, rosemary, 
and thyme; lemon juice; vinegar; or wine.

 ❚ add little or no salt at the table; taste foods before adding 
salt.

 ❚ read labels with an eye open for sodium. (see table 1-9  
on p. 25 for terms used to describe the sodium contents  
of foods on labels.)

 ❚ select low-salt or salt-free products when available.

use these foods sparingly:

 ❚ Foods prepared in brine, such as pickles, olives, and sauerkraut.

 ❚ salty or smoked meats, such as bologna, corned or chipped 
beef, bacon, frankfurters, ham, lunch meats, salt pork, 
sausage, and smoked tongue.

 ❚ salty or smoked fish, such as anchovies, caviar, salted and 
dried cod, herring, sardines, and smoked salmon.

 ❚ snack items such as potato chips, pretzels, salted popcorn, 
salted nuts, and crackers.

 ❚ condiments such as bouillon cubes; seasoned salts; msg; 
soy, teriyaki, worcestershire, and barbeque sauces; prepared 
horseradish, catsup, and mustard.

 ❚ cheeses, especially processed types.

 ❚ canned and instant soups.

How To B O X  9 - 1  c u t  s a lt  i n ta K e

hypertension: high blood pressure.

prehypertension: blood pressure 
values that predict hypertension.
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the chloride ion is part of  hydrochloric acid, which maintains the strong acidity of  
the gastric fluids.

Salt is a major food source of  chloride, and, as with sodium, processed foods are a 
major contributor of  this mineral to people’s diets. Because salt contains a higher pro-
portion of  chloride (by weight) than sodium, chloride recommendations are slightly 
higher than, but still equivalent to, those of  sodium. In other words, ¾ teaspoon of  
salt will deliver some sodium and more chloride, and still meet the AI for both.

Potassium
Outside the body’s cells, sodium is the principle positively charged ion. Inside the cells, 
potassium takes the role of  the principal positively charged ion. Potassium plays a ma-
jor role in maintaining fluid and electrolyte balance and cell integrity. During nerve 
impulse transmission and muscle contraction, potassium and sodium briefly trade 
places across the cell membrane. The cell then quickly pumps them back into place. 
Controlling potassium distribution is a high priority for the body because it affects 
many aspects of  homeostasis, including maintaining a steady heartbeat. The sudden 
deaths that occur with fasting, eating disorders, severe diarrhea, or severe malnutri-
tion in children may be due to heart failure caused by potassium loss.

Potassium Deficiency and toxicity Potassium deficiency is characterized by an 
increase in blood pressure, kidney stones, and bone turnover. As deficiency progresses, 
symptoms include irregular heartbeats, muscle weakness, and glucose intolerance.  
Potassium deficiency results more often from excessive losses than from deficient  
intakes. Deficiency arises in abnormal conditions such as diabetic acidosis, dehydra-
tion, or prolonged vomiting or diarrhea; potassium deficiency can also result from the 
regular use of  certain medications, including diuretics, steroids, and cathartics.

Potassium toxicity does not result from overeating foods high in potassium; there-
fore, a UL was not set. Toxicity can result from overconsumption of  potassium salts 
or supplements and from certain diseases or medications. Given more potassium than 
the body needs, the kidneys accelerate their excretion. If  the GI tract is bypassed, 
however, and potassium is injected directly into a vein, it can stop the heart.

Potassium recommendations and Food Sources In healthy people, almost 
any reasonable diet provides enough potassium to prevent the dangerously low blood 
potassium that indicates a severe deficiency. Potassium is abundant inside all living 
cells, both plant and animal, and because cells remain intact until foods are pro-
cessed, the richest sources of  potassium are fresh foods of  all kinds—especially fruits 
and vegetables (see Figure 9-3). A typical U.S. eating pattern, however, is low in 
fruits and vegetables and provides far less potassium than the recommended intake.16  
Although blood potassium may remain normal on such a diet, chronic diseases are 
more likely to occur.

Potassium and Hypertension Low potassium intakes, especially when combined 
with high sodium intakes, raise blood pressure and increase the risk of death from heart 
disease and stroke.17 In contrast, eating patterns with ample potassium, particularly when 
low in sodium, appear to both prevent and correct hypertension. This effect earns potas-
sium its status as a Dietary Guidelines nutrient of  concern.18 Recall that the DASH eating 
pattern described earlier emphasizes potassium-rich foods such as fruits and vegetables.

Calcium
Calcium occupies more space in this chapter than any other major mineral. Other 
minerals with key roles in heart disease and kidney disease are revisited later in this 
book, but calcium deserves emphasis here because an adequate intake of  calcium 
early in life helps grow a healthy skeleton and prevent bone disease in later life.

F i g u r e  9 - 3   good Food 
Sources of Potassium 
Fresh fruits and vegetables provide 
potassium in abundance.
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diuretics (dye-yoo-ret-ics): medi-
cations that promote the excretion 
of water through the kidneys. some 
diuretics increase the urinary loss of 
potassium; others, called potassium-
sparing diuretics, are less likely to 
result in a potassium deficiency  
(see chapter 22).

steroids (stare-oids): medications 
used to reduce tissue inflammation, 
to suppress the immune response, or 
to replace certain steroid hormones 
in people who cannot synthesize 
them.

cathartics (ca-thart-ics): strong 
laxatives.
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calcium roles in the Body Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body. 
Ninety-nine percent of  the body’s calcium is stored in the bones (and teeth), where it 
plays two important roles. First, it is an integral part of  bone structure. Second, it serves 
as a calcium bank available to the body fluids should a drop in blood calcium occur.

calcium in Bone As bones begin to form, calcium salts form crystals on a matrix 
of  the protein collagen. As the crystals become denser, they give strength and rigidity 
to the maturing bones. As a result, the long leg bones of  children can support their 
weight by the time they have learned to walk. Figure 9-4 shows the lacy network of  
calcium-containing crystals in the bone.

Many people have the idea that bones are inert, like rocks. Not so. Bones continuously 
gain and lose minerals in an ongoing process of  remodeling. Growing children gain 
more bone than they lose, and healthy adults maintain a reasonable balance. When with-
drawals substantially exceed deposits, however, problems such as osteoporosis develop.

From birth to approximately age 20, the bones are actively growing by modifying their 
length, width, and shape (see Figure 9-5). This rapid growth phase overlaps with the next 
period of  peak bone mass development, which occurs between the ages of  12 and 30. 
During this period, skeletal mass increases. Bones grow thicker and denser by remodel-
ing, a maintenance and repair process involving the loss of existing bone and the deposi-
tion of  new bone. In the final phase, which begins between 30 and 40 years of  age and 
continues throughout the remainder of life, bone loss exceeds new bone formation.

calcium in Body Fluids The 1 percent of  the body’s calcium that circulates in the 
fluids as ionized calcium is vital to life. It plays these major roles:

 ❚ Regulates the transport of  ions across cell membranes and is particularly important 
in nerve transmission.

 ❚ Helps maintain normal blood pressure.

 ❚ Plays an essential role in the clotting of  blood.

 ❚ Is essential for muscle contraction and therefore for the heartbeat.

 ❚ Allows secretion of  hormones, digestive enzymes, and neurotransmitters.

 ❚ Activates cellular enzymes that regulate many processes.

Because of  its importance, blood calcium is tightly controlled.

calcium Balance Whenever blood calcium rises too high, a system of  hormones, 
including vitamin D, promotes its deposit into bone.* Whenever blood calcium falls 
too low, the regulatory system acts in three locations to raise it: (1) the small intestine 
absorbs more calcium; (2) the bones release more calcium into the blood; and (3) the 
kidneys excrete less calcium. Thus, blood calcium rises to normal.

*The regulators are hormones from the thyroid and parathyroid glands, as well as vitamin D. One 
hormone, parathormone, raises blood calcium. Another hormone, calcitonin, lowers blood calcium by 
inhibiting release of  calcium from bone.

F i g u r e  9 - 4   Cross-Section 
of bone
the lacy structural elements are tra-
beculae (tra-becK-you-lee), which 
can be drawn on to replenish blood 
calcium.
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F i g u r e  9 - 5   Phases of bone Development throughout Life
the active growth phase occurs from birth to approximately age 20. the next phase of peak bone mass 
development occurs between the ages of 12 and 30. the final phase, when bone resorption exceeds 
formation, begins between the ages of 30 and 40 and continues through the remainder of life.
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The calcium stored in bone provides a nearly inexhaustible source of  calcium for 
the blood. Even in a calcium deficiency, blood calcium remains normal. Blood cal-
cium changes only in response to abnormal regulatory control. Thus, a chronic de-
ficiency of  calcium due to a low dietary intake or poor absorption does not change 
blood calcium, but does deplete the calcium in the bones. To restate: it is the bones, 
not the blood, that are robbed by calcium deficiency.

calcium and osteoporosis As mentioned earlier, bone mass peaks at the time of  
skeletal maturity (about age 30), and a high peak bone mass is the best protection 
against later age-related bone loss and fracture. Adequate calcium nutrition during the 
growing years is essential to achieving optimal peak bone mass.19 Following meno-
pause, women may lose up to 20 percent of  their bone mass, as may middle-aged and 
older men. When bone loss has reached such an extreme that bones fracture under 
even common, everyday stresses, the condition is known as osteoporosis. An esti-
mated 52 million people in the United States, most of  them women older than 50, 
have or are developing osteoporosis.20 Men, however, are not immune to osteoporosis. 
Each year, 1.5 million people—30 percent of  them men—break a hip, leg, arm, hand, 
ankle, or other bone as a result of  osteoporosis.

Both genetic and environmental factors contribute to osteoporosis; Table 9-6 sum-
marizes these risk factors. Osteoporosis is more prevalent in women than men for sev-
eral reasons. First, women consume less dietary calcium than men do. Second, at all 
ages, women’s bone mass is lower than men’s because women generally have smaller 
bodies. Finally, women often lose more bone, particularly in the 6 to 8 years following 
menopause when the hormone estrogen diminishes.21

In addition to calcium, many other minerals and vitamins, including phosphorus, 
magnesium, fluoride, and vitamin D, help to form and stabilize the structure of  bones. 
Any or all of  these elements are needed to prevent bone loss. The first, most obvious 
lines of  defense, however, are to maintain a lifelong adequate intake of  calcium and 
to “exercise it into place.” Physical activity supports bone growth during adolescence 
and may protect the bones later on.22 Weight-bearing physical activity, such as walk-
ing, running, dancing, and weight training, prompts the bones to deposit minerals. 
It has long been known that, when people are confined to bed, both their muscles 
and their bones lose strength. Muscle strength and bone strength go together: when 
muscles work, they pull on the bones, and both are stimulated to grow stronger.

calcium and Disease Prevention Other roles for calcium are emerging as well. 
Calcium may protect against hypertension.23 The blood pressure-lowering DASH diet 
is not particularly low in sodium, but it is rich in calcium, as well as in potassium and 
magnesium. Calcium-rich foods may play a role in reducing body fat, protecting lean 
tissue, and maintaining a healthy body weight.24

calcium recommendations As mentioned earlier, blood calcium concentration does 
not reflect calcium status. Calcium recommendations are therefore based on balance 
studies, which measure daily intake and excretion. An optimal calcium intake reflects 
the amount needed to retain the most calcium. The more calcium retained, the greater 
the bone density (within genetic limits) and, potentially, the lower the risk of  osteoporo-
sis. Calcium recommendations during adolescence are set high (1300 milligrams) to help 
ensure that the skeleton will be strong and dense. Between the ages of 19 and 50, recom-
mendations are lowered slightly, and for women over 50 and all adults over age 70, rec-
ommendations are raised again to minimize bone loss. Many people in the United States 
have calcium intakes below current recommendations.25 Findings about the effectiveness 
of calcium supplements in reducing fractures in older women, however, are inconclusive 
or negative.26 Because adverse effects such as kidney stone formation are possible with 
high supplemental doses, a UL has been established (see inside front cover).

calcium in Foods Calcium is found most abundantly in a single food group—
milk and milk products. For this reason, dietary recommendations advise daily 

Ta b L e  9 - 6   risk Factors 
for Osteoporosis

Nonmodifiable

 ❚ Female gender

 ❚ older age

 ❚ small frame

 ❚ caucasian, asian, or hispanic/
latino heritage

 ❚ Family history of osteoporosis or 
fractures

 ❚ Personal history of fractures

 ❚ estrogen deficiency in women 
(amenorrhea or menopause, 
especially early or surgically in-
duced); testosterone deficiency 
in men

Modifiable

 ❚ sedentary lifestyle

 ❚ diet inadequate in calcium and 
vitamin d

 ❚ diet excessive in sodium, 
caffeine

 ❚ cigarette smoking

 ❚ alcohol abuse

 ❚ low body weight

 ❚ certain medications, such 
as glucocorticoids and 
anticonvulsants

osteoporosis (os-tee-oh-pore- 
oh-sis): literally, porous bones; 
reduced density of the bones, also 
known as adult bone loss.
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consumption of  low-fat or fat-free milk products. A cup of  milk offers about  
300 milligrams of  calcium, so an adult who drinks 3 cups of  milk a day (or eats the 
equivalent in yogurt) is well on the way to meeting daily calcium needs (see Table 9-7). 
The other dairy food that contains comparable amounts of  calcium is cheese. One 
slice of  cheese (1 ounce) contains about two-thirds as much calcium as a cup of  milk. 
Cottage cheese, however, contains much less. Figure 9-6 shows foods that are rich in 
calcium, and Box 9-2  on p. 236 suggests ways of  adding calcium to meals.

Some foods offer large amounts of calcium because of fortification. Calcium-fortified 
juice, high-calcium milk (milk with extra calcium added), and calcium-fortified cereals 
are examples. Some calcium-rich mineral waters may also be a useful source, providing 
calcium that may be as absorbable as that from milk but accompanied by zero kcalories.

Among the vegetables, beet greens, bok choy (a Chinese cabbage), broccoli, kale, 
mustard greens, rutabaga, and turnip greens provide some available calcium. So do 
collard greens, green cabbage, kohlrabi, parsley, and watercress. Some dark green, 
leafy vegetables—notably, spinach and Swiss chard—appear to be calcium rich but 
actually provide very little, if  any, calcium to the body. These foods contain binders 
that prevent calcium absorption. 

Aided by vitamin D, the body is able to regulate its absorption of  calcium by al-
tering its production of  the calcium-binding protein. More of  this protein is made if  
more calcium is needed. Infants and children absorb up to 60 percent of  the calcium 
they ingest, and pregnant women, about 50 percent. Other adults, who are not grow-
ing, absorb about 25 to 30 percent.27

People may think that taking a calcium supplement is preferable to getting calcium 
from food, but foods offer important fringe benefits. For example, drinking 3 cups of  
milk fortified with vitamins A and D will supply substantial amounts of  other nutri-
ents. Furthermore, the vitamin D and possibly other nutrients in the milk enhance 
calcium absorption. Some people absorb calcium better from milk and milk products 
than from even the most absorbable supplements. The National Institutes of  Health 
concludes that foods are the best sources of  calcium and recommends supplements 
only when intake from food is insufficient.

Phosphorus
Phosphorus is the second most abundant mineral in the body. About 85 percent of  it is 
found combined with calcium in the crystals of  the bones and teeth. As part of  one of  
the body’s buffer systems (phosphoric acid), phosphorus is also found in all body tissues.  
Phosphorus is a part of  DNA and RNA, the genetic material present in every cell. 
Thus, phosphorus is necessary for all growth. Phosphorus also plays many key roles in 

Ta b L e  9 - 7   Suggested 
minimum Daily Fluid milk 
intakes

young children  
(4 to 8 years of age)

2½ cups

older children and 
adolescents 

3 cups

adults 3 cups

Pregnant or 
lactating women 

3 cups

women past 
menopause 

3 cups

These foods provide 10 percent or more of the calcium Daily Value in a serving.
b

a

Broccoli, bok choy, kale, and some other cooked green leafy vegetables are important sources of bioavailable calcium. Almonds also supply calcium. 
Other greens, such as spinach and chard, contain calcium in an unabsorbable form. Some calcium-rich mineral waters may also be good sources.

MILK
1 c 300 mg

TURNIP GREENS (cooked)
1 c 198 mg 1 c 158 mg

TOFU (calcium set)
1/2 c 250 mg

CHEDDAR CHEESE
11/2 oz 300 mg

WAFFLE (whole grain)
1 waffle 196 mg

SARDINES (with bones)
3 oz 325 mg

BOK CHOYb (cooked)
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F i g u r e  9 - 6   good Sources of Calciuma

binders: chemical compounds in 
foods that combine with nutrients 
(especially minerals) to form com-
plexes the body cannot absorb. 
examples include phytates and 
oxalates.
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the transfer of  energy that occurs during cellular metabolism. Phosphorus-containing 
lipids (phospholipids) help transport other lipids in the blood. Phospholipids are also 
principal components of  cell membranes.

Animal protein is the best source of  phosphorus because the mineral is so abundant 
in the cells of  animals. Milk and cheese are also rich sources. Diets that provide ad-
equate energy and protein also supply adequate phosphorus. Dietary deficiencies are 
rare. A summary of  facts about phosphorus appears in Table 9-8 later in the chapter.

Magnesium
Magnesium barely qualifies as a major mineral. Only about 1 ounce of  magnesium is 
present in the body of  a 130-pound person, more than half  of  it in the bones. Most of  
the rest is in the muscles, heart, liver, and other soft tissues, with only 1 percent in the 
body fluids. Bone magnesium seems to be a reservoir to ensure that some will be on 
hand for vital reactions regardless of  recent dietary intake.

Magnesium is critical to the operation of  hundreds of  enzymes and other cellu-
lar functions.28 It acts in all the cells of  the soft tissues, where it forms part of  the 
protein-making machinery and is necessary for the release of  energy. Magnesium and 
calcium work together for proper functioning of  the muscles: calcium promotes con-
traction, and magnesium helps relax the muscles afterward. Magnesium is also criti-
cal to normal heart function.29 Like many other nutrients, magnesium supports the 
normal functioning of  the immune system and inflammatory response.30

Magnesium Deficiency Magnesium deficiency can result from inadequate  
intake, vomiting, diarrhea, alcohol abuse, or malnutrition; in people who have been 

those who tolerate milk can slip extra calcium into meals by 
sprinkling a tablespoon or two of fat-free dry milk into almost 
everything. the added kcalorie value is small, and changes to 
the taste and texture of the dish are practically nil. yet each  
2 tablespoons adds about 100 extra milligrams of calcium and 
moves people closer to meeting the recommendation to obtain 
3 cups of milk each day. here are some more tips for including 
calcium-rich foods in your meals.

At Breakfast

 ❚ choose calcium-fortified orange or vegetable juice.

 ❚ serve tea or coffee, hot or iced, with milk.

 ❚ choose cereals, hot or cold, with milk.

 ❚ cook hot cereals with milk instead of water; then mix in 
2 tablespoons of fat-free dry milk.

 ❚ make muffins or quick breads with milk and extra fat-free 
powdered milk.

 ❚ add milk to scrambled eggs.

 ❚ moisten cereals with flavored yogurt.

At lunch

 ❚ add low-fat cheeses to sandwiches, burgers, or salads.

 ❚ use a variety of green vegetables, such as watercress or kale, 
in salads and on sandwiches.

 ❚ drink fat-free milk or calcium-fortified soy milk as a beverage 
or in a smoothie.

 ❚ drink calcium-rich mineral water as a beverage (studies 
suggest significant calcium absorption).

 ❚ marinate cabbage shreds or broccoli spears in low-fat italian 
dressing for an interesting salad that provides calcium.

 ❚ choose coleslaw over potato and macaroni salads.

 ❚ mix the mashed bones of canned salmon into salmon salad  
or patties.

 ❚ eat sardines with their bones.

 ❚ stuff potatoes with broccoli and low-fat cheese.

 ❚ try pasta such as ravioli stuffed with low-fat ricotta cheese 
instead of meat.

 ❚ sprinkle Parmesan cheese on pasta salads.

At Supper
 ❚ toss a handful of thinly sliced green vegetables, such as kale or 

young turnip greens, with hot pasta; the greens wilt pleasingly 
in the steam of the freshly cooked pasta.

 ❚ serve a green vegetable every night and try new ones—how 
about kohlrabi? it tastes delicious when cooked like broccoli.

 ❚ learn to stir-fry chinese cabbage and other asian foods.

 ❚ try tofu (the calcium-set kind); this versatile food has inspired 
whole cookbooks devoted to its creative uses.

 ❚ add fat-free powdered milk to almost anything—meatloaf, 
sauces, gravies, soups, stuffings, casseroles, blended beverages, 
puddings, quick breads, cookies, brownies. be creative.

 ❚ choose frozen yogurt, ice milk, or custards for dessert.
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fed nutritionally incomplete fluids intravenously for too long after surgery; or in peo-
ple using diuretics. Magnesium deficiency symptoms include a low blood calcium 
level, muscle cramps, and seizures. Magnesium deficiency is thought to cause the 
hallucinations commonly experienced during withdrawal from alcohol intoxication. 
In addition, magnesium deficiency may worsen inflammation associated with many 
chronic diseases and may increase the risk of  stroke and sudden death by heart fail-
ure, even in otherwise healthy people.31 Low intakes of  magnesium may have adverse 
effects on bone metabolism and increase the risk for osteoporosis as well.32

Magnesium toxicity Magnesium toxicity is rare, but it can be fatal. Toxicity  
occurs only with high intakes from nonfood sources such as supplements or mag-
nesium salts. Accidental poisonings may occur in children with access to medicine 
cabinets and in older adults who abuse magnesium-containing laxatives, antacids, and 
other medications. The consequences include diarrhea, abdominal cramps, and, in 
severe cases, acid–base imbalance and potassium depletion.

Magnesium intakes and Food Sources Although average magnesium intakes 
typically fall below recommendations, deficiency symptoms are rare in healthy people. 
In some areas of  the country, the water naturally contains both calcium and magne-
sium. This so-called “hard” water can contribute significantly to magnesium intakes.

Magnesium-rich food sources include dark green, leafy vegetables; nuts; legumes; 
whole-grain breads and cereals; seafood; chocolate; and cocoa (see Figure 9-7). Magne-
sium is easily lost from foods during processing, so unprocessed foods are the best choices.

Sulfate
Sulfate is the oxidized form of sulfur as it exists in foods and water. The body requires sul-
fate for the synthesis of many important sulfur-containing compounds. Sulfur-containing 
amino acids play an important role in helping to shape strands of protein.* The particular 
shape of  a protein enables it to do its specific job, such as enzyme work. Skin, hair, and 
nails contain some of the body’s more rigid proteins, which have high sulfur contents.

There is no recommended intake for sulfur, and no deficiencies are known. Only a 
person who lacks protein to the point of  severe deficiency will lack the sulfur-containing 
amino acids.

*The sulfur-containing amino acids are methionine and cysteine. Cysteine in one part of  a protein 
chain can bind to cysteine in another part of  the chain by way of  a sulfur-sulfur bridge, thus helping to 
stabilize the protein structure.

aThese foods provide 10 percent or more of the magnesium Daily Value in a serving.
bWheat bran provides magnesium, but re�ned grain products are low in magnesium.
cMagnesium in oysters varies.

BLACK BEANS (cooked)
1/2 c 60 mg

OYSTERSc (steamed)
3 oz  42 mg

SOY MILK
1 c 46 mg

BRAN CEREALb

(ready-to-eat)
1 c 80 mg

YOGURT (plain)
1 c 43 mg

SPINACH (cooked)
1/2 c 78 mg
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ All of  the major minerals influence the body’s fluid balance, but sodium, chloride, 
and potassium are most noted for this role.

 ❚ Excess sodium in the diet contributes to high blood pressure.

 ❚ Most of  the body’s calcium is in the bones, where it provides a rigid structure and 
a reservoir of  calcium for the blood.

 ❚ Magnesium is critical to the operation of  hundreds of  enzymes and other cellular 
functions.

Table 9-8 offers a summary of  the major minerals and their functions.

Ta b L e  9 - 8   The major minerals—a Summary

Mineral Name Chief Functions in the Body Deficiency Symptoms Toxicity Symptoms Significant Sources

Sodium with chloride and potassium 
(electrolytes), maintains cells’ 
normal fluid balance and acid–base 
balance in the body. also critical 
to nerve impulse transmission and 
muscle contraction.

muscle cramps, mental 
apathy, loss of appetite

hypertension salt, soy sauce, 
processed foods

Chloride Part of the hydrochloric acid 
found in the stomach and 
necessary for proper digestion.

does not occur under 
normal circumstances

normally harmless 
(the gas chlorine is a 
poison but evaporates 
from water); can cause 
vomiting

salt, soy sauce; 
moderate quantities 
in whole, unprocessed 
foods; large amounts 
in processed foods

Potassium Facilitates reactions, including 
the making of protein; the 
maintenance of fluid and 
electrolyte balance; the support of 
cell integrity; the transmission of 
nerve impulses; and the contraction 
of muscles, including the heart.

moderate deficiency: elevated 
blood pressure, increased salt 
sensitivity, increased risk of 
kidney stones, increased bone 
turnover. severe deficiency: 
cardiac arrhythmias, muscle 
weakness, glucose intolerance.

causes muscular 
weakness; triggers 
vomiting; if given into a 
vein, can stop the heart

all whole foods: 
meats, milk, fruits, 
vegetables, grains, 
legumes

Calcium the principal mineral of bones and 
teeth. also acts in normal muscle 
contraction and relaxation, nerve 
functioning, blood clotting, blood 
pressure, and immune defenses.

stunted growth in  
children; adult bone  
loss (osteoporosis)

constipation; increased risk 
of urinary stone formation 
and kidney dysfunction; 
interference with absorption 
of other minerals

milk and milk 
products, oysters, 
small fish (with 
bones), tofu (bean 
curd), greens, legumes

Phosphorus involved in the mineralization of 
bones and teeth. important in cells’ 
genetic material, in cell membranes 
as phospholipids, in energy 
transfer, and in buffering systems.

Phosphorus deficiency 
unknown

calcification of 
nonskeletal tissues, 
particularly the kidneys

Foods from animal 
sources (meat, fish, 
poultry, eggs, milk)

Magnesium another factor involved in bone 
mineralization, the building of 
protein, enzyme action, normal 
muscular contraction, and 
transmission of nerve impulses.

low blood calcium; muscle 
cramps; confusion; if 
extreme, seizures, bizarre 
movements, hallucinations, 
and difficulty in swallowing; 
in children, growth failure.

From nonfood sources 
only; diarrhea, nausea, 
and abdominal cramps; 
acid–base imbalance; 
potassium depletion

nuts, legumes, whole 
grains, dark green 
vegetables, seafoods, 
chocolate, cocoa

Sulfate a component of certain amino 
acids; part of the vitamins biotin 
and thiamin and the hormone 
insulin; stabilizes protein shape by 
forming sulfur–sulfur bridges.

none known; protein 
deficiency would occur first

would occur only if sulfur 
amino acids were eaten 
in excess; this (in animals) 
depresses growth

all protein-containing 
foods (meats, fish, 
poultry, eggs, milk, 
legumes, nuts)
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9.3 The Trace Minerals
LO 9.3 Identify the main roles, deficiency and toxicity symptoms, and food 
sources for each of the trace minerals (iron, zinc, selenium, iodine, copper,  
manganese, fluoride, chromium, and molybdenum).

Figure 9-1, earlier in this chapter, shows how tiny the quantities of  trace minerals in 
the human body are. If  you could remove all of  them from your body, you would have 
only a bit of  dust, hardly enough to fill a teaspoon. Yet each of  the trace minerals 
performs some vital role for which no substitute will do. A deficiency of  any of  them 
can be fatal, and an excess of  many can be equally deadly. Table 9-9, at the end of  the 
chapter, provides a summary of  the trace minerals.

Iron
Every living cell—both plant and animal—contains iron. Most of  the iron in the 
body is a component of  the proteins hemoglobin in red blood cells and myoglobin in 
muscle cells. The iron in both hemoglobin and myoglobin helps them carry and hold 
oxygen and then release it. Hemoglobin in the blood carries oxygen from the lungs 
to tissues throughout the body. Myoglobin holds oxygen for the muscles to use when 
they contract. As part of  many enzymes, iron is vital to the processes by which cells 
generate energy. Iron is also needed to make new cells, amino acids, hormones, and 
neurotransmitters.

The special provisions the body makes for iron’s handling show that it is a precious 
mineral to be tightly hoarded. For example, when a red blood cell dies, the liver saves 
the iron and returns it to the bone marrow, which uses it to build new red blood cells. 
The body does lose iron from the digestive tract, in nail and hair trimmings, and in 
shed skin cells, but only in tiny amounts. Bleeding, however, can cause significant iron 
loss from the body.

Special measures are needed to maintain an appropriate iron balance in the body. 
Iron is a powerful oxidant that generates free-radical reactions. Free radicals increase 
oxidative stress and inflammation associated with diseases such as diabetes, heart dis-
ease, and cancer.33 To ensure that enough iron is available to meet the body’s needs 
and yet guard against excessive and damaging levels, special proteins transport and 
store the body’s iron supply, and its absorption is tightly regulated.34 Because the body 
has no active means of  excreting excess iron, regulation of  absorption plays a critical 
role in iron homeostasis.35

Normally, only about 10 to 15 percent of  dietary iron is absorbed, but if  the body’s 
supply is diminished or if  the need increases for any reason (such as pregnancy), ab-
sorption increases. The body makes several provisions for absorbing iron. A special 
protein in the intestinal cells captures iron and holds it in reserve for release into the 
body as needed; another protein transfers the iron to transferrin, an iron carrier in the 
blood. Transferrin carries the iron to tissues throughout the body. When more iron is 
needed, more of  these proteins are produced so that more than the usual amount of  
iron can be absorbed and carried. If  there is a surplus, iron storage proteins—ferritin 
and hemosiderin—in the liver, bone marrow, and other organs store it.

Researchers are discovering genes that participate in the regulation of  the body’s 
iron at an extraordinary pace.36 Along the way, new information about how the body 
controls the uptake, storage, and distribution of  iron is emerging. The hormone  
hepcidin, produced by the liver, is central to the regulation of  iron balance.37 Hepcidin  
helps to maintain blood iron within the normal range by limiting absorption from 
the small intestine and controlling release from the liver, spleen, and bone marrow.38 
Many details are known about this process, but simply described, hepcidin works in 
an elegant feedback system to control blood iron: Elevated levels of  iron in the blood 
(and liver) trigger hepcidin secretion, which reduces iron absorption and inhibits the 

hemoglobin: the oxygen-carrying 
protein of the red blood cells. 
  hemo 5 blood 
  globin 5 globular protein

myoglobin: the oxygen-carrying 
protein of the muscle cells. 
  myo 5 muscle

transferrin (trans-Ferr-in): the 
body’s iron-carrying protein.

hepcidin (heP-sid-in): a hormone 
secreted by the liver in response to 
elevated blood iron. hepcidin reduces 
iron’s absorption from the intestine 
and its release from storage.
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release of  stored iron, thereby reducing the blood iron concentration. Low levels of  
iron in the blood suppress hepcidin secretion, which increases iron absorption and 
mobilizes storage iron, raising the blood iron concentrations. Thus, the body adjusts 
to changing iron needs and iron availability in the diet.39

iron Deficiency Worldwide, iron deficiency is the most common nutrient defi-
ciency, with iron-deficiency anemia affecting 1.5 to 2 billion people—mostly pre-
school children and pregnant women.40 In the United States, iron deficiency is less 
prevalent, but it still affects about 10 percent of  toddlers, adolescent girls, and women 
of  childbearing age. Iron deficiency is also relatively common among those who 
are overweight.41 The association between iron deficiency and obesity has yet to be  
explained, but researchers are currently examining the relationships between the  
inflammation that develops with excess body fat and reduced iron absorption.42

Some stages of  life demand more iron but provide less, making deficiency likely.43 
Women are especially prone to iron deficiency during their reproductive years  
because of  blood losses during menstruation. Pregnancy places further iron demands 
on women: iron is needed to support the added blood volume, the growth of  the  
fetus, and blood loss during childbirth. Infants (6 months or older) and young children 
receive little iron from their high-milk diets, yet they need extra iron to support their 
rapid growth and brain development. The rapid growth of  adolescence, especially for 
males, and the blood losses of  menstruation for females also demand extra iron that a 
typical teen diet may not provide. To summarize, an adequate iron intake is especially 
important for women in their reproductive years, pregnant women, infants, toddlers, 
and adolescents.

causes of iron Deficiency The cause of  iron deficiency is usually inadequate in-
take resulting from iron-poor food choices or a sheer lack of  food altogether. In the 
Western world, high sugar and fat intakes are often associated with low iron intakes. 
Blood loss is the primary nonnutritional cause, especially in poor regions of  the world 
where parasitic infections of  the GI tract may lead to blood loss.

assessment of iron Deficiency Iron deficiency develops in three stages that can 
be identified using laboratory tests (Appendix E provides more details). In the first 
stage of  iron deficiency both iron stores and ferritin levels diminish. Measures of  se-
rum ferritin (in the blood) reflect iron stores and are most valuable in assessing iron 
status at this earliest stage.

The second stage of  iron deficiency is characterized by a decrease in transport iron: 
levels of  serum iron fall, and levels of  the iron-carrying protein transferrin increase 
(an adaptation that enhances iron absorption). Together, these two measures can  
determine the severity of  the deficiency—the more transferrin and the less iron in the 
blood, the more advanced the deficiency is. Transferrin saturation—the percentage of  
transferrin that is saturated with iron—decreases as iron stores decline.

The third stage of  iron deficiency occurs when the lack of  iron limits hemoglobin 
production. Now the hemoglobin precursor, erythrocyte protoporphyrin, begins to 
accumulate as hemoglobin and hematocrit values decline.

Hemoglobin and hematocrit tests are easy, quick, and inexpensive, so they are the 
tests most commonly used in evaluating iron status. Their usefulness is limited, how-
ever, because they are late indicators of  iron deficiency. Furthermore, other nutrient 
deficiencies and medical conditions can influence their values.

iron Deficiency and anemia Iron deficiency and iron-deficiency anemia are not 
the same: people may be iron deficient without being anemic. The term iron deficiency 
refers to depleted body iron stores without regard to the degree of  depletion or to the 
presence of  anemia. The term iron-deficiency anemia refers to the severe depletion of  
iron stores that results in a low hemoglobin concentration. In iron-deficiency anemia, 

iron deficiency: the condition of 
having depleted iron stores.

iron-deficiency anemia: a 
blood iron deficiency character-
ized by small, pale red blood cells; 
also called microcytic hypochromic 
anemia. 
  micro 5 small 
  cytic 5 cells 
  hypo 5 too little 
  chrom 5 color

erythrocyte protoporphyrin 
(Pro-toh-Pore-fe-rin): a precursor 
to hemoglobin.

hematocrit (hee-mat-oh-crit): 
measurement of the volume of the 
red blood cells packed by centrifuge 
in a given volume of blood.
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red blood cells are pale and small (see Figure 9-8). They can’t carry enough oxygen 
from the lungs to the tissues. Without adequate iron, energy metabolism in the cells 
falters. The result is fatigue, weakness, headaches, apathy, pallor, and poor resistance 
to cold temperatures. Because hemoglobin is the bright red pigment of  the blood, the 
skin of  a fair person who is anemic may become noticeably pale. In a dark-skinned 
person, the tongue and eye lining, normally pink, will be very pale.

The fatigue that accompanies iron-deficiency anemia differs from the tiredness a 
person experiences from a simple lack of  sleep. People with anemia feel fatigue only 
when they exert themselves. Iron supplementation can, over time, relieve the fatigue 
and improve the body’s response to physical activity.

Less severe iron deficiency produces symptoms, too. Long before the red blood cells 
are affected and anemia is diagnosed, a developing iron deficiency affects behavior.44 
Even at slightly lowered iron levels, energy metabolism is impaired and neurotrans-
mitter synthesis is altered, reducing physical work capacity and mental productivity.45 
Without the physical energy and mental alertness to work, plan, think, play, sing, or 
learn, people simply do these things less. They have no obvious deficiency signs; they 
just appear unmotivated, apathetic, and less physically fit. Children deprived of  iron 
become irritable, restless, and unable to pay attention (see Chapter 12). These symp-
toms are among the first to appear when the body’s iron begins to fall and among the 
first to disappear when iron status is restored. 

iron Deficiency and Pica A curious behavior seen in some iron-deficient (and 
sometimes zinc-deficient) people, especially in women and children of  low-income 
groups, is pica—the craving for and consumption of  ice, chalk, starch, and other non-
food substances. These substances contain no iron and cannot remedy a deficiency; 
in fact, clay actually inhibits iron absorption, which may explain the iron deficiency 
that accompanies such behavior. Pica is poorly understood. Its cause is unknown, but 
researchers hypothesize that it may be motivated by hunger, nutrient deficiencies, or 
an attempt to protect against toxins or microbes.46

caution on Self-Diagnosis Low hemoglobin may reflect an inadequate iron intake, 
and, if  it does, the physician may prescribe iron supplements. Any nutrient deficiency, 
disease, or agent that interferes with hemoglobin synthesis, disrupts hemoglobin func-
tion, or causes a loss of  red blood cells can precipitate anemia, however. Thus, feel-
ing fatigued, weak, and apathetic is a sign that something is wrong and that a person 
should consult a physician, not an indication that he or she should take supplements. 
In fact, iron supplements can mask a serious medical condition, such as hidden bleed-
ing from cancer or an ulcer. Furthermore, a person can waste precious time by not 
seeking treatment. Remember, don’t self-diagnose.

iron overload As mentioned earlier, because too much iron can be toxic, its levels in 
the body are closely regulated and absorption normally decreases when iron stores are 
full.47 Even a diet that includes fortified foods usually poses no risk for most people, 
but some people are vulnerable to excess iron. Once considered rare, iron overload 
has emerged as an important disorder of  iron metabolism and regulation.

Iron overload, known as hemochromatosis, is usually caused by a genetic failure to pre-
vent unneeded iron in the diet from being absorbed.48 Research suggests that just as insulin 
supports normal glucose homeostasis, and its absence or ineffectiveness causes diabetes, 
the hormone hepcidin supports iron homeostasis and a deficiency of or (rarely) resistance 
to it causes hemochromatosis.49 Other causes of  iron overload include repeated blood 
transfusions, massive doses of supplementary iron, and other rare metabolic disorders.

Some of  the signs and symptoms of  iron overload are similar to those of  iron  
deficiency: apathy, lethargy, and fatigue. Therefore, taking iron supplements before 
assessing iron status is clearly unwise; hemoglobin tests alone would fail to make the 
distinction because excess iron accumulates in storage. Iron overload assessment tests 
measure transferrin saturation and serum ferritin.

pica (Pie-ka): a craving for nonfood 
substances; also known as geopha-
gia (jee-oh-Fay-jee-uh) when refer-
ring to clay-eating behavior. 
  picus 5 woodpecker or magpie 
  geo 5 earth 
  phagein 5 to eat

iron overload: toxicity from ex-
cess iron.

hemochromatosis (heem-oh-
crome-a-toh-sis): iron overload 
characterized by deposits of iron-
containing pigment in many tissues, 
with tissue damage. hemochroma-
tosis is usually caused by a hereditary 
defect in iron absorption.
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Normal red blood cells. Both size and
color are normal.

Blood cells in iron-deficiency anemia.
These cells are small and pale because
they contain less hemoglobin.

F i g u r e  9 - 8   normal and 
anemic blood Cells
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Iron overload is characterized by free-radical tissue damage, especially in iron-storing 
organs such as the liver.50 Infections are likely because bacteria thrive on iron-rich blood.51 
Symptoms are most severe in alcohol abusers because alcohol damages the intestine, fur-
ther impairing its defenses against absorbing excess iron. Untreated hemochromatosis 
aggravates the risk of diabetes, liver cancer, heart disease, and arthritis.

Iron overload is much more common in men than in women and is twice as preva-
lent among men as iron deficiency. The widespread fortification of  foods with iron 
makes it difficult for people with hemochromatosis to follow an iron-restricted diet.

iron Poisoning The rapid ingestion of  massive amounts of  iron can cause sudden 
death. Iron-containing supplements can easily cause accidental poisonings in young 
children.52 As few as five iron tablets have caused death in a child. Keep iron-containing  
supplements out of  children’s reach. If  you suspect iron poisoning, call the nearest  
poison center or a physician immediately.

iron recommendations The average eating pattern in the United States provides 
only about 6 to 7 milligrams of  iron for every 1000 kcalories. Men need 8 milligrams 
of  iron each day; most men easily take in more than 2000 kcalories, so a man can 
meet his iron needs without special effort. The recommendation for women during 
childbearing years, however, is 18 milligrams. Because women have higher iron needs 
and typically consume fewer than 2000 kcalories per day, they have trouble achieving 
appropriate iron intakes. On average, women receive only 12 to 13 milligrams of  iron 
per day, not enough until after menopause. To meet their iron needs from foods, pre-
menopausal women need to select iron-rich foods at every meal. Vegetarians, because 
vegetable sources of  iron are poorly absorbed, should aim for 1.8 times the normal 
requirement (see Nutrition in Practice 4).

iron in Foods Iron occurs in two forms in foods: heme and nonheme. Heme iron, 
which is up to 10 times more absorbable than nonheme iron, is bound into the iron-
carrying proteins hemoglobin and myoglobin in meat, poultry, and fish. Heme iron 
contributes a small portion of  the iron consumed by most people, but it is absorbed at 
a fairly constant rate of  about 23 percent. Nonheme iron is found in both meats and 
plant foods. People absorb nonheme iron at a lower rate (2 to 20 percent); its absorp-
tion depends on several dietary factors and iron stores. Most of  the iron people con-
sume is nonheme iron from vegetables, grains, eggs, meat, fish, and poultry. Figure 9-9 
shows the iron contents of  several different foods.

 aThese foods provide 10 percent or more of the iron Daily Value in a serving. For a 2000-kcalorie diet, the DV is 18 mg/day.
Note : Dried figs contain 0.6 mg per 1/4 cup; raisins contain 0.8 mg per 1/4 cup.

bSome clams may contain less, but most types are iron-rich foods.
cLegumes contain phytates that reduce iron absorption.
dEnriched cereals vary widely in iron content.

BEEF STEAK (lean)
3 oz 1.8 mg

BLACK BEANSc (cooked)
1/2 c 1.8 mg

SPINACH (cooked)
1/2 c 3.2 mg

NAVY BEANSc (cooked)
1/2 c 2.3 mg

ENRICHED CEREALd

(ready-to-eat)
18.0 mg

SWISS CHARD (cooked)
1/2 c 2.0 mg

CLAMSb (steamed)
3 oz 23.8 mg

BEEF LIVER (cooked)
3 oz 5.6 mg

3/4 c

F i g u r e  9 - 9   good Sources of irona
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Iron absorption from foods can be maximized by two substances that enhance 
iron absorption: MFP factor and vitamin C. Meat, fish, and poultry contain MFP 
factor, a factor other than heme that promotes the absorption of  iron—even non-
heme iron from other foods eaten at the same time. Vitamin C eaten in the same 
meal also doubles or triples nonheme iron absorption. Additionally, cooking with 
iron skillets can contribute iron to the diet. Some substances impair iron absorption; 
they include the tannins of  tea and coffee, the calcium in milk, and the phytates that 
accompany fiber in legumes and whole-grain cereals. Box 9-3 offers suggestions for 
obtaining adequate iron.

Zinc
Zinc is a versatile trace mineral necessary for the activation of  more than 50 dif-
ferent enzymes.53 These zinc-requiring enzymes perform tasks in the eyes, liver, 
kidneys, muscles, skin, bones, and male reproductive organs. Zinc works with the 
enzymes that make genetic material; manufacture heme; digest food; metabolize 
carbohydrate, protein, and fat; liberate vitamin A from storage in the liver; and dis-
pose of  damaging free radicals. Zinc also interacts with platelets in blood clotting, 
affects thyroid hormone function, assists in immune function, and affects behavior 
and learning performance. Zinc is needed to produce the active form of  vitamin A 
in visual pigments and is essential to wound healing, taste perception, the making 
of  sperm, and fetal development. When zinc deficiency occurs, it impairs all these 
and other functions.

The body’s handling of  zinc differs from that of  iron but with some interesting 
similarities. For example, like iron, extra zinc that enters the body is held within the 
intestinal cells, and only the amount needed is released into the bloodstream. As with 
iron, zinc status influences the percentage of  zinc absorbed from the diet; if  more is 
needed, more is absorbed.

Zinc’s main transport vehicle in the blood is the protein albumin. This may ac-
count for observations that serum zinc concentrations decline in conditions that lower 
plasma albumin concentrations—for example, pregnancy and malnutrition.

Zinc Deficiency Zinc deficiency in human beings was first reported in the 1960s 
in studies of  growing children and male adolescents in Egypt, Iran, and Turkey. 
Their diets were typically low in zinc and high in fiber and phytates (which impair 
zinc absorption). The zinc deficiency was marked by dwarfism, or severe growth re-
tardation, and arrested sexual maturation—symptoms that were responsive to zinc 
supplementation.

this chili dinner provides iron and 
mFP factor from meat, iron from 
legumes, and vitamin c from 
tomatoes. the combination of heme 
iron, nonheme iron, mFP factor, 
and vitamin c helps to achieve 
maximum iron absorption.
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tannins: compounds in tea  
(especially black tea) and coffee 
that bind iron.

phytates: nonnutrient components 
of grains, legumes, and seeds. Phytates 
can bind minerals such as iron, zinc, 
calcium, and magnesium in insoluble 
complexes in the intestine, and the 
body excretes them unused.

the following set of guidelines can be used for planning an  
iron-rich diet:

 ❚ Breads and cereals. use only whole-grain, enriched, and 
fortified products (iron is one of the enrichment nutrients).

 ❚ Vegetables. the dark green, leafy vegetables are good sources 
of vitamin c and iron. eat vitamin c–rich vegetables often to 
enhance absorption of the iron from foods eaten with them.

 ❚ Fruits. dried fruits, such as raisins, apricots, peaches, and 
prunes, are high in iron. eat vitamin c–rich fruits often with 
iron-containing foods.

 ❚ Milk and cheese. do not overdo foods from the milk  
group; they are poor sources of iron. but do not omit  
them, either, because they are rich in calcium. drink  
fat-free milk to free kcalories to be invested in iron-rich 
foods.

 ❚ Meats. meat, fish, and poultry are excellent iron sources.

 ❚ Legumes. include legumes frequently. one cup of peas or 
beans can supply up to 7 milligrams of iron.

How To B O X  9 - 3  a d d  i r o n  t o  d a i ly  m e a l s
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Since that time, zinc deficiency has been recognized elsewhere and is known to 
affect more than growth. It drastically impairs immune function, causes loss of  appe-
tite, and, during pregnancy, may lead to growth and developmental disorders. In the 
developing world, more than 2 billion people are zinc deficient, and zinc deficiency 
is a substantial contributor to illness and death.54 A detailed list of  symptoms of  zinc 
deficiency is presented later in Table 9-9.

Pronounced zinc deficiency is not widespread in developed countries, but deficiencies 
do occur in the most vulnerable groups of the U.S. population—pregnant women, young 
children, the elderly, and the poor. Even mild zinc deficiency can result in metabolic 
changes such as impaired immune response, abnormal taste, and abnormal dark adapta-
tion (zinc is required to produce the active form of vitamin A, retinal, in visual pigments).

Some people are at greater risk of  zinc deficiency than others. Pregnant teenagers 
need zinc for their own growth as well as for the developing fetus. Vegetarians whose 
diets emphasize whole grains, legumes, and other plant foods may also be at risk. These 
foods, though rich in zinc, also contain phytate, a potent inhibitor of  zinc absorption.55 
Protein enhances zinc absorption, but most plant-protein foods also contain phytate. 
The DRI committee suggests that the dietary zinc requirement for vegetarians who ex-
clude all animal-derived foods may be as much as 50 percent greater than the RDA, but 
so far evidence is insufficient to establish zinc recommendations based on the presence 
of  other food components or nutrients. Vegetarians who include cheese, eggs, or other 
animal protein in their diet absorb more zinc than those who exclude these foods.

Zinc toxicity Zinc can be toxic if  consumed in large enough quantities. A high zinc 
intake is known to produce copper-deficiency anemia by inducing the intestinal cells to 
synthesize large amounts of a protein (metallothionein) that captures copper in a nonab-
sorbable form. Accidental consumption of  high levels of  zinc can cause vomiting, diar-
rhea, headaches, exhaustion, and other symptoms (see Table 9-9, later in the chapter). 
Large doses can even be fatal. The UL for zinc for adults is 40 milligrams per day.

Zinc recommendations and Food Sources Most people in the United States have 
zinc intakes that approximate recommendations. Zinc is most abundant in foods high 
in protein, such as shellfish (especially oysters), meats, poultry, and milk products. In 
general, two 3-ounce servings a day of  animal protein foods provide most of  the zinc 
a healthy person needs. Legumes and whole-grain products are good sources of  zinc if  
eaten in large quantities. For infants, breast milk is a good source of  zinc, which is more 
efficiently absorbed from human milk than from cow’s milk. Commercial infant formu-
las are fortified with zinc, of  course. Figure 9-10 shows zinc-rich foods.

  aThese foods provide 10 percent or more of the zinc Daily Value in a serving.
bSome oysters contain more or less than this amount, but all types are zinc-rich foods.
cEnriched cereals vary widely in zinc content.

BEEF STEAK (lean)
3 oz 4.9 mg

ENRICHED CEREALc

(ready-to-eat)
3/4  c 15 mg

YOGURT (plain)
1 c  2.2 mg

SHRIMP (cooked)
3 oz 1.5 mg

PORK CHOP
3 oz 2.8 mg

OYSTERSb (steamed)
3 oz 67.0 mg

F i g u r e  9 - 1 0   good Sources of Zinca
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Zinc supplements are not recommended unless prescribed for an accurately  
diagnosed zinc deficiency or as a medication to displace other ions in unusual med-
ical circumstances. Normally, it is possible to obtain enough zinc from the diet. 
Zinc from cold-relief  lozenges, sprays, and gels may sometimes shorten the dura-
tion of  a cold, but they can upset the stomach and contribute supplemental zinc to  
the body.56

Selenium
Selenium is an essential trace mineral that functions as an antioxidant nutrient, 
working primarily as a part of  proteins—most notably, the enzyme glutathione  
peroxidase.57 Glutathione peroxidase and vitamin E work in tandem. Glutathione 
peroxidase prevents free-radical formation, thus blocking the damaging chain reaction 
before it begins; if  free radicals do form, and a chain reaction starts, vitamin E halts it. 
Selenium-containing enzymes are necessary for the proper functioning of  the iodine-
containing thyroid hormones that regulate metabolism.58

Selenium and cancer The question of  whether selenium protects against the  
development of  certain cancers, particularly prostate cancer, is under intense inves-
tigation.59 Adequate blood selenium seems protective against cancers of  the prostate, 
colon, and other sites.60 Many questions remain unanswered regarding selenium 
status, intake, and cancer, however. For example, the range of  selenium status and 
the levels of  intakes most beneficial to reducing cancer risk have not been estab-
lished.61 Given the potential for harm from excess selenium and the lack of  con-
clusive evidence, recommending selenium supplements to prevent cancer would be  
premature.

Selenium Deficiency Selenium deficiency is associated with Keshan disease—a 
heart disease observed in children and young women living in regions of  China where 
the soil and foods lack selenium. Keshan disease is named for one of  the provinces 
where it was studied. Although the primary cause of  Keshan disease is probably a 
virus, selenium deficiency appears to predispose people to it, and adequate selenium 
seems to prevent it. 

Selenium toxicity Because high doses of  selenium are toxic, a UL has been set 
(see inside front cover). Selenium toxicity causes vomiting, diarrhea, loss of  hair and 
nails, and lesions of  the skin and nervous system.62

Selenium recommendations and intakes Anyone who eats a normal diet com-
posed mostly of  unprocessed foods need not worry about meeting selenium recom-
mendations. Selenium is widely distributed in foods such as meats and shellfish and in 
vegetables and grains grown on selenium-rich soil. Some regions in the United States 
and Canada produce crops on selenium-poor soil, but people are protected from defi-
ciency because they eat selenium-rich meat and supermarket foods transported from 
other regions. Eating as few as two Brazil nuts a day effectively improves selenium 
status.

Iodine
Traces of  the iodine ion (called iodide) are indispensible to life. In the GI tract, iodine 
from foods becomes iodide. This chapter uses the term iodine when referring to the 
nutrient in foods, and iodide when referring to it in the body. Iodide occurs in the body 
in minuscule amounts, but its principal role in human nutrition is well known, and the 
amount needed is well established. Iodide is an integral part of  the thyroid hormones, 
which regulate body temperature, metabolic rate, reproduction, growth, the making 
of  blood cells, nerve and muscle function, and more.
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iodine Deficiency and toxicity When the iodide concentration in the blood is 
low, the cells of  the thyroid gland enlarge in an attempt to trap as many particles of  
iodide as possible. If  the gland enlarges until it is visible, the swelling is called a goiter 
(see Figure 9-11). People with iodine deficiency this severe become sluggish and may 
gain weight. Goiter afflicts about 200 million people the world over, many of  them 
in South America, Asia, and Africa. In most cases of  goiter, the cause is iodine defi-
ciency, but some people have goiter because they overconsume foods of  the cabbage 
family and others that contain an antithyroid substance (goitrogen) whose effect is 
not counteracted by dietary iodine.

Goiter may be the earliest and most obvious sign of  iodine deficiency, but the 
most tragic and prevalent damage occurs in the brain. Iodine deficiency is the most 
common cause of  preventable mental retardation and brain damage in the world. 
Nearly one-third of  the world’s school-age children have iodine deficiency.63 
Children with even a mild iodine deficiency typically have goiters and perform 
poorly in school. With sustained treatment, however, mental performance in the 
classroom as well as thyroid function improves. Programs to provide iodized 
salt to the world’s iodine-deficient areas now prevent much misery and suffering  
worldwide.64

A severe iodine deficiency during pregnancy causes the extreme and irreversible 
mental and physical retardation known as cretinism. A child with cretinism may have 
an IQ as low as 20 (100 is normal) and a face and body with many abnormalities. 
Cretinism can be averted if  the pregnant woman’s deficiency is detected and treated 
in time.

Excessive intakes of  iodine can enlarge the thyroid gland, just as deficiencies can. 
For this reason, a UL of  1100 micrograms per day for adults has been set. 

iodine Sources and intakes The ocean is the world’s major source of  iodine. 
In coastal areas, seafood, water, and even iodine-containing sea mist are important  
iodine sources.* Further inland, the amount of  iodine in the diet is variable and gen-
erally reflects the amount present in the soil in which plants are grown or on which 
animals graze. In the United States and Canada, the use of  iodized salt has largely 
wiped out the iodine deficiency that once was widespread. In the United States, you 
have to read the label to find out whether salt is iodized; in Canada, all table salt  
is iodized.

Average intakes in the United States are slightly above the recommended intake 
of  150 micrograms but still below the UL. Iodine intakes of  young women, however, 
barely meet their need.65

Copper
The body contains about 100 milligrams of  copper. About one-fourth is in the 
muscles; one-fourth is in the liver, brain, and blood; and the rest is in the bones, 
kidneys, and other tissues. The primary function of  copper in the body is to serve 
as a constituent of  enzymes. The copper-containing enzymes have diverse meta-
bolic roles: they catalyze the formation of  hemoglobin, help manufacture the 
protein collagen, inactivate histamine, degrade serotonin, assist in the heal-
ing of  wounds, and help maintain the sheaths around nerve fibers. One of  cop-
per’s most vital roles is to help cells use iron. Like iron, copper is needed in many  
reactions related to respiration and energy metabolism. The copper-dependent  
enzyme superoxide dismutase helps to control damage from free-radical activity in  
the tissues.

*Iodine in sea mist combines with particles in the air or with water. Iodine may then enter the soil 
or surface water or land on plants when these particles fall to the ground or when it rains.

F i g u r e  9 - 1 1   iodine-
Deficiency Symptom—The 
enlarged Thyroid of goiter
in iodine deficiency, the thyroid 
gland enlarges—a condition known 
as simple goiter.
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goiter (goy-ter): an enlargement 
of the thyroid gland due to an iodine 
deficiency, malfunction of the gland, 
or overconsumption of a thyroid 
antagonist. goiter caused by iodine 
deficiency is sometimes called simple 
goiter.

goitrogen (goy-troh-jen): a  
substance that enlarges the thyroid 
gland and causes toxic goiter.  
goitrogens occur naturally in such 
foods as cabbage, kale, brussels 
sprouts, cauliflower, broccoli, and 
kohlrabi.

cretinism (cree-tin-ism): an io-
dine-deficiency disease characterized 
by mental and physical retardation.
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copper Deficiency Copper deficiency is rare but not unknown. It has been seen  
in premature infants and malnourished infants. High intakes of  zinc interfere with 
copper absorption and can lead to deficiency.

copper toxicity Some genetic disorders create a copper toxicity. Copper toxicity 
from foods, however, is unlikely. The UL for copper is set at 10,000 micrograms per day.

copper recommendations and Food Sources The RDA for copper is  
900 micrograms per day, which is slightly below the average intake for adults in the 
United States. The best food sources of  copper are organ meats, legumes, whole 
grains, seafood, nuts, and seeds.

Manganese
The human body contains a tiny 20 milligrams of  manganese, mostly in the bones 
and metabolically active organs such as the liver, kidneys, and pancreas. Manga-
nese is a cofactor for many enzymes, helping to facilitate dozens of  different met-
abolic processes. Deficiencies of  manganese have not been noted in people, but 
toxicity may be severe. Miners who inhale large quantities of  manganese dust on 
the job over prolonged periods show many symptoms of  a brain disease, along with 
abnormalities in appearance and behavior. The UL for manganese is 11 milligrams 
per day.

Manganese requirements are low, and plant foods such as nuts, whole grains, and 
leafy green vegetables contain significant amounts of  this trace mineral. Deficiencies 
are therefore unlikely.

Fluoride
Fluoride’s primary role in health is the prevention of  dental caries throughout life.66 
Only a trace of  fluoride occurs in the human body, but it is important to the mineraliza-
tion of  the bones and teeth. When bones and teeth become mineralized, first a crystal 
called hydroxyapatite forms from calcium and phosphorus. Then fluoride replaces the 
hydroxy portion of  hydroxyapatite, forming fluorapatite. During development, fluor-
apatite enlarges crystals in bones and teeth, decreasing their susceptibility to demineral-
ization and making the teeth more resistant to decay. Once the teeth have erupted, the 
topical application of  fluoride by way of  toothpaste or mouth rinse continues to exert a 
caries-reducing effect.

Fluoride Deficiency Where fluoride is lacking in the water supply, the incidence 
of  dental decay is high. Fluoridation of  water is thus recommended as an important 
public health measure. Those fortunate enough to have had sufficient fluoride during 
the tooth-forming years of  infancy and childhood are protected throughout life from 
dental decay. Dental problems are of  great concern because they can lead to a mul-
titude of  other health problems affecting the whole body. Based on the accumulated 
evidence of  its beneficial effects, water fluoridation has been endorsed by nearly 100 
national and international organizations including the National Institute of  Dental 
Health, the Academy of  Nutrition and Dietetics, the American Medical Association, 
the National Cancer Institute, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC).67 In fact, the CDC named water fluoridation as one of  the 10 most important 
public health measures of  the 20th century. About 70 percent of  the U.S. population 
served by public water systems receives optimal levels of  fluoride (about 0.7 milligram 
per liter). Most bottled waters lack fluoride.

Fluoride Sources All normal diets include some fluoride, but drinking water;  
processed soft drinks and fruit juice made with fluoridated water; and fluoride 

fluorapatite (floor-aPP-uh-tite): 
the stabilized form of bone and 
tooth crystal, in which fluoride has 
replaced the hydroxy portion of 
hydroxyapatite.
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toothpastes, gels, and oral rinses are the most common fluoride sources in the United 
States. Fish and tea may supply substantial amounts as well.

In some areas, the natural fluoride concentration in water is high, and too much 
fluoride can damage teeth, causing fluorosis. For this reason, a UL (10 mg per day 
for adults) has been established. In mild cases, the teeth develop small white specks; 
in severe cases, the enamel becomes pitted and permanently stained (see Figure 9-12).  
Fluorosis occurs only during tooth development and cannot be reversed, mak-
ing its prevention during the first three years of  life a high priority. To limit fluo-
ride ingestion, take care not to swallow fluoride-containing dental products such 
as toothpaste and mouthwash and use fluoride supplements only as prescribed by  
a physician.

Chromium
Chromium is an essential mineral that participates in carbohydrate and lipid metab-
olism. Chromium enhances the activity of  the hormone insulin.* When chromium 
is lacking, a diabetes-like condition with elevated blood glucose and impaired glu-
cose tolerance, insulin response, and glucagon response may develop. Some research 
findings suggest that chromium supplements improve glucose or insulin responses in  
diabetes, but these relationships are uncertain.68

Chromium deficiency is unlikely, given the small amount of  chromium required 
and its presence in a variety of  foods. The more refined foods people eat, however, 
the less chromium they obtain from their diets. Unrefined foods such as liver, brewer’s 
yeast, whole grains, nuts, and cheeses are the best sources.

Other Trace Minerals
An RDA has been established for one other trace mineral, molybdenum. Molybdenum 
functions as a working part of  several metal-containing enzymes, some of  which are 
giant proteins. Deficiencies or toxicities of  molybdenum are unknown.

Several other trace minerals are known or suspected to contribute to the health 
of  the body. Nickel is recognized as important for the health of  many body tissues. 
Nickel deficiencies harm the liver and other organs. Silicon is involved in the forma-
tion of  bones and collagen. Cobalt is found in the large vitamin B

12
 molecule. Boron 

influences the activity of  many enzymes and may play a key role in bone health, brain 
activities, and immune response. The future may reveal that other trace minerals also 
play key roles. Even arsenic—famous as the deadly poison in many murder myster-
ies and known to be a carcinogen—may turn out to be an essential nutrient in tiny 
quantities.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The body requires trace minerals in tiny amounts, and they function in similar 
ways—assisting enzymes all over the body.

 ❚ Eating a diet that consists of  a variety of  foods is the best way to ensure an  
adequate intake of  these important nutrients.

 ❚ Many dietary factors, including the trace minerals themselves, affect the absorp-
tion and availability of  these nutrients.

Table 9-9 offers a summary of  facts about trace minerals in the body.

*Small organic compounds that enhance insulin’s activity are called glucose tolerance factors (GTF). 
Some glucose tolerance factors contain chromium.

F i g u r e  9 - 1 2   Fluoride 
Toxicity Symptom—The 
mottled Teeth of Fluorosis
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fluorosis (floor-oh-sis): mottling 
of the tooth enamel from ingestion 
of too much fluoride during tooth 
development.

molybdenum (mo-lib-duh-num): 
a trace element.
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Ta b L e  9 - 9   The Trace minerals—a Summary

Mineral Name Chief Functions in the Body Deficiency Symptoms Toxicity Symptoms Significant Sources

Iron Part of the protein hemoglobin, 
which carries oxygen in the blood; 
part of the protein myoglobin in 
muscles, which makes oxygen 
available for muscle contraction; 
necessary for the utilization of 
energy

anemia: weakness, 
pallor, headaches, 
reduced work 
productivity, inability to 
concentrate, impaired 
cognitive function 
(children), lowered cold 
tolerance

iron overload: 
infections, liver injury, 
possible increased 
risk of heart attack, 
acidosis, bloody stools, 
shock

red meats, fish, poultry, 
shellfish, eggs, legumes, 
dried fruits

Zinc Part of the hormone insulin  
and many enzymes; involved in 
making genetic material and  
proteins, immune reactions, 
transport of vitamin a, taste 
perception, wound healing, the 
making of sperm, and normal  
fetal development

growth retardation, 
delayed sexual 
maturation, impaired 
immune function, loss 
of taste, poor wound 
healing, eye and skin 
lesions

loss of appetite, 
impaired immunity, low 
hdl, nausea, vomiting, 
diarrhea, headaches, 
copper and iron 
deficiencies

Protein-containing foods: 
meats, fish, shellfish, 
poultry, grains, vegetables

Selenium assists a group of enzymes that 
break down reactive chemicals  
that harm cells

Predisposition to heart 
disease characterized by 
cardiac tissue becoming 
fibrous (uncommon)

nausea, abdominal 
pain, nail and hair 
changes, nerve  
damage

seafoods, organ meats, 
other meats, whole grains 
and vegetables (depending 
on soil content)

Iodine a component of two thyroid 
hormones, which help to  
regulate growth, development,  
and metabolic rate

goiter, cretinism depressed thyroid 
activity; goiter-like 
thyroid enlargement

iodized salt; seafood; 
bread; plants grown in 
most parts of the country 
and animals fed those 
plants

Copper necessary for the absorption 
and use of iron in the formation 
of hemoglobin; part of several 
enzymes

anemia, bone 
abnormalities

Vomiting, diarrhea,  
liver damage

organ meats, seafood, 
nuts, seeds, whole grains, 
drinking water

Manganese Facilitator, with enzymes, of many 
cell processes; bone formation

rare nervous system 
disorders

nuts, whole grains, leafy 
vegetables, tea

Fluoride an element involved in the 
formation of bones and teeth; 
helps to make teeth resistant  
to decay

susceptibility to tooth 
decay

Fluorosis (pitting and 
discoloration of teeth); 
skeletal fluorosis (weak, 
malformed bones)

drinking water (if fluoride 
containing or fluoridated), 
tea, seafood

Chromium enhances insulin action and may 
improve glucose tolerance

diabetes-like condition 
marked by an inability to 
use glucose normally

none reported meats, whole grains

your diet
minerals

the two minerals most likely to fall short in the diet are calcium and 
iron. interestingly, both are found in protein-rich foods, but not in 
the same foods. milk and milk products are rich in calcium but poor 
in iron. conversely, meats, poultry, fish, and legumes are rich in iron 
but (with the exception of small fish such as canned sardines and 
other canned fishes prepared with their bones) poor in calcium.  
including food sources of calcium and iron in the diet can help  
defend against osteoporosis and iron deficiency, respectively. 

review the usda Food Pattern comparison and nutrient analysis 
reports you created for the chapter 1 “your diet” activity.

 ❚ For calcium, did you drink three cups of milk or eat the equiva-
lent in yogurt, low-fat cheese, calcium-set tofu, calcium-fortified 
foods, or dark green vegetables such as kale, mustard greens, or 
broccoli? For iron, did you eat a variety of foods, including some 
meat, poultry, fish, legumes, eggs, iron-fortified cereals, and dark 
green vegetables? (review Figures 9-6 and 9-9, which show good 
sources of calcium and iron, or your nutrient analysis reports.)
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 ❚ list the foods that supplied substantial amounts of calcium and 
iron along with their calcium and iron contents. what were 
your estimated calcium and iron intakes for the day?

 ❚ consult the inside front cover of this text to find the recom-
mended calcium and iron intakes for your age and gender 
group. what is your calcium rda? what is your iron rda? 
what percentage of each did you consume (refer to your  
nutrient analysis reports)?

 ❚ comment on your calcium and iron intakes. are these intakes 
typical on a day-to-day basis?

 ❚ if your calcium and iron intakes were 80 percent or less of the 
recommendation, which foods were your best sources? can 
you eat more of these foods to bring your intake up to the rec-
ommended level? if not, list some foods that you might eat to 
increase your intake.

clinical applications
1. Pull together information from chapter 1 about the different 

food groups and the significant sources of minerals shown or dis-
cussed in this chapter. consider which minerals might be lacking 
(or excessive) in the diet of a client who reports the following:

 ❚ relies on highly processed foods, snack foods, and fast 
foods as mainstays of the diet.

 ❚ never uses milk, milk products, or cheese.

 ❚ dislikes leafy green vegetables.

 ❚ never eats meat, fish, poultry, or even other protein foods 
such as legumes.

what additional information would help you pinpoint problems 
with mineral intake?

self check
1. which of the following body structures helps to regulate thirst?

a. brainstem  c. optic nerve
b. cerebellum  d. hypothalamus

2. which of the following is not a function of water in the body?
a. lubricant
b. source of energy
c. maintains protein structure
d. Participant in chemical reactions

3. two situations in which a person may experience fluid and 
electrolyte imbalances are:
a. vomiting and burns.
b. diarrhea and cuts.
c. broken bones and fever.
d. heavy sweating and excessive carbohydrate intake.

4. three-fourths of the sodium in people’s diets comes from:
a. fresh meats.
b. home-cooked foods.
c. frozen vegetables and meats.
d. salt added to food by manufacturers.

5. which mineral is critical to keeping the heartbeat steady and 
plays a major role in maintaining fluid and electrolyte balance?
a. sodium  c. Potassium
b. calcium   d. magnesium

6. the two best ways to prevent age-related bone loss    
and fracture are to:
a. take calcium supplements and estrogen.
b. participate in aerobic activity and drink eight glasses  

of milk daily.
c. eat a diet low in fat and salt and refrain from smoking.

d. maintain a lifelong adequate calcium intake and engage in 
weight-bearing physical activity.

7. three good food sources of calcium are:

a. milk, sardines, and broccoli.

b. spinach, yogurt, and sardines.

c. cottage cheese, spinach, and tofu.

d. swiss chard, mustard greens, and broccoli.

8. Foods high in iron that help prevent or treat anemia include:

a. green peas and cheese.

b. dairy foods and fresh fruits.

c. homemade breads and most fresh vegetables.

d. meat and dark green, leafy vegetables.

9. two groups of people who are especially at risk for zinc  
deficiency are:

a. asians and children.

b. infants and teenagers.

c. smokers and athletes.

d. pregnant adolescents and vegetarians.

10. a deficiency of ___ is one of the world’s most common  
preventable causes of mental retardation.

a. zinc

b. iodine

c. selenium

d. magnesium

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H. 
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LO 9.4 Present arguments for and against the use of 
dietary supplements.

At least half of u.s. adults collectively spend tens of billions 
of dollars a year on dietary supplements.1 most people 

take a daily multivitamin and mineral pill to make up for dietary 
shortfalls; others take single-nutrient supplements in an attempt 
to ward off diseases. in many cases, taking supplements is a 
costly but harmless practice; sometimes, it is both costly and 
harmful to health.2 the truth is that most healthy people can get 
the nutrients they need from foods. supplements cannot substi-
tute for a healthy diet. For some people, however, certain nutri-
ent supplements may be desirable, either to correct deficiencies 
or to reduce the risks of disease.

Do foods really contain enough vitamins and 
minerals to supply all that most people need?

emphatically, yes, for both healthy adults and children who choose 
a variety of foods. the usda Food Patterns described in chapter 1  
are the guide to follow to achieve adequate intakes. People who 
meet their nutrient needs from foods, rather than supplements, 
have little risk of deficiency or toxicity. when a health care profes-
sional finds a person’s diet inadequate, the right corrective step is 
to improve the person’s food choices and eating patterns, not to 
begin supplementation.

Do some people need supplements?

yes, some people may suffer marginal nutrient deficiencies due 
to illness, alcohol or drug addiction, or other conditions that limit 
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food intake. People who may benefit from nutrient supplements in 
amounts consistent with the rda include the following:

 ❚ People with specific nutrient deficiencies need specific nutrient 
supplements.

 ❚ People whose energy intakes are particularly low (fewer 
than 1600 kcalories per day) need multivitamin and mineral 
supplements.

 ❚ Vegetarians who eat all-plant diets (vegans) and older adults 
with atrophic gastritis need vitamin b12.

 ❚ People who have lactose intolerance or milk allergies or who 
otherwise do not consume enough milk products to forestall 
extensive bone loss need calcium.

 ❚ People in certain stages of the life cycle who have increased 
nutrient requirements need specific nutrient supplements. For 
example, infants may need vitamin d, iron, and fluoride; women 
who are capable of becoming pregnant and pregnant women 
need folate and iron; and the elderly may benefit from some of 
the vitamins and minerals in a balanced supplement (they may 
choose poor diets, have trouble chewing, or absorb or metabolize 
nutrients less efficiently; see chapter 13).

 ❚ People who have inadequate intakes of milk or milk products, 
limited sun exposure, or heavily pigmented skin may need  
vitamin d.

 ❚ People who have diseases, infections, or injuries or who have 
undergone surgery that interferes with the intake, absorption, 
metabolism, or excretion of nutrients may need specific nutrient 
supplements (see chapter 24).

 ❚ People taking medications that interfere with the body’s use of 
specific nutrients may need specific nutrient supplements.

Why do so many people take supplements?

People frequently take supplements for mistaken reasons, such as 
“they give me energy” or “they make me strong.” other invalid 
reasons why people may take supplements include:

 ❚ their feeling of insecurity about the nutrient content of the 
food supply.

 ❚ their belief that extra vitamins and minerals will help them cope 
with stress.

 ❚ their belief that supplements can enhance athletic performance 
or build lean body tissue without physical work.

 ❚ their desire to prevent, treat, or cure symptoms or diseases 
ranging from the common cold to cancer.

study after study has found that well-nourished people are the 
ones who take supplements, whereas people with low nutrient 
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intakes from food generally do not.3 in addition, little relationship 
exists between the nutrients people need and the ones they take 
in supplements. in fact, an argument against supplements is that 
they may lull people into a false sense of security. 

are there other arguments against taking 
supplements?

yes, there are several arguments against taking supplements. First, 
foods rarely cause nutrient imbalances or toxicities, but supple-
ments can. the higher the dose, the greater the risk of harm. 
the tolerable upper intake levels (ul) of the dri (see inside front 
cover) answer the question “how much is too much?” by defin-
ing the highest amount that appears safe for most healthy people. 
however, people’s tolerances for high doses of nutrients vary, just 
as their risks of deficiencies do. amounts that some can tolerate 
may produce toxicities in others, and no one knows who falls 
where along the spectrum. 

supplement users are more likely to have excessive intakes of 
certain nutrients—notably folate, vitamin a, vitamin b6, vitamin c, 
calcium, magnesium, iron, and zinc.4 the extent and severity of 
supplement toxicity remain unclear. only a few alert health care 
professionals can recognize toxicity, even when it is acute. when it is 
chronic, with the effects developing subtly and progressing slowly, it 
often goes unrecognized and unreported.5 in view of the potential 
hazards, some authorities believe supplements should bear warning 
labels, advising consumers that large doses may be toxic.

toxic overdoses of vitamins and minerals in children are more 
readily recognized and, unfortunately, fairly common. Fruit-
flavored, chewable vitamins shaped like cartoon characters entice 
young children to eat them like candy in amounts that can cause 
poisoning. high-potency iron supplements (30 milligrams of iron 
or more per tablet) are especially toxic and are the leading cause of 
accidental ingestion fatalities among children.

second, some dietary supplements sold on the u.s. market  
are contaminated with pharmaceutical drugs, such as steroid  
hormones and stimulants. toxic plant material, toxic heavy metals, 
bacteria, and other substances have also shown up in a wide  
variety of dietary supplements. even some children’s chewable  
vitamins have contained appreciable lead, a destructive heavy 
metal. even though hazardous products are quickly removed from 
the market upon discovery, many others remain on store shelves 
because current regulations make the supplement market difficult 
to monitor and control. Plain multivitamin and mineral supple-
ments from reputable sources, without herbs or add-ons, often 
test free from contamination.

a third argument against taking supplements arises when 
people who are ill come to believe that high doses of vitamins or 
minerals can be therapeutic. not only can high doses be toxic, but 
also the person may take them instead of seeking medical help.

a final argument against taking supplements is that the body 
absorbs nutrients best from foods that dilute and disperse them 
among other substances to facilitate their absorption and use by 
the body. taken in pure, concentrated form, nutrients are likely to 
interfere with one another’s absorption or with the absorption of 
other nutrients from foods eaten at the same time. such effects 
are particularly well known among the minerals. For example, 
zinc hinders copper and calcium absorption, iron hinders zinc 

absorption, and calcium hinders magnesium and iron absorption. 
among vitamins, vitamin c supplements enhance iron absorption, 
making iron overload likely in susceptible people. these and other 
interactions represent drawbacks to supplement use.

Do antioxidant supplements prevent cancer?

again, it is better advice to eat a nutrient-dense diet. some evi-
dence links high intakes of antioxidant-rich fruits and vegetables 
with good health and disease prevention.6 more than 200 popu-
lation studies have examined the effects of fruits and vegetables 
on cancer risk, and many show that people who eat more of 
these foods are less likely to develop certain cancers. Findings 
from other types of studies, such as intervention studies and 
clinical trials, however, show weaker associations between fruit 
and vegetable intake and reduced risk of cancer. some research-
ers speculate that fruit and vegetable intake may play a smaller 
role in total cancer protection than previously thought.7 however, 
some fruits and vegetables do contain protective factors for 
specific cancers. For example, research suggests dietary fiber pro-
tects against colorectal cancer.8 when research combines many 
different fruits and vegetables, specific protective factors may not 
stand out. many experts agree that the antioxidant vitamins in 
these foods are probably important protective factors, but they 
also note that other constituents of fruits and vegetables (see 
table nP8-2 on p. 218) certainly have not been ruled out as con-
tributing factors.

the way to apply this information is to eat nutritious foods. 
taking antioxidant supplements instead of making needed lifestyle 
changes may sound appealing, but evidence does not support 
a role for supplements against chronic diseases.9 in some cases, 
supplements may even be harmful.10

When a person needs a vitamin-mineral 
supplement, what kind should be used?

ask your health care professional for advice. a single, balanced 
vitamin-mineral supplement with no added extras such as herbs 
should suffice. choose the kind that provides all the nutrients in 
amounts less than, equal to, or very close to the rda (remember, 
you get some nutrients from foods). For those who require  
a higher dose, such as young women who need supplemental  
folate in the childbearing years, choose a supplement with just  
the needed nutrient or in combination with a reasonable dose of 
others. avoid any preparations that, in a daily dose, provide more 
than the recommended intake of vitamin a, vitamin d, or any  
mineral or more than the ul for any nutrient. in addition, avoid 
the following:

 ❚ high doses of iron (more than 10 milligrams per day), except for 
menstruating women. 

 ❚ “organic” or “natural” preparations with added substances. 
they are no better than standard types, but they cost more.

 ❚ “high-potency” or “therapeutic dose” supplements. more is 
not better.

 ❚ substances not needed in human nutrition such as inositol and 
carnitine. these particular ingredients won’t harm you, but they 
reveal a marketing strategy that makes the whole mix suspect.
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as for price, be aware that local or store brands may be just as good 
as or better than nationally advertised brands. they may be less ex-
pensive because the price does not have to cover the cost of national 
advertising. Finally, be aware that if you see a usP symbol on the la-
bel (see Figure nP9-1), it means that the manufacturer has voluntarily 
paid an independent laboratory to test the product and affirm that 
it contains the ingredients listed and will dissolve or disintegrate in 
the digestive tract to make the ingredients available for absorption. 
the symbol does not imply that the supplement has been tested for 
safety or effectiveness with regard to health, however.

Can supplement labels help consumers make 
informed choices?

yes, to some extent. to enable consumers to make more informed 
choices about nutrient supplements, the Fda, with the encourage-
ment of the academy of nutrition and dietetics, published labeling 
regulations for supplements. the dietary supplement health and 
education act subjects supplements to the same general labeling 
requirements that apply to foods. specifically:

 ❚ nutrition labeling for dietary supplements is required. the nutri-
tion panel on supplements is called “supplement Facts” (see 
Figure nP9-2). the supplement Facts panel lists the quantity and 
the percentage of the daily Value for each nutrient in the supple-
ment. ingredients that have no daily Value—for example, sugars 
and gelatin—appear in a list below the supplement Facts panel.

 ❚ labels may make nutrient claims (such as “high” or “low”)  
according to specific criteria (for example, “an excellent source 
of vitamin c”).

 ❚ labels may make health claims that are supported by significant 
scientific agreement and are not brand specific (for example, 
“folate protects against neural tube defects”).

 ❚ labels may claim that the lack of a nutrient can cause a defi-
ciency disease, but if they do, they must also include the preva-
lence of that deficiency disease in the united states.

 ❚ labels may claim to diagnose, treat, cure, or relieve common 
complaints such as menstrual cramps or memory loss, but they 
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this symbol means that a supplement contains the nutrients stated 
and that it will dissolve in the digestive system—the symbol does 
not guarantee safety or health advantages.

may not make claims about specific diseases (except as noted 
previously).

 ❚ labels may make structure-function claims (see chapter 1) 
about the role a nutrient plays in the body, explain how the 
nutrient performs its function, and indicate that consuming 
the nutrient is associated with general well-being. these claims 
must be accompanied by an Fda disclaimer statement: “this 
statement has not been evaluated by the Food and drug ad-
ministration. this product is not intended to diagnose, treat, 
cure, or prevent any disease.”

note, however, that despite these requirements, in effect, the 
dietary supplement health and education act resulted in the de-
regulation of the supplement industry. under current law, the Fda 
is responsible only for taking action against unsafe dietary supple-
ments already on the market. no advance registration or approval 
by the Fda is needed before a manufacturer can put a supplement 
on store shelves.11 to act against unsafe supplements, the Fda 
must receive manufacturers’ reports concerning serious adverse 
health effects reported to them by consumers. manufacturers do 
list contact information on supplement labels for this purpose, but 
many symptoms of adverse reactions are easily mistaken for some-
thing else—stomach flu or headache or fatigue. consumers can 

Product name

Amount Per Tablet Amount Per Serving % Daily Value
Vitamin A (20% beta-carotene) 750 mcg

Vitamin C 60 mg

Vitamin D 10 mcg

Vitamin E 20 mg

Vitamin K 25 mcg

Thiamin 1.5 mg

Riboflavin 1.7 mg

Niacin 20 mg

Vitamin B6 2 mg

Folic acid 400 mcg

Vitamin B12 6 mcg

Biotin 30 mcg

10 mg

130 mg

Pantothenic acid

18 mg

Calcium

100 mg

Iron

150 mcg
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2 mg
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3.5 mg
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also report adverse reactions from supplements directly to the  
Fda via its hotline or website, but most people are unaware of 
these options.*

People in developed nations are far more likely to suffer from 
overnutrition and poor lifestyle choices than from nutrient deficien-
cies. People wish that swallowing vitamin pills would boost their 
health. the truth—that they need to improve their eating and  
exercise habits—is harder to swallow.
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and Nutrition

10

Fitness 
and Nutrition

10.1 Fitness
LO 10.1 Describe the health benefits of being 
physically fit and explain how to develop the 
components of fitness.

10.2 The Active Body’s Use  
of Fuels
LO 10.2 Identify the factors that influence 
macronutrient use during and after physical activity 
and describe activities that depend more on glucose 
or fat, respectively.

10.3 Vitamins and Minerals 
to Support Activity
LO 10.3 List the vitamin and mineral supplements 
athletes may need and explain why.

10.4 Fluids and Electrolytes 
in Physical Activity
LO 10.4 Identify the factors that influence an athlete’s 
fluid and electrolyte needs and the symptoms of heat 
stroke and hypothermia, and compare water and 
sports drinks as fluid sources.

10.5 Diets for Physically Active People
LO 10.5 Discuss an appropriate daily eating pattern for 
athletes and describe the recommended pregame or 
recovery meal.

10.6 Nutrition in Practice: Supplements 
and Ergogenic Aids Athletes Use
LO 10.6 Present arguments for and against the use of 
ergogenic aids.Si
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In the body, nutrition and physical activity are interactive—each influ-
ences the other. The working body demands all three energy-yielding 

nutrients—carbohydrate, lipids, and protein—to fuel activity. The body 
also needs protein and a host of supporting nutrients to build lean tissue. 
Physical activity benefits the body’s nutrition by helping to regulate the 
use of fuels, shifting body composition toward leanness, and increasing 
the daily kcalorie allowance. With more kcalories come more nutrients 
and other beneficial constituents of foods.

Those just beginning to increase fitness can be assured that improve-
ment is not only possible, but also an inevitable result of becoming more 
active. As you improve your physical fitness, you not only feel better and 
stronger, but you also look better. Physically fit people walk with confi-
dence and purpose because posture and self-image improve along with 
physical fitness.

If you are already physically fit, the following description applies. You 
move with ease and balance. You have endurance, and your energy lasts 
for hours. You are strong and meet daily physical challenges without 
strain. What is more, you are prepared to meet mental and emotional 
challenges because physical fitness also supports mental and emotional 
energy and resilience. 

This chapter is written for athletes and for active people who train like 
athletes. Casual athletes (those who compete only with their own goals) 
and competitive athletes (those who compete with others) need the 
right foods and fluids at the right time to support their efforts. The chap-
ter refers to “you” to make the connection between general principles 
and personal choices. To understand the interactions between physical 
activity and nutrition, you must first know a few things about fitness, its 
benefits, and training to develop fitness.

10.1 Fitness
LO 10.1 Describe the health benefits of being physically fit and explain how to 
develop the components of fitness.

Fitness depends on a certain minimum amount of  physical activity or exercise. 
Both physical activity and exercise involve bodily movement, muscle contraction, 
and increased energy expenditure, but “exercise” is often used to describe structured, 
planned physical activity. This chapter focuses on how the active body uses energy 
nutrients—whether that body is pedaling a bike across campus or pedaling a station-
ary bike in a gym. Thus, for our purposes, the terms physical activity and exercise will be 
used interchangeably.

Benefits of Fitness
The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 emphasize the benefits of  increasing physical 
activities and reducing sedentary activities.1 Extensive evidence confirms that regular 
physical activity promotes health and reduces the risk of  developing a number of  
diseases.2 Yet, despite an increasing awareness of  the health benefits that physical 
activity confers, only about 20 percent of  adults in the United States meet physical ac-
tivity guidelines.3 Like smoking and obesity, physical inactivity is linked to the major 
degenerative diseases—heart disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, and hypertension—the 
primary killers of  adults in developed countries.4

fitness: the characteristics that en-
able the body to perform physical 
activity; more broadly, the ability to 
meet routine physical demands with 
enough reserve energy to rise to a 
physical challenge; the body’s ability 
to withstand stress of all kinds.

training: regular practice of an 
activity, which leads to physical 
adaptations of the body with 
improvement in flexibility, strength, 
or endurance.

physical activity: bodily 
movement produced by muscle 
contractions that substantially 
increase energy expenditure.

exercise: planned, structured, 
and repetitive bodily movement 
that promotes or maintains 
physical fitness.

sedentary: physically inactive 
(literally “sitting down a lot”).

Physical activity, or lack of it, exerts 
a significant and pervasive influence 
on everyone’s nutrition and overall 
health.
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As a person becomes physically active, the health of  the entire body improves. 
Compared with unfit people, physically fit people enjoy:5

 ❚ More restful sleep. Rest and sleep occur naturally after periods of  physical activity. 
During rest, the body repairs injuries, disposes of  wastes generated during activity, 
and builds new physical structures.

 ❚ Improved nutritional health. Physical activity expends energy and thus allows people 
to eat more food. If  they choose wisely, active people will consume more nutrients 
and be less likely to develop nutrient deficiencies. 

 ❚ Improved body composition. A balanced program of  physical activity limits body 
fat and increases or maintains lean tissue. Thus, physically active people have 
relatively less body fat than sedentary people at the same body weight.6

 ❚ Improved bone density. Weight-bearing physical activity builds bone strength and 
protects against osteoporosis.7

 ❚ Enhanced resistance to colds and other infectious diseases. Fitness enhances immunity.*8

 ❚ Lower risks of  some types of  cancers. Lifelong physical activity may help to protect 
against colon cancer, breast cancer, and some other cancers.9

 ❚ Stronger circulation and lung function. Physical activity that challenges the heart and 
lungs strengthens both the circulatory and the respiratory systems. 

 ❚ Lower risks of  cardiovascular disease. Physical activity lowers blood pressure, slows 
resting pulse rate, lowers total blood cholesterol, and raises HDL cholesterol, 
thus reducing the risks of  heart attacks and strokes.10 Some research suggests that 
physical activity may reduce the risk of  cardiovascular disease in another way as 
well—by reducing intra-abdominal fat stores.11

 ❚ Lower risks of  type 2 diabetes. Physical activity normalizes glucose tolerance.12 Regular 
physical activity reduces the risk of  developing type 2 diabetes and benefits those 
who already have the condition.

 ❚ Reduced risk of  gallbladder disease (women). Regular physical activity reduces the risk 
of  gallbladder disease—perhaps by facilitating weight control and lowering blood 
lipid levels.13 

 ❚ Lower incidence and severity of  anxiety and depression. Physical activity may improve 
mood and enhance the quality of  life by reducing depression and anxiety.14 

 ❚ Stronger self-image. The sense of  achievement that comes from meeting physical 
challenges promotes self-confidence.

 ❚ Long life and high quality of  life in the later years. Active people live longer, healthier 
lives than sedentary people do.15 Even as little as 15 minutes a day of  moderate-
intensity activity can add years to a person’s life.16 In addition to extending longevity, 
physical activity supports independence and mobility in later life by reducing the 
risk of  falls and minimizing the risk of  injury should a fall occur.17

What does a person have to do to reap the health rewards of  physical activity? To 
gain substantial health benefits, most guidelines recommend a minimum amount of  
time performing aerobic physical activity.18 The minimum amount of  time depends 
on whether the activity is moderate-intensity physical activity or vigorous-intensity 
physical activity. Table 10-1 (on p. 260) compares intensity levels. Whether moder-
ate- or vigorous-intensity, a minimum length of  10 minutes for short bouts of  aerobic 
physical activity is recommended.19 Of  course, more time and greater intensity bring 
even greater health benefits: maintaining a healthy body weight (BMI of  18.5 to 24.9) 
and further reducing the risk of  chronic diseases.

*Moderate physical activity can stimulate immune function. Intense, vigorous, prolonged activity 
such as marathon running, however, may compromise immune function.

aerobic physical activity: 
activity in which the body’s large 
muscles move in a rhythmic 
manner for a sustained period of 
time. aerobic activity, also called 
endurance activity, improves 
cardiorespiratory fitness. brisk 
walking, running, swimming, and 
bicycling are examples.

moderate-intensity physical 
activity: physical activity that 
requires some increase in breathing 
and/or heart rate and expends 3.5 
to 7 kcalories per minute. walking 
at a speed of 3 to 4.5 miles per hour 
(about 15 to 20 minutes to walk one 
mile) is an example.

vigorous-intensity physical 
activity: physical activity that 
requires a large increase in breathing 
and/or heart rate and expends more 
than 7 kcalories per minute. walking 
at a very brisk pace (.4.5 miles per 
hour) or running at a pace of at least 
5 miles per hour are examples.
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In addition to providing health benefits, physical activity helps to develop and main-
tain fitness. Table 10-2 presents the American College of  Sports Medicine (ACSM) 
guidelines for physical activity.20 Following these guidelines will help adults improve 
their cardiorespiratory endurance, body composition, strength, and flexibility. At this 
level of  fitness, a person can reap still greater health benefits (further reduction of  car-
diovascular disease risk and improved body composition, for example).21 Fitness and 
health both depend on maintaining an active lifestyle every day. 

The bottom line is that any physical activity—even moderate—beyond activities of  
daily living provides some health benefits, and these benefits exhibit a dose-response 
relationship. In other words, some activity is better than none, and more activity is 
better still—up to a point. Pursued in excess, intense physical activity, especially when 

Ta b L e  1 0 - 1   Levels of Physical activity intensity Compared

level of 
Intensity

Breathing 
and/or Heart 
Rate

Perceived  
Exertion  
(on a Scale  
of 0 to 10) Talk Test

Energy 
Expenditure

Walking 
Pace

light little to no 
increase

,5 able to sing ,3.5 kcal/min ,3 mph

moderate some increase 5 or 6 able to have a 
conversation

3.5 to 7 kcal/min 3 to 4.5 mph

Vigorous large increase 7 or 8 conversation 
is difficult or 
“broken”

.7 kcal/min .4.5 mph

Source: centers for disease control and Prevention, www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/everyone; updated march 30, 2011.

Ta b L e  1 0 - 2   american College of Sports medicine’s guidelines for Physical Fitness

Cardiorespiratory Strength Flexibility

Type of Activity aerobic activity that uses large  
muscle groups and can be  
maintained continuously

resistance activity that is performed at  
a controlled speed and through a full 
range of motion

stretching activity that uses 
the major muscle groups

Frequency 5 to 7 days per week 2 to 3 nonconsecutive days per week 2 to 7 days per week

Intensity moderate (equivalent to walking  
at a pace of 3 to 4 miles per hour)a

enough to enhance muscle strength  
and improve body composition

enough to feel tightness or 
slight discomfort

Duration at least 30 minutes per day 2 to 4 sets of 9 to 12 repetitions involving 
each major muscle group

2 to 4 repetitions of 15 to 
30 seconds per muscle group

Examples running, cycling, dancing, swimming, 
inline skating, rowing, power walking,  
cross-country skiing, kickboxing, water  
aerobics, jumping rope; sports activities  
such as basketball, soccer, racquetball,  
tennis, volleyball

Pull-ups, push-ups, sit-ups,  
weightlifting, Pilates

yoga

aFor those who prefer vigorous-intensity aerobic activity such as walking at a very brisk pace (.4.5 mph) or running ($5 mph), a minimum of 20 minutes per day, 
3 days per week is recommended.

Source: american college of sports medicine position stand: Quantity and quality of exercise for developing and maintaining cardiorespiratory, musculoskeletal, and 
neuromotor fitness in apparently healthy adults—guidance for prescribing exercise, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 4e (2011): 1334–1359; w.l. haskell 
and coauthors, Physical activity and public health: updated recommendation for adults from the american college of sports medicine and the american heart 
association, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 39 (2007): 1423–1434.
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combined with poor eating habits, can undermine health, as Nutrition in Practice 6 
explains (pp. 156–160).

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Physical activity and fitness benefit people’s physical and psychological well-being 
and improve their resistance to disease. 

 ❚ Physical activity to improve physical fitness offers additional personal benefits.

Developing Fitness
A person who practices a physical activity adapts by becoming better able to perform it 
after each session. People shape their bodies by what they choose to do (and not do). 
Muscle cells and tissues respond to a physical activity overload by building, within 
genetic limits, the structures needed to perform it.22

Muscles are continually under renovation. Every day, particularly during the fast-
ing periods between meals, a healthy body degrades a small portion of  its muscle 
protein to amino acids and then rebuilds it with available amino acids during feed-
ing periods.23 This balance between protein degradation and synthesis maintains the 
body’s muscle tissue. To gain muscle tissue, protein synthesis must be greater than 
degradation, a condition called hypertrophy. When protein degradation is greater 
than synthesis, the result is atrophy. Physical activity tips the balance toward muscle 
hypertrophy. The opposite is also true; unused muscles diminish in size and weaken 
over time, tipping the balance toward muscle atrophy. 

The muscles adapt and build only the proteins they need to cope with the work per-
formed.24 Muscles engaged in activities that require strength develop more of the proteins 
needed for greater muscle mass; body builders have large, well-developed muscles. By 
comparison, those engaged in endurance activities develop more of  the proteins needed 
to combat muscle fatigue; distance cyclists can pedal for many hours before fatigue sets in.

The Components of Fitness
To be physically fit, a person must develop enough flexibility, muscle strength and en-
durance, and cardiorespiratory endurance to meet the everyday demands of  life with 
some to spare, and achieve a healthy body composition. Flexibility allows the joints 
to move freely, reducing the risk of  injury. Cardiorespiratory endurance supports the 
ongoing activity of  the heart and lungs. Muscle strength and muscle endurance enable 

overload: an extra physical 
demand placed on the body; an 
increase in the frequency, duration, 
or intensity of an activity. a principle 
of training is that for a body system 
to improve, it must be worked at 
frequencies, durations, or intensities 
that increase by increments.

hypertrophy (high-Purr-tro-fee): 
an increase in size (for example, of a 
muscle) in response to use.

atrophy (at-tro-fee): a decrease 
in size (for example, of a muscle) 
because of disuse.

flexibility: the capacity of the 
joints to move through a full range 
of motion; the ability to bend and 
recover without injury. 
cardiorespiratory endurance: 
the ability to perform large-muscle 
dynamic exercise of moderate-to-
high intensity for prolonged periods.

muscle strength: the ability of 
muscles to work against resistance.

muscle endurance: the ability 
of a muscle to contract repeatedly 
within a given time without 
becoming exhausted.

People’s bodies are shaped by the activities they perform.
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choose an active lifestyle. use the 
stairs; walk or bike to work, classes, 
or shops; wash and wax the car, 
mow the grass; rake the leaves; 
shovel snow; walk the dog; play with 
children. be active and have fun.
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muscles to work harder and longer without fatigue. Body composition improves as 
physical activity supports lean body tissues and reduces excess body fat.

Although nutrition influences each component of  fitness to some extent, its role in 
flexibility is not as apparent as for the others. For this reason, cardiorespiratory endur-
ance and muscle strength and endurance are emphasized in the following sections. As 
the heart and lungs improve their capacity to sustain physical activity and the muscles 
become stronger and less readily fatigued, body composition improves: body fat de-
creases and lean body mass increases. Chapter 6 discusses body composition and the 
health risks of  too much body fat.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The components of  fitness are flexibility, muscle strength, muscle endurance, and 
cardiorespiratory endurance.

 ❚ To build fitness, a person must engage in physical activity. Muscles adapt to activi-
ties they are called upon to perform repeatedly.

Cardiorespiratory Endurance
The length of  time a person can remain active with an elevated heart rate—that 
is, the ability of  the heart, lungs, and blood to sustain a given demand—defines a 
person’s cardiorespiratory endurance. Cardiorespiratory endurance training improves 
a person’s ability to sustain vigorous activities such as running, brisk walking, or 
swimming. Such training enhances the capacity of  the heart, lungs, and blood 
to deliver oxygen to, and remove waste from, the body’s cells.25 Cardiorespiratory 
training, therefore, is aerobic, meaning oxygen requiring. As the cardiorespiratory 
system gradually adapts to the demands of  aerobic activity, the body delivers oxygen 
more efficiently. In fact, the accepted measure of  a person’s cardiorespiratory fitness 
is maximal oxygen uptake (VO

2
 max). The benefits of  cardiorespiratory training are 

not just physical, though, because all of  the body’s cells, including the brain cells, 
require oxygen to function. When the cells receive more oxygen more readily, both 
the body and the mind benefit.

cardiorespiratory conditioning Cardiorespiratory conditioning occurs as aero-
bic workouts improve heart and lung function. Cardiac output increases, thus en-
hancing oxygen delivery. The heart becomes stronger, and each beat pumps more 
blood. Because the heart pumps more blood with each beat, fewer beats are necessary, 
and the resting heart rate slows down. The average resting pulse rate for adults is 
around 70 beats per minute, but people who achieve cardiorespiratory conditioning 
may have resting pulse rates of  50 or even lower. The muscles that work the lungs 
become stronger, too, so breathing becomes more efficient. Circulation through the 
arteries and veins improves. Blood moves easily, and blood pressure falls.26 In short, 
cardiorespiratory conditioning: 

 ❚ Increases cardiac output and oxygen delivery

 ❚ Increases blood volume per heart beat (stroke volume)

 ❚ Slows resting pulse rate

 ❚ Increases breathing efficiency

 ❚ Improves circulation

 ❚ Reduces blood pressure 

Cardiorespiratory endurance reflects the health of  the heart and circulatory 
system, on which all other body systems depend. To improve your cardiorespiratory 

body composition: the propor-
tions of muscle, bone, fat, and other 
tissues that make up a person’s total 
body weight.

VO2 max: the maximum rate 
of oxygen consumption by an 
individual (measured at sea level).

cardiorespiratory 
conditioning: improvements 
in heart and lung function and 
increased blood volume, brought 
about by aerobic training.

cardiac output: the volume of  
blood discharged by the heart 
each minute. 
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endurance, activities must be sustained for 20 minutes or longer and use most of  the 
large muscle groups of  the body (legs, buttocks, and abdomen). The level of  training 
must be intense enough to elevate your heart rate.

A person’s own perceived effort is usually a reliable indicator of  the intensity of  an 
activity. In general, workouts should be at an intensity that raises your heart rate but 
still leaves you able to talk comfortably. For those who are more competitive and want 
to work to their limits on some days, a treadmill test can reveal the maximum heart 
rate. Workouts are safe at up to 85 percent of  that rate. Table 10-2 (p. 260) includes the 
ACSM guidelines for developing and maintaining cardiorespiratory fitness.

Muscle conditioning One of  the benefits of  cardiorespiratory training is that fit 
muscles use oxygen efficiently, reducing the heart’s workload. An added bonus is that 
muscles that use oxygen efficiently can burn fat longer—a plus for body composition 
and weight control.

Muscle Strength and Endurance
Resistance training has long been recognized as a means to build and maintain 
muscle mass, strength, power, and endurance. Additional benefits of  resistance train-
ing, however, have also emerged. Progressive resistance training helps prevent and 
manage several chronic diseases, including cardiovascular disease, and enhances psy-
chological well-being.27 Resistance training can also help to maximize and maintain 
bone mass.28 Even in women past menopause (when most women are losing bone), 
resistance training can improve bone density, especially in combination with adequate 
dietary calcium and vitamin D intakes.29

By promoting strong muscles in the back and abdomen, resistance training can 
improve posture and reduce the risk of  back injury. Resistance training can also help 
prevent the decline in physical mobility that often accompanies aging.30 Older adults, 
even those in their 80s, who participate in resistance training programs not only gain 
muscle strength but also improve their muscle endurance, which enables them to walk 
longer before exhaustion. Leg strength and walking endurance are powerful indicators 
of  an older adult’s physical abilities. 

Resistance training builds muscle strength, muscle power, and muscle endurance. 
To emphasize muscle strength, combine high resistance (heavy weight) with a low 
number of  repetitions (8 to 12).31 To emphasize muscle power, combine moderate 
resistance (light to medium weight) with high velocity (as fast as safely possible). 
To emphasize muscle endurance, combine less resistance (lighter weight) with more 
repetitions (15 to 20). Resistance training enhances performance in other sports too. 
Swimmers can develop a more efficient stroke and tennis players a more powerful 
serve when they train with weights, for example.

A Balanced Fitness Program
The intensity and type of  physical activities that are best for one person may not be 
good for another. A person who has been sedentary will initially perform at a dramati-
cally different level of  intensity than a fit person.

The type of  physical activity that is best for you depends, too, on what you want to 
achieve and what you enjoy doing. Some people love walking, whereas others prefer 
to dance or ride a bike. Those who want to be stronger and firmer lift weights. Keep in 
mind that muscle is more metabolically active than body fat, so the more muscle you 
have, the more energy you’ll expend.

In a balanced fitness program, aerobic activity improves cardiorespiratory fitness, 
stretching enhances flexibility, and resistance training develops muscle strength, 
muscle power, and muscle endurance. Table 10-3 provides an example of  a balanced 
fitness program.

resistance training: physical 
activity that develops muscle 
strength, power, endurance, and 
mass. resistance can be provided 
by free weights, weight machines, 
elastic bands, or other objects. a 
person’s own body weight may 
also be used to provide resistance, 
as when a person does push-ups, 
pull-ups, or sit-ups; also called 
weight training.

muscle power: the product of 
force generation (strength) and 
movement velocity (speed); the 
speed at which a given amount of 
exertion is completed.

Ta b L e  1 0 - 3   a Sample 
balanced Fitness Program

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday:

 ❚ 5 minutes of warm-up activity

 ❚ 30–60 minutes of aerobic 
activity

 ❚ 10 minutes of cool-down 
activity and stretching

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday

 ❚ 5 minutes of warm-up activity

 ❚ 30 minutes of resistance 
training

 ❚ 10 minutes of cool-down 
activity and stretching

Saturday and/or Sunday

 ❚ sports, walking, hiking, biking, 
or swimming
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Cardiorespiratory endurance training enhances the ability of  the heart and lungs 
to deliver oxygen to the muscles. 

 ❚ With cardiorespiratory endurance training, the heart becomes stronger, breathing 
becomes more efficient, and the health of  the entire body improves.

 ❚ Resistance training offers health and fitness benefits to adults.

 ❚ Resistance training reduces the risk of  cardiovascular disease, improves older 
adults’ physical mobility, and helps maximize and maintain bone mass. 

The rest of  this chapter describes the interactions between nutrients and physical  
activity. Nutrition alone cannot endow you with fitness or athletic ability, but along 
with the right mental attitude, it complements your effort to obtain them. Conversely, 
unwise food selections can stand in your way.

10.2 The Active Body’s Use of Fuels
LO 10.2 Identify the factors that influence macronutrient use during and after 
physical activity and describe activities that depend more on glucose or fat, 
respectively.

The fuels that support physical activity are glucose (from carbohydrate), fatty acids 
(from fat), and, to a small extent, amino acids (from protein). During rest, the body 
derives a little more than half  of  its energy from fatty acids, most of  the rest from 
glucose, and a little from amino acids. During physical activity, the body uses different 
mixtures of  fuels. Muscles always use a mixture of  fuels—never just one. How much 
of  which fuel the muscles use during physical activity depends on an interplay among 
the fuels available from the diet, the intensity and duration of  the activity, and the 
degree to which the body is conditioned to perform that activity. 

In the early minutes of  an activity, muscle glycogen provides the majority of  energy 
the muscles use to go into action. As activity continues, messenger molecules, includ-
ing the hormone epinephrine, flow into the bloodstream to signal the liver and fat 
cells to liberate their stored energy nutrients, primarily glucose and fatty acids. 

Glucose Use During Physical Activity
Both the liver and skeletal muscles store glucose as glycogen. Glucose comes from 
dietary sources, but the liver can also make glucose from fragments of  other nutri-
ents. Muscles retain their glycogen stores for their own use—they do not release their 
glucose into the bloodstream to share with other body tissues, as the liver does. This 
is fortunate, since a muscle that conserves its glycogen is prepared to act quickly in 
emergencies because muscle glucose fuels quick action. As activity continues, glucose 
from the liver’s stored glycogen and dietary glucose absorbed from the digestive tract 
also become important sources of  fuel for muscle activity.

Diet affects Glycogen Storage and use The body constantly uses and replenishes 
its glycogen. The more carbohydrate a person eats, the more glycogen muscles store 
(up to a limit) and the longer the stores will last to support physical activity. 

A classic report compared fuel use during physical activity by three groups of  
runners, each on a different diet. For several days before testing, one of  the groups ate 
a normal mixed diet (55 percent of  kcalories from carbohydrate), a second group ate 
a high-carbohydrate diet (83 percent of  kcalories from carbohydrate), and the third 
group ate a high-fat diet (94 percent of  kcalories from fat). As Figure 10-1 shows, the 

epinephrine (eP-ih-neFF-rin): 
the major hormone that elicits the 
stress response.

the key to regular physical activity is 
finding an activity that you enjoy.
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high-carbohydrate diet enabled the athletes to work longer before exhaustion. This 
study and many others established that a high-carbohydrate diet enhances an athlete’s 
endurance by ensuring ample glycogen stores.32

intensity of activity affects Glycogen use The body stores far less glycogen than 
fat. How long a person’s glycogen will last during physical activity depends not only 
on diet but also on the intensity of  the activity. 

Moderate-intensity activities such as easy jogging use glycogen slowly. The lungs 
and circulatory system have no trouble keeping up with the muscles’ need for oxy-
gen. The individual breathes easily, and the heart beats steadily—the activity is aero-
bic. The muscles derive their energy from both glucose and fatty acids. By depending 
partly on fatty acids, moderate aerobic activity conserves glycogen stores. Joggers still 
use glycogen, however, and eventually they can run out of  it.

Intense activities—the kind that make it difficult to catch your breath, such as a 
quarter-mile race—use glycogen quickly. Muscles must begin to rely more heavily 
on glucose, which can be partially broken down by anaerobic metabolism. Thus, 
the muscles begin drawing more heavily on their limited glycogen supply. Anaerobic 
breakdown of  glycogen yields energy to muscle tissue when energy demands outstrip 
the body’s ability to provide energy aerobically, but it does so by spending the mus-
cles’ glycogen reserves.

Lactate During intense activity, anaerobic breakdown of  glucose produces lactate. 
Muscles release lactate formed during exercise into the blood, and it travels to the 
liver. There, liver enzymes convert the lactate back into glucose. Glucose can then 
return to the muscles to fuel additional activity. At low intensities, lactate is read-
ily cleared from the blood by the liver, but at higher intensities, lactate accumulates. 
When the rate of  lactate production exceeds the rate of  clearance, intense activity can 
be maintained for only one to three minutes (as in a 400- or 800-meter race or a box-
ing match). Accumulation of  lactate was long blamed for a type of  muscle fatigue, but 
recent thought disputes this idea. It is true that muscles produce lactate during a type 
of  fatigue, but the lactate does not cause the fatigue.33

activity Duration affects Glycogen use The duration of  a physical activity as 
well as its intensity affect glucose use. In the first 10 minutes or so of  an activity, the 
active muscles rely almost entirely on their own stores of  glycogen for glucose. Within 
the first 20 minutes of  moderate activity, a person uses up about one-fifth of  the avail-
able glycogen. As the muscles devour their own glycogen, they become ravenous for 
more glucose, and the liver responds by emptying out its glycogen stores. 

anaerobic (an-air-rOH-bic): 
not requiring oxygen. anaerobic ac-
tivity may require strength but does 
not work the heart and lungs very 
hard for a sustained period.

lactate: a compound produced 
during the breakdown of glucose in 
anaerobic metabolism. 

Normal mixed diet

Fat and protein diet

High-carbohydrate diet

Maximum 
endurance time:

114 min

57 min

167 min

F i g u r e  1 0 - 1   The effect 
of Diet on Physical endurance
a high-carbohydrate diet can 
increase an athlete’s endurance. in 
this study, the high-fat diet provided 
94 percent of kcalories from fat and 
6 percent from protein; the normal 
mixed diet provided 55 percent 
of kcalories from carbohydrate; 
and the high-carbohydrate diet 
provided 83 percent of kcalories from 
carbohydrate.
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A person who exercises moderately for longer than 20 minutes begins to use less 
glucose and more fat for fuel. Still, glucose use continues, and if  the activity goes 
on long enough and at a high enough intensity, blood glucose declines and muscle 
and liver glycogen stores are depleted. Physical activity can continue for a short time 
thereafter only because the liver produces, from lactate and certain amino acids, 
the minimum amount of  glucose needed to briefly forestall total depletion. Glyco-
gen depletion generally occurs after about two hours of  vigorous exercise.† Glycogen 
depletion brings nervous system function to a near halt, making continued exertion at 
the same intensity almost impossible. Marathon runners call this “hitting the wall.”

Maintaining Blood Glucose for activity To delay the onset of  fatigue and 
enhance endurance performance, athletes try to maintain their blood glucose concen-
trations for as long as they can. The following guidelines can help endurance athletes 
maximize glucose supplies:

 ❚ Eat a high-carbohydrate diet (approximately 8 grams of  carbohydrate per kilogram 
of  body weight or about 70 percent of  energy intake) regularly.‡

 ❚ Take glucose (usually in sports drinks) periodically during activities that last for 
one hour or more.

 ❚ Eat carbohydrate-rich foods (approximately 60 grams of  carbohydrate) 
immediately following activity; for example, 16 ounces of  sports drink and a small 
bagel, 16 ounces of  milk and four oatmeal cookies, or 8 ounces of  pineapple juice 
and a granola bar.

Another strategy, carbohydrate loading, involves training the muscles to store 
as much glycogen as they can, while supplying the dietary glucose to enable them 
to do so. This strategy benefits endurance athletes who exercise at high intensity 
for longer than 90 minutes and who cannot meet their carbohydrate needs during 
competition. Although carbohydrate-loading can increase an individual’s glycogen 
stores, performance may or may not improve. Those who exercise for shorter times 
or at a slower pace are better served by a regular high-carbohydrate diet. The last 
section of  this chapter, “Diets for Physically Active People,” discusses how to design a 
high-carbohydrate diet for performance.

Glucose during activity Muscles can obtain the glucose they need not only from 
glycogen stores but also from foods and beverages consumed during activity. Consum-
ing carbohydrate is especially useful during exhausting endurance activities (lasting 
more than one hour) and during games such as soccer or hockey, which last for hours 
and demand repeated bursts of  intense activity.34

Endurance athletes often run short of  glucose by the end of  competitive events. To 
insure optimal carbohydrate intake, sports nutrition experts recommend 30 to 60 grams 
of  carbohydrate per hour during prolonged events.35 Carbohydrate-based sports drinks 
offer a convenient way to meet this recommendation and also help replace water 
and electrolyte losses. Thus, to insure optimal hydration and carbohydrate intake, 
endurance athletes are advised to drink one-half  to one liter of  a 4 to 8 percent carbo-
hydrate-based sports drink per hour, in small, frequent doses during activity.36 During 
the last stages of  an endurance competition, when glycogen is running low, glucose 
consumed during the event can slowly make its way from the digestive tract to the 
muscles and augment the body’s supply of  glucose enough to forestall exhaustion.

†Here “vigorous exercise” means exercise at 75 percent of VO
2
 max.

‡Percentage of energy intake is meaningful only when total energy intake is known. Consider that 
at high energy intakes (5000 kcalories/day), even a moderate carbohydrate diet (50 percent of energy 
intake) supplies 625 grams of carbohydrate—enough for a 165-pound (75 kilogram) athlete in heavy 
training. By comparison, at a moderate energy intake (2000 kcalories/day), a high-carbohydrate intake 
(70 percent of energy intake) supplies 350 grams—plenty of carbohydrate for most people, but not 
enough for athletes in heavy training.

carbohydrate loading: a regimen 
of moderate exercise, followed by 
eating a high-carbohydrate diet, 
which enables muscles to temporarily 
store glycogen beyond their normal 
capacity; also called glycogen loading 
or glycogen supercompensation.

those who compete in endurance 
activities require fluid and carbohy-
drate fuel.
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Some researchers have questioned whether adding protein to carbohydrate-con-
taining sports beverages would offer a performance advantage to endurance athletes.37 
Evidence so far suggests that when carbohydrate intake is optimal, protein provides 
no additional performance benefit.

Glucose after activity Muscles depleted of  glycogen have greater insulin sensitiv-
ity, which enhances glucose uptake and promotes glycogen synthesis. Thus, eating 
high-carbohydrate foods after physical activity also enlarges glycogen stores. To accel-
erate the rate of  glycogen storage, train normally; then, within two hours after physi-
cal activity, consume a high-carbohydrate meal, such as a glass of  orange juice and 
some graham crackers, toast, or cereal.38 After 2 hours, the rate of  glycogen storage 
declines by almost half. This strategy is especially important to athletes who train 
hard more than once per day. 

Nutrition in Practice 2 discusses the possible health benefits of  eating a diet rank-
ing low on the glycemic index. Such a diet may also benefit endurance performance. 
Some research indicates that foods with a low glycemic index enhance fatty acid avail-
ability and use during subsequent activity, thereby reducing reliance on the muscles’ 
own lipid and glycogen stores.39 More research is needed to confirm these findings.

training affects Glycogen use Training affects glycogen use during activity in at 
least two ways. First, muscles that deplete their glycogen stores through work adapt 
to store greater amounts of  glycogen to support that work. Second, trained muscles 
burn more fat and at higher intensities than untrained muscles, so they require less 
glucose to perform the same amount of  work. A person attempting an activity for the 
first time uses up much more glucose per minute than an athlete trained to perform it. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Glucose is supplied by dietary carbohydrate or made by the liver.

 ❚ Glucose is stored in both liver and muscle tissue as glycogen. 

 ❚ Total glycogen stores affect an athlete’s endurance.

 ❚ The more intense an activity, the more glucose it demands.

 ❚ During anaerobic metabolism, the body spends glucose rapidly and accumulates 
lactate.

 ❚ Physical activity of  long duration places demands on the body’s glycogen stores. 

 ❚ Carbohydrate ingested before and during long-duration activity may help to 
forestall fatigue. 

 ❚ Carbohydrate loading is a regimen of  physical activity and diet that enables an 
athlete’s muscles to store larger-than-normal amounts of  glycogen to extend 
endurance. 

 ❚ Highly trained muscles use less glucose and more fat than do untrained muscles to 
perform the same work, so their glycogen lasts longer.

Fat Use During Activity 
Sports nutrition experts recommend that athletes consume 20 to 35 percent of  their 
energy from fat to meet nutrient and energy needs—the same recommendation as for 
others.40 Athletes who restrict fat below 20 percent of  total energy intake may fail to 
consume adequate energy and nutrients. Recommendations to include vegetable oils, 
nuts, olives, fatty fish, and other sources of  health-promoting fats in the diet apply to 
athletes as well as to everyone else.
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Diets high in saturated fat carry risks of  heart disease. Physical activity offers some 
protection against cardiovascular disease, but athletes, like everyone else, can suffer 
heart attacks and strokes. Limiting saturated fat intake to less than 10 percent of  total 
energy intake is another way athletes can protect themselves from heart disease.

In contrast to dietary fat, body fat stores are extremely important during physical 
activity, as long as the activity is not too intense. Unlike the body’s glycogen stores, which 
are limited to less than 2000 kcalories of  energy, fat stores can total 70,000 kcalories or 
more and can fuel hours of  activity without running out. Early in activity, muscles begin 
to draw on fatty acids from two sources—fats stored within the working muscles and fats 
from fat deposits such as the fat under the skin. Areas with the most fat to spare donate 
the greatest amounts of  fatty acids to the blood (although they may not be the areas from 
which one might choose to lose fat). This is why “spot reducing” does not work: muscles 
do not own the fat that surrounds them. Fat cells release fatty acids into the blood for all 
the muscles to share. Proof  is found in a tennis player’s arms: the fat folds measure the 
same in both arms, even though one arm has better-developed muscles than the other. A 
balanced fitness program that includes strength training, however, will tighten muscles 
underneath the fat, improving the overall appearance. Keep in mind that some body fat 
is essential to good health. (Chapter 6 discusses the health risks of  too little body fat.)

intensity and Duration affect Fat use The intensity of  physical activity affects fat 
use. As the intensity of  activity increases, fat makes less and less of  a contribution to 
the fuel mixture. Remember that fat can be broken down for energy only by aerobic 
metabolism. For fat to fuel activity, oxygen must be abundantly available. If  a person 
is breathing easily during activity, the muscles are getting all the oxygen they need and 
are able to use more fat in the fuel mixture. 

The duration of  activity also influences fat use. Early in an activity, as the muscles 
draw on fatty acids, blood levels fall. If  the activity continues for more than a few 
minutes, the hormone epinephrine signals the fat cells to begin breaking down their 
stored triglycerides and liberating fatty acids into the blood. As activity continues, the 
blood fatty acid concentration surpasses the normal resting concentration. Thereafter, 
sustained, moderate activity uses body fat stores as its major fuel. 

training affects Fat use Training—repeated aerobic activity—produces the 
adaptations that permit the body to draw more heavily on fat for fuel. Aerobically 
trained muscles burn fat more readily than untrained muscles. With aerobic training, 
the heart and lungs also become stronger and better able to deliver oxygen to the 
muscles during high-intensity activities. In turn, this improved oxygen supply enables 
the muscles to burn more fat. These adaptations reward not only trained athletes, but 
also all active people; a person who trains by way of  aerobic activities such as distance 
running or cycling becomes well suited to the activity.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Athletes who restrict fat below 20 percent of  total energy intake may fail to 
consume adequate energy and nutrients.

 ❚ In contrast to dietary fat, body fat stores are extremely important during physical 
activity, as long as the activity is not too intense.

 ❚ The intensity and duration of  activity, as well as training—repeated aerobic 
activity—affect fat use.

Protein Use During Activity
Athletes use protein to build and maintain muscle and other lean tissue structures 
and, to a small extent, to fuel activity. The body handles protein differently during 
activity than during rest.

low- to moderate-intensity aerobic 
exercises that can be sustained for a 
long time (more than 20 minutes) use 
some glucose but more fat for fuel.
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Protein for Building Muscle tissue In the hours of  rest that follow physical activ-
ity, muscles speed up their rate of  protein synthesis—they build more of  the proteins 
they need to perform the activity. Research shows that eating high-quality protein, 
either by itself  or together with carbohydrate, immediately following physical activity 
stimulates muscle protein synthesis.41 With food intake, of  course, insulin is secreted. 
Insulin not only stimulates muscle protein synthesis, but also greatly inhibits muscle 
protein breakdown.42 Remember that the body adapts and builds the molecules, cells, 
and tissues it needs for the next period of  activity. Whenever the body rebuilds a part 
of  itself, it tears down old structures to make way for new ones. Repeated activity, with 
just a slight overload, triggers the protein-dismantling and the protein-synthesizing 
equipment of  each muscle cell to make needed changes—that is, to adapt.

Dietary protein provides the needed amino acids for synthesis of  new muscle pro-
teins. As Chapter 4 pointed out, the true director of  synthesis of  muscle protein is 
physical activity itself. 

The intensity and pattern of  muscle contractions initiate signals that direct the 
muscles’ genetic material to make particular proteins. For example, a weight lifter’s 
workout sends the information that muscle fibers need added bulk for strength and 
more enzymes for making and using glycogen. A runner’s workout stimulates pro-
duction of  proteins needed for aerobic oxidation of  fat and glucose. Muscle cells are 
exquisitely responsive to the need for proteins, and they build them conservatively, 
only as needed.

Finally, after muscle cells have made all the decisions about which proteins to build 
and when, protein nutrition comes into play. During active muscle-building phases 
of  training, a weight lifter might add between ¼ ounce and 1 ounce (between 7 and 
28 grams) of  protein to existing muscle mass each day. This extra protein comes from 
ordinary food.

Protein for Fuel Not only do athletes retain more protein but they also use a little 
more protein as fuel. Muscles speed up their use of  amino acids for energy during 
physical activity, just as they speed up their use of  glucose and fatty acids. Still, pro-
tein contributes at most about 10 percent of  the total fuel used, both during activity 
and during rest. 

Diet affects Protein use during activity Diet influences how much protein is 
used during activity. People who consume diets adequate in energy and rich in car-
bohydrate use less protein than those who eat protein- and fat-rich diets. Recall that 
carbohydrates spare proteins from being broken down to make glucose when needed. 
Because physical activity requires glucose, a diet lacking in carbohydrate necessitates 
the conversion of  amino acids to glucose. 

intensity and Duration affect Protein use during activity The intensity and 
duration of  the activity also modify protein use. Endurance athletes who train for more 
than one hour per day, engaging in aerobic activity of  moderate intensity and long 
duration, may deplete their glycogen stores by the end of  their workouts and become 
more dependent on body protein for energy. In contrast, anaerobic strength training 
does not use more protein for energy but does demand more protein to build muscle. 
Thus, the protein needs of  both endurance and strength athletes are higher than those 
of  sedentary people, but not as high as the protein intakes many athletes consume.

Protein recommendations for active People Although most athletes need 
somewhat more protein than do sedentary people, average protein intakes in the 
United States are high enough to cover those needs. Therefore, athletes in training 
should attend to protein needs but should back up the protein with ample carbohydrate. 
Otherwise, they will burn off  as fuel the very protein they wish to retain in muscle. 

The DRI Committee does not recommend greater-than-normal protein intakes for 
athletes, but other authorities do.43 These recommendations specify different protein 

For perfect functioning, every nutrient 
is needed.
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intakes for athletes pursuing different activities (see Table 10-4). A later section translates 
protein recommendations into a diet plan and shows that no one needs protein supple-
ments or even large servings of  meat to obtain the highest recommended protein intakes. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Physical activity stimulates muscle cells to break down and synthesize protein, 
resulting in muscle adaptation to activity. 

 ❚ Athletes use protein both for building muscle tissue and for energy. Diet, intensity 
and duration of  activity, and training affect protein use during activity.

 ❚ Although athletes need more protein than sedentary people, a balanced, high-
carbohydrate diet provides sufficient protein to cover an athlete’s needs.

10.3 Vitamins and Minerals 
to Support Activity
LO 10.3 List the vitamin and mineral supplements athletes may need and 
explain why.

Many vitamins and minerals assist in releasing energy from fuels and transporting 
oxygen. This knowledge has led many people to believe, mistakenly, that vitamin and 
mineral supplements offer physically active people both health benefits and athletic 
advantages. Nutrition in Practice 9 offers a discussion of  vitamin and mineral 
supplements and Nutrition in Practice 10 explores supplements and other products 
people use in the hope of  enhancing athletic performance. 

Supplements 
Nutrient supplements do not enhance the performance of well-nourished athletes or active 
people. Deficiencies of vitamins and minerals, however, do impede performance. Regular, 
strenuous physical activity increases the demand for energy, and athletes and active people 
tend to eat more food. If  they select nutrient-dense foods to meet those increased energy 
needs, they will, in most cases, also meet their vitamin and mineral needs. Remember, 
however, that nutrient recommendations are based on the needs of  healthy people in 
different life stages and do not reflect the potentially greater needs of some athletes.

Ta b L e  1 0 - 4   recommended Protein intakes for athletes

Recommendations 
(g/kg/day)

Protein Intakes (g/day)

Males Females

rda for adults 0.8 56 44

recommended intake for power  
(strength or speed) athletes

1.2–1.7 84–119 66–94

recommended intake for  
endurance athletes

1.2–1.4 84–98 66–77

u.s. average intake 102 70

Note: daily protein intakes are based on a 70-kilogram (154-pound) man and 55-kilogram (121-pound) woman.

Sources: Position of the american dietetic association, dietitians of canada, and the american college of sports 
medicine: nutrition and athletic performance, Journal of the American Dietetic Association 109 (2009): 509–527; 
u.s. department of agriculture, agricultural research service, 2008, Nutrient Intakes from Food: Mean Amounts 
Consumed per Individual One Day, 2005–2006. available at www.ars.usda.gov/ba/bhnrc/fsrg; committee on 
Dietary Reference Intakes, Dietary Reference Intakes for Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty Acids, Cholesterol, 
Protein and Amino Acids (washington, d.c.: national academies Press, 2005), pp. 660–661.
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As Nutrition in Practice 6 mentions, athletes who struggle to meet low body-weight 
requirements may consume so little food that they fail to obtain all the nutrients they 
need.44 The practice of  “making weight” is opposed by many health and fitness 
organizations, but for athletes who choose this course of  action, a single daily 
multivitamin-mineral supplement that provides no more than the DRI recommenda-
tions for nutrients can be beneficial. In addition, some athletes do not eat enough food 
to maintain body weight during times of  intense training or competition. For these 
athletes, too, a daily multivitamin-mineral supplement can be helpful.

Some athletes believe that taking vitamin or mineral supplements just before com-
petition will enhance performance. These beliefs are contrary to scientific reality. Most 
vitamins and minerals function as small parts of  larger working units. After entering 
the blood, they have to wait for the cells to combine them with their appropriate other 
parts so that they can do their work. This takes time—hours or days. Vitamins or 
minerals taken right before an event do not improve performance, even if  the person is 
actually suffering deficiencies of  those nutrients.

Nutrients of Special Concern
In general, then, active people who eat well-balanced meals do not need vitamin or 
mineral supplements. Two nutrients, vitamin E and iron, do merit special attention, 
however, each for a different reason. Vitamin E is addressed because so many athletes 
take supplements of  it. Iron is discussed because some female athletes may be unaware 
that they need supplements.

Vitamin e During prolonged, high-intensity physical activity, the muscles’ consump-
tion of  oxygen increases tenfold or more, enhancing the production of  damaging free 
radicals in the body.45 Vitamin E is a potent fat-soluble antioxidant that vigorously 
defends cell membranes against oxidative damage. 

Does vitamin E supplementation protect against exercise-induced oxidative stress? 
Some studies find that it does; others show no effect, and still others report enhanced 
oxidative stress.46 Recent research may offer some insight into these inconsistencies. 
Although free radicals are usually damaging, during repeated episodes of  endurance 
activities, they may actually be beneficial. Free radicals activate powerful antioxi-
dant enzymes, which may enhance the athlete’s tolerance to such oxidative stresses.47 
Researchers speculate that antioxidant supplements such as vitamin E interfere with 
this protective adaptive response. This may explain why, in some studies, athletes 
taking vitamin E show signs of  increased oxidative stress. Clearly, more research is 
needed, but in the meantime, physically active people can benefit by using vegetable 
oils and eating generous servings of  antioxidant-rich fruits and vegetables regularly. 
Beta-carotene and vitamin C in fruits and vegetables, as well as many of  the phyto-
chemicals in these foods, are also potent antioxidants.

iron and Performance Physically active young women, especially those who en-
gage in endurance activities such as distance running, are prone to iron deficiency.48 
Habitually low intakes of  iron-rich foods, high iron losses through menstruation, and 
the high demands of  muscles for the iron-containing molecules of  aerobic metabolism 
and the muscle protein myoglobin can contribute to iron deficiency in young female 
athletes. In addition, endurance activities temporarily increase the release of  hepici-
din, which limits iron absorption (see Chapter 9).49

Adolescent female athletes who eat vegetarian diets may be particularly vulner-
able to iron deficiency. The bioavailability of  iron is often poor in plant-based diets 
because such diets are high in fiber and phytic acid and because the nonheme iron in 
plant foods is not absorbed as well as the heme iron in animal-derived foods. Vegetar-
ian diets are usually rich in vitamin C, however, which enhances iron absorption. To 
protect against iron deficiency, vegetarian athletes need to pay close attention to their 

Female athletes may be at special 
risk of iron deficiency.
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intake of  good dietary sources of  iron (fortified cereals, legumes, nuts, and seeds) and 
include vitamin C-rich foods with each meal. So long as vegetarian athletes consume 
enough nutrient-dense foods, they can perform as well as non-vegetarians.

Iron deficiency impairs performance because iron helps deliver the muscles’ oxy-
gen. Insufficient oxygen delivery reduces aerobic work capacity, so the person tires 
easily. Iron deficiency without clinical signs of  anemia may also impair physical 
performance.50

Early in training, athletes may develop low blood hemoglobin. This condition, 
sometimes called “sports anemia,” is not a true iron-deficiency condition. Strenuous 
training promotes destruction of  the more fragile, older red blood cells, and the result-
ing cleanup work reduces the blood’s iron content temporarily. Strenuous activity also 
expands the blood’s plasma volume, thereby reducing the red blood cell count per 
unit of  blood. This low hematocrit looks like iron-deficiency anemia, but it is not the 
same. In sports anemia, the red blood cells do not diminish in size or number as in 
anemia, so the oxygen-carrying capacity is not hindered. Most researchers view sports 
anemia as an adaptive, temporary response to endurance training. Iron-deficiency ane-
mia requires treatment with prescribed iron supplements, but sports anemia does not.

The best strategy for maintaining adequate iron nutrition depends on the indi-
vidual. Menstruating women may border on iron deficiency even without the iron 
losses incurred by physical activity. Active teens of  both genders have high iron needs 
because they are growing. Especially for women and teens, then, prescribed supple-
ments may be needed to correct iron deficiencies. (Medical testing is needed to elimi-
nate nondietary causes of  anemia, such as internal bleeding or cancer.)

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ With the possible exception of  iron, well-nourished active people and athletes 
do not need nutrient supplements. Athletes who do not eat enough food to 
maintain body weight during intense training or competition, however, may need 
a multivitamin-mineral supplement. 

 ❚ Female athletes need to pay special attention to their iron needs.

 ❚ Iron-deficiency anemia impairs physical performance because iron is the blood’s 
oxygen handler.

 ❚ Sports anemia is a harmless temporary adaptation to physical activity.

10.4 Fluids and Electrolytes 
in Physical Activity
LO 10.4 Identify the factors that influence an athlete’s fluid and electrolyte needs 
and the symptoms of heat stroke and hypothermia, and compare water and 
sports drinks as fluid sources. 

The body’s need for water far surpasses its need for any other nutrient. If  the body 
loses too much water, its life-supporting chemistry is compromised.

The exercising body loses water primarily via sweat; second to that, breathing uses 
water, exhaled as vapor. During physical activity, both routes can be significant, and 
dehydration is a real threat. The first symptom of  dehydration is fatigue. A water loss 
of  greater than 2 percent of  body weight can reduce a person’s capacity to do mus-
cular work.51 A person with a water loss of  about 7 percent is likely to collapse. The 
athlete who arrives at an event even slightly dehydrated starts out at a competitive 
disadvantage.
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Temperature Regulation
As Chapter 9 pointed out, sweat cools the body. The conversion of  water to vapor 
uses up a great deal of  heat, so as sweat evaporates, it cools the skin’s surface and the 
blood flowing beneath it.

Hyperthermia In hot, humid weather, sweat may fail to evaporate because the sur-
rounding air is already laden with water. In hyperthermia, body heat builds up and 
triggers maximum sweating, but without sweat evaporation, little cooling takes place. 
In such conditions, active people must take precautions to avoid heat stroke. Heat 
stroke is an especially dangerous accumulation of  body heat with accompanying loss 
of  body fluid. To reduce the risk of  heat stroke, drink enough fluid before and during 
the activity, rest in the shade when tired, and wear lightweight clothing that allows 
sweat to evaporate. The rubber or heavy suits sold with promises of  weight loss during 
physical activity are dangerous because they promote profuse sweating, prevent sweat 
evaporation, and invite heat stroke. If  you experience any of  the symptoms of  heat 
stroke listed in Table 10-5 stop your activity, sip cold fluids, seek shade, and ask for 
help. The condition demands medical attention—it can kill.

Hypothermia In cold weather, hypothermia, or low body temperature, can be as 
serious as heat stroke is in hot weather. Inexperienced runners participating in long 
races on cold or wet, chilly days are especially vulnerable to hypothermia. Slow run-
ners who produce little heat can become too cold, especially if  their clothing is in-
adequate. Early symptoms of  hypothermia include feeling cold, shivering, apathy, 
and social withdrawal.52 As body temperature continues to fall, shivering stops, and 
disorientation, slurred speech, and change in behavior or appearance set in. People 
with these symptoms soon become helpless to protect themselves from further body 
heat losses. Even in cold weather, the body still sweats and needs fluids, but the fluids 
should be warm or at room temperature to help prevent hypothermia.

Fluid Needs during Physical Activity
Endurance athletes can lose 1.5 quarts or more of  fluid during each hour of  activity. To 
prepare for fluid losses, the athlete must hydrate before activity. To replace fluid losses, 
the person must rehydrate during and after activity. (Table 10-6 presents a suggested 
schedule of  hydration for physical activity.) Even then, in hot weather, the digestive 
tract may not be able to absorb enough water fast enough to keep up with an athlete’s 

hyperthermia: an above-normal 
body temperature.

heat stroke: an acute and life-
threatening reaction to heat buildup 
in the body.

hypothermia: a below-normal 
body temperature.

Ta b L e  1 0 - 5   Symptoms 
of Heat Stroke and 
Hypothermia Compared

Heat Stroke

 ❚ clumsiness, stumbling

 ❚ confusion, dizziness, other 
mental changes, loss of 
consciousness

 ❚ Flushed skin (skin may turn red 
as body temperature rises)

 ❚ muscle cramping (early 
symptom)

 ❚ nausea and vomiting

 ❚ rapid breathing

 ❚ rapid heart rate

 ❚ sudden cessation of sweating 
(hot, dry skin)

 ❚ throbbing headache

Hypothermia

 ❚ clumsiness, loss of coordination

 ❚ confusion, disorientation, 
other mental changes, loss of 
consciousness

 ❚ drowsiness

 ❚ shivering (early symptom)

 ❚ cessation of shivering (late 
symptom)

 ❚ slurred speech

 ❚ slow breathing

 ❚ slow heart rate

Source: adapted from centers for disease 
control and Prevention, www.cdc.gov. Ta b L e  1 0 - 6   Suggested Hydration Schedule for Physical activity

Timing
Recommended Intakes 
(based on body weight) Males Females

>4 hours before activity 1 oz/10 lb 16 oz 12 oz

2 hours before activity, if 
heavy sweating is expected

add 0.6 oz/10 lb 19 oz 17 oz

every 15 minutes during 
activity

drink enough to minimize loss of body 
weight, but don’t drink too much

8 oz 4 oz

after activity >2 cups for each pound of body weight losta

Note: intakes are based on a 70-kilogram (154-pound) man and a 55-kilogram (121-pound) woman.
adrinking 2 cups of fluid every 20 to 30 minutes after exercise until the total amount required is consumed is 
more effective for rehydration than drinking the needed amount all at once. rapid fluid replacement after exercise 
stimulates urine production and results in less body water retention.

Source: c.a. rosenbloom and e.J. coleman, eds., Sports Nutrition: A Practice Manual for Professionals (chicago: 
academy of nutrition and dietetics, 2012), p. 115; Position of the american dietetic association, dietitians of 
canada, and the american college of sports medicine: nutrition and athletic performance, Journal of the American 
Dietetic Association 109 (2009): 509–527; american college of sports medicine, Position stand: exercise and fluid 
replacement, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 39 (2007): 377–390.
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sweat losses, and some degree of  dehydration may be inevitable. Athletes who know 
their body’s hourly sweat rate can strive to replace the total amount of  fluid lost dur-
ing activity to prevent dehydration. 

Athletes who are preparing for competition are often advised to drink extra fluids 
in the last few days of  training before the event. The extra fluid is not stored in the 
body, but drinking extra ensures maximum tissue hydration at the start of  the event. 
Full hydration is imperative for every athlete both in training and in competition. 

Athletes who rely on thirst to govern fluid intake can easily become dehydrated. 
During activity thirst becomes detectable only after fluid stores are depleted. Do not 
wait to feel thirsty before drinking. 

Water What is the best fluid to support physical activity? For noncompetitive, every-
day active people, plain cool water is recommended for two reasons: (1) water rapidly 
leaves the digestive tract to enter the tissues, and (2) it cools the body from the inside 
out. Endurance athletes are an exception: they need more from their fluids than water 
alone. The first priority for endurance athletes should always be replacement of  fluids 
to prevent life-threatening heat stroke. But endurance athletes also need carbohydrate 
to supplement their limited glycogen stores. A later section compares water and sports 
drinks as fluid sources for endurance athletes.

electrolyte Losses and replacement During physical activity, the body loses 
electrolytes—the minerals sodium, potassium, chloride, and magnesium—in sweat. 
Beginners lose these electrolytes to a much greater extent than do trained athletes. 
The body’s adaptation to physical activity includes better conservation of  these elec-
trolytes. To replenish lost electrolytes, a person ordinarily needs only to eat a regular 
diet that meets energy and nutrient needs. In events lasting more than one hour, sports 
drinks may be needed to replace fluids and electrolytes. Salt tablets can worsen dehy-
dration and impair performance; they increase potassium losses, irritate the stomach, 
and cause vomiting. Endurance athletes considering the use of  salt tablets to replace 
sodium are advised to consult with a health care professional first. 

Sodium Depletion When athletes compete in endurance sports lasting longer than 
three hours, replenishing electrolytes is crucial. If  athletes sweat profusely over a long 
period of  time and do not replace lost sodium, a dangerous condition of  sodium 
depletion, known as hyponatremia, may result. The symptoms of  hyponatremia are 
similar to, but not the same as, those of  dehydration (see Table 10-7). Research shows 
that some athletes who sweat profusely may also lose more sodium in their sweat than 
others—and are prone to debilitating heat cramps.53 These athletes lose twice as much 
sodium in sweat as athletes who do not cramp, making them more susceptible to 
hyponatremia. Depending on individual variation, exercise intensity, and changes in 
ambient temperature and humidity, sweat rates for these athletes can exceed 2 quarts 
per hour.54

Hyponatremia may also occur when endurance athletes drink such large amounts 
of  water over the course of  a long event that they overhydrate, diluting the body fluids 
to such an extent that the sodium concentration becomes extremely low. During 
long competitions, when athletes lose sodium through heavy sweating and consume 
excessive amounts of  liquids, especially water, hyponatremia becomes likely. 

Some athletes may be vulnerable to hyponatremia even when they drink sports 
drinks during an event. Sports drinks do contain sodium, but as a later section points 
out, the sodium content of  sports drinks is low, and in some cases, too low to replace 
sweat losses. Still, sports drinks do offer more sodium than plain water. 

To prevent hyponatremia, endurance athletes need to replace sodium during 
prolonged events by consuming sports drinks, salty pretzels, and/or other sodium 
sources. Some athletes may need beverages with higher sodium concentrations than 
commercial sports drinks. In the days before the event, especially an event in the heat, 
athletes should not restrict salt in their diets. 

hourly sweat rate: the amount 
of weight lost plus fluid consumed 
during exercise per hour.

hyponatremia (high-poh-na-
tree-mee-ah): a decreased concen-
tration of sodium in the blood (hypo 
means “below”; natrium means 
“sodium”; emia means “blood”).

active people need extra fluid, even 
in cold weather.
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Ta b L e  1 0 - 7   Symptoms 
of Hyponatremia

 ❚ bloating, puffiness from water 
retention (shoes tight, rings 
tight)

 ❚ confusion

 ❚ seizure

 ❚ severe headache

 ❚ Vomiting
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Sports Drinks
Hydration is critical to optimal performance. As stated earlier, water best meets the 
fluid needs of  most people, yet manufacturers market many good-tasting sports drinks 
that deliver both fluid and carbohydrate for active people. The term sports drink gener-
ally refers to beverages that contain carbohydrates and electrolytes in specific concen-
trations, and they are the focus of  this discussion. 

Many sports drinks compete for their share of  the multi-billion-dollar market. 
What do sports drinks have to offer?

Fluid Sports drinks offer fluids to help offset the loss of  fluids during physical activ-
ity, but plain water can do this, too. Alternatively, diluted fruit juices or flavored water 
can be used if  preferred to plain water.

Glucose Sports drinks offer simple sugars or glucose polymers that help maintain 
hydration and blood glucose and enhance performance as effectively as, or in some 
circumstances, even better than, water. Such measures are especially beneficial for 
strenuous endurance activities lasting longer than one hour, during intense activities, 
or during prolonged competitive games that demand repeated intermittent activity.55 
Either sports drinks or plain water is suitable for events lasting less than one hour. 

Fluid transport to the tissues from beverages containing up to 8 percent glucose is 
rapid. Most sports drinks contain about 7 percent carbohydrate (about half  the sugar 
of  ordinary soft drinks, or about 5 teaspoons in each 12 ounces). Less than 6 per-
cent may not enhance performance, and more than 8 percent may cause abdominal 
cramps, nausea, and diarrhea. 

Although glucose does enhance endurance and performance in strenuous 
competitive events, it can be counterproductive for the moderate exerciser if  weight 
loss is the goal. Glucose is sugar, and like candy, it provides only empty kcalories—no 
vitamins or minerals. Most sports drinks provide between 50 and 100 kcalories per 
8-ounce cup.

Sodium and other electrolytes Sports drinks offer sodium and other electrolytes 
to help replace those lost during physical activity. Sodium in sports drinks also helps 
to increase the rate of  fluid absorption from the GI tract and maintain plasma volume 
during activity and recovery. Most physically active people do not need to replace 
the minerals lost in sweat immediately; a meal eaten within hours of  competition 
replaces these minerals soon enough. Most sports drinks are relatively low in sodium, 
however, so those who choose to use these beverages run little risk of  excessive intake.

Good taste Manufacturers reason that if  a drink tastes good, people will drink 
more, thereby ensuring adequate hydration. For athletes who prefer the flavors of  
sports drinks over water, it may be worth paying for good taste to replace lost fluids.

For athletes who exercise for one hour or more, sports drinks provide an advantage over 
water. For most physically active people, though, water is the best beverage to replenish 
lost fluids. The most important thing to do is drink—even if  you don’t feel thirsty.

Enhanced Water
Another beverage often marketed to athletes and active people is enhanced water.  
Enhanced waters are lightly flavored waters with lower carbohydrate and electrolyte 
contents than traditional sports drinks. Marketers promote these beverages for the added 
vitamins, minerals, and, in some cases, protein they contain. In fact, most enhanced  
waters contain small amounts of  only a few minerals, some of the B vitamins, and some-
times vitamin C or vitamin E. In the context of  daily needs, the vitamins and minerals in 
these drinks do not add up to much. For example, it takes a quart of  most of  these bever-
ages to provide only 10 percent of  the RDA for iron or calcium. Quite simply, enhanced 
waters are not a substitute for eating nutrient-rich fruits and vegetables. Enhanced waters 

glucose polymers: compounds 
that supply glucose, not as single 
molecules, but linked in chains 
somewhat like starch. the objective 
is to attract less water from the body 
into the digestive tract.

enhanced water: water that 
is fortified with ingredients such 
as vitamins, minerals, protein, 
oxygen, or herbs. enhanced water 
is marketed as vitamin water, sports 
water, oxygenated water, and 
protein water.
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may not be harmful (except maybe to the wallet), but most people do not need them. 
Plain water can meet fluid needs. If  the flavor of  enhanced waters encourages greater 
fluid intake, then they may offer some advantage. Serious endurance athletes need the 
carbohydrate-electrolyte sports drinks discussed earlier.

Other Beverages
Some beverages, such as soft drinks or the increasingly popular energy drinks, deliver 
caffeine along with fluid. Caffeine is a stimulant, and athletes sometime use it to enhance 
performance, as this chapter’s Nutrition in Practice explains. Carbonated soft drinks, 
with or without caffeine, may not be a wise choice for athletes: bubbles make a person 
feel full quickly and so may limit fluid intake. Some energy drinks contain amounts of  
caffeine equivalent to a cup or two of  coffee. When used in excess or in combination 
with stimulants or other unregulated substances, energy drinks can hinder performance 
and are potentially dangerous.56 Another reason energy drinks should not be used for 
fluid replacement during athletic events is that the carbohydrate concentrations are too 
high for optimal fluid absorption. The caffeine contents of  selected beverages (including 
energy drinks) and foods are listed in the table at the beginning of  Appendix A. 

Some athletes mistakenly believe that they can replace fluids and load up on car-
bohydrates by drinking beer. Beer is not carbohydrate rich. A 12-ounce beer provides 
13 grams of  carbohydrate—one-third the amount of  carbohydrate in a glass of  orange 
juice the same size. In addition to carbohydrate, beer also contains alcohol, of  course. 
Energy from alcohol breakdown generates heat, but it does not fuel muscle work be-
cause alcohol is metabolized in the liver. 

Beer is not rich in vitamins or minerals. Beer contains traces of  some B vitamins, 
but it cannot compete with food sources. As for minerals, beer contains a few miner-
als, but to replace the minerals lost in sweat, athletes need good sources such as fruit 
juices or sports drinks. 

Alcohol’s diuretic effect impairs the body’s fluid balance, making dehydration 
likely. After physical activity, a person needs to replace fluids, not lose them by drink-
ing beer. Alcohol also impairs the body’s ability to regulate its temperature, increasing 
the likelihood of  hypothermia or heat stroke. 

It is difficult to overstate alcohol’s detrimental effects on physical activity. Alcohol 
alters perceptions; slows reaction time; reduces strength, power, and endurance; and 
hinders accuracy, balance, eye-hand coordination, and coordination in general—all 
opposing optimal athletic performance. In addition, it deprives people of  their judg-
ment, thereby compromising safety in sports. Many sports-related fatalities and inju-
ries involve alcohol or other drugs.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Hyperthermia and heat stroke can be a threat to physically active people in hot, 
humid weather. 

 ❚ Hypothermia threatens those who exercise in the cold.

 ❚ Physically active people lose fluids and must replace them to avoid dehydration. 

 ❚ Water is the best drink for most physically active people, but endurance athletes 
need beverages that supply glucose as well as fluids.

 ❚ During events lasting longer than three hours, athletes need to pay special atten-
tion to replacing sodium losses to prevent hyponatremia.

 ❚ Caffeine-containing drinks within limits may not impair performance, but water 
and fruit juice are preferred.

 ❚ Alcohol use can impair performance in many ways and is not recommended.
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10.5 Diets for Physically Active People
LO 10.5 Discuss an appropriate daily eating pattern for athletes and describe the 
recommended pregame or recovery meal.

No one diet best supports physical performance. Active people who choose foods 
within the framework of  the diet-planning principles presented in Chapter 1 can 
design many excellent diets.

Nutrient Density A healthful diet is based on nutrient-dense foods—foods that sup-
ply adequate vitamins and minerals for the energy they provide. Active people need 
to eat both for nutrient adequacy and for energy—and energy needs can be extremely 
high. For example, during training, meals for some Olympic athletes provide as much 
as 12,000 kcalories a day. Still, a nutrient-rich diet remains central for adequacy’s sake. 
Though vital, energy alone is not enough to support performance. Table 10-8 offers 
convenient, nutrient-dense snack ideas for athletes and active people.

carbohydrate A diet that is high in carbohydrate (60 to 70 percent of  total kcalories), 
moderate in fat (20 to 35 percent), and adequate in protein (10 to 20 percent) ensures 
full glycogen and other nutrient stores. On two occasions, however, the active per-
son’s regular high-carbohydrate, fiber-rich diet may require temporary adjustment. 
Both of  these exceptions involve training for competition rather than for fitness in 
general. One special occasion is the pregame meal, when fiber-rich, bulky foods are 
best avoided. The pregame meal is discussed in a later section. The other occasion is 
during intensive training, when energy needs may be so high as to outstrip the per-
son’s capacity to eat enough food to meet them. In this case, the athlete can add con-
centrated carbohydrate foods, such as dried fruits, sweet potatoes, and nectars, and 
even high-fat foods, such as avocados and nuts.

Some athletes use commercial high-carbohydrate liquid supplements to obtain 
the carbohydrate and energy needed for heavy training and top performance. These 
supplements do not replace regular food; they are meant to be used in addition to it. 
Unlike the sports beverages discussed earlier, these high-carbohydrate supplements 
are too concentrated in carbohydrate to be used for fluid replacement. 

Protein In addition to carbohydrate and some fat (and the energy they provide), phys-
ically active people need protein. Meats and milk products are rich protein sources, but 
recommending that active people emphasize these foods is narrow advice. As men-
tioned repeatedly, active people need diets rich in carbohydrate, and of  course, meats 
have none to offer. Legumes, whole grains, and vegetables provide some protein with 
abundant carbohydrate. Table 10-4 (p. 270) presents recommended protein intakes.

Ta b L e  1 0 - 8   nutrient-Dense Snacks for athletes and active People

one ounce of almonds provides 
protein, fiber, calcium, vitamin e,  
and healthy unsaturated fats. 
similar choices include other nuts 
or trail mix consisting of dried 
fruit, nuts, and seeds.

low-fat greek yogurt contains 
more protein per serving than 
regular yogurt, but a little less 
calcium. a small amount of fresh 
fruit adds fiber and vitamins. a 
similar choice is low-fat cheese 
paired with fresh fruit.

low-fat milk or chocolate milk 
together with fig bars or oatmeal-
raisin cookies offer protein and 
fiber. a similar choice is whole-
grain cereal with low-fat milk.

Popcorn offers fiber and 
a fruit smoothie quenches 
thirst and provides valuable 
vitamins. a similar choice is 
pretzels and fruit juice.
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Meals before competition Science indicates that the pregame meal should include 
plenty of  fluids and be easy to digest. It should provide between 300 and 800 kcalories, 
primarily from carbohydrate-rich foods that are familiar to and well-tolerated by the 
athlete. The meal should end three to four hours before competition to allow time for 
the stomach to empty before exertion.

Breads, potatoes, pasta, and fruit juices—carbohydrate-rich foods low in fat, pro-
tein, and fiber—form the basis of  the pregame meal (see Figure 10-2 for some exam-
ples). Bulky, fiber-rich foods such as raw vegetables and high-fiber cereals, although 
usually desirable, are best avoided just before competition. Such foods can cause 
stomach discomfort during performance. 

What about drinks or sport bars claiming to provide “complete” nutrition? These 
mixtures of  carbohydrate, protein (usually amino acids), fat, some fiber, and certain 
vitamins and minerals may taste good and provide additional food energy for a game 
or for weight gain. They fall short of  providing complete nutrition, however, because 
they lack many of  the beneficial nutrients and phytochemicals that real food offers. 
These products may provide one advantage for active people—they are easy to eat in 
the hours before competition. 

Liquid meals are easy to digest, and many such meals are commercially available. 
Alternatively, athletes can mix fat-free milk or juice, frozen fruits, and flavorings in a 
blender. For example, mixing fat-free milk or apple juice with a frozen banana and 
cinnamon or vanilla makes a tasty, high-carbohydrate, liquid pregame meal. Do not 
drop a raw egg in the blender because raw eggs often carry bacteria that cause food 
poisoning.

recovery Meals Athletes who perform intense practice sessions several times a day 
or compete for hours on consecutive days need to quickly replenish glycogen (and 
fluids) to be ready for the next activity. As mentioned earlier, eating high-carbohy-
drate foods after physical activity enhances glycogen storage. Including protein in 
recovery meals will support muscle repair and growth.57 Because people are usually 
not hungry immediately following physical activity, carbohydrate-containing bever-
ages such as sports drinks or fruit juices may be preferred. If  an active person does 
feel hungry after an event, then foods high in carbohydrate, moderate in protein, and 
low in fat and fiber are the ones to choose—similar to those recommended prior to 
competition.

pregame meal: a meal eaten 
three to four hours before athletic 
competition.

300-kcalorie meal
1 large apple
4 saltine crackers
11/2 tbs reduced-fat
   peanut butter

500-kcalorie meal
1 large whole-wheat bagel
2 tbs jelly
11/2 c low-fat milk

750-kcalorie meal
1 large baked potato
2 tsp soft margarine
1 c steamed broccoli
1 c mixed carrots and green
   peas
5 vanilla wafers
11/2 c apple or pineapple juice

F i g u r e  1 0 - 2   examples of High-Carbohydrate Pregame meals
Pregame meals should be eaten three to four hours before the event and provide 300 to 800 kcalories, primarily 
from carbohydrate-rich foods. each of these sample meals provides at least 65 percent of total kcalories from 
carbohydrate.
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your diet
Fitness and nutrition

Fitness depends on a certain minimum amount of physical activity. 
ideally, the quantity and quality of the physical activity you select 
will improve your cardiorespiratory endurance, body composition, 
strength, and flexibility. examine your activity choices by keeping an 
activity diary for one week. For each physical activity, be sure to record 
the type of activity, the level of intensity, and the duration. in addition, 
record the times and places of beverage consumption and the types 
and amounts of beverages consumed. now compare the choices 
you made in your one-week activity diary to the american college of 
sports medicine’s guidelines for physical fitness (table 10-2).

 ❚ how often were you engaged in aerobic activity to improve cardio-
respiratory endurance? was the intensity of the activity moderate 

or vigorous? did each session last at least 30 minutes if of moder-
ate intensity and at least 20 minutes if of vigorous intensity?

 ❚ how often did you participate in resistance activities to develop 
strength? was the intensity enough to enhance muscle strength 
and improve body composition? did you perform 2 to 4 sets of 
8 to 12 repetitions involving each major muscle group?

 ❚ how often did you stretch to improve your flexibility? was 
the intensity enough to develop and maintain a full range 
of motion? did you hold each stretch 15 to 30 seconds and 
repeat each stretch two to four times?

 ❚ do you drink plenty of fluids daily, especially water, before, 
during, and after physical activity?

 ❚ what changes could you make to improve your fitness?

clinical applications
1. during her freshman year in college, Kim spent much of her 

free time bonding with new friends over pizzas, burgers, 
and fried chicken. now in her sophomore year, she has  
decided that it is time to shed the “freshman 15” she 
gained and get fit quickly. she is replacing her pizzas and 
burgers with protein shakes and diet sodas; she avoids  
carbohydrates; and she takes vitamin supplements because 
she has heard they will give her energy. Kim’s demanding 
sophomore academic load leaves little time during the week 
to do anything but go to class, study, and work on assign-
ments. she has therefore decided to spend much of her 
weekend time running, working out with weights, swim-
ming, and playing pick-up soccer on sunday afternoons. 
after a few weeks of her new eating and fitness plan, how-
ever, Kim is feeling tired and run down much of the time, 

her muscles ache, and she falls asleep when she is trying to 
study.

 ❚ what dietary advice would you suggest to help Kim feel 
healthier and more energetic?

 ❚ what fitness strategies would you offer Kim to prevent her 
fatigue and sore muscles?

2. Zak, a junior in college, has been weight training four days 
a week for the past year to gain strength and bulk up his 
muscles. along with his training, he has changed his diet from 
a normal mixed diet to one that emphasizes large servings of 
meat, eggs, and milk. Zak also takes amino acid supplements 
in hopes of building more muscle, faster. what advice would 
you offer Zak about his dietary habits? what would you tell 
him about the supplements he is taking?

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The person who wants to excel physically will apply accurate nutrition knowledge 
along with dedication to rigorous training. 

 ❚ A diet that provides ample fluid and consists of  a variety of  nutrient-dense foods 
in quantities to meet energy needs will enhance not only athletic performance, but 
overall health as well. 

 ❚ Carbohydrate-rich foods that are light and easy to digest are recommended for the 
pregame meal.

 ❚ Eating carbohydrate-rich foods after intense physical activity can enhance glyco-
gen storage in preparation for the next activity. Including protein in the recovery 
meal will support muscle repair and growth.

Training and genetics being equal, who would win a competition—the person who 
habitually consumes less than the amounts of  nutrients needed or the one who arrives 
at the event with a long history of  full nutrient stores and well-met metabolic needs?
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self check
1. regular physical activity helps protect against:

a. backaches, cancer, and emphysema.
b. cancer, diabetes, and heart disease.
c. obesity, kidney disease, and anemia.
d. high blood pressure, cancer,  

and allergies.

2. Fitness benefits health by:
a. increasing lean body tissue and enhancing resistance to 

colds and other infectious diseases.
b. lowering the risk of heart disease, decreasing muscle mass, 

and improving nutritional health.
c. building bone strength, lowering the risk of some cancers, 

and increasing anxiety.
d. reducing diabetes risk, compromising lung function,  

and promoting a strong self-image.

3. which of the following characteristics is not a component  
of fitness?
a. muscle endurance
b. conditioning
c. Flexibility
d. muscle strength

4. which of the following provides most of the energy the 
muscles use in the early minutes of activity?
a. Fat
b. Protein
c. glycogen
d. Vitamins

5. “hitting the wall” is a term runners sometimes use  
to describe:
a. dehydration.
b. hyponatremia.
c. indigestion.
d. glucose depletion.

6. conditioned muscles rely less on ___ and more on ___  
for energy.
a. protein; fat
b. fat; protein
c. glycogen; fat
d. fat; glycogen

7. Vitamin or mineral supplements taken right before an event 
are useless for improving performance because the:
a. athlete sweats the nutrients out during the event.
b. stomach can’t digest supplements during physical activity.
c. nutrients are diluted by all the fluids the athlete drinks.
d. body needs hours or days for the nutrients to do their work.

8. Physically active young women, especially those who are 
endurance athletes, are prone to:
a. energy excess.
b. iron deficiency.
c. protein overload.
d. iodine deficiency.

9. Plain, cool water is the best fluid for everyday active people 
because it:
a. rapidly leaves the digestive tract to enter the tissues and 

cool the body.
b. tastes good.
c. provides carbohydrate.
d. leaves the digestive tract slowly.

10. a recommended pregame meal includes plenty of fluids and 
provides between:
a. 300 and 800 kcalories, mostly from fat-rich foods.
b. 50 and 100 kcalories, mostly from fiber-rich foods.
c. 1000 and 2000 kcalories, mostly from protein-rich foods.
d. 300 and 800 kcalories, mostly from carbohydrate-rich 

foods.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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Nutrition in Practice

LO 10.6 Present arguments for and against the use 
of ergogenic aids.

Athletes gravitate to promises that they can enhance their 
performance by taking pills, powders, or potions. unfortu-

nately, they may often hear such promises from their coaches and 
peers, who advise them to use dietary supplements, take drugs, 
or follow procedures that claim to deliver results with little effort.1 
when such performance-enhancing aids are harmless, they are only 
a waste of money; when they impair performance or harm health, 
they waste athletic potential and cost lives. 

What does ergogenic mean?

many substances or treatments claim to be ergogenic, meaning 
work enhancing. in connection with athletic performance, ergo-
genic aids are substances or treatments that purportedly improve 
athletic performance above and beyond what is possible through 
training. For practical purposes, most ergogenic aids can be 
categorized as follows:2 (1) those that perform as claimed; (2) those 
that may perform as claimed but for which there is insufficient 
evidence at this time; (3) those that do not perform as claimed; 
and (4) those that are dangerous, banned, or illegal, and therefore 
should not be used. table nP10-1 defines several of the commonly 
used ergogenic aids discussed in this nutrition in Practice.

are any of the supplements that claim to be 
ergogenic effective?

For the vast majority of ergogenic aids, research findings do not 
support the claims made.3 athletes who hear that a product is 
ergogenic should ask who is making the claim and who will profit 
from the sale. chapter 4 includes a discussion on protein powders 
and amino acid supplements (pp. 96–97).

athletes should be aware that some supplements are contami-
nated with illegal substances such as steroids or stimulants that 
are not listed on the label.4 supplements contaminated with illegal 
substances pose health risks to those who use them as well as the 
risk of positive drug testing for athletes subject to such tests. 

as of late 2013, the Food and drug administration (Fda) and 
the centers for disease control and Prevention are investigating 
more than 50 cases of acute hepatitis and sudden liver failure 
in previously healthy people who used a dietary supplement for 
weight loss or muscle building.5 one person died, and others 
await liver transplants. the Fda notified the company producing 
the supplement to immediately stop distribution. 

What are some examples of dietary supplements 
that perform as claimed?

a few ergogenic aids seem to live up to the claims made for 
them, based on research so far. convenient dietary supplements, 
caffeine, creatine, sodium bicarbonate, and beta-alanine are the 
examples discussed here.

Ta b L e  n P 1 0 - 1   Commonly used ergogenic aids

anabolic steroids: drugs related to the male sex hormone, 
testosterone, that stimulate the development of lean body mass.

 ❚ anabolic 5 promoting growth

 ❚ sterols 5 compounds chemically related to cholesterol

androstenedione: See DHEA.

beta-alanine: a nonessential amino acid that is the rate-
limiting precursor for the synthesis of the dipeptide carnosine. 
carnosine acts primarily as a buffer in skeletal muscle. beta-
alanine supplements raise carnosine concentrations, which 
enhance the muscles’ buffering capacity.

beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate (HMB): a metabolite of the amino 
acid leucine promoted to increase muscle mass and strength.

caffeine: a natural stimulant found in many common foods and 
beverages, including coffee, tea, and chocolate; may enhance 
endurance by stimulating fatty acid release. high doses cause 
headaches, trembling, rapid heart rate, and other undesirable 
side effects.

carnitine: a nonessential nonprotein amino acid made in 
the body from lysine that helps transport fatty acids across 
the mitochondrial membrane. as a supplement, carnitine 
supposedly “burns” fat and spares glycogen during endurance 
events, but in reality it does neither.

chromium picolinate (crow-mee-um pick-oh-lyn-ate): a 
trace mineral supplement; falsely promoted as building muscle, 
enhancing energy, and burning fat. Picolinate is a derivative of 
the amino acid tryptophan that seems to enhance chromium 
absorption.

convenient dietary supplements: liquid meal replacers, energy 
drinks, energy bars, and energy gels that athletes and active 
people use to replenish energy and nutrients when time is limited.

creatine (Kree-ah-tin): a nitrogen-containing compound that 
combines with phosphate to form the high-energy compound 
creatine phosphate (or phosphocreatine) in muscles.

DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone) and androstenedione: 
hormones made in the adrenal glands that serve as precursors 
to the male sex hormone, testosterone; falsely promoted as 
burning fat, building muscle, and slowing aging.

ergogenic (er-go-Jen-ick) aids: substances or techniques used 
in an attempt to enhance physical performance.

 ❚ ergo 5 work

 ❚ genic 5 gives rise to

hGH (human growth hormone): a hormone produced by 
the brain’s pituitary gland that regulates normal growth and 
development; also called somatotropin.

ribose: a naturally occurring 5-carbon sugar needed for the 
synthesis of atP.

sodium bicarbonate (baking soda): a white crystalline 
powder that is used to buffer acid that accumulates in the 
muscles and blood during high-intensity exercise.
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What are convenient dietary supplements?

ready-to-drink supplements such as liquid meal replacers and energy 
drinks, energy bars, and energy gels are convenient dietary supple-
ments for athletes and active people, especially when time is limited. 
many such products appeal to athletes by claiming to provide “com-
plete” nutrition. these supplements usually taste good and provide 
extra carbohydrate and food energy, but they fall short of providing 
“complete” nutrition. they can be useful as a pregame meal or a 
between-meal snack, but they should not replace regular meals.

liquid meal replacers may help a nervous athlete who cannot 
tolerate solid food on the day of an event. a liquid meal 2 to 3 hours 
before competition can supply some of the fluid and carbohydrate 
needed in a pregame meal, but a shake of fat-free milk or juice (such 
as apple or papaya) and frozen fat-free yogurt or frozen fruit (such as 
strawberries or bananas) can do the same thing less expensively.

What about caffeine? i have heard that it can 
improve endurance performance.

some research supports the use of caffeine to enhance endurance 
and, to some extent, to enhance short-term, high-intensity exercise 
performance.6 caffeine may stimulate fatty acid release during 
endurance activity, but in contrast to what was previously thought, 
caffeine does not slow muscle glycogen use.7 light activity before 
a workout also stimulates fat release, and unlike caffeine, also 
warms the muscles and connective tissues, making them flexible 
and resistant to injury.

caffeine is a stimulant that elicits a number of physiological 
and psychological effects in the body. caffeine enhances alertness 
and reduces fatigue.8 the possible benefits of caffeine use must be 
weighed against its adverse effects—stomach upset, nervousness, 
irritability, headaches, and diarrhea. caffeine-containing beverages 
should be used in moderation, if at all, and in addition to other 
fluids, not as a substitute for them.

caffeine is classed as a restricted substance by the national 
collegiate athletic association, which allows urine concentrations 
of 15 milligrams per liter or less (equivalent to about 5 cups of cof-
fee consumed within a few hours before testing). urine tests that 
detect more caffeine than this disqualify athletes from competi-
tion. (the table at the start of appendix a provides a list of com-
mon caffeine-containing items and the doses they deliver.)

many athletes take creatine. Why is it 
so popular?

interest in—and use of—creatine supplements to enhance per-
formance during intense activity has grown dramatically in the 
last few years. Power athletes such as weightlifters use creatine 
supplements to enhance stores of the high-energy compound cre-
atine phosphate (cP) in muscles. theoretically, the more creatine 
phosphate in muscles, the higher the intensity at which an athlete 
can train. high-intensity training stimulates the muscles to adapt, 
which in turn, improves performance.

research suggests that creatine supplementation does enhance 
performance of short-term, repetitive, high-intensity activity such 
as weightlifting or sprinting.9 creatine may improve performance 
by increasing muscle strength and size, cell hydration, or glycogen 
loading capacity. in contrast, creatine supplementation has not 
been shown to benefit endurance activity.

the question of whether short-term use (up to a year) of cre-
atine supplements (up to 5 grams per day) is safe continues to 
be studied, but so far, the supplements are considered safe for 
healthy adults.10 more research is needed, however, to confirm the 
safety of larger doses and long-term use. creatine supplementa-
tion may pose risks to athletes with kidney disease or other condi-
tions.11 one undisputed side effect of creatine supplementation is 
weight gain, which may not be desirable.

some medical and fitness experts voice concern that creatine is 
being taken in huge doses (up to 30 grams per day) before evidence 
of its value has been ascertained. even people who eat creatine-rich 
red meat do not consume nearly the amount supplements provide. 
(creatine content varies, but on average, pork, chicken, and beef 
provide 65 to 180 milligrams per ounce.) despite the uncertainties, 
creatine supplements are not illegal in international competition. the 
american academy of Pediatrics strongly discourages the use of cre-
atine supplements, as well as the use of any performance-enhancing 
substance in adolescents younger than 18 years old.

Why do some athletes take sodium bicarbonate?

during short-term, high-intensity activity, acid and carbon dioxide 
(co2) accumulate in the blood and muscles. Sodium bicarbonate 
(0.3 grams per kilogram of body weight) ingested prior to high-inten-
sity sports performance buffers the acid and neutralizes the carbon 
dioxide, thereby maintaining muscle ph levels closer to normal and 
enhancing exercise capacity.12 sodium bicarbonate supplementation 
may cause unpleasant side effects such as diarrhea in some athletes.

What is beta-alanine?

Beta-alanine is a nonessential amino acid that is receiving a lot of 
attention from exercise researchers.13 beta-alanine is the rate-limiting 
precursor for the synthesis of the dipeptide carnosine. carnosine 
occurs in high concentrations in skeletal muscle and is one of the 
primary buffering substances available in muscle. supplementation 
with beta-alanine has been shown to raise muscle carnosine con-
centrations, which enhances muscle buffering capacity.14 enhanced 
buffering of muscle ph is especially beneficial to high-intensity 
exercise performance such as sprinting. one known side effect of 
beta-alanine supplementation is a “pins and needles” sensation that 
occurs with high (>800 milligrams) single doses. more research is 
needed to confirm the safety of beta-alanine supplementation.15

What are some examples of dietary supplements 
that may perform as claimed but for which 
evidence is currently insufficient?

as noted earlier, dozens of supplements are promoted to enhance 
performance or to improve training adaptations of athletes and 
active people. For some of these supplements, it is just too early to 
tell whether they deliver on the promises made for them because 
research thus far is inconclusive. examples of supplements that 
may perform as claimed, but for which there is insufficient evi-
dence of efficacy, include beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate and ribose.

What is beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate?

Beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate (HMB) is a metabolite of the 
amino acid leucine. supplementing the diet with hmb during 
training has been shown to increase muscle mass and strength, 
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especially among untrained individuals.16 additional research is 
needed, however, to determine whether hmb supplementation in 
trained athletes enhances training adaptations.

What are the claims made for ribose?

manufacturers of ribose supplements claim that ribose increases 
atP and improves performance. ribose, a naturally occurring 
sugar, does help resynthesize muscle atP. based on research 
thus far, however, ribose supplements do not improve athletic 
performance.17

Considering the vast array of supplements 
promoted to athletes, there must be many that 
simply do not perform as claimed. What are 
some examples of these?

most of the dietary supplements promoted as ergogenic aids fall 
into the category of “those that do not perform as claimed.” 
carnitine and chromium picolinate are two examples of ineffective 
supplements discussed here, but others include bee pollen, boron, 
coenzyme Q, ginseng, pyruvate, and vanadium.18

What is carnitine and what is it supposed to do 
for athletes?

in the body, carnitine facilitates the transfer of fatty acids across 
the mitochondrial membrane. supplement manufacturers suggest 
that with more carnitine available, fat oxidation will be enhanced, 
but this does not seem to be the case. carnitine supplements 
neither raise muscle carnitine concentrations nor enhance exercise 
performance. milk and meat products are good sources of carni-
tine, and supplements are not needed.

What is chromium picolinate and why would 
athletes want to take supplements of it?

chapter 9 introduces chromium as an essential trace mineral 
involved in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. claims that 
chromium picolinate, which is more easily absorbed than chro-
mium alone, builds muscle, enhances energy, and burns fat derive 
from one or two early studies reporting that men who strength-
trained while taking chromium picolinate supplements increased 
lean body mass and reduced body fat. most subsequent studies, 
however, show no effects of chromium picolinate on strength, 
lean body mass, or body fat. chromium-rich foods include whole 
grains, liver, and nuts.

What are some examples of dangerous, banned, 
or illegal supplements?

the dietary supplements discussed thus far may or may not help 
athletic performance, but in the doses commonly taken, they seem 
to cause little harm. the remaining discussion features hormonal 
supplements that are clearly damaging: anabolic steroids, dhea 
(dehydroepiandrosterone), androstenedione, and hgh (human 
growth hormone). all of these ergogenic aids are dangerous to 
use and are banned by most professional sports leagues and the 
world anti-doping agency (wada) established by the interna-
tional olympic committee. the american academy of Pediatrics 
and the american college of sports medicine also condemn ath-
letes’ use of these substances.

i have heard that it is dangerous to take anabolic 
steroids. is this true?

yes. among the most dangerous and illegal ergogenic practices 
is the taking of anabolic steroids. these drugs are derived from 
the male sex hormone testosterone, which promotes the 
development of male characteristics and lean body mass. athletes 
who take steroids do so to stimulate muscle bulking.

the known toxic side effects of steroids include, but are not 
limited to, extreme aggression and hostility, heart disease, and liver 
damage. taking these drugs is a form of cheating. other athletes 
are put in the difficult position of either conceding an unfair ad-
vantage to competitors who use steroids or taking steroids and 
accepting the risk of harmful side effects. 

the price for the potential competitive edge that steroids con-
fer is high—sometimes it is life itself. steroids are not simple pills 
that build bigger muscles. they are complex chemicals to which 
the body reacts in many ways, particularly when bodybuilders and 
other athletes take large amounts. the safest, most effective way 
to build muscle is to train hard and eat well.

some manufacturers peddle specific herbs as legal substitutes 
for steroid drugs. they falsely claim that these herbs contain 
hormones, enhance the body’s hormonal activity, or both. in 
some cases, an herb may contain plant sterols, such as gamma-
oryzanol, but these compounds are poorly absorbed. even if 
absorption occurs, the body cannot convert herbal compounds 
to anabolic steroids. none of these products has any proven 
anabolic steroid activity, none enhances muscle strength, and 
some contain natural toxins. in short, “natural” does not mean 
“harmless.”

What are DHea and androstenedione and 
why do some athletes use them?

some athletes use DHEA and androstenedione as alternatives to 
anabolic steroids. dhea (dehydroepiandrosterone) and andro-
stenedione are hormones made in the adrenal glands that serve 
as precursors to the male hormone testosterone. advertisements 
claim the hormones “burn fat,” “build muscle,” and “slow 
aging,” but evidence to support such claims is lacking.

short-term side effects of dhea and androstenedione may 
include oily skin, acne, body hair growth, liver enlargement, 
testicular shrinkage, and aggressive behavior. long-term effects 
such as serious liver damage may take years to become evident. 
the potential for harm from dhea and androstenedione supple-
ments is great, and athletes, as well as others, should avoid them.

Why do some athletes use human growth 
hormone?

a wide range of athletes, including weightlifters, baseball players, 
cyclists, and track and field participants use hgh (human growth 
hormone) to build lean tissue and improve athletic performance. 
the athletes use hgh, believing the injectable hormone will provide 
the benefits of anabolic steroids without the dangerous side effects.

taken in large quantities, hgh causes the disease acromegaly, 
in which the body becomes huge and the organs and bones over-
enlarge. other effects include diabetes, thyroid disorder, heart 
disease, menstrual irregularities, diminished sexual desire, and 
shortened life span.
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the search for a single food, nutrient, drug, or technique that will 
safely and effectively enhance athletic performance will no doubt 
continue as long as people strive to achieve excellence in sports. 
improvements in athletic performance after use of an ergogenic 
aid can often be attributed to the placebo effect—it reflects the 
power of the mind over the body.

the overwhelming majority of performance-enhancing aids 
sold for athletes are frauds. wishful thinking will not substitute for 
talent, hard training, adequate diet, and mental preparedness in 
competition. but don’t discount the power of mind over body for 
a minute—it is formidable, and sports psychologists dedicate their 
work to harnessing it. you can use it by imagining yourself a win-
ner and visualizing yourself excelling in your sport. 
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Nutrition through 
the Life Span: 
Pregnancy and 
Lactation

11

11.1 Pregnancy: The Impact  
of Nutrition on the Future
LO 11.1 Explain the importance of a healthy diet and 
other lifestyle choices before and during a pregnancy, 
discuss nutrient needs of and recommended food 
choices for pregnant women, and identify the special 
nutritional needs of a pregnant teenager.

11.2 Breastfeeding
LO 11.2 Summarize the nutrient needs of women during 
lactation and contraindications to breastfeeding.

11.3 Nutrition in Practice: Encouraging 
Successful Breastfeeding
LO 11.3 Identify factors that encourage or discourage 
women to breastfeed their infants and describe  
approaches for initiating and resolving problems  
during breastfeeding. 
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All people need the same nutrients, but the amounts they need vary 
depending on their stage of life. This chapter focuses on nutrition 

in preparation for, and support of, pregnancy, lactation, and infancy. 
The next two chapters address the needs of children, adolescents, and 
older adults.

11.1 Pregnancy: The Impact  
of Nutrition on the Future
LO 11.1 Explain the importance of a healthy diet and other lifestyle choices before 
and during a pregnancy, discuss nutrient needs of and recommended food choices 
for pregnant women, and identify the special nutritional needs of a pregnant 
teenager.

The woman who enters pregnancy with full nutrient stores, sound eating habits, and a 
healthy body weight has done much to ensure an optimal pregnancy. Then, if  she eats 
a variety of  nutrient-dense foods during pregnancy, her own and her infant’s health 
will benefit further.

Nutrition Prior to Pregnancy
A discussion on nutrition prior to pregnancy must, by its nature, focus mainly on 
women. A man’s nutrition may affect his fertility and possibly the genetic contribu-
tions he makes to his children, but nutrition exerts its primary influence through the 
woman. Her body provides the environment for the growth and development of  a new 
human being. Full nutrient stores before pregnancy are essential both to conception 
and to healthy infant development during pregnancy. In the early weeks of  pregnancy, 
before many women are even aware that they are pregnant, significant developmental 
changes occur that depend on a woman’s nutrient stores. In preparation for a healthy 
pregnancy, a woman can establish the following habits:

 ❚ Achieve and maintain a healthy body weight. Both underweight and overweight 
women, and their newborns, face increased risks of  complications.

 ❚ Choose an adequate and balanced diet. Malnutrition reduces fertility and impairs the 
early development of  an infant should a woman become pregnant.

 ❚ Be physically active. A woman who wants to be physically active when she is pregnant 
needs to become physically active beforehand.

 ❚ Receive regular medical care. Regular health care visits can help ensure a healthy start 
to pregnancy.

 ❚ Avoid harmful influences. Both maternal and paternal ingestion of, or exposure to, 
harmful substances (such as cigarettes, alcohol, drugs, or environmental contami-
nants) can cause miscarriage or abnormalities, alter genes or their expression, and 
interfere with fertility.1

Young adults who nourish and protect their bodies do so not only for their own sakes 
but also for future generations.

Prepregnancy Weight
Appropriate weight prior to pregnancy benefits pregnancy outcome. Being either  
underweight or overweight (see pp. 297-298) presents medical risks during pregnancy 
and childbirth. Underweight women are therefore advised to gain weight before 
becoming pregnant and overweight women to lose excess weight.

both parents can prepare in advance 
for a healthy pregnancy.
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fertility: the capacity of a woman 
to produce a normal ovum periodi-
cally and of a man to produce normal 
sperm; the ability to reproduce.
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underweight Infant birthweight correlates with prepregnancy weight and 
weight gain during pregnancy and is the most potent single predictor of  
the infant’s future health and survival. An underweight woman has a high 
risk of  having a low-birthweight infant, especially if  she is unable to gain  
sufficient weight during pregnancy.2 Compared with normal-weight infants,  
low-birthweight infants are more likely to contract diseases and nearly  
40 times more likely to die in the first month of  life. Impaired growth and 
development during pregnancy may have long-term health effects as well.  
Research suggests that, when nutrient supplies fail to meet demands, perma-
nent adaptations take place that may make obesity or chronic diseases such as 
heart disease and hypertension more likely in later life.3 Other potential prob-
lems of  low birthweight may include lower adult IQ and other brain impair-
ments, short stature, and educational disadvantages.4 Underweight women are 
therefore advised to gain weight before becoming pregnant and to strive to gain  
adequately during pregnancy.

Nutritional deficiency, coupled with low birthweight, is the underlying 
cause of  more than half  of  all the deaths worldwide of  children younger than 
5 years of  age. In the United States, the infant mortality rate in 2010 was 
slightly less than 6.2 deaths per 1000 live births.5 This rate, though higher 
than that of  some other developed countries, has seen a significant steady 
decline over the past two decades and stands as a tribute to public health 
efforts aimed at reducing infant deaths (see Figure 11-1).

Not all cases of  low birthweight reflect poor nutrition. Heredity, disease 
conditions, smoking, and drug use (including alcohol use) during pregnancy all con-
tribute. Even with optimal nutrition and health during pregnancy, some women give 
birth to small infants for unknown reasons. But poor nutrition is the major factor in 
low birthweight—and an avoidable one, as later sections make clear.6

overweight and obesity Obese women are also urged to strive for healthy weights 
before pregnancy. Infants born to obese women are more likely to be large for gesta-
tional age, weighing more than 9 pounds.7 Problems associated with a high birthweight 
include increased likelihood of  a difficult labor and delivery, birth trauma, and cesarean  
section.8 Consequently, these infants have a greater risk of  poor health and death than 
infants of  normal weight. Infants of  obese mothers may also be twice as likely to be 
born with a neural tube defect. Folate’s role has been examined, but a more likely  
explanation seems to be poor glycemic control.9 Obese women themselves are likely to 
suffer gestational diabetes, hypertension, and complications during and infections after 
the birth.10 In addition, both overweight and obese women have a greater risk of  giving 
birth to infants with heart defects and other abnormalities.11 An appropriate goal for the 
obese woman who wishes to become pregnant is to strive to attain a healthy prepreg-
nancy body weight so as to minimize her medical risks and those of  her future child.

Healthy Support Tissues
A major reason that the mother’s prepregnancy nutrition is so crucial is that it  
determines whether her uterus will be able to support the growth of  a healthy  
placenta during the first month of  gestation. The placenta is both a supply depot and 
a waste-removal system for the fetus. If  the placenta works perfectly, the fetus wants 
for nothing; if  it doesn’t, no alternative source of  sustenance is available, and the fetus 
will fail to thrive. Figure 11-2 (on p. 290) shows the placenta, a mass of  tissue in which 
maternal and fetal blood vessels intertwine and exchange materials. The two bloods 
never mix, but the barrier between them is notably thin. Across this thin barrier,  
nutrients and oxygen move from the mother’s blood into the fetus’s blood, and 
wastes move out of  the fetal blood to be excreted by the mother. Thus, by way of  the  
placenta, the mother’s digestive tract, respiratory system, and kidneys serve the needs 

low birthweight (LbW): a birth-
weight less than 5½ lb (2500 g); 
indicates probable poor health in the 
newborn and poor nutrition status 
of the mother during pregnancy. 
optimal birthweight for a full-term 
infant is 6.8 to 7.9 lb (about 3100 
to 3600 g). low-birthweight infants 
are of two different types. some are 
premature; they are born early 
and are of a weight appropriate 
for gestational age (aga). 
others have suffered growth failure 
in the uterus; they may or may not 
be born early, but they are small 
for gestational age (Sga).
cesarean (see-Zair-ee-un) section: 
surgical childbirth, in which the infant 
is taken through an incision in the 
woman’s abdomen.

uterus (yoo-ter-us): the womb, 
the muscular organ within which the 
infant develops before birth.

placenta (pla-sen-tuh): an organ 
that develops inside the uterus early 
in pregnancy, in which maternal and 
fetal blood circulate in close prox-
imity and exchange materials. the 
fetus receives nutrients and oxygen 
across the placenta; the mother’s 
blood picks up carbon dioxide and 
other waste materials to be excreted 
via her lungs and kidneys.

gestation: the period of about 
40 weeks (3 trimesters) from con-
ception to birth; the term of a 
pregnancy.
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F i g u r e  1 1 - 1   infant mortality 
Decline over Time
the graph shows infant deaths per 1000 live 
births. 
source: data from t. J. mathews and m. F. 
macdorman, infant mortality statistics from 
the 2010 period linked birth/infant death 
data set, national Vital statistics reports 62, 
december 18, 2013.
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290 c h a p t e r  e l e v e n

of  the fetus as well as her own. The fetus has these organ systems, but they do not 
yet function. The umbilical cord is the pipeline from the placenta to the fetus. The  
amniotic sac surrounds and cradles the fetus, cushioning it with fluids.

The placenta is an active metabolic organ with many responsibilities of  its own. It 
actively gathers up hormones, nutrients, and protein molecules such as antibodies and 
transfers them into the fetal bloodstream.12 The placenta also produces a broad range of  
hormones that act in many ways to maintain pregnancy and prepare the mother’s breasts 
for lactation. A healthy placenta is essential for the developing fetus to attain its full 
potential.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Adequate nutrition before pregnancy establishes physical readiness and nutrient 
stores to support fetal growth.

 ❚ Both underweight and overweight women should strive for appropriate body 
weights before pregnancy.

 ❚ Newborns who weigh less than 5½ pounds face greater health risks than normal-
weight infants.

 ❚ The healthy development of  the placenta depends on adequate nutrition before 
pregnancy.

The Events of Pregnancy
The newly fertilized ovum is called a zygote. It begins as a single cell and rapidly divides 
to become a blastocyst. During the first week, the blastocyst floats down into the uterus, 
where it will embed itself  in the inner uterine wall—a process known as implantation. 
Minimal growth in size takes place at this time, but it is a crucial period in development. 
Adverse influences such as smoking, drug abuse, and malnutrition at this time lead to 
failure to implant or to abnormalities such as neural tube defects that can cause the loss 
of the developing embryo, possibly before the woman knows she is pregnant.

Umbilical cord

Uterine wall

Placenta

Amniotic
sac In the placenta, maternal

blood vessels lie side by
side with fetal blood
vessels that reach the
fetus through the
umbilical cord.

The arrows indicate the direction of blood flow. Pool of mother’s
blood Fetal vein Fetal artery

Fingerlike projections
containing fetal blood
vessels extend into the
pool of mother’s blood.
No actual mingling of
fetal and maternal blood
occurs, but substances
pass back and forth.

Thus, oxygen and nutrients
from the mother’s blood
enter fetal vessels, and
waste products are
removed.

Umbilical cord

Umbilical arteries

Umbilical vein

Fetal portion
of placenta

Maternal portion
of placenta

Mother’s veins carry
fetal wastes away.

Mother’s arteries bring
fresh blood to the fetus.

F i g u r e  1 1 - 2   The Placenta 

umbilical (um-bil-ih-cul) cord: the 
ropelike structure through which  
the fetus’s veins and arteries reach 
the placenta; the route of nourish-
ment and oxygen into the fetus and 
the route of waste disposal from  
the fetus.

amniotic (am-nee-ott-ic) sac: 
the “bag of waters” in the uterus in 
which the fetus floats.

lactation: production and secre-
tion of breast milk for the purpose 
of nourishing an infant.

ovum (oh-vum): the female repro-
ductive cell, capable of developing 
into a new organism upon fertiliza-
tion; commonly referred to as an 
egg.

zygote (Zy-goat): the product of 
the union of ovum and sperm;  
a fertilized ovum.

blastocyst (blass-toe-sist): the 
developmental stage of the zygote 
when it is about 5 days old and 
ready for implantation.

implantation: the stage of devel-
opment in which the blastocyst  
embeds itself in the wall of the 
uterus and begins to develop;  
occurs during the first 2 weeks  
after conception.
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the embryo and Fetus During the next 6 weeks of  development, the embryo 
registers astonishing physical changes (see Figure 11-3). At 8 weeks, the fetus has 
a complete central nervous system, a beating heart, a fully formed digestive system, 
well-defined fingers and toes, and the beginnings of  facial features.

In the last 7 months of  pregnancy, the fetal period, the fetus grows 50 times heavier 
and 20 times longer. Critical periods of  cell division and development occur in organ 
after organ. Most successful pregnancies last 38 to 42 weeks and produce a healthy 
infant weighing between 6.8 and 7.9 pounds. The 40 or so weeks of  pregnancy are 
divided into thirds, each of  which is called a trimester.

a Note about critical Periods Each organ and tissue type grows with its own char-
acteristic pattern and timing. The development of  each takes place only at a certain 
time—the critical period. Whatever nutrients and other environmental conditions are 
necessary during this period must be supplied on time if  the organ is to reach its full 
potential. If  the development of  an organ is limited during a critical period, recovery 
is impossible. For example, the fetus’s heart and brain are well developed at 14 weeks; 
the lungs, 10 weeks later. Therefore, early malnutrition impairs the heart and brain; 
later malnutrition impairs the lungs.

The effects of  malnutrition during critical periods of  pregnancy are seen in defects 
of  the nervous system of  the embryo (explained later), in the child’s poor dental health, 
and in the adolescent’s and adult’s vulnerability to infections and possibly higher risks 
of  diabetes, hypertension, stroke, or heart disease.13 The effects of  malnutrition dur-
ing critical periods are irreversible: abundant and nourishing food, consumed after the 
critical time, cannot remedy harm already done.

Table 11-1 (p. 292) identifies characteristics of  a high-risk pregnancy; the more 
factors that apply, the higher the risk. A woman with none of  these factors is said to 
have a low-risk pregnancy. All pregnant women, especially those in high-risk catego-
ries, need prenatal medical care, including dietary advice.

(1) A newly fertilized ovum
is called a zygote and is
about the size of the
period at the end of this
sentence. Less than
one week after fertili-
zation these cells
have rapidly divided
multiple times to
become a blastocyst
ready for implantation.

(2) After implantation, the
placenta develops
and begins to provide
nourishment to the
developing embryo.
An embryo five weeks
after fertilization is
about 1/2 inch long.

(3) A fetus after 11 weeks
of development is just
over an inch long.
Notice the umbilical
cord and blood vessels
connecting the fetus
with the placenta.

(4) A newborn infant after
nine months of devel-
opment measures
close to 20 inches in
length. The average
birthweight is about
71/2 pounds. From
eight weeks to term,
this infant grew 20
times longer and 50
times heavier.

F i g u r e  1 1 - 3   Stages of embryonic and Fetal Development
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embryo (em-bree-oh): the devel-
oping infant from 2 to 8 weeks after 
conception.

fetus (Feet-us): the developing  
infant from 8 weeks after concep-
tion until its birth.

trimester: a period representing 
one-third of the term of gestation.  
a trimester is about 13 to 14 weeks.

critical period: a finite period 
during development in which certain 
events occur that will have irrevers-
ible effects on later developmental 
stages; usually a period of rapid cell 
division.

high-risk pregnancy: a preg-
nancy characterized by risk factors 
that make it likely the birth will be 
surrounded by problems such as 
premature delivery, difficult birth, 
retarded growth, birth defects, and 
early infant death.

low-risk pregnancy: a pregnancy 
characterized by factors that make 
it likely the birth will be normal and 
the infant healthy.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Placental development, implantation, and early critical periods of  embryonic and 
fetal development depend on maternal nutrition before and during pregnancy.

 ❚ The effects of  malnutrition during critical periods are irreversible.

Nutrient Needs during Pregnancy
Nutrient needs during pregnancy increase more for certain nutrients than for  
others (see the inside front cover). Figure 11-4 shows the percentage increase in 

Ta b L e  1 1 - 1   High-risk 
Pregnancy Factors

 ❚ Prepregnancy bmi either  
<18.5 or >25

 ❚ insufficient or excessive  
pregnancy weight gain

 ❚ nutrient deficiencies or  
toxicities; eating disorders

 ❚ Poverty, lack of family support, 
low level of education, limited 
food available

 ❚ smoking, alcohol, or other 
drug use

 ❚ teens, especially 15 years or 
younger; women 35 years or 
older

 ❚ many previous pregnancies 
(three or more to mothers 
younger than age 20; four or 
more to mothers age 20 or 
older)

 ❚ short or long intervals between 
pregnancies (<18 months or  
>59 months)

 ❚ Previous history of problems

 ❚ twins or triplets

 ❚ low- or high-birthweight 
infants

 ❚ development of gestational 
hypertension

 ❚ development of gestational 
diabetes

 ❚ diabetes; hypertension; heart, 
respiratory, and kidney disease; 
certain genetic disorders;  
special diets and medications

Energya

Protein

Vitamin A

Vitamin D

Vitamin E

Vitamin K

Carbohydrate

Fiber

Linoleic acid

Linolenic acid

Thiamin

Riboflavin

Niacin

Biotin

Pantothenic acid

Vitamin B6

Folate

Vitamin B12

Choline

Vitamin C

Calcium

Phosphorus

Magnesium

Iron

Zinc

Iodine

Selenium

Fluoride

0 50 100 150 200 250
Percent

Key:

Nonpregnant (set at
100% for a woman
24 years old)
Pregnant
Lactating

The increased need for 
iron in pregnancy cannot 
be met by diet or by 
existing stores. Therefore, 
iron supplements are 
recommended.

F i g u r e  1 1 - 4   Comparison of nutrient recommendations for nonpregnant, 
Pregnant, and Lactating Women
aenergy allowance during pregnancy is for second trimester; energy allowance during the third trimester 
is slightly higher; no additional allowance is provided during the first trimester. energy allowance during 
lactation is for the first 6 months; energy allowance during the second 6 months is slightly higher.
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nutrient intakes recommended for pregnant women compared with nonpregnant 
women. To meet the high nutrient demands of  pregnancy, a woman must make care-
ful food choices, but her body will also do its part by maximizing nutrient absorption 
and minimizing losses.

energy, carbohydrate, Protein, and Fat Energy needs change as pregnancy pro-
gresses. In the first trimester, the pregnant woman needs no additional energy, but as 
pregnancy progresses, her energy needs rise. She requires an additional 340 kcalories 
daily during the second trimester and an extra 450 kcalories each day during the third 
trimester.14 Well-nourished pregnant women meet these demands for more energy in 
several ways: some eat more food, some reduce their activity, and some store less of  
their food energy as fat.15 A woman can easily meet the need for extra kcalories by 
selecting more nutrient-dense foods from the five food groups. Table 1-4 (on p. 15) 
provides suggested eating patterns for several kcalorie levels, and Table 11-2 offers a 
sample menu for pregnant and lactating women.

If  a woman chooses less nutritious options such as sugary soft drinks or fatty snack 
foods to meet her energy needs, she will undoubtedly come up short on nutrients. The 
increase in the need for nutrients is even greater than that for energy, so the mother-to-be 
should choose nutrient-dense foods such as whole-grain breads and cereals, legumes, 
dark green vegetables, citrus fruits, low-fat milk and milk products, and lean meats, fish, 
poultry, and eggs.

Ample carbohydrate (ideally, 175 grams or more per day and certainly no less than 
135 grams) is necessary to fuel the fetal brain and spare the protein needed for fetal 
growth. Fiber in carbohydrate-rich foods such as whole grains, vegetables, and fruit 
can help alleviate the constipation that many pregnant women experience.

The protein RDA for pregnancy is 25 grams per day higher than for nonpreg-
nant women. Pregnant women can easily meet their protein needs by selecting 
meats, seafood, poultry, low-fat milk and milk products, and protein-containing 
plant foods such as legumes, tofu, whole grains, nuts, and seeds. Some vegetarian 
women limit or omit protein-rich meats, eggs, and milk products from their diets. 
For them, meeting the recommendation for food energy each day and including 
generous servings of  protein-containing plant foods are imperative. Because use of  
high-protein supplements during pregnancy may be harmful to the infant’s develop-
ment, it is discouraged unless medically prescribed and carefully monitored to treat 
fetal growth problems.16

The high nutrient requirements of  pregnancy leave little room in the diet for  
excess fat, especially solid fats such as fatty meats and butter. The essential fatty acids, 
however, are particularly important to the growth and development of  the fetus.17 The 
brain contains a substantial amount of  lipid material and depends heavily on long-
chain omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids for its growth, function, and structure.18 (See 
Table 3-3 on p. 69 for a list of  good food sources of  the essential fatty acids.)

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The pregnant woman needs no additional energy intake during the first trimester, 
an increase of  340 kcalories per day during the second trimester, and an increase 
of  450 kcalories per day during the third trimester as compared with her nonpreg-
nant needs.

 ❚ An additional 25 grams per day of  protein are needed during pregnancy, but preg-
nant women can easily meet this need by choosing meats, poultry, seafood, eggs, 
low-fat milk and milk products, and plant-protein foods such as legumes, whole 
grains, nuts, and seeds.

 ❚ A balanced diet that includes more nutrient-dense foods from each of  the five food 
groups can help to meet the increased nutrient demands of  pregnancy.

Ta b L e  1 1 - 2   Daily Food 
Choices for Pregnancy 
(Second and Third 
Trimesters) and Lactation

Food Group Amounts

Fruits 2 c

Vegetables 3 c

grains 8 oz

Protein foods 6½ oz

milk 3 c

Sample Menu

Breakfast

1 whole-wheat english muffin

2 tbs peanut butter

1 c low-fat vanilla yogurt

½ c fresh strawberries

1 c orange juice

Midmorning Snack

½ c cranberry juice

1 oz pretzels

lunch

sandwich (tuna salad on whole-
wheat bread)

 ½ carrot (sticks)

 1 c low-fat milk

Dinner

chicken cacciatore

 3 oz chicken

 ½ c stewed tomatoes

 1 c rice

 ½ c summer squash

  1½ c salad (spinach, 
mushrooms, carrots)

 1 tbs salad dressing

 1 slice italian bread

 2 tsp soft margarine

 1 c low-fat milk

Note: this sample meal plan provides about 
2500 kcalories (55% from carbohydrate,  
20 percent from protein, and 25% from fat) 
and meets most of the vitamin and mineral 
needs of pregnant and lactating women.
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of Special interest: Folate and Vitamin B12 The vitamins famous for their roles 
in cell reproduction—folate and vitamin B

12
—are needed in large amounts during  

pregnancy. New cells are laid down at a tremendous pace as the fetus grows and  
develops. At the same time, because the mother’s blood volume increases, the number  
of  her red blood cells must rise, requiring more cell division and therefore more  
vitamins. To accommodate these needs, the recommendation for folate during preg-
nancy increases from 400 to 600 micrograms a day.

As described in Chapter 8, folate plays an important role in preventing neural tube 
defects. To review, the early weeks of  pregnancy are a critical period for the forma-
tion and closure of  the neural tube that will later develop to form the brain and spinal 
cord. By the time a woman suspects she is pregnant, usually around the 6th week 
of  pregnancy, the embryo’s neural tube normally has closed. A neural tube defect 
(NTD) occurs when the tube fails to close properly. Each year in the United States, an 
estimated 3000 pregnancies are affected by an NTD.19 The two most common types 
of  NTD are anencephaly (no brain) and spina bifida (split spine). 

In anencephaly, the upper end of  the neural tube fails to close. Consequently, the 
brain is either missing or fails to develop. Pregnancies affected by anencephaly often 
end in miscarriage; infants born with anencephaly die shortly after birth.

Spina bifida is characterized by incomplete closure of  the spinal cord and its bony 
encasement (see Figure 11-5). The membranes covering the spinal cord and some-
times the cord itself  may protrude from the spine as a sac. Spina bifida often pro-
duces paralysis in varying degrees, depending on the extent of  spinal cord damage.  
Mild cases may not be noticed. Moderate cases may involve curvature of  the spine, 
muscle weakness, mental handicaps, and other ills, while severe cases can lead  
to death.

Spina Bifida

Vertebra

Normal Spine

Meninges

Spinal cord

Spinal fluid

SpineSpine

F i g u r e  1 1 - 5   Spina bifida—a neural Tube Defect
spina bifida, a common neural tube defect, occurs when the vertebrae of the spine fail to close around the spinal cord, leaving it unpro-
tected. the b vitamin folate—consumed prior to and during pregnancy—helps prevent spina bifida and other neural tube defects.

neural tube: the embryonic tissue 
that later forms the brain and spinal 
cord.

neural tube defect (nTD): a 
serious central nervous system birth 
defect that often results in lifelong 
disability or death.

anencephaly (an-en-seF-a-lee): 
an uncommon and always fatal type 
of neural tube defect; characterized 
by the absence of a brain.

an 5 not (without)
encephalus 5 brain

spina (sPy-nah) bifida (biFF-ih-dah): 
one of the most common types of 
neural tube defects; characterized by 
the incomplete closure of the spinal 
cord and its bony encasement.

spina 5 spine
bifida 5 split
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To reduce the risk of  neural tube defects, women who are capable of  becoming 
pregnant are advised to obtain 400 micrograms of  folic acid daily from supplements, 
fortified foods, or both, in addition to eating folate-rich foods (see Table 11-3). The 
DRI committee recommends intake of  synthetic folate, called folic acid, in supple-
ments and fortified food because it is absorbed better than the folate naturally present 
in foods. Foods that naturally contain folate are still important, however, because they 
contribute to folate intakes while providing other needed vitamins, minerals, fiber, 
and phytochemicals.

The enrichment of  grain products (cereal, grits, pasta, rice, bread, and the like) sold 
commercially in the United States with folic acid has improved folate status in women 
of  childbearing age and lowered the number of  neural tube defects that occur each 
year.20 Researchers expect to see declines in some other birth defects (cleft lip and cleft 
palate) and miscarriages as well.21 A safety concern arises, however. The pregnant 
woman also needs a greater amount of  vitamin B

12
 to assist folate in the manufacture 

of  new cells. Because high intakes of  folate complicate the diagnosis of  a vitamin B
12

 
deficiency (see Chapter 8), quantities of  1 milligram or more require a prescription. 
Most over-the-counter multivitamin supplements contain 400 micrograms of  folic 
acid; supplements for pregnant women usually contain at least 800 micrograms.

People who eat meat, eggs, or dairy products receive all the vitamin B
12

 they 
need, even for pregnancy. Those who exclude all animal-derived foods from the 
diet, however, need vitamin B

12
–fortified foods or supplements.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Due to their key roles in cell reproduction, folate and vitamin B
12

 are needed in 
large amounts during pregnancy.

 ❚ Folate plays an important role in preventing neural tube defects.

Vitamin D and calcium for Bones Vitamin D and the minerals involved in build-
ing the skeleton—calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and fluoride—are in great  
demand during pregnancy. Insufficient intakes may produce abnormal fetal bone 
growth and tooth development. 

Vitamin D plays a vital role in calcium absorption and utilization. Consequently, 
severe maternal vitamin D deficiency interferes with normal calcium metabolism, 
which, in rare cases, may cause rickets in the infant.22 Regular exposure to sunlight 
and consumption of  vitamin D–fortified milk are usually sufficient to provide the rec-
ommended amount of  vitamin D during pregnancy (15 μg/day), which is the same 
as for nonpregnant women.23 The vitamin D in prenatal supplements helps to protect 
many, but not all, pregnant women from inadequate intakes.24

Intestinal absorption of  calcium doubles early in pregnancy, when the mother’s 
bones store the mineral. Later, as the fetal bones begin to calcify, a dramatic shift of  
calcium across the placenta occurs. Whether the calcium added to the mother’s bones 
early in pregnancy is withdrawn to build the fetus’s bones later is unclear.25 In the final 
weeks of  pregnancy, more than 300 milligrams a day are transferred to the fetus.26 
Recommendations to ensure an adequate calcium intake during pregnancy are aimed 
at conserving the mother’s bone mass while supplying fetal needs.

Typically, young women in the United States take in too little calcium. Of particular 
importance, pregnant women under age 25, whose own bones are still actively depos-
iting minerals, should strive to meet the recommendation for calcium by increasing 
their intakes of  milk, cheese, yogurt, and other calcium-rich foods. The USDA Food 
Patterns suggest consuming 3 cups per day of  fat-free or low-fat milk or the equiv-
alent in milk products. Less preferred, but still acceptable, is a daily supplement of  
600 milligrams of  calcium. The RDA for calcium intake is the same for nonpregnant 
and pregnant women in the same age group. Women who exclude milk products need 

Ta b L e  1 1 - 3   rich Folate 
Sourcesa

Natural Folate Sources

 ❚ liver (3 oz): 221 μg dFe

 ❚ lentils (½ c): 179 μg dFe

 ❚ chickpeas or pinto beans (½ c): 
145 μg dFe

 ❚ asparagus (½ c): 134 μg dFe

 ❚ spinach (1 c raw): 58 μg dFe

 ❚ avocado (½ c): 61 μg dFe

 ❚ orange juice (1 c): 74 μg dFe

 ❚ beets (½ c): 68 μg dFe

Fortified Folate Sources

 ❚ highly enriched ready-to-eat  
cerealsb (¾ c): 680 μg dFe

 ❚ Pasta, cooked (1 c): 154 μg 
dFe (average value)

 ❚ rice, cooked (1 c): 153 μg dFe

 ❚ bagel (1 small whole): 156 μg 
dFe

 ❚ waffles, frozen (2): 78 μg dFe

 ❚ bread, white (1 slice): 48 μg dFe

aFolate amounts for these and 2000 other 
foods are listed in appendix a.

bFolate in cereals varies; read the nutrition 
Facts panel of the label.

prenatal supplements: nutrient 
supplements specifically designed to 
provide the nutrients needed during 
pregnancy, particularly folate, iron, 
and calcium, without excesses or  
unneeded constituents.
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calcium-fortified foods such as soy milk, orange juice, and cereals. Read the labels: con-
tents vary and products fortified with both calcium and vitamin D are recommended.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Maternal vitamin D deficiency interferes with calcium metabolism in the infant.

 ❚ All pregnant women, but especially those who are younger than 25 years of  age, 
need to pay special attention to calcium to ensure adequate intakes.

iron The body conserves iron especially well during pregnancy: menstruation ceases, 
and absorption of  iron increases up to threefold due to a rise in the blood’s iron- 
absorbing and iron-carrying protein transferrin. Still, iron needs are so high that stores 
dwindle during pregnancy. To help improve the iron status of  women before and dur-
ing pregnancy, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 recommend that all women  
capable of  becoming pregnant choose foods that supply heme iron (meat, seafood, 
and poultry), which is most readily absorbed; choose additional sources, such as iron-
rich eggs, vegetables, and legumes; and consume foods that enhance iron absorption, 
such as vitamin C-rich fruits and vegetables.

The developing fetus draws heavily on the mother’s iron stores to create stores of  
its own to last through the first 4 to 6 months after birth. The transfer of  significant 
amounts of  iron to the fetus is regulated by the placenta, which gives the iron needs 
of  the fetus priority over those of  the mother.27 Even a woman with inadequate iron 
stores transfers a considerable amount of  iron to the fetus. In addition, blood (and thus 
iron) losses are inevitable at birth, especially during a delivery by cesarean section.

Few women enter pregnancy with adequate iron stores, so a daily iron supple-
ment is recommended early in pregnancy, if  not before.28 Women who enter preg-
nancy with iron-deficiency anemia are at increased risk of  delivering low-birthweight 
or preterm infants.29 When a low hemoglobin or hematocrit level is confirmed by a 
repeat test, more than the standard iron dose of  30 milligrams may be prescribed. To 
enhance iron absorption, the supplement should be taken between meals and with 
liquids other than milk, coffee, or tea, which inhibit iron absorption.

Zinc Zinc is required for protein synthesis and cell development during pregnancy. 
Typical zinc intakes of  pregnant women are lower than recommendations but, fortu-
nately, zinc absorption increases when intakes are low. Large doses of  iron can inter-
fere with zinc absorption and metabolism, but most prenatal supplements supply the 
right balance of  these minerals for pregnancy. Zinc is abundant in protein-rich foods 
such as shellfish, meat, and nuts.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Iron supplements are recommended for pregnant women.

 ❚ Large doses of  iron can interfere with zinc absorption and metabolism, but most 
prenatal supplements supply the right balance of  these minerals.

Nutrient Supplements A healthy pregnancy and optimal infant development  
depend on the mother’s diet. Pregnant women who make wise food choices can meet 
most of  their nutrient needs, with the possible exception of  iron. Even so, physicians 
often recommend daily multivitamin-mineral supplements for pregnant women. 
These prenatal supplements typically provide more folic acid, iron, and calcium than 
regular supplements. Prenatal supplements are especially beneficial for women who 
do not eat adequately and for those in high-risk groups: women carrying twins or 
triplets, cigarette smokers, and alcohol or drug abusers. For these women, prenatal 
supplements may be of  some help in reducing the risks of  preterm delivery, low infant 
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birthweights, and birth defects.30 Be aware, however, that supplements cannot prevent 
the vast majority of  fetal harm from tobacco, alcohol, and drugs, which continues 
unopposed, as later sections explain.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Physicians often recommend daily multivitamin-mineral supplements for pregnant 
women.

 ❚ Women most likely to benefit from prenatal supplements during pregnancy include 
those who do not eat adequately, those carrying twins or triplets, and those who 
smoke cigarettes or are alcohol or drug abusers.

Food Assistance Programs
Women of  limited financial means may eat diets too low in calcium, iron, vitamins A 
and C, and protein. Often, they and their children need help in obtaining food and ben-
efit from nutrition counseling. At the federal level, the Special Supplemental Nutrition 
Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) provides vouchers redeemable for 
nutritious foods, nutrition education, and referrals to health and social services to low-
income pregnant and lactating women and their children.31 WIC offers vouchers for the 
following nutritious foods: baby foods, eggs, dried and canned beans and peas, tuna fish, 
peanut butter, fruits, vegetables, and their juices, iron-fortified cereals, milk and cheese, 
soy-based beverages and tofu, and whole-wheat and other whole-grain products. For 
infants given infant formula, WIC also provides iron-fortified formula. WIC encourages 
mothers to breastfeed their infants, however, and offers incentives to those who do.

More than 9 million people—most of  them infants and young children—receive 
WIC benefits each month. Participation in the WIC program benefits both the  
nutrient status and the growth and development of  infants and children. WIC partici-
pation during pregnancy can effectively reduce iron deficiency, infant mortality, low 
birthweight, and maternal and newborn medical costs.

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) provides a debit card 
that can also help to stretch the low-income pregnant woman’s grocery dollars. In  
addition, many communities and organizations such as the Academy of  Nutrition 
and Dietetics (AND) provide educational services and materials, including nutrition, 
food budgeting, and shopping information.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Food assistance programs such as WIC can provide nutritious food for pregnant 
women of  limited financial means.

 ❚ Participation in WIC during pregnancy can reduce iron deficiency, infant mortal-
ity, low birthweight, and maternal and newborn medical costs.

Weight Gain
Women must gain weight during pregnancy—fetal and maternal well-being depend 
on it. Ideally, a woman will have begun her pregnancy at a healthy weight, but even 
more importantly, she will gain within the recommended weight range based on her 
prepregnancy body mass index (BMI) as shown in Table 11-4 (on p. 298). Pregnancy 
weight gains within the recommended ranges are associated with fewer surgical births, 
a greater number of  healthy birthweights, and other positive outcomes for both moth-
ers and infants, but many women do not gain within these ranges.32 Among women 
in the United States, excessive weight gain during pregnancy is more prevalent than  

Special Supplemental  
nutrition Program for 
Women, infants, and  
Children (WiC): a high-quality, 
cost-effective health care and nutri-
tion services program administered 
by the u.s. department of agricul-
ture for low-income women, infants, 
and children who are nutritionally 
at risk. wic provides supplemental 
foods, nutrition education, and 
referrals to health care and other 
social services.
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inadequate weight gain. To improve pregnancy outcomes, researchers and health care 
providers are placing greater emphasis on preventing excessive weight gains during 
pregnancy than in the recent past.33

Weight loss during pregnancy is not recommended.34 Even obese women are advised to 
gain between 11 and 20 pounds for the best chance of delivering a healthy infant.35 Ideally, 
overweight women will achieve a healthy body weight before becoming pregnant, avoid 
excessive weight gain during pregnancy, and postpone weight loss until after childbirth.

According to current recommendations, pregnant adolescents who are still grow-
ing should strive for gains at the upper end of  the target range. Current concerns about 
obesity raise questions as to whether such recommendations are always appropriate. 
Compared with older mothers, for example, the risk of  lifetime weight retention after 
pregnancy may be far greater for young adolescents.

The ideal weight gain pattern for a woman who begins pregnancy at a healthy 
weight is 3½ pounds during the first trimester and 1 pound per week thereafter (see 
the prenatal weight-gain grid in Appendix E). If  a woman gains more than is recom-
mended early in pregnancy, she should not restrict her energy intake later on in order 
to lose weight. A sudden, large weight gain is a danger signal, however, because it 
may indicate the onset of  preeclampsia (discussed later in the chapter).

The weight the pregnant woman gains is nearly all lean tissue: placenta, uterus, 
blood, milk-producing glands, and the fetus itself  (see Figure 11-6). The fat she gains 
is needed later for lactation. Physical activity can help a pregnant woman cope with 
the extra weight, as a later section explains.

Ta b L e  1 1 - 4   recommended Weight gains based on Prepregnancy Weight

Prepregnancy Weight
Recommended Weight Gain

For Single Birth For Twin Birth
underweight (bmi ,18.5) 28 to 40 lb (12.5 to 18.0 kg) insufficient data to make 

recommendation

healthy weight (bmi 18.5 to 24.9) 25 to 35 lb (11.5 to 16.0 kg) 37 to 54 lb (17 to 25 kg)

overweight (bmi 25.0 to 29.9) 15 to 25 lb (7.0 to 11.5 kg) 31 to 50 lb (14 to 23 kg)

obese (bmi >30) 11 to 20 lb (5 to 9 kg) 25 to 42 lb (11 to 19 kg)

Source: institute of medicine, Weight Gain During Pregnancy: Reexamining the Guidelines. reprinted with permission 
from the national academies Press, copyright © 2009, national academy of sciences.

1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester

Weight 
gain (lb)

Increase in breast size

Increase in mother's
fluid volume

Placenta 

Increase in blood supply
to the placenta

Amniotic fluid

Infant at birth 

Increase in size of
uterus and supporting
muscles           

Mother’s necessary
fat stores

30

1/2

1/2

2

4

1

4

2

7

2

7

F i g u r e  1 1 - 6   Components of Weight gain during Pregnancy
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Weight Loss after Pregnancy
The pregnant woman loses some weight at delivery. In the following weeks, she loses 
more as her blood volume returns to normal and she gets rid of  accumulated fluids. 
The typical woman does not, however, return to her prepregnancy weight. In general,  
the more weight a woman gains beyond the needs of  pregnancy, the more she  
retains—mostly as body fat.36 Even with an average weight gain during pregnancy, 
most women tend to retain a few pounds with each pregnancy. When those few 
pounds become 7 or more and BMI increases by a unit or more, complications such 
as diabetes and hypertension in future pregnancies as well as chronic diseases later in 
life can increase—even for women who are not overweight. Women who achieve a 
healthy weight prior to the first pregnancy and maintain it between pregnancies best 
avoid the cumulative weight gain that threatens health later on.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Appropriate (adequate but not excessive) weight gain is essential for a healthy 
pregnancy.

 ❚ A woman’s prepregnancy BMI, her own nutrient needs, and the number of  fetuses 
she is carrying help to determine appropriate weight gain.

Physical Activity
An active, physically fit woman experiencing a normal pregnancy can and should 
continue to exercise throughout pregnancy, adjusting the intensity and duration as the 
pregnancy progresses. Staying active during the course of  a normal, healthy pregnancy 
improves the fitness of  the mother-to-be, facilitates labor, helps to prevent or manage 
gestational diabetes and gestational hypertension, and reduces psychological stress.37 
Women who remain active report fewer discomforts throughout their pregnancies and 
retain habits that help in losing excess weight and regaining fitness after the birth.38

Pregnant women should choose “low-impact” activities and avoid sports in which 
they might fall or be hit by other people or objects. Swimming and water aerobics are 
particularly beneficial because they allow the body to remain cool and move freely 
with the water’s support, thus reducing back pain.

As is true for everyone, the frequency, duration, and intensity of  the activity affect the 
likelihood of  the benefits or risks. A few guidelines are offered in Figure 11-7. Several 

Do exercise regularly (most, if
not all, days of the week).

Do warm up with 5 to 10 minutes of
light activity.

Do 30 minutes or more of
moderate physical activity.

Do cool down with 5 to 10 minutes
of slow activity and gentle stretching.

Do drink water before, after, and
during exercise.
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Do eat enough to support the
additional needs of pregnancy plus
exercise.
   
Do rest adequately.

Don’t exercise vigorously after long
periods of inactivity.

Don’t exercise in hot, humid weather.

Don’t exercise when sick with fever.

Don’t exercise while lying on your
back after the first trimester of
pregnancy or stand motionless for
prolonged periods.

Don’t exercise if you experience any
pain or discomfort.

Don’t participate in activities that
may harm the abdomen or involve
jerky, bouncy movements.

DO

Pregnant women can enjoy the benefits of physical activity.

DON’T

Don’t scuba dive.

F i g u r e  1 1 - 7   guidelines for Physical activity during Pregnancy
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of  the guidelines are aimed at preventing excessively high internal body temperatures 
and dehydration, both of  which can harm fetal development. To this end, a pregnant 
woman should also stay out of  saunas, steam rooms, and hot whirlpools. A pregnant 
woman with a medical condition or pregnancy complication should undergo a thor-
ough evaluation by her health care provider before engaging in physical activity.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Physically fit women can continue physical activity throughout pregnancy but 
should choose activities wisely.

 ❚ Pregnant women should avoid sports in which they might fall or be hit by other 
people or objects and should take care not to become dehydrated or overheated.

Common Nutrition-Related Concerns of Pregnancy
Food sensitivities, nausea, heartburn, and constipation are common during pregnancy. 
A few simple strategies can help alleviate maternal discomforts (see Table 11-5).

Food cravings and aversions Some women develop cravings for, or aversions to, 
certain foods and beverages during pregnancy. Individual food cravings during preg-
nancy do not seem to reflect real physiological needs. In other words, a woman who 
craves pickles does not necessarily need salt. Similarly, cravings for ice cream are com-
mon during pregnancy but do not signify a calcium deficiency. Food aversions and 

Ta b L e  1 1 - 5   Strategies to alleviate maternal Discomforts

To Alleviate the Nausea of Pregnancy:

 ❚ on waking, arise slowly.

 ❚ eat dry toast or crackers.

 ❚ chew gum or suck hard candies.

 ❚ eat small, frequent meals whenever hunger strikes.

 ❚ avoid foods with offensive odors.

 ❚ when nauseated, do not drink citrus juice, water, milk, coffee, or tea.

To Prevent or Alleviate Constipation:

 ❚ eat foods high in fiber.

 ❚ exercise daily.

 ❚ drink at least 8 glasses of liquids a day.

 ❚ respond promptly to the urge to defecate.

 ❚ use laxatives only as prescribed by a physician; avoid mineral oil—it carries needed fat-soluble 
vitamins out of the body.

To Prevent or Relieve Heartburn:

 ❚ relax and eat slowly.

 ❚ chew food thoroughly.

 ❚ eat small, frequent meals.

 ❚ drink liquids between meals.

 ❚ avoid spicy or greasy foods.

 ❚ sit up while eating.

 ❚ wait an hour after eating before lying down.

 ❚ wait 2 hours after eating before exercising.

food cravings: deep longings for 
particular foods.

food aversions: strong desires to 
avoid particular foods.
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cravings that arise during pregnancy are probably due to hormone-induced changes in 
taste and sensitivities to smells, and they quickly disappear after the birth.

Nonfood cravings Some pregnant women develop cravings for and ingest nonfood 
items such as laundry starch, clay, soil, or ice—a practice known as pica.39 Pica may 
be practiced for cultural reasons that reflect a society’s folklore; it is especially com-
mon among African American women. Pica is often associated with iron deficiency, 
but whether iron deficiency leads to pica or pica leads to iron deficiency is unclear.40 
Eating clay or soil may interfere with iron absorption and displace iron-rich foods 
from the diet. Furthermore, if  the soil or clay contains environmental contaminants 
such as lead or parasites, health and nutrition suffer.

Morning Sickness The nausea of  “morning” (actually, anytime) sickness seems  
unavoidable and may even be a welcome sign of  a healthy pregnancy because it arises 
from the hormonal changes of  early pregnancy. The problem typically peaks at 9 weeks 
gestation and resolves within a month or two.41 Many women complain that odors,  
especially cooking smells, make them sick. Thus, minimizing odors may alleviate 
morning sickness for some women. Traditional strategies for quelling nausea are listed 
in Table 11-5, but little evidence exists to support such advice.42 Some women do best 
by simply eating what they desire whenever they feel hungry. Morning sickness can be 
persistent, however. If  morning sickness interferes with normal eating for more than a 
week or two, the woman should seek medical advice to prevent nutrient deficiencies. 

Heartburn Heartburn, a burning sensation in the lower esophagus near the heart, is 
common during pregnancy and is also benign. As the growing fetus puts increasing 
pressure on the woman’s stomach, acid may back up and create a burning sensation in 
her throat. Tips to relieve heartburn are listed in Table 11-5.

constipation As the hormones of  pregnancy alter muscle tone and the thriving  
infant crowds intestinal organs, an expectant mother may complain of  constipation, 
another harmless but annoying condition. A high-fiber diet, physical activity, and 
plentiful fluids will help relieve this condition. Also, responding promptly to the urge 
to defecate can help. Laxatives should be used only as prescribed by a physician. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Food cravings typically do not reflect physiological needs.

 ❚ Pica is the ingestion of  nonfood items such as laundry starch, clay, soil, or ice. In 
some cases, pica can be harmful to health and nutrition.

 ❚ The nausea, heartburn, and constipation that sometimes accompany pregnancy 
can usually be alleviated with a few simple strategies.

Problems in Pregnancy
Just as adequate nutrition and normal weight gain support the health of  the mother 
and growth of  the fetus, maternal diseases can have an adverse effect. If  discovered 
early, many diseases can be controlled—another reason why early prenatal care is rec-
ommended. Some nutrition measures can help alleviate the most common problems 
encountered during pregnancy.

Preexisting Diabetes Pregnancy presents special challenges for the management of  
diabetes. Insulin-induced hypoglycemia has a more rapid onset during pregnancy and 
is a danger to the mother, especially in those with type 1 diabetes. Women with type 
2 diabetes often start pregnancy with insulin resistance and obesity, making optimal  
glycemic control difficult. The risks of  diabetes during pregnancy depend on how well 
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it is managed before, during, and after. Excellent glycemic control in the first trimester 
and throughout the pregnancy is associated with the lowest frequency of  maternal, 
fetal, and newborn complications.43 Without proper management, women face high 
infertility rates, and those who do conceive may experience episodes of  severe hypogly-
cemia or hyperglycemia, preterm labor, and pregnancy-related hypertension. Infants 
may be large, suffer physical and mental abnormalities, and experience other complica-
tions such as severe hypoglycemia or respiratory distress, both of  which can be fatal. 
Signs of  fetal health problems are apparent even when maternal glucose is above nor-
mal but still below the diagnosis of  diabetes. Ideally, a woman will receive the prenatal 
care needed to achieve glucose control before conception and continued glucose con-
trol throughout pregnancy. For optimal long-term outcomes, continuation of  intensi-
fied diabetes management after pregnancy is in the best interest of  the mother’s health.

Gestational Diabetes Some women are prone to developing a pregnancy-related 
form of  diabetes, gestational diabetes. Gestational diabetes usually resolves after 
the infant is born, but some women go on to develop type 2 diabetes later in life,  
especially if  they are overweight.44 For this reason, health care professionals strongly 
advise against excessive weight gain during and after pregnancy. Weight gains after 
pregnancy increase the risk of  gestational diabetes in the next pregnancy.45 Gesta-
tional diabetes can lead to fetal or infant sickness or death, though the risk of  these 
outcomes falls dramatically when it is identified early and managed properly. More 
commonly, gestational diabetes leads to surgical birth and high infant birthweight. To 
ensure prompt diagnosis and treatment, physicians screen all women who are over-
weight (BMI ≥25) and have one or more additional risk factors for type 2 diabetes (for 
example, high blood pressure, family history of  diabetes or heart disease, previous 
gestational diabetes, family background that is Hispanic/Latino American, African 
American, Native American, Asian American, or Pacific Islander) at the first prena-
tal visit. In addition, all pregnant women not previously diagnosed with diabetes are 
tested for glucose intolerance at 24 to 28 weeks gestation.46 Chapter 21 provides infor-
mation about medical nutrition therapy for gestational diabetes.

Hypertension Hypertension (blood pressure ≥140/90 mm Hg) complicates preg-
nancy and affects its outcome in different ways, depending on how severe it becomes. 
Hypertension during pregnancy is classified as chronic hypertension or gestational 
hypertension.47 Chronic hypertension can be a preexisting condition that develops 
before a woman becomes pregnant. In women whose prepregnancy blood pressure 
is unknown, diagnosis of  chronic hypertension is based on the presence of  sustained  
hypertension before 20 weeks of  gestation.48 In contrast, gestational hypertension 
develops after the 20th week of  gestation. In women with gestational hypertension, 
blood pressure usually returns to normal during the first few weeks after childbirth.

Both types of  hypertension pose risks to the mother and fetus. In addition to the 
health risks normally imposed by hypertension (heart attack and stroke), high blood 
pressure increases the risks of  growth restriction, preterm birth, and separation of  the 
placenta from the wall of  the uterus before the birth.49 Both chronic hypertension and 
gestational hypertension also increase the risk of  preeclampsia.

Preeclampsia Preeclampsia is a condition characterized not only by high blood pres-
sure but also by protein in the urine.50 Preeclampsia usually occurs with first pregnan-
cies and almost always appears after 20 weeks’ gestation.51 Symptoms typically regress 
within 48 hours of  delivery. Because delivery is the only known cure, preeclampsia is 
a leading cause of  indicated preterm delivery and accounts for about 15 percent of   
infants who are growth restricted.52

Preeclampsia affects almost all of  the woman’s organs—the circulatory system, 
liver, kidneys, and brain. If  it progresses, she may experience seizures; when this  
occurs, the condition is called eclampsia. Maternal mortality during pregnancy is 
rare in developed countries, but eclampsia is the most common cause. Preeclampsia  

gestational diabetes: glucose 
intolerance with first onset or first 
recognition during pregnancy. 

chronic hypertension: in preg-
nant women, hypertension that is 
present and documented before 
pregnancy; in women whose prepreg-
nancy blood pressure is unknown, the 
presence of sustained hypertension 
before 20 weeks of gestation.

gestational hypertension: high 
blood pressure that develops in the 
second half of pregnancy and usu-
ally resolves after childbirth.

preeclampsia (Pre-ee-KlamP-
see-ah): a condition characterized 
by hypertension and protein in the 
urine during pregnancy.

eclampsia (eh-KlamP-see-ah): a 
severe complication during preg-
nancy in which seizures occur.
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demands prompt medical attention. Treatment focuses on regulating blood pressure 
and preventing seizures.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Conditions such as gestational diabetes, hypertension, and preeclampsia can 
threaten the health and life of  both mother and infant.

 ❚ Maternal diseases require medical and nutrition treatment.

Practices to Avoid
A general guideline for the pregnant woman is to eat a normal, healthy diet and prac-
tice moderation. A woman’s daily choices during pregnancy take on enormous impor-
tance. Forewarned, pregnant women can choose to abstain from or avoid potentially 
harmful practices. 

cigarette Smoking One practice to be avoided during pregnancy is cigarette smok-
ing, which is associated with many complications (see Table 11-6). A surgeon gen-
eral’s warning states that parental smoking can kill an otherwise healthy fetus or 
newborn. Unfortunately, an estimated 12 percent of  pregnant women in the United 
States smoke.53 

Constituents of  cigarette smoke, such as nicotine, carbon monoxide, arsenic, and 
cyanide, are toxic to a fetus. Smoking during pregnancy can cause damage to fetal 
chromosomes, which could lead to developmental defects or diseases such as cancer.54 
Smoking also restricts the blood supply to the growing fetus and so limits the delivery 
of  oxygen and nutrients and the removal of  wastes. It slows fetal growth, can reduce 
brain size, and may impair the intellectual and behavioral development of  the child 
later in life. Smoking during pregnancy damages fetal blood vessels, an effect that is 
still apparent at the age of  5 years.55 It interferes with fetal lung development and  
increases the risks of  respiratory infections and childhood asthma.56 

A mother who smokes is more likely to have a complicated birth and a low-birth-
weight infant. The more a mother smokes, the smaller her infant will be. Of  all pre-
ventable causes of  low birthweight in the United States, smoking has the greatest 
impact. Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), the unexplained death that sometimes 
occurs in an otherwise healthy infant, has also been linked to the mother’s cigarette  
smoking during pregnancy.57 Even in women who do not smoke, exposure to  
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS, or secondhand smoke) during pregnancy  
increases the risk of  low birthweight and the likelihood of  SIDS.

In addition to the harms already described, cigarette (and cigar) smoking adversely 
affects the pregnant woman’s nutrition status and thus impairs fetal nutrition and  
development. Smokers tend to have lower intakes of  dietary fiber, vitamin A, beta-
carotene, folate, and vitamin C. 

Limited research shows that vitamin C supplements taken by pregnant smokers 
improved newborn lung function and decreased wheezing through 1 year of  age.58 
Nevertheless, any woman who uses nicotine in any form and is pregnant or consider-
ing pregnancy needs to quit. Alternatives to smoking—such as using snuff, chewing 
tobacco, or nicotine-replacement therapy—are not safe during pregnancy.59

Medicinal Drugs and Herbal Supplements Medicinal drugs taken during preg-
nancy can cause serious birth defects. Pregnant women should not take over-the-
counter drugs or any other medications without consulting their physicians, who 
must weigh the benefits against the risks.

Some pregnant women mistakenly consider herbal supplements to be safe alterna-
tives to medicinal drugs and take them to relieve nausea, promote water loss, alleviate 
depression, help them sleep, or for other reasons. Some herbal products may be safe, 

Ta b L e  1 1 - 6   
Complications associated 
with Smoking During 
Pregnancy 

 ❚ Fetal growth restriction

 ❚ low birthweight

 ❚ Preterm birth

 ❚ Premature separation of the 
placenta

 ❚ miscarriage

 ❚ stillbirth

 ❚ sudden infant death syndrome

 ❚ congenital malformations

environmental tobacco smoke 
(eTS): the combination of exhaled 
smoke (mainstream smoke) and 
smoke from lighted cigarettes, pipes, 
or cigars (sidestream smoke) that 
enters the air and may be inhaled by 
other people.
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but very few have been tested for safety or effectiveness during pregnancy. Pregnant 
women should stay away from herbal supplements, teas, or other products unless their 
safety during pregnancy has been ascertained. Nutrition in Practice 15 offers more 
information about herbal supplements and other alternative therapies.

Drugs of abuse Drugs of  abuse such as cocaine easily cross the placenta and impair 
fetal growth and development. Furthermore, such drugs are responsible for preterm 
births, low-birthweight infants, and sudden infant deaths. If  these newborns survive, 
central nervous system damage is evident: their cries, sleep, and behaviors early in life 
are abnormal, and their cognitive development later in life is impaired.60 They may be 
hypersensitive or underaroused; many suffer the symptoms of  withdrawal. Delays in 
their growth and development persist throughout childhood and adolescence.61

environmental contaminants Infants and young children of  pregnant women 
exposed to environmental contaminants such as lead and mercury show signs of   
impaired mental and psychomotor development. During pregnancy, lead readily 
moves across the placenta, inflicting severe damage on the developing fetal nervous 
system. In addition, infants exposed to even low levels of  lead during gestation weigh 
less at birth and consequently struggle to survive. For these reasons, it is particularly 
important that pregnant women consume foods and beverages free of  contamination. 
Dietary calcium can help to defend against lead toxicity by reducing its absorption.

Mercury is a contaminant of  concern as well. As discussed in Chapter 3, fatty fish 
are a good source of  omega-3 fatty acids, but some fish contain large amounts of  the 
pollutant mercury, which can impair fetal growth and harm the developing brain and 
nervous system. Because the benefits of  moderate seafood consumption outweigh the 
risks, pregnant (and lactating) women need reliable information on which fish are 
safe to eat.62 The Dietary Guidelines for Americans, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) advise pregnant and lactat-
ing women to avoid shark, swordfish, king mackerel, and tilefish (also called golden 
snapper or golden bass). Because many pregnant women have not been consuming 
any fish or shellfish, the FDA and the EPA released updated recommendations en-
couraging pregnant and lactating women to eat at least 8 ounces and up to 12 ounces 
(cooked or canned) of  seafood weekly.63 However, the FDA and EPA continue to rec-
ommend that no more than 6 ounces (cooked or canned) of  white (albacore) tuna be 
consumed weekly. Supplements of  fish oil are not recommended because they may 
contain concentrated toxins and because their effects on pregnancy remain unknown.

Foodborne illness The vomiting and diarrhea caused by many foodborne illnesses 
can leave a pregnant woman exhausted and dangerously dehydrated. Particularly 
threatening, however, is listeriosis, which can cause miscarriage, stillbirth, or severe 
brain or other infections to fetuses and newborns. Pregnant women are about 20 times 
more likely than other healthy adults to get listeriosis. A woman with listeriosis may 
develop symptoms such as fever, vomiting, and diarrhea in about 12 hours after eating  
a contaminated food, and serious symptoms may develop a week to 6 weeks later.  
A blood test can reliably detect listeriosis, and antibiotics given promptly to the preg-
nant sufferer can often prevent infection of  the fetus or newborn. Table 11-7 presents 
tips to prevent listeriosis. Nutrition in Practice 5 includes precautions to minimize the 
risks of  other common foodborne illnesses.

Large Doses of Vitamin-Mineral Supplements Many vitamins and minerals are 
toxic when taken in excess. Excessive vitamin A is particularly infamous for its role in 
fetal malformations of  the cranial nervous system. Intakes before the 7th week of  preg-
nancy appear to be the most damaging. For this reason, vitamin A supplements are not 
given during pregnancy, unless there is specific evidence of  deficiency, which is rare.

restrictive Dieting Restrictive dieting, even for short periods, can be hazardous 
during pregnancy. Low-carbohydrate diets or fasts that cause ketosis deprive the  

Ta b L e  1 1 - 7   Tips to 
Prevent Listeriosis

 ❚ use only pasteurized juices 
and dairy products; do not eat 
soft cheeses such as feta, brie, 
camembert, Panela, “queso 
blanco,” “queso fresco,” and 
blue-veined cheeses such as 
roquefort; do not drink raw 
(unpasteurized) milk or eat 
foods that contain it.

 ❚ do not eat hot dogs or lun-
cheon or deli meats unless 
heated until steaming hot.

 ❚ thoroughly cook meat, poultry, 
eggs, and seafood.

 ❚ wash all fruits and vegetables.

 ❚ do not eat refrigerated patés 
or meat spreads.

 ❚ do not eat smoked seafood, or 
any fish labeled “nova-style,” 
“lox,” or “kippered.”

listeriosis: a serious foodborne 
infection that can cause severe 
brain infection or death in a fetus or 
newborn; caused by the bacterium 
Listeria monocytogenes, which is 
found in soil and water.
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growing fetal brain of  needed glucose and may impair cognitive development. Such 
diets are also likely to be deficient in other nutrients vital to fetal growth. Regardless 
of  prepregnancy weight, pregnant women need an adequate diet to support healthy 
fetal development.

Sugar Substitutes Artificial sweeteners have been studied extensively and found to 
be acceptable during pregnancy if  used within the FDA’s guidelines (see Chapter 2).64 
Still, it would be prudent for pregnant women to use sweeteners in moderation and 
within an otherwise nutritious and well-balanced diet. Women with phenylketonuria 
should not use aspartame, as Chapter 2 explains.

caffeine Caffeine crosses the placenta, and the fetus has only a limited ability to  
metabolize it. Research studies have not proved that caffeine (even in high doses) 
causes birth defects in human infants (as it does in animals), but limited evidence 
suggests that heavy use—intake equaling more than 3 cups of  coffee a day—increases 
the risk of  hypertension and miscarriage.65 Depending on the quantities consumed 
and the mother’s metabolism, caffeine may also interfere with fetal growth.66 Lower 
doses of  caffeine appear to be compatible with healthy pregnancies.67 All things con-
sidered, it may be most sensible to limit caffeine consumption to the equivalent of  
one or two cups of  coffee a day. The amounts of  caffeine in foods and beverages are 
listed in Appendix A.

alcohol Drinking alcohol during pregnancy threatens the fetus with irreversible brain 
damage, growth retardation, mental retardation, facial abnormalities, vision abnor-
malities, and many more health problems—a spectrum of  symptoms known as fetal  
alcohol spectrum disorders, or FASD. Children at the most severe end of  the spec-
trum (those with all of  the symptoms) are defined as having fetal alcohol syndrome 
(FAS), which results in the facial abnormalities shown in Figure 11-8.68 Less obvious is 
the internal harm: The fetal brain is extremely vulnerable to a glucose or oxygen defi-
cit, and alcohol causes both by disrupting placental functioning. The lifelong mental 
retardation and other tragedies of  FAS can be prevented by abstaining from drinking  
alcohol during pregnancy. Once the damage is done, however, the child remains  
impaired. An estimated 5 to 20 of  every 10,000 children are victims of  FAS, making it 
one of  the leading known preventable causes of  mental retardation in the world.69

Despite alcohol’s potential for harm, 1 out of  13 pregnant women drinks alcohol 
sometime during her pregnancy, and 1 out of  71 reports binge drinking (four or more 
drinks on one occasion).70 Almost half  of  all pregnancies are unintended, and many 
are conceived during a binge-drinking episode.

Women who know they are pregnant and desire to drink may wonder: How much 
alcohol is too much? Even one drink a day threatens neurological development and 
behaviors. Low birthweight is reported among infants born to women who drink 1 
ounce (two drinks) of  alcohol per day during pregnancy, and FAS is also known to  
occur with as few as two drinks a day. Birth defects have been reliably observed 
among the children of  women who drink 2 ounces (four drinks) of  alcohol daily 
during pregnancy. The most severe impact is likely to occur in the first 2 months,  
possibly before the woman is aware that she is pregnant.

Even when a child does not develop full FAS, prenatal exposure to alcohol can 
lead to less severe, but nonetheless serious, mental and physical problems. The clus-
ter of  mental problems is known as alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder 
(ARND), and the physical malformations are referred to as alcohol-related birth 
defects (ARBD). Some of  these children show no outward sign of  impairment, but 
others are short in stature or display subtle facial abnormalities. Many perform poorly 
in school and in social interactions and suffer a subtle form of  brain damage. Mood 
disorders and problem behaviors, such as aggression, are common.

For every child diagnosed with full-blown FAS, many more with FASD go  
undiagnosed until problems develop in the preschool years. Upon reaching adulthood, 

F i g u r e  1 1 - 8   Typical 
Facial Characteristics of FaS
these facial traits are typical of fetal 
alcohol syndrome, caused by drink-
ing alcohol during pregnancy—low 
nasal bridge, short eyelid opening, 
underdeveloped groove in the center 
of the upper lip, small midface, short 
nose, and small head circumference.
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fetal alcohol spectrum  
disorders (FaSD): a spectrum of 
physical, behavioral, and cognitive 
disabilities caused by prenatal  
alcohol exposure.

fetal alcohol syndrome 
(FaS): the cluster of symptoms 
seen in an infant or child whose 
mother consumed excessive alcohol 
during her pregnancy. Fas includes, 
but is not limited to, brain damage, 
growth retardation, mental retarda-
tion, and facial abnormalities. 

alcohol-related neurodevel-
opmental disorder (arnD): a 
condition caused by prenatal alcohol 
exposure that is diagnosed when 
there is a confirmed history of sub-
stantial, regular maternal alcohol 
intake or heavy episodic drinking 
and behavioral, cognitive, or cen-
tral nervous system abnormalities 
known to be associated with alcohol 
exposure.

alcohol-related birth defects 
(arbD): a condition caused by 
prenatal alcohol exposure that is 
diagnosed when there is a history of 
substantial, regular maternal alcohol 
intake or heavy episodic drinking 
and birth defects known to be asso-
ciated with alcohol exposure.
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such children are ill equipped for employment, relationships, and the other facets of  
life most adults take for granted. Anyone exposed to alcohol before birth may always 
respond differently to it, and also to certain drugs, than if  no exposure had occurred, 
making addictions likely.

The American Academy of  Pediatrics (AAP) takes the position that women should 
stop drinking as soon as they plan to become pregnant. Researchers have looked for a 
“safe” alcohol intake limit during pregnancy and have found none. Their conclusion: 
abstinence from alcohol is the best policy for pregnant women.

For pregnant women who have already drunk alcohol, the advice is “stop now.”  
A woman who has drunk heavily during the first two-thirds of  her pregnancy can still 
prevent some organ damage by stopping heavy drinking during the third trimester.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Smoking during pregnancy delivers toxins to the fetus, damages DNA, restricts fetal 
growth, and limits delivery of  oxygen and nutrients and the removal of  wastes.

 ❚ Drinking alcohol during pregnancy threatens the fetus with irreversible brain dam-
age, growth retardation, mental retardation, facial abnormalities, vision abnormal-
ities, and many more health problems—a spectrum of  symptoms known as fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorders, or FASD.

 ❚ Abstaining from smoking and other drugs, including alcohol, limiting intake of  
foods known to contain unsafe levels of  contaminants such as mercury, taking 
precautions against foodborne illness, avoiding large doses of  nutrients, refraining 
from restrictive dieting, using artificial sweeteners in moderation, and limiting  
caffeine use are recommended during pregnancy.

Adolescent Pregnancy
The number of  infants born to teenage mothers has steadily declined during the last 
50 years. Despite the long-term decline, however, the U.S. teen birth rate is still one 
of  the highest among industrialized nations.71 More than 305,000 adolescent girls 
give birth each year in the United States; almost 20 percent of  them already have at 
least one child.72

A pregnant adolescent presents a special case of  intense nutrient needs. Young 
teenage girls have a hard enough time meeting nutrient needs for their own rapid 
growth and development, let alone those of  pregnancy. Many teens enter pregnancy 
deficient in vitamins B

12
 and D, folate, calcium, and iron, which increases the risk of  

impaired fetal growth. Pregnant adolescents are less likely to receive early prenatal 
care and are more likely to smoke during pregnancy—two factors that predict low 
birthweight and infant death.

The rates of  stillbirths, preterm births, and low-birthweight infants are high for 
teenagers—both for teen moms and for teen dads. Their greatest risk, though, is death 
of  the infant: mothers younger than 16 years of  age bear more infants who die within 
the first year than do women in any other age group. These factors combine to make 
adolescent pregnancy a major public health problem.

Adequate nutrition is an indispensable component of  prenatal care for adolescents 
and can substantially improve the outlook for both mother and infant. To support the 
needs of  both mother and fetus, a pregnant teenager with a BMI in the normal range 
is encouraged to gain about 35 pounds to reduce the likelihood of  a low-birthweight 
infant. As mentioned earlier, however, compared with older mothers, the lifetime risk 
of  postpartum weight retention in young adolescents may be far greater.73 Research-
ers agree that optimal weight gain recommendations for pregnant adolescents need 
focused attention. Meanwhile, pregnant and lactating adolescents would do well to 
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follow the eating pattern presented in Table 1-4 (on p. 15) for a kcalorie level that will 
support adequate, but not excessive, weight gain.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Pregnant adolescents have extraordinarily high nutrient needs and an increased 
likelihood of  problem pregnancies.

 ❚ Proper nutrition and adequate weight gain are especially important in reducing the 
risk of  poor pregnancy outcome in adolescents.

11.2 Breastfeeding
LO 11.2 Summarize the nutrient needs of women during lactation and  
contraindications to breastfeeding.

The AAP recommends that infants receive breast milk for at least the first 12 months 
of  life and beyond for as long as mutually desired by mother and child.74 The Academy  
of  Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) advocates breastfeeding for the nutritional health 
it confers on the infant as well as for the physiological, social, economic, and other 
benefits it offers the mother (see Table 11-8).75 The AAP and the AND recognize  
exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months and breastfeeding with complementary foods 
for at least 12 months as an optimal feeding pattern for infants.76 Breast milk’s 
unique nutrient composition and protective factors promote optimal infant health 
and development. The only acceptable alternative to breast milk is iron-fortified 

exclusive breastfeeding: an 
infant’s consumption of human milk 
with no supplementation of any 
type (no water, no juice, no nonhu-
man milk, and no foods) except for 
vitamins, minerals, and medications.

Ta b L e  1 1 - 8   benefits of breastfeeding

For Infants

 ❚ Provides the appropriate composition and balance of nutrients with high bioavailability

 ❚ Provides hormones that promote physiological development

 ❚ improves cognitive development

 ❚ Protects against a variety of infections and illnesses

 ❚ may protect against some chronic diseases—such as diabetes (both types), obesity, atheroscle-
rosis, asthma, and hypertension—later in life

 ❚ Protects against food allergies

 ❚ supports healthy weight

 ❚ reduces the risk of sids

For Mothers

 ❚ contracts the uterus

 ❚ delays the return of regular ovulation, thus lengthening birth intervals (this is not, however, a 
dependable method of contraception)

 ❚ conserves iron stores (by prolonging amenorrhea)

 ❚ may protect against breast and ovarian cancer and reduce the risk of diabetes (type 2)

Other

 ❚ cost and time savings from not needing medical treatment for childhood illnesses or leaving 
work to care for sick infants

 ❚ cost and time savings from not needing to purchase and prepare formula (even after adjust-
ing for added foods in the diet of a lactating mother)

 ❚ environmental savings for society from not needing to manufacture, package, and ship formula 
and dispose of the packaging
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formula. Adequate nutrition of  the mother supports successful lactation, and with-
out it, lactation is likely to falter or fail. Health care professionals play an important 
role in providing encouragement and accurate information on breastfeeding.

Nutrition during Lactation
By continuing to eat nutrient-dense foods, not restricting weight gain unduly, and  
enjoying ample food and fluid at frequent intervals throughout lactation, the mother 
who chooses to breastfeed her infant will be nutritionally prepared to do so. An inad-
equate diet does not support the stamina, patience, and self-confidence that nursing 
an infant demands. Figure 11-4 (on p. 292) shows how a lactating woman’s nutrient 
needs differ from those of  a nonpregnant woman, and Table 11-2 (on p. 293) presents 
a sample menu that meets those needs.

energy A nursing woman produces about 25 ounces of  milk a day, with consider-
able variation from woman to woman and in the same woman from time to time, 
depending primarily on the infant’s demand for milk. Producing this milk costs a 
woman almost 500 kcalories per day above her regular need during the first 6 months 
of  lactation. To meet this energy need, the woman is advised to eat foods providing an 
extra 330 kcalories each day. The other 170 kcalories can be drawn from the fat stores 
she accumulated during pregnancy. During the second 6 months of  lactation, an  
additional 400 kcalories each day are recommended. The food energy consumed by 
the nursing mother should carry with it abundant nutrients. Severe energy restriction 
hinders milk production and can compromise the mother’s health.

Weight Loss After the birth of  the infant, many women actively try to lose the extra 
weight and body fat they accumulated during pregnancy. How much weight a woman 
retains after pregnancy depends on her gestational weight gain and the duration and 
intensity of  breastfeeding. Many women who follow recommendations for gestational 
weight gain and breastfeeding can readily return to prepregnancy weight by 6 months. 
Neither the quality nor the quantity of  breast milk is adversely affected by moderate 
weight loss, and infants grow normally.

Women often choose to be physically active to lose weight and improve fitness, 
and this is compatible with breastfeeding and infant growth.77 A gradual weight loss  
(1 pound per week) is safe and does not reduce milk output. Too large an energy  
deficit, however, especially soon after birth, will inhibit lactation.

Vitamins and Minerals A question often raised is whether a mother’s milk may 
lack a nutrient if  she fails to get enough in her diet. The answer differs from one 
nutrient to the next, but, in general, nutritional deprivation of  the mother reduces 
the quantity, not the quality, of  her milk. Women can produce milk with adequate 
protein, carbohydrate, fat, folate, and most minerals, even when their own sup-
plies are limited. For these nutrients, milk quality is maintained at the expense of   
maternal stores. This is most evident in the case of  calcium: dietary calcium has no 
effect on the calcium concentration of  breast milk, but maternal bones lose some 
of  their density during lactation if  calcium intakes are inadequate.78 Such losses 
are generally made up quickly when lactation ends, and breastfeeding has no long-
term harmful effects on women’s bones. The nutrients in breast milk that are most 
likely to decline in response to prolonged inadequate intakes are the vitamins— 
especially vitamins B

6
, B

12
, A, and D. Vitamin supplementation of  undernourished 

women appears to help normalize the vitamin concentrations in their milk and may 
be beneficial.

Water The volume of  breast milk produced depends on how much milk the infant 
demands, not on how much fluid the mother drinks. The nursing mother is neverthe-
less advised to drink plenty of  liquids each day (about 13 cups) to protect herself  from 

a woman who decides to breastfeed 
provides her infant with a full array 
of nutrients and protective factors 
to support optimal health and 
development.
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dehydration. To help themselves remember to drink enough liquid, many women 
make a habit of  drinking a glass of  milk, juice, or water each time the infant nurses as 
well as at mealtimes.

Particular Foods Foods with strong or spicy flavors (such as onions or garlic) 
may alter the flavor of  breast milk. A sudden change in the taste of  the milk may 
annoy some infants, whereas familiar flavors may enhance enjoyment. Flavors 
imparted to breast milk by the mother’s diet can influence the infant’s later food 
preferences.79 A mother who is breastfeeding her infant is advised to eat whatever 
nutritious foods she chooses. Then, if  a particular food seems to cause the infant 
discomfort, she can try eliminating that food from her diet for a few days and see if  
the problem goes away.

Current evidence does not support a major role for maternal dietary restrictions 
during lactation to prevent or delay the onset of  food allergy in infants.80 Generally, 
infants with a strong family history of  food allergies benefit from breastfeeding.81

The case study in Box 11-1 presents a woman who is 4 months pregnant. Answering 
the questions offers practice in thinking through some of  the issues related to pregnancy 
and breastfeeding.

Contraindications to Breastfeeding
Some substances impair maternal milk production or enter the breast milk and inter-
fere with infant development. Some medical conditions prohibit breastfeeding. 

alcohol Alcohol easily enters breast milk and can adversely affect the production, 
volume, composition, and ejection of  breast milk as well as overwhelm an infant’s 
immature alcohol-degrading system.82 Alcohol concentration in breast milk peaks 
within one hour after ingestion of  even moderate amounts (equivalent to a can of  
beer). It may alter the taste of  the milk unfavorably such that the nursing infant may, 
in protest, drink less milk than normal.

tobacco and caffeine Many women who quit smoking during pregnancy relapse 
after delivery. Lactating women who smoke produce less milk, and milk with a lower 
fat content, than do nonsmokers.83 Consequently, infants of  smokers gain less weight 
than infants of  nonsmokers.

A lactating woman who smokes not only transfers nicotine and other chemicals to 
her infant via her breast milk but may also expose the infant to sidestream smoke. Infants 
who are “smoked over” experience a wide array of health problems—poor growth, hear-
ing impairment, vomiting, breathing difficulties, and even unexplained death.84 Health 
care professionals should actively discourage smoking by lactating women.

3. what advice should you give ellen 
about her weight gain during preg-
nancy? what other dietary advice 
would you give her?

4. discuss methods of infant feeding with 
ellen and describe some of the advan-
tages breastfeeding would offer her. 
what advice will you give ellen if she 
decides to breastfeed?

ellen cassidy is a 24-year-old woman  
who is 4 months pregnant. this is  
her first pregnancy, and she is eager to 
learn how to feed herself during preg-
nancy as well as her infant after birth.  
she is 5 feet 3 inches tall and currently 
weighs 150 pounds. her prepregnancy 
weight was 148 pounds. ellen is very  
concerned about her 2-pound weight 
gain.

1. consult the bmi table (inside back 
cover), and using the “healthy weight” 
section, find a healthy weight in the 
middle of the range appropriate for a 
woman of ellen’s height.

2. do you think that ellen’s weight at the 
start of her pregnancy was appropriate 
for her height? why or why not? should 
ellen be concerned about her 2-pound 
weight gain? why or why not?

Case Study B O X  1 1 - 1  w o m a n  i n  h e r  F i r s t  P r e g n a n c y
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Excessive caffeine can make an infant jittery and wakeful. As during pregnancy, 
caffeine consumption during lactation should be moderate.

Medications and illicit Drugs Many prescription medications do not reach  
nursing infants in sufficient quantities to affect them adversely and so have no 
impact on breastfeeding. Other drugs are incompatible with breastfeeding, either 
because they are secreted into the milk and can harm the infant or because they 
suppress lactation.85 A nursing mother should consult with the prescribing physi-
cian before taking medicines or even herbal supplements—herbs may have unpre-
dictable effects on breastfeeding infants. If  a nursing mother must take medication 
that is secreted in breast milk and is known to affect the infant, then breastfeeding 
must be put off  for the duration of  treatment. Meanwhile, the flow of  milk can be 
sustained by pumping the breasts and discarding the milk. Breastfeeding is also 
contraindicated if  the mother uses illicit drugs. Breast milk can deliver such high 
doses of  illicit drugs as to cause irritability, tremors, hallucinations, and even death 
in infants.

Many women wonder about using oral contraceptives during lactation. Those 
that combine the hormones estrogen and progestin seem to suppress milk output, 
lower the nitrogen content of  the milk, and shorten the duration of  breastfeeding. In  
contrast, progestin-only pills have no effect on breast milk or breastfeeding and are 
considered appropriate for lactating women.86

Maternal illness If  a woman has an ordinary cold, she can go on nursing without 
worry. If  susceptible, the infant will catch it from her anyway, and, thanks to immuno-
logical protection, a breastfed baby may be less susceptible than a formula-fed infant 
would be. A woman who has active, infectious tuberculosis should not breastfeed, but 
she can resume or begin once she has been treated and it is documented that she is no 
longer infectious.87

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), responsible for causing AIDS, can be 
passed from an infected mother to her infant during pregnancy, at birth, or through 
breast milk, especially during the early months of  breastfeeding. In developed coun-
tries such as the United States, where safe alternatives are available, HIV-positive 
women should not breastfeed their infants.88

Throughout the world, breastfeeding prevents millions of  infant deaths each year. 
In developing countries, where the feeding of  inappropriate or contaminated formulas 
causes more than 1 million infant deaths annually, breastfeeding can be critical to in-
fant survival. Thus, the question of  whether HIV-infected women in developing coun-
tries should breastfeed comes down to a delicate balance between risks and benefits. 
For these women, the most appropriate infant-feeding option depends on individual 
circumstances, including the health status of  the mother and the local situation, as 
well as the health services, counseling, and support available. The World Health Or-
ganization (WHO) recommends exclusive breastfeeding for infants of  HIV-infected 
women for the first 6 months of  life unless replacement feeding is acceptable, feasible, 
affordable, sustainable, and safe for mothers and their infants before that time. Alter-
natively, HIV-exposed infants may be protected by receiving antiretroviral treatment 
while being breastfed.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The lactating woman needs enough energy and nutrients to produce about 25 ounces 
of milk a day. She also needs extra fluid.

 ❚ Alcohol, smoking, caffeine, and drugs may reduce milk production or enter breast 
milk and impair infant development.

 ❚ Some maternal illnesses are incompatible with breastfeeding.
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clinical applications
1. consider the different factors in a pregnant woman’s history 

that can affect her nutrition status and the outcome of her 
pregnancy. describe what steps you would take to remedy 
potential problems for the following clients:

a. a 15-year-old adolescent of low socioeconomic status is in 
her first trimester of pregnancy. she began the pregnancy 
at a normal, healthy weight, but her weight gain during 
pregnancy so far has been less than expected. her favorite 
beverages are soft drinks; her favorite foods are French fries 
and boxed macaroni and cheese.

b. a lactose-intolerant, 22-year-old pregnant woman has 
been eating a vegan diet for the past year or so. she began 
the pregnancy slightly underweight (bmi 5 18.4), but her 
weight gain has been adequate and consistent during the  
4 months of her pregnancy. she complains of feeling tired 
all the time.

2. what information would you give to a pregnant woman who 
is considering breastfeeding her infant, but isn’t quite sure 
why she should?

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for:

 ■ alcohol or illicit drug abuse

 ■ chronic diseases

 ■ gestational diabetes

 ■ history of previous pregnancies (number, intervals, out-
comes, multiple births, gestational age, and birth weights)

 ■ hypertension

 ■ neural tube defect in an infant born previously

 ■ Preeclampsia

note risk factors for complications during pregnancy, 
including:

 ■ cigarette smoking

 ■ Food faddism

 ■ lactose intolerance

 ■ low socioeconomic status

 ■ significant or prolonged vomiting

 ■ Very young or old age

 ■ weight-loss dieting

note any complaints of:

 ■ constipation

 ■ heartburn

 ■ morning sickness

Medications

For pregnant women who are using drug therapy for medical 
conditions, note:

 ■ Potential for contraindication to breastfeeding

 ■ gi-tract side effects that might reduce food intake or change 
nutrient needs

Dietary Intake

For all pregnant and lactating women, especially those considered 
at risk nutritionally, assess the diet for:

 ■ total energy

 ■ Protein

 ■ calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, iron, and zinc

 ■ Folate and vitamin b12

 ■ Vitamin d

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight:

 ■ Prepregnancy weight

reassess weight at each medical check-up and determine 
whether gains are appropriate. note:

 ■ weight gain during pregnancy

 ■ gestational age

laboratory Tests

monitor the following laboratory tests for pregnant women:

 ■ hemoglobin, hematocrit, or other tests of iron status
 ■ blood glucose

Physical Signs

blood pressure measurement is routine in physical exams but 
is especially important for pregnant women. look for physical 
signs of:

 ■ iron deficiency

 ■ edema

 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition

 ■ Folate deficiency

F o r  P r e g n a n t  a n d  
l a c tat i n g  w o m e n
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self check
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Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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LO 11.3 Identify factors that encourage or discourage 
women to breastfeed their infants and describe  
approaches for initiating and resolving problems 
during breastfeeding.

As discussed in chapter 11, breastfeeding offers benefits 
to both mother and infant. the american academy of 

Pediatrics (aaP), the academy of nutrition and dietetics, and 
the canadian Paediatric society all advocate breastfeeding as the 
preferred means of infant feeding.1 Promotion of breastfeeding is 
an integral part of the wic program’s nutrition education compo-
nent. national efforts to promote breastfeeding seem to be work-
ing, at least to some extent: the percentage of infants who were 
ever breastfed rose from 60 percent among those born in 1994 to 
77 percent among infants born in 2010.2 despite this encourag-
ing trend, by 6 months, breastfeeding rates fall to 49 percent. the 
aaP and many other health organizations recommend exclusive 
breastfeeding for the first 6 months of life.3 exclusive breastfeed-
ing is defined as an infant’s consumption of human milk with no 
supplementation of any kind (no water, no other type of milk, 
no juice, and no other foods) except for vitamins, minerals, and 
medications. the aaP recommends that breastfeeding continue 
for at least a year and thereafter for as long as mutually desired.4 
in the united states, the prevalence of exclusive breastfeeding at 
6 months is low (about 15 percent) and only about one in four 
infants is still breastfeeding at 1 year of age.5 increasing the rates 
of breastfeeding initiation and duration is one of the goals of 
Healthy People 2020:

increase the proportion of infants who are breastfed ever, at  
6 months, and at 1 year. increase the proportion of infants 
who are breastfed exclusively through 3 months, and through 
6 months.6

despite the trend toward increasing breastfeeding, the percentage 
of mothers choosing to breastfeed their infants and continuing to 
do so still falls short of goals.

Why don’t more women choose to breastfeed 
their infants?

many experts cite two major deterrents: infant formula manufac-
turers’ public advertising and promotion of their products and the 
medical community’s failure to encourage breastfeeding. infant 
formula manufacturers spend millions of dollars each year mar-
keting their products, often claiming that formula “is like breast 
milk.” such advertising efforts seem to be working. according 
to one survey, one out of four people of various ages, races, and 
socioeconomic backgrounds agrees with the statement “infant 
formula is as good as breast milk.” infant formula is an appropri-
ate substitute for breast milk when breastfeeding is specifically 
contraindicated, but for most infants, the benefits of breast milk 
outweigh those of formula. despite medical evidence of the ben-
efits of breast milk, medical practice is not always supportive.7
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as an example of the medical lack of encouragement, some 
hospitals routinely separate mother and infant soon after birth. 
the child’s first feeding then comes from the bottle rather than 
the breast. Furthermore, many hospitals send new mothers home 
with free samples of infant formula. the world health organiza-
tion opposes this practice because it sends a misleading message 
that medical authorities favor infant formula over breast milk for 
infants. even in hospitals where women are encouraged to breast-
feed and are supported in doing so, little, if any, assistance is avail-
able after hospital discharge when many breastfeeding women 
still need assistance. up to half of mothers who initially breastfeed 
their infants stop within 3 months—seemingly due to lack of 
knowledge and support.

women who receive early and repeated breastfeeding informa-
tion and support breastfeed their infants longer than other women 
do. information and instruction are especially important during the 
prenatal period when most women decide whether to breastfeed 
or to feed formula.8 nurses and other health care professionals can 
play a crucial role in encouraging successful breastfeeding by offer-
ing women adequate, accurate information about breastfeeding 
that permits them to make informed choices. table nP11-1 lists 
tips for successful breastfeeding.

if breastfeeding is a natural process, what do 
mothers need to learn?

although lactation is an automatic physiological process, breast-
feeding requires some learning. this learning is most successful in 
a supportive environment. it begins with preparatory steps taken 
before the infant is born.

What are these preparatory steps?

toward the end of pregnancy and throughout lactation, a woman 
who intends to breastfeed should stop using soap and lotions 
on her breasts. the natural secretions of the breasts themselves 

Ta b L e  n P 1 1 - 1   Tips for Successful breastfeeding

 ❚ learn about the benefits of breastfeeding.

 ❚ initiate breastfeeding within 1 hour of birth.

 ❚ ask a health care professional to explain how to breastfeed 
and how to maintain lactation.

 ❚ give newborn infants no food or drink other than breast milk, 
unless medically indicated.

 ❚ breastfeed on demand.

 ❚ give no artificial nipples or pacifiers to breastfeeding infants.a

 ❚ Find breastfeeding support groups, books, or websites to help 
troubleshoot breastfeeding problems.

acompared with nonusers, infants who use pacifiers breastfeed less frequently 
and stop breastfeeding at a younger age.
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lubricate the nipple area best. a woman who plans to breastfeed 
should also acquire at least two nursing bras before her infant is 
born. the bras should provide good support and have drop-flaps 
so that either breast can be freed for nursing.

How soon after birth should breastfeeding start?

as soon as possible. immediately after the delivery, for a short period, 
the infant is intensely alert and intent on suckling. this is the ideal 
time for the first breastfeeding and facilitates successful lactation.

What does the new mother need to know to 
continue breastfeeding her infant successfully?

she needs to learn how to relax and position herself so that she 
and the infant will be comfortable and the infant can breathe 
freely while nursing. she also needs to understand that infants 
have a rooting reflex that makes them turn toward any touch 
on the face (see the glossary in box nP11-1). consequently, she 
should touch the infant’s cheek to her nipple so that the infant 
will turn the right way to nurse. the mother can then place four 
fingers under the breast and her thumb on top to support the 
breast and present the nipple to the infant. the mother’s fingers 
and thumb should be behind the areola, the colored ring around 
the nipple, so as not to interfere with the infant latching onto the 
breast (see Figure nP11-1). with the breast supported, the mother 
tickles the infant’s lips with the breast until the infant’s mouth 
opens wide. the mother can then gently bring the infant forward 

onto the breast. the nipple must rest well back on the infant’s 
tongue so that the infant’s gums will squeeze on the glands that 
release the milk and swallowing will be effortless. to break the 
suction, if necessary, the mother can slip a finger between the  
infant’s mouth and her breast.

Does it hurt to have the infant sucking so hard 
on the breast?

breastfeeding should not be painful if the infant is positioned  
correctly. the mother has a letdown reflex that forces milk to the 
front of her breast when the infant begins to nurse, virtually pro-
pelling the milk into the infant’s mouth. letdown is necessary for 
the infant to obtain milk easily, and the mother needs to relax for 
letdown to occur. the mother who assumes a comfortable position 
in an environment without interruptions will find it easiest to relax.

How long should the infant be allowed to nurse 
at each feeding?

even though the infant obtains about half the milk from the breast 
during the first 2 or 3 minutes of suckling, and 80 to 90 percent of it 
within 4 minutes, the infant should be encouraged to breastfeed on 
the first breast for as long as he or she wishes before being offered 
the second breast. the suckling itself, as well as the complete removal 
of milk from the breast, stimulates the mammary glands to produce 
milk for the next nursing session. successive sessions should start on 
alternate breasts to ensure that each breast is emptied regularly. this 
pattern maintains the same supply and demand for each breast and 
thus prevents either breast from overfilling.

infants should be fed “on demand” and not be held to a rigid 
schedule. the breastfed infant may average 8 to 12 feedings per 
24-hour period during the first month or so. once the mother’s 
milk supply is well established and the infant’s capacity has  
increased, the intervals between feedings will become longer.

What if a mother wants to skip one or two 
feedings daily—for example, because she works 
outside the home?

the mother can express breast milk into a bottle ahead of time, 
properly store the breast milk, and, when needed, substitute the 
expressed breast milk for a nursing session. breast milk can be kept 
refrigerated for 48 hours or frozen. Frozen milk can be kept for  
1 month in a freezer attached to a refrigerator or for three to  
6 months in a zero-degree deep freezer.9

the mother can hand express her breast milk or use one of 
several different breast pumps available. the bicycle-horn type of 
manual breast pump is difficult to keep clean and is not recom-
mended. cylinder-type manual pumps or electric breast pumps are 
safer and are also more efficient. alternatively, a mother can sub-
stitute formula for those missed feedings and continue to breast-
feed at other times.

What about problems associated with 
breastfeeding such as sore nipples or infection 
of the breast?

most problems associated with breastfeeding can be resolved. 
many mothers experience sore nipples during the initial days of 
breastfeeding. sore nipples need to be treated kindly, but nursing 

F i g u r e  n P 1 1 - 1   infant’s grasp on mother’s breast
the mother supports the breast with her fingers and thumb  
behind the areola to present the nipple to the infant. once the  
infant latches onto the breast, the infant’s lips and gums pump the 
areola, releasing milk from the mammary glands into the milk ducts 
that lie beneath the areola.

B O X  n P 1 1 - 1   g L O S S a r y  O F 
B r e a s t F e e d i n g  t e r m s

engorgement: overfilling of the breasts with milk.

letdown reflex: the reflex that forces milk to the front of the breast 
when the infant begins to nurse.

mastitis: infection of a breast.

rooting reflex: a reflex that causes an infant to turn toward 
whichever cheek is touched, in search of a nipple.
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can continue. improper feeding position is a frequent cause of 
sore nipples: the mother should make sure the infant is taking the 
entire nipple and part of the areola onto the tongue. she should 
nurse on the less sore breast first to get letdown going while the 
infant is suckling hardest; then she can switch to the sore breast. 
between times, she should expose her nipples to light and air to 
heal them.

before lactation is well established, when the schedule 
changes, or when a feeding is missed, the breasts may  
become full and hard—an uncomfortable condition known  
as engorgement. the infant cannot grasp an engorged nipple 
and so cannot provide relief by nursing. a gentle massage or 
warming the breasts with a cloth soaked in warm water or in a 
shower helps to initiate letdown and to release some of the  
accumulated milk; then the mother can pump out some of her 
milk and allow the infant to nurse.

infection of the breast, known as mastitis, is best managed by 
continuing to breastfeed. by drawing off the milk, the infant helps 
to relieve pressure in the infected area. the infant is safe because 
the infection is between the milk-producing glands, not inside 
them.

even if everything is going smoothly, the nursing mother should 
ideally have enough help and support so that she can rest in bed a 
few hours each day for the first week or so. successful breastfeed-
ing requires the support of all those who care. this, plus adequate 
nutrition, ample fluids, fresh air, and physical activity, will do much 
to enhance the well-being of mother and infant.
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Nutrition 
through the Life 
Span: Infancy, 
Childhood, and 
Adolescence

12

12.1 Nutrition of the Infant
LO 12.1 Describe the nutritional needs of infants,  
the beneficial components of breast milk, and the  
appropriate foods and feeding practices for infants.

12.2 Nutrition during Childhood
LO 12.2 Explain how children’s appetites and nutrient 
needs reflect their stage of growth, why hunger, iron 
deficiency, lead poisoning, foods allergies, hyperactivity, 
and obesity are often concerns during childhood, and 
how parents and other caregivers can foster healthful 
eating habits and food choices in children.

12.3 Nutrition during Adolescence
LO 12.3 Describe the nutrient needs of adolescents 
and some of the challenges in meeting these needs.

12.4 Nutrition in Practice: Childhood 
Obesity and the Early Development  
of Chronic Diseases
LO 12.4 Describe the lifestyle factors that can help  
prevent childhood obesity and the development of 
type 2 diabetes and heart disease. 
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The first year of life is a time of phenomenal growth and development. 
After the first year, a child continues to grow and change, but more 

slowly. Sound nutrition throughout infancy and childhood promotes  
normal growth and development; facilitates academic and physical per-
formance; and helps prevent obesity, diabetes, heart disease, cancer, and 
other degenerative diseases in adulthood. As children enter their teens, a 
foundation built by years of eating nutritious foods best prepares them to 
meet the upcoming demands of rapid growth. This chapter examines the 
special nutrient needs of infants, children, and adolescents.

12.1 Nutrition of the Infant
LO 12.1 Describe the nutritional needs of infants, the beneficial components of 
breast milk, and the appropriate foods and feeding practices for infants.

Early nutrition affects later development, and early feeding sets the stage for eating 
habits that will influence nutrition status for a lifetime. Trends change, and experts  
argue about the fine points, but properly nourishing an infant is relatively simple,  
overall. The infant initially drinks only breast milk or formula but later begins to eat 
some foods, as appropriate. Common sense in the selection of  infant foods and a nur-
turing, relaxed environment go far to promote an infant’s health and well-being. The 
remainder of  this discussion is devoted to feeding the infant and identifying the nutri-
ents most often deficient in infant diets.

Nutrient Needs during Infancy
An infant grows faster during the first year than ever again, as Figure 12-1 shows.  
The growth of  infants and children directly reflects their nutritional well-being and is 
an important parameter in assessing their nutrition status. Health care professionals 
use growth charts to evaluate the growth and development of  children from birth to 
20 years of  age (see Appendix E).

Nutrients to Support Growth An infant’s birthweight doubles by about 5 months 
of  age and triples by the age of  1 year, typically reaching 20 to 25 pounds. (Consider 
that if  an adult, starting at 120 pounds, were to do this, the person’s weight would 
increase to 360 pounds in a single year.) The infant’s length changes more slowly than 
weight, increasing about 10 inches from birth to 1 year. By the end of  the first year, the 
growth rate slows considerably. An infant typically gains less than 10 pounds 
during the second year and grows about 5 inches in height. At the age of  2, 
healthy children have attained approximately half  of  their adult height.

Not only do infants grow rapidly, but also, in proportion to body weight, their 
basal metabolic rate is remarkably high—about twice that of  an adult. The rapid 
growth and metabolism of the infant demand an ample supply of all the nutrients. 
Of special importance during infancy are the energy nutrients and the vitamins and 
minerals critical to the growth process, such as vitamin A, vitamin D, and calcium.

Because they are small, infants need smaller total amounts of  these nutrients 
than adults do, but as a percentage of  body weight, infants need more than twice 
as much of  most nutrients. Infants require about 100 kcalories per kilogram of  
body weight per day; most adults require fewer than 40 (see Table 12-1 on p. 320).  
Figure 12-2 (on p. 320) compares a 5-month-old infant’s needs (per unit of  body 
weight) with those of  an adult man. You can see that differences in vitamin D and  
iodine, for instance, are extraordinary. Around 6 months of  age, energy needs 
begin to increase less rapidly as the growth rate begins to slow, but some of  the 
energy saved by slower growth is spent on increased activity. When their growth 
slows, infants spontaneously reduce their energy intakes. Parents should expect 
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F i g u r e  1 2 - 1   Weight gain of 
Human infants in Their First 5 years 
of Life
in the first year, an infant’s birthweight 
may triple, but over the following several 
years the rate of weight gain gradually 
diminishes.
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their infants to adjust their food intakes downward when appropriate and should not 
force or coax them to eat more.

Water One of  the most important nutrients for infants, as for everyone, is water. The 
younger a child is, the more of  the child’s body weight is water. Breast milk or infant 
formula normally provides enough water to replace fluid losses in a healthy infant. If  
the environmental temperature is extremely high, however, infants need supplemental  
water.1 Because proportionately more of  an infant’s body water than an adult’s is  
between the cells and in the vascular space, this water is easy to lose. Consequently, 
conditions that cause rapid fluid loss, such as vomiting or diarrhea, require an electro-
lyte solution designed for infants.

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1   infant and adult Heart rate, respiration rate, and energy 
needs Compared

 Infants Adults

heart rate (beats/minute) 120 to 140 70 to 80

respiration rate (breaths/minute) 20 to 40 15 to 20

energy needs (kcal/body weight) 45/lb (100/kg) <18/lb (<40/kg)

Key:

20-year-old male (160 lb)

5-month-old infant (16 lb)

Pound for pound, niacin 
recommendations for an 
infant and an adult male 
are similar.

Vitamin D recommendations 
for an infant are almost
7 times greater per pound
of body weight than those 
for an adult male.

Energy

Protein

Vitamin A

Vitamin D

Vitamin E

Vitamin C

Folate

Niacin

Riboflavin

Thiamin

Vitamin B6

Vitamin B12

Calcium

Phosphorus

Magnesium

Iodine

Iron

Zinc

Recommendations
for a male

20 years old

4 times as much
per pound as
an adult male

8 times
as much

per pound

F i g u r e  1 2 - 2   nutrient recommendations for a 5-month-Old infant and an 
adult male Compared on the basis of body Weight
infants may be relatively small and inactive, but they use large amounts of energy and nutrients in 
proportion to their body size to keep all their metabolic processes going.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ An infant’s birthweight doubles by about 5 months of  age and triples by 1 year.

 ❚ Infants’ rapid growth and development depend on adequate nutrient supplies, in-
cluding water from breast milk and formula.

Breast Milk
Breast milk excels as a source of  nutrients for the young infant. With the possible excep-
tion of  vitamin D (discussed later), breast milk provides all the nutrients a healthy infant 
needs for the first 6 months of  life.2 It provides many other health benefits as well.

Frequency and Duration of Breastfeeding Breast milk is more easily and com-
pletely digested than formula, so breastfed infants usually need to eat more frequently 
than formula-fed infants do. During the first few weeks, approximately 8 to 12 feed-
ings a day—on demand, as soon as the infant shows early signs of  hunger such as 
increased alertness, activity, or suckling motions—promote optimal milk production 
and infant growth. Crying is a late indicator of  hunger.3 An infant who nurses every 
two to three hours and sleeps contentedly between feedings is adequately nourished. 
As the infant gets older, stomach capacity enlarges and the mother’s milk production 
increases, allowing for longer intervals between feedings.

Even though the infant obtains about half  the milk from the breast during the first 
2 or 3 minutes of  suckling, the infant should be encouraged to breastfeed on the first 
breast for as long as he or she is actively suckling before being offered the second 
breast. Begin each feeding on the breast offered last. The infant’s suckling, as well as 
the complete removal of  milk from the breast, stimulates lactation.

energy Nutrients The distribution of  energy nutrients in breast milk differs dra-
matically from the balance recommended for adults (see Figure 12-3). Yet, for infants, 
breast milk is nature’s most nearly perfect food, illustrating clearly that people at  
different stages of  life have different nutrient needs.

The carbohydrate in breast milk (and standard infant formula) is lactose. In addi-
tion to being easily digested, lactose enhances calcium absorption. The carbohydrate 
component of  breast milk also contains abundant oligosaccharides, which are present  
only in trace amounts in cow’s milk and infant formula made from cow’s milk.  
Human milk oligosaccharides help protect the infant from infection by preventing the 
binding of  pathogens to the infant’s intestinal cells.4

after 6 months of age, energy 
saved by slower growth is spent on 
increased activity.

F i g u r e  1 2 - 3   Percentages of energy-yielding nutrients in breast milk and in 
recommended adult Diets
the proportions of energy-yielding nutrients in human breast milk differ from those recommended 
for adults.

Note: The values listed for adults represent approximate midpoints of
the acceptable ranges for protein (10 to 35 percent), fat (20 to 35
percent), and carbohydrate (45 to 65 percent).  

Protein

Fat
Carbohydrate

6%

55%

39%

21%

26%

53%

Breast
milk

Recommended
adult diets

Key:
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Human breast milk contains less protein than cow’s milk, but this is actually ben-
eficial because less protein places less stress on the infant’s immature kidneys to ex-
crete the major end product of  protein metabolism, urea. The protein in breast milk is 
largely alpha-lactalbumin, which is efficiently digested and absorbed.

The lipids in breast milk—and infant formula—provide the main source of  energy 
in the infant’s diet. Breast milk contains a generous proportion of  the essential fatty 
acids linoleic acid and linolenic acid, as well as their longer-chain derivatives ara-
chidonic acid and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). Most formulas today also contain 
added arachidonic acid and DHA (read the label). Infants can produce some arachi-
donic acid and DHA from linoleic and linolenic acid, respectively, but some infants 
may need more than they can make.

As Chapter 3 mentioned, DHA is the most abundant fatty acid in the brain and is 
also present in the retina of  the eye. DHA accumulation in the brain is greatest during 
fetal development and early infancy.5 Research has focused on the visual and men-
tal development of  breastfed infants and infants fed standard formula with and with-
out DHA added.6 Results of  studies for visual acuity development in term infants are 
mixed.7 Factors such as the amount of  DHA provided, the sources of  the DHA, and 
the sensitivity of  different measures for visual acuity may have contributed to the mixed 
outcomes. Some of  the evidence from studies that have examined the effects of  DHA 
status on cognitive function suggests that DHA supplementation during development 
can influence certain measures of  cognitive function.8 Studies that follow children  
beyond infancy, when more detailed tests of  cognitive function can be employed, are 
needed to confirm the importance of  DHA for optimal infant and child development.

Vitamins and Minerals With the exception of  vitamin D, the vitamin content of  
the breast milk of  a well-nourished mother is ample. Even vitamin C, for which cow’s 
milk is a poor source, is supplied generously. The concentration of  vitamin D in breast 
milk is low, however, and vitamin D deficiency impairs bone mineralization.9 Vitamin 
D deficiency is most likely in infants who are not exposed to sunlight daily, have darkly 
pigmented skin, and receive breast milk without vitamin D supplementation. Reports 
of  infants in the United States developing the vitamin D–deficiency disease rickets and 
recommendations by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) to keep infants under 
6 months of age out of  direct sunlight have prompted revisions in vitamin D guidelines. 
The AAP currently recommends a vitamin D supplement for all infants who are breast-
fed exclusively and for any infants who do not receive at least 1 liter (1000 milliliters) or  
1 quart (32 ounces) of vitamin D–fortified formula daily.10 Despite such recommendations,  
most infants in the United States are consuming inadequate amounts of vitamin D.11

As for minerals, the calcium content of  breast milk is ideal for infant bone growth, 
and the calcium is well absorbed. Breast milk is also low in sodium. The limited 
amount of  iron in breast milk is highly absorbable, and its zinc, too, is absorbed better 
than from cow’s milk, thanks to the presence of  a zinc-binding protein.

Supplements for infants Pediatricians may prescribe supplements containing  
vitamin D, iron, and fluoride (after 6 months of age). Table 12-2 offers a schedule of sup-
plements during infancy. Vitamin K nutrition for newborns presents a unique case: the 
AAP recommends giving a single dose of vitamin K to infants at birth to prevent uncon-
trolled bleeding. (See Chapter 8 for a description of vitamin K’s role in blood clotting.)

immunological Protection In addition to its nutritional benefits, breast milk  
offers unsurpassed immunological protection.12 Not only is breast milk sterile, but it also  
actively fights disease and protects infants from illnesses. Protective factors include antivi-
ral agents, anti-inflammatory agents, antibacterial agents, and infection inhibitors.

During the first two or three days after delivery, the breasts produce colostrum, 
a premilk substance containing mostly serum with antibodies and white blood cells. 
Colostrum (like breast milk) helps protect the newborn from infections against which 
the mother has developed immunity—precisely those that the infant is most likely 

alpha-lactalbumin (lact-al-byoo-
min): a major protein in human 
breast milk, as opposed to casein 
(cay-seen), a major protein in cow’s 
milk. 

colostrum (co-lahs-trum): a  
milklike secretion from the breasts, 
present during the first few days  
after delivery before milk appears; 
rich in protective factors.
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to be exposed to. The maternal antibodies in colostrum and breast milk inactivate 
disease-causing bacteria within the infant’s digestive tract before they can start infec-
tions.13 This explains, in part, why breastfed infants have fewer intestinal infections 
than formula-fed infants. In addition to antibodies, colostrum and breast milk provide 
other powerful agents that help to fight against bacterial infection (see Table 12-3).

Breastfeeding also protects against other common illnesses of infancy such as middle 
ear infection and respiratory illness.14 Breast milk offers protection against the develop-
ment of  allergies as well. Compared with formula-fed infants, breastfed infants have a 
lower incidence of  allergic reactions such as asthma, wheezing, and skin rash.15 This  
protection is especially noticeable among infants with a family history of allergies. Breast-
feeding also reduces the risk of  sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS).16 This protective 
effect is stronger when breastfeeding is exclusive, but any amount of  breast milk for any 
duration is protective against SIDS. 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 2   Supplements for Full-Term infants

Vitamin Da Ironb Fluoridec

Breastfed infants:

birth to 6 months ✓ – –

6 months to 1 year ✓ ✓ ✓

Formula-fed infants:

birth to 6 months – – –

6 months to 1 year – ✓ ✓

aVitamin d supplements are recommended for all infants who are exclusively breastfed and for any infants who do not 
receive at least 1 liter (1000 milliliters) or 1 quart (32 ounces) of vitamin d–fortified formula per day.
ball infants 6 months of age need additional iron, preferably in the form of iron-fortified infant cereal and/or infant 
meats. Formula-fed infants need iron-fortified infant formula.
cat 6 months of age, breastfed infants and formula-fed infants who receive ready-to-use formulas (these are prepared with 
water low in fluoride) or formula mixed with water that contains little or no fluoride (less than 0.3 ppm) need supplements.

Source: adapted from committee on nutrition, american academy of Pediatrics, Pediatric Nutrition, 7th ed.,  
ed. r. e. Kleinman (elk grove Village, il: american academy of Pediatrics, 2014).

Ta b L e  1 2 - 3   Protective Factors in breast milk

 ❚ Antibodies: offer protection in the upper respiratory tract and gastrointestinal tract, prevent-
ing adherence of pathogens to the mucosa, protecting against invasive infections; may stimu-
late the infant’s own immune system

 ❚ Bifidus factors: Favor the growth of the “friendly’ bacterium Lactobacillus bifidus in the  
infant’s digestive tract so that other, harmful bacteria cannot become established

 ❚ Growth factors: 

 ❚ epidermal growth factor: regulates cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation

 ❚ transforming growth factor-beta (tgF-b): anti-inflammatory; epithelial barrier function

 ❚ lactadherin: inhibits binding of pathogens to the intestinal mucosa

 ❚ lactoferrin: Prevents bacteria from getting the iron they need to grow; helps absorb iron into 
the infant’s bloodstream; kills some bacteria directly; antiviral effects

 ❚ lysozyme: together with lactoferrin, kills bacteria

 ❚ Oligosaccharides: help to establish and maintain growth of desired bacteria in gastrointestinal 
tract; prevent binding of pathogens in gastrointestinal tract

Source: adapted from b. lonnerdal, bioactive proteins in breast milk, Journal of Paediatrics and Child Health 
(supplement s1) 49 (2013): 1–7; d. e. w. chatterton and coauthors, anti-inflammatory mechanisms of bioactive milk 
proteins in the intestine of newborns, International Journal of biochemistry and Cell Biology 45 (2013): 1730–1747; 
P. V. Jeurink and coauthors, mechanisms underlying immune effects of dietary oligosaccharides, American Journal of 
Clinical Nutrition 98 (2013): 572s–577s; a. walker, breast milk as the gold standard for protective nutrients, Journal of 
Pediatrics 156 (2010): 53–57. 
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Clearly, breast milk is a very special substance. Nutrition in Practice 11 offers sug-
gestions for successful breastfeeding.

other Potential Benefits  Breast milk may offer protection against the development 
of  cardiovascular disease, but more well-conducted research, using consistent and 
precise definitions of  breastfeeding, is needed to confirm this effect.17 Breastfeeding 
may also offer some protection against excessive weight gain later, although findings 
are inconsistent.18 For example, some research suggests that the longer the duration of  
breastfeeding, the lower the risk of  overweight in childhood, while other research con-
flicts with such findings.19 Researchers note that many other factors—socioeconomic 
status, other infant and child feeding practices, and especially the mother’s weight—
strongly predict a child’s body weight.20

Many studies suggest a beneficial effect of  breastfeeding on later intelligence, but 
when subjected to strict standards of  methodology (for example, large sample size and 
appropriate intelligence testing), the evidence is less convincing.21 Nevertheless, the 
possibility that breastfeeding may positively affect later intelligence is intriguing. It may 
be that some specific component of  breast milk, such as DHA, contributes to brain de-
velopment or that certain factors associated with the feeding process itself  promote the 
intellect.22 Most likely, a combination of  factors is involved. More large, well-controlled 
studies are needed to confirm the effects, if  any, of  breastfeeding on later intelligence.

Infant Formula
Breastfeeding offers many benefits to both mother and infant, and it should be encour-
aged whenever possible. The mother who has decided to use formula, however, should be 
supported in her choice just as the breastfeeding mother should be. She can offer the same 
closeness, warmth, and stimulation during feedings as the breastfeeding mother can.

Many mothers choose to breastfeed at first but wean their children within the first 
1 to 12 months. If  infants are younger than a year of  age, mothers must wean them 
onto infant formula, not onto plain cow’s milk of  any kind—whole, reduced-fat, low-
fat, or fat-free. Infant formula is available as a powdered (least expensive option) or 
liquid concentrate that must be mixed with water according to label directions, and as 
a ready-to-feed liquid (most expensive).

infant Formula composition Manufacturers can prepare formulas from cow’s 
milk in such a way that they do not differ significantly from human milk in nutrient  
content. Figure 12-4 illustrates the energy nutrient distributions of  breast milk,  
infant formula, and cow’s milk. Notice the higher protein concentration of  cow’s 
milk, which stresses an infant’s kidneys. The AAP recommends that all formula-fed 
infants receive iron-fortified infant formulas.23 Low-iron formulas have no role in  
infant feeding. Use of  iron-fortified formulas has risen in recent decades and is  
credited with the decline of  iron-deficiency anemia in U.S. infants.

the infant thrives on infant formula 
offered with affection.

6%

55%

39%

9%

49%

42%

20%

51%

29%

Breast
milk

Infant
Formula

Cow’s
Milk 

Protein

Fat
Carbohydrate

Key:

F i g u r e  1 2 - 4   Percentages of energy-yielding nutrients in breast milk, infant 
Formula, and Cow’s milk
the average proportions of energy-yielding nutrients in human breast milk and formula differ 
slightly. in contrast, cow’s milk provides too much protein and too little carbohydrate.

wean: to gradually replace breast 
milk with infant formula or other 
foods appropriate to an infant’s diet.
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infant Formula Standards National and international standards have been set for 
the nutrient contents of  infant formulas. U.S. standards are based on AAP recom-
mendations, and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) mandates quality control 
procedures to ensure that these standards are met. All standard formulas are therefore 
nutritionally similar. Small differences in nutrient content are sometimes confusing but 
usually unimportant. In 2014, the FDA issued new quality control procedures to further 
ensure that infant formulas are safe and support healthy growth.24 These specify how 
and when manufacturers must inform the FDA about new formulas and changes to for-
mulas, and require testing for contamination with harmful bacteria such as Salmonella.

Special Formulas Standard cow’s milk–based formulas are inappropriate for some 
infants. Special formulas have been designed to meet the dietary needs of  infants with 
specific conditions such as prematurity or inherited diseases. Most infants allergic to 
milk protein can drink formulas based on soy protein.25 Soy formulas contain corn-
starch and sucrose instead of  lactose and so are recommended for infants with lactose 
intolerance as well. They are also useful as an alternative to milk-based formulas for 
vegan families. For infants who are allergic to both cow’s milk protein and soy pro-
tein, special formulas based on hydrolyzed protein are available.

risks of Formula Feeding Infant formulas contain no protective antibodies for  
infants, but, in general, vaccinations, purified water, and clean environments in devel-
oped countries help protect infants from infections. Formulas can be prepared safely 
by following the rules of  proper food handling and by using water that is free of  con-
tamination. Of  particular concern is lead-contaminated water, a major source of  lead 
poisoning in infants. Because the first water drawn from the tap each day is highest in 
lead, a person living in a house with old, lead-soldered plumbing should let the water 
run a few minutes before drinking or using it to prepare formula or food.

In developing countries and in poor areas of  the United States, formula may be  
unavailable, overdiluted in an attempt to save money, or prepared with contaminated  
water. Overdilution of formula can cause malnutrition and growth failure. Contaminated 
formula often causes infections leading to diarrhea, dehydration, and malabsorption. 
Wherever sanitation is poor, breastfeeding should be encouraged over feeding formula. 
Breast milk is sterile, and its antibodies enhance an infant’s resistance to disease.

Nursing Bottle tooth Decay Dentists advise against putting an infant to bed with 
a bottle. Salivary flow, which normally cleanses the mouth, diminishes as the infant 
falls asleep. Prolonged sucking on a bottle of  formula, milk, or juice bathes the upper 
teeth in a carbohydrate-rich fluid that nourishes decay-producing bacteria. (The tongue 
covers and protects most of  the lower teeth, but they, too, may be affected.) The result 
is extensive and rapid tooth decay (see Figure 12-5). To prevent nursing bottle tooth 
decay, no child should be put to bed with a bottle as a pacifier.

The Transition to Cow’s Milk
The AAP advises that cow’s milk is not appropriate during the first year.26 In some 
infants, particularly those younger than 6 months of  age, cow’s milk causes intesti-
nal bleeding, which can lead to iron deficiency.27 Cow’s milk is also a poor source of  
iron. Consequently, it both causes iron loss and fails to replace iron. Furthermore, the 
bioavailability of  iron from infant cereal and other foods is reduced when cow’s milk  
replaces breast milk or iron-fortified formula during the first year. Compared with breast 
milk or iron-fortified formula, cow’s milk is higher in calcium and lower in vitamin C, 
characteristics that reduce iron absorption. In short, cow’s milk is a poor choice during 
the first year of life; infants need breast milk or iron-fortified infant formula.

Once the infant is at least 12 months old and obtaining at least two-thirds of  total 
daily food energy from a balanced mixture of  cereals, vegetables, fruits, and other 
foods, reduced-fat or low-fat cow’s milk (in the context of  an overall diet that supplies 

F i g u r e  1 2 - 5   nursing 
bottle Tooth Decay—an 
extreme example 
the upper teeth have decayed all 
the way to the gum line.

nursing bottle tooth decay:  
extensive tooth decay due to 
prolonged tooth contact with 
formula, milk, fruit juice, or other 
carbohydrate-rich liquid offered to 
an infant in a bottle.
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30 percent of  kcalories from fat) is an acceptable and recommended accompanying 
beverage.28 After the age of  2, a transition to fat-free milk can take place, but care 
should be taken to avoid excessive restriction of  dietary fat.

Introducing First Foods
Changes in the body organs during the first year affect the infant’s readiness to accept 
solid foods. Until the child is several months old, the immature stomach and intes-
tines can digest milk sugar (lactose) but not starch. This is one of  the many reasons 
why breast milk and formula are such good foods for an infant; they provide simple, 
easily digested carbohydrate that supplies energy for the infant’s growth and activity.

When to introduce Solid Food The AAP supports exclusive breastfeeding for  
approximately 6 months but recognizes that infants are often developmentally ready 
to accept complementary foods between 4 and 6 months of  age.29 The main purpose 
of  introducing solid foods is to provide needed nutrients that are no longer supplied 
adequately by breast milk or formula alone.30 The foods chosen must be those that the 
infant is developmentally capable of  handling both physically and metabolically. The 
exact timing depends on the individual infant’s needs and developmental readiness 
(see Table 12-4), which vary from infant to infant because of  differences in growth 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 4   infant Development and recommended Foods

Age (mo) Feeding Skills Foods Introduced into the Diet

0–4 turns head toward any object that brushes cheek.

initially swallows using back of tongue; gradually begins to swallow 
using front of tongue as well.

strong reflex (extrusion) to push food out during first 2 to 3 months.

Feed breast milk or infant formula.

4–6 extrusion reflex diminishes, and the ability to swallow nonliquid 
foods develops.

indicates desire for food by opening mouth and leaning forward.

indicates satiety or disinterest by turning away and leaning back.

sits erect with support at 6 months.

begins chewing action.

brings hand to mouth.

grasps objects with palm of hand.

begin iron-fortified cereal mixed with breast milk, 
formula, or water.

begin pureed meats, legumes, vegetables, and fruits.

6–8 able to self-feed finger foods.

develops pincher (finger to thumb) grasp.

begins to drink from cup.

begin textured vegetables and fruits.

begin unsweetened, diluted fruit juices from cup.

8–10 begins to hold own bottle.

reaches for and grabs food and spoon.

sits unsupported.

begin breads and cereals from table.

begin yogurt.

begin pieces of soft, cooked vegetables and fruit 
from table.

gradually begin finely cut meats, fish, casseroles, 
cheese, eggs, and mashed legumes.

10–12 begins to master spoon but still spills some. add variety.

gradually increase portion sizes.a

Note: because each stage of development builds on the previous stage, the foods from an earlier stage continue to be included in all later stages.
aPortion sizes for infants and young children are smaller than those for an adult. For example, a grain serving might be ½ slice of bread instead of 1 slice, or ¼ cup rice 
instead of ½ cup.
Source: adapted in part from committee on nutrition, american academy of Pediatrics, Pediatric Nutrition 7th ed., ed. r. e. Kleinman (elk grove Village, ill.: american 
academy of Pediatrics, 2014), pp. 123–139.
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rates, activities, and environmental conditions. In short, the addition of  foods to an 
infant’s diet should be governed by three considerations: the infant’s nutrient needs, 
the infant’s physical readiness to handle different forms of  foods, and the need to de-
tect and control allergic reactions. With respect to nutrient needs, the nutrients needed 
earliest are iron and then vitamin C.

Foods to Provide iron and Vitamin c Rapid growth demands iron. At about  
4 to 6 months, the infant begins to need more iron than body stores plus breast milk or 
iron-fortified formula can provide. In addition to breast milk or iron-fortified formula, 
infants can receive iron from iron-fortified cereals and, once they readily accept solid 
foods, from meat or meat alternates such as legumes (see Figure 12-6). Iron-fortified 
cereals contribute a significant amount of  iron to an infant’s diet, but the iron’s bio-
availability is poor.31 Caregivers can enhance iron absorption from iron-fortified cere-
als by serving vitamin C–rich foods with meals.

The best sources of vitamin C are fruits and vegetables (see p. 212 in Chapter 8). It has 
been suggested that infants who are introduced to fruits before vegetables may develop 
a preference for sweets and find the vegetables less palatable, but there is no evidence to 
support offering these foods in a particular order.32 Fruit juice is a source of  vitamin C,  
but excessive juice intake can lead to diarrhea in infants and young children.33 Fur-
thermore, too much fruit juice contributes excessive kcalories and displaces other  
nutrient-rich foods. AAP recommendations limit juice consumption for infants and young 
children (1 to 6 years of  age) to between 4 and 6 ounces per day.34 Fruit juices should be 
diluted and served in a cup, not a bottle, once the infant is 6 months of age or older.

Physical readiness for Solid Foods The ability to swallow solid food develops at 
around 4 to 6 months, and food offered by spoon helps to develop swallowing ability. 
At 8 months to a year, an infant can sit up, can handle finger foods, and begins to 
teethe. At that time, hard crackers and other hard finger foods may be introduced to 
promote the development of  manual dexterity and control of  the jaw muscles. These 
feedings must occur under the watchful eye of  an adult because the infant can also 
choke on such foods.

Some parents want to feed solids at an earlier age, on the theory that “stuffing  
the baby” at bedtime promotes sleeping through the night. There is no proof  for this 
theory. On average, infants start to sleep through the night at about the same age  
(3 to 4 months) regardless of  when solid foods are introduced.

allergy-causing Foods To prevent allergy and to facilitate its prompt identification 
should it occur, experts recommend introducing single-ingredient foods, one at a time, 
in small portions, and waiting 3 to 5 days before introducing the next new food.35 
For example, rice cereal is usually the first cereal introduced because it is the least 
allergenic. When it is clear that rice cereal is not causing an allergy, another grain, per-
haps barley or oats, is introduced. Wheat cereal is offered last because it is the most 
common offender. If  a cereal causes an allergic reaction such as a skin rash, digestive 
upset, or respiratory discomfort, it should be discontinued before introducing the next 
food. A later section offers more information about food allergies.

choice of infant Foods Infant foods should be selected to provide variety, balance, 
and moderation. Commercial baby foods offer a wide variety of  palatable, nutritious 
foods in a safe and convenient form. Parents or caregivers should not feed directly 
from the jar—remove the infant’s portion and place it in a dish so as not to contami-
nate the leftovers that will be stored in the jar. Homemade infant foods can be as  
nutritious as commercially prepared ones, as long as the cook minimizes nutrient losses 
during preparation. Ingredients for homemade foods should be fresh, whole foods 
without added salt, sugar, or seasonings. Pureed food can be frozen in ice cube trays, 
providing convenient-sized blocks of  food that can be thawed, warmed, and fed to the 
infant. To guard against foodborne illnesses, hands and equipment must be kept clean.

F i g u r e  1 2 - 6   iron 
Sources for infants
Foods such as iron-fortified cereals 
and formulas, mashed legumes, and 
strained meats provide iron.
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Foods to omit Sweets of  any kind (including baby food “desserts”) have no place 
in an infant’s diet. The added food energy conveys few, if  any, nutrients to support 
growth and contributes to obesity. Canned vegetables are also inappropriate for  
infants; they often contain too much sodium. Honey and corn syrup should never be 
fed to infants because of  the risk of  botulism. Infants and young children are vulnerable  
to foodborne illnesses. An infant’s caregiver must be on guard against food poisoning 
and take precautions against it as described in Nutrition in Practice 5.

Infants and even young children cannot safely chew and swallow any of  the foods 
listed in Table 12-5; they can easily choke on these foods, a risk not worth taking.36 Non-
food items of small size should always be kept out of the infant’s reach to prevent choking.

Foods at 1 Year At 1 year of  age, reduced-fat or low-fat cow’s milk can become a 
primary source of  most of  the nutrients an infant needs; 2 to 3 cups a day meet those 
needs sufficiently. More milk than this displaces iron-rich foods and can lead to the 
iron-deficiency anemia known as milk anemia. Other foods—meat and meat alter-
nates, iron-fortified cereals, whole-grain or enriched bread, fruits, and vegetables—
should be supplied in variety and in amounts sufficient to round out total energy 
needs. Ideally, a 1-year-old will sit at the table, eat many of  the same foods everyone 
else eats, and drink liquids from a cup—not a bottle. Table 12-6 shows a sample menu 
that meets a 1-year-old’s requirements.

Looking Ahead
Probably the most important single measure to undertake during the first year is to 
encourage eating habits that will support continued normal weight as the child grows. 
This means introducing a variety of  nutritious foods in an inviting way, not forcing the 
infant to finish the bottle or the baby food jar, avoiding concentrated sweets and empty-
kcalorie foods, and encouraging physical activity. Parents should avoid teaching infants 
to seek food as a reward, to expect food as comfort for unhappiness, or to associate 
food deprivation with punishment. Normal dental development is also promoted by 
supplying nutritious foods, avoiding sweets, and discouraging the association of  food 
with reward or comfort. Oral health is the subject of  Nutrition in Practice 17.

Mealtimes
The nurturing of  a young child involves more than nutrition. Those who care for young 
children are responsible for providing not only nutritious foods, milk, and water but 
also a safe, loving, secure environment in which the children may grow and develop. 
The person feeding a 1-year-old should be aware that exploring and experimenting 
are normal and desirable behaviors at this time in a child’s life. The child is develop-
ing a sense of  autonomy that, if  allowed to develop, will lay the foundation for later  
assertiveness in choosing when and how much to eat and when to stop eating. In light 
of  the developmental and nutrient needs of  1-year-olds, and in the face of  their often 
contrary and willful behavior, a few feeding guidelines may be helpful:

 ❚ Discourage unacceptable behavior (such as standing at the table or throwing food) by  
removing the child from the table to wait until later to eat. Be consistent and firm, not 
punitive. For example, instead of  saying “You make me mad when you don’t sit 
down,” say “The fruit salad tastes good—please sit down and eat some with me.” 
The child will soon learn to sit and eat.

 ❚ Let young children explore and enjoy food. This may mean eating with fingers for a 
while. Learning to use a spoon will come in time. Children who are allowed to 
touch, mash, and smell their food while exploring it are more likely to accept it.

 ❚ Don’t force food on children. Rejecting new foods is normal, and acceptance is more 
likely as children become familiar with new foods through repeated opportunities 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 5   examples 
of Foods and nonfood items 
Children Can Choke On

To prevent choking, do not 
give infants or young children:

 ❚ gum

 ❚ hard or gel-type candies

 ❚ hot dog slices

 ❚ large raw apple slices

 ❚ marshmallows

 ❚ nuts

 ❚ Peanut butter

 ❚ Popcorn

 ❚ raw carrots

 ❚ raw celery

 ❚ sausage sticks or slices

 ❚ whole beans

 ❚ whole cherries

 ❚ whole grapes

Keep these nonfood items out 
of their reach:

 ❚ balloons

 ❚ coins

 ❚ Pen tops

 ❚ small balls and marbles

 ❚ other items of similar size

ideally, a 1-year-old eats many of 
the same healthy foods as the rest 
of the family.
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to taste them. Instead of  saying “You cannot go outside to play until you taste 
your carrots,” say “You can try the carrots again another time.”

 ❚ Provide nutritious foods, and let children choose which ones, and how much, they will eat. 
Gradually, they will acquire a taste for different foods.

 ❚ Limit sweets. Infants and young children have little room for empty-kcalorie foods 
in their daily energy allowance. Do not use sweets as a reward for eating meals.

 ❚ Don’t turn the dining table into a battleground. Make mealtimes enjoyable. Teach 
healthy food choices and eating habits in a pleasant environment. Mealtimes are 
not the time to fight, argue, or scold.

These recommendations reflect a spirit of  tolerance that best serves the emotional and 
physical interests of  the infant. This attitude, carried throughout childhood, helps the 
child to develop a healthy relationship with food. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The primary food for infants during the first 12 months is either breast milk or 
iron-fortified formula.

 ❚ In addition to nutrients, breast milk also offers immunological protection.

 ❚ At about 4 to 6 months, infants should gradually begin eating solid foods.

 ❚ The addition of  foods to an infant’s diet should be governed by three consider-
ations: the infant’s nutrient needs, the infant’s physical readiness to handle differ-
ent forms of  foods, and the need to detect and control allergic reactions.

 ❚ By the time infants are 1 year old, they are drinking from a cup and eating many 
of  the same foods as the rest of  the family.

12.2 Nutrition during Childhood
LO 12.2 Explain how children’s appetites and nutrient needs reflect their stage of 
growth, why hunger, iron deficiency, lead poisoning, foods allergies, hyperactiv-
ity, and obesity are often concerns during childhood, and how parents and other 
caregivers can foster healthful eating habits and food choices in children.

After the age of  1, growth rate slows, but the body continues to change dramati-
cally (see Figure 12-7). At 1, infants have just learned to stand and toddle; by 2, they 
walk confidently and are learning to run, jump, and climb. Nutrition and physical  
activity have helped them prepare for these new accomplishments by adding to the 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 6   Sample 
menu for a 1-year-Old

Breakfast: 

1 scrambled egg

1 slice whole-wheat toast

½ c reduced-fat milk

Morning Snack: 

½ c yogurt
¼ c fruita

lunch:

½ grilled cheese sandwich: 1 slice 
whole-wheat bread with 1 slice 
cheese

½ c vegetablesb (steamed carrots)

¼ c 100% fruit juice

Afternoon Snack: 

½ c fruita

½ c toasted oat cereal

Dinner: 

1 oz chopped meat or ¼ c well-
cooked mashed legumes

½ c rice or pasta

½ c vegetablesb (chopped 
broccoli)

½ c reduced-fat milk

Note: this sample menu provides about 
1000 kcalories.

ainclude citrus fruits, melons, and berries.

binclude dark green, leafy, and deep 
yellow vegetables.

F i g u r e  1 2 - 7   body Shape 
of a 1-year-Old and a 2-year-
Old Compared
the body shape of a 1-year-old 
(left) changes dramatically by age 2 
(right). the 2-year-old has lost much 
of the baby fat; the muscles (espe-
cially in the back, buttocks, and legs) 
have firmed and strengthened; and 
the leg bones have lengthened.
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mass and density of  their bone and muscle tissue. Thereafter, their bones continue to 
grow longer and their muscles to gain size and strength, though unevenly and more 
slowly, until adolescence.

Energy and Nutrient Needs
Children’s appetites begin to diminish around the first birthday, consistent with the 
slowed growth rate. Thereafter, the appetite fluctuates. At times children seem to be 
insatiable, and at other times they seem to live on air and water. Parents and other 
caregivers need not worry: given an ample selection of  nutritious foods at regular  
intervals, internal appetite regulation in healthy, normal-weight children guarantees 
that their food energy intakes will be right for each stage of  growth.

Ideally, children accumulate stores of  nutrients before adolescence. Then, when 
they take off  on the adolescent growth spurt and their nutrient intakes cannot keep 
pace with the demands of  rapid growth, they can draw on the nutrient stores accumu-
lated earlier. This is especially true of  calcium; the denser the bones are in childhood, 
the better prepared they will be to support teen growth and still withstand the inevita-
ble bone losses of  later life.37 Consequently, the way children eat influences their nutri-
tional health during childhood, during their teen years, and for the rest of  their lives.

children’s appetites Many people mistakenly believe that they must “make” their 
children eat the right amounts of  food, and children’s erratic appetites often reinforce 
this belief.38 Although children’s food energy intakes vary widely from meal to meal, 
total daily energy intake remains remarkably constant. If  children eat less at one meal, 
they typically eat more at the next, and vice versa.

Parents do, however, need to help children choose the right foods, and, with over-
weight children, they may need to help more, as described later. Overweight children 
may not adjust their energy intakes appropriately and may disregard appetite-regula-
tion signals and eat in response to external cues, such as television commercials.39 

energy Individual children’s energy needs vary widely, depending on their growth 
and physical activity. A 1-year-old child needs approximately 800 kcalories a day; 
an active 6-year-old needs twice as many. By age 10, an active child needs about  
2000 kcalories a day. Total energy needs increase gradually with age, but energy needs 
per kilogram of  body weight actually decline. Physically active children of  any age 
need more energy because they expend more, and inactive children can become obese 
even when they eat less food than the average. Unfortunately, our nation’s children 
are becoming less and less active; child care programs and schools would serve our 
children well by offering more activities to promote physical fitness.40

Some children, notably those adhering to a vegan diet, may have difficulty meeting 
their energy needs. Grains, vegetables, and fruits provide plenty of  fiber, adding bulk, 
but may provide too few kcalories to support growth. Soy products, other legumes, 
and nut or seed butters offer more concentrated sources of  energy to support optimal 
growth and development.41

carbohydrate and Fiber Carbohydrate recommendations are based on glucose use 
by the brain. After 1 year of  age, brain glucose use remains fairly constant and is 
within the adult range. Carbohydrate recommendations for children after 1 year are 
therefore the same as for adults (see inside front cover).42

Fiber recommendations (see inside front cover) derive from adult intakes shown 
to reduce the risk of  coronary heart disease and are based on energy intakes. Con-
sequently, fiber recommendations are lower for younger children with low energy  
intakes than for older ones with high energy intakes.43

Fat and Fatty acids No RDA for total fat has been established, but the DRI com-
mittee recommends a fat intake of  30 to 40 percent of  energy for children 1 to 3 years 
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of  age and 25 to 35 percent for children 4 to 18 years of  age.44 However, as long as 
children’s energy intakes are adequate, fat intakes below 30 percent of  total energy do 
not impair growth.45 Children who eat low-fat diets, however, tend to have low intakes 
of  some vitamins and minerals. Recommended intakes of  the essential fatty acids are 
based on average intakes (see inside front cover).

Protein Like energy needs, total protein needs increase slightly with age but actually 
decline slightly per unit of  body weight (see inside front cover). Protein recommenda-
tions must address the requirements for maintaining nitrogen balance, the quality of  
protein consumed, and the added needs of  growth.

Vitamins and Minerals The vitamin and mineral needs of  children increase with 
age (see inside front cover). A balanced diet of  nutritious foods can meet children’s 
needs for these nutrients, with the notable exception of  iron and possibly vitamin D. 
Iron-deficiency anemia, a major problem worldwide, is prevalent among U.S. and  
Canadian children, especially toddlers one to 3 years of  age.46 During the second year 
of  life, toddlers progress from a diet of  iron-rich infant foods such as breast milk, iron-
fortified formula, and iron-fortified infant cereal to a diet of  adult foods and iron-poor 
cow’s milk. In addition, their appetites often fluctuate—some become finicky about 
the foods they eat, and others prefer milk and juice to solid foods. These situations 
can interfere with children eating iron-rich foods at a critical time for brain growth 
and development.

To prevent iron deficiency, children’s foods must deliver 7 to 10 milligrams of  
iron per day. To achieve this goal, snacks and meals should include iron-rich foods 
(see Table 12-7), and milk intake should be reasonable so that it will not displace 
lean meats, fish, poultry, eggs, legumes, and whole-grain or enriched products. That 
means 2½ cups of  milk per day up to age eight, increasing to 3 cups per day from age 
nine on. After age 1, as long as the overall diet supplies 30 percent of  total kcalories 
from fat, reduced-fat or low-fat milk can be used instead of  whole milk.47 The saved 
kcalories can be invested in iron-rich foods such as lean meats, fish, poultry, eggs, 
and legumes. Whole-grain or enriched breads and cereals also contribute iron.

The DRI committee recently revised their recommendations for vitamin D intakes 
for healthy Americans.48 Children typically obtain most of  their vitamin D from forti-
fied milk (2.5 micrograms per cup) and dry cereals (1 microgram per ½ cup). Children 
who do not meet their RDA (15 micrograms) from these sources should receive a vita-
min D supplement.49 Remember that sunlight is also a source of  vitamin D, especially 
in warm climates and warm seasons.

Supplements With the exception of  specific recommendations for fluoride, iron, 
and vitamin D during infancy and childhood, the AAP and other professional groups 
agree that well-nourished children do not need vitamin and mineral supplements—
yet many children and adolescents take them.50 Ironically, children with poor nutrient  
intakes typically do not receive supplements, whereas those who do usually receive  
extra nutrients they do not need.51 Furthermore, researchers are still studying the safety 
of  supplement use by children. The Federal Trade Commission has warned parents 
about giving children supplements advertised to prevent or cure childhood illnesses such 
as colds, ear infections, or asthma. Dietary supplements on the market today include 
many herbal products that have not been tested for safety and effectiveness in children.

Food Patterns for children To provide all the needed nutrients, a child’s meals and 
snacks should include a variety of  foods from each food group—in amounts suited to 
the child’s appetite and needs. Table 12-8 (on p. 332) provides USDA Food Patterns 
for several kcalorie levels. (For kcalorie levels over 1800, see Table 1-4 on p. 15.) Esti-
mated daily kcalorie needs for active and sedentary children of various ages are shown in  
Table 12-9 (on p. 332). MyPlate online resources for preschoolers (2 to 5 years) translate 
the eating patterns into messages that can help parents ensure that the foods they provide 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 7   iron-rich 
Foods Children Likea

Breads, Cereals, and Grains

cream of wheat (¼ c)

Fortified dry cereals (1 oz)b

noodles, rice, or barley (½ c)

tortillas (1 flour or whole-wheat, 
2 corn)

whole-wheat, enriched, or 
fortified bread (1 slice)

Vegetables

cooked snow peas (½ c)

cooked mushrooms (½ c)

green peas (½ c)

mixed vegetable juice (1 c)

Fruits

canned plums (3 plums)

cooked dried apricots (¼ c)

dried peaches (4 halves)

raisins (1 tbs)

Meats and legumes

bean dip (¼ c)

lean chopped roast beef or 
cooked ground beef (1 oz)

liverwurst on crackers (½ oz)

meat casseroles (½ c)

mild chili or other bean/meat 
dishes (¼ c)

Peanut butter and jelly sandwich 
(½ sandwich)

sloppy joes (½ sandwich)

aeach serving provides at least 1 milligram 
of iron. Vitamin c–rich foods included with 
these snacks increase iron absorption.

bsome fortified breakfast cereals contain 
more than 10 milligrams of iron per half-
cup serving (read the labels).
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meet their child’s needs. For children older than 5 (6 to 11 years), the site provides inter-
active  nutrition games, videos, and other resources for teachers, parents, and children 
themselves (Figure 12-8). These guidelines and resources also stress the importance of  
balancing kcalorie intake with kcalorie expenditure through adequate physical activity to 
promote growth without excessive weight gain (as discussed later in this chapter).

Children whose diets follow the pattern presented in Table 12-8 meet their nutrient 
needs fully, but few children eat according to these recommendations. One analysis of  
the quality of  children’s diets found that most children (up to 88 percent) between 2 and 
9 years of  age have diets that need substantial improvement.52 A comprehensive survey, 
called the Feeding Infants and Toddlers Study (FITS), assessed the food and nutrient 
intakes of  more than 3000 infants and toddlers.53 The survey found that fruit and veg-
etable intakes of  infants and toddlers are limited, and, in fact, about 25 percent of  
2- and 3-year-old children did not eat a single serving of  fruits or vegetables in a day.54 
White potatoes were the most commonly consumed vegetable, often in fried form. Of  
great concern is the finding that more than 80 percent of  preschoolers consumed one 
or more low-nutrient, energy-dense beverages, desserts, and snack foods in a day. Par-
ents and caregivers of  infants and toddlers thus need to offer a much greater variety 
of  nutrient-dense vegetables and fruits at meals and snacks to help ensure adequate 
nutrition. Among other nutrition concerns for U.S. children are inadequate intakes of  
vitamin E, potassium, and fiber, and excessive intakes of  sodium and saturated fat.55

children’s Food choices The childhood years are the parents’ best chance to influ-
ence their child’s food choices.56 Appropriate eating habits and attitudes toward food, 
developed in childhood, can help future adults emerge with healthy habits that reduce 
risks of  chronic diseases in later life. The challenge is to deliver nutrients in the form 
of  meals and snacks that are both nutritious and appealing so that children will learn 
to enjoy a variety of  health-promoting foods.

Permitting large quantities of  candy, cola, and other concentrated sweets in chil-
dren’s diets will result in nutrient deficiencies, obesity, or both. The Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans 2010 recommend limiting intake of  added sugars and solid fats to 5 to  
15 percent of  daily kcalories, but children and adolescents consume approximately  
16 percent of  total kcaloric intake from added sugars alone.57 Children can’t be trusted 
to choose nutritious foods on the basis of  taste; the preference for sweets is innate, and  
children naturally gravitate to them. Overweight children, especially, need help in selecting  
nutrient-dense foods that will meet their nutrient needs within their energy allowances.  
Underweight children or active, healthy-weight children can enjoy higher-kcalorie foods, 
but these should still be nutritious. Examples are ice cream and pudding in the milk group 
and whole-grain or enriched pancakes and crackers in the bread group.

Hunger and Malnutrition in Children
Most children in the United States and Canada have access to regular meals, but 
hunger and malnutrition do appear in certain circumstances. Children in very low-
income families, for example, are more likely to be hungry and malnourished. More 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 8   uSDa Food Patterns: recommended Daily amounts for each 
Food group (1000 to 1800 kCalories)

Food Group 1000 kcal 1200 kcal 1400 kcal 1600 kcal 1800 kcal

Fruit 1 c 1 c 1½ c 1½ c 1½ c

Vegetables 1 c 1½ c 1½ c 2 c 2½ c

grains 3 oz 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz 6 oz

Protein Foods 2 oz 3 oz 4 oz 5 oz 5 oz

milk 2 c 2½ c 2½ c 3 c 3 c

F i g u r e  1 2 - 8   myPlate 
resources for Children
abundant myPlate resources for pre-
school children and older children 
can be found at www.choosemyplate 
.gov/.

Ta b L e  1 2 - 9   estimated 
Daily kCalorie needs for 
Children

Children Sedentarya Activeb

2 to 3 yr 1000 1400

Females

4 to 8 yr 1200 1800

9 to 13 yr 1400 2200

Males

4 to 8 yr 1200 2000

9 to 13 yr 1600 2600

aSedentary describes a lifestyle that includes 
only the activities typical of day-to-day life.

bActive describes a lifestyle that includes 
at least 60 minutes per day of moderate 
physical activity (equivalent to walking 
more than 3 miles per day at 3 to 4 miles 
per hour) in addition to the activities of 
day-to-day life.
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than 16 million U.S. children are hungry at least some of  the time and are living in 
poverty.58 Nutrition in Practice 13 examines the causes and consequences of  hunger in 
the United States.

Hunger and Behavior Both short-term and long-term hunger exert negative  
effects on behavior and health. Short-term hunger, such as when a child misses a meal,  
impairs the child’s ability to pay attention and to be productive. Hungry children are 
irritable, apathetic, and uninterested in their environment. Long-term hunger impairs 
growth and immune defenses. Food assistance programs such as the WIC program 
(discussed in Chapter 11) and the School Breakfast and National School Lunch Pro-
grams (discussed later in this chapter) are designed to protect against hunger and 
improve the health of  children.59

A nutritious breakfast is a central feature of  a diet that meets the needs of  children 
and supports their healthy growth and development.60 Children who skip breakfast 
typically do not make up the deficits at later meals—they simply have lower intakes 
of  energy, vitamins, and minerals than those who eat breakfast. Malnourished chil-
dren are particularly vulnerable. Children who eat no breakfast are more likely to 
be overweight, perform poorly in tasks requiring concentration, have shorter atten-
tion spans, and achieve lower test scores than their well-fed peers.61 Common sense 
dictates that it is unreasonable to expect anyone to learn and perform without fuel. 
For the child who hasn’t had breakfast, the morning’s lessons may be lost altogether. 
Even if  a child has eaten breakfast, discomfort from hunger may become distract-
ing by late morning. Teachers aware of  the late-morning slump in their classrooms 
wisely request that midmorning snacks be provided; snacks improve classroom per-
formance all the way to lunchtime.

iron Deficiency and Behavior Iron deficiency has well-known 
and widespread effects on children’s behavior and intellectual 
performance.62 In addition to carrying oxygen in the blood, iron 
transports oxygen within cells, which use it for energy metabo-
lism. Iron is also used to make neurotransmitters—most notably, 
those that regulate the ability to pay attention, which is crucial to 
learning. Consequently, iron deficiency not only causes an energy 
crisis but also directly impairs attention span and learning ability.

Iron deficiency is often diagnosed by a quick, easy, inexpensive 
hemoglobin or hematocrit test that detects a deficit of  iron in the 
blood. A child’s brain, however, is sensitive to low iron concentra-
tions long before the blood effects appear. Iron deficiency low-
ers the “motivation to persist in intellectually challenging tasks” 
and impairs overall intellectual performance. Anemic children 
perform poorly on tests and are disruptive in the classroom; iron 
supplementation improves learning and memory. When com-
bined with other nutrient deficiencies, iron-deficiency anemia 
has synergistic effects that are especially detrimental to learning. 
Furthermore, children who had iron-deficiency anemia as infants 
continue to perform poorly as they grow older, even if  their iron 
status improves.63 The long-term damaging effects on mental de-
velopment make prevention and treatment of  iron deficiency dur-
ing infancy and early childhood a high priority.

other Nutrient Deficiencies A child with any of  several nu-
trient deficiencies may be irritable, aggressive, and disagreeable, 
or sad and withdrawn. Such a child may be labeled “hyperac-
tive,” “depressed,” or “unlikable,” when in fact these traits may 
be due to simple, even marginal, malnutrition. Though parents 

healthy, well-nourished children are alert in the classroom 
and energetic at play.
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and medical practitioners often overlook this possibility, any departure from normal, 
healthy appearance and behavior is a sign of  possible poor nutrition. In any such case, 
inspection of  the child’s diet by a registered dietitian nutritionist or other qualified 
health care professional is in order. Any suspicion of  dietary inadequacies, no matter 
what other causes may be implicated, should prompt steps to correct those inadequacies 
immediately.

Lead Poisoning in Children
Children who are malnourished are vulnerable to lead poisoning. They absorb more 
lead if  their stomachs are empty; if  they have low intakes of  calcium, zinc, vitamin C, 
or vitamin D; and, of  greatest concern because it is so common, if  they have an iron 
deficiency. Iron deficiency weakens the body’s defenses against lead absorption, and 
lead poisoning can cause iron deficiency.64 Circumstances associated with both iron 
deficiency and lead poisoning are a low socioeconomic status and a lack of  immu-
nizations against infectious diseases. Another common factor is pica—a craving for 
nonfood items. Many children with lead poisoning eat dirt or chips of  old paint, two 
common sources of  lead.

The anemia brought on by lead poisoning may be mistaken for a simple iron defi-
ciency and therefore may be incorrectly treated. Like iron deficiency, mild lead toxic-
ity has nonspecific symptoms, including diarrhea, irritability, and fatigue. Adding iron 
to the diet does not reverse the symptoms; exposure to lead must stop and treatment 
for lead poisoning must begin. With further exposure, the symptoms become more 
pronounced, and children develop learning disabilities and behavior problems. Still 
more severe lead toxicity can cause irreversible nerve damage, paralysis, mental retar-
dation, and death.

Approximately half  a million children between the ages of  one and five in the 
United States have blood lead levels above 5 micrograms per deciliter, the level at 
which the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend public health  
actions be initiated.65 Lead toxicity in young children results from their own behaviors 
and activities—putting their hands in their mouths, playing in dirt and dust, and chew-
ing on nonfood items.66 Unfortunately, the body readily absorbs lead during times of  
rapid growth and hoards it possessively thereafter. Lead is not easily excreted and 
accumulates mainly in the bones and also in the brain, teeth, and kidneys. Because a 
child’s neuromuscular system is maturing during these first few years of  life, children 
with elevated lead levels experience impairment of  balance, motor development, and 
the relaying of  nerve messages to and from the brain. Deficits in intellectual develop-
ment are only partially reversed when lead levels decline.

Federal laws mandating reductions in leaded gasolines, lead-based solder, and 
other products over the past 4 decades have helped to reduce the amounts of  lead in 
food and in the environment in the United States. As a consequence, the prevalence 
of  lead toxicity in children has declined dramatically for most of  the nation. Never-
theless, lead exposure is still a threat in certain communities. Box 12-1 presents strate-
gies for defending children against lead toxicity.

Food Allergy
Food allergy is frequently blamed for physical and behavioral abnormalities in  
children, but only 4 to 8 percent of  children younger than 4 years of  age are diag-
nosed with true food allergies.67 Food allergies diminish with age, until in adulthood  
they affect less than 4 percent of  the population. The prevalence of  food allergy,  
especially peanut allergy, is on the rise, however.68 Reasons for an increase in peanut 
allergy are not yet clear, but possible contributing factors include genetics, food prepa-
ration methods (roasting peanuts at very high temperatures makes them more aller-
genic), and exposure to medicinal skin creams containing peanut oil.

old lead-based paint can threaten 
the health of an exploring child.

food allergy: an adverse reaction 
to food that involves an immune 
response; also called food- 
hypersensitivity reactions.
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A true food allergy occurs when fractions of  a food protein or other large molecule 
are absorbed into the blood and elicit an immunologic response. (Recall that proteins 
are normally dismantled in the digestive tract to amino acids that are absorbed with-
out such a reaction.) The body’s immune system reacts to these large food molecules 
as it does to other antigens—by producing antibodies or other defensive agents. 

Detecting allergy Allergies may have one or two components. They always involve 
antibodies; they may or may not involve symptoms.* Moreover, symptoms exactly like 
those of  an allergy may have other causes. Therefore, allergies cannot be diagnosed from 
symptoms alone. The National Institute of  Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) 
has developed clinical guidelines for the diagnosis and management of  food allergy.69 
The NIAID recommends that food allergy should be considered when an individual—
especially a young child—experiences symptoms such as skin rash, respiratory difficul-
ties, vomiting, diarrhea, or anaphylactic shock (described later) within minutes to hours 
of  eating food.

Diagnosis of  food allergy requires medical testing and food challenges. Once a 
food allergy has been diagnosed, the required treatment is strict elimination of  the  
offending food. Children with allergies, like all children, need all their nutrients, so it 
is important to include other foods that offer the same nutrients as the omitted foods.70 
Nutritional counseling and growth monitoring are recommended for all children with 
food allergies.71

immediate and Delayed reactions Allergic reactions to food may be immediate 
or delayed. In either case, the antigen interacts immediately with the immune system, 
but symptoms may appear within minutes or after several (up to 24) hours. Identifying 
the food that causes an immediate allergic reaction is easy because symptoms corre-
late closely with the time the food is eaten. Identifying the food that caused a delayed 
reaction is more difficult because the symptoms may not appear until a day has passed 
and many foods besides the offending food have been eaten, complicating the picture.

anaphylactic Shock The life-threatening food allergy reaction known as anaphylactic  
shock is most often caused by peanuts, tree nuts, milk, eggs, wheat, soybeans, fish, 
or shellfish (see Figure 12-9). Among these foods, peanuts, milk, and shellfish most  
often cause problems in children.72 Children are more likely to outgrow allergies to eggs, 
milk, wheat, and soy than allergies to peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish.73 Peanut  
allergies cause more life-threatening reactions than do all other food allergies combined. 
Research is currently under way to help those with peanut allergies tolerate small doses, 

*A person may produce antibodies without having any symptoms (known as asymptomatic allergy) 
or may produce antibodies and have symptoms (known as symptomatic allergy).

 ❚ ask a pediatrician whether your child should be tested for lead 
poisoning.

 ❚ clean floors, window frames, window sills, and other surfaces 
regularly. use a mop or sponge with warm water and a 
general all-purpose cleaner.

 ❚ Prevent children from putting dirty or old painted objects in 
their mouths, and make sure children wash their hands  
before eating.

 ❚ Feed children balanced, timely meals with ample iron and 
calcium.

 ❚ wash children’s bottles, pacifiers, and toys often.

 ❚ do not use lead-contaminated water to make infant formula.

 ❚ have your water tested for lead. if the cold water hasn’t been 
used for more than a few hours, let it run for 15 to 30 seconds 
before drinking it.

 ❚ be aware that other countries do not have the same 
regulations protecting consumers against lead. children have 
been poisoned by eating crayons made in china, putting toys 
from china in their mouths, and drinking fruit juice canned in 
mexico.

How To B O X  1 2 - 1  h o w  t o  P r o t e c t  a g a i n s t  l e a d  t o x i c i t y

F i g u r e  1 2 - 9   Common 
Food allergens
these eight normally wholesome 
foods—milk, shellfish, fish, pea-
nuts, tree nuts, eggs, wheat, and 
soybeans (and soy products)—may 
cause life-threatening symptoms in 
people with allergies.

antigens: substances that elicit 
the formation of antibodies or an 
inflammation reaction from the  
immune system. a bacterium, a 
virus, a toxin, and a protein in food 
that causes allergy are all examples 
of antigens.

anaphylactic (an-ah-feh-LaC-
tic) shock: a life-threatening 
whole-body allergic reaction to an 
offending substance.
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thus saving lives and minimizing reactions.74 Families of  children with a life-threatening  
food allergy and school personnel who supervise those children must guard them 
against any exposure to the allergen. The child must learn to identify which foods pose 
a problem and then to use refusal skills for all foods that may contain the allergen.

Parents of  allergic children can pack safe foods for lunches and snacks and ask school 
officials to strictly enforce a “no swapping” policy in the lunchroom. The child must be 
able to recognize the symptoms of  impending anaphylactic shock (see Table 12-10). 
Any person with food allergies severe enough to cause anaphylactic shock should wear 
a medical alert bracelet or necklace. Finally, the responsible child and the school staff  
should be prepared to administer injections of  epinephrine, which prevents anaphylaxis 
after exposure to the allergen.75 Many preventable deaths occur each year when people 
with food allergies accidentally ingest the allergen but have no epinephrine available. 

Technology may soon offer new solutions. New drugs that may interfere with the 
immune response that causes allergic reactions are being developed. Also, through 
genetic engineering, scientists may one day banish allergens from peanuts, soybeans, 
and other foods to make them safer.

Food Labeling Food labels must identify any common allergens present in plain  
language, using the names of  the eight most common allergy-causing foods.76 For  
example, a food containing “textured vegetable protein” must say “soy” on its label, 
and “casein” must be identified as “milk.” Food producers must also prevent cross-
contamination during production and clearly label the foods in which it is likely to 
occur. For example, equipment used for making peanut butter must be scrupulously 
clean before being used to pulverize cashew nuts for cashew butter to protect unsus-
pecting cashew butter consumers from peanut allergens.

other adverse reactions to Foods Not all adverse reactions to foods are food 
allergies, although even physicians may describe them as such. Signs of  adverse  
reactions to foods include stomachaches, headaches, rapid pulse rate, nausea, wheez-
ing, hives, bronchial irritation, coughs, and other such discomforts. Among the causes 
may be reactions to chemicals in foods, such as the flavor enhancer monosodium  
glutamate (MSG), the natural laxative in prunes, or the mineral sulfur; digestive dis-
eases, obstructions, or injuries; enzyme deficiencies, such as lactose intolerance; and 
even psychological aversions. These reactions involve symptoms but no antibody  
production. Therefore, they are food intolerances, not allergies.

Pesticides applied to produce in the fields may linger on foods and cause adverse 
reactions. Health risks from pesticide exposure may be low for healthy adults, but  
children are vulnerable. Therefore, government agencies have set a tolerance level for 
each pesticide by first identifying foods that children commonly eat in large amounts 
and then considering the effects of  pesticide exposure during each developmental stage.

Food Dislikes Parents are advised to watch for signs of  food dislikes and take them 
seriously. Children’s food aversions may be the result of  nature’s efforts to protect 
them from allergic or other adverse reactions. Test for allergies, and then apply nutri-
tion knowledge conscientiously in deciding how to alter the diet.

Hyperactivity
Hyperactivity affects behavior and learning in about 11 percent of  young school-aged 
children.77 Left untreated, it can interfere with a child’s social development and ability  
to learn. Treatment focuses on relieving the symptoms and controlling the associ-
ated problems. Physicians often manage hyperactivity through behavior modification,  
special educational techniques, and psychological counseling. In many cases, they 
prescribe medication.78

Research on hyperactivity has focused on several nutritional factors as possible 
causes or treatments.79 Parents of  hyperactive children often blame sugar as the cause 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 0   
Symptoms of impending 
anaphylactic Shock 

 ❚ tingling sensation in mouth

 ❚ swelling of the tongue and 
throat

 ❚ irritated, reddened eyes

 ❚ difficulty breathing, asthma

 ❚ hives, swelling, rashes

 ❚ Vomiting, abdominal cramps, 
diarrhea

 ❚ drop in blood pressure

 ❚ loss of consciousness

epinephrine: one of the stress 
hormones secreted whenever emer-
gency action is needed; prescribed 
therapeutically to relax the bron-
chioles during allergy or asthma 
attacks.

adverse reactions: unusual 
responses to food (including intoler-
ances and allergies).

food intolerances: adverse reac-
tions to foods or food additives that 
do not involve the immune system.

tolerance level: the maximum 
amount of residue permitted in a 
food when a pesticide is used  
according to the label directions.

hyperactivity: inattentive and 
impulsive behavior that is more fre-
quent and severe than is typical of 
others of a similar age; professionally 
called attention deficit/hyper-
activity disorder (aDHD).
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and mistakenly believe that simply eliminating candy and other sweet treats will solve 
the problem. Despite such speculation, which has been based on personal anecdotes, 
studies have consistently found no convincing evidence that sugar causes hyperactivity  
or worsens behavior. Restricting dietary sugar will not cure hyperactivity.

Food additives have also been blamed for hyperactivity and other behavior problems 
in children, but scientific evidence to substantiate the connection has been elusive.80 
Limited research suggests that food additives such as artificial colors or sodium benzo-
ate preservative (or both) may exacerbate hyperactive symptoms such as inattention and 
impulsivity.81 Additional studies are needed to confirm the findings and to determine 
which additives studied might be responsible for negative behaviors. An FDA review 
determined that evidence linking color additives to hyperactivity is lacking.82 The FDA 
did not rule out the possibility that some food additives, including food colorings, may 
aggravate hyperactivity and other behavioral problems in some susceptible children.

Children can become excitable, rambunctious, and unruly as a result of  a desire for 
attention, lack of  sleep, overstimulation, watching too much television or playing too 
many computer games, too much caffeine from colas or chocolate, or a lack of  physical 
activity. Such behaviors may suggest that more consistent care is needed. It helps to insist 
on regular hours of sleep, regular mealtimes, and regular outdoor activity. Box 12-2 offers 
an opportunity to think about these issues in relation to a specific child.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Children’s appetites and nutrient needs reflect their stage of  growth.

 ❚ Long-term hunger and malnutrition impair growth and health.

 ❚ Short-term hunger exerts more subtle effects on children’s health and behavior—
such as poor academic performance.

 ❚ Iron deficiency is widespread and has many physical and behavioral consequences.

 ❚ Lead toxicity is prevalent among young children and can have irreversible effects 
on health and behavior.

 ❚ True food allergies are somewhat rare in children, and children can outgrow some 
food allergies.

 ❚ Some allergies, however, can cause dangerous, life-threatening reactions in both 
children and adults.

 ❚ “Hyper” behavior is not caused by poor nutrition; misbehavior may reflect incon-
sistent care.

kind with marshmallows) before he finally 
falls asleep.

1. what factors in Freddie’s daily routine 
might be contributing to his restless 
behavior?

2. discuss some changes in diet that 
might improve Freddie’s health and 
disposition.

Freddie willis is a 6-year-old boy who 
seldom sits still, often misbehaves, and 
is frequently sick. Freddie’s eating habits 
are erratic and poor, as is his appetite. 
he often misses breakfast because he is 
too tired to get up in time to eat before 
school. by midmorning, Freddie is irritable 
and disruptive in the classroom. at lunch-
time, he trades the peanut butter and 

banana sandwich his mother packed in his 
lunchbox for a piece of cake. after school, 
he hurries home to watch television while 
he eats his favorite snack—cola and po-
tato chips. at dinnertime, Freddie picks 
at his food because he isn’t very hungry. 
later on, when it’s time for bed, Freddie 
complains that he’s hungry. his parents let 
him stay up to have a bowl of cereal (the 

Case Study B O X  1 2 - 2  b o y  w i t h  d i s r u P t i V e  b e h a V i o r
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Childhood Obesity
The number of  overweight children has increased dramatically over the past three 
decades. Like their parents, children in the United States are becoming fatter. An esti-
mated 32 percent of  U.S. children and adolescents 2 to 19 years of  age are overweight 
or obese and 17 percent are obese.83 Based on data from the BMI-for-age growth charts 
(see Figure E-5 in Appendix E), children and adolescents are categorized as overweight 
above the 85th percentile and as obese at the 95th percentile and above.84 One excep-
tion: For older adolescents, BMI at the 95th percentile is higher than 30, the adult 
obesity cutoff  point. Therefore, obesity in young people is defined as BMI at the 95th 
percentile or BMI of  30 or greater, whichever is lower. For children younger than  
2 years of  age, BMI values are not available. For this age group, weight-for-height  
values above the 95th percentile are classified as overweight.

The Expert Committee of  the American Medical Association recommends a third 
cutoff  point (99th percentile) to define severe obesity in childhood. Unfortunately, severe 
obesity in children is becoming more prevalent.85 Many of  these children have multiple 
risk factors for cardiovascular disease and a high risk of  severe obesity in adulthood.86 
The special risks and treatment needs of  severely obese children need to be recognized.

Obesity in children is especially troubling because overweight children may become  
obese adults with all the social, economic, and medical ramifications that often  
accompany obesity. They have additional problems, too, arising from differences in 
their growth, physical health, and psychological development. In trying to explain the 
rise in childhood obesity, researchers point to both genetic and environmental factors.

Genetic and environmental Factors Parental obesity predicts an early increase in a 
young child’s BMI, and it more than doubles the chances that a young child will become 
an obese adult.87 Children with neither parent obese have a less than 10 percent chance of  
becoming obese in adulthood, whereas overweight teens with at least one obese parent 
have a greater than 80 percent chance of being obese adults. An obese child’s risk of be-
coming an obese adult increases as the child grows older.88 The link between parental and 
child obesity reflects both genetic and environmental factors (as described in Chapter 7).

Diet and physical inactivity are the two strongest environmental factors explaining 
why children are heavier today than they were 40 or so years ago. As the prevalence 
of  childhood obesity throughout the United States has more than doubled for young 
children and more than tripled for children 6 to 11 years of  age and adolescents, the 
society our children live in has changed considerably. In many families today, both par-
ents work long hours outside the home; more emphasis is placed on convenience foods 
and foods eaten away from home; sedentary activities such as watching television and 
playing computer games occupy much of  children’s free time; and opportunities for 
physical activity and outdoor play both during and after school have declined.89 All of  
these factors—and many others—influence children’s eating and activity patterns.

Children learn food behaviors from their families, and research confirms the  
significant roles parents play in teaching their children about healthy food choices, pro-
viding nutrient-dense foods, and serving as role models.90 When parents eat fruits and 
vegetables frequently, their children do, too.91 The more fruits and vegetables children 
eat, the more vitamins, minerals, and fiber, and the less saturated fat, in their diets.

In children 2 to 18 years of  age, about 40 percent of  total energy intake comes from 
solid fats and added sugars—in other words, empty kcalories.92 About half  of  these 
empty kcalories are contributed by six specific foods: soda, fruit drinks, dairy des-
serts (ice cream, frozen yogurt, sorbet, sherbet, pudding, and custard), grain desserts 
(cakes, cookies, pies, cobblers, donuts, and granola bars), pizza, and whole milk. Not 
surprisingly, researchers have found that children’s food choices today provide more 
kcalories than those of  40 years ago.

As Chapter 2 discussed, as the prevalence of  obesity has surged over the past 
four decades, so has the consumption of  added sugars, especially high-fructose corn 
syrup—the easily consumed, energy-dense liquid sugar added to soft drinks.93 Each 
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12-ounce can of  soft drink provides the equivalent of  about 10 teaspoons of  sugar and 
150 kcalories. More than half  of  school-age children consume at least one soft drink 
each day at school; adolescent males consume the most—two or more cans daily. 
Research shows that consumption of  sugar-sweetened beverages such as soft drinks is 
associated with increased energy intake and body weight.94

No doubt, the tremendous increase in soft drink consumption plays a role, but much 
of  the obesity epidemic can be explained by lack of  physical activity. Children have 
become more sedentary, and sedentary children are more often overweight.95 Television 
watching may contribute most to physical inactivity. Children 8 to 18 years of  age spend 
an average of  4.5 hours per day watching television.96 A child who spends more than 
an hour or two each day in front of  a television, computer monitor, or other media can 
become overweight even while eating fewer kcalories than a more active child. Playing 
sedentary video games influences children’s activity patterns similarly.

Children who have television sets in their bedrooms spend more time watching TV,  
spend less time being physically active, and are more likely to be overweight than  
children who do not have televisions in their rooms.97 Children who watch a great deal 
of  television are most likely to be overweight and least likely to eat family meals or fruits 
and vegetables.98 They often snack on the nutrient-poor, energy-dense foods that are ad-
vertised.99 The average child sees approximately 12 television food ads each day—many 
peddling foods high in sugar, saturated fat, and salt such as sugar-coated breakfast cere-
als, candy bars, chips, fast foods, and carbonated beverages.100 More than half  of  all food 
advertisements are aimed specifically at children and market their products as fun and 
exciting. Not surprisingly, the more time children spend watching television, the more 
they request these advertised foods and beverages—and they get them about half  of  the 
time. The most popular foods and beverages are marketed to children and adolescents 
on the Internet as well, using “advergaming” (advertised product as part of  a game), 
cartoon characters or “spokes-characters,” and designated children’s areas.101 Food 
marketing to children, including TV ads and Internet ads, as well as marketing in local 
communities by way of  store giveaways, restaurant promotions, school activities, and 
sporting events, has a profound effect on children’s nutrition and health.102 Despite initia-
tives by the food industry to answer public health concerns about child-targeted advertis-
ing, much remains to be done to reduce the marketing of  unhealthy foods to children.103

The physically inactive time spent watching television (and playing video and com-
puter games) is second only to time spent sleeping. These activities use no more energy 
than resting, displace participation in more vigorous activities, and foster snacking on 
high-fat foods.104 Compared to sedentary screen-time activities, playing active video 
games does expend a little more energy, but not enough to count toward the daily  
60 minutes of  moderate-to-vigorous physical activity recommended for children.105 
Simply reducing the amount of  time spent watching television (and playing video 
games) can improve a child’s BMI. The AAP recommends no television viewing before  
2 years of  age and thereafter limiting television and video time to 2 hours per day as a 
strategy to help prevent childhood obesity.106

Growth Overweight children develop a characteristic set of  physical traits. They 
typically begin puberty earlier and so grow taller than their peers at first, but then 
they stop growing at a shorter height. They develop greater bone and muscle mass in 
response to the demand of  having to carry more weight—both fat and lean weight. 
Consequently, they appear “stocky” even when they lose their excess fat.

Physical Health Like overweight adults, overweight children display a blood lipid 
profile indicating that atherosclerosis is beginning to develop—high levels of  total 
cholesterol, triglycerides, and LDL cholesterol. Overweight children also tend to have 
high blood pressure; in fact, obesity is a leading cause of  pediatric hypertension.107 
Their risks for developing type 2 diabetes and respiratory diseases (such as asthma) 
are also exceptionally high.108 These relationships between childhood obesity and 
chronic diseases are discussed fully in Nutrition in Practice 12.
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Psychological Development In addition to the physical consequences, childhood 
obesity brings a host of  emotional and social problems.109 Because people frequently 
judge others on appearance more than on character, overweight children are often vic-
tims of prejudice. Many suffer discrimination by adults and rejection by their peers. They 
may have poor self-images, a sense of  failure, and a passive approach to life. Television 
shows, which are a major influence in children’s lives, often portray the fat person as 
the bumbling misfit. Overweight children may come to accept this negative stereotype 
in themselves and in others, which can lead to additional emotional and social prob-
lems. Researchers investigating children’s reactions to various body types find that both 
normal-weight and underweight children respond unfavorably to overweight bodies.

Prevention and treatment of obesity Medical science has worked wonders in 
preventing or curing many of  even the most serious childhood diseases, but obesity 
remains a challenge. Once excess fat has been stored, it is challenging to lose. In light 
of  all this, parents are encouraged to make major efforts to prevent childhood obesity, 
starting at birth, or to begin treatment early—before adolescence. The Expert Com-
mittee of  the American Medical Association recommends specific eating and physical 
activity behaviors to prevent obesity for all children (see Table 12-11).

Treatment of  obesity must consider the many aspects of  the problem and possible 
solutions. The main goal of  obesity treatment is to improve long-term physical health 
through permanent healthy lifestyle habits. The most successful approach integrates 
diet, physical activity, psychological support, and behavioral changes.110 As a first 
step, the Expert Committee recommends that overweight and obese children and their 
families adopt the same healthy eating and activity behaviors presented in Table 12-11  
for obesity prevention. The goal for overweight and obese children is to improve BMI. 
If  the child’s BMI does not improve after several months, the Expert Committee rec-
ommends increasing the intensity of  the treatment. The level of  intensity depends on 
treatment response, age, degree of  obesity, health risks, and the family’s readiness to 
change.111 Advanced treatment involves close follow-up monitoring by a health care 
provider and greater support and structure for the child.

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 1   recommended eating and Physical activity behaviors  
to Prevent Obesity

the expert committee of the american medical association recommends the following healthy 
habits for children 2 to 18 years of age to help prevent childhood obesity:

 ❚ limit consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages, such as soft drinks and fruit-flavored 
punches.

 ❚ eat the recommended amounts of fruits and vegetables every day (2 to 4.5 cups per day based 
on age).

 ❚ learn to eat age-appropriate portions of foods.

 ❚ eat foods low in energy density such as those high in fiber and/or water and modest in fat.

 ❚ eat a nutritious breakfast every day.

 ❚ eat a diet rich in calcium.

 ❚ eat a diet balanced in recommended proportions for carbohydrate, fat, and protein.

 ❚ eat a diet high in fiber.

 ❚ eat together as a family as often as possible.

 ❚ limit the frequency of restaurant meals.

 ❚ limit television watching or other screen time to no more than two hours per day, and do not 
have televisions or computers in sleeping areas.

 ❚ engage in at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity every day.

Source: s. e. barlow, expert committee recommendations regarding the prevention, assessment, and treatment of 
child and adolescent overweight and obesity: summary report, Pediatrics 120 (2007): s164–s192. 
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Diet The initial goal for overweight children is to reduce the rate of  weight gain, that 
is, to maintain weight as the child grows taller.112 Continued growth will then accom-
plish the desired change in BMI. Weight loss is usually not recommended because 
diet restriction can interfere with growth and development. Intervention for some 
overweight children with accompanying medical conditions may warrant weight loss, 
but this treatment requires an individualized approach based on the degree of  over-
weight and severity of  the medical conditions.113 Dietary strategies begin with those 
listed in Table 12-11 and progress to more structured family meal plans when neces-
sary. For example, the child or the parent may be instructed to keep detailed logs of  
dietary intake.

Physical activity The many benefits of  physical activity are well known but often 
are not enough to motivate overweight people, especially children. Yet regular vigor-
ous activity can improve a child’s weight, body composition, and physical fitness.114 
Ideally, parents will limit sedentary activities and encourage at least one hour of  daily 
physical activity to promote strong skeletal, muscular, and cardiovascular develop-
ment and instill in their children the desire to be physically active throughout life. 
Opportunities to be physically active can include team, individual, and recreational 
activities (see Table 12-12). Most importantly, parents need to set a good example. 
Physical activity is a natural and lifelong behavior of  healthy living. It can be as sim-
ple as riding a bike, playing tag, jumping rope, or doing chores. The AAP supports the 
efforts of  schools to include more physical activity in the curriculum and encourages 
parents to support their children’s participation.

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 2   examples of aerobic, muscle-Strengthening, and bone-Strengthening Physical activities for 
Children and adolescents

Moderate-to-Vigorous Aerobic Activities Muscle-Strengthening Activities Bone-Strengthening Activities

Moderate games such as tug-of-war games such as hopscotch

active recreation such as hiking, 
skateboarding, rollerblading

bicycle ridinga

brisk walking

Vigorous

active games involving running and 
chasing, such as tag

bicycle ridinga

cross-country skiing

Jumping rope

martial arts

running

sports such as soccer, ice or field hockey, 
basketball, swimming, tennis

modified push-ups (with knees on the floor)

resistance exercises using body weight,  
free weights, or resistance bands

rope or tree climbing

sit-ups (curl-ups or crunches)

swinging on playground equipment/bars

hopping, skipping, jumping

Jumping rope

running

sports such as gymnastics, basketball, 
volleyball, tennis

asome activities, such as bicycling, can be moderate or vigorous, depending on level of effort.
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Behavioral changes In contrast to traditional weight-loss programs that focus 
on what to eat, behavioral programs focus on how to eat. These techniques involve 
changing learned habits that lead a child to eat excessively. Weight-loss programs that 
involve parents and other caregivers in treatment report greater success than those 
without parental involvement. Because obesity in parents and their children tends to 
be positively correlated, both benefit when parents participate in a weight-loss pro-
gram. Parental attitudes about food greatly influence children’s eating behavior, so it 
is important that the influence be positive. Otherwise, eating problems may become 
exacerbated.

Drugs The use of  weight-loss drugs to treat obesity in children merits special concern 
because the long-term effects of  these drugs on growth and development have not been 
studied. The drugs may be used in addition to structured lifestyle changes for carefully 
selected children or adolescents who are at high risk for severe obesity in adulthood. 
Orlistat (see Chapter 7) is the only prescription weight-loss medication that has been 
approved for use in adolescents 12 years of  age and older.115 Alli, the over-the-counter 
version of  orlistat, should not be given to anyone younger than age 18.

Surgery The efficacy of  surgery as a treatment for severe obesity in adults (see  
Chapter 7) has created interest in its use for adolescents. Limited research shows 
that, after surgery, extremely obese adolescents lose significant weight and experience  
improvements in type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular risk factors.116 The selection criteria 
for surgery to treat obesity in adolescents listed in Table 12-13 are based on recommen-
dations of  a panel of  pediatricians and surgeons.117

Obesity is prevalent in our society. Because treatment of  obesity is frequently 
unsuccessful, it is most important to prevent its onset. Above all, be sensible in 
teaching children how to maintain appropriate body weight. Children can easily 
get the impression that their worth is tied to their body weight. Parents and the 
media are most influential in shaping self-concept, weight concerns, and dieting 
practices.118 Some parents fail to realize that society’s ideal of  slimness can be peril-
ously close to starvation and that a child encouraged to “diet” cannot obtain the 
energy and nutrients required for normal growth and development. Even healthy 
children without diagnosable eating disorders have been observed to limit their 
growth through “dieting.” Weight loss in truly overweight children can be man-
aged without compromising growth, but it should be overseen by a health care 
professional.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Childhood obesity has become a major health problem.

 ❚ Genetics, energy-dense diets, and physical inactivity play roles in childhood 
obesity.

 ❚ Childhood obesity can impair physical and psychological health.

 ❚ The main goal of  obesity treatment in children is to improve long-term physical 
health through permanent healthy lifestyle habits.

Mealtimes at Home
The childhood years are the parents’ last chance to influence their children’s food 
choices. Parents who want to promote nutritious choices and healthful habits provide 
access to nutrient-dense, delicious foods and opportunities for active play at home. 
Food choices and regular physical activity can not only promote healthy growth but, 
as mentioned earlier, also help prevent the chronic diseases of  later life. Many experts 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 3   Selection 
Criteria for Obesity Surgery 
in adolescents

 ❚ Physically mature

 ❚ bmi ≥40, or bmi >35 with  
significant weight-related 
health problems

 ❚ history of failure in a formal, 
6-month weight-loss program

 ❚ capable of adhering to the 
long-term lifestyle changes  
required after surgery
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agree that early childhood is the time to put into effect practices that,  
until recently, were recommended only for adults.

Feeding children requires not only providing a variety of  nutritious 
foods but also nurturing the children’s self-esteem and well-being.  
Parents face a number of  challenges in preparing meals that both  
appeal to their children’s tastes and provide needed nutrients. Because 
the interactions between parents and children can set the stage for  
lifelong attitudes and habits, a child’s preferences should be treated with 
respect, even when nutrient needs must take precedence.

Honoring children’s Preferences Researchers attempting to explain 
children’s food preferences encounter many contradictions. Children say 
they like colorful foods yet most often reject green and yellow vegetables while favoring 
brown peanut butter and white potatoes, apple wedges, and bread. They do like raw 
vegetables better than cooked ones, though, so it is wise to offer vegetables that are raw 
or slightly undercooked, crunchy, and bright in color. They should be warm, not hot, be-
cause a child’s mouth is much more sensitive than an adult’s. The flavor should be mild 
(a child has more taste buds), and smooth foods such as mashed potatoes or pea soup 
should have no lumps (a child wonders, with some disgust, what the lumps might be).

Make mealtimes fun for children. Young children like to eat at little tables and to 
be served little portions of  food. They also love to eat with other children and have 
been observed to stay at the table longer and eat more food when in the company of  
their friends. Children are also more likely to give up their prejudices against foods 
when they see their peers eating them.119 Parents who serve food in a relaxed and 
casual manner, without anxiety, provide an environment in which a child’s negative 
emotions will be minimized.

avoiding Power Struggles Problems over food often arise during the second or third 
year, when children begin asserting their independence. Many of  these problems stem 
from the conflict between children’s developmental stages and capabilities and parents 
who, in attempting to do what they think is best for their children, try to control every 
aspect of  eating. Such conflicts can disrupt children’s abilities to regulate their own food 
intakes or to determine their own likes and dislikes. For example, many people share 
the misconception that children must be persuaded or coerced to try new foods. In fact, 
the opposite is true. When children are forced to try new foods, especially when offered 
rewards for eating a particular food, they are less likely to try those foods again than are 
children who are left to decide for themselves. Similarly, when children are restricted 
from eating their favorite foods, they are more likely to want those foods. As dietitian 
and family therapist Ellyn Satter notes, the parent is responsible for what the child is  
offered to eat, but the child is responsible for how much and even whether to eat.

When introducing new foods at the table, parents are advised to offer them one at a 
time and only in small amounts at first. The more often a food is presented to a young 
child, the more likely the child will accept that food.120 Between 5 and 10 exposures to 
a new food are necessary before a toddler shows an enhanced preference for the food. 
Offer the new food at the beginning of  the meal, when the child is hungry, and allow 
the child to make the decision to accept or reject it. Parents have their own inclina-
tions and dislikes; so do children. Never make an issue of  food acceptance. Table 12-14  
(on p. 344) offers tips for feeding picky eaters.

choking Prevention Parents must always be alert to the dangers of  choking.  
A choking child is silent, so an adult should be present whenever a child is eating. Make 
sure the child sits when eating; choking is more likely when a child is running or falling 
(see Table 12-5 for a list of  foods and nonfood items most likely to cause choking).

Play First Ideally, each meal is preceded, not followed, by the activity the child looks 
forward to the most. A number of  schools have discovered that children eat a much 

eating is more fun when your friends are there.
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better lunch if  it is served after, rather than before, recess. Otherwise, children “hurry 
up and eat” so that they can go play.

child Participation Allowing children to help plan and prepare the family’s meals 
provides enjoyable learning experiences and encourages children to eat the foods they 
have prepared. Vegetables are pretty, especially when fresh, and provide opportuni-
ties for children to learn about color, growing things and their seeds, and shapes and  
textures—all of  which are fascinating to young children. Measuring, stirring, deco-
rating, and arranging foods are skills that even a very young child can practice with 
enjoyment and pride (see Table 12-15).

Snacks Parents may find that their children often snack so much that they aren’t 
hungry at mealtimes. Instead of  teaching children not to snack, teach them how to 
snack. Provide snacks that are as nutritious as the foods served at mealtime. Snacks 
can even be mealtime foods that are served individually over time, instead of  all at 
once on one plate. When providing snacks to children, think of  the food groups and 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 4   Tips for Feeding Picky eaters

Get Them Involved

children are more likely to feel a sense of ownership and may be more interested in trying foods 
when they participate in meal planning, grocery shopping, cooking, gardening, and harvesting 
the foods they eat.

Be Creative

 ❚ try serving veggies as finger foods with dips or spreads.

 ❚ use cookie cutters to cut fruits and veggies into fun shapes.

 ❚ Put healthy snacks in ice cube trays or muffin pans where children can easily reach them and 
graze on these as they play.

 ❚ serve traditional meals out of order (for example, breakfast for dinner).

 ❚ use healthy foods such as veggies and whole grains in craft projects to help kids become  
familiar with them and encourage their interest and enthusiasm for these foods.

Enhance Favorite Recipes

 ❚ include sliced or shredded veggies in sauces, casseroles, pancakes, and muffins.

 ❚ serve fruit over cereal, yogurt, or ice cream.

 ❚ bake brownies with black beans or cookies with lentils as an ingredient.

Model and Share

 ❚ be a role model to children by eating healthy foods with them. offer to share your healthy 
snack with them, too.

 ❚ sometimes children need to be exposed to a new food multiple times before they develop a 
taste for the food, so make sure healthy options are always available and don’t give up on  
repeatedly offering foods your child might not seem interested in.

 ❚ encourage your child to taste at least one bite of each food served at a meal.

Respect and Relax

 ❚ remember that it is not uncommon for children to eat sporadically. they have smaller stomachs 
and therefore are likely to feel full faster and become hungry again not long after a snack or meal.

 ❚ Focus on your child’s overall weekly intake of food and nutrients rather than daily 
consumption.

 ❚ if you suspect that your child might not be eating enough to support healthy growth and develop-
ment, discuss your concerns with your child’s doctor. it might be helpful to maintain a food log of 
everything your child eats over a period of three days to bring along to the doctor appointment.

Source: based on mayo clinic staff, children’s nutrition: 10 tips for picky eaters, 2011, available at  
www.mayoclinic.com/health/childrens-health/hQ01107.
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offer such snacks as pieces of  cheese, sliced strawberries, cooked baby carrots, and egg 
salad on whole-wheat crackers (see Table 12-16). Replacing nutrient-poor, high-kcalo-
rie snacks such as potato chips with nutrient-rich, low-kcalorie snacks such as vegeta-
bles not only reduces children’s energy intakes but also improves their nutrient intakes 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 5   Food Skills and Developmental milestones of Preschool Childrena

Age (years) Food Skills Developmental Milestones

1 to 2  ❚ uses a spoon

 ❚ lifts and drinks from a cup

 ❚ helps scrub fruits and vegetables, 
tear lettuce or greens, snap green 
beans, or dip foods

 ❚ can be messy; can be easily distracted

 ❚ large muscles develop

 ❚ experiences slowed growth and  
decreased appetite

 ❚ develops likes and dislikes

 ❚ may suddenly refuse certain foods

3  ❚ spears food with a fork

 ❚ Feeds self independently

 ❚ helps wrap, pour, mix, shake, stir, or 
spread foods

 ❚ Follows simple instructions

 ❚ medium hand muscles develop

 ❚ may suddenly refuse certain foods

 ❚ begins to request favorite foods

 ❚ makes simple either/or food choices

4  ❚ uses all utensils and napkin

 ❚ helps measure dry ingredients

 ❚ learns table manners

 ❚ small finger muscles develop

 ❚ influenced by tV, media, and peers

 ❚ may dislike many mixed dishes

5  ❚ measures liquids

 ❚ helps grind, grate, and cut (soft 
foods with dull knife)

 ❚ uses hand mixer with supervision

 ❚ Fine coordination of fingers and 
hands develops

 ❚ usually accepts food that is available

 ❚ eats with minor supervision

athese ages are approximate. healthy, normal children develop at their own pace.

Source: adapted from myPlate for Preschoolers, behavioral milestones, available at www.choosemyplate.gov 
/preschoolers/healthy-habits/milestones.pdf.

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 6   Healthful Snack ideas—Think Food groups, alone  
and in Combination

selecting two or more foods from different food groups adds variety and nutrient balance to 
snacks. the combinations are endless, so be creative.

Grains: grain products are filling snacks, especially when combined with other foods:

 ❚ cereal with fruit and milk

 ❚ crackers and cheese

 ❚ whole-grain toast with peanut butter

 ❚ Popcorn with grated cheese

 ❚ oatmeal raisin cookies with milk

Vegetables: cut-up fresh, raw vegetables make great snacks alone or in combination with 
foods from other food groups:

 ❚ celery with peanut butter

 ❚ broccoli, cauliflower, and carrot sticks with a flavored cottage cheese dip

Fruits: Fruits are delicious snacks and can be eaten alone—fresh, dried, or juiced—or combined 
with other foods:

 ❚ apples and cheese

 ❚ bananas and peanut butter

 ❚ Peaches with yogurt

 ❚ raisins mixed with sunflower seeds or nuts

Protein Foods: meat, poultry, seafood, legumes, soy products, nuts, and seeds add protein to snacks:

 ❚ refried beans with nachos and cheese

 ❚ Peanut butter, hummus, or tuna on crackers

 ❚ luncheon meat on whole-grain bread

Milk and Milk Products: milk can be used as a beverage with any snack, and many other milk 
products, such as yogurt and cheese, can be eaten alone or with other foods as listed above.
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as well.121 Snacks that are easy to prepare should be readily available to children, espe-
cially if  the children arrive home after school before their parents.

Preventing Dental caries Children frequently snack on sticky, sugary foods 
that stay on the teeth and provide an ideal environment for the growth of  bacteria 
that cause dental caries. Teach children to brush and floss after meals, to brush or 
rinse after eating snacks, to avoid sticky foods, and to select crisp or fibrous foods 
frequently.

Serving as role Models In an effort to practice these many tips, parents may over-
look perhaps the single most important influence on their children’s food habits— 
themselves. Parents who do not eat oranges should not be surprised when their  
children refuse to eat oranges. Likewise, parents who dislike the smell of  brus-
sels sprouts may not be able to persuade children to try them. Children learn much 
through imitation. Parents, older siblings, and other caregivers set an irresistible  
example by sitting with younger children, eating the same foods, and having pleasant 
conversations during mealtime.

While serving and enjoying food, caregivers can promote both physical and emo-
tional health at every stage of  a child’s life. They can help their children to develop 
both a positive self-concept and a positive attitude toward food. If  the beginnings are 
right, children will grow without the conflicts and confusions over foods that lead to 
nutrition and health problems.

Nutrition at School
While parents are doing what they can to establish good eating habits in their children 
at home, others are preparing and serving foods to their children at day care centers 
and schools. In addition, children begin learning about food and nutrition in the class-
room. Meeting the nutrition and education needs of  children is critical to supporting 
their healthy growth and development.122 The Academy of  Nutrition and Dietetics has 
set nutrition standards for childcare programs (see Table 12-17).123 In addition, childcare 
providers can encourage active play for children by creating opportunities for children 
to engage in both structured and unstructured activity throughout the day.

The U.S. government funds programs to provide nutritious, high-quality meals 
for children at school. Both the School Breakfast Program and the National School 
Lunch Program provide meals at a reasonable cost to children from families with the 
financial means to pay. Meals are available free or at reduced cost to children from 
low-income families.

School Breakfast The School Breakfast Program is available in about 90 percent 
of  the nation’s schools that offer school lunch, and nearly 13 million children par-
ticipate in it.124 Nevertheless, many children who need the School Breakfast Program 
either do not have access to the program or do not participate in it.125 The majority of  
children who eat school breakfasts are from low-income families. As research results 
continue to emphasize the positive impact breakfast has on school performance and 
health, vigorous campaigns to expand school breakfast programs are under way.126 
The school breakfast must contain, at a minimum: one serving of  fluid milk (either 
unflavored low-fat or flavored or unflavored fat-free); one serving of  fruit or vegetable 
(no more than half  of  the servings may be 100 percent full-strength juice); and either 
one to two servings of  whole grains or one serving of  whole grains and one serving of  
meat or meat alternatives.

School Lunch More than 31 million children receive lunches through the  
National School Lunch Program—more than half  of  them free or at a reduced 
price.127 School lunches are designed to provide at least a third of  the recommenda-
tion for energy, protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, iron, and calcium. They must also 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 7   Selected 
academy of nutrition and 
Dietetics nutrition Standards 
for Childcare Programs

Meal plans should:

 ❚ be nutritionally adequate and 
consistent with the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans.

 ❚ emphasize fresh fruit, fresh 
and frozen vegetables, whole 
grains, and low-fat milk and 
milk products.

 ❚ limit foods and beverages high 
in energy, added sugars, solid 
fats, and sodium, and low in 
vitamins and minerals.

 ❚ Provide foods and beverages 
in quantities and meal patterns 
appropriate to ensure optimal 
growth and development.

 ❚ involve parents in planning.

 ❚ Provide furniture and eating 
utensils that are age appropri-
ate and developmentally suit-
able to encourage children to 
accept and enjoy mealtime.

Source: Position of the american dietetic 
association: benchmarks for nutrition in 
child care, Journal of the American Dietetic 
Association 111 (2011): 607–615.
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include specified numbers of  servings from each food group. In an effort to help 
reduce disease risk, all government-funded meals served at schools must follow  
the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. Table 12-18 shows school lunch patterns for  
children of  different ages.

The USDA Food and Nutrition Service recently updated the meal patterns and 
nutrition standards for school meals.128 Changes to meals include greater availability 
of  fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and fat-free and low-fat milk, decreased levels of  
sodium, saturated fat, and trans fat, and guidelines for meeting nutrient needs within 
specified kcalorie ranges based on age/grade groups for school children. 

Parents often rely on school lunches to meet a significant part of  their children’s 
nutrient needs on school days. Indeed, students who regularly eat school lunches have 
higher intakes of  many nutrients and fiber than students who do not. Children don’t 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 8   School Lunch Patterns for Different ages

Food Group

Amount of Food per Week (minimum per day)a

Elementary School
Grades K to 5

Middle School
Grades 6 to 8

High School
Grades 9 to 12

Fruits (cups)b 2½ (½) 2½ (½) 5 (1)

Vegetables (cups)b 3¾ (¾) 3¾ (¾) 5 (1)

dark greenc ½ ½ ½ 

red/orangec ¾ ¾ 1¼ 

beans/peas (legumes)c ½ ½ ½

starchyc ½ ½ ½ 

otherc ½ ½ ¾ 

additional to reach totald 1 1 1½ 

grains (oz eq)e 8–9 (1) 8–10 (1) 10–12 (2)

meat or meat alternate (oz eq) 8–10 (1) 9–10 (1) 10–12 (2)

milk: Fluid milk (cups)f 5 (1) 5 (1) 5 (1)

Other Specifications: daily amount based on the average for a 5-day week

kcalorie rangeg, h 550–650 600–700 750–850

saturated fat (% of total kcalories)h <10 <10 <10

sodium (mg)h, i ≤1230 ≤1360 ≤1420

school year 2017–2018 ≤935 ≤1035 ≤1080

school year 2022–2023 ≤640 ≤710 ≤740

Trans fat nutrition label or manufacturer specifications must indicate 
zero grams of trans fat per serving.

aminimum creditable serving is ¹⁄8 cup.

bone quarter-cup of dried fruit counts as ½ cup of fruit; 1 cup of leafy greens counts as ½ cup of vegetables. no more 
than half of the fruit or vegetable offerings may be in the form of juice. all juice must be 100% full-strength.

clarger amounts of these vegetables may be served.

dany vegetable subgroup may be offered to meet the total weekly vegetable requirement.

eall grains must be whole grain rich.

fFluid milk must be low-fat (1% milk fat or less, unflavored) or fat-free (unflavored or flavored).

gthe average daily amount of kcalories for a 5-day school week must be within the range (at least the minimum and 
no more than the maximum values).

hdiscretionary sources of kcalories (solid fats and added sugars) may be added to the meal pattern if within the 
specifications for kcalories, saturated fat, trans fat, and sodium. Foods of minimal nutritional value and fluid milk with 
fat content greater than 1% milk fat are not allowed.

iFinal sodium specifications are to be reached by school year 2022–2023 or July 1, 2022. intermediate specifications 
are currently in effect and established for school year 2017–2018.

Sources: u.s. department of agriculture 2012; Federal Register 77 (2012): 4110–4111.
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always like what they are served, however, and school lunch programs must strike a 
balance between what children want to eat and what will nourish them and guard 
their health.

competing influences at School Serving nutritious lunches is only half  the battle;  
students need to eat them, too. Short lunch periods and long lines prevent some  
students from eating a school lunch and leave others with too little time to complete 
their meals.129 Nutrition efforts at schools are also undermined when students can 
buy what the USDA labels “competitive foods”—meals from fast-food restaurants or 
à la carte foods such as pizza or snack foods and carbonated beverages from snack 
bars, school stores, and vending machines.130 These foods and beverages compete with  
nutritious school lunches. When students have access to competitive foods, participa-
tion in the school lunch program decreases, nutrient intake from lunch declines, and 
more food is discarded.131

Increasingly, school-based nutrition issues are being addressed by legislation. The 
USDA recently published practical, science-based nutrition standards for “all foods 
sold in schools,” including snack foods and beverages (see Table 12-19). The stan-
dards encourage healthier snack foods while limiting junk foods.132

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Adults at home and at school need to provide children with nutrient-dense foods 
and teach them how to make healthful choices. Adults also need to provide ample 
opportunity for children to be physically active.

 ❚ School-based nutrition issues are being addressed by legislation nationwide.  
Establishing and implementing nutrition standards for all foods available on 
school campuses helps to ensure that such foods comply with the Dietary  
Guidelines for Americans.

12.3 Nutrition during Adolescence
LO 12.3 Describe the nutrient needs of adolescents and some of the challenges in 
meeting these needs.

As children pass through adolescence on their way to becoming adults, they change 
in many ways. Their physical changes make their nutrient needs high, and their emo-
tional, intellectual, and social changes make meeting those needs a challenge.

Teenagers make many more choices for themselves than they did as children. 
They are not fed; they eat. Food choices made during the teen years profoundly  
affect present and future health. At the same time, social pressures thrust choices at 
them: whether to drink alcoholic beverages and whether to develop their bodies to 
meet extreme ideals of  slimness or athletic prowess. Their interest in nutrition—both 
valid information and misinformation—derives from personal, immediate experi-
ences. They are concerned with how diet can improve their lives now—they try the 
latest fad diet to fit into a new bathing suit, avoid greasy foods in an effort to clear 
acne, or eat a plate of  pasta to prepare for a big sporting event. In presenting infor-
mation on the nutrition and health of  adolescents, this chapter includes topics of  
interest to teens.

Growth and Development during Adolescence
With the onset of  adolescence, the steady growth of  childhood speeds up abruptly and 
dramatically, and the growth patterns of  females and males become distinct. Hormones 
direct the intensity and duration of  the adolescent growth spurt, profoundly affecting 

Ta b L e  1 2 - 1 9   uSDa 
nutrition Standards for 
Foods Sold in Schools

Any food sold in schools must:

 ❚ be a “whole grain-rich” grain 
product; or

 ❚ have a fruit, vegetable, dairy 
product, or protein food as the 
first ingredient; or

 ❚ be a combination food that 
contains at least ¼ cup of fruit 
and/or vegetable; or

 ❚ contain ≥10% of the daily 
Value (dV) of one or more  
nutrients of concern (calcium, 
potassium, vitamin d, or fiber).

Foods must also limit kcalories, 
sodium, fat, and sugar.

All schools may sell the 
following beverages:

 ❚ Plain or carbonated water

 ❚ unflavored low-fat milk

 ❚ unflavored or flavored fat-free 
milk/milk alternatives 

 ❚ 100% fruit or vegetable juice 
with no added sugars

Source: usda’s “all foods sold in schools” 
standards, www.fns.usda.gov/school-meals 
/smart-snacks-school, June 20, 2014.

adolescence: the period of growth 
from the beginning of puberty until 
full maturity. timing of adolescence 
varies from person to person.
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every organ of  the body, including the brain. After 2 to 3 years of  intense growth and a 
few more at a slower pace, physically mature adults emerge.

In general, the adolescent growth spurt begins at age 10 or 11 for females and at 
age 12 or 13 for males. It lasts about 2½ years. Before puberty, male and female body 
compositions differ only slightly, but during the adolescent spurt, differences between 
the genders become apparent in the skeletal system, lean body mass, and fat stores. In 
females, fat assumes a larger percentage of  total body weight, and in males, the lean 
body mass—principally muscle and bone—increases much more than in females. On 
average, males grow 8 inches taller, and females, 6 inches taller. Males gain approxi-
mately 45 pounds, and females, about 35 pounds.

Energy and Nutrient Needs
The energy needs of  adolescents vary greatly, depending on the current rate of  
growth, gender, body composition, and physical activity.133 Boys’ energy needs may 
be especially high; they typically grow faster than girls and, as mentioned, develop 
a greater proportion of  lean body mass. An exceptionally active boy of  15 may need 
3500 kcalories or more a day just to maintain his weight. Girls start growing earlier 
than boys and attain shorter heights and lower weights, so their energy needs peak 
sooner and decline earlier than those of  their male peers. An inactive girl of  15 whose 
growth is nearly at a standstill may need fewer than 1800 kcalories a day if  she is to 
avoid excessive weight gain. Thus, teenage girls need to pay special attention to being 
physically active and selecting foods of  high nutrient density so that they will meet 
their nutrient needs without exceeding their energy needs.

obesity The insidious problem of  obesity becomes ever more apparent in adoles-
cence and often continues into adulthood. Without intervention, overweight teens 
will face numerous physical and socioeconomic consequences for years to come. 
The consequences of  obesity are so dramatic and our society’s attitude toward obese  
people is so negative that even healthy-weight or underweight teens may perceive a 
need to lose weight. When taken to extremes, restrictive diets bring dramatic physical 
consequences of  their own, as Nutrition in Practice 6 explains.

Vitamin D Recommendations for most vitamins increase during the teen years (see 
the tables on the inside front cover). Several of  the vitamin recommendations for 
adolescents are similar to those for adults, including the recently revised recommen-
dations for vitamin D.134 Vitamin D is essential for bone growth and development. 
Recent studies of  vitamin D status in adolescents show that many are vitamin D  
deficient; blacks, females, and overweight adolescents are most at risk.135 Adolescents 
who do not receive enough vitamin D from fortified foods such as milk and cereals, or 
from sun exposure each day, may need a supplement.136

iron The need for iron increases during adolescence for both females and males 
but for different reasons. Iron needs increase for females as they start to menstruate 
and for males as their lean body mass develops. Hence, the RDA increases at age 14 
for both males and females. Because menstruation continues throughout a woman’s 
childbearing years, the RDA for iron remains high for women into late adulthood. For 
males, the RDA returns to preadolescent values in early adulthood.

In addition, iron needs increase when the adolescent growth spurt begins, 
whether that occurs before or after age 14. Therefore, boys in a growth spurt need an  
additional 2.9 milligrams of  iron per day above the RDA for their age; girls need an  
additional 1.1 milligrams per day. Furthermore, iron recommendations for girls be-
fore age 14 do not reflect the iron losses of  menstruation, even though the average age 
of  menarche (first menstruation) in the United States is 12.5 years. Therefore, for girls 
younger than age 14 who have started to menstruate, an additional 2.5 milligrams of  
iron per day is recommended. Thus, the RDA for iron depends not only on age and 

puberty: the period in life in which 
a person becomes physically capable 
of reproduction.
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gender but also on whether the individual is in a growth spurt or has begun to men-
struate, as listed in Table 12-20.

Iron intakes often fail to keep pace with increasing needs, especially for females, 
who typically consume fewer iron-rich foods such as meat and fewer total kcalories 
than males. Not surprisingly, iron deficiency is most prevalent among adolescent girls. 
Iron-deficient children and teens score lower on standardized tests than those who are 
not iron deficient.

calcium Adolescence is a crucial time for bone development, and the requirement 
for calcium reaches its peak during these years.137 Unfortunately, many adolescents, 
especially females, have calcium intakes below recommendations.138 Low calcium  
intakes during times of  active growth, especially if  paired with physical inactivity, can 
compromise the development of  peak bone mass, which is considered the best pro-
tection against adolescent fractures and adult osteoporosis. Increasing milk products 
in the diet to meet calcium recommendations greatly increases bone density.139 Once 
again, however, teenage girls are most vulnerable, for their milk—and therefore their 
calcium—intakes begin to decline at the time when their calcium needs are greatest.140 
Furthermore, women have much greater bone losses than men in later life. In addition 
to dietary calcium, physical activity makes bones grow stronger. However, because 
some high schools do not require students to attend physical activity classes, many 
adolescents must make a point to be physically active during leisure time.

Food Choices and Health Habits
Teenagers like the freedom to come and go as they choose. They eat what they want 
if  it is convenient and if  they have the time. With a multitude of  afterschool, social, 
and job activities, they almost inevitably fall into irregular eating habits. At any 
given time on any given day, a teenager may be skipping a meal, eating a snack, pre-
paring a meal, or consuming food prepared by a parent or restaurant.141 Adolescents 
who frequently eat meals with their families, however, eat more fruits, vegetables, 
grains, and calcium-rich foods and drink fewer soft drinks than those who seldom 
eat with their families.142 Many adolescents begin to skip breakfast on a regular  
basis, missing out on important nutrients that are not made up at later meals during 
the day. Compared with those who skip breakfast, teenagers who do eat breakfast 
have higher intakes of  vitamin A, vitamin C, and riboflavin, as well as calcium, 
iron, and zinc.143 Teenagers who eat breakfast are therefore more likely to meet their 
nutrient recommendations.

Breakfast skipping may also lead to weight gain in adolescents. Eating breakfast 
each day, especially a breakfast rich in fiber and protein, improves satiety and reduces 
hunger and the desire to eat throughout the day.144 As adolescents make the transition 
to adulthood, not only do they skip breakfast more often, but they also eat fast food 
more often. Both skipping breakfast and eating fast foods lead to weight gain.145

Ideally, in light of  adolescents’ busy schedules and desire for freedom, the adult 
becomes a gatekeeper, controlling the type and availability of  food in the teenager’s 
environment. Teenage sons and daughters and their friends should find plenty of   
nutritious, easy-to-grab food in the refrigerator (meats for sandwiches; low-fat cheeses; 
fresh, raw vegetables and fruits; fruit juices; and milk) and more in the cabinets 
(whole-grain breads, peanut butter, nuts, popcorn, and cereal). In many households 
today, all the adults work outside the home, and teenagers perform some of  the gate-
keeper’s roles, such as shopping for groceries or choosing fast or prepared foods.

Snacks On average, about a fourth of  an adolescent’s total daily energy intake comes 
from snacks, which, if  chosen carefully, can contribute some of  the needed nutrients 
(see Table 12-16 on p. 345). A survey of  more than 5000 adolescents found that those 
who ate snacks more often were less likely to be overweight or obese and had lower 
rates of  abdominal obesity compared with those who ate snacks less often.146

Ta b L e  1 2 - 2 0   iron 
recommendations during 
adolescence

Iron RDA for males:

 ❚ 9–13 yr: 8 mg/day

 ❚ 9–13 yr in growth spurt:  
10.9 mg/day

 ❚ 14–18 yr: 11 mg/day

 ❚ 14–18 yr in growth spurt:  
13.9 mg/day

Iron RDA for females:

 ❚ 9–13 yr: 8 mg/day

 ❚ 9–13 yr in menarche:  
10.5 mg/day

 ❚ 9–13 yr in menarche and 
growth spurt: 11.6 mg/day

 ❚ 14–18 yr: 15 mg/day

 ❚ 14–18 yr in growth spurt:  
16.1 mg/day

gatekeeper: with respect to  
nutrition, a key person who controls 
other people’s access to foods and 
thereby exerts a profound impact 
on their nutrition. examples are the 
spouse who buys and cooks the 
food, the parent who feeds the 
children, and the caregiver in a day 
care center.
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Beverages Most frequently, adolescents drink soft drinks instead of  fruit juice or 
milk with lunch, supper, and snacks. About the only time they select fruit juices is 
at breakfast. When teens drink milk, they are more likely to consume it with a meal 
(especially breakfast) than as a snack. Because of  their greater food intakes, boys are 
more likely than girls to drink enough milk to meet their calcium needs.147

Soft drinks, when chosen as the primary beverage, may affect bone density, partly 
because they displace milk from the diet. Over the past 3 decades, teens (especially 
girls) have been drinking more soft drinks and less milk. Adolescents who drink soft 
drinks regularly have a higher energy intake and a lower calcium intake than those 
who do not.148

Soft drinks and energy drinks containing caffeine present a different problem if  
caffeine intake becomes excessive.149 Many adolescents consume energy drinks on 
a regular basis and these beverages contain much more caffeine than soft drinks.150*  
Caffeine seems to be relatively harmless, however, when used in moderate doses (less 
than 100 milligrams per day, roughly equivalent to fewer than three 12-ounce cola 
beverages a day). In greater amounts, it can cause the symptoms associated with  
anxiety—sweating, tenseness, and inability to concentrate.

eating away from Home Adolescents eat about one-third of  their meals away 
from home, and their nutritional welfare is enhanced or hindered by the choices 
they make.151 A lunch consisting of  a hamburger, a chocolate shake, and french fries 
supplies substantial quantities of  many nutrients at a kcalorie cost of  about 800, an  
energy intake some adolescents can afford. When they eat this sort of  lunch, teens 
can adjust their breakfast and dinner choices to include fruits and vegetables for  
vitamin A, vitamin C, folate, and fiber, and lean meats and legumes for iron and zinc. 
(See Appendix A for the nutrient contents of  fast foods.) Fortunately, many fast-food 
restaurants are offering more nutritious choices than the standard hamburger meal.

Peer influence  Physical maturity and growing independence present adolescents 
with new choices whose consequences influence their health and nutrition status both 
today and throughout life. Many of  the food and health choices adolescents make  
reflect the opinions and actions of  their peers. When others perceive milk as “babyish,”  
a teen may choose soft drinks instead; when others skip lunch and hang out in the 
parking lot, a teen may join in for the camaraderie, regardless of  hunger. Some teen-
agers begin using drugs, alcohol, and tobacco; others wisely refrain. Adults can set up 
the environment so that nutritious foods are available and can stand by with reliable 
information and advice about health and nutrition, but the rest is up to the adoles-
cents. Ultimately, they make the choices.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Nutrient needs rise dramatically as children enter the rapid growth phase of  the 
teen years.

 ❚ The busy lifestyles of  teenagers add to the challenge of  meeting their nutrient 
needs, especially for iron and calcium.

Assessment of  nutrition status in healthy infants, children and adolescents can confirm 
that development is normal or can catch potential problems early. (Chapter 14 offers 
details about nutrition assessment.) The Nutrition Assessment Checklist (on p. 352) 
highlights problems to look for when working with infants, children and adolescents.

*Caffeine-containing soft drinks typically deliver about 30 milligrams of caffeine per 12-ounce can; 
energy drinks typically deliver about 100 milligrams of caffeine for equivalent amounts. A pharmaco-
logically active dose of caffeine is defined as 200 milligrams. Appendix A starts with a table listing the 
caffeine contents of selected foods, beverages, and drugs.

nutritious snacks contribute 
valuable nutrients to an active 
teen’s diet.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for:

 ■ alcohol, tobacco, or illicit drug abuse
 ■ attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (adhd)
 ■ diabetes or other chronic disorders
 ■ eating disorders
 ■ Food allergies
 ■ lactose intolerance
 ■ obesity
 ■ Pregnancy

Medications

For children or adolescents being treated with drug therapy for 
medical conditions, note:

 ■ side effects that might reduce food intake or change  
nutrient needs

 ■ Proper administration of medication with respect to food intake

Dietary Intake

For infants, note:

 ■ method of feeding (breastfeeding, formula, or both)
 ■ Frequency and duration of breastfeeding
 ■ amount of infant formula
 ■ Practice of putting infant to bed with bottle
 ■ solid foods the infant is fed, if any
 ■ amount of food the infant is fed

For all children and adolescents, especially those considered at 
risk nutritionally, assess the diet for:

 ■ total energy
 ■ Protein
 ■ calcium and iron
 ■ Vitamin a, vitamin c, and folate
 ■ Fiber

note the following:

 ■ number of days each week a nutritious breakfast is eaten
 ■ number of hours the child or teen sleeps each day

 ■ number of soft drinks the child or teen drinks each day
 ■ number of fast-food meals eaten each day
 ■ number and type of snacks eaten each day
 ■ type and amount of physical activity
 ■ amount of caffeine consumed

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight.

 ■ note infant birth weight.
 ■ reassess height, weight, and growth patterns at each medical 

checkup.
 ■ note weight, length, and head circumference of infants.
 ■ note significant obesity or underweight and any intervention 

strategies employed.

laboratory Tests

monitor the following laboratory tests for infants:

 ■ blood glucose of infants born to mothers with gestational 
diabetes

 ■ results of tests for inborn errors of metabolism (see nutrition 
in Practice 16)

monitor the following laboratory tests for children and 
adolescents:

 ■ hemoglobin, hematocrit, or other tests of iron status
 ■ blood glucose for children or adolescents with diabetes
 ■ blood lead concentrations

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition
 ■ iron deficiency
 ■ Vitamin a deficiency
 ■ Vitamin c deficiency
 ■ Folate deficiency

F o r  i n F a n t s ,  c h i l d r e n ,  
a n d  a d o l e s c e n t s

clinical applications
1. at 2½ years old, travis is healthy, though slightly under-

weight, and headstrong. travis’s mother hovers over him at 
every meal and insists that he take several bites of every  
food on his plate, even if he dislikes the food or is not  
familiar with it. even though travis is hungry when he sits 
down to a meal, his mother’s constant urging to get him to 
eat quickly quells any interest he had in eating. travis simply 
folds his arms across his chest, closes his mouth tightly, and 
refuses to eat any more food. after more begging, pleading, 

and nagging, travis’s mother becomes angry and sends him 
away from the table. travis is not allowed to snack between 
meals because his mother is concerned that snacks will ruin 
his appetite.

 ❚ what factors might be contributing to travis’s refusal to eat?

 ❚ travis’s mother is concerned about her son’s underweight. 
what strategies would you suggest to help travis gain 
weight?
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self check
1. breast milk is recommended for the first 12 months of life  

because it offers complete nutrition and ___ to the infant.
a. fluoride
b. fructose
c. immunological protection
d. pica

2. which of the following is a characteristic of iron deficiency in 
children?
a. it rarely develops in those with high intakes of milk.
b. it affects brain function before anemia sets in.
c. it is a primary factor in hyperactivity.
d. mild deficiency enhances mental performance by lowering 

physical activity level, thereby leading to increased  
attention span.

3. three symptoms of lead toxicity are:
a. diarrhea, irritability, and fatigue.
b. low blood sugar, hair loss, and skin rash.
c. increased heart rate, hyperactivity, and dry skin.
d. bleeding gums, brittle fingernails, and swollen glands.

4. allergic reactions to foods are most often caused by:
a. corn, rice, or meats.
b. eggs, peanuts, or milk.
c. red meats, milk, or msg.
d. seafood, dark greens, or lactose.

5. when introducing new foods to children:

a. reward children as they try new foods.

b. offer many choices to encourage variety.

c. offer one new food at the end of the meal.

d. offer one new food at the beginning of the meal.

6. which of the following is not true? children who watch a lot 
of television are likely to:
a. become obese.
b. spend less time being physically active.
c. learn healthy eating tips from programs.
d. eat the foods most often advertised on television.

7. which of the following strategies is not effective?
a. Play first, eat later.
b. Provide small portions.
c. encourage children to help prepare meals.
d. use dessert as a reward for eating vegetables.

8. during the growth spurt of adolescence:
a. females gain more weight than males.
b. males gain more fat, proportionately, than females.
c. differences in body composition between males and  

females become apparent.
d. similarities in body composition between males and females 

become apparent.

9. two nutrients that are usually lacking in adolescents’ diets are:
a. zinc and fat.
b. iron and calcium.
c. protein and thiamin.
d. vitamin a and riboflavin.

10. to help teenagers consume a balanced diet, parents can:
a. monitor the teens’ food intake.
b. give up—parents can’t influence teenagers.
c. keep the cabinets and refrigerator well stocked.
d. forbid snacking and insist on regular, well-balanced meals.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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1 2 . 4  c h i l d h O O d  O B e s i t y  a n d  t h e  e a r ly  d e V e l O P m e n t  O F  c h r O n i c  d i s e a s e s

Nutrition in Practice

LO 12.4 Describe the lifestyle factors that can help 
prevent childhood obesity and the development of 
type 2 diabetes and heart disease.

When people think about the health problems of children and 
adolescents, they typically think of ear infections, colds, and 

acne—not heart disease, diabetes, or hypertension. today, however, 
unprecedented numbers of u.s. children are being diagnosed with 
obesity and the serious “adult diseases,” such as type 2 diabetes, that 
accompany overweight.1 when type 2 diabetes develops before the 
age of 20, the incidence of diabetic kidney disease and death in  
middle age increases dramatically, largely because of the long dura-
tion of the disease. For children born in the united states in the year 
2000, the risk of developing type 2 diabetes sometime in their lives is 
estimated to be 30 percent for boys and 40 percent for girls. u.s.  
children are not alone—rapidly rising rates of obesity threaten the 
health of an alarming number of children around the globe.2 without 
immediate intervention, millions of children are destined to develop 
type 2 diabetes and hypertension in childhood followed by  
cardiovascular disease (CVD) in early adulthood.3

over the past three decades, researchers have been observing 
how changes in body weight, blood lipids, blood pressure, and 
individual behaviors correlate with the development of cVd over 
time—from infancy to childhood through adolescence and into 
young adulthood. some major findings have emerged from this 
research:

 ❚ changes inside the arteries—changes predictive of cVd—are 
evident in childhood.

 ❚ obesity in children affects these changes.

 ❚ behaviors that influence the development of obesity and of cVd 
are learned and begin early in life. these behaviors include over-
eating, physical inactivity, and cigarette smoking.

this nutrition in Practice focuses on efforts to prevent childhood 
obesity, type 2 diabetes, and cVd (see box nP12-1 for definitions 
of the relevant terms), but the benefits extend to other obesity-
related diseases as well. the years of childhood (ages 2 to 18) are 
emphasized here, for the earlier in life health-promoting habits 
become established, the better they will stick.

What about genetics? Do some people inherit 
the tendency to become obese or develop 
diabetes or CVD regardless of the lifestyle  
habits they adopt?

For obesity, as well as for cVd, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes, 
genetics does not appear to play a determining role; that is, a  
person is not simply destined at birth to develop them. instead,  
genetics appears to play a permissive role—the potential is  
inherited and will then develop, if given a push by factors in the 

environment such as poor diet, sedentary lifestyle, and cigarette 
smoking.4 researchers note that the relationship between genes 
and the environment is a synergistic one—their combined effects 
are greater than the sum of their individual effects.

many experts agree that preventing or treating obesity in  
childhood will reduce the rate of chronic diseases in adulthood. 
without intervention, most overweight children become over-
weight adolescents who become overweight adults, and being 
overweight exacerbates every chronic disease that adults face.5 
Fatty liver, a condition that correlates directly with bmi, was not 
even recognized in pediatric research until recently. today, fatty 
liver disease affects about one in three obese children.6

What about events that take place during fetal 
development—malnutrition, for example? Can 
they affect a person’s tendency to develop 
diseases later in life?

a theory called fetal programming, or developmental origins of 
health and disease, states that maternal malnutrition or other 
harmful conditions at a critical period of fetal development may 
have lifelong effects on an individual’s pattern of genetic expres-
sion and therefore on the tendency to develop obesity and certain 
diseases.7 Poor maternal diet or health during pregnancy may alter 
the infant’s bodily functions that influence disease development, 
such as blood pressure, cholesterol metabolism, glucose metabo-
lism, and immune functions.8 For example, malnutrition during 
fetal development may encourage metabolic programming that 
promotes nutrient storage and thus provides a survival advantage 
in an environment of poor postnatal nutrition. in a postnatal en-
vironment of adequate nutrition or overnutrition, however, such 

B O X  n P 1 2 - 1   g L O S S a r y

atherosclerosis (aTH-er-oh-scler-OH-sis): a type of artery 
disease characterized by plaques (accumulations of lipid-containing 
material) on the inner walls of the arteries (see chapter 22).

 ❚ athero 5 porridge or soft

 ❚ scleros 5 hard

 ❚ osis 5 condition

cardiovascular disease (CVD): a general term for all diseases of 
the heart and blood vessels. atherosclerosis is the main cause of cVd. 
when the arteries that carry blood to the heart muscle become blocked, 
the heart suffers damage, known as coronary heart disease (chd).

 ❚ cardio 5 heart

 ❚ vascular 5 blood vessels

fatty streaks: accumulation of cholesterol and other lipids along the 
walls of the arteries.

plaque (PLaCK): an accumulation of fatty deposits, smooth muscle 
cells, and fibrous connective tissue that develops in the artery walls. 
Plaque associated with atherosclerosis is known as atheromatous 
(ath-er-oh-ma-tus) plaque.
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adaptations can lead to the development of glucose intolerance, 
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and hypertension.9

Why has type 2 diabetes become so prevalent?

in recent years, type 2 diabetes, a chronic disease closely linked 
with obesity, has been on the rise among children and adolescents 
as the prevalence of obesity in u.s. youth has increased.10 type 2 
diabetes is most likely to occur in those who are obese and sed-
entary and have a family history of diabetes. obesity is the most 
important risk factor—most of the children diagnosed with type 
2 diabetes are obese. most are diagnosed during puberty, but as 
children become more obese and less active, the disease is appear-
ing in younger and younger children. 

How does type 2 diabetes develop?

in type 2 diabetes, the body’s cells become insulin resistant—that 
is, the cells become less sensitive to insulin, reducing the amount 
of glucose entering the cells from the blood. the combination 
of obesity and insulin resistance produces a cluster of symptoms, 
including high blood pressure and high blood lipids, which in 
turn promotes the development of atherosclerosis and the early 
development of cVd.11 other common problems evident by early 
adulthood include kidney disease, blindness, and miscarriages. the 
complications of diabetes, especially when encountered at a young 
age, can shorten life expectancy. chapter 21 offers a detailed  
discussion of diabetes.

Prevention and treatment of type 2 diabetes depend on weight 
management, which can be particularly difficult in a young per-
son’s world of food advertising, video games, and pocket money 
for candy bars. the activity and dietary suggestions to help defend 
against heart disease later in this discussion apply to type 2  
diabetes as well.

How does CVD develop, and when does its 
development begin?

most cVd involves atherosclerosis—the accumulation of cho-
lesterol and other blood lipids along the walls of the arteries. Fre-
quently, atherosclerosis and its complications interfere with the flow 
of blood to the heart and can lead to coronary heart disease (chd), 
which, in turn, raises the likelihood of a heart attack. when athero-
sclerosis interferes with blood flow to the brain, a stroke can result. 
infants are born with healthy, smooth, clear arteries, but within the 
first decade of life, fatty streaks may begin to appear. during  
adolescence, these fatty streaks may begin to turn into plaques  
(Figure 22-2 in chapter 22 shows the formation of plaques in  
atherosclerosis). by early adulthood, the fibrous plaques may begin 
to calcify and become raised lesions, especially in boys and young 
men. as the lesions grow more numerous and thicken, the heart 
disease rate begins to rise, and the rise becomes dramatic at about 
age 45 in men and 55 in women. From this point on, arterial  
damage and blockage progress rapidly, and heart attacks and 
strokes threaten life. in short, the consequences of atherosclerosis, 
which become apparent only in adulthood, have their beginnings  
in the first decades of life.12

children with the highest risks of developing heart disease are 
sedentary and obese; they may also have diabetes, high blood 
pressure, and high blood cholesterol.13 in contrast, children with 

the lowest risks of heart disease are physically active and of normal 
weight, with low blood pressure and favorable lipid profiles.

Parents do not need to worry about their 
children’s blood cholesterol, do they?

atherosclerotic lesion formation reflects blood cholesterol: as 
blood cholesterol rises, lesion coverage increases. cholesterol 
values at birth are similar in all populations; differences emerge in 
early childhood. standard values for cholesterol screening in chil-
dren and adolescents are listed in table nP12-1. cholesterol con-
centrations change with age in children and adolescents, however, 
and are especially variable during puberty.14 thus, using a single 
cut point for all pediatric age groups has limitations.

in general, blood cholesterol tends to rise as dietary saturated 
fat intakes increase. blood cholesterol also correlates with child-
hood obesity, especially abdominal obesity.15 ldl cholesterol 
rises with obesity, and hdl declines. these relationships are 
apparent throughout childhood, and their magnitude increases 
with age.

children who are both overweight and have high blood cho-
lesterol are likely to have parents who develop heart disease early. 
For this reason, selective screening is recommended for children 
and adolescents of any age who are overweight or obese; those 
whose parents (or grandparents) have premature (≤55 years of 
age for men and ≤65 years of age for women) heart disease; 
those whose parents have elevated blood cholesterol; those who 
have other risk factors for heart disease such as hypertension, 
cigarette smoking, or diabetes; and those whose family history is 
unavailable. because blood cholesterol in children is a good pre-
dictor of adult values, some experts recommend universal screen-
ing for all children aged 9 to 11.16

early—but not advanced—atherosclerotic lesions are reversible, 
making screening and education a high priority. both those with 
family histories of heart disease and those with multiple risk  
factors need intervention.

is hypertension a concern for children  
and adolescents?

Pediatricians routinely monitor blood pressure in children and 
adolescents. high blood pressure may signal an underlying disease 
or the early onset of hypertension. childhood hypertension, left 
untreated, can accelerate the development of atherosclerosis.17 
diagnosing hypertension in children and adolescents requires con-
sideration of age, gender, and height, and blood pressure cannot 
be assessed using the simple tables applied to adults.

Ta b L e  n P 1 2 - 1   Cholesterol Values for Children 
and adolescents

Disease Risk
Total Cholesterol 

(mg/dl)
lDl Cholesterol 

(mg/dl)

acceptable <170 <110

borderline 170–199 110–129

high ≥200 ≥130

Note: adult values appear in table 22-2 on p. 000.
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like atherosclerosis and high blood cholesterol, hypertension 
may develop in the first decades of life, especially among obese 
children, and worsen with time. children can control their hyper-
tension by participating in regular aerobic activity and by losing 
weight or maintaining their weight as they grow taller. restricting 
dietary sodium also causes an immediate drop in most children’s 
and adolescents’ blood pressure.18

regular physical activity lowers risks for heart 
disease and hypertension in adults; does it do so 
in children as well?

yes. research has confirmed an association between blood lipids 
and physical activity in children, similar to that seen in adults.  
Physically active children have a better lipid profile and lower blood 
pressure than physically inactive children, and these positive find-
ings often persist into adulthood.19 table 12-12 on p. 341 offers 
examples of aerobic, muscle-strengthening, and bone-strengthening 
physical activities for children and adolescents.

Just as blood cholesterol and obesity track over the years, so 
does a child’s level of physical activity.20 those who are inactive 
now are likely to still be inactive years later. similarly, those who 
are physically active now tend to remain so. compared with inac-
tive teens, those who are physically active weigh less, smoke less, 
eat a diet lower in saturated fats, and have better blood lipid pro-
files. both obesity and blood cholesterol correlate with the inactive 
pastime of watching television. the message is clear: physical ac-
tivity offers numerous health benefits, and children who are active 
today are most likely to be active for years to come.

are adult dietary recommendations appropriate 
for children?

regardless of family history, all children older than age two should 
eat a variety of foods and maintain a desirable weight (see table 
nP12-2). For heart health, children (2 to 18 years of age) should 
receive at least 25 percent and no more than 30 percent of total 
energy from fat, less than 10 percent from saturated fat, and less 
than 300 milligrams of cholesterol per day.21

healthy children older than age two can begin the transition to 
these recommendations by eating fewer foods high in saturated 
fat and selecting more fruits and vegetables. healthy meals can 
occasionally include moderate amounts of a child’s favorite food, 
such as ice cream, even if it is high in saturated fat. a steady diet 
from the children’s menus in some restaurants—which feature 
chicken nuggets, hot dogs, and french fries—easily exceeds a pru-
dent intake of saturated fat, trans fat, and kcalories, however, and 
invites both nutrient shortages and weight gains.22 Fortunately, 
most restaurant chains are changing children’s menus to include 
steamed vegetables, fruit cups, and broiled or grilled chicken— 
additions welcomed by busy parents who often dine out or  
purchase take-out foods.

other fatty foods, such as nuts, vegetable oils, and some variet-
ies of fish such as tuna or salmon, contribute essential fatty acids. 
low-fat milk and milk products also deserve special attention in a 
child’s diet for the needed calcium and other nutrients they supply.

Parents and caregivers play a key role in helping children  
establish healthy eating habits. balanced meals need to provide 
lean meat, poultry, fish, and legumes; fruits and vegetables; whole 

grains; and low-fat milk products. such meals can provide enough 
energy and nutrients to support growth and maintain blood cho-
lesterol within a healthy range.

Pediatricians warn parents to avoid extremes. although inten-
tions may be good, excessive food restriction may create nutrient 
deficiencies and impair growth. Furthermore, parental control over 
eating may instigate battles and foster attitudes about foods that 
can lead to inappropriate eating behaviors.

Do pediatricians ever prescribe drugs to lower 
blood cholesterol in children?

experts agree that children with high blood cholesterol should first 
be treated with diet. if high blood cholesterol persists despite dietary 
intervention in children 10 years of age and older, then drugs may 

Ta b L e  n P 1 2 - 2   american Heart association 
Dietary guidelines and Strategies for Childrena 

 ❚ balance dietary kcalories with physical activity to maintain  
normal growth.

 ❚ every day, engage in 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous play 
or physical activity.

 ❚ eat vegetables and fruits daily. use fresh, frozen, and canned 
vegetables and fruits and serve at every meal; limit those with 
added fats, salt, and sugar.

 ❚ limit juice intake to 4 ounces per day.

 ❚ use vegetable oils (canola, soybean, olive, safflower, or other 
unsaturated oils) and soft margarines low in saturated fat and 
trans fatty acids instead of butter or most other animal fats in 
the diet.

 ❚ choose whole-grain breads and cereals rather than refined 
products; read labels and make sure that “whole grain”  
is the first ingredient.

 ❚ limit or avoid the intake of sugar-sweetened beverages;  
encourage water.

 ❚ consume low-fat and nonfat milk and milk products daily.

 ❚ include two servings of fish per week, especially fatty fish such 
as broiled or baked salmon.

 ❚ choose legumes and tofu in place of meat for some meals.

 ❚ choose only lean cuts of meat and reduced-fat meat products; 
remove the skin from poultry.

 ❚ use less salt, including salt from processed foods. breads, 
breakfast cereals, and soups may be high in salt and/or sugar 
so read food labels and choose high-fiber, low-salt, low-sugar 
alternatives.

 ❚ limit the intake of high-kcalorie add-ons such as gravy, alfredo 
sauce, cream sauce, cheese sauce, and hollandaise sauce.

 ❚ serve age-appropriate portion sizes on/in appropriately sized 
plates and bowls.

athese guidelines are for children 2 years of age and older.

Source: adapted from expert Panel on integrated guidelines for cardiovascular 
health and risk reduction in children and adolescents, summary report, 
Pediatrics 128 (2011): s213–s256; american heart association, s. s. gidding 
and coauthors, dietary recommendations for children and adolescents: a guide 
for practitioners, Pediatrics 117 (2006): 544–559.
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be necessary to lower blood cholesterol. drugs can effectively lower 
blood cholesterol without interfering with adolescent growth or 
development.

Can parents or caregivers do anything else to 
help children reduce their risks of CVD?

even though the focus of this text is nutrition, another risk  
factor for heart disease that starts in childhood and carries over 
into adulthood—cigarette smoking—must also be addressed. each 
day more than 3000 young people between the ages of 12 and 17  
light up for the first time, and an estimated 2000 become daily 
cigarette smokers.23 one in seven high school students smokes 
regularly.24 approximately 90 percent of all adult smokers began 
smoking before the age of 18.

of those teenagers who continue smoking, half will eventually 
die of smoking-related causes. efforts to teach children about the 
dangers of smoking need to be aggressive. children are not likely 
to consider the long-term health consequences of tobacco use. 
they are more likely to be struck by the immediate health conse-
quences, such as shortness of breath when playing sports, or social 
consequences, such as having bad breath. whatever the context, 
the message to all children and teens should be clear: don’t start 
smoking. if you’ve already started, quit.

in conclusion, adult heart disease is a major pediatric problem. 
without intervention, some 60 million children are destined to suf-
fer its consequences within the next 30 years. optimal prevention 
efforts focus on children, especially on those who are overweight. 
Just as young children receive vaccinations against infectious dis-
eases, they need screening for, and education about, chronic dis-
eases. many health education programs have been implemented 
in schools around the country. these programs are most effective 
when they include education in the classroom, heart-healthy meals 
in the lunchroom, fitness activities on the playground, and parental 
involvement at home.
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Nutrition through 
the Life Span: 
Later Adulthood

13.1 Nutrition and Longevity
LO 13.1 Describe the roles nutrition, physical activity, 
and other lifestyle choices play in longevity.

13.2 Nutrition-Related Concerns 
during Late Adulthood
LO 13.2 Identify how nutrition might contribute to, 
or prevent, the development of age-related problems 
 associated with vision, arthritis, and the brain.

13.3 Energy and Nutrient Needs during 
Late Adulthood
LO 13.3 Explain why the needs for some nutrients 
 increase or decrease as people age and describe 
healthful eating patterns for older adults.

13.4 Food Choices and Eating Habits  
of Older Adults
LO 13.4 Discuss factors that influence adults’ food 
choices and instruct an adult on how to seek food 
assistance if needed, shop for groceries, and prepare 
healthy meals for one person on a limited budget.

13.5 Nutrition in Practice: Hunger and 
Community Nutrition
LO 13.5 Identify some reasons why hunger is pres-
ent in a country as wealthy as the United States and 
 describe the resources available to those in need.
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The last two chapters were devoted to stages of the life cycle that 
 require special nutrition attention: pregnancy, lactation, infancy, 

childhood, and adolescence. Much of the text before that focused on 
 nutrition to support wellness during adulthood. This chapter describes 
the special nutrition needs of the later adult years.

The most urgent nutrition need of older people, however, is to have 
made good food choices in the past! All of life’s nutrition choices incur 
health consequences for the better or for the worse. A single day’s intakes 
of nutrients may exert only a minute effect on body organs and their 
functions, but, over years and decades, the repeated effects accumulate 
to have major impacts. This being the case, it is of great importance for 
everyone, of every age, to pay close attention today to nutrition.

The “graying” of America is a continuing trend.1 The majority of citizens 
are now middle aged, and the ratio of old people to young is increasing, 
as Figure 13-1 shows. Our society uses the arbitrary age of 65 to define the 
transition point between middle age and old age, but growing “old” hap-
pens day by day, with changes occurring gradually over time. Commonly 
used age groups include young old (65–74 years), old (75–84 years), and 
oldest old ($85 years).

Since 1950 the population older than age 65 has almost tripled. Re-
markably, the fastest-growing age group has been people older than age 
85; since 1950 their numbers have increased sevenfold. The U.S. Bureau of 
the Census projects that by the year 2040 more than a million Americans 
will be 100 years old or older.

Life expectancy in the United States is 79 years, up from about 47 years 
in 1900.2 Advances in medical science—antibiotics and other treatments— 
are largely responsible for almost doubling the life expectancy in the 
20th century. Improved nutrition and an abundant food supply have also 
contributed to lengthening life expectancy. Ironically, this abundant food 
supply has also jeopardized the chances of further lengthening life ex-
pectancy as obesity rates increase.3

The human life span, currently estimated at 130 years, is the upper 
limit of human longevity, even given optimal nutrition. With work pro-
gressing in medical and genetic technologies, however, the human life 
span may be extended significantly.

Research in the field of aging is active—and difficult. Researchers are 
challenged by the diversity of older adults. When older adults experience 
health problems, it is hard to know whether to attribute these problems to 
genetics, aging, or other environmental factors such as nutrition. The idea 
that nutrition can influence the way the human body ages is particularly 
appealing because diet is a factor that people can control and change.

13.1 Nutrition and Longevity
LO 13.1 Describe the roles nutrition, physical activity, and other lifestyle choices 
play in longevity.

What has been learned so far about the effects of  nutrition and environment on lon-
gevity provides incentive for researchers to keep asking questions about how and why 
human beings age. Among their questions are:

 ❚ To what extent is aging inevitable, and can it be slowed through changes in life-
style and environment?

 ❚ What role does nutrition play in the aging process, and what role can it play in 
slowing aging?

F i g u r e  1 3 - 1   The aging 
of the u.S. Population
in 1940, 6.8 percent of the popu-
lation was 65 or older. in 1990, 
12.7 percent of us had reached 
age 65; by 2040, 21.7 percent will 
have reached age 65; and by 2090, 
nearly one out of four americans 
will be 65 or older.

1940

1990

2040

2090

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Percentage of total population

Percentage of population
65 years or older

life expectancy: the average 
number of years lived by people in a 
given society.

life span: the maximum number of 
years of life attainable by a member 
of a species.

longevity: long duration of life.
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With respect to the first question, it seems that aging is an inevitable, natural pro-
cess, programmed into the genes at conception. People can, however, slow the process 
within the natural limits set by heredity by adopting healthy lifestyle habits such as 
eating nutritious food and engaging in physical activity. In fact, a person’s life expec-
tancy depends on both individual health-related behaviors and genes.4

With respect to the second question, good nutrition helps to maintain a healthy 
body and can therefore ease the aging process in many significant ways.5 Clearly, 
 nutrition can improve the quality of life in the later years.6

Slowing the Aging Process
One approach researchers use to search out the secret of  long life is to study older 
people. Some people are young for their ages, whereas others are old for their ages. 
What makes the difference?

Healthy Habits Some lifestyle habits seem to have a profound influence on people’s 
health and therefore on their physiological age:7

 ❚ Following a healthy, plant-based eating pattern such as the Mediterranean diet 
(rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains, poultry, fish, and low-fat milk products)8

 ❚ Maintaining a healthy body weight

 ❚ Engaging in regular physical activity daily

 ❚ Not smoking

 ❚ Not using alcohol, or using it in moderation

 ❚ Sleeping regularly and adequately

 ❚ Having a sense of  purpose

 ❚ Relieving stress (through meditation, prayer, naps, or other calming activity)

 ❚ Belonging to a community of  loving family and friends (home, church, or other 
social network)

Over the years, the effects of  these lifestyle choices accumulate—that is, those who 
follow all of  these practices live longer and have fewer disabilities as they age. They 
are in better health, even if  older in chronological age, than people who do not adopt 
these behaviors. Even though people cannot alter their birth dates, they may be able 
to add years to, and enhance the quality of, their lives. Physical activity seems to be 
most influential in preventing or slowing the many changes that many people seem to 
accept as an inevitable consequence of  old age. In other words, physical activity and 
long life seem to go together.9

Physical activity The many and remarkable benefits of  regular physical activity are 
not limited to the young. Compared with those who are inactive, older adults who 
are active weigh less; have greater flexibility, more endurance, better balance, and bet-
ter health; and live longer.10 They reap additional benefits from various types of  ac-
tivities as well: aerobic activities improve cardiorespiratory endurance, blood pressure, 
and blood lipid concentrations; moderate endurance activities improve the quality of  
sleep; and resistance training significantly improves posture and mobility. In fact, reg-
ular physical activity is a powerful predictor of  a person’s mobility in the later years. 
Mobility, in turn, is closely associated with longevity.11 Physical activity also increases 
blood flow to the brain, thereby preserving mental ability, alleviating depression, and 
supporting independence.12

Muscle mass and muscle strength tend to decline with aging, making older people 
vulnerable to falls and immobility. Falls are a major cause of  fear, injury, disability, 
dependence, and even death among older adults. Regular physical activity tones, 

quality of life: a person’s 
perceived physical and mental 
well-being.

physiological age: a person’s age 
as estimated from her or his body’s 
health and probable life expectancy.

chronological age: a person’s 
age in years from his or her date  
of birth.

regular physical activity promotes a 
healthy, independent lifestyle.
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firms, and strengthens muscles, helping to improve confidence, reduce the risk of  fall-
ing, and minimize the risk of  injury should a fall occur.

Even without a fall, older adults may become so weak that they can no longer 
perform life’s daily tasks, such as climbing stairs, carrying packages, and opening 
jars. Resistance training helps older adults to maintain independence by strengthen-
ing the muscles needed to perform these tasks.13 Even in frail, elderly people older 
than 85 years of  age, resistance training has been shown not only to improve balance, 
muscle strength, and mobility but also to increase energy expenditure and energy in-
take. This finding highlights another reason to be physically active: a person spending 
energy on physical activity can afford to eat more food and, with it, more nutrients. 
People who are committed to an ongoing fitness program can benefit from higher en-
ergy and nutrient intakes and still maintain healthy body weights.

Ideally, physical activity should be part of  each day’s schedule and should be in-
tense enough to prevent muscle atrophy and to speed up the heartbeat and respiration 
rate. Although aging affects both speed and endurance to some degree, older adults 
can still train and achieve exceptional performances. Healthy older adults who have 
not been active can ease into a suitable routine. They can start by walking short dis-
tances until they are walking at least 10 minutes continuously and then gradually in-
crease the distance to a 30- to 60-minute walk at least 5 days a week. With persistence, 
people can achieve great improvements at any age. Table 13-1 provides exercise goals 

Ta b L e  1 3 - 1   exercise guidelines for Older adults

Aerobic Strength Balance Flexibility

Examples
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Start easy 
and progress 
gradually

be active five minutes on 
most or all days

using 0- to 2-pound 
weights, do one set of 
8–12 repetitions twice 
a week

hold onto table or chair 
with one hand, then with 
one finger

hold stretch for 10 seconds; 
do each stretch three times

Frequency at least five days per week 
of moderate activity or at 
least four days per week of 
vigorous activity

at least two 
(nonconsecutive) days 
per week

two to three days each 
week

at least two days per week, 
preferably on all days that 
aerobic or strength activities 
are performed

Intensitya moderate, vigorous, or 
combination

moderate to high; 10 to 
15 repetitions per exercise

— moderate

Duration at least 30 minutes of 
moderate activity in bouts 
of at least 10 minutes each 
or at least 20 minutes of 
continuous vigorous activity

8 to 10 exercises involving 
the major muscle groups

— stretch major muscle groups 
for 10–30 seconds, repeating 
each stretch three to 
four times

Cautions and 
comments

stop if you are breathing so 
hard you can’t talk or if you 
feel dizziness or chest pain

breathe out as you 
contract and in as you 
relax (do not hold your 
breath); use smooth, 
steady movements

incorporate balance 
techniques with strength 
exercises as you progress

stretch after strength and 
endurance exercises for 20 
minutes, three times a week; 
use slow, steady movements; 
bend joints slightly

aon a 10-point scale, where sitting 5 0 and maximum effort 5 10, moderate intensity 5 5 to 6 and vigorous intensity 5 7 to 8.
Note: activity recommendations are in addition to routine activities of daily living (such as getting dressed, cooking, and grocery shopping) and moderate activities 
 lasting less than 10 minutes.

Source: c. e. garber and coauthors, Quantity and quality of exercise for developing and maintaining cardiorespiratory, muscoskeletal, and neuromotor fitness 
in apparently healthy adults: guidance for prescribing exercise, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 43 (2011): 1334–1359; w. J. chodzko-Zajko and 
 coauthors, Position stand of the american college of sports medicine: exercise and physical activity for older adults, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 
41 (2009):1510–1530.
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and guidelines for older adults. Relatively few older adults meet these goals. People 
with medical conditions should check with a physician before beginning an exercise 
routine, as should sedentary men older than 40 and sedentary women older than 
50 who want to participate in a vigorous program.

restriction of kcalories In their efforts to understand longevity, researchers have 
not only observed people but have also manipulated influencing factors, such as 
diet, in animals. This research has produced some interesting and suggestive find-
ings. For example, animals live longer and have fewer age-related diseases when 
their energy intakes are restricted.14 These life-prolonging benefits become evident 
when the diet provides enough food to prevent malnutrition and an energy intake of  
about 70 percent of  normal; benefits decline as the age at which energy restriction 
begins is delayed.

Exactly how energy restriction prolongs life remains unexplained, although gene 
activity appears to play a key role. Energy restriction in animals prevents alterations 
in gene expression that are associated with aging. Food restriction may also extend 
the life span by preventing damaging lipid oxidation, thereby delaying the onset of  
age-related diseases such as cancer and atherosclerosis.15 Other research suggests that 
energy restriction beneficially alters several aspects of  fat cell metabolism, which may 
play a role in reducing chronic disease risk and extending life. Experiments with food 
restriction and longevity in animals have not suggested any direct applications to hu-
man nutrition.

Moderate energy restriction (80 to 90 percent of  usual intake) in human beings may 
be valuable. When people restrict energy intake moderately, body weight, body fat, 
and blood pressure drop, and blood lipids and insulin response improve—favorable 
changes for preventing chronic diseases.16 The reduction in oxidative damage that 
occurs with energy restriction in animals also occurs in people whose diets include 
antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals. Diets such as the Mediterranean diet that 
include an abundance of  fruits, vegetables, olive oil, whole grains, and  legumes—
with their array of  antioxidants and phytochemicals—support good health and 
long life.17

Nutrition and Disease Prevention
Nutrition alone, even if  ideal, cannot ensure a long and robust life. Nevertheless, 
 nutrition clearly affects aging and longevity in human beings by way of  its role in 
 disease prevention. Among the better-known relationships between nutrition and 
 disease are the following:

 ❚ Appropriate energy intake helps prevent obesity, diabetes, and related cardiovascular 
diseases such as atherosclerosis and hypertension (Chapters 7, 21, and 22) and may 
influence the development of  some forms of  cancer (Chapter 25).

 ❚ Adequate intakes of  essential nutrients prevent deficiency diseases such as scurvy, 
goiter, and anemia (Chapters 8 and 9).

 ❚ Variety in food intake, as well as ample intakes of  certain fruits and vegetables, 
may be protective against certain types of  cancer (Chapter 25).

 ❚ Moderation in sugar intake helps prevent dental caries (Nutrition in Practice 17).

 ❚ Appropriate fiber intakes may help prevent disorders of  the digestive tract such as 
constipation, diverticulosis, and possibly colon cancer (Chapters 2, 18, and 25).

 ❚ Moderate sodium intake and adequate intakes of  potassium, calcium, and other 
minerals help prevent hypertension (Chapters 9 and 22).

 ❚ An adequate calcium intake throughout life helps protect against osteoporosis 
(Chapter 9).
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Other, less well-established links between nutrition and disease are being discov-
ered each day. Research that focuses on how life factors affect aging and disease 
processes is vital to ensuring that more and more people can look forward to long, 
healthy lives.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Life expectancy in the United States increased dramatically in the 20th century.

 ❚ Factors that enhance longevity include limited or no alcohol use, a plant-based 
eating pattern, weight control, adequate sleep, abstinence from smoking, and 
 regular physical activity.

 ❚ Nutrition alone, even if  ideal, cannot guarantee a long and robust life. At the 
very least, however, nutrition—especially when combined with regular physical 
activity—can influence aging and longevity in human beings by supporting good 
health and preventing disease.

13.2 Nutrition-Related Concerns during 
Late Adulthood
LO 13.2 Identify how nutrition might contribute to, or prevent, the development 
of age-related problems  associated with vision, arthritis, and the brain.

Nutrition through the prime years may play a greater role than has been realized in 
preventing many changes once thought to be inevitable consequences of  growing 
older. The following discussions of  cataracts and macular degeneration, arthritis, and 
the aging brain show that nutrition may provide at least some protection against some 
of  the conditions commonly associated with aging.

Cataracts and Macular Degeneration
Cataracts are age-related thickenings in the lenses of  the eye that impair vision. If  not 
surgically removed, they ultimately lead to blindness. Oxidative stress appears to play 
a significant role in the development of  cataracts but supplements of  the antioxidant 
nutrients (vitamin C, vitamin E, and carotenoids) do not seem to prevent or slow the 
progression.18 By comparison, a healthy diet that includes plenty of  fruits and veg-
etables rich in these antioxidants does seem to slow the progression or reduce the risk 
of  developing cataracts.19 Also, people who follow the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 
are reported to have fewer cataracts, though cataracts can occur even in well-nour-
ished individuals due to exposure to ultraviolet light, oxidative damage, viral infec-
tions, toxic substances, genetic disorders, injury, or other trauma.20 Most cataracts are 
vaguely called “senile” cataracts, meaning “caused by aging.” In the United States, 
more than half  of  all adults age 65 and older have a cataract.

One other diet-related factor may play a role in cataract development: obesity.21 
How obesity may influence the development of  cataracts is not known. Risk factors 
that typically accompany overweight, such as inactivity, diabetes, or hypertension, do 
not explain the association.

The leading cause of  visual loss among older people is macular degeneration, a 
deterioration of  the macular region of  the eye. As with cataracts, risk factors for age-
related macular degeneration include oxidative stress from sunlight. Preventive factors 
for macular degeneration may include supplements of  the omega-3 fatty acid DHA, 
some B vitamins (folate, vitamin B

6, 
and vitamin B

12
), and the carotenoids lutein and 

zeaxanthin.22

cataracts: clouding of the eye 
lenses that impairs vision and can 
lead to blindness.

macular (macK-you-lar) degen-
eration: deterioration of the macu-
lar area of the eye that can lead to 
loss of central vision and eventual 
blindness. the macula is a small, 
oval, yellowish region in the center 
of the retina that provides the sharp, 
straight-ahead vision so critical to 
reading and driving.
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Arthritis
More than 50 million people in the United States have some form of  arthritis.23 As 
the population ages, it is expected that the prevalence will increase to 70 million by 
2030. The most common type of  arthritis that disables older people is osteoarthritis, 
a painful swelling of  the joints. During movement, the ends of  bones are normally 
protected from wear by cartilage and by small sacs of  fluid that lubricate the joint. 
With age, the cartilage sometimes disintegrates, and the joints become malformed and 
painful to move.

Obesity is common among adults with arthritis.24 Weight loss can help overweight 
people with osteoarthritis, partly because the joints affected are often weight-bearing 
joints that are stressed and irritated by having to carry excess poundage. Interestingly, 
though, weight loss often relieves the worst pain of  osteoarthritis in the hands as well, 
even though they are not weight-bearing joints. Jogging and other weight-bearing ac-
tivities do not worsen osteoarthritis. In fact, both aerobic activity and weight training 
offer modest improvements in physical performance and pain relief, especially when 
accompanied by even modest weight loss.25

Nutrition quackery to treat arthritis is abundant, but no one universally effective 
diet for arthritis relief  is known. Table 13-2 presents some of  the many ineffective 
dietary treatments for osteoarthritis. Traditional medical intervention for arthritis in-
cludes medication and surgery. Two popular supplements for treating osteoarthritis—
glucosamine and chondroitin—may alleviate pain and improve mobility, but mixed 
reports from studies emphasize the need for additional research.26 Drugs and supple-
ments used to relieve arthritis can impose nutrition risks; some affect appetite and 
alter the body’s use of  nutrients, as Chapter 15 explains.

Another type of  arthritis, known as rheumatoid arthritis, has a possible link to diet 
through the immune system. In rheumatoid arthritis, the immune system mistakenly 
attacks the bone coverings as if  they were made of  foreign tissue. In some individuals, 
certain foods, notably a Mediterranean-type diet of  fish, vegetables, and olive oil, may 
moderate the inflammatory responses and provide some relief.27

The omega-3 fatty acids commonly found in fish oil reduce joint tenderness and 
improve mobility in some people with rheumatoid arthritis. The same diet recom-
mended for heart health—one low in saturated fat from meats and milk products and 
high in omega-3 fats from fish—helps prevent or reduce the inflammation in the joints 
that makes arthritis so painful.

The Aging Brain
Dementia affects an estimated 15 percent of  adults older than 70 years of  age in the 
United States and represents a financial burden of  between $157 billion and $215 bil-
lion.28 The brain, like all of  the body’s organs, ages in response to both genetic and 
environmental factors—such as physical activities, intellectual challenges, social in-
teractions, and nutritious diets—that can enhance or diminish its amazing capacities. 
One of  the challenges researchers face when studying the aging of  the human brain is 
to distinguish among changes caused by normal, age-related, physiological processes; 
changes caused by diseases; and changes caused by cumulative, extrinsic factors such 
as diet.

The brain normally changes in some characteristic ways as it ages. For one thing, 
its blood supply decreases. For another, the number of  neurons, the brain cells that 
specialize in transmitting information, diminishes as people age. Losses of  neurons 
affect different functions depending on their location in the brain. For example, de-
clines in the number of  nerve cells in one part of  the cerebral cortex affect hearing 
and speech, while losses in other parts of  the cortex can impair memory and cogni-
tive function. When the number of  neurons in the hindbrain diminishes, balance and 
posture are affected.

Ta b L e  1 3 - 2   ineffective 
Dietary Strategies for 
arthritis

 ❚ alfalfa tea

 ❚ aloe vera liquid

 ❚ amino acid supplements

 ❚ blackstrap molasses

 ❚ burdock root

 ❚ calcium

 ❚ celery juice

 ❚ cod liver oil

 ❚ copper supplements

 ❚ dimethyl sulfoxide (dmso)

 ❚ Fasting

 ❚ Fresh fruit

 ❚ garlic

 ❚ honey

 ❚ inositol

 ❚ Kelp

 ❚ lecithin

 ❚ Para-amino benzoic acid (Paba)

 ❚ raw liver

 ❚ superoxide dismutase (sod)

 ❚ Vitamin d

 ❚ Vitamin megadoses

 ❚ watercress

 ❚ yeast

arthritis: inflammation of a joint, 
usually accompanied by pain, 
 swelling, and structural changes.

osteoarthritis: a painful, chronic 
disease of the joints that occurs 
when the cushioning cartilage in a 
joint breaks down; joint structure is 
usually altered, with loss of function; 
also called degenerative arthritis.

rheumatoid arthritis: a disease 
of the immune system involving 
painful inflammation of the joints 
and related structures.

neurons: nerve cells; the structural 
and functional units of the nervous 
system. neurons initiate and conduct 
nerve transmissions.

cerebral cortex: the outer surface 
of the cerebrum, which is the largest 
part of the brain.
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Nutrient Deficiencies and Brain Function Clinicians now recognize that much 
of  the cognitive loss and forgetfulness generally attributed to aging is due in part 
to extrinsic, and therefore controllable, factors such as nutrient deficiencies. The 
ability of  neurons to synthesize specific neurotransmitters depends in part on the 
availability of  precursor nutrients that are obtained from the diet. The neurotrans-
mitter serotonin, for example, derives from the amino acid tryptophan. In addition, 
the enzymes involved in neurotransmitter synthesis require vitamins and minerals 
to function properly. The B vitamins folate, vitamin B

6, 
and vitamin B

12
 slow brain 

atrophy and improve cognition and memory.29 The fatty acid DHA counteracts the 
cognitive decline commonly seen in elderly adults.30 Thus, nutrient deficiencies may 
contribute to the loss of  memory and cognition that some older adults experience.31 
Such losses may be preventable or at least diminished or delayed through diet and 
exercise.

In some instances, the degree of  cognitive loss is extensive. Such senile  dementia 
may be attributable to a specific disorder such as a brain tumor or Alzheimer’s 
disease.

alzheimer’s Disease In Alzheimer’s disease, the most prevalent form of  dementia, 
brain cell death occurs in the areas of  the brain that coordinate memory and cogni-
tion. Alzheimer’s disease afflicts more than 5 million people in the United States, and 
that number is expected to triple by the year 2050.32 Diagnosis of  Alzheimer’s depends 
on its characteristic symptoms: the victim gradually loses memory, reasoning ability, 
the ability to communicate, physical capabilities, and, eventually, life itself. Table 13-3 
compares the signs of  Alzheimer’s disease with typical age-related changes.

both foods and mental challenges 
nourish the brain.
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Ta b L e  1 3 - 3   Signs of alzheimer’s and Typical age-related Changes Compared

Signs of Alzheimer’s Typical Age-Related Changes

memory loss that disrupts daily life such as asking for the same 
information repeatedly or asking others to handle tasks of daily 
living

Forgetting a name or missing an appointment

challenges in planning or solving problems such as following a 
recipe or paying monthly bills

missing a monthly payment or making an error when balancing 
the checkbook

difficulty completing familiar tasks at home such as using the 
microwave, at work such as preparing a report, or at leisure such 
as playing a game

needing help recording a television program

confusion with time or place including current season and location not knowing today’s date

trouble understanding visual images and spatial relationships such 
as judging distances and recognizing self in a mirror

experiencing visual changes due to cataracts

new problems with words in speaking or writing such as not 
knowing the name of a common object

being unable to find the right word to use

misplacing things and losing the ability to retrace steps such as 
putting the milk in the closet and having no idea when or where 
the milk was last seen

misplacing a pair of glasses or the car keys

decreased or poor judgment such as giving large sums of money 
to strangers

making a bad decision on occasion

withdrawal from work projects or social activities Feeling too tired to participate in work, family, or social activities

changes in mood and personality such as confusion, suspicion, 
depression, and anxiety, especially when in unfamiliar places or 
with unfamiliar people

becoming irritable when routines are disrupted

Source: adapted from alzheimer’s association, www.alz.org/alzheimers_disease_10_signs_of_alzheimers.asp.
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The primary risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease is age, but the exact cause remains 
unknown.33 Clearly, genetic factors are involved. Free radicals and oxidative stress also 
seem to be involved. Nerve cells in the brains of  people with Alzheimer’s disease show 
evidence of  free-radical attack—damage to DNA, cell membranes, and proteins—and 
of  the minerals that trigger these attacks—iron, copper, zinc, and  aluminum.34 Some 
research suggests that the antioxidant nutrients can limit free-radical damage and delay 
or prevent Alzheimer’s disease, but more research is needed to confirm this possibility.35

Increasing evidence also suggests that overweight and obesity in middle age are as-
sociated with dementia in general, and with Alzheimer’s disease in particular.36 The 
possible relationship between obesity and Alzheimer’s disease is disturbing given the 
current obesity epidemic. Efforts to prevent and treat obesity, however, may also help 
prevent Alzheimer’s disease.

In Alzheimer’s disease, the brain develops senile plaques and neurofibrillary 
tangles. Senile plaques are clumps of  a protein fragment called beta-amyloid, whereas 
neurofibrillary tangles are snarls of  the fibers that extend from the nerve cells. Both 
seem to occur in response to oxidative stress. The accumulation of  beta-amyloid 
seems to be a consequence of  both excessive production and impaired clearance.37 
Treatment research focuses on lowering beta-amyloid levels.

Research suggests that cardiovascular disease risk factors such as high blood pres-
sure, diabetes, obesity, smoking, physical inactivity, and elevated levels of  homocys-
teine may be related to the development of  Alzheimer’s disease.38 Diets designed to 
support a healthy heart, which include the omega-3 fatty acids of  oily fish, may ben-
efit brain health as well.39 Similarly, physical activity supports heart health and slows 
the cognitive decline of  Alzheimer’s disease.40

Treatment for Alzheimer’s disease involves providing care to clients and support 
to their families. Drugs are used to improve or at least to slow the loss of  short-term 
memory and cognition, but they do not cure the disease. Other drugs may be used to 
control depression, anxiety, and behavior problems.

Maintaining appropriate body weight may be the most important nutrition con-
cern for the person with Alzheimer’s disease. Depression and forgetfulness can lead to 
changes in eating behaviors and poor food intake. Furthermore, changes in the body’s 
weight-regulation system may contribute to weight loss. Perhaps the best that a care-
giver can do nutritionally for a person with Alzheimer’s disease is to supervise food 
planning and mealtimes. Providing well-liked and well-balanced meals and snacks in a 
cheerful atmosphere encourages food consumption. To minimize confusion, offer a few 
ready-to-eat foods, in bite-size pieces, with seasonings and sauces. To avoid mealtime 
disruptions, control distractions such as music, television, children, and the telephone.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Cataracts, age-related macular degeneration, and arthritis afflict millions of  older 
adults, while others face senile dementia and other losses of  brain function.

 ❚ Oxidative stress plays a significant role in the development of  cataracts, and the 
antioxidant nutrients and phytochemicals in fruits and vegetables may help mini-
mize the damage.

 ❚ Weight loss can help overweight people with osteoarthritis. For some people with 
rheumatoid arthritis, a Mediterranean-type diet of  fish, vegetables, and olive oil 
may moderate the inflammatory responses and provide some relief.

 ❚ Nutrient deficiencies may contribute to the loss of  memory and cognition that 
some older adults experience. Such losses may be preventable or at least dimin-
ished or delayed through diet.

 ❚ The primary risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease is age, but the exact cause remains 
unknown.

senile dementia: the loss of brain 
function beyond the normal loss of 
physical adeptness and memory that 
occurs with aging.

alzheimer’s disease: a pro-
gressive, degenerative disease 
that  attacks the brain and impairs 
 thinking, behavior, and memory.

senile plaques: clumps of the 
protein fragment beta-amyloid 
on the nerve cells, commonly 
found in the brains of people with 
 alzheimer’s dementia.

neurofibrillary tangles: snarls 
of the threadlike strands that extend 
from the nerve cells, commonly 
found in the brains of people with 
alzheimer’s dementia.
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13.3 Energy and Nutrient Needs during 
Late Adulthood
LO 13.3 Explain why the needs for some nutrients increase or decrease as people 
age and describe healthful eating patterns for older adults.

Knowledge about the nutrient needs and nutrition status of  older adults has grown 
considerably in recent years. The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) cluster people 
older than 50 into two age categories—51 to 70 years old and 71 years and older. 
Research is showing that the nutrition needs of  people 50 to 70 years old may be very 
different from those of  people older than 70—a pattern that makes sense considering 
the wide age span involved.

Setting standards for older people is difficult, though, because individual differ-
ences become more pronounced as people grow older. People start out with different 
genetic predispositions and ways of  handling nutrients, and the effects of  these differ-
ences become magnified with years of  unique dietary habits. For example, one person 
may tend to omit fruits and vegetables from his diet, and by the time he is old, he 
may have a set of  nutrition problems associated with a lack of  fiber and antioxidants. 
Another person who omitted milk and milk products all her life may have nutrition 
problems related to a lack of  calcium. Also, as people age, they may suffer differ-
ent chronic diseases and take different medications—both have impacts on nutrient 
needs. Table 13-4 lists some changes of  aging that can affect nutrition. For all these 
reasons, researchers have difficulty even defining “healthy aging,” a prerequisite to 
developing recommendations that are designed to meet the “needs of  practically all 
healthy persons.” Still, some generalizations are valid. The next sections give special 
attention to a few nutrients of  concern.

Energy and Energy Nutrients
Energy needs decline with advancing age. As a general rule, adult energy needs decline 
an estimated 5 percent per decade. One reason is that people usually reduce their physi-
cal activity as they age, although they need not do so. Another reason is that basal meta-
bolic rate declines 1 to 2 percent per decade, in part because lean body mass and thyroid 
hormones diminish. Loss of  muscle mass, known as sarcopenia, can be significant in 
the later years (its prevalence is more than 50 percent among those older than 75), and its 
consequences, dramatic (see Figure 13-2).41 As skeletal muscle mass diminishes, people 
lose their ability to move and to maintain balance, making falls likely. The limitations 

sarcopenia (Sar-koh-Pee-nee-
ah): age-related loss of skeletal 
muscle mass, muscle strength, and 
muscle function.

Ta b L e  1 3 - 4   examples of Physical Changes of aging That affect nutrition

Mouth tooth loss, gum disease, and reduced salivary output impede chewing 
and swallowing. swallowing disorders and choking may become likely. 
discomfort and pain associated with eating may reduce food intake.

Digestive tract intestines lose muscle strength, resulting in sluggish motility that leads 
to constipation (see chapter 18). stomach inflammation, abnormal 
bacterial growth, and greatly reduced acid output impair digestion and 
absorption. Pain may cause food avoidance or reduced intake.

Hormones For example, the pancreas secretes less insulin and cells become less 
responsive, causing abnormal glucose metabolism.

Sensory organs diminished senses of smell and taste can reduce appetite; diminished 
sight can make food shopping and preparation difficult.

Body composition weight loss and decline in lean body mass lead to lowered energy 
requirements. may be preventable or reversible through physical activity.

urinary tract increased frequency of urination may limit fluid intake.
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that accompany the loss of  muscle mass and strength play a key role in the diminishing 
health that often accompanies aging. To some extent, however, declines in lean body 
mass and energy needs may not be entirely inevitable. Optimal nutrition with sufficient 
protein and regular physical activity, especially resistance training, can help maintain 
muscle mass and strength and minimize the changes in body composition associated 
with aging.42 Physical activity not only increases energy expenditure but also, along with 
sound nutrition, enhances bone density and supports many body functions as well.

The lower energy expenditures of  many older adults require that they eat less food 
to maintain their weights. Accordingly, the estimated energy requirements for adults 
decrease steadily after age 19. Energy intakes typically decline in parallel with needs. 
Still, many older adults are overweight, indicating that their food intakes do not de-
cline enough to compensate for their reduced energy expenditures. Chapter 6 pres-
ents the many health problems that accompany obesity and the BMI guidelines for 
a healthy body weight (18.5–24.9). These guidelines apply to all adults, regardless of  
age, but they may be too restrictive for older adults. The importance of  body weight in 
defending against chronic diseases differs for older adults.43 Being moderately overweight 
may not be harmful. Older adults who are obese, however, face serious medical com-
plications and can improve their quality of  life with weight loss.44

On limited energy allowances, people must select mostly nutrient-dense foods. 
There is little leeway for added sugars, solid fats, or alcohol. Older adults can follow 
the USDA Food Patterns (see pp. 16-17, making sure to choose the recommended 
daily amounts of  food from each food group that are appropriate to their energy 
needs (see Table 1-5 on p. 18).

Protein The protein needs of  older adults appear to be about the same as those of  
younger people. With advancing age, however, people take in fewer total kcalories 
from food and so may need a greater percentage of  kcalories from protein at each 
meal in order to support a healthy immune system and prevent losing muscle tissue, 
bone tissue, and other lean body mass.45

As energy needs decrease, lower-kcalorie protein sources such as lean tender meats, 
poultry, fish, boiled eggs, fat-free milk products, and legumes can help hold weight to 
a healthy level. Underweight or malnourished older adults need the opposite— energy-
dense protein sources such as eggs scrambled with margarine, tuna salad with mayon-
naise, peanut butter on wheat toast, hearty soups, and milkshakes. Nutrient-fortified 
supplements in liquid, pudding, cookie, or other forms between meals can also boost 
energy and nutrient intakes.

carbohydrate and Fiber As always, abundant carbohydrate is needed to protect 
protein from being used as an energy source. The recommendation to obtain ample 
amounts of  mostly whole-grain breads, cereals, rice, and pasta holds true for older 
people. As for younger people, a steady supply of  carbohydrate is essential for optimal 
brain functioning. With age, fiber takes on extra importance for its role in alleviat-
ing constipation, a common complaint among older adults and among residents of  
health care communities in particular.46

F i g u r e  1 3 - 2   Sarcopenia
these cross sections of two  women’s 
thighs may appear to be about the 
same size from the outside, but 
the 20-year-old woman’s thigh 
(left) is dense with muscle tissue. 
the 64-year-old woman’s thigh 
(right) has lost muscle and gained 
fat, changes that may be largely 
 preventable with strength-building 
physical activities.

health care communities: 
 living environments for people 
with chronic conditions, functional 
limitations, or need for supervi-
sion or assistance. health care 
 communities include assisted living 
facilities, group homes, short-term 
 rehabilitation facilities, skilled nurs-
ing facilities, and hospice facilities.
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Fruits and vegetables supply soluble fibers and phytochemicals to help ward off  
chronic diseases, but factors such as transportation problems, limited cooking facil-
ities, and chewing problems limit some elderly people’s intakes of  fresh fruits and 
vegetables.47 Even without such problems, most older adults fail to obtain the recom-
mended daily 25 or more grams of  fiber (14 grams per 1000 kcalories).48 When low 
fiber intakes are combined with low fluid intakes, inadequate physical activity, and 
constipating medications, constipation becomes inevitable.

Fat As is true for people of  all ages, dietary fat intake needs to be moderate for most 
older adults—enough to enhance flavors and provide valuable essential fatty acids 
and other nutrients, but not so much as to raise risks of  cancer, atherosclerosis, and 
other degenerative diseases. The recommendation should not be taken too far; limit-
ing fat too severely may lead to nutrient deficiencies and weight loss—two problems 
that carry greater health risks in the elderly than overweight.

Water
Dehydration is a risk for older adults, who may not notice or pay attention to their 
thirst or who find it difficult and bothersome to get a drink or to get to a bathroom.49 
Older adults who have lost bladder control may be afraid to drink too much water. 
Despite real fluid needs, older people do not seem to feel as thirsty or notice mouth 
dryness as readily as younger people. Many employees of  health care communities 
such as assisted living facilities say it is hard to persuade their elderly clients to drink 
enough water and fruit juices.

Total body water decreases as people age, so even mild stresses such as fever or hot 
weather can precipitate rapid dehydration in older adults. Dehydrated older adults 
seem to be more susceptible to urinary tract infections, pneumonia, pressure ulcers, 
confusion, and disorientation.50 An intake of  9 cups a day of  total beverages, includ-
ing water, is recommended for women; for men, the recommendation is 13 cups a day 
of  total beverages, including water.51

Vitamins and Minerals
As research reveals more about how specific vitamins and minerals influence disease 
prevention and how age-related physiological changes affect nutrient metabolism, op-
timal intakes of  vitamins and minerals for different groups of  older adults are being 
defined. This section highlights the vitamins and minerals of  greatest concern to older 
adults.

Vitamin D Older adults face a greater risk of  vitamin D deficiency than younger 
people do. Vitamin D–fortified milk is the most reliable source of  vitamin D, but 
many older adults drink little or no milk. Further compromising the vitamin D status 
of  many older people, especially those in assisted living facilities or group homes, is 
their limited exposure to sunlight. Finally, aging reduces the skin’s capacity to make 
vitamin D and the kidneys’ ability to convert it to its active form. Not only are older 
adults not getting enough vitamin D, but they may actually need more to improve 
both muscle and bone strength. To prevent bone loss and to maintain vitamin D sta-
tus, especially in those who engage in minimal outdoor activity, adults 51 to 70 years 
old need 15 micrograms daily and those 71 and older need 20 micrograms.52 Supple-
ments may be needed to achieve adequate levels of  vitamin D.

Vitamin B12 The DRI committee recommends that adults aged 51 years and older 
obtain 2.4 micrograms of  vitamin B

12
 daily and that vitamin B

12
–fortified foods (such 

as fortified cereals) or supplements be used to meet much of  the DRI recommended 
intake.53 The committee’s recommendation reflects the finding that many older adults 
lose the ability to produce enough stomach acid to make the protein-bound form  
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of  vitamin B
12

 available for absorption. Synthetic vitamin B
12

 is reliably absorbed, 
however. Given the poor cognition, anemia, and other devastating neurological effects 
associated with a vitamin B

12
 deficiency, an adequate intake is imperative.

One cause of  the malabsorption of  protein-bound vitamin B
12

 is a condition known 
as atrophic gastritis. An estimated 10 to 30 percent of  adults older than 50 have atro-
phic gastritis.

Folate As is true of  vitamin B
12

, folate intakes of  older adults typically fall short of  
recommendations. The elderly are also more likely to have medical conditions or to 
take medications that can compromise folate status.

iron Among the minerals, iron deserves first mention. Iron-deficiency anemia is less 
common in older adults than in younger people, but it still occurs in some, especially 
in those with low food energy intakes. Aside from diet, other factors in many older 
people’s lives make iron deficiency likely: chronic blood loss from disease conditions 
and medicines, and poor iron absorption due to reduced secretion of  stomach acid 
and antacid use. Anyone concerned with older people’s nutrition should keep these 
possibilities in mind.

Zinc Zinc intake is commonly low in older people. Zinc deficiency can depress the 
appetite and blunt the sense of  taste, thereby leading to low food intakes and wors-
ening of  zinc status. Zinc deficiency may also increase the likelihood of  infectious 
diseases such as pneumonia.54 Many medications that older adults commonly use can 
impair zinc absorption or enhance its excretion and thus lead to deficiency. 

calcium The importance of  abundant dietary calcium throughout life to protect 
against osteoporosis has been emphasized throughout this book. The calcium intakes 
of  many people, especially women, in the United States are well below the recom-
mendations. If  milk causes stomach discomfort, as many older adults report, then 
lactose-modified milk or other calcium-rich foods should take its place.

Nutrient Supplements for Older Adults
People judge for themselves how to manage their nutrition, and many older adults 
turn to dietary supplements. Advertisers target older people with appeals to take sup-
plements and eat “health” foods, claiming that these products prevent disease and 
promote longevity. Quite often those who take supplements are not deficient in the 
nutrients being supplemented.

Elderly people often benefit from a balanced low-dose vitamin and mineral supple-
ment, however.55 Such supplements supply many of  the needed minerals along with 
the vitamins often lacking in older people’s diets without providing too much of  any 
one nutrient.

Nonetheless, food is still the best source of  nutrients for everybody. Supplements 
are just that—supplements to foods, not substitutes for them. For anyone who is moti-
vated to obtain the best possible health, it is never too late to learn to eat well, become 
physically active, and adopt other lifestyle changes such as quitting smoking and mod-
erating alcohol use. Table 13-5 (on p. 376) summarizes the nutrient concerns of  aging. 
Table 13-6 (on p. 376) offers strategies for growing old healthfully.

The Effects of Drugs on Nutrients
As people grow older, the use of  medicines—from over-the-counter drugs such as aspi-
rin and laxatives to prescription medications of all kinds—becomes commonplace. Most 
drugs interact with one or more nutrients in several ways, usually resulting in greater-than-
normal needs for these nutrients. Chapter 15 offers a discussion of diet-drug interactions 
and describes the many reasons why elderly people are vulnerable to such interactions.

atrophic gastritis (a-TrO-fik 
gas-Tri-tis): a condition character-
ized by chronic inflammation of the 
stomach accompanied by a dimin-
ished size and functioning of the 
mucosa and glands.
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Ta b L e  1 3 - 5    Summary of nutrient Concerns of aging

Nutrient Effect of Aging Comments

water lack of thirst and decreased total body 
water make dehydration likely.

mild dehydration is a common cause of confusion. difficulty obtaining 
water or getting to the bathroom may compound the problem.

energy need decreases as muscle mass decreases 
(sarcopenia).

Physical activity moderates the decline.

Fiber likelihood of constipation increases with 
low intakes and changes in the gi tract.

inadequate water intakes and lack of physical activity, along with some 
medications, compound the problem.

Protein needs may stay the same or increase slightly. low-fat milk and other high-quality protein foods are appropriate. low-
fat, high-fiber legumes and grains meet both protein and other 
nutrient needs.

Vitamin b12 atrophic gastritis is common. deficiency causes neurological damage; supplements may be needed.

Vitamin d increased likelihood of inadequate intake; 
skin synthesis declines.

daily sunlight exposure in moderation or supplements may 
be beneficial.

calcium intakes may be low; osteoporosis is 
common.

stomach discomfort commonly limits milk intake; calcium substitutes 
or supplements may be needed.

iron in women, status improves after 
menopause; deficiencies are linked to 
chronic blood losses and low stomach 
acid output.

adequate stomach acid is required for absorption; antacid or other 
medicine use may aggravate iron deficiency; vitamin c and meat 
increase absorption.

Zinc intakes are often inadequate and absorption 
may be poor, but needs may also increase.

medications interfere with absorption; deficiency may depress appetite 
and sense of taste.

Ta b L e  1 3 - 6    Strategies for growing Old Healthfully

 ❚ choose nutrient-dense foods.

 ❚ be physically active. walk, run, dance, swim, bike, or row 
for aerobic activity. lift weights, do calisthenics, or pursue 
some other activity to tone, firm, and strengthen muscles. 
Practice balancing on one foot or doing simple movements 
with your eyes closed. modify activities to suit changing 
abilities and preferences.

 ❚ maintain appropriate body weight.

 ❚ reduce stress—cultivate self-esteem, maintain a positive 
 attitude, manage time wisely, know your limits, practice 
 assertiveness, release tension, and take action.

 ❚ For women, discuss with a physician the risks and benefits 
of estrogen replacement therapy.

 ❚ For people who smoke, discuss with a physician strategies 
and programs to help you quit.

 ❚ expect to enjoy sex, and learn new ways of enhancing it.

 ❚ use alcohol only moderately, if at all; use drugs only as 
prescribed.

 ❚ take care to prevent accidents.

 ❚ expect good vision and hearing throughout life; obtain 
glasses and hearing aids if necessary.

 ❚ take care of your teeth; obtain dentures if necessary.

 ❚ be alert to confusion as a disease symptom, and seek diagnosis.

 ❚ take medications as prescribed; see a physician before self-prescribing 
medicines or herbal remedies and a registered dietitian nutritionist 
before self- prescribing supplements.

 ❚ control depression through activities and friendships; seek profes-
sional help if necessary.

 ❚ drink six to eight glasses of water every day.

 ❚ Practice mental skills. Keep solving math problems and crossword 
puzzles, playing cards or other games, reading, writing, imagining, 
and creating.

 ❚ make financial plans early to ensure security.

 ❚ accept change. work at recovering from losses; make  
new friends.

 ❚ cultivate spiritual health. cherish personal values. make life 
meaningful.

 ❚ go outside for sunshine and fresh air as often as possible.

 ❚ be socially active—play bridge, join an exercise or dance group, take 
a class, teach a class, eat with friends, or volunteer time to help 
others.

 ❚ stay interested in life—pursue a hobby, spend time with grandchil-
dren, take a trip, read, grow a garden, or go to the movies.

 ❚ enjoy life.
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The most common drug that can affect nutrition in older people is alcohol. The 
 effects of  alcohol on people of  all ages are explained in Nutrition in Practice 20.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Aging significantly affects nutrient needs and intakes, as summarized in Table 13-5.

 ❚ Elderly people often benefit from a balanced low-dose vitamin and mineral 
 supplement. Food is still the best source of  nutrients, however.

13.4 Food Choices and Eating Habits 
of Older Adults
LO 13.4 Discuss factors that influence adults’ food choices and instruct an adult 
on how to seek food assistance if needed, shop for groceries, and prepare healthy 
meals for one person on a limited budget.

To provide any benefit, strategies and interventions to improve a person’s nutrition 
status must be based on knowledge of  food preferences and eating patterns. Menus 
and feeding programs for older adults must take into consideration not only the food 
likes and dislikes but also the living conditions, economic status, and medical condi-
tions of  this diverse group of  people. If  nutrition intervention is to be successful, it is 
essential to know what foods people will eat, in what settings they like to eat these 
foods, and whether they can buy and prepare meals.

Older people are, for the most part, independent, socially sophisticated, mentally 
lucid, fully participating members of  society who report themselves to be happy and 
healthy. In fact, chronic disabilities among the elderly have declined dramatically in 
recent years. Older people spend more money per person on foods to eat at home than 
other age groups and less money on foods eaten away from home. Manufacturers 
would be wise to cater to the preferences of  older adults by providing good-tasting, 
nutritious foods in easy-to-open, single-serving packages with labels that are easy to 
read. Such products enable older adults to maintain their independence; most of  them 
want to take care of  themselves and need to feel a sense of  control and involvement in 
their own lives. As discussed earlier, another way older adults can take care of  them-
selves is by remaining or becoming physically active. Physical activity helps preserve 
one’s ability to perform daily tasks and so promotes independence.

Individual Preferences
Familiarity, taste, and health beliefs are most influential on older people’s food choices. 
Eating foods that are familiar, especially ethnic foods that recall family meals and pleas-
ant times, can be comforting. Older adults are choosing poultry and fish, low-fat milk 
and milk products, and high-fiber breads and grains, indicating that they 
recognize the importance of  diet in supporting good health. Few older 
adults, however, consume the recommended amounts of milk products.

Meal Setting
The food choices and eating habits of  older adults are also affected by the 
changes in lifestyle that often accompany aging in this society. Whether 
people live alone, with others, or in institutions affects the way they eat. 
For example, men living alone are most likely to be poorly nourished. 
Older adults who live alone do not make poorer food choices than those 
who live with companions; rather, they consume too little food: loneliness 
is directly related to inadequacies, especially of  energy intakes.

shared meals can brighten the day and enhance 
the appetite.
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Depression
Another factor affecting food intake and appetite in older people is depression. Loss 
of  appetite and motivation to cook or even to eat frequently accompanies depression. 
An overwhelming feeling of  grief  and sadness at the death of  a spouse, friend, or 
family member may leave many people, particularly elderly people, with a feeling of  
powerlessness to overcome the depression. The support and companionship of  family 
and friends, especially at mealtimes, can help overcome depression and enhance ap-
petite. The case study in Box 13-1 presents a man who has several of  these problems. 
Use the suggestions here, and in the last section of  this chapter, to help develop solu-
tions. The Nutrition Assessment Checklist for Older Adults at the end of  this chapter 
helps to pinpoint nutrition-related factors to look for when working with older adults. 
To determine the risk of  malnutrition in older clients, health care providers can keep in 
mind the characteristics listed in Table 13-7.

Food Assistance Programs
Federally funded programs can provide food and nutrition services for older adults.56 
The Older Americans Act (OAA) provides many different support services to help 
older adults remain healthy and independent. An integral component of  the OAA is 
the OAA Nutrition Program. Table 13-8 summarizes this and other food assistance 
programs available to the elderly.

Meals for Singles
Many older adults live alone, and singles of  all ages face challenges in purchasing, 
storing, and preparing food. Large packages of  meat and vegetables are often intended 
for families of  four or more, and even a head of  lettuce can spoil before one person 
can use it all. Many singles live in small dwellings and have little storage space for 
foods. A limited income presents additional obstacles. This section offers suggestions 
that can help to solve some of  the problems singles face.

avoid Foodborne illness The risk of  foodborne illness is greater for older adults 
than for other adults. The consequences of  an upset stomach, diarrhea, fever, vomit-
ing, abdominal cramps, and dehydration are oftentimes more severe, sometimes lead-
ing to paralysis, meningitis, or even death. For these reasons, older adults need to 
carefully follow the food safety suggestions presented in Nutrition in Practice 5.

Ta b L e  1 3 - 7   risk Factors 
for malnutrition in Older 
adults 

These questions help 
determine the risk of 
malnutrition in older adults:

 ❚ disease: do you have an illness or 
condition that changes the types 
or amounts of foods you eat?

 ❚ eating poorly: do you eat fewer 
than two meals a day? do you 
eat fruits, vegetables, and milk 
products daily?

 ❚ tooth loss or mouth pain: is it 
 difficult or painful to eat?

 ❚ economic hardship: do you have 
enough money to buy the food 
you need?

 ❚ reduced social contact: do you 
eat alone most of the time?

 ❚ multiple medications: do you 
take three or more different 
 prescribed or over-the-counter 
medications daily?

 ❚ involuntary weight loss or gain: 
have you lost or gained  
10 pounds or more in the last  
6 months?

 ❚ needs assistance: are you 
 physically able to shop, cook, and 
feed yourself?

 ❚ elderly person: are you older  
than 80?

2. what factors are contributing to mr. 
brezenoff’s poor food intake? what 
nutrients are probably deficient in his 
diet?

3. look at mr. brezenoff as an individual 
and suggest ways he can improve his 
diet and his lifestyle.

4. what other aspects of mr. brezenoff’s 
physical and mental health should you 
consider in helping him improve his 
food intake?

mr. brezenoff is 75 years old and lives 
alone. he has slowly been losing weight 
since his wife died a year ago. at 5 feet 
8 inches tall, he currently weighs 124 
pounds. his previous weight was 150 
pounds. in talking with mr. brezenoff, 
you realize that he doesn’t even like to 
talk about food, let alone eat it. “my wife 
always did the cooking before, and i ate 
well. now i just don’t feel like eating.” you 
manage to find out that he skips break-
fast, has soup and bread for lunch, and 
sometimes eats a cold-cut sandwich or a 

frozen dinner for supper. he seldom sees 
friends or relatives. mr. brezenoff has also 
lost several teeth and doesn’t eat any raw 
fruits or vegetables because he finds them 
hard to chew. he lives on a meager but 
adequate income.

1. consult the bmi table (inside back 
cover), and judge whether mr. breze-
noff is at a healthy weight. what other 
assessments might you use to back 
up your judgment? is his weight loss 
significant?

Case Study B O X  1 3 - 1  e l d e r ly  m a n  w i t h  a  P o o r  d i e t
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Spend Wisely People who have the means to shop and cook for themselves can 
cut their food bills just by being wise shoppers. Large supermarkets are usually less 
expensive than convenience stores. A grocery list helps reduce impulse buying, and 
specials and coupons can save money when the items featured are those that the shop-
per needs and uses.

Buying the right amount so as not to waste any food is a challenge for people eat-
ing alone. Fresh milk should be purchased in the size best suited for personal needs. 
Pint-size and even cup-size boxes of  milk that can be stored unopened on a shelf  for 
up to 3 months without refrigeration are available.*

Many foods that offer a variety of  nutrients for practically pennies have a long 
shelf  life; staples such as rice, pastas, dry powdered milk, and dried legumes can be 
purchased in bulk and stored for months at room temperature. Other foods that are 
usually a good buy include whole pieces of  cheese rather than sliced or shredded 
cheese, fresh produce in season, variety meats such as chicken livers, and cereals that 
require cooking instead of  ready-to-serve cereals.

A person who has ample freezing space can buy large packages of  meat, such as 
pork chops, ground beef, or chicken, when they are on sale. Then the meat can be 
immediately wrapped in individual servings for the freezer. All the individual serv-
ings can be put in a bag marked appropriately with the contents and the date. Alter-
natively, grocers will break open a package of  wrapped meat and rewrap the portion 
needed. Similarly, eggs can be purchased by the half-dozen. Eggs do keep for long 
periods, though, if  stored properly in the refrigerator.

Frozen vegetables are more economical in large bags than in small boxes. The 
amount needed can be taken out, and the bag closed tightly with a twist tie or rub-
ber band. If  the package is returned quickly to the freezer each time, the vegetables 
will stay fresh for a long time. Fresh fruits and vegetables can be purchased individu-
ally. A person can buy fresh fruit at various stages of  ripeness: a ripe one to eat right 
away, a semiripe one to eat soon after, and a green one to ripen on the windowsill. 

*Boxes of milk that can be stored at room temperature have been exposed to temperatures above those 
of pasteurization just long enough to sterilize the milk—a process called ultrahigh temperature (UHT).

Ta b L e  1 3 - 8   Food assistance Programs for Older adults

OAA Nutrition Program
Services: Provides congregate and home-delivered meals to improve older people’s nutrition status. includes transportation to 
congregate meal sites; shopping assistance; information and referral; and, to some extent, nutrition counseling and education.
Impact: improves the nutrient content of high-risk older adults’ diets and offers socialization and recreation. many of the nutrition 
programs around the country go above and beyond federal requirements of congregate and home meals by offering lunch clubs, ethnic 
meals, and meals for older homeless people.

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
Services: supplements income for low-income households by means of a card similar to a debit card that can be used to purchase food.
Impact: serves more as an income supplement for some elderly participants than as a device to improve nutrition status. For other elderly 
participants, nutrient intakes are higher than those of nonparticipants with similar incomes.

Meals on Wheels
Services: delivers meals directly to the homebound elderly; integrated into the meal delivery services provided by the oaa Program.
Impact: Focuses on filling the need for weekend and holiday meals for the homebound elderly people, a service that is limited in the 
oaa nutrition Program.

Senior Farmers Market Nutrition Program
Services: Provides low-income older adults with coupons that can be exchanged for fresh fruits, vegetables, and herbs at community-
supported farmers’ markets and roadside stands; administered by the usda. state agencies may limit sales to specific foods that are 
locally grown to encourage recipients to support farmers in their own states.
Impact: increases fresh fruit and vegetable consumption, provides nutrition information, and even reaches the homebound elderly, 
a group of people who normally do not have access to farmers’ markets.
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If  vegetables are packaged in large quantities, the grocer can break open the package 
so that a smaller amount can be purchased. Small cans of  fruits and vegetables, even 
though they are more expensive per unit, are a reasonable alternative, considering that 
it is expensive to buy a regular-size can and let the unused portion spoil.

Finally, breads and cereals usually must be purchased in larger quantities. Again 
the amount needed for a few days can be taken out and the rest stored in the freezer.

Be creative Creative chefs think of  various ways to use foods when only large 
amounts are available. For example, a head of  cauliflower can be divided into thirds. 
Then one-third is cooked and eaten hot, another third is put into a vinegar and oil 
marinade for use in a salad, and the last third can be used in a casserole or stew.

A variety of  vegetables and meats can be enjoyed stir-fried; inexpensive veg-
etables such as cabbage, celery, and onion are delicious when crisp cooked in a 
little oil with herbs or lemon added. Interesting frozen vegetable mixtures are avail-
able in larger grocery stores. Cooked, leftover vegetables can be dropped in at the 
last minute. A bonus of  a stir-fried meal is that there is only one pan to wash.  
Similarly, a microwave oven allows a home chef  to use fewer pots and pans. Meals 
and leftovers can also be frozen or refrigerated in microwavable containers to re-
heat as needed.

Many frozen dinners or grocery store take-out foods offer nutritious options.  
Adding a fresh salad, a whole-wheat roll, and a glass of  milk can make a nutrition-
ally balanced meal. Box 13-2 offers time-saving tips to turn convenience foods into 
nutritious meals.

Also, single people shouldn’t hesitate to invite someone to share meals with 
them whenever there is enough food. It’s likely that the person will return the  
invitation, and both parties will get to enjoy companionship and a meal prepared 
by others.

these time-saving tips can turn convenience foods into nutritious 
meals:

 ❚ add extra nutrients and a fresh flavor to canned stews 
and soups by tossing in some frozen ready-to-use mixed 
vegetables. choose vegetables frozen without salty, fatty 
sauces—prepared foods generally contain enough salt to 
season the whole dish, including added vegetables.

 ❚ buy frozen vegetables in a bag, toss in a variety of herbs, and 
use as needed.

 ❚ when grilling burgers or chicken, wrap a mixture of frozen 
broccoli, onion, and carrots in a foil packet with a tablespoon 
of italian dressing and grill alongside the meat for seasoned 
grilled vegetables.

 ❚ use fruits canned in their own juices as desserts. toss in some 
frozen berries or peach slices and top with flavored yogurt for 
an instant fruit salad.

 ❚ Prepared rice or noodle dishes are convenient, but those 
claiming to contain broccoli, spinach, or other vegetables 
seldom contain enough to qualify as a serving of vegetables. 
Pump up the nutrient value by adding a half-cup of frozen 
vegetables per serving of pasta or rice just before cooking.

 ❚ Purchase frozen onion, mushroom, and pepper mixtures to 
embellish jarred spaghetti sauce or small frozen pizzas. top 
with parmesan cheese.

 ❚ use frozen shredded potatoes, sold for hash browns, in soups 
or stews or mix with a handful of shredded reduced-fat cheese 
or a can of fat-free “cream of anything” soup and bake for a 
quick and hearty casserole.

 ❚ Purchase a bag of triple-washed, ready-to-eat salad and add 
any or all of the following to make a hearty, healthy salad: a 
small can of garbanzo beans or a package of frozen edamame 
(immature soy beans); a handful of shredded reduced-fat 
cheese; a hard-boiled egg; a handful of toasted almonds or 
other nuts.

 ❚ open a can of pinto beans or black beans, heat a tablespoon 
of olive oil, and sauté a little bit of frozen onion and pepper 
mixture. add the beans and mash them in the oil and 
vegetables. serve the bean mixture in a soft taco shell with 
shredded reduced-fat cheese, lettuce, and salsa for a tasty, 
nutritious bean taco.

How To B O X  1 3 - 2  t u r n  c o n V e n i e n c e  F o o d s  i n t o  n u t r i t i o u s  m e a l s
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Food choices of  older adults are affected by health status and changed life 
circumstances.

 ❚ Older people can benefit from both the nutrients provided and the social interac-
tion available at congregate meals. Other government programs deliver meals to 
those who are homebound.

 ❚ With creativity and careful shopping, those living alone can prepare nutritious, 
inexpensive meals.

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for:

 ■ alcohol abuse
 ■ alzheimer’s disease or other dementia or confusion
 ■ arthritis
 ■ cataracts
 ■ chronic diseases (cancer, heart disease, hypertension, 

diabetes)
 ■ cigarette, cigar, or pipe smoking; use of other tobacco 

products
 ■ constipation
 ■ dehydration
 ■ dental disease or tooth loss
 ■ depression
 ■ inflammation of the stomach (gastritis)
 ■ swallowing disorders

Medications

For older adults being treated with drug therapy for medical 
conditions, note:

 ■ use of multiple medications—prescription and/or over-the-
counter medications, such as laxatives and pain relievers

 ■ side effects that might reduce food intake or change nutri-
ent needs

 ■ Proper administration of medication with respect to food 
intake

 ■ malnutrition—is the person’s nutrition status questionable 
even before considering side effects of medications that 
worsen nutrition status?

 ■ diminished mental capacity that might interfere with taking 
correct medications and doses

 ■ dehydration (can alter effects of medications)

Dietary Intake

For all older adults, especially those at risk nutritionally, assess 
the diet for:

 ■ total energy
 ■ Protein

 ■ calcium, iron, and zinc
 ■ Vitamin b6, vitamin b12, folate, and vitamin d

note the following:

 ■ number of meals eaten each day
 ■ number and ages of people in household
 ■ amount of milk consumed each day
 ■ type and frequency of outdoor activity
 ■ type and frequency of physical activity
 ■ Financial resources
 ■ transportation resources
 ■ Physical disabilities
 ■ mental alertness

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight.

 ■ reassess height and weight at each medical checkup.
 ■ note significant overweight or underweight, which warrants 

intervention.
 ■ use skinfold measures to reveal altered body composition 

that may indicate malnutrition and loss of lean tissue.

laboratory Tests

 ■ hemoglobin, hematocrit, or other tests of iron status
 ■ serum albumin or other measures of protein status
 ■ serum folate
 ■ serum b12

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition
 ■ iron and zinc deficiency
 ■ Folate deficiency

F o r  o l d e r  a d u lt s
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clinical applications
1. ms. hamilton, an 80-year-old woman in excellent health, 

lives alone, eats a well-balanced diet, enjoys an active social 
life, and walks every day. consider the way ms. hamilton’s 
health and nutrition status might be affected by the following 
situations:

 ❚ many of ms. hamilton’s friends pass away or move into ex-
tended care facilities.

 ❚ ms. hamilton falls and breaks her hip.

 ❚ ms. hamilton begins to feel isolated and depressed.

describe interventions the health care professional can take to help 
ms. hamilton deal with each situation to prevent her from falling 
into a downward spiral.

1. the fastest-growing age group in the united states is:
a. under 21 years of age.
b. 30 to 45 years of age.
c. 50 to 70 years of age.
d. over 85 years of age.

2. which of the following lifestyle habits can enhance the length 
and quality of people’s lives?
a. moderate smoking
b. six hours of sleep daily
c. regular physical activity
d. skipping breakfast

3. which of the following is among the better-known relation-
ships between nutrition and disease prevention?
a. appropriate fiber intake helps prevent goiter.
b. moderate sodium intake helps prevent obesity.
c. moderate sugar intake helps prevent hypertension.
d. appropriate energy intake helps prevent diabetes and 

 cardiovascular disease.

4. a disease of the immune system that involves painful 
 inflammation of the joints is:
a. sarcopenia.
b. osteoarthritis.
c. senile dementia.
d. rheumatoid arthritis.

5. examples of low-kcalorie, high-quality protein foods  
include:
a. cottage cheese, sour cream, and eggs.
b. green and yellow vegetables and citrus fruits.
c. potatoes, rice, pasta, and whole-grain breads.
d. lean meats, poultry, fish, legumes, fat-free milk,  

and eggs.

6. For malnourished and underweight people, protein- and 
energy-dense snacks include:
a. fresh fruits and vegetables.
b. yogurt and cottage cheese.
c. whole grains and high-fiber legumes.
d. scrambled eggs and peanut butter on wheat toast.

7. which of the following does not contribute to dehydration 
risk in older adults?
a. they do not seem to feel thirsty.
b. total body water increases with age.
c. they may find it difficult to get a drink.
d. they may have difficulty swallowing liquids.

8. inadequate milk intake and limited exposure to sunlight 
 contribute to older adults’ risk of:
a. vitamin a deficiency.
b. vitamin d deficiency.
c. riboflavin deficiency.
d. vitamin b12 deficiency.

9. two risk factors for malnutrition in older adults are:
a. loneliness and multiple medication use.
b. increased energy needs and lack of fiber.
c. decreased mineral absorption and antioxidant intake.
d. high carbohydrate intake and lack of physical activity.

10. strategies to improve nutrition status when growing old include:
a. increasing vitamin a intake and exercising 30 minutes daily.
b. choosing nutrient-dense foods and maintaining appropriate 

weight.
c. avoiding high-fiber foods and taking a daily vitamin-mineral 

supplement.
d. eating at least one big meal per day and drinking at least 10 

glasses of water daily.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.

self check 
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Worldwide, one person in every eight experiences per-
sistent hunger—not the healthy appetite triggered by 

anticipation of a hearty meal but the painful sensation caused by a 
lack of food.1 hunger deprives a person of the physical and mental 
energy needed to enjoy a full life and often leads to severe malnu-
trition and death. in 2011, more than 2 million children younger 
than the age of 5 died as a result of hunger and malnutrition.2 

in the united states, where most people enjoy a life of rela-
tive abundance, 6.8 million households live with very low food 
security—one or more members of these households, many of 
them children, repeatedly had little or nothing to eat because of 
a lack of money.3 another 11 million households experience low 
food security or marginal food security, somewhat less dire 
conditions. given the agricultural bounty and enormous wealth in 
this country, do these numbers surprise you? the limited or uncer-
tain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods is known 
as food insecurity and is a major social problem in our nation 

today.4 table nP13-1 presents questions used in national surveys  
to identify food insecurity in the united states, and Figure nP13-1 
(on p. 386) presents the most recent findings. surveys like these 
provide crude, but necessary, data to estimate the degree of hun-
ger in this country. box nP13-1 (on p. 386) defines related terms.

Why is hunger a problem in developed countries 
such as the united States where food is 
abundant?

hunger has many causes, but in developed countries, the primary 
cause is food poverty. People are hungry not because there is no 
food available nearby, but because they lack sufficient money with 
which to buy nutritious food and pay for other necessities, such as 
housing, clothing, medicines, and utilities. an estimated 15 percent 
of the population of the united states lives in poverty.5 even those 
above the poverty line may not have food security. Physical and 
mental illnesses and disabilities, sudden job losses, and high living 
expenses threaten their financial stability. Further contributing to 
food poverty are other problems such as abuse of alcohol and other 
drugs; lack of awareness of food assistance programs; and the re-
luctance of people, particularly the elderly, to accept what they per-
ceive as “welfare” or “charity.” lack of financial resources remains 

C H a P T e r  1 3

1 3 . 5  h u n g e r  a n d  c O m m u n i t y  n u t r i t i O n

Nutrition in Practice

LO 13.5 Identify some reasons why hunger is  present 
in a country as wealthy as the United States and 
 describe the resources available to those in need.

Ta b L e  n P 1 3 - 1   Questions to identify Food insecurity in a u.S. Household

to determine the extent of food insecurity 
in a household, surveys ask questions 
about behaviors and conditions known to 
characterize households having difficulty 
meeting basic food needs during the past 
12 months. most often, adults tend to 
protect their children from hunger. in the 
most severe cases, children also suffer from 
hunger and eat less.

 1. did you worry whether food would 
run out before you got money to buy 
more?

 2. did you find that the food you bought 
just didn’t last and you didn’t have 
money to buy more?

 3. were you unable to afford to eat 
balanced meals?

 4. did you or other adults in your 
household ever cut the size of your 
meals or skip meals because there 
wasn’t enough food?

 5. did this happen in 3 or more months 
during the previous year?

 6. did you ever eat less than you should 
because there wasn’t enough money 
for food?

 7. were you ever hungry but didn’t eat 
because you couldn’t afford enough 
food?

 8. did you lose weight because you didn’t 
have enough money to buy food?

 9. did you or other adults in your 
household ever not eat for a whole 
day because you were running out of 
money to buy food?

 10. did this happen in 3 or more months 
during the previous year?

 11. did you rely on only a few kinds of low-
cost food to feed your children because 
you were running out of money to buy 
food?

 12. were you unable to feed your children 
a balanced meal because you couldn’t 
afford it?

 13. were your children not eating enough 
because you just couldn’t afford 
enough food?

 14. did you ever cut the size of your 
children’s meals because there wasn’t 
enough money for food?

 15. were your children ever hungry but you 
just couldn’t afford more food?

 16. did your children ever skip a meal 
because there wasn’t enough money 
for food?

 17. did this happen in 3 or more months 
during the previous year?

 18. did your children ever not eat for 
a whole day because there wasn’t 
enough money for food?

the more positive responses, the greater 
the food insecurity. households with 
children answer all of the questions and are 
categorized as follows:

 ❚ #2 positive responses 5 food secure
 ❚ 3–7 positive responses 5 low food security
 ❚ $8 positive responses 5 very low food 
security

households without children answer the 
first 10 questions and are categorized as 
follows:

 ❚ #2 positive responses 5 food secure
 ❚ 3–5 positive responses 5 low food security
 ❚ $6 positive responses 5 very low food 
security

Figure nP13-1 shows the results of the 
2012 surveys.

Source: u.s. department of agriculture, Food Security in the U.S., www.ars.gov, updated august 19, 2013.
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single parents living in households with their children, hispanics, 
african americans, and those living in the inner cities. People living 
in poverty are simply unable to buy sufficient amounts of nourish-
ing foods, even if they are skilled in food shopping. consequently, 
their diets tend to be inadequate. For many of the children in these 
families, school lunch (and breakfast, where available) may be the 
only nourishment for the day. otherwise, they go hungry, waiting 
for an adult to find money for food. not surprisingly, these chil-
dren are more likely to have health problems and iron-deficiency 
anemia than those who eat regularly. they also tend to perform 
poorly in school and in social situations. For adults, the risk of 
 developing chronic diseases increases.6 For pregnant women, the 
risk of  developing gestational diabetes more than doubles.7

is it true that hunger and obesity often exist 
side by side—sometimes within the same 
household or even the same person?

ironically, it is true—food insufficiency and obesity often exist side 
by side.8 Food insecurity and obesity may logically seem to be 
mutually exclusive, but research studies consistently show that the 
highest rates of obesity occur among those living in the greatest 
poverty and food insecurity.9 

low-income urban and rural communities that offer little or no 
access to affordable nutritious foods—food deserts (first men-
tioned in chapter 7)—lack markets that sell fresh produce.10 not 
surprisingly, people living in food deserts often lack fruits and veg-
etables in their diets and often fail to meet intake recommendations 
of the Dietary Guidelines.11 high-fat, high-sugar, refined, energy-
dense foods that are readily available in food deserts infamously 
lack other needed nutrients. doughnuts, packaged sweet cakes, 
sugary punches, hamburgers, and french fries fill the stomach, are 
affordable, are easily obtained at any hour, are easily carried, require 
no preparation, and taste good. it is not surprising, then, that these 
high-kcalorie foods edge nutrient-dense staple foods out of the diet.

economic uncertainty and stress greatly influence the preva-
lence of obesity.12 People who are unsure about their next meal 
may overeat when food or money become available. interestingly, 
food insecure people who do not participate in food assistance 
programs have a greater risk of obesity than those who do—it 
seems that providing a reliable supply of nutritious food may help 
to prevent obesity among those living with food insecurity.13 

What u.S. food programs are directed at 
relieving hunger in the united States?

the academy of nutrition and dietetics calls for aggressive action to 
bring an end to domestic hunger and to achieve food and nutrition 
security for all residents of the united states.14 many federal and lo-
cal programs aim to prevent or relieve malnutrition and hunger.

an extensive network of federal assistance programs provides 
life-giving food daily to millions of u.s. citizens. an estimated one 
out of every seven americans receives food assistance of some kind, 
at a total cost of almost $95 billion per year.15 even so, the programs 
are not fully successful in preventing hunger, though they do seem 
to improve the nutrient intakes of those who participate. Programs 
described in the life cycle chapters include the wic program for low-
income pregnant women, breastfeeding mothers, and their young 
children (chapter 11); the school lunch and breakfast programs for 

B O X  n P 1 3 - 1   g L O S S a r y

emergency kitchens: programs that provide meals to be eaten 
on-site; often called soup kitchens.

food banks: facilities that collect and distribute food donations to 
authorized organizations feeding the hungry.

food deserts: urban and rural low-income areas with limited access 
to affordable and nutritious foods (also defined in chapter 7).

food insecurity: limited or uncertain access to foods of sufficient 
quality or quantity to sustain a healthy and active life. Food insecurity 
categories include: 

 ❚ low food security: reduced dietary quality, variety, or desirability 
but with little or no indication of reduced food intake; formerly 
known as food insecurity without hunger.

 ❚ very low food security: multiple indications of disrupted  eating 
patterns and reduced food intake; formerly known as food 
 insecurity with hunger.

food pantries: community food collection programs that provide 
groceries to be prepared and eaten at home.

food poverty: hunger occurring when enough food exists in an area 
but some of the people cannot obtain it because they lack money, are 
being deprived for political reasons, live in a country at war, or suffer 
from other problems such as lack of transportation.

food recovery: the collection of wholesome food for distribution to 
low-income people who are hungry. Four common methods of food 
recovery are:

 ❚ Field gleaning: collecting crops from fields that either have already 
been harvested or are not profitable to harvest.

 ❚ Perishable food rescue or salvage: collection of perishable produce 
from wholesalers and markets.

 ❚ Prepared food rescue: collection of prepared foods from 
 commercial kitchens.

 ❚ Nonperishable food collection: collection of processed foods from 
wholesalers and markets.

food security: access to enough food to sustain a healthy and active 
life. Food security categories include: 

 ❚ high food security: no indications of food-access problems or 
limitations.

 ❚ marginal food security: one or two indications of food-access 
problems but with little or no change in food intake.

the major cause of food poverty in developed countries, and solving 
this problem would do a lot to relieve hunger.

in the united states, poverty and hunger reach across various 
segments of society, touching some more than others—notably, 

F i g u r e  n P 1 3 - 1   Prevalence of Food Security of 
u.S. Households
source: a. coleman-Jensen, m. nord, and a. singh, Household Food 
Security in the United States in 2012, economic research service, u.s. 
department of agriculture, www.ers.usda.gov, september 2013.
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are there other programs aimed at reducing 
hunger in the united States?

efforts to resolve the problem of hunger in the united states do 
not depend solely on federal assistance programs. national food 
recovery programs such as Feeding america coordinate the 
 efforts of food banks, food pantries, emergency kitchens, and 
homeless shelters that provide food to tens of millions of people a 
year. table nP13-2 (on p. 388) lists websites for Feeding america 
and other hunger relief organizations.

each year, a tremendous amount of our food supply is 
wasted in fields, commercial kitchens, grocery stores, and 

children (chapter 12); and the food assistance programs for older 
adults such as congregate meals and meals on wheels (chapter 13).

the centerpiece of food programs for low-income people in 
the united states is the supplemental nutrition assistance Pro-
gram (snaP), administered by the u.s. department of agriculture 
(usda). the usda issues debit cards through state agencies to 
households—people who buy and prepare food together. the 
amount a household receives depends on its size, resources, and 
income. recipients may use the cards to purchase food and food-
bearing plants and seeds but not to buy tobacco, cleaning items, 
alcohol, or other nonfood items. box nP13-2 offers tips for both 
saving money and preventing food waste.

snaP is the largest of the federal food assistance programs, both 
in amount of money spent and in number of people  participating. it 
provides assistance to more than 46 million people at a cost of $75 
billion per year; about half of the recipients are children.

Why do health care professionals need to know 
about food assistance programs?

health care professionals who work in public health are generally 
well acquainted with food assistance programs, and often many 
of their clients receive such assistance. regardless of the setting 
in which health care professionals see clients, however, it is im-
portant to encourage those who may be having financial prob-
lems to talk with a social worker who can assess their eligibility 
for food assistance programs. the subject of food assistance 
must be  approached in a nonjudgmental and tactful manner—
the client may feel uncomfortable about seeking assistance.

B O X  n P 1 3 - 2   H O W  T O  S T r e T C H  F O O D  D O L L a r S  a n D  r e D u C e  W a S T e

eating well on a budget can pose a challenge, but these tips ease the 
task. For daily menus and recipes for healthy, thrifty meals, visit the 
usda center for nutrition Policy and Promotion:  
www.cnpp.usda.gov.

Plan ahead
 ❚ Plan your menus, write grocery lists, and shop only for foods on 

your list to avoid expensive “impulse” buying.

 ❚ center meals on whole grains, legumes, and vegetables; use smaller 
quantities of meat, poultry, fish, or eggs.

 ❚ use cooked cereals such as oatmeal instead of ready-to-eat break-
fast cereals.

 ❚ cook large quantities when time and money allow; freeze portions 
for convenient later meals.

 ❚ check for sales and use coupons for products you need; plan meals 
to take advantage of sale items.

Shop Smart
 ❚ do not shop when hungry.

 ❚ select whole foods instead of convenience foods (raw whole 
potatoes instead of refrigerated prepared mashed potatoes, for 
example).

 ❚ try store brands.

 ❚ buy fresh produce in season; buy canned or frozen items at other 
times.

 ❚ buy large bags of frozen items or dry goods; use as needed and 
store the remainder.

 ❚ buy fat-free dry milk; mix and refrigerate quantities needed for a day 
or two. buy fresh milk by the gallon or half-gallon only if you can 
use it up before it spoils.

 ❚ buy less expensive cuts of meat, such as beef chuck and pork shoul-
der roasts; cook with liquid long enough to make the meat tender.

 ❚ buy whole chickens instead of pieces; ask a butcher to show you 
how to cut them up.

 ❚ Frequent discount stores instead of grocery stores for nonfood items 
such as toilet paper and detergent.

Reduce Waste
 ❚ change your thinking from “what do i want to eat” to “what do i 

have available to eat.” you paid for the food you have on hand—so 
use it up.

 ❚ buy only the amount of fresh foods that you will eat before it spoils.

 ❚ Peel away the tough outer layers from stems of asparagus and broc-
coli; slice and cook the tender stems or add raw to salads.

 ❚ scrub, but don’t peel, potatoes before cooking—the skins add color, 
texture, and nutrients to the dish.

 ❚ before buying food in bulk, plan how to store it properly. if it spoils 
before use, you’ll throw away your savings.

 ❚ if your “bargain” bulk food is more than you can use but is still 
fresh, donate it to your local food bank or homeless shelter. (it won’t 
save you money, but it will provide a wealth of satisfaction.)

 ❚ if space permits, compost fruit and vegetable scraps to feed shrubs 
and other outdoor plants.
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community-based efforts to feed citizens include food pantries 
that provide groceries.

restaurants—enough food to feed millions of people. Food recov-
ery programs collect and distribute good food that would other-
wise go to waste. Volunteers might pick corn left in an already 
harvested field, a grocer might deliver ripe bananas to a local food 
bank, and a caterer might take leftover chicken salad to a com-
munity shelter, for example. all of these efforts help to feed the 
hungry in the united states.

What about local efforts and community 
nutrition programs?

Food recovery programs depend on volunteers. concerned citizens 
work through local agencies and churches to feed the hungry. 
community-based food pantries provide groceries, and soup kitch-
ens serve prepared meals. meals often deliver adequate nourish-
ment, but most homeless people receive fewer than one and a half 

Ta b L e  n P 1 3 - 2   Hunger relief Organizations

Organization Mission Statement

bread for the world
www.bread.org

nonpartisan, christian citizens’ movement seeking to influence reform in policies, 
programs, and conditions that allow hunger and poverty to persist globally.

catholic relief services
www.crs.org

humanitarian service agency assisting the impoverished and disadvantaged through 
community-based, sustainable development initiatives.

congressional hunger center
www.hungercenter.org

bipartisan organization training and inspiring leaders with the intent to end hunger and 
advocating public policies to create a food-secure world.

Feeding america
www.feedingamerica.org

domestic charity organization providing food assistance through a nationwide network of 
member food banks and facilitating education to end hunger nationally.

Food and agriculture organization (Fao) of 
the united nations
www.fao.org

international organization leading efforts to achieve food security for all by helping to 
develop and modernize countries’ agriculture, forestry, and fishery practices.

idealist
www.idealist.org

international organization seeking to connect people, organizations, and resources to help 
build a world where all people can live free and dignified lives.

institute for Food and development Policy
www.foodfirst.org

north american organization working to catalyze food systems that are healthy, sustainable, 
just, and democratic by building community voice and capacity for change.

oxfam america
www.oxfamamerica.org

international relief and development organization aiming to create lasting solutions to 
poverty, hunger, and injustice.

Pan american health organization
www.paho.org

international public health agency aiming to strengthen national and local health systems 
with the purpose of improving the quality of, and lengthening, the lives of the peoples in 
the americas.

society of st. andrew
www.endhunger.org

ecumenical christian ministry salvaging and redirecting large amounts of fresh produce to 
hunger agencies for distribution to the poor.

the hunger Project
www.thp.org

international relief organization attempting to end hunger and poverty by pioneering 
sustainable, grassroots, women-centered strategies and advocating for their widespread 
adoption in countries throughout the world.

united nations children’s Fund (uniceF)
www.unicef.org

international organization advocating for the protection of children’s rights, to help meet 
their basic needs and to expand their opportunities to reach their full potentials.

whyhunger
www.whyhunger.org

domestic organization supporting and funding community-based organizations intent on 
empowering individuals and building self-reliance to provide long-term solutions to end 
hunger and poverty.

world Food Programme
www.wfp.org

Food aid branch of the united nations aiming to prepare for, protect during, and provide 
assistance after emergencies, as well as reduce hunger and undernutrition.

world health organization (who)
www.who.int

united nations agency acting as the authority on international public health by influencing 
policy, setting research agendas, establishing standards, and providing technical support to 
monitor and assess health trends.
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meals a day, so many are still inadequately nourished. health care 
professionals can serve as valuable members of community groups 
seeking to provide food assistance.
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Illness and 
Nutrition Care

14.1 Nutrition in Health Care
LO 14.1 Describe the interrelationships between 
 illness and malnutrition and explain how health 
 professionals identify and treat patients at risk for 
 nutrition problems.

14.2 Nutrition Assessment
LO 14.2 Discuss the various types of data used for 
evaluating an individual’s nutrition and health status 
and describe how energy requirements can be esti-
mated in the hospital setting.

14.3 Implementing Nutrition Care
LO 14.3 Discuss the different types of dietary modifica-
tions available to patients with medical problems and 
explain how each of these is used during patient care.

14.4 Nutrition in Practice: Nutritional 
Genomics
LO 14.4 Explain how nutritional genomics research 
may improve our understanding of the relationship 
between illness and nutrition care.
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Previous chapters of this book introduced the nutrients and described 
how the appropriate dietary choices can support good health. Turning 

now to clinical nutrition, this chapter introduces the process used for pro-
viding nutrition care and the implementation of nutrition care in clinical 
practice. Ensuring that nutrient needs are met is a key part of this pro-
cess, so the chapter also describes methods used for estimating energy 
requirements and common nutrition modifications.

14.1 Nutrition in Health Care
LO 14.1 Describe the interrelationships between illness and malnutrition and 
explain how health professionals identify and treat patients at risk for nutrition 
problems.

Malnutrition is frequently reported in patients hospitalized with acute illness, and 
acutely ill individuals without nutrition problems on admission often exhibit a subse-
quent decline in nutrition status. Depending on the patient population, estimates of  
malnutrition in hospital patients range from 15 to 60 percent.1 Poor nutrition status 
weakens immune function and compromises a person’s healing ability, influencing 
both the course of  disease and the body’s response to treatment. Thus, preventing 
and correcting nutrition problems may improve the outcome of  medical treatments 
and help to prevent complications. In addition, patients are often concerned about the 
impact their diet has on their medical condition.

Effects of Illness on Nutrition Status
Illnesses and their treatments may lead to malnutrition by reducing food intake, 
interfering with digestion and absorption, or altering nutrient metabolism and ex-
cretion (see Figure 14-1). For example, the nausea caused by some illnesses or treat-
ments can diminish appetite and reduce food intake; similarly, inflammation in 
the mouth or esophagus can cause discomfort when an individual consumes food. 
Some medications may cause anorexia (loss of  appetite) or gastrointestinal (GI) 

Symptoms and Effects of Illness

Reduced food intake

Impaired digestion 
and absorption

Altered nutrient 
metabolism and excretion

  Treatments

Anorexia due to illness; nausea and 
vomiting; pain with eating; mouth ulcers 

or wounds; difficulty chewing or 
swallowing; depression or psychological 

stress; inability to feed oneself

Inflammation associated with bowel 
conditions; insufficient secretion of

digestive enzymes or bile salts; altered 
structure or function of intestinal mucosa

Elevated metabolic rate; muscle 
wasting; changes in hydration; 

prolonged immobilization; nutrient 
losses due to excessive bleeding, 

diarrhea, or frequent urination

Restrictive diets; bowel rest; surgical 
resection of head, neck, mouth,

or esophagus; preparation for surgery or 
diagnostic tests; surgical wounds; side

effects of medications (which can 
cause anorexia or gastrointestinal distress)

Radiation therapy; gastrointestinal 
surgeries; side effects of medications 
on gastrointestinal tract structure or 

function

Chemotherapy; use of diuretics 
(increased urination and nutrient 
excretion); side effects of other 

medications (can affect nutrient function)

F i g u r e  1 4 - 1   Ways in Which illness Can affect nutrition Status

anorexia: loss of appetite.
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discomfort or interfere with nutrient function and metabolism. Prolonged bed rest 
often results in pressure sores, which increase metabolic stress and raise protein and 
energy needs.

The dietary changes required during an acute illness are usually temporary and 
can be tailored to accommodate an individual’s preferences and lifestyle. However, 
chronic illnesses (those lasting 3 months or longer) may require long-term modifica-
tions. For example, diabetes treatment requires lifelong changes in diet and lifestyle 
that some people may find difficult to adhere to. The challenge for health profession-
als is to help their patients understand the potential benefits of  nutrition treatments 
and accept the dietary adjustments that can improve their health. 

Responsibility for Nutrition Care
Members of  the health care team work together to ensure that the nutritional needs of  
patients are met during illness. The roles of  health professionals may vary among dif-
ferent institutions, however, and their responsibilities can sometimes overlap. In some 
cases, the patient’s nutrition care is incorporated into the medical care plan developed 
by the entire health care team. Such plans, called clinical pathways, outline coordi-
nated plans of  care for specific medical diagnoses, procedures, or treatments. 

Physicians Physicians are responsible for meeting all of  a patient’s medical needs, 
including nutrition. They prescribe diet orders (also called nutrition prescriptions) and 
other instructions related to nutrition care, including referrals for nutrition assessment 
and dietary counseling. Physicians rely on nurses, registered dietitians, and other 
health professionals to alert them to nutrition problems, suggest strategies for han-
dling nutrition care, and provide nutrition services.

registered Dietitians A registered dietitian is a food and nutrition expert who is 
qualified to provide medical nutrition therapy. Registered dietitians conduct nutri-
tion and dietary assessments; diagnose nutrition problems; develop, implement, and 
evaluate nutrition care plans (described later); plan and approve menus; and provide 
dietary counseling and nutrition education services. Registered dietitians may also 
manage food and cafeteria services in health care institutions. 

registered Dietetic technicians Registered dietetic technicians often work in 
partnership with registered dietitians and assist in the implementation and monitor-
ing of  nutrition services. Depending on their background and experience, they may 
screen patients for nutrition problems, develop menus and recipes, ensure appropriate 
meal delivery, monitor patients’ food choices and intakes, and provide patient educa-
tion and counseling. Dietetic technicians sometimes supervise foodservice operations 
and may have roles in purchasing, inventory, quality control, sanitation, or safety.

Nurses Nurses interact closely with patients and thus are in an ideal position to iden-
tify people who would benefit from nutrition services. Nurses often screen patients for 
nutrition problems and may participate in nutrition and dietary assessments. Nurses 
also provide direct nutrition care, such as encouraging patients to eat, finding practi-
cal solutions to food-related problems, recording a patient’s food intake, and answer-
ing questions about special diets. As members of  nutrition support teams, nurses are 
responsible for administering tube and intravenous feedings. In facilities that do not 
employ registered dietitians, nurses often assume responsibility for much of  the nutri-
tion care.

other Health care Professionals Other heath practitioners who may assist with 
nutrition care include pharmacists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech 
therapists, nursing assistants, home health care aides, and social workers. These in-
dividuals can be instrumental in alerting dietitians or nurses to nutrition problems or 
may share relevant information about a patient’s health status or personal needs.

pressure sores: regions of skin 
and tissue that are damaged due to 
prolonged pressure on the affected 
area by an external object, such as a 
bed, wheelchair, or cast; vulnerable 
areas of the body include buttocks, 
hips, and heels. also called decubi-
tus (deh-Kyu-bih-tus) ulcers.

clinical pathways: coordinated 
programs of treatment that merge 
the care plans of different health 
practitioners; also called care 
pathways, care maps, or critical 
pathways.

diet orders: specific instructions 
regarding dietary management; also 
called nutrition prescriptions.

registered dietitian: a food and 
nutrition expert who has completed 
the education and training specified 
by the academy of nutrition and 
dietetics (or dietitians of canada), 
including a bachelor’s degree in 
nutrition or dietetics, a supervised 
internship, and a national registra-
tion examination. 

medical nutrition therapy: nu-
trition care provided by a registered 
dietitian; includes assessing nutrition 
status, diagnosing nutrition prob-
lems, and providing nutrition care.

nutrition care plans: strategies 
for meeting an individual’s nutri-
tional needs.

nutrition support teams: health 
care professionals responsible for the 
provision of nutrients by tube feed-
ing or intravenous infusion.
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nutrition screening: a brief as-
sessment of health-related variables 
to identify patients who are mal-
nourished or at risk for malnutrition. 

Joint Commission: a nonprofit 
organization that sets standards for 
health care performance and safety 
and confers accreditation to health 
care organizations and programs 
that meet those standards.

nutrition care process: a sys-
tematic approach used by dietetics 
professionals to evaluate and treat 
nutrition-related problems.

Nutrition Screening
A referral for nutrition care may result from a nutrition screening, an as-
sessment procedure that helps to identify patients who are malnourished 
or at risk of  malnutrition. The screening should be sensitive enough to 
identify patients who require nutrition care but simple enough to be com-
pleted within 10 to 15 minutes. The information collected in a nutrition 
screening may include the admitting diagnosis, physical measurements 
and test results obtained during the admission process, relevant signs 
and symptoms, and information about nutrition and health status pro-
vided by the patient or caregiver (see Table 14-1 for examples). The Joint 
 Commission, a nonprofit organization that confers accreditation to health 
care institutions, recommends that a nutrition screening be conducted 
within 24 hours of  a patient’s admission to a hospital or other extended-
care  facility. Nutrition screening is also frequently included in outpatient 
services and community health programs.

A number of  nutrition screening tools have become popular in recent 
years; one  example is the Subjective Global Assessment, which ranks 
nutrition-related elements of  the medical history and physical examina-
tion to assess malnutrition risk (see Table 14-2, p. 394). Briefer screening 
methods may use just two or three variables; for example, several tools 
screen for malnutrition risk by evaluating health status, unintentional 
weight changes, and reduced appetite or food intake.2

The Nutrition Care Process
Registered dietitians use a systematic approach to medical nutrition therapy called the 
nutrition care process.3 Figure 14-2 presents the four distinct, yet interrelated, steps 
of  the nutrition care process: 

1. Nutrition assessment
2. Nutrition diagnosis
3. Nutrition intervention
4. Nutrition monitoring and evaluation

Although the nutrition care process is easiest to visualize as a series of  steps, the steps 
are frequently revisited to reassess and revise diagnoses and intervention strategies. 

Ta b L e  1 4 - 1   Criteria for identifying malnutrition risk

Category Specific Examples

admission data age, medical diagnosis, severity of illness or injury

anthropometric 
data

height and weight, body mass index (bmi), unintentional weight changes, 
loss of muscle or subcutaneous fat

Functional 
assessment data

low hand grip strength, general weakness, impaired mobility

historical 
information

history of diabetes, renal disease, or other chronic illness; use of 
medications that can impair nutrition status; extensive dietary restrictions; 
food allergies or intolerances; requirement for nutrition support; 
depression, social isolation, or dementia

laboratory test 
results

blood test results that suggest the presence of inflammation (such as low 
serum protein levels) or anemia

signs and 
symptoms

reduced appetite or food intake, problems that interfere with food intake 
(such as chewing or swallowing difficulties or nausea and vomiting), 
localized or general edema, presence of pressure sores

F i g u r e  1 4 - 2   The nutrition Care 
Process

Nutrition
screening or 

referrals

Nutrition
assessment

Nutrition
diagnosis

Nutrition 
intervention

Nutrition
monitoring and

evaluation
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Each step of  the nutrition care process must be documented in the medical record, 
providing a record for future reference and facilitating communication among mem-
bers of  the health care team.

Nutrition assessment A nutrition assessment involves the collection and analy-
sis of  health-related information in order to identify specific nutrition problems and 
their underlying causes. The information may be obtained from the medical record, 
physical examination, laboratory analyses, medical procedures, an interview with the 
patient or caregiver, and consultation with other health professionals. The assessment 
data are used to develop a plan of  action to prevent or correct nutrient imbalances or 
to determine whether a care plan is working. The next section of  this chapter  describes 
the components of  nutrition assessment in more detail. 

Nutrition Diagnosis Each nutrition problem receives a separate diagnosis, which 
is formatted as a PES statement, a statement that includes the specific problem (P), 
etiology or cause (E), and signs and symptoms that provide evidence of  the prob-
lem (S).4 For example, a potential nutrition diagnosis might be, “Unintentional weight 
gain (the problem) related to long-term use of  corticosteroids (the etiology or cause) as 
evidenced by an involuntary weight gain of  10 percent of  body weight over the past 
6 months (the sign or symptom).” A nutrition diagnosis often changes during the course 
of  an illness.

Nutrition intervention After nutrition problems are identified, the appropriate 
 nutrition care can be planned and implemented. A nutrition intervention may include 
counseling or education about appropriate dietary and lifestyle practices, a change in 
medication or other treatment, or adjustments in the meals or services provided to 
a hospital patient. To be successful, the intervention must consider the individual’s 
food habits, lifestyle, and other personal factors. Goals are stated in terms of  measur-
able outcomes; for example, the goals for an overweight person with diabetes might 

Ta b L e  1 4 - 2   Subjective global assessment

the subjective global assessment evaluates a person’s risk of malnutrition by ranking key variables of the medical history and physical 
examination. these variables are each given an a, b, or c rating: a for well nourished, b for potential or mild malnutrition, and c for 
severe malnutrition. Patients are classified according to the final numbers of a, b, and c ratings.

Medical History
 ❚ body weight changes: percentage weight loss in past 6 months; weight change in past 2 weeks

 ❚ dietary changes: suboptimal, low kcalorie, liquid diet, or starvation

 ❚ gi symptoms: nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, or anorexia for more than 2 weeks

 ❚ Functional ability: full capacity versus suboptimal, walking versus bedridden

 ❚ degree of disease-related metabolic stress: low, medium, or high

Physical Examination
 ❚ subcutaneous fat loss (triceps or chest)

 ❚ muscle loss (quadriceps or deltoids)

 ❚ ankle edema

 ❚ sacral (lower spine) edema

 ❚ ascites (abdominal edema)

Classification:

A: Well nourished: if no significant loss of weight, fat, or muscle tissue and no dietary difficulties, functional impairments, or gi 
symptoms; also applies to patients with recent weight gain and improved appetite, functioning, or medical prognosis
B: Moderate malnutrition: if 5 to 10 percent weight loss, mild loss of muscle or fat tissue, decreased food intake, and digestive or 
functional difficulties that impair food intake; the b classification usually applies to patients with an even mix of a, b, and c ratings
C: Severe malnutrition: if more than 10 percent weight loss, severe loss of muscle or fat tissue, edema, multiple gi symptoms, and 
functional impairments

Sources: P. charney and m. marian, nutrition screening and nutrition assessment, in P. charney and a. m. malone, eds., ADA Pocket Guide to Nutrition Assessment 
(chicago: american dietetic association, 2009), pp. 1219; a. s. detsky and coauthors, what is subjective global assessment of nutritional status? Journal of Parenteral 
and Enteral Nutrition 11 (1987): 8–13.

PeS statement: a statement that 
describes a nutrition problem in a 
format that includes the problem 
(P), the etiology or cause (e), and the 
signs and symptoms (s).
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include improvements in blood glucose levels and body weight. Other goals may be 
positive changes in dietary behaviors and lifestyle; for example, a diabetes patient may 
learn how to control carbohydrate intake or portion sizes or begin a regular exercise 
program. 

Nutrition Monitoring and evaluation The effectiveness of  the nutrition care plan 
must be evaluated periodically: the patient’s progress should be monitored closely, 
and updated assessment data or diagnoses may require adjustments in goals or out-
come measures. Sometimes a new situation alters nutritional needs; for example, a 
change in the medical treatment or a new medication may alter a person’s tolerance 
to certain foods. The nutrition care plan must be flexible enough to adapt to the new 
situation.

If  progress is slow or a patient is unable or unwilling to make the suggested 
changes, the care plan should be redesigned and take into account the reasons why 
the earlier plan was not successful. This new plan may need to include motivational 
techniques or additional patient education. If  the patient remains unwilling to modify 
behaviors despite the expected benefits, the health care provider can try again at a 
later time when the patient may be more receptive.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Illnesses and their treatments can alter food intake and nutrient needs, leading to 
malnutrition. In turn, poor nutrition status can influence the course of  illness and 
reduce the effectiveness of  medical treatments. 

 ❚ The combined efforts of  each member of  the health care team ensure that patients 
receive optimal nutrition care. 

 ❚ Nutrition screening identifies individuals who can benefit from nutrition assess-
ment and follow-up nutrition care. The nutrition care process includes four inter-
related steps: nutrition assessment, nutrition diagnosis, nutrition intervention, and 
nutrition monitoring and evaluation.

14.2 Nutrition Assessment 
LO 14.2 Discuss the various types of data used for evaluating an individual’s 
nutrition and health status and describe how energy requirements can be esti-
mated in the hospital setting.

As described earlier, a nutrition assessment provides the information needed for diag-
nosing nutrition problems and designing a nutrition care plan; follow-up assessments 
can determine whether the care plan has been effective. Ideally, the assessment should 
be sensitive enough to detect subtle nutrition problems and specific enough to identify 
problem nutrients. For most nutrient imbalances, a variety of  tests are necessary to 
identify nutrition problems.

Historical Information
Historical information provides valuable clues about the patient’s nutrition status and 
nutrient requirements; it also reveals personal preferences that need consideration 
when developing a nutrition care plan. Table 14-3 (p. 396) summarizes the various 
types of  historical data that contribute to a nutrition assessment. This information can 
be obtained from the medical record or by interviewing the patient or caregiver.

Medical History The medical history helps the practitioner identify health prob-
lems or medical treatments that may interfere with food intake or require dietary 
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changes; Table 14-4 lists examples. Many other conditions can lead to malnutri-
tion, especially if  nutrition problems are not recognized and corrected before they 
become serious. 

Medication and Supplement History Many medications can have  detrimental 
effects on nutrition status, and various components of  foods and dietary supple-
ments can alter the absorption and metabolism of  drugs. Chapter 15 provides 
 examples of  diet-drug interactions that may need consideration when planning 
 nutrition care. 

Personal and Social History Personal and social factors influence both food 
choices and the ability to manage health and nutrition problems. For example,  cultural 
background or religious beliefs can affect food preferences, whereas financial con-
cerns may restrict access to health care and nutritious foods. Some individuals may 
depend on others to prepare or procure food. A person who lives alone or is  depressed 
may eat poorly or be unable to follow complex dietary instructions. 

Food and Nutrition History A food and nutrition history (often called a diet 
 history) is a detailed account of  a person’s dietary practices. It includes  information 
about food intake, lifestyle habits, and other factors that affect food choices. The 
 procedure often includes an interview about recent food intake (for example, a 
 24-hour dietary recall) and a survey about usual food choices (such as a food frequency 
questionnaire). The following section describes the most common methods of  gather-
ing food intake information.

Food Intake Data
Obtaining accurate food intake data is challenging, as the results may vary depending 
on an individual’s memory and honesty and the assessor’s skill and training. Each 
method has its own strengths and weaknesses, so the best results are obtained using a 
combination of  approaches. Table 14-5 summarizes the methods commonly used as 
well as each method’s advantages and disadvantages.

the 24-Hour Dietary recall The 24-hour dietary recall is a guided interview in 
which an individual recounts all of  the foods and beverages consumed in the past 
24 hours or during the previous day. The interview includes questions about the times 
when meals or snacks were eaten, amounts consumed, and ways in which foods were 
prepared (see Figure 14-3).

Ta b L e  1 4 - 3   Historical information used in nutrition assessmenta

Medical History
Medication and Supplement 
History Personal and Social History Food and Nutrition History

age Prescription drugs cognitive abilities Food intake

current complaint(s) over-the-counter drugs cultural/ethnic identity Food availability

Past medical problems dietary and herbal supplements educational level recent weight changes 

ongoing medical treatments employment status dietary restrictions

surgical history home/family situation Food allergies or intolerances

Family medical history religious beliefs nutrition and health knowledge

chronic disease risk

mental/emotional health status

socioeconomic status 

use of tobacco, alcohol, or  
 illegal drugs

Physical activity level and 
 exercise habits

ahistorical information is classified in different ways among medical institutions.

Ta b L e  1 4 - 4   medical 
Problems Often associated 
with malnutrition

 ❚ acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (aids)

 ❚ alcoholism

 ❚ anorexia nervosa or bulimia

 ❚ burns (extensive or severe)

 ❚ cancer and cancer treatments

 ❚ cardiovascular diseases

 ❚ celiac disease

 ❚ chewing or swallowing difficulties

 ❚ chronic kidney disease

 ❚ dementia or other mental illness

 ❚ diabetes mellitus

 ❚ Feeding disabilities

 ❚ infections

 ❚ inflammatory bowel diseases

 ❚ liver disease

 ❚ malabsorption

 ❚ Pressure sores

 ❚ surgery (major)

 ❚ Vomiting (prolonged or severe)

24-hour dietary recall: a record 
of foods consumed during the pre-
vious day or in the past 24 hours; 
sometimes modified to include 
foods consumed in a typical day.
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Ta b L e  1 4 - 5   methods for Obtaining Food intake Data

Method Description Advantages Disadvantages

24-hour 
dietary recall

guided interview in which the 
foods and beverages consumed 
in a 24-hour period are 
described in detail.

 ❚ results are not dependent on 
literacy or educational level of 
respondent.

 ❚ interview occurs after food is 
 consumed, so method does not 
influence dietary choices.

 ❚ results are obtained quickly; 
method is relatively easy to 
conduct.

 ❚ method does not require reading 
or writing ability.

 ❚ Process relies on memory.

 ❚ underestimation and overestimation of food 
intakes are common.

 ❚ Food items that cause embarrassment  
(alcohol, desserts) may be omitted.

 ❚ data from a single day cannot accurately 
 represent the respondent’s usual intake.

 ❚ seasonal variations may not be addressed.

 ❚ skill of interviewer affects outcome.

Food 
frequency 
questionnaire

written survey of food 
consumption during a specific 
period of time, often a  
1-year period.

 ❚ Process examines long-term food 
intake, so day-to-day and seasonal 
variability should not affect results.

 ❚ Questionnaire is completed after 
food is consumed, so method does 
not influence food choices.

 ❚ method is inexpensive to 
administer.

 ❚ Process relies on memory. 

 ❚ Food lists often include common foods only.

 ❚ serving sizes are often difficult for respondents 
to evaluate without assistance.

 ❚ calculated nutrient intakes may not be 
accurate.

 ❚ Food lists for the general population are of 
 limited value in special populations.

 ❚ method is not effective for monitoring 
 short-term changes in food intake.

Food record written account of food 
consumed during a specified 
period, usually several 
consecutive days. accuracy is 
improved by including weights 
or measures of foods.

 ❚ Process does not rely on memory.

 ❚ recording foods as they are 
 consumed may improve accuracy  
of food intake data.

 ❚ Process is useful for controlling 
intake because keeping records 
 increases awareness of food 
choices.

 ❚ recording process itself influences food intake.

 ❚ underreporting and portion size errors are 
common.

 ❚ Process is time-consuming and burdensome 
for respondent; requires high degree of 
motivation.

 ❚ method requires literacy and the physical ability 
to write.

 ❚ seasonal changes in diet are not taken into 
account.

direct 
observation

observation of meal trays or 
shelf inventories before and 
after eating; possible only in 
residential facilities.

 ❚ Process does not rely on memory.

 ❚ method does not influence food 
intake.

 ❚ method can be used to evaluate 
the acceptability of a prescribed 
diet.

 ❚ Process is possible only in residential situations.

 ❚ method is labor intensive.

The multiple-pass method is considered the most effective approach for conducting a 
24-hour dietary recall.5 In this procedure, the interview includes four or five separate 
passes through the 24-hour period of  interest. In the first 
pass, the respondent provides a “quick list” of  foods con-
sumed without prompts by the interviewer. The second pass 
is conducted to help the respondent remember foods that 
are often forgotten, such as beverages, bread, additions to 
foods (such as butter on toast), savory snacks, and sweets. 
The third and fourth passes elicit additional details about 
the foods consumed, such as the amounts eaten, prepara-
tion methods, and places where foods were obtained or 
consumed. A final pass is conducted to provide a final 
 opportunity to recall foods and to probe for additional 
 details. The entire multiple-pass interview can be conducted 
in about 30 to 45 minutes.

Recall interviews may be conducted on several noncon-
secutive days to get a better representation of  a person’s 
usual diet. A disadvantage of  the 24-hour dietary recall is 
that it does not take into account fluctuations in food intake 

F i g u r e  1 4 - 3   Collecting Food intake Data
the use of food models and measuring utensils can help an 
 individual visualize portion sizes, improving the accuracy of food 
intake data.
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or seasonal variations. Moreover, food intakes are often underestimated because the 
process relies on an individual’s memory and reporting accuracy.

Food Frequency Questionnaire A food frequency questionnaire surveys the foods 
and beverages regularly consumed during a specific time period. Some questionnaires 
are qualitative only: food lists contain common foods, organized by food group, with 
check boxes to indicate frequency of  consumption. Other types of  questionnaires can 
collect semiquantitative information by including portion sizes as well. Figure 14-4 
shows a sample section of  a semiquantitative questionnaire that surveys fruit intake 
over the previous year. Because the respondent is often asked to estimate food intakes 
over a 1-year period, the results should not be affected by seasonal changes in diet. 
Conversely, a disadvantage of  this method is its inability to determine recent changes 
in food intake.

Some shortened versions of  food frequency questionnaires focus on food catego-
ries relevant to a person’s medical condition. For example, a questionnaire designed 
to evaluate calcium intake may include only milk products, fortified foods, certain 
fruits and vegetables, and dietary supplements that contain calcium. A computer 
analysis can then quickly estimate the individual’s calcium intake and compare it to 
recommendations. 

Food record A food record is a written account of  foods and beverages consumed 
during a specified time period, usually several consecutive days. Foods are recorded as 
they are consumed in order to obtain the most complete and accurate record possible; 
thus, the process does not rely on memory. A detailed food record includes the types 
and amounts of  foods and beverages consumed, times of  consumption, and methods 
of  preparation. It provides valuable information about food intake as well as a per-
son’s response to and compliance with nutrition therapy. Unfortunately, food records 
require a great deal of  time to complete, and people need to be highly motivated to 
keep accurate records. Another drawback is that the recording process itself  may in-
fluence food intake. Furthermore, it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates of  nutrient 
intakes in just a few days or even a week due to day-to-day and seasonal variations in 
food intake. 

F i g u r e  1 4 - 4   Sample Section of a Food Frequency Questionnaire

Bananas

Apples, applesauce

Oranges (not including juice)

Grapefruit (not including juice)

Cantaloupe

Peaches, apricots (fresh, in season)
 
Peaches, apricots (canned or dried)

Prunes, or prune juice

Watermelon (in season)

Strawberries, other berries (in season)

Any other fruit, including kiwi, fruit
cocktail, grapes, raisins, mangoes

EXAMPLE: Bananas

FRUIT

HOW OFTEN                                       HOW MUCH
Never
or less

than once
per month

1 
per 
mon.

1 
per 

week

2 
per 

week

2–3
per 
mon.

3–4
per 

week

5–6
per 

week
Every
day

MEDIUM
SERVING

YOUR 
SERVING SIZE

1 medium

1 medium

1 medium
or 1/2 cup

1 medium

1/2 medium

1/4 medium

1 medium

1 medium
or 1/2 cup

1/2 cup

1 slice

1/2 cup

1/2 cup

S         M         L

1/2               1               2

1/2               1               2

1/2               1               2

1/2               1               2

1/4              1/2             1

1/8              1/4           1/2

1/2               1               2

1/2               1               2

1/4              1/2             1

1/2               1               2

1/4              1/2             1

1/4              1/2             1

food frequency question-
naire: a survey of foods routinely 
consumed. some questionnaires ask 
about the types of food eaten and 
yield only qualitative information; 
others include questions about por-
tions consumed and yield semiquan-
titative data as well.

food record: a detailed log of 
food eaten during a specified time 
period, usually several days; also 
called a food diary. a food record 
may also include information regard-
ing medications, disease symptoms, 
and physical activity.
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kcalorie counts: estimates of 
food energy (and often, protein) 
consumed by patients for one or 
more days.

anthropometric (an-throw-  
poe-meh-trik): related to physi-
cal measurements of the human 
body, such as height, weight, body 
circumferences, and percentage of 
body fat.

protein-energy malnutrition 
(Pem): a state of malnutrition 
characterized by depletion of tissue 
proteins and energy stores, usu-
ally accompanied by micronutrient 
deficiencies.

length: the distance from the top 
of the head to the soles of the feet 
while a person is recumbent (lying 
down). in contrast, height is mea-
sured while a person is standing 
upright.

Direct observation In facilities that serve meals, food intakes can be directly ob-
served and analyzed. This method can also reveal a person’s food preferences, changes 
in appetite, and any problems with a prescribed diet. Health practitioners use direct ob-
servation to conduct patients’ kcalorie counts, which are estimates of  the food energy 
(and often, protein) consumed by patients during a single day or several consecutive 
days. To perform a kcalorie count, the clinician records the dietary items that a patient 
is given at meals and subtracts the amounts remaining after meals are completed; this 
procedure allows an estimate of  the kcaloric content of  foods and beverages actually 
consumed. Although a useful means of  discerning patients’ intakes, direct observation 
requires regular and careful documentation and can be labor intensive and costly.

Anthropometric Data
Measures of  body size, known as anthropometric measurements, can reveal prob-
lems related to both protein-energy malnutrition (PEM) and overnutrition. Height 
(or length) and weight are the most common anthropometric measurements and are 
used to evaluate growth in children and nutrition status in adults. Other helpful values 
include the results of  body composition tests (see Appendix E) and circumferences of  
the head, waist, and limbs.

Height (or Length) Poor growth in children can be a sign of  malnutrition. In adults, 
height measurements alone do not reflect current nutrition status but can be used for 
estimating a person’s energy needs or appropriate body weight. Length is measured in 
infants and children younger than 24 months of  age, and height is usually measured 
in older children and adults. Length can also be measured in adults and children who 
cannot stand unassisted due to physical or medical reasons. Box 14-1 describes some 
standard techniques for measuring length and height. 

In adults who are bedridden or unable to stand, height can be estimated from equa-
tions that include either the knee height or the full arm span, both of  which correlate 

to improve the accuracy of length and 
height measurements, keep the following 
in mind:

 ❚ always measure—never ask. self-
reported heights are less accurate 
than measured heights. if height is not 
measured, document that the height is 
self-reported.

 ❚ measure the length of infants and 
young children by using a measuring 
board with a fixed headboard and a 
movable footboard. it generally takes 
two people to measure length: one 
person gently holds the infant’s head 
against the headboard; the other 
straightens the infant’s legs and moves 
the footboard to the bottom of the 
infant’s feet.

 ❚ measure height next to a wall on  
which a nonstretchable measuring 
tape or board has been fixed. ask the 

person to stand erect without shoes and 
with heels together. the person’s eyes 
and head should be facing forward, 
with heels, buttocks, and shoulder 
blades touching the wall. Place a ruler 
or other flat, stiff object on the top of 
the head at a right angle to the wall and 
carefully note the height measurement. 
immediately record length and height 
measurements to the nearest 1∕8 inch or 
0.1 centimeter.

 ❚ For evaluating the growth rate of young 
children, use the appropriate growth chart 
(appendix e) when plotting results. if 
length is measured, use the growth chart 
for children between 0 and 36 months; 
if height is measured, use the chart for 
individuals between 2 and 20 years.

 ❚ higher values are obtained from supine 
measurements than from vertical height 
measurements due to gravity.

How To B O X  1 4 - 1  m e a s u r e  l e n g t h  a n d  h e i g h t

it generally takes two people to measure 
the length of an infant.
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well with height.6 Knee height, which extends from the heel to the top of  the knee 
when the leg is bent at a 90-degree angle, can be measured in either a sitting or supine 
position with a knee-height caliper; specific formulas are available for different age, 
gender, and ethnic groups. The full arm span is the distance from the tip of  one middle 
finger to the other while the arms are extended horizontally. In children with disabili-
ties that affect stature, alternative measures of  linear growth include the full arm span, 
lower-leg lengths (knee to heel, similar to the knee-height measure), and upper-arm 
lengths (shoulder to elbow), all of  which can be compared with reference percentiles.

Body Weight During clinical care, health care providers monitor body 
weights closely: weight changes may reflect changes in body water due to ill-
ness, and an involuntary loss of  weight can be a sign of  PEM. Body weights 
can be compared with healthy ranges on height-weight tables and growth 
charts or used to calculate the body mass index (BMI). A healthy body weight 
typically falls within a BMI range of  18.5 to 25; thus, an appropriate body 
weight can usually be estimated by using a BMI table or graph (see the  inside 
back cover of  this book). Box 14-2 includes suggestions for improving the 
 accuracy of  weight measurements.

Head circumference A measurement of  head circumference helps to 
 assess brain growth and malnutrition in children up to 3 years of  age, 
although the measure is not necessarily reduced in a malnourished child. 
Head circumference values can also track brain development in premature 

and small-for-gestational-age infants. To measure head circumference, the assessor 
encircles the largest circumference measure of  a child’s head with a nonstretchable 
measuring tape: the tape is placed just above the eyebrows and ears and around the 
occipital prominence at the back of  the head (see Figure 14-5). The measurement is 
read to the  nearest 1∕8th inch or 0.1 centimeter.

tips for measuring weight include:

 ❚ always measure—never ask. self-
reported weights are often inaccurate.  
if weight is not measured, document 
that the weight is self-reported.

 ❚ Valid weight measurements require 
scales that have been carefully 
maintained, calibrated, and checked 
for accuracy at regular intervals. beam 
balance and electronic scales are the 
most accurate. bathroom scales are 
inaccurate and inappropriate for clinical 
use.

 ❚ measure an infant’s weight with a scale 
that allows the infant to sit or lie down. 
the tray should be large enough to 
support an infant or young child up to 
40 pounds, and weight graduations 
should be in ½-ounce or 10-gram 
increments. For accurate results, weigh 

infants without clothes or diapers. 
excessive movement by the infant can 
reduce accuracy.

 ❚ children who can stand are weighed 
in the same way as adults, using 
beam balance or electronic scales with 
platforms large enough for standing 
comfortably.

 ❚ if repeated weight measurements are 
needed, each weighing should take 
place at the same time of day (preferably 
before breakfast), in the same amount 
of clothing, after the person has voided, 
and using the same scale. record 
weights to the nearest ¼ pound or  
0.1 kilogram.

 ❚ special scales and hospital beds with 
built-in scales are available for weighing 
people who are bedridden.

How To B O X  1 4 - 2  m e a s u r e  w e i g h t
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beam bal-
ance scales 
allow  accurate 
weight mea-
surements for 
older children 
and adults.

body mass index (bmi): a per-
son’s weight in relation to height; 
determined by dividing one’s weight 
(in kilograms) by the square of the 
height (in meters).

F i g u r e  1 4 - 5   head circumference 
measurements can help to assess brain 
growth.
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circumferences of Waist and Limbs Circumferences of  the waist and limbs are 
useful for evaluating body fat and muscle mass, respectively. The waist circumference 
correlates with intra-abdominal fat and can help in assessing overnutrition. Circum-
ferences of  the mid-upper arm, mid-thigh, and mid-calf  regions can help in evaluat-
ing the effects of  illness, aging, and PEM on skeletal muscle tissue. For improved 
accuracy, circumference measurements are often used together with skinfold measure-
ments to correct for the subcutaneous fat in limbs. 

anthropometric assessment in infants and children To evaluate growth pat-
terns, anthropometric data can be plotted on growth charts, such as those provided 
in Appendix E. The most commonly used growth charts compare height (or length) 
to age, weight to age, head circumference to age, weight to length, and BMI to age. 
Although individual growth patterns vary, a child’s growth will generally stay at about 
the same percentile throughout childhood; a sharp drop in a previously steady growth 
pattern suggests malnutrition. Growth patterns that fall below the 5th percentile may 
also be cause for concern, although genetic influences must be considered when in-
terpreting low values. Growth charts with BMI-for-age percentiles can be used to as-
sess risk of  underweight and overweight in children over 2 years of  age: the 5th and  
85th percentiles are used as cutoffs to identify children who may be malnourished or 
overweight, respectively.7

anthropometric assessment in adults To evaluate the nutritional risks associ-
ated with illness, clinicians monitor both the total reduction in weight and the rate 
of  weight loss over time. An unintended weight loss of  more than 5 percent within 
1 month or more than 10 percent within 6 months suggests PEM.8 Weight changes 
must be evaluated carefully, however: although unintentional weight loss can indi-
cate malnutrition, weight gain may result from fluid retention rather than recovery of  
muscle tissue or overnutrition. Fluid retention often accompanies worsening disease 
in patients with heart failure, liver cirrhosis, and kidney failure and it can mask the 
weight loss associated with PEM. Some medications can also contribute to weight 
changes.

Weight data are often expressed as a percentage of  usual body weight (%UBW) or 
ideal body weight (%IBW). The %UBW is more effective than %IBW for interpret-
ing weight changes that occur in underweight, overweight, or obese individuals. In 
overweight persons, the %IBW may fail to identify significant weight loss. Conversely, 
in underweight individuals, the %IBW can overstate the degree of  weight loss due 
to illness. Box 14-3 (p. 402) describes how to estimate and evaluate changes in body 
weight, and Table 14-6 shows how to interpret the %UBW and %IBW.

Some illnesses discussed in later chapters are associated with losses in muscle tis-
sue that resist nutrition intervention. In older adults, losses in both muscle tissue and 
height are common even though body weights may remain stable. Including measures 
such as skinfold thicknesses and limb circumferences in a nutrition assessment may 
help the clinician identify changes in body composition that need to be addressed in 
the treatment plan.

Biochemical Analyses
Biochemical data are based on analyses of  blood and urine samples, which contain 
nutrients, proteins, and metabolites that reflect nutrition and health status. Repeated 
measures are more helpful than single values, as serial data can indicate whether a 
condition is improving or worsening. Table 14-7 (pp. 402–403) lists and describes 
common blood tests that may have nutritional implications. Laboratory tests relevant 
to specific diseases will be discussed in the chapters that follow. 

Interpreting laboratory values can be challenging because a number of  factors influ-
ence test results. For example, fluid imbalances can alter test values: fluid rentention 

Ta b L e  1 4 - 6   body 
Weight and nutritional risk

%uBW %IBW
Nutritional 
Risk

85–95 80–90 risk of mild 
malnutrition

75–84 70–79 risk of 
moderate 
malnutrition

,75 ,70 risk of severe 
malnutrition
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Ta b L e  1 4 - 7   routine Laboratory Tests with nutritional implications

this table lists some commonly performed blood tests that have implications for nutritional problems. unless whole blood is used, 
results are generally reported in terms of either plasma or serum levels. Plasma is the yellow fluid that remains after cells are removed 
and still contains clotting factors. Serum is the fluid remaining after both cells and clotting factors are removed.

laboratory Test Acceptable Range Description

Hematology (whole blood samples)

red blood cell (rbc) count male: 4.3–5.7 million/ml
Female: 3.8–5.1 million/ml

rbc number; helps with anemia diagnosis.

hemoglobin (hb) male: 13.5–17.5 g/dl
Female: 12.0–16.0 g/dl

rbc hemoglobin content; helps with anemia diagnosis.

hematocrit (hct) male: 39–49%
Female: 35–45%

Percent rbc volume in blood; helps with anemia diagnosis.

mean corpuscular volume 
(mcV)

80–100 fl rbc size; helps to distinguish microcytic and macrocytic anemia.

mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin concentration 
(mchc)

31–37% hb/cell rbc hb concentration; helps with diagnosis of iron-deficiency anemia.

white blood cell (wbc) count 4500–11,000 cells/ml wbc number; may indicate immune status, infection, or inflammation.

Serum Proteins

total protein 6.4–8.3 g/dl levels are not highly sensitive or specific to disease; may reflect body 
protein content, illness, infection, inflammation, changes in hydration or 
metabolism, pregnancy, or use of certain medications.

albumin 3.4–4.8 g/dl levels may reflect illness or Pem; slow to respond to improvement or 
worsening of disease.

(continued)

% Weight loss: the percentage weight loss is calculated by 
dividing the amount of weight lost by the weight that the person 
generally maintains:

% weight loss 5 
weight loss

usual weight
 3 100

For example, a woman who loses 10 pounds from a usual body 
weight of 120 pounds will have lost about 8% of her usual 
weight (10 lb 4 120 lb 5 0.083 5 8.3%)

%uBW: to estimate %ubw, compare an individual’s current 
weight with the usual body weight:

%ubw 5 
current weight
usual weight

 3 100

For example, if a man loses 32 pounds during illness and his usual 
weight is 180 pounds, his current weight would be 148 pounds. 
these values can be incorporated into the previous equation:

%ubw 5 
148
180

 3 100 5 82.2%

the man in this example weighs 82.2 percent of his usual 
weight. a look at table 14-6 shows that a person who is at  
82 percent of ubw may be moderately malnourished.

%IBW: to estimate %ibw, compare an individual’s current 
weight with a reasonable (ideal) weight from a bmi table or 
other appropriate reference:

%ibw 5 
current weight
ideal weight

 3 100

For example, suppose you wish to calculate the %ibw for a 
woman who is 5 feet 8 inches tall and weighs 116 pounds. the 
midpoint of the healthy bmi range is approximately 22, so using 
a bmi table (as shown on the inside back cover of this book), 
you estimate that a reasonable weight for this woman would be 
about 144 pounds:

%ibw 5 
116
144

 3 100 5 80.6%

the woman in this example weighs about 80.6 percent of  
her ideal body weight. a look at table 14-6 suggests that,  
at 80.6 percent of ibw, she may be mildly malnourished.  
Keep in mind that the calculation of “ideal body weight” is 
somewhat arbitrary because the bmi table and various other  
references provide a range of weights for individuals of a  
given height.

How To B O X  1 4 - 3  e s t i m at e  a n d  e V a l u at e  c h a n g e s  i n  b o d y  w e i g h t
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transferrin 200–400 mg/dl
. 60 yr: 180–380 mg/dl

levels may reflect illness, Pem, or iron deficiency; slightly more sensitive 
to changes in health status than albumin.

transthyretin (prealbumin) 10–40 mg/dl levels may reflect illness or Pem; more responsive to changes in health 
status than albumin or transferrin.

c-reactive protein 68–8200 ng/ml elevated levels may indicate inflammation or infection.

Serum Enzymes

creatine kinase (cK) male: 38–174 u/l
Female: 26–140 u/l

different forms are found in the muscle, brain, and heart. elevated 
blood levels may indicate a heart attack, brain tissue damage, or skeletal 
muscle injury.

lactate dehydrogenase (ldh) 208–378 u/l Found in many tissues; specific types may be elevated after a heart 
attack, lung damage, or liver disease.

alkaline phosphatase . 20 yr: 25–100 u/l Found in many tissues; often measured to evaluate liver function.

aspartate aminotransferase 
(ast; formerly sgot)

10–30 u/l elevated levels may indicate liver disease or liver damage; somewhat 
increased after muscle injury.

alanine aminotransferase 
(alt; formerly sgPt)

male: 10–40 u/l
Female: 7–35 u/l

elevated levels may indicate liver disease or liver damage; somewhat 
increased after muscle injury.

Serum Electrolytes

sodium 136–146 meq/l helps with assessment of hydration status or neuromuscular, kidney, and 
adrenal functions.

Potassium 3.5–5.1 meq/l helps with assessment of acid–base balance or kidney function; can also 
detect potassium imbalances.

chloride 98–106 meq/l helps with assessment of hydration status or detection of acid–base and 
electrolyte imbalances.

Other

glucose (fasting),a serum adult: 74–106 mg/dl
. 60 yr: 80–115 mg/dl

helps with diagnosis of glucose intolerance, diabetes mellitus, and 
hypoglycemia; also used for monitoring diabetes treatment.

glycated hemoglobin 
(hba1c), whole blood

4.0–6.0% of total hb used for monitoring long-term blood glucose control (approximately 1 
to 3 months prior).

blood urea nitrogen (bun), 
serum or plasma

6–20 mg/dl Primarily used for monitoring kidney function; value altered by liver 
failure, dehydration, or shock.

uric acid, serum male: 3.5–7.2 mg/dl
Female: 2.6–6.0 mg/dl

used for detection of gout or changes in kidney function; levels affected 
by age and diet and vary among different ethnic groups.

creatinine, serum or plasma male: 0.7–1.3 mg/dl
Female: 0.6–1.1 mg/dl

used for monitoring renal function.

aFasting glucose levels that repeatedly exceed 100 mg/dl suggest prediabetes.
Note: ml 5 microliter; dl 5 deciliter; fl 5 femtoliter; ng 5 nanogram; u/l 5 units per liter; meq 5 milliequivalents.
Source: l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 2012).

Ta b L e  1 4 - 7   (continued)

laboratory Test Acceptable Range Description

can cause lab results to be deceptively low, whereas dehydration may cause the values 
to be deceptively high. Serum protein levels may be influenced by fluid status, in-
fections, inflammation, pregnancy, and other factors. Similarly, serum levels of  vita-
mins and minerals are often poor indicators of  nutrient deficiency due to the effects of  
other physiological factors. Taken together with other assessment data, however, labo-
ratory test results help to present a clearer picture than is possible to obtain otherwise.

Serum Proteins Serum protein levels can aid in the assessment of  protein-energy 
status, but as mentioned earlier, the levels may fluctuate for other reasons as well.9 
Because serum proteins are synthesized in the liver, blood levels of  these proteins can 
reflect liver function. Metabolic stress alters serum proteins because the liver responds 
to stress by increasing its synthesis of  some proteins and reducing the synthesis of  
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others. Values may also be influenced by hydration status, pregnancy, kidney function, 
zinc status, blood loss, and some medications. Because serum proteins are  affected by 
so many factors, their values must be considered along with other data in order to 
evaluate nutrition status.

albumin Albumin is the most abundant protein in blood plasma, and its levels are rou-
tinely monitored in hospital patients to help gauge the severity of illness. Although many 
medical conditions influence albumin, it is slow to reflect changes in nutrition  status 
 because of  its large body pool and slow rate of  degradation. (Box 14-4 lists the half-life 
for albumin and other proteins discussed in this section.) In people with chronic PEM, 
albumin levels remain normal for a long period despite significant protein depletion, and 
levels fall only after prolonged malnutrition. Likewise, albumin levels increase slowly 
when malnutrition is treated, so albumin is not a sensitive indicator of effective treatment.

transferrin Transferrin is an iron-transport protein, and its blood concentrations 
 respond to iron status, PEM, and various illnesses. Transferrin levels rise as iron 
 status worsens and fall as iron status improves, so using transferrin values to evalu-
ate  protein-energy status is difficult if  an iron deficiency is also present. Transferrin 
degrades more rapidly than albumin but its levels change relatively slowly in response 
to nutrition therapy.

transthyretin and retinol-Binding Protein Blood concentrations of  trans-
thyretin (also called prealbumin) and retinol-binding protein decrease rapidly during 
PEM and respond quickly to improved protein intakes. Thus, these proteins are more 
sensitive than albumin to short-term changes in protein status. Although sometimes 
used to evaluate malnutrition risk or improvement in nutrition status, they are more 
 expensive to measure than albumin so they are not routinely included during nutrition 
assessment. Like other serum proteins, their usefulness is somewhat limited because 
they are affected by a number of  different factors, including metabolic stress, zinc 
 deficiency, and various medical conditions.

c-reactive Protein C-reactive protein (CRP) levels rise rapidly in response to 
 inflammation or infection and are often elevated in individuals with critical illness, heart 
disease, and certain cancers. Elevated CRP values may help to identify individuals at 
risk for malnutrition, as well as aid in the interpretation of  other serum protein tests.10

Physical Examinations
As with other assessment methods, interpreting physical signs of  malnutrition  requires 
skill and clinical judgment. Most physical signs are nonspecific; they can reflect any 
of  several nutrient deficiencies, as well as conditions unrelated to nutrition. For exam-
ple, cracked lips may be caused by several B vitamin deficiencies but may also result 
from sunburn, windburn, or dehydration. Dietary and biochemical data are usually 
needed as additional evidence to confirm suspected nutrient deficiencies.

clinical Signs of Malnutrition Signs of  malnutrition tend to appear most often in 
parts of  the body where cell replacement occurs at a rapid rate, such as the hair, skin, 
and digestive tract (including the mouth and tongue). Table 14-8 lists some clinical 
signs of  nutrient deficiencies, and Figure 14-6 illustrates some signs of  malnutrition 
in a child with kwashiorkor. Note that many signs of  nutrient deficiency appear only 
in the advanced stages. Chapters 8 and 9 provide additional examples of  the clinical 
signs of  nutrient imbalances.

Hydration Status As mentioned, fluid imbalances may accompany some illnesses 
and can also result from the use of  certain medications. Recognizing the signs of  fluid 
retention or dehydration is necessary for the correct interpretation of  blood test results 
and the body weight measurement.

half-lives of blood proteins:

 ❚ albumin: 14–20 days

 ❚ transferrin: 8–10 days

 ❚ transthyretin: 2–3 days

 ❚ retinol-binding protein:  
12 hours

BOX 14-4

half-life: in blood tests, refers to 
the time it takes for the concentra-
tion of a substance to be reduced 
by half. albumin has a half-life of 
14 to 20 days, meaning that half of 
the amount circulating in plasma is 
degraded in this time period.

F i g u r e  1 4 - 6   Physical 
examination
in a child with kwashiorkor, physi-
cal signs of malnutrition may in-
clude sparse, brittle hair; loss of 
hair color; a swollen abdomen; and 
dermatitis.
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wasting: the gradual atrophy 
(loss) of body tissues; associated 
with protein-energy malnutrition or 
chronic illness.

Ta b L e  1 4 - 8   Clinical Signs of nutrient Deficiencies

Body System Acceptable Appearance Signs of Malnutrition Other Causes of Abnormalities

hair shiny, firm in scalp dull, brittle, dry, loose; falls out (Pem); 
corkscrew hair (vitamin c)

excessive hair bleaching; hair loss 
from aging, chemotherapy, or 
radiation therapy

eyes bright; clear; shiny; pink, moist 
membranes; adjust easily to light

Pale membranes (iron); spots, dryness, 
night blindness (vitamin a); redness at 
corners of eyes (b vitamins)

anemia that is unrelated to 
nutrition, eye disorders, allergies, 
aging

lips smooth dry, cracked, or with sores in the corners of 
the lips (b vitamins)

sunburn, windburn, excessive 
salivation from ill-fitting dentures 
or various disorders

mouth and 
gums

oral tissues without lesions, swelling, 
or bleeding; red tongue; normal 
sense of taste; teeth without caries; 
ability to chew and swallow

bleeding gums (vitamin c); smooth or 
magenta tongue (b vitamins); poor taste 
sensation (zinc)

medications, periodontal disease 
(poor oral hygiene)

skin smooth, firm, good color Poor wound healing (Pem, vitamin c, zinc); 
dry, rough, lack of fat under skin (essential 
fatty acids, Pem, vitamin a, b vitamins); 
bruising or bleeding under skin (vitamins c 
and K); pale (iron)

Poor skin care, diabetes mellitus, 
aging, medications

nails smooth, firm, uniform, pink ridged (Pem); spoon shaped, pale (iron) —

other — dementia, peripheral neuropathy (b 
vitamins); swollen glands at front of neck 
(Pem, iodine); bowed legs (vitamin d)

disorders of aging (dementia), 
diabetes mellitus (peripheral 
neuropathy)

Fluid retention (also called edema) may be caused by malnutrition, infection, injury, 
and some medications. It can also result from impaired blood circulation or disorders 
of  the kidneys, liver, and lungs. Physical signs of  fluid retention include weight gain, 
facial puffiness, swelling of  limbs, abdominal distention, and tight-fitting shoes. 

Dehydration may be caused by vomiting, diarrhea, sweating, fever, excessive urina-
tion, blood loss, and burns (due to fluid loss through skin lesions). Risk of  dehydra-
tion is especially high in older adults, who have a reduced thirst response and various 
other impairments in fluid regulation. Signs or symptoms include thirst, weight loss, 
dry skin or mouth, reduced skin tension, dark yellow or amber urine, and low urine 
volume.

Functional assessment Nutrient deficiencies sometimes impair physiological 
functions, so clinicians may conduct tests or procedures to evaluate some aspects of  
malnutrition. For example, both PEM and zinc deficiency can depress immunity, 
which can be evaluated by testing the skin response to antigens that cause redness and 
swelling when immune function is adequate. Muscle weakness due to wasting (loss 
of  muscle tissue) may be assessed by testing hand grip strength. Exercise tolerance, 
which is reduced in heart and lung disorders, may be evaluated using a treadmill or 
cycle ergometer.

Determining Energy Requirements
To estimate the energy needs of  hospital patients, clinicians often measure or calcu-
late the resting metabolic rate (RMR) and then adjust the RMR value with a “stress 
factor” that accounts for the medical problem.11 In ambulatory patients, a factor for 
activity level may also be applied. Table 14-9 (p. 406) lists examples of  RMR equa-
tions in common use, and Box 14-5 (p. 406) presents an example of  this method. Note 
that in overweight and obese individuals who not critically ill, the Mifflin–St. Jeor 
equation has been found to yield the most accurate results.12
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In patients who are critically ill, energy needs may be higher than normal due to 
fever, mechanical ventilation, restlessness, or the presence of  open wounds.  Patients 
who are critically ill are usually bedridden and inactive, however, so the energy 
needed for physical activity is minimal. Energy requirements for critical-care patients 
are  described in Chapter 24.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Nutrition assessments include historical information, anthropometric data, bio-
chemical analyses, and physical examinations. Health care providers assess food 
intake using 24-hour dietary recall interviews, food frequency questionnaires, food 
records, and direct observation.

 ❚ Anthropometric measurements, such as height, weight, and body circumferences, 
help clinicians evaluate growth patterns, overnutrition and undernutrition, and 
body composition. 

Ta b L e  1 4 - 9   Selected equations for estimating resting metabolic rate (rmr)

Harris–Benedicta

women: rmr 5 655.1 1 [9.563 3 weight (kg)] 1 [1.85 3 height (cm)] 2 [4.676 3 age (years)]
men: rmr 5 66.5 1 [13.75 3 weight (kg)] 1 [5.003 3 height (cm)] 2 [6.755 3 age (years)]

Mifflin–St. Jeor

women: rmr 5 [9.99 3 weight (kg)] 1 [6.25 3 height (cm)] 2 [4.92 3 age (years)] 2 161
men: rmr 5 [9.99 3 weight (kg)] 1 [6.25 3 height (cm)] 2 [4.92 3 age (years)] 1 5

aalthough these equations are sometimes used for estimating basal metabolic rate (bmr), they were derived from data 
measured during resting conditions in most cases.

to determine the appropriate energy intake for a hospital pa-
tient, the health practitioner may measure or calculate the 
patient’s resting metabolic rate (rmr) and then apply a “stress 
factor” to accommodate the additional energy needs imposed by 
illness. the stress factor 1.25 has been shown to be reasonably 
accurate for many hospitalized patients; other examples are listed 
in box 24-2 on p. 633.

the following example uses the mifflin–st. Jeor equation 
(shown in table 14-9) and the stress factor 1.25 to determine  
the energy needs of a 57-year-old female patient who is 5 feet  
3 inches tall, weighs 115 pounds, and is confined to bed.

step 1: the patient’s weight and height are converted to the 
units used in the equation:

weight in kilograms 5 115 lb 4 2.2 lb/kg 5 52.3 kg
height in centimeters 5 63 in 3 2.54 cm/in 5 160 cm

step 2: using the mifflin–st. Jeor equation for estimating rmr in 
women:

 rmr 5  [9.99 3 weight (kg)] 1 [6.25 3 height (cm)] 2 
[4.92 3 age (years)] 2 161

 5 (9.99 3 52.3) 1 (6.25 3 160) 2 (4.92 3 57) 2 161
 5 522 1 1000 2 280 2 161 5 1081 kcal

step 3: the rmr value is multiplied by the appropriate stress 
factor: 

rmr 3 stress factor 5 1081 3 1.25 5 1351 kcal

thus, an appropriate energy intake for this patient would be 
 approximately 1351 kcal. her weight should be monitored to 
 determine if her actual needs are higher or lower.

For a patient who is not confined to bed, an additional 
 activity factor can be applied to accommodate the extra energy 
needs. For example, if the patient in the example begins limited 
activity while in the hospital, an activity factor of 1.2 can be 
 multiplied by the results obtained in step 3:

1351 3 activity factor 5 1351 3 1.2 5 1621 kcal

the activity factor for a hospitalized patient often falls between 
1.1 and 1.4, and it is likely to change as the patient’s condition 
improves.

How To B O X  1 4 - 5  e s t i m at e  a P P r o P r i at e  e n e r g y  i n ta K e s  F o r  h o s P i ta l  Pat i e n t s
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2. identify a healthy body weight for  
mrs. sawrey, and calculate her %ubw 
and %ibw. what do the results reveal? 
how does the presence of edema influ-
ence your evaluation of mrs. sawrey’s 
weight loss?

3. how might fluid retention alter  
mrs. sawrey’s serum protein levels? what 
physical symptoms may have indicated 
that she was retaining excess fluid?

4. what tools can be used to estimate 
mrs. sawrey’s usual food intake? what 
medical, physical, and personal factors 
are likely to influence her diet?

5. describe other types of assessment 
information the dietitian may need 
 before developing a nutrition care plan.

lisa sawrey is an 80-year-old retired busi-
nesswoman who has been a widow for  
10 years. she uses a walker and has poorly 
fitting dentures. she was recently admitted 
to the hospital with pneumonia and also 
has congestive heart failure and diabetes. 
she routinely takes several medications to 
control her blood glucose levels, hyper-
tension, and heart function. in addition 
to these medications, the physician has 
recently ordered antibiotics to treat the 
pneumonia. during an initial nutrition 
screening, mrs. sawrey stated that she 
had been eating very poorly over the past 
2 weeks. she said that she usually weighs 
about 125 pounds—a fact that was 
documented in her medical chart from a 
previous visit. although she felt she was 

losing weight, she didn’t know how much 
weight she may have lost or when she 
started losing weight. upon admission to 
the hospital, mrs. sawrey weighed  
110 pounds and was 5 feet 3 inches tall. 
her serum albumin level was 3.0 grams 
per deciliter. a physical exam revealed 
edema, and several other laboratory tests 
confirmed that she was retaining fluid. 
as a result of the nutrition screening, 
mrs. sawrey was referred to a registered 
 dietitian for a nutrition assessment.

1. From the brief description provided, 
which items in mrs. sawrey’s medical 
history, personal and social history, and 
food and nutrition history might alert 
the dietitian that this patient is at risk 
of malnutrition?

Case Study B O X  1 4 - 6  n u t r i t i o n  s c r e e n i n g  a n d  a s s e s s m e n t

 ❚ Biochemical analyses may indicate nutrient imbalances but are also influenced by 
various other medical problems. 

 ❚ Physical examinations can reveal signs of  nutrient deficiencies, fluid imbalances, 
and functional impairments related to nutritional problems. 

 ❚ The energy needs of  hospital patients can be estimated by multiplying a person’s 
resting metabolic rate (RMR) by factors that account for the medical condition 
and activity level. 

The case study in Box 14-6 can help you review the different components of  a nutri-
tion assessment.

14.3 Implementing Nutrition Care
LO 14.3 Discuss the different types of dietary modifications available to patients 
with medical problems and explain how each of these is used during patient 
care.

Once the health care professional has collected assessment information, the next steps 
of  the nutrition care process can be carried out. A nutrition care plan often includes 
both dietary adjustments and nutrition education. Note that some aspects of  nutrition 
care fall within the scope of  dietetics practice, whereas others require the assistance of  
other health professionals. 

Dietary Modifications
During illness, many patients can meet energy and nutrient needs by following a 
 regular diet. Other patients may require a modified diet, which is altered by changing 
food consistency or texture, nutrient content, or the foods included in the diet.

regular diet: a diet that includes 
all foods and meets the nutrient 
needs of healthy people; may also 
be called a standard diet or house 
diet.

modified diet: a diet that con-
tains foods altered in texture, con-
sistency, or nutrient content or that 
includes or omits specific foods; may 
also be called a therapeutic diet.
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Table 14-10 lists examples of  modified diets that are often prescribed during 
 illness.13 Diets that contain foods with altered texture and consistency may be recom-
mended for individuals with chewing or swallowing impairments. Other dietary mod-
ifications may relieve disease symptoms or prevent certain types of  complications; for 
example, restricting dietary fat or fiber may be helpful for people with certain kinds 
of  intestinal disorders, and controlling sodium intake may help to prevent fluid ac-
cumulation. A high-kcalorie, high-protein diet may be prescribed to prevent or reverse 
malnutrition. Note that a person may have several medical problems and a number of  
modifications may be needed.

Modified diets should be adjusted to satisfy individual preferences and tolerances 
and may need to be altered as a patient’s condition changes. Later chapters include 
more specific information about modified diets and additional dietary strategies for 
treating nutritional problems. 

Diet Progression A change in diet as a patient’s food tolerance improves is called 
diet progression. For example, the diet order may read, “progress diet from clear 
 liquids to a regular diet as tolerated.” In practice, this means that the patient would 
be given clear beverages initially, and then gradually be provided with other bever-
ages or solid foods that are unlikely to cause discomfort. As another example, the diet 
may progress from small, frequent feedings to larger meals as tolerance  improves. 
Symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and gastrointestinal pain suggest 
intolerance.

diet progression: a change in 
diet as a patient’s tolerances permit.

Ta b L e  1 4 - 1 0   examples of modified Diets

Type of Dieta Description of Diet Appropriate uses

Modified Texture and Consistency

mechanically altered diets contain foods that are modified in 
texture. Pureed food diets include only 
pureed foods; mechanically altered and 
soft food diets may include solid foods 
that are mashed, minced, ground, or soft.

Pureed food diets are used for people with swallowing 
difficulty, poor lip and tongue control, or oral hypersensitivity. 
mechanically altered and soft food diets are appropriate for 
people with limited chewing ability or certain swallowing 
impairments.

blenderized liquid diet contains fluids and foods that are 
blenderized to liquid form.

For people who cannot chew, swallow easily, or tolerate solid 
foods.

clear liquid diet contains clear fluids or foods that are 
liquid at room temperature and leave 
minimal residue in the colon.

For preparation for bowel surgery or colonoscopy, for acute gi 
disturbances (such as after gi surgeries), or as a transition diet 
after intravenous feeding. For short-term use only.

Modified Nutrient or Food Content

Fat-restricted diet limits dietary fat to low (,50 g/day) or 
very low (,25 g/day) intakes.

For people who have certain malabsorptive disorders or 
symptoms of diarrhea, flatulence, or steatorrhea (fecal fat) 
resulting from dietary fat intolerance.

low-fiber diet limits dietary fiber; degree of restriction 
depends on the patient’s condition and 
reason for restriction.

For acute phases of intestinal disorders or to reduce fecal 
output before surgery. not recommended for long-term use.

low-sodium diet limits dietary sodium; degree of 
restriction depends on symptoms and 
disease severity.

to help lower blood pressure or prevent fluid retention; used 
in hypertension, congestive heart failure, renal disease, and 
liver disease.

high-kcalorie, high-protein 
diet

contains foods that are kcalorie and 
protein dense.

used for patients with high kcalorie and protein requirements 
(due to cancer, aids, burns, trauma, and other conditions); 
also used to reverse malnutrition, improve nutritional status, 
or promote weight gain.

aregistered dietitians may use the term nutrition therapy in place of diet when they provide nutrition care; for example, the low-fiber diet may be called low-fiber 
 nutrition therapy.

Source: academy of nutrition and dietetics, Nutrition Care Manual (chicago: academy of nutrition and dietetics, 2014).
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diet manual: a resource that 
specifies the foods or preparation 
methods to include in or exclude 
from modified diets and provides 
sample menus.

tube feedings: liquid formulas 
delivered through a tube placed in 
the stomach or intestine.

parenteral nutrition: the provi-
sion of nutrients by vein, bypassing 
the intestine.

Diet Manual When designing menus for modified diets, the dietary and foodservice 
personnel refer to a diet manual, which details the exact foods or preparation meth-
ods to include in or exclude from a modified diet. The diet manual may also outline 
the rationale and indications for use of  the diets and include sample menus. The man-
ual may be compiled by the dietetics staff  or adopted from another health care facility 
or a dietetics organization.

alternative Feeding routes In most cases, patients can meet their nutrient needs 
by consuming regular foods. If  their nutrient needs are high or their appetites poor, 
oral supplements can be added to their diets to improve their intakes. Sometimes, 
however, a person’s medical condition makes it difficult to meet nutrient needs orally. 
Two options remain: tube feedings or parenteral nutrition, described more fully in 
Chapter 16.

 ❚ Tube feedings. Nutritionally complete formulas can be delivered through a tube 
placed directly into the stomach or intestine. Tube feedings are preferred to paren-
teral nutrition if  the GI tract is functioning normally. 

 ❚ Parenteral nutrition. A person’s medical condition sometimes prohibits the use of  
the GI tract to deliver nutrients. If  the person is malnourished and the GI tract 
cannot be used for a significant period of  time, parenteral nutrition, in which 
nutrients are supplied intravenously, can meet nutritional needs.

Nothing by Mouth (NPo) An order to not give a patient anything at all—food, bev-
erages, or medications—is indicated by NPO, an abbreviation for non per os, meaning 
“nothing by mouth.” For example, an order may read “NPO for 24 hours” or “NPO 
until after X-ray.” The NPO order is commonly used during certain acute illnesses or 
diagnostic tests involving the GI tract.

Approaches to Nutrition Care
A nutrition care plan often involves significant dietary modifications. To 
ensure better compliance, the plan must be compatible with the desires 
and abilities of  the person it is designed to help. The challenge is greater if  
dietary changes are required for extended periods.

Long-term Dietary intervention When long-term changes are neces-
sary, a care plan must take into account a person’s current food practices, 
lifestyle, and degree of  motivation (see Figure 14-7). Behavior change is a 
process that occurs in stages; therefore, more than one consultation is usu-
ally necessary. The following approaches may be helpful in implementing 
long-term dietary changes:14

 ❚ Determine the individual’s readiness for change. Some people have little desire to change 
their food practices, and even those who are willing may not be fully prepared to take 
the necessary steps. The health practitioner needs to consider a patient’s readiness to 
adopt new dietary behaviors before attempting to implement an ambitious care plan.

 ❚ Emphasize what to eat, rather than what not to eat. Emphasizing foods to include in 
the diet, rather than those to restrict, can make dietary changes more appealing. 
For example, encouraging additional fruits and vegetables is a more attractive 
message than telling the patient to restrict butter, cream sauces, and ice cream. 

 ❚ Suggest only one or two changes at a time. People are more likely to adopt a nutrition 
care plan that does not deviate too much from their usual diet. If  they succeed in 
adopting one or two changes, they are more likely to stick to the plan and be open 
to additional suggestions. Stricter plans may yield quicker results but are useful 
only for highly motivated people.

F i g u r e  1 4 - 7   nutrition Counseling
nutrition counseling requires sensitivity to cultural 
orientation, educational background, and motiva-
tion for change.
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Nutrition education Nutrition education allows patients to learn about the dietary 
factors that affect their particular medical condition. Ideally, this knowledge can mo-
tivate them to change their diet and lifestyle in order to improve their health status. 

A nutrition education program should be tailored to a person’s age, level of  lit-
eracy, and cultural background. Learning style must also be considered: some people 
learn best by discussion supplemented with written materials, whereas others prefer 
a demonstration with visual examples, such as food models and measuring devices.15 
 Information can be provided in one-on-one sessions or group discussions. The meet-
ing should include an assessment of  the person’s understanding of  the material and 
commitment to making changes. Follow-up sessions can reveal whether the person has 
successfully adopted a dietary plan. For example, a dietitian who counsels a woman 
who is lactose intolerant and hesitant to use milk products might proceed as follows:

 ❚ The dietitian provides sample menus of  a nutritionally adequate diet that limits 
milk and milk products. Together, the dietitian and the woman design menus that 
consider her food preferences.

 ❚ The dietitian describes the types and amounts of  milk products that would likely 
be tolerated without causing symptoms and explains how to gradually incorporate 
these foods into the diet.

 ❚ Using diet analysis software, the dietitian demonstrates how altering intakes of  
calcium- and vitamin D–containing foods changes a meal’s nutrient content. 

 ❚ The dietitian explains how to use the Daily Values on food labels to estimate the 
calcium content of  packaged foods.

 ❚ The dietitian provides information about the advantages and disadvantages of  dif-
ferent calcium and vitamin D supplements.

 ❚ The dietitian assesses the woman’s understanding by having her identify nonmilk 
products that are high in calcium or vitamin D. 

Ideally, the dietitian would be able to monitor the woman’s progress in a subsequent 
counseling session. 

Documenting Nutrition Care
Each step of  the nutrition care process must be documented in the patient’s medical 
record. The entries should be as succinct as possible so that they can be quickly read 
and easily understood by other members of  the health care team. In addition, elec-
tronic (computerized) medical records, which have been widely adopted in the past 
decade, have standardized templates that require concise language. Before making en-
tries in medical records, health care professionals need to learn the particular charting 
methods preferred by their medical facility. Although a variety of  charting styles are 
in use, the content is more relevant than the particular format used.

aDiMe Format The ADIME format closely reflects the steps of  the nutrition care 
process. The letters represent the different steps: Assessment, Diagnosis, Intervention, 
and Monitoring and Evaluation. Using this format, the nutrition care plan is recorded 
as follows:

 ❚ Assessment. The assessment section summarizes relevant assessment results, such 
as the medical problem, historical information, height, weight, BMI, laboratory 
test results, and relevant symptoms.

 ❚ Diagnosis. The diagnosis section lists and prioritizes the nutrition diagnoses.

 ❚ Intervention. The intervention section describes treatment goals and expected out-
comes, specific interventions, and the patient’s responses to nutrition care.
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 ❚ Monitoring and Evaluation. The monitoring and evaluation section records the pa-
tient’s progress, changes in the patient’s condition, and adjustments in the care plan.

SoaP Format. The SOAP format is the oldest method used for documenting nutri-
tion care and is still in popular use. The letters represent the types of  information in-
cluded in each section: Subjective, Objective, Assessment, and the Plan for care. 

 ❚ Subjective information is obtained in an interview with the patient or caregiver and 
includes the chief  medical problem and relevant symptoms. 

 ❚ Objective information includes nutrition screening or assessment data, such as the 
results of  anthropometric and laboratory tests and the physical examination. 

 ❚ The Assessment section contains a brief  evaluation of  the subjective and objective 
data and provides concise diagnoses of  the nutrition problems. 

 ❚ The Plan includes recommendations that can help solve the problem, including the 
nutrition prescription, plan for nutrition education and counseling, and referrals to 
other professionals or agencies.

Figure 14-8 shows an example of  a SOAP note, although many variations are possible.

Improving Food Intake
People in hospitals and other medical facilities often lose their appetites as a result 
of  their medical condition, treatment, or emotional distress. Moreover, some medi-
cations and other treatments can dramatically alter taste perceptions. Patients may 
receive meals at specified times, whether they are hungry or not, and often must eat 
in bed without companionship. Under these types of  conditions, eating can become 

SOAP NOTE

Patient Name: James Steiner   ID: 009821 Date/Time: 09/15/2015, 11:15 a.m.

Age: 58 Gender: Male    Medical diagnosis: Hypercholesterolemia

Subjective 
Patient reports excessive snacking at work, little exercise, recent weight gain of 10 lb in past year; willing to 
attempt 5% weight loss and dietary/lifestyle changes to reduce LDL-C before trying statin medication

Objective
Height: 6’1”; Weight: 268 lb BMI: 35.4, obesity II
Total cholesterol: 288 mg/dL Waist circumference: 45”
LDL-C: 214 mg/dL; HDL-C: 48 mg/dL EER: 2725 kcal
Triglycerides: 132 mg/dL Diet order: Weight reduction; heart-healthy diet

Assessment
Abdominal obesity; dietary recall indicates ~3700 kcal intake per day and diet high in fat, saturated fat, trans fat
Nutrition Diagnoses: 1. Obesity related to excess energy intake of ~1000 kcal/day and physical inactivity as 
evidenced by elevated BMI; 2. Less than optimal fat intake related to poor food choices as evidenced by elevated 
LDL cholesterol and body weight

Plan
Goal: 15 lb weight loss over next 6 months; patient to walk 45-min/day
Nutrition prescription: 2700 kcal/day weight reduction with ~30% kcal from fat, 7% of kcal from saturated fat, 
minimal trans fat 

Initial education: discussed food portions, low-kcal foods, sources of saturated and trans fats, pre-planning meals 
and snacks
Referral: Heart-healthy workshop on 9/22; patient to attend with wife
Follow-up visit: 10/15 (1 month); patient to bring 3-day food record and identify appropriate portions, 
saturated/trans fat sources

Signature: Genevieve Johnson, M.S., R.D. Position: Dietitian, Nutrition Services
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F i g u r e  1 4 - 8   example of a SOaP note
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more of  a chore than a pleasurable experience. Meals may also be unwelcome if  the 
person is in pain or has been sedated. 

To improve food intakes, health professionals should ensure that the patient’s room 
remains calm and quiet during mealtime. Excessive activity, like room maintenance 
or ward rounds, can distract patients and reduce appetite. If  the patient’s appetite or 
sense of  taste is affected by illness, the patient can be asked to identify foods that are 
the most enjoyable. Box 14-7 lists additional suggestions that may help to improve 
food intake at mealtimes. The case study in Box 14-8 provides an opportunity for you 
to review the implementation of  nutrition care.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Dietary modifications prescribed during illness include changes in food texture or 
consistency, modified energy or nutrient content, or the inclusion or exclusion of  
certain foods. Some medical conditions may require the use of  tube feedings or 
parenteral nutrition. 

1. empathize with the patient. show that you understand how 
difficult eating may be when a person feels too sick to move 
or too tired to sit up. help to motivate the patient by explain-
ing how important good nutrition is to recovery.

2. help patients select the foods they like and mark menus appro-
priately. when appropriate and permissible, let family members 
or friends bring favorite foods from outside the hospital.

3. For patients who are weak, suggest foods that require little 
effort to eat. eating a roast beef sandwich, for example, 
requires less effort than cutting and eating a steak. drinking 
soup from a cup may be easier than eating it with a spoon.

4. during mealtimes, make sure the patient’s room is quiet and 
has sufficient lighting for viewing the food. see that the room 
is free of odors that may interfere with the appetite.

5. help patients prepare for meals. help them wash their hands 
and get comfortable, either in bed or in a chair. adjust the 

extension table to a comfortable distance and height and 
make sure it is clean. take these steps before the food tray ar-
rives so that the meal can be served promptly and at the right 
temperature.

6. when the food cart arrives, check the patient’s tray. confirm 
that the patient is receiving the right diet, the foods on the 
tray are those selected from the menu, and the foods look 
appealing. order a new tray if the foods are not appropriate.

7. help with eating, if necessary. help patients open containers 
or cut foods, and assist with feeding if patients cannot feed 
themselves. encourage patients with little appetite to eat the 
most nutritious foods first and to drink liquids between meals.

8. take a positive attitude toward the hospital’s food. never say 
something like “i couldn’t eat this either.” instead, say, “the 
foodservice department really tries to make foods appetizing. 
i’m sure we can find a solution.”

How To B O X  1 4 - 7  h e l P  h o s P i ta l  Pat i e n t s  i m P r o V e  t h e i r  F o o d  i n ta K e s

2. what factors need consideration  
when designing a nutrition education 
program for max and his parents?

3. max will need additional care to learn 
more about diabetes and to make the 
adjustments that will allow him to cope 
with his condition. why is it important 
to address follow-up care before max 
leaves the hospital?

max is a 14-year-old boy who was 
 admitted to the hospital after he passed 
out while playing with friends. tests 
 confirm a diagnosis of type 1 diabetes 
mellitus. max remains in the hospital for 
several days until his blood glucose and 
ketone levels are under control. during this 
time, he and his family learn about diabe-
tes, the diet max needs to follow, the use 
of insulin, the monitoring of blood glucose 
levels, and the required coordination of 

diet, insulin, and physical activity. the 
 details of diabetes mellitus are reserved 
for chapter 21, but for now you can 
consider the steps that are necessary for 
 implementing max’s nutrition care.

1. given the chronic nature of max’s 
 illness and his age, what approaches 
should the health care provider use 
when discussing the required meal plan 
and insulin treatment with max and his 
family? 

Case Study B O X  1 4 - 8  i m P l e m e n t i n g  n u t r i t i o n  c a r e
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 ❚ A nutrition care plan should take into account a person’s food practices, lifestyle, 
and degree of  motivation. Nutrition education should be individualized to accom-
modate a patient’s needs and learning style.

 ❚ Nutrition care must be clearly documented in the medical record; the ADIME and 
SOAP formats are popular styles of  documentation.

 ❚ Hospital patients may need assistance at mealtime and encouragement to con-
sume adequate amounts of  food. 

clinical applications
1. describe the potential nutritional implications of these find-

ings from a patient’s medical, personal, and social histories: 
age 78, lives alone, recently lost spouse, uses a walker, has 
no natural teeth or dentures, has a history of hypertension 
and diabetes, uses medications that cause frequent urination, 
sleeps poorly, often feels depressed.

2. calculate the %ubw and %ibw for a man who is 5 feet  
11 inches tall with a current weight of 150 pounds and a usual 
body weight of 180 pounds. what additional information do 
you need to interpret the implications of his weight loss? 

3. Jacob is a 29-year-old male who is 6 feet 2 inches tall and has 
a usual body weight of 180 pounds. he was admitted to the 

hospital following an automobile accident and was treated  
for minor injuries. using the method described in box 14-5 on 
p. 408, estimate an appropriate energy intake for Jacob using 
the mifflin–st. Jeor equation. use the stress factor 1.25, with 
no additional activity factor.

4. a healthy 70-year-old woman, admitted to the hospital for 
a hip replacement surgery, develops an infection after the 
surgery and recovery is slower than expected. you notice that 
she seems uninterested in meals and has eaten only small 
amounts of food for several days. what steps can be taken 
to uncover and address problems that the woman might be 
 having with food?

self check 
1. mr. hom experiences loss of appetite, difficulty swallowing, 

and mouth pain as a consequence of illness. mr. hom is at risk 
of malnutrition due to:
a. altered metabolism.
b. reduced food intake.
c. altered excretion of nutrients.
d. altered digestion and absorption.

2. of the following data collected during a nutrition screening, 
which item does not place the person at risk for malnutrition?
a. having a health problem that is frequently associated with 

Pem
b. using prescription medications that affect nutrient needs
c. residing with a spouse in a middle-income neighborhood
d. significantly reducing food intake over the past five or more 

days

3. the nutrition care process is a systematic approach for:
a. identifying the nutrient content of foods.
b. ordering special diets.
c. conducting a nutrition screening.
d. meeting the nutritional needs of patients.

4. which dietary assessment method does a health practitioner 
use to conduct a kcalorie count?
a. direct observation
b. 24-hour recall interview
c. Food frequency questionnaire
d. Food record

5. the %ubw of a person who weighs 135 pounds and has a 
usual body weight of 150 pounds is: 
a. 111 percent.
b. 90 percent.
c. 86 percent.
d. 74 percent.

6. a malnourished, acutely ill patient has just begun to eat after 
days without significant amounts of food. which of the fol-
lowing blood test results would change most quickly as the 
patient’s nutrition and health status improves?
a. albumin
b. transferrin
c. serum electrolytes
d. retinol-binding protein
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7. Fluid retention may cause all of the following effects except:
a. swelling of limbs.
b. facial puffiness.
c. weight loss.
d. tight-fitting shoes.

8. a nurse notices a food on a patient’s tray and is not sure if the 
food is allowed on the patient’s diet. an appropriate action for 
the nurse to take would be to check the: 
a. diet manual.
b. diet order.
c. nutrition care plan.
d. medical record.

9. a successful nutrition intervention would include a long list of:
a. dietary changes that the patient should consider making.
b. foods that the patient should avoid. 
c. appetizing meals and foods that the patient can include in 

the diet.
d. reasons why the patient should make dietary changes.

10. the most important factor(s) that affect(s) how nutrition edu-
cation is presented is (are): 
a. the person’s nutrient needs and nutrition status.
b. the person’s abilities and motivation.
c. the person’s medical history.
d. the entries in the medical record.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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Consider this situation: a physician scrapes your cheek 
to collect a sample of cells and submits the sample to a 

 genomics lab. in a short time, you receive a report that reveals 
your disease susceptibilities and suggests dietary and lifestyle 
changes that can improve your health. you may even be given 
a prescription for food choices or a dietary supplement that 
will best meet your personal nutrient requirements. unlikely? 
Perhaps, but these possibilities are being explored by scien-
tists working in the field of nutritional genomics, the study 
of dietary effects on gene expression. recent research sug-
gests that some dietary factors may be more helpful (or more 
harmful) in people who have particular genetic variations. the 
promise of nutritional genomics is a custom-designed dietary 
prescription that fits each person’s specific needs. the accompa-
nying glossary (see box nP14-1, p. 416) defines genomics and 
related terms.

What is a genome?

genetic information is encoded in dna molecules within the nu-
clei of almost all of the cells in our bodies. Figure nP14-1 shows 
how the genetic material is organized within the genome, the 
complete set of genetic information within our cells. the dna mol-
ecules are tightly packed along with associated proteins within the 
46 chromosomes. segments of a dna strand that can eventu-
ally be translated into proteins are called genes. the sequence of 
nucleotides within each gene encodes the amino acid sequence 
of a particular protein. scientists estimate that there are between 
20,000 and 25,000 genes in the human genome.1 however, only 
a small percentage (about 2 percent) of the genome codes for pro-
teins: most dna consists of noncoding sequences, which may 
help to regulate gene expression or have other functions.

when proteins are made, the information in the dna sequence 
is first transcribed (copied) to messenger rna molecules, which 
carry the genetic information from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. 
gene expression can be measured by determining the amounts of 
messenger rna in a tissue sample. the expression of thousands 
of genes can be measured simultaneously using microarray 
technology (see Figure nP14-2 on p. 416).

C H a P T e r  1 4

1 4 . 4  n u t r i t i O n a l  g e n O m i c s

Nutrition in Practice

LO 14.4 Explain how nutritional genomics research 
may improve our understanding of the relationship 
between illness and nutrition care.

A chromosome is made of DNA
and associated proteins.

The human genome is a complete 
set of genetic material organized 
into 46 chromosomes, located 
within the nucleus of a cell.

The double helical structure of a 
DNA molecule is made up of two 
long chains of nucleotides. Each 
nucleotide is composed of a 
phosphate group, a 5-carbon 
sugar, and a base.

The sequence of nucleotide 
bases (C, G, A, T) determines 
the amino acid sequence of 
proteins. These bases are 
connected by hydrogen bonding
to form base pairs: adenine (A) 
with thymine (T) and guanine (G) 
with cytosine (C).  

A gene is a segment of DNA that 
includes the information needed to
synthesize one or more proteins.
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insertion, deletion, or substitution in the dna molecule. genetic 
variations are significant only if they affect a protein’s amino acid 
sequence in a way that alters the protein’s function, or if the 
change in the dna molecule changes how a particular gene is 
regulated.

genetic variation gives rise to the diversity among human 
 beings—it explains most of the differences in our physical appear-
ances and metabolic characteristics. along with environmental 
factors, it also determines our susceptibilities to disease. diseases 
affected by a single gene tend to be relatively rare and usually 
 exert their effects early in life. in contrast, common diseases such 
as heart disease and cancer are influenced by many genes and 
typically develop over several decades or even longer. in these 
more complex multigene, or polygenic, disorders, many genes 

How do nutrients alter gene expression?

Various nutrients can switch gene expression on or off.2 the 
 promoter region of a gene (a dna sequence involved with gene 
activation) acts as the master switch. a large variety of proteins 
known as transcription factors can bind to areas on the pro-
moter and either enhance or inhibit gene expression. a combi-
nation of dietary factors and hormones influences the types of 
transcription factors that reach the nucleus and their tendency to 
bind to dna. specific examples of how nutrients can influence 
transcription factors include:

 ❚ the transcription factor that enhances the gene expression of 
enzymes required for cholesterol synthesis enters the nucleus 
only when the cellular cholesterol content is low.

 ❚ the transcription factor that inhibits the expression of ferritin, an 
iron-storage protein, changes its affinity for dna based on the 
iron content of the cell.

gene expression is also influenced by modifications in the struc-
ture of dna and its packaging in chromosomes. For example, 
methylation of dna molecules (the addition of methyl groups) 
alters the expression of numerous genes and depends on both 
inherited factors and the availability of certain nutrients. in in-
dividuals who are susceptible to a disease that is influenced by 
dna methylation, an altered diet or nutrient supplementation can 
potentially reduce the risk of disease.3 the field of epigenetics 
investigates processes that cause heritable changes in gene ex-
pression that are separate from the underlying dna nucleotide 
sequence.

How much genetic variation is there among 
people?

except for identical twins, no two individuals are genetically 
identical. however, the variation in the genomes of any two per-
sons is only about 1 to 3 percent,4 a difference of approximately 
one base in every few hundred. genetic differences, known 
as polymorphisms, are variations in the dna sequence of a 
particular gene. the most common type of polymorphism is a 
single-nucleotide polymorphism, characterized by a nucleotide 

B O X  n P 1 4 - 1   g L O S S a r y

chromosomes: structures within the nucleus of a cell that contain 
the cell’s dna and associated proteins.

epigenetics: processes that cause heritable changes in gene 
expression that are separate from the dna nucleotide sequence. 

gene expression: the process by which a cell converts the genetic 
code into rna and protein.

genes: segments of dna that contain the information needed to 
make proteins.

genome (Jee-nome): the full complement of genetic material in the 
chromosomes of a cell.

genomics (jee-no-miks): the study of genomes.

methylation: the addition of methyl (–ch3) groups.

microarray technology: research technology that monitors the 
expression of thousands of genes simultaneously.

multigene or polygenic: involving a number of genes, rather  
than a single gene.

noncoding sequences: regions of dna that do not code  
for proteins. some noncoding sequences may have regulatory or  
structural properties, but most have no known function.

nucleotides: the subunits of dna and rna molecules. these 
compounds—cytosine (c), thymine (t), uracil (u), guanine (g), and 
adenine (a)—are each composed of a phosphate group, a 5-carbon 
sugar (ribose), and a nitrogen-containing base. a dna molecule is 
made up of two long chains of nucleotides held together by hydrogen 
bonding between nucleotide bases on opposing strands; each 
hydrogen-bonded nucleotide couple is called a base pair.

nutritional genomics: the study of dietary effects on genetic 
expression; also known as nutrigenomics.

polymorphisms: variations in dna sequences of a particular 
gene. a single-nucleotide polymorphism, the most common type of 
polymorphism, involves the insertion, deletion, or substitution of a 
single nucleotide in the dna strand.

 ❚ poly 5 many

 ❚ morph 5 form

 ❚ ism 5 condition

promoter: a region of dna involved with gene activation.

transcription factors: proteins that bind dna at specific  
sequences to regulate gene expression.

F i g u r e  n P 1 4 - 2   a dna microarray allows researchers to 
monitor the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously.
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genomic maps that will indicate how various nutrient deficiencies 
and combinations of deficiencies affect gene expression. these 
maps may eventually provide data that can help diagnose nutrient 
deficiencies.

Will knowledge about the human genome 
substantially change the manner in which health 
care is provided?

the enthusiasm surrounding genomic research should be put into 
perspective in terms of both the status of clinical medicine at pres-
ent and people’s willingness to make difficult lifestyle choices. crit-
ics have questioned whether genetic markers for disease are more 
useful than simple and inexpensive clinical measurements, which 
reflect both genetic and environmental influences.6 in other words, 
knowing that a person is genetically predisposed toward high cho-
lesterol levels is not necessarily more useful than knowing the per-
son’s actual blood cholesterol level. Furthermore, a person’s family 
history is already a simple genomic tool that indicates a higher ge-
netic risk for certain illnesses. understanding the family’s medical 
history allows the clinician to use risk-reduction strategies that are 
appropriate to the culture and literacy of the patient, rather than 
focusing on genetic risk alone.7

obtaining additional knowledge about disease risk is not neces-
sarily useful unless people are motivated to make serious lifestyle 
changes. For example, despite the present abundance of disease 
prevention recommendations, many people seem unwilling or un-
able to make the changes known to improve health.8 researchers 
have estimated that heart disease and type 2 diabetes are 80 per-
cent and 90 percent preventable, respectively, by changing one’s 
lifestyle to include an appropriate diet, a healthy body weight, and 
regular exercise, among other factors.9 given the difficulty that 
people have with current recommendations, it is unlikely that they 
will enthusiastically adopt an even more detailed list of dietary and 
lifestyle modifications.

What ethical concerns are raised by having 
extensive knowledge about an individual’s 
genome?

a primary concern with our newfound ability to obtain detailed 
genetic information is confidentiality: should information about a 
person’s susceptibility to disease be released to others (including 
other family members at risk) without that person’s consent? con-
cern about privacy issues has led to federal and state legislation 
that prevents discrimination by group health plans, health insurers, 
and employers on the basis of an individual’s genetic predisposition 
to disease.10

another consideration is whether genetic testing is always in 
the best interest of children. although early knowledge of a child’s 
predisposition to illnesses may be useful for parents who want to 
provide optimal care, the release of this information could threaten 
the child’s privacy and increase the potential for genetic discrimina-
tion in the future. in addition, children at high risk of developing a 
serious illness may grow up believing that their future choices are 
limited and may alter their life course to accommodate a disease 
that may never develop.11

can contribute to disease risk, but no single gene may be sufficient 
to cause the disease on its own. in addition, the specific genes that 
influence a person’s susceptibility to disease may vary substantially 
among different individuals.

What are some examples of single-gene 
disorders?

examples of single-gene disorders include phenylketonuria (dis-
cussed in nutrition in Practice 16), sickle-cell anemia, and the 
iron-overload disease hemochromatosis. single-gene disorders may 
seriously disrupt metabolism and often require significant dietary 
or medical intervention. however, not all single-gene disorders 
have life-threatening ramifications. For example, lactose intoler-
ance is related to an alteration in the promoter of the lactase gene; 
the condition may cause gastrointestinal discomfort but is readily 
managed by simple dietary changes.

How are multigene disorders different from 
single-gene disorders?

multigene disorders are usually sensitive to a number of environ-
mental influences, including diet and lifestyle; these environmental 
factors can directly influence the expression of the genes involved. 
multigene disorders tend to develop over many years, so determin-
ing genetic susceptibility may allow a person to modify diet and 
lifestyle appropriately and reduce their disease risk before signs 
and symptoms appear.

heart disease is an example of a disease with multiple gene 
influences.5 its many risk factors represent the involvement of an 
assortment of genes, which affect disparate aspects of physiol-
ogy and metabolism. consider that the major risk factors for 
heart disease include elevated blood cholesterol levels, hyperten-
sion, type 2 diabetes, and obesity. the underlying cause of any 
of these risk factors is rarely known; currently, clinicians screen 
for the presence of risk factors but not for the reasons why they 
occur. should genomic research prove successful, a future as-
sessment might be to identify specific genetic variations that can 
lead to the development of individual risk factors. For example, 
tests may determine whether a person’s high blood cholesterol 
levels are due to excessive cholesterol absorption, excessive 
cholesterol production in the liver, or reduced cholesterol degra-
dation. this information could then guide health care providers 
to the most appropriate intervention, allowing a better match 
between treatment recommendations and a person’s genetic 
profile.

Can genomic research be used to explore the 
differences in nutrient needs among people?

even though most people apparently can meet their nutrient needs 
by consuming nutrients at recommended levels, it would be use-
ful to learn more about genetic variations within healthy popula-
tions. the techniques that have emerged from genomic research 
may provide a means for fine-tuning nutrient recommendations 
for different individuals. moreover, ideal indicators of nutrient 
status are still lacking for several of the minerals, such as zinc, 
magnesium, and chromium. scientists hope to eventually produce 
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although genomic research has the potential to improve our abil-
ity to diagnose and treat disease, it is still unclear how knowledge 
of the genome will be translated into useful medical treatments. 
health care professionals will need to keep informed of the ethical, 
legal, and social implications of nutritional and medical genomics 
as this remarkable research continues.
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Medications,  
Diet-Drug 
Interactions, 
and Herbal 
Supplements

15.1 Medications in Disease Treatment
LO 15.1 Explain how medications are used in patient 
care and discuss the potential risks associated with 
their use. 

15.2 Diet-Drug Interactions
LO 15.2 Identify the different types of diet-drug 
 interactions and give examples of each.

15.3 Herbal Supplements
LO 15.3 Give examples of some popular herbal 
 products and explain why they are not considered 
 reliable treatments during illness.

15.4 Nutrition in Practice: 
Complementary and Alternative 
Therapies
LO 15.4 Explain how complementary and  alternative 
therapies differ from those used in conventional 
medicine and describe the various types of alternative 
therapies currently available. 

15 
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Although many people rely on medications to treat or prevent medical 
problems, some may not realize that the drugs may have dangerous 

effects when taken incorrectly. Certain medications can alter body pro-
cesses and cause serious side effects; others may disrupt nutrient me-
tabolism or cause toxicity due to interactions with dietary substances. 
This chapter introduces the use of medications in clinical care, describes  
potential diet-drug interactions, and discusses herbal supplements, 
which many individuals use in hope of improving their health in some 
way. Nutrition in Practice 15 describes the various categories and uses of 
complementary and alternative therapies.

15.1 Medications in Disease Treatment
LO 15.1 Explain how medications are used in patient care and discuss the poten-
tial risks associated with their use.

Drugs must be proved to be safe and effective before they can be marketed in the 
United States. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for approving 
sales of  new drugs and inspecting facilities where drugs are manufactured. By law, 
drugs are divided into two categories:1

 ❚ Prescription drugs are usually given to treat serious conditions and may cause severe 
side effects. For these reasons, they are sold by prescription only, which ensures 
that a physician has evaluated the patient’s medical condition and  determined that 
the benefits of  using the medication outweigh the risks of   incurring side effects.

 ❚ Over-the-counter (OTC) drugs are those that individuals can use safely and  effectively 
without medical supervision (see Figure 15-1). People use them to treat less se-
rious illnesses that are easily self-diagnosed. Examples include aspirin to treat 
headaches or pain and antacids to combat acid reflux. The FDA regulates labels 
on OTC drugs to make sure they provide accurate information about the drugs’ 
appropriate uses and dosages and potential adverse effects. Prescription drugs 
 considered safe enough for self-medication are often given OTC status, sometimes 
in smaller doses than are available by prescription. 

Brand-name drugs are usually given patent protection for 20 years after the patent is 
submitted. After the patent expires, a less-expensive generic drug may be sold. To gain 
FDA approval, the generic version of  a drug must have similar biological effects as com-
pared with the original drug: it must contain the same active ingredients; be identical in 
strength, dosage form, and route of  administration; and meet the same requirements 
for purity and quality. In some cases, the bioavailability (amount absorbed) of  a brand-
name drug and generic drug may differ due to differences in the drugs’ solubility or the 
types of  inactive ingredients present; thus, greater benefit may be obtained by  using the 
brand-name drug.2 Most often, however, consumers can be  confident that generic drugs 
are as safe and effective as the brand-name products they replace.

Risks from Medications
The risk of  an adverse reaction always accompanies the use of  a medicine. Thus, a 
medication should be used only when the benefits of  using it outweigh the potential 
risks. The risks become greater when a drug is incorrectly prescribed or administered. 
This section discusses the types of  risks associated with medications and suggests 
some steps for managing risk.

Side effects By the time a drug reaches the marketplace, large-scale clinical trials 
have revealed the majority of  side effects associated with its use. However, rare side 
effects are sometimes detected only after a drug has been more widely used. In some 
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F i g u r e  1 5 - 1   Consumers 
Shopping for OTC Drugs
otc drugs are considered safe 
enough for self-medication but can 
cause adverse effects when used 
inappropriately.

generic drug: a drug that lacks 
patent protection. examples include 
the sedative diazepam, which is 
equivalent to the brand-name drug 
Valium, and the diuretic furosemide, 
equivalent to the brand-name drug 
Lasix.
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analgesic: a drug that relieves 
pain.

instances, these effects occur because the drugs are used for longer periods or in differ-
ent circumstances than originally anticipated. 

The FDA monitors adverse events after drugs are marketed. Manufacturers are  
required to submit periodic reports, and individuals using the drugs are encouraged 
to report unexpected effects directly to the FDA. The FDA’s MedWatch program en-
courages health professionals and consumers to report medication problems by mail, 
fax, telephone, or the Internet (see details at www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/default 
.htm). The FDA may decide to change labeling information or even withdraw drugs 
from the marketplace if  the drugs are believed to cause unacceptable risks to health.

Because OTC drugs are available without a prescription, patients may not real-
ize that adverse effects can occur if  the drugs are used inappropriately. Under certain 
circumstances, the active ingredients in these drugs may worsen a medical condition, 
produce complications, or interact with other medications. Furthermore, people who 
use products with several active ingredients may inadvertently take toxic amounts of  
a substance when using several drugs simultaneously. For example, a person with a 
cold may take one medication to treat a cough and another medication for a headache 
without realizing that both contain an analgesic (pain medication).

Drug-Drug interactions When a person uses multiple drugs, one drug may alter 
the effects of  another drug, and the risk of  side effects increases. These problems are 
common in older adults, who often use several medications daily over long periods. 
Although primary care physicians typically supervise medication use, some individu-
als use drugs prescribed by a number of  different physicians. Others may use OTC 
medications and dietary supplements in addition to prescription drugs without being 
aware of  the risks associated with certain combinations of  substances.

Diet-Drug interactions Substances in the diet may alter the effectiveness of  drugs, 
and drugs may affect food intake or the digestion, absorption, metabolism, or excre-
tion of  nutrients. Later sections of  this chapter describe these interactions in detail.

Medication errors A medication error is any preventable event that causes 
 inappropriate drug use or patient harm due to mistakes made by the health professional, 
patient, or caregiver. Many medication errors involve the use of  incorrect drugs or 
 improper dosages.3 The wrong drug is sometimes administered when two different drugs 
have similar packaging or have names that look or sound alike (for example, hydralazine 
is used to treat hypertension, whereas hydroxyzine treats anxiety). In other cases, the 
physician’s prescription may be misread or misinterpreted; for example, a 1.0 milligram 
dose could be misread as a 10 milligram dose, or an order for 10 milligrams of  an 
 injectable drug could be misinterpreted as a 10 milliliter dose.

Several policy changes and programs are helping to reduce medication errors. The 
bar codes currently used on medications and patient identification bracelets allow 
health practitioners to verify that the correct medication and dosage are administered: 
error messages alert personnel if  the drug, dose, or timing of  administration is inap-
propriate. In addition, a national education campaign is attempting to eliminate one 
of  the most common but preventable sources of  medication errors—the use of  ambig-
uous medical abbreviations (see examples in Table 15-1, p. 422). Because terms such 
as these are easily misread or misinterpreted, they should no longer be used in clinical 
documentation related to patient care.

Patients at High Risk of Adverse Effects
Health care professionals should be aware that some patients are more vulnerable 
than others to adverse effects from drugs. This category includes the populations that 
rarely participate in clinical trials that determine product safety: pregnant and lactat-
ing women, children, and people with medical conditions that are not the main focus 
of  the study. In these groups, side effects may be discovered only after a drug has 
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been marketed. Children may react in different ways to drugs than adults do, and the  
appropriate dosage for their age and size is often unknown. Also, limited data are avail-
able on drug safety in older adults. Elderly people with chronic diseases that require 
multiple medications are especially susceptible to adverse effects (see Figure 15-2).  
They are also more likely to have impaired function of  the liver or kidneys—the two 
organs critical to metabolizing and eliminating drugs from the body.

To reduce the likelihood of  adverse effects, health professionals should discuss with 
patients the potential benefits and risks of  using medications before prescribing them. 
These suggestions may help: 

 ❚ Advise the patient that drugs should not be taken unless absolutely necessary. 
Discuss dietary or lifestyle practices that have benefits similar to those of  drugs. 
For example, laxatives may not be necessary if  an individual increases consump-
tion of  foods high in fiber and begins exercising regularly.

 ❚ Request a complete list of prescription medications, OTC drugs, and dietary supple-
ments that the patient is taking. Ensure that at least one physician is coordinating the 
patient’s drug use. Encourage the patient to purchase all medications at the same phar-
macy so that the pharmacist can alert physicians and patients to potential problems.

 ❚ Verify that the patient understands how to take medications properly. Alert the  
patient to potential drug-drug and diet-drug interactions. 

 ❚ Encourage the patient to keep track of side effects. Inform the patient that new or 
unusual symptoms may be due to a new medication rather than the medical condition. 
In some cases, another medication that treats the condition may have fewer side effects.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Both prescription and OTC drugs must be shown to be safe and effective before 
they are sold. The benefits of  using a medication should be greater than the risks 
associated with its use. Potential risks include side effects, drug-drug and diet-drug 
interactions, and medication errors. 

 ❚ Common medication errors include the use of  incorrect drugs or improper dos-
ages. Bar coding is required on medications sold to health institutions, and confus-
ing terms are being eliminated from documents related to patient care.

 ❚ Patients at highest risk of  experiencing adverse effects from medications include 
pregnant and nursing women, children, and the elderly.

 ❚ Health professionals should discuss the risks and benefits of  medications with  
patients and alert them to potential dangers and possible solutions.

Ta b L e  1 5 - 1   Terms Prohibited on Prescriptions or medication records

Prohibited Terms Intended Meaning Potential Problem Correct Term for Documentation

u unit can be misread as the number 0 or 4; 
may cause 10-fold overdose or higher.

write out “unit.”

iu international unit can be misread as iV (intravenous) 
or 10.

write out “international unit.”

trailing zero (1.0 mg) 
or lack of leading zero  
(.1 mg)

1 mg; 0.1 mg decimal point can be missed, leading 
to 10-fold error in dosages.

on medication orders, never use zero 
by itself after a decimal.
always use zero before a decimal point.

mg microgram can be misread as mg (milligram). write out “microgram.”

Q.d. (q.d.), Q.o.d. 
(q.o.d.)

Q.D. means “every day”; Q.O.D. 
means “every other day.”

can be mistaken for one another or 
misread as “q.i.d.” (four times daily).

write out “daily” or “every other day.”

F i g u r e  1 5 - 2
elderly people using multiple medi-
cations are especially susceptible to 
adverse effects from drugs.
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15.2 Diet-Drug Interactions
LO 15.2 Identify the different types of diet-drug interactions and give examples 
of each.

When working with patients, medical personnel should be alert to possible interac-
tions between drugs and dietary substances. These interactions can raise health care 
costs and result in serious, and sometimes fatal, complications. Accordingly, health 
professionals must learn to take steps to prevent or lessen their adverse consequences. 
Diet-drug interactions (also called food-drug interactions or drug-nutrient interactions) 
generally fall into the following categories: 

 ❚ Drugs may alter food intake by reducing the appetite or by causing complications 
that make food consumption difficult or unpleasant. Other drugs may increase the 
appetite and cause weight gain.

 ❚ Drugs may alter the absorption, metabolism, or excretion of  nutrients. Conversely, 
nutrients and other food components may alter the absorption, metabolism, and 
excretion of  drugs.

 ❚ Some interactions between dietary components and drugs can cause drug 
toxicity.

Examples of  these types of  diet-drug interactions are shown in Table 15-2 (p. 424).4

Drug Effects on Food Intake 
Some drugs can make food intake difficult or unpleasant: they may suppress the  
appetite, cause mouth dryness, alter the sense of  taste, lead to inflammation or lesions 
in the mouth or gastrointestinal (GI) tract, or induce nausea or vomiting. Certain side 
effects of  drugs, including abdominal discomfort, constipation, and diarrhea, may be 
worsened by food consumption. Medications that cause drowsiness, such as sedatives 
and some painkillers, can make a person too tired to eat.

Drug complications that reduce food intake are significant only when they con-
tinue for a long period. Although many drugs can cause nausea in certain individuals, 
the nausea often subsides after the first few doses of  the drug and therefore has little 
effect on nutrition status. If  side effects persist, other medications may be prescribed 
to treat them; for example, antinauseants and antiemetics may help to reduce nausea 
and vomiting and thereby improve food intake.

Some medications stimulate the appetite and encourage weight gain. Uninten-
tional weight gain may result from the use of  some antidepressants, antipsychotics, 
antidiabetic drugs, and corticosteroids (such as prednisone).5 For some conditions, 
however, weight gain is desirable. Patients with diseases that cause wasting, such as 
cancer or AIDS, are sometimes prescribed appetite enhancers such as megestrol ace-
tate (Megace), a progesterone analog, or dronabinol (Marinol), which is derived from 
the active ingredient in marijuana.

Drug Effects on Nutrient Absorption
The medications that most often cause nutrient malabsorption are those that 
either upset GI function or damage the intestinal mucosa. Antineoplastic drugs 
and antiretroviral drugs are especially detrimental, whereas nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and some antibiotics can have similar, though 
milder, effects. This section describes additional ways in which medications may 
alter nutrient absorption.

Drug-Nutrient Binding Some medications bind to nutrients in the GI tract, pre-
venting their absorption. For example, bile acid binders (such as cholestyramine,  

antiemetics: drugs that prevent 
vomiting.

antineoplastic drugs: drugs that 
control or kill cancer cells.

antiretroviral drugs: drugs that 
treat retrovirus infections, such as 
infection with human immunodefi-
ciency virus (hiV).
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or Questran), which are used to reduce cholesterol levels, may bind to fat-soluble vita-
mins. Some antibiotics, notably tetracycline and ciprofloxacin (Cipro), bind to the cal-
cium in foods and supplements, reducing the absorption of  both the calcium and the 
antibiotic. Other minerals that may bind to these antibiotics include iron, magnesium, 
and zinc. Consumers are advised to use dairy products and all mineral supplements at 
least two hours apart from these medications.

altered Stomach acidity Medications that reduce stomach acidity can impair the 
absorption of  vitamin B

12
, folate, and iron. Examples include antacids, which neutral-

ize stomach acid by acting as weak bases, and antiulcer drugs (such as proton pump 
inhibitors and H2 blockers), which interfere with acid secretion.

Direct inhibition Several drugs impede nutrient absorption by interfering with their 
transport into mucosal cells. For example, the antibiotics trimethoprim (Proloprim) 
and pyrimethamine (Daraprim) compete with folate for absorption into intestinal 
cells. The anti-inflammatory medication colchicine, a treatment for gout, inhibits  
vitamin B

12
 absorption.

Ta b L e  1 5 - 2   examples of Diet-Drug interactions

Drugs may alter food intake by:

 ❚ altering the appetite (amphetamines suppress appetite; corticosteroids increase appetite).

 ❚ interfering with taste or smell (amphetamines change taste perceptions).

 ❚ inducing nausea or vomiting (digitalis may do both).

 ❚ interfering with oral function (some antidepressants may cause dry mouth).

 ❚ causing sores or inflammation in the mouth (methotrexate may cause painful mouth ulcers).

Drugs may alter nutrient absorption by:

 ❚ changing the acidity of the digestive tract (antacids may interfere with iron and folate absorption).

 ❚ damaging mucosal cells (cancer chemotherapy may damage mucosal cells).

 ❚ binding to nutrients (bile acid binders bind to fat-soluble vitamins).

Foods and nutrients may alter drug absorption by:

 ❚ stimulating the secretion of gastric acid (the antifungal agent ketoconazole is absorbed better with meals due to increased acid secretion).

 ❚ altering the rate of gastric emptying (drug absorption may be delayed when the drug is taken with food).

 ❚ binding to drugs (calcium binds to tetracycline, reducing the absorption of both substances).

 ❚ competing for absorption sites in the small intestine (dietary amino acids interfere with levodopa absorption).

Drugs and nutrients may interact and alter metabolism by:

 ❚ acting as structural analogs (as do warfarin and vitamin K).

 ❚ using similar enzyme systems (phenobarbital induces liver enzymes that increase the metabolism of folate, vitamin d, and vitamin K).

 ❚ competing for transport on plasma proteins (fatty acids and drugs may compete for the same sites on the plasma protein albumin).

Drugs may alter nutrient excretion by:

 ❚ altering nutrient reabsorption in the kidneysa (some diuretics increase the excretion of sodium and potassium).

 ❚ causing diarrhea or vomiting (diarrhea and vomiting may cause electrolyte losses).

Food substances may alter drug excretion by:

 ❚ inducing the activities of liver enzymes that metabolize drugs, increasing drug excretion (components of charcoal-broiled meats in-
crease the metabolism of warfarin, theophylline, and acetaminophen).

Food substances and drugs may interact and cause toxicity by:

 ❚ increasing side effects of the drug (the caffeine in beverages can increase the adverse effects of stimulants).

 ❚ increasing drug action to excessive levels (grapefruit components inhibit the enzymes that degrade certain drugs, increasing drug con-
centrations in the body).

awhen the kidneys reabsorb a substance, they retain it in the blood. substances that are not reabsorbed are excreted in the urine.
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anticonvulsants: drugs that treat 
epileptic seizures.

Dietary Effects on Drug Absorption
Major influences on drug absorption include the stomach-emptying rate, the level of  
acidity in the stomach, and direct interactions with dietary components. The drug’s 
formulation may also influence its absorption. The instructions included with medi-
cations typically advise whether food should be included or avoided with use.

Stomach-emptying rate Drugs reach the small intestine more quickly when the 
stomach is empty. Therefore, taking a medication with meals may delay its absorp-
tion, although the total amount absorbed may not be lower. As an example, aspirin 
works faster when taken on an empty stomach, although taking it with food is often 
encouraged to reduce stomach irritation.

Slow stomach emptying can sometimes enhance drug absorption because the 
drug’s absorption sites in the small intestine are less likely to become saturated. How-
ever, a slow drug absorption rate (due to slow stomach emptying) can be a problem if  
high drug concentrations are needed for effectiveness, as when a hypnotic is taken to 
induce sleep.

Stomach acidity Some drugs are better absorbed in an acidic environment, 
whereas others are absorbed better under alkaline conditions. For example, reduced 
stomach acidity (due to secretory disorders or antacid medications) may reduce 
the absorption of  ketoconazole (Nizoral, an antifungal medication) and atazana-
vir (an antiretroviral medication), but increase the absorption of  digoxin (Lanoxin, 
which treats heart failure) and alendronate (Fosamax, which treats osteoporosis).6 
Some drugs can be damaged by acid and are available in coated forms that resist the 
stomach’s acidity.

interactions Between Drugs and Dietary components Various dietary sub-
stances can bind to drugs and inhibit their absorption. As mentioned earlier, miner-
als can bind to some antibiotics, reducing absorption of  both the minerals and the 
drugs. High-fiber meals can decrease the absorption of  some tricyclic antidepressants 
due to binding between the fiber and the drugs. Conversely, the absorption of  many  
lipophilic drugs (those with fat-soluble structures) is improved when the drugs are 
taken with a fat-containing meal.7

Drug Effects on Nutrient Metabolism
Drugs and nutrients share similar enzyme systems in the small intestine and liver. 
Consequently, some drugs may enhance or inhibit the activities of  enzymes needed for 
nutrient metabolism. For example, the anticonvulsants phenobarbital and phenytoin 
increase levels of  the liver enzymes that metabolize folate, vitamin D, and vitamin K;  
therefore, persons using these drugs may require supplements of  these vitamins.

The drug methotrexate, which treats cancer (and some inflammatory conditions), 
acts by interfering with folate metabolism and thus depriving rapidly dividing cancer 
cells of  the folate they need to multiply. Methotrexate resembles folate in structure 
(see Figure 15-3, p. 426) and competes with folate for the enzyme that converts folate 
to its active form. The adverse effects of  using methotrexate therefore include symp-
toms of  folate deficiency. These adverse effects can be reduced by using a preactivated 
form of  folate (called leucovorin), which is often prescribed along with methotrexate 
to ensure that the body’s rapidly dividing cells (skin cells, cells of  the digestive tract, 
and red blood cells) receive adequate folate. 

Isoniazid is an antibacterial agent that is used to treat and prevent tuberculosis. The 
drug inhibits the conversion of  vitamin B

6
 to its coenzyme form (pyridoxal phosphate), 

which is involved with neurotransmitter synthesis. Some patients using isoniazid 
therapy may develop peripheral neuropathy unless they take supplemental vitamin B

6
 

during the course of  treatment.8
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Dietary Effects on Drug Metabolism
Some food components alter the activities of  enzymes that metabolize drugs or may 
counteract drug effects in other ways. Compounds in grapefruit juice (or whole grape-
fruit) have been found to inhibit or inactivate enzymes that metabolize a number of  
different drugs. As a result of  the reduced enzyme action, blood concentrations of  the 
drugs increase, leading to stronger physiological effects. The effect of  the grapefruit 
juice can last for a substantial period, possibly as long as several days after the juice 
is consumed;9 thus, the interaction cannot be avoided by separating grapefruit juice 
consumption from drug administration. Table 15-3 provides examples of  drugs that 
interact with grapefruit juice, as well as some drugs that are unaffected.

A number of  dietary substances can alter the activity of  the anticoagulant drug war-
farin (Coumadin). One important interaction is with vitamin K, which is structurally 
similar to warfarin. Warfarin acts by blocking the enzyme that activates vitamin K,  
thereby preventing the synthesis of  blood-clotting factors (vitamin K is required for 
the synthesis of  prothrombin and various other blood-clotting proteins). The amount 
of  warfarin prescribed is dependent, in part, on how much vitamin K is in the diet. 
If  vitamin K consumption from foods or supplements changes substantially, it can 
alter the effect of  the drug. Individuals using warfarin are advised to consume similar 

F i g u r e  1 5 - 3   Folate and 
methotrexate
by competing for the enzyme that 
activates folate, methotrexate pre-
vents cancer cells from obtaining 
the folate they need to multiply. in 
the process, normal cells are also 
deprived of the folate they need.
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Ta b L e  1 5 - 3   examples of grapefruit Juice–Drug interactions

Drug Category
Drugs Affected by 
Grapefruit Juice

Drugs unaffected by 
Grapefruit Juice

anticoagulants — acenocoumarol 
warfarin

anti-diabetic drugs repaglinide
saxagliptin

glyburide
metformin

anti-infective drugs erythromycin
saquinavir

clarithromycin
indinivir

cardiovascular drugs amiodarone
Felodipine
nicardipine

amlodipine
digoxin
diltiazem

central nervous system drugs buspirone
carbamazepine
diazepam

haloperidol
lorazepam
risperidone

cholesterol-lowering drugs atorvastatin
lovastatin
simvastatin

Fluvastatin
Pravastatin
rosuvastatin

immunosuppressants cyclosporine
tacrolimus

Prednisone
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amounts of  vitamin K daily to keep warfarin activity stable. The dietary sources high-
est in vitamin K are green leafy vegetables.

Several popular herbs contain natural compounds that affect blood coagulation 
or warfarin metabolism and therefore should be avoided during warfarin treat-
ment. These herbs include St. John’s wort, garlic, ginseng, dong quai, danshen, and 
others.10

Drug Effects on Nutrient Excretion
Drugs that increase urine production may reduce nutrient reabsorption in the kidneys, 
resulting in greater urinary losses of  the nutrients. For example, some diuretics can 
increase losses of  calcium, potassium, magnesium, and thiamin; thus, dietary supple-
ments may be necessary to avoid deficiency. Risk of  nutrient depletion is higher if  
multiple drugs with the same effect are used, if  kidney function is impaired, or if  
the medications are used for long periods. Note that some diuretics can cause certain 
minerals to be retained, rather than excreted.

Corticosteroids, which are used as anti-inflammatory agents and immunosup-
pressants, promote sodium and water retention and increase urinary potassium  
excretion.11 Long-term use of  corticosteroids can have multiple adverse effects, which 
include muscle wasting, bone loss, weight gain, and hyperglycemia, with eventual  
development of  osteoporosis and diabetes.

Dietary Effects on Drug Excretion
Inadequate excretion of  medications can cause toxicity, whereas excessive losses 
may reduce the amount available for therapeutic effect. Some food components 
influence drug excretion by altering the amount reabsorbed in the kidneys. For ex-
ample, the amount of  lithium (a mood stabilizer) reabsorbed in the kidneys is simi-
lar to the amount of  sodium that is reabsorbed. Consequently, both dehydration 
and sodium depletion, which promote sodium reabsorption, can result in lithium 
retention. Similarly, a person with a high sodium intake will excrete more sodium 
in the urine and, therefore, more lithium. Individuals using lithium are advised to 
maintain a consistent sodium intake from day to day to maintain stable blood con-
centrations of  lithium.

Urine acidity can affect drug excretion due to the effects of  pH on a com-
pound’s ionic (chemical) form. The medication quinidine, used to treat arrhyth-
mias, is excreted more readily in acidic urine. Foods or drugs that cause urine to 
become more alkaline may reduce quinidine excretion and raise blood levels of  the 
medication.

Diet-Drug Interactions and Toxicity
Interactions between food components and drugs can cause toxicity or exacerbate 
a drug’s side effects. The combination of  tyramine, a food component, and mono-
amine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors, which treat depression and Parkinson’s disease, 
can be fatal. MAO inhibitors block an enzyme that normally inactivates tyramine, as 
well as the hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine. When people who take MAO  
inhibitors consume excessive tyramine, the increased tyramine in the blood can  
induce a sudden release of  stored norepinephrine. This surge in norepinephrine  
results in severe headaches, rapid heartbeat, and a dangerous rise in blood pressure. 
For this reason, people taking MAO inhibitors are advised to restrict their intakes of  
foods rich in tyramine. 

Foods that often contain significant amounts of  tyramine are listed in Table 15-4. 
Note that the tyramine content of  foods depends on storage conditions and process-
ing; thus the amounts in similar products can vary substantially.

diuretics: drugs that promote 
urine production. 

Ta b L e  1 5 - 4   examples 
of Foods with a High 
Tyramine Contenta

 ❚ aged cheeses (cheddar, gruyère)

 ❚ aged or cured meats (sausage, 
salami)

 ❚ beer

 ❚ Fermented vegetables (sauer-
kraut, kim chee)

 ❚ Fish or shrimp sauce

 ❚ Prepared soy foods (miso, tempeh, 
tofu)

 ❚ soy sauce

 ❚ yeast extract (marmite, Vegemite)

aalthough tyramine occurs naturally in 
foods, it is also formed when bacteria 
degrade food proteins; thus, the tyramine 
content increases when a food ages or 
spoils. individuals at risk of tyramine toxic-
ity are advised to buy mainly fresh foods 
and consume them promptly.
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Considering the many ways in which drugs and dietary substances can interact, health 
professionals should attempt to understand the mechanisms underlying diet-drug 
interactions, identify them when they occur, and prevent them whenever possible.  
Figure 15-4 and Box 15-1 offer some practical advice about preventing diet-drug 
interactions.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Medications can alter food intake and affect the absorption, metabolism, or excre-
tion of  nutrients. Components of  foods can similarly affect drug activity.

 ❚ Drugs can alter food intake by increasing or decreasing the appetite, altering the 
sense of  taste, causing GI discomfort, or damaging the lining of  the GI tract.

 ❚ Drugs can affect nutrient absorption by binding to nutrients, altering stomach 
acidity, or interfering with nutrient transport into intestinal cells. Dietary sub-
stances can influence drug absorption by altering the stomach emptying rate,  
altering stomach acidity, or directly binding to the drug. 

 ❚ Drugs and nutrients may interfere with each other’s metabolism because they use 
similar enzymes in the small intestine and liver. 

 ❚ Diet-drug interactions may lead to nutrient losses in urine and alter the urinary 
excretion of  drugs. Some interactions between food components and drugs may 
result in toxicity.

the Joint commission, an accreditation agency for health care 
organizations, has recommended that all patients be educated 
about potential diet-drug interactions. health professionals can 
help by informing patients of precautions related to medications 
and watching for signs of problems that may arise.

to prevent diet-drug interactions, first list the types and 
amounts of over-the-counter drugs, prescription drugs, and dietary 
supplements that the patient uses on a regular basis. look up each 
of these substances in a drug reference and make a note of:

 ❚ the appropriate method of administration (twice daily or at 
bedtime, for example).

 ❚ how the drug should be administered with respect to foods, 
beverages, and specific nutrients (for example, take on an 
empty stomach, take with food, do not take with milk, or do 
not drink alcoholic beverages while using the medication).

 ❚ how the drug should be used with respect to other 
medications.

 ❚ the side effects that may influence food intake (nausea and 
vomiting, diarrhea, constipation, or sedation, for example) 
or nutrient needs (interference with nutrient absorption or 
metabolism, for example).

a similar process can be used to review the dietary supple-
ments that a person is taking. a reliable reference may list their 

appropriate uses, possible side effects, and potential interactions 
with food and medications.

Patients who take multiple medications may need to time 
their intakes carefully to avoid drug-drug or diet-drug inter-
actions. the health professional can use information from 
a patient’s food and nutrition history (see chapter 14) to 
help the patient coordinate meals and drugs so as to avoid 
interactions.

some medications have well-known effects on nutritional 
status. the health professional should remain alert for signs of 
problems, especially when:

 ❚ nutritional problems are a frequent result of using the 
medication.

 ❚ a patient requires multiple medications.

 ❚ the patient is in a high-risk group; for example, a child, a 
pregnant or lactating woman, an older adult, or a person who 
is malnourished, abuses alcohol, or has impaired liver or kidney 
function.

 ❚ the patient needs to use the medications for an extended 
period.

check with the pharmacist for additional information about 
drugs and their potential adverse effects.

How To B O X  1 5 - 1  P r e V e n t  d i e t- d r u g  i n t e r a c t i o n s

F i g u r e  1 5 - 4   medication 
management
to help prevent diet-drug interac-
tions, ask about all of the drugs 
and supplements  the pat ient 
takes, including prescription and  
over-the-counter medicat ions, 
herbal products, and other dietary 
supplements.
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15.3 Herbal Supplements
LO 15.3 Give examples of some popular herbal products and explain why they are 
not considered reliable treatments during illness.

The use of herbal supplements has grown rapidly in the past decade. About 20 percent of  
adults in the United States report using herbal supplements.12 Consumers use these prod-
ucts in the hope of improving their general health and preventing or treating specific dis-
eases. Top-selling herbal supplements include echinacea (see Figure 15-5), garlic, ginkgo, 
ginseng, and St. John’s wort.13 Table 15-5 (p. 430) lists these and other popular herbal 
products along with their common uses and potential risks associated with their use. 

Effectiveness and Safety of Herbal Products
Despite the popularity of  herbal products in the United States, the benefits of  their 
use are uncertain. Although many medicinal herbs contain naturally occurring com-
pounds that exert physiological effects, few herbal products have been rigorously 
tested, many make unfounded claims, and some may contain contaminants or pro-
duce toxic effects.14

efficacy Herbs have been used for centuries to treat medical conditions, and many have 
acquired reputations for being beneficial for individuals with specific diseases. Unfor-
tunately, only a limited number of  clinical studies support the traditional uses,* and the 
results of  studies that suggest little or no benefit are rarely publicized by the supplement 
industry. The National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (a divi-
sion of  the National Institutes of  Health) is currently funding large, controlled trials of  
several popular herbal treatments in an effort to obtain reliable efficacy and safety data. 

Although labels on herbal products cannot make claims about preventing or treat-
ing specific diseases, suggestive statements are common. For example, a label may 
claim that a product “promotes restful sleep” but cannot state that it treats insom-
nia. Stores often shelve herbal products by health condition; for example, posted signs 
may indicate the products suggested for “liver health” or “digestive health.” Publicity 
materials with misleading information are often positioned near the products. In addi-
tion, salespersons often give inappropriate advice about the use of  herbal supplements 
for improving one’s health.15

consistency of Herbal ingredients Herbs contain numerous compounds, and it is 
often unclear which of  these ingredients, if  any, might produce the implied beneficial 
effects. Because the compounds in herbs vary among species and are affected by a plant’s 
growing conditions, different samples of  an herb can have different chemical composi-
tions. The preparation method may also cause variations in the composition of an herbal 
product. Some manufacturers attempt to standardize the herbal extracts they sell so that 
the compound believed to be beneficial is more likely to be obtained from each dose.

Even when certain substances in an herb have been shown to be effective, the prod-
uct purchased by the consumer might not provide the ingredients required for benefit. 
For example, a consumer group (ConsumerLab.com) that regularly analyzes dietary 
and herbal supplements often reports finding lower amounts of  herbal ingredients 
than are listed on product labels.16 In a university study that evaluated the authentic-
ity of  44 single-herb supplements, 32 percent of  the products were found to contain a 
completely different plant species than was listed on the label.17

Safety issues Consumers often assume that because plants are “natural,” herbal 
products must be harmless. Many herbal remedies have toxic effects, however.18 
The most common adverse effects of  herbs include diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting. 

*For example, some studies suggest that st. John’s wort may be effective for treating mild depression,  ginger may 
help to prevent motion sickness, and garlic supplements may improve blood pressure in people with hypertension.

F i g u r e  1 5 - 5   echinacea 
Flower
despite the popularity of echinacea, 
its benefits for treating the common 
cold have not been supported by 
some well-designed clinical studies.
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Ta b L e  1 5 - 5   Popular Herbal Products, Their Common uses, and adverse effects

Herba Scientific Name Common uses Potential Adverse Effects

black cohosh Cimicifuga racemosa relief of menopausal symptoms rare; occasional stomach upset, headache, 
weight gain

chaparral Larrea tridentata general tonic; treatment of infection, 
cancer, and arthritis 

hepatitis, liver failure 

comfrey Symphytum officinale wound healing (topical use), treatment 
of lung and gi disorders

liver damage 

echinacea  Echinacea augustifolia, 
E. pallida, E. purpurea

Prevention and treatment of upper 
respiratory infections 

rare; allergic reactions 

Feverfew Tanacetum parthenium Prevention of migraine headache mouth and tongue sores, swelling of lips and 
mouth, stomach upset 

garlic Allium sativum reduction of blood clotting, 
atherosclerosis, blood pressure, and 
blood cholesterol 

breath and body odor, nausea, hypotension, 
allergy, excessive bleeding 

ginger Zingiber officinale Prevention and treatment of nausea 
and motion sickness 

rare; occasional heartburn 

ginkgo Ginkgo biloba treatment of dementia, memory 
defects, and circulatory impairment 

rare; nausea, stomach upset, diarrhea, allergy, 
anxiety, insomnia, excessive bleeding

ginseng Panax ginseng, 
P. quinquefolius 

general tonic, reduction of blood 
glucose levels 

rare 

Kava Piper methysticum treatment of anxiety, stress, and 
insomnia 

rare; stomach upset, restlessness, drowsiness, 
tremor, headache, allergic skin reactions, 
occasional hepatitis and liver failure 

st. John’s wort Hypericum perforatum treatment of mild to moderate 
depression 

skin photosensitivity

saw palmetto Serenoa repens reduction of symptoms associated 
with enlarged prostate 

rare; abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue, 
headache, decreased libido 

Valerian Valeriana officinalis sedation, treatment of insomnia rare 

yohimbe Pausinystalia yohimbe treatment of erectile dysfunction anxiety, dizziness, headache, nausea, rapid 
heartbeat, hypertension, increased urinary 
frequency

aan herb is a non-woody, seed-producing plant; herbal products include other types of plant products, such as garlic and ginkgo.

The popular herbs chaparral, germander, kava, and pennyroyal have caused liver  
damage.19 The use of  yohimbe (promoted for bodybuilding and erectile dysfunction) 
has been linked to heart arrhythmias, high blood pressure, anxiety, and seizures. Note 
that such adverse effects are rarely listed on supplement labels.

Contamination of  herbal products is another safety concern. Many products have 
been found to contain lead and other toxic metals in excessive amounts.20 Other 
contaminants frequently found in herbal supplements include molds, bacteria, and 
pesticides that have been banned for use on food crops.21 Adulteration of  herbal sup-
plements is a serious concern: chemical analyses have frequently identified synthetic 
drugs that were not declared on the label.22 There are sometimes reports of  illnesses 
and fatalities occurring from the intentional or accidental substitutions of  one plant 
species for another.23 Although not mentioned on the label, fillers made from rice, 
soybean, and wheat have been found in herbal supplements and may be a health risk 
for persons with allergies to these substances.24
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Unlike drugs, herbal products do not need FDA approval before they are marketed. 
According to the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA) of  1994, 
the companies that produce or distribute dietary (including herbal) supplements are 
responsible for determining their safety, yet these companies are not required to pro-
vide any evidence or conduct safety studies. If  a company receives reports of  illness 
or injury related to the use of  its products, it is not required to submit this information 
to the FDA. In addition, the FDA must show that a supplement is unsafe before it can 
take action to remove the product from the marketplace.

Herb-Drug interactions Like drugs, herbs may either intensify or interfere with 
the effects of  other herbs and drugs or they may raise the risk of  toxicity.25 For exam-
ple, garlic, ginger, and goldenseal contain compounds that lower blood pressure and 
they may therefore strengthen the effects of  antihypertensive drugs. Garlic, ginkgo, 
and ginseng may increase the risk of  bleeding when used with anticoagulant drugs. 
St. John’s wort has been found to diminish the actions of  oral contraceptives, an-
ticoagulants, and other drugs. Unfortunately, information about herb-drug interac-
tions is limited, and much of  what is known has been obtained from case studies 
rather than controlled clinical trials. Table 15-6 provides some examples of  herb-drug 
interactions.

Use of Herbal Products in Illness
When people self-medicate or ask the advice of  store clerks instead of  seeking 
effective medical treatment, the consequences are sometimes serious and irreversible. 
Purchasing an herbal remedy may be less stressful than a visit to the doctor, but it 
may delay getting an appropriate treatment and allow an illness to progress. Although 
retailers are not legally permitted to provide medical advice, sellers of  herbal products 
routinely make improper claims that the products are able to treat, prevent, or cure 
specific illnesses.26

Patients are often unaware that herbal products may be unsafe or can interact 
with medications. Elderly individuals (65 years old and older) are at highest risk of  
herb-drug interactions because most individuals in this age group take three or more 
prescription drugs over the course of  a year.27 Some pharmacology textbooks and 
handbooks now contain information about herbal supplements and potential herb-
drug interactions, and various consumer websites and periodicals provide information 
about the safety of  brand-name herbal products. Health professionals should turn to 
these resources to help patients who plan to use herbal supplements.

Ta b L e  1 5 - 6   examples of Herb-Drug interactions

Herb Drugs Interaction

chamomile anticoagulants, sedatives may intensify or prolong drug effects

echinacea immunosuppressant drugs may suppress drug effects

Feverfew anticoagulants, antiplatelet drugs, aspirin may increase risk of bleeding

garlic, ginger, ginkgo, ginseng anticoagulants, antiplatelet drugs may increase risk of bleeding

goldenseal anticoagulants, antihypertensives may oppose anticoagulant effects, increasing risk of clot 
formation (anticoagulants); may strengthen effect of 
antihypertensives

licorice antiarrhythmics, antihypertensives, 
diuretics

may cause toxicity (antiarrhythmics), oppose drug effects 
(antihypertensives), cause excessive potassium losses (diuretics)

st. John’s wort Various may suppress drug effects

Valerian sedatives may intensify or prolong sedative effects

Source: r. s. Porter and J. l. Kaplan, eds., Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy (whitehouse station, nJ: merck sharp and dohme corp., 2011): 3421–3432;  
P. a. cohen and e. ernst, safety of herbal supplements: a guide for cardiologists, Cardiovascular Therapeutics 28 (2010): 246–253.
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clinical applications
1. an elderly woman in a residential home has been losing 

weight since her arrival there. she has been taking several 
medications to treat both a heart problem and a mild case 
of bronchitis. you notice that she eats only a few bites at 
mealtimes and seems uninterested in food. describe several 
steps you can take to learn whether the medications are 
interfering with her food intake in some way. 

2. a patient mentions that he regularly takes six to seven dietary 
and herbal supplements and that he has not told the physi-
cian that he uses them. his prescription medications include 
an antihypertensive agent (to reduce blood pressure) and 
warfarin. what approach might you take to learn the details 
about his supplement use and his reasons for taking them? 
if you discover that some of the supplements may pose a risk 
for diet-drug or herb-drug interactions with his prescription 
medications, what steps should you take?

self check 
1. over-the-counter drugs: 

a. rarely cause adverse effects.
b. are unlikely to interact with dietary components.
c. are usually taken for longer periods than prescription 

medications.
d. are used to treat illnesses that are typically self-diagnosed 

and self-treated.

2. recommendations for reducing the incidence of medication 
errors include: 
a. avoiding the use of confusing terms on clinical documents.
b. advising patients to take only one medication at a time.
c. requiring that prescriptions be handwritten instead of typed.
d. physician supervision whenever drugs are administered.

3. adverse drug effects are most likely when: 
a. multiple medications are used.
b. generic drugs are substituted for brand-name drugs.
c. patients begin using a new medication.
d. medications are taken for just one or two days.

4. examples of medication-related symptoms that can signifi-
cantly limit food intake include: 
a. ringing in the ears.   c. insomnia.
b. persistent nausea and vomiting.  d. skin rash.

5. medications that reduce stomach acidity can impair the  
absorption of:
a. fat-soluble vitamins.
b. thiamin and riboflavin.
c. sodium and potassium.
d. vitamin b12, folate, and iron.

6. compounds in grapefruit juice: 
a. bind to antibiotics, reducing their absorption.
b. cause excessive drug excretion.
c. strengthen the effects of certain drugs.
d. alter acidity in the stomach, impairing drug absorption.

7. Vitamin K consumption should be consistent in patients 
using: 
a. tetracycline.
b. warfarin.
c. lithium.
d. isoniazid.

8. People who use mao inhibiters must limit consumption of: 
a. whole milk and yogurt.
b. aged cheeses.
c. dark green leafy vegetables.
d. grapefruit juice.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Herbal products are not reliable treatments for medical conditions; there is little 
evidence demonstrating their effectiveness and safety, and the concentrations of  
active ingredients in herbal products can vary greatly. Safety concerns include  
adverse effects, contamination, and herb-drug interactions.

 ❚ Manufacturers and distributors of  herbal supplements are responsible for deter-
mining product safety but are not required to conduct safety studies. The FDA 
must prove that a supplement is unsafe before removing it from the market. 

 ❚ Consumers using herbs may delay getting an appropriate treatment for their  
condition and may receive questionable advice from supplement retailers. 
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9. an important step that health practitioners can take to limit 
the risk of medication-related side effects is to: 
a. recommend use of over-the-counter drugs instead of 

 prescription medications.
b. encourage use of herbal supplements rather than 

 prescription medications.
c. advise patients to take medications separately from 

meals.
d. ask patients to fully describe the types and amounts of 

medications and dietary supplements they are using.

10. an important difference between medications and herbal 
products that reach the marketplace is that: 
a. medications that cause adverse effects cannot be sold.
b. medications are subject to contamination with toxic metals, 

molds, and bacteria.
c. herbal products are not required to prove safety and 

effectiveness.
d. herbal products must provide standard amounts of active 

ingredients.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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The medical treatments described in the clinical chapters 
are based upon current scientific understanding of human 

physiology and biochemistry and are generally supported by well-
conducted clinical research. this nutrition in Practice examines 
therapies that have not been scientifically validated and are there-
fore not currently promoted by conventional health professionals; 
these therapies fall into a category called complementary and 
alternative medicine (CAM). when the therapies are used together 
with conventional medicine, they are called complementary; when 
used in place of conventional medicine, they are called alternative.1 
note that the term “alternative” may be misleading in that it inap-
propriately implies that unproven methods of treatment are valid 
alternatives to conventional treatments.

How popular is Cam in the united States?

nearly 40 percent of adults in the united states use some 
form of cam (excluding the use of prayer).2 cam is especially 
 prevalent among persons with chronic pain or debilitating 
 illness; for  example, 80 percent of cancer patients reportedly use 
cam.3 many patients use cam as an adjunct to conventional 
 medicine—often for symptoms or illnesses that are not suffi-
ciently helped by conventional treatments. cam therapies remain 
 popular despite the dearth of evidence demonstrating their 
 effectiveness. reasons for their popularity include consumers’ 
growing interest in self-help measures, the noninvasive nature 
of many cam  therapies, and the positive interactions consumers 
have with cam practitioners.4

in response to the enormous popularity of cam in the united 
states, in 1998 congress established the national center for 
complementary and alternative medicine (nccam), which is now 
one of the 27 institutes that make up the national institutes of 
health (nih). nccam’s missions are to investigate  complementary 
and alternative therapies by funding well-designed scientific 
 studies and to provide authoritative information for consumers and 
health professionals. if enough evidence is found to support the 
use of a complementary or alternative therapy, it will likely become 
 incorporated into mainstream medical practice.5

Why should mainstream health professionals 
learn more about Cam?

due to the significant consumer interest in trying novel treat-
ments, health professionals need to be familiar with cam 
therapies so that they can better communicate with patients re-
garding their medical care and advise them when an alternative 
approach conflicts with standard therapy or presents a danger 
to health. to provide medical students with objective informa-
tion about cam, many medical schools in the united states now 

offer elective courses about alternative forms of treatment. Phy-
sicians who practice integrative medicine may refer patients for 
complementary therapies while continuing to provide standard 
treatments.

What kinds of practices are considered 
Cam therapies?

cam encompasses any and all therapies that are not normally 
part of conventional medicine. consequently, the list of cam ap-
proaches includes hundreds of advertised therapies purchased and 
used by consumers. unfortunately, cam has become a  marketing 
buzzword and is used by unscrupulous sellers of worthless 
 treatments. nccam categorizes cam therapies as shown in  
table nP15-1 and defined in box nP15-1 on p. 435. several popular 
examples are described in this nutrition in Practice; other examples 
are discussed on the nccam website (http://nccam.nih.gov/health).

C H a P T e r  1 5 

1 5 . 4  c O m P l e m e n ta ry  a n d  a lt e r n at i V e  t h e r a P i e s

Nutrition in Practice 

LO 15.4 Explain how complementary and alterna-
tive therapies differ from those used in conventional 
medicine and describe the various types of alternative 
therapies currently available.

Ta b L e  n P 1 5 - 1  examples of Complementary 
and alternative medicine

Alternative Medical Systems

 ❚ ayurveda

 ❚ homeopathic medicine

 ❚ naturopathic medicine

 ❚ traditional chinese medicine

Biologically Based Therapies

 ❚ aromatherapy

 ❚ dietary supplements

 ❚ Foods and special diets

 ❚ herbal products

 ❚ hormones

Energy Therapies

 ❚ bioelectrical therapies (including electrical and magnetic fields)

 ❚ biofield therapies (including acupuncture, qi gong, and 
therapeutic touch)

Manipulative and Body-Based Methods

 ❚ chiropractic

 ❚ massage therapy

 ❚ osteopathic manipulation

 ❚ reflexology

Mind-Body Interventions

 ❚ biofeedback

 ❚ Faith healing (prayer)

 ❚ meditation

 ❚ mental healing (including hypnotherapy)

 ❚ music, art, and dance therapy
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B O X  n P 1 5 - 1   g L O S S a r y  O F  a L T e r n a T i V e 
T H e r a P i e S

acupuncture (aK-you-PunK-chur): a therapy that involves inserting 
thin needles into the skin at specific anatomical points, allegedly to 
correct disruptions in the flow of energy within the body.

bioelectrical or bioelectromagnetic therapies: therapies that 
involve the unconventional use of electric or magnetic fields to cure 
illness.

biofeedback training: instruction in techniques that allow 
individuals to gain voluntary control of certain physiological processes, 
such as skin temperature or brain wave activity, to help reduce stress 
and anxiety.

biofield therapies: healing methods based on the belief that 
illnesses can be healed by manipulating energy fields that purportedly 
surround and penetrate the body. examples include acupuncture, qi 
gong, and therapeutic touch.

chiropractic (Kye-roh-PraK-tic): a method of treatment based on 
the unproven theory that spinal manipulation can restore health.

 ❚ a subluxation is a misaligned vertebra or other spinal alteration 
that may cause illness.

 ❚ Adjustment is the manipulative therapy practiced by chiropractors.

faith healing: the use of prayer or belief in divine intervention to 
promote healing.

homeopathic (ho-mee-oh-Path-ic) medicine: a practice based 
on the theory that “like cures like”; that is, substances believed to 
cause certain symptoms are prescribed at extremely low concentrations 
for curing diseases with similar symptoms.

 ❚ homeo = like
 ❚ pathos = suffering

imagery: the use of mental images of things or events to aid 
relaxation or promote self-healing.

massage therapy: manual manipulation of muscles to reduce 
tension, increase blood circulation, improve joint mobility, and promote 
healing of injuries.

meditation: a self-directed technique of calming the mind and 
relaxing the body.

naturopathic (nay-chur-oh-Path-ic) medicine: an approach 
to health care using practices alleged to enhance the body’s natural 
healing abilities. treatments may include a variety of alternative 
therapies including dietary supplements, herbal remedies, exercise, and 
homeopathy.

qi gong (chee-gung): a traditional chinese system that combines 
movement, meditation, and breathing techniques and allegedly cures 
illness by enhancing the flow of qi (energy) within the body.

therapeutic touch: a technique of passing hands over a patient 
to purportedly identify energy imbalances and transfer healing power 
from therapist to patient; also called laying on of hands.

traditional Chinese medicine (TCm): an approach to health 
care based on the concept that illness can be cured by enhancing the 
flow of qi (energy) within a person’s body. treatments may include 
herbal therapies, physical exercises, meditation, acupuncture, and 
remedial massage.

physiological processes were well understood. the alternative treat-
ments may appeal to consumers because the interventions are 
nontechnical and seem nonthreatening. in general, however, the 
alternative theories and practices remain rooted in the past and 
have not been updated to include current knowledge. examples of 
alternative medical systems include the following:

 ❚ Naturopathic medicine proposes that a person’s natural “life 
force” can foster self-healing. this life force is allegedly stimulated 
by certain health-promoting factors and suppressed by excesses 
and deficiencies. naturopathic therapies aim to enhance the natu-
ral healing powers of the body and may include special diets or 
fasting, herbal remedies and other dietary supplements, acupunc-
ture, homeopathy, massage, and various other interventions.

 ❚ Homeopathic medicine is based on the dubious theory that 
“like cures like.” homeopaths believe that a substance that 
causes a particular set of symptoms can be used to cure a dis-
ease that has similar symptoms. homeopathic medicines are usu-
ally natural substances that are substantially diluted in the belief 
that dilution increases potency, and most remedies are so ex-
tremely diluted that the original substance is no longer present. 
homeopaths theorize that even though their remedies no longer 
contain a diluted substance, they still have powerful healing ef-
fects because the water structure is somehow altered during the 
dilution process used to prepare homeopathic medicines. this 
theory, however, conflicts with scientific understanding of water 
structure and properties.

 ❚ Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) includes a large num-
ber of folk practices that originated in china. tcm is based on 
the theory that the body has pathways (called meridians) that 
conduct energy (called qi; pronounced “chee”). the interrupted 
flow of qi is believed to cause illness. tcm practices allegedly 
improve the flow of qi and include acupuncture, qi gong, herbal 
remedies, dietary practices, and massage. ironically, the west-
ern approach to managing illness is now the primary system of 
health care used in china.6

What is the theory underlying mind-body 
interventions?

mind-body interventions attempt to improve a person’s sense of 
well-being despite the presence of illness. the treatments are also 
used in the hope of reducing stress, dealing with pain, or lowering 
blood pressure. some of these therapies have been incorporated into 
mainstream medicine for stress reduction or relaxation. For example, 
biofeedback training, in which individuals learn to monitor skin 
temperature, muscle tension, or brain wave activity while practicing 
relaxation techniques, is frequently taught by behavioral medicine 
specialists to help patients reduce stress or anxiety (see Figure nP15-1 
on p. 436). other techniques to reduce stress and promote relaxation 
include meditation, art and music therapy, and prayer.

the clinical applications of other mind-body therapies are far 
more questionable. one example is guided imagery, in which a 
person tries to reverse the disease process (for example, shrink a 
tumor) by using mental pictures. another example is the use of 
faith healing in place of proven conventional treatments to cure 
disease.

How do alternative medical systems differ from 
conventional medicine? 

alternative medical systems are based on beliefs that lack the 
scientific basis of the theories underlying conventional medicine. 
Virtually all of these alternative systems were developed well 
over a hundred years ago, before our bodies’ biochemical and 
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Which alternative practices involve physical 
manipulation, and how do they work?

manipulative interventions include physical touch, forceful move-
ment of different parts of the body, and the application of pres-
sure. some practitioners maintain that special energy fields are 
manipulated during the physical treatment and that proper energy 
flow induces healing. Popular practices include the following:

 ❚ Chiropractic theory proposes that keeping the nervous system 
free from obstruction allows the body to heal itself, alleg-
edly because the healing process stems from the brain and is 
conducted via the spinal cord and nerves to all parts of the 
body. chiropractors claim to diagnose illnesses by detecting 
subluxations in the spine, which are variously described as mis-
aligned vertebrae or pinched nerves that allegedly cause subtle 
interferences within the nervous system. the main treatment is 
the adjustment, a manual manipulation that is said to correct 
a subluxation and restore the body’s natural healing ability. al-
though spinal manipulation has mainly been found to be helpful 
for improving back pain, many chiropractors still assert that chi-
ropractic can cure disease rather than simply relieve symptoms. 
For example, many chiropractors promote spinal manipulation 
to treat infectious diseases and prevent cancer, even though the 
nervous system and spinal alignment do not play roles in the 
pathology of these conditions.

 ❚ Massage therapy is the manipulation of muscle and connec-
tive tissue to improve muscle function, reduce pain, or promote 
relaxation. massage therapists may also apply heat or cold and 
give advice about exercises that may improve muscle tone and 
range of motion. massage is often integrated into conventional 
physical therapy, although some massage therapists may incor-
rectly suggest that massage is a valid treatment for a wide range 
of medical conditions.

What are the alleged effects of “energy” 
therapies?

two categories of therapies involve the alleged curative power of 
“energy”:

 ❚ Biofield therapies are said to influence the energy that sur-
rounds or pervades the human body, and their proponents claim 
that an energy therapy can strengthen or restore a person’s 
“energy flow” and induce healing. acupuncture, qi gong, and 
therapeutic touch are among the therapies that subscribe to 
these theories. note that cam adherents often use the term 
“energy” unscientifically and that there is no objective evidence 
of this sort of energy flow. 

 ❚ Bioelectrical or bioelectromagnetic therapies use electric or 
magnetic fields to allegedly promote healing; for example, mag-
nets have been marketed with claims that they can improve cir-
culation, reduce inflammation, and speed recovery from injuries.

acupuncture is probably the best-known therapy involving 
“energy flow.” the practice involves the shallow insertion of 
stainless steel needles into the skin at designated points on the 
body, sometimes accompanied by a low-frequency current to pro-
duce greater stimulation. Practitioners believe that the treatment 
restores health by improving the flow of energy in the body.

Do conventional health practitioners consider 
Cam treatments to be safe and effective?

cam treatments are generally excluded from mainstream medical 
practice because there is no evidence proving that they are  
effective for treating the diseases and medical conditions for 
which they are used. many consumers think otherwise and seem 
satisfied that these treatments “work.” how is this dichotomy to 
be explained?

surveys suggest that consumers perceive their visits to cam 
therapists as far more pleasant than their visits to conventional 
health practitioners. as explained earlier, cam therapists often 
spend more time with patients, are more attentive, and use less 
invasive interventions. self-help measures are encouraged, so the 
consumer has more control over the treatment. the therapies ap-
pear to be more “natural” and to have fewer side effects. Possible 
explanations for “cures” include the following:

 ❚ a person may seem cured because of misdiagnosis; that is, the 
condition diagnosed by the cam practitioner may not have 
 actually existed.

 ❚ the condition may have been self-limiting, or it may have gone 
into temporary remission after the treatment.

 ❚ undue credit may be inappropriately assigned to the cam 
therapy when the improvement was actually due to a previous 
or concurrent conventional treatment.

 ❚ the placebo effect may have had an influence on the course of 
disease.

the central question remains: do the cam therapies merely 
make people feel better, or do they really get better? this question 
can be answered only by well-controlled research studies.

are any potential dangers associated with 
the use of Cam?

one of the attractions of alternative therapies is the assumption 
that they are safe. recall, however, the concerns associated with 
the use of herbal products discussed in chapter 15, which include 

F i g u r e  n P 1 5 - 1   biofeedback Training:  
a Stress reduction and relaxation Technique
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the potential toxicity of herbal ingredients, product contamination 
or adulteration, and interactions with conventional medications. 
another concern is that use of cam therapies may delay the use 
of reliable treatments that have demonstrable benefits.7 Various re-
ports have described people with treatable medical conditions who 
suffered permanent disability or death when they were misdiag-
nosed or improperly treated by cam practitioners. For example, a 
rare but well-known risk of spinal cord injury or stroke is associated 
with a type of cervical manipulation performed by chiropractors.8 
unfortunately, because most cam therapies are not regulated or 
monitored, there are no accurate estimates of their adverse effects.

What should health practitioners do if they think 
their patients are using Cam?

health practitioners should routinely inquire about the use of cam 
therapies and educate patients about the hazards of postponing 
or stopping conventional treatment. Patients should also be told 
about potential interactions between conventional treatments 
and cam therapies. some patients may want to learn about dif-
ferences between evidence-based medical practices and untested 
cam theories and may be interested in the integrative medicine 
options available.

all alternative therapies have one characteristic in common: their 
effectiveness is, for the most part, unproven. because patients 
often choose cam therapies because of positive interactions with 
alternative practitioners, health care practitioners should realize 
that empathizing with patients may go a long way toward win-
ning their trust and improving their compliance with therapy. 
Furthermore, health practitioners should stay informed about 

unconventional practices by obtaining reliable, objective resources 
so that they can knowledgeably discuss these options with 
patients. 
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Specialized 
Nutrition 
Support: Enteral 
and Parenteral 
Nutrition

16.1 Enteral Nutrition
LO 16.1 Identify patients who may benefit from 
 enteral nutrition and describe the feeding routes, 
 enteral formulas, and administration considerations 
for tube feedings.

16.2 Parenteral Nutrition
LO 16.2 Identify patients who may benefit from 
 parenteral nutrition and describe the components of 
parenteral solutions and administration techniques. 

16.3 Nutrition Support at Home
LO 16.3 Give examples of individuals who may be 
 candidates for home nutrition support and  discuss 
the considerations involved in using enteral or 
 parenteral nutrition in the home.

16.4 Nutrition in Practice: Inborn 
Errors of Metabolism 
LO 16.4 Describe the possible metabolic effects 
of inborn errors of metabolism and discuss the 
 complications and treatments of phenylketonuria 
and galactosemia.
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Patients are often too sick to consume a regular diet. Moreover, some 
illnesses may interfere with eating, digestion, or absorption to such 

a degree that oral intakes alone cannot supply the necessary nutrients. 
In such cases, nutrition support—the delivery of nutrients using a feed-
ing tube or intravenous infusions—can meet a patient’s nutritional needs. 
Enteral nutrition, the provision of nutrients using the gastrointestinal (GI) 
tract, usually refers to the use of tube feedings, which deliver nutrient-
dense formulas directly to the stomach or small intestine via a thin, flexi-
ble tube. Parenteral nutrition provides nutrients intravenously to patients 
who do not have sufficient GI function to handle enteral feedings. If the 
GI tract remains functional, enteral nutrition is preferred over parenteral 
nutrition because it is associated with fewer infectious complications 
and is significantly less expensive.1 Figure 16-1 summarizes the decision-
making process for selecting the most appropriate feeding method.

16.1 Enteral Nutrition
LO 16.1 Identify patients who may benefit from enteral nutrition and describe 
the feeding routes, enteral formulas, and administration considerations for tube 
feedings.

If  GI function is normal and a poor appetite is the primary nutrition problem, patients 
may be able to improve their diets by using oral supplements. If  patients are unable 
to meet their nutrient needs by oral intakes alone, tube feedings can be used to deliver 
the required nutrients.

Oral Supplements
Patients who are weak or debilitated may find it easier to consume oral supplements than 
to consume meals (see Figure 16-2, p. 440). Moreover, a patient who can improve nutrition 

nutrition support: the delivery 
of nutrients using a feeding tube or 
intravenous infusions.

enteral (en-ter-al) nutrition: the 
provision of nutrients using the gi 
tract; usually refers to the use of 
tube feedings.

parenteral (par-en-ter-al) nutri-
tion: the intravenous provision of 
nutrients that bypasses the gi tract.

❚ par 5 beside
❚ entero 5 intestine

F i g u r e  1 6 - 1    Selecting a Feeding route

If
intake is

inadequate

Adequate nutrition status?

Oral diet; reassess nutrition
status regularly

Simple IV to maintain
hydration if necessary

Nutrition support;
 select an appropriate

feeding route

Yes No

Functional GI tract?

Appetite satisfactory and
physically able to eat?

Only short-term support
anticipated and not 

severely malnourished?

Yes No

Oral diet;
supplement

as necessary

Yes No Yes

Parenteral
nutrition by

peripheral vein

Parenteral
nutrition by
central vein

Enteral nutrition
by feeding tube

No

If status changes
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status with supplements may be able to avoid the stress, complications, and expense 
associated with tube feedings. Hospitals usually stock a variety of  nutrient-dense 
formulas, milkshakes, fruit drinks, and snack bars to provide to patients at risk of  
becoming malnourished. Note that similar products are sold in pharmacies and 
grocery stores for home use; examples of  popular liquid supplements include En-
sure, Boost, and Carnation Breakfast Essentials. These types of  products can add 
energy and protein to the diets of patients and be a reliable source of nutrients.

When a patient uses an oral supplement, taste becomes an important consid-
eration. Allowing patients to sample different products and select the ones they 
prefer helps to promote acceptance. Box 16-1 offers additional suggestions for 
helping patients improve their intakes using oral supplements.

Candidates for Tube Feedings 
Tube feedings are typically recommended for patients at risk of  developing 
protein-energy malnutrition who are unable to consume adequate food and/or 
oral supplements to maintain their health. The following medical conditions or 
treatments may indicate the need for tube feedings:

 ❚ Severe swallowing disorders 

 ❚ Impaired motility in the upper GI tract

 ❚ GI obstructions and fistulas that can be bypassed with a feeding tube 

 ❚ Certain types of  intestinal surgeries

 ❚  Little or no appetite for extended periods, especially if  the patient is 
malnourished

 ❚ Extremely high nutrient requirements

 ❚ Mechanical ventilation

 ❚ Mental incapacitation due to confusion, neurological disorders, or coma

Contraindications for tube feedings include severe GI bleeding, high-output fistulas, 
intractable vomiting or diarrhea, and severe malabsorption. The procedure may also 
be contraindicated if  the expected need for nutrition support is less than 5 to 7 days 
in a malnourished patient or less than 7 to 9 days in an adequately nourished patient.2

Patients in hospitals are often quite ill and have poor appetites. 
even when a person enjoys an oral supplement, the taste may 
become monotonous in time. health practitioners may be able to 
motivate patients to improve intakes by trying these suggestions:

 ❚ let the patient sample different products that are appropriate 
for his or her needs, and provide only those that the patient 
enjoys.

 ❚ serve supplements attractively. For example, a liquid formula 
offered in a glass on an attractive plate may be more appealing 
than a formula served from a can with an unfamiliar name.

 ❚ try keeping a liquid supplement in an ice bath so that it is 
cool and refreshing when the patient drinks it. check with the 
patient to make sure the colder temperature is suitable.

 ❚ if a patient finds the smell of a formula unappealing, it may 
help to cover the top of the glass with plastic wrap or a lid, 
leaving just enough room for a straw.

 ❚ For patients with little appetite, offer the drink or snack food 
in small amounts that are easy to tolerate, and serve it more 
frequently during the day.

 ❚ Provide easy access. Keep the supplement close to the 
patient’s bed where it can be reached with little effort and 
within sight so that the patient is reminded to consume it.

 ❚ if the patient stops enjoying a particular product, suggest an 
alternative. maintain an updated list of oral supplements that 
are available at your institution so that you can advise patients 
about the possible options.
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F i g u r e  1 6 - 2   use of Oral 
Supplements
Patients can drink nutrient-dense formulas 
when they are unable to consume enough 
food from a regular diet.

fistulas (Fist-you-luz): abnormal 
passages between organs or tissues 
(or between an internal organ and 
the body’s surface) that permit the 
passage of fluids or secretions.

intractable: not easily managed or 
controlled.
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Tube Feeding Routes 
The feeding route chosen depends on the patient’s medical condition, the expected 
 duration of  tube feeding, and the potential complications of  a particular route. 
 Figures 16-3 and 16-4 illustrate the main feeding routes, and Box 16-2 (p. 442)  
describes each route. 

Gastrointestinal access When a patient is expected to be tube fed for less 
than four weeks, the feeding tube is generally routed into the GI tract via the nose 
(nasogastric or nasoenteric routes). The patient is frequently awake during transnasal 

Transnasal feeding
tube placements Enterostomies

Nasogastric 
placement

Nasoduodenal 
placement

Nasojejunal 
placement

Gastrostomy

Jejunostomy

F i g u r e  1 6 - 3    Tube Feeding routes
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in a gastrostomy, the feeding tube accesses the gi tract through 
the abdominal wall.
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a transnasal feeding tube accesses the gi tract via the nose. 
the patient in this photo is being fed through a nasogastric 
tube; he is also attached to a respirator to help him breathe. 

F i g u r e  1 6 - 4   examples of Tube Feeding routes
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(through-the-nose) placement of  a feeding tube. While the patient is in a slightly upright 
 position with head tilted, the tube is inserted into a nostril and passed into the  stomach 
(nasogastric route), duodenum (nasoduodenal route), or jejunum (nasojejunal route). 
The final position of  the feeding tube tip is verified by abdominal X-ray or other means. 
In infants, orogastric placement, in which the feeding tube is passed into the stomach 
via the mouth, is sometimes preferred over transnasal routes; this placement allows the 
infant to breathe more normally during feedings.

When a patient will be tube fed for longer than four weeks, or if  the nasoenteric route 
is inaccessible due to an obstruction or other medical reasons, a direct route to the stom-
ach or intestine may be created by passing the tube through an  enterostomy, an opening 
in the abdominal wall that leads to the stomach (gastrostomy) or jejunum (jejunos-
tomy). An enterostomy can be made by either surgical incision or needle puncture.

Selecting a Feeding route Gastric feedings (nasogastric and gastrostomy routes) 
are preferred whenever possible. These feedings are more easily tolerated and less 
complicated to deliver than intestinal feedings because the stomach controls the rate 
at which nutrients enter the intestine. Gastric feedings are not possible, however, if  
patients have gastric obstructions or motility disorders that interfere with the stom-
ach’s ability to empty. Gastric feedings are also avoided in patients at high risk of  
aspiration, a common complication in which substances from the GI tract (either GI 
secretions or refluxed stomach contents) are drawn into the lungs, potentially leading 
to pneumonia (note that studies have not consistently shown that gastric feedings are 
associated with a higher pneumonia risk3). Table 16-1 summarizes the advantages and 
disadvantages of  the various tube feeding routes.

Feeding tubes Feeding tubes are made from soft, flexible materials (such as silicone 
or polyurethane) and come in a variety of  lengths and diameters (see Figure 16-5). 
The tube selected largely depends on the patient’s age and size, the feeding route, and 
the formula viscosity.

The outer diameter of  a feeding tube is measured in French units, in which each 
unit equals 1/3 millimeter; thus, a “12 French” feeding tube has a 4-millimeter  diameter  
(12 3 1/3 mm 5 4 mm). The inner diameter depends on the thickness of  the tubing 
material. Double-lumen tubes are also available; these allow a single tube to be used for 
both intestinal feedings and gastric decompression, a procedure in which the stomach 
contents of  patients with motility problems or obstructions are removed by suction.

For each type of tube placement, the terms are listed in order from 
the upper to lower organs of the digestive system.

transnasal: a transnasal feeding tube is one that is inserted 
through the nose.

 ❚ nasogastric (ng): tube is placed into the stomach via the 
nose.

 ❚ nasoenteric: tube is placed into the gi tract via the nose; 
most often refers to nasoduodenal and nasojejunal feeding 
routes (also known as nasointestinal feeding routes).

 ❚ nasoduodenal (nD): tube is placed into the duodenum via 
the nose.

 ❚ nasojejunal (nJ): tube is placed into the jejunum via the 
nose.

orogastric: tube is inserted into the stomach through the mouth. 
this method is often used to feed infants because a nasogastric 
tube may hinder the infant’s breathing.

enterostomy (en-ter-ah-stoe-mee): an opening into the gi tract 
through the abdominal wall.

 ❚ gastrostomy (gah-strah-stoe-mee): an opening into the 
stomach through which a feeding tube can be passed. a 
nonsurgical technique for creating a gastrostomy under local 
anesthesia is called percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG).

 ❚ jejunostomy (Jeh-ju-nah-stoe-mee): an opening into 
the jejunum through which a feeding tube can be passed. 
a nonsurgical technique for creating a jejunostomy is called 
percutaneous endoscopic jejunostomy (PEJ). the tube can 
either be guided into the jejunum via a gastrostomy or passed 
directly into the jejunum (direct PEJ).

BOX 16-2 g L O S S a r y  O F   T u b e  F e e D i n g  r O u T e S

aspiration: drawing in by suction 
or inhalation; a common complica-
tion of enteral feedings in which 
substances from the gi tract are 
drawn into the lungs. aspiration risk 
is high in patients with esophageal 
disorders, neuromuscular diseases, 
and conditions that reduce con-
sciousness or cause dementia.

French units: units of measure for 
a feeding tube’s outer diameter;  
1 French equals 1/3 millimeter.

gastric decompression: the 
removal of stomach contents (such 
as gi secretions, air, or blood) in 
patients with motility problems or 
obstructions that prevent stomach 
emptying; the procedure may be 
used to reduce discomfort, vomiting, 
or various complications during criti-
cal illness or after certain surgeries.

F i g u r e  1 6 - 5   the feeding 
tube shown here has centimeter marks 
to help with insertion and to check 
migration. the y-port at the upper end 
of the tube allows the administration of 
water or medications during feedings.
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Enteral Formulas
Most enteral formulas can supply all of  an individual’s nutrient requirements when 
consumed in sufficient volume, a necessity for the patient who is using a tube feed-
ing for more than a few days. The formulas can be used alone or provided along with 
other foods.

types of enteral Formulas More than 75 enteral formulas are currently marketed;4 
Appendix G lists examples. The main types of  formulas include the following:

 ❚ Standard formulas, also called polymeric formulas, are provided to individuals who 
can digest and absorb nutrients without difficulty. They contain intact proteins 
extracted from milk or soybeans (called protein isolates) or a combination of  such 
proteins. The carbohydrate sources include hydrolyzed cornstarch, glucose poly-
mers (such as maltodextrin and corn syrup solids), and sugars. A few formulas, 
called blenderized formulas, are produced from whole foods such as chicken, veg-
etables, fruits, and oil, along with some added vitamins and minerals.

 ❚ Elemental formulas, also called hydrolyzed, chemically defined, or monomeric 
 formulas, are prescribed for patients who have compromised digestive or absorp-
tive functions. Elemental formulas contain proteins and carbohydrates that have 
been partially or fully broken down to fragments that require little (if  any) diges-
tion. The formulas are often low in fat and may provide fat from medium-chain 
 triglycerides (MCT) to ease digestion and absorption.

 ❚ Specialized formulas, also called disease-specific or specialty formulas, are intended 
to meet the nutrient needs of  patients with particular illnesses. Products have been 

Ta b L e  1 6 - 1   Comparison of Tube Feeding routesa

Insertion Method or Feeding Site Advantages Disadvantages

Transnasal does not require surgery or incisions for 
placement; tubes can be placed by a nurse or 
trained dietitian.

easy to remove by disoriented patients; long-
term use may irritate the nasal passages, 
throat, and esophagus.

 ❚ nasogastric easiest to insert and confirm placement; least 
expensive method; feedings can often be given 
intermittently and without an infusion pump.

highest risk of aspiration in compromised 
patients;b risk of tube migration to the small 
intestine.

 ❚ nasoduodenal and nasojejunal lower risk of aspiration in compromised 
patients;b allows for earlier tube feedings than 
gastric feedings during acute stress; may allow 
enteral feedings even when obstructions, 
fistulas, or other medical conditions prevent 
gastric feedings.

more difficult to insert and confirm placement; 
risk of tube migration to the stomach; feedings 
require an infusion pump for administration.

Tube enterostomies allow the lower esophageal sphincter to 
remain closed, reducing the risk of aspiration;b 
more comfortable than transnasal insertion for 
long-term use; site is not visible under clothing.

tubes must be placed by a physician 
or surgeon; general anesthesia may be 
required for surgically placed tubes; risk of 
complications from the insertion procedure; 
risk of infection at the insertion site.

 ❚ gastrostomy Feedings can often be given intermittently and 
without a pump; easier insertion procedure 
than a jejunostomy.

moderate risk of aspiration in high-risk 
patients;b feedings often withheld for 12 to 
24 hours before and 48 to 72 hours after the 
insertion procedure.

 ❚ Jejunostomy lowest risk of aspiration;b allows for earlier 
tube feedings than gastrostomy during critical 
illness; may allow enteral feedings even when 
obstructions, fistulas, or medical conditions 
prevent gastric feedings.

most difficult insertion procedure; most costly 
method; feedings require an infusion pump for 
administration.

arelative to other tube feeding routes. the actual advantages and disadvantages of different insertion procedures depend on the person’s medical condition.
bthe risk of aspiration associated with the different feeding routes is controversial and still under investigation.

standard formulas: enteral for-
mulas that contain mostly intact pro-
teins and polysaccharides; also called 
polymeric formulas.

protein isolates: proteins that 
have been isolated from foods.

blenderized formulas: enteral 
formulas that are prepared by using 
a food blender to mix and puree 
whole foods.

elemental formulas: enteral for-
mulas that contain proteins and car-
bohydrates that are partially or fully 
hydrolyzed; also called hydrolyzed, 
chemically defined, or monomeric 
formulas.

medium-chain triglycerides 
(mCT): triglycerides that contain 
fatty acids that are 8 to 10 carbons 
in length. mct do not require diges-
tion and can be absorbed in the 
absence of lipase or bile.

specialized formulas: enteral 
formulas for patients with specific 
illnesses; also called disease-specific 
formulas or specialty formulas.
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developed for individuals with liver, kidney, and lung diseases; glucose intolerance; 
severe wounds; and metabolic stress (later chapters provide details). Specialized 
formulas are generally expensive, and their effectiveness is controversial.

 ❚ Modular formulas, created from individual macronutrient preparations called 
modules, are sometimes prepared for patients who require specific nutrient com-
binations. Vitamin and mineral preparations are also included in the formulas so 
that they can meet all of  a person’s nutrient needs. In some cases, one or more 
modules are added to other enteral formulas to adjust their nutrient composition.

Macronutrient composition The amounts of  protein, carbohydrate, and fat in 
enteral formulas vary substantially. The protein content of  most standard  formulas 
ranges from 12 to 20 percent of  total kcalories;5 note that protein needs are high  
in patients with severe metabolic stress, whereas protein restrictions are necessary for 
patients with chronic kidney disease. Carbohydrate and fat provide most of  the energy 
in enteral formulas; standard formulas generally provide 30 to 60 percent of  kcalories 
from carbohydrate and 15 to 30 percent of  kcalories from fat.

energy Density The energy density of  most enteral formulas ranges from 1.0 to 
2.0 kcalories per milliliter of  fluid. The formulas that have higher energy densities 
can meet energy and nutrient needs in a smaller volume of  fluid and therefore benefit 
 patients who have high nutrient needs or fluid restrictions.

Fiber content Fiber-containing formulas may be helpful for improving fecal bulk and 
colonic function, treating diarrhea or constipation, and maintaining blood glucose con-
trol. Conversely, fiber-containing formulas are avoided in patients with acute intestinal 
conditions or pancreatitis and before or after some intestinal examinations and surgeries.

osmolality Osmolality refers to the moles of  osmotically active solutes (or osmoles) 
per kilogram of  solvent. An enteral formula with an osmolality similar to that of  
blood serum (about 300 milliosmoles per kilogram) is an isotonic formula, whereas a 
hypertonic formula has an osmolality greater than that of  blood serum.

Most enteral formulas have osmolalities between 300 and 700 milliosmoles per 
kilogram; generally, elemental formulas and nutrient-dense formulas have higher 
 osmolalities than standard formulas. Most people are able to tolerate both isotonic 
and hypertonic feedings without difficulty.6 When medications are infused along with 
enteral feedings, however, the osmotic load increases substantially and may contribute 
to the diarrhea experienced by many tube-fed patients.

Formula Selection Some of  the factors considered when choosing a formula are 
shown in Figure 16-6. Generally, the formula chosen should meet the patient’s medi-
cal and nutrient needs with the lowest risk of  complications and the lowest cost. The 
main factors that influence formula selection include:

 ❚ GI function. Although the vast majority of  patients can use standard formulas, a 
person with a functional but impaired GI tract may require an elemental formula. 

 ❚ Nutrient and energy needs. As with patients consuming regular diets, the tube-fed 
patient may require adjustments in nutrient and energy intakes. If  fluids are 
 restricted, the formula should have adequate nutrient and energy densities to 
 provide the required nutrients in the volume prescribed.

 ❚ Fiber modifications. The choice of  formulas is narrower if  fiber intake needs to be 
low or high. 

 ❚ Individual tolerances (food allergies and sensitivities). Nearly all formulas are lactose 
free and gluten free and can accommodate the needs of  patients with lactose 
 intolerance or gluten sensitivity. For patients with food allergies, ingredient lists 
should be checked before providing a formula.

modular formulas: enteral for-
mulas prepared in the hospital from 
modules that contain single mac-
ronutrients; used for people with 
unique nutrient needs.

osmolality (oZ-moe-lal-ih-tee): 
the concentration of osmotically ac-
tive solutes in a solution, expressed 
as milliosmoles (mosm) per kilogram 
of solvent. osmotically active sol-
utes affect osmosis, the movement 
of water across semipermeable 
membranes.

isotonic formula: a formula with 
an osmolality similar to that of blood 
serum (about 300 milliosmoles per 
kilogram).

❚ iso 5 equal
❚ tono 5 pressure

hypertonic formula: a formula 
with an osmolality greater than that 
of blood serum.
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Health care facilities stock a limited number of  formulas, so formula selection is 
influenced by availability. The medical staff  may initially choose a formula based on 
the criteria previously mentioned and then reevaluate the decision according to the 
patient’s response to the formula.

Safe Handling Individuals who are ill or malnourished often have suppressed 
 immune systems, making them vulnerable to infection from foodborne illness. Thus, 
the personnel involved with preparing or delivering formula should be aware of  the 
specific protocols at their facility that prevent formula contamination (such as the 
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points [HACCP] system).

Formulas may be delivered using an open feeding system or a closed feeding system 
(see Figure 16-7, p. 446). With an open system, the formula needs to be transferred from its 
original packaging to a feeding container. Examples include formulas that are packaged in 
cans or bottles, concentrates that need to be diluted, and powders that require reconstitu-
tion. In a closed system, the sterile formula is prepackaged in a container that can be con-
nected directly to a feeding tube. Closed systems are less likely to become contaminated, 
require less nursing time, and can hang for longer periods of  time than open systems. 
Although closed systems cost more initially, they may be less expensive in the long run be-
cause they prevent bacterial contamination and thus avoid the costs of treating infections.

Digestion and absorption

Functional Impaired

Fiber modi�cation needed?

Yes No

Low �ber:
Fiber-restricted

formula

High �ber:
Fiber-enriched

formula

Calculate nutrient needs and determine individual tolerances

Fluid, electrolyte, and
protein restrictions

Renal-insu�cien cy
formulas;

hepatic-insu�cienc y
formulas

Fluid and sodium
restriction necessary

High-kcalorie,
low-sodium formulas

that meet other
nutrient needs in
restricted volume

Glucose intolerant to 
standard formulas

Carbohydrate-modi�ed
formulas for glucose

intolerance

High energy and/or
protein needs

High-kcalorie, high-
protein formulas;

high-protein formulas;
immune-support or

wound-healing formulas

Moderate nutrient needs

Standard or 
blenderized formula
with moderate �ber

content

Select the available formula that meets nutrient needs and 
tolerances with the most desirable cost characteristics

Standard formula Elemental 
formula

F i g u r e  1 6 - 6    Selecting a Formula

Hazard analysis and Criti-
cal Control Points (HaCCP) 
system: a management system to 
identify and correct potential micro-
bial hazards in the preparation, stor-
age, handling, and administration of 
food products; commonly referred 
to as HASS-ip.

open feeding system: a for-
mula delivery system that requires 
the transfer of the formula from 
its original packaging to a feeding 
container.

closed feeding system: a for-
mula delivery system in which the 
sterile formula comes prepackaged 
in a container that can be attached 
directly to the feeding tube for 
administration.
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Formula Safety Guidelines After the formula reaches the nursing station, the nurs-
ing staff  assumes responsibility for its safe handling. Clinicians should carefully wash 
hands and put on disposable gloves before handling formulas and feeding containers. 
The following steps can reduce the risk of  formula contamination when using open 
feeding systems:7

 ❚ Before opening a can of  formula, clean the lid with a disposable alcohol wipe and 
wash the can opener (if  needed) with detergent and hot water. (Check HACCP 
protocols for details.) If  you do not use the entire can at one feeding, label the can 
with the date and time it was opened.

 ❚ Store opened cans or mixed formulas in clean, closed containers. Refrigerate the 
unused portion of  formula promptly. Discard unlabeled or improperly labeled con-
tainers and all open containers of  formula that are not used within 24 to 48 hours.

 ❚ Hang no more than an 8-hour supply of formula (or a 4-hour supply for newborn 
infants) when using liquid formula from a can. Formulas prepared from powders or 
modules should hang no longer than 4 hours. Discard any formula that remains, rinse 
the feeding bag and tubing, and add fresh formula to the feeding bag. A new feeding 
container and tubing (except for the feeding tube itself) is necessary every 24 hours.

For closed systems, the hang time should be no longer than 24 to 48 hours. 
Contamination is more likely with the longer time periods.

Administration of Tube Feedings
The methods of  tube feeding administration vary somewhat from one health care facility 
to the next. The procedures presented in the following sections are suggested guidelines. 

Preparing for tube Feedings Before starting a tube feeding, health practitioners 
can ease fears by fully discussing the procedure with the patient and family members, 
who may feel anxious about the use of  a feeding tube. The discussion should address 
the reasons why tube feeding is appropriate as well as the benefits and risks of  the pro-
cedure. Box 16-3 offers suggestions that may help ease the concerns of  patients who 
may benefit from tube feeding.

in a closed feeding system, the 
formula is prepackaged in a 
container that can be attached 
directly to a feeding tube, such as 
the bottle shown on the left. the 
formula in the can at right can be 
used in an open feeding system.
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in an open feeding system, the formula is transferred from its original 
packaging to a feeding container.
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F i g u r e  1 6 - 7   Comparison of Open and Closed Feeding Systems
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Serious complications can develop if  a transnasal tube is accidentally inserted into 
the respiratory tract or if  formula or GI secretions are aspirated into the lungs. To 
minimize the risk of  incorrect tube placement, clinicians use X-rays to verify the posi-
tion of  the feeding tube before a feeding is initiated. After the tube’s placement has 
been confirmed, the nurse secures the tube to the patient’s nose and cheek with tape 
and monitors the position of  the tubing throughout the day. Tube placement can also 
be monitored by testing the pH of  a sample of  body fluid drawn into the feeding tube, 
as the pH in the stomach (5 or lower) is lower than the pH in the small intestine or 
respiratory tract (6 or higher).

To reduce the risk of aspiration, the patient’s upper body is elevated to a 30- to 45-degree 
angle during the feeding and for 30 to 60 minutes after the feeding whenever possible.8 
The addition of  blue food coloring to formula was formerly suggested as a means of  
identifying aspirated formula in lung secretions; however, the practice was discontinued 
after it was found to be associated with various complications and even deaths.9

Formula Delivery Methods Nutrient needs may be met by delivering  relatively 
large amounts of  formula several times per day (intermittent feedings) or smaller 
amounts continuously (continuous feedings). A patient may also start with 
 continuous  feedings and gradually transition to intermittent feedings. Each method 
has specific uses, advantages, and disadvantages.

Intermittent feedings are best tolerated when they are delivered into the stomach (not 
the intestine). Generally, a total of  about 250 to 400 milliliters of  formula is delivered 
over 30 to 45 minutes using a gravity drip method or an infusion pump (see Figure 16-8, 
p. 448). The exact amount is determined by dividing the required volume of  formula 
into several daily feedings, as shown in Box 16-4 (p. 448). Due to the relatively high 
volume of formula delivered at one time, intermittent feedings may be difficult for some 
patients to tolerate, and the risk of  aspiration may be higher than with continuous feed-
ings. An advantage of  intermittent feedings is that they are similar to the usual pattern 
of  eating and allow the patient freedom of movement between meals.

Rapid delivery of  a large volume of  formula into the stomach (250 to 500 millili-
ters over 5 to 15 minutes) is called a bolus feeding. This type of  feeding may be given 
every 3 to 4 hours using a syringe. Bolus feedings are convenient for patients and staff  
because they are rapidly administered, do not require an infusion pump, and allow 

although many patients are initially apprehensive about receiving 
tube feedings, they may be less resistant once they understand 
the insertion method, the expected duration of the tube feeding, 
and the strategic role that nutrition plays in recovery from illness. 
the pointers that follow can help health practitioners prepare 
patients for transnasal tube feedings:

 ❚ allow the patient to see and touch the feeding tube. 
understanding that the tube is soft and narrow (only about 
half the diameter of a pencil) often alleviates anxiety.

 ❚ show the patient how the feeding equipment is attached to 
the feeding tube, and explain how the feeding will work. For 
young children, use dolls or stuffed toys to demonstrate tube 
insertion and feeding procedures.

 ❚ explain that the patient remains fully alert during the 
procedure and helps to pass the tube by swallowing. a 
numbing solution sprayed on the back of the throat minimizes 
discomfort and prevents gagging during the procedure.

 ❚ inform the patient that after the tube has been inserted, 
most people become accustomed to its presence within a few 
hours. in most cases, the patient can continue to swallow 
foods and beverages with the tube in place.

tube feedings may cause some patients to feel that they have 
lost control over an important aspect of their lives. they may 
also feel self-conscious about how the feeding tube looks or feel 
awkward when moving around with the equipment. a few mea-
sures can help:

 ❚ assure the patient that the tube feeding is temporary, if such 
assurance is appropriate.

 ❚ involve patients in the decision-making and care process 
whenever possible. Patients can help to arrange their daily 
feeding schedules and can perform some of the feeding 
procedures themselves.

 ❚ show patients how to manipulate the feeding equipment so 
that they can get out of bed and move around.

How To B O X  1 6 - 3  h e l P  Pat i e n t s  c o P e  w i t h  t u b e  F e e d i n g s

intermittent feedings: delivery 
of about 250 to 400 milliliters of for-
mula over 30 to 45 minutes.

continuous feedings: slow de-
livery of formula at a constant rate 
over an 8- to 24-hour period.

bolus (boh-lus) feeding: delivery 
of about 250 to 500 milliliters of for-
mula over a 5- to 15-minute period.
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greater independence for patients. However, bolus feedings can cause abdominal dis-
comfort, nausea, and cramping in some patients, and the risk of  aspiration is greater 
than with other methods of  feeding. For these reasons, bolus feedings are used only in 
patients who are not critically ill.

Continuous feedings are delivered slowly and at a constant rate over a period of  
8 to 24 hours, and are most often used for intestinal feedings. The slower delivery rate 
is easier to tolerate, so continuous feedings are generally recommended for critically 
ill patients or patients who cannot tolerate intermittent feedings. An infusion pump is 
usually used to ensure accurate and steady flow rates; consequently, the feedings can 
limit the patient’s freedom of  movement and are also more costly. Continuous feed-
ings conducted for shorter periods (8 to 16 hours; called cyclic feedings) allow greater 
patient mobility and GI rest and may be used to help patients transition to intermit-
tent feedings or an oral diet. 

initiating and advancing tube Feedings Formula administration techniques 
vary widely among institutions, so protocols should be reviewed carefully before 
working with patients. In addition, patient tolerance must be considered when adjust-
ing formula delivery rates. Some general guidelines include the following:10

Formulas are typically provided full-strength; diluting them is not recommended 
because this reduces the nutrients provided and increases contamination risk. 

after selecting a suitable formula, the clinician must determine 
the volume of formula that meets the patient’s nutritional needs. 
consider a patient who needs 2000 kcalories daily and is receiv-
ing a standard formula that provides 1.0 kcalorie per milliliter. 
the total volume of formula required would be 2000 milliliters 
per day:

 x ml 3 1.0 kcal/ml 5 2000 kcal

 x ml 5 
  2000 kcal  
1.0 kcal/ml

 5 2000 ml

if the patient is to receive intermittent feedings six times  
a day, he will need about 333 milliliters of formula at  

each feeding:

 2000 ml 4 6 feedings 5 333 ml/feeding

alternatively, if he is to receive intermittent feedings eight times 
a day, he will need 250 milliliters (or about one can of ready-to-
feed formula) at each feeding:

 2000 ml 4 8 feedings 5 250 ml/feeding

if the patient is to receive the formula continuously over 24 hours, 
he will need about 83 milliliters of formula each hour:

 2000 ml 4 24 hours 5 83 ml/hr

How To B O X  1 6 - 4  P l a n  a  t u b e  F e e d i n g  s c h e d u l e

cyclic feedings: continuous feed-
ings conducted for 8 to 16 hours 
daily, allowing patient mobility and 
bowel rest during the remaining 
hours of the day.

F i g u r e  1 6 - 8   the delivery of intermittent and continuous 
feedings can be controlled with an infusion pump.
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Intermittent feedings can start with 60 to 120 milliliters at the initial feeding and be 
increased by 60 to 120 milliliters every 8 to 12 hours until the goal volume is reached. 
Continuous feedings may start at rates of  about 10 to 40 milliliters per hour and be 
increased by 10 to 20 milliliters per hour every 8 to 12 hours until the goal rate is 
reached. If  the patient cannot tolerate an increased rate of  delivery, the feeding rate is 
slowed until the person adapts. 

Goal rates can usually be achieved over 24 to 48 hours, although in some patients, 
formula delivery can be started at the goal rate immediately.11 Slower rates of  delivery 
may be better tolerated by critically ill patients, when concentrated formulas are used, 
or in patients who have undergone an extended period of  bowel rest due to surgery, 
intestinal disease, or the use of  parenteral nutrition.

checking the Gastric residual Volume To ensure that the stomach is emptying 
properly, the nurse may measure the gastric residual volume, the volume of  formula 
and GI secretions remaining in the stomach after feeding. In this procedure, the gastric 
contents are gently withdrawn through the feeding tube using a syringe, usually before 
intermittent feedings and every 4 to 8 hours during continuous feedings in critically ill 
 patients. Although the practice is controversial,12 some experts recommend that  feedings 
be withheld and an evaluation be conducted if  the gastric residual volume exceeds 
500 milliliters.13 If  the tendency to accumulate fluids persists, the physician may recom-
mend intestinal feedings or begin drug therapy to stimulate gastric emptying.

Meeting Water Needs Although water needs vary, many patients require about  
30 to 40 milliliters of  water per kilogram body weight daily.14 Additional water is 
 required in patients with severe vomiting, diarrhea, fever, excessive sweating, high 
urine output, high-output ostomies, blood loss, or open wounds. Fluids may be 
 restricted in persons with kidney, liver, or heart disease.

The water in formulas meets a substantial portion of  water needs: most enteral 
formulas contain about 70 to 85 percent water, or about 700 to 850 milliliters of  water 
per liter of  formula. In addition to the water in formulas, water can be provided by 
flushing water separately through the feeding tube. Water flushes are also conducted 
to prevent feeding tubes from clogging; the water used for flushes (20 to 30 milliliters 
before and after intermittent feedings and about every 4 hours during continuous feed-
ing) should be included when estimating fluid intakes.

Medication Delivery during Tube Feedings
Patients receiving tube feedings sometimes require one or more medications that need to 
be delivered through feeding tubes. Because medications can interact with the components 
of enteral formulas in the same ways that they interact with substances in foods, potential 
diet-drug interactions must be considered. Medications can also cause feeding tubes to 
clog. Box 16-5 (p. 450) provides some guidelines that may help to prevent complications.

Medications and continuous Feeding Continuous feedings are ordinarily 
stopped before and after medication administration to prevent interactions that may 
clog the feeding tube or interfere with the medication’s absorption. Some medica-
tions may require a prolonged formula-free interval; for example, feedings need to be 
stopped for at least one hour before and after administering phenytoin, a medication 
that controls seizures.15 In such cases, the formula’s delivery rate needs to be increased 
so that the correct amount of  formula can be delivered.

Diarrhea Medications are a major cause of  the diarrhea that frequently accompanies 
tube feedings. Diarrhea is especially associated with the administration of  sorbitol-
containing medications, laxatives, and some types of  antibiotics.16 The high osmo-
lality of  many liquid medications can also cause diarrhea, so dilution of  hypertonic 
medications may be helpful.

gastric residual volume: the 
volume of formula and gi secretions 
remaining in the stomach after a 
previous feeding.
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Tube Feeding Complications
Complications of  tube feedings include gastrointestinal problems, such as constipa-
tion and diarrhea; mechanical problems related to the tube feeding process; and meta-
bolic problems, such as nutrient deficiencies and changes in the body’s biochemistry. 
Examples of  the most common complications, along with some preventive and cor-
rective measures, are summarized in Table 16-2.

Transition to Table Foods
After the patient’s condition improves, the volume of  formula can be tapered off  as 
the patient gradually shifts to an oral diet. Individuals receiving continuous feedings 
are often switched to intermittent feedings initially. Patients using elemental formulas 
may begin the transition by using a standard formula, either orally or via tube feed-
ing. Oral intake should supply about two-thirds of  estimated nutrient needs before the 
tube feeding is discontinued completely.17 The Case Study in Box 16-6 (p. 452) allows 
you to review the many factors involved in tube feedings.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Transnasal feeding routes are preferred for short-term tube feedings, whereas en-
terostomies are used for longer-term feedings. Gastric feedings are preferred but 
may be avoided in patients at risk of  aspiration. 

 ❚ Patients may receive standard, elemental, specialized, or modular formulas; the 
formulas can be delivered intermittently, in bolus feedings, or continuously. 

 ❚ Formulas can meet a substantial portion of  the patient’s water requirements. Med-
ications should be given separately and accompanied by water flushes to prevent 
tube clogging.

 ❚ Complications of  tube feedings can be gastrointestinal, mechanical, or metabolic 
in nature.

the pharmacist is your best resource for learning how and when 
medications can be administered via feeding tubes, especially 
when you are dealing with an unfamiliar drug. check with the 
pharmacist to learn the following:

 ❚ whether a particular medication is known to be incompatible 
with formulas.

 ❚ the proper timing of medication administration to avoid diet-
drug interactions.

 ❚ For patients using intestinal feedings, whether a medication 
can be absorbed without exposure to stomach acid.

 ❚ whether a liquid form of a medication is available and, if so, 
the appropriate dosage of the liquid form.

 ❚ if only tablets are available, whether the tablets can be crushed 
and mixed with water. enteric-coated and sustained-release 
medications should not be crushed due to the potential for 
adverse effects.

in general, it is best to give medications by mouth instead of 
by tube whenever possible. in some cases, the injectable form of 

a medication may be the best option. For medications that must 
be given by feeding tube:

 ❚ do not mix medications with enteral formulas. do not mix 
medications together.

 ❚ before administering medications, ensure that the feeding 
tube is placed correctly, that it is not clogged, and that the 
gastric residual volume is not excessive.

 ❚ Position the patient in a semi-upright position (30 degrees or 
higher) to prevent aspiration.

 ❚ Flush the feeding tube with 15 to 30 milliliters of warm water 
before and after administering a medication. when more than 
one medication is administered, flush the feeding tube with 
water between medications.

 ❚ use liquid forms of medications whenever possible. dilute 
viscous or hypertonic liquid medications with at least 30 milliliters 
of water before administering them through the feeding tube.

 ❚ if tablets are used, crush tablets to a fine powder and mix with 
about 30 milliliters of warm water before administering.

How To B O X  1 6 - 5  a d m i n i s t e r  m e d i c at i o n s  t o  Pat i e n t s  r e c e i V i n g  t u b e  F e e d i n g s
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Ta b L e  1 6 - 2   Causes and management of Tube Feeding Complications 

Complications Possible Causes Preventive/Corrective Measures

aspiration of formula inappropriate tube placement ensure correct placement of feeding tube.

delayed gastric emptying elevate head of bed during and after feeding; decrease formula 
delivery rate if gastric residual volume is excessive; consider 
using intestinal feedings in high-risk patients.

excessive sedation minimize use of medications that cause sedation.

clogged feeding tube excessive formula viscosity ensure that tube size is appropriate; flush tubing with water 
before and after giving formula. remedies to unclog feeding 
tubes include flushes with warm water or solutions that 
contain pancreatic enzymes and sodium bicarbonate; consult 
pharmacist for more options.

improper administration of medications use oral, liquid, or injectable medications whenever possible; 
flush tubing with water before and after a medication is given; 
avoid mixing medications with formula; dilute thick or sticky 
liquid medications before administering; crush tablets to a 
fine powder and mix with water (except enteric-coated or 
sustained-release medications).

constipation inadequate dietary fiber use a formula with appropriate fiber content.

dehydration Provide additional fluids.

lack of exercise encourage walking and other activities, if appropriate.

medication side effect consult physician about minimizing or replacing medications 
that cause constipation.

diarrhea medication intolerance dilute hypertonic medications before administering; avoid using 
poorly tolerated medications.

infection in gi tract consult physician about specific diagnosis and appropriate 
treatment.

Formula contamination review safety guidelines for formula preparation and delivery.

excessively rapid formula administration decrease formula delivery rate or use continuous feedings.

lactose or gluten intolerance use lactose-free or gluten-free formulas and supplements in 
patients with intolerances.

Fluid and electrolyte 
imbalances

diarrhea see items under Diarrhea.

inappropriate fluid intake or excessive losses monitor daily weights, intake and output, serum electrolyte 
levels, and clinical signs that indicate dehydration or 
overhydration; ensure that water intake and formula delivery 
rates are appropriate.

inappropriate insulin, diuretic, or other therapy ensure that medication doses are appropriate.

inappropriate nutrient intake use a formula with appropriate nutrient content; ensure that 
malnourished patients do not receive excessive nutrients.a

nausea and vomiting, 
cramps

delayed stomach emptying decrease formula delivery rate or use continuous feedings; 
halt feeding if gastric residual volume is excessive (>500 
ml); evaluate for obstruction; consider use of medications to 
improve emptying rate.

Formula intolerance ensure that formula is at room temperature, delivery rate is 
appropriate, and formula odor is not objectionable; consider 
using formula that is low in fat, low in fiber, or elemental.

medication intolerance consult physician about replacing medications that are poorly 
tolerated.

response to disease or disease treatment consider use of medications that control nausea and vomiting.

aan excessive nutrient intake in malnourished patients may cause refeeding syndrome, a disorder that can lead to fluid and electrolyte imbalances; see p. 458 for details.
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16.2 Parenteral Nutrition
LO 16.2 Identify patients who may benefit from parenteral nutrition and describe 
the components of parenteral solutions and administration techniques.

The first half  of  this chapter described how oral supplements and enteral formulas can 
improve or replace a regular diet. Such products cannot be used when intestinal func-
tion is inadequate, however, and therefore the ability to meet nutrient needs intrave-
nously is a lifesaving option for critically ill persons. The procedure is costly, however, 
and is associated with a number of  potentially dangerous complications. As previous 
sections suggested, enteral nutrition support is preferred if  the GI tract is functional.

Candidates for Parenteral Nutrition
Parenteral nutrition is typically recommended for patients who are unable to digest 
or absorb nutrients and who are either malnourished or likely to become so (review 
 Figure 16-1). The following conditions may require use of  parenteral nutrition:

 ❚ Intractable vomiting or diarrhea

 ❚ Severe GI bleeding

 ❚ Intestinal obstructions or fistulas

 ❚ Paralytic ileus (intestinal paralysis)

 ❚ Short bowel syndrome (a substantial portion of  the small intestine has been 
removed)

 ❚ Bone marrow transplants

 ❚ Severe malnutrition and intolerance to enteral nutrition

Venous Access
The access sites for parenteral nutrition fall into two main categories: the peripheral 
veins located in the hand or forearm, and the large-diameter central veins located 
near the heart.

Peripheral Parenteral Nutrition In peripheral parenteral nutrition (PPN), nutri-
ents are delivered using only the peripheral veins (see Figure 16-9). Peripheral veins 
can be damaged by overly concentrated solutions, however—phlebitis may develop, 

peripheral veins: the small-
diameter veins that carry blood from 
the limbs.

central veins: the large-diameter 
veins located close to the heart.

peripheral parenteral nutri-
tion (PPn): the infusion of nutri-
ent solutions into peripheral veins, 
usually a vein in the arm or back of 
the hand.

phlebitis (fleh-bye-tiss): inflamma-
tion of a vein.

over 18 hours. using the method 
shown in box 16-4, determine an ap-
propriate tube feeding schedule.

3. describe precautions that should be 
taken if sharyn is to receive medica-
tions through the feeding tube.

4. after 3 days of feeding, sharyn de-
velops diarrhea. check table 16-2 to 
determine the possible causes. what 
measures can be taken to correct the 
diarrhea?

sharyn bartell is a 24-year-old student 
who suffered multiple fractures when 
she fell from a cliff while hiking. she has 
been in the hospital for 2 weeks and has 
no  appetite. due to her injuries, she is in 
 traction and is immobile, although the head 
of her bed can be elevated 45  degrees. 
sharyn weighed 140 pounds upon her 
arrival in the hospital, but she has lost 
8 pounds over the course of her hospi-
talization. the health care team agrees 
that nasoduodenal tube feeding should 
be instituted before her nutrition status 

deteriorates further. a standard formula 
is selected for the feeding, and sharyn’s 
 nutrient requirements can be met with 
2200 milliliters of the formula per day.

1. what steps can be taken to prepare 
sharyn for tube feeding? what are 
some general reasons why nasoduo-
denal placement of the feeding tube 
might be preferred over nasogastric 
placement?

2. the physician’s orders specify that the 
feeding should be given continuously 
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characterized by redness, swelling, and tenderness at the infusion site. To prevent 
phlebitis, the osmolarity of  parenteral solutions used for PPN is generally kept be-
low 900 milliosmoles per liter,18 a concentration that limits the amounts of  energy 
and protein the solution can provide. PPN is used most often in patients who require 
short-term nutrition support (less than 2 weeks) and who do not have high nutrient 
needs or fluid restrictions. The use of  PPN is not possible if  the peripheral veins are 
too weak to tolerate the procedure. In many cases, clinicians must rotate venous ac-
cess sites to avoid damaging veins.

total Parenteral Nutrition Most patients meet their nutrient needs using the larger 
central veins, where blood volume is greater and nutrient concentrations do not need 
to be limited. This method can reliably provide all of  a person’s nutrient requirements 
and therefore is called total parenteral nutrition (TPN). Because the central veins 
carry a large volume of  blood, the parenteral solutions are rapidly diluted; thus, pa-
tients with high nutrient needs or fluid restrictions can receive the nutrient-dense solu-
tions they require. TPN is also preferred for patients who require long-term parenteral 
nutrition.

To access central veins, the tip of  a central venous catheter can either be placed 
directly into a large-diameter central vein or threaded into a central vein through a 
peripheral vein (see Figure 16-10). Peripheral insertion of  central catheters is less inva-
sive and lower in cost than direct insertion into central veins.

Parenteral Solutions
The pharmacies located within health care institutions are often responsible for pre-
paring parenteral solutions; this arrangement is convenient because the pharmacist 
can customize the solutions to meet patients’ nutrient needs and because the solutions 
have a limited shelf  life. The physician typically submits an order form such as the one 
shown in Figure 16-11 (p. 454) to the pharmacy. Prescriptions for parenteral solutions 
are highly individualized and may need to be recalculated daily until the patient’s con-
dition is stable. Because the nutrients are provided intravenously, they must be given 
in forms that are safe to inject directly into the bloodstream.

F i g u r e  1 6 - 9   Peripheral 
Parenteral nutrition
the peripheral veins can provide 
access to the blood for delivery of 
parenteral solutions.
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osmolarity: the concentration of 
osmotically active solutes in a solu-
tion, expressed as milliosmoles per 
liter of solution (mosm/l). Osmolality 
(mosm/kg) is an alternative measure 
used to describe a solution’s osmotic 
properties.

total parenteral nutrition 
(TPn): the infusion of nutrient solu-
tions into a central vein.

catheter: a thin tube placed within 
a narrow lumen (such as a blood 
vessel) or body cavity; can be used 
to infuse or withdraw fluids or keep 
a passage open.

IV solution

Catheter

Internal jugular vein
External jugular vein

Superior
vena cava

Right subclavian
vein

Left subclavian
vein

Left cephalic
vein

Hub of
catheter

Filter

IV
tubing

Left basilic
vein

1

1

2

2

Traditionally, central catheters enter the 
circulation at the right subclavian vein 
and are threaded into the superior vena 
cava with the tip of the catheter lying 
close to the heart. Sometimes catheters 
are threaded into the superior vena cava 
from the left subclavian vein, the internal 
jugular vein, or the external jugular vein.

Peripherally inserted central catheters 
usually enter the circulation at the basilic 
or cephalic vein and are guided up 
toward the heart so that the catheter tip 
rests in the superior vena cava.

Catheter

F i g u r e  1 6 - 1 0    accessing Central Veins for Total Parenteral nutrition
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amino acids Parenteral solutions contain all of  the essential amino acids and vari-
ous combinations of  the nonessential amino acids. The amino acid concentrations 
in commercial solutions range from 3 to 20 percent (see Box 16-7); the more con-
centrated solutions are used only for TPN. Just as in regular foods, the amino acids 
provide 4 kcalories per gram. Disease-specific products are available for patients with 
liver disease, kidney disease, and metabolic stress, but they are rarely used in practice 
due to lack of  evidence of  their benefit.19

F i g u r e  1 6 - 1 1   Sample Parenteral nutrition Order Form
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carbohydrate Glucose is the main source of  energy in parenteral solutions. It 
is provided in the form dextrose monohydrate, in which each glucose molecule is 
associated with a single water molecule. Dextrose monohydrate provides 3.4 kcalo-
ries per gram, slightly less than pure glucose, which provides 4 kcalories per gram. 
Commercial dextrose solutions are available in concentrations between 2.5 and 
70 percent; concentrations greater than 10 percent are usually used only in TPN 
solutions.20

Lipids Lipid emulsions supply essential fatty acids and are a significant source of  
energy. The emulsions available in the United States contain triglycerides from either 
soybean oil or a mixture of  olive oil and soybean oil, egg phospholipids to serve as 
emulsifying agents, and glycerol to make the solutions isotonic.21 Lipid emulsions are 
available in 10, 20, and 30 percent solutions, containing 1.1, 2.0, and 3.0 kcalories per 
milliliter, respectively. Therefore, a 500-milliliter container of  10 percent lipid emul-
sion would provide 550 kcalories; the same volume of  a 20 percent lipid emulsion 
would provide 1000 kcalories (see Box 16-8). In the United States, the 30 percent lipid 
emulsion can be used for preparing mixed parenteral solutions but is not approved for 
direct infusion into patients (see Figure 16-12).22

Lipid emulsions are often provided daily and may supply 20 to 30 percent of  to-
tal kcalories. Including lipids as an energy source reduces the need for energy from 
dextrose and thereby lowers the risk of  hyperglycemia in glucose-intolerant patients. 
Lipid infusions must be restricted in patients with hypertriglyceridemia, however. 
There is also some concern that lipid emulsions that contain excessive amounts of  
linoleic acid may suppress some aspects of  the immune response.23

Fluids and electrolytes Daily fluid needs range from 30 to 40 milliliters per kilo-
gram body weight in stable patients. The amount of  fluid provided is adjusted accord-
ing to daily fluid losses and the results of  hydration assessment.

The electrolytes added to parenteral solutions include sodium, potassium, chlo-
ride, calcium, magnesium, and phosphate. The amounts infused differ from DRI 
values because they are not influenced by absorption, as they are when consumed 
orally. In the parenteral nutrition order, most electrolyte concentrations are ex-
pressed in milliequivalents (mEq), which are units that indicate the number of  ionic 
charges provided by the electrolyte (see Box 16-9). The body’s fluids and parenteral 
solutions are neutral solutions that contain equal numbers of  positive and negative 
charges.

Because electrolyte imbalances can be lethal, 
electrolyte management by experienced profes-
sionals is necessary whenever intravenous thera-
pies are used. Blood tests are administered daily 
to monitor electrolyte levels until patients have 
stabilized.

Vitamins and trace Minerals All vitamins 
are usually included in parenteral solutions, al-
though a preparation without vitamin K is avail-
able for patients using warfarin therapy (see 
Chapter 15, pp. 426–427. The trace minerals typi-
cally added to parenteral solutions include chro-
mium, copper, manganese, selenium, and zinc. 
Iron is often excluded because it can destabilize 
parenteral solutions that contain lipid emulsions; 
therefore, special forms of  iron may need to be in-
jected separately.

to convert nutrient concentra-
tions to grams per milliliter:

 ❚ 10% amino acid solution 5 
10 g amino acids/100 ml

 ❚ 10% dextrose solution 5  
10 g dextrose 
monohydrate/100 ml

to determine the kcalories in 
lipid emulsions:

 ❚ 500 ml of a 10% lipid 
emulsion: 500 ml 3  
1.1 kcal/ml 5 550 kcal

 ❚ 500 ml of a 20% lipid 
emulsion: 500 ml 3  
2 kcal/ml 5 1000 kcal

milliequivalents are determined 
by dividing an ion’s molecular 
weight (mw) by its number of 
charges. For example: 

 ❚ For calcium, mw 5 40, 
and the ion has 2 positive 
charges: 40 4 2 5 20. thus, 
1 meq of ca11 is equivalent 
to 20 mg of calcium. 

 ❚ For sodium, mw 5 23, 
and the ion has 1 positive 
charge: 23 4 1 5 23. thus, 
1 meq of na1 is equivalent 
to 23 mg of sodium. 

 ❚ 1 mEq of Ca11 has the same 
number of charges as 1 mEq 
of Na+.

BOX 16-7

BOX 16-8

BOX 16-9

F i g u r e  1 6 - 1 2   a lipid 
emulsion gives the parenteral 
solution a milky white color.
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Medications To avoid the need for a separate infusion site, medications are occa-
sionally added directly to parenteral solutions or infused through a separate port in 
the catheter. 

Parenteral Formulations When a parenteral solution contains dextrose, amino 
 acids, and lipids, it is called a total nutrient admixture (TNA), a 3-in-1 solution, 
or an all-in-one solution. A 2-in-1 solution excludes lipids, and the lipid emulsion 
is administered separately, often using a second port in the catheter. Although the 
 administration of  TNA solutions is simpler because only one infusion pump is re-
quired, the addition of  lipid emulsion to solutions may reduce their stability, a major 
concern when TNA solutions are compounded. Thus, lipids are often administered 
separately when they are not a major energy source and are used only to provide es-
sential fatty acids. Box 16-10 describes a method for calculating the macronutrient 
and energy content of  a parenteral solution. 

osmolarity Recall that the osmolarity of  PPN solutions is limited to 900 millios-
moles per liter because peripheral veins are sensitive to high nutrient concentrations, 
whereas TPN solutions may be as nutrient dense as necessary. Amino acids, dextrose, 
and electrolytes contribute the most to a solution’s osmolarity. Because lipids contrib-
ute little to osmolarity, lipid emulsions can be used to increase the energy provided in 
PPN solutions.

Administering Parenteral Nutrition
Parenteral nutrition is a complex treatment that requires skills from a variety of  dis-
ciplines. Many hospitals organize nutrition support teams, consisting of  physicians, 
nurses, dietitians, and pharmacists, that specialize in the provision of  both enteral and 
parenteral nutrition. The nurse, who performs direct patient care, plays a central role 
in administering and monitoring parenteral infusions.

care of intravenous catheters Catheter-related problems frequently cause com-
plications (see Table 16-3). Catheters may be improperly positioned or may dislodge 
after placement. Air can leak into catheters and escape into the bloodstream, ob-
structing blood flow. Catheters in peripheral veins may cause phlebitis, necessitating 

suppose a patient is receiving 1.25 liters (1250 milliliters) of a 
parenteral solution that contains 5 percent amino acids and  
30 percent dextrose, supplemented with 250 milliliters of a  
20 percent lipid emulsion daily. how many grams of protein 
and carbohydrate is the person receiving, and what is the total 
 energy intake for the day?

Amino acids:

 5% amino acids 5 
5 g amino acids

100 ml

 
5 g amino acids

100 ml
 3 1250 ml 5 62.5 g of amino acids

 62.5 g amino acids 3 4.0 kcal/g 5 250 kcal

Carbohydrate:

 30% dextrose 5 
30 g dextrose

100 ml

 
30 g dextrose

100 ml
 3 1250 ml 5 375 g of dextrose

 375 g dextrose 3 3.4 kcal/g = 1275 kcal

Lipids: 
recall that a 20 percent lipid emulsion provides 2.0 kcalories per 
milliliter. if the patient is given 250 milliliters of the emulsion:
 250 ml 3 2.0 kcal/ml 5 500 kcal

Total energy intake: 

 250 kcal 1 1275 kcal 1 500 kcal 5 2025 kcal

How To B O X  1 6 - 1 0  c a l c u l at e  t h e  m a c r o n u t r i e n t  a n d  e n e r g y  c o n t e n t  o F  
a  Pa r e n t e r a l  s o l u t i o n

total nutrient admixture 
(Tna): a parenteral solution that 
contains dextrose, amino acids, and 
lipids; also called a 3-in-1 solution 
or an all-in-one solution.

2-in-1 solution: a parenteral 
solution that contains dextrose and 
amino acids, but excludes lipids.
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reinsertion at an alternate site. A catheter may become clogged from blood clotting 
or from a buildup of  scar tissue around the catheter tip. Catheters are also a leading 
cause of  infection: contamination may be introduced during insertion or may develop 
at the placement site.

To reduce the risk of  complications, nurses use aseptic techniques when insert-
ing catheters, changing tubing, or changing a dressing that covers the catheter site. 
Unusual bleeding or a wet dressing suggests a problem with catheter placement. A 
change in infusion rate may indicate a clogged catheter. Infection may be indicated 
by redness or swelling around the catheter site or by an unexplained fever. Routine in-
spections of  equipment and frequent monitoring of  patients’ symptoms help to mini-
mize the problems associated with catheter use.

administration of Parenteral Solutions Infusion protocols vary among insti-
tutions. One approach is to start the infusion at a slow rate (with a solution that is 
 either full strength or nutrient dilute) and increase the rate gradually over a 2- to 3-day 
 period. For example, 40 milliliters per hour can be infused during the first 24 hours of  
administration (supplying 960 milliliters), and the volume increased to the goal rate 
on the second day. Another method is to give the full volume of  a nutrient-dilute solu-
tion on the first day and advance nutrient concentrations as tolerated. Solutions can 
often be started at full volume and full strength, unless there is a risk of  fluid overload, 
hyperglycemia, or other complications.24

Parenteral solutions are usually infused continuously over 24 hours (continuous 
parenteral nutrition) in acutely ill patients.25 Patients who require long-term paren-
teral nutrition often receive infusions for 10- to 14-hour periods only (cyclic parenteral 
nutrition), allowing more freedom of  movement during the day. For this method, pa-
tients must be able to start and stop daily infusions without complication and tolerate 
the nutrient-dense solutions that allow them to meet their nutritional needs in shorter 
time periods. Some patients may begin with continuous infusions and transition to 
cyclic infusions as their condition improves.

Regular monitoring can help to prevent complications. The parenteral solution and 
tubing are checked frequently for signs of  contamination. Routine testing of  glucose, 
lipid, and electrolyte levels helps to determine tolerance to solutions. Frequent reas-
sessment of  nutrition status may be necessary until a patient has stabilized.

Discontinuing Parenteral Nutrition The patient must have adequate GI function 
before parenteral nutrition can be tapered off  and enteral feedings begun. During the 
transition to oral feedings, a combination of  methods is often necessary. Parenteral 
infusions are usually tapered off  at the same time that tube feedings or oral feedings 
are begun, such that the two methods can together supply the needed nutrients. Once 
about two-thirds to three-fourths of  nutrient needs can be provided by other means, 
the parenteral infusions may be discontinued. Transitioning to an oral diet is some-
times difficult because a person’s appetite remains suppressed for several weeks after 
parenteral nutrition is terminated.

Managing Metabolic Complications
As discussed previously, the catheters used for intravenous infusions may cause a 
number of  serious complications. This section discusses some metabolic complica-
tions that may result from parenteral nutrition (review Table 16-3) and some sugges-
tions for managing them.26

Hyperglycemia Hyperglycemia (blood glucose levels that exceed about 180 mg/
dL during parenteral infusions) most often occurs in patients who are glucose intol-
erant, receiving excessive energy or dextrose, undergoing severe metabolic stress, or 
receiving corticosteroid medications. It can be prevented by providing insulin along 

continuous parenteral nutri-
tion: continuous administration of 
parenteral solutions over a 24-hour 
period.

cyclic parenteral nutrition: 
administration of parenteral solu-
tions over a 10- to 14-hour period 
each day.

Ta b L e  1 6 - 3   Potential 
Complications of Parenteral 
nutrition

Catheter-Related

 ❚ air embolism

 ❚ blood clotting at catheter tip

 ❚ clogging of catheter

 ❚ dislodgment of catheter

 ❚ improper placement

 ❚ infection, sepsis

 ❚ Phlebitis

 ❚ tissue injury

Metabolic

 ❚ electrolyte imbalances

 ❚ gallbladder disease

 ❚ hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia

 ❚ hypertriglyceridemia

 ❚ liver disease

 ❚ metabolic bone disease

 ❚ nutrient deficiencies

 ❚ refeeding syndrome
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with parenteral solutions, avoiding overfeeding or overly rapid infusion rates, and re-
stricting the amount of  dextrose in the solution. Dextrose infusions are generally lim-
ited to less than 5 milligrams per kilogram of  body weight per minute in critically ill 
adult patients so that the carbohydrate intake does not exceed the maximum glucose 
 oxidation rate.

Hypoglycemia Although uncommon, hypoglycemia sometimes occurs when paren-
teral nutrition is interrupted or discontinued or if  excessive insulin is given. In patients 
at risk, such as young infants, infusions may be tapered off  over several hours before 
discontinuation. Another option is to infuse a dextrose solution at the same time that 
parenteral nutrition is interrupted or stopped.

Hypertriglyceridemia Hypertriglyceridemia may result from dextrose overfeeding 
or overly rapid infusions of  lipid emulsion. If  blood triglyceride levels exceed 400 mil-
ligrams per deciliter, lipid infusions should be reduced or stopped.

refeeding Syndrome Severely malnourished patients who are aggressively fed 
(parenterally or otherwise) may develop refeeding syndrome, characterized by elec-
trolyte and fluid imbalances and hyperglycemia. These effects occur because dextrose 
infusions raise levels of  circulating insulin, which promotes anabolic processes that 
quickly remove potassium, phosphate, and magnesium from the blood. The altered 
electrolyte levels can lead to fluid retention and life-threatening changes in various or-
gan systems. To prevent refeeding syndrome, health practitioners start parenteral infu-
sions slowly and carefully monitor electrolyte and glucose levels when malnourished 
patients begin receiving nutrition support.

Liver Disease Fatty liver often results from parenteral nutrition, but it is usually cor-
rected after the parenteral infusions are discontinued. Long-term parenteral nutrition, 
however, can result in progressive liver disease. To minimize the risk, clinicians avoid 
giving the patient excess energy, dextrose, or lipids (which promote fat deposition in 
the liver) and monitor liver enzyme levels weekly. Cyclic infusions may be less prob-
lematic than continuous infusions.

Gallbladder Disease When parenteral nutrition continues for more than a few 
weeks, sludge (thickened bile) may build up in the gallbladder and eventually lead to 
gallstone formation. Patients requiring long-term parenteral nutrition may be given 
medications to stimulate gallbladder contractions or improve bile flow or may have 
their gallbladders removed surgically.

Metabolic Bone Disease Long-term parenteral nutrition is associated with lower 
bone mineralization and bone density, which may be related to altered intakes or 
metabolism of  calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and vitamin D. Interventions may 
 include adjustments in parenteral nutrients, medications, and weight-bearing physical 
activity.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Peripheral parenteral nutrition is provided to patients who need short-term 
 parenteral support and do not have high nutrient needs or fluid restrictions.  
Total parenteral nutrition supplies nutrient-dense solutions for long-term 
 parenteral support.

 ❚ Parenteral solutions include amino acids, dextrose, electrolytes, vitamins, and 
minerals. Lipid emulsions may be included in the mixture or may be administered 
separately.

refeeding syndrome: a condi-
tion that sometimes develops when 
a severely malnourished person is 
aggressively fed; characterized by 
electrolyte and fluid imbalances and 
hyperglycemia.
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 ❚ Parenteral solutions may be initiated gradually or provided at full volume and 
full strength in selected patients. Critically ill patients may require continuous 
 infusions, whereas long-term users may prefer cyclic infusions.

 ❚ Complications involving catheters include improper placement or dislodgment, in-
fection, clotting, embolism, and phlebitis. Metabolic complications include hyper-
glycemia, hypoglycemia, hypertriglyceridemia, refeeding syndrome, and diseases 
of  the liver, gallbladder, and bone.

The Case Study in Box 16-11 checks your understanding of  the concepts introduced 
in this section.

16.3 Nutrition Support at Home
LO 16.3 Give examples of individuals who may be candidates for home nutrition 
support and discuss the considerations involved in using enteral or parenteral 
nutrition in the home.

Some individuals may require nutrition support—either tube feedings or parenteral 
nutrition—after a medical condition has stabilized and they no longer require hospital 
services. For such a person, home nutrition support may be a suitable option. Cur-
rent medical technology allows for the safe administration of  nutrition support in the 
home, and insurance coverage often pays a substantial portion of  the costs.

Candidates for Home Nutrition Support
Individuals referred for home nutrition support usually need long-term nutrition care 
for chronic medical conditions. Users of  home nutrition services (or their caregivers) 
must be capable of  learning the required procedures and managing any complications 
that arise. Candidates for home nutrition support include the following: 

 ❚ For home enteral nutrition, people who have disorders that prevent food from 
reaching the intestines or interfere with nutrient absorption. Examples include 

might face when he begins a regular 
diet.

4. if michael is unable to meet his nutrient 
needs orally, he may need to continue 
tube feeding or tPn at home. as you 
read through the section on nutrition 
support at home, consider the  factors 
that would make michael a good 
 candidate for a home nutrition support 
program. consider both the benefits of 
a proposed program and the problems 
he could encounter.

michael reyes, a 27-year-old man with an 
inflammatory intestinal disease, underwent 
a surgical procedure in which a substantial 
portion of his small intestine was removed. 
he had received tPn prior to surgery and 
continued to receive it afterwards. after 
10 days, tube feeding was begun and ini-
tially delivered very small feedings.

1. list some reasons that the  nutrition 
support team initially chose tPn as a 
means of nutrition support for this pa-
tient. how would you explain the need 
for parenteral nutrition to michael?

2. describe the components of a  typical 
tPn solution. calculate the energy 

content of 1 liter of a solution that pro-
vides 140 grams of dextrose monohy-
drate, 45 grams of amino acids, and 90 
milliliters of 20 percent lipid emulsion. 
if michael’s energy requirement is 2100 
kcalories per day, how many liters of 
solution will he need each day?

3. why is it important that michael begin 
enteral feedings as soon as possible? 
assuming that michael eventually toler-
ates a tube feeding, in what ways can 
the health care team help him make 
the transition from parenteral nutrition 
to tube feedings? consider some of 
the physiological problems that michael 

Case Study B O X  1 6 - 1 1  Pat i e n t  w i t h  i n t e s t i n a l  d i s e a s e  r e Q u i r i n g  Pa r e n t e r a l 
n u t r i t i o n
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people with severe dysphagia, gastroparesis, gastric outlet or duo-
denal obstructions, and pancreatic or intestinal conditions that 
cause malabsorption.27

❚   For home parenteral nutrition, people who have disorders 
that severely impede nutrient absorption or interfere with in-
testinal motility. Examples include patients with short bowel 
syndrome, certain types of  motility disorders, and radiation 
enteropathy.28

Planning Home Nutrition Care
As with the nutrition support provided in health care facilities, 
home nutrition care involves decisions about access sites, formu-
las, and nutrient delivery methods. Users of  these services should 
be involved in the decision making to ensure long-term compli-
ance and satisfaction.

Home enteral Nutrition Access to the GI tract is possible us-
ing either nasal tubes or enterostomies. Although people can learn 
to place nasogastric tubes themselves, active individuals often pre-
fer low-profile gastrostomy or jejunostomy tubes, which allow a 

more normal lifestyle. For gastric feedings, bolus infusions are most easily delivered. 
If  intermittent feedings require slow or reliable delivery rates, infusion pumps may be 
needed. Portable pumps can free individuals from the need to infuse formula at home 
(see Figure 16-13).

Insurance reimbursements do not always include the cost of  enteral formulas, 
which are considered food products. For this reason, some people choose to prepare 
simple formulas at home. Blenderizing regular foods is possible, but the resulting mix-
ture needs to be strained to remove particles or clumps that may obstruct the tube. 
Closed (ready-to-hang) feeding systems are useful for avoiding contamination risk but 
are not appropriate for intermittent feedings that require smaller amounts of  formula. 

Home Parenteral Nutrition Although both peripheral parenteral nutrition 
and  total parenteral nutrition (TPN) can be provided at home, long-term therapy 
 requires  access to the larger central veins appropriate for TPN. The catheter’s exit 
site is  generally placed in a region accessible to the patient. Most people prefer cyclic 
 infusions over continuous infusions and transition to cyclic infusions before discharge 
from the  hospital. Because infusion pumps are required for home TPN, sufficient 
 battery backup is necessary in case electrical service is interrupted. Portable pumps 
are useful for individuals who prefer to infuse during the day or have active lifestyles.

Parenteral solutions need to be sterile and aseptically prepared, and individuals 
who mix their own solutions must be carefully trained. Ready-made parenteral solu-
tions require refrigeration and are stable for limited periods; for example, 3-in-1 solu-
tions may be stable for only one week when refrigerated.

Quality-of-Life Issues
Individuals who depend on home nutrition support face unique challenges that can 
affect quality of  life. Activities and work schedules must be planned around feed-
ings. People receiving nocturnal feedings often cite disturbed sleep as a major prob-
lem. Among social issues, the inability to share meals with family and friends is 
often a great concern.29 The Oley Foundation (www.oley.org) is a good source of  
current information and emotional support for people who require home nutrition 
services.

F i g u r e  1 6 - 1 3   Home nutrition Support
Portable pumps and convenient carrying cases allow 
freedom of movement for individuals using home  
nutrition support.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for medical conditions that:

 ■ alter nutrient needs and influence formula selection

 ■ influence the selection of tube placement sites and feeding 
routes

 ■ suggest the length of time that the tube feeding will be 
needed 

monitor the medical record for complications or risks that may 
influence the formula selection or delivery technique, including:

 ■ aspiration 

 ■ constipation

 ■ Fluid and electrolyte imbalances

 ■ diarrhea

 ■ hyperglycemia

 ■ nausea and vomiting

 ■ skin irritation

Medications

check medications for those that can cause side effects similar 
to the complications of tube feeding, such as:

 ■ nausea and vomiting

 ■ diarrhea

 ■ constipation

 ■ gi discomfort 

For medications delivered through the feeding tube, check:

 ■ Form of medication and possible alternatives
 ■ Viscosity of liquid medications
 ■ Potential for diet-drug interactions

Dietary Intake

to assess nutritional adequacy, check to see whether:

 ■ the formula is appropriate for the patient’s needs

 ■ supplemental water is provided to meet needs

 ■ the formula is administered as prescribed

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight, and monitor body weight 
regularly. if weight is not appropriate:

 ■ determine whether energy needs have been correctly 
assessed

 ■ check to see if the formula is being delivered as prescribed

 ■ check for signs of dehydration or overhydration

laboratory Tests

check serum and urine tests for signs of:

 ■ Fluid and electrolyte imbalances

 ■ hyperglycemia

 ■ improvement or deterioration of the medical condition

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration or overhydration

 ■ delayed gastric emptying

 ■ malnutrition

F o r  P e o P l e  r e c e i V i n g  e n t e r a l 
n u t r i t i o n  s u P P o r t

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Candidates for home enteral nutrition have disorders that interfere with swallow-
ing ability, GI motility, or nutrient absorption. Candidates for home parenteral 
nutrition have disorders that severely impair nutrient absorption or intestinal 
motility. 

 ❚ Patients and caregivers can participate in decisions about access sites, formulas, 
and nutrient delivery methods. Enteral formulas and parenteral solutions can be 
purchased or prepared in the home. 

 ❚ The use of  portable pumps helps individuals lead a normal lifestyle; nevertheless, 
lifestyle adjustments to nutrition support may be difficult and stressful.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for medical conditions that:

 ■ Prevent the use of enteral nutrition

 ■ indicate the appropriate infusion route (peripheral versus 
central)

 ■ suggest the length of time that parenteral nutrition will be 
required 

monitor the medical record for complications or risks that 
may influence the parenteral solution formulation or delivery 
technique, including:

 ■ acid-base imbalances

 ■ Fluid and electrolyte imbalances

 ■ hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia

 ■ hypertriglyceridemia

 ■ Preexisting liver disease 

 ■ refeeding syndrome

Medications

For medications added to the parenteral solution, determine the:

 ■ medication’s compatibility with the parenteral solution

 ■ length of time that the medication can remain stable in 
solution

For medications infused separately, determine:

 ■ length of time that the infusion may need to be stopped

 ■ necessary adjustments in parenteral infusions to compensate 
for medication delivery

Dietary Intake

to assess nutritional adequacy, check to see whether:

 ■ Patient’s nutrient needs were correctly determined

 ■ solution is administered as prescribed

 ■ infusion pump is operating correctly

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight, and monitor daily weights. 
if weight is not appropriate:

 ■ determine whether energy needs have been correctly 
assessed

 ■ check to see if the parenteral solution is being delivered as 
prescribed

 ■ check for signs of dehydration or overhydration

laboratory Tests

check serum and urine tests for signs of:

 ■ Fluid, electrolyte, and acid-base imbalances

 ■ hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia

 ■ hypertriglyceridemia

 ■ abnormal liver function

 ■ improvement or deterioration of the medical condition

Physical Signs

routinely monitor the following:

 ■ catheter insertion site for signs of infection or inflammation

 ■ blood pressure, temperature, pulse, and respiration for signs 
of fluid, electrolyte, and acid-base imbalances 

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration or overhydration

 ■ malnutrition

F o r  P e o P l e  r e c e i V i n g  Pa r e n t e r a l 
n u t r i t i o n  s u P P o r t

clinical applications
1. appendix g provides examples of enteral formulas on the 

market and lists their energy and macronutrient contents. 
select one standard formula and one elemental formula from 
tables g-1 and g-2, respectively. For the two formulas you 
selected, calculate the volume of formula that would meet the 
energy needs of a patient who requires about 1750 kcalories 
daily. use these results in answering the following questions:
a. what is the amount of protein, carbohydrate, and fat 

that the patient would obtain in a typical day? determine 
the percentages of kcalories that come from carbohydrate 

and fat. do these percentages fall within the acceptable 
macronutrient distribution ranges described in chapter 1  
(p. 10)?

b. tables g-1 and g-2 show the formula volumes that would 
meet the reference daily intakes (rdi). would the volumes 
you obtained meet typical vitamin and mineral needs?

2. a liter of a tPn solution contains 500 milliliters of 50 percent 
dextrose solution and 500 milliliters of 5 percent amino acid 
solution. determine the daily energy and protein intakes of 
a person who receives 2 liters per day of such a solution. 
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calculate the average daily energy intake if the person also 
receives 500 milliliters of a 20 percent fat emulsion three times 
a week.

3. consider the clinical, financial, psychological, and social rami-
fications of using home parenteral nutrition, with no foods 
allowed by mouth, in answering the following questions: 
a. what would be the advantages of living at home instead of 

in a hospital or other residential facility? can you think of 
some disadvantages?

b. think about how you, as the patient, might manage daily 
infusions: consider the time, cost, and commitment re-
quired to maintain the therapy.

c. if not allowed to consume foods, what possible difficulties 
might you encounter? how would you handle holidays and 
special occasions that center around food?

self check 
1. For a patient who is at high risk of aspiration and is not 

 expected to be able to eat table foods for several months, 
an appropriate placement of a feeding tube might be:
a. nasogastric.
b. nasoenteric.
c. gastrostomy.
d. jejunostomy.

2. in selecting an appropriate enteral formula for a patient, the 
primary consideration is:
a. formula osmolality.
b. the patient’s nutrient needs.
c. availability of infusion pumps.
d. formula cost.

3. an important measure that may prevent bacterial contamina-
tion in tube feeding formulas is: 
a. nonstop feeding of formula.
b. using the same feeding bag and tubing each day.
c. discarding opened containers of formula not used within 

24 hours.
d. adding formula to the feeding container before it empties 

completely.

4. a difference between continuous and intermittent feedings is 
that continuous feedings: 
a. require an infusion pump.
b. allow greater freedom of movement.
c. are more similar to normal patterns of eating.
d. are associated with more gi side effects.

5. a patient needs 1800 milliliters of formula a day. if the patient 
is to receive formula intermittently every four hours, how 
many milliliters of formula will she need at each feeding?
a. 225 
b. 300 
c. 400 
d. 425 

6. the nurse using a feeding tube to deliver medications recog-
nizes that: 
a. medications given by feeding tube generally do not cause 

gi complaints.
b. medications can usually be added directly to the feeding 

container.
c. enteral formulas do not interact with medications in the 

same way that foods do.
d. thick or sticky liquid medications and crushed tablets can 

clog feeding tubes.

7. For a patient receiving central tPn who also receives intra-
venous lipid emulsions two or three times a week, the lipid 
emulsions serve primarily as a source of: 
a. essential fatty acids.
b. cholesterol.
c. fat-soluble vitamins.
d. concentrated energy.

8. iron is typically excluded from parenteral solutions, in part, 
because: 
a. requirements for iron vary substantially from person to 

person.
b. iron can destabilize solutions that include lipid emulsions.
c. iron restriction is necessary in persons using warfarin 

therapy.
d. iron promotes fat deposition in the liver. 

9. refeeding syndrome is associated with dangerous  
fluctuations in: 
a. serum electrolytes.
b. serum liver enzyme levels.
c. blood triglyceride levels.
d. ketone bodies.

10. Patients using home parenteral nutrition: 
a. usually prefer continuous rather than cyclic infusions.
b. are unable to travel or work away from home.
c. require infusion pumps for use at home.
d. can only obtain 2-in-1 solutions and so must infuse lipids 

separately.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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An inborn error of metabolism is an inherited trait, caused 
by a genetic mutation, that results in the absence, defi-

ciency, or dysfunction of a protein that has a critical metabolic 
role.1 the severity of the inborn error’s effects is ultimately related 
to the degree of impairment caused by the missing or altered 
protein. this nutrition in Practice describes some inborn errors of 
metabolism and discusses the role of diet in two of these disor-
ders: phenylketonuria and galactosemia. box nP16-1 defines terms 
related to inborn errors of metabolism.

What problems can result from inborn errors of 
metabolism?

the protein affected by an inborn error may function as an  enzyme, 
receptor, transport protein, or structural protein. when the body fails 
to make a protein, the functions that depend on that protein are im-
paired. For example, when an enzyme is missing or malfunctioning in a 
metabolic pathway that typically converts compound a to compound 

b, compound a will accumulate and compound b will not be made. 
the excess of compound a and the lack of compound b may have 
harmful effects. Furthermore, the imbalances in one pathway may 
affect other pathways and ultimately cause a number of metabolic and 
physiologic disturbances. table nP16-1 (p. 466) lists some examples of 
inborn errors related to defects in nutrient metabolism.

What role can diet play in treating inborn errors 
of metabolism?

nutrition therapy is the primary treatment for many inborn errors 
that involve nutrient metabolism. once the biochemical pathway 
affected by an inborn error is identified, the individual may be able 
to alter the diet to compensate for deficiencies and excesses. the 
typical dietary intervention involves restricting substances that can-
not be properly metabolized and including substances that cannot 
be produced. thus, dietary changes may be able to improve out-
comes of some inborn errors by:

 ❚ Preventing the accumulation of toxic metabolites (metabolic 
products)

 ❚ replacing nutrients that are deficient as a result of a defective 
metabolic pathway

 ❚ Providing a diet that supports normal growth and development 
and maintains health

successful treatment of an inborn error of metabolism depends 
on the ability to screen newborns and diagnose metabolic diseases 
before irreversible damage can occur. after a genetic defect is 
identified, family members may undergo genetic counseling to 
evaluate the likelihood that they may pass on the disorder to fu-
ture offspring. during counseling, couples may learn about repro-
ductive options such as artificial insemination, in vitro fertilization, 
or prenatal monitoring after conception.

are there treatments for inborn errors that don’t 
involve dietary changes? 

nondietary therapies can treat some inborn errors of metabolism, 
although the options are somewhat limited. in some cases, the 
missing protein is infused; this is the primary means of treating 
hemophilia, caused by deficiency of one of the plasma proteins 
needed for clotting blood. drug therapy is the main treatment for 
some inborn errors, including cystic fibrosis (discussed in chapter 
19), which is characterized by a defect that prevents normal chlo-
ride transport across cell membranes. Future approaches may in-
clude gene therapy, a treatment that introduces dna sequences 
into the chromosomes of affected cells, prompting the cells to 
express the protein needed to correct the abnormality.

What is an example of an inborn error that 
benefits from dietary treatment?

a classic example is phenylketonuria (PKu), a metabolic disorder 
that affects amino acid metabolism. PKu occurs in approximately 1 
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LO 16.4 Describe the possible metabolic effects of 
inborn errors of metabolism and discuss the com-
plications and treatments of phenylketonuria and 
galactosemia.

B O X  n P 1 6 - 1   g L O S S a r y

cystic fibrosis: an inherited disorder that affects the transport 
of chloride across epithelial cell membranes; primarily affects the 
gastrointestinal and respiratory systems.

galactosemia (ga-laK-toe-see-me-ah): an inherited disorder that 
impairs galactose metabolism; may cause damage to the brain, liver, 
kidneys, and lens in untreated patients.

gene therapy: treatment for inherited disorders in which dna 
sequences are introduced into the chromosomes of affected cells, 
prompting the cells to express the protein needed to correct the 
disease.

genetic counseling: support for families at risk of genetic 
disorders; involves diagnosis of disease, identification of inheritance 
patterns within the family, and review of reproductive options.

hemophilia (he-moh-Feel-ee-ah): an inherited bleeding disorder 
characterized by deficiency or malfunction of a plasma protein 
needed for clotting blood.

inborn error of metabolism: an inherited trait (one that is 
present at birth) that causes the absence, deficiency, or malfunction of 
a protein that has a critical metabolic role.

metabolites: products of metabolism; compounds produced by a 
biochemical pathway.

mutation: an heritable change in the dna sequence of a gene.

phenylketonuria (Fen-il-Key-toe-nu-ree-ah) or PKu: 
an inherited disorder characterized by a defect in the enzyme 
phenylalanine hydroxylase, which normally converts the essential 
amino acid phenylalanine to the amino acid tyrosine. the condition is 
named after the phenylalanine metabolites—called phenylketones—
that are excreted in the urine of individuals who have the disorder.
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musty odor. their skin may be unusually pale, and they may develop 
skin rashes. in older children and adults who discontinue treatment, 
neurological and psychological problems are common. individuals 
with elevated phenylalanine levels may exhibit impaired reasoning, a 
reduced attention span, and poor memory, among other deficits.3

How is PKu diagnosed?

PKu must be diagnosed soon after birth so that early treatment 
can prevent its devastating effects. For this reason, newborns are 
screened for PKu in all 50 states. a standard blood test for phenyl-
alanine is typically conducted by heel puncture after the infant has 
consumed several meals containing protein (see Figure nP16-1). 
abnormal results require further testing. 

the screening of newborns for PKu is one of the most common 
genetic tests in the united states and many other countries. before 
widespread newborn screening, infants with PKu demonstrated 

out of every 15,000 births in the united states each year.2 in PKu, 
the missing or defective protein is the liver enzyme phenylalanine hy-
droxylase, which converts the essential amino acid phenylalanine to 
the amino acid tyrosine. this chemical reaction is also the first step in 
the breakdown of excess phenylalanine. without the enzyme, phe-
nylalanine and its by-products accumulate in the blood and tissues, 
resulting in severe damage to the developing brain. the impairment 
in the metabolic pathway also prevents the liver synthesis of tyro-
sine and tyrosine-derived compounds (such as the neurotransmitter 
epinephrine, the skin pigment melanin, and the hormone thyroxin). 
under these conditions, tyrosine becomes essential: the body cannot 
produce tyrosine, and therefore the diet must supply it.

although PKu’s most debilitating effect is on brain development, 
other signs may manifest if the condition is untreated. infants with 
PKu may have poor appetites and grow slowly. they may be irri-
table or have tremors or seizures. their bodies and urine may have a 

Ta b L e  n P 1 6 - 1  nutrition-related inborn errors of metabolism

Disorder
Affected Nutrient(s)  
or Substance Metabolic Defect Nutritional Treatment

Amino acid metabolism

maple syrup urine disease branched-chain amino acids 
(isoleucine, leucine, and valine)

impaired metabolism of 
branched-chain amino acids

restriction of branched-
chain amino acids; thiamin 
supplementation

Phenylketonuria Phenylalanine impaired conversion of 
phenylalanine to tyrosine

Phenylalanine-restricted diet; 
tyrosine supplementation

Carbohydrate metabolism

galactosemia galactose impaired conversion of galactose 
to glucose

galactose-restricted diet

glycogen storage disease glycogen impaired metabolism or 
transport of glycogen, resulting 
in glycogen accumulation in 
tissues

Varies; may require frequent 
feedings, cornstarch 
supplementation, high-protein 
diet

lipid metabolism

carnitine transporter 
deficiency

Fatty acids impaired transport of fatty 
acids into the mitochondria for 
oxidation

carnitine supplementation; 
avoidance of fasting and 
strenuous exercise

x-adrenoleukodystrophya Very long-chain fatty acids impaired breakdown of very 
long-chain fatty acids in 
peroxisomes

under investigation; limited 
benefit from a low-fat diet 
with restriction of very 
long-chain fatty acids, 
supplementation with various 
fatty acid mixtures,a and 
avoidance of fasting

Mineral metabolism

hemochromatosis iron excessive iron absorption (causes 
iron accumulation)

avoidance of iron and vitamin 
c supplements and alcoholic 
beverages (routine blood 
draws remove excess iron from 
the body)

wilson’s disease copper impaired copper excretion 
(causes copper accumulation)

avoidance of copper-rich 
foods; zinc therapy (reduces 
copper absorption)

athe disease x-adrenoleukodystrophy was featured in the 1992 film Lorenzo’s Oil.
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developmental delays (for example, inability to crawl) by 6 to  
9 months of age. by the time parents recognized the problem,  
the damage was irreversible. most of the damaging consequences 
of this disorder are now prevented due to the early detection and 
treatment of PKu.

What is the treatment for PKu?

the treatment for PKu is a diet that restricts phenylalanine and 
supplies tyrosine so that the blood levels of these amino acids are 
maintained within safe ranges. because phenylalanine is an es-
sential amino acid, the diet cannot exclude it completely. children 
with PKu need phenylalanine to grow, but they cannot handle 
excesses without detrimental effects. therefore, their diets must 
provide enough phenylalanine to support growth and health but 
not so much as to cause harm. the diets must also provide tyro-
sine, which is an essential nutrient for individuals with PKu. to 
ensure that blood concentrations of phenylalanine and tyrosine are 
close to normal, blood tests are performed periodically, and diets 
are adjusted when necessary. if the dietary treatment is conscien-
tiously followed, it can prevent the effects described earlier. older 
children and adults with PKu must continue to follow the PKu diet 
to prevent deterioration in brain function.

What are the main features of the PKu diet?

central to the PKu diet is the use of an enteral formula that is phe-
nylalanine-free yet supplies energy, amino acids, vitamins, and min-
erals (see Figure nP16-2). For infants, the phenylalanine-free formula 
can be supplemented with measured amounts of breast milk or reg-
ular infant formula to provide the phenylalanine needed for growth. 
low-phenylalanine formulas are available for infants who must meet 
all of their nutrient needs with formula. Formula requirements need 
to be recalculated periodically to accommodate the growing infant’s 
shifting needs for protein, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and energy.

once food consumption begins, a phenylalanine-free for-
mula supplies the needed amino acids, and foods that contain 

phenylalanine are carefully monitored. all protein foods contain 
some phenylalanine; therefore, high-protein foods such as meat, 
fish, poultry, milk, cheese, legumes, and nuts (including peanut 
butter) are omitted. Fruit, vegetables, and cereals also contain 
phenylalanine, so only limited amounts are allowed. low-protein 
flours and mixes are available for making low-phenylalanine bread, 
pasta, cake, and cookies. Foods that do not contain phenylala-
nine, such as jam, jelly, and most sweeteners, can be used freely. 
growth rates and nutrition status are monitored to ensure that the 
diet is adequate. older children, teens, and adults with PKu should 
continue to use the phenylalanine-free formulas to help them 
meet their protein and energy needs.

individuals with PKu should be encouraged to develop cre-
ative ways to make their diet enjoyable. the formula can be 
flavored or combined with fruit or juice to make smoothies or 
frozen juice bars. sandwiches can be made with low-phenylal-
anine bread and fillings such as mashed bananas or avocados, 
shredded carrots and olives, or tomato slices with mayonnaise. 
Food variety can be expanded by using products made from the 
protein glycomacropeptide, which is a phenylalanine-free protein 
derived from whey; available products include milk substitutes, 
shakes, and protein bars.

How long should a person with PKu continue the 
dietary treatment?

lifelong adherence to a phenylalanine-restricted diet is currently 
recommended for all individuals with PKu, as elevated phenylala-
nine levels can adversely affect cognitive function at any age. it is 
especially important that women with PKu maintain safe phenyl-
alanine concentrations during pregnancy. elevated phenylalanine 
levels, especially during the first trimester, have been associated 
with mental disability, birth defects, and growth retardation in 
the offspring of PKu mothers who have discontinued dietary 
treatment.4

although consuming a low-phenylalanine diet is the main 
treatment for patients with PKu, a number of other therapies have 
been investigated. the medication sapropterin dihydrochloride 
(Kuvan) improves phenylalanine hydroxylase function in some pa-
tients with PKu, thereby allowing an increased intake of regular 

F i g u r e  n P 1 6 - 1   a simple 
blood test screens newborns for 
PKu—a common inborn error of 
metabolism.
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F i g u r e  n P 1 6 - 2   Phenylalanine-free formulas help patients 
with PKu maintain safe blood levels of the amino acid phenylalanine.
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protein foods.5 supplementation with large neutral amino acids 
(such as tyrosine and threonine), which compete with phenylala-
nine for transport across cell membranes, may improve both blood 
phenylalanine levels and neurologic function; different amino acid 
mixtures are being studied as potential therapies for PKu patients 
who are unable to remain on the PKu diet long term.6

What is another example of an inborn error that 
requires dietary changes?

Galactosemia is an example of an inborn error of carbohydrate 
metabolism. individuals with galactosemia are deficient in one 
of the enzymes needed to metabolize galactose, a sugar that is 
primarily found in milk products (recall that lactose molecules 
contain galactose). an accumulation of galactose metabolites 
can cause damage in multiple tissues. infants with galactosemia 
who are given milk react with severe vomiting and liver jaundice 
within days of the initial feeding. serious liver damage can develop 
and progress to symptomatic cirrhosis. other complications may 
include kidney failure, cataracts, and brain damage. treatment in 
the first weeks of life can prevent the most detrimental effects of 
galactosemia, but if treatment is delayed, the damage to the brain 
is irreversible.7

What is the dietary treatment for galactosemia?

Patients with galactosemia must consume a galactose-restricted 
diet. the diet is much simpler than the diet for PKu because galac-
tose is not an essential nutrient and is not in a metabolic pathway 
that produces a required substance. in addition, dietary galactose 
is primarily obtained from lactose (the milk sugar), so the main fo-
cus of dietary treatment is the exclusion of milk and milk products. 
other foods that contain galactose in substantial amounts, such 
as organ meats and some legumes, fruits, and vegetables, must 
also be avoided or restricted. Prepared foods and medications that 
include lactose as an additive must be avoided as well. galactose-
mia patients or their caregivers are generally given food lists that 
identify common sources of galactose.

infants diagnosed with galactosemia are given lactose-free 
formulas to meet their nutrient needs. once a child can consume 
adequate amounts of regular foods, special formulas are unneces-
sary; however, care must be taken to ensure that the diet supplies 
adequate calcium. individuals with galactosemia must remain on 
the galactose-restricted diet throughout their lives to avoid poten-
tial damage to the brain, liver, kidney, and lens.8

How effective is the dietary treatment for 
galactosemia?

although the early introduction of a galactose-restricted diet can 
eliminate the acute toxic effects of galactosemia, complications of 
the disease may develop despite an individual’s compliance with 
diet therapy. For example, many patients experience difficulties 
with language, abstract thinking, and visual perception. ovarian 
failure and cataracts are common. the reasons for these long-term 
complications are not fully understood.

For many inborn errors of metabolism, effective management 
requires early diagnosis and treatment, as well as control of the 
environmental factors that may cause toxicity. in some cases, 
 dietary changes are central to treatment and can prevent serious 
 complications. other inborn errors, however, may not be as  easily 
treated. Future developments in biotechnology may allow gene 
 therapy to assist in the medical treatment of some of these disorders.
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Disorders

17

17.1 Modifications in Food Texture  
and Consistency
LO 17.1 Describe the different types of mechanically 
altered diets and the clear liquid diet and explain  
how these diets are used during patient care.

17.2 Conditions Affecting the Mouth 
and Esophagus
LO 17.2 Describe the causes, consequences, and  
nutrition management of dry mouth, dysphagia,  
and gastroesophageal reflux disease.

17.3 Conditions Affecting the Stomach
LO 17.3 Identify some common stomach disorders 
and summarize the medical treatments and dietary 

strategies that may promote healing or improve 
symptoms.

17.4 Gastric Surgery
LO 17.4 Describe the different types of gastric  
surgery and the nutrition care required after  
these procedures.

17.5 Nutrition in Practice: Nutrition 
and Oral Health
LO 17.5 Describe the causes, effects, and treatments of 
dental caries and periodontal disease and discuss the 
relationships between these conditions and chronic 
illness.
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Gastrointestinal (GI) illnesses account for a significant fraction of 
hospital admissions and visits to health practitioners each year.  

Diagnosis is not always straightforward, however, because many patients 
with GI complaints exhibit no physical abnormalities. Evaluation there-
fore requires a detailed review of a patient’s symptoms and responses 
to dietary adjustments. Because GI complications frequently accompany 
other illnesses, the medical history can sometimes uncover the underly-
ing source of distress.

17.1 Modifications in Food Texture  
and Consistency 
LO 17.1 Describe the different types of mechanically altered diets and the clear 
liquid diet and explain how these diets are used during patient care.

Mechanically altered diets, which contain foods that are modified in texture or con-
sistency, are frequently recommended for individuals with chewing or swallowing 
difficulties. The foods in these diets are typically liquid, pureed, ground, chopped, 
minced, or soft in texture. A clear liquid diet may be prescribed before or after certain 
types of  medical procedures.

Mechanically Altered Diets  
Table 17-1 and Figure 17-1 provide examples of  foods that are usually included in  
mechanically altered diets. Although the names for these diets vary, a more restrictive 
diet may contain mostly pureed foods (pureed diet), whereas a less restrictive diet may 
include ground or minced foods (ground/minced diet or mechanically altered diet) or moist, 
soft-textured foods that easily form a bolus (soft diet). Because chewing and swallowing 
problems vary in severity and may fluctuate over time, individual tolerances ultimately 
determine whether foods are included or excluded. A later section provides details about 
the specific diets used for treating swallowing difficulties (see Dysphagia, pp. 472–475).

A blenderized diet is most often recommended following oral or facial surgeries (for 
example, jaw wiring). Foods that can be blenderized (often with added liquid) are 
available from all food groups: they include breads and cereals; boiled rice and pasta; 
cooked vegetables; fresh or cooked fruit without skins or seeds; and cooked, tender 

Ta b L e  1 7 - 1   Foods included in mechanically altered Diets

depending on the feeding problem, a pureed, mechanically altered, or soft diet may include foods that are pureed, mashed, ground, 
minced, or soft textured. Foods used in the different diets may overlap. individual tolerances ultimately determine whether foods are 
included or excluded.

Pureed Diets Mechanically Altered or Soft Diets

Milk products: milk, smooth yogurt, pudding, custard Milk products: milk, yogurt with soft fruit, pudding, cottage cheese

Fruit: Pureed fruit and fruit juice without pulp, seeds, skin, or 
chunks; well-mashed fresh bananas; applesauce

Fruit: canned or cooked fruit without seeds or skin, fruit juice 
with small amounts of pulp, ripe bananas

Vegetables: Pureed cooked vegetables without seeds, skin, or 
chunks; mashed potatoes; pureed potatoes with gravy

Vegetables: soft, well-cooked vegetables that are not rubbery or 
fibrous; well-cooked, moist potatoes

Meat and meat substitutes: Pureed meat; smooth, homogenous 
souffles; hummus or other pureed legume spreads

Meat and meat substitutes: ground, minced, or tender meat, 
poultry, or fish with gravy or sauce; tofu; well-cooked, moist 
legumes; scrambled or soft-cooked eggs

Breads and cereals: smooth cooked cereals such as cream of 
wheat, slurried bread or pancakes,a pureed rice and pasta

Breads and cereals: cooked cereals or moistened dry cereals with 
minimal texture, soft bread or pancakes, well-cooked noodles or 
dumplings in sauce or gravy

a slurried foods are foods that have been mixed with liquid to achieve an appropriate consistency; they may be gelled and shaped to improve their appearance.

mechanically altered diets: 
diets that contain foods that have 
been mechanically altered to modify 
texture or consistency; foods may 
be liquid, pureed, ground, chopped, 
minced, or tenderized.

clear liquid diet: a diet that  
consists of foods that are liquid at 
room temperature, require minimal 
digestion, and leave little residue 
(undigested material) in the colon.
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meats and fish. Foods that do not blend well should be excluded; examples include 
hard or rubbery foods such as nuts and seeds, coconut, dried fruit, hard cheese, sau-
sages and frankfurters, and some raw vegetables.

Clear Liquid Diet  
Clear liquids, which require minimal digestion and are easily tolerated by the GI tract, 
are often the foods recommended before some GI procedures (such as GI examina-
tions, X-rays, or surgeries), after GI surgery, or after fasting or intravenous feeding. 
The clear liquid diet consists of  clear fluids and foods that are liquid at room tempera-
ture and leave little undigested material (called residue) in the colon. Permitted foods 
include clear or pulp-free fruit juices, carbonated beverages, clear meat and vegetable 
broths (such as consommé and bouillon), fruit-flavored gelatin, fruit ices made from 
clear juices, frozen juice bars, and plain hard candy. Although the clear liquid diet  

residue: material left in the intes-
tine after digestion; includes mostly 
dietary fiber and undigested starches 
and proteins.

A meal of pureed foods can
include meats, beans, breads,
cereals, fruits, and vegetables
that are pureed to a pudding-like
consistency. Foods should be 
homogeneous and cohesive.
Sticky foods, such as melted
cheese or peanut butter, are
generally not included.   

Most foods can be ground or
minced so that chewing is not
required. The diet can include
ground meats; soft, moist
casseroles; scrambled eggs and
egg salad; bite-sized pasta;
smooth cooked cereals; and
mashed or minced fruits and
vegetables.

A diet with soft-textured, easy-to-
swallow foods may include moist,
shaved, tender meats; baked 
fish; cooked or cold cereals with
milk; well-cooked vegetables; thinly
sliced cucumber without skin or
seeds; soft breads and cookies
without nuts or seeds; and fruits
without seeds or tough skins. 

F i g u r e  1 7 - 1   Diets for People with Chewing or Swallowing Problems
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provides fluid and electrolytes, its nutrient and energy contents 
are extremely limited. If  used for longer than a day or two, this 
diet should be supplemented with commercially prepared low- 
residue formulas that provide required nutrients. Figure 17-2 gives 
an example of  a one-day clear liquid menu.

A liquid diet that includes milk and other opaque liquids (such as 
fruit nectars, yogurt, and oral supplements) is called a full liquid diet. 
Although rarely necessary, it is sometimes used as a transitional diet 
between the clear liquid diet and diets that contain solid foods.

i n  S u m m a r y

❚   Mechanically altered diets are often prescribed for people with 
swallowing and chewing difficulties. 

❚   Clear liquid diets may be used briefly before some GI proce-
dures, after GI surgery, or after fasting or intravenous feeding.

17.2 Conditions Affecting the 
Mouth and Esophagus

LO 17.2 Describe the causes, consequences, and nutrition management of dry 
mouth, dysphagia, and gastroesophageal reflux disease.

This section describes how to relieve the discomfort of  dry mouth and examines the 
causes and treatments of  the two most common disorders affecting the esophagus: 
dysphagia (difficulty swallowing) and gastroesophageal reflux disease. 

Dry Mouth
Dry mouth (xerostomia), caused by reduced salivary flow, is a side effect of  many 
medications and is associated with a number of  diseases and disease treatments.1  
Antidepressants, antihistamines, antihypertensives, antineoplastics, bronchodilators,  
and other medications can cause dry mouth. Poorly controlled diabetes is often  
associated with dry mouth, as are conditions that directly affect salivary gland func-
tion, such as Sjögren’s syndrome. Radiation therapy that treats head and neck cancers 
often damages salivary glands, sometimes permanently. Excessive mouth breathing is 
also a common cause of  dry mouth.

Dry mouth can impair health in a variety of  ways.2 It can interfere with speaking 
and swallowing. Mouth infections, bad breath, and dental diseases are more common. 
Dentures may be uncomfortable to wear, and ulcerations may develop where they con-
tact the mouth. Taste sensation is often diminished, and salty or spicy foods may cause 
pain. Dry mouth may cause a person to reduce food intake and may thereby increase 
malnutrition risk. Table 17-2 offers suggestions that may help to manage dry mouth.

Dysphagia
Dysphagia is generally caused by either a problem affecting the muscles involved with 
swallowing or a physical obstruction between the mouth and stomach. Table 17-3 lists 
some potential causes of  dysphagia, which are categorized according to the location 
of  the swallowing difficulty.3

oropharyngeal Dysphagia A person with oropharyngeal dysphagia has diffi-
culty transferring food from the mouth and pharynx to the esophagus. The condition 

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Snacks

Strained orange juice
Flavored gelatin
Ginger ale
Coffee or tea, sugar

Bouillon or consommé
Flavored gelatin
Frozen juice bars
Apple or grape juice
Coffee or tea, sugar

Bouillon or consommé
Flavored gelatin
Fruit ice
Cranberry juice
Coffee or tea, sugar

Soft drinks
Fruit ices
Hard candy

F i g u r e  1 7 - 2   menu—Clear Liquid Diet

full liquid diet: a liquid diet that 
includes clear liquids, milk, yogurt, 
ice cream, and liquid nutritional 
supplements (such as ensure).

xerostomia (Zee-roh-stoe-me-
ah): dry mouth caused by reduced 
salivary flow.

 ❚ xero 5 dry
 ❚ stoma 5 mouth

Sjögren’s (show-grenz) syn-
drome: an autoimmune disease 
characterized by the destruction of 
secretory glands, resulting in dry 
mouth and dry eyes.

dysphagia (dis-Fay-jah): difficulty 
swallowing.

oropharyngeal dysphagia (or-
oh-fah-ren-Jee-al diss-Fay-jah): an 
inability to transfer food from the 
mouth and pharynx to the esopha-
gus; usually caused by a neurological 
or muscular disorder.
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Ta b L e  1 7 - 2   Suggestions for managing Dry mouth

Food and Beverage Tips

 ❚ take frequent sips of water or another sugarless beverage.

 ❚ suck on ice cubes or frozen fruit juice bars (unless their coldness causes discomfort).

 ❚ consume foods that have a high fluid content, such as soups, stews, sauces and gravies,  
yogurt, and pureed fruit.

 ❚ avoid dry foods like toast, chips, and crackers.

 ❚ avoid citrus juices and spicy or salty foods if they cause mouth irritation.

lifestyle Practices

 ❚ chew sugarless gum to help stimulate salivary flow.

 ❚ avoid caffeine, alcohol, and smoking, which may dry the mouth.

 ❚ use a humidifier during the night.

Saliva Substitutes

 ❚ use over-the-counter saliva substitutes (available as gels, sprays, and tablets), especially just 
before meals and at bedtime.

 ❚ try rinsing the mouth with a teaspoonful of vegetable oil or softened margarine.

Dental Care

 ❚ Pay strict attention to oral hygiene, brushing teeth and flossing at least twice daily. try to brush 
immediately after each meal. 

 ❚ avoid alcohol- and detergent-containing mouthwashes that may dry and irritate the mouth.

 ❚ ask your dentist about fluoride treatments that help to prevent tooth decay.

Medications

 ❚ if dry mouth is caused by a medication, ask your physician about possible alternatives.

 ❚ ask your physician if using a medication to stimulate saliva secretion may be of benefit;  
examples include cevimeline (evoxac) and pilocarpine (salagen).

is typically due to a neuromuscular disorder that inhibits the swallowing reflex or  
impairs the strength or coordination of  the muscles involved with swallowing. Symp-
toms include an inability to initiate swallowing, coughing during or after swallowing 
(due to aspiration), and nasal regurgitation. Other signs include a gurgling noise after 
swallowing, a hoarse or “wet” voice, or a speech disorder. Oropharyngeal dysphagia 
is common in elderly persons and frequently follows a stroke.

esophageal Dysphagia A person with esophageal dysphagia has difficulty pass-
ing materials through the esophageal lumen and into the stomach, usually due to an 
obstruction in the esophagus or a motility disorder. The main symptom is the sensa-
tion of  food “sticking” in the esophagus after it is swallowed. An obstruction can be 
caused by a stricture (abnormal narrowing), tumor, or compression of  the esophagus 
by surrounding tissues. Whereas an obstruction can prevent the passage of  solid foods 
but may not affect liquids, a motility disorder hinders the passage of  both solids and 
liquids. Achalasia, the most common motility disorder, is a degenerative nerve condi-
tion affecting the esophagus; it is characterized by impaired peristalsis and incomplete 
relaxation of  the lower esophageal sphincter when swallowing.

complications of Dysphagia If  dysphagia restricts food consumption, malnu-
trition and weight loss may occur. Individuals who cannot swallow liquids are at  
increased risk of  dehydration. If  aspiration occurs, it may cause choking, airway  
obstruction, or respiratory infections, including pneumonia.

Nutrition intervention for Dysphagia The National Dysphagia Diet, developed 
in 2002 by a panel of  dietitians, speech and language therapists, and a food scientist, 
has helped to standardize the nutrition care of  dysphagia patients.4 Table 17-4 (p. 474) 

Ta b L e  1 7 - 3   Selected 
Causes of Dysphagia

Oropharyngeal Dysphagia

 ❚ alzheimer’s disease (advanced 
stages)

 ❚ amyotrophic lateral sclerosis  
(lou gehrig’s disease) 

 ❚ brain injury

 ❚ cerebral palsy 

 ❚ multiple sclerosis 

 ❚ muscular dystrophy 

 ❚ myasthenia gravis

 ❚ Parkinson’s disease 

 ❚ Poliomyelitis

 ❚ stroke

Esophageal Dysphagia

 ❚ achalasia 

 ❚ esophageal cancer 

 ❚ esophageal spasm

 ❚ external compression (from a  
tumor, enlarged thyroid gland,  
or enlarged left atrium)

 ❚ scleroderma

 ❚ strictures (from inflamma-
tion, scarring, or a congenital 
abnormality)

esophageal dysphagia: an  
inability to move food through the 
esophagus; usually caused by an  
obstruction or a motility disorder.

stricture: abnormal narrowing of 
a passageway; often due to inflam-
mation, scarring, or a congenital 
abnormality.

achalasia (ack-ah-lay-zhah): an 
esophageal disorder characterized by 
weakened peristalsis and impaired 
relaxation of the lower esophageal 
sphincter.

 ❚ a 5 without
 ❚ chalasia 5 relaxation
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presents brief  descriptions of  the different levels of  the diet and some sample meals. 
After the appropriate dietary level is selected, the diet must be adjusted to suit the per-
son’s swallowing abilities and tolerances. In many cases, the most appropriate foods 
may be determined only by trial and error. A consultation with a swallowing expert, 
such as a speech and language therapist, is often necessary. Because a person’s swallow-
ing ability can fluctuate over time, the dietary plan may need frequent reassessment.

Ta b L e  1 7 - 4   national Dysphagia Diet

level 1: Dysphagia Pureed

Foods should be pureed or well mashed, homogeneous, and cohesive. this diet is for patients with moderate to severe dysphagia and 
poor oral or chewing ability.

Sample menus:

 ❚ Breakfast: cream of wheat, slurried muffins or pancakes,a pureed scrambled eggs, plain or vanilla yogurt, well-mashed bananas, 
fruit juice without pulp (thickened as needed), coffee or tea (if thin liquids are acceptable).

 ❚ Lunch or dinner: Pureed tomato soup, slurried crackers, pureed meat or poultry, zucchini soufflé, mashed potatoes with gravy, 
pureed carrots or green beans, smooth applesauce, pureed peaches, chocolate pudding. 

Foods to avoid: dry breads and cereals, oatmeal, rice, fruit yogurt, cheese (including cottage cheese), peanut butter, nuts and seeds, 
raw fruits and vegetables, chunky applesauce, fruit preserves with chunks or seeds, tomato sauce with seeds, beverages with pulp, 
coarsely ground pepper, herbs.

level 2: Dysphagia Mechanically Altered

Foods should be moist, cohesive, and soft textured and should easily form a bolus. this diet is for patients with mild to moderate 
dysphagia; some chewing ability is required.

Sample menus:

 ❚ Breakfast: moist oatmeal, cornflakes or puffed rice cereal with milk (thickened as needed), moist pancakes or muffins (with butter, 
margarine, or jam; without nuts or seeds), soft scrambled eggs, cottage cheese, ripe bananas or cooked fruit without skin or seeds, 
fruit juice (thickened as needed), coffee or tea (if thin liquids are allowed).  

 ❚ Lunch or dinner: soup with easy-to-chew meat and vegetables; slurried bread or crackers; minced, tender-cooked meat; well-cooked 
pasta with moist meatballs and tomato sauce; baked potato with gravy; soft, tender-cooked vegetables (not fibrous or rubbery); 
canned peach slices; soft fruit pie (with bottom crust only); soft, smooth chocolate bar. 

Foods to avoid: dry or coarse foods; breads and cereals with nuts, seeds, or dried fruit; frankfurters and sausages; hard-cooked eggs; corn 
and clam chowders; sandwiches; pizza; sliced cheese; rice; French fries; potato skin; raw vegetables; fibrous, rubbery, or non-tender cooked 
vegetables such as asparagus, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, celery, corn, and peas; peanut butter; coconut; nuts and seeds; raw fruit 
(except banana); cooked fruit with skin or seeds; pineapple; mango; uncooked dried fruit; popcorn; chewy candies (such as caramel or licorice).

level 3: Dysphagia Advanced

Foods should be moist and in bite-sized pieces when swallowed; foods with mixed textures are included. this diet is for patients with 
mild dysphagia and adequate chewing ability.

Sample menus:

 ❚ Breakfast: cereal with milk, moist pancakes or muffins (with butter, margarine, or jam; without nuts or seeds), poached or 
scrambled eggs, fruit yogurt, soft fresh fruit (peeled) or berries, coffee or tea (if thin liquids are tolerated).

 ❚ Lunch or dinner: chicken noodle soup; moistened crackers or moist bread; thin-sliced tender meat; cheese; moist, soft-cooked 
potatoes or rice; tender-cooked vegetables; shredded lettuce with dressing; fresh, peeled peach or melon; canned fruit salad; moist 
chocolate chip cookie (without nuts).

Foods to avoid: dry or coarse foods; breads and cereals with nuts, seeds, or dried fruit; corn and clam chowders; potato skin; raw vegetables 
(except shredded lettuce); corn; chunky peanut butter; coconut; nuts and seeds; hard fruit (such as apples or pears); fruit with skin, seeds, or a 
stringy texture (such as mango or pineapple); uncooked dried fruit; fruit leather; popcorn; chewy candies (such as caramel or licorice). 

liquid Consistencies (only those tolerated are allowed in the diet)

 ❚ Thin: watery fluids; may include milk, coffee, tea, juices, carbonated beverages.

 ❚ Nectarlike: Fluids thicker than water that can be sipped through a straw; may include buttermilk, eggnog, tomato juice, cream soups.

 ❚ Honeylike: Fluids that can be eaten with a spoon but do not hold their shape; may include honey, some yogurt products, tomato sauce.

 ❚ Spoon-thick: thick fluids that must be eaten with a spoon and can hold their shape; may include milk pudding, thickened applesauce.

a slurried foods are foods that have been mixed with liquid to achieve an appropriate consistency; they may be gelled and shaped to improve their appearance. 
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Food Properties and Preparation Foods included in dysphagia diets should have 
easy-to-manage textures and consistencies. Soft, cohesive foods are easier to swallow 
than hard or crumbly foods. Moist foods are better tolerated than dry foods. Some foods 
within a category may be acceptable and others may not; for example, some cookies 
are soft and tender, whereas others are hard and brittle. Sticky or gummy foods, such as  
peanut butter and cream cheese, may be difficult to clear from the mouth and throat. 

The textures of  foods are typically altered to make them easier to swallow. Solid 
foods are often pureed, mashed, ground, or minced (review Table 17-1 on p. 470). 
Foods that have more than one texture, such as vegetable soup or cereal with milk, are 
difficult to manage, so ingredients may be blended to a single consistency with items 
such as nuts and seeds omitted. Semi-liquid foods such as sauces and gravies may be 
thickened with food starches (such as cornstarch or potato flakes) during cooking or 
mixed with commercial food thickeners after cooking until the desired consistency 
is reached. A variety of  pre-thickened food products, including pureed meats, eggs,  
vegetables, and pasta, are commercially available.

Consuming foods that have a similar consistency can quickly become monotonous. 
Including a variety of  flavors and colors can make a meal more appealing. Box 17-1 
and Figure 17-3 present suggestions for improving the acceptance of  pureed and other 
mechanically altered foods.

Properties of Liquids Thickened liquids are easier to swallow than thin liquids such 
as water or juice. Table 17-4 describes the four levels of  liquid consistencies prescribed 
for dysphagia patients, referred to as thin, nectarlike, honeylike, and spoon-thick. 
To increase viscosity, commercial thickeners can be stirred into beverages and other  
liquid foods, such as soup broths. Some beverages may lose their appeal when thick-
ened; for example, individuals may find thickened coffee and tea unacceptable.

alternative Feeding Strategies for Dysphagia Some patients may be able to learn 
alternative feeding techniques to help them compensate for their swallowing problem. 
For example, changing the position of  the head and neck while eating and drinking can 
minimize some swallowing difficulties. (As an example, cups designed for dysphagia 
patients allow drinking without tilting the head back.) Individuals with oropharyngeal 
dysphagia can be taught exercises that strengthen the jaws, tongue, or larynx, or they can 
learn new methods of  swallowing that allow them to consume a normal diet. Speech 
and language therapists are often responsible for teaching patients these techniques.

take a moment to think about a meal of pureed or ground 
foods. a typical dinner of baked chicken, potatoes, carrots, and 
green beans can look like mounds of differently colored mush. 
the foods may taste great, but a person may have little appetite 
before trying a first bite. to improve appetite, be creative when 
preparing and serving meals:

 ❚ help to stimulate the appetite by preparing favorite foods and 
foods with pleasant smells. enliven food flavors with aromatic 
spices and seasonings.

 ❚ substitute brightly colored vegetables for white vegetables; 
for example, replace mashed potatoes with mashed 
sweet potatoes. if serving more than one vegetable, place 
contrasting colors (such as spinach and carrots) side by side or 
swirl the two together. 

 ❚ shape pureed and ground foods so they resemble 
traditional dishes; for example, meats can be flattened to 
form a patty or rounded to resemble meatballs. use food 
molds to restore slurried breads and pureed meats to their 
traditional shapes.

 ❚ try layering ingredients so that the food looks like a fancy 
casserole or popular hors d’oeuvre. For example, food items 
can resemble lasagna, moussaka, tamales, or sushi.

 ❚ use attractive plates and silverware to improve the visual 
appeal of a meal. colorful garnishes can add interest and  
eye appeal. 

efforts to improve the appearance of foods can go a long way 
toward helping people eat nourishing meals and maintain a 
healthy weight.

How To B O X  1 7 - 1  i m P r o V e  a c c e P ta n c e  o F  m e c h a n i c a l ly  a lt e r e d  F o o d s

F i g u r e  1 7 - 3   meal of 
Pureed Foods
Pureed foods can be formed into 
attractive shapes using commercial 
thickeners and food molds.
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Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is characterized by frequent reflux (back-
ward flow) of  the stomach’s acidic contents into the esophagus, leading to pain,  
inflammation, and, possibly, tissue damage. People who suffer from GERD often refer 
to these symptoms as heartburn or acid indigestion. The reflux itself  does not necessarily 
cause symptoms or injury—it occurs occasionally in healthy people and is a problem 
only if  it creates complications and requires lifestyle changes or medical treatment.

causes of GerD The lower esophageal sphincter is the main barrier to gastric reflux, so 
GERD can result if  the sphincter muscle is weak or relaxes inappropriately. Other factors 
that predispose a person to GERD include high stomach pressures and inadequate acid 
clearance from the esophagus. Conditions associated with high rates of  GERD include 
obesity, pregnancy, and hiatal hernia, in which a portion of the stomach protrudes above 
the diaphragm (see Figure 17-4). During pregnancy, nearly two-thirds of  women report 
heartburn, which typically worsens during the third trimester.5 Many medications can  
increase the risk of  reflux, as does the use of  nasogastric tubes in tube feedings. Various 
other conditions or substances can exacerbate GERD by increasing stomach pressures or 
weakening the lower esophageal sphincter; Table 17-5 lists examples.

consequences of GerD If  gastric acid remains in the esophagus long enough to 
damage the esophageal lining, the resulting inflammation is called reflux esophagitis.  
Severe and chronic inflammation may lead to esophageal ulcers, with consequent 
bleeding. After healing begins, the scar tissue may narrow the inner diameter of  the 
esophagus, causing esophageal stricture. A slowly progressive dysphagia for solid 
foods sometimes results, and swallowing occasionally becomes painful. Pulmonary 
disease may develop if  gastric contents are aspirated into the lungs. Chronic reflux 
is also associated with Barrett’s esophagus, a condition in which damaged esopha-
geal cells are gradually replaced by cells that resemble those in gastric or intesti-
nal tissue; such cellular changes increase the risk of  developing esophageal cancer. 
GERD can also damage tissues in the mouth, pharynx, and larynx, resulting in 
eroded tooth enamel, sore throat, and laryngitis.6

gastroesophageal reflux  
disease (gerD): condition charac-
terized by frequent reflux (backward 
flow) of the stomach’s acidic con-
tents into the esophagus.

hiatal hernia: a condition 
in which the upper portion of 
the stomach protrudes above 
the diaphragm; most cases are 
asymptomatic.

reflux esophagitis: inflammation 
in the esophagus resulting from the 
reflux of acidic stomach contents.

barrett’s esophagus: a condition 
in which esophageal cells damaged 
by chronic exposure to stomach acid 
are replaced by cells that resemble 
those in the stomach or small intes-
tine, sometimes becoming cancerous.

Hiatal
hernia

Lower
esophageal
sphincter

Hiatal
hernia

Esophageal
hiatus

Normal

Diaphragm
Lower
esophageal
sphincter

Heart

Stomach

Esophagus

The stomach normally lies below the
diaphragm, and the esophagus passes
through the esophageal hiatus. The lower
esophageal sphincter prevents reflux
of stomach contents.

Whenever the pressure in the stomach
exceeds the pressure in the esophagus, as
can occur with overeating and overdrinking,
the chance of reflux increases. The resulting
“heartburn” is so-named because it is felt
in the area of the heart.

Risk of acid reflux may increase as a 
consequence of a hiatal hernia. A “sliding” 
hiatal hernia occurs when part of the stomach,
along with the lower esophageal sphincter, 
rises into the area above the diaphragm.

Acid
reflux

Reflux

F i g u r e  1 7 - 4   The upper gi Tract, acid reflux, and Hiatal Hernia
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treatment of GerD Treatment objectives are to alleviate symptoms and facilitate 
the healing of  damaged tissue. Severe ulcerative disease may require immediate acid-
suppressing medication, whereas a mild case may be managed with dietary and life-
style changes. Box 17-2 (p. 478) lists lifestyle modifications that may help to prevent 
the recurrence of  gastrointestinal reflux.

Medications that suppress gastric acid secretion help the healing process by  
reducing the damaging effects of  acid on esophageal tissue. Proton-pump inhibitors 
are the most effective of  the antisecretory agents and are used both for rapid heal-
ing of  esophagitis and as a maintenance treatment. Other antisecretory drugs include  
histamine-2 receptor blockers (often referred to as H2 blockers) and antacids, which 
neutralize gastric acid. Antacids are frequently used to relieve occasional heartburn, 
but they are not necessarily appropriate for GERD because they have only short-term 
effects and are ineffective for healing esophagitis. The Case Study in Box 17-3 (p. 478) 
will help you review the treatments available for a patient with GERD.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Dry mouth can diminish taste sensation, lead to reduced food intake, and increase 
the risk of  developing oral infections. It can be managed with oral hygiene, dietary 
changes, and saliva substitutes.

 ❚ Dysphagia may interfere with food intake and increase the risk of  aspiration. 
Treatment may include dietary adjustments, strengthening exercises, and using 
different swallowing techniques.

 ❚ Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) may lead to inflammation, esophageal 
ulcers, bleeding, and stricture. Treatment includes lifestyle changes and use of  
acid-suppressing drugs.

17.3 Conditions Affecting the Stomach
LO 17.3 Identify some common stomach disorders and summarize the medical 
treatments and dietary strategies that may promote healing or improve symptoms.

Stomach disorders range from occasional bouts of  discomfort to severe condi-
tions that require surgery. This section begins with a discussion of  dyspepsia (often 
called “indigestion”), the sensation of  pain or discomfort in the upper abdomen that  
occurs after food consumption. More serious stomach conditions that may benefit 
from dietary adjustments include gastritis and peptic ulcers, which most often result from  
bacterial infection or the use of  medications that damage the stomach lining.

Dyspepsia
Dyspepsia refers to general symptoms of  pain or discomfort in the upper abdominal 
region, which may include stomach pain or burning, after-meal fullness, early satiation, 
nausea, and bloating. These symptoms sometimes indicate the presence of  more serious 
illnesses, such as GERD or peptic ulcer disease. Although about 25 percent of  the popu-
lation experiences dyspepsia, only about half  of  those affected seek medical attention.7

causes of Dyspepsia Abdominal symptoms don’t always lead to a clear diagnosis.  
Various medical conditions can cause abdominal discomfort, including foodborne  
illness, GERD, peptic ulcers, gastric motility disorders, gallbladder and pancreatic dis-
eases, and tumors in the upper GI tract. Chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus, 
heart disease, and hypothyroidism are sometimes accompanied by gastric symptoms. 
Some medications and dietary supplements can cause gastrointestinal problems.  

Ta b L e  1 7 - 5   Conditions 
and Substances associated 
with esophageal reflux

Conditions/Substances That 
Increase Pressure within the 
Stomach

 ❚ ascites (abdominal fluid 
accumulation)

 ❚ carbonated beverages

 ❚ delayed gastric emptying

 ❚ eating large meals

 ❚ lying down after eating

 ❚ obesity

 ❚ Pregnancy

 ❚ wearing tight clothing around 
the waist or abdomen

Conditions/Substances 
That Weaken the lower 
Esophageal Sphincter

 ❚ alcohol

 ❚ anticholinergic drugs

 ❚ antihistamines

 ❚ caffeinated beverages

 ❚ calcium channel blockers

 ❚ chocolate

 ❚ cigarette smoking

 ❚ diazepam

 ❚ estrogen, progesterone

 ❚ Fatty foods

 ❚ Peppermint and spearmint

 ❚ theophylline 

 ❚ tricyclic antidepressants

proton-pump inhibitors: a class 
of drugs that inhibit the enzyme 
that pumps hydrogen ions (protons) 
into the stomach. examples include 
omeprazole (Prilosec) and lansopra-
zole (Prevacid).

histamine-2 receptor blockers: 
a class of drugs that suppress acid 
secretion by inhibiting receptors on 
acid-producing cells; commonly called 
H2 blockers. examples include cimeti-
dine (tagamet), ranitidine (Zantac), 
and famotidine (Pepcid).

dyspepsia: symptoms of pain or dis-
comfort in the upper abdominal area, 
often called “indigestion”; a symptom 
of illness rather than a disease itself.

 ❚ dys 5 bad; impaired
 ❚ pepsis 5 digestion
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she generally has wine with dinner and 
another alcoholic beverage later in the 
evening. 

1. explain to ms. rinaldi the meaning of 
the medical diagnoses reflux esophagi-
tis and esophageal stricture.

2. based on the brief history provided, list 
the factors and behaviors that increase 
ms. rinaldi’s risks of experiencing reflux. 
what recommendations can you make 
to help her change these behaviors?

3. what medications might the physician 
prescribe, and why?

Joanne rinaldi is a 39-year-old accountant 
who is 5 feet 4 inches tall and weighs  
165 pounds. during a recent physical  
examination, she mentioned to her physi-
cian that she had been feeling fairly well 
until she began experiencing heartburn, 
which has progressively become more 
frequent and painful. the heartburn often 
occurs after she eats a large meal and is 
particularly bad after she goes to bed at 
night. by directly examining the esopha-
geal lumen using an endoscope (a thin, 
flexible tube equipped with an optical 
device), the physician found evidence of 

reflux esophagitis and a slight narrowing 
throughout the length of the esophagus.

ms. rinaldi’s medical history does not 
indicate any significant health problems. 
during her last physical exam, her physi-
cian advised her to stop smoking ciga-
rettes and to lose 20 pounds, but she has 
not attempted to do either. the nutrition 
assessment reveals that ms. rinaldi is feel-
ing stressed because it is the middle of 
the tax season. she usually has little time 
for breakfast, eats a lunch of fast foods 
while continuing to work at her desk, 
and eats a large dinner at around 8 p.m. 

Case Study B O X  1 7 - 3  w o m a n  w i t h  g e r d

management of gerd may require modifications in diet and life-
style to reduce the recurrence of acid reflux or minimize discom-
fort. recommendations typically include the following:

 ❚ consume only small meals and drink liquids between meals 
so that the stomach does not become overly distended, which 
can exert pressure on the lower esophageal sphincter.

 ❚ limit foods or substances that increase gastric acid secretion 
(such as alcohol and coffee) or weaken the pressure of the 
lower esophageal sphincter (such as alcohol, chocolate, fried 
or fatty foods, peppermint, and spearmint).

 ❚ during periods of esophagitis, avoid foods and beverages 
that may irritate the esophagus, such as citrus fruits and 
juices, tomato products, garlic, onions, pepper, spicy foods, 
carbonated beverages, and very hot or very cold foods 
(depending on individual tolerances).

 ❚ avoid eating bedtime snacks or lying down after meals. meals 
should be consumed at least three hours before bedtime.

 ❚ reduce nighttime reflux by elevating the head of the bed on 
6-inch blocks, inserting a foam wedge under the mattress, or 
propping pillows under the head and upper torso.

 ❚ avoid bending over and wearing tight-fitting garments; both 
can cause pressure in the stomach to increase, heightening the 
risk of reflux.

 ❚ avoid cigarette smoking, which relaxes the lower esophageal 
sphincter.

 ❚ avoid using nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (nsaids) 
such as aspirin, naproxen, and ibuprofen, which can damage 
the esophageal mucosa.

Food tolerances among people with gerd can vary markedly. 
health practitioners can help patients pinpoint food intolerances 
by advising them to keep a record of the foods and beverages 
they consume, as well as any resulting symptoms.

How To B O X  1 7 - 2  m a n a g e  g a s t r o e s o P h a g e a l  r e F l u x  d i s e a s e

Intestinal conditions such as irritable bowel syndrome or lactose intolerance may 
mimic dyspepsia. Although pinpointing the cause of  gastric symptoms can be  
difficult, a complete examination is in order if  the individual experiences uninten-
tional weight loss, dysphagia, persistent vomiting, GI bleeding, or anemia, which  
suggest the presence of  serious illness.8

Potential Food intolerances Although many people believe their symptoms are 
caused by consuming certain types of  meals, foods, or spices, research studies have 
yielded mixed results.9 Fatty foods and high-fat meals, which slow gastric empty-
ing, may exacerbate symptoms in some individuals. Other substances reported to 
cause symptoms include alcohol, chocolate, coffee, peppers, spices and spicy foods, 
and citrus fruits.10 To minimize symptoms, people with dyspepsia may be advised to 
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consume small, frequent meals; avoid fatty or highly spiced foods; and avoid the spe-
cific foods believed to trigger symptoms.

Bloating and Stomach Gas The feeling of  bloating may be caused by excessive  
gas in the stomach, which accumulates when air is swallowed. Air swallowing often 
accompanies gum chewing, smoking, rapid eating, drinking carbonated beverages, 
and using a straw. Omitting these practices generally helps to correct the problem.

Nausea and Vomiting
Nausea and vomiting accompany many illnesses and are common side effects of  
medications. Although occasional vomiting is not dangerous, prolonged vomiting can 
cause fluid and electrolyte imbalances and may require medical care. Chronic vomit-
ing can reduce food intake and lead to malnutrition and nutrient deficiencies.

The symptoms that accompany vomiting may give clues about its cause.11 If   
abdominal pain is present, a GI disorder or obstruction is usually the cause. If  abdom-
inal pain is not present, possible causes of  vomiting include medications, foodborne 
illness, pregnancy, motion sickness, neurological disease, inner ear disorders, hepati-
tis, and various chronic illnesses.

treatment of Nausea and Vomiting Most cases are short lived and require  
no treatment. When treatment is necessary, the main goal is to find and correct the 
underlying disorder. Restoring hydration may also be necessary in some individuals. 
If  a medication is the cause, taking it with food may help. If  the cause is unknown or 
the underlying disorder cannot be corrected, medications that suppress nausea and 
vomiting can be prescribed. People with intractable vomiting—severe vomiting that 
is not easily controlled—may require intravenous nutrition support.

Dietary interventions Sometimes nausea can be prevented or improved with  
dietary measures. To minimize stomach distention, patients should consume small 
meals and drink beverages between meals rather than during a meal. Dry, starchy 
foods such as toast, crackers, and pretzels may help to reduce nausea, whereas fatty or 
spicy foods and foods with strong odors may worsen symptoms. Foods that are cold 
or at room temperature may be better tolerated than hot foods. Individuals often have 
strong food aversions when nauseated, and tolerances vary greatly.

Gastritis
Gastritis is a general term that refers to inflammation of  the gastric mucosa. Acute 
cases of  gastritis typically result from irritating substances or treatments that damage 
stomach tissue, resulting in tissue erosions, ulcers, or hemorrhaging (severe bleeding). 
Chronic gastritis may be caused by long-term infection or autoimmune disease; it 
can progress to widespread inflammation and tissue atrophy and is also a risk factor 
for gastric cancer. In most cases, gastritis results from Helicobacter pylori infection or 
the use of  nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which are both primary 
causes of  peptic ulcer disease as well. Table 17-6 lists some potential causes of  gastritis. 

complications of Gastritis The extensive tissue damage that sometimes devel-
ops in chronic gastritis can disrupt gastric secretory functions. If  hydrochloric acid 
secretions become abnormally low (hypochlorhydria) or absent (achlorhydria), 
absorption of  nonheme iron and vitamin B

12
 can be impaired, increasing the risk of  

deficiency. Pernicious anemia, characterized by autoimmune destruction of  the gas-
tric cells that produce hydrochloric acid and intrinsic factor, is a form of  atrophic 
gastritis that is usually associated with the macrocytic anemia of  vitamin B

12
  

deficiency (see p. 209).12

Dietary interventions for Gastritis Dietary recommendations depend on an 
individual’s symptoms. In asymptomatic cases, no dietary adjustments are needed. If  

intractable vomiting: vomit-
ing that is not easily managed or 
controlled.

gastritis: inflammation of stomach 
tissue. (the suffix -itis refers to the 
presence of inflammation in an  
organ or tissue.)

Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori):  
a species of bacterium that colonizes 
the gi mucosa; a primary cause of 
gastritis and peptic ulcer disease.

hypochlorhydria (high-poe- 
clor-high-dree-ah): abnormally  
low gastric acid secretions.

achlorhydria (ay-clor-high-
dree-ah): absence of gastric acid 
secretions.

atrophic gastritis: a form of gas-
tritis characterized by destruction of 
gastric mucosal tissue due to chronic 
inflammation; eventually the gastric 
epithelium may be replaced with 
another type of tissue.

Ta b L e  1 7 - 6   Potential 
Causes of gastritis

Infection

 ❚ bacterial: Helicobacter pylori

 ❚ Fungal: Candida albicans

 ❚ Parasitic: Anisakis (nematode 
infection)

 ❚ Viral: Cytomegalovirus

Chemical Substances

 ❚ alcohol

 ❚ cancer chemotherapy

 ❚ drugs (especially aspirin and 
other nsaids)

 ❚ ingestion of toxins or corrosive 
materials

Internal (Bodily) Causes

 ❚ autoimmune disease

 ❚ bile reflux

 ❚ severe stress or sepsis

Miscellaneous

 ❚ Foreign bodies

 ❚ high salt intake

 ❚ radiation therapy
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pain or discomfort is present, the patient should avoid irritating foods and beverages; 
these often include alcohol, coffee (including decaffeinated), cola beverages, spicy 
foods, and fried or fatty foods. If  food consumption increases pain or causes nausea 
and vomiting, food intake should be avoided for 24 to 48 hours to rest the stomach. If  
hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria is present, supplementation of  iron and vitamin B

12
 

may be warranted.

Peptic Ulcer Disease
A peptic ulcer is an open sore that develops in the GI mucosa when gastric acid and 
pepsin overwhelm mucosal defenses and destroy mucosal tissue (see Figure 17-5).  
A primary factor in peptic ulcer development is H. pylori infection, which is present in 
approximately 30 to 60 percent of  patients with gastric ulcers and 70 to 90 percent of  
those with duodenal ulcers.13 Another major factor is the use of  NSAIDs, which have 
both topical and systemic effects that can damage the GI lining. In rare cases, ulcers 
may develop from disorders that cause excessive acid secretion. Ulcer risk can also be 
increased by cigarette smoking and psychological stress. Note that the specific rea-
sons why ulcers develop are unknown; only 10 to 15 percent of  people with chronic  
H. pylori infection actually develop a peptic ulcer.14

effects of emotional Stress Although most ulcers are associated with H. pylori infec-
tion or NSAID use, about 5 to 20 percent of  ulcers develop for other reasons.15 Psycho-
logical stress by itself  is not believed to cause ulcers, but it has effects on physiological 
processes and behaviors that may increase a person’s vulnerability. The physiological  
effects of  stress vary among individuals but may include hormonal changes that impair 
immune responses and wound healing, increased secretions of  hydrochloric acid and 
pepsin, and rapid stomach emptying (which increases the acid load in the duodenum). 
Stress may also lead to behavioral changes, including the increased use of  cigarettes,  
alcohol, and NSAIDs—all potential risk factors for ulcers. Thus, stress may contrib-
ute to ulcer development although its precise effects are not fully understood.

Symptoms of Peptic ulcers Peptic ulcer symptoms vary. Some people are asymp-
tomatic or experience only mild discomfort. In others, ulcer pain may be experienced 
as a hunger pain, a sensation of  gnawing, or a burning pain in the stomach region. 
The pain or discomfort of  ulcers may be relieved by food and recur several hours after 
a meal, especially if  the ulcer is duodenal. Gastric ulcers may be aggravated by food 
and can cause loss of  appetite and eventual weight loss. Ulcer symptoms tend to go 
into remission regularly and recur every few weeks or months.16

complications of Peptic ulcers Peptic ulcers are a major cause of  GI bleeding, 
which occurs in up to 15 percent of  ulcer cases.17 Bleeding is a potential cause of  
death and, if  severe, may indicate the need for surgical intervention. Severe bleeding 
is evidenced by black, tarry stool samples or, occasionally, vomit that resembles coffee 
grounds. Other serious complications of  ulcers include perforations of  the stomach or 
duodenum and gastric outlet obstruction due to scarring or inflammation.

Drug therapy for Peptic ulcers The goals of  ulcer treatment are to relieve pain, 
promote healing, and prevent recurrence. In most cases, treatment requires using a 
combination of  antibiotics to eradicate H. pylori infection and/or discontinuing the 
use of  aspirin and other NSAIDs, which can irritate the gastric mucosa and delay 
healing. The antibiotics used to treat H. pylori infection most often include amoxi-
cillin, clarithromycin, metronidazole, and tetracycline. Antisecretory drugs are pre-
scribed to relieve pain and allow healing; these include proton-pump inhibitors, H2 
blockers, and antacids (as used in GERD; see p. 477). Bismuth preparations (such as 
Pepto-Bismol) and the medication sucralfate may also help to heal ulcers by coating 
ulcerated tissue and preventing further erosion. Box 17-4 provides examples of  the 
nutrition-related effects of  some of  these medications.

peptic ulcer: an open sore in  
the gastrointestinal mucosa; may 
develop in the esophagus, stomach, 
or duodenum.

 ❚ peptic = related to digestion
gastric outlet obstruction: an 
obstruction that prevents the normal 
emptying of stomach contents into 
the duodenum.

F i g u r e  1 7 - 5   Peptic ulcer 
Disease
a peptic ulcer, such as the gastric  
ulcer shown here, damages mucosal 
tissue and may cause pain and bleed-
ing. duodenal ulcers are more com-
mon than gastric ulcers in the united 
states and other western countries.
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Nutrition care for Peptic ulcers The goals of  nutrition care are to correct nutrient 
deficiencies, if  necessary, and encourage dietary and lifestyle practices that minimize 
symptoms.18 Patients should avoid dietary items that increase acid secretion or irritate 
the GI lining; examples include alcohol, coffee and other caffeine-containing bever-
ages, chocolate, and pepper, although individual tolerances vary. Small meals may be 
better tolerated than large ones. Patients should avoid food consumption for at least 
two hours before bedtime. There is no evidence that dietary adjustments alter the rate 
of  healing or prevent recurrence.19

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Dyspepsia refers to general symptoms of  pain or discomfort in the upper abdominal 
region; dietary measures may include avoiding large meals, fatty or spicy foods, 
and foods that trigger symptoms.

 ❚ Gastritis and peptic ulcer disease are most often associated with H. pylori infection, 
which can be eradicated by antibiotic therapy. NSAID use may promote gastritis 
and peptic ulcer disease by damaging the mucosal lining.

 ❚ Nutrition care for gastritis and peptic ulcer disease includes correcting any nutri-
tional deficiencies that develop and eliminating dietary substances that cause pain 
or discomfort.

17.4 Gastric Surgery
LO 17.4 Describe the different types of gastric surgery and the nutrition care  
required after these procedures.

Gastric surgery is sometimes necessary for treating stomach cancer, some ulcer com-
plications, and ulcers that are resistant to drug therapy. In recent years, gastric sur-
geries have also become popular treatments for severe obesity. This section describes 
gastrectomy, the surgery that removes diseased areas of  the stomach, and bariatric 
surgery, the type of  surgery that treats obesity (bariatric surgery was introduced in 
Chapter 7).

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Antacids 
(aluminum hydroxide, mag-
nesium hydroxide, calcium 
carbonate)

Gastrointestinal effects: constipation (aluminum- or calcium-containing antacids), diarrhea 
(magnesium-containing antacids)
Dietary interactions: may decrease iron, calcium, folate, and vitamin b12 absorption
Metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances

Antibiotics 
(for H. pylori infection; include 
amoxicillin, metronidazole, 
tetracycline)

Gastrointestinal effects: diarrhea, nausea and vomiting (tetracycline, metronidazole), altered 
taste sensation (metronidazole)
Dietary interactions: avoid alcohol with metronidazole; tetracycline can bind to calcium, iron, 
magnesium, and zinc, reducing absorption of both the tetracycline and the minerals

Antisecretory drugs 
(proton-pump inhibitors, h2 
blockers)

Gastrointestinal effects: diarrhea, constipation, nausea and vomiting, abdominal pain  
(proton-pump inhibitors)
Dietary interactions: may decrease iron, calcium, folate, and vitamin b12 absorption

Octreotide Gastrointestinal effects: abdominal cramps, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, flatulence
Dietary interactions: may decrease absorption of fat, fat-soluble vitamins, and vitamin b12

Metabolic effects: hyperglycemia, hypothyroidism

BOX 17-4 D i e T- D r u g  i n T e r a C T i O n S

gastrectomy (gah-streK-ta-mie): 
the surgical removal of part of the 
stomach (partial gastrectomy) or the 
entire stomach (total gastrectomy).

bariatric (bah-ree-ah-trik) surgery: 
surgery that treats severe obesity.

 ❚ baros = weight
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dumping syndrome: a cluster of 
symptoms that result from the rapid 
emptying of an osmotic load from 
the stomach into the small intestine.

bacterial overgrowth: excessive 
bacterial colonization of the stom-
ach and small intestine; may be due 
to reduced gastric acid secretions,  
altered motility of intestinal con-
tents, or changes in intestinal 
anatomy due to surgical reconstruc-
tion. (chapter 19 describes bacterial 
overgrowth in detail.)

Gastrectomy
Figure 17-6 illustrates some typical gastrectomy procedures. In a partial gastrectomy, 
only part of  the stomach is removed, and the remaining portion is connected to the 
duodenum or jejunum. In a total gastrectomy, the surgeon removes the entire stomach 
and connects the esophagus directly to the small intestine.

Nutrition care after Gastrectomy Following a gastrectomy, the oral inges-
tion of  fluids and foods is suspended until some healing has occurred, and fluids 
are supplied intravenously. Oral intakes begin with small sips of  water, ice chips 
(melted in the mouth), and broth. Once fluids are tolerated, patients may be of-
fered liquid meals (with no sugars) at first; after solid foods are started, meals may 
contain only one or two food items at a time so that tolerance can be evaluated. 
Tube feedings may be necessary if  complications prevent a normal progression to 
solid foods.20

Dietary measures after a gastrectomy are determined by the size of  the remain-
ing stomach, which influences meal size, and the stomach emptying rate, which af-
fects food tolerances. Depending on the amount of  food tolerated, the patient may 
require as many as five to eight small meals and snacks per day. A protein food 
(fish, lean meats, eggs, or cheese) should be included in each meal so that adequate 
protein is obtained. Patients should avoid sweets and sugars because they increase 
osmolarity in the small intestine and potentiate the dumping syndrome (discussed 
below). Some patients may need to avoid milk products due to lactose intolerance. 
Soluble fibers may be added to meals to slow stomach emptying and to reduce the 
risk of  diarrhea. Liquids are restricted during meals (and for up to 30 to 60 minutes 
after meals) due to limited stomach capacity and because liquids can increase the 
stomach emptying rate. Table 17-7 lists foods that are often permitted or limited in 
postgastrectomy diets.

Dumping Syndrome The dumping syndrome, a common complication of  
gastrectomy, is characterized by a group of  symptoms resulting from rapid gas-
tric emptying. Ordinarily, the pyloric sphincter controls the rate of  flow from the 
stomach into the duodenum. After some types of  stomach surgery, stomach empty-
ing is no longer regulated, and the stomach’s hyperosmolar contents rush into the 
small intestine more quickly after meals, causing a number of  unpleasant effects. 
Early symptoms can occur within 30 minutes after eating and may include nau-
sea, vomiting, abdominal cramping, diarrhea, lightheadedness, rapid heartbeat, 
and others (see Table 17-8). These symptoms are due to a shift of  fluid from the 
bloodstream to the intestinal lumen that increases intestinal distention and lowers 
blood volume; in addition, the accelerated release of  GI hormones may alter both 
intestinal motility and blood flow. Several hours later, symptoms of  hypoglycemia 

Total gastrectomyGastrojejunostomy

Partial gastrectomies

Blind
loop

Jejunum

Blind
loop

Gastroduodenostomy

Duodenum

F i g u r e  1 7 - 6   gastrectomy Procedures
in a gastrectomy, part or all of the stomach is surgically removed. the dashed lines show the  
removed section.
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may occur because the unusually large spike in blood glucose following the meal 
(due to rapid nutrient influx and absorption) can result in an excessive insulin 
response.

Dietary adjustments can greatly minimize or prevent dumping syndrome. The 
goals are to slow the rate of  gastric emptying, limit the amount of  food material that 
reaches the intestine, and reduce foods that increase osmolarity. Therefore, fluids are 
restricted during meals, meal size is limited, and sugars (including milk sugar) are 
restricted. In some cases, a medication that inhibits GI motility may be prescribed 
to lessen symptoms. Box 17-5 (p. 484) lists practical suggestions for reducing the oc-
currence of  dumping syndrome. The Case Study in Box 17-6 (p. 484) provides the 
opportunity to design a menu for a postgastrectomy patient who is at risk of  dump-
ing syndrome.

Postsurgical complications and Nutrition Status After a gastrectomy, it may 
take time for the patient to learn the amount of  food that can be consumed without 
discomfort. The symptoms associated with meals may lead to food avoidance, sub-
stantial weight loss, and eventually, malnutrition. Other nutrition problems that may 
occur after a gastrectomy include the following:

 ❚ Fat malabsorption. Fat digestion and absorption may become impaired for a 
number of  reasons after a gastrectomy. The accelerated transit of  food mate-
rial may prevent the normal mixing of  fat with lipase and bile. If  the duodenum 
has been removed or bypassed, less lipase is available for fat digestion. Bacterial 
overgrowth, a common consequence of  gastric surgeries, can lead to changes 
in bile acids that upset bile function. The fat malabsorption that results from 
these changes can eventually cause deficiencies of  fat-soluble vitamins and some 
minerals. Supplemental pancreatic enzymes are sometimes provided to improve 
fat digestion.

 ❚ Bone disease. Fat malabsorption can lead to malabsorption of  both vitamin D and 
calcium;* furthermore, patients at risk of  dumping syndrome may need to avoid 
milk products, which are among the best sources of  these nutrients. Bone density 
should be monitored during the years following surgery, and supplementation of  
calcium and vitamin D is often recommended.

*Fat malabsorption reduces calcium absorption because the negatively charged fatty acids combine 
with calcium (which is positively charged) and prevent its absorption.

Ta b L e  1 7 - 7   Postgastrectomy Diet

Food Category Foods Recommended (as tolerated) Foods to limit (unless tolerated)

Meat and meat 
alternates

lean tender meat, fish, poultry, and shellfish; eggs; 
smooth nut butters

Fried, tough, or chewy meat, fish, poultry, and 
shellfish; frankfurters and sausages; bacon; luncheon 
meat; dried peas and beans; nuts; chunky nut butters

Milk and milk products milk, plain yogurt, cheese milk shakes, chocolate milk, sweetened yogurt

Breads and cereals bread, crackers, bagels, pasta, and breakfast cereals 
made from enriched white flour (cereals should 
contain no added sugars)

breads and cereals with more than 2 grams of fiber 
per serving; baked goods with dried fruit, nuts, or 
seeds; granola; frosted cereals; pastry; doughnuts

Vegetables tender-cooked vegetables without peels, skin, or 
seeds; raw lettuce

raw vegetables (except lettuce), beets, broccoli, 
brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, collard and 
mustard greens, corn, potato skin

Fruit canned fruit without added sugar, bananas, melon canned fruit in syrup, raw fruit (except bananas and 
melons), dried fruit, fruit juice

Beverages decaffeinated coffee and tea, beverages sweetened 
with artificial sweeteners

caffeinated beverages; alcoholic beverages; beverages 
sweetened with sugar, corn syrup, or honey

Ta b L e  1 7 - 8   Symptoms 
of Dumping Syndrome

Early Dumping Syndrome

Symptoms may begin within 
30 minutes after eating.a

 ❚ abdominal cramps, bloating

 ❚ diarrhea

 ❚ Flushing, sweating

 ❚ lightheadedness

 ❚ nausea and vomiting

 ❚ rapid heartbeat

 ❚ weakness, feeling faint

late Dumping Syndrome

Symptoms may begin  
1 to 3 hours after eating.b

 ❚ anxiety

 ❚ confusion

 ❚ headache, dizziness

 ❚ hunger

 ❚ Palpitations

 ❚ sweating

 ❚ weakness, feeling faint

a symptoms are due to rapid gastric 
emptying, which leads to a fluid shift 
from the bloodstream to the intestinal 
lumen, intestinal distention, and 
decreased blood volume.
b symptoms are due to rapid glucose 
absorption and the excessive release of 
insulin, resulting in hypoglycemia.
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begins eating solid foods? create a 
day’s worth of menus, using foods 
from table 17-7.

3. what advice can you give mr. hanson 
that will help to prevent dumping 
syndrome? list several foods from 
each major food group that may cause 
symptoms of dumping syndrome.

ed hanson, a 58-year-old biology teacher, 
was admitted to the hospital for gastric 
surgery after numerous medical treatments 
failed to manage severe complications related 
to his peptic ulcer disease. a gastrojejunos-
tomy was performed, and after about  
24 hours, mr. hanson was able to take small 
sips of warm water. the health care team 
anticipates multiple nutrition-related prob-
lems and is taking measures to prevent them.

1. review Figure 17-6 to better understand 
mr. hanson’s surgical procedure. con-
sider the possibilities that he might  
experience the following symptoms: early 
satiety, nausea and vomiting, weight loss, 
dumping syndrome, fat malabsorption, 
anemia, and bone disease. explain why 
each of these conditions may occur.

2. what type of diet will the physician 
prescribe for mr. hanson after he 

Case Study B O X  1 7 - 6  n u t r i t i o n  c a r e  a F t e r  g a s t r i c  s u r g e r y

 ❚ Anemia. After a gastrectomy, the reduced secretion of  gastric acid and intrinsic  
actor impairs the absorption of  both iron and vitamin B

12
, often leading to anemia. 

If  the duodenum has been removed or is bypassed, the risk of  iron deficiency  
increases because the duodenum is a major site of  iron absorption. Supplementation 
of  both iron and vitamin B

12
 is often warranted after surgery.

Bariatric Surgery
Bariatric surgery is currently considered the most effective and durable treatment 
for morbid obesity.21 Candidates for bariatric surgery are obese individuals who 
have a body mass index (BMI) greater than 40, or a BMI between 35 and 40 ac-
companied by severe weight-related problems such as diabetes, hypertension, or 
debilitating osteoarthritis (a healthy BMI usually falls between 20 and 25). In 
addition, the patient should have attempted a variety of  nonsurgical weight-loss 
measures prior to seeking surgery. Bariatric surgery patients should have realistic 
expectations about the amount of  weight they are likely to lose, the diet they will 

dietary adjustments can greatly minimize or prevent symptoms 
of dumping syndrome. the following suggestions may help:

 ❚ eat smaller meals that suit the reduced capacity of the 
stomach. increase the number of meals consumed daily so 
that energy intake is adequate.

 ❚ eat in a relaxed setting. eat slowly, and chew food 
thoroughly.

 ❚ include fiber-rich foods in each meal. adding soluble fibers 
like pectin or guar gum to meals may help to control 
symptoms.

 ❚ if symptoms of hypoglycemia continue, try including a protein-
rich food in each meal.

 ❚ limit the amount of fluid included in meals. avoid drinking 
beverages within 30 to 60 minutes before and after 
meals, but be sure to consume adequate fluid to avoid 
dehydration.

 ❚ avoid juices, sweetened beverages, and foods that contain 
high amounts of sugar. use artificial sweeteners to sweeten 
beverages and desserts.

 ❚ avoid milk and most milk products, which are high in lactose. 
avoid enzyme-treated milk as well, because the breakdown 
products of lactose (glucose and galactose) can also cause 
dumping symptoms. cheese may be better tolerated than milk 
because its lactose content is low. make an effort to consume 
nonmilk calcium sources such as green leafy vegetables, fish 
with bones, and tofu.

 ❚ avoid carbonated beverages if they cause bloating.

 ❚ avoid foods and beverages that are very hot or very cold, 
unless tolerated.

 ❚ lie down for 20 to 30 minutes (or longer) after eating to help 
slow the transit of food to the small intestine. while eating a 
meal, sit upright.
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need to follow, and the complications that may ensue. Some types of  bariatric sur-
gery can dramatically affect health and nutrition status, and many patients require 
lifelong management.

Bariatric Surgical Procedures Figure 17-7 illustrates the most popular surgical  
options for weight reduction. The gastric bypass operation, which accounts for about 
 60 to 70 percent of  bariatric surgeries,22 constructs a small gastric pouch that re-
duces stomach capacity and thereby restricts meal size. In addition, the gastric pouch 
is connected directly to the jejunum, resulting in significant nutrient malabsorption  
because the flow of  food bypasses a significant portion of  the small intestine. In the 
gastric banding procedure, a fluid-filled inflatable band is placed around the uppermost 
portion of  the stomach; adjusting the band’s fluid level can tighten or loosen the band 
and alter the size of  the opening to the rest of  the stomach. A smaller opening slows 
the rate at which the upper region is emptied and prolongs the sense of  fullness after a 
meal. The sleeve gastrectomy procedure removes a large portion of  the stomach, leaving 
a narrow gastric tube (or “sleeve”) that holds only about 3 to 5 ounces (about ½ cup) of  
food. This operation may be converted to a gastric bypass or other type of  malabsorp-
tive surgery if  weight loss is inadequate. Whereas the gastric bypass and sleeve gastrec-
tomy operations are permanent, the gastric banding procedure is fully reversible.

Clinical studies indicate that the gastric bypass and sleeve gastrectomy surgeries usually 
result in greater weight loss than the gastric banding procedure. Although study results 
vary, gastric bypass patients typically lose 60 to 70 percent of their excess body weight, pa-
tients with a sleeve gastrectomy lose about 57 percent of their excess weight, and individu-
als who undergo gastric banding lose about 50 percent of their excess weight.23

Nutrition care after Bariatric Surgery After bariatric surgery, patients initially 
consume only sugar-free, noncarbonated clear liquids and low-fat broths; afterward, 
they progress to a liquid diet (high in protein, low in sugars and fat), followed by 
pureed foods and then solid foods; the diet is advanced as tolerated. Once the diet 
progresses to solid foods, patients consume between three and six small meals per day. 
Only small portions of  food can be consumed at each meal because overeating may 
stretch the gastric region or result in vomiting or regurgitation. Similarly, fluids must 
be consumed separately from meals to avoid excessive distention. Although precise 
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In the gastric bypass operation, the 
surgeon constructs a small gastric 
pouch and connects it directly to the 
jejunum so that the flow of food 
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an inflatable band placed near the top of the 
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In the sleeve gastrectomy procedure,
the surgeon removes 70 to 85 percent of 
stomach tissue and staples the remaining 
portions together to create a vertical, 
tube-shaped stomach with limited 
capacity. The sleeve gastrectomy is often 
a stand-alone procedure but may also be 
performed as the first stage of a more 
complex surgery if greater weight loss is 
desired.
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Patients need to learn new dietary habits after bariatric surgery. 
the following recommendations may help:

 ❚ consume only small portions of food and chew food 
thoroughly. use a small spoon, and take small bites. relax  
and enjoy the meal, taking at least 15 to 20 minutes to eat.

 ❚ understand that, at first, the appropriate amount of each food 
served at mealtime may be only a few spoonfuls. learn to 
recognize the sensations that occur when the gastric pouch is 
full. signs of fullness may include pressure in the stomach region, 
a slight feeling of nausea, or pain in the upper chest or shoulder.

 ❚ to control vomiting, try eating smaller volumes of food, eating 
more slowly, and avoiding foods known to cause difficulty. 
continued vomiting may be a sign that some food choices or 
amounts are inappropriate.

 ❚ consume food only during designated mealtimes (usually 
3 to 6 small meals per day), and avoid consuming foods at 
other times of the day. snacking throughout the day can 
become a bad habit that causes weight to be regained.

 ❚ learn to recognize foods that cause problems. Foods that are 
dry, sticky, or fibrous may be difficult to tolerate during the 
weeks after surgery.

 ❚ avoid consuming liquids within 30 minutes of mealtime. avoid 
high-kcalorie drinks like sweetened soda, milk shakes, and 
alcoholic beverages. avoid drinking carbonated beverages or 
using a straw, as these practices can increase stomach gas and 
cause bloating. 

 ❚ sip water and other beverages throughout the day to obtain 
sufficient fluids. aim to consume between 6 and 8 cups of 
water and other noncaloric beverages daily. remember that 
most people meet a significant fraction of their fluid needs by 
eating food, but a person who has undergone bariatric surgery 
must limit food intake. 

 ❚ engage in regular physical activity. activity is a valuable aid 
to weight maintenance and can help to maintain lean tissue 
while weight is being lost.

How To B O X  1 7 - 7   a lt e r  d i e ta r y  h a b i t s  t o  a c h i e V e  a n d  m a i n ta i n  w e i g h t  l o s s 
a F t e r  b a r i at r i c  s u r g e r y

dietary guidelines vary depending on the type of  procedure performed, other recom-
mendations usually include the following:24

 ❚ Protein intake. Recommendations range from about 1.0 to 1.5 grams of  protein per 
kilogram of ideal body weight per day; however, intakes are often lower than recom-
mended. Patients are generally instructed to consume liquid protein supplements 
regularly and to eat high-protein foods before consuming other foods in a meal.

 ❚ Vitamin and mineral supplementation. Daily multivitamin/mineral supplements  
help to prevent nutrient deficiencies. Due to nutrient malabsorption, patients who 
have had the gastric bypass surgery usually require additional supplementation of   
vitamin B

12
, vitamin D, calcium, and iron.

 ❚ Foods to avoid. Some foods may obstruct the gastric outlet; these include doughy or 
sticky breads and pasta products; melted cheese; raw vegetables; fibrous vegetables 
such as asparagus and celery; foods with seeds, hulls, peels, or skins; nuts; popcorn; 
and tough, chewy meats. 

 ❚ Dumping syndrome. To avoid symptoms of  dumping syndrome, gastric bypass  
patients must carefully control food portions, avoid foods high in sugars, and  
consume liquids between meals.

After bariatric surgery, patient education and counseling are critical for weight loss 
and weight management, and patients also need to learn the elements of  a healthy 
diet. Box 17-7 includes additional dietary suggestions for patients who have under-
gone bariatric surgery.

Postsurgical concerns Common complaints after bariatric surgery include nau-
sea, vomiting, and constipation.25 Although the cause of  these problems varies among 
patients, dietary noncompliance and inadequate fluid intake are often contributing 
factors, and improved dietary intakes can help in resolving these conditions. Rapid 
weight loss increases a person’s risk of  developing gallbladder disease; patients at  
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especially high risk sometimes have their gallbladders removed while undergoing bar-
iatric surgery. After gastric bypass surgery, long-term complications may include fat 
malabsorption, bone disease, and anemia.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Gastric surgeries, used to treat cancer, peptic ulcer complications, and obesity, 
require dietary adjustments after surgery and are associated with complications 
that may affect nutrition status. Common postsurgical complications include fat 
malabsorption, bone disease, anemia, and dumping syndrome.

 ❚ After gastric surgery, patients must learn to consume appropriate food portions, meet 
fluid needs, use dietary supplements to prevent nutrient deficiencies, and choose foods 
that are unlikely to cause abdominal discomfort, vomiting, or dumping syndrome.

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical history to uncover conditions or treatments 
that may:

 ■ interfere with chewing or swallowing
 ■ lead to dry mouth
 ■ lead to dyspepsia, nausea, or vomiting 

check for a medical diagnosis of:

 ■ gastritis or peptic ulcer
 ■ gerd
 ■ hiatal hernia
 ■ Pernicious anemia 

For a patient who has undergone gastric surgery, check for the 
following complications:

 ■ anemia
 ■ bone disease
 ■ dumping syndrome
 ■ Fat malabsorption

Medications

record all medications and note:

 ■ aspirin or nsaid use in patients with gastritis or peptic ulcer 
disease 

 ■ medications that may cause dry mouth
 ■ medications that may cause nausea and vomiting

to help alleviate nausea, suggest that medications be taken with 
food, when possible.

Dietary Intake

to devise an acceptable meal plan, obtain:

 ■ an accurate and thorough record of food intake
 ■ a thorough record of dietary supplement intake,  

including both vitamin/mineral supplements and  
herbal products

 ■ a record of food allergies and intolerances, as well as food 
preferences

 ■ a record of foods that provoke symptoms of gerd, dyspep-
sia, gastritis, peptic ulcers, or dumping syndrome 

For patients on long-term dysphagia diets, monitor appetite, 
food tolerances, and the variety of foods consumed.

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight. address weight loss early 
to prevent malnutrition in patients with:

 ■ difficulty chewing or swallowing
 ■ dumping syndrome
 ■ dyspepsia
 ■ Frequent nausea and vomiting
 ■ malabsorption

laboratory Tests

check laboratory tests for signs of dehydration for patients 
with:

 ■ constipation
 ■ dumping syndrome
 ■ Persistent vomiting

check laboratory tests for nutrition-related anemia in patients 
with:

 ■ gastritis
 ■ long-term use of antisecretory drugs
 ■ Previous gastric surgeries

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration—in patients with constipation, dumping  
syndrome, or persistent vomiting

 ■ iron and vitamin b12 deficiencies—in patients with  
hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  d i s o r d e r s  
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self check
1. Foods permitted on the clear liquid diet include all of the 

following except:
a. milk.
b. fruit ices.
c. flavored gelatin.
d. consommé.

2. if a patient with dysphagia has difficulty swallowing solids  
but can easily swallow liquids: 
a. the problem is most likely a motility disorder.
b. the patient may have achalasia.
c. the problem is probably an esophageal obstruction.
d. the patient most likely has oropharyngeal dysphagia. 

3. the clinican working with a patient with dysphagia should 
recognize that: 
a. the patient should eat only pureed foods to minimize the 

risk of aspiration.
b. the foods allowed are those that can be comfortably and 

safely chewed and swallowed.
c. highly seasoned foods are often restricted.
d. regular diets do not meet nutrient needs, so supplements 

are required.

4. Possible consequences of gerd include all of the following 
except: 
a. reflux esophagitis. c. barrett’s esophagus.
b. dysphagia.   d. gastric ulcer.

5. treating gerd with proton-pump inhibitors is effective  
because they:
a. reduce gastric acid secretion.
b. reduce pressure within the stomach.
c. strengthen the lower esophageal sphincter.
d. provide a protective barrier between gastric acid and the 

esophageal mucosa.

6. chronic gastritis may increase risk of: 
a. dumping syndrome.
b. bone disease.
c. iron and vitamin b12 deficiencies.
d. gallbladder disease.

7. the primary cause of most peptic ulcers is: 
a. consumption of spicy foods.
b. psychological stress.
c. smoking cigarettes.
d. Helicobacter pylori infection.

8. the main dietary recommendation for patients with gastritis 
or peptic ulcers is to consume foods that:
a. neutralize stomach acidity.
b. are well tolerated and do not cause discomfort.
c. coat the stomach lining.
d. promote healing of mucosal tissue.

clinical applications
1. although some individuals require a mechanically altered 

diet for just a few weeks, others have medical problems that 
require long-term use of such diets. consider the difference 
between working with a person who has had a swallowing 
problem for years and a person who recently had mouth sur-
gery and is just beginning to eat again.

 ❚ explain how the needs of these individuals may differ. what 
nutrition-related problems may develop if a person has been 
following a restrictive dysphagia diet for several years?

 ❚ using table 17-1, table 17-4, and box 17-1, create a day’s 
worth of menus for a person who requires long-term use of 
a pureed dysphagia diet and tolerates only liquids that have 
a honeylike or spoon-thick consistency.

2. Jillian, a 35-year-old woman who is 5 feet 4 inches tall 
and weighs 227 pounds, has had severe hip and knee os-
teoarthritis for several years and was recently diagnosed 
with type 2 diabetes. after trying numerous weight-loss 

programs without success, she finally visits a bariatric sur-
geon to learn about the surgical options for treating her 
obesity.

 ❚ calculate Jillian’s bmi, and explain why Jillian would  
or would not be a good candidate for bariatric  
surgery.

 ❚ should Jillian decide to undergo gastric bypass surgery, 
she will need to permanently change her dietary habits. 
describe the dietary recommendations and nutrition  
concerns following bariatric surgery. summarize the  
measures necessary for preventing vomiting, distention  
of the gastric pouch, gastric outlet obstruction, and 
dumping syndrome.

 ❚ explain why dehydration is a frequent complication follow-
ing bariatric surgery. what tips can you give Jillian to help 
her avoid this problem?
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9. Following a gastrectomy, patients can greatly minimize the risk 
of dumping syndrome by: 
a. increasing intake of carbohydrates and avoiding fatty foods.
b. consuming liquids between meals and avoiding foods that 

supply sugars.
c. consuming a high-fiber diet and minimizing meat and 

cheese intake.
d. including milk products with each meal to provide protein.

10. after a gastric bypass operation, the patient should be  
monitored for all of the following conditions except: 
a. anemia.
b. bone disease.
c. hiatal hernia.
d. fat-soluble vitamin deficiencies.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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LO 17.5 Describe the causes, effects, and treatments of 
dental caries and periodontal disease and discuss the 
relationships between these conditions and chronic 
illness.

Various aspects of nutrition and oral health have been dis-
cussed in this book. chapters 2 and 9 describe the effects 

of carbohydrates and fluoride, respectively, on the development 
of dental caries. chapter 12 discusses the development of tooth 
decay in babies who are given bottles for prolonged periods. this 
nutrition in Practice provides additional information about dental 
caries and introduces other problems related to oral health. the 
glossary in box nP17-1 defines related terms.

What is dental caries, and what factors influence 
its development?

Dental caries is an oral infectious disease that affects the struc-
tures and integrity of the teeth. caries develops when the bacteria 
that reside in dental plaque metabolize dietary carbohydrates and 
produce acids that attack tooth enamel. if allowed to progress, the 
decay can penetrate the dentin and destroy other structures that 
support and maintain the tooth (see Figure nP17-1). the develop-
ment of dental caries is influenced by the type of carbohydrate 
consumed, the frequency of carbohydrate intake, the stickiness of 
the foods that contain carbohydrate, and the availability of saliva 
to rinse the teeth and neutralize acid. other factors include oral 
hygiene, fluoride intake, and the composition of tooth enamel, 

C H a P T e r  1 7
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Nutrition in Practice

which together influence a person’s susceptibility to caries. Poor 
nutrition during pregnancy, infancy, or early childhood can impair 
the development of healthy teeth and increase vulnerability to 
dental caries. table nP17-1 lists examples of nutrient deficiencies 
that influence the development of dental caries.1

Which foods promote caries development?

the most cariogenic foods are carbohydrate-containing foods that 
remain in contact with the teeth for prolonged periods, are difficult 
to clear from the mouth, or are consumed frequently or over an 

B O X  n P 1 7 - 1   g L O S S a r y

cariogenic (Kah-ree-oh-Jen-ic): conducive to development of  
dental caries.

dental calculus: mineralized dental plaque, often associated with 
inflammation and bleeding.

dental caries (Kah-reez): infectious disease of the teeth that causes 
the gradual decay and disintegration of tooth structures.

dental plaque (PlacK): a film of bacteria and bacterial by-products 
that accumulates on the tooth surface.

gingiva (jin-Jye-va, Jin-jeh-va): the gums.

gingivitis (jin-jeh-Vye-tus): inflammation of the gums, characterized 
by redness, swelling, and bleeding.

periodontal disease: disease that involves the connective tissue 
that supports the teeth.

periodontitis: inflammation or degeneration of the tissues that 
support the teeth.

periodontium: the tissues that support the teeth, including the 
gums, cementum (bonelike material covering the dentin layer of the 
tooth), periodontal ligament, and underlying bone.

 ❚ peri 5 around, surrounding 

 ❚ odont 5 tooth 
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Ta b L e  n P 1 7 - 1   nutrient Deficiencies affecting 
Development of Dental Caries

Nutrient Deficiency Effect on Dental Tissues

Protein delayed tooth development, 
decreased tooth size, increased 
solubility of tooth enamel, 
degradation of salivary glands

Vitamin a impaired formation of tooth enamel, 
degradation of salivary glands

Vitamin d, calcium, and 
phosphorus

impaired formation of tooth enamel, 
reduced enamel mineralization, 
decreased resistance to dental caries

Fluoride increased susceptibility to enamel 
demineralization, reduced protection 
against decay-causing bacteria

F i g u r e  n P 1 7 - 1   Development of Dental Caries 
dental caries begins when acid dissolves the enamel that covers 
the tooth. if not repaired, the decay may penetrate the dentin and 
spread into the pulp of the tooth, causing inflammation, abscess, 
and possible loss of the tooth.
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extended period. examples include hard candies or lozenges that 
dissolve slowly in the mouth; sticky or chewy foods such as dried 
fruit or chewy bread; starchy snack foods such as pretzels or chips, 
and sweetened beverages that are repeatedly sipped. these foods 
can be eaten without provoking tooth decay if they are consumed 
quickly and removed from tooth surfaces promptly. 

acidic foods and beverages, such as cola drinks, citrus fruits 
and juices, pickles, and some herbal teas, also contribute to the 
erosion of tooth enamel. acidic food items are more cariogenic 
when consumed after or between meals because they are less 
likely to be rinsed away by saliva or neutralized by alkaline foods 
that may be consumed during the meal.2

Do any foods help to prevent caries?

yes, foods that stimulate saliva flow, neutralize mouth acidity, or 
induce the clearance of food particles from the teeth can help to 
prevent caries formation. examples include cheese, which increases 
salivary secretions and contains nutrients that neutralize acid; milk, 
which reduces mouth acidity due to its nearly neutral ph; and 
raw vegetables, which require vigorous chewing and therefore 
stimulate saliva flow. some foods contain substances that reduce 
enamel solubility, such as the fluoride in tea and an unidenti-
fied compound in cocoa. the sequence in which foods are eaten 
influences caries development; for example, eating cheese after 
consuming an acidic fruit dessert can raise plaque ph and reduce 
caries risk, whereas drinking sugared coffee at the end of the meal 
can prolong plaque acidity. chewing sugarless gum after or  
between meals can help to prevent caries by stimulating salivary 
flow, pushing saliva into hard-to-reach crevices in and around 
teeth, and removing food particles from the teeth.3

How does saliva protect against caries 
formation?

in addition to rinsing away the sugars and food particles that  
remain on the teeth, saliva contains substances (such as proteins, 
bicarbonate, and phosphates) that dilute and neutralize mouth 
acidity. Furthermore, saliva contains antimicrobial proteins (immu-
noglobulins and lysozyme) that defend against bacteria and fungi. 
Finally, the calcium, phosphate, and fluoride ions in saliva help to 
prevent dissolution of enamel and promote remineralization. if 
salivary secretions are low or absent, the risk of developing dental 
caries and other dental diseases greatly increases.

Does dental plaque contribute  
to other dental diseases?

yes, the deposits of plaque can thicken and lead to other dental 
problems. as plaque accumulates on the tooth surface, it fills with 
calcium and phosphate, eventually forming dental calculus.4 cal-
culus develops either at the gum surface or in the crevice between 
the gum and a tooth; its presence may lead to additional plaque 
retention. the buildup of plaque and calculus increases the likeli-
hood of infection and subsequent inflammation.

Periodontal disease is the name given to inflammatory condi-
tions that involve the periodontium, the structures that support 
the tooth in its bony socket (see Figure nP17-2). the periodontium 
includes the gums (called gingiva), other connective tissues sur-
rounding the tooth, and the bone underneath. inflammation of 

the gums, called gingivitis, is characterized by redness, bleeding, 
and swelling of gum tissue. Periodontitis is an inflammation of 
the other tissues surrounding the tooth. as plaque invades the 
space below the gum line, the combination of toxic bacterial 
by-products and the body’s immune responses can damage the 
tissues holding a tooth in place. left untreated, the tissues and 
bone of the peridontium may ultimately be destroyed, leading to 
permanent tooth loss.

What are the risk factors for periodontal disease, 
and how is it treated?

dental plaque is the primary risk factor associated with peri-
odontal disease, and the severity of disease is related to the 
amount of plaque present. tobacco smoking is another fac-
tor, possibly due to its destructive effects on cellular immune 
responses.5 the likelihood of developing periodontal disease is 
increased if a person has a chronic illness that impairs immune 
status, such as diabetes mellitus or hiV infection. other risk  
factors include stress, pregnancy, use of certain medications  
(including oral contraceptives, antiepileptic drugs, and  
anticancer drugs), and dental conditions that increase plaque  
accumulation, such as poorly aligned teeth or ill-fitting bridges. 
strategies for reducing risk focus on improving oral hygiene 
(proper brushing and flossing) and encouraging smoking  
cessation. table nP17-2 (p. 492) provides suggestions that may 
help to decrease the risk of developing oral diseases.

treatment of periodontal disease depends on the extent of 
damage. in mild cases, deep cleaning (removal of plaque and 
calculus deposits) and proper oral hygiene may reverse the condi-
tion. antimicrobial mouth rinses and topical antibiotics may be 
prescribed to control infection. surgical approaches may be used 
to eliminate gum pockets by reshaping tooth and bone surfaces or 
to replace tissues that have been destroyed.

How do chronic illnesses influence a person’s 
risk for dental and oral diseases?

some chronic illnesses can alter the structure and function of 
dental tissues, impair immune responses, or cause reduced sali-
vary flow. Furthermore, certain medications can reduce salivary 
secretions, along with the immune protection that saliva provides. 
examples of conditions that may upset oral health and increase the 
risks of developing dental problems include the following:

 ❚ Diabetes mellitus. Periodontal disease is more prevalent among 
people with diabetes mellitus, especially those whose diabetes 

F i g u r e  n P 1 7 - 2   Periodontal disease destroys the tissues 
and bones that hold teeth in place.
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is poorly controlled.6 People with diabetes often have impaired 
immune responses and a greater susceptibility to infection. dia-
betes also favors the growth of bacteria that infect periodontal 
tissues. compared with healthy individuals, people with diabe-
tes tend to have increased plaque accumulations and reduced 
salivary flow.

 ❚ Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/AIDS. hiV infection is char-
acterized by compromised immunity, and the risk of developing 
periodontal disease is closely linked to the degree of immuno-
suppression present. those at greatest risk include smokers and 
individuals with poor oral hygiene.7 in untreated persons, fungal 
and viral infections are common and may cause burning in the 
mouth and painful ulcerations. many hiV-infected individuals 
develop dry mouth as a result of medications or salivary gland 
dysfunction.

 ❚ Oral cancers. the radiation treatment required for oral  
cancers often causes serious oral and dental complications.8 
inflammation and tissue damage can be so severe that the 
radiation treatment may need to be halted or the intensity 
significantly reduced. other complications include dry mouth, 
changes in taste sensation, fungal and viral infections, and tis-
sue and muscle scarring (which often reduces chewing ability). 

Ta b L e  n P 1 7 - 2   Suggestions for Preventing  
Oral Diseases 

Personal hygiene

 ❚ brush your teeth twice daily for at least 2 minutes with a  
fluoride toothpaste. replace your toothbrush every  
3 or 4 months or whenever the bristles become frayed. 

 ❚ Floss between your teeth at least once a day.

 ❚ avoid smoking. if you smoke, look into tobacco cessation  
programs in your area.

 ❚ avoid consuming excessive amounts of alcohol.

Dietary practices

 ❚ reduce your consumption of sugary foods. avoid consuming 
sugary and starchy snacks between meals. 

 ❚ after consuming carbohydrate-containing foods, sugary  
beverages, or acidic soft drinks or teas, rinse your mouth or 
clean your teeth.

 ❚ if you chew gum, use a sugarless gum.

 ❚ avoid putting an infant or child to bed with a nursing bottle 
containing anything except plain water.

 ❚ in communities that do not provide fluoridated water,  
provide children at high risk of dental caries with a fluoride 
supplement.

Professional dental care

 ❚ Visit a dentist at least once a year to have your teeth and 
mouth examined and teeth cleaned. Visit the dentist more 
often if necessary.

 ❚ ask the dentist if you are a candidate for topical fluoride 
treatments or tooth sealants, which protect susceptible tooth 
surfaces.

to minimize complications, dental care is often initiated before 
radiation therapy begins.

Can dental diseases have adverse effects on 
health beyond their effects on the teeth?

yes, the bacteria that reside on dental tissues can enter the blood-
stream and travel to other tissues; therefore, they may be able to 
trigger immune responses or cause infections elsewhere in the 
body.9 evidence supports a link between dental bacteria and other 
medical conditions, including the following: 

 ❚ Atherosclerosis and heart disease. the inflammatory process  
induced by periodontal pathogens may increase levels of cyto-
kines and other mediators that accelerate the progression of 
atherosclerosis. in addition, periodontal bacteria may enter into 
the bloodstream and contribute to the processes of plaque  
formation or blood clotting.10

 ❚ Diabetes mellitus. the chronic inflammation caused by peri-
odontal disease can exacerbate insulin resistance and provoke 
events leading to type 2 diabetes. severe periodontal disease 
has also been linked to poor glycemic control in persons with 
diabetes.11

 ❚ Respiratory illnesses. clinical studies suggest a link between 
pneumonia and poor oral health. in addition, dental treatment 
and improvements in oral health have been associated with 
significant reductions in respiratory diseases in institutionalized 
elderly adults.12

research studies are in progress to confirm cause-and-effect 
relationships between oral bacteria and the medical conditions 
described above, as well as the specific mechanisms involved. 

developing sound eating habits and maintaining good dental 
hygiene are practices that can promote dental health and pos-
sibly reduce the risk of developing other medical problems. 
additional studies will help to clarify the complex interactions 
between dental disease and chronic illnesses.
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18.1 Modifying Dietary Fiber Intake
LO 18.1 Identify medical problems that may be treated 
with a modified fiber intake and describe the use of 
high-fiber diets in nutrition practice.

18.2 Disorders of Bowel Function
LO 18.2 Summarize the medical treatments and 
dietary strategies that may be helpful for individuals 
with constipation, diarrhea, and irritable bowel 
syndrome.

18.3 Inflammatory Bowel Diseases
LO 18.3 Describe the effects of the inflammatory 
bowel diseases on health and nutrition status and 
discuss their medical and nutrition treatments.

18.4 Diverticular Disease of the Colon
LO 18.4 Identify potential risk factors for diverticular 
disease of the colon and describe its treatment.

18.5 Colostomies and Ileostomies
LO 18.5 Discuss the various dietary concerns of people 
with colostomies and ileostomies.

18.6 Nutrition in Practice: Probiotics 
and Intestinal Health
LO 18.6 Describe the potential benefits of consuming 
probiotics and prebiotics and identify some common 
dietary sources. 

18

Fiber-Modified 
Diets for Lower 
Gastrointestinal 
Tract Disorders
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The lower gastrointestinal (GI) tract, which includes the small intestine 
and large intestine, continues the digestion of food that arrives from 

the stomach and facilitates nutrient absorption. This chapter discusses 
the potential benefits of adjusting dietary fiber intake when treating 
some lower GI disorders.

18.1 Modifying Dietary Fiber Intake
LO 18.1 Identify medical problems that may be treated with a modified fiber 
intake and describe the use of high-fiber diets in nutrition practice.

Diets can be modified by either increasing or decreasing dietary fiber. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, insoluble fibers increase stool weight and speed the passage of  wastes through 
the large intestine. Soluble, viscous fibers slow the passage of  food through the GI tract, 
which increases satiety and delays glucose absorption in the small intestine. Table 18-1 
lists some medical problems that may be treated with modifications in dietary fiber intake. 

People can increase their intake of  fiber-rich foods by emphasizing the consumption 
of whole grains, legumes, nuts and seeds, and fruits and vegetables. Individuals who must 
restrict dietary fiber can limit their consumption of these foods. Chapter 2 and Appendix A  
provide detailed information about the fiber content of foods. Figure 18-1 (p. 496) shows 
a one-day menu that includes about 38 grams of  fiber, which is the DRI for men who 
are 19 to 50 years of age (the fiber DRI for women in this age range is 25 grams per day).

Increased intestinal gas (flatulence) may be an unpleasant side effect of  consuming 
a high-fiber diet. Because dietary fibers are not digested, they pass into the colon and 
are fermented by bacteria, which produce gas as a by-product (soluble fibers are more 
readily fermented than the insoluble fibers). Therefore, health practitioners advise that 
fiber-containing foods be added gradually at first and portions increased as tolerance 
improves. Intestinal gas also develops when people consume other incompletely digested 
or poorly absorbed carbohydrates; these include fructose, sugar alcohols (sorbitol, xylitol, 
mannitol), the indigestible carbohydrates in beans (raffinose and stachyose), and some 
forms of  resistant starch, found in grain products and potatoes. Table 18-2 lists exam-
ples of  foods commonly associated with excessive gas production, although individual 
responses vary. Malabsorption disorders (discussed in Chapter 19) can cause considerable 
flatulence because the undigested nutrients can be metabolized by colonic bacteria. Swal-
lowed air that is not expelled by belching may travel to the intestines and be a source of  
intestinal gas as well. Note that many people attribute abdominal bloating and pain to 
excessive gas, but these symptoms do not correlate well with an increase in intestinal gas.1

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Insoluble dietary fibers increase stool volume and reduce transit time in the large 
intestine. Soluble fibers slow the passage of  food in the GI tract, which increases 
satiety and delays glucose absorption in the small intestine.

 ❚ Because fiber-containing foods can increase intestinal gas, they should be added 
gradually and portions increased as tolerance improves.

18.2 Disorders of Bowel Function 
LO 18.2 Summarize the medical treatments and dietary strategies that may be 
helpful for individuals with constipation, diarrhea, and irritable bowel syndrome.

Many different factors alter the fluid content of  stools or transit time and lead to 
constipation or diarrhea. Consequently, these conditions accompany a wide variety of  

flatulence: the condition of having 
excessive intestinal gas, which 
causes abdominal discomfort.

Ta b L e  1 8 - 1   indications 
for modifying Fiber intake

Increasing Fiber Intake

 ❚ constipation

 ❚ diabetes mellitus

 ❚ diverticulosis (prevention)

 ❚ heart disease

 ❚ irritable bowel syndrome

 ❚ Prediabetes or diabetes

 ❚ weight management

Reducing Fiber Intake

 ❚ inflammatory bowel diseases 
(active episodes)

 ❚ Post-surgical diet (depending 
on tolerance)

 ❚ ostomy surgery

Ta b L e  1 8 - 2   Foods That 
may increase intestinal gas

 ❚ apples

 ❚ artichokes

 ❚ asparagus

 ❚ beans and peas

 ❚ beer

 ❚ broccoli

 ❚ brussels sprouts

 ❚ cabbage

 ❚ carbonated beverages

 ❚ carrots

 ❚ cauliflower

 ❚ corn

 ❚ Fructose-sweetened products

 ❚ Fruit juices

 ❚ green beans

 ❚ leeks

 ❚ milk products (if lactose 
intolerant)

 ❚ onions

 ❚ Peanuts

 ❚ Pears

 ❚ turnips

 ❚ wheat
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health problems. Because dietary fiber affects GI transit time as well as stool volume 
and composition, modifying the fiber intake can often improve bowel function.

Constipation
A diagnosis of  constipation is based, in part, on a defecation frequency of  fewer 
than three bowel movements per week. Other symptoms may include the passage 
of  hard stools and excessive straining during defecation. In some cases, a person’s 
perception of  constipation may be due to a mistaken notion of  what constitutes 
“normal” bowel habits, so the person’s expectations about bowel function may need 
to be addressed. Constipation is particularly prevalent among women and all adults 
over 70 years of  age.2

causes of constipation The risk of  constipation is increased in individuals with a 
low-fiber diet, low food intake, inadequate fluid intake, or low level of  physical activ-
ity. All of  these factors can extend transit time, leading to increased water reabsorp-
tion within the colon and dry, hard stools that are difficult to pass. Medical conditions 
often associated with constipation include diabetes mellitus and hypothyroidism. 
Neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s disease, spinal cord lesions, and multi-
ple sclerosis may cause motor problems that lead to constipation. During pregnancy, 
women often experience constipation because the enlarged uterus presses against the 
rectum and colon. Constipation is also a common side effect of  several classes of  
medications and some dietary supplements, including opiate-containing analgesics, 
tricyclic antidepressants, diuretics, calcium channel blockers, beta-blockers, and iron 
and calcium supplements.

treatment of constipation In individuals with a low fiber intake, the primary 
treatment for constipation is a gradual increase in fiber intake to at least 25 grams 
per day.3 High-fiber diets increase stool weight and fecal water content and promote 
a more rapid transit of  materials through the colon. Foods that increase stool weight 
the most include wheat bran, fruits, and vegetables (see Figure 18-2). Bran intake can 
be increased by adding bran cereals and whole-wheat bread to the diet or by mixing 
bran powder with beverages or foods. The transition to a high-fiber diet may be diffi-
cult for some people because it can increase intestinal gas, so high-fiber foods should 
be added gradually, as tolerated. Fiber supplements like methylcellulose (Citrucel), 
psyllium (Metamucil, Fiberall), and polycarbophil (Fiber-Lax) are also effective 
(see Table 18-3); these supplements can be mixed with beverages and taken several 
times daily. Unlike other fibers, methylcellulose and polycarbophil do not increase 
intestinal gas.

Several other dietary measures may also help to relieve constipation. Consuming 
adequate fluid (usually 1.5 to 2 liters daily) can help to increase stool frequency in 

people who are already consuming a high-fiber diet. An appropriate 
fluid intake prevents excessive reabsorption of  water from the colon, 
resulting in wetter stools. Adding prunes or prune juice to the diet is 
often recommended because prunes contain compounds that have a 
mild laxative effect.

Laxatives Laxatives may relieve constipation by increasing 
stool weight, increasing the water content of  stool, or stimulating 
peristaltic contractions. Table 18-3 includes examples of  common 
laxatives and describes their modes of  action. Enemas and sup-
positories (chemicals introduced into the rectum) are also used to 
promote defecation; they work by distending and stimulating the 
rectum or by lubricating the stool.

Medical interventions For patients with severe constipation who 
do not respond to dietary or laxative treatments, physicians may 

F i g u r e  1 8 - 2  high-fiber foods promote 
regular bowel movements.

High-Fiber Diet

3 c popcorn
1 c tomato juice

Snack

Breakfast

1 c multigrain cereal
    c strawberries
1 c fat-free milk

2 slices whole wheat toast
2 tbs peanut butter

1 c coffee

1⁄2

1⁄2

Lunch

1 c black bean soup
3 oz broiled chicken

    c steamed broccoli
     c baked sweet potatoes

1 fresh pear
1 whole wheat dinner roll

1 tsp margarine

1⁄2

Dinner

3 oz baked fish
    c brown rice

    c peas
1 whole wheat dinner roll

2 tsp margarine
1 piece carrot cake

1 c fat-free milk

1⁄2

1⁄2

F i g u r e  1 8 - 1   Sample 
One-Day menu Containing 
38 g Fiber
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prescribe medications that stimulate colonic contractions. Biofeedback techniques 
are sometimes successful in training patients to relax their pelvic muscles more 
effectively.

Diarrhea
Diarrhea is characterized by the passage of  frequent, watery stools. In most cases, it 
lasts for only a day or two and subsides without complication. Severe or persistent 
diarrhea, however, can cause dehydration and electrolyte imbalances. Diarrhea may 
be accompanied by other symptoms, such as fever, abdominal cramps, dyspepsia, or 
bleeding, which help in diagnosing the cause.

causes of Diarrhea Diarrhea is a complication of  multiple GI disorders and may 
also be caused by infections, medications, or dietary substances.4 It results from inad-
equate fluid reabsorption in the intestines, sometimes in conjunction with an increase 
in intestinal secretions. In osmotic diarrhea, unabsorbed nutrients or other substances 
attract water to the colon and increase fecal water content; common causes include 
high intakes of  poorly absorbed sugars (such as sorbitol, mannitol, or fructose) and 
lactase deficiency (which causes lactose malabsorption). In secretory diarrhea, the fluid 
secreted by the intestines exceeds the amount that can be reabsorbed by intestinal cells. 
Secretory diarrhea is often due to foodborne illness but can also be caused by intestinal 
inflammation and various chemical substances (such as medications or unabsorbed 
bile acids). Motility disorders may also result in diarrhea because they accelerate the 
transit of  colonic residue, reducing the contact time available for fluid reabsorption.

Medical treatment of Diarrhea Correcting the underlying medical problem 
is the first step in treating diarrhea. For example, antibiotics are prescribed to treat 
intestinal infections. If  a medication is the cause of  diarrhea, a different drug may be 
prescribed. If  certain foods are responsible, they can be omitted from the diet. Bulk-
forming agents such as psyllium (Metamucil) or methylcellulose (Citrucel) can help 
to reduce the liquidity of  the stool. If  chronic diarrhea does not respond to treatment, 

Ta b L e  1 8 - 3   Laxatives and bulk-Forming agents

laxative Type Active Ingredients Product Examples Method of Action Cautions

Fiber 
(bulk-forming 
agents)

malt soup extract, 
methylcellulose, 
polycarbophil, 
psyllium

citrucel, Fiberall, 
Fiber-lax, 
metamucil

increase stool weight and aid in 
the formation of soft, bulky stools. 
similar effects are achieved by 
adding bran to the diet. For mild 
constipation. safe for long-term use.

some fiber supplements may 
increase flatulence. Psyllium may 
cause an allergic reaction. 

osmotic 
laxatives: 
nonabsorbable 
salts

magnesium 
citrate, magnesium 
hydroxide

epsom salts, milk 
of magnesia, 
citromag

attract water and increase liquidity of 
stools, which stimulates contractions.

may cause bloating and watery 
stools or diarrhea. should be used 
with caution. avoid using in renal 
patients and children.

osmotic 
laxatives: 
nonabsorbable 
sugars

lactulose, 
polyethylene glycol, 
sorbitol

cephulac, 
chronulac, colyte

attract water and increase liquidity of 
stools, which stimulates contractions. 
must be used for several days to take 
effect. safe for long-term use.

may cause flatulence and cramps. 
can lose effectiveness over time.

stimulant or 
irritant laxatives

aloe, bisacodyl, 
cascara, castor oil, 
senna

correctol, dulcolax, 
ex-lax

act as local irritants to colonic tissue; 
stimulate peristalsis and mucosal 
secretions. For moderate to severe 
constipation. long-term use is 
discouraged.

usually given only after milder 
treatments fail. may alter fluid 
and electrolyte balances. may lead 
to laxative dependency.

stool surfactant 
agents (stool 
softeners)

docusate sodium colace, surfak Promotes the mixing of water with 
stools; prevents formation of dry, 
hard stools.

do not increase stool weight. 
limited effectiveness.
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antidiarrheal drugs may be prescribed to slow GI motility or reduce intestinal se-
cretions. Probiotics (live bacteria provided in foods or dietary supplements) may be 
beneficial for treating certain types of  diarrhea (especially infectious diarrhea), but 
standard treatment protocols have not been developed.5

oral rehydration therapy Severe diarrhea requires the replacement of  lost fluid 
and electrolytes. Oral rehydration solutions can be purchased or easily mixed using 
water, salts, and glucose or sucrose (see Box 18-1 for a recipe that includes ingredients 
found in the home). The addition of  carbohydrate to the solution facilitates sodium 
and water absorption. Commercial sports drinks are not ideal fluids for rehydration 
because their sodium content is too low, but they can be used if  accompanied by salty 
snack foods. When diarrhea results in extreme dehydration, intravenous solutions are 
used to quickly replenish fluid and electrolytes.

Nutrition therapy for Diarrhea Nutrition care depends on the cause of  diarrhea 
and its severity and duration. The dietary treatment often recommended is a low-fiber, 
low-fat, lactose-free diet,6 which limits foods that contribute to stool volume, such as 
those with significant amounts of  fiber, resistant starch, fructose, sugar alcohols, and 
lactose (in lactose-intolerant individuals). Avoidance of  fatty foods may be advised if  
they aggravate diarrhea. Gas-producing foods (those with poorly digested or absorbed 
carbohydrates) can increase intestinal distention and cause additional discomfort. 
Although fluid intakes must usually be increased to replace fluid losses, patients should 
avoid caffeinated coffee and tea because caffeine stimulates GI motility and can thereby 
reduce water reabsorption. In the treatment of  formula-fed infants, apple pectin or 
banana flakes are sometimes added to formulas to help thicken stool consistency. 
Table 18-4 lists foods that may worsen diarrhea, although individual tolerances vary.

Irritable Bowel Syndrome
People with irritable bowel syndrome experience chronic and recurring intestinal 
symptoms that cannot be explained by specific physical abnormalities. The symptoms 
usually include disturbed defecation (diarrhea and/or constipation), flatulence, and 
abdominal discomfort or pain; the pain is often aggravated by eating and relieved 
by defecation. In some patients, symptoms are mild; in others, the disturbances in 
colonic function can interfere with work and social activities enough to dramatically 
alter the person’s lifestyle and sense of  well-being.7

irritable bowel syndrome: an 
intestinal disorder of unknown cause 
that disturbs the functioning of the 
large intestine; symptoms include 
abdominal pain, flatulence, diarrhea, 
and constipation.

an oral rehydration solution 
can be mixed from the 
following ingredients: 

 ❚ ½ tsp sodium chloride 
(table salt)

 ❚ ¹⁄³ tsp potassium chloride 
(salt substitute)

 ❚ ¾ tsp sodium bicarbonate 
(baking soda)

 ❚ 1¹⁄³ tbs sugar

 ❚ 1 qt water

BOX 18-1

Ta b L e  1 8 - 4   Foods That may Worsen Diarrhea

Foods to Avoid Rationale Selected Examplesa

high-fiber foods they increase 
colonic residue.

breads and cereals with more than 2 g fiber per 
serving, fruits and vegetables with peels or skins

Foods with indigestible 
carbohydrates

they contribute to 
osmotic diarrhea.

artichokes, asparagus, brussels sprouts, cabbage, 
dried beans and peas, fruit, garlic, green beans, 
leeks, onions, wheat, zucchini

Foods that contain 
fructose or sugar 
alcohols

they contribute to 
osmotic diarrhea.

dried fruit, fresh fruit (except bananas), fruit 
juices, fructose-sweetened soft drinks, sugar-free 
gums and candies

milk products, if person 
is lactose intolerant

they contribute to 
osmotic diarrhea.

milk and milk products

gas-producing foods they increase 
abdominal 
discomfort.

Foods with poorly digested or absorbed 
carbohydrates (including foods listed in the three 
rows directly above)

caffeine-containing 
beverages

they increase 
intestinal motility.

coffee, tea, colas, energy drinks

aindividual tolerances vary; the foods to avoid are best determined by trial and error.
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Although the causes of  irritable bowel syndrome remain elusive, people with 
the disorder tend to have excessive colonic responses to meals, GI hormones, and 
psychological stress. Many individuals exhibit hypersensitivity to a normal degree 
of  intestinal distention and feel discomfort when experiencing normal meal transit 
or typical amounts of  intestinal gas. Intestinal motility after meals may be excessive, 
leading to diarrhea, or be reduced, causing constipation. Some patients show signs 
of  low-grade intestinal inflammation; others may have had a bacterial infection that 
initiated their GI problems. Symptoms may worsen during periods of  psychological 
stress. Diagnosing irritable bowel syndrome is difficult because its symptoms are 
typical of  other GI disorders and laboratory tests for the condition are nonexistent.

treatment of irritable Bowel Syndrome Medical treatment of  irritable bowel 
syndrome often includes dietary adjustments, stress management, and behavioral 
therapies. Medications may be prescribed to manage symptoms but they are not 
always helpful. The drugs prescribed may include laxatives, antidiarrheal agents, 
antidepressants, antispasmotics (which reduce pain by relaxing GI muscles), and 
antibiotics (which alter bacterial populations in the colon). 

Nutrition therapy for irritable Bowel Syndrome Although dietary adjustments 
may reduce symptoms, responses among patients vary considerably. The most common 
recommendation is to gradually increase fiber intake from food or supplements to relieve 
constipation and improve stool bulk. However, clinical studies suggest that additional fiber 
has little or no effectiveness in improving symptoms and may worsen flatulence.8 Psyl-
lium supplementation may be helpful for individuals with constipation. Some individuals 
have fewer symptoms when they consume small, frequent meals instead of  larger ones. 
Foods that aggravate symptoms may include fried or fatty foods, gas-producing foods, 
milk products (not necessarily due to lactose intolerance), wheat products, and coffee 
(with or without caffeine); however, individual tolerances are best determined by trial and 
error. A careful evaluation of the dietary patterns that exacerbate symptoms may uncover 
the foods and habits most closely associated with intestinal discomfort.

Treatments under investigation for irritable bowel syndrome include peppermint 
oil, which relaxes smooth muscle within the GI tract, and various types of  probiotics.9 
The Case Study in Box 18-2 can help you apply your knowledge about irritable bowel 
syndrome to a clinical situation.

1. describe the characteristics of irritable 
bowel syndrome to dara, and indicate 
the role that stress might play in her 
illness.

2. explain how the record of food intake 
and symptoms might be helpful in 
devising an appropriate dietary plan for 
dara. could any of the foods that are 
currently in dara’s diet be aggravating 
her symptoms?

3. what dietary measures might benefit 
individuals with irritable bowel syn-
drome? what problems might some of 
the dietary changes cause?

dara calloway is a 22-year-old recent 
college graduate who began her first 
professional job in a bank 1 month ago. 
as a college student, she occasionally 
experienced abdominal pain and cramping 
after eating. she also had frequent bouts 
of diarrhea and felt somewhat better after 
bowel movements. once dara began her 
new job, her symptoms occurred more 
frequently. at first, she attributed her 
symptoms to job stress, but when the 
symptoms continued for several months, 
she decided to see her physician. after 
taking a careful history and conducting 
tests to rule out other bowel disorders, 
the physician diagnosed irritable bowel 

syndrome. the physician prescribed bulk-
forming fibers and advised dara to keep a 
record of her food intake and symptoms 
for 1 week. dara was then referred to a 
dietitian for a review of her dietary record. 
the dietitian noticed that dara routinely 
drank several cups of coffee in the morn-
ing and had large meals for lunch and 
dinner. dara often ate out in mexican res-
taurants and favored spicy foods, refried 
beans, and fatty desserts. between meals, 
she snacked on low-carbohydrate foods 
sweetened with sugar alcohols and drank 
several cans of soda daily. her dietary fiber 
intake, however, totaled only about  
13 grams daily.

Case Study B O X  1 8 - 2  y o u n g  a d u lt  w i t h  i r r i ta b l e  b o w e l  s y n d r o m e
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Constipation accompanies many different health problems; a high-fiber diet or 
fiber supplements are often beneficial. 

 ❚ Diarrhea can result from malabsorption, intestinal infections, motility disorders, 
or medications; a low-fiber, low-fat, lactose-free diet may be recommended.

 ❚ Irritable bowel syndrome is characterized by chronic, recurring intestinal 
symptoms such as diarrhea and/or constipation, abdominal pain, and flatulence; 
dietary measures may include increasing fiber intake, consuming small meals, and 
omitting certain foods from the diet.

18.3 Inflammatory Bowel Diseases 
LO 18.3 Describe the effects of the inflammatory bowel diseases on health and 
nutrition status and discuss their medical and nutrition treatments.

Inflammatory bowel diseases are chronic inflammatory illnesses characterized by 
abnormal immune responses to microbes that inhabit the GI tract.10 Although both 
genetic and environmental factors contribute to the development of  these diseases, 
the exact triggers are unknown. Table 18-5 compares the two major forms of  
inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis. Crohn’s dis-
ease usually involves the small intestine and may lead to nutrient malabsorption, 
whereas ulcerative colitis affects the large intestine, where little nutrient absorption 
occurs. Both diseases are characterized by periods of  active disease interspersed with 
periods of  remission. Nutrient losses can result from tissue damage, bleeding, and 
diarrhea.

complications of crohn’s Disease Crohn’s disease may occur in any region of  
the GI tract, but most cases involve the ileum and/or large intestine (see Figure 18-3). 
Lesions may develop in different areas in the intestine, with normal tissue separating 
affected regions (called “skip” lesions). During exacerbations, the inflammation may 
extend deeply into intestinal tissue and be accompanied by ulcerations, fissures, and 
fistulas. The resultant scar tissue can eventually thicken, narrowing the lumen and 
possibly causing strictures or obstructions. About 40 percent of  patients require sur-
gery within 10 years of  diagnosis.11 Patients with Crohn’s disease are also at increased 
risk of  developing intestinal cancers.

Crohn’s disease: an inflammatory 
bowel disease that usually occurs 
in the lower portion of the small 
intestine and the colon; the 
inflammation may pervade the entire 
intestinal wall.

ulcerative colitis (ko-lye-tis): an 
inflammatory bowel disease that 
involves the rectum and colon; the 
inflammation affects the mucosa 
and submucosa of the intestinal 
wall.

fistulas (Fist-you-luz): abnormal 
passages between organs or tissues 
that allow the passage of fluids or 
secretions.

Ta b L e  1 8 - 5   Comparison of Crohn’s Disease and ulcerative Colitis

Crohn’s Disease ulcerative Colitis

location of 
inflammation

approximately 35% of cases involve 
the ileum and colon, 28% are in the 
small intestine only, and 32% are 
confined to the colon

confined to the rectum and colon; 
always involves the rectum but often 
extends into the colon

Pattern of 
inflammation

discrete areas separated by normal 
tissue (“skip” lesions)

continuous inflammation throughout 
the affected region

Depth of 
damage

damage throughout all layers of 
tissue; causes deep fissures that give 
intestinal tissue a “cobblestone” 
appearance

damage primarily in the mucosa and 
submucosa (the layers of intestinal 
tissue closest to the lumen)

Fistulas common usually do not occur

Cancer risk increased greatly increased
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Malnutrition may result from poor food intake, malabsorption, diarrhea, bleeding, 
nutrient losses (especially of  protein) from inflamed tissues, increased needs due to 
inflammation, and surgical resections that shorten the small intestine. If  the ileum is 
affected, bile acids may become depleted,* causing malabsorption of  fat, fat-soluble 
vitamins, calcium, magnesium, and zinc (the minerals bind to the unabsorbed fatty 
acids). Because the ileum is the site of  vitamin B

12
 absorption, deficiency can develop 

unless the patient is given vitamin B
12

 injections. Anemia may result from bleeding, 
inadequate absorption of  the nutrients (iron, folate, and vitamin B

12
) involved in 

blood cell formation, or the metabolic effects of  chronic illness (see Nutrition in 
Practice 19).

complications of ulcerative colitis Ulcerative colitis always involves the rectum 
and usually extends into the colon (see Figure 18-3). Tissue inflammation is continu-
ous along the length of  intestine affected, ending abruptly at the area where healthy 
tissue begins. The erosion or ulceration affects the mucosa and submucosa only (the 
tissue layers closest to the lumen). During active episodes, patients may have frequent, 
urgent bowel movements that are small in volume and contain blood and mucus. 
Symptoms may include diarrhea, constipation, rectal bleeding, and abdominal pain.

Although mild disease may cause few complications, weight loss, fever, and weak-
ness are common when much of  the colon is involved. Severe disease is often associ-
ated with anemia (due to blood loss), dehydration, and electrolyte imbalances. Protein 
losses from the inflamed tissue can be substantial. A colectomy (removal of  the colon) 
is performed in 25 to 40 percent of  patients and prevents future recurrence.12 Colon 
cancer risk is substantially increased in ulcerative colitis patients.

Drug treatment of inflammatory Bowel Diseases Medications help to control 
symptoms, reduce inflammation, and minimize complications. The drugs prescribed 
include antidiarrheal agents, immunosuppressants, anti-inflammatory drugs (usually 
corticosteroids and salicylates), and antibiotics. The Diet-Drug Interactions feature in 
Box 18-3 (p. 502) lists some nutrition-related effects of  these medications. 

Nutrition therapy for inflammatory Bowel Diseases Crohn’s disease 
often requires aggressive dietary management because it can lead to protein-energy 
malnutrition, nutrient deficiencies, and growth failure in children. Specific dietary 
measures depend on the symptoms and complications that develop. High-kcalorie, 
high-protein diets may be prescribed to prevent or treat malnutrition or promote 

*Most of the bile used during digestion is eventually reabsorbed in the ileum and returned  
to the liver.

colectomy: removal of a portion 
or all of the colon.

F i g u r e  1 8 - 3   Comparison of Crohn’s Disease and ulcerative Colitis
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the healthy colon has a smooth 
surface with a visible pattern of fine 
blood vessels.

in crohn’s disease, the mucosa has 
a “cobblestone” appearance due 
to deep fissuring in the inflamed 
mucosal tissue.

in ulcerative colitis, the colon 
appears inflamed and reddened, 
and ulcers are visible.
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healing. Oral supplements may help to increase energy intake and improve weight 
gain. Vitamin and mineral supplements are usually necessary, especially if  nutrient 
malabsorption is present. During disease exacerbations, a low-fiber, low-fat diet pro-
vided in small, frequent feedings can minimize stool output and reduce symptoms of  
malabsorption. In some instances, tube feedings are used to supplement the diet or 
may be the sole means of  providing nutrients. Table 18-6 includes some other adjust-
ments that may be beneficial.

In most cases, the diet for ulcerative colitis requires few adjustments. As in Crohn’s 
disease, the symptoms and complications that arise are managed with appropriate 
dietary measures. During disease exacerbations, emphasis is given to restoring fluid 

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Antidiarrheal drugs Gastrointestinal effect: constipation

Anti-inflammatory drugs 
(sulfasalazine, corticosteroids)

Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting (sulfasalazine)
Dietary interactions: sulfasalazine may decrease folate absorption; supplementation is 
recommended
Metabolic effects: anemia (sulfasalazine); fluid retention, hyperglycemia, hypocalcemia, 
hypokalemia, hypophosphatemia, increased appetite, protein catabolism (corticosteroids)

laxatives Gastrointestinal effects: diarrhea, flatulence, abdominal discomfort
Metabolic effects: dehydration, electrolyte imbalances, laxative dependency

BOX 18-3 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S

Ta b L e  1 8 - 6   management of Symptoms and Complications 
in Crohn’s Disease

Symptom or Complication Possible Dietary Measures

growth failure, weight loss, or muscle 
wasting

 ❚ high-kcalorie, high-protein diet

 ❚ oral supplements

 ❚ tube feedings

anorexia or pain with eating  ❚ small, frequent meals

 ❚ oral supplements, as tolerated

 ❚ tube feedings if long-term (>5–7 days)

malabsorption  ❚ high-kcalorie diet

 ❚ nutrient supplementation

steatorrhea (fat malabsorption)  ❚ low-fat diet

 ❚ medium-chain triglycerides

 ❚ nutrient supplementation

diarrhea  ❚ Fluid and electrolyte replacement

 ❚ nutrient supplementation

lactose intolerance  ❚ avoidance of lactose-containing foods

nutrient deficiencies  ❚ nutrient-dense diet

 ❚ nutrient supplementation

strictures, partial obstruction, or fistulas  ❚ low-fiber diet

 ❚ liquid supplements

severe bowel obstruction, high-output 
fistulas, or severe exacerbations of disease

 ❚ total parenteral nutrition
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and electrolyte balances and correcting deficiencies that result from protein and blood 
losses. A low-fiber diet may reduce irritation by minimizing fecal volume. If  colon 
function becomes severely impaired, food and fluids may be withheld and fluids and 
electrolytes supplied intravenously until colon function returns.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Crohn’s disease can severely damage small intestinal tissue and lead to nutrient 
malabsorption. The damage from ulcerative colitis is confined to the large 
intestine, where little nutrient absorption occurs.

 ❚ Dietary measures for inflammatory bowel diseases aim to reduce symptoms, 
manage complications, and correct deficiencies. A low-fiber diet can reduce 
irritation during active episodes of  illness.

18.4 Diverticular Disease of the Colon
LO 18.4 Identify potential risk factors for diverticular disease of the colon and 
describe its treatment.

Diverticulosis refers to the presence of  pebble-sized herniations (outpockets) in the 
intestinal mucosa, known as diverticula (see Figure 18-4). Most people with diver-
ticulosis are symptom free and remain unaware of  the condition until a complication 
develops. The prevalence of  diverticulosis increases with age, occurring in 50 to  
65 percent of  80-year-old individuals.13

Although the cause of  diverticulosis is unclear, changes in connective tissue pro-
teins that occur with aging may contribute to its development.14 Epidemiological stud-
ies and controlled studies in rats have suggested that low-fiber diets may increase risk 
due to fiber’s influence on transit time, stool volume, and intraluminal pressures;15 
however, some recent clinical studies were unable to find an association between low-
fiber intakes and the incidence of  diverticulosis.16

diverticulosis (dye-ver-tic-you-
loh-sis): an intestinal condition 
characterized by the presence of 
small herniations (called diverticula) 
in the intestinal wall.

F i g u r e  1 8 - 4   Diverticula in the Colon

Diverticula
(plural)

Diverticulum
(singular)
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diverticula are small pouches that develop in 
weakened areas of the intestinal wall. the 
condition of having diverticula is known as 
diverticulosis.

diverticula are frequently seen during a 
colonoscopy, a procedure that uses a flexible, 
lighted tube to examine the inside of the colon.
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Diverticulitis Inflammation or infection sometimes develops in the area around a 
diverticulum. This condition, called diverticulitis, is the most common complication 
of  diverticulosis, affecting 10 to 25 percent of  individuals with the condition.17 It is 
thought to result from erosion of  the diverticular wall due to high intraluminal pres-
sure or particulate matter, leading to inflammation and eventually a microperforation 
that causes subsequent infection. If  the infection spreads to adjacent organs, fistulas 
may develop. Symptoms of  diverticulitis may include persistent abdominal pain, ten-
derness in the affected area, fever, constipation, and diarrhea.

treatment for Diverticular Disease Medical treatment for diverticulosis is nec-
essary only if  symptoms develop. Patients are often advised to increase fiber intake 
to relieve constipation and other symptoms, although high-fiber diets have not been 
shown to reverse diverticulosis or prevent disease progression.18 Fiber should be in-
creased gradually to ensure tolerance; emphasis should be on insoluble fiber sources 
such as wheat bran, whole grains, fruits, and vegetables. Bulk-forming agents, such as 
psyllium, can help to increase fiber intake if  food sources are insufficient. Avoiding 
nuts, seeds, and popcorn is sometimes suggested to prevent complications, but no evi-
dence is available to justify the recommendation.19

Patients with diverticulitis may need antibiotics to treat infections and, possibly, 
pain-control medications. In mild cases, a clear liquid diet may be advised initially, 
with progression to solid foods as tolerated. In severe cases, oral fluids and food are 
withheld and fluids are given intravenously. After pain and diarrhea have resolved, an 
oral diet is reintroduced, beginning with clear liquids and progressing to a low-fiber 
diet.20 Once the inflammation has subsided, a high-fiber diet is recommended to help 
prevent symptom recurrence.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Diverticulosis, the presence of  small herniations in the intestinal wall, is often  
asymptomatic unless complications develop; its prevalence increases with 
advancing age.

 ❚ Diverticulitis, which involves inflammation or infection of  the diverticula, may 
require medical treatment and temporary bowel rest.

18.5 Colostomies and Ileostomies
LO 18.5 Discuss the various dietary concerns of people with colostomies 
and ileostomies.

An ostomy is a surgically created opening (called a stoma) in the abdominal wall 
through which dietary wastes can be eliminated. Whereas a permanent ostomy is nec-
essary after a partial or total colectomy, a temporary ostomy is sometimes constructed 
to bypass the colon after injury or extensive surgery. To create the stoma, the cut end 
of  the remaining segment of  functional intestine is routed through an opening in the 
abdominal wall and stitched in place so that it empties to the exterior. The stoma can 
be formed from a section of  the colon (colostomy) or ileum (ileostomy), as shown 
in Figure 18-5. Conditions that may require these procedures include inflammatory 
bowel diseases, diverticulitis, and colorectal cancers.

To collect wastes, a disposable bag is affixed to the skin around the stoma and emp-
tied during the day as needed. In some cases, an internal pouch is constructed from 
ileal tissue and attached to the anus so that the anal sphincter can control output. 
Stool consistency varies according to the length of  colon that is functional. If  a small 
portion of  the colon is absent or bypassed, the stools may continue to be semi-solid. 

diverticulitis (dye-ver-tic-you-
lye-tis): an inflammation or infection 
involving diverticula.

stoma (stoe-ma): a surgically 
created opening in a body tissue or 
organ.

colostomy (co-lah-stoe-me): 
a surgical passage through the 
abdominal wall into the colon.

ileostomy (ill-ee-ah-stoe-me): 
a surgical passage through the 
abdominal wall into the ileum.
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If  the entire colon has been removed or is bypassed, the ability to absorb fluid and 
electrolytes is substantially reduced, and the output is liquid.

Nutrition care for Patients with ostomies Dietary adjustments are 
individualized according to the surgical procedure and symptoms that develop 
afterward. Following surgery, the diet may progress from clear liquids (low in 
sugars) to regular foods, as tolerated. To reduce stool output, a low-fiber diet may 
be recommended. Small, frequent meals may be more acceptable than larger ones. 
To determine food tolerances, patients should try small amounts of  questionable 
foods and assess their effects; a food that causes problems can be tried again later. 
Appropriate fluid and electrolyte intakes should be encouraged when a large portion 
of  the colon has been removed.

People with ileostomies need to chew thoroughly to ensure that foods are 
adequately digested and to prevent obstructions, a common complication due to the 
small diameter of  the ileal lumen. Foods high in insoluble fibers are sometimes dis-
couraged because they reduce transit time, may cause obstructions, and increase stool 
output. To replace electrolyte losses, patients are encouraged to use salt liberally and 
to ingest beverages with added electrolytes (such as sports drinks and rehydration 
beverages), if  necessary. If  a large portion of  the ileum has been removed, fat mal-
absorption may occur due to bile acid depletion, and vitamin B

12
 injections may be 

required.
Dietary concerns after colostomies depend on the length of  colon remaining. Most 

patients have no dietary restrictions and can return to a regular diet. Patient concerns 
may include stool odors, excessive gas production, and diarrhea. If  a large portion 
of  colon was removed, recommendations may be similar to those given to ileostomy 
patients. 

obstructions As mentioned, foods that are incompletely digested can cause obstruc-
tions, a primary concern of  ileostomy patients. Although these patients can consume 
almost any food that is cut in small pieces and carefully chewed, the following foods 
may cause difficulty: celery, coconut, coleslaw, mushrooms, peas, salad greens, dried 
fruit, unpeeled fresh fruits, pineapple, nuts, seeds, popcorn, frankfurters, sausages, and 
tough, chewy meats.21 

F i g u r e  1 8 - 5   Colostomy 
and ileostomy

Colostomy Ileostomy

In a colostomy, a portion of the colon is 
removed or bypassed, and the stoma is 
formed from the remaining section of 
functional colon.

In an ileostomy, the entire colon is removed or 
bypassed, and the stoma is formed from the 
ileum.
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reducing Gas and odors Persons with ostomies are often concerned about foods 
that may increase gas production or cause strong odors. Foods that may cause exces-
sive gas were discussed earlier (p. 495). Foods that sometimes produce unpleasant 
odors include asparagus, beer, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, dried 
beans and peas, eggs, fish, garlic, and onions. Foods that may help to reduce odors 
include buttermilk, cranberry juice, parsley, and yogurt.22

Diarrhea Examples of  foods that aggravate diarrhea are listed in Table 18-4 (p. 498). 
Foods that may thicken stool include applesauce, banana, cheese, pasta, potatoes, 
smooth peanut butter, tapioca, and white rice.23 What works may differ for each indi-
vidual, however, and is best determined by trial and error.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Colostomies and ileostomies are surgically created openings in the abdominal wall 
using the cut end of  the colon or ileum. Fluid and electrolyte requirements are 
greater after an ostomy if  colon function is reduced or absent.

 ❚ Poorly digested foods may cause obstructions in people with ostomies, although 
thorough chewing can reduce risk. Other concerns include excessive gas produc-
tion, food odors, and diarrhea.

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for diseases that:

 ■ cause chronic gi symptoms, such as irritable bowel 
syndrome or an inflammatory bowel disease 

 ■ interfere with nutrient absorption, such as crohn’s disease

check for surgical procedures involving the lower gi tract, such as:

 ■ intestinal resections
 ■ ileostomy or colostomy 

check for the following symptoms or complications:

 ■ anemia
 ■ constipation
 ■ diarrhea, dehydration
 ■ Fistulas
 ■ nutrient deficiencies
 ■ strictures or obstructions
 ■ Poor growth, in children

Medications

check for medications or dietary supplements that may:

 ■ cause constipation or diarrhea
 ■ alter appetite or nutrient needs

Dietary Intake

note the following problems, and contact the dietitian if you 
suspect difficulties such as:

 ■ Poor appetite or food intake
 ■ Food intolerances

 ■ inadequate fiber intake, in patients with constipation
 ■ malabsorbed carbohydrates, in patients with diarrhea
 ■ inadequate fluid intake

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight. address weight loss early 
to prevent malnutrition in patients with:

 ■ severe or persistent diarrhea
 ■ nutrient malabsorption

laboratory Tests

check laboratory tests for signs of dehydration, electrolyte 
imbalances, nutrient deficiencies, and anemia in patients 
with:

 ■ severe or persistent diarrhea
 ■ nutrient malabsorption
 ■ intestinal resections

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration
 ■ Fat-soluble vitamin deficiencies
 ■ Vitamin b12 deficiency
 ■ mineral deficiencies
 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  l o w e r  
g i  t r a c t  d i s o r d e r s
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clinical applications
1. a health practitioner working with a patient with a constipa-

tion problem provides him with detailed information about 
a high-fiber diet. at a follow-up appointment, the patient 
reports no change in symptoms. his food diary for that day 
shows that he consumed an omelet and toast for breakfast 
and a sandwich with juice for lunch. 

 ❚ considering these two meals only, what additional informa-
tion would help the health practitioner evaluate the man’s 
compliance with the diet he was given? 

 ❚ review the discussion about fiber in chapter 2 and create 
a one-day menu that provides the dri for fiber for an adult 
male, using the fiber values listed in appendix a.

2. a number of symptoms and disorders of the gi tract, as 
described in this chapter and the previous one, are associ-
ated with aging. review both chapters and list these symp-
toms and disorders. referring back to chapter 13, describe 
some effects of aging on the gi tract and explain how these 
changes might relate to the gi symptoms and disorders you 
listed.

3. the diets described in this chapter are highly individualized: a 
particular food may cause discomfort for one person and have 
no effect on another. describe some practical ways to keep 
track of food intolerances.

self check 
1. Foods that do NOT supply fiber include:

a. cabbage and broccoli.
b. beef and pork.
c. oats and corn.
d. beans and peas.

2. the health practitioner advising an elderly patient with 
constipation encourages the patient to: 
a. consume a low-fat diet low in sodium.
b. consume a high-protein diet rich in calcium.
c. gradually add high-fiber foods to the diet.
d. eliminate gas-forming foods from the diet.

3. laxatives help to promote bowel movements by:
a. stimulating peristalsis.
b. increasing stool weight.
c. increasing the water content of stools.
d. all of the above

4. osmotic diarrhea often results from: 
a. excessive colonic contractions.
b. excessive fluid secretion by the intestines.
c. nutrient malabsorption.
d. viral, bacterial, or protozoal infections.

5. an oral rehydration solution can be mixed at home using:
a. water, vinegar, honey, and table salt.
b. water, table salt, and salt substitute.
c. water, milk, sugar, and table salt.
d. water, table salt, baking soda, potassium chloride, and sugar.

6. symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome most often include:
a. constipation and/or diarrhea and flatulence.
b. weight loss and malnutrition.
c. strong odors and obstructions.
d. nauea and vomiting. 

7. a patient with crohn’s disease may develop all of the 
following nutrition problems, except:
a. fat malabsorption.
b. dumping syndrome.
c. vitamin b12 deficiency.
d. anemia.

8. ulcerative colitis may afflict which region of the digestive 
tract?
a. ileum, rectum, and colon
b. rectum and colon
c. stomach and duodenum
d. most regions of the gi tract can be affected

9. diverticulosis is most often associated with:
a. aging.
b. inadequate exercise.
c. intestinal surgery.
d. a high-fiber diet.

10. after an ileostomy, the most serious concern is that: 
a. the diet is too restrictive to meet nutrient needs.
b. waste disposal causes frequent daily interruptions.
c. incompletely digested foods may cause obstructions.
d. fluid restrictions prevent patients from drinking beverages 

freely.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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Soon after birth, the warm, nutrient-rich environment within 
the gastrointestinal tract is colonized by a wide variety of 

bacterial species. in fact, the approximately 10 trillion bacterial 
cells inhabiting our bodies (flora) represent more than 90 percent 
of the cells in the body. most bacterial cells reside in our colon, 
which harbors over 500 different species.1 although the exact 
composition of intestinal bacteria varies among individuals, the 
pattern within an individual tends to remain constant over time, 
fluctuating somewhat due to age, illness, antibiotic treatment, 
and, to some extent, dietary factors. table nP18-1 lists the 
predominant types of bacteria that colonize the human intestines, 
and table nP18-2 shows how the bacterial populations vary within 
different regions of the gi tract.

over the past several decades, nutritional scientists and 
microbiologists have tried to determine whether probiotics—live, 
nonpathogenic microorganisms supplied in sufficient numbers 
to possibly benefit our health—can be useful for preventing or 
treating various medical conditions. although the diseases of inter-
est include gastrointestinal disorders, researchers have also been 
studying the effects of bacterial probiotics on cancer, immune 
system disorders, and other illnesses. this nutrition in Practice 
discusses some of the research and explains some of the issues 
involved in selecting and consuming probiotics. the accompanying 
glossary in box nP18-1 defines some relevant terms.

How do our intestinal bacteria influence health?

intestinal bacteria can benefit our health in a number of differ-
ent ways. First, the bacteria degrade much of our undigested or 
unabsorbed dietary carbohydrate, including certain dietary fibers, 
starch that is resistant to digestion, and poorly absorbed sugars 
and sugar alcohols. in turn, the bacteria produce some vitamins, as 
well as short-chain fatty acids that our colonic epithelial cells and 
other body cells can use as an energy source. intestinal bacteria 
also assist in the development and maintenance of mucosal tissue, 
protect intestinal tissue from pathogenic bacteria, and stimulate 
immune defenses in mucosal cells and other body tissues.2

certain nondigestible substances in food, called prebiotics, 
can stimulate the growth or activity of the resident bacteria within 
the large intestine. Prebiotics include some of the carbohydrates 
found in artichokes, asparagus, bananas, chicory root, garlic, Je-
rusalem artichokes, leeks, onions, and other foods.3 because the 
intestinal bacteria that degrade these substances produce gas as 
a by-product, people who consume high amounts of these foods 
may experience more flatulence than usual.

Why are certain types of bacteria considered 
“probiotic”?

For microbes to be “probiotic”—that is, beneficial to health—they 
must be nonpathogenic when consumed. they must survive their 
transit through the digestive tract; therefore, they must be resistant 
to destruction by stomach acid, bile, and other digestive substances. 
they should be able to alter the intestinal environment in some 
way that is beneficial to the human host, such as by producing 
antimicrobial substances, altering immune defenses, metabolizing 
undigested foodstuffs, or protecting the intestinal walls. 

Probiotic bacteria must be consumed in large amounts—
between 100 million and 100 billion live bacteria per day—to 
survive in sufficient numbers to influence the bacterial populations 
in the large intestine; a serving of yogurt usually provides these 
amounts. carefully controlled studies have not found that 
probiotic bacteria actually colonize the intestine, however, as they 
are no longer detected in fecal or intestinal samples once ingestion 
of the probiotic product stops. note that only a few different types 

C H a P T e r  1 8

1 8 . 6  P r O B i O t i c s  a n d  i n t e s t i n a l  h e a lt h

Nutrition in Practice

LO 18.6 Describe the potential benefits of consuming 
probiotics and prebiotics and identify some common 
dietary sources.

B O X  n P 1 8 - 1   g L O S S a r y

bacterial translocation: movement of bacteria across the 
intestinal mucosa, allowing access to body tissues.

flora: the bacteria that normally reside in a person’s body.

nonpathogenic: not capable of causing disease.

pathogenic: capable of causing disease.

prebiotics: indigestible substances in foods that stimulate the growth 
of nonpathogenic bacteria within the large intestine.

probiotics: live microorganisms provided in foods and dietary 
supplements for the purpose of preventing or treating disease.

Ta b L e  n P 1 8 - 1   intestinal Flora

Predominant Types Subdominant Types

bacteroides enterobacteria

bifidobacteria enterococci

clostridia escherichia

eubacteria Klebsiella

Peptococci lactobacilli

Peptostreptococci micrococci

ruminococci staphylococci

Ta b L e  n P 1 8 - 2   bacterial Populations  
in the gastrointestinal Tract

Organ
Total Bacteria  
(per ml of contents)

stomach, duodenum 10–1000

Jejunum, ileum 104–108

colon 1010–1012
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tested 19 probiotic supplements, they found that 5 of the products 
contained only 16 to 56 percent of the organisms claimed on the 
label.10 thus, there is no guarantee that a dietary supplement will 
contain the numbers of microbes expected.

are there any potential problems associated 
with the use of probiotics?

yes. one major concern is the possibility that probiotic bacteria 
may cause infection in immune-compromised individuals. Various 
species of probiotic bacteria, including Lactobacillus species, have 
been isolated from the infection sites of severely ill individuals 
who were consuming the probiotic.11 risk is increased by the use 
of antibiotic therapy (which reduces intestinal flora populations), 
illnesses or medications that suppress immunity, and illnesses that 
increase risk of bacterial translocation (including inflammatory 
bowel illnesses and intestinal infections). care should be taken to 
inquire about probiotic use in these patients.

other safety concerns are related to the lack of industry stan-
dards for probiotics in foods and supplements: the concentrations 
and strains of probiotic organisms in foods may vary substantially. 
thus, a consumer who wishes to try probiotics would find it dif-
ficult to determine how much of a product to consume in order to 
achieve the desired effect.

the microbes that inhabit the gi tract have critical roles in 
maintaining the integrity of intestinal tissues and influence health 
in various other ways. Preliminary research suggests that altering 
our bacterial populations by consuming probiotics or prebiotics 
may help to improve our defenses against certain illnesses. 
additional studies are needed to verify the beneficial effects of 
probiotics and prebiotics and to develop standard protocols that 
can be used for treating illness.

notes

1. m. w. ariefdjohan, o. n. brown-esters, and d. a. savaiano, 
intestinal microflora and diet in health, in a. m. coulston,  
c. J. boushey, and m. g. Ferruzzi, eds., Nutrition in the 
Prevention and Treatment of Disease (london: academic 
Press/elsevier, 2013), pp. 719−738.

of bacteria are used in foods, and the relatively small amounts 
consumed cannot compete with the huge populations that 
normally reside in our digestive tract.

What types of medical problems are helped by 
probiotics? 

although the results of research studies vary, probiotics may help 
to prevent and treat some gastric and intestinal disorders (includ-
ing inflammatory bowel diseases and irritable bowel syndrome), 
alter susceptibility to food allergens and alleviate some allergy 
symptoms, and improve the availability and digestibility of vari-
ous nutrients. other potential benefits include improved immune 
responses, reduced symptoms of lactose intolerance, and reduced 
cancer risk.4

much of the research investigating probiotics and intestinal 
illness has focused on the prevention and treatment of infectious 
diarrhea. For example, controlled trials have suggested that certain 
strains of probiotic bacteria may shorten the duration of diarrhea 
caused by rotavirus infection in infants and children, decrease the 
incidence of traveler’s diarrhea in tourists visiting high-risk areas, 
and prevent the recurrence of infectious diarrhea in hospitalized 
patients.5 in studies of children and adults using antibiotics, some 
strains of probiotic bacteria have been shown to reduce the inci-
dence and duration of antibiotic-associated diarrhea.6 as another 
example, some studies have suggested that probiotic treatment 
may help to reduce the recurrence of pouchitis, an inflammation 
of the surgical pouch created in some patients who have had an 
ileostomy or colostomy.7

despite promising research results thus far, there are no clear 
conclusions about the appropriate probiotic doses or durations of 
treatment for many of these conditions. moreover, the beneficial 
effects of one bacterial strain cannot be extrapolated to other 
strains of the same species, as different strains can have contrast-
ing effects.8 thus, individuals who decide to consume probiotic-
containing foods and supplements to benefit their health cannot 
be certain that the substances they use will help their condition. 
at best, probiotics should be considered an adjunct therapy rather 
than a primary treatment for an illness. 

What are the main dietary sources of probiotics?

Probiotics are provided mainly by fermented foods (see Figure nP18-1).  
in the united states, yogurt and acidophilus milk are produced  
using various species of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria, although  
the species are chosen for their ability to produce desirable food prod-
ucts rather than their potential health benefits. in europe and asia, 
food products containing probiotic bacteria include yogurt, milk,  
ice cream, oatmeal gruel, and soft drinks. although lactobacilli are 
used to produce various other fermented food products, such as 
sauerkraut, pickles, brined olives, and sausages, these foods retain 
few, if any, live bacteria after they undergo typical food processing 
methods.

a number of companies market probiotic supplements, which 
are available in capsules, tablets, and powders.9 because probiotic 
products contain living organisms, storage conditions may affect 
viability—heat, moisture, and oxygen can reduce survival times—
and therefore consumers should check the expiration date before 
purchasing a product. when a consumer group (consumerlab.com) 

F i g u r e  n P 1 8 - 1  Various species of Lactobacillus are used 
in the production of fermented food products, such as the foods 
shown in this photo.
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Carbohydrate- and 
Fat-Modified Diets 
for Malabsorption 
Disorders

19.1 Malabsorption Syndromes
LO 19.1 Describe some procedures that can help 
to identify a malabsorption problem and discuss 
the potential causes and consequences of fat 
malabsorption and bacterial overgrowth.

19.2 Lactose Intolerance
LO 19.2 Identify the causes of lactose intolerance and 
describe the current treatment approaches for this 
condition.

19.3 Disorders of the Pancreas
LO 19.3 Identify the effects of pancreatitis and cystic 
fibrosis on health and nutrition status and describe the 
nutrition therapies used in treatment.

19.4 Disorders of the Small Intestine
LO 19.4 Summarize the effects of celiac disease and 
short bowel syndrome on health and nutrition status 
and describe their nutrition care.

19.5 Nutrition in Practice: Anemia 
in Illness
LO 19.5 Describe the process of erythropoiesis and 
explain how nutrient deficiencies, diseases, or disease 
treatments may lead to anemia.

19
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The gastrointestinal (GI) illnesses that are the most detrimental 
to nutrition status are those that cause nutrient malabsorption. 

Malabsorption can lead to nutrient deficiencies and weight loss and 
cause serious complications. This chapter describes disorders that require 
carbohydrate- and fat-modified diets to treat malabsorption. 

19.1 Malabsorption Syndromes
LO 19.1 Describe some procedures that can help to identify a malabsorption 
problem and discuss the potential causes and consequences of fat malabsorption 
and bacterial overgrowth.

To digest and absorb nutrients, we depend on normal digestive secretions and healthy 
intestinal mucosa. Malabsorption can therefore be caused by pancreatic disorders that 
cause enzyme or bicarbonate deficiencies, disorders that result in bile deficiency, and 
inflammatory diseases or medical treatments that damage intestinal tissue. In some 
cases, the treatment of  an intestinal disease requires surgical removal of  a section  
(resection) of  the small intestine, leaving minimal absorptive capacity in the portion 
that remains. In addition, various medications can damage the mucosa and impair the 
digestive and absorptive functions of  the small intestine. Table 19-1 lists examples of  
diseases and treatments that are frequently associated with malabsorption.

Malabsorption rarely involves a single nutrient. When malabsorption is caused by 
pancreatic enzyme deficiencies, all macronutrients—protein, carbohydrate, and fat—
may be affected. When fat is malabsorbed, fat-soluble nutrients and some minerals are 
usually malabsorbed as well. Malabsorption disorders and their treatments can tax 
nutritional status further by causing complications that alter food intake, raise nutrient 
needs, or promote additional nutrient losses. 

Evaluating Malabsorption
A number of  clinical procedures and laboratory tests are used to determine whether 
an individual has a malabsorption problem. Examples include the following:1

 ❚ Endoscopy or biopsy. Direct examination of  the duodenal mucosa with an 
endoscope may reveal physical changes characteristic of  intestinal diseases that 
cause malabsorption. A biopsy can be taken during the procedure for further 
analysis.

 ❚ Stool fat analysis. Fat malabsorption can be determined by placing the patient 
on a high-fat diet (80 to 100 grams per day), performing a 48- to 72-hour stool 
collection, and measuring the stool’s fat content. Healthy individuals generally 
eliminate less than 7 grams of  fat per day under these conditions. Excessive fat in 
the stools is known as steatorrhea.

 ❚ Hydrogen breath test. When carbohydrate is malabsorbed, colonic bacteria digest 
the carbohydrate and produce hydrogen gas, which is absorbed and later can be 
measured in the breath. The hydrogen breath test is often used to diagnose lactose 
intolerance, but it can diagnose malabsorption of  other types of  carbohydrate as 
well. This test is also used to determine the presence of  excessive bacteria in the 
small intestine. 

 ❚ Xylose absorption. Xylose, a sugar that is readily absorbed but is not well metabo-
lized, can be used to test whether the small intestine is able to absorb nutrients 
normally. In the xylose absorption test, the patient is given an oral dose of  xylose, 
and blood and urine tests determine whether appropriate amounts of  xylose were 
absorbed. 

resection: the surgical removal of 
part of an organ or body structure.

endoscope: a flexible fiber optic 
tube used for viewing internal cavi-
ties of the body.

biopsy: removal of a tissue sample 
to determine the cause of an illness.

steatorrhea (stee-ah-tor-ree-ah): 
excessive fat in the stool due to fat 
malabsorption; characterized by 
stools that are loose, frothy, and foul 
smelling due to a high fat content.

 ❚ steat 5 fat
 ❚ rheo 5 flow

Ta b L e  1 9 - 1   Potential 
Causes of malabsorption

Genetic disorders

 ❚ enzyme deficiencies

Intestinal disorders

 ❚ aids-related enteropathy

 ❚ bacterial overgrowth

 ❚ celiac disease

 ❚ crohn’s disease

 ❚ radiation enteritis

Intestinal infections

 ❚ giardiasis

 ❚ nematode (roundworm) 
infections

liver disease (bile 
insufficiency)

Pancreatic disorders

 ❚ chronic pancreatitis

 ❚ cystic fibrosis

Surgeries

 ❚ gastric or intestinal bypass 
surgery

 ❚ intestinal resection (short bowel 
syndrome)
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Fat Malabsorption
Fat is the nutrient most frequently malabsorbed because both digestive enzymes and 
bile must be present for its digestion. Thus, fat malabsorption often develops when an 
illness reduces either pancreatic or bile secretions. For example, both pancreatitis and 
cystic fibrosis can decrease the secretion of  pancreatic lipase, whereas severe liver dis-
ease can cause bile insufficiency. Motility disorders that accelerate gastric emptying or 
intestinal transit can cause fat malabsorption because they prevent the normal mixing 
of  dietary fat with lipase and bile. Fat malabsorption can also be caused by condi-
tions or treatments that damage the intestinal mucosa, such as inflammatory bowel 
diseases, AIDS, and radiation treatments for cancer.

consequences of Fat Malabsorption Fat malabsorption is associated with 
losses of  food energy, essential fatty acids, fat-soluble vitamins, and some minerals 
(see Figure 19-1). Weight loss may result if  the individual does not consume 
alternative sources of  energy. Deficiencies of  fat-soluble vitamins and essential fatty 
acids are common in chronic conditions. Malabsorption of  some minerals, including 
calcium, magnesium, and zinc, often occurs because the minerals form soaps with 
the unabsorbed fatty acids and bile acids. Calcium deficiency may lead to bone loss, 
which is further aggravated by the vitamin D deficiency that often develops due to fat 
malabsorption.

Another consequence of  fat malabsorption is an increased risk of  kidney stones, 
which are most often composed of  calcium oxalate.* The oxalates in foods ordinarily 
bind to calcium in the small intestine and are eliminated in the stool. If  calcium 
instead binds to fatty acids or bile acids, the oxalates are free to be absorbed into the 
blood and are ultimately excreted in the urine. The risk of  developing oxalate stones 
increases when urinary oxalate levels are high. Kidney stones are discussed further in 
Chapter 23.

*Oxalates are plant compounds found in green leafy vegetables and some other foods. The oxalates 
can bind to minerals in the GI tract and form complexes that the body cannot absorb.

soaps: chemical compounds 
formed from fatty acids and 
positively charged minerals.

FAT MALABSORPTION

Loss of
food energy

Loss of
essential fatty

acids

Loss of
fat-soluble
vitamins

Loss of
minerals

Weight loss
and

malnutrition

Essential fatty
acid

deficiencies

Vitamin
deficiencies

Increased 
risk of bone

loss

Increased 
urinary excretion

of oxalate

Increased risk
of oxalate

stone formation

Calcium and
magnesium
deficiencies

Increased
absorption
of oxalate

F i g u r e  1 9 - 1   The Consequences of Fat malabsorption
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Ta b L e  1 9 - 2   Fat-restricted Diet

a fat-restricted diet includes mostly low-fat and fat-free foods. For a fat intake of 50 grams per day, limit meats and meat substitutes to 
6 ounces per day, and limit fats and oils to 8 teaspoons per day.a Foods from other food groups should provide less than 1 gram of fat 
per serving.

Food Category Foods Recommended Foods to Avoid

Meat and meat 
alternates

lean meat, fish, or skinless poultry prepared by broiling, roasting, 
grilling, or boiling; low-fat luncheon meat such as sliced turkey 
breast; meat alternates such as dried beans or peas; low-fat egg 
substitutes; egg whites

meat with visible fat, ground beef (unless 
extra lean), sausage, bacon, frankfurters, 
spareribs, duck, tuna packed in oil, whole 
eggs and egg yolks

Milk and milk 
products

Fat-free milk, fat-free yogurt, fat-free sour cream substitutes, fat-free 
half-and-half and cream substitutes, fat-free cheese; low-fat milk 
products can be used in moderation

milk products that are not fat free or low fat

Breads, cereals, 
rice, and pasta

whole-grain and enriched breads, cooked cereals and most cold 
breakfast cereals, plain tortillas, bagels, english muffins, fat-free 
muffins, saltine crackers, graham crackers, pretzels, plain rice, plain 
noodles and pasta

biscuits, pancakes, waffles, granola, 
snack crackers made with fat, cornbread, 
doughnuts, corn chips, fried rice, buttered 
or butter-flavored popcorn

Vegetables all vegetables prepared without added fat buttered, creamed, breaded, or fried 
vegetables; vegetables prepared au gratin 
style; french-fried potatoes; potato chips, 
olives

Fruit all types of fruit except avocados avocado; fruit dishes prepared with fat, 
nuts, or coconut

Desserts sherbet; fruit ices; flavored gelatin; fat-free pudding; angel food 
cake; meringue; fat-free bakery products; fat-free ice cream or frozen 
yogurt; fat-free candy such as marshmallows, jelly beans, and hard 
candy

cake, cookies, pie, and pastry made with 
fat; pudding made with whole milk or eggs; 
ice cream; candy made with fat, such as 
caramel or chocolate

Fats and oils Vegetable oils, soft or liquid margarines and spreads, limited amounts 
of butter or stick margarine (1 tsp provides about 3½–4½ g fat)

each of these foods can replace 1 tsp fat in the amounts specified:  
1 tbs salad dressing, 2 tbs low-fat salad dressing, ½ tbs peanut 
butter, 1 tbs chopped nuts, 2 tbs mashed avocado

dietary fat that exceeds the amount 
specified in the nutrition prescription

Beverages Fruit juices, soft drinks, fat-free milk, coffee, tea, coffee substitutes beverages made with milk (unless fat free) 
or added cream, chocolate milk, eggnog, 
milk shakes

Sample Menu (contains about 50 g fat):

Breakfast: 6 oz orange juice, 1 c oatmeal with nonfat milk and raisins, 1 slice whole-wheat toast with 1 tsp margarine, coffee with 
fat-free half-and-half

lunch: turkey breast sandwich (2 slices whole-wheat bread, 2 oz lean turkey breast, 2 tomato slices, lettuce leaf, and 2 tsp 
mayonnaise), 2 c salad greens with 1 tbs salad dressing, fruit cup (1 c peaches and ½ c berries) with ½ c orange sherbet

Snack: 6 oz nonfat fruit yogurt, 6 saltine crackers with 1 tbs peanut butter and ½ tbs honey 

Dinner: 4 oz cod with sliced lemon, 1 slice French bread with 1 tsp butter, 1 c steamed rice with herbs and walnut oil (includes ½ tsp oil),  
1 c steamed broccoli and carrots with ½ tsp margarine, 1 piece angel food cake with fat-free whipped cream

ato achieve a fat intake that is less than 50 grams, additional reductions may be necessary. For example, for a fat intake of 25 grams per day, limit meats and meat 
substitutes to 4 ounces per day, and limit fats and oils to 2 teaspoons per day.

Nutrition therapy for Fat Malabsorption If  steatorrhea does not improve, a 
fat-restricted diet may be recommended (see Table 19-2). The diet may help to relieve 
intestinal symptoms that are aggravated by fat intake (such as diarrhea and flatulence) 
and reduce vitamin and mineral losses. Because fat is a primary energy source, it should 
not be restricted more than necessary. Medium-chain triglycerides (MCT), which do 
not require lipase or bile for digestion and absorption, can be used as an alternative 
source of  dietary fat, although MCT oil does not provide essential fatty acids. Box 19-1 
(p. 516) offers suggestions for following a fat-restricted diet and for using MCT oil.

medium-chain triglycerides 
(mCT): triglycerides with fatty acids 
that are 8 to 10 carbons in length. 
mct do not require digestion and 
can be absorbed in the absence of 
lipase or bile.
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Bacterial Overgrowth
Ordinarily, the GI tract is protected from bacterial overgrowth by gastric acid, which 
destroys bacteria; peristalsis, which flushes bacteria through the small intestine before 
they multiply; and immunoglobulins secreted into the GI lumen.2 When bacterial 
overgrowth does occur, it can lead to fat malabsorption because the bacteria dismantle 
the bile acids needed for fat emulsification. Deficiencies of  the fat-soluble vitamins A, 
D, and E may eventually develop. The bacteria also produce enzymes and toxins that 
disturb the intestinal mucosa, destroying some mucosal enzymes (especially lactase) 
and possibly reducing the absorptive surface area. Some types of  bacteria metabolize 
vitamin B

12
, reducing its absorption and increasing the risk of  deficiency. Although 

symptoms of  bacterial overgrowth are often minor and nonspecific, severe cases may 
lead to chronic diarrhea, steatorrhea, flatulence, bloating, and weight loss.

causes of Bacterial overgrowth Conditions that impair intestinal motility and 
allow material to stagnate can greatly increase susceptibility to bacterial overgrowth. 
For example, in some types of  gastric surgery, a portion of  the small intestine is 
bypassed, preventing the flow of  material in the bypassed region and allowing bacteria 
to flourish (see the “blind loop” shown in Figure 17-6 on p. 482). Intestinal motility 
can also be reduced by strictures, obstructions, and diverticula in the small intestine, 
as well as by some chronic illnesses, including diabetes mellitus and scleroderma.3 

Reduced secretions of  gastric acid can also lead to bacterial overgrowth. Possible 
causes include atrophic gastritis, acid-suppressing medications, and some gastrectomy 
procedures.

treatment for Bacterial overgrowth Treatment may include antibiotics to 
suppress bacterial growth and surgical correction of  the anatomical defects that 
contribute to a motility disorder. Medications may be given to stimulate peristalsis, 
and acid-suppressing medications should be discontinued. A lactose-restricted diet 
may reduce flatulence and diarrhea in some individuals. Dietary supplements can 
correct nutrient deficiencies, especially deficiencies of  fat-soluble vitamins, calcium 
(which combines with malabsorbed fatty acids), and vitamin B

12
.

bacterial overgrowth: exces-
sive bacterial colonization of the 
stomach and small intestine; may 
be due to low gastric acidity, altered 
gi motility, mucosal damage, or 
contamination.

For some individuals, fat-restricted diets may be difficult to 
follow. Fats add flavors, aromas, and textures to foods—
characteristics that make foods more enjoyable. unlike some 
dietary changes that can be introduced gradually, fat restriction 
is often implemented immediately, allowing little time for 
adaptation. these suggestions may help:

 ❚ Fat is better tolerated if provided in small portions. divide the 
day’s allotment into several servings that can be consumed 
throughout the day.

 ❚ use variety to enhance enjoyment of meals: vary flavors, 
textures, colors, and seasonings.

 ❚ look for fat-free items when grocery shopping. incorporate 
fat-free ingredients when preparing favorite recipes.

 ❚ try fat-free and low-fat condiments to improve the diet’s 
palatability. experiment with herbs and spices. instead of 
butter, use fruit butter on toast. use butter-flavored granules 
on vegetables. replace mayonnaise in sandwiches with a spicy 
mustard. replace salad dressing with a flavored vinegar.

 ❚ avoid products that contain the fat substitute olestra, which 
may aggravate gi symptoms.

if patients are interested in using medium-chain triglyceride 
(mct) oil:

 ❚ explain that mct products are expensive but that the cost is 
sometimes covered by medical insurance.

 ❚ advise patients to add mct oil to the diet gradually. diarrhea 
and abdominal cramps may result if too much is used at once. 
tolerance to mct oil may improve in time.

 ❚ advise patients that mct oil may have an unpleasant taste 
when used alone. suggest using mct oil in recipes as a 
substitute for regular oil. mct oil can replace the oil in salad 
dressings, be incorporated into sauces, and be used in cooking 
or baking. it can also be added to fat-free milk products to 
make milk shakes.

 ❚ Point out that mct oil should not be used to fry foods 
because it decomposes at lower temperatures than most 
cooking oils.

How To B O X  1 9 - 1  F o l l o w  a  F at- r e s t r i c t e d  d i e t
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Nutrient malabsorption can result from an undersupply of  digestive secretions, 
motility disorders, or damaged intestinal mucosa. Clinical procedures or labora-
tory tests may reveal the underlying conditions causing a malabsorption problem.

 ❚ Fat malabsorption can cause losses of  food energy and deficiencies of  essential 
fatty acids, fat-soluble vitamins, and some minerals. In severe cases, nutrition 
therapy may include a fat-restricted diet and use of  MCT oil.

 ❚ Bacterial overgrowth may result from conditions that reduce gastric acidity or 
intestinal motility; it typically causes malabsorption of  fat and some essential 
nutrients.

19.2 Lactose Intolerance
LO 19.2 Identify the causes of lactose intolerance and describe the current 
treatment approaches for this condition.

Approximately 75 percent of  people worldwide have some degree of  
lactose intolerance, which is caused by the loss or reduction of  lactase, 
the intestinal enzyme that digests the lactose in milk products.4 Lactose 
intolerance is especially prevalent among individuals of  certain eth-
nic groups, including Asians, African Americans, Native Americans, 
Ashkenazi Jews, and Latinos. It may also result from GI disorders, 
medications, or medical treatments that damage the small intestinal 
mucosa. The primary symptoms of  lactose intolerance are diarrhea and 
increased intestinal gas.

Lactose intolerance is rarely serious and is easily managed by simple 
dietary adjustments. Although people with the condition are sometimes 
reluctant to consume milk products, clinical studies have found that 
individuals with lactose intolerance can tolerate up to 2 cups of  milk daily 
without significant symptoms.5 In addition, the regular consumption of  
milk products increases the amount of  lactose metabolized by intesti-
nal bacteria, which improves lactose tolerance.6 People who avoid milk 
for fear of  intestinal discomfort can be urged to gradually increase their 
consumption of  lactose-containing foods. They may more readily toler-
ate milk when intake is divided throughout the day and the milk is taken 
with food (see Figure 19-2). Most aged cheeses are well tolerated because 
they contain little lactose. Yogurts that contain live bacterial cultures are 
often acceptable because the bacteria contain lactase, which may aid in 
lactose digestion. Other options are to add a lactase preparation to milk 
or to take enzyme tablets before consuming milk products. Lactose-free 
milk is also commercially available.

People who develop lactose intolerance as a result of  intestinal illness 
are often advised to temporarily restrict milk and milk products. Foods 
that contain lactose can be reintroduced in small amounts once the con-
dition improves. Individuals who restrict milk products should be encour-
aged to consume alternative food sources of  calcium and vitamin D. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚  Lactose intolerance, caused by lactase deficiency, can be managed by adjusting the 
amount and timing of  lactose consumption.

lactose intolerance: intolerance 
to lactose-containing foods due to 
the loss or reduction of intestinal 
lactase; symptoms may include flatu-
lence, bloating, and diarrhea.

F i g u r e  1 9 - 2   milk and Lactose 
intolerance
most people with lactose intolerance can drink milk, 
especially if they drink it along with other foods and 
limit the amount they consume at any one time.
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 ❚  Most people with lactose intolerance can consume up to 2 cups of  milk daily 
without significant symptoms; tolerance may be improved by consuming small 
portions of  milk at one time and consuming the milk with foods.

19.3 Disorders of the Pancreas
LO 19.3 Identify the effects of pancreatitis and cystic fibrosis on health and 
nutrition status and describe the nutrition therapies used in treatment.

As mentioned previously, pancreatic disorders can lead to maldigestion and 
malabsorption due to the impaired secretion of  digestive enzymes. This section describes 
several diseases that disrupt pancreatic function and cause widespread malabsorption.

Pancreatitis
Pancreatitis is an inflammatory disease of  the pancreas. Although mild cases may 
subside in a few days, other cases can persist for weeks or months. Chronic pancreatitis 
can lead to irreversible damage to pancreatic tissue and permanent loss of  function.

acute Pancreatitis In acute pancreatitis, the digestive enzymes within pancreatic cells 
become prematurely activated, causing destruction of  pancreatic tissue and subsequent 
inflammation. About 70 to 80 percent of  acute cases are caused by gallstones or alcohol 
abuse; less frequent causes include elevated blood triglyceride levels or exposure to 
various toxins.7 Common symptoms include severe abdominal pain, nausea and vomit-
ing, and abdominal distention. In most patients, the condition resolves within a week 
with no complications. More serious cases may lead to chronic pancreatitis, infection, 
the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (see p. 631), or multiple organ failure.

Nutrition therapy for acute Pancreatitis The initial treatment for acute pancreatitis 
is supportive and includes pain control and intravenous hydration. In cases of  mild- 
to-moderate pancreatitis, oral fluids and food are withheld until the patient is pain free 
and experiences no nausea or vomiting.8 Afterward, patients can usually consume a 
regular diet; a fat-restricted diet may be helpful for patients with symptoms of  fat mal-
absorption (such as steatorrhea and abdominal pain). In severe pancreatitis, continuous 
tube feedings, started within the initial 48 hours of  treatment, may lead to improved out-
comes compared with withholding intakes; the use of  elemental formulas (formulas that 
contain hydrolyzed nutrients) may improve patient tolerance.9 Protein needs are gener-
ally high in pancreatitis patients (between 1.2 and 1.5 grams per kilogram body weight 
per day10) due to the catabolic effects of  inflammation. Patients should be given multivi-
tamin/mineral supplements until food intakes can meet their nutritional needs.

chronic Pancreatitis Chronic pancreatitis is characterized by progressive, permanent 
damage to pancreatic tissue, resulting in the impaired secretion of  digestive enzymes 
and bicarbonate. About 70 to 80 percent of  cases are caused by excessive alcohol con-
sumption.11 Most patients with chronic pancreatitis experience persistent abdominal 
pain, which may worsen with eating and be accompanied by nausea and vomiting. 
Although all macronutrients are maldigested, the symptoms of  fat malabsorption are 
typically the most severe. Long-term illness is associated with reduced secretion of  in-
sulin and glucagon, and diabetes eventually develops in 30 to 50 percent of  patients.12

Nutrition therapy for chronic Pancreatitis The objectives of  nutrition therapy 
are to reduce malabsorption and correct malnutrition. Pancreatic enzyme replace-
ment is the main treatment for steatorrhea and other symptoms of  malabsorption. 
Most enzyme preparations are enteric coated to resist the acidity of  the stomach and 
do not dissolve until they reach the small intestine. If  nonenteric-coated preparations 

enteric coated: refers to medica-
tions or enzyme preparations that 
are coated to withstand gastric acid-
ity and dissolve only at the higher 
ph of the small intestine.
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are used, acid-suppressing drugs are also required (Box 19-2 lists nutrition-related side 
effects of  these medications). Fecal fat concentrations can be monitored to determine 
if  the enzyme treatment has been effective.

Patients with chronic pancreatitis who are hypermetabolic and underweight have 
high protein and energy requirements; protein needs may range between 1.0 and  
1.5 grams per kilogram body weight per day and energy intakes should be about  
35 kcalories per kilogram daily.13 Dietary supplements are used to correct nutrient 
deficiencies, which may be due to malabsorption or to the alcohol abuse that caused 
the disease. Patients should avoid alcohol completely and quit smoking cigarettes, as 
these substances can exacerbate illness and interfere with healing.14

Cystic Fibrosis
Cystic fibrosis is the most common life-threatening genetic disorder among 
Caucasians, with an incidence of  approximately 1 in 3000 to 5000 white births.15 The 
condition is characterized by a mutation in the protein that regulates chloride transport 
across epithelial cell membranes. The abnormality alters the ion concentration and/
or viscosity of  exocrine secretions, causing a broad range of  serious complications. 
Until a few decades ago, few infants born with cystic fibrosis survived to adulthood. 
Now, with early detection and advances in medical treatment, the median life span 
has reached 38 years of  age, with many patients surviving into their 50s.16

consequences of cystic Fibrosis Cystic fibrosis is characterized by abnormal 
chloride and sodium levels in exocrine secretions. These altered secretions ultimately 
disrupt the functioning of  multiple tissues and organs. Common complications of  
cystic fibrosis involve the lungs, pancreas, and sweat glands.

 ❚ Lungs. Changes in bronchial secretions lead to an impaired ability to clear 
airway mucus, resulting in chronic respiratory infections, progressive 
inflammation, and airway obstruction (see Figure 19-3, p. 520). The eventual 
lung damage causes breathing difficulties, chronic coughing, and lower exer-
cise tolerance. Nutrition status may become impaired due to hypermetabolism, 
the greater energy cost of  labored breathing, and anorexia (loss of  appetite).

 ❚ Pancreas. Most patients produce thickened pancreatic secretions that obstruct the pan-
creatic ducts.17 The trapped pancreatic enzymes eventually damage pancreatic tissue, 
leading to progressive atrophy and scarring. Few pancreatic enzymes reach the small 
intestine, resulting in severe malabsorption of protein, fat, and fat-soluble vitamins.

 ❚ Sweat glands. Salt losses in sweat are usually excessive, increasing the risk of  
dehydration.

Children with cystic fibrosis are chronically undernourished, grow poorly, and have 
difficulty maintaining normal body weight. Complications that may develop over time 

cystic fibrosis: a genetic disorder 
characterized by abnormal chloride 
and sodium levels in exocrine secre-
tions; often leads to respiratory ill-
ness and pancreatic insufficiency.

exocrine: pertains to external 
secretions, such as those of the 
mucous membranes or the skin. 
opposite of endocrine, which 
pertains to hormonal secretions  
into the blood.

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Antisecretory drugs (proton-
pump inhibitors, h2 blockers)

Gastrointestinal effects: diarrhea, constipation, nausea and vomiting, abdominal pain 
(proton-pump inhibitors)
Dietary interactions: may decrease iron, calcium, folate, and vitamin b12 absorption

Pancreatic enzyme 
replacements

Gastrointestinal effects: constipation, nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal cramps, 
irritation of gi mucosa
Dietary interactions: may decrease folate and iron absorption
Metabolic effects: elevated serum or urinary uric acid levels (with high doses), allergic 
reactions (rare)

BOX 19-2 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S
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include pancreatitis, glucose intolerance or dia-
betes (due to destruction of  insulin-producing 
cells), and gallbladder and liver diseases.

Nutrition therapy for cystic Fibrosis  
Patients with cystic fibrosis have high energy 
requirements, which range from 120 to 150 per-
cent of  DRI values; however, intakes are often 
much lower than these levels.18 To achieve nor-
mal growth and appropriate weight, patients 
are typically encouraged to eat a high-kcalorie, 
high-protein diet, consume high-fat foods freely, 
eat frequent meals and snacks, and supplement 
meals with milk shakes or oral supplements. 
Supplemental tube feedings can help to improve 
nutrition status if  energy intakes are inadequate.

Pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy is 
a central feature of  cystic fibrosis treatment. 
Supplemental enzymes must be included with 
every meal or snack. For young children, 
the contents of  capsules are mixed in small 
amounts of  liquid or a soft food (such as apple-
sauce) and fed with a spoon. Enzyme dosages 

may need to be adjusted if  malabsorption continues, as evidenced by poor growth or 
GI symptoms such as steatorrhea, intestinal gas, or abdominal pain.

The risk of  nutrient deficiency depends on the degree of  malabsorption; nutrients 
of  greatest concern include the fat-soluble vitamins, essential fatty acids, calcium, 
iron, and zinc. Multivitamin/mineral supplements are routinely recommended. The 
liberal use of  table salt and salty foods is encouraged to make up for sodium losses in 
sweat. The Case Study in Box 19-3 reviews the care of  a patient with cystic fibrosis.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Whereas acute pancreatitis is short lived and does not cause permanent damage, 
chronic pancreatitis can lead to digestive enzyme deficiencies and may require 
pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy.

 ❚ Cystic fibrosis can cause obstructive lung disease and pancreatic damage; the nu-
trition treatment includes a high-kcalorie, high-protein diet and pancreatic enzyme 
replacement therapy.

F i g u r e  1 9 - 3   Postural Drainage Therapy
Postural drainage, a type of physical therapy used in cystic fibrosis, helps to clear 
the thick, sticky secretions that block airways and increase infection risk. the 
therapy involves maintaining a position that helps fluid drain out of the lungs, 
sometimes helped by soft claps or vibration over the areas that require drainage.

elements of the diet that Julie should 
follow to improve growth. 

3. explain to Julie’s parents how to use 
enzyme replacement therapy effectively.

4. Julie’s parents are hoping to discon-
tinue the nightly tube feedings. do you 
think the tube feedings are necessary? 
why or why not?

Julie is a 7-year-old girl diagnosed with 
cystic fibrosis. symptoms of steator-
rhea and poor growth during infancy 
prompted the tests that led to the diag-
nosis. she is currently 45 inches tall and 
weighs 42 pounds. her height for age 
and weight for age fall near the 10th 
percentile (see appendix e). Julie eats 
regular foods during the day and receives 

additional nutrients by tube feedings 
delivered overnight.

1. what do the height and weight per-
centiles tell you about Julie’s nutrition 
status? why is growth failure common 
in children with cystic fibrosis? 

2. explain why Julie’s energy needs are so 
much higher than normal. describe the 

Case Study B O X  1 9 - 3  c h i l d  w i t h  c y s t i c  F i b r o s i s
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19.4 Disorders of the Small Intestine
19.4 Summarize the effects of celiac disease and short bowel syndrome on health 
and nutrition status and describe their nutrition care.

Malabsorption is a frequent consequence when the intestinal mucosa is damaged 
due to inflammation, infection, or other causes. One intestinal illness characterized 
by severe inflammation—Crohn’s disease—was described in Chapter 18. This section 
discusses celiac disease, an intolerance to wheat, barley, and rye that can damage the 
intestinal mucosa, and short bowel syndrome, the malabsorption disorder that results 
when a significant portion of  the small intestine is surgically removed. 

Celiac Disease
Celiac disease is an immune disorder characterized by an abnormal immune response 
to a protein fraction in wheat gluten and to related proteins in barley and rye. The 
reaction to gluten causes severe damage to the intestinal mucosa and subsequent 
malabsorption. Celiac disease affects approximately 1 percent of  Caucasians, 
although it is less common in other ethnic groups.19

consequences of celiac Disease The immune reaction to gluten can cause striking 
changes in intestinal tissue (see Figure 19-4). In affected areas, the villi may be shortened 
or absent, resulting in a significant reduction in mucosal surface area (and, therefore, in 
the number of  cells that digest and absorb nutrients). The damage may be restricted to 
the duodenum or may involve the full length of  the small intestine. Individuals with 
severe disease may malabsorb all nutrients to some degree; in mild cases, the nutrients 
malabsorbed vary according to the extent of  damage and portion of  intestine affected.

Symptoms of  celiac disease include GI disturbances such as diarrhea, steatorrhea, 
and flatulence. Because lactase deficiency can result from the mucosal damage, milk 
products may exacerbate GI symptoms. Due to nutrient malabsorption, children with 
celiac disease often exhibit poor growth, low body weight, muscle wasting, and anemia.  

celiac (see-lee-ack) disease: an 
immune disorder characterized by 
an abnormal immune response to 
wheat gluten and related proteins; 
also called gluten-sensitive enteropa-
thy or celiac sprue.

wheat gluten (glu-ten): a family 
of water-insoluble proteins in wheat; 
includes the gliadin (gly-ah-din) 
fractions that are toxic to persons 
with celiac disease.

F i g u r e  1 9 - 4   effect of Celiac Disease on intestinal Tissue
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in the healthy intestine, the villi greatly 
increase the absorptive surface area.

in celiac disease, the villi may be shortened or absent, resulting in 
substantial reductions in nutrient absorption.
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Adults may develop anemia, bone disorders, neurological 
symptoms, and fertility problems.

Some gluten-sensitive individuals may have few GI symptoms 
but react to gluten by developing a severe, itchy rash. This 
condition is called dermatitis herpetiformis and requires dietary 
adjustments similar to those for celiac disease.

Nutrition therapy for celiac Disease The treatment for 
celiac disease is lifelong adherence to a gluten-free diet. Improve-
ment in symptoms often occurs within several weeks, although 
mucosal healing can sometimes take years. If  lactase deficiency 
is suspected, patients should avoid lactose-containing foods until 
the intestine has recovered.

The gluten-free diet eliminates foods that contain wheat, bar-
ley, and rye (see Table 19-3 and Figure 19-5). Because many foods 
contain ingredients derived from these grains, foods that are 

problematic are not always obvious. Gluten sources that may be overlooked include 
beer, brewer’s yeast, caramel coloring, coffee substitutes, communion wafers, imita-
tion meats, malt syrup, medications, salad dressings, and soy sauce. Gluten-free prod-
ucts can be purchased to replace common food items such as bread, pasta, and cereals.  

dermatitis herpetiformis: a 
gluten-sensitive disorder character-
ized by a severe skin rash. 

Ta b L e  1 9 - 3   gluten-Free Diet 

Food Category Gluten-Free Choices Potential Gluten Sources

Meat and meat 
alternates

Fresh meat, fish, or poultry; shellfish; dried 
peas and beans; tofu; nuts and seeds; eggs

luncheon meats, sandwich spreads, meatloaf, meatballs, 
frankfurters, sausage, poultry injected with broth, imitation 
meat products, imitation seafood, meat extenders, miso, egg 
substitutes, dried egg products, dry roasted nuts, peanut butter. 

Avoid: products made with hydrolyzed vegetable protein 
(hVP), marinades, and soy sauce; breaded foods; foods 
prepared with cream sauces or gravies.

Milk and milk 
products

milk, buttermilk, half-and-half, cream, plain 
yogurt, cheese, cottage cheese, cream cheese

chocolate milk, milk shakes, frozen yogurt, flavored yogurt, 
cheese spreads, cheese sauces. 

Avoid: malted milk, malted milk powders.

Breads, cereals, rice, 
and pasta

breads, bakery products, and cereals made 
with amaranth, arrowroot, buckwheat, corn, 
flax, hominy grits, millet, potato flour or 
potato starch, quinoa, rice, sorghum, soybean 
flour, tapioca, and teff; pasta and noodles 
made with the grains or starches listed above; 
corn tacos and corn tortillas

oatmeal and oat bran (due to possible contamination), rice 
crackers, rice cakes, corn cakes.

Avoid: breads, bakery products, cereals, tortillas, matzo, pasta, 
and pancake or baking mixes made with wheat, rye, barley, 
and triticale. Wheat products include bulghur, couscous, 
durum flour, einkorn, emmer, farina, graham flour, kamut, 
semolina, spelt, wheat bran, and wheat germ. Barley products 
include malt, malt flavoring, and malt extract.

Fruits and 
vegetables

any fresh, frozen, or canned fruits or 
vegetables

French fries from fast-food restaurants, commercial salad 
dressings, fruit pie fillings, dried fruit (may be dusted with flour).

Avoid: scalloped potatoes (usually made with wheat flour), 
creamed vegetables, vegetables dipped in batters.

Desserts bakery products made with gluten-free flours, 
most ice creams, sherbet, sorbet, italian ices, 
popsicles, gelatin desserts, egg custards, most 
chocolate bars, chocolate chips, hard candies, 
marshmallows, whipped toppings

some ice creams (especially if made with cookie dough, brownies, 
nuts, and other added ingredients), candies, and candy bars.

Avoid: bakery products or doughnuts made with wheat, rye, or 
barley; pudding made with wheat flour; ice cream or sherbets 
that contain gluten stabilizers; ice cream cones; licorice.

Beverages coffee; tea; cocoa made with pure cocoa 
powder; soft drinks; wine; distilled alcoholic 
beverages such as rum, gin, whiskey, and 
vodka

instant tea or coffee, coffee substitutes, chocolate drinks, hot 
cocoa mixes.

Avoid: beer, ale, lager, malt beverages, cereal beverages, 
beverages that contain nondairy cream substitutes.

F i g u r e  1 9 - 5   gluten-Free Foods
gluten-free products help people with celiac disease enjoy 
a wider variety of foods.
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Patients should also be instructed in food preparation methods that prevent cross-
contamination from utensils, cutting boards, and toasters. Figure 19-6 shows an 
example of  a menu for a gluten-free diet.

Although most people with celiac disease can safely consume moderate 
amounts of  oats, most oats grown in the United States are contaminated with 
wheat, barley, or rye. Oats are usually grown in rotation with other grains and 
may become contaminated during harvesting or processing. Some oat manufactur-
ers now produce oats in dedicated facilities and test products to ensure that they 
are gluten free. Individuals who wish to include oats in their diet should purchase 
only uncontaminated oats and limit intakes to the amounts found to be safe (about  
½ cup of  dry rolled oats per day).

Short Bowel Syndrome
The treatment of  Crohn’s disease, intestinal cancers, and other conditions may 
include the surgical resection of  a major portion of  the small intestine. Short bowel 
syndrome is the malabsorption syndrome that results when the absorptive capacity 
of  the remaining intestine is insufficient for meeting nutritional needs. Without 
appropriate dietary adjustments, short bowel syndrome can result in fluid and 
electrolyte imbalances and multiple nutrient deficiencies. Symptoms include diarrhea, 
steatorrhea, dehydration, weight loss, and growth impairment in children.

Figure 19-7 (p. 524) reviews nutrient absorption in the GI tract and describes 
how absorption is affected by surgical resections. Generally, up to 50 percent of  the 
small intestine can be resected without serious nutritional consequences.20 More 
extensive resections lead to generalized malabsorption, and patients may need lifelong 
parenteral nutrition to supplement oral intakes.

intestinal adaptation After an intestinal resection, the remaining intestine undergoes 
intestinal adaptation, which dramatically improves the intestine’s absorptive capacity. 
Adaptation—which depends on the presence of nutrients and GI secretions in the lumen—
begins soon after surgery and continues for several years. During this period, the remaining 
section of  intestine develops taller villi and deeper crypts and also grows in length and 
diameter; these changes dramatically increase the absorptive surface area. The ileum 
has a greater capacity for adaptation than the jejunum; thus, removal of  the ileum has 
more severe consequences than removal of  the jejunum. Loss of  the ileum permanently 
disrupts vitamin B

12
 and bile acid absorption, and depletion of  bile acids exacerbates fat 

malabsorption. Adaptation is achieved more easily if  the colon is present because the 
colon’s resident bacteria can metabolize unabsorbed carbohydrates and produce some 
usable nutrients. An intact colon also helps to reduce losses of fluids and electrolytes.

Nutrition therapy for Short Bowel Syndrome Total parenteral nutrition meets 
nutritional needs after surgery and is gradually replaced by tube feedings and/or oral feed-
ings. To promote intestinal adaptation, the feedings may be started within a week after 
surgery, after diarrhea subsides somewhat and some bowel function is restored. Initial 
oral intake may consist of  sips of  clear, sugar-free liquids, progressing to larger amounts 
of liquid formulas and then to solid foods, as tolerated. Very small, frequent feedings can 
utilize the remaining intestine most effectively. To compensate for malabsorption and 
reduce the need for nutrition support, a high-kcalorie diet may be encouraged.21

The exact diet prescribed depends on the portion of  intestine removed, the length 
of  remaining intestine, and whether the colon is still intact. If  a high-kcalorie diet is 
advised and fat is well tolerated, a high-fat, low-carbohydrate diet may help to increase 
energy intakes. Conversely, a high-complex-carbohydrate, low-fat diet may be suggested 
for patients who have an intact colon, because the colon bacteria can metabolize the 
unabsorbed carbohydrate and produce short-chain fatty acids (which are absorbed 
in the colon), and the fat restriction may improve steatorrhea. Patients should avoid 

short bowel syndrome: the 
malabsorption syndrome that fol-
lows resection of the small intestine; 
characterized by inadequate ab-
sorptive capacity in the remaining 
intestine.

intestinal adaptation: physio-
logical changes in the small intestine 
that increase its absorptive capacity 
after resection.

F i g u r e  1 9 - 6   Sample 
menu—gluten-Free Diet

Snack

Lunch

Dinner

 Tortilla chips and guacamole

 Hot cocoa (made with
 cocoa powder)

 Orange juice

 Gluten-free pancake
 with maple syrup

 Plain yogurt with banana
 and strawberries

 Coffee with half-and-half

 Grilled chicken breast
 with cranberry chutney

 Baked potato topped with
 grated cheddar cheese

 Sliced tomato
 with chopped basil

 Raspberry sherbet

 Sauteed catfish with
 sliced lemon and dill

 Wild rice pilaf

 Collard greens and garlic
 sauteed in olive oil

 Green salad with oil
 and vinegar dressing

 Vanilla egg custard

Breakfast

Gluten-Free Menu
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concentrated sweets (which attract fluids) or milk products if  they worsen diarrhea. 
Vitamin and mineral supplementation can help to prevent deficiencies. The Case Study 
in Box 19-4 can help you review the material on short bowel syndrome.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Celiac disease is characterized by an abnormal immune response to gluten, result-
ing in malabsorption; a gluten-free diet is the primary treatment.

 ❚ Short bowel syndrome may result from major intestinal resections. Although in-
testinal adaptation can improve absorptive capacity over time, individuals with 
extensive resections may require lifelong parenteral nutrition support.

Esophagus

Stomach

   Simple carbohydrates
   Fats
   Amino acids
   Vitaminsa

   Mineralsa

   Water         

aThe absorption of vitamins and minerals begins in the duodenum and continues throughout the length of the small intestine.

Minimal consequences if the ileum 
remains intact
Calcium and iron malabsorption if 
duodenum resected

Fat malabsorption
Protein malabsorption
Malabsorption of fat-soluble vitamins 
and vitamin B12
Reduced calcium, magnesium, and 
zinc absorption
Fluid losses
Diarrhea/steatorrhea

   Water
   Electrolytes
   Short-chain fatty acids

Fluid and electrolyte losses
Diarrhea
(Losses are compounded if ileum is 
also resected)

WHAT IS ABSORBED
POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES 
OF RESECTION

Colon

Ileum

Duodenum/
jejunum

Duodenum/jejunum

Colon
Colon

Ileum

Duodenum/jejunum

   Bile salts
   Vitamin B12
   Water
(Can adapt to assume 
absorptive functions of the 
duodenum and jejunum)

Ileum

F i g u r e  1 9 - 7   nutrient absorption and Consequences of intestinal Surgeries

nutrition-related concerns are sug-
gested by Judi’s recent weight loss? 
what other nutrition problems did Judi 
probably experience as a consequence 
of crohn’s disease?

3. discuss the complications that may fol-
low an extensive intestinal resection. 
what factors may affect a person’s ability 
to meet nutrient needs with an oral diet?

4. describe the dietary progression recom-
mended after an extensive intestinal 
resection. after Judi is able to eat solid 
foods, what factors may affect the type 
of diet that is recommended for her?

Judi morel is a 28-year-old economist with 
an eight-year history of crohn’s disease. 
Judi is 5 feet 7 inches tall. three years ago, 
she underwent a small bowel resection 
and remained free of active disease for 
two years. during that time, her symptoms 
subsided; she was able to tolerate most 
foods without any problem and gained 
weight. ten months ago, Judi experienced 
a severe flare-up of her crohn’s disease. 
since that time, she has lost 15 pounds 
and currently weighs 118 pounds. she has 
experienced severe abdominal pain and 
fatigue that have persisted despite aggres-
sive medical management that included 

intravenous nutrition. Five days ago, Judi 
underwent another resection, which left 
her with 40 percent of healthy small intes-
tine. her colon is intact. she is experienc-
ing extensive diarrhea.

1. describe the manifestations of crohn’s 
disease, and explain why surgery is 
sometimes performed as part of the 
treatment (review chapter 18). describe 
the complications of disease that may 
affect nutrient needs.

2. using the bmi table in the back of the 
book, check the ideal weight range 
for a person of Judi’s height. what 

Case Study B O X  1 9 - 4  Pat i e n t  w i t h  s h o r t  b o w e l  s y n d r o m e
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for medical diagnoses of:

 ■ celiac disease
 ■ crohn’s disease
 ■ chronic pancreatitis
 ■ cystic fibrosis
 ■ lactose intolerance
 ■ short bowel syndrome

check for surgical procedures involving the gi tract, such as:

 ■ gastrectomy
 ■ gastric bypass surgery
 ■ intestinal bypass surgery
 ■ intestinal resections

check for the following symptoms or complications:

 ■ anemia
 ■ bacterial overgrowth
 ■ bone disease
 ■ diarrhea, dehydration
 ■ Fistulas
 ■ Kidney stones
 ■ lactose intolerance
 ■ obstructions
 ■ Poor growth, in children
 ■ steatorrhea

Medications

check for medications or dietary supplements that may:

 ■ interfere with appetite or food intake
 ■ irritate the mucosal lining
 ■ reduce gastric acid secretion

Dietary Intake

note the following problems and contact the dietitian if you 
suspect difficulties such as:

 ■ Food intolerances
 ■ inadequate fluid intake
 ■ Poor appetite or food intake

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight. address weight loss early 
to prevent malnutrition in patients with:

 ■ gastric or intestinal bypass surgeries
 ■ gastric or intestinal resections
 ■ malabsorption
 ■ severe or persistent diarrhea
 ■ steatorrhea

laboratory Tests

check laboratory tests for signs of dehydration, electrolyte 
imbalances, and nutrient deficiencies in patients with:

 ■ intestinal resections
 ■ malabsorption
 ■ severe or persistent diarrhea
 ■ steatorrhea

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration
 ■ essential fatty acid and fat-soluble vitamin deficiencies
 ■ Folate and vitamin b12 deficiencies
 ■ mineral deficiencies
 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  m a l a b s o r P t i o n 
d i s o r d e r s

clinical applications
1. using table 19-2 on p. 515 as a guide, plan a day’s menus for 

a diet containing approximately 50 grams of fat. take care to 
make the meals both palatable and nutritious. how can these 
menus be improved using the suggestions in box 19-1?

2. as stated in this chapter, the treatment of celiac disease is 
deceptively simple—eliminate wheat, barley, and rye, and pos-
sibly oats. remaining on a gluten-free diet is more challenging 
than it appears, however.

 ❚ randomly select 10 of your favorite snack and convenience 
foods. take a trip to the grocery store, and check the labels 

of the products you selected to see if they would be al-
lowed on a gluten-free diet. Keep in mind that the labels 
may not list all offending ingredients. 

 ❚ Find acceptable substitutes for the products that are not 
allowed, either by substituting other foods or by checking 
for gluten-free products in the grocery store. if you have ac-
cess to the internet, you may want to investigate websites 
that advertise gluten-free products to get an idea of what’s 
available.
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self check 
1. Possible causes of malabsorption include all of the following 

except:
a. inflammatory bowel disease.
b. pancreatic dysfunction.
c. liver disease.
d. flatulence.

2. the hydrogen breath test can help to diagnose:
a. b vitamin deficiencies.
b. fat malabsorption.
c. carbohydrate malabsorption.
d. pancreatic disorders.

3. nutrition problems that may result from fat malabsorption 
include all of the following except:
a. weight loss.
b. essential amino acid deficiencies.
c. bone loss.
d. oxalate kidney stones.

4. common nutrition problems associated with bacterial over-
growth in the stomach and small intestine include: 
a. sensitivity to gluten.
b. fat malabsorption and vitamin b12 deficiency.
c. constipation.
d. permanent loss of digestive enzymes.

5. lactose intolerance is a direct consequence of:
a. insufficient lactase.
b. milk allergy.
c. fluid imbalance.
d. pancreatic dysfunction.

6. the majority of chronic pancreatitis cases can be attributed to: 
a. bacterial and viral infections.
b. gallstones.
c. alcohol abuse.
d. elevated triglyceride levels.

7. the most appropriate diet for a person with cystic fibrosis is a: 
a. high-kcalorie diet.
b. high-fiber diet.
c. gluten-free diet.
d. fat-controlled diet.

8. chronic pancreatitis and cystic fibrosis are both treated with:
a. intestinal resection.
b. postural drainage.
c. enzyme replacement therapy.
d. stool softeners.

9. a person on a gluten-free diet must avoid products 
containing: 
a. wheat, barley, and rye.   
b. lactose.
c. excessive fat. 
d. corn, rice, and millet.

10. despite the intestine’s capacity for adaptation, removal of 
which section of the intestine will likely result in fat malab-
sorption and multiple nutrient deficiencies?
a. duodenum
b. Jejunum
c. colon
d. ileum

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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Anemia is usually defined as a significant reduction in the 
blood’s red blood cell mass or hemoglobin content, which 

lowers the blood’s oxygen-carrying capacity. it is frequently the 
first sign of illness and may be the disorder that initially drives an 
individual to seek medical attention. anemia is associated with a 
great number of diseases and is common among hospital patients. 
earlier chapters in this textbook describe some of the relationships 
between nutrient deficiencies and anemia. this nutrition in Prac-
tice explains how and why anemia develops during the course of 
illness. the glossary in box nP19-1 defines the relevant terms.

How does anemia develop?

anemia develops when red blood cells (also called erythrocytes) 
are unable to be produced in sufficient numbers, are too quickly 
destroyed, or are lost due to bleeding.1 because red blood cells 
contain the hemoglobin that supplies oxygen to tissues, their 
absence can result in fatigue and reduced stamina. the deficiency 
of oxygen in tissues is the main stimulus for the production of 
additional red blood cells. table nP19-1 provides an overview of 
some different categories of anemia and their underlying causes.

How are red blood cells produced?

the production of red blood cells (erythropoiesis) takes place in the 
bone marrow, a soft tissue found in certain types of bone. the pro-
cess begins when kidney cells sense the low oxygen content of blood 
and release the hormone erythropoietin (see Figure nP19-1, p. 528). 
erythropoietin travels to the bone marrow, where it stimulates 
precursor cells (stem cells) to divide and differentiate into red blood 
cells. the cells that are released from the bone marrow are immature 
red blood cells called reticulocytes. reticulocytes develop into mature 
red blood cells over a 24- to 48-hour period while they circulate in the 
bloodstream. reticulocytes generally constitute 0.5 to 1.5 percent of 
the red blood cell population.2

Which nutrient deficiencies can interfere with 
red blood cell production?

the nutrient deficiencies that most often upset red blood cell 
production are those of iron, folate, and vitamin b12. iron is required 
for hemoglobin production, and deficiency results in microcytic 
anemia, characterized by small, hypochromic cells (see pp. 240–241). 
Vitamin b12 and folate participate in dna synthesis, and deficiency 
of either nutrient leads to megaloblastic anemia, characterized by 
large (macrocytic), immature cells (see pp. 208–209). other nutrient 

C H a P T e r  1 9
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Nutrition in Practice

LO 19.5 Describe the process of erythropoiesis and 
explain how nutrient deficiencies, diseases, or disease 
treatments may lead to anemia.

B O X  n P 1 9 - 1   g L O S S a r y

anemia of chronic disease: anemia that develops in persons with 
chronic illness; may resemble iron-deficiency anemia even though iron 
stores are often adequate. also called anemia of chronic inflammation.

aplastic anemia: anemia characterized by the inability of bone 
marrow to produce adequate numbers of blood cells. causes include 
drug toxicity, viruses, and genetic defects.

erythropoiesis (eh-rih-throh-poy-ee-sis): production of red blood 
cells within the bone marrow.

erythropoietin (eh-rih-throh-Poy-eh-tin): a hormone produced by 
kidney cells that stimulates red blood cell production.

hemolytic (hee-mo-lih-tic) anemia: anemia characterized by the 
breakdown of red blood cells.

megaloblastic anemia: anemia characterized by large 
(macrocytic), immature red blood cells, as occurs in folate or vitamin b12 
deficiency; also called macrocytic anemia.

microcytic anemia: anemia characterized by small, hypochromic 
(pale) red blood cells, as occurs in iron deficiency.

peripheral blood smear: a blood sample spread on a glass slide 
and stained for analysis under a microscope. Peripheral refers to the use 
of circulating blood rather than tissue blood.

reticulocytes: immature red blood cells released into blood by bone 
marrow.

Ta b L e  n P 1 9 - 1   Types of anemia

Type of Anemia General Mechanism

anemia of 
chronic disease

reduced iron availability due to disease or 
inflammatory processes; results in reduced 
red blood cell (rbc) production and 
increased rbc degradation

aplastic anemia Failure of stem cells to develop into rbcs; 
may be due to immune disease, viruses, 
drugs and toxins, or genetic defects

Folate- or vitamin 
b12-deficiency 
anemia

reduced availability of folate or vitamin b12, 
which are required for dna synthesis and 
cell division; results in large, immature rbcs 
(megaloblastic anemia)

hemolytic 
anemia

Premature destruction of red blood cells; 
results in shortened rbc life span and fewer 
rbcs

hemorrhagic 
anemia

blood loss; causes reduction in circulating 
rbcs

iron-deficiency 
anemia

reduced iron availability; interferes with 
hemoglobin production and results in small, 
hypochromic rbcs (microcytic anemia)

sickle cell anemia genetic mutation that results in altered 
hemoglobin molecules; causes production of 
abnormal, sickle-shaped rbcs

thalassemia genetic mutation that reduces hemoglobin 
synthesis; results in reduced rbc production
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liver disease. excessive bleeding can also accompany coagulation 
disorders, which are often due to liver disease, genetic defects, or 
vitamin K deficiency. Frequent blood draws or surgical procedures 
can contribute to blood loss and result in iron deficiency. unfor-
tunately, slow, chronic bleeding is sometimes difficult to identify 
before anemia develops. 

How do malabsorption disorders contribute to 
the development of anemia?

chapters 18 and 19 explain how disorders that damage the small 
intestine can lead to nutrient malabsorption. diseases like crohn’s 
disease and celiac disease can destroy the intestinal mucosa and 
reduce the absorption of all nutrients. iron is primarily absorbed in 
the duodenum and upper jejunum, and its absorption is impaired 
by conditions that reduce hydrochloric acid secretion or result in 
surgical resection (removal) of the upper intestine. resection of the 
stomach or ileum can hasten the onset of vitamin b12 deficiency 
because both organs have roles in vitamin b12 absorption: recall 
from chapter 8 that the stomach produces a protein called 
intrinsic factor that transports vitamin b12 through the small 
intestine, and that the ileum is the site of vitamin b12 absorption.

Why is anemia present during many chronic 
illnesses, even when the illnesses are not 
accompanied by nutrient deficiencies or 
bleeding disorders?

chronic disease itself can cause anemia, and anemia is sometimes 
the initial sign that chronic disease is present. in fact, the anemia 
of chronic disease is the most common type of anemia affect-
ing hospitalized patients and patients with chronic illnesses.3 this 
type of anemia usually occurs in individuals who have inflamma-
tory diseases, autoimmune diseases, acute and chronic infections, 

deficiencies may cause anemia, although not as frequently.  
Vitamin e helps to maintain cell membrane integrity, and its defi-
ciency is associated with hemolytic anemia (red blood cell break-
down). Vitamin b6 plays a role in hemoglobin production, and a 
deficiency may occasionally cause microcytic anemia. Vitamin c 
supports blood vessel integrity; fragile and bleeding capillaries may 
result from its deficiency. Protein-energy malnutrition leads to anemia 
because red blood cell development depends on protein synthesis. 
although nutrient deficiencies may result from dietary inadequacy, 
they can also arise during the course of illness due to the effects  
of disease on intestinal absorption, nutrient metabolism, and  
nutrient losses.

How can illnesses cause the nutrient deficiencies 
that lead to anemia?

there are numerous ways in which illnesses can lead to iron, folate, 
or vitamin b12 deficiencies, the main causes of the nutritional 
anemias. blood loss, common to many illnesses, is a primary 
cause of iron deficiency. some illnesses may result in a reduction 
in food intake, as discussed throughout the clinical chapters. 
the liver’s stores of iron and vitamin b12 are often adequate to 
prevent deficiencies during transient illnesses, but reserves of folate 
are limited; thus, a folate deficiency can develop within a few 
months if dietary intakes are low. if several nutrient deficiencies 
occur simultaneously, it may be difficult to identify the cause of 
anemia using standard blood tests (see appendix e) because both 
megaloblastic anemia and microcytic anemia may be present.

Which illnesses are associated with blood loss?

gastrointestinal conditions are often associated with bleeding; 
examples include peptic ulcers, inflammatory bowel diseases, and 
gastrointestinal varices (enlarged veins) that develop in advanced 

Erythropoietin stimulates 
erythropoiesis (red blood cell 
production) in the bone marrow.

When the kidneys detect reduced 
oxygen in the blood, they secrete 
the hormone erythropoietin.

Immature red blood cells (called 
reticulocytes) are released into 
the blood.

Reticulocytes mature into red blood
cells over a 24- to 48-hour period.

1

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

Kidney

Erythropoietin

Erythrocytes
(red blood cells)

Bone Marrow

Reticulocytes
(immature red
blood cells)

F i g u r e  n P 1 9 - 1   erythropoiesis
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(an antimalarial) inhibit folate absorption, and methotrexate (an 
immunosuppressant) and phenytoin (an anticonvulsant) interfere 
with folate metabolism.5 if a medication is known to result in 
deficiency, nutrient supplementation is usually recommended as  
an adjunct therapy.

How do medications impair blood coagulation?

anticoagulants, which are prescribed specifically to reduce blood 
clotting, sometimes lead to excessive bleeding. these medications 
work by interfering with one of the processes involved in blood 
clotting, such as platelet function, vitamin K function, or the 
synthesis of clotting proteins. other than anticoagulants, a 
large number of other drugs can impair coagulation, including 
commonly used drugs such as aspirin and other nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs. the anticoagulant effects may be augmented 
if several of these drugs are used simultaneously. the slow, 
chronic bleeding that sometimes develops may go unnoticed until 
excessive blood loss has occurred.

Which categories of drugs inhibit erythropoiesis?

the categories of drugs that can inhibit erythropoiesis include 
anticonvulsants, antibiotics, antidiabetic drugs, antihistamines, 
diuretics, antithyroid drugs, and anticancer agents.6 the anemia 
that occurs when the bone marrow fails to produce adequate 
numbers of blood cells is called aplastic anemia. aplastic anemia 
can also be caused by viral infections, exposure to toxins, and 
genetic defects. 

How can medications cause blood cell 
destruction?

some patients may develop hemolytic anemia as a result of drug 
interactions with red blood cells. For example, a drug may implant 
itself into the red blood cell membrane and elicit an antibody 
response that destroys the cell.7 drugs that may cause this 
response include cephalosporin (an antibiotic) and fludarabine (an 
anti-leukemia agent). withdrawal of these drugs can eventually 
reverse the anemia, and sometimes medications are given to 
suppress the immune response.

With all the possible ways in which anemia can 
develop, how can its cause be determined?

identifying the cause of anemia is often quite challenging. in some 
cases, anemia may be a well-known consequence of disease, as 
when renal failure impairs the synthesis of the hormone erythropoi-
etin. when anemia develops rapidly, blood loss is often the cause, 
whereas a more gradual onset suggests malnutrition, chronic illness, 
or slow, chronic bleeding. as mentioned earlier, the results of labora-
tory tests provide valuable clues, although conditions such as dehy-
dration and inflammation can influence the values. laboratory results 
are especially difficult to analyze if several disturbances are present 
simultaneously. a peripheral blood smear (see Figure nP19-2,  
p. 530) is often used to study abnormalities in red blood cell shape 
and may also reveal an underlying cause.

anemia is a disorder associated with many different diseases, 
and it may also be caused by disease treatment. when it occurs 
during illness, its causes must be investigated before it leads to 

chronic kidney disease, or cancers. although often a mild form 
of anemia, it can progress and become severe enough to require 
blood transfusions.

the anemia of chronic disease is characterized by alterations 
both in the distribution of iron among tissues and in the rates 
of red blood cell production and destruction.4 during chronic 
illness, inflammatory mediators induce the production of the 
protein hepcidin, which blocks the release of iron from storage 
and thereby renders iron unavailable for red blood cell production. 
Furthermore, hepcidin inhibits iron’s release from intestinal cells 
into the blood and therefore interferes with iron absorption. 
Finally, inflammatory processes cause red blood cells to be 
degraded more quickly than usual, and the reduced production 
of red blood cells cannot keep pace. eventually, outright iron 
deficiency may be a consequence of the impaired iron absorption. 

How is the anemia of chronic disease diagnosed?

blood tests help to distinguish between the anemia of chronic 
disease and iron-deficiency anemia (see table nP19-2). the 
combination of low serum iron and low total iron-binding capacity 
suggests the presence of the anemia of chronic disease rather than 
iron deficiency. in addition, serum ferritin levels may be normal 
or elevated during chronic illness, whereas they are typically low 
in iron deficiency. diagnosis is more complicated if both types of 
anemia are present.

Can medications cause anemia? 

yes, anemia is among the adverse effects that may result from 
medication use. Various medications can disrupt nutrient metabo-
lism, impair blood coagulation and erythropoiesis, or increase red 
blood cell destruction. because the life span of red blood cells is 
about 120 days, the long-term use of such medications is more 
likely to result in anemia than short-term use.

How do medications alter nutrient metabolism?

there are numerous ways in which medications can alter nutrient 
metabolism; the most common are listed in table 15-2 on p. 424. 
as an example, a number of medications are known to influence 
the absorption or metabolism of folate and lead to megaloblastic 
anemia. sulfasalazine (used in ulcerative colitis) and pyrimethamine 

Ta b L e  n P 1 9 - 2   Laboratory Tests for evaluating 
iron Deficiency and anemia of Chronic Disease

laboratory Test
Effect of Iron 
Deficiency

Effect of Chronic 
Disease

red blood cell 
(rbc) size and 
number

microcytic; 
reduced rbc 
count

normocytic or 
microcytic; reduced 
rbc count

serum iron low low

serum ferritin low normal or elevated

serum transferrin elevated low

total iron-binding 
capacity

high normal or low

bone marrow iron low normal or elevated
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complications that worsen the prognosis. the medical history, 
blood tests, and peripheral blood smears may all help to determine 
the reasons why anemia has developed.

F i g u r e  n P 1 9 - 2   Peripheral blood Smear
a peripheral blood smear provides information about the number 
and shape of blood cells. the blood smear shown here includes 
two white blood cells (a basophil and a neutrophil) among the 
group of healthy red blood cells.
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20.1 Fatty Liver and Hepatitis
LO 20.1 Identify potential causes of fatty liver and 
hepatitis and describe the medical or nutrition care 
that may be helpful for these conditions.

20.2 Cirrhosis
LO 20.2 Discuss the potential causes and conse-
quences of liver cirrhosis and describe its medical 
treatments and nutrition therapies.

20.3 Liver Transplantation
LO 20.3 Identify the potential health concerns of  
patients who undergo liver transplantation.

20.4 Gallstone Disease
LO 20.4 Explain why gallstones develop and discuss 
the major risk factors and treatment approaches  
for gallstone disease.

20.5 Nutrition in Practice: Alcohol 
in Health and Disease
LO 20.5 Describe how alcohol is metabolized in the 
body and discuss the potential risks and benefits  
associated with its use.

Nutrition Therapy 
for Liver and 
Gallbladder 
Diseases
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The liver is the most metabolically active organ in the body. It plays 
a central role in processing, storing, and redistributing the nutrients 

provided by the foods we eat. The liver also produces the bile that emulsi-
fies fat during digestion; between meals, this bile is stored and concen-
trated in the gallbladder. The liver synthesizes most of the proteins that 
circulate in plasma, including albumin, blood clotting proteins, and trans-
port proteins. In addition, the liver detoxifies drugs and alcohol and pro-
cesses excess nitrogen so that it can be safely excreted as urea. If damage 
or disease hinders the liver’s ability to perform its numerous functions, 
the effects on health and nutrition status can be profound.

Liver disease progresses slowly. Its primary symptom, fatigue, often 
goes unnoticed. Other symptoms may be so mild that complications 
develop before liver disease is diagnosed. Once liver disease is recognized, 
health practitioners emphasize the need to preserve the remaining liver 
function, as the liver can regenerate some healthy tissue, improving 
the prognosis. Preventing additional damage is the principal means of 
avoiding liver failure or transplantation.

20.1 Fatty Liver and Hepatitis
LO 20.1 Identify potential causes of fatty liver and hepatitis and describe the 
medical or nutrition care that may be helpful for these conditions.

Fatty liver and hepatitis are the two most common disorders affecting the liver.  
Although both conditions may be mild and are usually reversible, each may progress 
to more serious illness and eventually cause liver damage.

Fatty Liver
Fatty liver is an accumulation of  fat in liver tissue. Ordinarily, the liver’s excess  
triglycerides are packaged into very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) and exported 
to the bloodstream. Fatty liver represents an imbalance between the amount of  fat 
produced in the liver or picked up from the blood and the amount the liver uses or 
exports to the blood via VLDL. Fatty liver is estimated to affect 20 percent or more of  
the adult population in the United States.1

Fatty liver is a clinical finding that is common to many conditions. It may be caused 
by defects in metabolism, excessive alcohol ingestion, or exposure to various drugs and 
toxins. In cases unrelated to alcohol, insulin resistance (reduced sensitivity to insulin 
in liver, muscle, and adipose cells) is the primary risk factor; thus, fatty liver frequently 
accompanies diabetes mellitus, metabolic syndrome, and obesity. Other causes of  fatty 
liver include protein-energy malnutrition and long-term total parenteral nutrition.

consequences of Fatty Liver In many individuals, fatty liver is asymptomatic and 
causes no harm. In other cases, it may be associated with inflammation (steatohepatitis), 
liver enlargement (hepatomegaly), and fatigue. If  liver damage and scarring develop, fatty 
liver may progress to cirrhosis (discussed in a later section), liver failure, or liver cancer.2

Fatty liver is the most common cause of  abnormal liver enzyme levels in the blood. 
Laboratory findings typically include elevated blood concentrations of  the liver  
enzymes ALT and AST (see Table 20-3, p. 535), as well as increased levels of  triglyc-
erides, cholesterol, and glucose.

treatment of Fatty Liver The usual treatment for fatty liver is to eliminate the  
factors that cause it. For example, if  fatty liver is due to alcohol abuse or drug treat-
ment, it may improve after the patient discontinues use of  the substance. In patients 
with elevated blood lipids, fatty liver may improve after blood lipid levels are lowered. 
An appropriate treatment for obese or diabetic patients might be weight reduction,  

fatty liver: an accumulation of 
fat in liver tissue; also called hepatic 
steatosis (stee-ah-toe-sis).

 ❚ hepatic 5 pertaining to the liver
 ❚ steato 5 fat

steatohepatitis (stee-ah-to-heP-
ah-tye-tis): liver inflammation that is 
associated with fatty liver.

hepatomegaly (heP-ah-toe-meg-
ah-lee): enlargement of the liver.
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increased physical activity, or medications that improve insulin sensitivity. Rapid 
weight loss should be discouraged, however, because it may accelerate the progression 
of  liver disease.3 Note that lifestyle modifications are not always successful in revers-
ing fatty liver, especially in patients who lack the usual risk factors.  

Hepatitis
Hepatitis, a condition of  liver inflammation, results from damage to liver tissue. Most 
often, the damage is caused by infection with specific viruses, designated by the letters A, 
B, C, D, and E. Other causes include excessive alcohol intake, fatty liver disease, autoim-
mune disease, and exposure to some drugs, herbal substances, and toxic chemicals. Long-
term hepatitis can lead to cirrhosis (discussed in a later section) and liver cancer.

Viral Hepatitis Acute hepatitis is most often caused by infection with hepatitis viruses 
A, B, or C (see Table 20-1). Specific features of these viruses include the following:

 ❚ Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is primarily spread via fecal-oral transmission, which usu-
ally involves the ingestion of  foods or beverages that have been contaminated with 
fecal material. Outbreaks of  HAV infection are often associated with floods and 
other natural disasters, when inadequately treated sewage contaminates water sup-
plies. Vaccinations against HAV are recommended for high-risk individuals, such 
as international travelers, food handlers, and newborn infants. HAV infection usu-
ally resolves within a few months and does not cause chronic illness or permanent 
liver damage.

 ❚ Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is transmitted by infected blood or needles, by sexual con-
tact with an infected person, or from mother to infant during childbirth. A major 
global health concern, HBV has infected about one-third of  the world population, 
although chronic illness develops in less than 10 percent of  cases.4 Vaccinations 
are currently recommended for newborn infants and children, health-care workers, 
dialysis patients, recipients of  blood products, sex partners of  infected persons, and 
users of  injected drugs.

 ❚ Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is spread via infected blood or needles but is not readily spread 
by sexual contact or childbirth. Most HCV cases progress to chronic illness, and cur-
rently HCV is the leading cause of chronic liver disease in the United States.5 No vac-
cine is available to protect against HCV infection. Preventive measures include blood 
donor screening, viral inactivation of blood products, infection control practices in 
health care settings, and risk reduction counseling to high-risk individuals.

Symptoms and Signs of Hepatitis The effects of  hepatitis depend on the cause 
and severity of  the condition. Individuals with mild or chronic cases are often 
asymptomatic. The onset of  acute hepatitis may be accompanied by fatigue, malaise, 
nausea, anorexia, and pain in the liver area. The liver is often slightly enlarged and 

Ta b L e  2 0 - 1   Features of Hepatitis Viruses

Hepatitis 
Virus

Major Mode of  
Transmission

New Cases  
(united States, 2011)

Chronic Disease Rate  
(% of cases)

Chronic Casesa  
(united States, 2011) Vaccine

a Fecal-oral  2,800 none 0 available

b bloodborne, sexual  
transmission

18,800 newborn infants: 90%
children (1 to 5 years): 30–50%
adults: 5%

0.7–1.4 million available

c bloodborne 16,500 75–85% 2.7–3.9 million none

achronic cases of hepatitis are those that last 6 months or longer.

Note: there are fewer new cases of hepatitis c virus (hcV) infection than of hepatitis b virus (hbV) infection each year, but more hcV cases become chronic. 
therefore, there are more hcV carriers than hbV carriers.

Source: centers for disease control and Prevention, Viral hepatitis surveillance: United States, 2011 (atlanta: u.s. department of health and human services, 2013).

hepatitis (hep-ah-tye-tis): inflam-
mation of the liver.
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tender. Jaundice (yellow discoloration of  tissues) may develop, causing yellowing of  
the skin, urine, and sclera (see Figure 20-1). Other symptoms of  hepatitis may include 
fever, muscle weakness, joint pain, and skin rashes. Serum levels of  the liver enzymes 
ALT and AST are typically elevated. Chronic hepatitis can cause complications that 
are typical of  liver cirrhosis and may lead to liver cancer.

treatment of Hepatitis Hepatitis is treated with supportive care, such as bed rest (if  
necessary) and an appropriate diet. Hepatitis patients should avoid substances that irritate 
the liver, such as alcohol, drugs, and dietary supplements that cause liver damage. Hepa-
titis A infection usually resolves without the use of medications, whereas antiviral drugs 
may be used to treat HBV and HCV infections. Nonviral forms of hepatitis may be treated 
with anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressant drugs. Hospitalization is not required 
for hepatitis unless other medical conditions or complications hamper recovery.

Nutrition care varies according to a patient’s symptoms and nutrition status. Most 
individuals require no dietary changes. Those with anorexia or abdominal discomfort 
may find small, frequent meals easier to tolerate. Patients with persistent vomiting 
may require fluid and electrolyte replacement. Malnourished individuals need to con-
sume adequate protein and energy to replenish nutrient stores; the diet should include 
about 1.0 to 1.2 grams of  protein per kilogram of  body weight each day.6 Oral supple-
ments can be helpful for improving nutrient intakes. 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Fatty liver can result from metabolic defects, exposure to some drugs and toxins, 
or excessive alcohol intake. Insulin resistance is a primary risk factor for fatty liver; 
thus, the condition often accompanies diabetes mellitus, metabolic syndrome, and 
obesity. Hepatitis is frequently caused by viral infection but can also result from 
alcohol abuse, drug toxicity, and other causes.

 ❚ Although fatty liver is often benign, hepatitis can become chronic and lead to  
cirrhosis and liver cancer. Hepatitis treatment involves supportive care, such as  
bed rest, elimination of  liver toxins, and dietary measures that maintain or  
improve nutrition status.

20.2 Cirrhosis
LO 20.2 Discuss the potential causes and consequences of liver cirrhosis and 
describe its medical treatments and nutrition therapies.

Cirrhosis is a late stage of  chronic liver disease. Long-term liver disease gradually 
destroys liver tissue, leading to scarring (fibrosis) in some regions and small areas of  
regenerated, healthy tissue in others (see Figure 20-2). As the disease progresses, the 

jaundice (Jawn-dis): yellow dis-
coloration of the skin and eyes due 
to an accumulation of bilirubin, a 
breakdown product of hemoglobin 
that normally exits the body via bile 
secretions.

cirrhosis (sih-roe-sis): an advanced 
stage of liver disease in which exten-
sive scarring replaces healthy liver 
tissue, causing impaired liver function 
and liver failure.

pruritis: itchy skin.

hepatic portal vein: the blood  
vessel that conducts nutrient-rich blood 
from the digestive tract to the liver.

F i g u r e  2 0 - 2   Cirrhosis of the Liver
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normal liver tissue is smooth and has a regular texture. a cirrhotic liver has an irregular, nodular appearance. 
the nodules represent clusters of regenerating cells within 
the damaged liver tissue.

F i g u r e  2 0 - 1   Jaundice is a 
yellow discoloration of the tissues 
that is most easily seen in the 
sclera. Jaundice results when liver 
dysfunction impairs the metabolism 
of bilirubin, a breakdown product of 
hemoglobin that is normally excreted 
in bile and urine. accumulation of 
bilirubin in the bloodstream leads to 
yellow discoloration of tissues.
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scarring becomes more extensive, leaving fewer areas of  healthy tissue. A cirrhotic 
liver is often shrunken in size and has an irregular, nodular appearance. Cirrhosis 
is characterized by impaired liver function and may eventually result in liver failure. 
Together, chronic liver disease and cirrhosis rank as the 12th leading cause of  death in 
the United States.7

The chief  causes of  cirrhosis in the United States are chronic hepatitis C infection 
and alcoholic liver disease, followed by nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and chronic 
hepatitis B infection.8 Additional causes include other types of  chronic hepatitis, 
drug-induced liver injury, some inherited metabolic disorders, and bile duct blockages, 
which cause bile acids to accumulate to toxic levels in the liver (see Table 20-2). 

Consequences of Cirrhosis
Many patients with liver disease remain asymptomatic for years. Because liver damage 
progresses slowly, the effects of  chronic liver disease may be subtle at first. Initial symp-
toms are usually nonspecific and may include fatigue, malaise, anorexia, and weight 
loss. Later, the decline in liver function can lead to metabolic disturbances: patients may 
develop anemia, bruise easily, and be more susceptible to infections. If  bile obstruction  
occurs, jaundice, fat malabsorption, and pruritis (itchy skin) are likely. The physical 
changes in liver tissue may interfere with blood flow, causing fluid to accumulate in 
blood vessels and body tissues. Advanced cirrhosis can disrupt kidney, lung, and brain 
function, and is usually associated with malnutrition. Figure 20-3 illustrates some com-
mon clinical effects of  liver cirrhosis.

Table 20-3 lists laboratory tests that are used to monitor the extent 
of  liver damage. Serum liver enzyme levels are elevated in liver 
disease because the injured liver tissue releases the enzymes into the 
bloodstream. Serum levels of  bilirubin may be increased if  the liver 
is too damaged to process it or if  bile ducts are blocked and prevent 
its excretion. The impaired synthesis of  plasma proteins by the liver 
reduces albumin levels and extends blood-clotting time. Liver damage 
also reduces the conversion of  ammonia to urea, causing ammonia 
levels in the blood to rise. 

Portal Hypertension A large volume of  blood normally flows through 
the liver. The hepatic portal vein and hepatic artery together supply 
approximately 1500 milliliters (about 1.5 quarts) of  blood each minute 

Ta b L e  2 0 - 2   Causes 
of Cirrhosis

Alcoholic liver disease

Autoimmune hepatitis

Bile duct obstructions
 ❚ biliary cirrhosis
 ❚ cystic fibrosis

Drug-induced liver injury

Metabolic disorders
 ❚ galactosemia
 ❚ glycogen storage diseases
 ❚ hemochromatosis (causes  
excessive liver iron)

 ❚ wilson’s disease (causes exces-
sive liver copper)

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease

Viral hepatitis
 ❚ hepatitis b 
 ❚ hepatitis c

Neurological
disturbances

Jaundice

Altered breath

Esophageal
varices

Feminization
(altered sex
hormones)

Extensively scarred
liver

Portal hypertension

Enlarged collateral
vessels

Ascites

Hand tremor

Hypogonadism

Easy bruisability 

Muscle wasting

Edema

F i g u r e  2 0 - 3   Clinical effects  
of Liver Cirrhosis

Ta b L e  2 0 - 3   Laboratory Tests for evaluation of Liver Disease

laboratory Test
Normal Ranges 
(serum)

Values in liver 
Disease

alanine aminotransferase (alt) male: 10–40 u/l
Female: 7–35 u/l

increased

albumin 3.4–4.8 g/dl decreased

alkaline phosphatase 25–100 u/l normal or increased

ammonia 15–45 µg n/dl increased

aspartate aminotransferase (ast) 10–30 u/l increased

bilirubin (total) 0.3–1.2 mg/dl increased

blood urea nitrogen (bun) 6–20 mg/dl normal or decreased

gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase  
 (ggt)

male: 2–30 u/l
Female: 1–24 u/l

increased

Prothrombin timea 11–15 seconds Prolonged

a the test for prothrombin time evaluates the clotting ability of blood.

Note: u/l 5 units per liter; dl 5 deciliter; µg 5 micrograms; n 5 nitrogen 
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to the extensive network of  vessels in the liver. The scarred tissue of  a cirrhotic liver 
impedes the flow of  blood, three-fourths of  which is supplied by the hepatic portal 
vein. The restricted blood flow within the liver (and increased blood flow in nearby 
arteries*) results in a greater volume of  portal blood, which causes a rise in blood 
pressure in the portal vein known as portal hypertension.

collateral Vessels and Gastroesophageal Varices When portal blood flow is 
impeded, the blood is forced backward into nearby veins and then diverted to the 
systemic circulation via collateral vessels, which develop and expand throughout 
the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and in regions near the abdominal wall. As portal pres-
sure builds, some of  these collaterals can become enlarged and engorged with blood, 
forming abnormally dilated vessels called varices (see Figure 20-4). The varices that 
develop in the esophagus (esophageal varices) and stomach (gastric varices) are vulnerable 
to rupture because they have thin walls and often bulge into the lumen. If  ruptured, 
they can cause massive bleeding that is sometimes fatal. The blood loss is exacerbated 
by the liver’s reduced production of  blood-clotting factors.

ascites Within 10 years of  disease onset, about 50 percent of  cirrhosis patients 
develop ascites, an accumulation of  fluid in the abdominal cavity (see Figure 20-5). 
The development of  ascites indicates that liver damage has reached a critical stage, as 
half  of  patients with ascites die within 5 years.9 Ascites is primarily a consequence of  
portal hypertension, sodium and water retention in the kidneys, and reduced albumin 
synthesis in the diseased liver. As a result of  portal hypertension, the distorted blood 
flow elsewhere in the body alters kidney function, leading to sodium and water reten-
tion and an accumulation of  body fluid. The elevated pressure within the liver’s small 
blood vessels (sinusoids) causes fluid to leak into lymphatic vessels and, ultimately, 
the abdominal cavity. The movement of  water into the abdomen is exacerbated by low 
levels of  serum albumin, a protein that helps to retain fluid in blood vessels. Ascites 
can cause abdominal discomfort and early satiety, which contribute to malnutrition. 
Because ascites can raise the body’s water weight considerably, weight changes may 
be difficult to interpret.

Hepatic encephalopathy Advanced liver disease often leads to hepatic encepha-
lopathy, a disorder characterized by abnormal neurological functioning. Signs of  
hepatic encephalopathy include adverse changes in personality, behavior, mood, 
mental ability, and motor functions (see Table 20-4). At worst, amnesia, unrespon-
siveness, and hepatic coma may develop. Although hepatic encephalopathy is fully 
reversible with medical treatment, the prognosis is poor when it progresses to the 
advanced stages.

The exact causes of  hepatic encephalopathy remain elusive, although elevated blood 
ammonia levels are thought to play a key role in its development due to ammonia’s 

*Restricted blood flow within the liver stimulates the release of vasodilators—and therefore,  
increased blood flow—in nearby arteries.

Ta b L e  2 0 - 4   Clinical Features of Hepatic encephalopathy

Early Stages Middle Stages later Stages

 ❚ Personality changes

 ❚ short attention span

 ❚ depression, irritability

 ❚ lack of coordination

 ❚ tremor

 ❚ sleep disturbances

 ❚ mood and behavior changes

 ❚ disorientation

 ❚ lethargy

 ❚ slurred speech

 ❚ Pronounced tremor

 ❚ changes in sleep–wake cycle

 ❚ confusion, amnesia

 ❚ somnolence to semi-stupor

 ❚ involuntary eye movements

 ❚ muscular rigidity

 ❚ abnormal reflexes

 ❚ coma

F i g u r e  2 0 - 4  esophageal 
varices, such as those shown here, 
may protrude into the lumen and be 
vulnerable to rupture and bleeding.
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F i g u r e  2 0 - 5  ascites can 
be caused by various illnesses, but 
cirrhosis is the underlying cause in 
most patients with the condition.
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portal hypertension: elevated 
blood pressure in the hepatic portal 
vein due to obstructed blood flow 
through the liver and a greater 
inflow of portal blood.

collateral vessels: blood vessels 
that enlarge or newly form to allow an 
alternative pathway for diverted blood.

varices (Vah-rih-seez): abnormally 
dilated blood vessels (singular: varix).

ascites (ah-sigh-teez): an abnor-
mal accumulation of fluid in the 
abdominal cavity.

sinusoids: the small capillary-like 
passages that carry blood through 
liver tissue.

hepatic encephalopathy (en-sef- 
ah-loP-ah-thie): a neurological com-
plication of advanced liver disease 
that is characterized by changes in 
personality, mood, behavior, mental 
ability, and motor functions.

 ❚ encephalo 5 brain
 ❚ pathy 5 disease

hepatic coma: loss of consciousness 
resulting from severe liver disease.
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neurotoxicity. Other substances that may accumulate in brain tissue and disturb brain 
function include sulfur compounds, naturally occurring benzodiazepines, short-chain 
fatty acids, and manganese.10 Some research shows that severe liver damage may lead 
to reduced serum levels of  the branched-chain amino acids and increased levels of  
the aromatic amino acids, which may alter the types of  neurotransmitters produced 
in the brain.11 Most likely, a combination of  abnormalities contributes to the disrup-
tion in neurological functioning.

elevated ammonia Levels Much of  the body’s free ammonia is produced by bacte-
rial action on unabsorbed dietary protein in the colon. Normally, the liver extracts this 
ammonia from portal blood and converts it to urea, which is then excreted by the kid-
neys. In advanced liver disease, the liver is unable to process the ammonia sufficiently. In 
addition, much of  the ammonia-laden portal blood bypasses the liver by way of  collat-
eral vessels and reaches the general blood circulation, causing a substantial increase in 
the ammonia that reaches brain tissue. Although blood ammonia levels do not correlate 
well with the degree of  neurological impairment in hepatic encephalopathy, ammonia-
reducing medications can successfully reverse the neurological symptoms.12

Malnutrition and Wasting Most patients with advanced cirrhosis develop protein-
energy malnutrition and experience some degree of  wasting. Malnutrition is usually 
caused by a combination of  factors (see Table 20-5). Patients may consume less food 
due to reduced appetite, GI symptoms, early satiety associated with ascites, or fatigue. 
If  the diet is restricted in sodium (to treat ascites), foods may seem unpalatable. Fat 
malabsorption is common due to reduced bile availability, which may lead to steat-
orrhea and deficiencies of  the fat-soluble vitamins and some minerals. Additional  
nutrient losses may result from diarrhea, vomiting, and GI bleeding. If  cirrhosis is a 
consequence of  alcohol abuse, multiple nutrient deficiencies may be present.

Treatment of Cirrhosis
Medical treatment for cirrhosis aims to correct the underlying cause of  disease and 
prevent or treat complications. Supportive care, including an appropriate diet, absti-
nence from alcohol, and avoidance of  liver toxins, promotes recovery and helps to 
prevent further damage. Antiviral medications may be prescribed to treat viral infec-
tions. Patients should be screened and treated for life-threatening complications, such 
as gastroesophageal varices and liver cancer. Liver transplantation may be necessary 
in advanced cirrhosis.

Medications can effectively treat many of  the complications that accompany 
cirrhosis. Individuals with portal hypertension and varices may be given propranolol 
(Inderal) or octreotide (Sandostatin), which reduce portal blood pressure and bleeding 
risk. Diuretics can help to control portal hypertension and ascites; common examples 

Ta b L e  2 0 - 5   Possible Causes of malnutrition in Liver Disease

Mechanism Examples

reduced nutrient intake abdominal discomfort, altered mental status, altered taste sensation, 
anorexia, early satiety (due to ascites), effects of medications (including 
gi disturbances and taste changes), fasting for medical procedures, 
fatigue, nausea and vomiting, dietary restrictions

malabsorption or nutrient 
losses

diarrhea, effects of medications (including malabsorption and 
nutrient losses from diuretic use), fat malabsorption (due to reduced 
bile flow), gi bleeding, vomiting

altered metabolism or 
increased nutrient needs

hypermetabolism, impaired protein synthesis, infections or 
inflammation, muscle catabolism, reduced nutrient storage and 
metabolism in the liver

branched-chain amino acids: 
the essential amino acids leucine, 
isoleucine, and valine, which 
have side groups with a branched 
structure.

aromatic amino acids: the 
amino acids phenylalanine, tyrosine, 
and tryptophan, which have carbon 
rings in their side groups.
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538 c h a p t e r  t w e n t y

include spironolactone (Aldactone) and furosemide (Lasix). Lactulose, a nonabsorb-
able disaccharide, treats hepatic encephalopathy by reducing ammonia production 
and absorption in the colon. The antibiotic rifaximin is an alternative treatment for 
elevated ammonia that works by altering bacterial populations. To stimulate the ap-
petite and promote weight gain, megestrol acetate (Megace) or dronabinol (Marinol) 
may be prescribed. Box 20-1 lists potential nutritional problems associated with these 
medications.

Nutrition Therapy for Cirrhosis
Nutrition care for cirrhosis depends on the patient’s general health, extent of  liver 
damage, and accompanying complications. Common problems include protein-
energy malnutrition and muscle wasting; thus, protein and energy intakes must be 
sufficient for maintaining nitrogen balance and body weight. Dietary substances that 
may cause additional liver injury should be avoided; examples include alcohol, some 
herbal supplements, and vitamin or mineral megadoses. If  esophageal varices are 
present, a soft diet (which contains only moist, soft-textured foods; see Chapter 17) 
may be prescribed to reduce the risk of  bleeding. Table 20-6 lists the general dietary 
guidelines for cirrhosis.

energy Energy needs range from 25 to 40 kcalories per kilogram of  dry body weight 
per day; recommendations for patients with stable cirrhosis usually fall in the lower 
part of  this range, whereas patients with malnutrition or multiple complications usually  
require higher intakes.13 Requirements may be further increased in patients with  
hypermetabolism, catabolism, infection, nutrient malabsorption, or recent unintentional 
weight loss. In patients with ascites, a value for dry weight can be obtained after diuretic 
therapy or after a medical procedure that directly removes excess abdominal fluid.

Many patients with cirrhosis have difficulty consuming enough food to achieve 
good nutrition status. Some individuals may find four to six small meals easier to 
tolerate than three large meals each day. Oral supplements, including liquid formulas 
and energy bars, can be used to improve energy intakes. Box 20-2 offers additional 
suggestions that can help a patient meet energy needs.

BOX 20-1 D i e T- D r u g  i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Appetite stimulants  
(megestrol acetate, dronabinol)

Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea
Dietary interaction: dronabinol potentiates the effects of alcohol
Metabolic effect: hyperglycemia (megestrol acetate)

Diuretics (furosemide, 
spironolactonea)

Gastrointestinal effects: dry mouth, anorexia, decreased taste perception
Dietary interactions: Furosemide’s bioavailability is reduced when taken with food; licorice root 
may interfere with the effects of diuretics
Metabolic effects: Fluid and electrolyte imbalances,a hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemias, thiamin 
deficiency (furosemide), elevated uric acid levels (furosemide)

Immunosuppressants 
(cyclosporine, tacrolimus)

Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, abdominal discomfort, diarrhea, constipation, anorexia
Dietary interactions: limit alcohol intake due to the potential for toxic effects; grapefruit juice 
can raise serum concentrations of these drugs to toxic levels; the bioavailability of tacrolimus is 
reduced when the drug is taken with food
Metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemias, anemia

lactulose Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, flatulence
Dietary interactions: calcium and magnesium supplements may reduce the effectiveness of lactulose
Metabolic effects: Fluid and electrolyte imbalances

a Furosemide is a “potassium-wasting” diuretic; patients should increase intakes of potassium-rich foods. Spironolactone is a “potassium-sparing” diuretic; patients 
should avoid supplemental potassium and potassium-containing salt substitutes.
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Ta b L e  2 0 - 6   nutrition Therapy for Liver Cirrhosis

Energy  ❚ energy needs range from 25 to 40 kcal/kg body weight per day; patients with stable cirrhosis usually  
require 25 to 35 kcal/kg per day, whereas those with multiple complications or malnutrition may require  
30 to 40 kcal/kg per day. 

 ❚ energy requirements may be higher in patients with hypermetabolism, catabolism, infection, malabsorption,  
or recent unintentional weight loss. energy requi rements may be lower in patients who would benefit from 
weight loss.

 ❚ in patients with ascites, a value for dry body weight should be used for calculating nutrition needs.

Meal frequency  ❚ to improve food intake, patients should consume small meals four to six times daily.

Protein  ❚ Patients should consume 1.0 to 1.5 g protein/kg dry body weight per day to maintain or improve nitrogen 
balance. 

 ❚ in patients with hepatic encephalopathy, the protein intake should be spread throughout the day; protein  
restriction is rarely recommended as it may worsen malnutrition.

Carbohydrate  
and fat

 ❚ carbohydrate and fat recommendations are similar to those for the general population.
 ❚ Persons with insulin resistance or diabetes should monitor carbohydrate intakes and consume a diet that maintains 
blood glucose control.

 ❚ if fat is malabsorbed, medium-chain triglycerides (mct) can be used to increase kcalories.

Sodium  ❚ Patients should restrict sodium as necessary to control ascites; 2000 mg sodium per day is adequate restriction 
in most cases.

Vitamins and 
minerals

 ❚ Patients may require dietary supplements to obtain adequate amounts of vitamins and minerals.

individuals with cirrhosis often have difficulty consuming enough food 
to prevent malnutrition and its consequences. ascites and gi symp-
toms such as nausea and vomiting may interfere with food intake. 
Fatigue may cause a lack of interest in food preparation. sodium re-
strictions may make foods unpalatable. to improve food intake:

 ❚ if nutrient restrictions are necessary, make sure the patient 
fully understands how to modify the diet so that food intake 
is not restricted unnecessarily. Provide lists of acceptable foods 
and menus. explain how recipes can be altered so that favorite 
foods can still be incorporated into the diet.

 ❚ suggest between-meal snacks during the day and a snack 
at bedtime. a liquid supplement like boost or ensure can 
substitute for a snack and requires no preparation. snacks 
should not be consumed within two hours of meals, or they 
may reduce appetite at mealtime.

 ❚ if the patient has little appetite or is quickly satiated, suggest 
foods that are higher in food energy, such as whole milk 
instead of reduced-fat milk or canned fruit that is packed in 
heavy syrup instead of fruit juice. suggest that beverages be 
consumed separately from meals.

 ❚ recommend energy boosters. cream sauces and gravies can 
add kcalories to entrées. Fruit juices and fruit nectars can 
substitute for drinking water. the following additions can 
boost the energy content of meals:

 ❚ sour cream and butter—on vegetables and potatoes

 ❚ mayonnaise—in sandwiches and salads

 ❚ half-and-half and light cream—in soups and on cereal

 ❚ hard-cooked eggs—in casseroles and meat loaf

 ❚ cheese—in salads and casseroles and melted on steamed 
vegetables

 ❚ Peanut butter, nut butters, and cream cheese—on crackers 
or celery and in milk shakes

 ❚ chopped  nuts—in salads, cooked cereals, and bakery 
products

sodium-restricted diets are recommended for treating ascites 
and other medical conditions, including kidney and heart disor-
ders. box 22-6 (p. 594) and table 23-1 (p. 607) provide informa-
tion about restricting dietary sodium. to improve the palatability 
of low-sodium meals:

 ❚ suggest that patients replace salt with strong-flavored herbs 
and spices such as chili powder, coriander, cumin, curry 
powder, garlic, ginger, lemon, mint, and parsley.

 ❚ advise patients to check food labels to learn the sodium 
content of packaged foods. similar products may be available 
that are lower in sodium. (Persons using potassium-sparing 
diuretics should be cautioned to avoid salt substitutes that 
replace sodium with potassium.)

offer support and encouragement to the patient with cirrhosis. 
significant weight loss is less likely to occur if dietary advice is 
provided before problems progress.

How To B O X  2 0 - 2  h e l P  t h e  c i r r h o s i s  Pat i e n t  e at  e n o u g h  F o o d
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Protein To maintain or improve nitrogen balance, the protein recommendation is  
1.0 to 1.5 grams of  protein per kilogram of  body weight per day based on dry weight or 
an appropriate weight for height (the protein RDA for healthy adults is 0.8 g/kg).14 In 
patients with hepatic encephalopathy, the protein intake should be spread throughout 
the day so that only modest amounts are consumed at each meal. Protein restriction 
is rarely recommended because an inadequate protein intake can worsen malnutrition 
and wasting.

Clinical studies have suggested that oral supplementation with branched-chain 
amino acids (BCAA) may improve neurological functioning in patients with hepatic 
encephalopathy.15 BCAA supplementation may also improve insulin resistance and 
immune responses in patients with advanced cirrhosis.16 The benefit of  BCAA supple-
mentation on survival rates of  cirrhosis patients, however, is still in question.

carbohydrate and Fat Carbohydrate and fat recommendations for cirrhosis  
patients are similar to those for the general population.17 Many patients with cirrho-
sis are insulin resistant, however, and require medications or insulin to manage their 
hyperglycemia. These individuals should follow the dietary guidelines for diabetes: 
monitor carbohydrate intakes and consume a diet that maintains blood glucose levels 
within a normal range (see Chapter 21). In addition, carbohydrate intakes should be 
fairly consistent from day to day for improved blood glucose control. If  fat is malab-
sorbed, medium-chain triglycerides (MCT) can be used to provide additional energy. 
Severe steatorrhea warrants supplementation of  the fat-soluble vitamins, calcium, 
magnesium, and zinc (see Chapter 19).

Sodium Patients with ascites are generally advised to restrict sodium. Because asci-
tes is partly caused by sodium and water retention in the kidneys, treatment usually 
includes both sodium restriction (to no more than 2000 milligrams of  sodium per day) 
and diuretic therapy to promote fluid loss. Potassium intake should be monitored if  a 
potassium-wasting diuretic (such as furosemide) is used.

Many patients find low-sodium diets unpalatable, so some health practitioners may 
allow a more liberal sodium intake and depend on diuretics to remove excess fluid. 
If  patients do not respond to sodium restriction and diuretic therapy, excess fluid 
may be removed from the abdomen by surgical puncture (paracentesis). In another 
procedure, the portal pressure (which contributes to the development of  ascites) is  
relieved by creating a passage between the portal vein and hepatic vein using a stent 
(transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt). Note that fluid restrictions are  
occasionally implemented when ascites is accompanied by severe hyponatremia  
(serum sodium less than about 125 milliequivalents per liter) but other methods of  
reducing the body’s water volume are preferable.18

Vitamins and Minerals Vitamin and mineral deficiencies are common in patients 
with cirrhosis due to the effects of  illness, disease complications, or the alcohol abuse 
that may have induced liver disease. Therefore, nutrient supplementation is often neces-
sary. If  steatorrhea is present, fat-soluble nutrients can be provided in water-soluble forms. 
Patients with esophageal varices may find it easier to ingest supplements in liquid form.

Food Safety Because people with cirrhosis are susceptible to infections, they should 
avoid foods that may increase risk of  foodborne illness, such as unpasteurized milk 
products; undercooked meat, fish, poultry, and eggs; unwashed fruits and vegetables; 
raw vegetable sprouts; and unpasteurized juices.19 Nutrition in Practice 5 provides  
additional information about safe food practices (pp. 125–131).

enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Support In hospitalized patients who are unable 
to consume enough food, tube feedings may be infused overnight as a supplement 
to oral intakes or may replace oral feedings entirely. Although standard formulas 
are often appropriate, an energy-dense formula (supplying at least 1.5 kcalories  

paracentesis (pah-rah-sen-tee-
sis): a surgical puncture of a body 
cavity with an aspirator to draw out 
excess fluid.

transjugular intrahepatic 
portosystemic shunt: a passage 
within the liver that connects a por-
tion of the portal vein to the hepatic 
vein using a stent; access to the liver is 
gained via the jugular vein in the neck.

hyponatremia: abnormally low 
sodium levels in the blood; a pos-
sible result of fluid overload.
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per milliliter) should be provided for patients with ascites.20 In patients with esopha-
geal varices, the feeding tube should be as narrow and flexible as possible to prevent 
rupture and bleeding. Parenteral nutrition support should be considered for patients 
who are unable to tolerate enteral feedings due to intestinal obstruction, GI bleeding, 
or uncontrollable vomiting. To avoid excessive fluid delivery, patients with ascites 
typically require concentrated parenteral solutions, which are infused into central 
veins. The Case Study in Box 20-3 can help you apply your knowledge of  cirrhosis to 
a clinical situation.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Liver cirrhosis is characterized by extensive fibrosis and progressive liver dysfunc-
tion. The primary causes of  cirrhosis in the United States are hepatitis C infection 
and alcoholic liver disease.

 ❚ Symptoms of  cirrhosis include fatigue, GI disturbances, anorexia, and weight 
loss; eventually, patients may bruise easily and be more susceptible to infections. 
Complications of  cirrhosis include portal hypertension, gastroesophageal varices, 
ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, and malnutrition.

 ❚ Treatment of  cirrhosis is highly individualized and depends on the accompanying 
symptoms and complications. Both drug therapies and dietary adjustments are 
usually necessary. Many patients with cirrhosis need to consume a high-kcalorie, 
high-protein diet to prevent weight loss and wasting. Patients with ascites may be 
advised to restrict sodium.

20.3 Liver Transplantation
LO 20.3 Identify the potential health concerns of patients who undergo liver 
transplantation.

Acute or chronic liver disease can lead to liver failure, in which case liver 
transplantation is the only remaining treatment option. The most common illnesses 
that precede liver transplantation are chronic hepatitis C infection and alcoholic liver 

3. estimate mr. levitt’s energy and protein 
needs. describe the general diet you 
might recommend for him. what sug-
gestions do you have for increasing his 
energy intake?

4. explain the significance of mr. levitt’s 
elevated blood ammonia levels. what 
signs may indicate that he is undergo-
ing mental decline?

5. describe each of the following compli-
cations of liver disease: portal hyperten-
sion, jaundice, and gastroesophageal 
varices. what complication may result if 
the esophageal varices are not treated?

lenny levitt, a 49-year-old carpenter, 
has just been diagnosed with cirrhosis, 
which is a consequence of his alcohol 
abuse over the past 25 years. although 
he understands that he has an alcohol 
problem and recently entered an alcohol 
rehabilitation program, he is still drinking. 
at 5 feet 8 inches tall, mr. levitt, who 
formerly weighed 160 pounds, now 
weighs 130 pounds. according to family 
members, he is showing signs of mental 
deterioration, such as forgetfulness and 
an inability to concentrate. he is jaundiced 
and appears thin, although his abdomen is 
distended with ascites. laboratory findings 

indicate elevated serum concentrations of 
ast, alt, and ammonia; reduced albumin 
levels; and hyperglycemia.

1. do mr. levitt’s laboratory values sug-
gest liver disease? compare the results 
of his laboratory tests with the values 
shown in table 20-3.

2. From the limited information available, 
evaluate mr. levitt’s nutrition status. 
what medical problem makes it difficult 
to interpret his present weight? describe 
the development of that type of problem 
in liver disease, and explain how the diet 
is usually adjusted for such a patient. 

Case Study B O X  2 0 - 3  m a n  w i t h  c i r r h o s i s
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disease, which account for about 50 percent of  liver transplant cases.21 The 5-year 
survival rate among transplant recipients ranges from 54 to 81 percent, depending 
on the cause of  illness.22 Complications such as ascites and hepatic encephalopathy 
worsen the prognosis.

Nutrition Status of transplant Patients As mentioned earlier, advanced liver 
disease is usually associated with malnutrition, which can increase the risk of  com-
plications following a liver transplant. Evaluating nutrition status in transplant candi-
dates can be difficult, however, because liver dysfunction and malnutrition often have 
similar metabolic effects. If  fluid retention is present, it can mask weight loss and  
alter anthropometric and laboratory values. Correcting malnutrition prior to trans-
plant surgery can help speed recovery after the surgery. 

Posttransplantation concerns The immediate concerns following a transplant are 
organ rejection and infection. Immunosuppressive drugs, including prednisone, cyclo-
sporine, and tacrolimus, help to reduce the immune responses that cause rejection, but 
they also raise the risk of  infection. Infections are a potential cause of  death follow-
ing a liver transplant; therefore, antibiotics and antiviral medications are prescribed to 
reduce infection risk.

Immunosuppressive drugs can affect nutrition status in numerous ways. Gastroin-
testinal side effects include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, and mouth 
sores. Some medications may alter appetite and taste perception. Some of  the drugs 
may cause hyperglycemia or outright diabetes, which may need to be controlled with 
insulin. Electrolyte and fluid imbalances are common. Other possible effects include 
hypertension, hyperlipidemias, kidney toxicity, protein catabolism, and increased  
osteoporosis risk.23

Protein and energy requirements are increased after transplantation due to the 
stress of  surgery. High-kcalorie, high-protein snacks and oral supplements can help 
the transplant patient meet postsurgical needs. Vitamin and mineral supplementation 
is also an integral part of  nutrition care. To help transplant patients avoid develop-
ing foodborne illnesses, health practitioners should provide information about food 
safety measures, such as cooking meats adequately, washing fresh produce, and avoid-
ing foods that may be contaminated. Nutrition in Practice 5 (pp. 125–131) provides  
additional information about food safety.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Liver transplantation has improved the long-term outlook for patients with advanced 
liver disease. Transplant patients are usually malnourished, however, and may have 
medical problems that affect transplant success.

 ❚ Due to the potential for organ rejection, immunosuppressive drugs are prescribed 
following an organ transplant. Use of  these drugs increases the risk of  infection, 
and the drugs have side effects that can impair nutrition status and general health.

20.4 Gallstone Disease
LO 20.4 Explain why gallstones develop and discuss the major risk factors and 
treatment approaches for gallstone disease.

The gallbladder concentrates and stores the bile produced by the liver until the bile is 
needed for fat digestion (see Figure 20-6). Disorders that obstruct the liver’s release 
of  bile can damage the liver. More commonly, disorders of  the biliary system—the  
gallbladder and bile ducts—involve the formation of  gallstones. Gallstone disease af-
fects 10 to 15 percent of  the adult population in the United States.24

biliary system: the gallbladder 
and ducts that deliver bile from the 
liver and gallbladder to the small 
intestine.

gallstones: stones that form in the 
gallbladder from crystalline deposits 
of cholesterol or bilirubin; also called 
choleliths.
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Types of Gallstones
Gallstone formation, or cholelithiasis, results from the excessive concentration and 
crystallization of  compounds in bile. Bile is composed of  water, bile salts, cholesterol, 
phospholipids (primarily lecithin), proteins, and bile pigment (bilirubin). During 
storage in the gallbladder, bile’s concentration increases approximately 10-fold as 
its water content is extracted. The formation of  gallstones is favored by factors that 
increase bile’s cholesterol concentration, promote crystal formation and development, 
or reduce gallbladder motility.

cholesterol Gallstones In about 90 percent of  cases, gallstones are composed pri-
marily of  cholesterol, although they also contain calcium salts and bilirubin.25 The 
cholesterol in bile can precipitate out of  solution and form small crystals, which even-
tually coalesce to form stones. The stones can be as small as a pea or as large as a golf  
ball (see Figure 20-7). Some people tend to form many small stones, while others may 
form only one or two large ones. 

Cholesterol gallstones often develop after the bile concentrate thickens and forms a 
type of  sludge that cannot be easily expelled by gallbladder contraction. Biliary sludge 
may develop after rapid weight loss or fasting, gastric bypass surgery, or long-term 
total parenteral nutrition, and it can also occur during pregnancy.

Pigment Gallstones Although pigment stones account for a minority of  cases in 
the United States, they are the predominant type of  gallstone in some Asian coun-
tries. Pigment stones are primarily made up of  the calcium salt of  bilirubin (calcium 
bilirubinate). They often develop as a result of  bacterial infection, which alters the 
structure of  bilirubin and causes it to precipitate out of  bile and form stones. Other 
cases result from excessive red blood cell breakdown, leading to an abnormal accu-
mulation of  bilirubin. Conditions associated with pigment stone formation include 
biliary tract infections, pancreatitis, and red blood cell disorders, such as sickle-cell 
anemia. Pigment stones may form in either the gallbladder or a bile duct. Unlike the 
crystalline cholesterol stones, pigment stones are soft and easily crushed.

Consequences of Gallstones
About 85 percent of  gallstones are asymptomatic and are discovered accidentally 
while testing for other conditions.26 In other cases, patients may experience an aggres-
sive course of  illness with recurring symptoms.

Gallstone Symptoms Gallstone pain (often called biliary colic) usually arises when 
a gallstone temporarily blocks the cystic duct, which leads from the gallbladder to the 
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most gallstones are made primarily 
of cholesterol; they can be as small 
as a pea or as large as a golf ball. 
cholesterol stones are usually yellow-
green in color, whereas pigment 
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common bile duct (review Figure 20-6). The pain is steady and severe and may last for 
several minutes or several hours. Although the pain is usually located in the upper ab-
domen, it may radiate to the chest, back, or shoulder. Nausea and vomiting may also 
be present. Symptoms usually develop after meals, especially after eating fatty foods. 
Pain may also occur during the night and awaken a person from sleep.

complications of Gallstones If  a gallstone remains lodged in the cystic duct, it can 
obstruct bile flow to the duodenum and cause cholecystitis—distention and inflamma-
tion of  the gallbladder. Cholecystitis can lead to infection or to more severe compli-
cations, including perforation of  the gallbladder, peritonitis, and fistulas. If  gallstones 
obstruct the common bile duct, they can block bile flow from the liver and lead to 
jaundice or damage to liver tissue. An impacted stone within the bile ducts may lead to 
infection and the condition known as bacterial cholangitis, which causes severe pain, 
sepsis, and fever and is often a medical emergency. Gallstones can block the pancreatic 
duct as well—a primary cause of  acute pancreatitis. Due to the potential danger of  
these complications, individuals should seek medical attention if  gallstone pain does 
not resolve over time or if  fever, jaundice, or persistent nausea and vomiting develop.

Risk Factors for Cholesterol Gallstones
The risk of  developing cholesterol gallstones is influenced by a number of  genetic and 
lifestyle factors. As described in the sections that follow, the risk factors may either 
cause an increase in bile’s cholesterol concentration or a reduction in gallbladder 
motility, thereby promoting gallstone crystallization or subsequent stone growth.

ethnicity Although the genetic factors involved are not well understood, eth-
nicity exerts a strong influence on gallstone formation. The Pima Indians are an  
exceptionally high-risk population, as gallstones develop in about 75 percent of  
adult women.27 African Americans tend to have a lower prevalence of  gallstones 
than white or Mexican-American populations.28

aging Because gallstones do not dissolve spontaneously, gallstone prevalence  
increases with age. Moreover, bile composition tends to change with aging: the cho-
lesterol concentration increases while bile salts decrease, leading to a greater likeli-
hood of  cholesterol crystallization.

Gender The prevalence of  cholesterol gallstones is about twice as high in women as 
in men;29 this is because estrogen alters cholesterol metabolism, causing an increased 
secretion of  cholesterol into bile. Similarly, the use of  estrogen replacement therapy 
after menopause increases gallstone risk.

Pregnancy Gallstone risk is increased in pregnancy due to hormonal changes: the 
higher estrogen levels raise bile’s cholesterol concentration, and the increase in pro-
gesterone levels reduces gallbladder motility. The risk of  gallstones worsens as the 
pregnancy progresses and is especially high during the third trimester.

obesity and Weight Loss Obesity predisposes to gallstone formation because it 
is associated with increased cholesterol synthesis in the liver, which results in higher 
cholesterol concentrations in bile. Gallstones may also develop as a result of  rapid 
weight loss, which both increases the secretion of  cholesterol into bile and decreases 
gallbladder motility. Another effect of  rapid weight loss is an increased production of  
the gallbladder’s mucin proteins, which are a major component of biliary sludge and also 
serve as a matrix for cholesterol crystals during stone growth. The oral ingestion of  bile 
salts has been shown to reduce the risk of gallstone formation during rapid weight loss.

other risk Factors Long-term total parenteral nutrition usually reduces gallblad-
der motility, which promotes the development of  biliary sludge. Some medications 
(such as octreotide) may have similar effects. The medication clofibrate, used for heart 

cholecystitis (Koh-leh-sih-sty-
tis): inflammation of the gallbladder, 
usually caused by obstruction of the 
cystic duct by gallstones.

peritonitis: inflammation of the 
peritoneal membrane, which lines 
the abdominal cavity. 

bacterial cholangitis (Koh-lan-
Jye-tis): bacterial infection involving 
the bile ducts.
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disease, increases the cholesterol concentration of  bile, promoting gallstone crystal-
lization. High triglyceride levels in blood are also associated with increased gallstone 
risk, as are spinal cord injuries and diseases affecting the ileum.

Treatment of Gallstones
Asymptomatic gallstones generally do not require treatment. Gallstones that cause 
symptoms or complications are usually treated with gallbladder surgery or nonsurgi-
cal procedures that dissolve or fragment the stones. To minimize symptoms before the 
gallbladder or gallstones are removed, a low-fat diet (with less than 30 percent of  total 
kcalories from fat) may be prescribed; some individuals may tolerate small, frequent 
meals better than large meals.30

Surgery Gallbladder removal, or cholecystectomy, is the primary treatment for  
patients with recurring gallstones. The standard surgical approach is a laparoscopic 
method, which relies on narrow surgical telescopes (laparoscopes) to view and per-
form the necessary procedures via small incisions in the abdomen. The procedure 
takes only one or two hours, and many patients are discharged on the same day as 
the surgery. In patients with complications that make organ removal difficult, open 
cholecystectomy—which requires opening the abdominal cavity—may be necessary.

Once the gallbladder has been removed, the common bile duct collects bile between 
meals and releases it into the duodenum at mealtimes; thus, patients can usually tol-
erate a regular diet. Some individuals may experience diarrhea due to an increased 
amount of  bile in the large intestine, which has a laxative effect. Abdominal pain is 
sometimes caused by the presence of  residual stones within the common bile duct 
that were overlooked during surgery or that formed within the duct itself. Bile duct 
injuries occasionally result from the surgical procedure.

Nonsurgical Procedures Nonsurgical methods are used primarily in patients who have 
small cholesterol stones and transient conditions associated with gallstone formation. 
The gallstones can be treated by oral intake of ursodeoxycholic acid (ursodiol), a bile acid 
that reduces the bile’s cholesterol content and eventually allows the cholesterol crystals in 
gallstones to dissolve. Ursodeoxycholic acid must be used for 6 to 18 months and is best 
suited for stones that are 5 to 10 millimeters (about ¼ to ½ inch) in diameter or smaller. 
Recurrence rates after dissolution are as high as 50 percent within 5 years after treatment.31

Cholesterol gallstones can be fragmented using shock-wave lithotripsy, a procedure 
that is also used to fragment kidney stones. This technique uses high-amplitude sound 
waves (called shock waves) to break gallstones into pieces that are small enough to either 
pass into the intestine without causing symptoms or be dissolved with ursodeoxycholic 
acid. Shock-wave lithotripsy can be performed only in patients with few gallstones. Due to 
high gallstone recurrence rates (up to 80 percent recurrence after 10 years), the procedure 
is used mainly to remove bile duct stones that are difficult to extract by other means.32

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Gallstones are the most common disorder affecting the gallbladder. They are 
formed by the concentration of  compounds in bile, especially cholesterol and the 
bile pigment bilirubin.

 ❚ Although most gallstones are asymptomatic, some gallstones can cause recurring 
pain and GI problems that appear after meals and may persist for several hours. 

 ❚ The risk of  gallstone disease is influenced by ethnicity, gender, pregnancy, obesity, 
rapid weight loss, and other factors. 

 ❚ Treatments for gallstones include gallbladder removal and gallstone dissolution or 
fragmentation.

cholecystectomy (Koh-leh-sis-
teK-toe-mee): surgical removal of 
the gallbladder.

laparoscopic: pertaining to pro-
cedures that use a laparoscope for 
internal examination or surgery. 
a laparoscope is a narrow surgical 
telescope that is inserted into the 
abdominal cavity through a small 
incision. a video camera is usually 
attached so that the procedure can 
be viewed on a television monitor.

shock-wave lithotripsy: a non-
surgical procedure that uses high-
amplitude sound waves to fragment 
gallstones or kidney stones.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record to determine:

 ■ type of liver disorder
 ■ cause of the liver disorder
 ■ if the patient has received a liver transplant 
 ■ if the patient has a history of gallstones

review the medical record for complications that may alter 
nutritional needs, including:

 ■ abdominal pain
 ■ anemia
 ■ ascites
 ■ esophageal varices
 ■ hepatic encephalopathy
 ■ impaired kidney or lung function
 ■ infections
 ■ insulin resistance or diabetes mellitus
 ■ malabsorption
 ■ malnutrition
 ■ Pancreatitis

Medications

in patients with liver dysfunction, the risk of diet-drug interactions 
is high because most drugs are metabolized in the liver. risk of 
interactions is intensified for patients with:

 ■ ascites (medications may take a long time to reach the liver)
 ■ renal failure (medications often undergo further metabolism 

in the kidneys and are excreted in the urine)
 ■ malnutrition
 ■ multiple prescriptions
 ■ long-term medication use

Dietary Intake

For patients with fatty liver, pay special attention to:

 ■ energy intake, if the patient is overweight or malnourished, 
has diabetes, or is receiving total parenteral nutrition

 ■ carbohydrate intake, if the patient has diabetes or is receiv-
ing total parenteral nutrition

 ■ alcohol abuse

For patients with hepatitis, cirrhosis, or ascites:

 ■ check appetite.
 ■ ensure that energy and nutrient intakes are appropriate.

 ■ determine whether alcohol is being consumed.
 ■ determine whether sodium restriction is warranted.
 ■ base energy intakes on desirable weight or an estimated dry 

weight to avoid overfeeding.

Anthropometric Data

take baseline height and weight measurements, and monitor 
weight regularly. For patients with ascites and edema:

 ■ monitor weight changes to evaluate the degree of fluid 
retention.

 ■ remember that the patient may be malnourished, and 
weight may be deceptively high.

laboratory Tests

note that albumin and serum proteins are often reduced in 
people with liver disease and are not appropriate indicators of 
nutrition status. review the following laboratory test results to 
assess liver function:

 ■ albumin
 ■ alkaline phosphatase
 ■ alt and ast
 ■ ammonia
 ■ bilirubin
 ■ gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase
 ■ Prothrombin time 

check laboratory test results for complications associated with 
liver failure, including:

 ■ anemia
 ■ decreased renal function
 ■ Fluid retention
 ■ hyperglycemia

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ Fluid retention (ascites and edema)
 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition (muscle wasting and uninten-

tional weight loss)
 ■ nutrient deficiencies

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  d i s o r d e r s  o F  
t h e  l i V e r  a n d  g a l l b l a d d e r 

clinical applications
1. Vijaya reddy is a college student who visited relatives near her 

parents’ birthplace in anantapur, india, during summer vacation. 
although her relatives provided boiled or purified water at their 
home, they occasionally took Vijaya to local restaurants, where 

she drank tap water. several weeks after Vijaya returned home, 
she developed flu-like symptoms and started feeling extremely 
tired. she also experienced upper abdominal pain and felt nau-
seous after meals. after her roommate told her that her eyes and 
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self check 
1. in cases of fatty liver that are unrelated to excessive alcohol 

intakes, the primary risk factor is:
a. following a high-protein diet. 
b. use of illicit drugs.
c. following a high-fat diet.
d. insulin resistance.

2. which of the following statements about hepatitis is true?
a. chronic hepatitis can progress to cirrhosis.
b. whatever the cause of hepatitis, symptoms are typically severe.
c. Vaccines are available to protect against hepatitis a, b, and 

c viruses.
d. hcV infection can be spread through contaminated foods 

and water.

3. esophageal varices are a dangerous complication of liver  
disease primarily because they: 
a. interfere with food intake.
b. can lead to massive bleeding.
c. divert blood flow from the gi tract.
d. contribute to hepatic encephalopathy.

4. a complication of cirrhosis that contributes to the development 
of ascites is: 
a. portal hypertension.
b. elevated serum ammonia levels.
c. bile obstruction.
d. insulin resistance.

5. lactulose, a nonabsorbable disaccharide, is generally prescribed 
to patients who develop which complication of cirrhosis?
a. Portal hypertension
b. hepatic encephalopathy
c. bile insufficiency
d. ascites

6. with respect to protein intake, patients with hepatic  
encephalopathy should: 
a. consume a high-protein diet.
b. restrict protein intake to avoid elevations in serum 

ammonia.
c. spread protein intake evenly throughout the day.
d. use formulas enriched with aromatic amino acids to meet 

their protein needs.

7. People with ascites must often restrict their dietary intake of: 
a. fat.
b. protein.
c. sugars.
d. sodium.

8. dietary concerns after a liver transplant include all of the  
following except:
a. severe protein restrictions that are difficult to adhere to.
b. increased risk of foodborne illness.
c. gastrointestinal side effects of medications.
d. altered appetite and taste perception from medications.

9. regarding the major risk factors for gallstone disease:
a. prevalence is much higher in men than in women.
b. gallstone risk is increased during pregnancy.
c. rapid weight loss can temporarily shrink gallstones.
d. risk is generally similar among ethnic groups.

10. nonsurgical approaches to gallstone treatment include: 
a. cholecystectomy.
b. weight loss.
c. dissolution and fragmentation.
d. immunosuppressant drug therapy.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.

skin appeared yellow, she knew something was definitely wrong. 
a physician at the student health center diagnosed hepatitis.

 ❚ which type of hepatitis did Vijaya most likely have?

 ❚ what additional symptoms may develop? is Vijaya’s  
condition likely to become chronic?

 ❚ what medical treatment is suggested for Vijaya’s condition? 
describe the dietary modifications that may be necessary in 
some cases.

2. as discussed in the section on cirrhosis, many patients develop 
protein-energy malnutrition and wasting during the course of 
illness. review table 20-5 to find examples of problems that 
may lead to malnutrition. select three nutrition or medical  
problems (from the “examples” column), and discuss the  
complications of liver disease that may cause the problems  
you selected. what dietary or medical treatments can help  
in managing these problems?
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Nutrition in Practice

LO 20.5 Describe how alcohol is metabolized in the 
body and discuss the potential risks and benefits  
associated with its use.

As chapter 20 described, excessive alcohol consumption is a 
primary cause of liver disease. alcohol can be toxic to other 

organs as well, including the brain, gastrointestinal (gi) tract, and 
pancreas. in addition, alcohol abuse can lead to a number of 
nutrient deficiencies. moderate use of alcohol, however, has been 
associated with some health benefits, such as lower heart disease 
risk in middle-aged and older adults. this nutrition in Practice 
discusses current recommendations concerning alcohol and the 
health problems and benefits associated with its use. the glossary 
in box nP20-1 defines the relevant terms.

What are the current dietary guidelines 
for alcohol consumption?

For those who choose to drink alcoholic beverages, the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans recommend that women and men limit 
their average daily intakes of alcohol to one drink and two drinks 
per day, respectively. in addition, women should avoid consuming 
more than three drinks in a single day, whereas men should con-
sume no more than four drinks in one day.1 one drink is defined 
as 12 ounces of beer, 5 ounces of wine, 10 ounces of wine cooler, 
or 1½ ounces of 80 proof distilled spirits such as gin, rum, vodka, 
and whiskey (see Figure nP20-1). some individuals should not 
consume alcohol at all, such as pregnant and lactating women, 
women of childbearing age who may become pregnant, children 
and adolescents, people using medications that can interact with 
alcohol, and people who are unable to voluntarily restrict their 
alcohol intake. alcohol should also be avoided by anyone who is 
involved in an activity that requires attention or coordination, such 
as driving or operating machinery.

about 64 percent of adults in the united states drink alcoholic 
beverages.2 the prevalence of alcohol abuse is estimated to be  
between 7.4 and 9.7 percent in the general population.

What happens to alcohol in the body?

recall that alcohol is a source of food energy, providing 7 kcalories 
per gram. although a small amount of alcohol is metabolized in 
the stomach, most of the alcohol consumed is quickly absorbed in 
the stomach or small intestine and passes readily into the body’s 
cells, where alcohol concentrations reach levels similar to those  
in the blood. the liver is the site of most alcohol metabolism,  
although its ability to metabolize alcohol is somewhat limited: the 
average adult metabolizes only 7 to 10 grams of alcohol per hour, 
about the amount in one drink.3 the main product of alcohol  
metabolism is acetate, which can be used as a source of energy 
by most tissues.

because there is no storage pool for alcohol and it can be 
toxic to cells, the metabolism of alcohol in the liver takes prior-
ity over that of other substances. thus, alcohol suppresses the 
breakdown of fat for energy, leading to fat accumulation in the 
liver and the increased release of triglyceride-carrying lipoproteins 
(very-low-density lipoproteins, or Vldl). an excessive alcohol 
intake inhibits both the storage of glycogen and the liver’s pro-
duction of glucose between meals. heavy drinkers are at risk of 
developing hypoglycemia, an effect that is accentuated in people 
with diabetes who use insulin or medications to reduce glucose 
levels. alcohol ingestion can also impair the synthesis and secre-
tion of a number of liver proteins, including albumin and fibrino-
gen (a blood-clotting protein).

How is alcohol toxic to cells?

alcohol can damage cells either directly, or indirectly via the 
metabolite acetaldehyde that is created during alcohol 
metabolism. high alcohol concentrations change the structure 
of cell membranes, increasing membrane permeability.  

B O X  n P 2 0 - 1   g L O S S a r y

acetaldehyde (ah-set-al-deh-hide): an intermediate in alcohol 
metabolism that, in excess, can damage the body’s tissues and interfere 
with cellular functions.

acetate (ah-seh-tate): the product of alcohol metabolism that is used 
as a source of energy by many tissues in the body.

alcohol abuse: the continued use of alcohol despite the 
development of social, legal, or health problems. individuals who abuse 
alcohol are called alcoholics.

alcoholic liver disease: liver disease that is related to excessive 
alcohol consumption. disorders that may develop include fatty liver, 
hepatitis, and cirrhosis, which may lead to liver failure.

drink: an alcoholic beverage that contains about half an ounce of 
pure alcohol. one drink is equivalent to 12 ounces of beer, 5 ounces 
of wine, 10 ounces of wine cooler, or 1½ ounces of 80 proof distilled 
spirits.

5 oz wine

12 oz beer 10 oz wine cooler 

1   oz hard liquor
(80 proof 

whiskey, gin, 
brandy, 

rum, vodka) 

12
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F i g u r e  n P 2 0 - 1   each of the amounts shown is 
equivalent to one drink.
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cell membrane proteins may become damaged, interfering with 
the transport of substances across the membrane. the presence 
of alcohol also activates inflammatory responses in cells, which 
can eventually lead to cell death and tissue damage. acetalde-
hyde can cause numerous adverse effects: it binds to proteins 
and interferes with their functions, alters immune responses, 
causes oxidative damage, inhibits dna repair, and prevents the 
formation of microtubules within cells. 

How does alcohol affect brain function?

alcohol acts as a central nervous system depressant. it can cause 
sedation, slow reaction times, and relieve anxiety. in excess, it 
impairs judgment, reduces inhibitions, and impairs speech and 
motor functions. extremely high blood alcohol levels can lead to 
coma, respiratory depression, and death.

chronic heavy drinking can cause certain types of neurological 
damage. the most common abnormality is injury to the peripheral 

nerves, which is evidenced by tingling in the hands and feet, lack 
of muscular coordination, and changes in a person’s manner of 
walking. Visual impairments, such as blurred vision and optic nerve 
degeneration, can also occur.

chronic drinkers who are forced to discontinue their use of 
alcohol may experience withdrawal symptoms, which include 
anxiety, irritability, and palpitations. in severe cases, symptoms may 
include nausea and vomiting, delirium, and seizures.

What are some other long-term consequences  
of drinking too much alcohol?

Alcoholic liver disease is the most common complication of alcohol 
abuse, occurring in about 15 to 30 percent of chronic heavy drinkers.4 
the disease develops in a manner similar to the disease progression 
described in chapter 20: fatty liver, hepatitis, and, eventually, cirrhosis 
and liver failure. in addition to liver damage, alcohol can cause 
damage to the gi tract, pancreas, and heart (see Figure nP20-2).  

Alters judgment
Depresses inhibitions
Impairs motor skills
Slows breathing

Raises likelihood of 
hypertension and 
heart attacks
Leads to deterioration of
heart muscle
Alters heart rhythm

Damages and inflames
cells of the lower GI
tract
Delays GI motility
Impairs absorption

Acts as carcinogen to
upper GI tract cells
Stimulates secretion of 
gastric acid
Inflames lining of
stomach
Raises the likelihood
of nausea, reflux 
esophagitis, gastritis,
and ulcers

Upper GI tract

Acts as toxin to liver
cells
Alters metabolism of
nutrients and drugs
Impairs liver’s ability
to store nutrients

Liver

Acts as toxin to
pancreatic cells
Alters secretion of
pancreatic hormones
In excess, may raise risks of
type 2 diabetes in men

Pancreas

Brain and central nervous system

Cardiovascular system

Lower GI tract

F i g u r e  n P 2 0 - 2   effects of excessive alcohol intake on Organ Systems
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in the gi tract, alcohol’s eventual effects may include gastritis, ulcers, 
nutrient malabsorption, diarrhea, and gi cancers. chronic alcohol 
ingestion frequently injures pancreatic tissue and may lead to chronic 
pancreatitis. heavy drinking is also associated with heart arrhythmias, 
impaired heart muscle contractility, and hypertension.

What are the effects of excessive alcohol 
consumption on nutrition status?

an excessive intake of alcohol can lead to multiple nutrient defi-
ciencies. because alcohol supplies 7 kcalories per gram, it displaces 
other energy sources along with the essential nutrients such foods 
would provide. as mentioned earlier, alcohol consumption can 
cause nutrient malabsorption as a result of direct damage to the gi 
mucosa. alcohol also interferes with the way the body processes 
nutrients. examples of common deficiencies in persons who abuse 
alcohol include:5

 ❚ Vitamin A. alcohol and vitamin a are metabolized by similar en-
zymes, so heavy drinking—which induces the enzymes  
that break down alcohol—increases the degradation of  
vitamin a.

 ❚ Thiamin. alcohol abuse is the most common cause of thiamin 
deficiency in the united states. heavy drinking is associated with 
low thiamin intakes, and alcohol ingestion dramatically reduces 
thiamin absorption.

 ❚ Folate. alcohol reduces the absorption of folate in the small 
intestine and increases folate degradation. because folate has 
a central role in cell division (and cells of the gi tract are rapidly 
dividing cells), folate deficiency contributes to the malabsorption 
of other nutrients as well.

Can alcohol have disruptive effects on the 
metabolism of medications?

yes. alcohol consumption activates enzymes that metabolize 
certain drugs, so alcohol ingestion can alter drug metabolism. 
For example, the consumption of several drinks daily activates 
enzymes that convert acetaminophen (tylenol) to chemicals that 
are toxic to the liver; thus, alcohol drinkers should avoid combining 
alcohol and acetaminophen. in contrast, impaired drug metabo-
lism is likely when the drugs and alcohol require similar enzymes 
for their metabolism. as an example, when alcohol is ingested at 
the same time that some sedative drugs are taken, drug metabo-
lism is delayed until the alcohol is degraded, prolonging the drugs’ 
effects.6

Does alcohol consumption have any beneficial 
effects on health?

yes. epidemiological studies in western countries have con-
sistently shown that a moderate alcohol intake reduces total 
mortality among middle-aged and older men and women. 
in addition, researchers have learned that moderate alcohol 

drinking can help reduce risks of developing the following 
chronic illnesses:7

 ❚ Heart disease. individuals with a light to moderate intake of 
alcohol—from beer, wine, or liquor—have a lower risk of heart 
disease than nondrinkers. alcohol helps to protect against the 
development of atherosclerosis, increases levels of high-density 
lipoproteins (hdl), and reduces the tendency for blood clotting. 
its protective effects are seen mainly in older persons who have 
one or more classic risk factors for heart disease.

 ❚ Stroke. moderate alcohol consumption may reduce the risk of 
stroke, especially ischemic stroke (caused by blood clotting in  
arteries that supply blood to the brain). conversely, heavy  
drinking increases the risk of all forms of stroke.

 ❚ Diabetes. the risk of type 2 diabetes may be lower in moderate 
drinkers than in individuals who abstain from alcohol. in addition, 
some studies have found that a moderate alcohol intake may im-
prove insulin sensitivity and reduce fasting glucose concentrations. 

note that unlike other recommendations for disease prevention, 
medical personnel rarely recommend that a nondrinker begin 
drinking to reduce disease risk, due to the potential for addiction 
and the adverse effects caused by excessive intakes.

the benefits or harm associated with alcohol consumption depend 
on a person’s health status, age, and the amount consumed. most 
people in the united states who consume alcoholic beverages are not 
heavy drinkers; however, health professionals should be alert to those 
who may be abusing alcohol and potentially endangering their health.

notes

1. Report of the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee on the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010, available at http://
www.cnpp.usda.gov/dgas2010-dgacreport.htm; site  
visited march 4, 2014.

2. P. g. o’connor, alcohol abuse and dependence, in l. goldman 
and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: 
saunders, 2012), pp. 146–153.   
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Carbohydrate-
Controlled Diets 
for Diabetes 
Mellitus

21.1 Overview of Diabetes Mellitus
LO 21.1 Characterize type 1 and type 2 diabetes and 
describe the complications associated with these 
conditions.

21.2 Treatment of Diabetes  
Mellitus
LO 21.2 Describe how diabetes is managed using  
individualized dietary adjustments, medications,  
and physical activity plans.

21.3 Diabetes Management in Pregnancy
LO 21.3 Explain how diabetes can affect pregnancy out-
comes and describe the approaches used to maintain 
glycemic control in pregnant women with diabetes.

21.4 Nutrition in Practice: The Metabolic 
Syndrome
LO 21.4 Identify the features and possible consequences 
of the metabolic syndrome and describe the current 
treatment approaches for this condition.
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The incidence of diabetes mellitus is steadily increasing in the United 
States and many other countries. It now affects an estimated 12.3 percent  

of adults aged 20 and older in the United States, or about 29 million people.1 
About 28 percent of persons with diabetes are unaware that they have it,2 a 
danger because its damaging effects often occur before symptoms develop. 
Diabetes ranks seventh among the leading causes of death in the United 
States. It also contributes to the development of other life-threatening  
diseases, including heart disease and kidney failure.

21.1 Overview of Diabetes Mellitus
LO 21.1 Characterize type 1 and type 2 diabetes and describe the complications 
associated with these conditions.

The term diabetes mellitus refers to metabolic disorders characterized by elevated blood 
glucose concentrations and disordered insulin metabolism. People with diabetes may 
be unable to produce sufficient insulin or to use insulin effectively, or they may have 
both types of  abnormalities. These impairments result in defective glucose uptake and 
utilization in muscle and adipose cells and unrestrained glucose production in the 
liver. The result is hyperglycemia, a marked elevation in blood glucose levels that 
can ultimately cause damage to blood vessels, nerves, and tissues. Box 21-1 (p. 554) 
defines diabetes-related symptoms and complications.

Symptoms of Diabetes
Symptoms of  diabetes are usually related to the degree of  hyperglycemia present 
(see Table 21-1). When the plasma glucose level rises above about 200 milligrams 
per deciliter (mg/dL), it exceeds the renal threshold, the concentration at which the 
kidneys begin to pass glucose into the urine (glycosuria). The presence of  glucose 
in the urine draws additional water from the blood, increasing the amount of  urine 
produced. Thus, the symptoms that arise in diabetes may include frequent urination 
(polyuria), dehydration, and excessive thirst (polydipsia). Other possible symptoms 
include weight loss, excessive hunger (polyphagia), blurred vision (caused by the  
exposure of  eye tissues to hyperosmolar fluids), increased infections (due to weak-
ened immune responses and impaired circulation), and fatigue (due to altered energy 
metabolism, dehydration, or other effects of  illness).

Diagnosis of Diabetes
The diagnosis of  diabetes is based primarily on plasma glucose levels, which can 
be measured under fasting conditions or at random times during the day. In some 
cases, an oral glucose tolerance test is given: the individual ingests a 75-gram glu-
cose load, and plasma glucose is measured at one or more time intervals following 
glucose ingestion. Glycated hemoglobin (HbA

1c
) levels, which reflect hemoglobin’s 

exposure to glucose over the preceding 2 to 3 months, are an indirect assessment of  
blood glucose levels. The following criteria are currently used to diagnose diabetes:3

 ❚ The plasma glucose concentration is 126 mg/dL or higher after a fast of  at least 
eight hours (normal fasting plasma glucose levels are 75 to 100 mg/dL).

 ❚ In a person with classic symptoms of  diabetes, the plasma glucose concentration 
of  a random, or casual, blood sample (obtained from a non-fasting individual)  
is 200 mg/dL or higher.

 ❚ The plasma glucose concentration measured two hours after a 75-gram glucose 
load is 200 mg/dL or higher.

 ❚ The HbA
1c

 level is 6.5 percent or higher.

diabetes (dye-ah-bee-teez) melli-
tus: a group of metabolic disorders 
characterized by hyperglycemia and 
disordered insulin metabolism.

❚ diabetes 5 siphon (in greek), 
referring to the excessive passage 
of urine that is characteristic of 
untreated diabetes

❚ mellitus 5 sweet, honeylike

insulin: a pancreatic hormone that 
regulates glucose metabolism; its 
actions are countered mainly by the 
hormone glucagon.

renal threshold: the blood 
concentration of a substance that 
exceeds the kidneys’ capacity for 
reabsorption, causing the substance 
to be passed into the urine.

hyperosmolar: having an abnor-
mally high osmolarity; osmolarity 
refers to the concentration of osmoti-
cally active particles in solution. hyper-
glycemia may cause some body fluids 
to become hyperosmolar.

oral glucose tolerance test:  
a test that evaluates a person’s ability 
to tolerate an oral glucose load. 

glycated hemoglobin (Hba1c): 
hemoglobin that has nonenzymati-
cally attached to glucose; the level 
of hba1c in the blood helps to  
diagnose diabetes and evaluate 
long-term glycemic control. also 
called glycosylated hemoglobin.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 1   Symptoms 
of Diabetes mellitus

 ❚ Frequent urination (polyuria)

 ❚ dehydration, dry mouth

 ❚ excessive thirst (polydipsia)

 ❚ weight loss

 ❚ excessive hunger (polyphagia)

 ❚ blurred vision

 ❚ increased infections

 ❚ Fatigue
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Overt symptoms of  hyperglycemia help to confirm the diagnosis. Otherwise, a diag-
nosis of  diabetes is confirmed only if  a subsequent test yields similar results.

Individuals with prediabetes have blood glucose levels that are above normal but 
not high enough to be classified as diabetes; these individuals are at high risk of  even-
tually developing type 2 diabetes (described in a later section) and cardiovascular  
diseases. Prediabetes affects approximately 37 percent of  adults in the United States4 
and 23 percent of  adolescents aged 12 to 19 years,5 and it is especially prevalent 
among those who are overweight or obese.

Types of Diabetes
Table 21-2 lists features of  the two main types of  diabetes, type 1 and type 2 diabetes.  
Pregnancy can lead to abnormal glucose tolerance and the condition known as  
gestational diabetes, which often resolves after pregnancy but is a risk factor for type  
2 diabetes. Diabetes can also be caused by medical conditions that damage the pancreas 
or interfere with insulin function.

type 1 Diabetes Type 1 diabetes accounts for about 5 to 10 percent of  diabetes 
cases. It is usually caused by autoimmune destruction of  the pancreatic beta cells, 
which produce and secrete insulin (see Figure 21-1). By the time symptoms develop, 
the damage to the beta cells has progressed so far that insulin must be provided, most 
often by injection. Although the reason for the autoimmune attack is usually unknown, 
environmental toxins or infections are likely triggers. People with type 1 diabetes often 
have a genetic susceptibility for the disorder and are at increased risk of  developing 
other autoimmune diseases.

Type 1 diabetes usually develops during childhood or adolescence, and symptoms 
may appear abruptly in previously healthy children.6 Classic symptoms are polyuria, 

prediabetes: the state of hav-
ing plasma glucose levels that are 
higher than normal but not high 
enough to be diagnosed as diabetes 
(100–125 mg/dl when fasting or 
140–199 mg/dl when measured 
two hours after ingesting 75 grams 
of glucose); occurs in individuals 
who have metabolic defects that 
often lead to type 2 diabetes.

type 1 diabetes: diabetes that 
is characterized by absolute insulin 
deficiency, usually resulting from the 
autoimmune destruction of pancreatic 
beta cells.

autoimmune: refers to an immune 
response directed against the body’s 
own tissues.

❚  auto 5 self

acetone breath: a distinctive fruity odor on the breath of a person 
with ketosis.

albuminuria: the presence of albumin (a blood protein) in the 
urine, a sign of diabetic nephropathy.

claudication (claw-dih-Kay-shun): pain in the legs while walking; 
usually due to an inadequate supply of blood to muscles.

diabetic coma: a coma that occurs in uncontrolled diabetes; may 
be due to diabetic ketoacidosis, the hyperosmolar hyperglycemic  
syndrome, or severe hypoglycemia. diabetic coma was a frequent 
cause of death before insulin was routinely used to manage diabetes.

diabetic nephropathy (neh-Frah-pah-thee): damage to the  
kidneys that results from long-term diabetes.

diabetic neuropathy (nur-rah-pah-thee): nerve damage that 
results from long-term diabetes.

diabetic retinopathy (reh-tih-nah-pah-thee): retinal damage 
that results from long-term diabetes.

gangrene: death of tissue due to a deficient blood supply and/or 
infection.

gastroparesis (gas-tro-pah-ree-sis): delayed stomach emptying 
caused by nerve damage in stomach tissue.

glycosuria (gly-co-soor-ee-ah): the presence of glucose in  
the urine.

hyperglycemia: elevated blood glucose concentrations. normal 
fasting plasma glucose levels are less than 100 mg/dl. Fasting plasma 

glucose levels between 100 and 125 mg/dl suggest prediabetes;  
values of 126 mg/dl and above suggest diabetes.

hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome: a condition of 
extreme hyperglycemia associated with dehydration, hyperosmolar 
blood, and altered mental status; sometimes called the hyperosmolar 
hyperglycemic nonketotic state.

hypoglycemia: abnormally low blood glucose concentrations. in 
diabetes, hypoglycemia is treated when plasma glucose falls below 
70 mg/dl.

ketoacidosis (Key-to-ass-ih-doe-sis): an acidosis (lowering of blood 
ph) that results from the excessive production of ketone bodies.

ketonuria (Key-to-noor-ee-ah): the presence of ketone bodies in 
the urine.

ketosis (key-toe-sis): elevated levels of ketone bodies in the body.

macrovascular complications: disorders that affect large blood 
vessels, including the coronary arteries and arteries of the limbs.

microvascular complications: disorders that affect small blood 
vessels, including those in the retina and kidneys.

peripheral vascular disease: a condition characterized by im-
paired blood circulation in the limbs.

polydipsia (Pol-ee-diP-see-ah): excessive thirst.

polyphagia (Pol-ee-Fay-jee-ah): excessive appetite or hunger.

polyuria (Pol-ee-yoor-ee-ah): excessive urine production.

BOX 21-1 g L O S S a ry  O F   D i a b e T e S - r e L aT e D  S y m P T O m S  a n D  C O m P L i C aT i O n S
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polydipsia, weight loss, and weakness or fatigue. Ketoacidosis—acidosis due to the 
excessive production of  ketone bodies—is sometimes the first sign of  disease. Disease 
onset tends to be more gradual in individuals who develop type 1 diabetes in later 
years. Blood tests that detect antibodies to insulin, pancreatic islet cells, and pancre-
atic enzymes can confirm the diagnosis and help to predict development of  the dis-
ease in close relatives.

type 2 Diabetes Type 2 diabetes is the most prevalent form of  diabetes, account-
ing for 90 to 95 percent of  cases. The defect in type 2 diabetes is insulin resistance, 
the reduced sensitivity to insulin in muscle, adipose, and liver cells, coupled with  
relative insulin deficiency, the lack of  sufficient insulin to manage glucose effectively. 
Normally, the pancreatic beta cells secrete more insulin to compensate for insulin 
resistance. In type 2 diabetes, insulin levels are often abnormally high (hyperinsu-
linemia) but the additional insulin is insufficient to compensate for its diminished 
effect in cells. Thus, the hyperglycemia that develops represents a mismatch between 
the amount of  insulin required and the amount produced by beta cells. Beta cell func-
tion tends to worsen over time in people with type 2 diabetes, and insulin production 
declines as the condition progresses.7

Although the precise causes of  type 2 diabetes are unknown, risk is substantially 
increased by obesity (especially abdominal obesity), aging, and physical inactivity. The 
majority of  individuals with type 2 diabetes are obese, and obesity itself  can directly 
cause some degree of  insulin resistance (see Nutrition in Practice 21).8 Prevalence  
increases with age and probably exceeds 25 percent in persons older than 65 years; how-
ever, many cases remain undiagnosed.9 Genetic factors strongly influence risk: type 2 
diabetes is more prevalent in certain ethnic populations, including African Americans, 
Asian Americans, Hispanic populations, Native Americans, and Pacific Islanders.

type 2 Diabetes in children and adolescents Although most cases of  type  
2 diabetes are diagnosed in individuals who are over 40 years of  age, children and 
teenagers who are overweight or obese or have a family history of  diabetes are at  
increased risk. Because type 2 diabetes is frequently asymptomatic, it is generally 
identified in youths only when high-risk groups are screened for the disease.

Increased rates of  both type 1 and type 2 diabetes have been documented in  
children in past decades and correlate with the rise in childhood obesity. Type 1 and type 2  
diabetes are sometimes difficult to distinguish in children, however, and a few studies 

ketone bodies: products of fat  
metabolism that are produced in the 
liver; accumulate in the blood when 
abnormally high amounts of fatty  
acids are released from adipose tissue.

type 2 diabetes: diabetes that is 
characterized by insulin resistance cou-
pled with insufficient insulin secretion.

insulin resistance: reduced sen-
sitivity to insulin in muscle, adipose, 
and liver cells.

hyperinsulinemia: abnormally 
high levels of insulin in the blood.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 2   Features of Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes mellitus

Feature Type 1 Diabetes Type 2 Diabetes

Prevalence in diabetic 
population

5–10 percent of cases 90–95 percent of cases

Age of onset <30 years >40 yearsa

Associated conditions autoimmune diseases, viral 
infection, inherited factors

obesity, aging, inactivity, 
inherited factors

Major defect destruction of pancreatic beta 
cells; insulin deficiency

insulin resistance; insulin 
deficiency relative to needs

Insulin secretion little or none Varies; may be normal, 
increased, or decreased

Requirement for insulin 
therapy

all cases some cases

Former names Juvenile-onset diabetes
insulin-dependent diabetes

adult-onset diabetes
noninsulin-dependent diabetes

aincidence of type 2 diabetes is increasing in children and adolescents; in more than 90% of these cases, it is associated 
with overweight or obesity and a family history of type 2 diabetes.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 1   Pancreatic 
insulin Production
cross-sections of the pancreas reveal 
small clusters of cells known as the 
islets of langerhans; these regions 
contain the beta cells that produce 
insulin.
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suggest that some children diagnosed with type 1 diabetes may actually have had type 
2 diabetes.10 Type 2 diabetes is still extremely rare in children; for example, its estimated 
incidence in 10- to 19-year-old African-American and Hispanic-American youths—two 
groups at high risk—is about 27 and 17 cases per 100,000 individuals per year, respec-
tively.11 Its increasing prevalence, however, indicates that routine screening and diabetes 
prevention programs may be important safeguards for children at risk (see Box 21-2).

Acute Complications of Diabetes Mellitus
Untreated diabetes may result in life-threatening complications. Insulin deficiency 
can cause significant disturbances in energy metabolism, and severe hyperglycemia 
can lead to dehydration and electrolyte imbalances. In treated diabetes, hypoglycemia 
is a possible complication of  inappropriate disease management. Figure 21-2 presents 
an overview of  some of  the effects of  insulin insufficiency on energy metabolism.

Diabetic Ketoacidosis in type 1 Diabetes A severe lack of  insulin causes diabetic 
ketoacidosis. Without insulin, glucagon’s effects become more pronounced, leading 
to the unrestrained breakdown of  the triglycerides in adipose tissue and the protein 
in muscle. As a result, an increased supply of  fatty acids and amino acids arrives in 
the liver, fueling the production of  ketone bodies and glucose. Ketone bodies, which 
are acidic, can reach dangerously high levels in the blood (ketoacidosis) and spill into 
the urine (ketonuria). Blood pH typically falls below 7.30 (blood pH normally ranges  
between 7.35 and 7.45). Blood glucose levels usually exceed 250 mg/dL and rise 
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aVery low density lipoproteins; these lipoproteins transport triglycerides from the liver to other tissues.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 2   effects of insulin insufficiency
the effects of insulin insufficiency can be grouped according to its effects on carbohydrate, protein, and fat metabolism.

strategies for diabetes preven-
tion may include:

 ❚ lose weight if overweight or 
obese, or prevent additional 
weight gain

 ❚ Perform at least 150 minutes 
of moderate physical activity 
weekly

 ❚ increase intake of whole 
grains and dietary fiber; limit 
intake of sugar-sweetened 
foods and beverages

 ❚ monitor health status with 
yearly check-ups

BOX 21-2
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above 1,000 mg/dL in severe cases. The main features of  diabetic ketoacidosis there-
fore include severe ketosis, acidosis, and hyperglycemia.12

Patients with ketoacidosis may exhibit symptoms of  both acidosis and dehydration. 
Acidosis is partially corrected by exhalation of  carbon dioxide, so rapid or deep breath-
ing is characteristic.* Ketone accumulation is sometimes evident by a fruity odor on 
a person’s breath (acetone breath). Significant urine loss (polyuria) accompanies the 
hyperglycemia, lowering blood volume and blood pressure and depleting electrolytes. 
In response, patients may demonstrate marked fatigue, lethargy, nausea, and vomiting. 
Mental state may vary from alert to comatose (diabetic coma). Treatment of  diabetic 
ketoacidosis includes insulin therapy to correct the hyperglycemia, intravenous fluid 
and electrolyte replacement, and, in some cases, bicarbonate therapy to treat acidosis.

Diabetic ketoacidosis may result from inappropriate diabetes treatment (such as 
missed insulin injections), illness or infection, alcohol abuse, or other physiological 
stressors.13 The condition usually develops quickly, within 1 to 2 days. Although dia-
betic ketoacidosis can occur in type 2 diabetes—usually due to severe stressors such 
as infection, trauma, or surgery—it rarely develops because even relatively low insulin 
concentrations suppress ketone body production.

Hyperosmolar Hyperglycemic Syndrome in type 2 Diabetes The hyperosmolar 
hyperglycemic syndrome is a condition of  severe hyperglycemia and dehydration that 
develops in the absence of  significant ketosis. The condition often evolves slowly, over 
one week or longer. It is usually precipitated by a serious illness or infection that wors-
ens hyperglycemia and results in substantial fluid losses due to polyuria or diarrhea; in  
addition, the patient is unable to recognize thirst or replace fluids adequately due to age, 
illness, sedation, or incapacity. The profound dehydration that eventually develops exac-
erbates the rise in blood glucose levels, which often exceed 600 mg/dL and may climb 
above 1000 mg/dL. Blood plasma may become so hyperosmolar as to cause neurologi-
cal abnormalities, confusion, speech or vision impairments, muscle weakness, abnormal 
reflexes, and seizures; about 10 percent of patients lapse into coma.14 Treatment includes 
intravenous fluid and electrolyte replacement and insulin therapy.

Hypoglycemia Hypoglycemia, or low blood glucose, is due to the inappropriate 
management of  diabetes rather than the disease itself. It is usually caused by excessive 
dosages of  insulin or antidiabetic drugs, prolonged exercise, skipped or delayed meals, 
inadequate food intake, or the consumption of  alcohol without food. Hypoglycemia  
is the most frequent cause of  coma in insulin-treated patients and is believed to  
account for 3 to 4 percent of  deaths in this population.15

Symptoms of  hypoglycemia include sweating, heart palpitations, shakiness, hun-
ger, weakness, dizziness, and irritability. Mental confusion may prevent a person from 
recognizing the problem and taking such corrective action as ingesting glucose tablets, 
juice, or candy (see p. 567). If  hypoglycemia occurs during the night, patients may be 
completely unaware of  its presence.

Chronic Complications of Diabetes
Prolonged hyperglycemia can damage cells and tissues. Glucose nonenzymatically 
combines with proteins, producing molecules that eventually break down to form  
reactive compounds known as advanced glycation end products (AGEs); in diabetes, 
these AGEs accumulate to such high levels that they alter the structures of  proteins and 
stimulate metabolic pathways that are damaging to tissues. Chronic complications of  
diabetes typically involve the large blood vessels (macrovascular complications), smaller 
vessels such as arterioles and capillaries (microvascular complications), and the nerves  
(diabetic neuropathy). Complications may appear 15 to 20 years after diabetes onset.

*Bicarbonate is a buffer in the blood that corrects acidosis. The acid (H+) combines with bicarbonate 
(HCO

3
–) to form carbonic acid (H

2
CO

3
), which breaks down to water (H

2
O) and carbon dioxide (CO

2
). 

The carbon dioxide is then exhaled.

advanced glycation end prod-
ucts (ages): reactive compounds 
formed after glucose combines with 
protein; ages can damage tissues 
and lead to diabetic complications.
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Macrovascular complications The damage caused by diabetes accelerates the devel-
opment of  atherosclerosis in the arteries of  the heart, brain, and limbs. Cardiovascular  
diseases are the leading cause of  death in people with diabetes, accounting for up to  
70 percent of deaths.16 Moreover, type 2 diabetes is often accompanied by multiple risk fac-
tors for cardiovascular disease, including hypertension and blood lipid abnormalities. People  
with diabetes also have increased tendencies for thrombosis (blood clot formation) and 
abnormal ventricle function, both of which can worsen the clinical course of heart disease.

Peripheral vascular disease (impaired blood circulation in the limbs) increases the 
risk of  claudication (pain while walking) and contributes to the development of  foot 
ulcers (see Figure 21-3). Left untreated, foot ulcers can lead to gangrene (tissue death), 
and some patients require foot amputation, a major cause of  disability in diabetes.

Microvascular complications Long-term diabetes causes progressive damage to 
capillaries in the retina (diabetic retinopathy), leading to visual impairments and, 
in some cases, blindness. Damage to the kidneys’ specialized capillaries (diabetic  
nephropathy) prevents adequate blood filtration, and kidney failure often develops, 
requiring the use of  dialysis (artificial filtration of  blood) for survival. Retinopathy 
and nephropathy progress most rapidly when diabetes is poorly controlled, and inten-
sive diabetes management can help slow the progression of  these conditions.

Diabetic Neuropathy Symptoms of  diabetic neuropathy vary and may be experi-
enced as deep pain or burning in the legs and feet, weakness of  the arms and legs, 
or numbness and tingling in the hands and feet. Pain and cramping, especially in the 
legs, are often severe during the night and may interrupt sleep. Neuropathy also con-
tributes to the development of  foot ulcers because cuts and bruises may go unnoticed 
until wounds are severe. Other manifestations of  neuropathy include sweating abnor-
malities, disturbances in bladder and bowel function, sexual dysfunction, constipa-
tion, and delayed stomach emptying (gastroparesis). 

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Diabetes mellitus is a chronic condition characterized by inadequate insulin secretion 
and/or impaired insulin action; diagnosis is based on indicators of hyperglycemia.

 ❚ In type 1 diabetes, the pancreas secretes little or no insulin, and insulin therapy 
is necessary for survival. Type 2 diabetes is characterized by insulin resistance 
coupled with relative insulin deficiency.

 ❚ Acute complications of  poorly controlled diabetes include diabetic ketoacidosis, 
in which hyperglycemia is accompanied by ketosis and acidosis; the hyperosmolar 
hyperglycemic syndrome, characterized by severe hyperglycemia, dehydration, 
and mental impairments; and hypoglycemia, which most often results from  
inappropriate disease management.

 ❚ Chronic complications of  diabetes include macrovascular disorders such as cardio-
vascular disease and peripheral vascular disease, microvascular conditions such as 
retinopathy and nephropathy, and neuropathy.

21.2 Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus
LO 21.2 Describe how diabetes is managed using individualized dietary adjustments, 
medications, and physical activity plans.

Diabetes is a chronic and progressive illness that requires lifelong treatment. Manag-
ing blood glucose levels is a delicate balancing act that involves meal planning, proper 

F i g u r e  2 1 - 3   Diabetic 
Foot ulcer
Foot ulcers are a common compli-
cation of diabetes because blood 
circulation is impaired, which slows 
healing, and nerve damage damp-
ens foot pain, delaying recognition 
and treatment of cuts and bruises.
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timing of  medications, and physical exercise. Frequent adjustments in treatment are 
often necessary to establish good glycemic control. Individuals with type 1 diabetes 
require insulin therapy for survival. Type 2 diabetes may initially be treated with nutri-
tion therapy and exercise, but most patients eventually need antidiabetic medications 
or insulin. Although the health care team must determine the appropriate therapy, the 
individual with diabetes ultimately assumes much of  the responsibility for treatment 
and therefore requires education in self-management of  the disease.

Treatment Goals
The main goal of  diabetes treatment is to maintain blood glucose levels within a desir-
able range to prevent or reduce the risk of complications. Several multicenter clinical trials 
have shown that intensive diabetes treatment, which keeps blood glucose levels tightly con-
trolled, can greatly reduce the incidence and severity of  some chronic complications.*17 
Therefore, maintenance of near-normal glucose levels has become the fundamental objec-
tive of  diabetes care plans (note that intensive treatment may be inappropriate for some 
individuals, including those with limited life expectancies, history of  hypoglycemia, or 
previous heart disease). Other goals of treatment include maintaining healthy blood lipid 
concentrations, controlling blood pressure, and managing weight—measures that can 
help to prevent or delay diabetes complications as well. Table 21-3 provides examples of  
some major differences between conventional and intensive therapies for type 1 diabetes. 
Although intensive therapy is also associated with some risks, including an increased risk 
of hypoglycemia, its benefits for most people outweigh these disadvantages.

Diabetes education provides an individual with the knowledge and skills necessary 
to implement treatment. The primary instructor is often a Certified Diabetes Educator 
(CDE), a health care professional (often a nurse or dietitian) who has specialized knowl-
edge about diabetes treatment and the health education process. To manage diabetes, 
patients must learn about appropriate meal planning, medication administration, blood 
glucose monitoring, weight management, appropriate physical activity, and prevention 
and treatment of diabetic complications. 

*Studies that evaluated the benefits of intensive diabetes treatment include the Diabetes Control and 
Complications Trial and the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study.

glycemic (gly-see-mic): pertaining 
to blood glucose.

Certified Diabetes educator 
(CDe): a health care professional 
who specializes in diabetes man-
agement education; certification is 
obtained from the national certifica-
tion board for diabetes educators.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 3   Comparison of Conventional and intensive  
Therapies for Type 1 Diabetesa

Conventional Therapy Intensive Therapy

Blood glucose 
monitoring

monitored daily monitored at least three times daily

Insulin therapyb one or two daily injections;  
no daily adjustments

three or more daily injections or use 
of an external insulin pump; dosage 
adjusted according to the results of 
blood glucose monitoring and expected 
carbohydrate intake

Advantages Fewer incidences of severe 
hypoglycemia; less weight gain

delayed progression of retinopathy, 
nephropathy, and neuropathy

Disadvantages more rapid progression of 
retinopathy, nephropathy,  
and neuropathy

twofold to threefold increase in severe 
hypoglycemia; weight gain; increased 
risk of becoming overweight

athe therapies shown here were compared in the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial, which was conducted in 
patients with type 1 diabetes.
bin the diabetes control and complications trial, insulin therapy was conducted using various mixtures of short-acting, 
intermediate-acting, and long-acting insulins. since the study, a variety of other insulin therapies have been developed 
(including rapid-acting insulin and long-acting insulin analogs), allowing for treatments associated with less risk of 
hypoglycemia.
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Evaluating Diabetes Treatment
Diabetes treatment is largely evaluated by monitoring glycemic status. Good glycemic 
control requires frequent testing of  blood glucose levels using a glucose meter, referred 
to as self-monitoring of blood glucose (see Figure 21- 4 and Box 21-3). Glucose testing 
provides valuable feedback when the patient adjusts food intake, medications, and phys-
ical activity and is helpful for preventing hypoglycemia. Ideally, patients with type 1 dia-
betes should measure blood glucose levels prior to meals and snacks, at bedtime, prior to 
exercise, and whenever they suspect hypoglycemia.18 Some patients may achieve better 
glycemic control by also using a continuous glucose monitoring system, which mea-
sures tissue glucose levels every few minutes using a tiny sensor placed under the skin. 
Although self-monitoring of  blood glucose is also useful in type 2 diabetes, the recom-
mended frequency varies according to the specific needs of  individual patients.

Long-term Glycemic control Health care providers periodically evaluate long-
term glycemic control by measuring glycated hemoglobin, or HbA

1c
. The glucose in 

blood freely enters red blood cells and attaches to hemoglobin in direct proportion to 
the amount of  glucose present (Box 21-4 shows how HbA

1c
 correlates with average 

plasma glucose levels). The percentage of  HbA
1c

 reflects glycemic control over the 
preceding 2 to 3 months, the average age of  circulating red blood cells.19 The goal of  
diabetes treatment is usually an HbA

1c
 value less than 7 percent (HbA

1c
 is typically 

less than 6 percent in non-diabetics),20 but the percentage is often markedly higher in 
people with diabetes, even those who are maintaining near-normal blood glucose lev-
els. Less stringent HbA

1c
 goals (for example, an HbA

1c
 value less than 8 percent) may 

be suitable for some patients, including those with limited life expectancy, advanced 
diabetic complications, or a history of  severe hypoglycemia. HbA

1c
 testing is typically 

conducted two to four times yearly.

Monitoring for Long-term complications Individuals with diabetes are routinely 
monitored for signs of  long-term complications. Blood pressure is measured at each 
checkup. Annual lipid screening is suggested for adult patients. Routine checks for urinary 
protein (albuminuria) can determine if  nephropathy has developed. Physical examina-
tions generally screen for signs of retinopathy, neuropathy, and foot problems.

Ketone testing Ketone testing, which checks for the development of  ketoacidosis, 
should be performed if  symptoms are present or if  risk has increased due to acute illness, 
stress, or pregnancy. Both blood and urine tests are available for home use, although the 
blood tests are generally more reliable. Ketone testing is most useful for patients who 
have type 1 diabetes or gestational diabetes. Individuals with type 2 diabetes may pro-
duce excessive ketone bodies when severely stressed by infection or trauma.

Nutrition Therapy: Dietary Recommendations
Nutrition therapy can improve glycemic control and slow the progression of  diabetic 
complications. As always, the nutrition care plan must consider personal preferences 
and lifestyle habits. In addition, dietary intakes must be modified to accommodate 
growth, lifestyle changes, aging, and any complications that develop. Although all 
members of  the diabetes care team should understand the principles of  dietary treat-
ment, a registered dietitian is best suited to design and implement the nutrition therapy 
provided to diabetes patients.21 This section presents the dietary recommendations for 
diabetes; a later section describes meal-planning strategies.

Macronutrient intakes The recommended macronutrient distribution (percent 
of  kcalories from carbohydrate, fat, and protein) depends on food preferences and 
metabolic factors (for example, insulin sensitivity, blood lipid levels, and kidney func-
tion).22 Intakes suggested for the general population are often used as a guideline  

self-monitoring of blood  
glucose: home monitoring of 
blood glucose levels using a  
glucose meter.

continuous glucose monitor-
ing: continuous monitoring of 
tissue glucose levels using a small 
sensor placed under the skin.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 4   self-monitoring 
of blood glucose involves applying a 
drop of blood from a finger prick to a 
chemically treated paper strip, which 
is then analyzed for glucose.

goals for glycemic control in 
adults (nonpregnant):

 ❚ before meals: 70–130 mg/dl

 ❚ one to two hours after the 
start of a meal: <180 mg/dl

 ❚ hba1c: <7.0%

BOX 21-3

BOX 21-4
comparison of hba1c and 
plasma glucose levels:

HbA1c 
(%)

Average glucose 
levels (mg/dl)

6 126

7 154

8 183

9 212
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(see Box 21-5). Day-to-day consistency in carbohydrate intake is associated with  
better glycemic control, unless the patient is undergoing intensive insulin therapy that 
matches insulin doses to mealtime carbohydrate intakes.23

total carbohydrate intake The amount of  carbohydrate consumed has the great-
est influence on blood glucose levels after meals—the more grams of  carbohydrate  
ingested, the greater the glycemic response. The carbohydrate recommendation is 
based in part on the person’s metabolic needs, the type of  insulin or other medications 
used to manage the diabetes, and individual preferences. For optimal health, the carbo-
hydrate sources should be whole grains, legumes, vegetables, fruits, and milk products, 
whereas foods made with refined grains and added sugars should be limited.24

Glycemic index Different carbohydrate-containing foods have different effects on 
blood glucose levels after they are ingested; for example, consuming a portion of  white 
rice causes blood glucose to increase more than would a similar portion of  barley.  
A food’s glycemic effect is influenced by the type of  carbohydrate in a food, the food’s 
fiber content, the preparation method, the other foods included in a meal, and individual 
tolerances. For individuals with diabetes, choosing foods with a low glycemic index (GI) 
over those with a high GI may modestly improve glycemic control.25 A food’s glycemic 
effect is not usually a primary consideration when treating diabetes, however, because 
clinical studies investigating the potential benefits of  low-GI diets on glycemic control 
have had mixed results.26 Nonetheless, high-fiber, minimally processed foods—which 
typically have lower glycemic effects than do highly processed, starchy foods—are among 
the foods frequently recommended for persons with diabetes.

Sugars A common misperception is that people with diabetes need to avoid sugar 
and sugar-containing foods. In reality, table sugar (sucrose), made up of  glucose and 
fructose, has a lower glycemic effect than starch. Because moderate consumption of  
sugar has not been shown to adversely affect glycemic control,27 sugar recommenda-
tions for people with diabetes are similar to those for the general population, which 
suggest minimizing foods and beverages that contain added sugars. However, sugars 
and sugary foods must be counted as part of  the daily carbohydrate allowance.

Fructose, a naturally occurring monosaccharide in fruit, has minimal effects on blood 
glucose levels when compared with similar amounts of  sucrose or starch. Although 
some food products marketed to people with diabetes are sweetened with fructose, in-
takes of  fructose should be limited—to no more than 12 percent of  total kcalories—to 
avoid excessive energy intakes or adverse effects on blood lipids (high fructose intakes 
may increase blood triglyceride levels in some individuals).28 Sugar alcohols (such as 
sorbitol and maltitol) have lower glycemic effects than glucose or sucrose and may be 
used as sugar substitutes. Artificial sweeteners (such as aspartame, saccharin, and sucra-
lose) contain no digestible carbohydrate and can be safely used in place of  sugar.

Whole Grains and Fiber Recommendations for whole grain and fiber intakes are 
similar to those for the general population. People with diabetes are encouraged to 
include fiber-rich foods such as whole-grain cereals, legumes, fruits, and vegetables in 
their diet. Although some studies have suggested that very high intakes of  fiber (more 
than 50 grams per day) may improve glycemic control, many individuals have diffi-
culty enjoying or tolerating such large amounts of  fiber.29

Dietary Fat In individuals with diabetes, a Mediterranean-style dietary pattern that 
emphasizes monounsaturated fats may benefit both glycemic control and cardiovas-
cular disease (CVD) risk.30 In addition, increased intakes of  omega-3 fatty acids from 
fatty fish or plant sources may improve the lipoprotein profile and various other CVD 
risk factors (see Chapter 3). Other guidelines related to fat intake are similar to those 
suggested for the general population: saturated fat should be less than 10 percent of  
total kcalories, trans fats should be minimized, and cholesterol intake should be less 
than 300 milligrams daily.

glycemic index (gi): a ranking 
of carbohydrate foods based on 
their effect on blood glucose levels 
after ingestion; low-gi foods are 
those with a lesser glycemic effect  
whereas high-gi foods have a 
greater glycemic effect. the website 
www.glycemicindex.com provides 
gi values for a wide variety of 
foods. 

Macronutrient DRI for adults:

macronutrient ranges (% of 
total kcal):

 ❚ carbohydrate: 45–65%
 ❚ Fat: 20–35%
 ❚ Protein: 10–35%

carbohydrate rda: 130 g/day

Fiber ai: 21–38 g/day

Protein rda: 0.8 g/kg body 
weight

BOX 21-5
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Protein Protein recommendations for people with diabetes are similar to those 
for the general population (see Box 21-5). In the United States, the average protein  
intake is about 15 percent of  the energy intake. Although several small, short-term 
studies have suggested that protein intakes above 28 percent of  total kcalories may  
improve glycemic control or lipoprotein levels in diabetic individuals, other studies did 
not show any benefit.31 In addition, high protein intakes are sometimes discouraged  
because they may be detrimental to kidney function in patients with nephropathy.

alcohol use in Diabetes Guidelines for alcohol intake are similar to those for the 
general population, which recommend that women and men limit their average daily 
intakes of  alcohol to one drink and two drinks per day, respectively. In addition, indi-
viduals using insulin or medications that promote insulin secretion should consume 
food when they ingest alcoholic beverages to avoid hypoglycemia (alcohol can cause 
hypoglycemia by interfering with glucose production in the liver).32 Conversely, an 
excessive alcohol intake (three or more drinks per day) can worsen hyperglycemia and 
raise triglyceride levels in some individuals. People who should avoid alcohol include 
pregnant women and individuals with advanced neuropathy, abnormally high triglyc-
eride levels, or a history of  alcohol abuse.

Micronutrients Micronutrient recommendations for people with diabetes are the 
same as for the general population. Vitamin and mineral supplementation is not rec-
ommended unless nutrient deficiencies develop; those at risk include the elderly, preg-
nant or lactating women, strict vegetarians, and individuals on kcalorie-restricted diets.

Body Weight in type 2 Diabetes Because excessive body fat can worsen insulin  
resistance, weight loss is recommended for overweight or obese individuals who have 
diabetes. Even moderate weight loss (5 to 10 percent of body weight) can help to improve 
insulin resistance, glycemic control, blood lipid levels, and blood pressure. Weight loss is 
most beneficial early in the course of diabetes, before insulin secretion has diminished.33

Not all persons with type 2 diabetes are overweight or obese. Older adults and 
those in long-term care facilities are often underweight and may need to gain weight. 
Low body weight increases risks of  morbidity and mortality in these individuals.

Nutrition Therapy: Meal-Planning Strategies
Dietitians provide a number of  meal-planning strategies to help people with diabetes 
maintain glycemic control. These strategies emphasize control of  carbohydrate intake 
and portion sizes. Initial dietary instructions may include guidelines for maintaining a 
healthy diet, improving blood lipids, and reducing cardiovascular risk factors. Sample 
menus that include commonly eaten foods can help to illustrate general principles. 
People using intensive insulin therapy must learn to coordinate insulin injections with 
meals and to match insulin dosages to carbohydrate intake, as discussed later.

carbohydrate counting Carbohydrate-counting techniques are simpler and more 
flexible than other menu-planning approaches and are widely used for planning dia-
betes diets. Carbohydrate counting works as follows: After an interview in which the 
dietitian learns about the patient’s usual food intake and calculates nutrient and energy 
needs, the patient is given a daily carbohydrate allowance, divided into a pattern of  
meals and snacks according to individual preferences. The carbohydrate allowance can 
be expressed in grams or as the number of  carbohydrate portions allowed per meal (see 
Table 21-4). The user of  the plan need only be concerned about meeting carbohydrate 
goals and can select from any of  the carbohydrate-containing food groups when plan-
ning meals (see Table 21-5 and Figure 21-5 on p. 564). Although encouraged to make 
healthy food choices, the individual has the freedom to choose the foods desired at 
each meal without risking loss of  glycemic control. Some people may also need guid-
ance about consuming a diet that improves blood lipids or energy intakes. Box 21-6 
shows how to implement carbohydrate counting in clinical practice.

drink: volume of an alcoholic bev-
erage containing about ½ ounce of 
pure ethanol; equivalent to 12 oz 
of beer, 5 oz of wine, or 1½ oz of 
80 proof distilled spirits such as gin, 
rum, vodka, and whiskey.
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1.  the first step in basic carbohydrate counting is to determine 
an appropriate carbohydrate allowance and suitable distribu-
tion pattern; an example is shown in table 21-4. a nutrition 
assessment can help the dietitian estimate the usual carbo-
hydrate intake and food habits of the person using the plan 
to ensure that the carbohydrate level will be acceptable. Fre-
quent monitoring of blood glucose levels can help determine 
whether additional carbohydrate restriction would be helpful.

    the example given in table 21-4 illustrates a meal pattern  
for a person consuming 2000 kcalories daily with a carbohydrate  
allowance of 50 percent of kcalories. this is calculated as follows:

2000 kcal 3 50% 5 1000 kcal of carbohydrate

1000 kcal carbohydrate 
5 250 g carbohydrate/day

 4 kcal/g carbohydrate

      250 g carbohydrate          
5 16.7 carbohydrate portions/day

15 g/1 carbohydrate portion

2.  the distribution of carbohydrates among meals and snacks is 
based on both individual preferences and metabolic needs. in 
type 1 diabetes, the insulin regimen must coordinate with the 
individual’s dietary and lifestyle choices. People using conven-
tional insulin therapy must maintain a consistent carbohydrate 
intake from day to day to match their particular insulin prescrip-
tion, whereas those using intensive therapy can alter insulin 
dosages when carbohydrate intakes change. People with type 
2 diabetes are encouraged to develop dietary patterns that suit 
their lifestyle and medication schedules. For all types of diabe-
tes, the carbohydrate recommendation may need to be altered 
periodically to improve blood glucose control.

3.  carbohydrate counting can be done in one of two ways:

 ❚ count the grams of carbohydrate provided by foods.

 ❚ count carbohydrate portions, expressed in terms of servings 
that contain about 15 grams of carbohydrate each.

    success with carbohydrate counting requires knowledge 
about the food sources of carbohydrates and an under-
standing of portion control. as shown in table 21-5, food 

How To B O X  2 1 - 6  u s e  c a r b o h y d r at e  c o u n t i n g  i n  c l i n i c a l  P r a c t i c e

Ta b L e  2 1 - 4   Sample Carbohydrate Distribution 
for a 2000-kCalorie Diet 

Carbohydrate Allowance

Meals Grams Portionsa

breakfast 60  4

lunch 60  4

afternoon snack 30  2

dinner 75  5

evening snack 30  2

Totals 255 g 17

Note: the carbohydrate allowance in this example is approximately 50% of 
total kcalories.

a1 portion = 15 g carbohydrate = 1 portion of starchy food, milk, or fruit.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 5   Carbohydrate-Containing  
Food groups and Sample Portion Sizes

Bread, cereal, rice, and pasta: 1 portion 5 15 g carbohydrate

 ❚ 1 slice of bread or 1 tortilla

 ❚ 1/2 english muffin

 ❚ 3/4 c unsweetened, ready-to-eat cereal

 ❚ 1/2 c cooked oatmeal

 ❚ 1/3 c cooked rice or pasta

Starchy vegetables: 1 portion 5 15 g carbohydrate

 ❚ 1 small (3 oz) potato

 ❚ 1/2 c canned or frozen corn

 ❚ 1/2 c cooked beans 

 ❚ 1 c winter squash, cubed

Fruit: 1 portion 5 15 g carbohydrate

 ❚ 1 small apple or orange

 ❚ 1 medium peach

 ❚ 3/4 c blueberries

 ❚ 1/2 c apple or orange juice

Milk products: 1 portion 5 12 g carbohydrate; may be 
rounded up to 15 g for ease in counting carbohydrate portions

 ❚ 1 c milk (whole, low-fat, or fat-free)

 ❚ 1 c buttermilk

 ❚ 6 oz plain yogurt

Sweets and desserts:a carbohydrate content varies; portions 
listed contain approximately 15 g

 ❚ 1/2 c ice cream

 ❚ 2 sandwich cookies (with cream filling)

 ❚ 1/2 frosted cupcake

 ❚ 1 small granola bar (1 oz)

 ❚ 1 tbs honey

Nonstarchy vegetables: 1 portion 5 3–6 g carbohydrate; 
3 servings are equivalent to 1 carbohydrate portion; can be 
disregarded if fewer than 3 servings are consumed

 ❚ 1/2 c cooked cauliflower

 ❚ 1/2 c cooked cabbage, collards, or kale

 ❚ 1/2 c cooked okra

 ❚ 1/2 c diced or raw tomatoes

Note: unprocessed meats, fish, and poultry contain negligible amounts of 
carbohydrate.

aProducts sweetened with artificial sweeteners or sugar alcohols contain 
fewer grams of carbohydrate than products sweetened with sugar or honey.

(continued)
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Carbohydrate counting is taught at different levels of  complexity depending on a 
person’s needs and abilities. The basic carbohydrate-counting method just described 
can be helpful for most people, although it requires a consistent carbohydrate intake 
from day to day to match the medication or insulin regimen. Advanced carbohydrate 
counting allows more flexibility but is best suited for patients using intensive insu-
lin therapy. With this method, a person can determine the specific dosage of  insu-
lin needed to cover the amount of  carbohydrate consumed in a meal. The person is 
then free to choose the types and portions of  food desired without sacrificing glyce-
mic control. Advanced carbohydrate counting requires some training and should be  
attempted only after an individual has mastered more basic methods.

Food Lists for Diabetes A meal-planning system developed for persons with dia-
betes allows individuals to create an eating plan by choosing foods with specified 

selections that contain about 15 grams of carbohydrate  
are interchangeable. the portions of foods that contain  
15 grams may vary substantially, however, even among foods 
in a single food group. accurate carbohydrate counting often 
requires instruction and practice in portion control using mea-
suring cups, spoons, and a food scale. Food lists that indicate 
the carbohydrate contents of common foods are available 
from the american diabetes association and the academy  
of nutrition and dietetics; these are helpful resources for 
learning carbohydrate-counting methods.

     when using packaged foods, individuals should check 
the nutrition Facts panel of food labels to find the carbohy-
drate content of a serving. if the fiber content is more than 
5 grams per serving, it should be subtracted from the Total 

Carbohydrate value, as fiber does not contribute to blood 
glucose (some clinicians may suggest subtracting only half 
of the grams of fiber). if the sugar alcohol content is greater 
than 5 grams per serving, half of the grams of sugar alcohols 
can be subtracted from the Total Carbohydrate value.

4.  once they have learned the basic carbohydrate counting 
method, individuals can select whatever foods they wish as 
long as they do not exceed their carbohydrate goals. Figure 
21-5 shows a day’s menu that provides the carbohydrate 
allowance shown in table 21-4. although carbohydrate 
counting focuses on a single macronutrient, people using this 
technique should be encouraged to follow a healthy eating 
plan that meets other dietary objectives as well.

Carbohydrate 
Portions

Carbohydrate 
Portions

Breakfast:
Carbohydrate goal = 4 portions or 60 g
3/4 c 1

1

laerec tae-ot-ydaer ,deneteewsnu
1/2 c low-fat milk 1/2

1 scrambled egg —
1 slice whole-wheat toast (with margarine or butter)
6 oz orange juice 11/2

Coffee (without milk or sugar) —

Lunch:
Carbohydrate goal = 4 portions or 60 g
1 tuna salad sandwich (includes 2 slices whole-grain 

2 bread, mayonnaise)
6 oz yogurt (plain) with 3/4 c blueberries and arti�cial 

sweetener 2
Diet cola —

Afternoon snack:
Carbohydrate goal = 2 portions or 30 g
2 sandwich cookies 1

1

1 c 1kllim taf-wol

Dinner:
Carbohydrate goal = 5 portions or 75 g
4 —kaets dellirg zo
1 small baked potato (with margarine or butter)

2rae egral 1 ,boc no nroC
1/2 c steamed collard greensa

1 c sliced, raw tomatoesa
1

1/2 c ice cream 1

Evening snack:
Carbohydrate goal = 2 portions or 30 g
1 small apple 1
1 1rab alonarg zo

]

a
 Three servings of nonstarchy vegetables are equivalent to 1 carbohydrate portion.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 5   Translating Carbohydrate Portions into a Day’s meals
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portions from a variety of  food lists. The different food lists group foods according 
to their proportions of  carbohydrate, fat, and protein so that all items on a particu-
lar list have similar macronutrient and energy contents (see Appendix C, pp. C-1 
to C-2). Thus, each food on a food list can be substituted for any other food on the 
same list without affecting the macronutrient balance in a day’s meals. Although 
the food list system may be helpful for individuals who want to maintain a diet with 
specific macronutrient percentages, it is less flexible than carbohydrate counting and 
offers no advantages for maintaining glycemic control. However, the food lists may 
be helpful resources for individuals using carbohydrate-counting methods because 
the portions are similar to the portions used in carbohydrate counting, providing 
about 15 grams of  carbohydrate per food item (see pp. C-3 to C-6; note that the 
carbohydrates in foods on the Milk and Milk Substitutes list can be rounded up to  
15 grams).

Insulin Therapy
Insulin therapy is necessary for individuals who cannot produce enough insulin to 
meet their metabolic needs. It is therefore required by people with type 1 diabetes and 
those with type 2 diabetes who cannot maintain glycemic control with medications, 
diet, and exercise. The pancreas normally secretes insulin in relatively low amounts 
between meals and during the night (called basal insulin) and in much higher amounts 
when meals are ingested. Ideally, the insulin treatment should reproduce the natural 
pattern of  insulin secretion as closely as possible.

insulin Preparations The forms of  insulin that are commercially available differ 
by their onset of  action, timing of  peak action, and duration of  effects. Table 21-6 
and Figure 21-6 (p. 566) show how insulin preparations are classified: they may 
be rapid acting (lispro, aspart, and glulisine), short acting (regular), intermediate 
acting (NPH), or long acting (glargine and detemir), thereby allowing substantial 
flexibility in establishing a suitable insulin regimen.34 The rapid- and short-acting 
insulins are typically used at mealtimes, whereas the intermediate- and long-acting 
insulins provide basal insulin for the periods between meals and during the night. 
Thus, mixtures of  several types of  insulin can produce greater glycemic control 
than any one type alone. Several premixed formulations are also available; exam-
ples are listed in Table 21-6.

insulin Delivery Insulin is most often administered by subcutaneous injection,  
either self-administered or provided by caregivers (note that insulin is a protein, and 
would be destroyed by digestive processes if  taken orally). Disposable syringes, which 
are filled from vials that contain multiple doses of  insulin, are the most common  
devices used for injecting insulin (see Figure 21-7, p. 566). Another option is to use 

subcutaneous (sub-cue-tay-nee-us): 
beneath the skin.

syringes: devices used for injecting 
medications. a syringe consists of 
a hypodermic needle attached to a 
hollow tube with a plunger inside.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 6   insulin Preparations

Form of Insulin Common Preparations Onset of Action Peak Action Duration of Action

rapid acting lispro (humalog)
aspart (novolog)
glulisine (apidra)

5–15 minutes 60–90 minutes 3–5 hours

short acting regular 30 minutes 2–3 hours 5–8 hours

intermediate acting nPh 2–4 hours 6–10 hours 10–16 hours

long acting glargine (lantus)
detemir (levemir)

1–2 hours steady effects 24 hours

insulin mixtures
(with sample ratios)

nPh/regular (70:30)
nPl (modified lispro)/lispro (50:50)

Variable; depends on 
formulation

Variable; depends on 
formulation

Variable; depends on 
formulation
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insulin pens, injection devices that resemble permanent marking pens. Disposable 
insulin pens are prefilled with insulin and used one time only, whereas reusable pens 
can be fitted with prefilled insulin cartridges and replaceable needles. Some individu-
als use insulin pumps, computerized devices that infuse insulin through thin, flex-
ible tubing that remains in the skin; the pump can be attached to a belt or kept in a 
pocket (see Figure 21-8). Some of  the newer insulin pumps include built-in continu-
ous glucose monitoring systems.

insulin regimen for type 1 Diabetes Type 1 diabetes is best managed with inten-
sive insulin therapy, which typically involves three or four daily injections of  several 
types of  insulin or the use of  an insulin pump. Insulin pumps are usually programmed 
to deliver low amounts of  rapid-acting insulin continuously (to meet basal insulin 
needs) and bolus doses of  rapid-acting insulin at mealtimes. In persons who inject 
insulin, intermediate- or long-acting insulin meets basal insulin needs, and rapid- or 
short-acting insulin is injected before meals. Simpler regimens involve twice-daily  
injections of  a mixture of  intermediate- and short-acting insulin. Regimens that  
include three or more injections allow for greater flexibility in carbohydrate intake 
and meal timing. With fewer injections, the timing of  both meals and injections must 
be similar from day to day to avoid periods of  insulin deficiency or excess.

A person using intensive therapy must learn to accurately determine the amount 
of  insulin to inject before each meal. The amount required depends on the pre-meal 
blood glucose level, the carbohydrate content of  the meal, and the person’s body 
weight and sensitivity to insulin. To determine insulin sensitivity, the individual keeps 
careful records of  food intake, insulin dosages, and blood glucose levels. Eventually, 
these records are analyzed by medical personnel to determine the appropriate 
carbohydrate-to-insulin ratio for that individual, which assists in calculating insulin 
dosages at mealtime. Intensive therapy allows for substantial variation in food intake 
and lifestyle, but it requires frequent testing of  blood glucose levels and a good under-
standing of  carbohydrate counting.

After insulin therapy is initiated, persons with type 1 diabetes may experience a tem-
porary remission of  disease symptoms and a reduced need for insulin, known as the 
honeymoon period. The remission is due to a temporary improvement in pancreatic beta-
cell function and may last for several weeks or months. It is important to anticipate this 
period of  remission to avoid insulin excess. In all cases, the honeymoon period eventu-
ally ends, and the patient must reinstate full insulin treatment.

insulin regimen for type 2 Diabetes Approximately 30 percent of  people  
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes can benefit from insulin therapy.35 Although initial 

F i g u r e  2 1 - 7   insulin 
injection
People with diabetes often become 
adept at administering the insulin 
they require.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 8   insulin Pump
an external insulin pump delivers a 
low dosage of insulin continuously 
and bolus doses at mealtimes.

Hours
0          2          4          6          8         10        12        14        16        18         20        22       24

Maximum

Baseline

Short acting
    Peak: 2–3 hr
    Duration: 5–8 hr

Intermediate acting
    Peak: 6–10 hr
    Duration: 10–16 hr

Long acting
    Peak: Steady effects
    Duration: 24 hr

Rapid acting
    Peak: 60–90 min
    Duration: 3–5 hr

In
su

lin
 e

ffe
ct

F i g u r e  2 1 - 6   effects of 
insulin Preparations

carbohydrate-to-insulin ratio: 
the amount of carbohydrate that 
can be handled per unit of insulin; 
on average, every 15 grams of car-
bohydrate requires about 1 unit of 
rapid- or short-acting insulin.
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treatment of  type 2 diabetes usually involves nutrition therapy, physical activity, and 
oral antidiabetic medications, long-term results with these treatments are often disap-
pointing. As the disease progresses, pancreatic function worsens, and many individuals  
require insulin therapy to maintain glycemic control.

Many possible regimens can be used to control type 2 diabetes. Some persons may 
be treated with insulin alone, whereas others may use insulin in combination with 
other antidiabetic drugs. Many patients need only one or two daily injections. Some 
regimens involve a mixture of  intermediate-acting and rapid- or short-acting insulin 
in the morning and an injection of  intermediate- or long-acting insulin at dinner or 
before bedtime. In other cases, only a single injection of  intermediate- or long-acting 
insulin may be needed at bedtime.36 Doses and timing are adjusted according to the 
results of  blood glucose self-monitoring.

insulin therapy and Hypoglycemia Hypoglycemia is the most common compli-
cation of  insulin treatment, although it may also result from the use of  some oral anti-
diabetic drugs. It most often results from intensive insulin therapy because the attempt 
to attain near-normal blood glucose levels increases the risk of  overtreatment. Other 
potential causes include skipped meals or snacks or prolonged exercise. 

Hypoglycemia can be corrected with the immediate intake of  glucose or a glucose-
containing food. Usually, 15 to 20 grams of  carbohydrate (see Box 21-7) can relieve 
hypoglycemia in about 15 minutes, although patients should monitor their blood 
glucose levels in case additional treatment is necessary. Foods that provide pure glu-
cose yield a better response than foods that contain other sugars, such as sucrose or 
fructose. Individuals who use insulin are usually advised to carry glucose tablets or 
a source of  carbohydrate that can be easily ingested. After blood glucose normal-
izes, patients should consume a meal or snack to prevent recurrence. Those at risk of   
severe hypoglycemia are often given prescriptions for the hormone glucagon, which 
can be injected by caregivers in case of  unconsciousness.

insulin therapy and Weight Gain Weight gain is sometimes an unintentional 
side effect of  insulin therapy, especially in individuals undergoing intensive insu-
lin treatment. Although the exact causes of  the weight gain are unclear, it may 
partly be due to insulin’s stimulatory effect on fat synthesis. Patients may be able to 
avoid weight gain by reducing the ratio of  basal to mealtime insulin and improving  
carbohydrate-counting skills to obtain better estimates of  mealtime insulin require-
ments.37 Concerns about weight should not discourage the use of  intensive therapy, 
which is associated with longer life expectancy and fewer complications than occur 
with conventional therapy.

Fasting Hyperglycemia Insulin therapy must sometimes be adjusted to prevent  
fasting hyperglycemia, which typically develops in the early morning after an overnight 
fast of  at least eight hours. The usual cause is a waning of  insulin action during the 
night due to insufficient insulin. A second possibility, known as the dawn phenomenon, 
is an increase of  blood glucose in the morning due to the early morning secretion of  
growth hormone, which reduces insulin sensitivity. Less frequently, fasting hypergly-
cemia develops as a result of  nighttime hypoglycemia, which increases the secretion 
of  hormones that stimulate glucose production; the resulting condition is known as  
rebound hyperglycemia (also called the Somogyi effect). Whatever the cause, fasting 
hyperglycemia can be treated by adjusting the dosage or formulation of  insulin admin-
istered in the evening.38

Antidiabetic Drugs
Treatment of  type 2 diabetes often requires the use of  oral medications and injectable 
drugs other than insulin. As shown in Table 21-7 (p. 568), these drugs can improve 
hyperglycemia by various modes of  action. Treatment may involve the use of  a single 

fasting hyperglycemia: hyper-
glycemia that typically develops in 
the early morning after an overnight 
fast of at least eight hours.

dawn phenomenon: morning 
hyperglycemia that is caused by the 
early-morning release of growth 
hormone, which reduces insulin 
sensitivity.

rebound hyperglycemia:  
hyperglycemia that results from 
the release of counterregulatory 
hormones following nighttime hypo-
glycemia; also called the Somogyi 
effect.

each of the following sources 
provides about 15 g of 
carbohydrate:

 ❚ glucose tablets: 4 tablets

 ❚ table sugar: 4 tsp

 ❚ honey: 1 tbs

 ❚ Jelly beans: 15 small

 ❚ orange juice: ½ c

BOX 21-7
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medication (monotherapy) or a combination of  several medications (combination 
therapy). By utilizing several mechanisms at once, combination therapy achieves 
more rapid and sustained glycemic control than is possible with monotherapy.  
Box 21-8 lists some nutrition-related effects of  several antidiabetic drugs.

Ta b L e  2 1 - 7   antidiabetic Drugs

Drug Category Common Examples Mode of Action

alpha-glucosidase inhibitors acarbose (Precose)
miglitol (glyset)

delay carbohydrate digestion 
and absorption

amylin analogs (injected) Pramlintide (smylin) suppress glucagon secretion, 
delay stomach emptying, 
increase satiety

biguanides metformin (glucophage) inhibit liver glucose production, 
improve glucose utilization

bile acid sequestrants colesevelam (welchol) unknown; may inhibit liver 
glucose production

dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (dPP-4) 
inhibitors

saxagliptin (onglyza)
sitagliptin (Januvia)

improve insulin secretion, 
suppress glucagon secretion, 
delay stomach emptying

dopamine d2 receptor  
agonists

bromocriptine (cycloset) increase insulin sensitivity

glP-1 receptor agonists 
(injected)

exenatide (byetta)
liraglutide (Victoza)

improve insulin secretion, 
suppress glucagon secretion, 
delay stomach emptying, 
increase satiety

meglitinides nateglinide (starlix)
repaglinide (Prandin)

stimulate insulin secretion by 
the pancreas

sulfonylureas glipizide (glucotrol)
glyburide (diabeta)

stimulate insulin secretion by 
the pancreas

thiazolidinediones Pioglitazone (actos)
rosiglitazone (avandia)

increase insulin sensitivity

BOX 21-8 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Alpha-glucosidase inhibitors Gastrointestinal effects: Flatulence, abdominal cramps, diarrhea
Metabolic effects: may decrease blood concentrations of calcium and vitamin b6

Biguanides (metformin) Gastrointestinal effects: metallic taste, nausea, vomiting, anorexia, flatulence, abdominal 
cramps, diarrhea 
Dietary interaction: excessive alcohol intake may cause lactic acidosis, which requires 
emergency treatment
Metabolic effects: decreased folate and vitamin b12 absorption, which may lead to deficiency

Meglitinides Metabolic effects: hypoglycemia, weight gain

Sulfonylureas Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, constipation
Dietary interaction: alcohol may delay drug absorption and prolong hypoglycemia (if 
hypoglycemia occurs)
Metabolic effects: hypoglycemia, weight gain, allergic skin reactions

Thiazolidinediones Metabolic effects: weight gain, fluid retention, edema, anemia, decreased bone density and 
increased risk of fractures (women)
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Physical Activity and Diabetes Management
Regular physical activity can improve glycemic control considerably and is therefore a 
central feature of  disease management. Physical activity also benefits other aspects of  
health, including cardiovascular risk factors and body weight. Children with diabetes or 
prediabetes should engage in at least 60 minutes of physical activity each day. Adults with 
diabetes are advised to perform at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic activity 
per week, spread over at least 3 days of the week; they should also perform resistance exer-
cise at least twice weekly unless contraindicated by a medical condition that increases risk 
of injury. Both aerobic and resistance exercise can improve insulin sensitivity.39

Medical evaluation before exercise Before a person with diabetes begins a new ex-
ercise program, a medical evaluation should screen for problems that may be aggravated 
by certain activities. Complications involving the heart and blood vessels, eyes, kidneys, 
feet, and nervous system may limit the types of  activity recommended. For individuals 
with a low level of fitness who have been relatively inactive, only mild or moderate exer-
cise may be prescribed at first; a short walk at a comfortable pace may be the first activity 
suggested. People with severe retinopathy should avoid vigorous aerobic or resistance ex-
ercise, which may lead to retinal detachment and damage to eye tissue. Individuals with 
peripheral neuropathy should ensure that they wear proper footwear during exercise; 
those with a foot injury or open sore should avoid weight-bearing activity. To prevent 
dehydration, proper hydration should be encouraged before and during exercise.

Maintaining Glycemic control Individuals who use insulin or medications that 
increase insulin secretion must carefully adjust food intake and medication dosages 
to prevent hypoglycemia during physical activity. Medication dosages that precede ex-
ercise often need to be reduced substantially. Blood glucose levels should be checked 
both before and after an activity. If  blood glucose is below 100 mg/dL, carbohy-
drate should be consumed before exercise begins.*40 Additional carbohydrate may be 
needed during or after prolonged activity or even several hours after the activity is 
completed. Individuals with type 1 diabetes who have ketosis should avoid vigorous 
activity, which increases ketone body production and can worsen the ketosis.

Sick-Day Management
Illness, infection, or injury can cause hormonal changes that raise blood glucose levels 
and increase the risk of  developing diabetic ketoacidosis or the hyperosmolar hypergly-
cemic syndrome. During illness, individuals with diabetes should measure blood glucose 
and ketone levels several times daily. They should continue to use antidiabetic drugs, 
including insulin, as prescribed; adjustments in dosages may be necessary if  they alter 
their diet or have persistent hyperglycemia. If  appetite is poor, patients should select easy-
to-manage foods and beverages that provide the prescribed amount of  carbohydrate at 
each meal. To prevent dehydration, especially if  vomiting or diarrhea is present, patients 
should make sure they consume adequate amounts of liquids throughout the day.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Diabetes treatment includes nutrition therapy, the use of  insulin or other 
antidiabetic medications, and appropriate physical activity. Glycemic control is 
evaluated by monitoring blood glucose levels and glycated hemoglobin.

 ❚ The quantity of  carbohydrate consumed has the most significant influence 
on blood glucose levels after meals and is more important than the type of  
carbohydrate consumed.

*As an example, about 15 grams of carbohydrate may be needed for an activity equivalent to  
30 minutes of brisk walking.
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 ❚ Carbohydrate counting is widely used in menu planning and can be taught at dif-
ferent levels of  complexity depending on individual needs and abilities.

 ❚ Insulin therapy is required for patients who are unable to produce sufficient 
insulin and may be used in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Antidiabetic drugs 
prescribed for type 2 diabetes improve hyperglycemia by various modes of  action.

 ❚ Physical activity can improve glycemic control and enhance various aspects of general 
health. Illness can worsen glycemic control and often requires medication adjustments. 

The Case Study in Box 21-9 provides an opportunity to review the treatment for 
diabetes.

21.3 Diabetes Management  
in Pregnancy
LO 21.3 Explain how diabetes can affect pregnancy outcomes and describe the 
approaches used to maintain glycemic control in pregnant women with diabetes.

Women with diabetes face new challenges during pregnancy. Due to hormonal 
changes, pregnancy increases insulin resistance and the body’s need for insulin, so 
maintaining glycemic control may be more difficult. In addition, 4 to 14 percent of  
nondiabetic women in the United States develop gestational diabetes (the prevalence 
depends on the patient population).41 Women with gestational diabetes are at greater 
risk of  developing type 2 diabetes later in life, and their children are at increased risk 
of  developing obesity and type 2 diabetes as they enter adulthood.

A pregnancy complicated by diabetes increases health risks for both mother 
and fetus. Uncontrolled diabetes is linked with increased incidences of  miscar-
riage, birth defects, and fetal deaths. Newborns are more likely to suffer from respi-
ratory distress and to develop metabolic problems such as hypoglycemia, jaundice, 
and hypocalcemia. Women with diabetes often deliver babies with macrosomia  
(abnormally large bodies), which makes delivery more difficult and can result in birth 
trauma or the need for a cesarean section. Macrosomia results because maternal  
hyperglycemia induces excessive insulin production by the fetal pancreas, which stim-
ulates growth and fat deposition.42

macrosomia (maK-roh-soh-mee-
ah): the condition of having an  
abnormally large body; in infants,  
refers to birth weights of 4000 grams 
(8 pounds 13 ounces) and above.

2. review table 21-3, and consider the 
advantages and disadvantages that 
intensive therapy might have for nora. 
describe the complications associated 
with long-term diabetes.

3. discuss how nora’s age might influence 
her ability to cope with and manage 
her diabetes. why might she feel that 
diabetes is disrupting her life? list  
suggestions that may help. how might 
you explain the importance of glycemic 
control to a 12-year-old girl?

nora is a 12-year-old girl who was diag-
nosed with type 1 diabetes 2 years ago. 
she practices intensive therapy and has 
had the support of her parents and an ex-
cellent diabetes management team. with 
their help, nora has been able to  
assume the bulk of the responsibility for 
her diabetes care and has managed to 
control her blood glucose remarkably well. 
in the past few months, however, nora 
has been complaining bitterly about the 
impositions diabetes has placed on her life 
and her interactions with friends. some-
times she refuses to monitor her blood 

glucose levels, and she has skipped insulin 
injections a few times. recently, nora was 
admitted to the emergency room com-
plaining of fever, nausea, vomiting, and  
intense thirst. the physician noted that 
nora was confused and lethargic. a urine 
test was positive for ketones, and her 
blood glucose levels were 400 mg/dl.  
the diagnosis was diabetic ketoacidosis.

1. describe the metabolic events that lead 
to ketoacidosis. were nora’s symptoms 
and laboratory tests consistent with the 
diagnosis?

Case Study B O X  2 1 - 9  c h i l d  w i t h  t y P e  1  d i a b e t e s
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Pregnancy in Type 1 or Type 2 Diabetes
Women with diabetes who achieve glycemic control at conception and during the 
first trimester of  their pregnancy substantially reduce the risks of  birth defects and 
spontaneous abortion (see Figure 21-9). For this reason, women contemplating 
pregnancy should receive preconception care to avoid complications due to uncon-
trolled diabetes. Maintaining glycemic control during the second and third trimesters 
minimizes the risks of  macrosomia and morbidity in newborn infants.

Women with type 1 diabetes require intensive insulin therapy during pregnancy. 
Insulin adjustments may be necessary every few weeks due to changes in insulin 
sensitivity. Patients with type 2 diabetes may be switched from their usual medications 
to insulin therapy or medications considered safe to use during pregnancy (such as 
metformin or acarbose) to prevent possible toxicity to the fetus.43

Nutrient requirements during pregnancy are similar for women with and without 
diabetes. In women with diabetes, however, carbohydrate intakes must be balanced 
with insulin treatment and physical activity to avoid hypoglycemia and hyperglyce-
mia. To help with this goal, women should consume meals and snacks at similar times 
each day, and select carbohydrate sources that facilitate glucose control after meals, 
such as whole grains, fruits, and vegetables. An evening snack is usually required to 
prevent overnight hypoglycemia and ketosis. When insulin dosages are adjusted, the 
diabetic woman will need to modify her carbohydrate intake as well.

Gestational Diabetes
Risk of  gestational diabetes is highest in women who have a family history of  diabetes,  
are obese, are in a high-risk ethnic group (African American, Asian American, His-
panic American, Native American, or Pacific Islander), or have previously given 
birth to an infant weighing over 9 pounds. To ensure that appropriate treatment is 
offered, physicians routinely test women for gestational diabetes between 24 and  
28 weeks of  gestation. In high-risk women, testing may begin prior to pregnancy or 
soon after conception; note that some women may be found to have undiagnosed type 2 
diabetes at the earlier time points.

Weight loss is not recommended during pregnancy. For women with gestational 
diabetes who are overweight or obese, a modest caloric reduction (about 30 percent 
less than total energy needs) may improve glycemic control without increasing the risk 
of  ketosis.44 Limiting the carbohydrate intake to 40 to 45 percent of  total energy intake 
may improve blood glucose levels after meals. Carbohydrate is usually poorly tolerated 
in the morning; therefore, restricting carbohydrate (to about 30 grams) at breakfast may 
be helpful. The remaining carbohydrate intake should be spaced throughout the day 
in several meals and snacks, including an evening snack to prevent ketosis during the 
night. Regular aerobic activity can help to improve glycemic control. Women who fail 
to achieve glycemic goals through diet and exercise alone may need to use insulin or 
an antidiabetic drug that is safe to use during pregnancy. The Case Study in Box 21-10  
(p. 572) reviews the connections between gestational diabetes and type 2 diabetes.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Careful management of blood glucose levels before and during pregnancy may pre-
vent complications in mother and infant. Women with diabetes who become pregnant 
may need to adjust their insulin therapy or medications, consume meals and snacks at 
similar times each day, and consume an evening snack to prevent overnight ketosis.

 ❚ Women with gestational diabetes may need to restrict energy and/or carbohydrate 
intakes to maintain appropriate glucose levels; insulin or an antidiabetic drug may 
be prescribed to help them maintain glycemic control.

F i g u r e  2 1 - 9   Diabetic 
Pregnancy
gycemic control during pregnancy 
offers the best chance of a safe 
delivery and a healthy infant.
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might weight loss and physical activity 
benefit her diabetes?

3. if mrs. cordova is unable to control her 
blood glucose with diet and physical 
activity, what treatment might be sug-
gested? explain to mrs. cordova why 
she would probably not require insulin 
at this time.

4. what dietary and lifestyle changes  
may help to prevent diabetes in  
mrs. cordova’s husband and children?

teresa cordova is a 41-year-old mexican-
american woman recently diagnosed with 
type 2 diabetes. mrs. cordova developed 
gestational diabetes while she was preg-
nant with her second child. her blood 
glucose levels returned to normal follow-
ing pregnancy, and she was advised to get 
regular checkups, maintain a desirable  
weight, and engage in regular physical  
activity. although she reports that she  
does not overeat and that she exercises 
regularly, she has been unable to maintain  
a healthy weight. at 5 feet 3 inches tall, 
mrs. cordova currently weighs 165 pounds. 
she has decided to lose weight and join a 

gym because she is concerned about the 
long-term effects of diabetes and the pos-
sibility that she may need insulin injections. 
she is also concerned about her husband 
and children because they are overweight 
and not very active. the physician refers 
mrs. cordova to a dietitian to help her with 
her weight-management goals.

1. what factors in mrs. cordova’s medical 
history increase her risk for diabetes? are 
her husband and children also at risk?

2. describe the general characteristics of 
a diet and exercise program that would 
be appropriate for mrs. cordova. how 

Case Study B O X  2 1 - 1 0  w o m a n  w i t h  t y P e  2  d i a b e t e s

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record to determine:

 ■ type of diabetes
 ■ duration of diabetes
 ■ acute and chronic complications
 ■ conditions, including pregnancy, that may alter treatment

Medications

For people with preexisting diabetes who use antidiabetic drugs 
(including insulin), note:

 ■ type of medication
 ■ administration schedule 

check for use of other medications, including:

 ■ medications that affect blood glucose levels
 ■ cholesterol- and triglyceride-lowering medications
 ■ antihypertensive medications

Dietary Intake

to devise an acceptable meal plan and coordinate medications, 
obtain:

 ■ an accurate and thorough record of food intake and meal 
patterns

 ■ an account of usual physical activities 

at medical checkups, reassess the person’s ability to:

 ■ maintain an appropriate carbohydrate intake
 ■ maintain an appropriate energy intake

 ■ monitor blood glucose levels at home
 ■ adjust insulin and diet to accommodate sick days
 ■ use appropriate foods to treat hypoglycemia

Anthropometric Data

take accurate baseline height and weight measurements as a 
basis for:

 ■ appropriate energy intake
 ■ initial insulin therapy

Periodically reassess height and weight for children and weight 
for adults and pregnant women to ensure that the meal plan 
provides an appropriate energy intake.

laboratory Tests

monitor the success of diabetes treatment using these tests:

 ■ blood lipid concentrations
 ■ blood or urinary ketones
 ■ glycated hemoglobin
 ■ urinary protein (albuminuria)

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration, especially in older adults
 ■ Foot ulcers
 ■ nerve damage
 ■ Vision problems

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  
d i a b e t e s
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clinical applications
1. using the carbohydrate-counting method described in  

box 21-6 on pp. 563–564, determine an appropriate carbohy-
drate intake (in both grams and portions) for a man with type 2  
diabetes who requires approximately 2600 kcalories daily.  
assume he would benefit from a carbohydrate allowance  
that is 50 percent of his energy intake. using information from  
tables 21-4 and 21-5, develop a 1-day sample menu that is likely 
to meet his carbohydrate goals. use the food lists in appendix c 
to find additional examples of foods to include in your menu.

2. a diabetes educator typically meets with patients who have a 
wide variety of problems, concerns, and abilities. what sug-
gestions can be offered to patients who have the problems 
listed below?

 ❚ an 18-year-old college woman with type 1 diabetes has a 
date at an unfamiliar restaurant and is uncertain how she 
will calculate the correct dose of rapid-acting insulin before 
the meal.

 ❚ a 45-year-old man with an hba1c value of 8.5 percent 
states that he is unable to improve his diet because his job 
keeps him busy all day and his wife handles the food shop-
ping and meal preparations. 

 ❚ a 75-year-old man with type 2 diabetes has developed reti-
nopathy and can no longer read the digital display on his 
blood glucose monitor.

self check 
1. which of the following is characteristic of type 1 diabetes?

a. abdominal obesity increases risk.
b. the pancreas makes little or no insulin.
c. it is the predominant form of diabetes.
d. it often arises during pregnancy.

2. which of the following is true about type 2 diabetes?
a. it is usually an autoimmune disease.
b. the pancreas makes little or no insulin.
c. diabetic ketoacidosis is a common complication.
d. chronic complications may develop before it is diagnosed.

3. most chronic complications associated with diabetes result 
from: 
a. altered kidney function.
b. infections that deplete nutrient reserves.
c. weight gain and hypertension.
d. damage to blood vessels and nerves.

4. long-term glycemic control is usually evaluated by: 
a. self-monitoring of blood glucose.
b. testing urinary ketone levels.
c. measuring glycated hemoglobin.
d. testing urinary protein levels (albuminuria).

5. regarding dietary carbohydrate, a patient with diabetes 
should be most concerned about: 
a. consuming an appropriate quantity of carbohydrate at each 

meal or snack.
b. consuming the correct proportion of sugars, starches, and 

fiber in meals.
c. avoiding added sugars and kcaloric sweeteners.
d. choosing meals with ideal proportions of protein, carbohy-

drate, and fat.

6. which of the following is true regarding the general use of 
alcohol in diabetes?
a. a serving of alcohol is considered part of the carbohydrate 

allowance.
b. alcohol contributes to hyperglycemia and should be 

avoided completely.
c. alcohol can cause hypoglycemia and should therefore be 

consumed with food if patients use insulin or medications 
that stimulate insulin secretion.

d. Patients can use alcohol in unlimited quantities unless they 
are pregnant.

7. the most effective meal-planning strategy for managing 
diabetes is:
a. carbohydrate counting.
b. an eating plan based on food lists created for persons with 

diabetes.
c. following menus and recipes provided by a registered 

dietitian.
d. the approach that best helps the patient control blood glu-

cose levels.

8. a patient using intensive insulin therapy is likely to follow a 
regimen that involves: 
a. twice-daily injections that combine short-, intermediate-, 

and long-acting insulin in each injection.
b. a mixture of intermediate- and long-acting insulin injected 

between meals.
c. multiple daily injections that supply basal insulin and precise 

insulin doses at each meal and snack.
d. the use of both insulin and oral antidiabetic agents.
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9. in a person who has previously maintained good glycemic 
control, hyperglycemia can be precipitated by: 
a. infections or illnesses.
b. chronic alcohol ingestion.
c. undertreatment of hypoglycemia.
d. prolonged exercise.
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10. which dietary adjustment may be helpful for women with 
gestational diabetes?
a. consuming most of the day’s carbohydrate allotment in the 

morning
b. restricting carbohydrate to about 30 grams at breakfast 
c. avoiding food intake after dinner
d. reducing energy intake to about 50 percent of the calcu-

lated requirement

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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LO 21.4 Identify the features and possible conse-
quences of the metabolic syndrome and describe the 
current treatment approaches for this condition.

Chapter 21 described how insulin resistance—a reduced 
sensitivity to insulin in muscle, adipose, and liver cells—can 

contribute to hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia and, eventually, 
to type 2 diabetes. insulin resistance is also a central feature of 
several other conditions, including the metabolic syndrome, a 
cluster of metabolic abnormalities that are associated with  
increased risk of developing cardiovascular diseases (cVd) and type 
2 diabetes. this nutrition in Practice describes how the metabolic 
syndrome is diagnosed, how and why it might develop, its poten-
tial consequences, and current treatment approaches. box nP21-1 
defines the relevant terms. 

How is the metabolic syndrome diagnosed, and 
how common is it in the united States?

table nP21-1 lists the laboratory values used to identify the meta-
bolic syndrome, which is diagnosed when at least three of the 
following disorders are present: hyperglycemia, abdominal obesity, 
hypertriglyceridemia (elevated blood triglyceride levels), reduced 
high-density lipoprotein (hdl) cholesterol levels, and hyperten-
sion (high blood pressure). although published values vary, an 
estimated 23 to 34 percent of adults in the united states may 
meet the criteria for the metabolic syndrome.1 as Figure nP21-1 
shows, prevalence increases with age. risk also varies according to 
ethnicity and gender: mexican-american women have the highest 
incidence of the metabolic syndrome in the united states, with an 
overall prevalence of nearly 41 percent.2

C H a P T e r  2 1 Nutrition in Practice
2 1 . 4  t h e  m e ta B O l i c  s y n d r O m e

B O X  n P 2 1 - 1   g L O S S a r y

adiponectin (ah-dih-poe-necK-tin): a hormone produced by 
adipose cells that improves insulin sensitivity.

cytokines (sigh-toe-kines): signaling proteins produced by the 
body’s cells; many cytokines are produced by immune cells and regulate 
immune responses.

fibrinogen (fye-brin-oh-jen): a liver protein that promotes blood clot 
formation.

hypertriglyceridemia: high blood triglyceride levels. blood 
triglycerides are transported in very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL).

metabolic syndrome: a cluster of interrelated disorders, including 
abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, high blood pressure, and 
abnormal blood lipids, which together increase risk of diabetes and 
cardiovascular disease; also known as insulin resistance syndrome or 
syndrome X.

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1: a protein that promotes 
blood clotting by inhibiting blood clot degradation within blood vessels.

resistin (re-Zist-in): a hormone produced by adipose cells that 
promotes insulin resistance.

because the disorders that identify the metabolic syndrome 
are considered independent risk factors for heart disease or dia-
betes, some medical experts have questioned whether the diag-
nosis of metabolic syndrome is a useful one.3 the main benefit of 
grouping the disorders may be to guide clinical management of 
these interrelated metabolic problems.4 in addition, some studies 
indicate that heart disease risk actually varies substantially among 
individuals with the metabolic syndrome, suggesting that further 
screening is needed to identify those who may benefit from 
aggressive treatment.5

Ta b L e  n P 2 1 - 1   Features of the metabolic 
Syndrome

metabolic syndrome is diagnosed when three or more of the  
following abnormalities are present.

Measure Reference Value

hyperglycemia Fasting plasma glucose ≥100 mg/dl

abdominal obesity waist circumference >40" in men, 
>35" in women

hypertriglyceridemia Vldls ≥150 mg/dl

reduced hdl 
cholesterol

hdls <40 mg/dl in men, <50 mg/dl 
in women

hypertension blood pressure ≥130/85 mm hg

F i g u r e  n P 2 1 - 1   Prevalence of the 
metabolic Syndrome in the u.S. Population
Source: a. s. go and coauthors, heart disease and stroke 
statistics—2014 update: a report from the american 
heart association, Circulation 129 (2014): e28–e292.
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What causes the metabolic syndrome?

both genetic and environmental factors probably contribute to 
the development of the metabolic syndrome. however, the close 
relationship between abdominal obesity and insulin resistance 
suggests that the current obesity crisis in the united states may 
be largely responsible for its high prevalence.6 Visceral fat is 
thought to induce a number of metabolic changes that promote 
insulin resistance, which then leads to hyperglycemia and other 
abnormalities.

How does obesity lead to insulin resistance?

Various theories have been proposed to explain the relationship 
between obesity and insulin resistance. some research indicates 
that the enlarged adipose cells of obese individuals have a reduced 
capacity to store triglyceride. instead, these cells may increase 
their release of fatty acids into the bloodstream, resulting in the 
abnormal accumulation of triglycerides in the muscle and liver; the 
high fat content of these tissues may alter cellular responses to 
insulin that lead to insulin resistance.7 in addition, obesity causes 
adipose cells to alter the hormones and proteins they release into 
the blood, promoting a state of insulin resistance.8 For example, 
obesity is associated with the reduced secretion of adiponectin, 
a hormone that promotes insulin sensitivity and glucose toler-
ance. conversely, the adipose cells release larger amounts of the 
hormone resistin, which promotes insulin resistance. enlarged 
adipose cells also activate local macrophages (immune cells), which 
secrete a number of cytokines (signaling proteins) that induce in-
flammation; the inflammatory process leads to multiple metabolic 
changes that reduce insulin responsiveness.

Can obesity lead to other problems related  
to the metabolic syndrome?

abdominal obesity is frequently associated with blood lipid abnor-
malities. because the insulin-resistant adipose cells release more 
fatty acids into the blood, the liver must accelerate its production 
of very-low-density lipoproteins (Vldl), and hypertriglyceridemia 
develops.9 at the same time, insulin resistance hinders the adipose 
cells’ ability to extract and store triglycerides from chylomicrons and 
Vldl. excessive body fatness is also associated with elevated low-
density lipoprotein (ldl) cholesterol levels and reduced hdl levels.

obesity heightens the risk of developing hypertension,  
although the underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. the  
elevated blood pressure may be due, in part, to the expanded 
blood volume that develops in obesity.10 in addition, the insulin  
resistance and hyperinsulinemia that accompany obesity may stim-
ulate the sympathetic nervous system, altering hormonal secretions 
and blood vessel activity in ways that favor a rise in blood pres-
sure.11 hyperinsulinemia also promotes sodium reabsorption in the  
kidneys, resulting in fluid retention and increased blood volume.

How does the metabolic syndrome contribute  
to cardiovascular disease risk?

the disorders that characterize the metabolic syndrome—obesity, 
lipid abnormalities, and hypertension—are all independent risk 
factors for cVd. in addition, the condition is often associated with 
blood vessel dysfunction and the tendency to form blood clots, 

characteristics that favor the development of atherosclerosis and 
raise the risk of heart attack or stroke. For example, individuals 
with the metabolic syndrome exhibit reduced production of the va-
sodilator nitric oxide and increased secretion of the vasoconstrictor 
endothelin-1—changes that enhance vasoconstriction and stimu-
late the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. these cytokines re-
lease factors that increase endothelial permeability, recruit immune 
cells, and increase oxidative stress, thereby promoting atheroscle-
rosis. inflammation of endothelial tissue, obesity, and insulin resis-
tance may all promote the increased production of procoagulant 
proteins such as fibrinogen and plasminogen activator  
inhibitor-1.12 individuals with the metabolic syndrome are also at 
increased risk of developing diabetes, which is another major risk 
factor for cVd.

What is the usual treatment for  
the metabolic syndrome?

the main treatment goals are to correct the abnormalities that 
increase cVd and diabetes risk. in most individuals, a combination 
of weight loss and physical activity can improve insulin resistance, 
blood pressure, and blood lipid levels.13 even a moderate weight 
loss (5 to 10 percent of body weight) can improve symptoms,  
although many people find this difficult to achieve. additional  
dietary strategies depend on a patient’s specific symptoms. if  
dietary and lifestyle modifications are not successful, medications 
may be prescribed. because effective treatment requires lifelong 
commitment, health care providers should work with patients to 
develop a treatment plan that they are willing to adopt.

What dietary strategies, other than weight loss, 
are suggested for people with the metabolic 
syndrome?

in individuals with hypertriglyceridemia, the general recommen-
dations are to reduce intakes of added sugars and refined grain 
products (sugar-sweetened beverages, juices, white bread, sweet-
ened cereal, and desserts) and increase servings of whole grains 
and foods high in fiber (whole-wheat bread, oatmeal, legumes, 
fruits, and vegetables).14 in some people, carbohydrate restriction 
may help to reduce blood triglyceride levels and improve hyper-
glycemia. including fish in the diet each week may also improve 
triglyceride levels. individuals with hypertension are encouraged 
to reduce sodium intake and increase consumption of fruits and 
vegetables and low-fat milk products. a diet low in saturated fat, 
trans fats, and cholesterol can help to reduce ldl cholesterol lev-
els. chapter 22 describes additional dietary modifications that may 
reduce cVd risk.

Why is physical activity recommended for people 
with the metabolic syndrome?

regular physical activity helps with weight management and may 
also improve blood lipid concentrations, hypertension, and insu-
lin resistance—all changes that can reduce the risk of developing 
cVd.15 a regular exercise program can also prevent or delay the on-
set of diabetes in persons at risk (see Figure nP21-2). about  
150 minutes per week (about 30 minutes of activity on 5 days of 
the week) of moderate-intensity aerobic activity is often suggested, 
although longer periods (one hour daily) are recommended for 
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weight control. resistance exercise, using free weights or weight 
machines, is beneficial for improving insulin sensitivity and should 
be performed at least twice weekly. a sedentary lifestyle can worsen 
the progression of metabolic syndrome and should be discouraged.

What types of medications are used  
to treat the metabolic syndrome?

if dietary and lifestyle changes are unsuccessful, medications may 
be prescribed to correct hypertriglyceridemia and hypertension 
(chapter 22 provides details). at present, antidiabetic drugs are 
not routinely used to treat insulin resistance in patients with the 
metabolic syndrome due to insufficient evidence that the drugs 
can improve long-term outcomes better than lifestyle changes. 

as explained in this nutrition in Practice, the metabolic syndrome 
consists of a cluster of interrelated disorders that increase the risk of 
developing cVd and type 2 diabetes. whereas most of the features 
of the metabolic syndrome are individual risk factors for cVd, in 
combination they may raise risk twofold to threefold. treatment of 
the metabolic syndrome emphasizes dietary and lifestyle changes.
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22.1 Atherosclerosis
LO 22.1 Identify the potential consequences of athero-
sclerosis and discuss the factors that contribute to its 
development.

22.2 Coronary Heart Disease
LO 22.2 Describe how CHD risk is evaluated and  
discuss strategies that can reduce risk or prevent  
future heart attacks.

22.3 Stroke
LO 22.3 Describe the different types of stroke, strate-
gies that may prevent a stroke, and elements of  
treatment and rehabilitation following a stroke.

22.4 Hypertension
LO 22.4 Summarize the potential effects of hyperten-
sion, its risk factors, and current treatment approaches. 

22.5 Heart Failure
LO 22.5 Identify the possible consequences of heart 
failure and describe the current treatment approaches 
for this condition.

22.6 Nutrition in Practice: Helping 
People with Feeding Disabilities
LO 22.6 Identify disabilities that may impair eating 
ability and give examples of strategies that may  
improve feeding skills.
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Cardiovascular disease (CVD), a group of disorders involv-
ing the heart and blood vessels, is responsible for approx-

imately 32 percent of deaths in the United States.1 Although 
many people assume that heart conditions are men’s diseases, 
more women than men die from CVD each year. Furthermore, 
CVD is a global health issue; it is the leading cause of death 
worldwide.2 Figure 22-1 shows the percentages of deaths in the 
United States resulting from the various types of CVD.

The most common form of CVD is coronary heart disease 
(CHD), which is usually caused by atherosclerosis in the coronary 
arteries that supply blood to the heart muscle. If atherosclerosis 
restricts blood flow in these arteries, the resulting deprivation 
of oxygen and nutrients can destroy heart tissue and cause a 
myocardial infarction (MI)—a heart attack. When the blood sup-
ply to brain tissue is blocked, a stroke occurs. Both heart attack 
and stroke may result in disablement or death. Box 22-1 defines 
common terms related to CVD.

22.1 Atherosclerosis
LO 22.1 Identify the potential consequences of atherosclerosis and discuss the 
factors that contribute to its development.

In atherosclerosis, the artery walls become progressively thickened due to an 
accumulation of  fatty deposits, fibrous connective tissue, and smooth muscle cells, 
collectively known as plaque.3 Atherosclerosis initially arises in response to minimal 

16%
Stroke

17%
Other

48%
Coronary
heart
disease

3% Diseases
 of the arteries

8% High blood
 pressure

7% Heart 
       failure

F i g u r e  2 2 - 1   Percentage breakdown 
of Deaths from Cardiovascular Diseases 
in the united States
Source: a. s. go and coauthors, heart disease and 
stroke statistics—2014 update: a report from the 
american heart association, Circulation 129 (2014): 
e28–e292.

aneurysm (an-you-rih-zum): an abnormal enlargement or bulging 
of a blood vessel (usually an artery) caused by weakness in the blood 
vessel wall.

angina (an-Jye-nah or an-ji-nah) pectoris: a condition caused by 
ischemia in the heart muscle that results in discomfort or dull pain 
in the chest region. the pain often radiates to the left shoulder and 
arm or to the back, neck, and lower jaw.

atherosclerosis (ath-er-oh-scler-oh-sis): an arterial disease char-
acterized by a buildup of lipids and fibrous scar tissue on the inner 
walls of arteries.

cardiovascular disease (CVD): a general term describing  
diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

 ❚ cardio 5 heart

 ❚ vascular 5 blood vessels

coronary heart disease (CHD): a chronic, progressive disease 
characterized by obstructed blood flow in the coronary arteries; also 
called coronary artery disease.

embolism (em-boh-lizm): the obstruction of a blood vessel by an 
embolus, causing sudden tissue death.

 ❚ embol 5 to insert, plug

embolus (em-boh-lus): an abnormal particle, such as a blood clot 
or air bubble, that travels in the blood.

fatty streaks: initial lesions of atherosclerosis that form on the 
artery wall, characterized by accumulations of foam cells, lipid 
material, and connective tissue.

foam cells: swollen cells in the artery wall that accumulate lipids.

ischemia (iss-Kee-mee-a): inadequate blood supply within a tissue 
due to obstructed blood flow.

myocardial (my-oh-car-dee-al) infarction (in-FarK-shun), or 
mi: death of heart muscle caused by a sudden reduction in coronary 
blood flow; also called a heart attack or cardiac arrest.

 ❚ myo 5 muscle

 ❚ cardial 5 heart

 ❚ infarct 5 tissue death

peripheral artery disease: impaired blood flow in the arteries of 
the legs; may cause pain or discomfort in the legs and feet.

plaque (PlacK): an accumulation of fatty deposits, fibrous connec-
tive tissue, and smooth muscle cells in blood vessels.

stroke: a sudden injury to brain tissue resulting from impaired blood 
flow through an artery that supplies blood to the brain; also called a 
cerebrovascular accident.

 ❚ cerebro 5 brain

thrombosis (throm-boh-sis): the formation or presence of a blood clot 
in blood vessels. a coronary thrombosis occurs in a coronary artery, and a 
cerebral thrombosis occurs in an artery that supplies blood to the brain.

 ❚ thrombo 5 clot

thrombus: a blood clot formed within a blood vessel that remains 
attached to its place of origin.

BOX 22-1 g L O S S a r y  O F   T e r m S  r e L aT e D  T O  C a r D i O Va S C u L a r  D i S e a S e S
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but chronic injuries that damage the inner arterial wall. The 
first lesions tend to develop in regions where the arteries 
branch or bend due to the disturbed blood flow in those areas 
(see Figure 22-2). The subtle damage caused by disturbed 
blood flow or other factors elicits an inflammatory response, 
attracting immune cells and increasing the permeability of  
the artery walls. Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) slip under 
the artery’s thin layer of  endothelial cells, become oxidized 
by local enzymes, and accumulate. Arterial macrophages 
engulf  this altered LDL and become foam cells; these fat-
laden cells are visible as fatty deposits along artery walls, 
known as fatty streaks (see Figure 22-3). Eventually, the 
plaque thickens and hardens as additional lipids, calcium, 
and cellular debris accumulate. Atherosclerosis begins to  
develop as early as childhood or adolescence and typically 
progresses over several decades before symptoms develop.

Consequences of Atherosclerosis
As atherosclerosis worsens, it may eventually narrow the  
lumen of  an artery and interfere with blood flow. Some types 
of  plaque are highly susceptible to rupture, which promotes 
blood clotting within the artery (thrombosis). A blood clot 
(thrombus) may enlarge in time and ultimately obstruct 
blood flow. A portion of  a clot can also break free (embolus) 
and travel through the circulatory system until it lodges in a 
narrowed artery and shuts off  blood flow to the surrounding 

tissue (embolism). Most complications of  atherosclerosis result from the deficiency 
of  blood and oxygen within the tissue served by an obstructed artery (ischemia).

The coronary arteries deliver 
oxygen and nutrients to the 
heart muscle.

When arteries 
become blocked by 
plaque or a blood 
clot, the part of the 
muscle that the 
arteries supply with 
blood may die.

Plaque often 
develops at regions 
where arteries 
branch or bend.

Plaque

1

1

2

2

3
3

F i g u r e  2 2 - 2   Plaque Formation in atherosclerosis

F i g u r e  2 2 - 3   Stages of Plaque Progression

Monocytes

Site of injury

Foam cells

Fatty
streaks

Plaque
Thin 
covering

Monocytes—phagocytic white blood 
cells—circulate in the bloodstream 
and respond to injury on the artery 
wall.

Monocytes slip under blood vessel cells 
and engulf LDL cholesterol, becoming 
foam cells. The thin layers of foam cells 
that develop on artery walls are known as 
fatty streaks.

A fatty streak thickens and forms plaque 
as it accumulates additional lipids, 
smooth muscle cells, connective tissue, 
and cellular debris.

The artery may expand to accommodate 
plaque. When this occurs, the plaque that 
develops often contains a large lipid core 
with a thin fibrous covering and is 
vulnerable to rupture and thrombosis.
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Atherosclerosis can affect almost any organ or tissue in the body and, accordingly, 
is a major cause of  disability or death. Obstructed blood flow in the coronary arteries 
can cause pain or discomfort in the chest and surrounding regions (angina pectoris) 
or lead to a heart attack. As mentioned earlier, obstructed blood flow to the brain can 
injure or destroy brain tissue, causing a stroke. Impaired blood flow in the arteries of  
the legs (peripheral artery disease) can cause pain and weakness in the legs and feet. 
Blockage of  the arteries that supply the kidneys can result in kidney disease or even 
kidney failure.

Atherosclerosis is the most common cause of  an aneurysm—the abnormal dila-
tion of  a blood vessel. Plaque can weaken the blood vessel wall, and eventually the 
pressure of  blood flow can cause the damaged region to stretch and balloon outward. 
Aneurysms can rupture and lead to massive bleeding and death, particularly when a 
large vessel such as the aorta is affected. In the arteries of  the brain, an aneurysm may 
lead to bleeding within the brain, coma, or a stroke.

Causes of Atherosclerosis
The factors that initiate atherosclerosis either cause direct damage to the artery wall or 
allow lipid materials to penetrate its surface. Factors that generally worsen atheroscle-
rosis or lead to complications are those that cause plaque rupture or blood coagula-
tion. The development of  advanced atherosclerosis is a long-term process that involves  
recurrent plaque rupture, thrombosis, and healing at sites in the artery wall.

Shear Stress/Hypertension The stress of  blood flow along artery walls—called 
shear stress—can cause physical damage to arteries.4 Hypertension (high blood pres-
sure) intensifies the stress of  blood flow on arterial tissue, provoking a low-grade  
inflammatory state that may stimulate plaque formation or progression.5

abnormal Blood Lipids When levels are high, LDL are actively taken up and  
retained in susceptible regions in the artery wall. Elevated levels of  very-low-density 
lipoproteins (VLDL) can also promote atherosclerosis, either by influencing the pro-
duction of  other atherogenic lipoproteins or by causing molecular changes in endo-
thelial cells and macrophages that promote inflammation or plaque development.6 
Because high-density lipoproteins (HDL) remove cholesterol from circulation and 
contain proteins that inhibit inflammation, LDL oxidation, and plaque accumulation, 
low HDL levels can contribute to the development of  atherosclerosis as well.7

Elevated concentrations of  a variant form of  LDL called lipoprotein(a) have been 
found to speed the progression of  atherosclerosis and to raise the risk of  various types 
of  CVD.8 Lipoprotein(a) levels are primarily genetically determined and are influ-
enced to only a minor degree by age and environmental factors.

cigarette Smoking Chemicals in cigarette smoke (including nicotine) are toxic to 
endothelial cells and contribute to arterial injury. Other damaging effects of  smok-
ing include chronic inflammation, vasoconstriction, enhanced blood coagulation, 
increased LDL cholesterol, and decreased HDL cholesterol—all effects that can pro-
mote the progression of  atherosclerosis.9

Diabetes Mellitus Chronic hyperglycemia leads to the accumulation of  advanced 
glycation end products (AGEs), which promote inflammation and oxidative stress, 
induce the production of  compounds that favor plaque progression, and disturb blood 
vessel function. By various other mechanisms, diabetes increases tendencies for vaso-
constriction, blood clotting, and plaque rupture.10

age and Gender As a person ages, arterial cells tend to degenerate, and risk fac-
tors for CVD accumulate. Risk of  atherosclerosis increases significantly in men and 
women older than 45 and 55 years of  age, respectively. After menopause, women’s 
risk increases, in part, because the decline in estrogen has unfavorable effects on 

low-density lipoproteins 
(LDL): lipoproteins that transport 
cholesterol in the blood.

endothelial cells: cells that line 
the inner surfaces of blood vessels, 
lymphatic vessels, and body cavities.

macrophages: immune cells 
that engulf pathogens and cellular 
debris; they are derived from white 
blood cells called monocytes.

shear stress: a stress that occurs 
sideways against a surface rather 
than perpendicular to a surface. in 
blood vessels, turbulent blood flow 
can be harmful to endothelial cells, 
whereas regular blood flow is pro-
tective against atherosclerosis.

very-low-density lipoproteins 
(VLDL): lipoproteins that transport 
triglycerides from the liver to other 
tissues; in clinical practice, Vldl 
are commonly referred to as blood 
triglycerides.

atherogenic: able to initiate or 
promote atherosclerosis.

high-density lipoproteins 
(HDL): lipoproteins that help to 
remove cholesterol from the blood-
stream by transporting it to the liver 
for reuse or disposal.

advanced glycation end prod-
ucts (ages): reactive compounds 
formed after glucose combines with 
protein; ages can damage tissues 
and lead to diabetic complications.
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lipoprotein levels and arterial function.*11 Levels of  the amino acid homocysteine, 
which may impair endothelial cell function, rise with age and are generally higher in 
men; however, it is unclear whether the increased homocysteine levels directly con-
tribute to the disease process or are merely an indicator of  abnormal metabolism.12

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Atherosclerosis, characterized by the buildup of  arterial plaque, can lead to com-
plications such as angina pectoris, heart attack, stroke, peripheral artery disease, 
kidney disease, and aneurysms.

 ❚ Leading causes of  plaque development include disturbed blood flow, hyperten-
sion, elevated LDL and VLDL, cigarette smoking, diabetes, and aging.

22.2 Coronary Heart Disease
LO 22.2 Describe how CHD risk is evaluated and discuss strategies that can 
reduce risk or prevent future heart attacks.

Coronary heart disease (CHD), also called coronary artery disease, is the most com-
mon type of  cardiovascular disease. As discussed earlier, CHD is most often caused 
by atherosclerosis, which leads to impaired blood flow through the coronary arteries; 
possible outcomes include angina pectoris, heart attack, or even sudden death.

The most common symptom of  CHD is pain or discomfort in the chest region; the 
pain may radiate to the left neck and shoulder, arms, back, or jaw.13 Other possible 
symptoms include shortness of  breath, unusual weakness or fatigue, lightheadedness 
or dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and lower abdominal discomfort.

Evaluating Risk for Coronary Heart Disease
Because CHD develops over many years, prevention should begin well before symptoms 
appear. The American Heart Association (AHA) and American College of  Cardiology 
(ACC) recommend an assessment of  traditional risk factors for atherosclerotic CVD  
(including CHD) every 4 to 6 years in individuals who are 20 to 79 years of  age.14 The 
major risk factors for CHD are listed in Table 22-1; most of those listed can be modified 
by changes in diet and lifestyle. The AHA and ACC have developed an online calculator  
to predict 10-year and lifetime atherosclerotic CVD risk that includes some of  these  
variables (available at http://tools.cardiosource.org/ASCVD-Risk-Estimator/).

clinical Measures Risk assessment requires several key laboratory measures, 
as shown in Table 22-2. A typical lipoprotein profile (also called a blood lipid  
profile) includes measures of  total cholesterol, LDL and HDL cholesterol, and blood  
triglycerides (VLDL). Some clinicians may use the ratio of  total cholesterol to HDL 
cholesterol or LDL cholesterol to HDL cholesterol to help assess CHD risk. In  
persons with high blood triglycerides, the non-HDL cholesterol level (total cholesterol  
minus HDL) may be more accurate than the LDL level for predicting CHD risk.15 
Blood pressure and body weight measurements are also regularly included in risk 
assessment.

In some individuals, a CHD risk assessment may include tests that provide  
additional detail about blood lipids or suggest the presence of  atherosclerosis.16 Blood 
lipid status is sometimes evaluated by measuring LDL and HDL subclasses, the LDL 
particle number, lipoprotein(a) levels, or levels of  proteins or enzymes associated with 

*Estrogen replacement therapy after menopause has mixed effects on heart disease risk: it can  
improve endothelial function and reduce LDL levels, but it also promotes blood clotting.

Ta b L e  2 2 - 1   risk Factors 
for CHD

Major Nonmodifiable Risk 
Factors

 ❚ increasing age

 ❚ male gender

 ❚ Family history of early heart 
disease

Major Modifiable Risk Factors

 ❚ high ldl cholesterol

 ❚ high blood triglyceride (Vldl) 
levels

 ❚ low hdl cholesterol

 ❚ hypertension (high blood 
pressure)

 ❚ diabetes

 ❚ obesity (especially abdominal 
obesity)

 ❚ Physical inactivity

 ❚ cigarette smoking

 ❚ alcohol overconsumption  
(≥3 drinks per day)

 ❚ an atherogenic diet (high in 
saturated fat and trans fats; low 
in fruits and vegetables)

Note: risk factors highlighted in yellow 
have relationships with diet.

Sources: a. s. go and coauthors, heart 
disease and stroke statistics—2014 
update: a report from the american 
heart association, Circulation 129 
(2014): e28–e292; m. J. Klag, 
epidemiology of cardiovascular disease, 
in l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., 
Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: 
saunders, 2012), pp. 256–260.

homocysteine: an amino acid 
produced during the conversion 
of methionine to cysteine; blood 
homocysteine levels are influenced 
by intakes of folate, vitamin b12, and 
vitamin b6.
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lipoproteins (especially apolipoprotein B—a component of  LDL, lipoprotein(a), and 
VLDL). Atherosclerosis may be evaluated using the coronary artery calcium score, 
a value obtained from a computed tomography (CT) scan that analyzes the calcium 
content of  plaque in the coronary arteries. Levels of  C-reactive protein, a marker of  
inflammation, may identify some patients at risk for CHD. The ankle-brachial index, 
a ratio of  blood pressure measurements taken at the ankle and the upper arms, can 
help to determine the presence or severity of  peripheral artery disease.

Blood cholesterol Levels and cHD risk Once a person’s level of  risk has been 
identified, much of  the treatment focuses on lowering LDL cholesterol. Elevated LDL 
levels are directly related to the development of  atherosclerosis, and clinical studies 
have confirmed that LDL-lowering treatments can successfully reduce CHD mortality 
rates.17 CHD is seldom seen in populations that maintain desirable LDL levels.

As mentioned earlier, HDL help to protect against atherosclerosis, and low HDL 
levels often coexist with other lipid abnormalities; thus, a low HDL level is highly 
predictive of  CHD risk. In addition, low HDL levels are usually associated with 
other CHD risk factors, such as obesity, smoking, inactivity, and insulin resistance.  
Although having adequate HDL is beneficial, high HDL levels do not necessarily 
confer additional benefit.18

Lifestyle Management to Reduce CVD Risk 
People at significant risk of  heart attack, stroke, or other complications of  atherosclero-
sis are typically advised to modify their health behaviors to reduce their risk. Table 22-3  
(p. 584) summarizes the main features of  lifestyle management, which include a 
healthy dietary pattern, regular physical activity, nonsmoking status, and maintaining 
a healthy body weight. The following sections describe adjustments that have been 
found to improve the lipoprotein profiles of  individuals with elevated LDL levels.19

Healthy Dietary Pattern People with elevated LDL levels have been found to 
benefit from diets that emphasize vegetables, fruit, and whole grains; include low-
fat milk products, poultry, fish, legumes, non-tropical vegetable oils, and nuts; and 
limit intakes of  sweets, sugar-sweetened beverages, and red meats. Acceptable diets 
include the USDA Food Pattern (described in Chapter 1) and the DASH Eating Plan 
described later in this chapter (see p. 593).

Ta b L e  2 2 - 2   Laboratory measures for CHD risk assessment

Clinical Measures Desirable Borderline Risk High Risk

total blood cholesterol (mg/dl) ,200 200–239 ≥240

ldl cholesterol (mg/dl) ,100a 130–159 160–189b

hdl cholesterol (mg/dl)c ≥60 men: 40–59
women: 50–59

men: ,40
women: ,50

triglycerides, fasting (mg/dl) ,150 150–199 200–499d

blood pressure (systolic/diastolic) ,120/,80 120–139/80–89e ≥140/≥90f

body mass index (bmi)g 18.5–24.9 25–29.9 ≥30

aldl levels of 100–129 mg/dl indicate a near-optimal level; ,70 mg/dl is a desirable goal for very high-risk persons.
bldl levels ≥190 mg/dl indicate a very high risk.
cto estimate non-hdl cholesterol, subtract the hdl level from the total cholesterol level; non-hdl cholesterol risk 
levels are 30 mg/dl higher than the ldl risk levels.
dtriglyceride levels ≥500 mg/dl indicate a very high risk.
ethese values indicate prehypertension for most individuals.
fthese values indicate stage 1 hypertension; ≥160/≥100 indicates stage 2 hypertension. Physicians use these classifi-
cations to determine medical treatment.
gbody mass index (bmi) was defined in chapter 6; bmi standards are found on the inside back cover.
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Saturated Fat Of the dietary lipids, saturated fat has the strongest effect on blood 
cholesterol levels, and replacing saturated fat with monounsaturated and polyunsatu-
rated fats can generally lower LDL levels. For individuals with elevated LDL, current 
guidelines suggest limiting the saturated fat intake to about 5 to 7 percent of  the total 
kcalories consumed.20 The average saturated fat intake in the United States is about  
11 percent of  the energy intake.21

For most people, cutting down on saturated fat involves more than just switch-
ing from butter to vegetable oil, as the main sources of  saturated fat in the United 
States are full-fat cheese, pizza, grain-based and dairy-based desserts, chicken dishes, 
sausages, frankfurters, and bacon.22 Thus, choosing fat-free or low-fat milk products, 
selecting lean meat or fish, and avoiding certain types of  desserts are usually more  
effective ways of  reducing saturated fat. Some people may find that limiting their total 
fat intake can indirectly help them reduce their saturated fat intake.

Replacing saturated fats with carbohydrates can also lower LDL cholesterol, but 
such a change may raise blood triglyceride (VLDL) levels as well.23 The effect on 
blood triglycerides can be minimized by limiting added sugars and including fiber-rich 
foods; ideally, the diet should include generous amounts of  whole grains, legumes, 
fruits, and vegetables.

Trans Fats Trans fats can raise LDL levels, and when they replace saturated fats in 
the diet (as when stick margarine replaces butter), they may also reduce HDL levels.24 
Thus, the trans fat intake should be kept as low as possible.

Most sources of  trans fats are products made with partially hydrogenated vegetable 
oils; examples include baked goods such as crackers, cookies, and doughnuts; snack 

Ta b L e  2 2 - 3   Lifestyle management to reduce CVD risk

Ideal cardiovascular health is defined by the absence of cVd and presence of the following attributes: a healthy dietary pattern, 
appropriate physical activity, nonsmoking status, a healthy body weight, total blood cholesterol ,200 mg/dl, blood pressure  
,120/,80 mm hg, and fasting plasma glucose ,100 mg/dl.a the strategies in this table may allow an individual at significant  
risk of cVd to achieve these goals.

Dietary Strategies

 ❚ adopt a healthy dietary pattern such as the usda Food Pattern or the dash eating Plan.

 ❚ limit saturated fat to about 5 to 7 percent of total kcalories and cholesterol to less than 200 milligrams per day. replace satu-
rated fats with unsaturated fats from fish, vegetable oils, and nuts or with carbohydrates from whole grains, legumes, fruits, and 
vegetables.

 ❚ avoid food products that contain trans fats. the trans fat content in packaged foods is shown on the nutrition Facts panel.

 ❚ choose foods high in soluble fibers, including oats, barley, legumes, and fruit. Food supplements that contain psyllium seed husks can 
be used to help lower ldl cholesterol levels.

 ❚ regularly consume food products that contain added plant sterols or stanols.

 ❚ Fish can be consumed regularly as part of a cVd risk-reduction diet.

 ❚ if alcohol is consumed, it should be limited to one drink daily for women and two drinks daily for men.

 ❚ to reduce blood pressure, consume a low-sodium diet that is high in fruits and vegetables, whole grains, nuts, and low-fat milk 
products.

lifestyle Choices

 ❚ Physical activity: engage in moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity, lasting about 40 minutes per session, at least 3 or 4 days per week.

 ❚ tobacco avoidance: exposure to any form of tobacco smoke should be minimized.

Weight Reduction

 ❚ in overweight or obese individuals, weight reduction may improve some cVd risk factors. the general goals of a weight-management 
program should be to prevent weight gain, reduce body weight, and maintain a lower body weight over the long term. 

 ❚ the initial goal of a weight-loss program should be to lose no more than 5 to 10 percent of the original body weight.

athe concept of ideal cardiovascular health was defined and developed by the american heart association.
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foods such as potato chips and corn chips; and fried foods such as French fries and 
fried chicken. In recent years, food manufacturers have reformulated many food prod-
ucts so that they contain little or no trans fat. In some cases, however, the trans fats 
have been replaced with saturated fat sources, so consumers should read labels care-
fully to avoid both types of  cholesterol-raising fats.

Dietary cholesterol The influence of  dietary cholesterol on CHD risk is somewhat 
unclear: although some research studies have found a relationship between dietary 
cholesterol and CHD risk, others have not.25 Due to concerns about the potential  
adverse effects of  excessive dietary cholesterol in some people, the general recom-
mendation for high-risk individuals is a cholesterol intake of  less than 200 milligrams 
per day.26 Cholesterol intakes of  women and men in the United States average about  
261 and 333 milligrams per day, respectively.27 Eggs contribute about one-quarter of  
the cholesterol in the U.S. diet, followed by chicken, beef, and cheese.28

The effect of  eggs on CHD risk is controversial. While egg intakes have not been 
linked to CHD risk in healthy populations,29 a number of  observational studies have 
found an association in persons with diabetes.30 Furthermore, a study that evaluated 
the effects of  egg yolk intake on carotid artery plaque found that the individuals (both 
with and without diabetes) who had the highest egg intakes had the highest amounts of  
plaque.31 Thus, the optimal number of  eggs to include in a heart-healthy diet is undeter-
mined, and different guidelines may be necessary for healthy and high-risk populations.

Soluble Fibers Soluble, viscous fibers can reduce LDL cholesterol levels by inhib-
iting cholesterol and bile absorption in the small intestine and reducing cholesterol 
synthesis in the liver. Good sources of  soluble fibers include oats, barley, legumes, and 
fruits. The soluble fiber in psyllium seed husks, frequently used to treat constipation, 
is effective for lowering cholesterol levels when used as a dietary supplement.

Plant Sterols Foods or supplements that contain significant amounts of  plant 
sterols (or plant stanols) can help to lower LDL cholesterol levels by interfering with 
cholesterol and bile absorption. These plant compounds are added to various food 
products, such as margarine and orange juice, or supplied in dietary supplements. 
About 2 grams of  plant sterols daily (provided by 2 to 2½ tablespoons of  sterol- 
enriched margarines) can lower LDL cholesterol by up to 10 percent.32

Fish and omega-3 Fatty acids The omega-3 fatty acids in fatty fish, known as 
EPA and DHA, may benefit people at risk of  CHD by suppressing inflammation, 
lowering blood triglyceride levels, reducing blood clotting, and stabilizing heart 
rhythm. In addition, including fish in the diet can reduce CHD risk because fish is 
low in saturated fat and often replaces meat dishes that contain saturated fat. The 
American Heart Association recommends consuming two or more servings of  fish 
per week, with an emphasis on fatty fish.33 Of  note, the use of  fish oil supplements 
has not been shown to reduce heart attacks or heart disease-related deaths in most 
clinical trials.34

alcohol Light to moderate consumption of  alcohol—from beer, wine, or liquor—
has favorable effects on atherosclerosis, HDL levels, blood-clotting activity, insulin 
resistance, and overall CHD risk.35 Consumption should be limited to one drink daily 
for women and two for men, however, because higher intakes may promote plaque 
formation and increase blood triglyceride levels and blood pressure. Because alcohol 
consumption increases the risk of  various cancers and may have other detrimental 
effects on health, nondrinkers are not encouraged to start drinking in an effort to  
decrease their risk for CHD.

Blood Pressure reduction A low-sodium diet that contains generous amounts of  
fruits and vegetables, whole grains, nuts, and low-fat milk products has been found 
to substantially reduce blood pressure. Other lifestyle modifications that may reduce 
blood pressure are discussed in a later section (see pp. 592–594).

plant sterols: steroid compounds 
produced in plants; those added 
to commercial food products are 
extracted from soybeans and pine 
tree oils. Plant sterols can be hydro-
genated to produce plant stanols, 
which have ldl-lowering effects 
similar to those of plant sterols.
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regular Physical activity Regular aerobic activity reverses a number of  risk factors 
for CHD: it can lower LDL levels, reduce blood pressure, improve insulin sensitivity, 
promote weight loss, strengthen heart muscle, and increase coronary artery size and 
tone (see Figure 22-4). Current guidelines are to engage in moderate-to-vigorous aero-
bic activity, lasting about 40 minutes per session, at least 3 or 4 days per week.36

Smoking cessation Smoking just one or two cigarettes daily—even low-tar, low-
nicotine cigarettes—increases CHD risk. However, quitting smoking improves CHD 
risk quickly: the incidence of  CHD drops to levels near those of  nonsmokers within 
3 years.37 Currently, about 21 percent of  men and 16 percent of  women in the United 
States are cigarette smokers.38 Although cigar and pipe smoking can also increase the 
risk of  CHD, the risk may not be quite as great because the smoke is less likely to be 
inhaled.

Weight reduction In persons who are obese, weight reduction can improve such 
CHD risk factors as hypertension, blood lipid abnormalities, and insulin resistance. 
However, individuals should focus on weight reduction only after they have adopted 
other dietary measures to lower LDL. This approach ensures that LDL reduction is 
given priority and that the individual does not receive a multitude of  dietary suggestions 
at one time. For some, avoiding additional weight gain may be a desirable starting point.

Managing Lifestyle changes Adopting multiple lifestyle changes at once is chal-
lenging. Health practitioners can help to motivate patients by explaining the reasons 
for each change, setting obtainable goals, and offering practical suggestions. In some 
individuals, high LDL levels may persist despite adjustments in health behaviors, and 
drug therapy may be the only effective treatment. Review Table 22-3 for a summary 
of  the recommendations in this section. Box 22-2 offers suggestions for implementing 
a heart-healthy diet.

Vitamin Supplementation and CHD Risk
Patients are often interested in the potential benefits of  using certain types of  dietary 
supplements for reducing CHD risk, particularly B vitamin and antioxidant supple-
ments. Most clinical trials have not been able to confirm any benefits from using these 
supplements, as described in this section.

B Vitamin Supplements and Homocysteine As mentioned earlier, elevated 
blood homocysteine is a risk factor for CHD, but whether homocysteine itself  is  
directly damaging to arteries or is simply an indicator of  other abnormalities remains 
unknown. Although increased intakes of  folate, vitamin B

6
, and vitamin B

12
 can lower 

homocysteine levels, clinical trials have not demonstrated that supplementation with 
these vitamins can reduce the incidence of  heart attacks in those at risk.39 Hence,  
B vitamin supplements are not currently recommended for patients at risk for CHD.

antioxidant Supplements Because oxidative stress promotes atherosclerosis,  
researchers have hypothesized that antioxidant supplementation may inhibit athero-
sclerosis progression and reduce CHD risk. However, most studies that have tested 
supplementation with single antioxidants (such as vitamins C or E) or combinations 
of  antioxidants have produced weak or inconsistent results, and several studies sug-
gested possible harm.40 Thus, the use of  antioxidant supplements is not recommended 
for heart disease prevention.

Lifestyle Changes for Hypertriglyceridemia
Hypertriglyceridemia (see Box 22-3, p. 588) affects nearly one-third of  adults in 
the United States.41 It is common in people with diabetes mellitus, obesity, and 
the metabolic syndrome and may also result from other disorders. Elevated blood 

F igure  22 -4   regular  
aerobic activity can reduce  
chd risk by strengthening the 
cardiovascular system, promoting 
weight loss, reducing blood 
pressure, and improving blood 
glucose and lipid levels.
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hypertriglyceridemia: elevated 
blood triglyceride levels.
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triglycerides may coexist with elevated LDL cholesterol or occur separately. Whereas 
mild or moderate hypertriglyceridemia is often associated with increased CHD risk,  
severe hypertriglyceridemia (blood triglycerides above 500 mg/dL) can cause addi-
tional complications, including fatty deposits in the skin and soft tissues and acute 
pancreatitis.42

For many people, following a heart-healthy diet may require sig-
nificant changes in food choices. it is often easier to adopt a new 
diet if only a few changes are made at a time. discussing positive 
choices (what to eat) first, rather than negative ones (what not 
to eat), may improve compliance. these suggestions can help 
patients implement their diet:

Breads, Cereals, and Pasta

 ❚ choose whole-grain breads and cereals. make sure the first 
ingredient on bread and cereal labels is “whole wheat flour” 
rather than “enriched wheat flour.” consume oats and barley 
regularly, as they are good sources of soluble fibers.

 ❚ bakery products and snack foods often contain trans fats. 
buy only food products that list 0 grams of trans fat on the 
nutrition Facts panel. ingredient lists should not include any 
“partially hydrogenated vegetable oil,” the main source of 
trans fatty acids.

Fruits and Vegetables

 ❚ incorporate at least one or two servings of fruits and 
vegetables into each meal. Keep the refrigerator stocked with 
a variety of ready-to-eat fruits and vegetables (baby carrots, 
blueberries, grapes) for snacks.

 ❚ Purchase fruits that are canned in fruit juice rather than those 
canned in syrup. avoid purchasing canned vegetables that are 
high in sodium (such as tomato-based products).

 ❚ avoid french fries from fast-food restaurants, which are often 
prepared with trans fats. restrict high-sodium foods such as 
pickles, olives, sauerkraut, and kimchee.

lunch and Dinner Entrées

 ❚ limit meat, fish, and poultry intake to 5 ounces per day. Plan 
to eat fish twice a week, preferably fatty fish such as salmon, 
tuna, and mackerel.

 ❚ select lean cuts of beef, such as sirloin tip and round steak; 
lean cuts of pork, such as loin chops and tenderloin; and 
skinless poultry pieces. trim visible fat before cooking.

 ❚ select extra-lean ground meat and drain well after cooking. 
use lean ground turkey, without skin added, in place of 
ground beef.

 ❚ Prepare plant-based entrees whenever possible; use soybean 
products and other legumes as the main source of protein in 
soups, stews, and stir-fry dishes.

 ❚ limit cholesterol-rich organ meat (liver, brain, sweetbreads) 
and shrimp. limit intake of whole eggs to two per week, as 

the yolks are high in cholesterol (about 210 milligrams per 
large egg). replace whole eggs in recipes with egg whites or 
commercial egg substitutes.

 ❚ restrict these high-sodium foods: cured or smoked meat 
such as beef jerky, bologna, corned beef, frankfurters, ham, 
luncheon meat, salt pork, and sausage; salty or smoked fish 
such as anchovies, caviar, salted or dried cod, herring, and 
smoked salmon; and canned, frozen, or packaged soups, 
sauces, and entrées.

Milk Products

 ❚ select fat-free or low-fat milk products only. use yogurt or 
fat-free sour cream to make dips or salad dressings. substitute 
evaporated fat-free milk for heavy cream.

 ❚ limit products high in saturated fat or sodium, such as 
cheese, processed cheese, and ice cream or other milk-based 
desserts.

Fats and Oils

 ❚ Prepare salad dressings and other foods with vegetable oils 
rich in omega-3 fatty acids, such as canola, soybean, flaxseed, 
and walnut oils. select other unsaturated vegetable oils, such 
as corn, olive, peanut, sesame, and sunflower oils, instead of 
saturated fat sources such as butter and lard.

 ❚ select margarines that list 0 grams of trans fat on the nutrition 
Facts panel; avoid products that list “partially hydrogenated 
vegetable oil” as an ingredient. to help lower ldl cholesterol 
levels, use margarines with added plant sterols or stanols. 

 ❚ avoid products that contain tropical oils (coconut, palm, or 
palm kernel oil), which are high in saturated fat.

Spices and Seasonings

 ❚ use salt only at the end of cooking, and you will need to add 
much less. use salt substitutes at the table. spices and herbs 
can improve food flavor without adding sodium.

 ❚ check the sodium content on food labels. Flavorings and 
sauces that are usually high in sodium include bouillon cubes, 
soy sauce, steak and barbecue sauces, relishes, mustard, and 
catsup.

Snacks and Desserts

 ❚ select snacks that are low in sodium or saturated fat, such 
as pretzels and nuts, plain popcorn, and unsalted chips and 
crackers. avoid products that include trans fats.

 ❚ select low-fat frozen desserts such as sherbet, sorbet, fruit 
bars, and some low-fat ice creams.

How To B O X  2 2 - 2  i m P l e m e n t  a  h e a r t- h e a lt h y  d i e t
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Nutrition therapy for Hypertriglyceridemia Dietary and lifestyle changes can 
improve most cases of  mild hypertriglyceridemia.43 Excessive weight gain and an inac-
tive lifestyle may both raise triglyceride levels. Dietary factors that increase triglyceride 
levels include high intakes of  alcohol and refined carbohydrates; sucrose and fructose 
are the carbohydrates with the strongest effect. Thus, controlling body weight, being 
physically active, restricting alcohol, and limiting intakes of  refined carbohydrates  
(especially sweetened beverages and food items made with white flour and added  
sugars) are basic treatments for hypertriglyceridemia. As mentioned earlier, high  
triglyceride levels are often associated with low HDL, and the lifestyle changes listed 
here are likely to improve HDL levels as well.

Severe Hypertriglyceridemia In addition to dietary and lifestyle changes, medica-
tions are usually necessary for lowering blood triglyceride levels above 500 milligrams 
per deciliter. If  blood triglycerides exceed 1000 milligrams per deciliter, a very low-fat 
diet, providing less than 15 percent of  kcalories from fat, may be required. Patients 
must also eliminate consumption of  alcoholic beverages.

Fish oil Supplements and Hypertriglyceridemia Research studies suggest that 
fish oil supplements—containing 3 to 4 grams of  EPA and DHA (combined)—can 
lower elevated triglyceride levels by 20 to 50 percent.44 However, fish oil supple-
mentation has not been shown to improve cardiovascular outcomes in patients with 
hypertriglyceridemia.45

Drug Therapies for CHD Prevention
Individuals who cannot improve CHD risk with dietary and lifestyle changes alone 
may be prescribed one or more medications. The drugs usually prescribed for lower-
ing LDL levels are the statins (such as Lipitor and Crestor), which reduce cholesterol 
synthesis in the liver. Although less effective than the statins, bile acid sequestrants (such 
as Colestid or Questran) can reduce LDL levels by interfering with bile acid reabsorp-
tion in the small intestine. For lowering triglyceride levels and increasing HDL, both 
fibrates (such as Lopid) and nicotinic acid (a form of  niacin) are effective; nicotinic acid 
can also reduce LDL and lipoprotein(a) levels. Individuals using these medications 
should continue their dietary and lifestyle modifications so that they can use the mini-
mum effective doses of  the drugs they require.

In addition to lipid-lowering medications, some people may require drugs that sup-
press blood clotting (such as anticoagulants and aspirin) or reduce blood pressure. 
Nitroglycerin (a vasodilator) may be given to alleviate angina as needed. Some medi-
cations may affect nutrition status or food intake (see Box 22-4); the interactions can 
be even more complicated when multiple medications are used.

Treatment for Heart Attack
As explained earlier, a heart attack occurs when the blood supply to heart muscle is 
blocked, causing damage to or death of  heart tissue (see Figure 22-5). Drug therapies 
given immediately after a heart attack may include thrombolytic drugs (sometimes 
called clot-busting drugs), anticoagulants, aspirin, painkillers, and medications that 
regulate heart rhythm and reduce blood pressure.46 Patients are not given food or bev-
erages, except for sips of  water or clear liquids, until their condition stabilizes. Once 
able to eat, they are initially offered small portions of  foods that are low in sodium, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol. The sodium restriction helps to limit fluid retention 
but may be lifted after several days if  the patient shows no signs of  heart failure.

A heart attack patient needs to regain strength and learn strategies that can reduce 
the risk of  a future heart attack; such strategies are similar to the lifestyle changes  
described earlier. Thus, the cardiac rehabilitation programs in hospitals and outpa-
tient clinics include exercise therapy, instruction about heart-healthy food choices, 
help with smoking cessation, and medication counseling.

F i g u r e  2 2 - 5   in a coronary 
artery narrowed by atherosclerotic 
plaque, as shown here, a blood 
clot may form and stop the flow of 
blood, resulting in a heart attack.
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classification of elevated blood 
triglycerides:

 ❚ borderline high:  
150–199 mg/dl

 ❚ high: 200–499 mg/dl

 ❚ Very high: ≥500 mg/dl

BOX 22-3
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Risk assessment for CHD involves periodic evaluation of  traditional risk factors 
and relevant clinical measures, such as a lipoprotein profile. 

 ❚ Dietary and lifestyle modifications help to correct blood lipid abnormalities and 
eliminate other risk factors. Dietary recommendations are to reduce saturated fat, 
trans fats, and cholesterol; increase soluble fiber; and incorporate plant sterols, 
plant stanols, and fish into the diet.

BOX 22-4 D i e T- D r u g  i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Anticoagulants (warfarin) Dietary interactions: warfarin requires a consistent vitamin K intake to maintain effectiveness. 
drug effects may be enhanced with supplementation of vitamin e, fish oils, garlic, ginkgo, and 
glucosamine. drug effects may be reduced with coenzyme Q, st. John’s wort, and green tea. 
avoid alcohol.

Antihypertensives

calcium channel blockers Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, gi discomfort, flatulence, constipation, diarrhea
Dietary interactions: avoid herbal supplements that contain natural licorice. avoid 
grapefruit juice, which may enhance drug effects (depends on specific drug used).  
avoid alcohol.
Metabolic effects: edema, flushing

ace inhibitorsa Gastrointestinal effects: reduced taste sensation
Dietary interactions: Food intake and certain mineral supplements may interfere with 
absorption (depends on specific drug used). avoid herbal supplements that contain  
natural licorice.
Metabolic effects: elevated serum potassium levels

Antilipimics

statins Gastrointestinal effects: constipation, flatulence, gi discomfort
Dietary interactions: avoid grapefruit juice and red yeast rice, which may enhance drug 
effects, and st. John’s wort, which may reduce drug effects (interactions depend on specific 
drug used).
Metabolic effects: elevated serum liver enzymes

bile acid sequestrants Gastrointestinal effects: constipation, flatulence, gi discomfort
Dietary interactions: may reduce absorption of fat, fat-soluble vitamins, and some 
minerals.
Metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances, nutrient deficiencies

nicotinic acid Gastrointestinal effects: gi discomfort (unless taken with milk or food), nausea, diarrhea, 
flatulence
Dietary interactions: alcoholic beverages may increase side effects.
Metabolic effects: elevated serum liver enzymes, elevated uric acid levels, hyperglycemia, 
flushing

Digoxin Gastrointestinal effects: anorexia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea
Dietary interactions: antacids or magnesium supplements can reduce drug absorption. st. 
John’s wort may reduce drug efficacy.
Metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances

Diuretics (furosemide, spironolactone) Gastrointestinal effects: dry mouth, anorexia, decreased taste perception
Dietary interactions: Furosemide’s bioavailability is reduced when taken with food. licorice 
root may interfere with the effects of diuretics.
Metabolic effects: Fluid and electrolyte imbalances,b hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemias, 
thiamin deficiency (furosemide), elevated uric acid levels (furosemide)

aace is an abbreviation for angiotensin-converting enzyme. an ace inhibitor interferes with the conversion of angiotensin i to angiotensin ii, a peptide that helps to 
regulate blood pressure.
bFurosemide is a potassium-wasting diuretic; patients should increase intakes of potassium-rich foods. Spironolactone is a potassium-sparing diuretic; patients should 
avoid supplemental potassium and potassium-containing salt substitutes.
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 ❚ Treatment for mild hypertriglyceridemia emphasizes weight control, regular 
physical activity, and restriction of  refined carbohydrates (especially foods with 
added sugars) and alcohol. Severe hypertriglyceridemia requires drug therapies 
and dietary fat restriction. 

 ❚ Medications given after a heart attack suppress blood clotting, regulate heart 
rhythm, and reduce blood pressure. To reduce the risk of  a future heart attack, 
patients can use strategies similar to those recommended for CHD risk reduction.

22.3 Stroke
LO 22.3 Describe the different types of stroke, strategies that may prevent a 
stroke, and elements of treatment and rehabilitation following a stroke.

Stroke is the fourth most common cause of  death in the United States and a lead-
ing cause of  long-term disability in adults. About 87 percent of  strokes are ischemic 
strokes,47 caused by the obstruction of  blood flow to brain tissue. Hemorrhagic strokes 
occur in 13 percent of  cases and result from bleeding within the brain, which damages 
brain tissue. Most strokes are a consequence of  atherosclerosis, hypertension, or both.

Strokes that occur suddenly and are short-lived (lasting several minutes to several 
hours) are called transient ischemic attacks (TIAs). These brief  strokes are a warning 
sign that a more severe stroke may follow.

Stroke Prevention
Stroke is largely preventable by recognizing its risk factors and making lifestyle choices 
that reduce risk. Many of  the risk factors are similar to those for heart disease and 
include hypertension, elevated LDL cholesterol, diabetes mellitus, cigarette smok-
ing, and a history of  cardiovascular disease. Medications that suppress blood clotting  
reduce the risk of  ischemic stroke, especially in people who have suffered a first stroke 
or a TIA. The drugs typically prescribed include antiplatelet drugs (including aspirin) 
or anticoagulants such as warfarin (Coumadin). Anticoagulant therapy requires regu-
lar follow-up and occasional adjustments in dosage to prevent excessive bleeding.

Stroke Management
The effects of  a stroke vary according to the area of  the brain that has been injured. 
Body movements, senses, and speech are often impaired, and one side of  the body may 
be weakened or paralyzed. Early diagnosis and treatment are necessary to preserve 
brain tissue and minimize long-term disability. Ideally, thrombolytic (clot-busting) 
drugs should be used within 4½ hours following an ischemic stroke to restore blood 
flow and prevent further brain damage.48

The focus of  nutrition care is to help patients maintain nutrition status and over-
all health despite the disabilities caused by the stroke. The initial assessment should 
determine the nature of  the patient’s self-feeding difficulty (if  any) and the adjust-
ments required for appropriate food intake. Some patients may need to learn about 
dietary treatments that improve blood lipid levels and blood pressure. Dysphagia 
(difficulty swallowing) is a frequent complication and is associated with a poorer 
prognosis. Difficulty with speech may prevent patients from describing the prob-
lems they may be having with eating. Coordination problems can make it hard for 
patients to grasp utensils or bring food from table to mouth. In some cases, tube 
feedings may be necessary until the patient has regained these skills. Nutrition in 
Practice 22 describes additional options for people who have disabilities that impair 
eating ability as a result of  a stroke or other condition.

ischemic strokes: strokes caused 
by the obstruction of blood flow to 
brain tissue.

hemorrhagic strokes: strokes 
caused by bleeding within the brain, 
which destroys or compresses brain 
tissue.

transient ischemic attacks 
(Tias): brief ischemic strokes 
that cause short-term neurological 
symptoms.
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The two major types of  stroke, ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke, may be a con-
sequence of  atherosclerosis, hypertension, or both. TIAs, which are short-lived 
ischemic strokes, are a warning sign that a more severe stroke may follow.

 ❚ Strokes are largely preventable by reversing modifiable risk factors. Treatment  
of  an ischemic stroke includes the use of  anticlotting drugs and anticoagulants.  
A patient who has had a major stroke may have problems eating normally due  
to lack of  coordination and difficulty swallowing.

22.4 Hypertension
LO 22.4 Summarize the potential effects of hypertension, its risk factors, and  
current treatment approaches.

Although people cannot feel the physical effects of  hypertension, it is a primary risk 
factor for atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases. In addition to hypertension’s 
damaging effect on arteries, elevated blood pressure forces the heart to work harder 
to eject blood into the arteries; this effort weakens heart muscle and increases the 
risk of  developing heart arrhythmias, heart failure, and even sudden death. Hyper-
tension is also a primary cause of  stroke and kidney failure, and reducing blood 
pressure can dramatically reduce the incidence of  these diseases (see Box 22-5). 
Figure 22-6 shows a common technique for measuring blood pressure.

Hypertension affects about one-third of  adults in the United States.49 Preva-
lence is especially high in African Americans, who develop hypertension earlier 
in life and sustain higher average blood pressures throughout their lives than other 
ethnic groups. An estimated 18 percent of  people with hypertension are unaware 
that they have it.50

Factors That Influence Blood Pressure
As shown in Figure 22-7 (p. 592), blood pressure depends on the volume of  blood 
pumped by the heart (cardiac output) and the resistance the blood encounters in the 
arterioles (peripheral resistance). When either cardiac output or peripheral resistance 
increases, blood pressure rises. Cardiac output is raised when heart rate or blood volume 
increases; peripheral resistance is affected mostly by the diameters of  the arterioles and 
blood viscosity. Blood pressure is therefore influenced by the nervous system, which 
regulates heart muscle contractions and arteriole diameters, and hormonal signals, 
which may cause fluid retention or blood vessel constriction. The kidneys also play a 
role in regulating blood pressure by controlling the secretion of  the hormones involved 
in vasoconstriction and retention of  sodium and water.

Factors That Contribute to Hypertension
In 90 to 95 percent of  hypertension cases, the cause is unknown.51 In other cases,  
hypertension is caused by a known physical or metabolic disorder, such as an  
abnormality in an organ or hormone involved in blood pressure regulation.

A number of  risk factors for hypertension have been identified. These include the 
following:

❚   Aging. Hypertension risk increases with age. About two-thirds of  persons older than 
65 years have hypertension.52 Moreover, individuals who have normal blood pres-
sure at age 55 still have a 90 percent risk of  developing high blood pressure during 
their lifetimes.53

Figure 22-6 Hypertension 
Screening
to determine blood pressure, the clini-
cian restricts blood flow in the brachial 
artery using an inflatable cuff, and 
then slowly releases air from the cuff 
until blood flow resumes, indicating 
that blood pressure in the artery has 
matched or exceeded the air pressure 
in the cuff.
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blood pressure is measured both 
when heart muscle contracts (systolic 
blood pressure) and when it relaxes 
(diastolic blood pressure). measure-
ments are expressed as  
millimeters of mercury (mm hg).

Systolic Diastolic

❚ desirable ,120 ,80 

❚ Prehypertension 120–139 80–89 

❚ hypertension ≥140 ≥90

BOX 22-5
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❚   Genetic factors. Risk of  hypertension is similar among family 
members. It is also more prevalent and severe in certain eth-
nic groups; for example, the prevalence in African-American 
adults is about 41 percent, compared with a prevalence of  
about 28 percent in both whites and Mexican Americans.54

❚   Obesity. Numerous clinical studies have confirmed a strong 
relationship between excess body fat and increased blood 
pressure. Obesity raises blood pressure, in part, by stimulat-
ing the sympathetic nervous system and activating hormonal 
processes that promote sodium reabsorption and blood vessel 
constriction.55

❚   Salt sensitivity. About 30 to 50 percent of  those with hyper-
tension have blood pressure that is sensitive to salt intake.56 
Salt sensitivity (also called sodium sensitivity) may worsen due 
to aging, obesity, diabetes, kidney disease, or hypertension 
itself.57

❚   Alcohol. Heavy drinking (more than one drink daily for women 
or two drinks daily for men) increases the incidence and severity 
of  hypertension. Reducing alcohol consumption reverses this 
effect.58

❚   Dietary factors. A person’s diet may influence hypertension 
risk. As explained later, diets that emphasize vegetables, fruit, 
and whole grains and include low-fat milk products have been 
shown to reduce blood pressure.

Treatment of Hypertension
Both lifestyle modifications and medications are used to treat hypertension. Table 22-4 
lists lifestyle modifications that can reduce blood pressure and the expected reduction in 
systolic blood pressure for each change. The recommendations include weight reduction 
if  overweight or obese, adopting a healthy dietary pattern, engaging in regular physical 
activity, and limiting alcohol intake, if  one chooses to drink.59 Combining two or more of  
these modifications can enhance results.

Weight reduction In obese individuals, weight reduction may reduce blood pres-
sure significantly. Clinical studies suggest that systolic blood pressure can be reduced 
by about 1 mm Hg for each kilogram of  weight loss and that the blood pressure re-
duction may be sustained for several years.60 In the long term, however (more than  
3 years), blood pressure tends to revert to initial levels, even when weight loss is par-
tially maintained. Thus, weight reduction appears to be most beneficial for blood pres-
sure control during periods when the body weight is actually decreasing.61

Dietary approaches for Blood Pressure reduction Several studies have shown 
that a significant reduction in blood pressure can be achieved by following a diet that 
emphasizes fruits, vegetables, and whole grains and includes low-fat milk products, 
poultry, fish, and nuts.62 The diet tested in these studies, now known as the DASH 
Eating Plan (see Table 22-5), provides more fiber, potassium, magnesium, and calcium 
than the typical American diet. The diet also limits red meat, sweets, sugar-containing 
beverages, saturated fat (to 7 percent of  kcalories), and cholesterol (to 150 milligrams 
per day), so it is beneficial for reducing CHD risk as well.

The DASH Eating Plan is even more effective when accompanied by a low  
sodium intake. In a research study that tested the blood pressure–lowering effects of  
the DASH dietary pattern in combination with sodium restriction, the best results 
were achieved when sodium was reduced to 1500 milligrams daily—a level much 

Cardiac output 
is the volume of blood 
pumped by the heart 
within a specified 
period of time.

Peripheral resistance 
refers to the resistance 
to pumped blood by the 
small arterial branches 
(arterioles) that carry 
blood to tissues.

F i g u r e  2 2 - 7   Determinants of blood 
Pressure
blood pressure is influenced by both cardiac output and 
peripheral resistance as expressed by the formula Blood 
Pressure 5 Cardiac Output 3 Peripheral Resistance.
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Ta b L e  2 2 - 4   Lifestyle modifications for blood Pressure reduction

the goals of hypertension treatment are as follows:a

 ❚ For adults 18–59 years old: blood pressure <140/<90 mm hg 
 ❚ For adults ≥60 years old: blood pressure <150/<90 mm hg

lifestyle Modification Recommendation
Expected Reduction in Systolic 
Blood Pressure 

weight reduction reduce weight to achieve a healthy body weight (bmi 18.5–24.9). 10 mm hg per 10 kg weight loss

dash eating Planb adopt a diet that emphasizes vegetables, fruit, and whole grains; 
includes low-fat milk products; and limits sugars and red meats.

5–6 mm hg

sodium restriction consume no more than 2400 mg sodium (,6 g salt) per day. 2 mm hg

For a greater reduction in blood pressure, consume no more than  
1500 mg sodium (,4 g salt) per day.

7 mm hg

reduce sodium intake by at least 1000 mg per day, even if the  
desired sodium intake is not achieved.

3–4 mm hg

Physical activity engage in moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activity, lasting about  
40 minutes per session, at least 3 or 4 days per week.

2–5 mm hg

moderate alcohol 
consumption

men: limit to two drinks per day.
women and lighter-weight men: limit to one drink per day.

2–4 mm hg

athese goals are recommended by panel members of the eighth Joint national committee (Jnc 8), a group commissioned by the national heart, lung, and 
blood institute of the national institutes of health. note that the treatment goals suggested by the american society of hypertension and international society of 
hypertension are ,140/,90 mm hg for adults 18–79 years old and ,150/,90 mm hg for adults $80 years old.

bthe dash eating Plan was tested in a study called Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension.

Sources: r. h. eckel and coauthors, 2013 aha/acc guideline on lifestyle management to reduce cardiovascular risk: a report of the american college of cardiology 
american/heart association task Force on Practice guidelines, Journal of the American College of Cardiology (2013), doi: 10.1016/j.jacc.2013.11.003; c. c. tyson and 
coauthors, impact of 5-year weight change on blood pressure: results from the weight loss maintenance trial, Journal of Clinical Hypertension 15 (2013): 458–464.

T a b L e  2 2 - 5   The DaSH eating Plan

Recommended Servings for Different Energy  
Intakes (servings per day except as noted)

Food Group 1600 kcal 2000 kcal 2600 kcal 3100 kcal

Grains and grain productsa

(1 serving 5 1 slice bread, 1 oz dry cereal,b or ½ c cooked rice, pasta, or cereal)
6 6–8 10–11 12–13

Vegetables
(1 serving 5 ½ c cooked vegetables, 1 c raw leafy vegetables, or ½ c vegetable juice)

3–4 4–5 5–6 6

Fruits
(1 serving 5 1 medium fruit; ½ c fresh, frozen, or canned fruit; ¼ c dried fruit; or  
½ c fruit juice)

4 4–5 5–6 6

Milk products (low fat or fat free)
(1 serving 5 1 c milk or yogurt, or 1½ oz cheese)

2–3 2–3 3 3–4

Meat, poultry, and fish
(1 serving 5 1 oz cooked lean meat, poultry, or fish; or 1 egg)

3–4 oz 
or less

6 oz or 
less

6 oz or 
less

6–9 oz 
or less

Nuts, seeds, and legumes
(1 serving 5 1/3 c nuts, 2 tbs peanut butter, 2 tbs seeds, or ½ c cooked dry beans or peas)

3–4 
per week

4–5
per week 

1 1

Fats and oils
(1 serving 5 1 tsp vegetable oil or soft margarine, ½ tbs mayonnaise, or 1 tbs salad 
dressing)

2 2–3 3 4

Sweets and added sugars
(1 serving 5 1 tbs sugar, jelly, or jam; ½ c sorbet; or 1 c lemonade)

3 or less 
per week

5 or less
per week

≤2 ≤2

awhole grains are recommended for most servings consumed.
bone ounce of dry cereal may be equivalent to ½ to 1¼ cups, depending on the cereal. check the food label for the portion size.

Source: u.s. department of agriculture and u.s. department of health and human services, Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010 (washington, d.c.: u.s. 
government Printing office, 2010).
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 ❚ select fresh, unprocessed foods. Packaged foods, canned 
goods, and frozen meals are often high in sodium.

 ❚ do not use salt at the table or while cooking. salt substitutes 
may be useful for some people. salt substitutes often contain 
potassium, however, and are not appropriate for people using 
diuretics that promote potassium retention in the blood.

 ❚ avoid eating in fast-food restaurants; most menu choices are 
very high in sodium.

 ❚ check food labels. the labeling term low sodium is a better 
guide than the terms reduced sodium (contains 25 percent less 
sodium than the regular product) or light in sodium (contains 
50 percent less sodium). to be labeled low sodium, a food 
product must contain less than 140 milligrams of sodium per 
serving. Keep your sodium goal in mind when you read labels.

 ❚ recognize the high-sodium foods in each food category, and 
purchase only unsalted or low-sodium varieties of these products 
if they are available. high-sodium foods include the following: 

 ❚ snack foods made with added salt, such as tortilla chips, 
popcorn, and nuts. 

 ❚ Processed meat, such as ham, corned beef, bologna, salami, 
sausage, bacon, frankfurters, and pastrami.

 ❚ Processed fish, such as salted fish and canned fish. 

 ❚ tomato-based products, such as tomato sauce, tomato 
juice, pizza, canned tomatoes, and catsup.

 ❚ canned soup or broth; note that even reduced-sodium 
varieties may contain excessive sodium.

 ❚ cheese, such as cottage cheese, american cheese, and 
Parmesan and most other hard cheeses.

 ❚ bakery products made with baking powder or baking soda 
(sodium bicarbonate), such as cake, cookies, doughnuts, 
and muffins. 

 ❚ condiments and relishes, such as bouillon cubes, olives, and 
pickled vegetables.

 ❚ Flavoring sauces, such as soy sauce, barbecue sauce, and 
steak sauce.

 ❚ check for the word sodium on medication labels. sodium is 
often an ingredient in some types of antacids and laxatives.

How To B O X  2 2 - 6  r e d u c e  s o d i u m  i n ta K e

lower than the amounts typically consumed in the United States. These results sug-
gest that the optimal sodium intake for people with hypertension may be far lower 
than the amounts typically recommended for the general population (less than 2300 
or 2400 milligrams daily*). Box 22-6 lists practical suggestions for restricting sodium 
intake; additional detail is provided in Table 23-1 on p. 607.

Drug therapies People with hypertension usually require two or more medications 
to meet their blood pressure goals. Using a combination of  drugs with different modes 
of  action can reduce the doses of  each drug needed and minimize side effects. The 
drugs commonly prescribed include diuretics, calcium channel blockers, angiotensin-
converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, and angiotensin-receptor blockers; some of  these 
drugs are also used to treat various heart conditions. Drug dosages may need regular 
adjustment until the blood pressure goal is reached.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ About one in three persons in the United States has hypertension, which increases 
the risk of  developing CHD, stroke, heart failure, and kidney failure.

 ❚ Blood pressure is elevated by factors that increase blood volume, heart rate, or  
resistance to blood flow. Although the underlying cause of  most hypertension 
cases is usually unknown, risk factors include aging, family history, ethnicity,  
obesity, and various dietary factors.

 ❚ Treatment of  hypertension usually includes a combination of  lifestyle modifica-
tions and drug therapies.

*The Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL) for sodium was set at 2300 mg per day, whereas studies 
that evaluated the effects of the DASH diet tested sodium intakes of 2400 mg per day. The difference 
between these two values is minimal.
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The Case Study in Box 22-7 provides an opportunity to review the risk factors and 
treatments for CHD and hypertension. 

22.5 Heart Failure
LO 22.5 Identify the possible consequences of heart failure and describe the cur-
rent treatment approaches for this condition.

Heart failure, also called congestive heart failure, is characterized by the heart’s inability 
to pump adequate blood, resulting in inadequate blood delivery and a buildup of  fluids 
in the veins and tissues. Heart failure has various causes, but it is often a consequence 
of chronic disorders that create extra work for the heart muscle, such as hypertension or 
CHD. To accommodate the extra workload, the heart enlarges or pumps faster or harder, 
but it may eventually weaken enough to fail completely. Heart failure develops mostly in 
older adults and the elderly: the majority of cases occur in individuals 65 years or older.63

Consequences of Heart Failure
In heart failure, fluid may accumulate in the liver and abdomen and in the lower  
extremities, causing chest pain, difficulty with digestion and absorption, and swelling 
in the legs, ankles, and feet (see Figure 22-8, p. 596). Fluid can also build up in the 
lungs (called pulmonary edema), resulting in extreme shortness of  breath and limited 
oxygen for activity; in severe cases, it can lead to respiratory failure. With inadequate 
blood flow, the functions of  various organs, such as the liver and kidneys, may become  
impaired. The effects of  heart failure depend on the severity of  illness: mild cases may 
be asymptomatic, but severe cases may cause considerable damage to health.

Heart failure often affects a person’s food intake and level of  physical activity. In 
persons with abdominal bloating and liver enlargement, pain and discomfort may 
worsen with meals. Limb weakness and fatigue can limit physical activity. End-stage 
heart failure is often accompanied by cardiac cachexia, a condition of  severe malnutri-
tion characterized by significant weight loss and tissue wasting. Cardiac cachexia may 
develop due to increased levels of  pro-inflammatory cytokines (which promote catabo-
lism), elevated metabolic rate, reduced food intake, and malabsorption.64 The resultant 
weakness further lowers the person’s strength, functional capacity, and activity levels.

better assess mr. reid’s condition? 
why?

4. describe several benefits that mr. reid 
might obtain from a program that 
includes weight reduction and regular 
physical activity. explain why the use of 
alcohol can be both a protective and a 
damaging lifestyle habit.

5. assuming that mr. reid does not make 
any changes in his diet and lifestyle 
and suffers a heart attack, identify the 
elements of a cardiac rehabilitation 
program that would be critical for his 
long-term survival.

robert reid, a 48-year-old african-
american computer programmer, is 5 feet 
9 inches tall and weighs 240 pounds. he 
sits for long hours at work and is too tired 
to exercise when he gets home at night. 
his meals usually include fatty meat, eggs, 
and cheese, and he likes dairy desserts 
such as pudding and ice cream. he has a 
family history of chd and hypertension. 
his recent laboratory tests show that his 
blood pressure is 160/100 mm hg, and 
his ldl and hdl levels are 160 mg/dl 
and 35 mg/dl, respectively. he smokes a 
pack of cigarettes each day and usually 
has 2 glasses of wine at both lunch and 
dinner.

1. identify mr. reid’s major risk factors for 
chd and hypertension. which can be 
modified? what complications might 
occur if he delays treatment for his 
blood lipids and blood pressure?

2. what dietary changes would you rec-
ommend that could help to improve 
mr. reid’s blood pressure and his ldl 
cholesterol? explain the rationale for 
each dietary change. Prepare a day’s 
menu for mr. reid using the dash 
eating Plan as an outline for your 
choices.

3. what other laboratory tests or 
measurements would you need to 

Case Study B O X  2 2 - 7  Pat i e n t  w i t h  c a r d i o V a s c u l a r  d i s e a s e

heart failure: a condition char-
acterized by the heart’s inability to 
pump adequate blood to the body’s 
cells, resulting in fluid accumulation 
in the tissues; also called congestive 
heart failure. 
cardiac cachexia: severe malnu-
trition that develops in heart failure 
patients; characterized by weight 
loss and tissue wasting.
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Medical Management of Heart Failure
Heart failure is a chronic, progressive illness that may require frequent hospitaliza-
tions. Many patients face a combination of  debilitating symptoms, complex treat-
ments, and an uncertain outcome. Important goals of  medical therapy are to slow 
disease progression and enhance the patient’s quality of  life.

The specific treatment for heart failure depends on the nature and severity of  the ill-
ness. Medications help to manage fluid retention and improve heart function. Dietary 
sodium and fluid restrictions can help to prevent fluid accumulation. Vaccinations for 
influenza and pneumonia reduce the risk of  developing respiratory infections. Treat-
ment of  CHD risk factors, such as hypertension and lipid disorders, can help to slow 
disease progression. Heart failure patients are also encouraged to participate in exer-
cise programs to avoid becoming physically disabled and to improve endurance.

Nutrition therapy for Heart Failure The main dietary recommendation for heart 
failure is a modest sodium restriction of  2000 milligrams or less daily to reduce the risk 
of  fluid retention. In patients with persistent or recurrent fluid retention, fluid intakes 
may be restricted to 2 liters per day or less.65 Individuals who have difficulty eating due 
to abdominal or chest pain may tolerate small, frequent meals better than large meals.

Patients with heart failure may be prone to constipation due to diuretic use and re-
duced physical activity. Maintaining an adequate fiber intake can help to minimize con-
stipation problems. Because alcohol consumption may worsen heart function, some 
patients may need to restrict or avoid alcoholic beverages. Patients on diuretic therapy 
or restricted diets may benefit from daily multivitamin-mineral supplementation.66 

No known therapies can reverse cardiac cachexia, and the prognosis is poor. For 
some patients, liquid supplements, tube feedings, or parenteral nutrition support can 
be supportive additions to treatment.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Heart failure is usually a chronic, progressive condition that results from other car-
diovascular illnesses.

 ❚ In heart failure, the heart is unable to pump adequate blood to tissues. Conse-
quences may include fluid accumulation in the veins, lungs, and other organs and 
impaired organ function.

 ❚ Drug therapies can reduce fluid accumulation and improve heart function. Nutrition 
therapy may include sodium, fluid, and alcohol restrictions and nutrient supplementation.

F i g u r e  2 2 - 8   Heart Failure
in heart failure, the overburdened heart enlarges in an effort to supply blood to the 
body’s tissues.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record for a diagnosis of:

 ■ coronary heart disease
 ■ stroke
 ■ hypertension
 ■ heart failure

review the medical record for complications related to 
cardiovascular diseases:

 ■ heart attack
 ■ transient ischemic attack
 ■ cardiac cachexia 

note risk factors for chd or stroke that are related to diet, 
including:

 ■ elevated ldl or triglyceride levels
 ■ obesity or overweight
 ■ diabetes
 ■ hypertension

Medications

For patients using drug treatments for cardiovascular diseases, 
note:

 ■ side effects that may alter food intake
 ■ medications that may interact with grapefruit juice
 ■ use of warfarin, which requires a consistent vitamin  

K intake
 ■ use of diuretics or other drugs associated with potassium 

imbalances
 ■ Potential diet-drug or herb-drug interactions

Dietary Intake

For patients with chd, a previous stroke, or hypertension, assess 
the diet for:

 ■ energy intake
 ■ saturated fat, trans fat, cholesterol, and sodium content
 ■ soluble fiber and plant sterol or plant stanol content
 ■ intake of fruit, vegetables, whole grains, legumes, and nuts
 ■ alcohol content

For patients with complications resulting from cardiovascular 
diseases:

 ■ check physical disabilities that may interfere with food prep-
aration or consumption following a stroke.

 ■ check adequacy of food and nutrient intake in patients with 
heart failure.

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight, and reassess weight at 
each medical checkup. note whether patients are meeting 
weight goals, including:

 ■ weight loss or maintenance in patients who are overweight
 ■ weight maintenance in patients with advanced heart failure 

remember that weight may be deceptively high in people who 
are retaining fluids, especially individuals with heart failure.

laboratory Tests

monitor the following laboratory tests in people with 
cardiovascular diseases:

 ■ ldl cholesterol, blood triglycerides, and hdl cholesterol
 ■ blood glucose in patients with diabetes
 ■ serum potassium in patients using diuretics, antihypertensive 

medications, or digoxin
 ■ blood-clotting times in patients using anticoagulants
 ■ indicators of fluid retention in patients with heart failure

Physical Signs

blood pressure measurement is routine in physical exams but is 
especially important for people who:

 ■ have cardiovascular diseases
 ■ have experienced a heart attack or stroke
 ■ have risk factors for chd or hypertension 

look for signs of:

 ■ Potassium imbalances (muscle weakness, numbness and 
tingling, irregular heartbeat) in those using diuretics, antihy-
pertensive medications, or digoxin

 ■ Fluid overload in patients with heart failure

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  c a r d i o V a s c u l a r 
d i s e a s e s

clinical applications
1. list risk factors for coronary heart disease, and identify 

possible interrelationships among the factors. For example, 
a woman over 55 years of age is also at risk for diabetes; a 
person with diabetes is more likely to have hypertension.

2. review the dash eating Plan shown in table 22-5. as the 
chapter describes, the dash dietary pattern is helpful for low-
ering blood pressure and for reducing chd risk as well.

 ❚ list elements of the dash eating Plan that are consistent 
with the dietary recommendations for chd risk reduction.

 ❚ suggest ways in which a person following the dash eat-
ing Plan might accomplish the following additional dietary 
modifications: consume a higher percentage of fat from 
monounsaturated sources, reduce intake of trans fats, and 
include ePa/dha and plant sterols in the diet. 
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self check 
1. ischemia in the coronary arteries is a frequent cause of: 

a. angina pectoris.
b. hemorrhagic stroke.
c. aneurysm.
d. hypertension.

2. risk factors for atherosclerosis include all of the following 
except:
a. smoking.
b. hypertension.
c. diabetes mellitus.
d. elevated hdl cholesterol.

3. which clinical test can help to diagnose peripheral artery 
disease?
a. lipoprotein profile
b. coronary artery calcium score
c. ankle-brachial index
d. c-reactive protein levels

4.  dietary lipids with the strongest ldl cholesterol–raising 
effects are: 
a.  monounsaturated fats.
b.  polyunsaturated fats.
c.  saturated fats.
d.  plant sterols.

5. moderate alcohol consumption can improve heart disease risk, 
in part, because it: 
a. lowers blood pressure.
b. increases hdl cholesterol levels.
c. offsets the damage from smoking.
d. improves nutrition status.

6. Patients with mild hypertriglyceridemia may improve their tri-
glyceride levels by: 
a. reducing sodium intake.
b. reducing cholesterol intake.
c. consuming moderate amounts of alcohol.
d. limiting intakes of refined carbohydrates.

7. which medications reduce cholesterol synthesis in the liver?
a. bile acid sequestrants
b. statins
c. ace inhibitors
d. Fibrates

8. hemorrhagic stroke: 
a. is the most common type of stroke.
b. results from obstructed blood flow within brain tissue.
c. comes on suddenly and usually lasts for up to 30 minutes.
d. results from bleeding within the brain, which damages 

brain tissue.

9. hypertensive patients can benefit from all of the following 
dietary and lifestyle modifications except:
a. including fat-free or low-fat milk products in the diet.
b. reducing total fat intake.
c. consuming generous amounts of fruit, vegetables, legumes, 

and nuts.
d. reducing sodium intake.

10. nutrition therapy for a patient with heart failure usually includes: 
a. weight loss.
b. reducing total fat intake.
c. sodium restriction.
d. cholesterol restriction.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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2 2 . 6  h e l P i n g  P e O P l e  w i t h  F e e d i n g  d i s a B i l i t i e s

Nutrition in Practice

LO 22.6 Identify disabilities that may impair eating 
ability and give examples of strategies that may  
improve feeding skills.

Chapter 22 referred to difficulties following a stroke that can 
interfere with the ability to eat independently. this nutrition 

in Practice discusses the problems faced by individuals who must 
cope with various disabilities that interfere with the process of eat-
ing, including those that interfere with chewing, swallowing, or 
bringing food to the mouth. these obstacles can arise at any time 
during a person’s life and from any number of causes. an infant 
may be born with a physical impairment such as cleft palate; an 
adolescent may lose motor control following injuries sustained in 
an automobile accident; an older adult may struggle with the pain 
of arthritis or the mental deterioration of dementia. table nP22-1 
lists some of the conditions that may lead to feeding problems.

in what ways can disabilities impair a person’s 
ability to eat?

eating and drinking require a considerable number of individual 
coordinated motions. consider an infant learning the skills required 
for feeding: each step—sitting, grasping cups and utensils, bring-
ing food to the mouth, biting, chewing, and swallowing—requires 
coordinated movements. an injury or disability that interferes with 
any of these movements can lead to feeding problems and inad-
equate food intake. total food intake is often significantly reduced 
when individuals with inefficient motor function take a long time to 
eat.1 difficulties that affect the procurement of food, such as the  
inability to drive, walk, or carry groceries, can also lower food  
intake and lead to malnutrition and weight loss.

Can disabilities alter a person’s energy needs?

yes, disabilities may either lower or raise energy requirements. 
disabilities that affect muscle tension or mobility—such as cerebral 

palsy—are typically associated with reduced muscle mass and 
physical activity; consequently, energy requirements tend to be 
lower.2 loss of a limb due to amputation reduces energy needs 
in proportion to the weight and metabolism represented by the 
missing limb, but energy needs may be higher if an individual 
increases activity to compensate for the loss, as is necessary when 
using a prosthesis.3 because the effects of disabilities are often 
unpredictable, the health care practitioner may find it difficult to 
assess energy requirements until weight gain or loss has occurred.

overweight and obesity often accompany conditions that 
limit mobility or result in short stature; examples include down 
syndrome and spina bifida. obesity may also develop because the 
family or caregiver provides an inappropriate amount of food, 
sometimes out of sympathy for the disabled individual. in these 
cases, the health practitioner may need to counsel the family or 
caregiver about appropriate food choices and portion sizes.

Can disease symptoms cause problems with 
food intake and nutrition status?

yes, physical symptoms of disease can sometimes create feeding 
problems; examples include difficulty with swallowing or 
breathing, frequent coughing or choking, and gastroesophageal 
reflux. individuals with speech problems may have difficulty 
communicating with caregivers about thirst and hunger. mobility 
problems and physical weakness can interfere with food 
preparation and the physical movements required for eating meals.

Which health professionals typically work with 
people who have feeding problems?

evaluating and treating feeding problems may involve the joint 
efforts of health care professionals from a variety of disciplines, 
including dietitians, nurses, occupational therapists, speech-
language pathologists, and gastroenterologists.4 together, these 
professionals can evaluate the patient’s abilities to grasp and 
use utensils, bring foods from the plate to the mouth, chew, sip, 
and swallow. a speech-language pathologist or occupational 
therapist may evaluate chewing and swallowing abilities and 
self-feeding skills; these professionals can also demonstrate al-
ternative feeding strategies, including changes in body position 
that improve feeding, techniques for handling utensils and food, 
and the use of special feeding devices (see Figure nP22-1). gas-
troenterologists can use various noninvasive techniques to evalu-
ate gastrointestinal function. direct observation of the patient 
during mealtimes allows these health practitioners to assess cur-
rent eating behaviors, demonstrate feeding techniques, monitor 
the patient’s or caregiver’s understanding of the techniques, and 
evaluate how well the care plan is working.

to illustrate one type of strategy used to treat feeding prob-
lems, consider a child with feeding difficulties caused by hypersen-
sitivity to oral stimulation. the therapist may start by teaching the 
caregiver to gently stroke the child’s face with a hand, washcloth, 
or soft toy. once the child tolerates touch on less sensitive areas 

T a b L e  n P 2 2 - 1   Conditions That may Lead  
to Feeding Problems
the following conditions may lead to feeding problems by 
interfering with a person’s ability to suck, bite, chew, swallow, or 
coordinate hand-to-mouth movements.

 ❚ accidents  ❚ huntington’s chorea

 ❚ amputations  ❚ language, visual, or hearing impairments

 ❚ arthritis  ❚ multiple sclerosis

 ❚ birth defects  ❚ muscle weakness

 ❚ brain tumors  ❚ muscular dystrophy

 ❚ cerebral palsy  ❚ Parkinson’s disease

 ❚ cleft palate  ❚ Polio

 ❚ down syndrome  ❚ spinal cord injuries

 ❚ head injuries  ❚ stroke
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can offer counseling to patients or caregivers to help them adjust, and 
all members of the health care team can offer emotional support and 
practical suggestions to ease caregivers’ responsibilities and frustrations.

successful therapy for people with feeding disabilities requires the 
involvement of a number of different health professionals; these 
individuals should be able to accurately identify the feeding skills 
that are impaired and determine the appropriate interventions. 
ideally, with training, people with disabilities can attain total 
independence: the ability to prepare, serve, and eat nutritionally 
adequate food daily without help. in some cases, these goals can 
be met with the help of caregivers. the combined efforts of the 
health care team can support both patients and caregivers in en-
hancing quality of life and in achieving independence to the great-
est degree possible.

of the face, the therapist may encourage the caregiver to slowly 
begin to rub the child’s lips, gums, palate, and tongue. with time, 
the child may be better able to tolerate the presence of food in the 
mouth. examples of other strategies that can help feeding prob-
lems are listed in table nP22-2.

Can special equipment be used to help people 
with certain feeding difficulties?

yes. adaptive feeding devices can make a remarkable difference  
in a person’s ability to eat independently. Figure nP22-2 (p. 602) 
shows a few of the many special feeding devices that are available 
and describes their uses. other examples of adaptive equipment  
include specialized chairs to improve posture, bolsters inserted 
under arms to improve elbow stability, and raised trays or eating 
surfaces to simplify hand-to-mouth movements.

sometimes, despite the best efforts of all involved, a patient is un-
able to consume enough food by mouth. in these cases, tube feedings 
can help to improve nutrition status. tube feedings are typically rec-
ommended for patients with severe dysphagia (difficulty swallowing), 
aspiration pneumonia, recurrent malnutrition, or failure to thrive.5

in what ways can feeding difficulties affect 
family life?

mealtimes are a critical time for social interaction, and therefore 
individuals with feeding problems may encounter emotional and 
social problems if they are unable to participate. children may fail 
to develop social skills, whereas adults may miss the social stimula-
tion that mealtimes provide. individuals should be encouraged to 
sit with family and friends during meals so that they are not  
deprived of the social and cultural aspects of eating.

the responsibility of caring for a person with a feeding problem can 
frequently overwhelm a caregiver.6 caring for a person with disabilities 
requires time and patience—and many new therapies to be learned 
and administered. the caregiver may spend many hours preparing 
special foods, monitoring the use of adaptive feeding equipment, 
and helping with feedings. moreover, a person with disabilities may 
need help with other tasks as well, and all may require a considerable 
amount of time. in many cases, a caregiver receives little or no as-
sistance. these conditions may lead to strained interactions between 
caregiver and patient and cause stress and frustration. Psychologists 

T a b L e  n P 2 2 - 2   interventions for Feeding-
related Problems

Inability to Suck

 ❚ use squeeze bottles, which do not require sucking, to express 
liquids into the mouth.

 ❚ Place a spoon on the center of the tongue and apply down-
ward pressure to stimulate sucking.

 ❚ apply rhythmic, slow strokes on the tongue to alter tongue 
position and improve the sucking response.

Inability to Chew

 ❚ Place foods between teeth to promote chewing.

 ❚ improve chewing skills with foods of different textures; for 
example, fruit leathers stimulate jaw movements but dissolve 
quickly enough to minimize choking.

 ❚ Provide soft foods that require minimal chewing or are easily 
chewed.

Inability to Swallow

 ❚ Provide thickened liquids, pureed foods, and moist foods that 
form boluses easily.

 ❚ Provide cold formulas, frozen fruit juice bars, and ice; cold 
substances promote swallowing movements by the tongue 
and soft palate.

 ❚ make sure the patient’s jaw and lips are closed to facilitate 
swallowing action.

 ❚ correct posture and head position if they interfere with 
swallowing ability.

Inability to Grasp or Coordinate Movements

 ❚ Provide utensils that have modified handles, or are smaller or 
larger as necessary.

 ❚ encourage the use of hands for feeding if utensils are difficult 
to maneuver. 

 ❚ Provide plates with food guards to prevent spilling.

 ❚ supply clothing protection.

Impaired Vision

 ❚ Place foods (meats, vegetables) in similar locations on the 
plate at each meal.

 ❚ Provide plates with food guards to prevent spilling.
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F i g u r e  n P 2 2 - 1   adaptive feeding equipment can help 
patients with feeding disabilities gain independence.
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F i g u r e  n P 2 2 - 2   examples of adaptive Feeding Devices

Utensils

Rocker knife

Roller knife

People with only one arm or hand may
have difficulty cutting foods and may 
appreciate using a rocker knife or a roller
knife.

People with a limited range of motion can
feed themselves better when they use
flatware with built-up handles.

People with extreme muscle weakness
may be able to eat with a utensil holder.

For people with tremors, spasticity, and
uneven jerky movements, weighted utensils
can aid the feeding process.

Battery-powered feeding machines enable 
people with severe limitations to eat with 
less assistance from others.

People who have limited dexterity and 
difficulty maneuvering food find scoop dishes 
or food guards useful.

People with uncontrolled or excessive 
movements might move dishes around while 
eating and may benefit from using 
unbreakable dishes with suction cups.

People with limited neck
motion can use a cutout 
plastic cup.

Two-handed cups 
enable people with
moderate muscle 
weakness to lift a cup
with two hands.

People with uncontrolled or excessive 
movements might prefer to drink liquids 
from a covered cup or glass with a slotted 
opening or spout.

A soft, flexible long plastic 
straw may also ease the task 
of drinking.

Plates

Cups
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Protein-, Mineral-, 
and Fluid-
Modified Diets for 
Kidney Diseases

23.1 Nephrotic Syndrome
LO 23.1 Identify the potential causes and conse-
quences of the nephrotic syndrome and describe the 
medical and nutrition therapies used in treatment.

23.2 Acute Kidney Injury
LO 23.2 Discuss the potential causes and effects of 
acute kidney injury and describe the approaches to 
treatment for this condition.

23.3 Chronic Kidney Disease
LO 23.3 Describe the potential causes and 
consequences of chronic kidney disease, its medical 
treatment, and nutrition therapy for this condition.

23.4 Kidney Stones
LO 23.4 Compare the different types of kidney stones 
and explain how kidney stones can be prevented or 
treated.

23.5 Nutrition in Practice: Dialysis
LO 23.5 Explain how dialysis removes fluids and 
wastes from the blood and compare the different 
types of dialysis procedures.
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The two kidneys sit just above the waist on each side of the spinal col-
umn. As part of the urinary system, they are responsible for filtering 

the blood and removing excess fluid and wastes for elimination in urine. 
Figure 23-1 shows the kidneys’ placement and structure and one of their 
functional units, the nephron. Within each nephron, the glomerulus, a 
ball-shaped tuft of capillaries, serves as a gateway through which blood 
components must pass to form filtrate. The glomerulus and surrounding 
Bowman’s capsule function like a sieve, retaining blood cells and most 
plasma proteins in the blood while allowing fluid and small solutes to 
enter the nephron’s system of tubules. As the filtrate moves through the 
tubules, its composition continuously changes as some of its components 
are reabsorbed and returned to the blood via capillaries surrounding the 
tubules; the remaining substances contribute to the final urine product. 
By filtering blood and forming urine, the kidneys regulate the extracel-
lular fluid volume and osmolarity, electrolyte concentrations, and acid-
base balance. They also excrete metabolic waste products such as urea 
and creatinine, as well as various drugs and toxicants. Other roles of the 
kidneys include the following:

 ❚ Secretion of  the enzyme renin, which helps to regulate blood pressure

 ❚ Production of  the hormone erythropoietin, which stimulates the production of  
red blood cells in the bone marrow

 ❚ Conversion of  vitamin D to its active form, thereby helping to regulate calcium 
balance and bone formation

Subsequent sections of  this chapter explain how renal diseases can interfere with the 
kidneys’ various functions and severely disrupt health.

nephron (neF-ron): the functional 
unit of the kidneys, consisting of a 
glomerulus and tubules.

 ❚ nephros 5 kidney
glomerulus (gloh-mehr-yoo-lus): 
a tuft of capillaries within the neph-
ron that filters water and solutes 
from the blood as urine production 
begins (plural: glomeruli).

filtrate: the substances that pass 
through the glomerulus and travel 
through the nephron’s tubules, 
eventually forming urine.

bowman’s (boe-minz) capsule: a 
cuplike component of the nephron 
that surrounds the glomerulus and 
collects the filtrate that is passed to 
the tubules.

tubules: tubelike structures of the 
nephron that process filtrate during 
urine production. the tubules are sur-
rounded by capillaries that reabsorb 
substances retained by tubule cells.

creatinine: the waste product of 
creatine, a nitrogen-containing com-
pound in muscle cells that supplies 
energy for muscle contraction.

erythropoietin (eh-rith-ro- 
Poy-eh-tin): a hormone made by the 
kidneys that stimulates red blood cell 
production.

renal (ree-nal): pertaining to the 
kidneys.

Renal artery

Renal vein

Kidney, sectioned
to show location of
nephrons

A nephron (a working unit of the kidney). Each 
kidney contains about one million nephrons.

Blood flows into the glomerulus,
and some of its fluid, with
dissolved substances, is
absorbed into the tubule.

Then the fluid and substances
needed by the body are returned
to the blood in vessels alongside
the tubule.

The tubule passes waste
materials on to the bladder. 

To the bladder

Capillaries
of glomerulus

Glomerulus

To the body

Blood vessel

Kidney

Pelvis

Ureter

Bladder

Tubule

11

22
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F i g u r e  2 3 - 1   The Kidneys and nephron Function
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23.1 Nephrotic Syndrome
LO 23.1 Identify the potential causes and consequences of the nephrotic 
syndrome and describe the medical and nutrition therapies used in treatment.

The nephrotic syndrome is not a specific disease; rather, the term refers to a syndrome 
caused by significant urinary protein losses (proteinuria) that result from severe 
glomerular damage. The condition arises because damage to the glomeruli increases 
their permeability to plasma proteins, allowing the proteins to escape into the urine. 
The loss of  these proteins may cause serious consequences, including edema, blood 
lipid abnormalities, blood coagulation disorders, and infections. In some cases, the 
nephrotic syndrome can progress to renal failure.

Causes of  the nephrotic syndrome include glomerular disorders, diabetic 
nephropathy, immunological and hereditary diseases, infections (involving the kidneys 
or elsewhere in the body), chemical damage (from medications or illicit drugs), and 
some cancers.1 Depending on the underlying condition, some patients may experience 
one or more relapses and require additional treatment to prevent proteinuria from 
recurring.

Consequences of the Nephrotic Syndrome
In the nephrotic syndrome, urinary protein losses generally average about 8 grams 
daily.2 The liver tries to compensate by increasing its synthesis of  various plasma 
proteins, but some of  the proteins are produced in excessive amounts. The imbalance 
in plasma protein concentrations contributes to a number of  complications. 

edema Albumin is the most abundant plasma protein, and it is the protein with the 
most significant urinary losses as well. The hypoalbuminemia characteristic of  the 
nephrotic syndrome contributes to a fluid shift from blood plasma to the interstitial 
spaces and, thus, edema. Impaired sodium excretion also contributes to edema: the 
nephrotic kidney tends to reabsorb sodium in greater amounts than usual, causing 
sodium and water retention within the body.

Blood Lipid and Blood clotting abnormalities Individuals with the nephrotic 
syndrome frequently have elevated levels of  low-density lipoproteins (LDL), very-
low-density lipoproteins (VLDL), and the more atherogenic LDL variant known as 
lipoprotein(a). Furthermore, blood clotting risk is increased due to urinary losses of  
proteins that inhibit blood clotting and elevated levels of  plasma proteins that favor 
clotting. The blood clotting abnormalities increase the risk of  deep vein thrombosis 
and similar disorders. The nephrotic syndrome is associated with accelerated athero-
sclerosis and a sharply increased risk of  heart disease and stroke.

other effects of the Nephrotic Syndrome Proteins lost in urine include 
immunoglobulins (antibodies) and vitamin D-binding protein. Depletion of  
immunoglobulins increases risk of  infection. Loss of  vitamin D-binding protein 
lowers vitamin D and calcium levels and increases the risk of  rickets in children. If  
proteinuria continues, protein-energy malnutrition (PEM) and muscle wasting may 
develop. Figure 23-2 (p. 606) summarizes the effects of  urinary protein losses in the 
nephrotic syndrome.

Treatment of the Nephrotic Syndrome
Medical treatment of  the nephrotic syndrome requires diagnosis and management of  
the underlying disorder responsible for the proteinuria. Complications are managed 
with medications and nutrition therapy. The drugs prescribed may include diuretics, 

nephrotic (neh-Frot-ik) syndrome: 
a syndrome caused by significant 
urinary protein losses (more than 3 to 
3½ grams daily), as a result of severe 
glomerular damage.

proteinuria (Pro-teen-noo-ree-
ah): the presence of protein in the 
urine. when only urinary albumin 
is measured, the term used is 
albuminuria.

hypoalbuminemia: low plasma 
albumin concentrations. Plasma 
proteins such as albumin help to 
maintain fluid balance within the 
blood; thus, low levels contribute to 
edema.

deep vein thrombosis: for-
mation of a stationary blood clot 
(thrombus) in a deep vein, usually in 
the leg, which causes inflammation, 
pain, and swelling, and is potentially 
fatal.
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ACE inhibitors (which reduce protein losses), lipid-lowering drugs, anti-inflammatory 
drugs (usually corticosteroids), and immunosuppressants (such as cyclosporine).3 
Nutrition therapy can help to prevent PEM, correct lipid abnormalities, and alleviate 
edema.

Protein and energy Meeting protein and energy needs helps to minimize losses 
of  muscle tissue. High-protein diets are not advised, however, because they can 
exacerbate urinary protein losses and result in further damage to the kidneys. Instead, 
the protein intake should fall between 0.8 and 1.0 gram per kilogram of  body weight 
per day; at least half  of  the protein consumed should be from high-quality protein 
sources.4 An adequate energy intake (about 35 kcalories per kilogram of  body weight 
daily) sustains weight and spares protein. Weight loss or infections suggest the need 
for additional energy.

Lipids As Chapter 22 explains, a diet low in saturated fat, trans fats, cholesterol, 
and refined sugars may help to control elevated LDL and VLDL levels. Dietary 
measures are usually inadequate for controlling blood lipids, however, so 
physicians may prescribe lipid-lowering medications as well. In some cases, 
treating the underlying cause of  nephrotic syndrome is sufficient for correcting the 
lipid disorders.5

Sodium and Potassium Controlling sodium intake helps to control edema; there-
fore, the sodium intake is often limited to 1 to 2 grams daily.6 Table 23-1 provides 
guidelines for following a diet restricted to 2 grams of  sodium. If  diuretics prescribed 
for the edema cause potassium losses, patients are encouraged to select foods rich in 
potassium (see Chapter 9).

Vitamins and Minerals Multivitamin/mineral supplementation can help patients 
avoid nutrient deficiencies; nutrients at risk include iron and vitamin D. To reduce risk 
of  bone loss, calcium supplementation (1000 to 1500 milligrams per day) may also be 
advised.7

Blood
clearance
of lipids
declines

Vitamin 
D–binding 
protein lost 

Altered
blood lipids

Immuno-
globulins
decline

Albumin
declines

Lean body
tissues

break down

Infection RicketsWasting Edema

Nephrotic syndrome

Glomerular permeability increases

Plasma proteins spill
into urine

Plasma protein 
levels fall

F i g u r e  2 3 - 2   effects of urinary Protein Losses in the nephrotic Syndrome
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Food Group Sodium (mg)

meat, 6 oz (2 servings 3 60 mg) 120

milk, 3 c (3 servings 3 150 mg) 450

Fruit, 2 servings negligible

Vegetables, 3 servings 45

whole-grain bread, 4 slices (4 3 150 mg) 600

salt, ¼ tsp (used lightly at meals) 600

Total 1815

individuals can use the remainder of the sodium allowance for whatever foods they desire. the sodium content of most foods can be 
determined by reading food labels or using food composition tables (such as appendix a). see additional information about reducing 
sodium intake in chapter 22 (box 22-6 on p. 594).

T a b L e  2 3 - 1   Low-Sodium Diet

General Guidelines

about 75 percent of the sodium in a typical diet comes from processed foods, about 10 percent from unprocessed natural foods, and 
about 15 percent from table salt. with this in mind:
 ❚ whenever possible, select fresh foods, which are usually low in sodium.

 ❚ select frozen and canned food products that have been prepared without added salt.

 ❚ avoid adding salt to foods while cooking or at the table. 

 ❚ when dining in restaurants, ask that meals be prepared without salt.

Sodium in Foods

all foods contain sodium, but some contain more than others. use the information in the table below to plan meals that are low in 
sodium.

Food Group Portion Sodium per Portion (mg)

Milk products 1 cup milk or yogurt, 1 oz hard cheese (cheddar, swiss, jack) 150–200

Avoid: buttermilk, cottage cheese, cheese spreads, processed 
cheese (such as American cheese)

Meat, fish, poultry, and eggs 3 oz fresh meat, fish, or poultry; 1 large egg 60

Avoid: luncheon meat, corned beef, salt pork, sausage, frankfurters, 
bacon, canned meat or fish, fresh meat or poultry prepared with 
injected broth

Fruits and vegetables 1∕2 cup fresh vegetables, 1∕2 cup fresh or frozen fruit, 6 oz fruit 
juice, 6 oz tomato or vegetable juice without added salt

10–20

Avoid: pickled vegetables, olives, tomato or vegetable juices  
with added salt; dried fruit with added sodium sulfite

Breads and cereals 1∕2–
2∕3 cup dry or cooked cereal without added salt, 1∕2 cup cooked 

rice or pasta
0–10

1 slice bread, 1 roll or tortilla, 1∕2–
2∕3 cup dry or cooked cereal 

prepared with salt
150

Avoid: pancakes, waffles, muffins, biscuits, and quick breads 
made with baking powder or baking soda; instant or ready- 
to-eat cereals with .175 mg sodium; salted snack foods

Condiments 1∕2 tbs unsalted butter, 1 tsp no-salt mustard, 1 tbs no-salt 
ketchup, 1 tsp sodium-free bouillon

0–10

Avoid: commercial salad dressings; gravy and soup mixes; 
barbeque sauce; steak sauce; soy sauce; spice, herb, or bouillon 
products made with salt, meat tenderizer, monosodium glutamate

A Sample Diet Restricted to 2 Grams (2000 mg) of Sodium

using the guidelines provided here, an individual can develop a variety of sample menus. a possible plan for a day might look  
like this:
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i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The nephrotic syndrome is characterized by significant proteinuria due to glomer-
ular damage. Complications include edema, lipid and blood clotting abnormali-
ties, infections, and PEM.

 ❚ Medications treat the underlying cause of  proteinuria and manage complications. 
Diets should provide sufficient protein and energy to maintain health, but patients 
should avoid consuming excess protein. Other dietary adjustments help to correct 
edema, lipid disorders, and nutrient deficiencies.

23.2 Acute Kidney Injury
LO 23.2 Discuss the potential causes and effects of acute kidney injury and  
describe the approaches to treatment for this condition.

In acute kidney injury, kidney function deteriorates rapidly, over hours or days. The 
loss of  kidney function reduces urine output and allows nitrogenous wastes to build 
up in the blood. The degree of  renal dysfunction varies from mild to severe. With 
prompt treatment, acute kidney injury is often reversible, although mortality rates are 
high, ranging from 40 to 70 percent in severe cases.8 Most cases develop in the hospi-
tal, occurring in 5 to 7 percent of  hospitalized patients.9

Causes of Acute Kidney Injury
Many disorders can lead to acute kidney injury, and it often develops as a consequence 
of  critical illness, sepsis, or major surgery. To aid in diagnosis and treatment, its causes 
are classified as prerenal, intrarenal, or postrenal (see Table 23-2). Prerenal factors are con-
ditions that cause a severe reduction in blood flow to the kidneys, such as heart failure, 
shock, or substantial blood loss. Factors that damage kidney tissue, such as infections, 
toxicants, drugs, or direct trauma, are classified as intrarenal causes of acute kidney injury. 
Postrenal factors are those that prevent urine excretion due to urinary tract obstructions.

Consequences of Acute Kidney Injury
A decline in renal function alters the composition of  blood and urine. The kidneys 
become unable to regulate the levels of  electrolytes, acid, and nitrogenous wastes in 
blood. Urine may be diminished in quantity (oliguria) or absent (anuria), leading to  

acute kidney injury: the rapid 
decline of kidney function over a 
period of hours or days; potentially a 
cause of acute renal failure.

oliguria (ol-lih-goo-ree-ah): an 
abnormally low amount of urine, 
often less than 400 ml/day.

anuria (ah-noo-ree-ah): the ab-
sence of urine; clinically identified as 
urine output less than 50 ml/day.

Ta b L e  2 3 - 2   Causes of acute Kidney injury

Prerenal Factors  
(60 to 70% of cases)

Intrarenal Factors  
(25 to 40% of cases)

Postrenal Factors 
(5 to 10% of cases)

 ❚ low blood volume or  
pressure: hemorrhage, burns, 
sepsis or shock, anaphylactic 
reactions, nephrotic syn-
drome, gastrointestinal losses, 
diuretics, antihypertensive 
medications

 ❚ Renal artery disorders: 
blood clots or emboli, stenosis, 
aneurysm, trauma

 ❚ Heart disorders: heart failure, 
heart attack, arrhythmias

 ❚ Vascular disorders: sickle-
cell disease, diabetes mellitus, 
transfusion reactions

 ❚ Obstructions (within  
kidney): inflammation,  
tumors, stones, scar tissue

 ❚ Renal injury: infections, 
environmental contaminants, 
drugs, medications, E. coli 
food poisoning

 ❚ Obstructions (ureter or 
bladder): strictures,  
tumors, stones, trauma

 ❚ Prostate disorders: 
cancer or hyperplasia

 ❚ Renal vein thrombosis

 ❚ Bladder disorders: 
neurological conditions, 
bladder rupture

 ❚ Pregnancy
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fluid retention. Acute kidney injury is often identified by reduced urinary output 
coupled with a progressive rise in serum creatinine levels. Other laboratory findings may 
include abnormal levels of  serum electrolytes, elevated blood urea nitrogen (BUN), and 
various changes in urine chemistry. Diagnosis is sometimes difficult, however, because 
the clinical effects can be subtle and vary according to the underlying cause of  disease.

Fluid and electrolyte imbalances About half  of  patients with acute kidney injury 
experience oliguria, producing less than 400 milliliters of  urine per day.10 (Normal 
urine volume is about 1000 to 1500 milliliters daily.) The reduced excretion of  fluids 
and electrolytes results in sodium retention and elevated levels of  potassium, phos-
phate, and magnesium in the blood. Elevated potassium levels (hyperkalemia) are of  
particular concern because potassium imbalances can alter heart rhythm and lead to 
heart failure. Elevated serum phosphate levels (hyperphosphatemia) promote exces-
sive secretion of  parathyroid hormone, which leads to losses of  bone calcium. Due to 
the sodium retention and reduced urine production, edema is a common symptom of  
acute kidney injury and may be apparent as puffiness in the face and hands and swell-
ing of  the feet and ankles.

uremia As a result of  impaired kidney function, nitrogen-containing compounds 
and various other waste products may accumulate in the blood––a condition referred 
to as uremia. The clinical outcome, called the uremic syndrome, includes a cluster 
of  symptoms caused by impairments in multiple body systems. Complications may 
include hormonal imbalances, electrolyte and acid-base imbalances, disturbed heart 
and gastrointestinal (GI) functioning, neuromuscular disturbances, and depressed 
immunity, among other abnormalities. The uremic syndrome is described in more 
detail later in this chapter.

Treatment of Acute Kidney Injury
Treatment of  acute kidney injury involves a combination of  drug therapy, dialysis 
(see Nutrition in Practice 23), and nutrition therapy to restore fluid and electrolyte 
balances and minimize blood concentrations of  toxic waste products. Both medical 
care and dietary measures are highly individualized to suit each patient’s needs. Cor-
recting the underlying illness is necessary to prevent further damage to the kidneys.

In oliguric patients (those with reduced urine production), recovery from kidney 
injury sometimes begins with a period of  diuresis, in which large amounts of  fluid 
(up to 3 liters daily) are excreted.11 Because tubular function is minimal at this stage, 
electrolytes may not be sufficiently reabsorbed; consequently, both fluid and electro-
lyte replacement may be necessary in these cases.

Drug treatment in acute Kidney injury Because kidney function is required 
for drug excretion, patients may need to use lower doses of  their usual medications 
to compensate for limited urine output. Conversely, dialysis treatment may increase 
losses of  some drugs, and doses may need to be increased. Drugs that are nephrotoxic 
(including some antibiotics and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) must be 
avoided until kidney function improves.

The medications prescribed for acute kidney injury depend on the cause of  illness 
and the complications that develop. Inflammatory conditions may require treatment 
with immunosuppressants. Edema is treated with diuretics; furosemide (Lasix) is the 
usual choice. Patients with hyperkalemia may be given potassium-exchange resins 
that bind potassium in the GI tract and reduce its absorption. Rapid correction of  
hyperkalemia may require the use of  insulin, which drives extracellular potassium 
into cells; glucose must be coadministered to prevent hypoglycemia. To reduce 
serum phosphate levels, phosphate binders may be provided with meals to prevent 
phosphorus absorption. If  acidosis is present, bicarbonate may be administered orally 
or intravenously.

hyperkalemia (high-per-ka-lee-
me-ah): elevated serum potassium 
levels.

hyperphosphatemia (high-per-
fos-fa-tee-me-ah): elevated serum 
phosphate levels. note that the 
phosphorus in body fluids is pres-
ent in a phosphate form; hence, 
the terms serum phosphate and 
serum phosphorus are often used 
interchangeably.

uremia (you-ree-me-ah): the accu-
mulation of nitrogenous and various 
other waste products in the blood 
(literally, “urine in the blood”); may 
also be used to indicate the toxic 
state that results when wastes are 
retained in the blood. the related 
term azotemia refers specifically to 
the accumulation of nitrogenous 
wastes in the blood.

uremic syndrome: the cluster of 
disorders caused by inadequate kid-
ney function; complications include 
fluid, electrolyte, and hormonal 
imbalances; altered heart function; 
neuromuscular disturbances; and 
other metabolic derangements.

dialysis (dye-ah-lih-sis): a treat-
ment that removes wastes and 
excess fluid from the blood after the 
kidneys have stopped functioning. 

diuresis (dye-uh-ree-sis): increased 
urine production.

nephrotoxic: toxic to the kidneys.
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energy and Protein Acute kidney injury is often associated with other critical 
illnesses, so patients may be hypermetabolic, catabolic, and at high risk of  wasting. 
Furthermore, patients with acute kidney injury frequently develop hyperglycemia 
and hypertriglyceridemia because they are unable to metabolize energy nutrients 
efficiently. For these reasons, patients must ingest sufficient protein and energy to 
preserve muscle mass but should not be overfed. Protein recommendations are 
influenced by kidney function, the degree of  catabolism, and the use of  dialysis 
(dialysis removes nitrogenous wastes).

Although guidelines vary, patients are usually provided with 20 to 35 kcalories 
per kilogram of  body weight per day, while body weight, nitrogen balance, blood 
glucose levels, and blood triglycerides are monitored to ensure that the energy intake 
is appropriate.12 For noncatabolic patients who do not require dialysis, protein intakes 
should be limited to 0.8 to 1.0 grams per kilogram body weight per day.13 Higher 
intakes (1.0 to 1.7 grams per kilogram daily) may be recommended if  kidney function 
improves, the patient is catabolic, or the treatment includes dialysis. Patients who 
require higher amounts of  protein (such as those with burns or large wounds) require 
more frequent dialysis to accommodate the nitrogen load.

Fluids Health practitioners can assess fluid status by monitoring weight fluctuations, 
blood pressure, pulse rates, and the appearance of  the skin and mucous membranes. 
Another method is to measure serum sodium concentrations: a low sodium level 
often indicates excessive fluid intake, whereas a high sodium level suggests inadequate 
fluid intake.

Fluid balance must be restored in patients who are either overhydrated or 
dehydrated. Thereafter, fluid needs can be estimated by measuring urine output 
and adding 400 to 500 milliliters to account for the water lost from skin, lungs, and 
perspiration.14 An individual with fever, vomiting, or diarrhea requires additional 
fluid. Patients undergoing dialysis can ingest fluids more freely.

electrolytes Serum electrolyte levels are monitored closely to determine appropri-
ate electrolyte intakes. Depending on the results of  laboratory tests and the clinical 
assessment, restrictions may be necessary for potassium (2000 to 3000 milligrams per 
day), phosphorus (8 to 15 milligrams per kilogram body weight per day), and sodium 
(2000 to 3000 milligrams per day).15 Patients undergoing dialysis may be allowed 
more liberal intakes.

enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Many patients need nutrition support to obtain 
adequate energy and nutrients. Enteral support (tube feeding) is preferred over paren-
teral nutrition because it is less likely to cause infection and sepsis. Enteral formulas 
for patients with acute kidney injury are more kcalorically dense and may have lower 
protein and electrolyte concentrations than standard formulas. Total parenteral nutri-
tion is necessary only if  patients are severely malnourished or cannot consume food 
or tolerate tube feedings for an extended period.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Acute kidney injury is characterized by a rapid decline in kidney function, causing 
a buildup of  waste products in the blood.

 ❚ Consequences of acute kidney injury may include fluid and electrolyte imbalances and 
uremia. If hyperkalemia develops, it can alter heart rhythm and lead to heart failure.

 ❚ Acute kidney injury is treated with medications, dialysis, and dietary 
modifications. 

The Case Study in Box 23-1 checks your understanding of  acute kidney injury.
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23.3 Chronic Kidney Disease
LO 23.3 Describe the potential causes and consequences of chronic kidney disease, 
its medical treatment, and nutrition therapy for this condition.

Unlike acute kidney injury, in which kidney function declines suddenly and rapidly, 
chronic kidney disease is characterized by gradual, irreversible deterioration. Because 
the kidneys have a large functional reserve—they are able to increase their workload 
to meet demands—chronic kidney disease typically progresses over many years with-
out causing symptoms. Patients are often diagnosed late in the course of  illness after 
most kidney function has been lost.16

The most common causes of  chronic kidney disease are diabetes mellitus and hy-
pertension, which are estimated to cause 45 and 27 percent of  cases, respectively.17 
Other conditions that lead to chronic kidney disease include inflammatory, immu-
nological, and hereditary diseases that directly involve the kidneys. Chronic kidney 
disease affects approximately 13 percent of  the U.S. population.18

Consequences of Chronic Kidney Disease
In early stages of  chronic kidney disease, the nephrons compensate by enlarging so 
that they can handle the extra workload. As the nephrons deteriorate, however, there 
is additional work for the remaining nephrons. The overburdened nephrons continue 
to degenerate until finally the kidneys are unable to function adequately, resulting 
in kidney failure. Once the extent of  kidney damage necessitates active treatment—
either dialysis or a kidney transplant—the condition is classified as end-stage renal 
disease. Table 23-3 (p. 612) lists common clinical effects of  the early and advanced 
stages of  chronic kidney disease.

Chronic kidney disease is evaluated based on the glomerular filtration rate 
(GFR), the rate at which the kidneys form filtrate, and the degree of  albuminuria, the 
amount of  albumin lost in urine daily.19 GFR is considered the best index of  overall 
kidney function, whereas albuminuria reflects the extent of  kidney damage and cor-
relates well with disease progression and health risks. Table 23-4 (p. 612) shows how 
kidney disease is classified according to estimated GFR.

chronic kidney disease: kidney 
disease characterized by gradual, 
irreversible deterioration of the 
kidneys; also called chronic renal 
failure.

end-stage renal disease: an 
advanced stage of chronic kidney 
disease in which dialysis or a kidney 
transplant is necessary to sustain life.

glomerular filtration rate 
(gFr): the rate at which filtrate is 
formed within the kidneys, normally 
about 125 ml/min in healthy young 
adults.

3. what concerns should be kept in 
mind when determining mrs. garber’s 
energy, protein, fluid, and electrolyte 
needs during acute kidney injury? 
how would dialysis treatment alter 
recommendations?

4. after treatment begins, mrs. garber 
suddenly begins producing copious 
amounts of urine. how may this devel-
opment alter dietary treatment?

as you read through the discussion of 
chronic kidney disease, consider how mrs. 
garber’s diet would need to change if her 
kidney problems became chronic.

catherine garber is a 42-year-old of-
fice manager admitted to the hospital’s 
intensive care unit. she was first seen in 
the emergency room with severe edema, 
headache, nausea and vomiting, and a 
rapid heart rate. she reported an inabil-
ity to pass more than minimal amounts 
of urine in the past 2 days. her son, 
who drove her to the emergency room, 
reported that she had missed work for 
several days and seemed confused and 
unusually tired. laboratory tests revealed 
elevated serum creatinine, bun, and po-
tassium levels. after learning from her 
medical history that mrs. garber had be-
gun taking penicillin earlier in the week, 
the physician diagnosed acute kidney 

injury, probably caused by a reaction to the 
medication. mrs. garber is 5 feet 3 inches 
tall and weighs 125 pounds.

1. describe the probable reason for mrs. 
garber’s inability to produce urine. is 
her reaction to penicillin considered a 
prerenal, intrarenal, or postrenal cause 
of kidney injury? give examples of 
other medical problems that can cause 
acute kidney injury.

2. what medications may the physician 
prescribe to treat mrs. garber’s edema 
and hyperkalemia? what recommenda-
tion is likely regarding her continued 
use of penicillin?

Case Study B O X  2 3 - 1  w o m a n  w i t h  a c u t e  K i d n e y  i n J u r y
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altered electrolytes and Hormones As the GFR falls, the increased activity of  the 
remaining nephrons is often sufficient to maintain electrolyte excretion. Thus, fluid and 
electrolyte disturbances may not develop until the third or fourth stage of chronic kidney 
disease. A number of  hormonal adaptations also help to regulate electrolyte levels, 
but these changes may cause complications of  their own. The increased secretion of  
aldosterone helps to prevent increases in serum potassium but contributes to fluid overload 
and the development of hypertension (in patients who were not previously hypertensive). 
Increased secretion of  parathyroid hormone helps to prevent elevations in serum phos-
phate but contributes to bone loss and the development of renal osteodystrophy, a bone 
disorder common in renal patients. Electrolyte imbalances are likely when the GFR is 
very low (below 5 milliliters per minute), when hormonal adaptations are inadequate, or 
when intakes of water or electrolytes are either very restricted or excessive.

Because the kidneys are responsible for maintaining acid-base balance, acidosis 
often develops in chronic kidney disease. Although usually mild, the acidosis 
exacerbates renal bone disease because compounds in bone (for example, protein and 
phosphates) are released to buffer the acid in blood.

uremic Syndrome Uremia may develop during the final stages of  chronic kidney 
disease, when the GFR falls below about 15 milliliters per minute.20 As mentioned 
previously, the many complications that result from uremia are collectively known as 
the uremic syndrome. Clinical effects may include the following:

 ❚ Hormonal imbalances. Diseased kidneys are unable to produce erythropoietin, causing 
anemia. Reduced production of  active vitamin D contributes to bone disease.

 ❚ Altered heart function/increased heart disease risk. Fluid and electrolyte imbalances result 
in hypertension, arrhythmias, and eventual heart muscle enlargement. Excessive 
parathyroid hormone secretion leads to calcification of  arteries and heart tissue.

 ❚ Neuromuscular disturbances. Initial symptoms may be mild, and include malaise, 
irritability, and altered thought processes. Later effects include muscle cramping, 
restless leg syndrome, sensory deficits, tremor, and seizures.

 ❚ Other effects. Defects in platelet function and clotting factors prolong bleeding 
time and contribute to bruising, GI bleeding, and anemia. Skin changes include 
increased pigmentation and severe pruritus (itchiness). Many patients have 
reduced immune responses.

aldosterone: a steroid hormone 
secreted by the adrenal cortex that 
promotes sodium (and therefore 
water) retention and potassium 
excretion.

parathyroid hormone: a protein 
hormone secreted by the parathy-
roid glands that helps to regulate 
serum concentrations of calcium and 
phosphate.

renal osteodystrophy: a bone 
disorder that develops in patients 
with chronic kidney disease as a 
result of increased secretion of para-
thyroid hormone, reduced serum 
calcium, acidosis, and impaired vita-
min d activation in the kidneys.

Ta b L e  2 3 - 3   Clinical 
effects of Chronic Kidney 
Disease

Early Stages

 ❚ anorexia

 ❚ exercise intolerance

 ❚ Fatigue

 ❚ headache

 ❚ hypercoagulation

 ❚ hypertension

 ❚ Proteinuria, hematuria (blood 
in urine)

Advanced Stages

 ❚ anemia, bleeding tendency

 ❚ cardiovascular disease

 ❚ confusion, mental impairments

 ❚ electrolyte imbalances

 ❚ Fluid retention, edema

 ❚ hormonal abnormalities

 ❚ itching

 ❚ metabolic acidosis

 ❚ nausea and vomiting

 ❚ Peripheral neuropathy

 ❚ Protein-energy malnutrition

 ❚ reduced immunity

 ❚ renal osteodystrophy

Ta b L e  2 3 - 4   evaluation of Chronic Kidney Diseasea

Stage of Disease Description
GFRb  
(ml/min per 1.73 m2)

1 Kidney damage with normal or increased gFr $90

2 mildly decreased gFr 60–89

3a mildly to moderately decreased gFr 45–59

3b moderately to severely decreased gFr 30–44

4 severely decreased gFr 15–29

5 Kidney failure ,15 (or undergoing dialysis)

aa complete assessment of chronic kidney disease takes into account the likelihood of health risk, as indicated by the 
degree of albuminuria and other markers of kidney damage.
bglomerular filtration rate, or gFr, is usually estimated using the modification of diet in renal disease study equation, 
which is based on serum creatinine levels, age, gender, body size, and ethnicity. normal gFr averages 125 ml/min in 
young adults and declines with age.

Source: l. a. inker and coauthors, KdoQi u.s. commentary on the 2012 Kdigo clinical practice guideline for the 
evaluation and management of cKd, American Journal of Kidney Diseases 63 (2014): doi: 10.1053/j.ajkd.2014.01.416; 
P.e. stevens and a. levin, evaluation and management of chronic kidney disease: synopsis of the kidney disease: 
improving global outcomes 2012 clinical practice guideline, Annals of Internal Medicine 158 (2013): 825–830.
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Protein-energy Malnutrition Patients with chronic kidney disease often eat poorly 
and develop PEM and wasting. Anorexia is common and may be caused by hormonal 
disturbances, restrictive diets, uremia, depression, or the effects of  other illnesses. 
Nutrient losses contribute to malnutrition and may be a consequence of  dialysis, 
frequent blood draws, or GI bleeding. The low-grade inflammation that accompanies 
chronic kidney disease can lead to the breakdown of  body proteins and negative 
nitrogen balance.21 A screening method sometimes used for assessing PEM risk is the 
Subjective Global Assessment, described in Chapter 14 (Table 14-2 on p. 394).

Treatment of Chronic Kidney Disease
The goals of  treatment for patients with chronic kidney disease are to slow disease 
progression and prevent or alleviate complications. Dietary measures help to prevent 
PEM and weight loss. Once kidney disease reaches the final stages, dialysis or a 
kidney transplant is necessary to sustain life.

Drug therapy Medications help to control some of  the complications associated 
with chronic kidney disease. Treatment of  hypertension is critical for preventing 
disease progression and reducing cardiovascular disease risk; thus, antihypertensive 
drugs are often prescribed (see Chapter 22). Some antihypertensive drugs (such as 
ACE inhibitors) can reduce proteinuria, helping to prevent additional kidney damage. 
Anemia is usually treated by injection or intravenous administration of  erythropoietin 
(epoetin). Other drug treatments may include phosphate binders (taken with food) 
to reduce serum phosphate levels, sodium bicarbonate to reverse acidosis, and 
cholesterol-lowering medications.

Dialysis Dialysis replaces kidney function by removing excess fluid and wastes 
from the blood. In hemodialysis, the blood is circulated through a dialyzer (artificial 
kidney), where it is bathed by a dialysate, a solution that selectively removes fluid and 
wastes. In peritoneal dialysis, the dialysate is infused into a person’s peritoneal cavity 
and blood is filtered by the peritoneum (the membrane surrounding the abdominal 
cavity). After several hours, the dialysate is drained, removing unneeded fluid and 
wastes. Nutrition in Practice 23 provides additional information about dialysis.

Nutrition therapy for chronic Kidney Disease The patient’s diet strongly influences 
disease progression and the development of complications. Because the dietary measures 
for chronic kidney disease are complex and nutrient needs change frequently during the 
course of illness, a dietitian who specializes in renal disease is best suited to provide nutrition 
therapy. Table 23-5 (p. 614) summarizes the general dietary guidelines for patients in  
different stages of illness. Because patients’ needs vary considerably, actual recommendations 
should be based on the results of a careful and complete nutrition assessment.

energy Patients with chronic kidney disease should consume an energy intake that 
allows them to maintain a healthy body weight. Because obesity has been associated 
with disease progression, obese patients may benefit from weight loss.22 Individuals 
at risk of  PEM and wasting should consume foods with high energy density; some 
malnourished patients may require oral supplements or tube feedings to maintain an 
appropriate weight. Wasting is more prevalent during maintenance dialysis than in 
earlier stages of  illness.23

The dialysate used in peritoneal dialysis contains glucose in order to draw fluid 
from the blood to the peritoneal cavity by osmosis; 40 to 60 percent of  this glucose 
is absorbed.24 The kcalories from glucose (as many as 800 kcalories daily) must be 
included in estimates of  energy intake. Weight gain is sometimes a problem when 
peritoneal dialysis continues for a long period.

Protein A moderate protein restriction may be prescribed to slow disease 
progression and reduce nitrogenous wastes. Furthermore, low-protein diets supply 

hemodialysis (he-moe-dye-al-ih-
sis): a treatment that removes fluids 
and wastes from the blood by pass-
ing the blood through a dialyzer.

dialyzer (dye-ah-lye-zer): a 
machine used in hemodialysis to 
filter the blood; also called an 
artificial kidney.

dialysate (dye-al-ih-sate): the 
solution used in dialysis to draw 
wastes and fluids from the blood.

peritoneal (Peh-rih-toe-nee-al) 
dialysis: a treatment that removes 
fluids and wastes from the blood by 
using the body’s peritoneal mem-
brane as a filter.

high energy density: a high 
number of kcalories per unit weight 
of food; foods of high energy 
density are generally high in fat and 
low in water content.
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less phosphorus than high-protein diets, reducing the risk of  hyperphosphatemia. 
Because renal patients often develop PEM, however, their diet must provide enough 
protein to meet needs and prevent wasting. During the later stages of  kidney disease, 
the recommended protein intake is 0.6 to 0.75 grams per kilogram of  body weight per 
day, slightly below the protein RDA for adults (0.8 grams per kilogram).25 To ensure 
appropriate intake of  the essential amino acids, at least 50 percent of  the protein 
consumed should come from high-quality protein sources (see Figure 23-3). Plant 
sources of  protein should be included in the diet as they place less demand on the kid-
neys than animal proteins and are also low in phosphorus.26 Low-protein breads, pas-
tas, and other grain-based products are commercially available to help renal patients 

improve energy intakes without increasing protein 
consumption.

Due to the high risk of  wasting and compliance 
difficulties associated with low-protein diets, some 
dietitians may suggest that patients consume higher 
amounts of  protein to preserve health. Once dialysis 
has begun, protein restrictions can be relaxed because 
dialysis removes nitrogenous wastes and results in 
some amino acid losses as well.

Lipids To control elevated blood lipids and reduce 
heart disease risk, patients with chronic kidney dis-
ease may be advised to restrict intakes of  saturated 
fat, trans fats, and cholesterol. Although patients 
are often encouraged to consume high-fat foods to 
improve their energy intakes, the foods they select 

Ta b L e  2 3 - 5   Dietary guidelines for Chronic Kidney Diseasea

Nutrient Predialysis (stages 3–4)b Hemodialysis Peritoneal Dialysis

energy
(kcal/kg body 
weight)

35 for ,60 years old
30–35 for $60 years old 
(or as necessary to maintain a 
healthy weight)

35 for ,60 years old
30–35 for $60 years old 
(or as necessary to maintain a 
healthy weight)

35 for ,60 years old
30–35 for $60 years old 
(or as necessary to maintain a healthy 
weight)
Note: the energy intake includes kcalories 
absorbed from the dialysate.

Protein
(g/kg body weight)

0.6–0.75
($50% high-quality proteins)

1.2–1.4
($50% high-quality proteins)

1.2–1.3
($50% high-quality proteins)

Fat as necessary to maintain a 
healthy lipid profile

as necessary to maintain a 
healthy lipid profile

as necessary to maintain a healthy lipid 
profile

Fluid (ml/day) unrestricted if urine output is 
normal

urine output plus 500–1000 ml 2000–3000; unrestricted in some cases

sodium (mg/day) Varies; moderate restriction 
(2000–3000) often advised to 
improve hypertension

2000–3000 3000–4000; monitor fluid balance

Potassium  
(mg/day)

Varies; adjust according to serum 
potassium levels

2000–3000; adjust according to 
serum potassium levels

3000–4000; adjust according to serum 
potassium levels

Phosphorus  
(mg/day)

800–1000 if serum phosphate or 
parathyroid hormone is elevated

800–1000 if serum phosphate or 
parathyroid hormone is elevated

800–1000 if serum phosphate or 
parathyroid hormone is elevated

calcium (mg/day) 800–1200; should not exceed 
1500 from diet and medications

800–1200; should not exceed 
1500 from diet and medications

800–1200; should not exceed 1500 from 
diet and medications

a Values listed in this table apply to adults; recommendations for children vary with age.
b the predialysis guidelines in this table apply to patients in stage 3 or 4 of disease; by stage 5, either hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis is necessary.

Source: d. J. goldstein-Fuchs and a. F. laPierre, nutrition and Kidney disease, in s. J. gilbert and d. e. weiner, eds., National Kidney Foundation’s Primer on Kidney 
Diseases (Philadelphia: saunders, 2014), pp. 467–475; r. Filipowicz and s. beddhu, optimal nutrition for predialysis chronic kidney disease, Advances in Chronic 
Kidney Disease 20 (2013): 175–180.
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to ensure adequate intake of the 
essential amino acids, people with 
chronic kidney disease should con-
sume high-quality protein sources 
such as eggs, milk products, meat, 
poultry, fish, and soybeans.

People with chronic kidney disease 
can consume most fruits and veg-
etables in limited amounts.

F i g u r e  2 3 - 3   Diet and Kidney Disease
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should provide mostly unsaturated fats. Good choices include nuts and seeds, oil-
based salad dressings, mayonnaise, avocados, and soybean products.

Sodium and Fluids As kidney disease progresses, patients excrete less urine and become 
unable to handle normal amounts of sodium and fluids. Recommendations depend on the 
total urine output, changes in body weight and blood pressure, and serum sodium levels. 
A rise in body weight and blood pressure suggests that the person is retaining sodium and 
fluid; conversely, declines in these measurements indicate fluid loss. Most persons with 
kidney disease tend to retain sodium and may benefit from mild restriction; less often, a 
patient may have a salt-wasting condition that requires additional dietary sodium.

Fluids are not restricted until urine output decreases. For a person who is neither 
dehydrated nor overhydrated, the daily fluid intake should match the daily urine out-
put. Once a person is on dialysis, sodium and fluid intakes should be controlled so 
that only about 2 pounds of  water weight are gained daily—this excess fluid is then 
removed during the next dialysis treatment. Patients on fluid-restricted diets should be 
advised that foods such as flavored gelatin, soups, fruit ices, and frozen fruit juice bars 
contribute to the fluid allowance.

Potassium Most patients can handle typical intakes of  potassium during stages 1 
through 4 of  illness. Restrictions are generally advised for patients who develop hyper-
kalemia, have diabetic nephropathy (which increases risk of  hyperkalemia), or reach 
a later stage of  illness. Conversely, potassium supplementation may be necessary for 
persons using potassium-wasting diuretics.

Dialysis patients must control potassium intakes to prevent hyperkalemia or, more 
rarely, hypokalemia. Restriction is necessary for persons treated with hemodialysis, 
whereas those undergoing peritoneal dialysis can consume potassium more freely. 
Recommended intakes are based on serum potassium levels, renal function, medica-
tions, and the dialysis procedure used.

All fresh foods provide potassium, but some fruits and vegetables contain such high 
amounts that some patients must limit intakes (see Figure 23-3). Table 23-6 shows the 

hypokalemia (high-po-ka-lee-
me-ah): low serum potassium levels.

Ta b L e  2 3 - 6   Potassium guide—Fruits and Vegetables
this table lists common fruits and vegetables according to their potassium content. one portion is 
½ cup raw fruit or cooked vegetable unless otherwise noted. Keep in mind that the portion size 
may determine how a food is categorized. check appendix a for additional information about the 
potassium content of foods.

High Potassium 
(.250 mg per serving)

Medium Potassium 
(150–250 mg per serving)

low Potassium 
(,150 mg per serving)

 ❚ avocado

 ❚ banana 

 ❚ beets

 ❚ chard

 ❚ dates (3 whole)

 ❚ nectarine (1 small)

 ❚ orange (1 medium)

 ❚ Parsnips

 ❚ Potatoes

 ❚ Pumpkin

 ❚ raisins

 ❚ spinach

 ❚ sweet potatoes

 ❚ tomato 

 ❚ apple (1 medium)

 ❚ apricots (2 whole)

 ❚ asparagus

 ❚ broccoli

 ❚ cantaloupe

 ❚ celery

 ❚ corn

 ❚ grapefruit (½ fruit)

 ❚ honeydew melon

 ❚ Kale

 ❚ Peach (1 small)

 ❚ Pear (1 medium)

 ❚ Peas

 ❚ Zucchini 

 ❚ blueberries

 ❚ cabbage

 ❚ carrots (1 medium)

 ❚ cauliflower

 ❚ cucumbers

 ❚ eggplant

 ❚ grapes

 ❚ green beans

 ❚ green pepper

 ❚ lettuce (4 leaves, raw)

 ❚ onions (1 small)

 ❚ Plum (1 small)

 ❚ strawberries

 ❚ watermelon 
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potassium content of  some common fruits and vegetables. Foods in other food groups 
may be high in potassium as well; examples include dried beans, fish, milk and milk 
products, molasses, nuts and nut butters, and wheat bran. Note that salt substitutes 
and other low-sodium products often contain potassium chloride, which people on a 
potassium-restricted diet should avoid.

calcium, Phosphorus, and Vitamin D To minimize the risk of bone disease, serum 
phosphate and calcium levels are monitored in renal patients and laboratory values help 
to guide recommendations. Elevated serum phosphate levels indicate the need for dietary 
phosphorus restriction and, if  necessary, the use of phosphate binders (taken with meals). 
Because many phosphate binders are calcium salts, patients are at risk of  developing 
hypercalcemia in response to simultaneous calcium and vitamin D supplementation. 
Vitamin D supplementation is recommended only for patients with suspected deficiency.27

High-protein foods are also high in phosphorus, so protein-restricted diets 
consumed by predialysis patients curb phosphorus intakes as well. After dialysis 
treatments begin and protein intakes are liberalized, phosphate binders become 
essential for phosphorus control. Because foods that are rich in calcium (such as milk 
and milk products) are usually high in phosphorus and are therefore restricted, patients 
may rely on calcium supplements (or calcium-based phosphate binders) to meet their 
calcium needs. Table 23-7 lists examples of  foods that are high in phosphorus.

Vitamins and Minerals The restrictive renal diet interferes with vitamin and mineral 
intakes, increasing the risk of  deficiencies. In addition, patients treated with dialysis lose 
water-soluble vitamins and some trace minerals into the dialysate. Thus, multivitamin/
mineral supplements are typically recommended for all patients. Supplements prescribed 
for dialysis patients typically supply generous amounts of  folic acid and vitamin B

6
—

about 1 milligram and 10 milligrams per day, respectively—along with recommended 
amounts of  the other water-soluble vitamins.28 Supplemental vitamin C should be 
limited to 70 milligrams per day because excessive intakes can contribute to kidney 
stone formation in those at risk (see p. 621). Vitamin A supplements are not recom-
mended because vitamin A levels tend to rise as kidney function worsens.

Iron deficiency is common in hemodialysis patients and may be due to 
inadequate erythropoietin, gastrointestinal bleeding, reduced iron absorption, or 
blood losses associated with the dialysis treatment.29 Intravenous administration 
of  iron, in conjunction with erythropoietin therapy, is more effective than oral iron 
supplementation for improving iron status.

enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Nutrition support is sometimes necessary for 
renal patients who cannot consume adequate amounts of  food. The enteral formulas 
suitable for chronic kidney disease are more kcalorically dense and have lower protein 
and electrolyte concentrations than standard formulas. Intradialytic parenteral 
nutrition is an option for supplying supplemental nutrients to dialysis patients; this 
technique combines parenteral infusions with hemodialysis treatments. An advantage 
of  this approach is that the volume of  parenteral solution infused can be simultaneously 
removed (recall that fluid intake is controlled in dialysis patients). However, clinical 
studies have not shown intradialytic parenteral nutrition to be more successful than 
oral supplementation for improving nutrition status in malnourished dialysis patients.30

Dietary compliance Adhering to a renal diet is probably the most challenging 
aspect of  treatment for renal disease patients. Depending on the stage of  illness and the 
patient’s laboratory values, the renal diet may limit protein, fluids, sodium, potassium, 
and phosphorus, thereby affecting food selections from all major food groups. In 
addition, adjustments in nutrient intake are required as the disease progresses. If  the 
kidney disease was caused by diabetes, patients must also continue the dietary changes 
necessary for controlling blood glucose levels. Because renal diets have so many 
restrictions, patient compliance is often a problem. Table 23-8 shows an example of  a 

hypercalcemia (high-per-kal-
see-me-ah): elevated serum calcium 
levels.

intradialytic parenteral 
nutrition: the infusion of nutrients 
during hemodialysis, often providing 
amino acids, dextrose, lipids, and 
some trace minerals.

Ta b L e  2 3 - 7   Foods High 
in Phosphorusa 

 ❚ barley

 ❚ bran (oat, wheat)

 ❚ buckwheat groats

 ❚ bulgur

 ❚ canned iced tea

 ❚ canned lemonade

 ❚ coconut

 ❚ cola beverages 

 ❚ cornmeal

 ❚ couscous

 ❚ dried peas and beans

 ❚ Fish

 ❚ milk products

 ❚ nuts and seeds

 ❚ organ meats

 ❚ Peanut butter

 ❚ Processed meats

 ❚ soybeans, tofu

aFor a complete list, visit the usda’s nutri-
ent database at http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/. 
click on “start your search here,” then on 
“nutrient lists”; choose phosphorus as 
“First nutrient” and choose to “sort by” 
nutrient content, and then click “go.”
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1-day menu that includes some typical restrictions, and Box 23-2 (p. 618) provides sug-
gestions to help patients comply with renal diets. The Case Study in Box 23-3 (p. 618) 
allows you to apply your knowledge about chronic kidney disease and hemodialysis.

Kidney Transplants
A preferred alternative to dialysis in patients with end-stage renal disease is kidney 
transplantation.31 A successful kidney transplant restores kidney function, allows a 
more liberal diet, and frees the patient from routine dialysis. Given the choice, many 
patients would prefer transplants, but the demand for suitable kidneys far exceeds 
the supply. Other barriers to transplantation include advanced age, poor health, 
and financial difficulties. Approximately 30 percent of  patients with end-stage renal 
disease receive a kidney transplant.32

immunosuppressive Drug therapy To prevent tissue rejection following 
transplant surgery, patients require high doses of  immunosuppressive drugs (see  
Box 23-4). These drugs have multiple effects that can alter nutrition status, including 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, glucose intolerance, altered blood lipids, fluid retention, 
hypertension, and increased infection risk. Because immunosuppressive drug therapy 
increases the risk of  foodborne infection, food safety guidelines should be provided to 
patients and caregivers. Box 23-5 (p. 619) summarizes the nutrition-related effects of  
immunosuppressants and other drugs mentioned in this chapter.

Nutrition therapy after a Kidney transplant After patients recover from 
transplant surgery, most nutrients can be consumed at levels recommended for the 
general population. Patients should attempt to maintain a healthy body weight and 
consume a diet that reduces their risk for cardiovascular diseases.

For most transplant patients, the side effects of  drugs are the primary reason that 
dietary adjustments may be required. Although sodium, potassium, phosphorus, and 
fluid intakes are usually liberalized following a transplant, serum electrolyte levels 
must be monitored because some drug therapies can cause electrolyte imbalances 

Ta b L e  2 3 - 8   Chronic Kidney Disease—One-Day menu
the menu below provides 2028 kcalories, 46 g protein, 784 mg phosphorus, 2190 mg potassium, 
and 1510 mg sodium.a the energy and protein content would be appropriate for a 135-pound 
predialysis patient. note that the menu includes a number of refined and low-fiber foods due to 
the need to limit phosphorus and potassium.

Breakfast

 ❚ corn flakes with milk (1 cup cereal, ½ cup whole milk)

 ❚ apricot nectar (1 cup)

 ❚ caffé latte (brewed coffee, 2 tsp sugar, ½ cup cream substitute)

lunch

 ❚ turkey sandwich (2 slices white bread, 1½ oz dark meat, 5 slices cucumber, 1 tbs mayonnaise)

 ❚ grape juice (1 cup)

 ❚ orange sherbet (½ cup)

Dinner

 ❚ spaghetti with tomato sauce (1 cup cooked spaghetti, ½ cup bottled tomato sauce, ½ tbs 
grated cheese)

 ❚ green beans with olive oil (1 cup cooked green beans, 1 tbs olive oil)

 ❚ biscuit with margarine (2½-inch biscuit, ½ tbs margarine)

 ❚ baked apple with nondairy sour cream (1 large apple, ¼ cup nondairy sour cream)

aenergy and nutrient values were obtained from the usda national nutrient database for standard reference:  
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/

examples of immunosuppres-
sive drugs used after a kidney 
transplant:

 ❚ corticosteroids (prednisone)

 ❚ cyclosporine (sandimmune)

 ❚ mycophenolate mofetil 
(cellcept)

 ❚ tacrolimus (Prograf)

BOX 23-4
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Patients with renal disease and their caregivers face considerable 
challenges as they learn to manage a renal diet. the following 
suggestions may help:

1. To keep track of fluid intake:

 ❚ Fill a container with an amount of water equal to your 
total fluid allowance. each time you consume a liquid 
food or beverage, discard an equivalent amount of 
water from the container. the amount remaining in the 
container will show you how much fluid you have left for 
the day.

 ❚ be sure to save enough fluid to take medications.

2. To help control thirst:

 ❚ chew gum or suck hard candy.

 ❚ suck on frozen grapes.

 ❚ Freeze allowed beverages to a semisolid state so that they 
take longer to consume. or, fill an ice-cube tray with your 
favorite fruit-flavored beverage, and suck on flavored ice 
cubes during the day.

 ❚ add lemon juice or crumpled mint leaves to water to make 
it more refreshing.

 ❚ gargle with refrigerated mouthwash.

3. To increase the energy content of meals:

 ❚ add extra margarine or a flavored oil to rice, noodles, 
breads, crackers, and cooked vegetables. add extra salad 
dressing or mayonnaise to salads.

 ❚ add nondairy whipped toppings to desserts.

 ❚ include fried foods in your diet.

4. To include more of your favorite vegetables in meals:

 ❚ consult your nurse or dietitian to learn whether you can 
safely use the process of leaching to remove some of the 
potassium from vegetables.

 ❚ to leach potassium from vegetables: cut the vegetables 
into 1/8-inch slices and rinse. soak the vegetables in a 
large amount of warm water for two hours—about 10 
parts of water to 1 part of vegetables. rinse vegetables 
well. boil vegetables using 5 parts of water to 1 part of 
vegetables.

5. To prevent the diet from becoming monotonous:

 ❚ experiment with new combinations of allowed foods.

 ❚ substitute nondairy products for milk products. nondairy 
products, which are lower in protein, phosphorus, and 
potassium, can substitute for milk and add energy to the 
diet.

 ❚ add flavor to foods by seasoning with garlic, onion, chili 
powder, curry powder, oregano, mint, basil, parsley, 
pepper, or lemon juice.

 ❚ consult a nurse or dietitian when you want to eat 
restricted foods. many restricted foods can be used 
occasionally and in small amounts if the menu is carefully 
adjusted.

How To B O X  2 3 - 2  h e l P  P a t i e n t s  c o m P l y  w i t h  a  r e n a l  d i e t

3. explain why a low-sodium, low-protein 
diet was prescribed for mr. stone at a 
former visit. what energy and protein 
intakes were probably recommended at 
that time?

4. the physician determines that mr. stone’s 
kidney disease has reached the final stage 
and prescribes hemodialysis. how will 
dialysis alter mr. stone’s diet? calculate 
his new protein recommendation, and 
compare it to the amount of protein 
recommended before dialysis. what 
other changes in nutrient intake may be 
necessary?

thomas stone is a 55-year-old banker 
who developed chronic kidney disease 
as a result of hypertension. his condition 
was discovered several years ago, when 
routine laboratory tests revealed elevated 
serum creatinine levels and persistent al-
buminuria. since then, he has been taking 
antihypertensive medications and restrict-
ing dietary sodium, but he reported dif-
ficulty following the low-protein diet that 
was also prescribed. mr. stone recently 
visited his doctor with complaints of low 
urine output and reduced sensation in 
his hands and feet. he also reported feel-
ing drowsy at work and mentioned that 
he was bruising more than usual. the 

examination revealed a 9-pound weight 
gain since his last visit and swelling in his 
ankles and feet. tests revealed that his 
gFr had fallen to 10 milliliters per minute. 
mr. stone is 5 feet 8 inches tall and nor-
mally weighs 160 pounds.

1. explain how chronic kidney disease 
progresses. what happens to gFr, se-
rum creatinine levels, and albuminuria 
as renal function declines?

2. describe the clinical effects you would 
expect during the final stage of disease, 
when kidney failure develops. explain 
the significance of each of mr. stone’s 
physical complaints.

Case Study B O X  2 3 - 3  m a n  w i t h  c h r o n i c  K i d n e y  d i s e a s e
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or fluid retention. If  corticosteroids are used as immunosuppressants, calcium 
supplementation is recommended because the medication increases urinary calcium 
losses. If  drug treatment leads to hyperglycemia, patients should limit intakes of  
refined carbohydrates and concentrated sweets; for some individuals, oral medications 
or insulin therapy may be necessary. Patients should continue to follow food safety 
guidelines to avoid foodborne illness.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Chronic kidney disease is characterized by a gradual loss of  kidney function and 
often results from long-standing diabetes mellitus or hypertension.

 ❚ Depending on the stage of  illness, complications of  chronic kidney disease may 
include fluid and electrolyte imbalances, hypertension, renal osteodystrophy, 
mental impairments, bleeding abnormalities, anemia, increased risk for 
cardiovascular disease, and reduced immunity.

 ❚ Treatment of  chronic kidney disease can slow disease progression and correct 
complications and includes drug therapies, dialysis, and nutrition therapy. Dietary 
measures usually feature a low-protein diet, controlled fluid and sodium intakes, 
phosphorus restrictions, and nutrient supplementation; potassium restrictions are 
usually necessary after dialysis treatment begins.

 ❚ In patients with end-stage kidney disease, a kidney transplant can restore renal 
function and liberalize dietary restrictions.

23.4 Kidney Stones
LO 23.4 Compare the different types of kidney stones and explain how kidney 
stones can be prevented or treated.

Approximately 12 percent of  men and 6 percent of  women in the United States develop 
one or more kidney stones during their lifetimes.33 A kidney stone is a crystalline 
mass that forms within the urinary tract. Although stones are often asymptomatic, 
their passage can cause severe pain or block the urinary tract. Stones tend to recur but 
can be prevented with dietary measures and medical treatment.

kidney stones: crystalline masses 
that form in the urinary tract; also 
called renal calculi or nephrolithiasis.

BOX 23-5 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

immunosuppressants 
(cyclosporine, tacrolimus)

gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, abdominal discomfort, diarrhea, constipation, anorexia
Dietary interactions: limit alcohol intake due to the potential for toxic effects; the bioavailability of  
tacrolimus is reduced when the drug is taken with food; grapefruit juice can raise serum concentrations of  
these drugs to toxic levels
metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemias, anemia

immunosuppressants  
(corticosteroids)

metabolic effects: Fluid retention, hyperglycemia, hypocalcemia, hypokalemia, hypophosphatemia,  
increased appetite, protein catabolism

Phosphate binders  
(calcium-based)

gastrointestinal effect: constipation
metabolic effects: electrolyte imbalances

Potassium-exchange 
resins (sodium 
polystyrene sulfonate)

gastrointestinal effects: anorexia, constipation
Dietary interactions: calcium and magnesium supplements must be taken separately
metabolic effects: Fluid and sodium retention, hypokalemia, hypocalcemia, hypomagnesemia

Potassium citrate gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea 
metabolic effect: hyperkalemia
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Formation of Kidney Stones
Kidney stones develop when stone constituents become concentrated in urine, allowing 
crystals to form and grow. Most kidney stones are made up primarily of  calcium 
oxalate (see Figure 23-4). Less commonly, stones are composed of  calcium phosphate, 
uric acid, the amino acid cystine, or magnesium ammonium phosphate (the latter are 
known as struvite stones). Stone formation is promoted by factors that reduce urine 
volume, block urine flow, or increase concentrations of  stone-forming substances.

calcium oxalate Stones The most common abnormality in people with calcium 
oxalate stones is hypercalciuria (elevated urinary calcium levels). Hypercalciuria can 
result from excessive calcium absorption, impaired calcium reabsorption in kidney 
tubules, or elevated serum levels of  parathyroid hormone or vitamin D. However, 
some people with calcium oxalate stones excrete normal amounts of  calcium in the 
urine, and the reason they form stones is unknown.

Elevated urinary oxalate levels, or hyperoxaluria, also promote the formation of  
calcium oxalate crystals. Oxalate is a normal product of  metabolism that readily binds to 
calcium. Hyperoxaluria reflects an increase in the body’s synthesis of  oxalate or increased 
absorption from dietary sources. Fat malabsorption can increase oxalate absorption: the 
malabsorbed fatty acids bind to minerals (such as calcium and magnesium) that would 
otherwise bind to oxalates and inhibit their absorption (see Chapter 19).

uric acid Stones Uric acid stones develop when the urine is abnormally acidic, 
contains excessive uric acid, or both. These stones are frequently associated with gout, 
a metabolic disorder characterized by elevated uric acid levels in the blood and urine. 
A diet rich in purines also contributes to high uric acid levels; purines are abundant 
in animal proteins (meat, poultry, seafood) and degrade to uric acid in the body. In 
addition, a high intake of  animal protein increases urine acidity, which promotes the 
crystallization of  uric acid.

cystine and Struvite Stones Cystine stones can form in people with the inherited 
disorder cystinuria, in which the renal tubules are unable to reabsorb the amino acid 
cystine. This abnormality results in high concentrations of  cystine in the urine, leading 
to subsequent crystallization and stone formation. Struvite stones, composed primarily 
of  magnesium ammonium phosphate, form in alkaline urine; the urinary pH is some-
times elevated due to the bacterial degradation of  urea to ammonia. Struvite stones can 
accompany chronic urinary infections or disorders that interfere with urinary flow.

Consequences of Kidney Stones
In most cases, kidney stones do not pose serious medical problems. Small stones can 
readily pass through the ureters and out of  the body with minimal treatment.

renal colic A stone passing through the ureter can produce severe, stabbing pain, 
called renal colic. Generally, the pain begins in the back and intensifies as the 
stone travels toward the bladder. The pain can be severe enough to cause nausea 
and vomiting and sometimes requires medication. Blood may appear in the urine 
(hematuria) as a result of  damage to the kidney or ureter lining.

urinary tract complications Depending on the location of  the stone, symptoms 
may include urination urgency, frequent urination, or inability to urinate. Stones 
that are unable to pass through the ureter can cause a urinary tract obstruction and 
possibly lead to infection or acute kidney injury.

Prevention and Treatment of Kidney Stones
Solutes are less likely to crystallize and form stones in dilute urine. Therefore, people 
who form kidney stones are advised to drink 12 to 16 cups of  fluid daily to produce 

hypercalciuria (high-per-kal-
see-yoo-ree-ah): elevated urinary 
calcium levels.

hyperoxaluria (high-per-ox-
ah-loo-ree-ah): elevated urinary 
oxalate levels.

gout (gowt): a metabolic disorder 
characterized by elevated uric acid 
levels in the blood and urine and 
the deposition of uric acid in and 
around the joints, causing acute 
joint inflammation.

purines (Pyoo-reens): products of 
nucleotide metabolism that degrade 
to uric acid.

cystinuria (sis-tin-noo-ree-ah): a 
genetic disorder characterized by the 
elevated urinary excretion of several 
amino acids, including cystine.

struvite (stroo-vite): crystals of 
magnesium ammonium phosphate.

renal colic: the intense pain that 
occurs when a kidney stone passes 
through the ureter; the pain typically 
begins in the back and intensifies as 
the stone travels toward the bladder.

hematuria (he-mah-too-ree-ah): 
blood in the urine.

F i g u r e  2 3 - 4   Kidney 
Stones
the most common type of kidney 
stone is composed of calcium oxa-
late crystals, as shown here. Kidney 
stones may be as small as a bread 
crumb or as large as a golf ball.
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more than 2 to 2½ liters of  urine per day (see Figure 23-5).34 Additional fluid may be 
needed in hot weather or if  an individual is extremely active.

calcium oxalate Stones Most dietary strategies and drug treatments for calcium 
oxalate stones aim to reduce urinary calcium and oxalate levels. Dietary measures 
may include adjustments in calcium, oxalate, protein, and sodium intakes.35 Patients 
should consume adequate calcium from food sources (about 800 to 1200 milligrams 
per day) because dietary calcium combines with oxalate in the intestines, reducing 
oxalate absorption and helping to control hyperoxaluria.* Conversely, low-calcium 
diets promote oxalate absorption and higher urinary oxalate levels. Some individuals 
with hyperoxaluria may benefit from dietary oxalate restriction (see Table 23-9). 
High intakes of  protein (especially from meat, fish, poultry, or eggs) and sodium 
increase urinary calcium excretion, so moderate protein consumption (0.8 to 1.0 
gram per kilogram of  body weight per day) and a controlled sodium intake (no more 
than about 2300 milligrams daily) are also advised. Vitamin C intakes should not 
exceed the RDA (90 and 75 milligrams for men and women, respectively) because 
vitamin C degrades to oxalate.36 Medications used to prevent calcium oxalate stones 
include thiazide diuretics, which reduce urinary calcium levels by enhancing calcium 
reabsorption; potassium citrate (a base), which inhibits crystal formation; and 
allopurinol (Zyloprim), which reduces uric acid production in the body and may have 
other effects.37

uric acid Stones Although diets restricted in purines may help to control urinary 
uric acid levels, the effects on stone formation are unclear. Moreover, because all 
animal proteins contain purines, long-term restriction can be difficult to achieve. 
Drug treatments for uric acid stones include allopurinol to reduce uric acid levels and 
potassium citrate to reduce urine acidity.

*Note that calcium supplements can elevate urinary calcium levels, so they are not as helpful as 
dietary sources of calcium.

T a b L e  2 3 - 9   Foods High in Oxalate

Vegetables Fruit Other

 ❚ asparagus

 ❚ bamboo shoots

 ❚ beets

 ❚ carrots

 ❚ celery, cooked

 ❚ chard

 ❚ collard greens

 ❚ dried beans

 ❚ okra

 ❚ Parsnips

 ❚ Potatoes

 ❚ rutabagas

 ❚ spinach

 ❚ sweet potatoes

 ❚ tomato sauce

 ❚ turnips

 ❚ yams

 ❚ avocados

 ❚ dates

 ❚ Figs, dried

 ❚ grapefruit

 ❚ Kiwis

 ❚ lemons

 ❚ oranges, orange peel

 ❚ Pineapple, canned

 ❚ Prunes

 ❚ raspberries

 ❚ rhubarb

 ❚ tangerines

 ❚ buckwheat

 ❚ chocolate

 ❚ cocoa powder

 ❚ cornmeal, grits

 ❚ millet

 ❚ miso

 ❚ nuts, nut butters

 ❚ Peanut butter

 ❚ Pumpkin seeds

 ❚ rice

 ❚ sesame seeds, tahini

 ❚ soybean products

 ❚ sunflower seeds

 ❚ tea

 ❚ wheat bran

 ❚ whole-wheat flour

Note: the oxalate content of many foods has not been analyzed, and few studies have been conducted to determine 
which foods raise urinary oxalate levels. 

F i g u r e  2 3 - 5   Diet and 
Kidney Stones
drinking plenty of fluids throughout 
the day is the most important mea-
sure for preventing kidney stones. 
acceptable fluid sources include 
water, tea, coffee, wine, and beer, 
but sugar-sweetened soft drinks 
should be limited because they may 
increase the risk of stone formation.
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cystine and Struvite Stones High fluid intakes may prevent the formation of  
cystine stones in some patients, whereas other individuals require drug therapy to 
reduce cystine production in the body. Medications frequently prescribed include 
penicillamine (Cuprimine) and tiopronin (Thiola), which increase the solubility of  
cystine, and potassium citrate, which reduces urine acidity. For preventing struvite 
stones, preventing or promptly treating urinary tract infections is a central strategy.

Medical treatment for Kidney Stones Medical treatment may be necessary for 
a kidney stone that is too large to pass, blocks urine flow, or causes severe pain or 
bleeding. Medications that relax the ureter and increase urine flow may be given to 
facilitate stone passage; examples include alpha-receptor blockers and calcium channel 
blockers. Sometimes a stent (a thin, flexible tube) is placed in the ureter to promote 
stone passage. Some kidney stones can be fragmented via high-amplitude sound waves 
so they are small enough to pass in the urine. Surgical methods that involve physical 
removal of  kidney stones have a higher success rate but are also more invasive.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Kidney stones form when stone constituents—calcium oxalate, calcium 
phosphate, uric acid, cystine, or magnesium ammonium phosphate—crystallize in 
urine. Complications include renal colic, difficulty with urination, and obstruction.

 ❚ Kidney stones may be prevented by drinking enough fluid to maintain urine volumes 
of  at least 2 to 2½ liters daily. Other dietary measures include the consumption of  
appropriate amounts of  calcium, oxalates, protein, sodium, and purines. 

 ❚ Symptomatic kidney stones may be treated with medications or treatments that 
facilitate stone passage or surgeries that fragment or remove stones.

Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record to determine:

 ■ degree of kidney function
 ■ cause of the nephrotic syndrome or kidney disease
 ■ type of dialysis, if appropriate
 ■ whether the patient has received a kidney transplant
 ■ type of kidney stone

review the medical record for complications that may alter 
nutritional needs:

 ■ anemia
 ■ diabetes mellitus
 ■ edema or oliguria
 ■ hyperlipidemia
 ■ hypertension
 ■ metabolic stress or infection
 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition

Medications

assess risks for medication-related malnutrition related to:

 ■ long-term use of medications
 ■ multiple medication use, especially if medications affect 

nutrition status 

For all patients with kidney diseases, note:

 ■ whether medications or supplements contain electrolytes 
that must be controlled

 ■ use of drugs or herbs that may be toxic to the kidneys

Dietary Intake

For patients with the nephrotic syndrome, kidney disease, or a 
kidney transplant, assess intakes of:

 ■ Protein and energy
 ■ Fluid
 ■ Vitamins, especially vitamin d
 ■ minerals, especially calcium, phosphorus, iron, and electrolytes 

For patients with kidney stones or a history of kidney stones:

 ■ stress the need to drink plenty of fluids throughout the day.
 ■ assess intake of calcium, oxalate, sodium, protein, purines, 

or vitamin c, as appropriate for the type of stone.

Anthropometric Data

take accurate baseline height and weight measurements. Keep 
in mind that:

 ■ Fluid retention due to the nephrotic syndrome or kidney fail-
ure can mask malnutrition.

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  
K i d n e y  d i s e a s e s
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 ■ For dialysis patients, the weight measured immediately after 
the dialysis treatment (called the dry weight) most accurately 
reflects the person’s true weight. rapid weight gain between 
dialysis treatments reflects fluid retention. if fluid retention is 
excessive, review the fluid intake to determine if the patient 
understands and is complying with diet recommendations.

laboratory Tests

note that serum protein levels are often low in patients with 
nephrotic syndrome or advanced kidney disease. review the 
following laboratory test results to assess the degree of kidney 
function and response to treatments:

 ■ albuminuria
 ■ creatinine
 ■ glomerular filtration rate (gFr)
 ■ serum electrolytes 

check laboratory test results for complications associated with 
kidney disease, including:

 ■ anemia
 ■ hyperglycemia
 ■ hyperlipidemia
 ■ hyperparathyroidism (related to bone disease)

Physical Signs

For patients with nephrotic syndrome or kidney disease, look for 
physical signs of:

 ■ bone disease
 ■ dehydration or fluid retention
 ■ hyperkalemia 
 ■ iron deficiency
 ■ uremia

1. a person with chronic kidney disease may need multiple 
medications to control disease progression and treat 
symptoms and complications. For people with diabetes 
and hyperlipidemias who develop chronic kidney disease, 
medications might include insulin, oral hypoglycemic drugs, 
antihypertensives, diuretics, lipid-lowering medications, and 
phosphate binders. review the nutrition-related side effects 
of these medications. describe the ways in which these 
medications may make it harder for people to maintain nu-
trition status.

2. identify the recommended energy, protein, and sodium intakes 
for a 65-year-old hemodialysis patient who weighs 60 kilograms 
(use the guidelines shown in table 23-5). then, consider the 

type of diet that would be appropriate for this patient by 
following these steps:

 ❚ create a one-day menu that provides appropriate amounts of 
energy, protein, and sodium for this patient (use the energy 
and nutrient values in appendix a or an online database). 

 ❚ assuming that the patient’s laboratory test results suggest 
that potassium and phosphorus restrictions are necessary, 
would the day’s intake of these nutrients be within the 
ranges suggested in table 23-5? if not, adjust the food list 
to better match the guidelines.

 ❚ if this patient were to begin peritoneal dialysis, which nutrient 
recommendations would change? explain why the diet would 
be easier to follow than the diet required during hemodialysis.

clinical applications

 1. which of the following is not a function of the kidneys?
 a. activation of vitamin K 
 b. maintenance of acid-base balance 
 c. elimination of metabolic waste products 
 d. maintenance of fluid and electrolyte balances 

 2. the nephrotic syndrome frequently results in: 
 a. the uremic syndrome.
 b. oliguria.
 c. edema.
 d. renal colic.

 3. dietary recommendations for patients with the nephrotic  
syndrome include: 

 a. a high protein intake.
 b. sodium restriction.
 c. calcium and potassium restrictions.
 d. fluid restriction.

 4. what is a common treatment for hyperkalemia? 
 a. eliminating potassium from the diet.
 b. using potassium-wasting diuretics to increase potassium losses.
 c. increasing fluid intake to maintain a high urine volume.
 d. using potassium-exchange resins, which bind potassium in 

the gi tract.

self check
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 5. if a patient with acute kidney injury should require a high pro-
tein intake, which additional treatment may be necessary?

 a. Frequent dialysis
 b. use of diuretics
 c. enteral nutrition support
 d. Fluid restrictions

 6. the most common cause of chronic kidney disease is: 
 a. diabetes mellitus.
 b. hypertension.
 c. autoimmune disease.
 d. exposure to toxins.

 7. a person with chronic kidney disease who has been following 
a renal diet for several years begins hemodialysis treatment. 
an appropriate dietary adjustment would be to: 

 a. reduce protein intake.
 b. consume protein more liberally.
 c. increase intakes of sodium and water.
 d. consume potassium and phosphorus more liberally.

 8. which of the following nutrients may be unintentionally re-
stricted when a patient restricts phosphorus intake?

 a. water
 b. calcium 
 c. Potassium 
 d. sodium

 9. most kidney stones are made primarily from: 
 a. struvite.
 b. uric acid.
 c. calcium oxalate.
 d. cystine.

 10. treatment for all kidney stones includes: 
 a. dietary oxalate restriction.
 b. dietary protein restriction.
 c. vitamin c supplementation.
 d. a fluid intake that produces more than 2 to 2½ liters of 

urine daily.

Answers to these questions appear in Appendix H.
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Although there is no perfect substitute for one’s own kidneys, 
dialysis offers a life-sustaining treatment option for people with 

chronic kidney disease who develop renal failure. dialysis can serve as 
a long-term treatment or as a temporary measure to sustain life until 
a suitable kidney donor can be found. dialysis can also restore fluid 
and electrolyte balances in patients with acute kidney injury. clinicians 
who routinely work with renal patients should understand how dialy-
sis procedures work. this nutrition in Practice describes the process of 
dialysis and outlines the various types of procedures that are available. 
the glossary in box nP23-1 defines the relevant terms.

How does dialysis work?

dialysis removes excess fluids and wastes from the blood by em-
ploying the processes of diffusion, osmosis, and ultrafiltration 
(see Figure nP23-1). the dialysate, a solution similar in composi-
tion to normal blood plasma, is carried through a compartment 
beside a semipermeable membrane; the person’s blood flows in 
the opposite direction along the other side of the membrane. the 
semipermeable membrane acts like a filter: small molecules such 
as urea and glucose can pass through microscopic pores in the 
membrane, whereas large molecules are unable to cross.

in hemodialysis, the tiny tubes that carry blood through the 
dialyzer are made of materials that serve as semipermeable mem-
branes. in peritoneal dialysis, the body’s peritoneal membrane, rich 
with blood vessels, is used to filter the blood.

How are solutes separated from  
the blood in dialysis?

the chemical composition of the dialysate affects the movement of 
solutes across the semipermeable membrane. when the concen-
tration of a substance is lower in the dialysate than in the blood, 

the substance—provided it can cross the membrane—will diffuse 
out of the blood. For example, the goal is to remove as much as 
possible of the waste product urea from the blood, so the dialysate 
contains no urea. For many other solutes, the dialysate is adjusted 
so that only excesses will be removed. Potassium can be removed 
from the blood, for example, by providing a dialysate that has a 

2 3 . 5  d i a ly s i s

Nutrition in Practice 

LO 23.5 Explain how dialysis removes fluids and 
wastes from the blood and compare the different types 
of dialysis procedures.

B O X  n P 2 3 - 1   g L O S S a r y

continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CaPD): 
the most common method of peritoneal dialysis; involves frequent 
exchanges of dialysate, which remains in the peritoneal cavity 
throughout the day.

continuous renal replacement therapy (CrrT): a slow, 
continuous method of removing solutes and/or fluids from the blood 
by gently pumping the blood across a filtration membrane over a 
prolonged time period.

diffusion: movement of solutes from an area of high concentration 
to one of low concentration.

hemofiltration: removal of fluid and solutes from the blood by 
pumping the blood across a membrane; no osmotic gradients are 
created during the process. 

oncotic pressure: the pressure exerted by fluid on one side of a 
membrane as a result of osmosis.

osmosis: movement of water across a membrane toward the side 
where solutes are more concentrated.

peritonitis: inflammation of the peritoneal membrane.

pressure gradient: the change in pressure over a given distance. 
in dialysis, a pressure gradient is created between the blood and the 
dialysate.

semipermeable membrane: a membrane that allows some, but 
not all, particles to pass through.

ultrafiltration: removal of fluids and solutes from the blood 
by using pressure to transfer the blood across a semipermeable 
membrane.

urea kinetic modeling: a method of determining the adequacy of 
dialysis treatment by calculating the urea clearance from blood.

Small molecules (electrolytes
and waste products) move
from an area of high
concentration to an area of low
concentration by diffusion.

Water moves from an area of 
high water concentration to an 
area of low water concentration.
In other words, water moves 
toward the side where solutes
are more concentrated.

Pressure squeezes water and 
small molecules through the 
pores of a semipermeable
membrane during ultrafiltration.

Diffusion Osmosis UltrafiltrationF i g u r e  n P 2 3 - 1   
Diffusion, Osmosis, and 
ultrafiltration
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lower concentration of potassium than is found in the person’s 
blood. the dialysate must contain some potassium, however; oth-
erwise, the blood potassium would fall too low. 

the dialysate can also be used to add needed components back 
into the blood. For a person with acidosis, for example, bases such 
as bicarbonate are added to the dialysate; the bases then move by 
diffusion into the blood to alleviate the acidosis.

How is fluid removed from the blood?

because albumin and other plasma proteins are so adept at retaining 
fluids in blood, osmosis alone is not an efficient process for removing 
fluid. in hemodialysis, a pressure gradient is created between the 
blood and the dialysate. most modern dialyzers produce positive 
pressure in the blood compartment and negative pressure in 
the dialysate compartment, establishing a pressure gradient that 
“pushes” water (and accompanying solutes) through the pores of 
the membrane. this process, called ultrafiltration, relies on pumps to 
establish an appropriate flow rate between the blood and the dialysate.

How often do patients require hemodialysis,  
and how long do treatments last?

most patients undergo hemodialysis three times weekly and the 
treatments last three to five hours (see Figure nP23-2). other options 
include short daily dialysis, performed for about two hours each day, 
and daily nocturnal hemodialysis, in which dialysis is done at home 
five or six nights a week while the patient is sleeping.1 although some 
studies have reported improved outcomes in patients who undergo 
more frequent dialysis, these approaches have not been widely ad-
opted.2 note that most patients must visit dialysis centers to obtain 
treatment, as few patients have access to a dialysis machine at home. 

How does the health practitioner know if the 
dialysis treatment has been effective?

a number of methods have been devised for gauging the adequacy 
of dialysis treatment. the most common method is urea kinetic 
modeling, a technique that evaluates the amount of urea cleared 
from the blood. the formula used most often is Kt/V, where K is 
the amount of urea cleared, t is the time spent on dialysis, and 
V is the blood volume. the value obtained indicates whether the 
patient has undergone sufficient dialysis; the goal is a Kt/V result of 

approximately 1.2. because technical data (such as dialyzer clear-
ance data, blood flow rate, and dialysate flow rate) need to be 
incorporated into the calculation, the computation is usually done 
by computer analysis. current treatment guidelines recommend 
that hemodialysis adequacy be evaluated at least monthly, or more 
often if problems develop or patients are noncompliant.3

are any complications associated  
with hemodialysis?

yes. although lifesaving, hemodialysis is associated with a substantial 
number of complications.4 Problems at the vascular access site  
include infections and blood clotting. hypotension can develop while 
blood is circulated through the dialyzer. muscle cramping often  
occurs during the procedure, especially in the hands, legs, and 
feet. blood losses can worsen anemia, which is already severe in 
two-thirds of patients beginning hemodialysis treatment.5 Patients 
may also experience headaches, weakness, nausea, vomiting, 
restlessness, and agitation. many patients are extremely fatigued  
after a hemodialysis treatment, and some may require rest or sleep.

How does peritoneal dialysis work?

in peritoneal dialysis, the peritoneal membrane surrounding the 
abdominal organs serves as a semipermeable membrane. the  
dialysate is infused into a catheter that empties into the peritoneal 
space—the space within the abdomen near the intestines (see 
Figure nP23-3). in the most common procedure, continuous 
ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD), the dialysate remains in 
the peritoneal cavity for four to six hours, after which it is drained 
and replaced with fresh dialysate (about 2 to 3 liters in adults). 
generally, the dialysate solution is exchanged four times daily and 
requires only about 30 minutes to drain and replace.

because a pressure gradient cannot be created in the peritoneal 
cavity as it can in a dialyzer, the glucose concentration in the dialy-
sate must be high enough to create sufficient oncotic pressure to 
draw fluid from the blood. as indicated in chapter 23, a substantial 
amount of glucose can be absorbed into the patient’s blood and 
may contribute to weight gain over time. the high glucose load may 
also cause hyperglycemia and hypertriglyceridemia in some patients. 

What are the advantages and disadvantages  
of peritoneal dialysis?

Peritoneal dialysis offers a number of advantages over hemodialy-
sis: vascular access is not required, dietary restrictions are fewer, 
and the procedure can be scheduled when convenient. the most 
common complication is infection, which can occur at the catheter 
site or within the peritoneal cavity (peritonitis). other problems 
that may arise include blood clotting in the catheter, catheter mi-
gration, and abdominal hernia due to the dialysate volume.

What are the features of continuous  
renal replacement therapy?

in most people with acute kidney injury, continuous renal replace-
ment therapy (CRRT) removes fluids and wastes. crrt uses the 
process of hemofiltration, in which blood is gently pumped across a 
filtration membrane over a prolonged time period. (this process differs  
from dialysis treatments that rely on the diffusion of wastes across 
a membrane into the dialysate.) either a pump or the patient’s own HP
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F i g u r e  n P 2 3 - 2   during hemodialysis, blood passes through 
a dialyzer, where wastes are extracted, and the cleansed blood is 
returned to the body.
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blood pressure moves the blood across the membrane. the procedure 
can be used to remove fluids, solutes, or both. some patients require 
fluid replacement during the procedure to maintain adequate blood 
volume, so hydration status must be closely monitored.

the use of crrt is advantageous in acute care situations because 
it corrects imbalances without causing sudden shifts in blood vol-
ume, which are poorly tolerated in acute care patients. in addition, 
replacement fluids can include parenteral feedings without upsetting 
fluid balance. complications include clotting problems, damage to 
arteries, and inadequate blood flow rates in hypotensive patients.

dialysis and crrt help to remove the wastes and fluids that are 
normally removed by healthy kidneys. although these procedures 
cannot restore the kidneys’ hormonal functions, they provide a 
lifesaving means of alleviating symptoms of uremia, hypertension, 
and edema.

notes

1. J. i. mcmillan, renal replacement therapy, in r. s. Porter and 
J. l. Kaplan, eds., Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy 

Internal 
organs

Dialysate

Drain line

Waste solution

In peritoneal dialysis, dialysate is 
infused into the peritoneal cavity.

Four to six hours later, the �uid
is drained and replaced with 
new dialysate. This process is 
repeated several times daily.

Peritoneum

Peritoneal cavity

Catheter

Dialysate 
in

Waste
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Energy- and 
Protein-Modified 
Diets for 
Metabolic and 
Respiratory Stress

24.1 The Body’s Responses to Stress 
and Injury
LO 24.1 Describe the stress and inflammatory 
responses and discuss the potentially damaging 
effects of these processes.

24.2 Nutrition Treatment of Acute 
Stress
LO 24.2 Describe the features of nutrition care of 
acutely stressed patients.

24.3 Nutrition and Respiratory Stress
LO 24.3 Identify medical conditions that may lead to 
respiratory stress and describe their causes, potential 
consequences, and treatments.

24.4 Nutrition in Practice: Multiple 
Organ Dysfunction Syndrome
LO 24.4 Describe the development of multiple organ 
dysfunction syndrome and identify major risk factors 
and approaches to treatment for this condition.
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The body’s response to severe stress can alter metabolism 
enough to threaten survival. Stress also raises nutritional needs 

considerably—increasing the risk of malnutrition even in previously 
healthy individuals. Metabolic stress, a disruption in the body’s internal 
chemical environment, can result from uncontrolled infections or extensive 
tissue damage. As the first part of this chapter explains, the body’s stress 
response is an attempt to restore balance, but it can have both helpful and 
harmful effects. Later sections of this chapter describe respiratory stress, 
characterized by inadequate oxygen and excessive carbon dioxide in the 
blood and tissues. Both metabolic and respiratory stress can lead to hyper-
metabolism (above-normal metabolic rate), wasting (loss of muscle tissue), 
and, in severe circumstances, life-threatening complications.

24.1 The Body’s Responses  
to Stress and Injury
LO 24.1 Describe the stress and inflammatory responses and discuss the 
potentially damaging effects of these processes.

The stress response is the body’s nonspecific response to a variety of  stressors, such as 
burns, fractures, infection, surgery, and wounds. During stress, the metabolic processes 
that support immediate survival are given priority, while those of  lesser consequence 
are delayed. Energy is of  primary importance, and therefore the energy nutrients are 
mobilized from storage and made available in the blood. Heart rate and respiration 
(breathing rate) increase to deliver oxygen and nutrients to cells more quickly, and blood 
pressure rises. Meanwhile, energy is diverted from processes that are not life sustaining, 
such as growth, reproduction, and long-term immunity. If  stress continues for a long 
period, interference with these processes may begin to cause damage or illness.

Hormonal Responses to Stress
The stress response is mediated by several hormones, which are released into the blood 
soon after the onset of  injury (see Table 24-1, p. 630).1 The catecholamines (epinephrine 
and norepinephrine)—often called the fight-or-flight hormones—stimulate heart muscle, 
raise blood pressure, and increase metabolic rate. Epinephrine also promotes glucagon 
secretion from the pancreas, prompting the release of  nutrients from storage. The 
steroid hormone cortisol enhances muscle protein degradation, raising amino acid 
levels in the blood and making amino acids available for conversion to glucose. All 
of  these hormones have similar effects on glucose and fat metabolism, causing the 
breakdown of  glycogen, the production of  glucose from amino acids, and the break-
down of  triglycerides in adipose tissue. Thus, the combined effects of  these hormones 
contribute to hyperglycemia, which often accompanies critical illness. Two other hor-
mones induced by stress, aldosterone and antidiuretic hormone, help to maintain blood 
volume by stimulating the kidneys to reabsorb more sodium and water, respectively.

Cortisol’s effects can be detrimental when stress is prolonged. In excess, cortisol 
causes the depletion of  protein in muscle, bone, connective tissue, and skin. It impairs 
wound healing, so high cortisol levels may be especially dangerous for a patient with 
severe injuries. Because cortisol inhibits protein synthesis, consuming more protein 
cannot easily reverse tissue losses. Excess cortisol also leads to insulin resistance, 
contributing to hyperglycemia, and suppresses immune responses, increasing 
susceptibility to infection. Note that pharmaceutical forms of  cortisol (such as cortisone 
and prednisone) are common anti-inflammatory medications; their long-term use can 
cause undesirable side effects such as muscle wasting, thinning of  the skin, diabetes, 
and early osteoporosis.

metabolic stress: a disruption in 
the body’s chemical environment due 
to the effects of disease or injury. 
metabolic stress is characterized by 
changes in metabolic rate, heart 
rate, blood pressure, hormonal 
status, and nutrient metabolism.

respiratory stress: a condition 
characterized by abnormal oxygen 
and carbon dioxide levels in body tis-
sues due to abnormal gas exchange 
between the air and blood.

hypermetabolism: a higher-
than-normal metabolic rate.

wasting: the breakdown of muscle 
tissue that results from disease or 
malnutrition.

stress response: the chemical 
and physical changes that occur 
within the body during stress.
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The Inflammatory Response
Cells of  the immune system mount a quick, nonspecific response to infection or tissue 
injury. This so-called inflammatory response serves to contain and destroy infectious 
agents (and their products) and prevent further tissue damage; it also triggers various 
events that promote healing. As in the stress response, however, there is a delicate 
balance between a response that protects tissues from further injury and an excessive 
response that can cause additional damage to tissue.

the inflammatory Process The inflammatory response begins with the dilation of  
arterioles and capillaries at the site of  injury, which increases the blood flow to the af-
fected area. The capillaries within the damaged tissue become more permeable, allowing 
some blood plasma to escape into the tissue and cause local edema (see Figure 24-1 

inflammatory response: a 
group of nonspecific immune 
responses to infection or injury.

phagocytes (Fag-oh-sites): 
immune cells (neutrophils and 
macrophages) that have the ability 
to engulf and destroy antigens.

❚ phagein 5 to eat

mast cells: cells within connec-
tive tissue that produce and release 
histamine.

cytokines (sigh-toe-kines): 
signaling proteins produced by the 
body’s cells; those produced by 
white blood cells regulate various 
aspects of immune function.

eicosanoids (eye-Ko-sa-noids): 
20-carbon molecules derived from 
dietary fatty acids that help to regu-
late blood pressure, blood clotting, 
and other body functions.

❚ eicosa 5 twenty

Ta b L e  2 4 - 1   metabolic effects of Hormones released during the 
Stress response

Hormone Metabolic Effects

catecholamines  ❚ increase in metabolic rate

 ❚ glycogen breakdown in the liver and muscle

 ❚ glucose production from amino acids

 ❚ release of fatty acids from adipose tissue

 ❚ glucagon secretion from the pancreas

glucagon  ❚ glycogen breakdown in the liver

 ❚ glucose production from amino acids

 ❚ release of fatty acids from adipose tissue

cortisol  ❚ Protein degradation

 ❚ enhancement of glucagon’s action on liver glycogen

 ❚ glucose production from amino acids

 ❚ release of fatty acids from adipose tissue

aldosterone  ❚ sodium reabsorption in the kidneys

antidiuretic hormone  ❚ water reabsorption in the kidneys

Note: the catecholamines, glucagon, and cortisol have actions that oppose those of insulin and are therefore referred 
to as counterregulatory hormones.

Skin

Red 
blood cells

Arteriole

Capillary Bacteria
Blood plasma

Phagocytes

Phagocytes

Venule

Splinter

Cells lining the blood vessels lie close
together, and normally do not allow the
contents to cross into tissue.

Phagocytes engulf bacteria and disable
them with hydrolytic enzymes and reactive
forms of oxygen.

When tissues are damaged, immune 
cells release histamine, which dilates 
some  blood vessels, increasing blood 
flow to the damaged area. Fluid leaks out 
of capillaries (causing swelling), and 
phagocytes escape between the small 
gaps in the blood vessel walls.

F i g u r e  2 4 - 1   The inflammatory Process
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and Box 24-1). The various changes in blood vessels attract immune cells that can 
destroy foreign agents and clear cellular debris. Among the first cells to arrive are the 
phagocytes, which slip through gaps between the endothelial cells that form the vessel 
walls. The phagocytes engulf  microorganisms and destroy them with reactive forms of  
oxygen and hydrolytic enzymes. When inflammation becomes chronic, these normally 
useful products of  phagocytes can damage healthy tissue.

Mediators of inflammation Numerous chemical substances control the 
inflammatory process. These mediators are released from damaged tissue, blood vessel 
cells, and activated immune cells. Many of  them help to regulate more than one step in 
the process. Histamine, a small molecule similar to an amino acid in structure, is released 
from granules within mast cells, causing vasodilation and capillary permeability.* Other 
compounds that participate in the inflammatory process include cytokines, produced 
by white blood cells (and various other cells), and eicosanoids, which are derived from 
dietary fatty acids. Note that most anti-inflammatory medications, including steroidal 
drugs (such as cortisone and prednisone) and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(such as aspirin and ibuprofen), act by blocking eicosanoid synthesis.

Changing dietary fat sources may have subtle effects on the inflammatory process.2 
The major precursor for the eicosanoids is arachidonic acid, which derives from 
the omega-6 fatty acids in vegetable oils. Some omega-3 fatty acids compete with 
arachidonic acid and may inhibit the production of  the most powerful inflammatory 
mediators. Although health professionals sometimes recommend replacing some of  
the omega-6 fatty acids in the diet with omega-3 fatty acids to reduce inflammation, 
most clinical studies conducted thus far have not confirmed this benefit.3

Systemic effects of inflammation The cytokines released during acute inflam-
mation produce a number of  systemic effects, which are collectively known as the 
acute-phase response.4 Within hours after inflammation, infection, or severe injury, 
the liver steps up its production of  certain plasma proteins (called acute-phase proteins) 
including C-reactive protein, complement, hepcidin, blood-clotting proteins such 
as fibrinogen and prothrombin, and others. At the same time, plasma concentrations 
of  albumin, iron, and zinc fall. The acute-phase response is accompanied by muscle 
catabolism to make amino acids available for glucose production, tissue repair, and 
immune protein synthesis; consequently, negative nitrogen balance (and wasting) fre-
quently results. Other clinical features of  the acute-phase response may include fever, 
an elevated metabolic rate, increased pulse rate and blood pressure, increased blood 
neutrophil levels, lethargy, and anorexia. 

If  inflammation does not resolve, the continued production of  pro-inflammatory 
cytokines may lead to the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), which 
is diagnosed when the patient’s symptoms include substantial increases in heart rate 
and respiratory rate, abnormal white blood cell counts, and/or fever. If  these problems 
result from a severe infection, the condition is called sepsis. Complications associated 
with severe cases of  SIRS or sepsis include fluid retention and tissue edema, low blood 
pressure, and impaired blood flow. If  the reduction in blood flow is severe enough to 
deprive the body’s tissues of  oxygen and nutrients (a condition known as shock), mul-
tiple organs may fail simultaneously, as discussed in Nutrition in Practice 24.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The stress and inflammatory responses are nonspecific responses to stressors that 
cause infection and injury. 

 ❚ The stress response is mediated by the catecholamine hormones, cortisol, and 
glucagon, which together raise nutrient levels in blood, stimulate heart rate, raise 
blood pressure, and increase metabolic rate. 

*Antihistamines are medications taken to reduce the effects of histamine.

systemic (sih-stem-ic): relating to 
the entire body.

acute-phase response: changes 
in body chemistry resulting from 
infection, inflammation, or injury; 
characterized by alterations in 
plasma proteins.

C-reactive protein: an acute-
phase protein produced in substantial 
amounts during acute inflammation; 
it binds dead or dying cells to activate 
certain immune responses. c-reactive 
protein is considered the best clinical 
indicator of the acute-phase response 
although it is elevated during many 
chronic illnesses.

complement: a group of plasma 
proteins that assist the activities of 
antibodies.

hepcidin: an acute-phase protein 
involved in the regulation of iron 
metabolism.

systemic inflammatory 
response syndrome (SirS): a 
whole-body inflammatory response 
caused by severe illness or trauma; 
characterized by raised heart and 
respiratory rates, abnormal white 
blood cell counts, and fever.

sepsis: a whole-body inflammatory 
response caused by infection; char-
acterized by signs and symptoms 
similar to those of sirs.

shock: a severe reduction in blood 
flow that deprives the body’s tissues 
of oxygen and nutrients; character-
ized by reduced blood pressure, 
raised heart and respiratory rates, 
and muscle weakness.

classic signs of inflammation 
that accompany altered blood 
flow:

 ❚ Heat—from the influx of 
warm arterial blood

 ❚ Redness—from the increase 
in blood in the injured area

 ❚ Swelling—from the 
accumulation of fluid and 
immune cells at the site of 
injury

 ❚ Pain—from the swelling 
and the actions of chemical 
mediators that stimulate 
pain receptors

BOX 24-1
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 ❚ The inflammatory process is characterized by 
changes in acute-phase proteins and increases in body 
temperature, pulse, blood pressure, metabolic rate, and 
blood neutrophil levels.

24.2 Nutrition Treatment  
of Acute Stress
LO 24.2 Describe the features of nutrition care of 
acutely stressed patients.

As described earlier, an excessive response to metabolic 
stress can worsen illness and even threaten survival. 
Therefore, medical personnel must manage both the 
acute medical condition that initiated stress and the 
complications that arise as a result of  the stress and 
inflammatory responses (see Figure 24-2). Immediate con-
cerns during severe stress are to restore lost fluids and elec-

trolytes and remove underlying stressors. Thus, initial treatments include administering 
intravenous solutions to correct fluid and electrolyte imbalances, treating infections, 
repairing wounds, draining abscesses (pus), and removing dead tissue (debridement). 
After stabilization, nutrient needs can be estimated and nutrition therapy provided.

Determining Nutritional Requirements
Notable metabolic changes in patients undergoing metabolic stress include 
hypermetabolism, negative nitrogen balance, insulin resistance, and hyperglycemia. 
Hypermetabolism and negative nitrogen balance can lead to wasting, which may 
impair organ function and delay recovery. Hyperglycemia increases the risk of  
infection. Therefore, the principal goals of  nutrition therapy are to preserve lean 
(muscle) tissue, maintain immune defenses, and promote healing.

Feeding an acutely stressed patient is often challenging. Underfeeding can worsen 
negative nitrogen balance and increase lean tissue losses. Overfeeding increases the 
risk of  refeeding syndrome and its associated hyperglycemia. Assessing nutritional 
needs can be complicated, however, because fluid imbalances prevent accurate weight 
measurements, and laboratory data may reflect the metabolic alterations of  illness 
rather than the person’s nutrition status.

The amounts of  protein and energy to provide during acute illness are controversial 
and still under investigation. Research results have been mixed, in part because 
various conditions are associated with metabolic stress and each patient’s situation is 
somewhat different. Moreover, protein and energy needs can vary substantially over 
the course of  illness. Clinicians need to closely observe patients’ responses to feedings 
and readjust nutrient intakes as necessary.

estimating energy Needs in acute Stress In critical-care and intensive-care 
patients, indirect calorimetry—which is typically used to measure the resting meta-
bolic rate (RMR)—can be used to determine energy requirements. This is because 
the RMR closely reflects total energy expenditure in bedridden, non-fasting patients. 
If  indirect calorimetry cannot be conducted, the RMR may be estimated using a pre-
dictive equation, such as those introduced in Chapter 14 (see pp. 405–406). In some 
cases, the RMR value may be multiplied by a “stress factor” to account for the in-
creased energy requirements of  stress and healing. Box 24-2 reviews the use of  stress 
factors and provides examples (note that stress factors vary among institutions, as 

abscesses (ab-sess-es): accumula-
tions of pus.

debridement: the surgical 
removal of dead, damaged, or 
contaminated tissue resulting from 
burns or wounds; helps to prevent 
infection and hasten healing.

refeeding syndrome: a group 
of metabolic abnormalities that may 
result from aggressive refeeding in 
severely malnourished persons; char-
acterized by shifts in fluid and elec-
trolyte levels that can lead to organ 
failure and other complications.

indirect calorimetry: a method 
of estimating resting energy 
expenditure by measuring a person’s 
oxygen consumption and carbon 
dioxide production.

F i g u r e  2 4 - 2   Pressure Sores
Pressure sores, wounds that develop when prolonged pressure 
cuts off blood circulation to the skin and underlying tissues, are a 
frequent source of metabolic stress in bedridden and wheelchair-
bound patients. some patients with pressure sores may be 
prescribed a high-protein, high-kcalorie diet to prevent malnutrition.
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few have been adequately validated in research studies). Several predictive equations 
used for estimating energy needs in critically ill patients include “built-in” stress fac-
tors to account for stress, injury, or intensive treatment.* 

Another common method for estimating energy needs during acute illness is to 
multiply a person’s body weight by a factor considered appropriate for the medical 
problem. As an example, many critical care patients require between 25 and  
30 kcalories per kilogram per day;5 a patient weighing 160 pounds (72.7 kilograms) 
may therefore require between 1818 and 2182 kcalories per day. For critically ill 
obese patients (BMI > 30), hypocaloric feedings may improve patient outcome; the 
suggested energy intake is 11 to 14 kcalories per kilogram of  actual body weight (or 22 
to 25 kcalories per kilogram of  ideal body weight) daily.6

Protein requirements in acute Stress To maintain lean tissue, the protein in-
takes recommended during acute stress are higher than DRI values (the adult RDA 
is 0.8 grams per kilogram body weight). For example, the protein needs of  nonobese 
critically ill patients may range between 1.2 and 2.0 grams per kilogram body weight 
per day.7 Obese patients given hypocaloric feedings may require 2.0 to 2.5 grams per 
kilogram ideal body weight per day to maintain nitrogen balance.8 Despite high in-
takes, however, nitrogen balance is difficult to achieve during acute stress because 
hormonal changes encourage the degradation of  body protein. The bed rest required 
during critical illness also contributes substantially to muscle breakdown.

The amino acids glutamine and arginine are sometimes added to the diets of  acutely 
stressed and immune-compromised patients. Although some studies have shown that 
glutamine supplementation may improve infection, muscle mass, and mortality rates in 
some critically ill patients,9 other studies suggest that the treatment may increase mortality 
risk in patients with multiple organ failure and renal dysfunction.10 Arginine supplemen-
tation has been shown to improve infection rates and wound healing in surgical patients 
but may have adverse effects in patients with sepsis.11 Thus, supplementation with gluta-
mine and arginine may be beneficial for some patient populations but harmful in others.

carbohydrate and Fat intakes in acute Stress Most of  the energy required is 
supplied by carbohydrate and fat. Carbohydrate is usually the main source of  energy, 

*One example is the Penn State equation, developed for ventilator-dependent patients: Energy 
needs (kcal/day) 5 [RMR 3 0.96] 1 [V

E
 3 31] 1 [T

max
 3 167] 2 6212 where RMR is calculated using 

the Mifflin–St. Jeor equation (see Table 14-9, p. 406), V
E
 is minute ventilation in liters per minute 

(reading taken from the ventilator), and T
max

 is the patient’s maximum body temperature (in degrees 
Celsius) in the preceding 24 hours.

hypocaloric feedings: reduced-
kcalorie feedings that usually include 
sufficient protein and micronutrients 
to maintain nitrogen balance and 
prevent malnutrition.

to estimate the appropriate energy intake for a patient with an 
acute illness, the health practitioner may measure or calculate 
the patient’s resting metabolic rate (rmr), and, in some cases, 
apply a “stress factor” to accommodate the additional energy 
needs imposed by the illness.

Method
Step 1. estimate the rmr using indirect calorimetry or a 
predictive equation (see table 14-9, p. 406).a

Step 2. multiply the estimated rmr by an appropriate stress 
factor for acute illness (see box 14-5 on p. 406; note that 

patients with acute illnesses are usually bedridden and do not 
require additional energy for activity).

Examples of stress factorsb

 ❚ intensive care: 1.0 to 1.1

 ❚ acute kidney injury: 1.3

 ❚ burns (more than 20 percent of body surface): 1.3 to 1.5

 ❚ repletion after acute inflammation: 1.3 to 1.5

 ❚ acute pancreatitis: 1.4 to 1.8

How To B O X  2 4 - 2  e s t i m at e  e n e r g y  n e e d s  u s i n g  d i s e a s e - s P e c i F i c  s t r e s s  F a c t o r s

ain overweight and obese individuals, the mifflin–st. Jeor equation estimates rmr more accurately than other currently used equations.
bPublished values vary; energy intakes should be adjusted if the patient fails to maintain body weight at the energy level provided.

Sources: academy of nutrition and dietetics, Nutrition Care Manual (chicago: academy of nutrition and dietetics, 2014); a. skipper, ed., Dietitian’s Handbook of 
Enteral and Parenteral Nutrition (sudbury, ma: Jones & bartlett learning, 2012).
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providing 50 to 60 percent of  total energy requirements. When parenteral nutrition 
is necessary for critically ill patients, dextrose is usually limited to 5 milligrams per 
kilogram body weight per minute to prevent hyperglycemia (see Chapter 16). In 
patients with severe hyperglycemia, fat may supply up to 50 percent of  kcalories, 
although high fat intakes may suppress immune function and increase the risks of  
developing infections and hypertriglyceridemia. Patients with blood triglyceride levels 
above 500 milligrams per deciliter may require fat restriction.12

Micronutrient Needs in acute Stress Acutely stressed patients are believed to 
have increased micronutrient needs, but specific requirements remain unknown.13 In 
hypermetabolic patients, the need for B vitamins may be higher to support the in-
crease in energy metabolism. Several micronutrients, such as vitamin A, vitamin C, 
and zinc, have critical roles in immunity and wound healing; thus, their supplementa-
tion may speed recovery under certain circumstances. Patients with burns and tissue 
injuries may have increased requirements for trace minerals due to tissue losses.

The acute-phase response causes a redistribution in the tissue content of some micronu-
trients that either raises or lowers their blood levels (for example, plasma levels of iron and 
zinc fall, whereas copper levels rise). Therefore, micronutrient status is sometimes difficult 
to interpret. Blood concentrations of  trace minerals are monitored in patients receiving 
parenteral nutrition support to ensure that excessive amounts are not given intravenously.

Approaches to Nutrition Care in Acute Stress
As mentioned earlier, the initial care following acute stress focuses on maintaining 
fluid and electrolyte balances. Simple intravenous solutions often contain dextrose, 
providing minimal kcalories. Once patients are stable, nutrition support may be neces-
sary if  poor appetite, the medical condition, or a medical procedure (such as mechani-
cal ventilation) interferes with food intake. For acutely ill patients with a functional GI 
tract, early enteral feedings—started in the first 24 to 48 hours after hospitalization—
are associated with fewer complications and shorter hospital stays compared with 
delayed feedings.14 If  enteral nutrition is not possible, malnourished patients may re-
ceive parenteral nutrition support soon after admission to the hospital. In previously 
healthy patients, however, parenteral nutrition support may be withheld during the 
first seven days of  hospitalization to avoid the risk of  infectious complications.

Once patients can tolerate oral feedings, a high-kcalorie, high-protein diet is of-
ten prescribed, although care must be taken not to overfeed patients who are at risk 
of  developing refeeding syndrome or hyperglycemia. Because meeting protein and 
energy needs may be difficult, nutrient-dense formulas or other supplements may be 
added to the diet. Some supplements may contain extra amounts of  nutrients believed 
to promote healing or benefit immune function, such as the amino acids arginine 
and glutamine, omega-3 fatty acids, and the antioxidant nutrients. Nutrient needs 
should be reassessed frequently as the patient’s condition improves. The Case Study 
in Box 24-3 reviews the nutrition care of  a patient undergoing acute metabolic stress.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ The objectives of  nutrition care during acute stress are to preserve muscle tissue, 
maintain immune defenses, and promote healing.

 ❚ To determine the energy needs of  patients with acute illness, indirect calorimetry 
is recommended; otherwise, predictive equations may be used to estimate RMR or 
energy requirements. Protein recommendations are higher than DRI levels to help 
prevent tissue losses and allow healing of  damaged tissue.

 ❚  Enteral or parenteral nutrition support or oral supplements may be used to meet 
the high nutrient needs of  acutely stressed patients.

chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD): a 
group of lung diseases characterized 
by persistent obstructed airflow 
through the lungs and airways; 
includes chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema.

bronchi (bron-key), bronchioles 
(bron-key-oles): the main airways 
of the lungs. the singular form of 
bronchi is bronchus.

alveoli (al-Vee-oh-lie): air sacs in 
the lungs. one air sac is an alveolus.
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24.3 Nutrition and 
Respiratory Stress
LO 24.3 Identify medical conditions that 
may lead to respiratory stress and describe 
their causes, potential consequences, and 
treatments.

Some medical problems upset the process of  
gas exchange between the air and blood and re-
sult in respiratory stress, which is characterized 
by a reduction in the blood’s oxygen supply and 
an increase in carbon dioxide levels. Excessive 
carbon dioxide in the blood may disturb the 
breathing pattern enough to interfere with 
food intake. Moreover, the labored breathing 
caused by many respiratory disorders entails 
a higher energy cost than normal breathing 
does, raising energy needs and increasing car-
bon dioxide production further. Lung diseases 
make physical activity difficult and can lead 
to muscle wasting. Weight loss and malnutri-
tion therefore become dangerous outcomes of  
some types of  respiratory illnesses.

Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD) refers to a group of  conditions char-
acterized by the persistent obstruction of  air-
flow through the lungs. Figure 24-3 illustrates 
the main airways (bronchi and bronchioles) 
and air sacs (alveoli) of  the normal respira-
tory system, and Figure 24-4 (p. 636) shows 

3. estimate mr. bray’s energy and protein 
needs (use a protein factor of 2.0 grams 
per kilogram). what problems may 
interfere with mr. bray’s ability to meet 
his nutrient needs?

4. after mr. bray transitions to oral 
feedings, he is able to obtain only  
65 percent of his energy requirements. 
what other feeding options may be 
considered?

david bray, a 42-year-old man, has been 
admitted to intensive care. he suffered 
a severe burn covering 35 percent of 
his body when he was trapped inside a 
burning building. his wife told the nurse 
that mr. bray’s height is 6 feet and that 
he usually weighs about 175 pounds. 
the physician ordered lab work, including 
serum protein concentrations, but the 
results are not yet available.

1. identify mr. bray’s immediate needs 
after the injury. describe the initial 

concerns of the health care team  
and the measures they might take  
soon after mr. bray’s arrival at the  
hospital.

2. considering mr. bray’s condition, what 
problems might the health care team 
encounter when they attempt to obtain 
information that can help them assess 
his nutrition status? what additional 
concerns might they have if mr. bray 
was malnourished before he experi-
enced the burn?

Case Study B O X  2 4 - 3  Pat i e n t  w i t h  a  s e V e r e  b u r n

Nasopharynx

Epiglottis

Larynx

Extrapulmonary
bronchus

Alveoli

DiaphragmEsophagus

Respiratory
bronchiole

Intrapulmonary
bronchus

Trachea

F i g u r e  2 4 - 3   The respiratory System
inhaled air travels via the trachea to the bronchi and bronchioles, the major airways 
of the lungs. oxygen and carbon dioxide are exchanged across the thin-walled 
alveoli, which are surrounded by capillaries.
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how they are altered in COPD. The two main types of  COPD are chronic bronchitis 
and emphysema, and many patients display features of  both conditions:15

 ❚ Chronic bronchitis is characterized by persistent inflammation and excessive 
secretions of  mucus in the airways of  the lungs, which may ultimately thicken and 
become too narrow for adequate mucus clearance. Chronic bronchitis is diagnosed 
when a chronic, productive cough persists for at least 3 months of  the year for 2 
consecutive years. 

 ❚ Emphysema is characterized by the breakdown of  the lungs’ elastic structure and 
destruction of  the walls of  the bronchioles and alveoli, changes that significantly 
reduce the surface area available for respiration. Emphysema is diagnosed on the 
basis of  clinical signs and the results of  lung function tests. 

Both chronic bronchitis and emphysema are associated with abnormal levels of  
oxygen and carbon dioxide in the blood and shortness of  breath (dyspnea). COPD 
may eventually lead to respiratory or heart failure, and, together with other chronic 
respiratory illnesses, ranks as the third leading cause of  death in the United States.16

COPD is a debilitating condition. Generally, dyspnea worsens as the disease pro-
gresses, resulting in dramatic reductions in physical activity and quality of life. Activities 
of daily living such as bathing or dressing may cause exhaustion or breathlessness. Weight 
loss and wasting are common in the advanced stages of disease and may result from hy-
permetabolism, poor food intake, and the actions of various inflammatory proteins.

causes of coPD Cigarette smoking is the primary risk factor for COPD and is especially 
damaging when combined with respiratory infections or an occupational exposure to 
dusts or chemicals. Only a minority of  smokers (about 25 percent17) develops COPD, 
however; thus, genetic susceptibility also contributes to its development. Genetic factors 
are especially likely in patients with early-onset COPD. Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency, 
an inherited disorder, accounts for 1 to 2 percent of  COPD cases.18 Individuals with 
this defect have inadequate blood levels of  a plasma protein (alpha-1-antitrypsin) that 
normally inhibits the enzymatic breakdown of lung tissue.

treatment of coPD The primary objectives of  COPD treatment are to prevent 
the disease from progressing and relieve major symptoms (dyspnea and coughing). 
Individuals with COPD are encouraged to quit smoking to prevent disease progres-
sion and to get vaccinated against influenza and pneumonia to avoid complications. 
The most frequently prescribed medications are bronchodilators, which improve 

chronic bronchitis (bron-Kye-
tis): a lung disorder characterized 
by persistent inflammation and 
excessive secretions of mucus in the 
main airways of the lungs. 

emphysema (em-fih-Zee-
mah): a progressive lung disease 
characterized by the breakdown 
of the lungs’ elastic structure and 
destruction of the walls of the 
bronchioles and alveoli, reducing the 
surface area involved in respiration.

dyspnea (disP-nee-ah): shortness 
of breath.

Bronchus
(plural: bronchi)

Alveolus
(plural: alveoli)

Bronchiole

Inflammation

Mucus

Healthy bronchi provide an open passageway for air. Healthy alveoli 
permit gas exchange between the air and blood.

Chronic bronchitis is 
characterized by inflam-
mation, excessive secretion 
of mucus, and narrowing of 
the airways—factors that 
reduce normal airflow.

Emphysema is characterized
by gradual destruction of the 
walls separating the alveoli 
and reduced lung elasticity.

Enlarged air 
spaces with 
reduced 
surface area

F i g u r e  2 4 - 4   Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
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airflow, and corticosteroids (anti-inflammatory medications), 
which help to relieve symptoms and prevent exacerbations; 
note that corticosteroids promote catabolic processes and 
can exacerbate muscle loss. For people with severe COPD, 
supplemental oxygen therapy (12 hours daily) can maintain 
normal oxygen levels in the blood and reduce mortality risk 
(see Figure 24-5). Box 24-4 lists nutrition-related effects of  
the medications used to treat COPD.

Nutrition therapy for coPD The main goals of  nutrition 
therapy for COPD are to correct malnutrition (which 
affects up to 60 percent of  COPD patients19), promote the 
maintenance of  a healthy body weight, and prevent muscle 
wasting. Energy needs of  COPD patients are usually raised 
due to hypermetabolism (about 20 percent above normal), 
which results from chronic inflammation and the increased 
workload of  respiratory muscles.20 Because underweight 
COPD patients have higher mortality rates, encouraging 
adequate food intake is generally the main focus of  the nu-
trition care plan. Conversely, excess body weight places an 
additional strain on the respiratory system, and so COPD patients who are overweight 
or obese may benefit from energy restriction and gradual weight reduction.

Food intake often declines as COPD progresses, although the causes of  poor 
intake vary among patients. Dyspnea may interfere with chewing or swallowing. 
Physical changes in the lungs and diaphragm may reduce abdominal volume, leading 
to early satiety. Appetite may be reduced by medications, depression, or altered taste 
perception (which may be due to the use of  bronchodilators or the mouth dryness 
caused by chronic mouth breathing). Some patients may become too disabled to shop 
or prepare food or may lack adequate support at home. The clinician must assess the 
unique needs of  a COPD patient before proposing a nutrition care plan.

Some patients may benefit from eating small, frequent meals spaced throughout the 
day rather than two or three large ones. The lower energy content of  small meals reduces 
the carbon dioxide load, and the smaller meals may produce less abdominal discomfort 
and dyspnea. Some individuals may eat better if  they receive supplemental oxygen at 
mealtimes. Consuming adequate fluids should be encouraged to help prevent the secre-
tion of  overly thick mucus; however, some patients should consume liquids between 
meals so as not to interfere with food intake. For undernourished persons, a high-kcalo-
rie, high-protein diet may be helpful, but excessive energy intakes increase the amount of  
carbon dioxide produced and can increase respiratory stress. Oral supplements may be 
recommended as between-meal snacks to improve weight gain or endurance, but patients 
should be cautioned not to consume amounts that reduce energy intake at mealtime. 

Pulmonary Formulas Enteral formulas designed for use in COPD provide more 
kcalories from fat and fewer from carbohydrate than standard formulas. The ratio of  
carbon dioxide production to oxygen consumption is lower when fat is consumed, so 

BOX 24-4 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Bronchodilators 
(albuterol, salmeterol, ipratropium, tiotropium)

Gastrointestinal effect: dry mouth (ipratropium, tiotropium)
Metabolic effect: mild hypokalemia (albuterol, salmeterol)

Corticosteroids (inhaled)
(fluticasone, beclomethasone)

Gastrointestinal effect: decreased taste sensation
Metabolic effect: low bone density
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F i g u r e  2 4 - 5   Oxygen Therapy
Patients who need supplemental oxygen can use lightweight, 
portable equipment that allows them to move around freely.
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theoretically these formulas should lower respiratory requirements. However, research 
studies have not confirmed that the reduced-carbohydrate formulas improve clinical 
outcomes more than moderate energy intakes.21

incorporating an exercise Program Loss of  muscle can be more readily prevented 
or reversed if  the treatment plan includes an effective exercise program. With exercise, 
patients are likely to see improvements in their strength, endurance, and ability to 
perform activities of  daily living. Both aerobic training and resistance exercise can be 
beneficial.22 Some patients may need to increase activity gradually over a period of   
4 to 6 weeks before reaching exercise goals.23 The Case Study in Box 24-5 allows you 
to review the nutrition care for a patient with COPD.

Respiratory Failure
In respiratory failure, the gas exchange between the air and circulating blood is severely 
impaired, resulting in abnormal levels of  tissue gases that can be life threatening. Any of  
a large number of  conditions that cause lung injury or impair lung function can be the 
underlying cause of  failure; examples include infection (such as pneumonia or sepsis), 
physical trauma, neuromuscular disorders, smoke inhalation, and airway obstruction.24 

If  an acute lung injury causes enough damage that emergency care is required to 
restore normal oxygen and carbon dioxide levels, the condition is known as acute 
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). In ARDS, the lungs exhibit extensive inflam-
mation and fluid buildup (called pulmonary edema) that interfere with lung ventilation 
and damage the alveoli. Later stages are associated with a proliferation of  lung cells, 
which results in fibrosis and disrupts lung structure. A dangerous complication of  
ARDS is the progression to multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, described in the 
Nutrition in Practice following this chapter.

consequences of respiratory Failure Respiratory failure is characterized by severe 
hypoxemia (low oxygen levels in the blood) and hypercapnia (excessive carbon dioxide 
in the blood). The low oxygen content of  tissues (hypoxia) impedes cellular function and 
may lead to cell death. Severe hypercapnia can cause acidosis, which interferes with nor-
mal functioning of  the central nervous system. To compensate for respiratory failure, a 
person breathes more rapidly, and the heart rate increases. The skin may become sweaty 
and develop a bluish cast (cyanosis). Headache, confusion, and drowsiness may occur. 
Severe cases of  respiratory failure can cause heart arrhythmias, and, ultimately, coma.

treatment of respiratory Failure The treatment of  respiratory failure focuses on 
supporting lung function and correcting the underlying disorder. Because respiratory 
failure can be caused by a number of  different conditions, treatment plans vary 

respiratory failure: a potentially 
life-threatening condition in which 
inadequate respiratory function 
impairs gas exchange between the 
air and circulating blood, resulting in 
abnormal levels of tissue gases.

acute respiratory distress 
syndrome (arDS): respiratory 
failure triggered by severe lung 
injury; a medical emergency that 
causes dyspnea and pulmonary 
edema and usually requires 
mechanical ventilation.

hypoxemia (high-pock-see-me-
ah): a low level of oxygen in the 
blood.

hypercapnia (high-per-caP-nee-
ah): excessive carbon dioxide in the 
blood.

hypoxia (high-PocK-see-ah): a low 
amount of oxygen in body tissues.

acidosis: acid accumulation in 
body tissues; depresses the central 
nervous system and may lead to 
disorientation and, eventually, coma.

cyanosis (sigh-ah-noh-sis): a 
bluish cast in the skin due to the 
color of deoxygenated hemoglo-
bin. cyanosis is most evident in 
individuals with lighter, thinner skin; 
it is mostly seen on lips, cheeks, and 
ears and under the nails.

some dietary suggestions that may 
help to improve his appetite and food 
intake. how might the use of oxygen 
therapy help?

3. based on the history given, what 
factors may account for mr. todaro’s 
tiredness? what suggestions would 
you give mr. todaro and his daughter 
regarding physical activity?

John todaro is an 84-year-old man who has 
severe emphysema that affects both lungs. 
he is 5 feet 9 inches tall and currently 
weighs 150 pounds, about 20 pounds 
less than his weight in earlier years. he 
lives with a daughter and son-in-law and 
eats meals with their family. he becomes 
breathless when eating and when walk-
ing around the house, and he feels tired 
much of the time. a medical clinic recently 
ordered oxygen therapy for home use, but 

supplies have not yet arrived. mr. todaro’s 
daughter is concerned about her father’s 
recent weight loss and breathlessness.

1. assess mr. todaro’s risk of mal-
nutrition, using information from 
table 14-6 in chapter 14 (p. 401). 
what factors may have contributed to 
his weight loss?

2. what are possible reasons for 
mr. todaro’s difficulty with eating? list 

Case Study B O X  2 4 - 5  e l d e r ly  m a n  w i t h  e m P h y s e m a
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considerably. Individuals with chronic lung disorders may be provided 
with oxygen therapy via a face mask or nasal tubing to relieve symp-
toms, whereas patients with ARDS receive mechanical ventilation un-
til they are able to breathe independently (see Figure 24-6). Diuretics 
may be prescribed to help remove the fluid that has accumulated in lung 
tissue; other medications are provided to treat infections, keep airways 
open, or relieve inflammation. Complications are common in ARDS 
and must be forestalled to prevent multiple organ dysfunction.

Nutrition therapy for respiratory Failure Patients with lung in-
juries or ARDS are frequently hypermetabolic and/or catabolic and 
at high risk of  muscle wasting. The primary concerns are therefore to 
provide enough energy and protein to sustain muscle mass and lung 
function without overtaxing the respiratory system. Specific recommen-
dations include the following:

 ❚ Energy. Energy needs typically range from 25 to 35 kilocalories per kilogram body 
weight per day; intakes may be started within this range and adjusted according to 
patient response.25 The body weight used for determining energy needs may need 
to be corrected for pulmonary edema. Energy needs can also be estimated using 
either indirect calorimetry or predictive equations such as those described earlier. 
Overfeeding should be avoided because it can cause excessive carbon dioxide 
production and worsen respiratory function. 

 ❚ Protein. Protein needs are increased in patients with lung inflammation or ARDS. 
For mild or moderate lung injury, protein recommendations range from 1.0 to 
1.5 grams of  protein per kilogram body weight per day. Patients with ARDS may 
require 1.5 to 2.0 grams of  protein per kilogram body weight daily. 

 ❚ Fluids. Although most patients have normal fluid requirements, fluid status 
should be monitored daily to prevent fluid imbalance. Some patients may require 
fluid restriction to prevent edema in lung tissue, whereas others may become 
dehydrated due to diuretic therapy or increased bronchial secretions.

Nutrition Support in respiratory Failure Patients with severe cases of  respiratory 
failure may be unable to eat meals and may require nutrition support. Enteral nutri-
tion is used if  the intestine is functional, and intestinal feedings may be preferred over 
gastric feedings because they reduce the risk of  aspiration. Patients with acute lung 
injuries or ARDS may benefit from enteral formulas designed to reduce inflamma-
tion and promote healing; these formulas are typically fortified with omega-3 fatty 
acids and antioxidant nutrients.26 Nutrient-dense formulas (1.5 to 2.0 kcalories per 
milliliter) are prescribed for patients with fluid restrictions. If  the risk of  aspiration is 
too high to continue enteral feedings, parenteral nutrition support may be considered.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases are debilitating, progressive illnesses that 
can lead to malnutrition, muscle wasting, and activity intolerance. The goals of  
nutrition therapy are to improve food intake, maintain proper weight, preserve 
muscle tissue, and improve exercise endurance. 

 ❚ Respiratory failure can result from conditions that cause lung injury or impair 
lung function. Acute respiratory distress syndrome is a severe form of  respiratory 
failure that requires emergency care. Goals of  nutrition therapy are to provide 
enough energy and protein to support lung function without burdening the 
respiratory system.

F i g u r e  2 4 - 6   mechanical ventilation 
controls the rate and amount of oxygen supplied 
to a person’s airways.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record to determine:

 ■ cause of stress
 ■ severity of stress
 ■ whether any organ system is compromised 
 ■ whether nutrition support is required

For patients with coPd, check to determine:

 ■ degree of breathing difficulty
 ■ use of oxygen therapy
 ■ activity tolerance

review the medical record for complications related to 
underfeeding or overfeeding, such as:

 ■ dehydration or fluid overload
 ■ electrolyte imbalances
 ■ Fatty liver
 ■ hyperglycemia
 ■ hypertriglyceridemia

Medications

record all medications and note:

 ■ side effects that may alter food intake or nutrition status

Dietary Intake

if the patient is not meeting nutrition goals:

 ■ monitor intakes to ensure that the patient is receiving the 
diet prescribed.

 ■ investigate appetite problems or difficulties with eating.
 ■ consider interventions to improve food intake.
 ■ consider the need for oral supplements.
 ■ in patients with coPd, consider problems that may hamper 

the patient’s ability to prepare or consume foods.

Anthropometric Data

measure baseline height and weight, and monitor daily weights. 
remember that body weight can fluctuate in acutely ill patients 

who undergo fluid resuscitation. after the patient’s weight has 
stabilized:

 ■ reevaluate protein and energy needs.
 ■ consider the need to alter the energy prescription to meet 

weight goals.

laboratory Tests

laboratory tests that may be affected by stress and therefore 
require careful interpretation include:

 ■ albumin
 ■ c-reactive protein
 ■ serum iron and zinc
 ■ transferrin
 ■ transthyretin
 ■ white blood cell count

monitor laboratory tests for signs of:

 ■ dehydration or fluid overload
 ■ electrolyte and acid-base imbalances
 ■ hyperglycemia
 ■ hypertriglyceridemia
 ■ nutrient deficiencies
 ■ negative nitrogen balance
 ■ organ dysfunction or organ function that has  

normalized

Physical Signs

regularly assess vital signs, including:

 ■ blood pressure
 ■ body temperature
 ■ Pulse
 ■ respiratory rate

look for physical signs of:

 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition
 ■ dehydration or fluid overload
 ■ nutrient deficiencies and excesses

F o r  P e o P l e  u n d e r g o i n g 
m e ta b o l i c  o r  r e s P i r at o r y  s t r e s s

clinical applications
1. adam is a 29-year-old male who is 6 feet 2 inches tall and 

has a usual body weight of 180 pounds. he underwent 
emergency surgery following a serious injury and is now 
being cared for in the intensive care unit. using the method 
described in box 24-2 on p. 633, estimate adam’s energy 
requirement. estimate his protein requirement, using the 
factor 1.5 grams per kilogram of body weight.

2. ayesha is a 23-year-old law student who was admitted to the 
hospital following an automobile accident in which she broke 
several bones and ruptured part of her small intestine. she 
has been in the hospital for several weeks and has just begun 
eating table foods. her brother, who was driving the vehicle, 
was also seriously injured and nearly lost his life. aside from 
the increased nutritional needs imposed by the stress of the 
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notes
1. P. a. Fitzgerald, adrenal medulla and paragan-

glia, in d. g. gardner and d. shoback, eds., 
Greenspan’s Basic & Clinical Endocrinology (new 
york: mcgraw-hill, 2011), pp. 345–393; t. b. car-
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Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 
2012), pp. 1651–1656; V. Kumar and coauthors, 
acute and chronic inflammation, in V. Kumar and 
coeditors, Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis  
of Disease (Philadelphia: saunders, 2010),  
pp. 43–77.

accident, discuss how the following factors might interfere 
with ayesha’s ability to improve her nutrition status: 

 ❚ ayesha’s injuries are painful.

 ❚ ayesha’s medications cause drowsiness.

 ❚ ayesha is depressed.

 ❚ ayesha is often out of her room for x-rays and other 
diagnostic tests when the menus and food trays arrive.

 ❚ ayesha’s food intake is sometimes restricted due to the 
procedures she is undergoing.

how might these problems be resolved to improve ayesha’s food 
intake?

self check 
1. which of the following metabolic changes accompanies acute 

stress?
a. hypoglycemia
b. reduced heart and respiratory rates 
c. elevated immune responses
d. muscle protein catabolism 

2. after an injury occurs, typical changes in the damaged tissue 
include all of the following except: 
a. reduced capillary permeability.
b. increased blood flow.
c. warmth.
d. fluid accumulation.

3. how do nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs suppress 
inflammatory processes? 
a. they interfere with histamine secretion. 
b. they inhibit eicosanoid synthesis. 
c. they impair the actions of certain cytokines. 
d. they inhibit the absorption of omega-6 fatty acids.

4. examples of acute-phase proteins include all of the following 
except: 
a. c-reactive protein.  c. albumin.
b. hepcidin.   d. fibrinogen.

5. which of the following statements concerning protein and en-
ergy recommendations during acute metabolic stress is true?
a. Protein and energy recommendations are similar to those 

for healthy people.
b. Protein and energy recommendations are reduced because 

a stressed individual cannot metabolize nutrients normally.
c. acutely stressed individuals can benefit from as much 

protein and energy as can be provided.
d. Protein and energy recommendations are often increased to 

minimize muscle tissue losses.

6. hypocaloric feedings may benefit critical care patients  
who are:
a. elderly.
b. obese.
c. receiving mechanical ventilation.
d. accumulating fluid.

7. the primary risk factor for coPd is: 
a. alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency.
b. occupational exposure to dusts or chemicals.
c. cigarette smoking.
d. frequent respiratory infections.

8. a primary feature of emphysema is: 
a. obstruction within the bronchi.
b. obstruction within the bronchioles.
c. destruction of the walls separating the alveoli.
d. excessive lung elasticity.

9. the weight loss and wasting that often occur in coPd can be 
caused by: 
a. reduced food intake.
b. increased metabolic rate.
c. reduced exercise tolerance.
d. all of the above.

10. nutrition therapy for a person with respiratory failure includes: 
a. careful attention to providing enough, but not too much, 

energy.
b. a generous fluid intake to facilitate mucus clearance.
c. a high fat intake to prevent weight loss and wasting.
d. a high carbohydrate intake to increase carbon dioxide 

production.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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Nutrition in Practice

LO 24.4 Describe the development of multiple organ 
dysfunction syndrome and identify major risk factors 
and approaches to treatment for this condition.

Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (mods), also called 
multiple organ failure, is a frequent cause of death in inten-

sive care patients. described as the progressive dysfunction of two 
or more of the body’s organ systems, mods most often involves the 
lungs, kidneys, and liver. mods is not a disease per se, but rather a 
late stage of severe illness or injury that results from a severe inflam-
matory response (discussed in chapter 24). mods can be initiated 
by a number of very different critical illnesses and conditions, in-
cluding respiratory failure, sepsis, burn injuries, trauma, and pancre-
atitis. this nutrition in Practice discusses how mods develops, the 
manner in which it is treated, and the importance of its prevention. 

How long has mODS been a major clinical 
problem?

mods was recognized as a clinical entity only after world war 
ii. Prior to the mid-20th century, patients with severe illnesses or 
multiple injuries frequently died of shock or circulatory failure. 
after fluid replacement and blood transfusions became standard 
treatments, the kidneys became the organs at highest risk, and 
kidney failure became the most common cause of death. eventu-
ally, physicians learned to better support kidney function by provid-
ing appropriate electrolyte solutions and improving urine output. 
with improved kidney care, the lungs became the most vulnerable 
organ after severe injury. improved treatment of respiratory failure 
eventually led to the current situation: advances in critical care al-
low patients to survive severe illnesses and injuries, but the body’s 
defenses often overburden organs that were not originally injured.

Why does critical illness sometimes lead  
to mODS?

as discussed earlier in chapter 24, injury and infection cause the 
release of chemical mediators that have systemic (whole-body) ef-
fects. a severe, persistent inflammatory response can lead to the 
systemic inflammatory response syndrome (sirs), which is associ-
ated with a constellation of symptoms including fever, raised heart 
and respiratory rates, and abnormal white blood cell counts. sirs 
is a normal adaptive response to a severe insult, but if not reversed 
quickly enough it can progress to shock, which is characterized by 
extremely low blood pressure and an inadequate blood supply for 
the tissues and organs of the body.1

as might be expected from a systemic reduction in blood 
availability, shock can impair numerous organ systems. the ab-
normal delivery of oxygen and nutrients to tissues and insufficient 
removal of wastes result in irreversible injury to cells and tissues. 
although each organ system is affected differently, ultimately one 
or more organs may begin to fail. the failure of one organ may 
place excessive demands on another, causing the second to fail as 
well. the progression of sirs to mods reflects the inability of the 

body’s defenses and medical treatments to counter the detrimental 
effects of a sustained and potent inflammatory response.

the specific pathophysiology of mods is poorly understood. 
although early reports attempted to link the development of mods 
directly to sepsis, sepsis is not present in all cases. infection often 
results from impaired immune function and therefore is a frequent 
consequence of mods, but it is not necessarily the underlying trig-
ger of organ dysfunction. recall from this chapter that sepsis gives 
rise to symptoms identical to those seen in sirs. Figure nP24-1 
illustrates the relationships among sirs, infection, sepsis, and mods.

Do organs fail in a specific pattern?

although the clinical course of mods differs substantially among pa-
tients, the sequence of organ dysfunction often follows a similar pat-
tern: first the lungs fail, then the heart, and finally the liver, kidneys, 
and gastrointestinal tract.2 other organs or systems may also become 
involved, and each additional failure reduces the likelihood of survival. 
table nP24-1 (p. 644) lists the organs and systems most often 
involved in mods and the potential consequences of their failure.

are there any risk factors for mODS?

epidemiological studies have identified a number of factors that 
increase risk. For example, people who develop mods are often 
older, have multiple or severe injuries, or are obese.3 table nP24-2 

· Trauma
· Burns
· Surgery
· Pancreatitis

Infection

Tissue injury and inflammatory response

Shock*

Multiple organ
dysfunction syndrome

*After critical injury, shock may sometimes precede
and be the cause of SIRS.

SIRS Sepsis

Signs of SIRS and sepsis:
   · Elevated respiratory rate
   · Elevated heart rate
   · Abnormal body temperature
   · Abnormal white blood cell count

F i g u r e  n P 2 4 - 1   relationships among SirS, 
Sepsis, and multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome
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lists the major risk factors associated with mods, some of which 
are discussed below:

 ❚ Age. Patients over 55 years old are several times more likely to 
develop mods than are younger patients. in elderly patients, the 
increased risk may be due to the presence of chronic illnesses that 
directly affect organ function, such as heart disease, lung disease, 
diabetes, or liver damage. aging also decreases the functional re-
serve of organs, thereby reducing an older patient’s ability to deal 
with the additional stress that arises during critical illness.

 ❚ Severity of SIRS. the length of time that sirs persists is related 
to the development of mods. Patients who have sirs that per-
sists for more than three days are more likely to develop mods 
than patients who have sirs for less than two days.

 ❚ Infection. Prolonged sirs can suppress immune function and in-
crease the risk of developing an infection. during hospital stays, 
critically ill patients often contract pneumonia—the principal infec-
tion associated with mods. the risks of infection and sepsis greatly 
increase with the use of invasive catheters, which are frequently 
needed during intensive care to provide oxygen support, intrave-
nous fluid resuscitation, nutrition support, and urine clearance.

 ❚ Blood transfusions. blood transfusions are immunosuppressive 
and may increase a patient’s risks of developing infection or sepsis. 
blood transfusions frequently have adverse effects that can add 

further stress: they may cause acute lung injury, allergic reactions, 
red blood cell hemolysis (breakdown), and other complications.

What is the treatment for mODS?

once mods has developed, extensive medical support is needed 
until the inflammatory response has abated. unfortunately, 
aggressive treatments can have damaging effects of their own and 
may cause further injury to organs that are already weakened by 
illness. health practitioners must therefore be aware of the adverse 
effects of aggressive therapies and remain alert to a patient’s 
responses to treatments. therapies that are often used to manage 
mods include the following:4

 ❚ Lung support. mechanical ventilation is used to assist injured 
lungs and sustain gas exchange.

 ❚ Fluid resuscitation. Fluids and electrolytes are supplied to restore 
blood volume and maintain electrolyte balance.

 ❚ Support of heart and blood vessel function. medications help to 
sustain or increase cardiac output and maintain adequate blood 
pressure.

 ❚ Kidney support. hemofiltration or dialysis helps to prevent the 
buildup of toxic metabolites in the blood.

 ❚ Protection against infection. antibiotic therapy may reverse or 
prevent infections.

 ❚ Nutrition support. enteral and parenteral nutrition support 
provide nutrients, help to prevent excessive wasting, and pro-
mote recovery.

What can be done to reduce the incidence of 
mODS?

because mortality rates for mods are so high, prevention must be 
considered at the earliest stages of injury and treatment, before an 
excessive inflammatory response can cause further damage. health 
practitioners have learned to identify the conditions that can in-
crease organ stress whether they are due to a disease process, an 
inflammatory response, or an aggressive treatment that is intended 
to provide organ support. although improvements in care over the 
past few decades have reduced some of the complications that 
arise during intensive care, rates of mortality from mods have 
not changed. thus, a focus on prevention is critical until a better 
understanding of the pathophysiology of mods is achieved, which 
may lead to additional therapeutic options.

notes

1. J. a. russell, shock syndromes related to sepsis, in l. 
goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil Medicine 
(Philadelphia: saunders, 2012), pp. 658–666.

2. d. c. dewar and coauthors, Post-injury multiple organ failure, 
Trauma 13 (2011): 81–91.

3. dewar and coauthors, 2011. 

4. russell, 2012; d. J. cook, approach to the patient in a critical 
care setting, in l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s 
Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 2012), pp. 624–626.

Ta b L e  n P 2 4 - 1   Physiological effects of Organ or 
System Failure

Organ or System Effects of Failure

lungs inability to maintain gas exchange

heart low cardiac output, low blood 
pressure, inadequate circulation, shock

liver altered metabolic processes

Kidneys inability to regulate blood volume, 
maintain electrolytes, remove wastes

gi tract impaired digestion and absorption, ab- 
normal bleeding, bacterial translocation

immune system infection, sepsis

coagulation system excessive bleeding or blood clotting

central nervous system decreased perceptions, brain injury, coma

Ta b L e  n P 2 4 - 2   Factors That influence risk of 
multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome

 ❚ age over 55 years

 ❚ obesity

 ❚ Prior chronic disease

 ❚ Persistent sirs

 ❚ major infection

 ❚ blood transfusions

 ❚ severity of tissue injury

 ❚ length of time between injury and arrival at hospital

 ❚ malnutrition
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Energy- and 
Protein-Modified 
Diets for Cancer 
and HIV Infection

25

25.1 Cancer
LO 25.1 Explain how cancer develops, and discuss  
the factors that influence cancer risk, the effects of 
cancer on nutrition status, and the main approaches 
to cancer treatment.

25.2 HIV Infection
LO 25.2 Describe the potential consequences of HIV 
infection, its medical treatment, and nutrition therapy 
for this condition.

25.3 Nutrition in Practice: Ethical Issues 
in Nutrition Care
LO 25.3 Identify the ethical principles that guide  
treatment decisions, and compare the responsibilities 
of physicians and patients in determining the appro-
priate care during medical emergencies.
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Although cancers and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infec-
tions are distinct disorders, from a nutritional standpoint they share 

some similarities. Both disorders have debilitating effects that influence 
nutritional needs, and both can lead to severe wasting in advanced cases. 
These illnesses require nutrition therapy that is highly individualized 
based on the symptoms manifested and the organ systems involved.

25.1 Cancer
LO 25.1 Explain how cancer develops, and discuss the factors that influence cancer 
risk, the effects of cancer on nutrition status, and the main approaches to cancer 
treatment.

Cancer, the growth of  malignant tissue, is the second most common cause of  death 
in the United States, ranking just below cardiovascular disease. Cancer is not a single 
disorder, however; there are many different kinds of  malignant growths. The vari-
ous types of  cancer have different characteristics, occur in different locations in the 
body, progress differently, and require different treatments (see Box 25-1). Whereas 
an isolated, non-spreading type of  skin cancer may be removed in a physician’s office 
with no effect on nutrition status, advanced cancers—especially those of  the gastroin-
testinal (GI) tract and pancreas—can seriously impair nutrition status. In the United 
States, the most common cancers are breast cancer (in women), prostate cancer  
(in men), lung cancer, and colorectal cancers.1

How Cancer Develops
The development of  cancer, called carcinogenesis, often proceeds slowly and contin-
ues for several decades. A cancer usually arises from either genetic mutations or the 
altered expression of  genes that regulate cell division in a single cell.2 These changes 
may promote cellular growth, interfere with growth restraint, or prevent cellular death. 
The affected cell thereby loses its built-in capacity for halting cell division and produces 
daughter cells with the same genetic defects. As the abnormal mass of  cells, called a 
tumor (or neoplasm), grows, a network of  blood vessels forms to supply the tumor with 
the nutrients it needs to support its growth. The tumor can disrupt the functioning of  
the normal tissue around it, and some tumor cells may metastasize, spreading to other 
regions in the body. In leukemia (cancer affecting the white blood cells), the abnormal 
cells do not form a tumor; they accumulate in the blood and other tissues. Figure 25-1 
illustrates the steps in cancer development.

cancers are classified by the 
tissues or cells from which they 
develop: 

 ❚ Adenocarcinomas arise from 
glandular tissues.

 ❚ Carcinomas arise from 
epithelial tissues.

 ❚ Leukemias arise from white 
blood cell precursors.

 ❚ Lymphomas arise from 
lymphoid tissue.

 ❚ Melanomas arise from 
pigmented skin cells.

 ❚ Myelomas arise from plasma 
cells in the bone marrow.

 ❚ Sarcomas arise from 
connective tissues, such as 
muscle or bone.

BOX 25-1

Initiation

Normal cells Proliferation of the
altered cells results
in formation of a tumor.

Promotion
Further tumor
development

Malignant cells

The cancerous tumor releases cells into the
bloodstream or lymphatic system (metastasis).

Normal cells

Genetic mutations or 
changes in gene 
expression induce
abnormal division of a
single cell.

F i g u r e  2 5 - 1   Cancer Development
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The reasons why cancers develop are numerous and varied. Vulnerability to  
cancer is sometimes inherited: a genetic defect may alter DNA structure, function, or 
repair. Some metabolic processes may initiate carcinogenesis, as when phagocytes  
(immune cells) produce oxidants that cause DNA damage, or when chronic inflam-
mation increases the rate of  cell division and the risk of  a damaging mutation. More  
often, cancers are caused by interactions between a person’s genes and the environment.  
Exposure to cancer-causing substances, or carcinogens, may induce genetic mutations 
that lead to cancer; other substances may stimulate division or proliferation of the altered 
cells. Table 25-1 provides examples of environmental factors that increase cancer risk.

Nutrition and Cancer Risk
Like other environmental factors, diet and lifestyle strongly influence cancer risk. 
Various food components can alter processes of  DNA repair, gene expression, or cell 
differentiation in ways that affect cancer development.3 Moreover, some food com-
pounds can directly damage DNA, alter carcinogen metabolism in the liver, or inhibit 
the formation of  carcinogens in the body. Energy balance and growth rate can both 
influence cancer risk due to their effects on cell division rates (and therefore, mutation 
risk) and hormones that regulate cell growth. Table 25-2 (p. 648) includes examples of  
nutrition-related factors that may increase or decrease the risk of  developing cancer.

Nutrition and increased cancer risk As shown in Table 25-2, obesity is a risk  
factor for a number of  different cancers, including some relatively common cancers 
such as colon cancer and postmenopausal breast cancer. Obesity increases cancer risk, 
in part, by altering the levels of  hormones that influence cell growth, such as insulin, the 
sex hormones, and several kinds of  growth factors.4 For example, in the case of  breast  
cancer in postmenopausal women, the hormone estrogen is likely involved: obese 

cancers: diseases characterized by 
the uncontrolled growth of a group 
of abnormal cells, which can destroy 
adjacent tissues and spread to other 
areas of the body via the lymph or 
blood.

human immunodeficiency 
virus (HiV): the virus that causes 
acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome (aids). hiV destroys immune 
cells and progressively impedes the 
body’s ability to fight infections and 
certain cancers.

malignant (ma-lig-nent): describes 
a cancerous cell or tumor, which can 
injure healthy tissue and spread cancer 
to other regions of the body.

carcinogenesis (car-sin-oh-
Jen-eh-sis): the process of cancer 
development.

tumor: an abnormal tissue 
mass that has no physiological 
function; also called a neoplasm 
(nee-oh-plazm). tumors may be 
malignant (cancerous) or benign 
(noncancerous).

metastasize (meh-tas-tah-size): 
to spread from one part of the body 
to another; refers to cancer cells. 
carcinogens (car-sin-oh-jenz or 
car-sin-oh-jenz): substances that 
can cause cancer (the adjective is 
carcinogenic).

Ta b L e  2 5 - 1   environmental Factors That increase Cancer risk

Environmental Factors Cancer Sites

aflatoxins (toxins in moldy peanuts or grains) liver

arsenic skin, lung, bladder, kidney

asbestosa larynx, lung, pleura, ovary, peritoneum

chromium (hexavalent) compounds nasal cavity, lung

estrogen-progesterone menopausal therapy endometrium, breast

immunosuppressive drugs lymphoid tissues, liver, skin

infection with Helicobacter pylori stomach

infection with hepatitis b and hepatitis c viruses liver

infection with human papillomavirus (hPV) cervix, vulva, vagina, penis, anus, oropharynx

ionizing radiation (x-rays, radon, radioactive 
isotopes, and other sources)

white blood cells (leukemia), thyroid, lung, salivary 
glands, esophagus, stomach, colon, rectum, skin, 
bladder, breast, bone, liver, kidney, brain

tobaccob lip, oral cavity, nasal cavity, pharynx, larynx, 
lung, esophagus, stomach, colon, rectum, liver, 
pancreas, kidney, bladder

ultraviolet radiation (sun exposure) skin 

a risk is greatly increased in cigarette smokers.

b a combined exposure to tobacco and alcohol multiplies the risks of developing cancers of the oral cavity, pharynx, 
larynx, and esophagus.

Sources: m. J. thun and a. Jemel, epidemiology of cancer, in l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil 
Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 2012), pp. 1177–1182; world cancer research Fund/american institute for cancer 
research, Food, Nutrition, Physical Activity, and the Prevention of Cancer: A Global Perspective (washington, dc: 
american institute for cancer research, 2007), pp. 157–171.
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women have higher estrogen levels than lean women do because adipose tissue is the 
primary source of  estrogen after menopause. The increase in circulating estrogen may 
create an environment that encourages carcinogenesis in breast tissue.5

About 1 in 30 cancer deaths can be attributed to alcohol consumption, which cor-
relates strongly with cancers of  the head and neck, liver, colon, rectum, and breast.6 
For head and neck cancers, the risk is multiplied when alcohol drinkers also smoke 
tobacco. These findings illustrate why the potential benefits of  moderate alcohol con-
sumption on cardiovascular disease risk must be weighed against the potential dangers.

Food preparation methods can influence carcinogen production (see Box 25-2).  
Cooking meat, poultry, and fish at high temperatures (by frying or broiling, for  
example) may cause carcinogens to form in these foods.7* Carcinogens also accom-
pany the smoke that adheres to foods during grilling and are present in the charred 
surfaces of  grilled meat and fish.†** However, the cancer risk from eating such foods 
is unclear because the biological effects of  these carcinogens are modulated by other 
dietary components, including compounds in vegetables and other plant foods.

*These carcinogens are heterocyclic amines, formed when amino acids, sugars, and creatine react at 
high temperatures.

**These carcinogens are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, formed from the incomplete combustion of 
organic compounds.

Ta b L e  2 5 - 2   nutrition-related Factors That influence Cancer risk

Nutrition-Related Factorsa Cancer Sites

Factors that may increase cancer risk

obesity esophagus, colon, rectum, pancreas, gallbladder, 
kidney, breast (postmenopausal), endometrium

red meat, processed meats colon, rectum

salted and salt-preserved foods stomach

beta-carotene supplements lungb

high-calcium diets (over 1500 mg daily) Prostate 

alcoholc mouth, pharynx, larynx, esophagus, colon, rectum, 
liver, breast

low level of physical activityd colon, rectum, breast (postmenopausal), endometrium

Factors that may decrease cancer risk

Fruits and nonstarchy vegetables lung, mouth, pharynx, larynx, esophagus, stomach 

carotenoid-containing foods lung, mouth, pharynx, larynx, esophagus

tomato products Prostate

allium vegetables (onion, garlic) stomach, colon, rectum

Vitamin c–containing foods esophagus

Folate-containing foods Pancreas, colon, rectum

Fiber-containing foods colon, rectum

milk and calcium supplements colon, rectum

high level of physical activityd colon, rectum, breast (postmenopausal), endometrium 

a altered cancer risk is associated with high intakes of the dietary substances listed.
b cancer risk is increased in tobacco smokers and may not apply to other groups.
c a combined exposure to alcohol and tobacco multiplies the risks of developing cancers of the oral cavity, pharynx, 
larynx, and esophagus.
d Physical activity may influence cancer risk by altering body fatness, intestinal transit time, insulin sensitivity, hormone 
levels, enzyme activities, and immune responses.

Sources: w. c. willett and coauthors, diet, obesity, and physical activity, in b. w. stewart and c. b. wild, eds., World 
Cancer Report 2014 (lyon, France: international agency for research on cancer; 2014), pp. 171–184; world cancer 
research Fund/american institute for cancer research, Food, Nutrition, Physical Activity, and the Prevention of Cancer: 
A Global Perspective (washington, dc: american institute for cancer research, 2007). 

to minimize carcinogen forma-
tion during cooking:

 ❚ marinate meats before 
cooking.

 ❚ use lower-heat options such 
as roasting, stewing, or 
microwaving.

 ❚ choose lean meats for 
grilling, and take care not to 
blacken surfaces. 

 ❚ to reduce smoke formation, 
prevent fat from dripping 
onto the heat source.

BOX 25-2
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Nutrition and Decreased cancer risk Consuming fruits and vegetables may  
reduce the risks of  some cancers (see Table 25-2 and Figure 25-2).8 Possible benefit  
has been attributed, in part, to nutrients and phytochemicals with antioxidant activ-
ity, as these substances may prevent or reduce the oxidative reactions in cells that 
cause DNA damage. In addition, phytochemicals may inhibit carcinogen produc-
tion in the body, enhance immune responses that protect against cancer develop-
ment, or promote enzyme reactions that inactivate carcinogens. The B vitamin folate  
(provided by certain fruits and vegetables) functions in DNA synthesis and repair; 
thus, inadequate folate intakes may allow DNA damage to accumulate. Fruits and 
vegetables also contribute dietary fiber, which may help to protect against colon and 
rectal cancers by diluting potential carcinogens in fecal matter and accelerating their 
removal from the GI tract. Table 25-3 summarizes dietary and lifestyle practices that 
may help to reduce cancer risk.

Consequences of Cancer
Once cancer develops, its consequences depend on the location of  the cancer, its  
severity, and the treatment. The complications that develop are often due to the  
tumor’s impingement on surrounding tissues. Nonspecific effects of  cancer include 

F i g u r e  2 5 - 2   Cruciferous 
Vegetables and Cancer risk
cruciferous vegetables, such as 
cauliflower, broccoli, and brussels 
sprouts, may inhibit several types 
of cancer, including cancers of the 
prostate, bladder, and lung.

Ta b L e  2 5 - 3   guidelines for reducing Cancer risk

Achieve and maintain a healthy body weight throughout life.

 ❚ be as lean as possible within the normal range of body weight for your height. 

 ❚ avoid weight gain and increases in waist circumference throughout adulthood.

Be physically active as part of everyday life.

 ❚ For adults: engage in moderate physical activity (equivalent to brisk walking) for at least 30 minutes each day; increase duration or  
intensity of activity as fitness improves.

 ❚ For children and adolescents: engage in moderate to vigorous activity for at least 60 minutes each day.

 ❚ limit sedentary habits such as watching television.

Choose a healthy diet that emphasizes plant sources.

 ❚ limit consumption of energy-dense foods (>225 kcal per 100 g food) and sugary drinks that contribute to weight gain.

 ❚ consume relatively unprocessed grains and/or legumes with every meal. choose whole-grain products instead of processed (refined) grains.

 ❚ consume at least 2½ cups of nonstarchy vegetables and fruits every day.

Limit consumption of foods that may increase cancer risk.

 ❚ limit consumption of red meats (beef, pork, or lamb) to 18 ounces per week.

 ❚ limit consumption of processed meats (those preserved by smoking, curing, or salting).

 ❚ avoid salt-preserved, salted, and salty foods.

 ❚ avoid moldy grains and legumes.

Limit consumption of alcoholic beverages. 

 ❚ For women: consume no more than one drink daily.

 ❚ For men: consume no more than two drinks daily.

Aim to meet nutritional needs through the diet.

 ❚ obtain necessary nutrients from the diet. dietary supplements are not recommended for cancer prevention, and they may have unexpected 
adverse effects.

Avoid using tobacco in any form.

Sources: l. h. Kushi and coauthors, american cancer society guidelines on nutrition and physical activity for cancer prevention: reducing the risk of cancer with healthy 
food choices and physical activity, CA: A Cancer Journal for Clinicians 62 (2012): 30–67; world cancer research Fund/american institute for cancer research, Food, 
Nutrition, Physical Activity, and the Prevention of Cancer: A Global Perspective (washington, d.c.: american institute for cancer research, 2007).
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anorexia, malaise, weight loss, night sweats, and fever.9 During the early stages, 
many cancers produce no symptoms, and the person may be unaware of  the threat 
to health.

anorexia and reduced Food intake Anorexia is a major contributor to the weight 
loss often associated with cancer. Some factors that contribute to anorexia or other-
wise reduce food intake include the following: 

 ❚ Mental stress. A cancer diagnosis can cause distress, anxiety, and depression, all of  
which may reduce appetite. Facing and undergoing cancer treatments induces  
additional psychological stress.

 ❚ Chronic nausea and early satiety. People with cancer frequently experience nausea 
and a premature feeling of  fullness after eating small amounts of  food.

 ❚ Fatigue. People with cancer may tire easily and lack the energy to prepare and eat 
meals. If  severe weight loss occurs, these tasks become even more difficult.

 ❚ Pain. People in pain may have little interest in eating, particularly if  eating makes 
the pain worse.

 ❚ Gastrointestinal obstructions. A tumor may partially or completely obstruct a portion 
of  the GI tract, causing complications such as nausea and vomiting, early satiety, 
delayed gastric emptying, and bacterial overgrowth. Some patients with obstruc-
tions are unable to tolerate oral diets.

 ❚ Effects of  cancer therapies. Chemotherapy and radiation treatments for cancer frequently 
have side effects that make food consumption difficult, such as nausea, vomiting, dry 
mouth, altered taste perceptions, oral mucositis (inflamed oral mucosa), esophagitis, 
dysphagia, abdominal pain, and diarrhea.

Metabolic changes The metabolic changes that arise in cancer contribute to weight 
loss and nutrient depletion.10 Cytokines, released by both tumor cells and immune 
cells, induce an inflammatory and catabolic state. Cancer patients exhibit an increased 
rate of  protein turnover, but reduced muscle protein synthesis. Muscle contributes 
amino acids for gluconeogenesis (glucose production), further depleting the body’s 
supply of  protein. Triglyceride breakdown increases, elevating serum lipids. Many  
patients develop insulin resistance. These metabolic abnormalities help to explain 
why people with cancer fail to regain lean tissue or maintain healthy body weights 
even when they are consuming adequate energy and nutrients. 

cancer cachexia The combined effects of  a poor appetite, accelerated and abnormal 
metabolism, and the diversion of  nutrients to support tumor growth result in a lower 
supply of  energy and nutrients at a time when demands are high. Cancer cachexia—
characterized by anorexia, weight loss, muscle wasting, anemia, and fatigue—develops 
in up to 50 percent of  cancer patients and is responsible for as many as 20 percent of  
cancer deaths.11 Cachexia may be indicated by an involuntary weight loss of  more than 
five percent of  body weight; care must be taken not to overlook unintentional weight 
loss in patients who are overweight or obese. Unlike in starvation, nutrition interven-
tion alone is unable to reverse cachexia.12

Treatments for Cancer
The primary medical treatments for cancer—surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, 
or any combination of  the three—aim to remove cancer cells, prevent further tumor 
growth, and alleviate symptoms.13 The likelihood of  effective treatment is highest with 
early detection and intervention. Because treatment decisions are difficult and cancer 
therapies have considerable side effects, patients rely on health care providers to help 
them make informed decisions. 

anorexia: lack of appetite.

oral mucositis: inflammation of 
the oral mucosa; signs may include 
swelling, redness, mouth sores, 
bleeding, or ulcerations in mucosal 
tissue.

cytokines: signaling proteins  
produced by the body’s cells; the  
cytokines that promote inflamma-
tion and catabolism include tumor 
necrosis factor-α, interleukin-1,  
interleukin-6, and γ-interferon.

protein turnover: the continuous 
degradation and synthesis of the 
body’s proteins.

cancer cachexia (ka-KeK-see-ah): 
a wasting syndrome associated  
with cancer that is characterized  
by anorexia, weight loss, muscle 
wasting, and fatigue.
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Surgery Surgery is performed to remove tumors, determine the extent of  cancer, and 
protect nearby tissues. Often, surgery must be followed by other cancer treatments to 
prevent the growth of  new tumors. The acute metabolic stress caused by surgery raises 
protein and energy needs and can exacerbate wasting. Surgery also contributes to pain,  
fatigue, and anorexia, all of which can reduce food intake at a time when nutritional needs 
are substantial. Blood loss contributes to nutrient losses and further exacerbates malnutri-
tion. Some surgeries can have long-term effects on nutritional status (see Table 25-4).

chemotherapy Chemotherapy relies on the use of drugs to treat cancer, and is used to 
inhibit tumor growth, shrink tumors before surgery, and prevent or suppress metastasis.  
Some cancer drugs (such as methotrexate) interfere with the process of  cell division;  
others sterilize cells that are in a resting phase and are not actively dividing. Unfortu-
nately, most of  these drugs have toxic effects on normal cells as well and are especially 
damaging to rapidly dividing cells, such as those of the GI tract, skin, and bone marrow. 
The bone marrow damage can impair the production of red blood cells (causing anemia) 
and white blood cells (causing neutropenia). Some of the newer drugs target properties 
specific to cancer cells and are better tolerated by the body’s tissues. Table 25-5 describes 
some nutrition-related side effects that may result from chemotherapy.

radiation therapy Radiation therapy treats cancer by bombarding cancer cells 
with X-rays, gamma rays, or various atomic particles. These treatments generate reac-
tive forms of  oxygen, such as superoxide and hydroxyl radicals, which can damage 
cellular DNA and cause cell death. Newer techniques can focus the radiation directly 
at tumors and minimize damage to nearby tissues. An advantage of  radiation therapy 

Ta b L e  2 5 - 4   nutrition-
related Side effects of 
Cancer Surgeries

Head and Neck Surgeries

 ❚ aspiration

 ❚ dry or sore mouth

 ❚ reduced chewing or swallowing 
ability

 ❚ reduced sense of taste or smell

Esophageal Resection

 ❚ acid reflux

 ❚ altered gastric motility

 ❚ reduced swallowing ability

Gastric Resection

 ❚ dumping syndrome 

 ❚ early satiety

 ❚ inadequate gastric acid secretion

 ❚ malabsorption of iron, folate, 
and vitamin b12

Intestinal Resection

 ❚ bile insufficiency

 ❚ diarrhea 

 ❚ Fluid and electrolyte imbalances

 ❚ general malabsorption

Pancreatic Resection

 ❚ diabetes mellitus

 ❚ general malabsorption

Ta b L e  2 5 - 5   nutrition-related Side effects of Chemotherapy  
and radiation Therapy

Reduced Nutrient 
Intake

Increased Nutrient 
losses

Altered Metabolism

Chemotherapy abdominal pain

anorexia

nausea and vomiting

oral mucositis

reduced taste sensation

diarrhea

gastrointestinal 
inflammation

malabsorption

Vomiting

anemia, neutropenia

Fluid and electrolyte 
imbalances as a 
consequence of 
vomiting, diarrhea, or 
malabsorption

hyperglycemia

interference with 
vitamins or body 
compounds

negative nitrogen and 
micronutrient balances

secondary effects of 
malnutrition, infection, 
or inflammation

Radiation therapy anorexia

damage to teeth, jaws, 
or salivary glands

dysphagia

esophagitis

nausea and vomiting

oral mucositis

reduced salivary 
secretions

reduced taste sensation

blood loss from 
intestine and 
bladder

diarrhea

Fistulas

intestinal 
obstructions

malabsorption

radiation enteritis

Vomiting

Fluid and electrolyte 
imbalances as a 
consequence of 
vomiting, diarrhea, or 
malabsorption

secondary effects of 
malnutrition, infection, 
or inflammation

chemotherapy: the use of drugs 
to arrest or destroy cancer cells; 
these drugs are called antineoplastic 
agents.

methotrexate: an anticancer drug 
that inhibits cell division. methotrexate 
closely resembles the b vitamin folate, 
which is needed for dna synthesis; 
the drug works by blocking activity of 
the enzyme that converts folate to its 
active form (see Figure 15-3, p. 426).

neutropenia: a low white blood cell 
(neutrophil) count, which increases 
susceptibility to infection.

radiation therapy: the use of  
x-rays, gamma rays, or atomic  
particles to destroy cancer cells. 
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over surgery is that it can shrink tumors while preserving organ structure and func-
tion. Compared with chemotherapy, radiation therapy is better able to target specific 
regions of  the body, rather than involving all body cells. Nonetheless, radiation ther-
apy can damage healthy tissues and sometimes has long-term detrimental effects on 
nutrition status (see Table 25-5). Radiation to the head and neck can damage the sali-
vary glands and taste buds, causing inflammation, dry mouth, and a reduced sense of  
taste; in severe cases, the damage may be permanent. Radiation treatment in the lower 
abdomen can cause radiation enteritis, an inflammatory condition of  the small intes-
tine that causes nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea; the condition may persist for months 
or years and lead to chronic malabsorption in some individuals.

Hematopoietic Stem cell transplantation Hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation replaces the blood-forming stem cells that have been destroyed by high-dose 
chemotherapy or radiation therapy. These procedures may be used to treat leukemia, 
lymphomas, and multiple myeloma.14 If  possible, stem cells are collected from the 
patient’s bone marrow or circulating blood before chemotherapy or radiation treat-
ment begins so that a separate donor is not required. If  another person’s cells are 
used, the patient must take immunosuppressant drugs to prevent graft-versus-host 
disease, in which the donor’s immune cells attack the recipient’s tissues, and graft 
rejection, in which the recipient’s immune system rejects the donor cells. Graft- 
versus-host disease often damages tissues of  the GI tract, leading to severe intestinal 
inflammation, profuse diarrhea, and bleeding.

The high-dose chemotherapy or radiation therapy preceding stem cell transplants 
and the immunosuppressant drugs often required afterward can impair immune func-
tion substantially, increasing the risk of  infection and foodborne illness. Patients are 
often unable to consume adequate food during or after these procedures and usually 
require nutrition support.

Biological therapies Newer therapies for cancer include the use of  biological 
molecules that stimulate immune responses against cancer cells (also called immu-
notherapy). These substances include antibodies, cytokines, and other proteins that 
strengthen the body’s immune defenses, enable the destruction of  cancer cells, or  
interfere with cancer development in some way. Although side effects vary, many of  
these treatments can cause anorexia, GI symptoms, and general discomfort, reducing 
a person’s ability or desire to consume adequate amounts of  food.

Medications to combat anorexia and Wasting Medications prescribed to stimu-
late the appetite and promote weight gain include megestrol acetate (Megace), a syn-
thetic compound similar in structure to the hormone progesterone, and dronabinol 
(Marinol), which resembles the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana and stimulates 
the appetite at doses that have minimal mental effects. Under investigation are medica-
tions that promote muscle protein synthesis, induce the secretion of  growth hormone 
or growth factors, or reduce catabolism.15

alternative therapies Many patients turn to complementary and alternative 
medicine (CAM) to assist them in their fight against cancer. Although few abandon 
conventional medicine, up to 80 percent of  cancer patients combine one or more 
CAM approaches with standard treatment.16 Many patients do not discuss their use 
of  CAM with physicians.

Multivitamin and herbal supplements are among the most frequently used CAM 
therapies. Although many supplements can be used without risk, some may have 
adverse effects or interfere with conventional treatments. Use of  the herb St. John’s 
wort, for example, can reduce the effectiveness of  some anticancer drugs.17 As  
another example, some studies suggest that antioxidant supplements interfere with 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments.18 Most current research suggests that dietary 
supplements (including multivitamins) are unable to improve outcomes or survival 
after a cancer diagnosis and may actually increase mortality rates.19

radiation enteritis: inflammation 
of intestinal tissue caused by radia-
tion therapy.

hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation: transplantation 
of the stem cells that produce red 
blood cells and white blood cells; 
the stem cells are obtained from 
bone marrow (bone marrow trans-
plantation) or circulating blood.

❚ haima ∙ blood

❚ poiesis ∙ to make

graft-versus-host disease: a 
condition in which the immune cells 
in transplanted tissue (the graft)  
attack recipient (host) cells, leading 
to widespread tissue damage. 

graft rejection: destruction  
of donor tissue by the recipient’s  
immune system, which recognizes 
the donor cells as foreign.

complementary and alterna-
tive medicine (Cam): health 
care practices that have not been 
proved to be effective and conse-
quently are not included as part  
of conventional treatment (see  
nutrition in Practice 15).
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Nutrition Therapy for Cancer
The goals of  nutrition therapy for cancer patients are to maintain a healthy weight, 
preserve muscle tissue, prevent or correct nutrient deficiencies, and provide a diet that  
patients can tolerate and enjoy despite the complications of  illness.20 Appropriate nutri-
tion care helps patients preserve their strength and improves recovery after stressful  
cancer treatments. Moreover, malnourished cancer patients develop more complications 
and have shorter survival times than patients who maintain good nutrition status.

Because there are many forms of  cancer and a variety of  potential treatments, nutri-
tional needs among cancer patients vary considerably. Furthermore, a person’s needs 
may change at different stages of  illness. Patients should be screened for malnutrition 
when cancer is diagnosed and reassessed during the treatment and recovery periods.

Protein and energy For patients at risk of  weight loss and wasting, the focus of  
nutrition care is to ensure appropriate intakes of  protein and energy. Protein require-
ments are often between 1.0 and 1.6 grams per kilogram of  body weight daily.21  
Patients should consume adequate energy to prevent weight loss; those who cannot eat 
enough food may be able to meet their needs by supplementing the diet with nutrient-
dense oral supplements.22 Box 25-3 provides suggestions that can help to increase the 
energy and protein content of  meals.

to increase the energy content of a meal, try these suggestions:

 ❚ Meat. choose high-fat meat instead of lean meat. sauté or 
pan-fry meat instead of baking or roasting it, and use sauces 
or gravies liberally. sprinkle bacon bits or sausage pieces on 
vegetable dishes.

 ❚ Cheese. include cheese slices or cream cheese in sandwiches 
made with luncheon meat. spread cream cheese on raw 
vegetables, toast, and crackers or mix into dishes that contain 
chopped fruit. 

 ❚ Half-and-half and cream. replace milk or water with half-and-
half or cream in breakfast cereals, soups, mashed potatoes, 
sauces, hot chocolate, and desserts. add sour cream or cream 
sauce to soup, vegetable dishes, and potato dishes. add 
whipped cream to fruit salad and desserts.

 ❚ Breads and cereals. choose high-fat grain products such as 
granola, pancakes, waffles, French toast, and biscuits. Prepare 
hot cereal with whole milk or cream, or added fat.

 ❚ Fruit. mash avocados to make guacamole, or use mashed 
avocado as a sandwich spread. add chopped dried fruit to 
salads and baked goods. snack on dried fruit between meals.

 ❚ Nuts. add chopped nuts to stir-fried vegetables, pasta dishes, 
fruit salad, and green salad. use nut meats in baked products. 
spread nut butters on bread or crackers.

 ❚ Butter or margarine. melt on pasta, potatoes, rice, and cooked 
vegetables. add to hot cereal, soup, and casseroles. spread 
liberally on bread, crackers, and rolls.

 ❚ Mayonnaise or salad dressing. add to pasta, tuna, and potato 
salads. use as a dressing for raw or cooked vegetables.

 ❚ Beverages. replace water and non-kcaloric beverages with 
sweetened drinks, fruit juice, and milk shakes. drink whole 
milk instead of low-fat or nonfat milk. add strawberry or 
chocolate syrup to plain milk to boost kcalories.

these suggestions can help to add protein to a meal:

 ❚ Meat. add small chunks of meat to soup, potato salad, egg 
dishes, bean dishes, and casseroles. add chunks of chicken or 
turkey to green salads. add minced meat to pasta sauce and 
vegetable dishes.

 ❚ Eggs. add raw eggs when preparing casseroles, meatballs, 
and hamburgers. add chopped hard-cooked eggs to salads, 
vegetable dishes, sandwich fillings, and pasta and potato salads.

 ❚ Cheese. melt on scrambled eggs, vegetable dishes, potatoes, 
hamburgers, meat loaf, and casseroles. add cottage cheese 
to egg dishes, pasta recipes, and salad dressing. grate hard 
cheese and sprinkle on soup, salad, and cooked vegetables. 
avoid using reduced-fat cheese.

 ❚ Milk. use in place of water when preparing cereal or soup. use 
cream sauces (which are made with milk) to flavor vegetable 
and pasta dishes.

 ❚ Powdered milk (use full-fat milk powder if available). add 
to recipes that include milk. dissolve extra milk powder into 
milk-containing beverages. stir into hot cereal, potato dishes, 
casseroles, and sauces. add to scrambled eggs, hamburgers, 
and meat loaf.

 ❚ Protein supplements. snack on protein bars between meals. add 
protein powder to beverages and shakes. drink meal replacement 
formulas, such as ensure or boost, instead of juice or soda.
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Although weight loss is a problem for many cancer patients, breast cancer patients 
often gain weight.23 The weight gain occurs during the first 2 years after breast cancer 
diagnosis and is associated with an increase in total body fat. By discussing weight 
maintenance soon after diagnosis and encouraging physical activity, health practitio-
ners can help patients avoid unnecessary weight gain.

Managing Symptoms and complications A thorough nutrition assessment  
often uncovers specific problems or symptoms that interfere with food consumption. 
Table 25-6 lists dietary considerations related to cancers affecting different sites in the 
body. Box 25-4 describes dietary strategies that may alleviate symptoms and improve 
food intake. Patients’ responses to these strategies can vary considerably, and in some 
cases, a number of  adjustments may be necessary.

Low-Microbial Diet Patients with suppressed immunity or neutropenia (such as 
those who have undergone hematopoietic stem cell transplants or are taking immu-
nosuppressant drugs) may be prescribed a low-microbial diet (sometimes called a 
neutropenic diet), which includes only foods that are unlikely to be contaminated with 
bacteria or other microbes.24 Acceptable foods include well-cooked meats and eggs, 
pasteurized milk products, well-washed fruits and vegetables, and shelf-stable pack-
aged foods. Foods that must be avoided include unwashed raw fruits and vegetables, 
unpasteurized juices and milk products, leftover luncheon meats, and foods from salad 
bars or street vendors. In addition, patients should follow safe food-handling practices 
to minimize the risk of  foodborne illness (see Nutrition in Practice 5 for details).

enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Support Tube feedings or parenteral nutrition 
may be necessary for patients who are experiencing complications that interfere with 
food intake or have long-term or permanent gastrointestinal impairment.25 For exam-
ple, many patients who undergo radiation therapy for head and neck cancers develop 
dysphagia or oral mucositis and may benefit from tube feeding. Parenteral nutrition 
is reserved for patients who have inadequate GI function, such as those with severe 
radiation enteritis. Whenever possible, enteral nutrition is strongly preferred over par-
enteral nutrition, to preserve GI function and avoid infection.

Ta b L e  2 5 - 6   Dietary Considerations for Specific Cancers

Cancer Sites Common Complicationsa Possible Dietary Measures

brain and nervous system chewing or swallowing difficulty, headache, altered 
taste or smell sensation, difficulty feeding oneself

mechanically altered diet, use of adaptive feeding 
devices (see nutrition in Practice 22)

head and neckb chewing or swallowing difficulty, aspiration, dry mouth, 
altered taste or smell sensation, inflamed mucosa

tube feeding, mechanically altered diet

esophagus swallowing difficulty, aspiration, obstruction, acid 
reflux, inflamed mucosa

tube feeding, mechanically altered diet

stomach anorexia, early satiety, reduced secretion of gastric 
acid and intrinsic factor, delayed stomach emptying, 
dumping syndrome, malabsorption, nutrient 
deficiencies

tube feeding (for obstruction or unmanageable 
dumping syndrome); postgastrectomy diet; small, 
frequent meals; limited sugar intake; modified fiber 
intake (see chapter 17); nutrient supplementation

intestine inflamed mucosa, bacterial overgrowth, obstruction, 
lactose intolerance, general malabsorption, bile 
insufficiency, nutrient deficiencies, short bowel 
syndrome (if resected), altered bowel function, fluid 
and electrolyte imbalances

tube feeding or total parenteral nutrition for 
obstruction, enteritis, or short bowel syndrome; fat- 
and lactose-restricted diet (see chapter 19); nutrient 
supplementation

Pancreas reduced secretion of digestive enzymes, bile 
insufficiency, general malabsorption, nutrient 
deficiencies, hyperglycemia

enzyme replacement (see chapter 19); small, frequent 
meals; fat-restricted diet; carbohydrate-controlled diet 
(chapter 21); nutrient supplementation

a actual complications depend on the exact location of the cancer and the specific methods used for treating the cancer.

b includes cancers of the salivary glands, oral and nasal cavities, pharynx, and larynx. 

low-microbial diet: a diet that 
contains foods that are unlikely to 
be contaminated with bacteria or 
other microbes.
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in people with cancer or hiV infection, various complications 
can interfere with food intake. health care providers can try to 
identify a patient’s specific problems and offer appropriate solu-
tions. not every suggestion will work for each person; encourage 
patients to experiment and find strategies that work best.

I just don’t have an appetite.

 ❚ eat small meals and snacks at regular times each day.

 ❚ eat the largest meal at the time of day when you feel the best.

 ❚ include nutrient-dense foods in meals, and consume them 
before other foods.

 ❚ indulge in favorite foods throughout the day. serve foods 
attractively.

 ❚ avoid drinking large amounts of liquids before or with meals.

 ❚ eat in a pleasant and relaxed environment. eat with family and 
friends when possible.

 ❚ listen to your favorite music or enjoy a tV or radio program 
while you eat.

 ❚ ask your doctor about appetite-enhancing medications.

I am too tired to fix meals and eat.

 ❚ let family members and friends prepare food for you.

 ❚ obtain foods that are easy to prepare and easy to eat, such 
as sandwiches, ready-to-eat soups and entrees, ready-made 
foods from the deli counter, frozen dinners, instant breakfast 
drinks, and energy bars.

 ❚ Find time to rest before you attempt to prepare a large meal. 

 ❚ Prepare soups, stews, and casserole dishes in sufficient 
quantity to provide enough for several meals, so that you will 
have enough to eat at times when you are too tired to cook.

Foods just don’t taste right.

 ❚ brush your teeth or use mouthwash before you eat.

 ❚ consume foods chilled or at room temperature. use plastic, 
rather than metal, eating utensils.

 ❚ choose eggs, fish, poultry, and milk products instead of meat 
dishes.

 ❚ experiment with sauces, seasonings, herbs, spices, and 
sweeteners to improve food taste and flavor.

 ❚ save your favorite foods for times when you are not feeling 
nauseated.

I am nauseated a lot of the time, and sometimes  
I need to vomit.

 ❚ consume liquids throughout the day to replace fluids.

 ❚ if you become nauseated from chemotherapy treatments, 
avoid eating for at least two hours before treatments.

 ❚ consume your largest meal at a time when you are least likely 
to feel nauseous.

 ❚ try consuming smaller meals, and eat slowly. experiment with 
foods to see if some foods cause nausea more than others.

 ❚ avoid foods and meals that have strong odors or are fatty, 
greasy, or gas forming.

I have problems chewing and swallowing food.

 ❚ experiment with food consistencies to find the ones you can 
manage best. thin liquids, dry foods, and sticky foods (such  
as peanut butter) are often difficult to swallow.

 ❚ add sauces and gravies to dry foods.

 ❚ drink fluids during meals to ease chewing and swallowing.

 ❚ try using a straw to drink liquids. experiment with beverage 
thickeners if you cannot tolerate thin beverages.

 ❚ tilt your head forward and backward to see if you can swallow 
more easily when your head is positioned differently.

I have sores in my mouth, and they hurt when I eat.
 ❚ try eating chilled or frozen foods; they are often soothing.

 ❚ try soft foods such as ice cream, milk shakes, bananas, 
applesauce, mashed potatoes, cottage cheese, and macaroni 
and cheese. mix dry foods with sauces or gravies.

 ❚ cut foods into smaller pieces, so they are less likely to irritate 
the mouth.

 ❚ avoid foods that irritate mouth sores, such as citrus fruits and 
juices, tomatoes and tomato-based products, spicy foods, 
foods that are very salty, foods with seeds (such as poppy 
seeds and sesame seeds) that can scrape the sores, and coarse 
foods such as raw vegetables, crackers, corn chips, and toast.

 ❚ ask your doctor about using a local anesthetic solution such as 
lidocaine before eating to reduce the pain.

 ❚ use a straw for drinking liquids, in order to bypass the sores.

My mouth is really dry.

 ❚ rinse your mouth with warm salt water or mouthwash 
frequently. avoid using mouthwash that contains alcohol.

 ❚ drink small amounts of liquid frequently between meals.

 ❚ ask your doctor or pharmacist about medications or saliva 
substitutes that can help a dry mouth condition.

 ❚ use sour candy or chewing gum to stimulate the flow of saliva.

 ❚ sip fluids frequently while eating. add broth, sauces, gravies, 
mayonnaise, butter, or margarine to dry foods.

 ❚ make sure you brush your teeth and floss regularly to prevent 
tooth decay and oral infections.

I am having trouble with constipation.

 ❚ drink plenty of fluids. try warm fluids, especially in the morning.

 ❚ eat whole-grain breads and cereals, nuts, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, prunes, and prune juice. avoid refined carbohydrate 
foods such as white bread, white rice, and enriched pasta.

 ❚ engage in physical activity regularly.

How To B O X  2 5 - 4  h e l P  Pat i e n t s  h a n d l e  F o o d - r e l at e d  P r o b l e m s
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 ❚ try an over-the-counter bulk-forming agent, such as 
methylcellulose (citrucel), psyllium (metamucil or Fiberall),  
or polycarbophil (Fiber-lax).

I am having trouble with diarrhea.

 ❚ to avoid dehydration, drink plenty of fluids throughout 
the day. diluted fruit juices, sports drinks, and salty broths 
and soups are good choices. avoid caffeine- and alcohol-
containing beverages. For severe diarrhea, try oral rehydration 
formulas that are commercially prepared.

 ❚ avoid foods and beverages that increase gas, such as legumes, 
onions, vegetables of the cabbage family, foods that contain 
sorbitol or mannitol, and carbonated beverages.

 ❚ try using lactase enzyme replacements when you use milk 
products in case you are experiencing lactose intolerance. 
yogurt and aged cheeses may be easier to tolerate than milk 
and fresh cheeses.

 ❚ avoid fatty foods if you are fat intolerant. try reducing your 
intake of whole-grain breads and cereals if they worsen the 
diarrhea.

 ❚ eat small, frequent meals instead of large ones. try  
consuming cool or lukewarm foods instead of very cold  
or hot foods.

 ❚ ask your doctor about using a bulk-forming agent or 
antidiarrheal medication.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ Cancer arises from mutations in (or altered expression of) the genes that control 
cell division. Some dietary substances promote carcinogenesis, while others may 
help to prevent cancer.

 ❚ Cancer’s effects on nutrition status depend on the type of  cancer a person has, its 
severity, and the methods used to treat the cancer. Cancer cachexia is a frequent 
complication of  cancer and may be a consequence of  anorexia, altered metabo-
lism, and responses to cancer treatment.

 ❚ Medical treatments for most cancers include surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radia-
tion therapy. Nutrition therapy aims to minimize weight loss and wasting, correct 
deficiencies, and manage complications that impair food intake. 

The Case Study in Box 25-5 allows you to apply information about nutrition and 
cancer to a clinical situation.

follow-up chemotherapy, how might 
the chemotherapy affect her nutrition 
status?

3. if mrs. nixon is unresponsive to treat-
ment and her cancer progresses, she 
may develop cancer cachexia. describe 
this syndrome, its causes, and its 
consequences. 

4. Provide suggestions that may help  
mrs. nixon handle the following prob-
lems should they develop: poor appetite, 
fatigue, taste alterations, nausea and 
vomiting, chewing and swallowing  
difficulties, mouth sores, dry mouth,  
diarrhea, constipation, and weight loss.

sheri nixon is a 58-year-old public relations 
consultant who was recently diagnosed  
with colon cancer after a routine colonos-
copy, a procedure in which the colon is  
examined using a flexible tube attached to 
an optical device. mrs. nixon is scheduled to 
have surgery to remove the segment  
of colon that contains the tumor and to  
determine if the cancer has spread to the 
surrounding lymph nodes and, possibly, 
other organs. the nurse completing the  
nutrition assessment finds that mrs. nixon is 
5 feet 5 inches tall and weighs 178 pounds. 
mrs. nixon usually spends most of the day 
sitting and has little time to engage in rec-
reational exercise. her diet typically includes 

red meat at both lunch and dinner, and she 
consumes one or two glasses of wine with 
both meals. she eats two or three servings 
of fruits and vegetables each day, although 
she does not like green leafy vegetables very 
much. she rarely drinks milk or consumes 
milk products.

1. review table 25-2 on p. 648, and  
describe the factors in mrs. nixon’s diet 
and lifestyle that may have contributed 
to the development of colon cancer.

2. what symptoms and complications 
may arise after colon surgery and 
impair nutrition status? if the cancer 
team decides that mrs. nixon needs 

Case Study B O X  2 5 - 5  w o m a n  w i t h  c a n c e r
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25.2 HIV Infection
LO 25.2 Describe the potential consequences of HIV infection, its medical treatment, 
and nutrition therapy for this condition.

Possibly the most infamous infectious disease today is acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (AIDS). AIDS develops from infection with human immunodeficiency  
virus (HIV), which attacks the immune system and disables a person’s defenses against 
other diseases, including infections and certain cancers. Then these diseases—which 
would produce mild, if  any, illness in people with healthy immune systems—destroy 
health and life.

Although the global incidence of  HIV infection has been declining in recent years, 
its prevalence continues to be high in sub-Saharan Africa, where it affects about  
4.7 percent of  the adult population (see Table 25-7).26 Fortunately, remarkable prog-
ress has been made in understanding and treating HIV infection. Access to antiretro-
viral drugs continues to increase throughout the world, reducing AIDS-related deaths 
and the risk of  HIV transmission.

As there is still no cure for AIDS, the best course is prevention. HIV is most often  
sexually transmitted and can be spread by direct contact with contaminated body  
fluids, such as blood, semen, vaginal secretions, and breast milk. Because many 
people remain symptom-free during the early stages of  infection, they may not real-
ize that they can pass the infection to others. To reduce the spread of  HIV infection,  
individuals at risk (see Table 25-8) are encouraged to undergo testing. A blood test can 
usually detect HIV antibodies within several months after exposure and, often, after 
2 or 3 weeks. An estimated 21 percent of  persons in the United States who have HIV 
infection are unaware that they are infected.27 

Consequences of HIV Infection
HIV infection destroys immune cells that have a protein called CD4 on their sur-
faces.28 The cells most affected are the helper T cells, also called CD4+ T cells because 
the presence of  CD4 is a primary characteristic. Other cells that have the CD4 pro-
tein (and can be infected by HIV) include tissue macrophages and certain cells of  the 
central nervous system. Early symptoms of  HIV infection are nonspecific and may 
include fever, sore throat, malaise, swollen lymph nodes, skin rashes, muscle and joint 
pain, and diarrhea. After these symptoms subside, many people remain symptom-
free for 5 to 10 years or even longer. If  the HIV infection is not treated, however, the 
depletion of  T cells eventually increases the person’s susceptibility to opportunistic 
infections—that is, infections caused by microorganisms that normally do not cause 
disease in healthy individuals.

The term AIDS applies to the advanced stages of  HIV infection, in which the  
inability to fight illness allows a number of  serious diseases and complications to  
develop; such AIDS-defining illnesses include severe infections, certain cancers, and 

Ta b L e  2 5 - 7   The HiV and aiDS epidemic at a glance, 2012

Stage of Epidemic World Sub-Saharan Africa North America

individuals living with hiV infection 
or aids

35,300,000 25,000,000 1,300,000

individuals newly infected with hiV 2,300,000 1,600,000 48,000

aids-related deaths 1,600,000 1,200,000 20,000

Source: Joint united nations Programme on hiV/aids (unaids), 2013 Global Fact Sheet, available at www.unaids 
.org/en/media/unaids/contentassets/documents/epidemiology/2013/gr2013/20130923_Factsheet_global_en.pdf; site 
visited may 7, 2014.

Ta b L e  2 5 - 8   risk Factors 
for HiV infection

 ❚ history of receiving blood trans-
fusions or blood components 
before 1985

 ❚ infant born to mother with hiV 
infection

 ❚ intravenous drug use in which 
syringes are shared among users

 ❚ sexual contact with intrave-
nous drug users, prostitutes, or 
individuals with a history of hiV 
or other sexually transmitted 
diseases

 ❚ sexual contact with multiple 
partners

 ❚ unsafe sexual practices

acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (aiDS): the late stage 
of illness caused by infection with 
the human immunodeficiency virus 
(hiV); characterized by severe dam-
age to immune function.

helper T cells: lymphocytes that 
have a specific protein called cd4 on 
their surfaces and therefore are also 
known as CD4+ T cells; these are the 
cells most affected in hiV infection.

opportunistic infections: infec-
tions caused by microorganisms that 
normally do not cause disease in 
healthy people but are damaging to 
persons with compromised immune 
function.

aiDS-defining illnesses: diseases 
and complications associated with 
the later stages of an hiV infection, 
including wasting, recurrent bacterial 
pneumonia, opportunistic infections, 
and certain cancers.
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wasting of  muscle tissue. Without treatment, AIDS develops in 26 to 36 percent of  
HIV-infected persons within 7 years.29 Health practitioners evaluate disease progres-
sion by measuring the concentrations of  helper T cells and circulating virus (called 
the viral load) and by monitoring clinical symptoms. Although drug therapies can dra-
matically slow the progression of  HIV infection, the drugs’ side effects may make it 
difficult for some patients to adhere to treatments. 

Weight Loss and Wasting Even with effective treatment of  HIV infection, weight 
loss and wasting remain common problems among HIV-infected patients. The wast-
ing has been linked with accelerated disease progression, reduced strength, and  
fatigue. In the later stages of  AIDS, the wasting is severe and increases the risk of  
death. Much as in cancer, the wasting associated with HIV infection has many causes: 
anorexia and inadequate food intake, nutrient malabsorption, altered metabolism, 
and various diet-drug interactions. HIV-associated wasting is diagnosed in patients who 
unintentionally lose 5 percent of  body weight within 3 months, 7.5 percent within  
6 months, or 10 percent within 12 months.30

reduced Food intake As mentioned, inadequate food intake is a key factor in the 
development of  wasting. Poor food intake may result from various factors, including 
the following:

 ❚ Oral infections. The oral infections associated with HIV infection may cause discom-
fort and interfere with food consumption. Common infections include candidiasis 
and herpes simplex virus infection. Oral candidiasis (commonly called thrush; see 
Figure 25-3) can cause mouth pain, dysphagia (difficulty swallowing), and altered 
taste sensation; an oral infection with herpes simplex virus may cause painful  
lesions around the lips and in the mouth.

 ❚ Cancer. As described earlier in this chapter, cancer leads to anorexia for numerous 
reasons. In addition, Kaposi’s sarcoma, a type of  cancer frequently associated 
with HIV infection, can cause lesions in the mouth and throat that make eating 
painful.

 ❚ Medications. The medications given to treat HIV infection, other infections, and 
cancer often cause anorexia, nausea and vomiting, altered taste sensation, food 
aversions, and diarrhea.

 ❚ Respiratory disorders. Respiratory infections, including pneumonia and tuberculosis, 
are common in people with HIV infection. Symptoms may include chest pain, 
shortness of  breath, and cough, which interfere with eating and contribute to 
anorexia.

 ❚ Emotional distress, pain, and fatigue. The physical and social problems that accom-
pany chronic illness may cause fear, anxiety, and depression, which contribute to 
anorexia. Pain and fatigue, which are often associated with some disease compli-
cations, can lead to anorexia and difficulty with eating.

Gi complications GI complications in HIV-infected patients may result from 
opportunistic infections, medications, or the HIV infection itself.31 In addition 
to the oral infections described previously, infections may develop in the esopha-
gus, stomach, and intestines. The medications that treat some of  these infections 
may promote bacterial overgrowth. In addition, many patients develop nausea, 
vomiting, and diarrhea from the medications used to suppress HIV. As a result of  
these multiple problems, HIV-infected patients using standard treatments face an  
extremely high risk of  malnutrition due to the combination of  GI discomfort, bacte-
rial overgrowth, malabsorption, and nutrient losses from vomiting, steatorrhea, and 
diarrhea.

F i g u r e  2 5 - 3    Oral 
Candidiasis
oral candidiasis (also known as 
thrush) is characterized by a milky 
white coating or individual white 
patches on the tongue and other 
oral tissues.

candidiasis: a fungal infection on 
the mucous membranes of the oral 
cavity and elsewhere; usually caused 
by Candida albicans.

herpes simplex virus: a com-
mon virus that can cause blisterlike 
lesions on the lips and in the mouth.

Kaposi’s (kah-Poh-seez) sarcoma: 
a common cancer in hiV-infected 
persons that is characterized by  
lesions in the skin, lungs, and  
gi tract.
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Patients in the advanced stages of  HIV infection often 
develop pathological changes in the small intestine referred 
to as AIDS enteropathy.32 The condition is characterized 
by villus atrophy and blunting, intestinal cell losses, and  
inflammation. The result is a substantial reduction in the 
intestinal absorptive area, causing malabsorption, diarrhea, 
and weight loss.

Lipodystrophy Many patients who use drug therapies to 
suppress HIV infection develop abnormalities in body fat 
and fat metabolism known as lipodystrophy.33 Patients may 
lose fat from the face and extremities, accumulate abdomi-
nal fat, or both. Also observed are breast enlargement (in 
both men and women), fat accumulation at the base of  the 
neck (sometimes called a buffalo hump; see Figure 25-4), 
and benign growths composed of  fat tissue (called lipomas). 
The changes in body composition are often disfiguring and 
may cause physical discomfort; moreover, patients often  
develop hypertriglyceridemia, elevated low-density lipo-
protein (LDL) cholesterol levels, reduced high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol  
levels, insulin resistance, and hyperinsulinemia. The specific reasons for the develop-
ment of  lipodystrophy are unknown.

other complications Patients with HIV infection can develop anemia due to  
nutrient malabsorption, blood loss, disturbed bone marrow function, or medication side 
effects. HIV infection may also lead to neurological complications (dementia, muscle 
weakness, gait disturbances), skin disorders (rashes, infections, cancers), kidney diseases 
(nephrotic syndrome, chronic kidney disease), eye disorders (retinal infection or detach-
ment), and coronary heart disease.

Treatments for HIV Infection
Although there is no cure for HIV infection, treatments can help to slow its progression, 
reduce complications, and alleviate pain. The standard drug treatment for suppressing 
HIV infection is a combination of  at least three antiretroviral drugs.34 Table 25-9 lists the 

F i g u r e  2 5 - 4   HiV Lipodystrophy 
hiV-associated lipodystrophy is sometimes evident by the accumu-
lation of fatty tissue at the base of the neck, referred to as buffalo 
hump.

Ta b L e  2 5 - 9   antiretroviral Drugs for Treatment of HiV infection

Category Examples Mode of Action

ccr5 antagonists maraviroc ccr5 antagonists prevent hiV from entering cells by blocking a 
membrane receptor on the host cell.

Fusion inhibitors enfuvirtide Fusion inhibitors prevent hiV from entering cells by binding a viral 
protein needed for its entry.

integrase inhibitors raltegravir integrase inhibitors impair the function of hiV’s integrase enzyme, 
which incorporates viral dna into the host cell’s genome.

non-nucleoside reverse 
transcriptase inhibitors (nnrtis)

efavirenz, etravirine, nevirapine nnrtis bind active sites on hiV’s reverse transcriptase enzyme, blocking 
the ability of hiV to produce dna copies of its genetic material.

nucleoside reverse transcriptase 
inhibitors (nrtis)

didanosine, lamivudine, 
zidovudine 

as analogs of the nucleosides needed for dna synthesis, nrtis 
impair the ability of hiV’s reverse transcriptase enzyme to produce 
usable copies of dna.

Protease inhibitors (Pis) ritonavir, saquinavir, tipranavir Pis inhibit hiV’s protease enzyme, which cleaves hiV’s gene products 
into usable structural proteins.

Sources: u.s. department of health and human services, Panel on antiretroviral guidelines for adults and adolescents, Guidelines for the Use of Antiretroviral Agents 
in HIV-1-Infected Adults and Adolescents, pp. P1–P23 (updated February 12, 2013), available at www.aidsinfo.nih.gov/contentfiles/lvguidelines/adultandadolescentgl 
.pdf, site visited may 1, 2014; s. safrin, antiviral agents, in b. g. Katzung, ed., Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (new york: lange/mcgraw-hill, 2012), pp. 861–890.

lipodystrophy (liP-oh-dis-tro-
fee): abnormalities in body fat and 
fat metabolism that may result from 
drug treatments for hiV infection. 
the accumulation of abdominal 
fat is sometimes called protease 
paunch.

buffalo hump: the accumulation 
of fatty tissue at the base of the 
neck.

lipomas (lih-Poe-muz): benign  
tumors composed of fatty tissue.
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major drug categories included in antiretroviral therapy and describes the drugs’ modes 
of  action. These antiretroviral agents have multiple adverse effects that make their long-
term use difficult to tolerate. In addition to the GI effects discussed previously, side 
effects include skin rashes, headache, anemia, tingling and numbness, hepatitis, pan-
creatitis, and kidney stones. Thus, although antiretroviral therapy has improved the life 
span and quality of  life for many patients, the drug regimens are difficult to adhere to 
and cause complications that require continual management. Box 25-6 summarizes the 
nutrition-related effects of  some of  the antiretroviral agents and other drugs mentioned 
in this chapter.

control of anorexia and Wasting Anabolic hormones, appetite stimulants, 
and regular physical activity have been successful in reversing unintentional weight 
loss and increasing muscle mass in HIV-infected patients. Testosterone and human 
growth hormone have demonstrated positive effects on muscle tissue, especially in 
combination with resistance training. A regular program of  resistance exercise (see 
Figure 25-5) improves muscle mass and strength and corrects some of  the metabolic 
abnormalities (altered blood lipids and insulin resistance) that are common in HIV-
infected patients. The medications megestrol acetate and dronabinol (described on 
p. 652) are sometimes prescribed to stimulate appetite and improve weight gain, 
although much of  the weight increase is attributable to a gain of  fat rather than lean 
tissue.35

control of Lipodystrophy Treatment strategies for lipodystrophy are under inves-
tigation. Both aerobic activity and resistance training may help to reduce abdominal 
fat, although some patients opt for cosmetic surgery. An alternative antiretroviral drug 
regimen may improve the condition. Medications may be prescribed to treat abnormal 
blood lipids and insulin resistance.

BOX 25-6 D i e T- D r u g   i n T e r a C T i O n S

check this table for notable nutrition-related effects of the medications discussed in this chapter.

Appetite stimulants 
(megestrol acetate, dronabinol)

Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea
Dietary interaction: dronabinol potentiates the effects of alcohol
Metabolic effect: hyperglycemia (megestrol acetate)

Didanosine Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, anorexia, dry mouth, altered taste sensation, 
abdominal pain, diarrhea
Dietary interactions: take medication either one-half hour before or two hours after a meal; avoid 
magnesium supplements and alcohol while taking the drug
Metabolic effects: Pancreatitis, anemia, increased serum uric acid and liver enzyme levels

Methotrexate Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, gingivitis, diarrhea
Dietary interaction: reduces folate absorption
Metabolic effects: liver toxicity, increased serum uric acid levels, anemia

Ritonavir Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, altered taste sensation, anorexia, diarrhea
Dietary interaction: must be taken with food; avoid using alcohol while taking the drug
Metabolic effects: hyperglycemia, liver toxicity, jaundice, hyperlipidemias (especially 
hypertriglyceridemia)

Zidovudine Gastrointestinal effects: nausea, vomiting, anorexia
Dietary interactions: do not take with a high-fat meal, which may decrease drug  
absorption
Metabolic effects: insulin resistance, diabetes, anemia, hyperlipidemias

F i g u r e  2 5 - 5   resistance 
Training
resistance exercises involve mov-
ing objects of weight to improve 
muscle mass and strength; examples 
include weight lifting, use of weight 
machines or stretchable bands, push-
ups, chin-ups, arm raises, and leg lifts.
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Note: most antiretroviral drugs that treat hiV infection have gastrointestinal and metabolic side effects; only a few are listed here as examples.
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alternative therapies Like cancer patients, people with HIV infection and AIDS 
are frequently tempted to try unconventional methods of  treatment. Although many 
alternative therapies are harmless, some may have side effects that worsen compli-
cations or interfere with treatment. For example, herbal preparations that contain  
St. John’s wort, echinacea, or garlic may reduce the effectiveness of  some antiretrovi-
ral drugs.36 Monitoring patients’ use of  dietary supplements is essential to reduce the  
likelihood of  adverse effects or diet-drug interactions.

Nutrition Therapy for HIV Infection
HIV-infected individuals must learn how to maintain a healthy body weight, preserve 
muscle mass, prevent malnutrition, and cope with nutrition-related side effects of  
medications. Therefore, nutrition assessment and counseling should begin soon after 
a patient is diagnosed with HIV infection. The initial assessment should include an 
evaluation of  body weight and body composition. Follow-up measurements may indi-
cate the need to adjust dietary measures and drug therapies.

Weight Management Since the development of  successful drug therapies for HIV 
infection, obesity and overweight have become more prevalent than wasting among 
HIV-infected individuals in the United States.37 Because excessive body weight can 
increase the risk of  cardiovascular disease and diabetes, moderate weight loss may 
be recommended for patients with HIV infection who are overweight or obese.

Individuals who experience weight loss and wasting may benefit from a high-
kcalorie, high-protein diet. If  food consumption is difficult, small, frequent meals 
may be better tolerated than several large ones. The addition of  nutrient-dense 
snacks, protein or energy bars, and oral supplements can improve intakes. Liquid 
formulas may be useful for the person who is too tired to eat or prepare meals.  
Review Box 25-3 on p. 653 for additional suggestions for adding energy and protein 
to the diet.

Metabolic complications To improve insulin resistance and blood lipid abnormali-
ties, patients are advised to achieve or maintain a desirable weight, replace saturated 
fats with monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats, increase fiber intake, and limit  
intakes of  trans fats, cholesterol, added sugars, and alcohol. Regular physical activity 
can improve both insulin resistance and blood lipid levels. If  problems persist, alterna-
tive antiretroviral medications may be prescribed in an attempt to improve the metabolic 
abnormalities.

Vitamins and Minerals Micronutrient recommendations for patients with HIV 
infection are similar to those for the general population. Because nutrient deficien-
cies may result from reduced food intake, malabsorption, diet-drug interactions, and 
nutrient losses, multivitamin-mineral supplements are often recommended. Patients 
should avoid taking high-dose supplements, however, due to the potential for adverse 
effects.38

Symptom Management The discomfort associated with antiretroviral therapy,  
opportunistic GI infections, and symptoms of  malabsorption can make food con-
sumption difficult, and problems such as vomiting and diarrhea contribute to fluid 
and electrolyte losses. Box 25-4 on pp. 655–656 describes measures for improving 
food and fluid intakes in individuals with these problems. 

Food Safety The depressed immunity of  people with HIV infections places them 
at extremely high risk of  developing foodborne illnesses. Health practitioners should 
caution patients about their high susceptibility to foodborne illness and provide  
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detailed instructions about the safe handling of  foods; for some individuals, a 
low-microbial diet may be suggested (see p. 654). Water can also be a source of  
foodborne illness and is a common cause of  cryptosporidiosis in HIV-infected 
individuals. In places where water quality is questionable, patients should consult 
their local health departments to determine whether the tap water is safe to drink. 
If  not, water used for drinking and making ice cubes should be boiled for one 
minute.

enteral and Parenteral Nutrition Support In later stages of  illness, people with 
HIV infections may be unable to consume enough food and may need aggressive  
nutrition support. Tube feedings are preferred whenever the GI tract is functional; 
they can be provided at night as a supplement to the usual diet. Parenteral nutrition is 
reserved for patients who are unable to tolerate enteral nutrition, such as those with 
GI obstructions that prevent food intake.

i n  S u m m a r y

 ❚ By attacking immune cells, HIV causes progressive damage to immune function 
and may eventually lead to AIDS.

 ❚ Improved drug therapies have slowed the progression of  HIV infection;  
however, the drugs may promote the development of  lipodystrophy, charac-
terized by body fat redistribution, abnormal blood lipid levels, and insulin 
resistance.

 ❚ HIV infection may lead to weight loss and wasting, anorexia, and complications 
that affect food intake. Dietary adjustments, resistance training, and medications 
can help patients maintain their weight and prevent wasting.

 ❚ People with HIV infections must pay strict attention to food safety guidelines to 
prevent foodborne illnesses.

The Case Study in Box 25-7 provides an opportunity to review the nutrition concerns 
of  a person with HIV infection.

suggest reasons why diarrhea and  
anorexia may develop in people with  
hiV infections.

3. explain why an hiV infection can lead 
to wasting as the disease progresses to 
the later stages. what recommenda-
tions may be helpful for maintaining 
weight and health if wasting becomes 
a problem? 

three years ago, george Judd, a 37-year-
old financial planner, sought medical help 
when he began feeling run-down and de-
veloped a painful white fungal infection 
over his mouth and tongue. the pres-
ence of thrush, recent weight loss, and 
anemia alerted mr. Judd’s physician to 
the possibility of an hiV infection. when 
mr. Judd tested positive for hiV, he and 
his family and friends were devastated 
by the news, but those close to him have 
remained supportive. during the 3 years 
since mr. Judd began antiretroviral drug 
therapy, he has maintained his weight 

but has also developed lipodystrophy and 
hypertriglyceridemia. mr. Judd is 6 feet 
tall and currently weighs 185 pounds. he 
occasionally develops diarrhea and some-
times anorexia.

1. describe lipodystrophy, and discuss its 
typical pattern in people who have an 
hiV infection. what adjustments in 
treatment and lifestyle may be helpful 
for mr. Judd?

2. describe an appropriate diet for  
mr. Judd. what strategies may improve 
his problems with diarrhea and anorexia? 

Case Study B O X  2 5 - 7  m a n  w i t h  h i V  i n F e c t i o n

cryptosporidiosis (KriP-toe-spor-
ih-dee-oh-sis): a foodborne illness 
caused by the parasite Cryptosporid-
ium parvum.
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Nutrition Assessment Checklist

Medical History

check the medical record to determine:

 ■ type and stage of cancer
 ■ stage of hiV infection 

review the medical record for complications that may alter 
nutrition therapy, including:

 ■ altered organ function

 ■ altered taste perception

 ■ anorexia

 ■ dry mouth and oral infections

 ■ gi symptoms and infections

 ■ hyperlipidemias

 ■ insulin resistance

 ■ malnutrition and wasting

Medications

For patients with cancer or hiV infections:

 ■ check medications to identify potential diet-drug 
interactions.

 ■ recommend the use of antinauseants, if needed.

 ■ ask about the use of dietary supplements, including herbal 
products.

For cancer patients who require chemotherapy:

 ■ recommend strategies to prevent food aversions.
 ■ offer suggestions for managing drug-related complications.

For hiV-infected patients using antiretroviral drug therapy:

 ■ remind patients that some drugs are better absorbed 
with foods and that others must be taken on an empty 
stomach.

 ■ help patients work out a medication schedule that suits  
their lifestyle and is timed appropriately in regard to food 
intake.

 ■ offer suggestions for managing drug-related complications.

Dietary Intake

For patients with poor food intakes and weight loss:

 ■ determine the reasons for reduced food intake.
 ■ offer appropriate suggestions to improve food intake.
 ■ Provide interventions before weight loss progresses further.

For patients with hiV infections who experience weight gain, 
elevated triglyceride or ldl cholesterol levels, or hyperglycemia:

 ■ assess intakes of energy, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, 
fiber, and sugars.

 ■ For patients with hyperlipidemias, recommend a diet low in 
saturated fat, trans fats, cholesterol, and sugars.

 ■ For patients with hyperglycemia, recommend a consistent 
carbohydrate intake at meals and snacks that emphasizes 
complex carbohydrates and limits concentrated sweets.

 ■ recommend regular physical activity for weight control and 
for improving blood lipid levels and insulin resistance.

Anthropometric Data

take baseline height and weight measurements, monitor 
weight regularly, and suggest dietary adjustments for weight 
maintenance, if necessary. remember that body composition 
may change without affecting body weight. Perform baseline 
and periodic body composition measurements in hiV-infected 
patients who are using antiretroviral drug therapy.

laboratory Tests

note that albumin and other serum proteins may be reduced 
in patients with cancer or hiV infections, especially in those 
experiencing wasting. check laboratory tests for indications of:

 ■ anemia
 ■ dehydration
 ■ elevated ldl cholesterol levels
 ■ elevated triglyceride levels
 ■ hyperglycemia

For patients with hiV infections, evaluate disease progression by 
checking:

 ■ helper t cell counts
 ■ Viral load

Physical Signs

look for physical signs of:

 ■ dehydration (especially in patients with fever, vomiting, or 
diarrhea)

 ■ Kaposi’s sarcoma
 ■ oral infections
 ■ Protein-energy malnutrition and wasting

F o r  P e o P l e  w i t h  c a n c e r  
o r  h i V  i n F e c t i o n s

clinical applications
1. consider the nutrition problems that may develop in a 

36-year-old woman with a malignant brain tumor that  
affects her ability to move the right side of her body  
(including the tongue) and to speak coherently. she  
is taking a pain medication that makes her nauseated  

and sleepy. her expected survival time is only about  
6 months.

 ❚ if she is right-handed, how might her impairment interfere 
with eating? what suggestions do you have for overcoming 
this problem?
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 ❚ how might her nutrition status be affected by her inability 
to communicate effectively? what suggestions may help?

 ❚ in what ways might the pain medication she is taking affect 
her nutrition status? 

2. Various types of chronic conditions can lead to weight loss 
and wasting. For some of these conditions, such as crohn’s 

disease and celiac disease (chapters 18 and 19), diet is a 
cornerstone of treatment. For others, such as cancer and hiV 
infection, nutrition plays a supportive role. what determines 
whether nutrition plays a primary role or a supportive role in 
the treatment of disease?

self check 
1. which of these dietary substances may help to protect against 

cancer?
a. alcoholic beverages
b. well-cooked meats, poultry, and fish 
c. animal fats 
d. compounds in fruits and vegetables

2. the metabolic changes that often accompany cancer include 
all of the following except: 
a. increased triglyceride breakdown.
b. increased protein turnover.
c. increased muscle protein synthesis.
d. insulin resistance.

3. an advantage of radiation therapy over chemotherapy is that: 
a. radiation is not damaging to rapidly dividing cells.
b. side effects of radiation therapy do not include malnutrition.
c. radiation can be directed toward the regions affected by cancer.
d. the radiation used is too weak to damage gi tissues.

4. although many cancer patients lose weight, which type of 
cancer is often associated with weight gain?
a. Kidney cancer 
b. breast cancer 
c. colon cancer 
d. lung cancer

5. which food below should be avoided by a patient consuming 
a low-microbial diet? 
a. baked potato
b. Pasteurized yogurt
c. banana
d. leftover luncheon meat

6. hiV can enter and destroy: 
a. epithelial cells.
b. helper t cells.
c. liver cells.
d. intestinal cells.

7. in patients who develop lipodystrophy, which abnormality is 
unlikely?
a. increased abdominal fat
b. increased fat in the arms and legs
c. Fat accumulation at the base of the neck
d. hypertriglyceridemia

8. in people with hiV infection, mouth sores may be caused by 
all of the following except:
a. cryptosporidiosis.
b. Kaposi’s sarcoma.
c. herpes simplex virus.
d. candidiasis.

9. megestrol acetate and dronabinol are: 
a. medications used to promote weight gain.
b. protease inhibitors that fight hiV infection.
c. medications that treat common opportunistic infections.
d. anabolic hormones that promote gain of muscle tissue.

10. to prevent cryptosporidiosis, a person with hiV infection may 
need to: 
a. wash his or her hands carefully before meals.
b. avoid consuming undercooked meat, poultry, and eggs.
c. consume a high-kcalorie, high-protein diet.
d. boil drinking water for one minute.

Answers to these questions can be found in Appendix H.
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LO 25.3 Identify the ethical principles that guide  
treatment decisions, and compare the responsibilities 
of physicians and patients in determining the appro-
priate care during medical emergencies.

As with other medical technologies, the availability of special-
ized nutrition support forces health care professionals and 

members of our society to face difficult ethical issues. when medical 
treatments prolong life by merely delaying death, the lifetime that 
remains may be of extremely low quality. this nutrition in Practice 
examines the ethical dilemmas that clinicians must face when dealing 
with patients in critical care. box nP25-1 defines the relevant terms.

if providing nutrition care can do little to 
promote recovery, is it appropriate to  
withhold or withdraw nutrition support?

in attempting to answer questions such as these, health profes-
sionals must consider the following ethical principles:1

 ❚ a patient has the right to make decisions concerning his or her 
own well-being (patient autonomy), even if refusing treatment 
could result in death. it is generally accepted that a patient’s 
preferences should take precedence over those of his or her 
health care providers.

 ❚ a patient should be fully informed of a treatment’s benefits  
and risks in a fair and honest manner (disclosure). a patient’s 
acceptance of a treatment that has been adequately disclosed  
is considered informed consent.

 ❚ a patient must have the mental capacity to make appropriate 
health care decisions (decision-making capacity). if a patient 
is mentally incapable of doing so, a person designated by the 
patient should serve as a surrogate decision maker.

 ❚ the potential benefits (beneficence) of any treatment should 
outweigh its potential harm (maleficence).

 ❚ health care providers must determine whether the provision of 
health care to one patient would unfairly limit the care of other 
patients (distributive justice).

although these principles may seem simple and obvious, it is often 
difficult to determine the appropriate action to take during inten-
sive care. when clinicians and families disagree, the courts may be 
asked to decide.

What kinds of treatments can help to sustain  
a patient’s life?

nutrition support and hydration are both considered life-sustaining 
treatments because withholding or withdrawing either can result 
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advance health care directive: written or oral instructions 
regarding one’s preferences for medical treatment to be used in the 
event of becoming incapacitated; also called an advance medical 
directive or a living will.

beneficence (be-neF-eh-sense): the act of performing beneficial 
services rather than harmful ones.

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPr): life-sustaining treatment 
that supplies oxygen and restores a person’s ability to breathe and pump 
blood.

decision-making capacity: the ability to understand pertinent 
information and make appropriate decisions; known as decision-making 
competency within the legal system.

defibrillation: life-sustaining treatment in which an electronic 
device is used to shock the heart and reestablish a pattern of normal 
contractions. defibrillation is used when the heart has arrhythmias or 
has experienced cardiac arrest.

dialysis: life-sustaining treatment in which a patient’s blood is 
filtered using selective diffusion through a semipermeable membrane; 
substitutes for kidney function.

disclosure: the act of revealing pertinent information. For example, 
clinicians should accurately describe proposed tests and procedures,  
their benefits and risks, and alternative approaches.

distributive justice: the equitable distribution of resources.

do-not-resuscitate (Dnr) order: a request by a patient or 
surrogate to withhold cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

durable power of attorney: a legal document (sometimes called 
a health care proxy) that gives legal authority to another (a health care 
agent) to make medical decisions in the event of incapacitation.

ethical: in accordance with accepted principles of right and wrong.

futile: describes medical care that will not improve the medical 
circumstances of a patient.

health care agent: a person given legal authority to make medical 
decisions for another in the event of incapacitation.

informed consent: a patient’s or caregiver’s agreement to undergo 
a treatment that has been adequately disclosed. Persons must be 
mentally competent in order to make the decision.

maleficence (mah-leF-eh-sense): the act of doing evil or harm.

mechanical ventilation: life-sustaining treatment in which a 
mechanical ventilator is used to substitute for a patient’s failing lungs.

patient autonomy: a principle of self-determination, such that 
patients (or surrogate decision makers) are free to choose the medical 
interventions that are acceptable to them, even if they choose to 
refuse interventions that may extend their lives.

persistent vegetative state: a vegetative mental state resulting 
from brain injury that persists for at least 1 month. individuals lose 
awareness and the ability to think but retain noncognitive brain 
functions, such as motor reflexes and normal sleep patterns.

surrogate: a substitute; a person who takes the place of another.
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in death (see Figure nP25-1). other life-sustaining treatments 
include cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), which supplies 
oxygen and restores a person’s ability to breathe and pump blood; 
defibrillation, in which an electronic device shocks the heart and 
reestablishes normal contractions; mechanical ventilation, which 
substitutes for lung function; and dialysis, which substitutes for 
kidney function.2

Do patients have a right to life-sustaining 
treatments? 

although life-sustaining treatments are readily provided to patients 
who have a reasonable chance of recovering from illness, it may 
be difficult to determine the best course of action for patients who 
are dying or who are unlikely to regain consciousness. under such 
circumstances, such treatments may be considered futile because 
they are unable to improve the outcome of disease or increase the 
patient’s comfort and well-being.3 if patients or caregivers demand 
treatment that health practitioners have determined to be useless, 
a legal resolution may be required. conversely, medical personnel 
may find it objectionable to withdraw life support when they know 
that the inevitable consequence will be the patient’s death. 

How have the courts resolved conflicts  
involving nutrition support?

one of the landmark cases involving nutrition support concerned 
nancy cruzan, who suffered permanent and irreversible brain 
damage after a car crash in 1983 when she was 26 years of age.4 
after she had been in a persistent vegetative state for 5 years, 
her parents requested permission to discontinue tube feeding, but 
hospital staff refused to honor the request and the matter was 
taken to court. the missouri supreme court determined that nancy 
had never definitively stated her “right to die” wishes and that her 
parents were unable to make such a request for her. the court also 
stated that preserving life, no matter what its quality, should take 

precedence over all other considerations. nancy’s parents appealed 
the ruling, but in 1990, the u.s. supreme court upheld the mis-
souri supreme court in a 5–4 decision. three witnesses were even-
tually found who could testify that nancy would not have desired 
life-sustaining treatment under the circumstances, and the court 
finally granted permission to remove the feeding tube. this case 
illustrates the importance of having an advance health care direc-
tive (discussed in a later section) that specifies one’s preferences for 
medical treatment in the event of incapacitation.

in a more recent case that received widespread media atten-
tion, the spouse and parents of a patient in a persistent vegetative 
state fought a 10-year legal battle over her medical care. in 1990, 
at the age of 25, terri schiavo suffered a full cardiac arrest.5 she 
initially fell into a coma, but her condition evolved into a persistent 
vegetative state that was considered irreversible. despite the neu-
rologists’ diagnosis and a series of computed tomography (ct) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (mri) scans showing extensive brain 
atrophy, her parents maintained that she was minimally conscious 
and could improve somewhat with rigorous treatment. her  
husband, who was legally responsible for her care, insisted that 
she would never have wanted to be kept alive in a vegetative 
state. like nancy cruzan, terri had never expressed her wishes  
in an advance directive.

in 1998, terri’s husband filed a petition to have her feeding 
tube removed, and a Florida court approved the motion in Febru-
ary 2000. although terri’s parents appealed, an appeals court 
affirmed the decision, and the Florida supreme court declined to 
review the case. in april 2001, terri’s physicians removed her feed-
ing tube, but within days, a federal circuit court judge ordered it to 
be reinserted and reopened the case. eventually, the various mo-
tions filed by the parents were dismissed and terri’s feeding tube 
was removed for the second time in october 2003. within days, 
the Florida legislature passed a bill known as Terri’s Law that gave 
the governor the authority to intervene, and governor Jeb bush 
ordered the feeding tube reinserted. a year later, Florida’s supreme 
court declared terri’s law to be unconstitutional. although the 
governor appealed the decision, his appeal was rejected in January 
2005. terri’s feeding tube was removed for the third and final time 
in march 2005. despite emergency petitions by her parents and an 
attempt by the u.s. congress to have her case reconsidered, the 
courts refused to grant a restraining order, and terri died 13 days 
after her feeding tube was removed.

How can people ensure that their wishes will 
be considered in the event that they become 
incapacitated?

a person can declare preferences about medical treatments in an  
advance health care directive, sometimes called a living will. these  
directives include detailed instructions about life-sustaining proce-
dures that a person does or does not want. the documents are incor-
porated into the medical record and updated when appropriate; they 
take effect only if a physician determines that a patient lacks the abil-
ity to understand and make decisions about available treatments. if a 
person’s preferences are unknown, decisions are based on a patient’s 
best interests as determined by a caregiver or family member.6

another important directive is a durable power of attorney 
(sometimes called a health care proxy), in which another person  
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(a health care agent) is appointed to act as decision maker in the 
event of incapacitation. the agent should understand one’s medi-
cal preferences and be absolutely trustworthy. only one person can 
be designated, although one or two alternates may also be listed. 
if an agent is given comprehensive power to supervise care, he or 
she may make decisions about medical staff, health care facilities, 
and medical procedures.

laws regarding advance directives vary from state to state. 
in some states, nutrition and hydration are not considered life-
sustaining treatments, and a person’s instructions about them 
may need to be indicated separately. some states restrict the use 
of advance directives to terminal illness or disallow them during 
pregnancy. generally, advance directives created in one state are 
honored in another.

How does a “do-not-resuscitate” order differ 
from other advance directives?

a do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order is frequently used to withhold 
cPr in the event of cardiopulmonary arrest, which occurs too sud-
denly for deliberate decision making. a dnr order is written in the 
medical record as other directives are, but it does not exclude the 
use of other life-prolonging measures. the dnr order is most  
often used in patients for whom death is expected and unavoid-
able, such as those with serious illnesses or advanced age. some 
institutions allow a physician to write a dnr order for a patient 
who has a poor prognosis, but the physician must inform the  
patient or surrogate if this is done.

Have advance directives changed the way that 
medical care is provided?

not really. despite the availability of advance directives, only about 
20 percent of people in the united states have completed one.7 
among older adults (60 years of age and older), up to 70 percent 
of individuals have an advance directive.8 however, advance direc-
tives are sometimes too general or vague to guide specific treat-
ment decisions. Furthermore, patients’ preferences often change 
as their medical conditions evolve or they learn more about their 
prognosis.9

Physicians must often provide patient care before they have 
a chance to discuss treatments with patients or caregivers. in 
many cases, life-sustaining treatments are begun without the 
prior knowledge of patients or their decision makers, or the 
treatments continue even if patients want them stopped. Patients 

who are fully aware of treatment options and clearly state their 
preferences are more likely to be successful at obtaining the care 
they desire.

What resources are available to individuals who 
have difficulty making decisions about life-
sustaining medical treatments?

many medical institutions have ethics committees that meet regularly 
to update patient care policies pertaining to end-of-life treatments; 
these committees provide guidelines to help families and hospital 
staff who face difficult treatment decisions. medical staff may also 
provide referrals for hospice care to dying patients who prefer com-
fort and palliation over invasive procedures in their final days.
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Appendix A

Table of Food Composition

This edition of  the table of  food composition (Table A-2) includes a wide variety of  
foods. It is updated with each edition to reflect current nutrient data for foods, to re-
move outdated foods, and to add foods that are new to the marketplace.* The nutrient 
database for this appendix is compiled from a variety of  sources, including the USDA 
Nutrient Database and manufacturers’ data. The USDA database provides data for 
a wider variety of  foods and nutrients than other sources. Because laboratory analy-
sis for each nutrient can be quite costly, manufacturers tend to provide data only for 
those nutrients mandated on food labels. Consequently, data for their foods are often 
incomplete; any missing information on this table is designated as a dash. Keep in 
mind that a dash means only that the information is unknown and should not be 
interpreted as a zero. A zero means that the nutrient is not present in the food.

Whenever using nutrient data, remember that many factors influence the nutrient 
contents of  foods. These factors include the mineral content of  the soil, the diet fed 
to the animal or the fertilizer used on the plant, the season of  harvest, the method of  
processing, the length and method of  storage, the method of  cooking, the method of  
analysis, and the moisture content of  the sample analyzed. With so many influenc-
ing factors, users should view nutrient data as a close approximation of  the actual 
amount.

 ❚ Fats Total fats, as well as the breakdown of  total fats to saturated, monoun-
saturated, and polyunsaturated, are listed in the table. The fatty acids seldom add 
up to the total in part due to rounding but also because values may include some 
non-fatty acids, such as glycerol, phosphate, or sterols. Trans-fatty acids are not 
listed separately in this edition because newer  hydrogenated fats generally add less 
than 0.5 g trans fat to a serving of  food, an amount often reported as 0.

 ❚ Vitamin A, Vitamin E, and Folate In keeping with the RDA for vitamin A, 
this appendix presents data for vitamin A in micrograms (mg) RAE. Similarly, 
because the RDA for vitamin E is based only on the alpha-tocopherol form 
of  vitamin E, this appendix reports vitamin E data in milligrams (mg) alpha-
tocopherol, listed in the table as Vit E (mg a). Folate is reported as micrograms 
(mg) DFE, listed in the table as Fola (mg). This measure adjusts for lower bio-
availability of  naturally occurring folate from foods compared to that from 
fortified foods or supplements.

 ❚ Bioavailability Keep in mind that the availability of  nutrients from foods depends 
not only on the quantity provided by a food, but also on the amount absorbed and 
used by the body—the bioavailability. The bioavailability of  folate from fortified 
foods, for example, is greater than from naturally occurring sources. Similarly, 
the body can make niacin from the amino acid tryptophan, but niacin values in 
this table (and most databases) report preformed niacin only. Chapter 8 provides 
conversion factors and additional details.

*This food composition table has been prepared by Cengage Learning. The nutritional data are supplied by 
Axxya Systems.
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 ❚ Using the Table The foods and beverages in this table are organized into several 
categories, which are listed at the head of  each right-hand page. Page numbers are 
provided, and each group is color-coded to make it easier to find individual foods.

 ❚ Caffeine Sources Caffeine occurs in several plants, including the familiar coffee 
bean, the tea leaf, and the cocoa bean from which chocolate is made. Most human 
societies use caffeine regularly, most often in beverages, for its stimulant effect and 
flavor. Caffeine contents of  beverages vary depending on the plants they are made 
from, the climates and soils where the plants are grown, the grind or cut size, the 
method and duration of  brewing, and the amounts served. Table A-1 shows that, 
in general, a cup of  coffee contains the most caffeine; a cup of  tea, less than half  
as much; and cocoa or chocolate, less still. As for cola beverages, they are made 
from kola nuts, which contain caffeine, but most of  their caffeine is added, using 
the purified compound obtained from decaffeinated coffee beans. The FDA lists 
caffeine as a multipurpose GRAS (”generally recognized as safe”) substance that 
may be added to foods and beverages. Drug manufacturers also use caffeine in 
many products.

Ta b L e  a - 1   Caffeine Content of Selected beverages, Foods, and medications

Beverages and Foods Serving Size Average (mg) Beverages and Foods Serving Size Average (mg)

Coffee Soft Drinks

brewed 8 oz 95 a&w creme soda 12 oz 29

decaffeinated 8 oz  2 braq’s root beer 12 oz 18

espresso  1 oz 64 coca-cola 12 oz 30

instant 8 oz 64 dr. Pepper, mr. Pibb, sunkist orange 12 oz 36

Tea a&w root beer, club soda, 
Fresca, ginger ale, 7-up, sierra 
mist, sprite, squirt, tonic water, 
caffeine-free soft drinks

12 oz  0

brewed, green 8 oz 30

brewed, herbal 8 oz  0

brewed, leaf or bag 8 oz 47 mello yello 12 oz 51

instant 8 oz 26 mountain dew 12 oz 45

lipton brisk iced tea 12 oz  7 Pepsi 12 oz 32

nestea cool iced tea 12 oz 12

snapple iced tea (all flavors) 16 oz 42
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Beverages and Foods Serving Size Average (mg)

Energy Drinks   

  amP 16 oz 145

  Full throttle  16 oz 200

  monster  16 oz 160

  nos 16 oz 160

  red bull  8.3 oz  75

  rockstar  16 oz 160

  xyience xenergy  16 oz 185

Other Beverages  

  chocolate milk or hot cocoa 8 oz  5

  starbucks Frappuccino mocha 9.5 oz 72

  starbucks Frappuccino Vanilla 9.5 oz 64

  yoohoo chocolate drink 9 oz  3

Candies  

  baker’s chocolate  1 oz 26

   dark chocolate covered  
coffee beans  1 oz 235

  dark chocolate, semisweet  1 oz 18

  milk chocolate  1 oz  6

   milk chocolate covered  
coffee beans  1 oz 224

  white chocolate 1 oz 0

Beverages and Foods Serving Size Average (mg)

Foods  

   Frozen yogurt, ben & Jerry’s  
coffee fudge 1 cup  85

  Frozen yogurt, häagen-dazs  
  coffee  1 cup  40

  ice cream, starbucks coffee  1 cup  50

  ice cream, starbucks  
  Frappuccino bar 1 bar  15

  Pudding, chocolate 1 cup   5

  yogurt, dannon coffee flavored  1 cup  45

Drugsa  Serving Size Average (mg)

Cold Remedies   

  coryban-d, dristan  1 tablet  30

Diuretics   

  aqua-ban 1 tablet 100

  Pre-mens Forte 1 tablet 100

Pain Relievers   

  anacin, bc Fast Pain reliever 1 tablet  32

  excedrin, midol, midol max  
  strength 1 tablet  65

Stimulants

  awake, nodoz  1 tablet 100

  awake maximum strength,  
  caffedrine, nodoz maximum  
  strength, stay awake, Vivarin 1 tablet 200

Weight-Control Aids 

  dexatrim 1 tablet 200

aa pharmacologically active dose of caffiene is defined as 200 milligrams. 
 
Note: the Fda suggests a maximum of 65 milligrams per 12-ounce cola beverage but does not regulate the caffeine contents of other beverages. because products 
change, contact the manufacturer for an update on products you use regularly.

Source: adapted from usda database release 18 (www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/data/), caffeine content of foods, drugs, and energy drinks, center for science 
and the Public interest (www.cspinet.org/new/cafchart.htm), and r. r. mccusker, b. a. goldberger, and e. J. cone, caffeine content of carbonated sodas and other 
beverages, Journal of Analytical Toxicology 30 (2006): 112–114.

Ta b L e  a - 1  Caffeine Content of Selected beverages, Foods, and medications (continued)
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b L e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Breads, Baked Goods, Cakes, Cookies, Crackers, Chips, Pies
Bagels

8534 cinnamon and raisin 1 item(s) 71 22.7 195 7.0 39.2 1.6 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.5
8538 oat bran 1 item(s) 71 23.4 181 7.6 37.8 2.6 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.3
4910 Plain, enriched 1 item(s) 71 25.8 182 7.1 35.9 1.6 1.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
4911 Plain, enriched, toasted 1 item(s) 66 18.7 190 7.4 37.7 1.7 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.6

72275 whole wheat 1 item(s) 94 — 210 10.0 41.0 6.0 1.5 0 0 0.5
Biscuits

25008 biscuits 1 item(s) 41 15.8 121 2.6 16.4 0.5 4.9 1.4 1.4 1.8
16729 scone 1 item(s) 42 11.5 149 3.8 19.0 0.6 6.3 2.0 2.5 1.4
25166 wheat biscuits 1 item(s) 55 21.0 162 3.6 21.9 1.4 6.7 1.9 1.9 2.5

Bread
325 boston brown, canned 1 slice(s) 45 21.2 88 2.3 19.5 2.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3
8716 bread sticks, plain 4 item(s) 24 1.5 99 2.9 16.4 0.7 2.3 0.3 0.9 0.9
25176 cornbread 2 piece(s) 55 25.9 141 4.6 18.4 0.6 5.4 2.1 1.5 1.4
327 cracked wheat 1 slice(s) 25 8.9 65 2.2 12.4 1.4 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.2

9079 croutons, plain ¼ cup(s) 8 0.4 31 0.9 5.5 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1
8582 egg 1 slice(s) 40 13.9 115 3.8 19.1 0.9 2.4 0.6 0.9 0.4
8585 egg, toasted 1 slice(s) 37 10.5 117 3.9 19.5 0.9 2.4 0.6 1.1 0.4
329 French 1 slice(s) 32 8.9 92 3.8 18.1 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.3
8591 French, toasted 1 slice(s) 23 4.7 73 3.0 14.2 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2

42096 indian fry, made with lard 
(navajo)

3 ounce(s) 85 26.9 281 5.7 41.0 — 10.4 3.9 3.8 0.9

332 italian 1 slice(s) 30 10.7 81 2.6 15.0 0.8 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.4
1393 mixed grain 1 slice(s) 26 9.6 69 3.5 11.3 1.9 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.5
8604 mixed grain, toasted 1 slice(s) 24 7.6 69 3.5 11.3 1.9 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.5
8605 oat bran 1 slice(s) 30 13.2 71 3.1 11.9 1.4 1.3 0.2 0.5 0.5
8608 oat bran, toasted 1 slice(s) 27 10.4 70 3.1 11.8 1.3 1.3 0.2 0.5 0.5
8609 oatmeal 1 slice(s) 27 9.9 73 2.3 13.1 1.1 1.2 0.2 0.4 0.5
8613 oatmeal, toasted 1 slice(s) 25 7.8 73 2.3 13.2 1.1 1.2 0.2 0.4 0.5
1409 Pita 1 item(s) 60 19.3 165 5.5 33.4 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3
7905 Pita, whole wheat 1 item(s) 64 19.6 170 6.3 35.2 4.7 1.7 0.3 0.2 0.7
338 Pumpernickel 1 slice(s) 32 12.1 80 2.8 15.2 2.1 1.0 0.1 0.3 0.4
334 raisin, enriched 1 slice(s) 26 8.7 71 2.1 13.6 1.1 1.1 0.3 0.6 0.2

8625 raisin, toasted 1 slice(s) 25 6.9 74 2.1 14.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 0.6 0.2
10168 rice, white, gluten-free, 

wheat-free
1 slice(s) 38 — 100 1.0 17.0 1.0 3.5 0 — —

8653 rye 1 slice(s) 32 11.9 83 2.7 15.5 1.9 1.1 0.2 0.4 0.3
74338 rye, light 1 slice(s) 43 — 100 3.0 20.0 1.0 0.5 0 — —
8654 rye, toasted 1 slice(s) 29 9.0 82 2.7 15.4 1.9 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.3
8588 sourdough 1 slice(s) 25 7.0 72 2.9 14.1 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
8592 sourdough, toasted 1 slice(s) 23 4.7 73 3.0 14.2 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
8596 Vienna, toasted 1 slice(s) 23 4.7 73 3.0 14.2 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
8670 wheat 1 slice(s) 25 8.6 68 2.6 12.4 1.0 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.4
8671 wheat, toasted 1 slice(s) 23 5.6 72 3.0 12.8 1.1 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.4
340 white 1 slice(s) 25 9.1 66 2.3 12.3 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.4
1395 whole wheat 1 slice(s) 46 15.0 128 3.9 23.6 2.8 2.5 0.4 0.5 1.4

Cakes
386 angel food, prepared  

from mix
1 piece(s) 50 16.5 129 3.0 29.4 0.1 0.2 0 0 0.1

8772 butter pound, ready to eat, 
commercially prepared

1 slice(s) 75 18.5 291 4.1 36.6 0.4 14.9 8.7 4.4 0.8

28517 carrot 1 slice(s) 131 56.4 340 4.8 56.8 1.8 11.1 1.0 6.1 3.6
4931 chocolate with chocolate 

icing, commercially prepared
1 slice(s) 64 14.7 235 2.6 34.9 1.8 10.5 3.1 5.6 1.2

8756 chocolate, prepared from mix 1 slice(s) 95 23.2 352 5.0 50.7 1.5 14.3 5.2 5.7 2.6
8757 Fruitcake, ready to eat, 

 commercially prepared
1 piece(s) 43 10.9 139 1.2 26.5 1.6 3.9 0.5 1.8 1.4

14284 lemon, prepared from mix 1 slice(s) 80 — 250 3.0 36.0 0.5 11.1 2.6 — —
1397 Pineapple upside down, 

 prepared from mix
1 slice(s) 115 37.1 367 4.0 58.1 0.9 13.9 3.4 6.0 3.8

411 sponge, prepared from mix 1 slice(s) 63 18.5 187 4.6 36.4 0.3 2.7 0.8 1.0 0.4
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Appendix A
PAGE KEY: A-6 = Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
A-52 = Processed Meats  A-54 = Beverages  A-58 = Fats/Oils  A-60 = Sweets  A-62 = Spices/Condiments/Sauces  A-66 = Mixed Foods/Soups/Sandwiches  A-72 = Fast Food  A-90 = Convenience  A-92 = Baby Foods

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 13 2.70 19.9 105.1 244.2 0.80 14.9 0.27 0.22 0.20 2.19 0.04 123.5 0.5 0 22.0
0 9 2.19 22.0 81.7 418.9 0.64 0.7 0.24 0.23 0.24 2.10 0.03 95.1 0.1 0 24.3
0 63 4.30 15.6 53.3 338.7 1.35 0 0.43 0.07 0.18 2.82 0.05 160.5 0.7 0 16.2
0 65 2.97 15.8 56.1 354.4 0.86 0 0.40 0.08 0.18 2.89 0.05 134.0 0 0 16.6
0 40 2.70 — — 420.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 37 0.94 6.0 45.9 204.5 0.20 0 0.16 0.05 0.13 1.20 0.01 59.3 0 0.1 7.3
43 79 1.34 7.1 49.1 281.8 0.31 66.4 0.15 0.55 0.16 1.20 0.03 49.1 0.1 0.1 10.8

0 57 1.22 16.1 81.2 321.2 0.42 0 0.20 0.12 0.15 1.65 0.04 63.2 0.1 0.1 12.2

0 32 0.94 28.4 143.1 284.0 0.22 11.3 0.01 0.14 0.05 0.50 0.04 6.3 0 0 9.9
0 5 1.03 7.7 29.8 171.1 0.21 0 0.14 0.24 0.13 1.27 0.02 61.2 0 0 9.0

21 94 0.94 10.1 69.2 208.8 0.49 0 0.14 0.40 0.16 1.06 0.04 61.7 1.5 0.2 6.8
0 11 0.70 13.0 44.3 134.5 0.31 0 0.09 — 0.06 0.92 0.08 19.0 0 0 6.3
0 6 0.31 2.3 9.3 52.3 0.07 0 0.05 — 0.02 0.41 0 15.7 0 0 2.8

20 37 1.22 7.6 46.0 152.0 0.32 25.2 0.18 0.10 0.17 1.94 0.03 52.0 0 0 12.0
21 38 1.24 7.8 46.6 154.3 0.32 25.5 0.14 0.11 0.16 1.77 0.02 47.4 0 0 12.2
0 14 1.16 9.0 41.0 164.2 0.30 0 0.14 0.06 0.09 1.52 0.03 73.6 0.1 0 8.7
0 11 0.89 7.1 32.2 165.6 0.24 0 0.10 0.04 0.09 1.24 0.02 49.9 0 0 6.8
6 48 3.44 15.3 65.5 279.8 0.30 — 0.37 0 0.18 3.91 0.03 166.7 — 0 15.8

0 23 0.88 8.1 33.0 183.9 0.26 0 0.14 0.09 0.09 1.31 0.01 91.2 0 0 8.2
0 27 0.65 20.3 59.8 99.1 0.44 0 0.07 0.10 0.03 1.05 0.07 19.5 0 0 8.6
0 27 0.65 20.4 60.0 99.4 0.44 0 0.06 0.10 0.03 1.05 0.07 16.8 0 0 8.6
0 20 0.94 10.5 44.1 105.9 0.27 0.6 0.15 0.13 0.10 1.45 0.02 36.0 0 0 9.0
0 19 0.93 9.2 33.2 104.5 0.28 0.5 0.12 0.13 0.09 1.29 0.01 28.1 0 0 8.9
0 18 0.73 10.0 38.3 120.7 0.28 1.4 0.11 0.13 0.06 0.85 0.02 23.5 0 0 6.6
0 18 0.74 10.3 38.5 121.5 0.28 1.3 0.09 0.13 0.06 0.77 0.02 18.8 0.1 0 6.7
0 52 1.57 15.6 72.0 321.6 0.50 0 0.36 0.18 0.20 2.78 0.02 99.0 0 0 16.3
0 10 1.96 44.2 108.8 284.2 0.97 0 0.22 0.39 0.05 1.82 0.17 22.4 0 0 28.2
0 22 0.92 17.3 66.6 190.7 0.47 0 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.99 0.04 42.9 0 0 7.8
0 17 0.75 6.8 59.0 90.2 0.19 0 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.90 0.02 40.6 0 0 5.2
0 18 0.79 7.0 61.5 94.3 0.19 0 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.85 0.02 37.0 0.1 0 5.4
0 20 0.72 — — 120.0 — 0 0.15 — 0.07 1.20 — — 0 — —

0 23 0.91 12.8 53.1 193.0 0.36 0 0.14 0.11 0.11 1.22 0.02 48.3 0.1 0 9.9
0 0 1.08 — — 220.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —
0 23 0.90 12.5 53.1 192.6 0.36 0 0.11 0.11 0.10 1.09 0.02 42.9 0.1 0 9.9
0 11 0.91 7.0 32.0 128.3 0.23 0 0.11 0.05 0.07 1.19 0.03 57.5 0.1 0 6.8
0 11 0.89 7.1 32.2 165.6 0.24 0 0.10 0.04 0.09 1.24 0.02 49.9 0 0 6.8
0 11 0.89 7.1 32.2 165.6 0.24 0 0.10 0.04 0.09 1.24 0.02 49.9 0 0 6.8
0 35 0.88 11.5 45.5 129.8 0.29 0 0.12 0.05 0.07 1.48 0.03 24.8 0.1 0 7.2
0 38 0.94 13.6 51.3 138.2 0.34 0 0.10 0.06 0.09 1.44 0.04 23.0 0 0 7.7
0 65 0.90 6.3 28.8 122.8 0.21 0 0.13 0.05 0.06 1.20 0.02 42.8 0 0 5.5
0 15 1.43 37.3 144.4 159.2 0.69 0 0.14 0.35 0.10 1.83 0.09 35.9 0 0 17.8

0 42 0.12 4.0 67.5 255.5 0.06 0 0.05 0 0.10 0.09 0 14.5 0 0 7.7

166 26 1.03 8.3 89.3 298.5 0.34 111.8 0.10 — 0.17 0.98 0.03 46.5 0 0.2 6.6

0 64 1.87 19.2 250.5 370.2 0.44 0 0.24 1.96 0.21 1.74 0.11 77.7 4.8 0 14.6
27 28 1.41 21.8 128.0 213.8 0.44 16.6 0.02 0.63 0.09 0.37 0.03 14.9 0.1 0.1 2.1

55 57 1.53 30.4 133.0 299.3 0.66 38.0 0.13 — 0.20 1.08 0.04 37.0 0.2 0.2 11.3
2 14 0.89 6.9 65.8 43.4 0.12 3.0 0.02 0.39 0.04 0.34 0.02 13.8 0.2 0 0.9

54 40 0.72 — — 312.0 — 0 0.12 — 0.14 0.80 — 0 — —
25 138 1.70 14.9 128.8 366.9 0.36 71.3 0.18 — 0.18 1.37 0.04 44.8 1.4 0.1 10.8

107 26 1.00 5.7 88.8 143.6 0.37 48.5 0.10 — 0.19 0.76 0.04 33.4 0 0.2 11.7
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Breads, Baked Goods, Cakes, Cookies, Crackers, Chips, Pies—continued
8817 white with coconut frosting, 

prepared from mix
1 slice(s) 112 23.2 399 4.9 70.8 1.1 11.5 4.4 4.1 2.4

8819 yellow with chocolate  frosting, 
ready to eat,  commercially 
prepared

1 slice(s) 64 14.3 243 2.0 35.4 1.0 11.4 3.7 4.6 3.0

8822 yellow with vanilla frosting, ready 
to eat, commercially prepared

1 slice(s) 64 14.1 239 2.2 37.6 0.2 9.3 1.5 3.9 3.3

Snack cakes
8791 chocolate snack cake, creme 

filled, with frosting
1 item(s) 50 9.3 200 1.8 30.2 1.6 8.0 2.4 4.3 0.9

25010 cinnamon coffee cake 1 piece(s) 72 22.6 231 3.6 35.9 0.7 8.3 2.2 2.6 3.0
16777 Funnel cake 1 item(s) 90 37.7 275 7.3 29.2 0.9 14.3 2.7 5.5 5.4
8794 sponge snack cake, creme filled 1 item(s) 43 8.3 159 1.5 27.2 0.4 4.9 1.8 2.1 0.8

Snacks, chips, pretzels
57179 bagel chips, plain 1 ounce(s) 28 — 132 4.1 19.2 1.0 4.6 0.5 3.5 0.5
57180 bagel chips, toasted garlic 1 ounce(s) 28 — 132 4.1 19.2 1.0 4.6 0.5 3.5 0.5
38192 chex traditional snack mix 1 cup(s) 52 — 220 4.0 38.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 — —
654 Potato chips, salted 1 ounce(s) 28 0.6 154 1.9 14.4 1.2 10.3 1.1 4.5 4.5
8816 Potato chips, unsalted 1 ounce(s) 28 0.5 152 2.0 15.0 1.4 9.8 3.1 2.8 3.5
5096 Pretzels, plain, hard, twists 5 item(s) 30 1.0 114 3.1 23.9 0.9 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.3
4632 Pretzels, whole wheat 1 ounce(s) 28 1.1 103 3.1 23.0 2.2 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.2
4641 tortilla chips, plain 6 item(s) 11 0.2 53 0.8 7.1 0.6 2.5 0.3 0.7 1.2

Cookies
8859 animal crackers 12 item(s) 30 1.2 134 2.1 22.2 0.3 4.1 1.0 2.3 0.6
8876 brownie, prepared from mix 1 item(s) 24 3.0 112 1.5 12.0 0.5 7.0 1.8 2.6 2.3
25207 chocolate chip cookies 1 item(s) 30 3.7 140 2.0 16.2 0.6 7.9 2.1 3.3 2.1
8915 chocolate sandwich cookie 

with extra creme filling
1 item(s) 13 0.2 65 0.6 8.9 0.4 3.2 0.7 2.1 0.3

14145 Fig newtons cookies 1 item(s) 16 — 55 0.5 11.0 0.5 1.0 0 — —
8920 Fortune cookie 1 item(s) 8 0.6 30 0.3 6.7 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0

25208 oatmeal cookies 1 item(s) 69 12.5 234 5.4 45.3 3.2 4.2 0.7 1.3 1.8
25213 Peanut butter cookies 1 item(s) 35 4.1 162 4.2 16.9 0.9 9.2 1.7 4.7 2.4
33095 sugar cookies 1 item(s) 16 4.1 61 1.1 7.4 0.1 3.0 0.6 1.4 0.8
9002 Vanilla sandwich cookie with 

creme filling
1 item(s) 10 0.2 48 0.5 7.2 0.1 2.0 0.3 0.8 0.8

Crackers
9012 cheese cracker sandwich with 

peanut butter
4 item(s) 28 0.9 139 3.5 15.9 1.0 7.0 1.2 3.6 1.4

9008 cheese crackers (mini) 30 item(s) 30 1.1 147 3.3 17.8 0.7 6.8 1.6 1.7 3.0
33362 cheese crackers, low sodium 1 serving(s) 30 0.9 151 3.0 17.5 0.7 7.6 2.9 3.6 0.7
8928 honey graham crackers 4 item(s) 28 1.2 118 1.9 21.5 0.8 2.8 0.4 1.1 1.1
9016 matzo crackers, plain 1 item(s) 28 1.2 112 2.8 23.8 0.9 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
9024 melba toast 3 item(s) 15 0.8 59 1.8 11.5 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
9028 melba toast, rye 3 item(s) 15 0.7 58 1.7 11.6 1.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
14189 ritz crackers 5 item(s) 16 0.5 80 1.0 10.0 0 4.5 1.0 1.0 1.7
9014 rye crispbread crackers 1 item(s) 10 0.6 37 0.8 8.2 1.6 0.1 0 0 0.1
9040 rye wafer 1 item(s) 11 0.6 37 1.1 8.8 2.5 0.1 0 0 0
432 saltine crackers 5 item(s) 15 0.6 63 1.4 11.2 0.4 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.6

9046 saltine crackers, low salt 5 item(s) 15 0.6 63 1.4 11.2 0.4 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.6
9052 snack cracker sandwich with 

cheese filling
4 item(s) 28 1.1 134 2.6 17.3 0.5 5.9 1.7 3.2 0.7

9054 snack cracker sandwich with 
peanut butter filling

4 item(s) 28 0.8 138 3.2 16.3 0.6 6.9 1.4 3.9 1.3

9048 snack crackers, round 10 item(s) 30 1.0 151 2.0 18.4 0.6 7.7 1.6 2.0 3.8
9050 snack crackers, round, low salt 10 item(s) 30 1.0 151 2.2 18.3 0.5 7.6 1.1 3.2 2.9
9044 soda crackers 5 item(s) 15 0.6 63 1.4 11.2 0.4 1.3 0.3 0.3 0.6
9059 wheat cracker sandwich with 

cheese filling
4 item(s) 28 0.9 139 2.7 16.3 0.9 7.0 1.2 2.9 2.6

9061 wheat cracker sandwich with 
peanut butter filling

4 item(s) 28 1.0 139 3.8 15.1 1.2 7.5 1.3 3.3 2.5

9055 wheat crackers 10 item(s) 30 1.0 137 2.7 20.2 1.1 5.2 0.8 1.3 2.8
9057 wheat crackers, low salt 10 item(s) 30 0.9 142 2.6 19.5 1.4 6.2 1.6 3.4 0.8
9022 whole wheat crackers 7 item(s) 28 0.8 120 3.0 19.5 2.9 4.0 0.6 0.9 1.9
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

1 101 1.30 13.4 110.9 318.1 0.37 13.4 0.14 0.13 0.21 1.19 0.03 57.1 0.1 0.1 12.0

10 20 1.30 12.8 119.7 198.4 0.27 21.1 0.03 2.88 0.06 0.51 0 20.5 0 0 3.8

35 40 0.68 3.8 33.9 220.2 0.16 12.2 0.06 — 0.04 0.32 0.02 25.6 0 0.1 3.5

0 58 1.80 18.0 88.0 166.0 0.52 0.5 0.02 0.55 0.04 0.46 0.07 17.5 0.9 0 1.7

26 54 1.20 8.3 72.6 275.8 0.30 0 0.18 0.35 0.17 1.30 0.03 66.1 0 0.1 9.8
55 127 1.90 16.2 147.6 271.8 0.69 56.7 0.24 1.58 0.33 1.86 0.05 75.6 0 0.3 17.5
17 10 0.58 3.4 30.2 199.8 0.25 2.1 0.08 0.26 0.07 0.66 0 23.0 0 0.1 1.5

0 0 1.09 — — 313.9 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 1.09 — — 303.8 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0.72 — — 480.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 7 0.46 19.8 465.5 136.1 0.68 0 0.02 1.91 0.07 1.19 0.20 21.3 5.3 0 2.3
0 7 0.46 19.0 361.5 2.3 0.31 0 0.05 2.58 0.06 1.08 0.19 12.8 8.8 0 2.3
0 5 1.56 8.7 40.8 407.1 0.43 0 0.15 0.10 0.10 1.54 0.01 85.6 0 0 1.8
0 8 0.76 8.5 121.9 57.6 0.18 0 0.12 — 0.08 1.85 0.08 15.3 0.3 0
0 19 0.25 15.8 23.2 45.5 0.27 0 0 0.46 0.01 0.14 0.02 2.2 0 0 0.7

0 13 0.82 5.4 30.0 122.1 0.19 0 0.10 0.04 0.10 1.04 0.01 49.5 0 0 2.1
18 14 0.44 12.7 42.2 82.3 0.23 42.2 0.03 — 0.05 0.24 0.02 9.4 0.1 0 2.8
13 11 0.64 11.4 51.3 108.6 0.24 0 0.08 0.60 0.06 0.87 0.02 29.8 0 0 4.2
0 2 1.01 4.7 17.8 45.6 0.10 0 0.01 0.25 0.02 0.25 0 9.0 0 0 1.1

0 10 0.36 — — 62.5 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 1 0.12 0.6 3.3 2.5 0.01 0.1 0.01 0 0.01 0.15 0 8.4 0 0 0.2
0 26 1.83 45.5 157.5 310.3 1.49 0 0.23 1.02 0.13 1.40 0.09 46.4 0.3 0 16.7

13 27 0.65 20.3 107.2 153.7 0.46 0 0.09 1.45 0.09 1.86 0.06 34.7 0.1 0.1 4.7
18 5 0.32 1.7 12.8 50.0 0.08 0 0.04 0.32 0.05 0.31 0.01 17.1 0 0 3.1
0 3 0.22 1.4 9.1 34.9 0.04 0 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.27 0 8.2 0 0 0.3

0 14 0.76 15.7 61.0 232.1 0.29 0.3 0.15 0.66 0.08 1.63 0.04 39.8 0 0.1 2.3

1 41 1.46 7.5 46.8 291.9 0.36 5.1 0.17 0.66 0.10 1.83 0.05 72.3 0 0.1 4.1
4 45 1.43 10.8 31.8 137.4 0.34 5.1 0.17 0.09 0.13 1.40 0.17 40.2 0 0.1 2.6
0 7 1.04 8.4 37.8 133.6 0.23 0 0.06 0.09 0.09 1.15 0.02 18.5 0 0 2.9
0 4 0.90 7.1 31.8 0 0.19 0 0.11 0.02 0.08 1.11 0.03 4.8 0 0 10.5
0 14 0.56 8.9 30.3 89.7 0.30 0 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.62 0.01 29.0 0 0 5.2
0 12 0.55 5.8 29.0 134.9 0.20 0 0.07 — 0.04 0.71 0.01 19.4 0 0 5.8
0 20 0.36 3.0 19.0 135.0 0.10 — 0.07 0.56 0.04 0.78 0.01 17.8 0 — 0.7
0 3 0.24 7.8 31.9 41.0 0.24 0 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.02 6.5 0 0 3.7
0 4 0.65 13.3 54.5 61.3 0.31 0 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.17 0.03 4.9 0 0 2.6
0 3 0.77 3.8 23.9 153.1 0.12 0 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.79 0.01 33.2 0 0 1.0
0 18 0.77 3.8 108.6 29.7 0.12 0 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.79 0.01 33.2 0 0 1.0
1 72 0.67 10.1 120.1 273.8 0.17 4.8 0.12 0.06 0.19 1.05 0.01 44.8 0 0 6.0

0 23 0.78 15.4 60.2 224.3 0.32 0.3 0.14 0.58 0.08 1.71 0.04 34.2 0 0 3.0

0 29 1.14 5.4 33.3 224.4 0.17 0 0.13 1.07 0.07 1.25 0.02 55.8 0 0 1.1
0 36 1.08 8.1 106.5 64.8 0.20 0 0.12 0.61 0.10 1.21 0.02 42.6 0 0 2.0
0 3 0.77 3.8 23.9 153.1 0.12 0 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.79 0.01 33.2 0 0 1.0
2 57 0.73 15.1 85.7 234.9 0.24 5.9 0.10 — 0.12 0.89 0.07 26.9 0.4 0 6.8

0 48 0.75 10.6 83.2 226.0 0.23 0 0.11 — 0.08 1.65 0.04 26.0 0 0 6.1

0 24 1.41 13.8 62.1 236.1 0.52 0 0.18 0.33 0.09 1.49 0.04 56.1 0 0.1 3.8
0 15 1.32 18.6 60.9 57.0 0.48 0 0.15 0.15 0.10 1.49 0.04 21.6 0 0 10.1
0 10 0.94 30.8 96.6 197.1 0.74 0 0.05 0.39 0.01 1.30 0.05 7.8 0 0 2.8
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Breads, Baked Goods, Cakes, Cookies, Crackers, Chips, Pies—continued
Pastry

16754 apple fritter 1 item(s) 17 6.4 61 1.0 5.5 0.2 3.9 1.0 1.6 1.1
41565 cinnamon rolls with icing, 

refrigerated dough
1 serving(s) 44 12.3 145 1.9 23.5 0.6 5.0 1.4 — —

4945 croissant, butter 1 item(s) 57 13.2 231 4.7 26.1 1.5 12.0 6.6 3.1 0.6
9096 danish, nut 1 item(s) 65 13.3 280 4.6 29.7 1.3 16.4 3.8 8.9 2.8
9115 doughnut with creme filling 1 item(s) 85 32.5 307 5.4 25.5 0.7 20.8 4.6 10.3 2.6
9117 doughnut with jelly filling 1 item(s) 85 30.3 289 5.0 33.2 0.8 15.9 4.1 8.7 2.0
4947 doughnut, cake 1 item(s) 47 10.8 196 2.8 21.4 0.8 11.1 3.3 6.0 1.2
9105 doughnut, cake, chocolate glazed 1 item(s) 42 6.8 175 1.9 24.1 0.9 8.4 2.2 4.7 1.0
437 doughnut, glazed 1 item(s) 60 15.2 242 3.8 26.6 0.7 13.7 3.5 7.7 1.7

10617 toaster pastry, brown sugar 
cinnamon

1 item(s) 50 5.3 210 2.0 34.0 0.5 8.0 2.5 — —

30928 toaster pastry, cream cheese 1 item(s) 54 — 200 3.0 24.0 0.5 11.0 4.0 — —
Muffins

25015 blueberry 1 item(s) 63 29.8 160 3.4 23.0 0.8 6.0 0.9 1.6 3.0
9189 corn, ready to eat 1 item(s) 57 18.6 174 3.4 29.0 1.9 4.8 0.8 1.2 1.8
9121 english muffin, plain, enriched 1 item(s) 57 24.0 134 4.4 26.2 1.5 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.5

29582 english muffin, toasted 1 item(s) 50 16.5 135 5.2 26.3 1.4 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5
9145 english muffin, wheat 1 item(s) 57 24.1 127 5.0 25.5 2.6 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.5
8894 oat bran 1 item(s) 57 20.0 154 4.0 27.5 2.6 4.2 0.6 1.0 2.4

Granola bars
34783 Kudos milk chocolate with 

m&ms granola bar
1 item(s) 24 — 100 1.0 17.0 1.0 2.5 1.5 — —

38187 nature Valley fruit ‘n’ nut trail 
mix bar

1 item(s) 35 — 140 3.0 25.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 — —

3436 nature Valley oats ‘n honey 
crunchy granola bars

2 item(s) 42 — 180 4.0 29.0 2.0 6.0 0.5 — —

1383 Plain, hard 1 item(s) 25 1.0 115 2.5 15.8 1.3 4.9 0.6 1.1 3.0
4606 Plain, soft 1 item(s) 28 1.8 126 2.1 19.1 1.3 4.9 2.1 1.1 1.5

Pies
454 apple pie, prepared from 

home recipe
1 slice(s) 155 73.3 411 3.7 57.5 2.3 19.4 4.7 8.4 5.2

470 Pecan pie, prepared from 
home recipe

1 slice(s) 122 23.8 503 6.0 63.7 — 27.1 4.9 13.6 7.0

33356 Pie crust mix, prepared, baked 1 slice(s) 20 2.1 100 1.3 10.1 0.4 6.1 1.5 3.5 0.8
9007 Pie crust, ready to bake, 

 frozen, enriched, baked
1 slice(s) 16 1.1 81 1.0 9.0 0.5 4.6 1.5 2.2 0.6

472 Pumpkin pie, prepared from 
home recipe

1 slice(s) 155 90.7 316 7.0 40.9 — 14.4 4.9 5.7 2.8

Rolls
8555 crescent dinner roll 1 item(s) 28 9.6 78 2.8 14.0 0.6 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
489 hamburger roll or bun, plain 1 item(s) 43 14.7 120 4.2 21.6 0.9 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.7
490 hard roll 1 item(s) 57 17.7 167 5.6 30.0 1.3 2.5 0.3 0.6 1.0
5127 Kaiser roll 1 item(s) 57 17.7 167 5.6 30.0 1.3 2.5 0.3 0.6 1.0
5130 whole wheat roll or bun 1 item(s) 28 9.4 75 2.5 14.5 2.1 1.3 0.2 0.3 0.6

Sport bars
37026 balance original chocolate bar 1 item(s) 50 — 200 14.0 21.0 2.0 7.0 4.0 — —
37024 balance original peanut butter bar 1 item(s) 50 — 200 15.0 21.0 0.5 7.0 3.0 — —
36580 clif bar chocolate brownie 

energy bar
1 item(s) 68 — 240 10.0 44.0 5.0 5.0 1.5 — —

36583 clif bar crunchy peanut butter 
energy bar

1 item(s) 68 — 250 11.0 42.0 5.0 6.0 1.0 — —

36589 clif luna nutz over chocolate 
energy bar

1 item(s) 48 — 180 9.0 25.0 4.0 6.0 2.0 — —

12005 Powerbar apple cinnamon 1 item(s) 65 — 230 8.0 45.0 2.0 3.5 0.5 — —
16078 Powerbar banana 1 item(s) 65 — 240 8.0 46.0 1.0 3.5 0.5 — —
16080 Powerbar chocolate 1 item(s) 65 — 240 8.0 45.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 — —
29092 Powerbar peanut butter 1 item(s) 65 — 240 9.0 44.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 — —

Tortillas
1391 corn tortillas, soft 1 item(s) 24 11.0 52 1.4 10.7 1.5 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.3
1669 Flour tortilla 1 item(s) 30 9.5 90 2.4 15.4 0.7 2.0 0.5 1.1 0.4
1390 taco shells, hard 1 item(s) 13 0.9 63 0.9 8.5 0.9 2.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
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Appendix A

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

13 9 0.26 2.2 22.3 7.3 0.10 8.2 0.03 0.25 0.04 0.23 0.01 9.2 0.2 0 2.6
0 12 0.85 — — 343.2 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

38 21 1.16 9.1 67.3 424.1 0.43 117.4 0.22 0.48 0.14 1.25 0.03 74.1 0.1 0.1 12.9
30 61 1.17 20.8 61.8 193.7 0.57 5.8 0.14 0.53 0.16 1.50 0.07 79.3 1.1 0.1 9.2
20 21 1.56 17.0 68.0 262.8 0.68 9.4 0.29 0.25 0.13 1.91 0.06 92.7 0 0.1 9.2
22 21 1.50 17.0 67.2 387.0 0.64 14.5 0.27 0.37 0.12 1.82 0.09 88.5 0 0.2 10.6

4 12 1.41 7.5 53.1 261.8 0.32 1.4 0.11 0.89 0.07 0.93 0.01 54.0 0.6 0 4.8
24 89 0.95 14.3 44.5 90.3 0.24 5.0 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.20 0.01 26.9 0 0 1.7
4 26 0.36 13.2 64.8 205.2 0.46 2.4 0.53 — 0.04 0.39 0.03 13.2 0.1 0.1 5.0
0 0 1.80 8.0 67.5 190.0 0.61 150.1 0.15 — 0.17 2.00 0.20 — 0 0 —

10 0 0.72 — — 210.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

20 56 1.04 7.9 68.6 287.8 0.29 0 0.17 0.85 0.16 1.26 0.03 62.5 0.2 0.2 9.0
15 42 1.60 18.2 39.3 118.6 0.31 29.6 0.16 0.46 0.19 1.16 0.05 63.8 0 0.1 8.7
0 30 1.42 12.0 74.7 264.5 0.40 0 0.25 — 0.16 2.21 0.02 57.0 0 0
0 99 2.33 14.0 64.5 238.5 0.70 0 0.27 0.18 0.14 2.49 0.03 90.0 0.9 0 13.1
0 101 1.64 21.1 106.0 201.2 0.61 0 0.25 0.26 0.17 1.91 0.05 46.2 0 0 16.6
0 36 2.39 89.5 289.0 224.0 1.05 0 0.15 0.38 0.05 0.24 0.09 79.2 0 0 6.3

0 300 0.36 — — 105.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0.36 — — 100.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 1.08 — 95.0 160.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 15 0.72 23.8 82.3 72.0 0.50 0.5 0.06 0.51 0.03 0.39 0.02 5.6 0.2 0 4.0
0 30 0.73 21.0 92.3 79.0 0.43 0 0.08 — 0.05 0.15 0.03 6.8 0 0.1 4.6

0 11 1.74 10.9 122.4 327.0 0.29 17.0 0.23 — 0.17 1.91 0.05 58.9 2.6 0 12.1

106 39 1.81 31.7 162.3 319.6 1.24 100.0 0.23 — 0.22 1.03 0.07 41.5 0.2 0.2 14.6

0 12 0.43 3.0 12.4 145.8 0.08 0 0.06 — 0.04 0.47 0.01 22.2 0 0 4.4
0 3 0.45 2.7 18.2 74.7 0.08 0 0.05 0.09 0.02 0.55 0.01 16.3 0 0 1.1

65 146 1.97 29.5 288.3 348.8 0.71 660.3 0.14 — 0.31 1.21 0.07 43.4 2.6 0.1 11.0

0 48 0.96 6.7 35.6 140.0 0.24 0 0.18 0.02 0.06 1.33 0.02 47.9 0.4 0.1 6.4
0 74 1.47 10.3 54.6 215.0 0.37 0 0.28 0.03 0.09 2.05 0.03 73.5 0.6 0.1 9.8
0 54 1.87 15.4 61.6 310.1 0.54 0 0.27 0.24 0.19 2.42 0.02 86.1 0 0 22.3
0 54 1.87 15.4 61.6 310.1 0.54 0 0.27 0.24 0.19 2.42 0.02 86.1 0 0 22.3
0 30 0.69 24.1 77.1 135.5 0.57 0 0.07 0.26 0.04 1.04 0.06 8.5 0 0 14.0

0 150 2.70 — 260.0 160.0 2.25 — 0.22 — 0.25 3.00 0.30 102.0 60.0 0.9 10.5
0 150 2.70 — 150.0 170.0 2.25 — 0.22 — 0.25 3.00 0.30 102.0 60.0 0.9 10.5
0 250 4.50 100.0 340.0 150.0 3.00 — 0.38 — 0.25 3.00 0.40 — 60.0 0.9 14.0

0 250 4.50 100.0 270.0 230.0 3.00 — 0.38 — 0.25 3.00 0.40 — 60.0 0.9 14.0

0 350 5.40 40.0 160.0 190.0 5.25 — 0.15 — 0.68 8.00 1.50 — 12.0 4.5 24.5

0 250 4.50 — 105.0 200.0 — 0 0.22 — 0.17 — 0.50 — 42.0 — —
0 150 2.70 — 105.0 200.0 — 0 0.22 — 0.17 — 0.50 — 42.0 — —
0 150 2.70 — 260.0 200.0 — 0 0.22 — 0.17 — 0.50 — 42.0 — —
0 20 0.72 — 105.0 200.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 19 0.30 17.3 44.6 10.8 0.31 0 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.36 0.05 1.2 0 0 1.5
0 32 1.00 6.0 45.9 205.8 0.16 0 0.15 0.06 0.04 1.09 0.01 60.3 0 0 7.2
0 13 0.24 11.4 31.0 32.3 0.21 0.1 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.25 0.03 11.3 0 0 0.6
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Breads, Baked Goods, Cakes, Cookies, Crackers, Chips, Pies—continued
Pancakes, waffles

8926 Pancakes, blueberry,  prepared 
from recipe

3 item(s) 114 60.6 253 7.0 33.1 0.8 10.5 2.3 2.6 4.7

13402 Pancakes, frozen 3 item(s) 105 — 240 5.0 41.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 — —
9221 waffle plain, frozen, toasted 1 item(s) 33 10.1 103 2.4 16.3 0.8 3.2 0.5 1.6 0.7
30311 waffle, 100% whole-grain 1 item(s) 182 85.2 426 16.1 60.7 4.2 14.2 3.5 5.5 4.1
500 waffle, plain, prepared from 

recipe
1 item(s) 75 31.5 218 5.9 24.7 1.7 10.6 2.1 2.6 5.1

Cereal, Flour, Grain, Pasta, Noodles, Popcorn
Grain

2861 amaranth, dry ½ cup(s) 98 11.0 362 13.2 63.6 6.5 6.8 1.4 1.6 2.7
1953 barley, pearled, cooked ½ cup(s) 79 54.0 97 1.8 22.2 3.0 0.3 0.1 0 0.2
1956 buckwheat groats, cooked, 

roasted
½ cup(s) 84 63.5 77 2.8 16.7 2.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.2

1957 bulgur, cooked ½ cup(s) 91 70.8 76 2.8 16.9 4.1 0.2 0 0 0.1
1963 couscous, cooked ½ cup(s) 79 57.0 88 3.0 18.2 1.1 0.1 0 0 0.1
1967 millet, cooked ½ cup(s) 120 85.7 143 4.2 28.4 1.6 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.6
1969 oat bran, dry ½ cup(s) 47 3.1 116 8.1 31.1 7.2 3.3 0.6 1.1 1.3
1972 Quinoa, dry ½ cup(s) 85 11.3 313 12.0 54.6 6.0 5.2 0.6 1.4 2.8

Rice
129 brown, long grain, cooked ½ cup(s) 98 71.3 108 2.5 22.4 1.8 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.3

2863 brown, medium grain, cooked  ½ cup(s) 98 71.1 109 2.3 22.9 1.8 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.3
37488 Jasmine, saffroned, cooked ½ cup(s) 79 — 85 2.0 19.5 0 0 0 0 0
30280 Pilaf, cooked ½ cup(s) 103 73.4 135 2.1 22.2 0.6 4.1 0.6 1.6 1.7
28066 spanish, cooked ½ cup(s) 113 85.2 114 2.9 23.5 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.3
2867 white glutinous, cooked ½ cup(s) 87 66.7 84 1.8 18.3 0.9 0.2 0 0.1 0.1
484 white, long grain, boiled ½ cup(s) 79 54.1 103 2.1 22.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
482 white, long grain, enriched, 

instant, boiled
½ cup(s) 83 59.4 97 1.8 20.7 0.5 0.4 0 0.1 0

486 white, long grain, enriched, 
parboiled, cooked

½ cup(s) 79 55.6 97 2.3 20.6 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

1994 wild brown, cooked ½ cup(s) 82 60.6 83 3.3 17.5 1.5 0.3 0 0 0.2
Flour & grain fractions

505 all-purpose flour, self-rising, 
enriched

½ cup(s) 63 6.6 221 6.2 46.4 1.7 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3

503 all-purpose flour, white, 
bleached, enriched

½ cup(s) 63 7.4 228 6.5 47.7 1.7 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3

53271 barley flour ½ cup(s) 74 9.0 255 7.8 55.1 7.5 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.6
383 buckwheat flour, whole groat ½ cup(s) 60 6.7 201 7.6 42.4 6.0 1.9 0.4 0.6 0.6
504 cake wheat flour, enriched ½ cup(s) 69 8.6 248 5.6 53.5 1.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3
426 cornmeal, degermed, enriched ½ cup(s) 69 7.7 255 4.9 54.8 2.7 1.2 0.1 0.2 0.4
424 cornmeal, yellow whole grain ½ cup(s) 61 6.3 221 5.0 46.9 4.5 2.2 0.3 0.6 1.0
1978 dark rye flour ½ cup(s) 64 6.9 208 10.2 43.9 15.2 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.7
1644 masa corn flour, enriched ½ cup(s) 57 5.2 208 5.3 43.5 3.6 2.2 0.3 0.6 1.0
1976 rice flour, brown ½ cup(s) 79 9.5 287 5.7 60.4 3.6 2.2 0.4 0.8 0.8
1645 rice flour, white ½ cup(s) 79 9.4 289 4.7 63.3 1.9 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
1980 semolina, enriched ½ cup(s) 84 10.6 301 10.6 60.8 3.3 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.4
2827 soy flour, raw ½ cup(s) 42 2.2 185 14.7 14.9 4.1 8.8 1.3 1.9 4.9
1990 wheat germ, crude 2 tablespoon(s) 14 1.6 52 3.3 7.4 1.9 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.9
506 whole-wheat flour ½ cup(s) 60 6.4 204 7.9 43.2 6.4 1.5 0.3 0.2 0.7

Breakfast bars
39230 atkins day break apple crisp bar 1 item(s) 35 — 130 10.0 17.0 7.0 5.0 2.0 — —
10571 nutri-grain apple cinnamon 

cereal bar
1 item(s) 37 — 130 2.0 24.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 — —

10647 nutri-grain blueberry cereal bar 1 item(s) 37 — 130 2.0 24.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 — —
10648 nutri-grain raspberry cereal bar 1 item(s) 37 — 130 2.0 24.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 — —
10649 nutri-grain strawberry cereal bar 1 item(s) 37 — 130 2.0 24.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 — —

Breakfast cereals, hot
41046 cream of wheat, instant, 

prepared
½ cup(s) 121 101.8 75 2.2 15.8 0.7 0.3 0 0 0.2

365 Farina, enriched, cooked with 
water and salt

½ cup(s) 117 100.8 62 2.1 12.7 0.9 0.4 0.1 0 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

64 235 1.96 18.2 157.3 469.7 0.62 57.0 0.22 — 0.31 1.74 0.06 60.4 2.5 0.2 16.0

35 40 1.80 — — 500.0 — 0 0.30 — 0.17 2.00 — — 0 — —
5 101 2.28 7.9 47.5 240.9 0.17 131.3 0.17 0.32 0.23 2.93 0.34 39.3 0 1.0 4.2
4 460 3.15 69.2 424.1 910.0 1.60 3.6 0.38 1.04 0.60 3.20 0.17 80.1 0 0.6 41.3

52 191 1.73 14.3 119.3 383.3 0.51 48.8 0.20 — 0.26 1.55 0.04 51.0 0.3 0.2 34.7

0 155 7.42 241.8 495.3 3.9 2.80 0 0.11 1.16 0.19 0.90 0.58 79.9 4.1 0 18.2
0 9 1.04 17.3 73.0 2.4 0.64 0 0.07 0.01 0.05 1.62 0.09 12.6 0 0 6.8
0 6 0.67 42.8 73.9 3.4 0.51 0 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.79 0.06 11.8 0 0 1.8

0 9 0.87 29.1 61.9 4.6 0.52 0 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.91 0.08 16.4 0 0 0.5
0 6 0.30 6.3 45.5 3.9 0.20 0 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.77 0.04 11.8 0 0 21.6
0 4 0.76 52.8 74.4 2.4 1.09 0 0.13 0.02 0.10 1.60 0.13 22.8 0 0 1.1
0 27 2.54 110.4 266.0 1.9 1.46 0 0.55 0.47 0.10 0.44 0.08 24.4 0 0 21.2
0 40 3.89 167.5 478.8 4.3 2.64 0.9 0.31 2.08 0.27 1.29 0.41 156.5 — 0 7.2

0 10 0.41 41.9 41.9 4.9 0.61 0 0.09 0.03 0.02 1.49 0.14 3.9 0 0 9.6
0 10 0.52 42.9 77.0 1.0 0.60 0 0.10 — 0.01 1.30 0.15 3.9 0 0 38.0
0 — 0.54 — — 195.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 12 1.15 9.3 53.6 366.7 0.37 0 0.13 0.50 0.02 1.24 0.06 73.1 0.4 0 4.3
0 17 0.73 44.1 157.6 14.7 0.65 126.7 0.13 0.28 0.03 1.72 0.18 8.8 6.3 0 6.8
0 2 0.12 4.3 8.7 4.3 0.36 0 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.25 0.02 0.9 0 0 4.9
0 8 0.95 9.5 27.6 0.8 0.39 0 0.13 0.03 0.01 1.17 0.07 76.6 0 0 5.9
0 7 1.46 4.1 7.4 3.3 0.40 0 0.06 0.01 0.01 1.43 0.04 97.3 0 0 4.0

0 15 1.43 7.1 44.2 1.6 0.29 0 0.17 0.01 0.02 1.82 0.12 107.4 0 0 7.3

0 2 0.49 26.2 82.8 2.5 1.10 0 0.04 0.20 0.07 1.06 0.11 21.3 0 0 0.7

0 211 2.92 11.9 77.5 745.6 0.39 0 0.42 0.03 0.26 3.64 0.03 191.9 0 0 21.5

0 9 2.90 13.8 66.9 1.3 0.44 0 0.49 0.04 0.31 3.69 0.03 181.9 0 0 21.2

0 24 1.98 71.0 228.6 3.0 1.48 0 0.27 0.42 0.08 4.64 0.29 5.9 0 0 27.9
0 25 2.44 150.6 346.2 6.6 1.87 0 0.25 0.19 0.11 3.69 0.35 32.4 0 0 3.4
0 10 5.01 11.0 71.9 1.4 0.42 0 0.61 0.01 0.29 4.65 0.02 193.2 0 0 3.4
0 2 3.01 22.1 98.0 4.8 0.46 7.6 0.38 0.08 0.26 3.43 0.13 231.1 0 0 7.2
0 4 2.10 77.5 175.1 21.4 1.11 6.7 0.23 0.26 0.12 2.22 0.19 15.3 0 0 9.5
0 24 3.18 102.4 458.9 1.3 3.23 0.6 0.20 1.75 0.16 2.73 0.28 21.1 0 0 11.5
0 78 4.27 53.0 149.9 2.8 1.03 0 0.84 0.07 0.46 5.66 0.27 190.9 0 0 8.0
0 9 1.56 88.5 228.3 6.3 1.94 0 0.35 0.95 0.06 5.01 0.58 12.6 0 0 —
0 8 0.28 27.6 60.0 0.0 0.63 0 0.11 0.09 0.02 2.05 0.34 3.2 0 0 11.9
0 14 3.64 39.2 155.3 0.8 0.88 0 0.68 0.22 0.48 5.00 0.09 217.9 0 0 74.6
0 87 2.70 182.0 1066.9 5.5 1.66 2.5 0.25 0.83 0.49 1.83 0.20 146.3 0 0 3.2
0 6 0.90 34.4 128.3 1.7 1.77 0 0.27 — 0.07 0.98 0.19 40.4 0 0 11.4
0 20 2.16 82.2 217.8 1.2 1.56 0 0.30 0.43 0.10 2.97 0.24 26.4 0 0 37.1

0 200 1.44 — 35.0 140.0 — — 0.15 — 0.17 2.00 — 68.0 12.0 — —
0 200 1.80 — — 105.0 1.50 225.0 0.22 — 0.43 5.00 0.50 — 0 — —

0 200 1.80 — — 105.0 1.50 225.0 0.22 — 0.43 5.00 0.50 — 0 — —
0 200 1.80 — — 100.0 1.50 225.0 0.22 — 0.43 5.00 0.50 — 0 — —
0 200 1.80 — — 120.0 1.50 225.0 0.22 — 0.43 5.00 0.50 — 0 — —

0 77 5.99 7.2 24.1 123.1 0.21 280.0 0.28 0.02 0.25 3.73 0.37 121.9 0 0 4.2

0 113 6.21 8.2 26.8 146.8 0.27 0 0.15 0.05 0.08 1.74 0.11 138.6 0 0 3.5
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Cereal, Flour, Grain, Pasta, Noodles, Popcorn—continued
363 grits, white corn, regular and 

quick, enriched, cooked with 
water and salt

½ cup(s) 121 100.3 86 2.1 17.9 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2

8636 grits, yellow corn, regular 
and quick, enriched, cooked 
with salt

½ cup(s) 121 102.1 79 1.5 16.8 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2

8657 oatmeal, cooked with water ½ cup(s) 117 97.8 83 3.0 14.0 2.0 1.8 0.4 0.5 0.7
5500 oatmeal, maple and brown 

sugar, instant, prepared
1 item(s) 198 147.3 208 4.8 41.9 3.7 2.5 0.4 0.7 0.9

5510 oatmeal, ready to serve, 
packet, prepared

1 item(s) 186 152.2 143 4.8 25.2 3.8 2.5 0.4 0.8 0.9

Breakfast cereals, ready to eat
1197 all-bran 1 cup(s) 62 1.3 160 8.0 46.0 20.0 2.0 0 0.4 —
1200 all-bran buds 1 cup(s) 91 2.7 242 9.1 72.7 39.4 3.0 0 0.5 1.1
1199 apple Jacks 1 cup(s) 28 0.8 100 1.0 25.0 3.0 0.5 0 0.1 0.2
1204 cap’n crunch 1 cup(s) 36 0.9 147 1.3 30.7 1.3 2.0 1.3 0 0
1205 cap’n crunch crunchberries 1 cup(s) 35 0.9 133 1.3 29.3 1.3 2.0 1.3 0.2 0.3
1206 cheerios 1 cup(s) 28 1.1 100 3.0 20.0 3.0 2.0 0 0.5 0.5
3415 cocoa Puffs 1 cup(s) 36 0.6 147 1.3 30.7 1.3 2.0 0 0.7 0.7
1207 cocoa rice Krispies 1 cup(s) 41 1.2 160 1.3 36.0 0.7 1.3 0.7 0.2 0.1
5522 complete wheat bran flakes 1 cup(s) 39 1.1 120 4.0 30.7 6.7 0.7 0 0 0
1211 corn Flakes 1 cup(s) 28 1.1 100 2.0 24.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
1247 corn Pops 1 cup(s) 32 1.0 120 1.0 29.0 3.0 0 0 0 0
1937 cracklin’ oat bran 1 cup(s) 65 1.8 267 5.3 46.7 8.0 9.3 4.0 3.1 2.0

58208 Fiber one honey clusters 1 cup(s) 52 — 160 5.0 42.0 13.0 1.5 0 0 0.5
1220 Froot loops 1 cup(s) 29 0.9 110 1.0 25.0 3.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.2

38214 Frosted cheerios 1 cup(s) 37 0.8 147 2.7 30.7 2.7 1.3 0 0 0.7
372 Frosted Flakes 1 cup(s) 40 1.3 147 1.3 36.0 1.3 0 0 0 0
1221 Frosted mini-wheats 1 cup(s) 47 2.6 158 4.7 37.9 4.7 0.8 0 0 0.4
1223 granola, prepared   ½ cup(s) 61 3.3 298 9.1 32.5 5.5 14.7 2.5 5.8 5.6
2415 honey bunches of oats honey 

roasted
1 cup(s) 40 1.2 160 2.7 33.3 2.7 2.0 0 1.3 0

1227 honey nut cheerios 1 cup(s) 37 0.8 147 2.7 29.3 2.7 2.0 0 0.7 0.7
1248 honey smacks 1 cup(s) 36 0.6 133 2.7 32.0 1.3 0.7 0 0.2 0.3
2424 honeycomb 1 cup(s) 21 0.3 87 1.3 18.7 0.7 0.7 0 0 0

10286 Kashi whole grain Puffs 1 cup(s) 19 0.6 70 2.0 15.0 1.0 0.5 0 0.2 0.2
41142 Kellogg’s mueslix 1 cup(s) 82 7.2 294 7.5 60.2 6.8 4.5 0.5 2.1 1.1
1231 Kix 1 cup(s) 24 0.7 88 1.6 20.0 2.4 0.8 0 0 0

30569 life 1 cup(s) 43 1.8 160 4.0 33.3 2.7 2.0 0 0.7 0.7
1233 lucky charms 1 cup(s) 36 1.1 147 2.7 29.3 1.3 1.3 0 0 0

38220 multi grain cheerios 1 cup(s) 29 0.7 110 2.0 24.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 0.5
1201 multi-bran chex 1 cup(s) 63 1.6 213 4.0 52.0 8.0 2.0 0 0 0.7

13633 Post bran Flakes 1 cup(s) 40 1.1 133 4.0 32.0 6.7 0.7 0 0 0
1241 Product 19 1 cup(s) 30 0.9 100 2.0 25.0 1.0 0 0 0 0

32432 Puffed rice, fortified 1 cup(s) 14 0.4 56 0.9 12.6 0.2 0.1 0 — —
32433 Puffed wheat, fortified 1 cup(s) 12 0.4 44 1.8 9.6 0.5 0.1 0 — —
5584 Quaker oatmeal squares, 

brown sugar
1 cup(s) 55 1.1 210 6.0 44.0 5.0 2.5 0.5 1.0 1.0

41095 Quaker oatmeal squares, 
cinnamon

1 cup(s) 60 1.6 227 6.7 46.8 5.2 2.9 0.5 1.0 0.9

2420 raisin bran 1 cup(s) 59 4.8 190 4.0 46.0 8.0 1.0 0 0 0.5
1244 rice chex 1 cup(s) 27 0.7 100 2.0 23.0 0.0 0.5 0 0 0
1245 rice Krispies 1 cup(s) 26 0.9 104 1.6 23.2 0.4 0 0 0 0

13648 shredded wheat 1 cup(s) 54 0.9 184 5.7 46.0 6.9 1.1 0 0 0.6
1246 special K 1 cup(s) 31 0.9 120 6.0 23.0 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.2
41119 total raisin bran 1 cup(s) 55 4.6 172 3.1 42.2 5.0 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.4
1253 total whole grain 1 cup(s) 40 1.1 133 2.7 30.7 4.0 0.7 0 0 0
1254 trix 1 cup(s) 32 0.6 120 1.0 28.0 1.0 1.5 0 0.5 0.5
41030 wheat chex 1 cup(s) 30 0.8 104 2.9 24.7 3.7 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3
382 wheat germ, toasted   2 tablespoon(s) 14 0.8 54 4.1 7.0 2.1 1.5 0.3 0.2 0.9
1257 wheaties 1 cup(s) 36 0.9 133 4.0 29.3 4.0 0.7 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 1 0.69 8.5 32.7 269.8 0.22 0 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.97 0.06 46.0 0 0 3.8

0 1 0.69 6.1 26.6 269.8 0.17 0 0.12 0.02 0.07 0.92 0.04 44.8 0 0 3.3

0 11 1.05 31.6 81.9 4.7 1.17 0 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.26 0.01 7.0 0 0 6.3
0 99 7.40 48.1 136.7 272.2 1.09 0 1.12 — 0.05 2.55 0.33 56.5 0 0 11.1

0 109 4.79 48.9 138.5 242.7 1.11 0 0.78 — 0.05 1.78 0.22 40.2 0 0 3.8

0 200 9.00 200.0 700.0 160.0 3.00 300.5 0.75 0.77 0.85 10.00 4.00 1362.8 12.4 12.0 5.8
0 0 13.64 186.4 — 636.4 4.55 455.0 1.14 0.65 1.27 15.15 6.06 2052.7 18.2 18.2 26.3
0 0 4.50 5.9 35.0 130.0 1.50 146.8 0.38 0.04 0.43 5.00 0.50 184.5 15.0 1.5 1.6
0 0 6.00 19.4 66.7 266.7 5.00 0 0.51 0.26 0.57 6.68 0.67 906.7 0 0 2.3
0 0 6.00 18.7 66.7 253.4 5.00 0 0.51 0.22 0.57 6.68 0.67 906.8 0 0 0
0 100 8.10 40.0 170.0 190.0 3.75 150.1 0.38 0.19 0.43 5.00 0.50 460.3 6.0 1.5 8.0
0 133 6.00 10.7 80.0 200.0 5.00 23.8 0.50 0.28 0.57 6.67 0.67 199.1 8.0 2.0 2.3
0 53 6.00 15.7 80.0 200.0 1.98 203.3 0.50 0.11 0.57 6.61 0.67 446.4 20.0 2.0 6.7
0 0 24.00 53.3 226.7 280.0 20.00 300.5 2.00 17.92 2.27 26.67 2.67 901.4 80.0 8.0 4.1
0 0 8.12 2.5 25.0 200.0 0.05 127.3 0.38 0.04 0.43 5.00 0.50 221.8 6.0 1.5 2.3
0 0 1.80 2.2 45.0 125.0 1.57 143.1 0.38 0.02 0.43 5.00 0.50 174.7 6.0 1.5 2.1
0 27 2.40 80.0 293.3 200.0 2.03 300.5 0.50 0.37 0.57 6.66 0.65 218.2 20.0 2.0 7.0
0 100 4.50 32.0 320.0 280.0 3.75 0 0.38 — 0.43 5.00 0.50 0 1.5 —
0 0 4.50 6.7 35.0 135.0 1.50 144.7 0.38 0.03 0.43 5.00 0.50 150.5 15.0 1.5 1.7
0 133 6.00 19.9 73.3 226.6 5.00 200.1 0.50 0.16 0.57 6.67 0.67 448.3 8.0 2.0 5.8
0 0 6.00 2.8 26.7 186.7 0.06 200.2 0.50 0.04 0.57 6.67 0.67 254.0 8.0 2.0 1.8
0 0 12.80 47.4 158.1 4.0 1.19 0 0.30 0 0.34 3.95 0.40 149.2 0 1.2 1.9
0 48 2.58 106.8 329.4 15.3 2.46 0.6 0.45 6.78 0.18 1.31 0.18 50.0 0.7 0 17.0
0 0 14.40 21.3 73.3 200.0 0.40 300.3 0.50 0.59 0.57 6.67 0.67 549.6 0 2.0 3.3

0 133 6.00 42.7 153.3 253.3 5.00 200.1 0.50 0.36 0.57 6.67 0.67 448.3 8.0 2.0 8.8
0 0 0.48 21.2 53.3 66.7 0.47 200.2 0.50 0.17 0.58 6.66 0.67 224.6 8.0 2.0 17.5
0 0 1.80 10.7 33.3 120.0 1.00 150.1 0.25 0.04 0.28 3.33 0.33 122.2 0 1.0 4.3
0 0 0.36 29.3 60.0 0 0.58 0 0.02 0.17 0.03 0.61 0.06 6.1 0 0 6.8
0 48 6.76 73.4 256.5 207.8 5.61 135.2 0.66 5.94 0.66 8.25 3.05 1023.3 0.3 9.1 14.3
0 120 6.48 12.2 36.0 168.0 3.00 116.3 0.30 0.06 0.34 4.00 0.40 317.8 4.8 1.2 2.0
0 133 10.80 40.5 120.0 213.4 5.00 0 0.50 0.26 0.57 6.67 0.67 544.0 0 0 1.4
0 133 6.00 10.7 60.0 253.3 5.00 201.2 0.50 0.10 0.57 6.67 0.67 451.1 8.0 2.0 5.9
0 97 18.00 16.0 85.0 200.0 15.00 150.2 1.50 13.50 1.70 20.00 2.00 676.3 15.0 6.0 4.9
0 133 21.60 80.0 253.3 413.4 5.00 184.2 0.50 0.19 0.57 6.67 0.67 888.7 8.0 2.0 5.0
0 0 10.80 80.0 240.0 293.3 2.00 300.3 0.50 0.93 0.57 6.67 0.67 453.3 0 2.0 3.2
0 0 18.00 15.9 50.0 210.0 15.00 225.0 1.50 20.10 1.70 20.01 2.00 675.9 60.0 6.0 3.6
0 1 4.44 3.5 15.8 0.4 0.14 0 0.36 — 0.25 4.94 0.01 2.7 0 0 1.5
0 3 3.80 17.4 41.8 0.5 0.28 0 0.31 — 0.22 4.24 0.02 3.8 0 0 14.8
0 100 16.20 60.0 210.0 250.0 3.75 150.4 0.38 1.35 0.43 5.00 0.50 680.0 6.0 0 3.8

0 127 17.71 69.6 218.4 204.6 4.51 180.6 0.45 1.85 0.51 6.01 0.60 732.6 7.2 0 3.8

0 20 10.80 100.0 310.0 250.0 2.25 225.2 0.38 0.48 0.43 5.00 0.50 333.9 0 1.5 3.5
0 100 9.00 24.0 45.0 250.0 3.75 150.1 0.38 0.18 0.43 5.00 0.50 339.1 6.0 1.5 1.1
0 0 7.20 6.9 24.0 176.0 0.33 300.2 0.30 0.03 0.34 4.00 0.40 241.0 12.0 1.2 4.8
0 23 1.24 68.9 218.3 0 1.72 0 0.14 0 0.07 3.45 0.62 23.2 0 0 1.5
0 0 8.10 19.2 50.0 220.0 0.60 225.2 0.53 4.74 0.59 7.00 2.00 675.8 21.0 6.0 7.0
0 1038 18.70 33.0 277.2 186.4 15.56 154.6 1.54 14.01 1.76 20.74 2.08 698.5 0 6.2 3.8
0 1333 24.00 42.7 120.0 253.3 20.00 200.4 2.00 18.00 2.27 26.67 2.67 901.2 80.0 8.0 1.6
0 100 4.50 8.0 40.0 180.0 3.75 150.1 0.38 0.38 0.43 5.00 0.50 165.8 6.0 1.5 2.1
0 64 9.18 25.5 110.7 171.0 3.36 95.1 0.24 0.20 0.27 3.18 0.32 429.9 3.8 1.0 1.5
0 6 1.28 45.2 133.7 0.6 2.35 0.7 0.24 2.26 0.12 0.79 0.14 49.7 0.8 0 9.2
0 27 10.80 32.0 126.7 253.3 10.00 200.4 1.00 0.43 1.13 13.33 1.33 403.6 8.0 4.0 1.7
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(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Cereal, Flour, Grain, Pasta, Noodles, Popcorn—continued
Pasta, noodles

449 chinese chow mein noodles, 
cooked

½ cup(s) 23 0.3 103 2.4 15.1 0.6 4.0 0.4 1.2 2.4

1995 corn pasta, cooked ½ cup(s) 70 47.8 88 1.8 19.5 3.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
448 egg noodles, enriched, cooked ½ cup(s) 80 54.2 110 3.6 20.1 1.0 1.7 0.3 0.5 0.4
1563 egg noodles, spinach, 

enriched, cooked
½ cup(s) 80 54.8 106 4.0 19.4 1.8 1.3 0.3 0.4 0.3

440 macaroni, enriched, cooked ½ cup(s) 70 43.5 111 4.1 21.6 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2
2000 macaroni, tricolor vegetable, 

enriched, cooked
½ cup(s) 67 45.8 86 3.0 17.8 2.9 0.1 0 0 0

1996 Plain pasta, fresh-refrigerated, 
cooked

½ cup(s) 64 43.9 84 3.3 16.0 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3

1725 ramen noodles, cooked ½ cup(s) 114 90.9 104 3.0 15.4 1.0 4.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
2878 soba noodles, cooked ½ cup(s) 95 69.4 94 4.8 20.4 — 0.1 0 0 0
2879 somen noodles, cooked ½ cup(s) 88 59.8 115 3.5 24.2 — 0.2 0 0 0.1
2881 spaghetti, enriched, cooked ½ cup(s) 70 43.5 111 4.1 21.6 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2
2884 spaghetti, whole wheat, 

cooked
½ cup(s) 70 47.0 87 3.7 18.6 3.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

Popcorn
476 air popped 1 cup(s) 8 0.3 31 1.0 6.2 1.2 0.4 0 0.1 0.2
4619 caramel 1 cup(s) 35 1.0 152 1.3 27.8 1.8 4.5 1.3 1.0 1.6

4620 cheese flavored 1 cup(s) 35 0.9 185 3.3 18.2 3.5 11.7 2.3 3.4 5.4
477 Popped in oil 1 cup(s) 11 0.1 64 0.8 5.0 0.9 4.8 0.8 1.1 2.6

Fruit and Fruit Juices
Apples

226 applesauce, sweetened, 
canned

½ cup(s) 123 100.8 84 0.2 21.5 1.5 0.2 0 0 0.1

227 applesauce, unsweetened, 
canned

½ cup(s) 122 107.6 51 0.2 13.7 1.3 0.1 0 0 0

38492 crabapples 1 item(s) 35 27.6 27 0.1 7.0 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
948 dried, sulfured ¼ cup(s) 22 6.8 52 0.2 14.2 1.9 0.1 0 0 0
952 Juice, prepared from frozen 

concentrate
½ cup(s) 120 105.0 56 0.2 13.8 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

225 Juice, unsweetened, canned ½ cup(s) 124 109.4 57 0.1 14.0 0.2 0.2 0 0 0
223 raw medium, with peel 1 item(s) 182 155.7 95 0.5 25.1 4.4 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
224 slices ½ cup(s) 55 46.6 28 0.1 7.5 1.3 0.1 0 0 0
946 slices without skin, boiled ½ cup(s) 86 73.1 45 0.2 11.7 2.1 0.3 0 0 0.1

Apricot
228 Fresh without pits 4 item(s) 140 120.9 67 2.0 15.6 2.8 0.5 0 0.2 0.1
229 halves with skin, canned in 

heavy syrup
½ cup(s) 129 100.1 107 0.7 27.7 2.1 0.1 0 0 0

230 halves, dried, sulfured ¼ cup(s) 33 10.1 79 1.1 20.6 2.4 0.2 0 0 0
Avocado

233 california, whole, without skin 
or pit

½ cup(s) 115 83.2 192 2.3 9.9 7.8 17.7 2.4 11.3 2.1

234 Florida, whole, without skin 
or pit

½ cup(s) 115 90.6 138 2.6 9.0 6.4 11.6 2.3 6.3 1.9

2998 Pureed ½ cup(s) 115 84.2 184 2.3 9.8 7.7 16.9 2.4 11.3 2.1
Banana

4580 dried chips ¼ cup(s) 18 0.8 93 0.4 10.5 1.4 6.0 5.2 0.4 0.1
235 Fresh whole, without peel 1 item(s) 118 88.4 105 1.3 27.0 3.1 0.4 0.1 0 0.1

Blackberries
958 Frozen, unsweetened ½ cup(s) 76 62.1 48 0.9 11.8 3.8 0.3 0 0 0.2
237 raw ½ cup(s) 72 63.5 31 1.0 6.9 3.8 0.4 0 0 0.2

Blueberries
959 canned in heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 128 98.3 113 0.8 28.2 2.0 0.4 0 0.1 0.2
960 Frozen, unsweetened ½ cup(s) 78 67.1 40 0.3 9.4 2.1 0.5 0 0.1 0.2
238 raw ½ cup(s) 74 62.3 42 0.5 10.7 1.8 0.2 0 0 0.1

Boysenberries
961 canned in heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 128 97.6 113 1.3 28.6 3.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
962 Frozen, unsweetened ½ cup(s) 66 56.7 33 0.7 8.0 3.5 0.2 0 0 0.1

35576 breadfruit 1 item(s) 384 271.3 396 4.1 104.1 18.8 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.3
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Appendix A

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 5 1.06 11.7 27.0 190.6 0.31 0 0.13 0.53 0.09 1.34 0.03 38.0 0 0 9.7

0 1 0.17 25.2 21.7 0 0.44 2.1 0.04 — 0.02 0.39 0.04 4.2 0 0 2.0
23 10 1.18 16.8 30.4 4.0 0.52 4.8 0.23 0.14 0.11 1.66 0.04 110.4 0 0.1 19.1
26 15 0.87 19.2 29.6 9.6 0.50 8.0 0.20 0.44 0.10 1.18 0.09 75.2 0 0.1 17.4

0 5 0.90 12.6 30.8 0.7 0.36 0 0.19 0.04 0.10 1.18 0.03 83.3 0 0 18.5
0 7 0.33 12.7 20.8 4.0 0.29 3.3 0.08 0.14 0.04 0.72 0.02 71.0 0 0 13.3

21 4 0.73 11.5 15.4 3.8 0.36 3.8 0.13 — 0.10 0.63 0.02 66.6 0 0.1 —

18 9 0.89 8.5 34.5 414.5 0.31 — 0.08 0.11 0.05 0.71 0.03 — 0.1 0 —
0 4 0.46 8.5 33.3 57.0 0.11 0 0.09 — 0.02 0.48 0.04 6.7 0 0
0 7 0.46 1.8 25.5 141.7 0.19 0 0.02 — 0.03 0.09 0.01 1.8 0 0
0 5 0.90 12.6 30.8 0.7 0.36 0 0.19 0.04 0.10 1.18 0.03 83.3 0 0 18.5
0 11 0.74 21.0 30.8 2.1 0.57 0 0.08 0.21 0.03 0.49 0.06 3.5 0 0 18.1

0 1 0.26 11.5 26.3 0.6 0.25 0.8 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.18 0.01 2.5 0 0 0
2 15 0.61 12.3 38.4 72.5 0.20 0.7 0.02 0.42 0.02 0.77 0.01 1.8 0 0 1.3

4 40 0.79 32.0 91.9 312.9 0.71 13.4 0.04 — 0.08 0.51 0.08 3.9 0.2 0.2 4.2
0 0 0.22 8.7 20.0 116.4 0.34 0.9 0.01 0.27 0.01 0.13 0.01 2.8 0 0 0.2

0 4 0.15 3.7 92.3 2.5 0.04 0 0.02 0.22 0.03 0.09 0.03 1.2 2.1 0 0.4

0 5 0.28 3.7 90.3 2.4 0.04 1.2 0.03 0.20 0.04 0.10 0.03 3.7 1.2 0 0.4

0 6 0.13 2.5 67.9 0.3 — 0.7 0.01 0.21 0.01 0.04 — 2.0 2.8 0 —
0 3 0.30 3.4 96.8 18.7 0.04 0 0 0.11 0.03 0.20 0.03 0 0.8 0 0.3
0 7 0.31 6.0 150.6 8.4 0.05 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.04 0 0.7 0 0.1

0 10 0.15 6.2 125.2 5.0 0.02 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.02 0 1.1 0 0.1
0 11 0.22 9.1 194.7 1.8 0.07 5.5 0.03 0.33 0.05 0.17 0.07 5.5 8.4 0 0
0 3 0.07 2.7 58.3 0.5 0.02 1.6 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.05 0.02 1.6 2.5 0 0
0 4 0.16 2.6 75.2 0.9 0.03 1.7 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.04 0.9 0.2 0 0.3

0 18 0.55 14.0 362.6 1.4 0.28 134.4 0.04 1.25 0.06 0.84 0.08 12.6 14.0 0 0.1
0 12 0.39 9.0 180.6 5.2 0.14 80.0 0.03 0.77 0.03 0.49 0.07 2.6 4.0 0 0.1

0 18 0.87 10.5 381.5 3.3 0.13 59.1 0 1.42 0.02 0.85 0.05 3.3 0.3 0 0.7

0 15 0.70 33.4 583.1 9.2 0.78 8.1 0.09 2.27 0.16 2.20 0.33 102.4 10.1 0 0.5

0 12 0.20 27.6 403.7 2.3 0.46 8.1 0.02 3.06 0.06 0.77 0.09 40.2 20.0 0 —

0 14 0.63 33.4 557.8 8.1 0.74 8.0 0.08 2.38 0.15 2.00 0.30 93.2 11.5 0 0.5

0 3 0.22 13.7 96.4 1.1 0.13 0.7 0.02 0.04 0 0.13 0.05 2.5 1.1 0 0.3
0 6 0.31 31.9 422.4 1.2 0.18 3.5 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.78 0.43 23.6 10.3 0 1.2

0 22 0.60 16.6 105.7 0.8 0.19 4.5 0.02 0.88 0.03 0.91 0.05 25.7 2.3 0 0.3
0 21 0.45 14.4 116.6 0.7 0.38 7.9 0.01 0.84 0.02 0.47 0.02 18.0 15.1 0 0.3

0 6 0.42 5.1 51.2 3.8 0.09 2.6 0.04 0.49 0.07 0.14 0.05 2.6 1.4 0 0.1
0 6 0.14 3.9 41.8 0.8 0.05 1.5 0.02 0.37 0.03 0.40 0.05 5.4 1.9 0 0.1
0 4 0.21 4.4 57.0 0.7 0.12 2.2 0.03 0.42 0.03 0.31 0.04 4.4 7.2 0 0.1

0 23 0.55 14.1 115.2 3.8 0.24 2.6 0.03 — 0.04 0.29 0.05 43.5 7.9 0 0.5
0 18 0.56 10.6 91.7 0.7 0.15 2.0 0.03 0.57 0.02 0.51 0.04 41.6 2.0 0 0.1
0 65 2.07 96.0 1881.6 7.7 0.46 7.7 0.42 0.38 0.12 3.46 0.38 53.8 111.4 0 2.3
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fruit and Fruit Juices—continued
Cherries

967 sour red, canned in water ½ cup(s) 122 109.7 44 0.9 10.9 1.3 0.1 0 0 0
3000 sour red, raw ½ cup(s) 78 66.8 39 0.8 9.4 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
3004 sweet, canned in heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 127 98.2 105 0.8 26.9 1.8 0.2 0 0.1 0.1
969 sweet, canned in water ½ cup(s) 124 107.9 57 1.0 14.6 1.9 0.2 0 0 0
240 sweet, raw ½ cup(s) 77 63.3 49 0.8 12.3 1.6 0.2 0 0 0

Cranberries
3007 chopped, raw ½ cup(s) 55 47.9 25 0.2 6.7 2.5 0.1 0 0 0
1717 cranberry apple juice drink ½ cup(s) 123 102.6 77 0 19.4 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
1638 cranberry juice cocktail ½ cup(s) 127 109.0 68 0 17.1 0 0.1 0 0 0.1
241 cranberry juice cocktail, low 

calorie, with saccharin
½ cup(s) 119 112.8 23 0 5.5 0 0 0 0 0

242 cranberry sauce, sweetened, 
canned

¼ cup(s) 69 42.0 105 0.1 26.9 0.7 0.1 0 0 0

Dates
244 domestic, chopped ¼ cup(s) 45 9.1 125 1.1 33.4 3.6 0.2 0 0 0
243 domestic, whole ¼ cup(s) 45 9.1 125 1.1 33.4 3.6 0.2 0 0 0

Figs
975 canned in heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 130 98.8 114 0.5 29.7 2.8 0.1 0 0 0.1
974 canned in water ½ cup(s) 124 105.7 66 0.5 17.3 2.7 0.1 0 0 0.1
973 raw, medium 2 item(s) 100 79.1 74 0.8 19.2 2.9 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1

Fruit cocktail & salad
245 Fruit cocktail, canned in heavy 

syrup
½ cup(s) 124 99.7 91 0.5 23.4 1.2 0.1 0 0 0

978 Fruit cocktail, canned in juice ½ cup(s) 119 103.6 55 0.5 14.1 1.2 0 0 0 0
977 Fruit cocktail, canned in water ½ cup(s) 119 107.6 38 0.5 10.1 1.2 0.1 0 0 0
979 Fruit salad, canned in water ½ cup(s) 123 112.1 37 0.4 9.6 1.2 0.1 0 0 0

Gooseberries
982 canned in light syrup ½ cup(s) 126 100.9 92 0.8 23.6 3.0 0.3 0 0 0.1
981 raw ½ cup(s) 75 65.9 33 0.7 7.6 3.2 0.4 0 0 0.2

Grapefruit
251 Juice, pink, sweetened, canned ½ cup(s) 125 109.1 57 0.7 13.9 0.1 0.1 0 0 0
249 Juice, white ½ cup(s) 124 111.2 48 0.6 11.4 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

3022 Pink or red, raw ½ cup(s) 114 100.8 48 0.9 12.2 1.8 0.2 0 0 0
247 raw, white ½ cup(s) 115 104.1 38 0.8 9.7 1.3 0.1 0 0 0
248 sections, canned in light syrup ½ cup(s) 127 106.2 76 0.7 19.6 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
983 sections, canned in water ½ cup(s) 122 109.6 44 0.7 11.2 0.5 0.1 0 0 0

Grapes
255 american, slip skin ½ cup(s) 46 37.4 31 0.3 7.9 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0
256 european, red or green, 

 adherent skin  
½ cup(s) 76 60.8 52 0.5 13.7 0.7 0.1 0 0 0

3159 Juice drink, canned ½ cup(s) 125 106.6 71 0 18.2 0.1 0 0 0 0
259 Juice, sweetened, with added 

vitamin c, prepared from fro-
zen concentrate

½ cup(s) 125 108.6 64 0.2 15.9 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

3060 raisins, seeded, packed ¼ cup(s) 41 6.8 122 1.0 32.4 2.8 0.2 0.1 0 0.1
987 Guava, raw 1 item(s) 55 44.4 37 1.4 7.9 3.0 0.5 0.1 0 0.2

35593 Guava, strawberry 1 item(s) 6 4.8 4 0 1.0 0.3 0 0 0 0
3027 Jackfruit ½ cup(s) 83 60.6 78 1.4 19.2 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1
990 Kiwi fruit or Chinese 

gooseberries
1 item(s) 76 63.1 46 0.9 11.1 2.3 0.4 0 0 0.2

lemon
262 Juice 1 tablespoon(s) 15 14.1 3 0.1 1.1 0 0 0 0 0
993 Peel 1 teaspoon(s) 2 1.6 1 0 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0
992 raw 1 item(s) 108 94.4 22 1.3 11.6 5.1 0.3 0 0 0.1

lime
269 Juice 1 tablespoon(s) 15 14.0 4 0.1 1.3 0.1 0 0 0 0
994 raw 1 item(s) 67 59.1 20 0.5 7.1 1.9 0.1 0 0 0
995 loganberries, frozen ½ cup(s) 74 62.2 40 1.1 9.6 3.9 0.2 0 0 0.1

Mandarin orange
1038 canned in juice ½ cup(s) 125 111.4 46 0.8 11.9 0.9 0 0 0 0
1039 canned in light syrup ½ cup(s) 126 104.7 77 0.6 20.4 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
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Appendix A

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 13 1.67 7.3 119.6 8.5 0.09 46.4 0.02 0.28 0.05 0.22 0.05 9.8 2.6 0 0
0 12 0.25 7.0 134.1 2.3 0.08 49.6 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.31 0.03 6.2 7.8 0 0
0 11 0.44 11.4 183.4 3.8 0.13 10.1 0.03 0.22 0.05 0.50 0.03 5.1 4.6 0 0
0 14 0.45 11.2 162.4 1.2 0.10 9.9 0.03 0.29 0.05 0.51 0.04 5.0 2.7 0 0
0 10 0.28 8.5 170.9 0 0.05 2.3 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.04 3.1 5.4 0 0

0 4 0.14 3.3 46.8 1.1 0.05 1.6 0.01 0.66 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.6 7.3 0 0.1
0 4 0.09 1.2 20.8 2.5 0.02 0 0 0.15 0 0 0 0 48.4 0 0
0 4 0.13 1.3 17.7 2.5 0.04 0 0 0.28 0 0.05 0 0 53.5 0 0.3
0 11 0.05 2.4 29.6 3.6 0.02 0 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 38.2 0 0

0 3 0.15 2.1 18.0 20.1 0.03 1.4 0.01 0.57 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.7 1.4 0 0.2

0 17 0.45 19.1 291.9 0.9 0.13 0 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.57 0.07 8.5 0.2 0 1.3
0 17 0.45 19.1 291.9 0.9 0.13 0 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.57 0.07 8.5 0.2 0 1.3

0 35 0.36 12.9 128.2 1.3 0.14 2.6 0.03 0.16 0.05 0.55 0.09 2.6 1.3 0 0.3
0 35 0.36 12.4 127.7 1.2 0.15 2.5 0.03 0.10 0.05 0.55 0.09 2.5 1.2 0 0.1
0 35 0.37 17.0 232.0 1.0 0.15 7.0 0.06 0.11 0.05 0.40 0.11 6.0 2.0 0 0.2

0 7 0.36 6.2 109.1 7.4 0.10 12.4 0.02 0.50 0.02 0.46 0.06 3.7 2.4 0 0.6

0 9 0.25 8.3 112.6 4.7 0.11 17.8 0.01 0.47 0.02 0.48 0.06 3.6 3.2 0 0.6
0 6 0.30 8.3 111.4 4.7 0.11 15.4 0.02 0.47 0.01 0.43 0.06 3.6 2.5 0 0.6
0 9 0.37 6.1 95.6 3.7 0.10 27.0 0.02 — 0.03 0.46 0.04 3.7 2.3 0 1.0

0 20 0.42 7.6 97.0 2.5 0.14 8.8 0.03 — 0.07 0.19 0.02 3.8 12.6 0 0.5
0 19 0.23 7.5 148.5 0.8 0.09 11.3 0.03 0.28 0.02 0.22 0.06 4.5 20.8 0 0.4

0 10 0.45 12.5 202.2 2.5 0.07 0 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.40 0.02 12.5 33.6 0 0.1
0 11 0.25 14.8 200.1 1.2 0.06 1.2 0.05 0.27 0.02 0.25 0.05 12.4 46.9 0 0.1
0 25 0.09 10.3 154.5 0 0.08 66.4 0.05 0.15 0.04 0.23 0.06 14.9 35.7 0 0.1
0 14 0.07 10.3 170.2 0 0.08 2.3 0.04 0.15 0.02 0.31 0.05 11.5 38.3 0 1.6
0 18 0.51 12.7 163.8 2.5 0.10 0 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.31 0.03 11.4 27.1 0 1.1
0 18 0.50 12.2 161.0 2.4 0.11 0 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.30 0.02 11.0 26.6 0 1.1

0 6 0.13 2.3 87.9 0.9 0.02 2.3 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.14 0.05 1.8 1.8 0 0
0 8 0.27 5.3 144.2 1.5 0.05 2.3 0.05 0.14 0.05 0.14 0.06 1.5 2.4 0 0.1

0 9 0.16 7.5 41.3 11.3 0.04 0 0.28 0 0.44 0.18 0.04 1.3 33.1 0 0.1
0 5 0.13 5.0 26.3 2.5 0.05 0 0.02 0 0.03 0.16 0.05 1.3 29.9 0 0.1

0 12 1.07 12.4 340.3 11.6 0.07 0 0.05 — 0.08 0.46 0.08 1.2 2.2 0 0.2
0 10 0.14 12.1 229.4 1.1 0.13 17.0 0.04 0.40 0.02 0.60 0.06 27.0 125.6 0 0.3
0 1 0.01 1.0 17.5 2.2 — 0.3 0 0 0.04 0.00 2.2 0
0 20 0.19 23.9 369.6 1.6 0.11 4.1 0.09 0.28 0.05 0.76 0.27 19.8 11.3 0 0.5
0 26 0.24 12.9 237.1 2.3 0.11 3.0 0.02 1.11 0.02 0.26 0.05 19.0 70.5 0 0.2

0 1 0.01 0.9 15.7 0.2 0.01 0 0 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 3.0 5.9 0 0
0 3 0.02 0.3 3.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.01 0.0 0.3 2.6 0 0
0 66 0.76 13.0 156.6 3.2 0.11 2.2 0.05 — 0.04 0.22 0.12 — 83.2 0 1.0

0 2 0.01 1.2 18.0 0.3 0.01 0.3 0 0.03 0 0.02 0.01 1.5 4.6 0 0
0 22 0.40 4.0 68.3 1.3 0.07 1.3 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.13 0.03 5.4 19.5 0 0.3
0 19 0.47 15.4 106.6 0.7 0.25 1.5 0.04 0.64 0.02 0.62 0.05 19.1 11.2 0 0.1

0 14 0.34 13.7 165.6 6.2 0.63 53.5 0.10 0.12 0.04 0.55 0.05 6.2 42.6 0 0.5
0 9 0.47 10.1 98.3 7.6 0.30 52.9 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.56 0.05 6.3 24.9 0 0.5
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fruit and Fruit Juices—continued
999 Mango ½ cup(s) 83 68.9 49 0.7 12.4 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
1005 Nectarine, raw, sliced ½ cup(s) 69 60.4 30 0.7 7.3 1.2 0.2 0 0.1 0.1

Melons
271 cantaloupe ½ cup(s) 80 72.1 27 0.7 6.5 0.7 0.2 0 0 0.1

1000 casaba melon ½ cup(s) 85 78.1 24 0.9 5.6 0.8 0.1 0 0 0
272 honeydew ½ cup(s) 89 79.5 32 0.5 8.0 0.7 0.1 0 0 0.1
318 watermelon ½ cup(s) 76 69.5 23 0.5 5.7 0.3 0.1 0 0 0

Orange
14412 Juice with calcium and  

vitamin d
½ cup(s) 120 105.5 55 1.0 13.0 0 0 0 0 0

29630 Juice, fresh squeezed ½ cup(s) 124 109.5 56 0.9 12.9 0.2 0.2 0 0 0
14411 Juice, not from concentrate ½ cup(s) 120 105.5 55 1.0 13.0 0 0 0 0 0
278 Juice, unsweetened, prepared 

from frozen concentrate
½ cup(s) 125 109.7 56 0.8 13.4 0.2 0.1 0 0 0

3040 Peel 1 teaspoon(s) 2 1.5 2 0 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0
273 raw 1 item(s) 131 113.6 62 1.2 15.4 3.1 0.2 0 0 0
274 sections ½ cup(s) 90 78.1 42 0.8 10.6 2.2 0.1 0 0 0

Papaya
16830 dried, strips 2 item(s) 46 9.6 131 1.4 33.0 5.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2

282 raw ½ cup(s) 70 61.6 30 0.3 7.6 1.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0
35640 Passion fruit, purple 1 item(s) 18 13.1 17 0.4 4.2 1.9 0.1 0 0 0.1

Peach
285 halves, canned in heavy  

syrup
½ cup(s) 131 103.9 97 0.6 26.1 1.7 0.1 0 0 0.1

286 halves, canned in water ½ cup(s) 122 113.6 29 0.5 7.5 1.6 0.1 0 0 0
283 raw, medium 1 item(s) 150 133.3 59 1.4 14.3 2.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.1
290 slices, sweetened, frozen ½ cup(s) 125 93.4 118 0.8 30.0 2.3 0.2 0 0.1 0.1

Pear
8672 asian 1 item(s) 122 107.7 51 0.6 13.0 4.4 0.3 0 0.1 0.1

80684 bartlett 1 item(s) 177 148.9 112 0.7 26.6 5.5 0.3 — — —
294 halves, canned in heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 133 106.9 98 0.3 25.5 2.1 0.2 0 0 0
1012 halves, canned in juice ½ cup(s) 124 107.2 62 0.4 16.0 2.0 0.1 0 0 0
291 raw 1 item(s) 166 139.4 95 0.6 25.3 5.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2
1017 Persimmon 1 item(s) 25 16.1 32 0.2 8.4 — 0.1 0 0 0

Pineapple
3053 canned in extra heavy syrup ½ cup(s) 130 101.0 108 0.4 28.0 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
1019 canned in juice ½ cup(s) 125 104.0 75 0.5 19.5 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
296 canned in light syrup ½ cup(s) 126 108.0 66 0.5 16.9 1.0 0.2 0 0 0.1
1018 canned in water ½ cup(s) 123 111.7 39 0.5 10.2 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
299 Juice, unsweetened, canned ½ cup(s) 125 108.0 66 0.4 16.1 0.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
295 raw, diced ½ cup(s) 78 66.7 39 0.4 10.2 1.1 0.1 0 0 0
1024 Plantain, cooked ½ cup(s) 77 51.8 89 0.6 24.0 1.8 0.1 0.1 0 0
300 Plum, raw, large 1 item(s) 66 57.6 30 0.5 7.5 0.9 0.2 0 0.1 0
1027 Pomegranate 1 item(s) 282 219.8 234 4.7 52.7 11.3 3.3 0.3 0.3 0.2

Prunes
5644 dried 2 item(s) 17 5.2 40 0.4 10.7 1.2 0.1 0 0 0
305 dried, stewed  ½ cup(s) 124 86.5 133 1.2 34.8 3.8 0.2 0 0.1 0
306 Juice, canned 1 cup(s) 256 208.0 182 1.6 44.7 2.6 0.1 0 0.1 0

Raspberries
309 raw ½ cup(s) 62 52.7 32 0.7 7.3 4.0 0.4 0 0 0.2
310 red, sweetened, frozen ½ cup(s) 125 90.9 129 0.9 32.7 5.5 0.2 0 0 0.1

39793 Rhubarb, frozen, cooked 
with sugar

½ cup(s) 120 81.3 139 0.5 37.4 2.4 0.1 0 0 0

Strawberries
313 raw ½ cup(s) 72 65.5 23 0.5 5.5 1.4 0.2 0 0 0.1
315 sweetened, frozen, thawed ½ cup(s) 128 99.5 99 0.7 26.8 2.4 0.2 0 0 0.1

16828 Tangelo 1 item(s) 95 82.4 45 0.9 11.2 2.3 0.1 0 0 0
Tangerine

1040 Juice ½ cup(s) 124 109.8 53 0.6 12.5 0.2 0.2 0 0 0
316 raw 1 item(s) 88 74.9 47 0.7 11.7 1.6 0.3 0 0.1 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 9 0.13 8.3 138.6 0.8 0.07 44.5 0.02 0.74 0.03 0.55 0.10 35.5 30.0 0 0.5
0 4 0.19 6.2 138.7 0 0.12 11.7 0.02 0.53 0.02 0.78 0.02 3.5 3.7 0 0

0 7 0.17 9.6 213.6 12.8 0.14 135.2 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.59 0.06 16.8 29.4 0 0.3
0 9 0.29 9.4 154.8 7.7 0.06 0.0 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.20 0.14 6.8 18.5 0 0.3
0 5 0.15 8.8 201.8 15.9 0.08 2.7 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.37 0.08 16.8 15.9 0 0.6
0 5 0.18 7.6 85.1 0.8 0.08 21.3 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.14 0.03 2.3 6.2 0 0.3

0 175 0 12.0 225.0 0 0.06 0 0.08 0.24 0.03 0.40 0.06 — 36.0 0 0.1

0 14 0.25 13.6 248.0 1.2 0.06 12.4 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.50 0.05 37.2 62.0 0 0.1
0 10 0 12.4 225.0 0 0.06 0 0.08 0.24 0.03 0.40 0.06 — 36.0 0 0.1
0 11 0.12 12.4 236.6 1.2 0.06 6.2 0.10 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.05 54.8 48.4 0 0.1

0 3 0.02 0.4 4.2 0.1 0 0.4 0 0 0 0.02 0.00 0.6 2.7 0 0
0 52 0.13 13.1 237.1 0 0.09 14.4 0.11 0.24 0.05 0.37 0.08 39.3 69.7 0 0.7
0 36 0.09 9.0 162.9 0 0.06 9.9 0.08 0.16 0.04 0.25 0.05 27.0 47.9 0 0.5

0 61 0.76 63.9 554.3 24.4 0.24 71.8 0.05 0.92 0.07 0.98 0.10 56.6 37.1 0 1.8
0 14 0.17 14.7 127.4 5.6 0.06 32.9 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.25 0.03 25.9 42.6 0 0.4
0 2 0.29 5.2 62.6 5.0 0.02 11.5 0 0 0.02 0.27 0.02 2.5 5.4 0 0.1

0 4 0.35 6.6 120.5 7.9 0.12 22.3 0.01 0.64 0.03 0.80 0.02 3.9 3.7 0 0.4

0 2 0.39 6.1 120.8 3.7 0.11 32.9 0.01 0.60 0.02 0.64 0.02 3.7 3.5 0 0.4
0 9 0.38 13.5 285.0 0 0.25 24.0 0.04 1.10 0.05 1.21 0.04 6.0 9.9 0 0.2
0 4 0.46 6.3 162.5 7.5 0.06 17.5 0.02 0.77 0.04 0.82 0.02 3.8 117.8 0 0.5

0 5 0 9.8 147.6 0 0.02 0 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.27 0.03 9.8 4.6 0 0.1
— 16 0.34 10.6 178.8 1.8 0.14 1.8 0.02 0.21 0.05 0.29 0.05 — 7.8 — 0.2
0 7 0.29 5.3 86.4 6.7 0.11 0 0.01 0.11 0.03 0.32 0.02 1.3 1.5 0 0
0 11 0.36 8.7 119.0 5.0 0.11 0 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.25 0.02 1.2 2.0 0 0
0 15 0.30 11.6 192.6 1.7 0.17 1.7 0.02 0.20 0.04 0.27 0.05 11.6 7.1 0 0.2
0 7 0.63 — 77.5 0.3 — — — — — — — — 16.5 0 —

0 18 0.49 19.5 132.6 1.3 0.14 1.3 0.12 — 0.03 0.37 0.10 6.5 9.5 0 —
0 17 0.35 17.4 151.9 1.2 0.12 2.5 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.35 0.09 6.2 11.8 0 0.5
0 18 0.49 20.2 132.3 1.3 0.15 2.5 0.11 0.01 0.03 0.37 0.09 6.3 9.4 0 0.5
0 18 0.49 22.1 156.2 1.2 0.15 2.5 0.11 0.01 0.03 0.37 0.09 6.2 9.5 0 0.5
0 16 0.39 15.0 162.5 2.5 0.14 0 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.13 22.5 12.5 0 0.1
0 10 0.22 9.3 84.5 0.8 0.09 2.3 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.39 0.09 13.9 37.0 0 0.1
0 2 0.45 24.6 358.0 3.8 0.10 34.7 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.58 0.18 20.0 8.4 0 1.1
0 4 0.11 4.6 103.6 0 0.07 11.2 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.28 0.02 3.3 6.3 0 0
0 28 0.85 33.8 665.5 8.5 0.99 0 0.19 1.69 0.15 0.83 0.21 107.2 28.8 0 1.4

0 7 0.16 6.9 123.0 0.3 0.07 6.6 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.32 0.03 0.7 0.1 0 0.1
0 24 0.51 22.3 398.0 1.2 0.24 21.1 0.03 0.24 0.12 0.90 0.27 0 3.6 0 0.1
0 31 3.02 35.8 706.6 10.2 0.54 0 0.04 0.31 0.18 2.01 0.56 0 10.5 0 1.5

0 15 0.42 13.5 92.9 0.6 0.26 1.2 0.02 0.54 0.02 0.37 0.03 12.9 16.1 0 0.1
0 19 0.81 16.3 142.5 1.3 0.22 3.8 0.02 0.90 0.06 0.29 0.04 32.5 20.6 0 0.4
0 174 0.25 14.4 115.2 1.2 0.10 4.8 0.02 0.23 0.03 0.24 0.02 6.0 4.0 0 1.1

0 12 0.30 9.4 110.2 0.7 0.10 0.7 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.28 0.03 17.3 42.3 0 0.3
0 14 0.60 7.7 124.9 1.3 0.06 1.3 0.02 0.31 0.10 0.37 0.04 5.1 50.4 0 0.9
0 38 0.09 9.5 171.9 0 0.07 10.4 0.08 0.17 0.04 0.27 0.06 28.5 50.5 0 0.5

0 22 0.25 9.9 219.8 1.2 0.04 16.1 0.07 0.16 0.02 0.12 0.05 6.2 38.3 0 0.1
0 33 0.13 10.6 146.1 1.8 0.06 29.9 0.05 0.18 0.03 0.33 0.07 14.1 23.5 0 0.1

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
A-52 = Processed Meats  A-54 = Beverages  A-58 = Fats/Oils  A-60 = Sweets  A-62 = Spices/Condiments/Sauces  A-66 = Mixed Foods/Soups/Sandwiches  A-72 = Fast Food  A-90 = Convenience  A-92 = Baby Foods
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes
Amaranth

1043 leaves, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 66 60.4 14 1.4 2.7 — 0.1 0 0 0.1
1042 leaves, raw 1 cup(s) 28 25.7 6 0.7 1.1 — 0.1 0 0 0
8683 Arugula leaves, raw 1 cup(s) 20 18.3 5 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.1 0 0 0.1

Artichoke
1044 boiled, drained 1 item(s) 120 100.9 64 3.5 14.3 10.3 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
2885 hearts, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 84 70.6 45 2.4 10.0 7.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1

Asparagus
566 boiled, drained   ½ cup(s) 90 83.4 20 2.2 3.7 1.8 0.2 0 0 0.1
568 canned, drained ½ cup(s) 121 113.7 23 2.6 3.0 1.9 0.8 0.2 0 0.3

40162 Frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 90 84.7 16 2.7 1.7 1.4 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
Bamboo shoots

1048 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 60 57.6 7 0.9 1.2 0.6 0.1 0 0 0.1
1049 canned, drained ½ cup(s) 66 61.8 12 1.1 2.1 0.9 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

Beans
1801 adzuki beans, boiled ½ cup(s) 87 57.7 111 6.5 21.5 6.4 0.1 0 0 0
511 baked beans with franks, canned ½ cup(s) 130 89.8 184 8.7 19.9 8.9 8.5 3.0 3.7 1.1
513 baked beans with pork in 

sweet sauce, canned
½ cup(s) 127 89.5 140 6.6 26.7 5.4 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.7

512 baked beans with pork in 
tomato sauce, canned

½ cup(s) 127 93.0 119 6.5 23.6 5.1 1.2 0.4 0.4 0.2

1805 black beans, boiled ½ cup(s) 86 56.5 114 7.6 20.4 7.5 0.5 0.1 0 0.2
14597 chickpeas, garbanzo beans or 

bengal gram, boiled
½ cup(s) 82 49.4 134 7.3 22.5 6.2 2.1 0.2 0.5 0.9

569 Fordhook lima beans, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 85 62.1 88 5.2 16.4 4.9 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

1806 French beans, boiled ½ cup(s) 89 58.9 114 6.2 21.3 8.3 0.7 0.1 0 0.4
2773 great northern beans, boiled ½ cup(s) 89 61.1 104 7.4 18.7 6.2 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
2736 hyacinth beans, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 44 37.8 22 1.3 4.0 — 0.1 0.1 0.1 0
570 lima beans, baby, frozen, 

boiled, drained
½ cup(s) 90 65.1 95 6.0 17.5 5.4 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

515 lima beans, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 85 57.1 105 5.8 20.1 4.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
579 mung beans, sprouted, boiled, 

drained 
½ cup(s) 62 57.9 13 1.3 2.6 0.5 0.1 0 0 0

510 navy beans, boiled ½ cup(s) 91 58.1 127 7.5 23.7 9.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.4
32816 Pinto beans, boiled, drained, 

no salt added
½ cup(s) 63 58.8 14 1.2 2.6 — 0.2 0 0 0.1

1052 Pinto beans, frozen, boiled, 
drained

½ cup(s) 47 27.3 76 4.4 14.5 4.0 0.2 0 0 0.1

514 red kidney beans, canned ½ cup(s) 128 99.8 104 6.7 19.0 6.8 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.3
71879 red kidney beans, canned, 

reduced sodium
½ cup(s) 130 — 105 7.0 22.0 8.0 0.0 0 — —

1810 refried beans, canned ½ cup(s) 119 90.6 108 6.4 18.2 6.1 1.4 0.5 0.5 0.4
1053 shell beans, canned ½ cup(s) 123 111.1 37 2.2 7.6 4.2 0.2 0 0 0.1
1670 soybeans, boiled ½ cup(s) 86 53.8 149 14.3 8.5 5.2 7.7 1.1 1.7 4.4
1108 soybeans, green, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 90 61.7 127 11.1 9.9 3.8 5.8 0.7 1.1 2.7
1807 white beans, small, boiled ½ cup(s) 90 56.6 127 8.0 23.1 9.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2
575 yellow snap, string or wax 

beans, boiled, drained  
½ cup(s) 63 55.8 22 1.2 4.9 2.1 0.2 0 0 0.1

576 yellow snap, string or wax 
beans, frozen, boiled, drained  

½ cup(s) 68 61.7 19 1.0 4.4 2.0 0.1 0 0 0.1

Beets
584 beet greens, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 72 64.2 19 1.9 3.9 2.1 0.1 0 0 0.1
2730 Pickled, canned with liquid ½ cup(s) 114 92.9 74 0.9 18.5 3.0 0.1 0 0 0
581 sliced, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 85 74.0 37 1.4 8.5 1.7 0.2 0 0 0.1
583 sliced, canned, drained ½ cup(s) 85 77.4 26 0.8 6.1 1.5 0.1 0 0 0
580 whole, boiled, drained 2 item(s) 100 87.1 44 1.7 10.0 2.0 0.2 0 0 0.1
585 Cowpeas or black-eyed 

peas, boiled, drained
½ cup(s) 83 62.3 80 2.6 16.8 4.1 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

Broccoli
588 chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 69.6 27 1.9 5.6 2.6 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
590 Frozen, chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 92 83.5 26 2.9 4.9 2.8 0.1 0 0 0.1
587 raw, chopped ½ cup(s) 46 40.6 15 1.3 3.0 1.2 0.2 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 138 1.49 36.3 423.1 13.9 0.58 91.7 0.01 — 0.09 0.37 0.12 37.6 27.1 0 0.6
0 60 0.65 15.4 171.1 5.6 0.25 40.9 0.01 — 0.04 0.18 0.05 23.8 12.1 0 0.3
0 32 0.29 9.4 73.8 5.4 0.09 23.8 0.01 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.01 19.4 3.0 0 0.1

0 25 0.73 50.4 343.2 72.0 0.48 1.2 0.06 0.23 0.11 1.33 0.10 106.8 8.9 0 0.2
0 18 0.51 35.3 240.2 50.4 0.34 0.8 0.04 0.16 0.07 0.93 0.07 74.8 6.2 0 0.2

0 21 0.82 12.6 201.6 12.6 0.54 45.0 0.15 1.35 0.13 0.98 0.07 134.1 6.9 0 5.5
0 19 2.21 12.1 208.1 347.3 0.48 49.6 0.07 1.48 0.12 1.15 0.13 116.2 22.3 0 2.1
0 16 0.50 9.0 154.8 2.7 0.37 36.0 0.06 1.08 0.09 0.93 0.02 121.5 22.0 0 3.5

0 7 0.14 1.8 319.8 2.4 0.28 0 0.01 — 0.03 0.18 0.06 1.2 0 0 0.2
0 5 0.21 2.6 52.4 4.6 0.43 0.7 0.02 0.41 0.02 0.09 0.09 2.0 0.7 0 0.3

0 24 1.74 45.2 462.8 7.0 1.54 0 0.10 — 0.06 0.62 0.08 105.3 0 0 1.0
8 62 2.24 36.3 304.3 556.8 2.42 5.2 0.08 0.21 0.07 1.17 0.06 38.8 3.0 0.4 8.4
1 72 2.09 40.5 322.6 426.3 1.02 1.3 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.44 0.07 10.1 3.4 0 6.3

9 71 4.10 43.0 373.2 552.8 6.93 5.1 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.62 0.08 19.0 3.8 0 5.9

0 23 1.81 60.2 305.3 0.9 0.96 0 0.21 — 0.05 0.43 0.06 128.1 0 0 1.0
0 40 2.37 39.4 238.6 5.7 1.25 0.8 0.10 0.29 0.05 0.43 0.11 141.0 1.1 0 3.0

0 26 1.55 35.7 258.6 58.7 0.63 8.5 0.06 0.25 0.05 0.91 0.10 17.9 10.9 0 0.5

0 56 0.96 49.6 327.5 5.3 0.57 0 0.12 — 0.05 0.48 0.09 66.4 1.1 0 1.1
0 60 1.89 44.3 346.0 1.8 0.78 0 0.14 — 0.05 0.60 0.10 90.3 1.2 0 3.6
0 18 0.33 18.3 114.0 0.9 0.17 3.0 0.02 — 0.04 0.21 0.01 20.4 2.2 0 0.7
0 25 1.76 50.4 369.9 26.1 0.50 7.2 0.06 0.58 0.05 0.69 0.10 14.4 5.2 0 1.5

0 27 2.08 62.9 484.8 14.5 0.67 12.8 0.12 0.12 0.08 0.88 0.16 22.1 8.6 0 1.7
0 7 0.40 8.7 62.6 6.2 0.29 0.6 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.51 0.03 18.0 7.1 0 0.4

63 2.15 48.2 354.0 0 0.94 0 0.22 0.01 0.06 0.59 0.13 127.4 0.8 0 2.6
0 9 0.42 11.3 61.7 32.1 0.11 0 0.04 — 0.04 0.46 0.03 18.3 3.8 0 0.4

0 24 1.27 25.4 303.6 39.0 0.32 0 0.13 — 0.05 0.30 0.09 16.0 0.3 0 0.7

0 37 1.60 38.4 332.8 327.7 0.79 0 0.14 0.03 0.09 0.63 0.10 33.3 1.0 0 1.4
0 80 1.80 — 400.0 130.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 0 —

0 39 1.99 45.2 399.8 534.3 0.77 0 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.50 0.13 13.1 7.1 0 7.7
0 36 1.21 18.4 133.5 409.1 0.33 13.5 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.25 0.06 22.0 3.8 0 2.6
0 88 4.42 74.0 442.9 0.9 0.99 0 0.13 0.30 0.25 0.34 0.20 46.4 1.5 0 6.3
0 131 2.25 54.0 485.1 12.6 0.82 7.2 0.23 — 0.14 1.13 0.05 99.9 15.3 0 1.3
0 65 2.54 60.9 414.4 1.8 0.98 0 0.21 — 0.05 0.24 0.11 122.6 0 0 1.2
0 29 0.80 15.6 186.9 1.9 0.22 2.5 0.05 0.28 0.06 0.38 0.04 20.6 6.1 0 0.3

0 33 0.59 16.2 85.1 6.1 0.32 4.1 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.26 0.04 15.5 2.8 0 0.3

0 82 1.37 49.0 654.5 173.5 0.36 275.8 0.08 1.30 0.21 0.36 0.10 10.1 17.9 0 0.6
0 12 0.47 17.0 168.0 299.6 0.30 2.3 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.28 0.06 30.6 2.6 0 1.1
0 14 0.67 19.6 259.4 65.5 0.30 1.7 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.28 0.06 68.0 3.1 0 0.6
0 13 1.55 14.5 125.9 165.0 0.18 0.9 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.05 25.5 3.5 0 0.4
0 16 0.79 23.0 305.0 77.0 0.35 2.0 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.33 0.07 80.0 3.6 0 0.7
0 106 0.92 42.9 344.9 3.3 0.85 33.0 0.08 0.18 0.12 1.16 0.05 104.8 1.8 0 2.1

0 31 0.52 16.4 228.5 32.0 0.35 60.1 0.05 1.13 0.10 0.43 0.16 84.2 50.6 0 1.2
0 30 0.56 12.0 130.6 10.1 0.26 46.9 0.05 1.21 0.07 0.42 0.12 51.5 36.9 0 0.6
0 21 0.33 9.6 143.8 15.0 0.19 14.1 0.03 0.35 0.05 0.29 0.08 28.7 40.6 0 1.1

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes—continued
16848 Broccoflower, raw, chopped ½ cup(s) 32 28.7 10 0.9 1.9 1.0 0.1 0 0 0

Brussels sprouts
591 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 69.3 28 2.0 5.5 2.0 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
592 Frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 67.2 33 2.8 6.4 3.2 0.3 0.1 0 0.2

Cabbage
595 boiled, drained, no salt added 1 cup(s) 150 138.9 35 1.9 8.3 2.8 0.1 0 0 0

35611 chinese (pak choi or bok choy), 
boiled with salt, drained

1 cup(s) 170 162.4 20 2.7 3.0 1.7 0.3 0 0 0.1

16869 Kim chee 1 cup(s) 150 137.6 32 2.4 5.9 1.8 0.3 0 0 0.2
594 raw, shredded 1 cup(s) 70 64.5 18 0.9 4.1 1.8 0.1 0 0 0
596 red, shredded, raw 1 cup(s) 70 63.3 22 1.0 5.2 1.5 0.1 0 0 0.1
597 savoy, shredded, raw 1 cup(s) 70 63.7 19 1.4 4.3 2.2 0.1 0 0 0

35417 Capers 1 teaspoon(s) 4 — 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Carrots

8691 baby, raw 8 item(s) 80 72.3 28 0.5 6.6 2.3 0.1 0 0 0.1
601 grated ½ cup(s) 55 48.6 23 0.5 5.3 1.5 0.1 0 0 0.1
1055 Juice, canned ½ cup(s) 118 104.9 47 1.1 11.0 0.9 0.2 0 0 0.1
600 raw ½ cup(s) 61 53.9 25 0.6 5.8 1.7 0.1 0 0 0.1
602 sliced, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 70.3 27 0.6 6.4 2.3 0.1 0 0 0.1

32725 Cassava or manioc ½ cup(s) 103 61.5 165 1.4 39.2 1.9 0.3 0.1 0.1 0
Cauliflower

606 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 62 57.7 14 1.1 2.5 1.4 0.3 0 0 0.1
607 Frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 90 84.6 17 1.4 3.4 2.4 0.2 0 0 0.1
605 raw, chopped ½ cup(s) 50 46.0 13 1.0 2.5 1.0 0.1 0 0 0

Celery
609 diced ½ cup(s) 51 48.2 8 0.3 1.5 0.8 0.1 0 0 0
608 stalk 2 item(s) 80 76.3 13 0.6 2.4 1.3 0.1 0 0 0.1

Chard
1057 swiss chard, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 88 81.1 18 1.6 3.6 1.8 0.1 0 0 0
1056 swiss chard, raw 1 cup(s) 36 33.4 7 0.6 1.3 0.6 0.1 0 0 0

Collard greens
610 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 95 85.7 31 2.6 5.4 3.8 0.7 0 0 0.2
611 Frozen, chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 85 75.2 31 2.5 6.0 2.4 0.3 0.1 0 0.2

Corn
29614 yellow corn, fresh, cooked   1 item(s) 100 73.0 95 3.4 20.9 2.4 1.5 0.2 0.4 0.6

615 yellow creamed sweet corn, 
canned

½ cup(s) 128 100.8 92 2.2 23.2 1.5 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3

612 yellow sweet corn, boiled, 
drained

½ cup(s) 82 60.2 79 2.8 17.2 2.0 1.2 0.2 0.3 0.5

614 yellow sweet corn, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 82 63.2 66 2.1 15.8 2.0 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3

Cucumber
703 Pickled, dill ¼ cup(s) 39 36.6 5 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.1 0 0 0
2755 Pickled, dill, low sodium ¼ cup(s) 39 35.5 7 0.2 1.6 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
618 raw ¼ item(s) 75 71.7 11 0.5 2.7 0.4 0.1 0 0 0

Dandelion greens
620 chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 53 47.1 17 1.0 3.4 1.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

2734 raw 1 cup(s) 55 47.1 25 1.5 5.1 1.9 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
1066 Eggplant, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 50 44.4 17 0.4 4.3 1.2 0.1 0 0 0
621 Endive or escarole, 

chopped, raw
1 cup(s) 50 46.9 9 0.6 1.7 1.6 0.1 0 0 0

8784 Jicama or yambean ½ cup(s) 67 60.1 25 0.5 5.9 3.3 0.1 0 0 0.0
Kale

623 Frozen, chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 65 58.8 20 1.8 3.4 1.3 0.3 0 0 0.2
29313 raw 1 cup(s) 67 56.3 33 2.9 5.9 1.3 0.6 0.1 0 0.2

Kohlrabi
1072 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 83 74.5 24 1.5 5.5 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
1071 raw 1 cup(s) 135 122.8 36 2.3 8.4 4.9 0.1 0 0 0.1

leeks
1074 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 52 47.2 16 0.4 4.0 0.5 0.1 0 0 0.1
1073 raw 1 cup(s) 89 73.9 54 1.3 12.6 1.6 0.3 0 0 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 11 0.23 6.4 96.0 7.4 0.20 2.6 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.23 0.07 18.2 28.2 0 0.2

0 28 0.94 15.6 247.3 16.4 0.26 30.4 0.08 0.34 0.06 0.47 0.14 46.8 48.4 0 1.2
0 20 0.37 13.9 224.8 11.6 0.19 35.7 0.08 0.40 0.09 0.42 0.22 78.3 35.4 0 0.5

0 72 0.25 22.5 294.0 12.0 0.30 6.0 0.09 0.21 0.06 0.37 0.17 45.0 56.3 0 0.9
0 158 1.77 18.7 630.7 459.0 0.29 360.4 0.05 0.15 0.11 0.73 0.28 69.7 44.2 0 0.7

0 137 1.23 27.0 367.5 936.0 0.36 274.5 0.07 0.41 0.10 0.78 0.33 85.5 68.1 0 1.5
0 28 0.33 8.4 119.0 12.6 0.13 3.5 0.04 0.10 0.03 0.16 0.09 30.1 25.6 0 0.2
0 32 0.56 11.2 170.1 18.9 0.15 39.2 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.29 0.15 12.6 39.9 0 0.4
0 25 0.28 19.6 161.0 19.6 0.19 35.0 0.05 0.12 0.02 0.21 0.13 56.0 21.7 0 0.6
0 0 0 — — 140.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 26 0.71 8.0 189.6 62.4 0.14 552.0 0.02 — 0.03 0.44 0.08 21.6 2.1 0 0.7
0 18 0.17 6.6 176.0 37.9 0.13 459.3 0.04 0.36 0.03 0.54 0.08 10.5 3.2 0 0.1
0 28 0.54 16.5 344.6 77.9 0.21 1128.1 0.11 1.37 0.06 0.46 0.26 4.7 10.0 0 0.7
0 20 0.18 7.3 195.2 42.1 0.15 509.4 0.04 0.40 0.04 0.60 0.08 11.6 3.6 0 0.1
0 23 0.27 7.8 183.3 45.2 0.16 664.6 0.05 0.80 0.03 0.50 0.12 10.9 2.8 0 0.5
0 16 0.28 21.6 279.1 14.4 0.35 1.0 0.09 0.20 0.05 0.88 0.09 27.8 21.2 0 0.7

0 10 0.20 5.6 88.0 9.3 0.11 0.6 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.11 27.3 27.5 0 0.4
0 15 0.37 8.1 125.1 16.2 0.12 0 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.28 0.08 36.9 28.2 0 0.5
0 11 0.21 7.5 149.5 15.0 0.14 0 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.09 28.5 24.1 0 0.3

0 20 0.10 5.6 131.3 40.4 0.07 11.1 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.16 0.04 18.2 1.6 0 0.2
0 32 0.16 8.8 208.0 64.0 0.10 17.6 0.02 0.22 0.05 0.26 0.06 28.8 2.5 0 0.3

0 51 1.98 75.3 480.4 156.6 0.29 267.8 0.03 1.65 0.08 0.31 0.07 7.9 15.8 0 0.8
0 18 0.65 29.2 136.4 76.7 0.13 110.2 0.01 0.68 0.03 0.14 0.04 5.0 10.8 0 0.3

0 134 1.07 20.0 111.2 14.3 0.22 361.0 0.04 0.84 0.10 0.55 0.12 15.2 17.3 0 0.5
0 179 0.95 25.5 213.5 42.5 0.23 489.0 0.04 1.06 0.10 0.54 0.10 64.6 22.5 0 1.3

0 3 0.45 26.0 217.0 227.0 0.62 13.0 0.09 0.09 0.06 1.67 0.14 23.0 5.5 0 0.2
0 4 0.49 21.8 171.5 364.8 0.68 5.1 0.03 0.09 0.07 1.23 0.08 57.6 5.9 0 0.5

0 2 0.37 21.3 178.8 0.8 0.51 10.7 0.08 0.07 0.05 1.38 0.11 18.9 4.5 0 0.2

0 2 0.39 23.0 191.1 0.8 0.52 8.2 0.02 0.06 0.05 1.08 0.08 28.7 2.9 0 0.6

0 16 0.14 2.7 35.7 339.1 0.04 3.5 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.4 0.3 0 0
0 3 0.21 4.3 45.0 7.0 0.05 5.0 0.01 — 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.4 0.7 0 0
0 12 0.21 9.8 110.6 1.5 0.15 3.8 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 5.3 2.1 0 0.2

0 74 0.94 12.6 121.8 23.1 0.15 179.6 0.07 1.28 0.09 0.27 0.08 6.8 9.4 0 0.2
0 103 1.70 19.8 218.3 41.8 0.23 279.4 0.10 1.89 0.14 0.44 0.14 14.8 19.3 0 0.3
0 3 0.12 5.4 60.9 0.5 0.06 1.0 0.04 0.20 0.01 0.30 0.04 6.9 0.6 0 0
0 26 0.41 7.5 157.0 11.0 0.40 54.0 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.20 0.01 71.0 3.3 0 0.1

0 8 0.40 8.0 100.0 2.7 0.11 0.7 0.01 0.31 0.02 0.13 0.03 8.0 13.5 0 0.5

0 90 0.61 11.7 208.6 9.8 0.12 477.8 0.03 0.60 0.07 0.44 0.06 9.1 16.4 0 0.6
0 101 0.98 31.5 329.0 25.5 0.38 335.0 0.07 — 0.09 0.67 0.18 20.8 80.4 0 0.6

0 21 0.33 15.7 280.5 17.3 0.26 1.6 0.03 0.43 0.02 0.32 0.13 9.9 44.5 0 0.7
0 32 0.54 25.6 472.5 27.0 0.04 2.7 0.07 0.65 0.03 0.54 0.20 21.6 83.7 0 0.9

0 16 0.57 7.3 45.2 5.2 0.03 21.3 0.01 0.26 0.01 0.10 0.06 12.5 2.2 0 0.3
0 53 1.87 24.9 160.2 17.8 0.11 73.9 0.05 0.82 0.03 0.36 0.21 57.0 10.7 0 0.9
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes—continued
lentils

522 boiled ¼ cup(s) 50 34.5 57 4.5 10.0 3.9 0.2 0 0 0.1
1075 sprouted 1 cup(s) 77 51.9 82 6.9 17.0 — 0.4 0 0.1 0.2

lettuce
625 butterhead leaves 11 piece(s) 83 78.9 11 1.1 1.8 0.9 0.2 0 0 0.1
624 butterhead, boston or bibb 1 cup(s) 55 52.6 7 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.1 0 0 0.1
626 iceberg 1 cup(s) 72 68.9 10 0.6 2.1 0.9 0.1 0 0 0.1
628 iceberg, chopped 1 cup(s) 55 52.6 8 0.5 1.6 0.7 0.1 0 0 0
629 looseleaf 1 cup(s) 36 34.2 5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
1665 romaine, shredded 1 cup(s) 47 44.5 8 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.1 0 0 0.1

Mushrooms
15585 crimini (about 6) 3 ounce(s) 85 — 28 3.7 2.8 1.9 0 0 0 0
8700 enoki 30 item(s) 90 79.5 33 2.4 7.0 2.4 0.3 0 0 0.1
1079 mushrooms, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 71.0 22 1.7 4.1 1.7 0.4 0 0 0.1
1080 mushrooms, canned, drained ½ cup(s) 78 71.0 20 1.5 4.0 1.9 0.2 0 0 0.1
630 mushrooms, raw ½ cup(s) 48 44.4 11 1.5 1.6 0.5 0.2 0 0 0.1

35465 Portabella, raw 1 item(s) 84 78.0 18 1.8 3.3 1.1 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
2743 shiitake, cooked ½ cup(s) 73 60.5 41 1.1 10.4 1.5 0.2 0 0.1 0

Mustard greens
2744 Frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 75 70.3 14 1.7 2.3 2.1 0.2 0 0.1 0
29319 raw 1 cup(s) 56 50.8 15 1.6 2.6 1.8 0.2 0 0.1 0

Okra
16866 batter coated, fried 11 piece(s) 83 50.3 159 4.0 20.1 2.3 7.1 1.4 2.8 2.4
32742 Frozen, boiled, drained, no salt 

added
½ cup(s) 92 83.8 27 1.5 5.9 1.9 0.2 0.1 0 0.1

632 sliced, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 80 74.1 18 1.5 3.6 2.0 0.2 0 0 0
Onions

635 chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 105 92.3 46 1.4 10.7 1.5 0.2 0 0 0.1
2748 Frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 106 97.8 30 0.8 7.0 1.9 0.1 0 0 0
1081 onion rings, breaded and pan 

fried, frozen, heated
10 piece(s) 71 20.2 289 3.8 27.1 0.9 19.0 6.1 7.7 3.6

633 raw, chopped ½ cup(s) 80 71.3 32 0.9 7.5 1.4 0.1 0 0 0
16850 red onions, sliced, raw ½ cup(s) 58 51.2 23 0.6 5.4 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
636 scallions, green or spring onions 2 item(s) 30 26.9 10 0.5 2.2 0.8 0.1 0 0 0

16860 Palm hearts, cooked ½ cup(s) 73 50.7 84 2.0 18.7 1.1 0.1 0 0 0.1
637 Parsley, chopped 1 tablespoon(s) 4 3.3 1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0
638 Parsnips, sliced, boiled, 

drained
½ cup(s) 78 62.6 55 1.0 13.3 2.8 0.2 0 0.1 0

Peas
639 green peas, canned, drained ½ cup(s) 88 72.0 60 3.9 9.9 4.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3
641 green peas, frozen, boiled, 

drained
½ cup(s) 80 63.6 62 4.1 11.4 4.4 0.2 0 0 0.1

35694 Pea pods, boiled with salt, 
drained

½ cup(s) 80 71.1 32 2.6 5.2 2.2 0.2 0 0 0.1

1082 Peas and carrots, canned with 
liquid

½ cup(s) 128 112.4 48 2.8 10.8 2.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.2

1083 Peas and carrots, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 80 68.6 38 2.5 8.1 2.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.2

2750 snow or sugar peas, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 80 69.3 42 2.8 7.2 2.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

640 snow or sugar peas, raw ½ cup(s) 32 28.0 13 0.9 2.4 0.8 0.1 0 0 0
29324 split peas, sprouted ½ cup(s) 60 37.4 74 5.3 16.3 — 0.4 0.1 0 0.2

Peppers
644 green bell or sweet, boiled, 

drained
½ cup(s) 68 62.5 19 0.6 4.6 0.8 0.1 0 0 0.1

643 green bell or sweet, raw ½ cup(s) 75 69.9 15 0.6 3.5 1.3 0.1 0 0 0
1664 green hot chili 1 item(s) 45 39.5 18 0.9 4.3 0.7 0.1 0 0 0
1663 green hot chili, canned with 

liquid
½ cup(s) 68 62.9 14 0.6 3.5 0.9 0.1 0 0 0

1086 Jalapeño, canned with liquid ½ cup(s) 68 60.4 18 0.6 3.2 1.8 0.6 0.1 0 0.3
8703 yellow bell or sweet 1 item(s) 186 171.2 50 1.9 11.8 1.7 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
1087 Poi ½ cup(s) 120 86.0 134 0.5 32.7 0.5 0.2 0 0 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 9 1.65 17.8 182.7 1.0 0.63 0 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.52 0.09 89.6 0.7 0 1.4
0 19 2.47 28.5 247.9 8.5 1.16 1.5 0.18 — 0.10 0.87 0.15 77.0 12.7 0 0.5

0 29 1.02 10.7 196.4 4.1 0.17 136.9 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.29 0.07 60.2 3.1 0 0.5
0 19 0.68 7.2 130.9 2.8 0.11 91.3 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.20 0.05 40.1 2.0 0 0.3
0 13 0.30 5.0 101.5 7.2 0.11 18.0 0.03 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.03 20.9 2.0 0 0.1
0 10 0.23 3.9 77.5 5.5 0.08 13.8 0.02 0.10 0.01 0.07 0.02 15.9 1.5 0 0.1
0 13 0.31 4.7 69.8 10.1 0.06 133.2 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.14 0.03 13.7 3.3 0 0.2
0 16 0.46 6.6 116.1 3.8 0.11 204.9 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.03 63.9 1.9 0 0.2

0 0 0.67 — — 32.6 — 0 — — — — — — 0 0 —
0 0 1.03 14.4 323.1 2.7 0.58 — 0.20 0.01 0.18 6.33 0.09 43.2 0 0 2.0
0 5 1.36 9.4 277.7 1.6 0.68 0 0.06 0.01 0.23 3.48 0.07 14.0 3.1 0 9.3
0 9 0.62 11.7 100.6 331.5 0.56 0 0.07 0.01 0.02 1.24 0.05 9.4 0 0 3.2
0 1 0.24 4.3 152.6 2.4 0.25 0 0.04 0 0.19 1.73 0.05 8.2 1.0 0 4.5
0 3 0.26 9.2 305.8 7.6 0.45 0 0.05 0.02 0.11 3.77 0.12 23.5 0 0 15.6
0 2 0.32 10.1 84.8 2.9 0.96 0 0.03 0 0.12 1.09 0.12 15.2 0.2 0 18.0

0 76 0.84 9.8 104.3 18.8 0.15 265.5 0.03 1.01 0.04 0.19 0.08 52.5 10.4 0 0.4
0 64 0.92 17.9 215.0 11.2 0.14 84.6 0.04 1.13 0.06 0.45 0.10 6.7 39.2 0 0.5

40 47 1.54 34.7 190.6 142.7 0.57 28.9 0.21 0.69 0.16 1.52 0.14 95.7 8.6 0.1 7.3
0 68 0.48 36.8 169.3 2.8 0.45 13.8 0.07 0.29 0.09 0.57 0.03 92.0 8.8 0 0.6

0 62 0.22 28.8 108.0 4.8 0.34 11.2 0.11 0.22 0.04 0.70 0.15 36.8 13.0 0 0.3

0 23 0.25 11.5 174.3 3.1 0.22 0 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.14 15.8 5.5 0 0.6
0 17 0.32 6.4 114.5 12.7 0.07 0 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.07 13.8 2.8 0 0.4
0 22 1.20 13.5 91.6 266.3 0.30 7.8 0.20 — 0.10 2.56 0.05 73.1 1.0 0 2.5

0 18 0.17 8.0 116.8 3.2 0.14 0 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.10 15.2 5.9 0 0.4
0 13 0.12 5.8 83.9 2.3 0.10 0 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.07 10.9 4.3 0 0.3
0 22 0.44 6.0 82.8 4.8 0.12 15.0 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.16 0.02 19.2 5.6 0 0.2
0 13 1.23 7.3 1318.4 10.2 2.72 2.2 0.03 0.37 0.13 0.62 0.53 14.6 5.0 0 0.5
0 5 0.24 1.9 21.1 2.1 0.04 16.0 0 0.03 0 0.05 0 5.8 5.1 0 0
0 29 0.45 22.6 286.3 7.8 0.20 0 0.06 0.78 0.04 0.56 0.07 45.2 10.1 0 1.3

0 20 1.03 15.8 92.8 238.9 0.58 37.6 0.09 0.33 0.05 0.86 0.05 27.1 3.7 0 1.5
0 19 1.22 17.6 88.0 57.6 0.54 84.0 0.23 0.02 0.08 1.18 0.09 47.2 7.9 0 0.8

0 34 1.58 20.8 192.0 192.0 0.30 41.6 0.10 0.31 0.06 0.43 0.12 23.2 38.3 0 0.6

0 29 0.96 17.9 127.5 331.5 0.74 368.5 0.09 — 0.07 0.74 0.11 23.0 8.4 0 1.1

0 18 0.75 12.8 126.4 54.4 0.36 380.8 0.18 0.42 0.05 0.92 0.07 20.8 6.5 0 0.9

0 47 1.92 22.4 173.6 4.0 0.39 52.8 0.05 0.38 0.10 0.45 0.14 28.0 17.6 0 0.6

0 14 0.66 7.6 63.0 1.3 0.09 17.0 0.05 0.12 0.03 0.19 0.05 13.2 18.9 0 0.2
0 22 1.36 33.6 228.6 12.0 0.63 4.8 0.14 — 0.09 1.85 0.16 86.4 6.2 0 0.4

0 6 0.31 6.8 112.9 1.4 0.08 15.6 0.04 0.34 0.02 0.32 0.16 10.9 50.6 0 0.2

0 7 0.25 7.4 130.4 2.2 0.10 13.4 0.04 0.28 0.02 0.36 0.17 7.4 59.9 0 0
0 8 0.54 11.3 153.0 3.2 0.14 26.5 0.04 0.31 0.04 0.43 0.13 10.4 109.1 0 0.2
0 5 0.34 9.5 127.2 797.6 0.12 24.5 0.01 0.47 0.03 0.54 0.10 6.8 46.2 0 0.2

0 16 1.28 10.2 131.2 1136.3 0.23 57.8 0.03 0.47 0.03 0.27 0.13 9.5 6.8 0 0.3
0 20 0.86 22.3 394.3 3.7 0.32 18.6 0.05 — 0.05 1.66 0.31 48.4 341.3 0 0.6
0 19 1.06 28.8 219.6 14.4 0.26 3.6 0.16 2.76 0.05 1.32 0.33 25.2 4.8 0 0.8
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes—continued
Potatoes

1090 au gratin mix, prepared with 
water, whole milk and butter

½ cup(s) 122 96.3 113 2.8 15.7 1.1 5.0 3.2 1.4 0.2

1089 au gratin, prepared with butter ½ cup(s) 123 90.7 162 6.2 13.8 2.2 9.3 5.8 2.6 0.3
5791 baked, flesh and skin 1 item(s) 202 151.3 188 5.1 42.7 4.4 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
645 baked, flesh only ½ cup(s) 61 46.0 57 1.2 13.1 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
1088 baked, skin only 1 item(s) 58 27.4 115 2.5 26.7 4.6 0.1 0 0 0
5795 boiled in skin, flesh only, drained 1 item(s) 136 104.7 118 2.5 27.4 2.1 0.1 0 0 0.1
5794 boiled, drained, skin and flesh 1 item(s) 150 115.9 129 2.9 29.8 2.5 0.2 0 0 0.1
647 boiled, flesh only ½ cup(s) 78 60.4 67 1.3 15.6 1.4 0.1 0 0 0
648 French fried, deep fried, 

prepared from raw
14 item(s) 113 47.9 335 4.6 39.5 5.0 18.3 2.4 7.3 7.9

649 French fried, frozen, heated 14 item(s) 70 43.7 115 1.9 19.4 2.0 3.7 0.7 2.3 0.2
1091 hashed brown ½ cup(s) 78 36.9 207 2.3 27.4 2.5 9.8 1.5 4.1 3.7
652 mashed with margarine and 

whole milk
½ cup(s) 105 79.0 119 2.1 17.8 1.6 4.4 1.0 2.0 1.2

653 mashed, prepared from dehy-
drated granules with milk, 
water, and margarine

½ cup(s) 105 79.8 122 2.2 16.9 1.4 5.0 1.2 2.2 1.4

2759 microwaved 1 item(s) 202 145.5 212 4.9 49.0 4.6 0.2 0.1 0 0.1
2760 microwaved in skin, flesh only ½ cup(s) 78 57.1 78 1.6 18.1 1.2 0.1 0 0 0
5804 microwaved, skin only 1 item(s) 58 36.8 77 2.5 17.2 4.2 0.1 0 0 0
1097 Potato puffs, frozen, heated ½ cup(s) 64 38.2 122 1.3 17.8 1.6 5.5 1.2 3.9 0.3
1094 scalloped mix, prepared with 

water, whole milk and butter
½ cup(s) 124 98.6 116 2.6 15.9 1.4 5.4 3.3 1.5 0.2

1093 scalloped, prepared with butter ½ cup(s) 123 99.2 108 3.5 13.2 2.3 4.5 2.8 1.3 0.2
Pumpkin

656 canned ½ cup(s) 123 110.2 42 1.3 9.9 3.6 0.3 0.2 0 0
1773 boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 123 114.8 25 0.9 6.0 1.3 0.1 0 0 0

Radicchio
8731 leaves, raw 1 cup(s) 40 37.3 9 0.6 1.8 0.4 0.1 0 0 0
2498 raw 1 cup(s) 40 37.3 9 0.6 1.8 0.4 0.1 0 0 0
657 Radishes 6 item(s) 27 25.7 4 0.2 0.9 0.4 0 0 0 0

1099 Rutabaga, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 85 77.9 26 0.8 5.8 1.5 0.2 0 0 0.1
658 Sauerkraut, canned ½ cup(s) 118 109.2 22 1.1 5.1 3.4 0.2 0 0 0.1

Seaweed
1102 Kelp ½ cup(s) 40 32.6 17 0.7 3.8 0.5 0.2 0.1 0 0
1104 spirulina, dried ½ cup(s) 56 2.6 162 32.2 13.4 2.0 4.3 1.5 0.4 1.2
1106 Shallots 3 tablespoon(s) 30 23.9 22 0.8 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0

Soybeans
1670 boiled ½ cup(s) 86 53.8 149 14.3 8.5 5.2 7.7 1.1 1.7 4.4
2825 dry roasted ½ cup(s) 86 0.7 388 34.0 28.1 7.0 18.6 2.7 4.1 10.5
2824 roasted, salted ½ cup(s) 86 1.7 405 30.3 28.9 15.2 21.8 3.2 4.8 12.3
8739 sprouted, stir fried ½ cup(s) 62 41.7 77 8.1 5.8 0.5 4.4 0.6 1.0 2.5

Soy products
1813 soy milk 1 cup(s) 240 211.3 130 7.8 15.1 1.4 4.2 0.5 1.0 2.3
2838 tofu, dried, frozen (koyadofu) 3 ounce(s) 85 4.9 408 40.8 12.4 6.1 25.8 3.7 5.7 14.6

13844 tofu, extra firm 3 ounce(s) 85 68.8 86 8.6 2.2 1.1 4.3 0.5 1.1 2.7
13843 tofu, firm 3 ounce(s) 85 70.9 75 7.5 2.2 0.5 3.2 0 1.1 2.2
1816 tofu, firm, with calcium sulfate 

and magnesium chloride (nigari)
3 ounce(s) 85 72.2 60 7.0 1.4 0.8 3.5 0.7 1.0 1.5

1817 tofu, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 43.0 230 14.6 8.9 3.3 17.2 2.5 3.8 9.7
13841 tofu, silken 3 ounce(s) 85 77.0 42 3.7 0.9 0 1.9 0 0.5 0.9
13842 tofu, soft 3 ounce(s) 85 73.0 65 6.5 1.1 0.5 3.2 0 0.5 2.2
1671 tofu, soft, with calcium sulfate 

and magnesium chloride (nigari)  
3 ounce(s) 85 74.2 52 5.6 1.5 0.2 3.1 0.5 0.7 1.8

Spinach
663 canned, drained ½ cup(s) 107 98.2 25 3.0 3.6 2.6 0.5 0.1 0 0.2
660 chopped, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 90 82.1 21 2.7 3.4 2.2 0.2 0 0 0.1
661 chopped, frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 95 84.5 32 3.8 4.6 3.5 0.8 0.1 0 0.4
662 leaf, frozen, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 95 84.5 32 3.8 4.6 3.5 0.8 0.1 0 0.4
659 raw, chopped 1 cup(s) 30 27.4 7 0.9 1.1 0.7 0.1 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

18 101 0.39 18.3 267.2 535.5 0.29 63.4 0.02 — 0.10 1.15 0.05 8.5 3.8 0 3.3

28 146 0.78 24.5 485.1 530.4 0.85 78.4 0.08 — 0.14 1.22 0.21 15.9 12.1 0 3.3
0 30 2.18 56.6 1080.7 20.2 0.73 2.0 0.13 0.08 0.10 2.85 0.63 56.6 19.4 0 0.8
0 3 0.21 15.3 238.5 3.0 0.18 0 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.85 0.18 5.5 7.8 0 0.2
0 20 4.08 24.9 332.3 12.2 0.28 0.6 0.07 0.02 0.06 1.78 0.36 12.8 7.8 0 0.4
0 7 0.42 29.9 515.4 5.4 0.41 0 0.14 0.01 0.03 1.96 0.41 13.6 17.7 0 0.4
0 13 1.27 34.1 572.0 7.4 0.47 0 0.15 0.01 0.03 2.13 0.44 15.0 18.4 0 —
0 6 0.24 15.6 255.8 3.9 0.21 0 0.08 0.01 0.01 1.02 0.21 7.0 5.8 0 0.2
0 27 1.78 52.2 952.6 276.7 0.66 0 0.15 2.25 0.07 2.27 0.63 27.2 35.6 0 0.7

0 8 0.52 18.2 315.7 271.6 0.27 0 0.09 0.08 0.02 1.55 0.13 19.6 9.3 0 0.1
0 11 0.43 27.3 449.3 266.8 0.37 0 0.13 0.01 0.03 1.80 0.37 12.5 10.1 0 0.4
1 22 0.27 20.0 342.3 349.6 0.31 46.2 0.10 0.44 0.04 1.23 0.26 9.5 11.0 0.1 0.8

2 37 0.21 21.0 162.7 180.6 0.25 53.5 0.09 0.54 0.09 0.90 0.17 8.4 6.8 0.1 5.9

0 22 2.50 54.5 902.9 16.2 0.73 0 0.24 — 0.06 3.46 0.69 24.2 30.5 0 0.8
0 4 0.32 19.4 319.0 5.4 0.26 0 0.10 — 0.02 1.26 0.25 9.3 11.7 0 0.3
0 27 3.45 21.5 377.0 9.3 0.30 0 0.04 0.01 0.04 1.29 0.29 9.9 8.9 0 0.3
0 9 0.41 10.9 199.7 295.7 0.20 0 0.08 0.15 0.02 0.97 0.08 9.0 4.0 0 0.4

14 45 0.47 17.4 252.7 424.5 0.31 43.6 0.02 — 0.07 1.28 0.05 12.4 4.1 0 2.0

15 70 0.70 23.3 463.0 410.4 0.49 — 0.08 — 0.11 1.29 0.22 15.9 13.0 0 2.0

0 32 1.70 28.2 252.4 6.1 0.21 953.0 0.03 1.30 0.07 0.45 0.07 14.7 5.1 0 0.5
0 18 0.70 11.0 281.8 1.2 0.28 352.8 0.04 0.98 0.10 0.51 0.05 11.0 5.8 0 0.2

0 8 0.23 5.2 120.8 8.8 0.25 0.4 0.01 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.02 24.0 3.2 0 0.4
0 8 0.23 5.2 120.8 8.8 0.25 0.4 0.01 0.90 0.01 0.10 0.02 24.0 3.2 0 0.4
0 7 0.09 2.7 62.9 10.5 0.08 0 0 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.02 6.8 4.0 0 0.2
0 15 0.15 8.5 183.7 4.3 0.10 0 0.07 0.20 0.03 0.61 0.09 12.8 16.0 0 0.6
0 35 1.73 15.3 200.6 780.0 0.22 1.2 0.02 0.17 0.03 0.17 0.15 28.3 17.3 0 0.7

0 67 1.14 48.4 35.6 93.2 0.49 2.4 0.02 0.35 0.06 0.19 0 72.0 1.2 0 0.3
0 67 15.96 109.2 763.3 586.9 1.12 16.2 1.33 2.80 2.06 7.18 0.20 52.6 5.7 0 4.0
0 11 0.36 6.3 100.2 3.6 0.12 0 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.10 10.2 2.4 0 0.4

0 88 4.42 74.0 442.9 0.9 0.99 0 0.13 0.30 0.25 0.34 0.20 46.4 1.5 0 6.3
0 120 3.40 196.1 1173.0 1.7 4.10 0 0.37 — 0.65 0.91 0.19 176.3 4.0 0 16.6
0 119 3.35 124.7 1264.2 140.2 2.70 8.6 0.09 0.78 0.12 1.21 0.18 181.5 1.9 0 16.4
0 51 0.25 59.5 351.5 8.7 1.30 0.6 0.26 — 0.12 0.68 0.10 78.7 7.4 0 0.4

0 60 1.54 60.0 283.2 122.4 0.29 0 0.14 0.26 0.17 1.23 0.18 43.2 0 0 11.5
0 310 8.27 50.2 17.0 5.1 4.17 22.1 0.42 — 0.27 1.01 0.24 78.2 0.6 0 46.2
0 65 1.55 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 108 1.16 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 171 1.37 31.5 125.9 10.2 0.71 0 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.06 16.2 0.2 0 8.4

0 316 4.14 51.0 124.2 13.6 1.69 0.9 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.08 23.0 0 0 24.2
0 56 0.67 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 108 1.16 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 94 0.94 23.0 102.0 6.8 0.54 0 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.45 0.04 37.4 0.2 0 7.6

0 136 2.46 81.3 370.2 344.5 0.49 524.3 0.02 2.08 0.15 0.42 0.11 104.9 15.3 0 1.5
0 122 3.21 78.3 419.4 63.0 0.68 471.6 0.09 1.87 0.21 0.44 0.22 131.4 8.8 0 1.4
0 145 1.86 77.9 286.9 92.2 0.47 572.8 0.07 3.36 0.17 0.42 0.13 114.9 2.1 0 5.2
0 145 1.86 77.9 286.9 92.2 0.47 572.8 0.07 3.36 0.17 0.42 0.13 114.9 2.1 0 5.2
0 30 0.81 23.7 167.4 23.7 0.16 140.7 0.02 0.61 0.06 0.22 0.06 58.2 8.4 0 0.3
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(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes—continued
Squash

1662 acorn winter, baked ½ cup(s) 102 87.0 58 1.2 15.3 4.6 0.1 0 0 0.1
29702 acorn winter, boiled, mashed ½ cup(s) 170 152.5 58 1.1 14.9 4.4 0.1 0 0 0.1
1661 butternut winter, baked ½ cup(s) 103 90.0 41 0.9 10.8 3.3 0.1 0 0 0

32773 butternut winter, frozen, boiled, 
mashed, no salt added

½ cup(s) 121 106.4 47 1.5 12.2 — 0.1 0 0 0

29451 butternut, frozen, boiled ½ cup(s) 120 105.4 47 1.5 12.1 1.8 0.1 0 0 0
29700 crookneck and straightneck 

summer, boiled, drained 
½ cup(s) 65 61.0 12 0.7 2.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 0 0.1

29703 hubbard winter, baked ½ cup(s) 102 86.8 51 2.5 11.0 5.0 0.6 0.1 0 0.3
1660 hubbard winter, boiled, mashed ½ cup(s) 118 107.5 35 1.7 7.6 3.4 0.4 0.1 0 0.2

29704 spaghetti winter, boiled, 
drained, or baked

½ cup(s) 78 71.5 21 0.5 5.0 1.1 0.2 0 0 0.1

664 summer, all varieties, sliced, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 90 84.3 18 0.8 3.9 1.3 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

665 winter, all varieties, baked, 
mashed

½ cup(s) 103 91.4 38 0.9 9.1 2.9 0.4 0.1 0 0.2

1112 Zucchini summer, boiled, 
drained

½ cup(s) 90 85.7 14 1.0 2.4 0.9 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

1113 Zucchini summer, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 112 105.6 19 1.3 4.0 1.4 0.1 0 0 0.1

Sweet potatoes
666 baked, peeled ½ cup(s) 100 75.8 90 2.0 20.7 3.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
667 boiled, mashed ½ cup(s) 164 131.4 125 2.2 29.1 4.1 0.2 0.1 0 0.1
668 candied, home recipe ½ cup(s) 91 57.3 150 0.8 29.3 1.9 3.2 2.0 0.8 0.2
670 canned, vacuum pack ½ cup(s) 100 76.0 91 1.6 21.1 1.8 0.2 0 0 0.1
2765 Frozen, baked ½ cup(s) 88 64.5 88 1.5 20.5 1.6 0.1 0 0 0
1136 yams, baked or boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 68 47.7 79 1.0 18.7 2.7 0.1 0 0 0

32785 Taro shoots, cooked, no salt 
added

½ cup(s) 70 66.7 10 0.5 2.2 — 0.1 0 0 0

Tomatillo
8774 raw 2 item(s) 68 62.3 22 0.7 4.0 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3
8777 raw, chopped ½ cup(s) 66 60.5 21 0.6 3.9 1.3 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3

Tomato
16846 cherry, fresh 5 item(s) 85 80.4 15 0.7 3.3 1.0 0.2 0 0 0.1

671 Fresh, ripe, red 1 item(s) 123 116.3 22 1.1 4.8 1.5 0.2 0 0 0.1
675 Juice, canned ½ cup(s) 122 114.1 21 0.9 5.2 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
75 Juice, no salt added ½ cup(s) 122 114.1 21 0.9 5.2 0.5 0.1 0 0 0

1699 Paste, canned 2 tablespoon(s) 33 24.1 27 1.4 6.2 1.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
1123 Paste, canned, no salt added 2 tablespoon(s) 32 23.5 26 1.4 6.1 1.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
1700 Puree, canned ¼ cup(s) 63 54.9 24 1.0 5.6 1.2 0.1 0 0 0.1
1124 Puree, canned, no salt added ¼ cup(s) 63 54.9 24 1.0 5.6 1.2 0.1 0 0 0.1
1118 red, boiled ½ cup(s) 120 113.2 22 1.1 4.8 0.8 0.1 0 0 0.1
3952 red, diced ½ cup(s) 90 85.1 16 0.8 3.5 1.1 0.2 0 0 0.1
1120 red, stewed, canned ½ cup(s) 128 116.7 33 1.2 7.9 1.3 0.2 0 0 0.1
1125 sauce, canned ¼ cup(s) 61 55.6 15 0.8 3.3 0.9 0.1 0 0 0
8778 sun dried ½ cup(s) 27 3.9 70 3.8 15.1 3.3 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.3
8783 sun dried in oil, drained ¼ cup(s) 28 14.8 59 1.4 6.4 1.6 3.9 0.5 2.4 0.6

Turnips
678 turnip greens, chopped, 

boiled, drained
½ cup(s) 72 67.1 14 0.8 3.1 2.5 0.2 0 0 0.1

679 turnip greens, frozen, 
chopped, boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 82 74.1 24 2.7 4.1 2.8 0.3 0.1 0 0.1

677 turnips, cubed, boiled, drained ½ cup(s) 78 73.0 17 0.6 3.9 1.6 0.1 0 0 0
Vegetables, mixed

1132 mixed vegetables, canned, 
drained

½ cup(s) 82 70.9 40 2.1 7.5 2.4 0.2 0 0 0.1

680 mixed vegetables, frozen, 
boiled, drained

½ cup(s) 91 75.7 59 2.6 11.9 4.0 0.1 0 0 0.1

7489 V8 100% vegetable juice ½ cup(s) 122 114.1 25 1.0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
7490 V8 low-sodium vegetable juice ½ cup(s) 122 114.1 25 1.0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
7491 V8 spicy hot vegetable juice ½ cup(s) 122 114.2 25 1.0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 46 0.98 45.2 459.0 4.2 0.18 22.1 0.18 — 0.01 0.93 0.20 20.0 11.4 0 0.7
0 44 0.95 44.2 447.1 5.1 0.19 69.7 0.17 — 0.01 0.90 0.20 18.7 11.1 0 0.7
0 42 0.62 29.7 291.1 4.1 0.13 572.0 0.07 1.32 0.02 0.99 0.13 19.5 15.5 0 0.5
0 23 0.70 10.9 161.2 2.4 0.15 202.4 0.06 — 0.05 0.56 0.08 19.4 4.2 0 0.6

0 23 0.70 10.8 159.6 2.4 0.14 200.4 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.56 0.08 19.2 4.2 0 0.6
0 14 0.28 12.9 143.6 1.3 0.19 5.2 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.29 0.07 12.3 12.5 0 0.1

0 17 0.48 22.4 365.1 8.2 0.15 341.7 0.08 0.20 0.05 0.57 0.18 16.3 9.7 0 0.6
0 12 0.33 15.3 252.5 5.9 0.12 236.0 0.05 0.14 0.03 0.39 0.12 11.8 7.7 0 0.4
0 16 0.26 8.5 90.7 13.9 0.16 4.7 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.63 0.08 6.2 2.7 0 0.2

0 24 0.32 21.6 172.8 0.9 0.35 9.9 0.04 0.13 0.04 0.46 0.06 18.0 4.9 0 0.2

0 23 0.45 13.3 247.0 1.0 0.23 267.5 0.02 0.12 0.07 0.51 0.17 20.5 9.8 0 0.4

0 16 0.33 17.1 237.6 2.7 0.30 50.4 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.46 0.07 25.2 11.6 0 0.2

0 19 0.54 14.5 216.3 2.2 0.22 10.0 0.05 0.13 0.04 0.43 0.05 8.9 4.1 0 0.2

0 38 0.69 27.0 475.0 36.0 0.32 961.0 0.11 0.71 0.11 1.49 0.29 6.0 19.6 0 0.2
0 44 1.18 29.5 377.2 44.3 0.33 1290.7 0.09 1.54 0.08 0.88 0.27 9.8 21.0 0 0.3
8 24 0.72 11.9 162.6 108.7 0.15 318.7 0.02 0.82 0.04 0.37 0.05 5.5 8.2 0 0.7
0 22 0.89 22.0 312.0 53.0 0.18 399.0 0.04 1.00 0.06 0.74 0.19 17.0 26.4 0 0.7
0 31 0.47 18.4 330.1 7.0 0.26 913.3 0.06 0.67 0.05 0.49 0.16 19.3 8.0 0 0.5
0 10 0.35 12.2 455.6 5.4 0.14 4.1 0.06 0.23 0.02 0.38 0.16 10.9 8.2 0 0.5
0 10 0.29 5.6 240.8 1.4 0.38 2.1 0.03 — 0.04 0.57 0.08 2.1 13.2 0 0.7

0 5 0.42 13.6 182.2 0.7 0.15 4.1 0.03 0.26 0.02 1.26 0.04 4.8 8.0 0 0.3
0 5 0.41 13.2 176.9 0.7 0.15 4.0 0.03 0.25 0.02 1.22 0.04 4.6 7.7 0 0.3

0 9 0.23 9.4 201.6 4.3 0.15 35.7 0.03 0.46 0.02 0.51 0.07 12.8 11.7 0 0
0 12 0.33 13.5 291.5 6.2 0.21 51.7 0.05 0.66 0.02 0.73 0.10 18.5 16.9 0 0
0 12 0.52 13.4 278.2 326.8 0.18 27.9 0.06 0.39 0.04 0.82 0.13 24.3 22.2 0 0.4
0 12 0.52 13.4 278.2 12.1 0.18 27.9 0.06 0.39 0.04 0.82 0.13 24.3 22.2 0 0.4
0 12 0.98 13.8 332.6 259.1 0.21 24.9 0.02 1.41 0.05 1.01 0.07 3.9 7.2 0 1.7
0 12 0.95 13.4 324.5 18.9 0.20 24.3 0.02 1.38 0.05 0.98 0.07 3.8 7.0 0 1.7
0 11 1.11 14.4 274.4 249.4 0.22 16.3 0.02 1.23 0.05 0.92 0.08 6.9 6.6 0 0.4
0 11 1.11 14.4 274.4 17.5 0.22 16.3 0.02 1.23 0.05 0.92 0.08 6.9 6.6 0 0.4
0 13 0.82 10.8 261.6 13.2 0.17 28.8 0.04 0.67 0.03 0.64 0.09 15.6 27.4 0 0.6
0 9 0.24 9.9 213.3 4.5 0.15 37.8 0.03 0.49 0.02 0.53 0.07 13.5 12.3 0 0
0 43 1.70 15.3 263.9 281.8 0.22 11.5 0.06 1.06 0.04 0.91 0.02 6.4 10.1 0 0.8
0 8 0.62 9.8 201.9 319.6 0.12 13.4 0.01 0.87 0.04 0.59 0.06 6.7 4.3 0 0.1
0 30 2.45 52.4 925.3 66.7 0.54 11.9 0.14 0 0.13 2.44 0.09 18.4 10.6 0 1.5
0 13 0.74 22.3 430.4 73.2 0.21 17.6 0.05 — 0.11 1.00 0.09 6.3 28.0 0 0.8

0 99 0.58 15.8 146.2 20.9 0.10 274.3 0.03 1.35 0.05 0.30 0.13 85.0 19.7 0 0.6

0 125 1.59 21.3 183.7 12.3 0.34 441.2 0.04 2.18 0.06 0.38 0.05 32.0 17.9 0 1.0

0 26 0.14 7.0 138.1 12.5 0.09 0 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.23 0.05 7.0 9.0 0 0.2

0 22 0.86 13.0 237.2 121.4 0.33 475.1 0.04 0.24 0.04 0.47 0.06 19.6 4.1 0 0.2

0 23 0.75 20.0 153.8 31.9 0.45 194.7 0.06 0.35 0.11 0.77 0.07 17.3 2.9 0 0.3

0 20 0.36 — 235.0 210.0 — 50.0 0 0 0 0 0 — 36.0 0 —
0 10 0.18 — 450.0 70.0 — 50.0 0 — 0 0 0 — 36.0 0 —
0 20 0.54 — 325.0 240.0 — 31.3 — — — — — — 36.0 0 —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetables, Legumes—continued
Water chestnuts

31073 sliced, drained ½ cup(s) 75 — 20 0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
31087 whole ½ cup(s) 75 — 20 0 5.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
1135 watercress 1 cup(s) 34 32.3 4 0.8 0.4 0.2 0 0 0 0

Nuts, Seeds, and Products
Almonds

32940 almond butter with salt added 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.3 98 3.4 3.0 1.6 8.9 1.0 5.2 2.2
1137 almond butter, no salt added 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.3 98 3.4 3.0 1.6 8.9 0.7 5.2 2.2

32886 blanched ¼ cup(s) 36 1.6 214 7.8 6.8 3.6 19.0 1.4 12.1 4.5
32887 dry roasted, no salt added ¼ cup(s) 35 0.9 205 7.3 7.3 3.8 18.0 1.4 11.2 4.5
29724 dry roasted, salted ¼ cup(s) 35 0.9 205 7.3 7.3 3.8 18.0 1.4 11.2 4.5
29725 oil roasted, salted ¼ cup(s) 39 1.1 238 8.3 6.9 4.1 21.7 1.7 13.7 5.3
508 slivered ¼ cup(s) 27 1.3 155 5.7 5.9 3.3 13.3 1.0 8.3 3.3
1138 Beechnuts, dried ¼ cup(s) 57 3.8 328 3.5 19.1 5.3 28.5 3.3 12.5 11.5
517 Brazil nuts, dried, 

unblanched
¼ cup(s) 33 1.2 218 4.8 4.1 2.5 22.1 5.0 8.2 6.8

1166 Breadfruit seeds, roasted ¼ cup(s) 57 28.3 118 3.5 22.9 3.4 1.5 0.4 0.2 0.8
1139 Butternuts, dried ¼ cup(s) 30 1.0 184 7.5 3.6 1.4 17.1 0.4 3.1 12.8

Cashews
32931 cashew butter with salt added 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.5 94 2.8 4.4 0.3 7.9 1.6 4.7 1.3
32889 cashew butter, no salt added 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.5 94 2.8 4.4 0.3 7.9 1.6 4.7 1.3
1140 dry roasted ¼ cup(s) 34 0.6 197 5.2 11.2 1.0 15.9 3.1 9.4 2.7
518 oil roasted ¼ cup(s) 32 1.1 187 5.4 9.6 1.1 15.4 2.7 8.4 2.8

Coconut
32896 dried, not sweetened ¼ cup(s) 23 0.7 150 1.6 5.4 3.7 14.6 13.0 0.6 0.2
1153 dried, shredded, sweetened ¼ cup(s) 23 2.9 116 0.7 11.1 1.0 8.3 7.3 0.4 0.1
520 shredded ¼ cup(s) 20 9.4 71 0.7 3.0 1.8 6.7 5.9 0.3 0.1

Chestnuts
1152 chinese, roasted ¼ cup(s) 71 28.7 171 3.2 37.4 — 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.2

32895 european, boiled and steamed ¼ cup(s) 45 30.9 59 0.9 12.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2
32911 european, roasted ¼ cup(s) 36 14.5 88 1.1 18.9 1.8 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.3
32922 Japanese, boiled and steamed ¼ cup(s) 35 30.5 20 0.3 4.5 — 0.1 0 0 0
32923 Japanese, roasted ¼ cup(s) 36 17.8 72 1.1 16.1 — 0.3 0 0.1 0.1
4958 Flax seeds or linseeds ¼ cup(s) 28 2.2 150 5.5 8.1 7.8 11.6 1.0 2.1 8.0

32904 Ginkgo nuts, dried ¼ cup(s) 39 4.8 134 4.0 27.9 — 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.3
Hazelnuts or filberts

32901 blanched ¼ cup(s) 45 2.6 285 6.2 7.7 5.0 27.7 2.1 21.9 2.5
32902 dry roasted, no salt added ¼ cup(s) 29 0.7 185 4.3 5.0 2.7 17.8 1.3 13.3 2.4
1156 Hickorynuts, dried ¼ cup(s) 30 0.8 197 3.8 5.5 1.9 19.3 2.1 9.8 6.6

Macadamias
32905 dry roasted, no salt added ¼ cup(s) 34 0.5 241 2.6 4.5 2.7 25.5 4.0 19.9 0.5
32932 dry roasted, with salt added ¼ cup(s) 34 0.5 240 2.6 4.3 2.7 25.5 4.0 19.9 0.5
1157 raw ¼ cup(s) 34 0.5 241 2.6 4.6 2.9 25.4 4.0 19.7 0.5

Mixed nuts
1159 with peanuts, dry roasted ¼ cup(s) 34 0.6 203 5.9 8.7 3.1 17.6 2.4 10.8 3.7

32933 with peanuts, dry roasted, 
with salt added

¼ cup(s) 34 0.6 203 5.9 8.7 3.1 17.6 2.2 10.8 3.7

32906 without peanuts, oil roasted, 
no salt added

¼ cup(s) 36 1.1 221 5.6 8.0 2.0 20.2 3.3 11.9 4.1

Peanuts
2807 dry roasted   ¼ cup(s) 37 0.6 214 8.6 7.9 2.9 18.1 2.5 9.0 5.7
2806 dry roasted, salted  ¼ cup(s) 37 0.6 214 8.6 7.9 2.9 18.1 2.5 9.0 5.7
1763 oil roasted, salted  ¼ cup(s) 36 0.5 216 10.1 5.5 3.4 18.9 3.1 9.4 5.5
1884 Peanut butter, chunky 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.2 94 3.8 3.5 1.3 8.0 1.2 3.7 2.2
30303 Peanut butter, low sodium 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.3 94 4.0 3.1 1.0 8.1 1.6 3.8 2.2
30421 Peanut butter, natural 1 tablespoon(s) 16 — 100 3.5 3.0 1.0 8.0 1.3 4.0 2.3
30422 Peanut butter, natural, no salt 

added
1 tablespoon(s) 16 — 105 3.5 3.0 1.0 8.0 1.3 — —

30305 Peanut butter, reduced fat 1 tablespoon(s) 18 0.2 94 4.7 6.4 0.9 6.1 1.0 2.9 1.7
524 Peanut butter, smooth 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.3 94 4.0 3.1 1.0 8.1 1.7 3.9 2.3

2804 raw ¼ cup(s) 37 2.4 207 9.4 5.9 3.1 18.0 2.5 8.9 5.7
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 0 0 — — 5.0 — 0 — — — — — — 2.4 — —
0 7 0 — — 5.0 — 0 — — — — — — 2.0 — —
0 41 0.07 7.1 112.2 13.9 0.04 54.4 0.03 0.34 0.04 0.07 0.04 3.1 14.6 0 0.3

0 56 0.56 44.6 119.7 36.3 0.53 0 0.01 3.87 0.15 0.50 0.02 8.5 0 0 0.4
0 56 0.56 44.6 119.7 1.1 0.53 0 0.01 3.87 0.15 0.50 0.02 8.5 0 0 0.4
0 86 1.19 97.2 238.9 6.9 1.08 0 0.07 8.61 0.26 1.27 0.04 17.8 0 0 1.2
0 92 1.32 96.9 245.6 1.0 1.14 0 0.03 8.21 0.33 1.23 0.04 18.3 0 0 0.8
0 92 1.32 96.9 245.6 226.3 1.14 0 0.03 8.21 0.33 1.23 0.04 18.3 0 0 0.8
0 114 1.44 107.5 274.4 133.1 1.20 0 0.04 10.19 0.31 1.44 0.05 10.6 0 0 1.1
0 71 1.00 72.4 190.4 0.3 0.83 0 0.06 7.08 0.27 0.91 0.04 13.5 0 0 0.7
0 1 1.40 0 579.7 21.7 0.21 0 0.17 — 0.21 0.50 0.39 64.4 8.8 0 4.0
0 53 0.81 125.0 219.1 1.0 1.35 0 0.21 1.91 0.01 0.10 0.03 7.3 0.2 0 637.4

0 49 0.51 35.3 616.7 16.0 0.59 8.6 0.23 — 0.14 4.22 0.24 33.6 4.3 0 8.0
0 16 1.21 71.1 126.3 0.3 0.94 1.8 0.11 — 0.04 0.31 0.17 19.8 1.0 0 5.2

0 7 0.80 41.3 87.4 65.0 0.83 0 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.26 0.04 10.9 0 0 1.8
0 7 0.80 41.3 87.4 2.4 0.83 0 0.05 — 0.03 0.26 0.04 10.9 0 0 1.8
0 15 2.06 89.1 193.5 5.5 1.92 0 0.07 0.32 0.07 0.48 0.09 23.6 0 0 4.0
0 14 1.95 88.0 203.8 4.2 1.73 0 0.12 0.30 0.07 0.56 0.10 8.1 0.1 0 6.5

0 6 0.75 20.4 123.2 8.4 0.46 0 0.01 0.10 0.02 0.14 0.07 2.0 0.3 0 4.2
0 3 0.45 11.6 78.4 60.9 0.42 0 0.01 0.09 0 0.11 0.06 1.9 0.2 0 3.9
0 3 0.49 6.4 71.2 4.0 0.22 0 0.01 0.05 0 0.11 0.01 5.2 0.7 0 2.0

0 14 1.07 64.3 341.0 2.9 0.66 0 0.11 — 0.06 1.07 0.31 51.5 27.5 0 5.0
0 21 0.78 24.5 324.3 12.2 0.11 0.5 0.07 — 0.05 0.33 0.11 17.2 12.1 0 —
0 10 0.33 11.8 211.6 0.7 0.20 0.4 0.09 0.18 0.06 0.48 0.18 25.0 9.3 0 0.4
0 4 0.19 6.4 42.2 1.8 0.14 0.4 0.04 — 0.02 0.19 0.04 6.0 3.4 0 —
0 13 0.75 22.9 152.7 6.8 0.51 1.4 0.16 — 0.25 0.15 21.1 10.0 0 —
0 94 1.40 102.6 232.7 7.8 1.20 0 0.46 0.09 0.05 0.86 0.13 24.4 0.2 0 7.1
0 8 0.62 20.4 384.7 5.0 0.26 21.2 0.17 — 0.07 4.52 0.25 40.9 11.3 0 —

0 68 1.50 72.6 298.4 0 1.00 0.9 0.22 7.94 0.05 0.70 0.27 35.4 0.9 0 1.9
0 35 1.25 49.4 215.8 0 0.71 0.9 0.10 4.37 0.04 0.59 0.18 25.2 1.1 0 1.2
0 18 0.64 51.9 130.8 0.3 1.29 2.1 0.26 — 0.04 0.27 0.06 12.0 0.6 0 2.4

0 23 0.89 39.5 121.6 1.3 0.43 0 0.24 0.19 0.03 0.76 0.12 3.3 0.2 0 3.9
0 23 0.89 39.5 121.6 118.3 0.43 0 0.24 0.19 0.03 0.76 0.12 3.3 0.2 0 3.9
0 28 1.24 43.5 123.3 1.7 0.44 0 0.40 0.18 0.05 0.83 0.09 3.7 0.4 0 1.2

0 24 1.27 77.1 204.5 4.1 1.30 0.3 0.07 — 0.07 1.61 0.10 17.1 0.1 0 1.0
0 24 1.27 77.1 237.4 118.2 1.30 0 0.07 3.75 0.07 1.61 0.10 17.1 0.1 0 2.6

0 38 0.93 90.4 195.8 4.0 1.68 0.4 0.18 — 0.17 0.71 0.06 20.2 0.2 0 —

0 20 0.82 64.2 240.2 2.2 1.21 0 0.16 2.53 0.04 4.94 0.09 52.9 0 0 2.7
0 20 0.82 64.2 240.2 247.8 1.21 0 0.16 2.85 0.04 4.94 0.09 52.9 0 0 2.7
0 22 0.55 63.4 261.4 115.2 1.18 0 0.03 2.50 0.03 4.98 0.17 43.2 0.3 0 1.2
0 7 0.30 25.6 119.2 77.8 0.45 0 0.02 1.01 0.02 2.19 0.07 14.7 0 0 1.3
0 7 0.30 24.6 103.8 2.7 0.47 0 0.01 1.44 0.02 2.14 0.09 11.8 0 0 0.9
0 0 0.18 — — 52.5 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0.18 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 6 0.34 30.6 120.4 97.2 0.50 0 0.05 1.63 0.01 2.63 0.06 10.8 0 0 1.4
0 7 0.30 24.6 103.8 73.4 0.47 0 0.01 1.44 0.02 2.14 0.09 11.8 0 0 0.9
0 34 1.67 61.3 257.3 6.6 1.19 0 0.23 3.04 0.05 4.40 0.13 87.6 0 0 2.6
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Nuts, Seeds, and Products—continued
Pecans

32907 dry roasted, no salt added ¼ cup(s) 28 0.3 195 2.6 3.7 2.6 20.4 1.7 12.1 5.7
32936 dry roasted, with salt added ¼ cup(s) 28 0.3 195 2.6 3.7 2.6 20.4 1.7 12.1 5.7
1162 oil roasted ¼ cup(s) 28 0.3 197 2.5 3.6 2.6 20.7 2.0 11.3 6.5
526 raw ¼ cup(s) 27 1.0 188 2.5 3.8 2.6 19.6 1.7 11.1 5.9

12973 Pine nuts or pignolia, dried 1 tablespoon(s) 9 0.2 58 1.2 1.1 0.3 5.9 0.4 1.6 2.9
Pistachios

1164 dry roasted ¼ cup(s) 31 0.6 174 6.4 9.0 3.0 13.8 1.7 7.3 4.1
32938 dry roasted, with salt added ¼ cup(s) 32 0.6 180 6.7 9.2 3.2 14.3 1.7 7.6 4.3
1167 Pumpkin or squash seeds, 

roasted
¼ cup(s) 57 1.2 326 16.9 8.3 3.7 27.8 4.8 8.9 11.3

Sesame
32912 sesame butter paste 1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.3 94 2.9 3.8 0.9 8.1 1.1 3.1 3.6
32941 tahini or sesame butter 1 tablespoon(s) 15 0.4 89 2.6 3.2 0.7 8.0 1.1 3.0 3.5
1169 whole, roasted, toasted 3 tablespoon(s) 27 0.9 153 4.6 6.9 3.8 13.0 1.8 4.9 5.7

Soy nuts
34173 deep sea salted ¼ cup(s) 28 — 130 11.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 3.5
34174 unsalted ¼ cup(s) 28 — 130 11.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 3.5

Sunflower seeds
528 Kernels, dried 1 tablespoon(s) 9 0.4 53 1.9 1.8 0.8 4.6 0.4 1.7 2.1

29721 Kernels, dry roasted, salted 1 tablespoon(s) 8 0.1 47 1.5 1.9 0.7 4.0 0.4 0.8 2.6
29723 Kernels, toasted, salted 1 tablespoon(s) 8 0.1 52 1.4 1.7 1.0 4.8 0.5 0.9 3.1
32928 sunflower seed butter with 

salt added
1 tablespoon(s) 16 0.1 99 2.8 3.7 0.9 8.8 0.7 6.2 1.6

Trail mix
4646 trail mix ¼ cup(s) 38 3.5 173 5.2 16.8 2.0 11.0 2.1 4.7 3.6
4647 trail mix with chocolate chips ¼ cup(s) 38 2.5 182 5.3 16.8 — 12.0 2.3 5.1 4.2
4648 tropical trail mix ¼ cup(s) 35 3.2 155 2.2 23.0 — 6.0 3.0 0.9 1.8

Walnuts
529 dried black, chopped ¼ cup(s) 31 1.4 193 7.5 3.1 2.1 18.4 1.1 4.7 11.0
531 english or Persian ¼ cup(s) 29 1.2 191 4.5 4.0 2.0 19.1 1.8 2.6 13.8

Vegetarian Foods
Prepared

34222 brown rice and tofu stir-fry 
(vegan)

8 ounce(s) 227 183.7 227 12.3 12.6 2.8 16.3 1.3 4.0 9.5

34368 cheese enchilada casserole 
(lacto)

8 ounce(s) 227 88.3 400 17.6 37.3 3.8 19.5 10.3 6.6 1.5

34247 Five bean casserole (vegan) 8 ounce(s) 227 164.0 224 4.8 40.3 4.6 5.0 0.9 2.3 1.6
34261 lentil stew (vegan) 8 ounce(s) 227 150.6 127 7.3 24.2 7.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
34397 macaroni and cheese (lacto) 8 ounce(s) 227 163.3 182 8.2 17.3 0.6 8.8 4.5 3.0 0.9
34238 steamed rice and vegetables 

(vegan)
8 ounce(s) 227 99.7 263 4.9 39.2 2.5 10.3 1.8 4.2 3.9

34308 tofu rice burgers (ovo-lacto) 1 piece(s) 218 78.2 446 22.5 67.0 6.0 10.4 2.2 2.5 4.7
34276 Vegan spinach enchiladas (vegan) 1 piece(s) 80 59.1 86 4.8 12.7 2.1 2.3 0.4 0.6 1.0
34243 Vegetable chow mein (vegan) 8 ounce(s) 227 163.5 164 6.3 22.2 2.0 6.2 0.7 2.8 2.4
34454 Vegetable lasagna (lacto) 8 ounce(s) 227 154.8 178 11.6 25.4 2.3 3.6 2.0 0.9 0.3
34339 Vegetable marinara (vegan) 8 ounce(s) 227 180.6 93 2.8 14.9 1.4 2.8 0.4 1.3 0.9
34356 Vegetable rice casserole (lacto) 8 ounce(s) 227 172.6 222 9.0 23.5 3.8 11.3 4.4 3.4 2.0
34311 Vegetable strudel (ovo-lacto) 8 ounce(s) 227 99.9 754 18.8 50.9 3.9 53.5 18.2 26.4 6.1
34371 Vegetable taco (lacto) 1 item(s) 85 54.6 140 4.9 16.7 3.0 6.3 2.9 1.8 1.3
34282 Vegetarian chili (vegan) 8 ounce(s) 227 195.6 115 5.6 21.3 6.8 1.5 0.3 0.3 0.7
34367 Vegetarian vegetable soup 

(vegan)
8 ounce(s) 227 204.6 92 2.5 13.6 2.5 4.0 0.7 1.8 1.2

Boca
68284 all american classic patty w/ 

organic soy
1 item(s) 71 — 140 15.0 9.0 4.0 5.0 1.5 — —

32072 breakfast links 2 item(s) 45 — 70 8.0 5.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 — —
68285 bruschetta tomato basil 

parmesan patty
1 item(s) 71 — 70 10.0 9.0 3.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 —

35780 cheeseburger meatless burger 
patty

1 item(s) 71 — 100 13.0 6.0 4.0 4.5 1.5 — —

68290 chik’n nuggets 1 item(s) 22 — 45 3.5 4.3 0.8 1.8 0.1 1.3 —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 20 0.77 36.3 116.6 0.3 1.39 1.9 0.12 0.36 0.03 0.32 0.05 4.4 0.2 0 1.1
0 20 0.77 36.3 116.6 105.4 1.39 1.9 0.12 0.36 0.03 0.32 0.05 4.4 0.2 0 1.1
0 18 0.68 33.3 107.8 0.3 1.23 1.4 0.13 0.70 0.03 0.33 0.05 4.1 0.2 0 1.6
0 19 0.69 33.0 111.7 0 1.23 0.8 0.18 0.38 0.04 0.32 0.06 6.0 0.3 0 1.0
0 1 0.48 21.6 51.3 0.2 0.55 0.1 0.03 0.80 0.02 0.38 0.01 2.9 0.1 0 0.1

0 33 1.24 33.5 309.7 1.8 0.72 4.0 0.21 0.74 0.07 0.42 0.35 15.7 0.9 0 3.1
0 34 1.29 34.9 322.2 137.0 0.75 4.2 0.22 0.77 0.07 0.44 0.36 16.3 1.0 0 3.2
0 30 4.58 312.1 447.2 10.2 4.34 0 0.04 0.32 0.09 2.51 0.06 32.3 1.0 0 5.3

0 154 3.07 57.9 93.1 1.9 1.17 0.5 0.04 — 0.03 1.07 0.13 16.0 0 0 5.7
0 21 0.66 14.3 68.8 5.3 0.69 0.4 0.24 0.02 0.85 0.02 14.7 0.6 0 5.2
0 267 3.99 96.1 128.3 3.0 1.93 0 0.22 — 0.07 1.24 0.22 26.5 0 0 9.3

0 40 1.80 — — 95.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —
0 40 1.80 — — 2.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —

0 7 0.47 29.3 58.0 0.8 0.45 0.3 0.13 3.17 0.03 0.75 0.12 20.4 0.1 0 4.8
0 6 0.30 10.3 68.0 29.4 0.42 0 0.01 2.09 0.02 0.56 0.06 19.0 0.1 0 6.3
0 5 0.57 10.8 41.1 51.3 0.44 0 0.03 — 0.02 0.35 0.07 19.9 0.1 0 5.2
0 10 0.66 49.8 92.2 53.0 0.78 0.5 0.01 3.66 0.03 1.08 0.09 37.9 0.4 0 16.7

0 29 1.14 59.3 256.9 85.9 1.21 0.4 0.17 — 0.07 1.77 0.11 26.6 0.5 0 —
2 41 1.27 60.4 243.0 45.4 1.18 0.8 0.15 — 0.08 1.65 0.10 24.4 0.5 0 —
0 20 0.92 33.6 248.1 33.3 0.41 0.7 0.16 — 0.04 0.52 0.11 14.7 2.7 0 —

0 19 0.98 62.8 163.4 0.6 1.05 0.6 0.02 0.56 0.04 0.15 0.18 9.7 0.5 0 5.3
0 29 0.85 46.2 129.0 0.6 0.90 0.3 0.10 0.20 0.04 0.33 0.16 28.7 0.4 0 1.4

0 268 4.67 88.0 379.7 111.4 1.53 0 0.13 0.68 0.11 1.07 0.28 39.0 15.5 0 10.9

43 478 2.52 34.7 215.7 1350.3 1.87 0 0.33 0.48 0.36 2.28 0.12 128.6 22.2 0.4 20.7

0 45 1.25 37.2 376.6 776.2 0.73 0 0.08 1.01 0.08 0.67 0.10 64.5 4.6 0 4.0
0 25 2.09 33.9 388.5 288.8 1.08 0 0.18 1.05 0.09 1.47 0.16 134.2 12.3 0 8.9

22 193 0.68 20.4 126.3 772.5 1.14 0 0.14 0.29 0.24 0.98 0.05 75.4 0.1 0.5 15.6
0 42 1.40 67.5 355.8 1397.4 0.92 175.8 0.16 1.66 0.11 2.75 0.29 31.3 13.1 0 8.3

51 528 5.83 96.8 426.9 1800.8 2.46 0 0.85 0.64 0.45 5.83 0.31 167.7 3.2 0.2 35.1
0 106 1.12 37.2 161.3 104.4 0.68 0 0.06 0.21 0.05 0.54 0.11 19.8 1.4 0 5.3
0 187 3.47 28.5 305.1 367.0 0.75 0 0.13 0.85 0.12 1.37 0.14 76.8 8.1 0 6.4

10 146 1.82 34.5 396.7 647.7 1.12 0 0.19 1.03 0.26 2.02 0.22 107.4 15.2 0.4 19.1
0 17 0.77 17.1 182.0 376.5 0.38 18.2 0.12 0.86 0.08 1.20 0.11 71.6 17.7 0 10.0

16 172 2.01 29.4 393.3 579.0 1.28 0 0.17 1.70 0.28 2.33 0.20 148.5 53.2 0.2 11.6
46 317 3.36 39.0 298.5 815.8 1.98 0 0.45 1.47 0.50 4.51 0.16 175.8 27.1 0.3 31.1

8 79 0.85 26.5 205.7 331.4 0.68 0 0.09 0.26 0.07 0.60 0.08 32.7 4.2 0.1 2.3
0 68 2.42 40.9 531.0 358.9 1.23 0 0.14 1.43 0.13 1.25 0.22 48.6 16.6 0 3.6
0 38 1.32 27.9 444.6 504.1 0.45 0 0.11 0.73 0.08 1.55 0.21 39.7 23.8 0 1.0

5 150 1.44 — — 500.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 1.44 — — 330.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
5 150 2.70 — — 290.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 100 1.44 — — 320.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 10 0.36 — — 125.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Vegetarian Foods—continued
68289 chik’n patty, original 1 item(s) 71 — 160 11.0 15.0 2.0 6.0 0 — —
68291 chik’n patty, spicy 1 item(s) 71 — 160 11.0 15.0 2.0 6.0 0 — —
35781 grilled vegetable patty 1 item(s) 71 — 80 12.0 7.0 4.0 1.0 0 — —
68287 meatless ground crumbles ½ cup(s) 57 — 60 13.0 6.0 3.0 0.5 0 — —
68282 original vegan patty 1 item(s) 71 — 70 13.0 6.0 4.0 0.5 0 — —

Gardenburger
39661 black bean chipotle burger 1 item(s) 71 45.8 100 5.0 16.0 5.0 3.0 0 1.6 0.8
29913 original 1 item(s) 71 43.7 100 5.0 18.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 1.2 0.7
29920 Portabella veggie burger 1 item(s) 71 44.9 100 4.0 17.0 5.0 2.5 1.0 0.7 0.5
39662 sun-dried tomato basil burger 1 item(s) 71 46.3 100 4.0 17.0 4.0 2.5 0.5 0.9 0.6
29915 Veggie medley 1 item(s) 71 46.5 100 3.0 17.0 5.0 2.5 0 1.0 1.0

loma linda
9311 big franks, canned 1 item(s) 51 30.1 110 11.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 1.5 3.5
9323 Fried chik’n with gravy 2 piece(s) 80 — 150 12.0 5.0 2.0 10.0 1.5 2.5 5.0
9326 linketts, canned 1 item(s) 35 21.4 70 7.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.5
9336 redi-burger patties, canned 1 slice(s) 85 55.1 120 18.0 7.0 4.0 2.5 0.5 0.5 1.5
9354 tender rounds meatball 

substitute, canned in gravy
6 piece(s) 80 55.3 120 13.0 6.0 1.0 4.5 0.5 1.5 2.5

9356 Vege-burger, canned ¼ cup(s) 55 39.6 60 12.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 0 0 0.5
Morningstar Farms

9371 breakfast bacon strips 2 item(s) 16 6.7 60 2.0 2.0 1.0 4.5 0.5 1.0 3.0
9368 breakfast sausage links 2 item(s) 45 28.3 80 9.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
33705 chik‘n nuggets 4 piece(s) 86 43.5 190 12.0 19.0 4.0 9.0 1.5 2.5 4.5
11587 chik patties 1 item(s) 71 38.3 140 8.0 16.0 2.0 5.0 0.5 1.0 3.5
2531 garden veggie patties 1 item(s) 67 40.1 110 10.0 9.0 3.0 3.5 0.5 0.5 1.5
9376 grillers patties, original 1 item(s) 64 35.6 130 15.0 5.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

50552 meal starters chik’n strips 12 piece(s) 85 50.6 140 23.0 6.0 1.0 3.5 0.5 1.5 1.5
33715 meal starters grillers recipe 

crumbles
½ cup(s) 42 26.9 61 7.6 3.8 2.3 1.9 0 0.4 1.1

33702 spicy black bean veggie burger 1 item(s) 67 37.7 120 11.0 13.0 4.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.0
Worthington

9418 chic-ketts, frozen 2 slice(s) 55 31.7 110 14.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 3.0
9424 chili, canned 1 cup(s) 230 167.1 280 24.0 25.0 8.0 10.0 1.5 1.5 7.0
9436 diced chik, canned ¼ cup(s) 55 43.0 50 9.0 2.0 1.0 0 0 0 0.0
9440 dinner roast, frozen 1 slice(s) 85 52.4 180 14.0 6.0 3.0 11.0 1.5 4.5 5.0
9446 Fripats patties, frozen 1 item(s) 64 36.4 130 15.0 5.0 3.0 6.0 1.0 1.5 3.5
9452 leanies links, frozen 1 item(s) 40 21.6 100 8.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 1.0 1.5 4.5
36702 meatless chicken style roll, 

frozen
1 slice(s) 55 — 90 9.0 2.0 1.0 4.5 0.5 1.0 2.5

9428 meatless corned beef, sliced, 
frozen

3 slice(s) 57 30.8 145 10.4 5.2 0 8.3 1.0 2.1 5.2

9462 Prosage links 2 item(s) 45 28.9 80 9.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 0.5 2.0
9484 stakelets patty beef steak sub-

stitute, frozen
1 piece(s) 71 40.8 150 14.0 7.0 2.0 7.0 1.0 2.5 3.5

9486 stripples bacon substitute 2 item(s) 16 6.7 60 2.0 2.0 0.5 4.5 0.5 1.0 3.0
9496 Vegetable skallops meat sub-

stitute, canned
½ cup(s) 85 61.8 90 17.0 4.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 0.5

Dairy
Cheese

1433 blue, crumbled 1 ounce(s) 28 12.0 100 6.1 0.7 0 8.1 5.3 2.2 0.2
884 brick 1 ounce(s) 28 11.7 105 6.6 0.8 0 8.4 5.3 2.4 0.2
885 brie 1 ounce(s) 28 13.7 95 5.9 0.1 0 7.8 4.9 2.3 0.2

34821 camembert 1 ounce(s) 28 14.7 85 5.6 0.1 0 6.9 4.3 2.0 0.2
888 cheddar or colby 1 ounce(s) 28 10.8 112 6.7 0.7 0 9.1 5.7 2.6 0.3

32096 cheddar or colby, low-fat 1 ounce(s) 28 17.9 49 6.9 0.5 0 2.0 1.2 0.6 0.1
32121 cheddar or colby, low-sodium 1 ounce(s) 28 11.1 113 6.9 0.5 0 9.2 5.9 2.6 0.3

5 cheddar, shredded ¼ cup(s) 28 10.4 114 7.0 0.4 0 9.4 6.0 2.7 0.3
889 edam 1 ounce(s) 28 11.8 101 7.1 0.4 0 7.9 5.0 2.3 0.2
890 Feta 1 ounce(s) 28 15.7 75 4.0 1.2 0 6.0 4.2 1.3 0.2
891 Fontina 1 ounce(s) 28 10.8 110 7.3 0.4 0 8.8 5.4 2.5 0.5
8527 goat cheese, soft 1 ounce(s) 28 17.2 75 5.3 0 0 6.0 4.1 1.4 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 40 1.80 — — 430.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 40 1.80 — — 560.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 60 1.80 — — 300.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 60 1.80 — — 270.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 60 1.80 — — 280.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 1.44 18.5 140.0 390.0 0.35 10.0 — — — — — — 6.0 — —
10 40 1.08 2.8 110.2 400.7 0.78 — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
3 40 0.72 6.4 105.2 490.9 0.07 — — — — — — — 1.2 —
3 20 0.72 2.8 55.0 270.0 0.07 — — — — — — — 2.4 — —
0 20 0.72 12.8 125.2 380.7 0.21 62.6 — — — — — — 12.0 0 —

0 0 0.77 — 50.0 220.0 1.17 0 0.22 — 0.10 2.00 0.70 — 0 2.4 —
0 20 1.80 — 70.0 430.0 — 0 1.05 — 0.34 4.00 0.30 — 0 2.4 —
0 0 0.36 — 20.0 160.0 0.52 0 0.12 — 0.20 0.80 0.16 — 0 0.9 —
0 0 1.06 — 140.1 450.3 1.45 0 0.15 — 0.26 4.00 0.40 — 0 1.2 —
0 20 1.08 — 80.0 340.0 0.64 0 0.75 — 0.17 2.00 0.16 — 0 1.2 —

0 0 0.36 — 40.0 130.0 0.71 0 0.12 — 0.10 0.78 0.30 — 0 2.4 —

0 0 0.36 — 15.0 230.0 0.10 0 0.75 — 0.04 1.20 0.07 — 0 0.2 —
0 0 1.80 — 50.0 300.0 — 0 0.38 — 0.17 7.00 0.50 — 0 3.0 —
0 60 1.80 3.4 320.0 600.0 0.69 0 0.38 — 0.10 4.00 0.20 — 0 1.8 —
0 20 1.80 — 280.0 590.0 0.35 0 0.22 — 0.10 3.00 0.16 — 0 1.2 —
0 40 0.72 — 180.0 350.0 0.67 — 7.50 — 0.20 0.94 0.60 — 0 — —
0 43 1.80 — 130.0 260.0 0.77 0 1.80 — 0.17 4.00 0.40 — 0 2.7 —
0 40 5.40 24.0 109.9 499.8 4.50 0 0.45 — 0.25 7.00 0.40 — 0 1.8 —
0 0 1.36 — 75.8 174.2 0.46 0 0.23 — 0.08 3.03 0.23 0 0 2.3 —

0 60 1.44 34.2 250.0 350.0 0.67 0 9.11 — 0.20 1.21 0.11 32.8 0 0 —

0 0 1.80 — 85.0 390.0 0.88 0 0.22 — 0.14 2.00 0.11 3.8 0 1.2 —
0 40 3.60 — 330.0 1130.0 1.84 0 0.30 — 0.14 2.00 0.70 — 0 1.5 —
0 0 1.08 — 100.0 220.0 0.38 0 0.06 — 0.10 4.00 0.08 — 0 0.2 —
0 20 1.80 — 120.1 580.3 0.77 0 1.80 — 0.26 6.00 0.60 — 0 1.5 —
0 60 1.80 — 120.0 320.0 0.77 0 1.80 — 0.17 3.00 0.60 — 0 1.2 —
0 20 0.72 — 40.0 430.0 0.32 0 0.22 — 0.14 0.80 0.20 — 0 0.9 —
0 100 1.08 — 240.0 240.0 — 0 0.38 — 0.14 4.00 0.30 — 0 1.8 —

0 0 1.87 — 134.7 466.4 0.46 0 1.87 — 0.18 5.18 0.31 — 0 1.9 —

0 0 1.44 — 50.0 320.0 0.45 0 1.80 — 0.17 2.00 0.30 — 0 3.0 —
0 40 1.08 — 130.0 480.0 0.85 0 1.20 — 0.14 3.00 0.30 — 0 1.5 —

0 0 0.36 — 15.0 220.0 0.10 0 0.75 — 0.03 0.40 0.08 — 0 0.2 —
0 0 0.36 — 10.0 390.2 0.85 0 — — — — — — 0 0 —

21 150 0.09 6.5 72.6 395.5 0.75 56.1 0.01 0.07 0.11 0.29 0.05 10.2 0 0.3 4.1
27 191 0.12 6.8 38.6 158.8 0.74 82.8 0 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.02 5.7 0 0.4 4.1
28 52 0.14 5.7 43.1 178.3 0.67 49.3 0.02 0.07 0.15 0.11 0.07 18.4 0 0.5 4.1
20 110 0.09 5.7 53.0 238.7 0.67 68.3 0.01 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.06 17.6 0 0.4 4.1
27 194 0.22 7.4 36.0 171.2 0.87 74.8 0 0.08 0.11 0.03 0.02 5.1 0 0.2 4.1
6 118 0.12 4.5 18.7 173.5 0.52 17.0 0 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.01 3.1 0 0.1 4.1

28 199 0.20 7.7 31.8 6.0 0.88 74.8 0.01 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.02 5.1 0 0.2 4.1
30 204 0.19 7.9 27.7 175.4 0.88 74.9 0.01 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.02 5.1 0 0.2 3.9
25 207 0.12 8.5 53.3 273.6 1.06 68.9 0.01 0.07 0.11 0.02 0.02 4.5 0 0.4 4.1
25 140 0.18 5.4 17.6 316.4 0.82 35.4 0.04 0.05 0.24 0.28 0.12 9.1 0 0.5 4.3
33 156 0.07 4.0 18.1 226.8 0.99 74.0 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02 1.7 0 0.5 4.1
13 40 0.54 4.5 7.4 104.3 0.26 81.6 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.07 3.4 0 0.1 0.8
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Dairy—continued
893 gouda 1 ounce(s) 28 11.8 101 7.1 0.6 0 7.8 5.0 2.2 0.2
894 gruyere 1 ounce(s) 28 9.4 117 8.5 0.1 0 9.2 5.4 2.8 0.5
895 limburger 1 ounce(s) 28 13.7 93 5.7 0.1 0 7.7 4.7 2.4 0.1
896 monterey jack 1 ounce(s) 28 11.6 106 6.9 0.2 0 8.6 5.4 2.5 0.3

42324 mozarella, low-sodium 1 ounce(s) 28 14.1 79 7.8 0.9 0 4.8 3.1 1.4 0.1
13 mozzarella, part skim milk 1 ounce(s) 28 15.2 72 6.9 0.8 0 4.5 2.9 1.3 0.1
12 mozzarella, whole milk 1 ounce(s) 28 14.2 85 6.3 0.6 0 6.3 3.7 1.9 0.2

897 muenster 1 ounce(s) 28 11.8 104 6.6 0.3 0 8.5 5.4 2.5 0.2
898 neufchatel 1 ounce(s) 28 17.9 72 2.6 1.0 0 6.5 3.6 1.6 0.3
14 Parmesan, grated 1 tablespoon(s) 5 1.0 22 1.9 0.2 0 1.4 0.9 0.4 0.1
17 Provolone 1 ounce(s) 28 11.6 100 7.3 0.6 0 7.5 4.8 2.1 0.2
19 ricotta, part skim milk ¼ cup(s) 62 45.8 85 7.0 3.2 0 4.9 3.0 1.4 0.2
18 ricotta, whole milk ¼ cup(s) 62 44.1 107 6.9 1.9 0 8.0 5.1 2.2 0.2
20 romano 1 tablespoon(s) 5 1.5 19 1.6 0.2 0 1.3 0.9 0.4 0

900 roquefort 1 ounce(s) 28 11.2 105 6.1 0.6 0 8.7 5.5 2.4 0.4
21 swiss 1 ounce(s) 28 10.5 108 7.6 1.5 0 7.9 5.0 2.1 0.3

53952 swiss, low-sodium 1 ounce(s) 28 10.7 106 8.1 1.0 0 7.8 5.0 2.1 0.3
Imitation cheese

42245 imitation american cheddar 1 ounce(s) 28 15.1 68 4.7 3.3 0 4.0 2.5 1.2 0.1
53914 imitation cheddar 1 ounce(s) 28 15.1 68 4.7 3.3 0 4.0 2.5 1.2 0.1

Cottage cheese
9 low fat, 1% fat ½ cup(s) 113 93.2 81 14.0 3.1 0 1.2 0.7 0.3 0

42265 low fat, 1% fat, no sodium 
added

½ cup(s) 113 94.4 81 14.0 3.1 0 1.1 0.7 0.3 0

8 low fat, 2% fat ½ cup(s) 113 91.2 97 13.4 4.1 0 2.8 1.1 0.5 0.1
Cream cheese

11 cream cheese 2 tablespoon(s) 29 15.8 99 1.7 1.2 0 9.9 5.6 2.5 0.4
17366 cream cheese, fat-free 2 tablespoon(s) 30 21.6 32 4.7 2.3 0 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
10438 tofutti better than cream 

cheese
2 tablespoon(s) 30 — 85 1.0 9.0 0 5.0 2.0 — —

Processed cheese
24 american cheese food, processed 1 ounce(s) 28 12.5 94 4.8 2.4 0 7.3 4.3 1.9 0.3
25 american cheese spread, 

processed
1 ounce(s) 28 13.5 82 4.7 2.5 0 6.0 3.8 1.8 0.2

22 american cheese, processed 1 ounce(s) 28 11.2 104 5.1 1.4 0 8.7 5.1 2.3 0.4
42285 cheddar or american, pasteur-

ized process, low-sodium
1 ounce(s) 28 12.1 107 6.3 0.5 0 8.8 5.6 2.5 0.3

9110 Kraft deluxe singles pasteur-
ized process american cheese

1 ounce(s) 28 — 108 5.4 0 0 9.5 5.4 — —

23 swiss cheese, processed 1 ounce(s) 28 12.0 95 7.0 0.6 0 7.1 4.5 2.0 0.2
Soy cheese

65625 galaxy Foods vegan american 
cheese slices alternative

1 slice(s) 19 — 40 1.0 5.0 0 2.0 0 0.5 1.5

10437 galaxy Foods vegan grated 
parmesan cheese alternative

1 tablespoon(s) 8 — 23 3.0 1.5 0 0 0 0 0

Cream
26 half and half cream 1 tablespoon(s) 15 12.2 20 0.4 0.7 0 1.7 1.1 0.5 0.1
32 heavy whipping cream, liquid 1 tablespoon(s) 15 8.7 52 0.3 0.4 0 5.6 3.5 1.6 0.2
28 light coffee or table cream, liquid 1 tablespoon(s) 15 11.1 29 0.4 0.5 0 2.9 1.8 0.8 0.1
30 light whipping cream, liquid 1 tablespoon(s) 15 9.5 44 0.3 0.4 0 4.6 2.9 1.4 0.1
34 whipped cream topping, 

pressurized
1 tablespoon(s) 3 1.8 8 0.1 0.4 0 0.7 0.4 0.2 0

Sour cream
36 sour cream 2 tablespoon(s) 24 17.9 46 0.5 0.7 0 4.7 2.8 1.2 0.2

30556 sour cream, fat free 2 tablespoon(s) 32 25.8 24 1.0 5.0 0 0 0 0 0
Imitation cream

3659 coffeemate nondairy creamer, 
liquid

1 tablespoon(s) 15 — 20 0 2.0 0 1.0 0 0 0

40 cream substitute, powder 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0 11 0.1 1.1 0 0.7 0.7 0 0
904 imitation sour cream 2 tablespoon(s) 29 20.5 60 0.7 1.9 0 5.6 5.1 0.2 0

35972 nondairy coffee whitener, 
liquid, frozen

1 tablespoon(s) 15 11.5 20 0.1 1.7 0 1.5 0.3 1.1 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

32 198 0.07 8.2 34.3 232.2 1.11 46.8 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.02 6.0 0 0.4 4.1
31 287 0.05 10.2 23.0 95.3 1.11 76.8 0.02 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.02 2.8 0 0.5 4.1
26 141 0.04 6.0 36.3 226.8 0.60 96.4 0.02 0.07 0.14 0.04 0.02 16.4 0 0.3 4.1
25 211 0.20 7.7 23.0 152.0 0.85 56.1 0 0.07 0.11 0.03 0.02 5.1 0 0.2 4.1
15 207 0.07 7.4 26.9 4.5 0.89 38.8 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.03 0.02 2.6 0 0.3 4.5
18 222 0.06 6.5 23.8 175.5 0.78 36.0 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.02 2.6 0 0.2 4.1
22 143 0.12 5.7 21.5 177.8 0.83 50.7 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.01 2.0 0 0.6 4.8
27 203 0.12 7.7 38.0 178.0 0.80 84.5 0 0.07 0.09 0.03 0.02 3.4 0 0.4 4.1
21 33 0.04 2.8 43.1 94.7 0.23 68.3 0.01 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.01 4.0 0 0.1 0.9
4 55 0.05 1.9 6.3 76.4 0.19 11.4 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0 0.5 0 0.1 0.9

20 214 0.15 7.9 39.1 248.3 0.92 66.9 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.02 2.8 0 0.4 4.1
19 167 0.27 9.2 76.9 76.9 0.82 65.8 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.01 8.0 0 0.2 10.3
31 127 0.23 6.8 64.6 51.7 0.71 73.8 0.01 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.03 7.4 0 0.2 8.9
5 53 0.04 2.0 4.3 60.0 0.13 4.8 0 0.01 0.02 0 0 0.3 0 0.1 0.7

26 188 0.16 8.5 25.8 512.9 0.59 83.3 0.01 — 0.17 0.21 0.04 13.9 0 0.2 4.1
26 224 0.06 10.8 21.8 54.4 1.24 62.4 0.02 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.02 1.7 0 0.9 5.2
26 272 0.05 10.2 31.5 4.0 1.11 61.2 0.01 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.02 1.7 0 0.5 3.5

10 159 0.09 8.2 68.6 381.3 0.73 32.3 0.01 0.08 0.12 0.04 0.03 2.0 0 0.1 4.3
10 159 0.09 8.2 68.6 381.3 0.73 32.3 0.01 0.08 0.12 0.04 0.03 2.0 0 0.1 4.3

5 69 0.16 5.7 97.2 458.8 0.43 12.4 0.02 0.01 0.19 0.14 0.08 13.6 0 0.7 10.2
5 69 0.16 5.7 97.2 14.7 0.43 12.4 0.02 0.01 0.18 0.15 0.08 13.6 0 0.7 9.5

11 103 0.17 7.9 94.9 372.9 0.46 22.6 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.12 0.02 11.3 0 0.5 11.2

32 28 0.11 2.6 40.0 93.1 0.15 106.1 0.01 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.01 3.2 0 0.1 0.7
4 105 0.06 6.6 83.4 210.6 0.45 3.3 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.01 10.5 0 0.3 1.5
0 0 0 — — 160.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

28 193 0.07 7.7 72.3 364.0 0.65 57.0 0.01 0.18 0.10 0.04 0.03 2.0 0 0.4 5.6
16 159 0.09 8.2 68.6 460.7 0.73 49.0 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.03 2.0 0 0.1 3.2

28 296 0.18 7.4 37.4 473.7 0.71 89.9 0 0.23 0.07 0.02 0.01 2.3 0 0.4 5.7
27 175 0.11 6.2 45.9 2.0 0.85 72.0 0.01 0.08 0.10 0.02 0.02 2.3 0 0.2 3.6

27 338 0 — 33.8 459.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

24 219 0.17 8.2 61.2 388.4 1.02 56.1 0 0.10 0.08 0.01 0.01 1.7 0 0.3 4.5

0 200 0 — — 120.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 60 0 — 75.0 97.5 — 15.0 — — — — — — 0 — —

6 16 0.01 1.5 19.7 6.2 0.08 14.7 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.5 0.1 0 0.3
21 10 0 1.0 11.3 5.7 0.03 61.7 0 0.16 0.02 0.01 0 0.6 0.1 0 0.1
10 14 0.01 1.4 18.3 6.0 0.04 27.1 0 0.08 0.02 0.01 0 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
17 10 0 1.0 14.6 5.1 0.04 41.8 0 0.13 0.02 0.01 0 0.6 0.1 0 0.1
2 3 0 0.3 4.4 0.2 0.01 5.6 0 0.02 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0

12 26 0.04 2.4 33.8 19.2 0.09 42.2 0.01 0.11 0.04 0.03 0.01 1.7 0.2 0.1 0.6
3 40 0 3.2 41.3 45.1 0.16 23.4 0.01 0 0.05 0.02 0.01 3.5 0 0.1 1.7

0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0.02 0.1 16.2 3.6 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0.11 1.7 46.3 29.3 0.34 0 0 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7
0 1 0 0 28.5 11.8 0.0 0.1 0 0.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
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(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Dairy—continued
35976 nondairy dessert topping, frozen 1 tablespoon(s) 5 2.4 15 0.1 1.1 0 1.2 1.0 0.1 0
35975 nondairy dessert topping, 

pressurized
1 tablespoon(s) 4 2.6 12 0 0.7 0 1.0 0.8 0.1 0

Fluid milk
60 buttermilk, low-fat 1 cup(s) 245 220.8 98 8.1 11.7 0 2.2 1.3 0.6 0.1
54 low-fat, 1% 1 cup(s) 244 219.4 102 8.2 12.2 0 2.4 1.5 0.7 0.1
55 low-fat, 1%, with nonfat milk 

solids
1 cup(s) 245 220.0 105 8.5 12.2 0 2.4 1.5 0.7 0.1

57 nonfat, skim or fat-free 1 cup(s) 245 222.6 83 8.3 12.2 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0
58 nonfat, skim or fat-free with 

nonfat milk solids
1 cup(s) 245 221.4 91 8.7 12.3 0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0

51 reduced fat, 2% 1 cup(s) 244 217.7 122 8.1 11.7 0 4.8 3.1 1.4 0.2
52 reduced fat, 2%, with nonfat 

milk solids
1 cup(s) 245 217.7 125 8.5 12.2 0 4.7 2.9 1.4 0.2

50 whole, 3.3% 1 cup(s) 244 215.0 149 7.7 11.7 0 7.9 4.6 2.0 0.5
Canned milk

62 nonfat or skim evaporated 2 tablespoon(s) 32 25.3 25 2.4 3.6 0 0.1 0 0 0
63 sweetened condensed 2 tablespoon(s) 38 10.4 123 3.0 20.8 0 3.3 2.1 0.9 0.1
61 whole evaporated 2 tablespoon(s) 32 23.3 42 2.1 3.2 0 2.4 1.4 0.7 0.1

Dried milk
64 buttermilk ¼ cup(s) 30 0.9 117 10.4 14.9 0 1.8 1.1 0.5 0.1
65 instant nonfat with added 

vitamin a
¼ cup(s) 17 0.7 61 6.0 8.9 0 0.1 0.1 0 0

5234 skim milk powder ¼ cup(s) 17 0.7 61 6.0 8.9 0 0.1 0.1 0 0
907 whole ¼ cup(s) 32 0.8 159 8.4 12.3 0 8.5 5.4 2.5 0.2
909 Goat milk 1 cup(s) 244 212.4 168 8.7 10.9 0 10.1 6.5 2.7 0.4

Chocolate milk
33155 chocolate syrup, prepared 

with milk
1 cup(s) 282 227.0 254 8.7 36.0 0.8 8.3 4.7 2.1 0.5

33184 cocoa mix with aspartame, 
added sodium and vitamin a, no 
added calcium or phosphorus, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 192 177.4 56 2.3 10.8 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0

908 hot cocoa, prepared with milk 1 cup(s) 250 206.1 193 8.8 26.9 2.5 5.8 3.6 1.7 0.2
69 low-fat 1 cup(s) 250 205.9 178 8.1 31.5 1.3 2.5 1.5 0.8 0.1
68 reduced fat 1 cup(s) 250 205.4 190 7.5 30.3 1.8 4.8 2.9 1.1 0.2
67 whole 1 cup(s) 250 205.8 208 7.9 25.9 2.0 8.5 5.3 2.5 0.3
70 Eggnog 1 cup(s) 254 209.7 224 11.6 20.4 0 10.6 6.6 3.3 0.5

Breakfast drinks
10089 carnation breakfast essentials 

classic chocolate malt, pre-
pared with skim milk

1 cup(s) 273 — 220 12.5 39.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 — —

10092 carnation breakfast essentials 
classic French vanilla, prepared 
with skim milk, no sugar added

1 cup(s) 257 — 150 12.9 24.0 3.0 0.6 0.2 — —

57630 carnation breakfast essentials 
milk chocolate, ready to drink, 
no sugar added

1 cup(s) 237 — 109 9.5 11.6 1.5 3.6 1.1 — —

10091 carnation breakfast essentials 
strawberry sensation, prepared 
with skim milk

1 cup(s) 273 — 220 12.5 39.0 0 0.6 0.4 — —

1417 ovaltine rich chocolate flavor, 
prepared with skim milk

1 cup(s) 258 — 170 8.5 31.0 0 0 0 0 0

8539 Malted milk, chocolate 
mix, fortified, prepared 
with milk

1 cup(s) 265 215.3 231 8.7 29.7 1.1 8.6 5.0 2.2 0.5

Milkshakes
73 chocolate 1 cup(s) 227 164.0 270 6.9 48.1 0.7 6.1 3.8 1.8 0.2

3163 strawberry 1 cup(s) 226 167.8 256 7.7 42.8 0.9 6.3 3.9 — —
74 Vanilla 1 cup(s) 227 169.2 254 8.8 40.3 0 6.9 4.3 2.0 0.3

Ice cream
4776 chocolate ½ cup(s) 66 36.8 143 2.5 18.6 0.8 7.3 4.5 2.1 0.3
12137 chocolate fudge, no sugar 

added
½ cup(s) 71 — 100 3.0 16.0 2.0 3.0 1.5 — —

16514 chocolate, soft serve ½ cup(s) 87 51.7 192 3.5 19.2 0.6 11.2 6.5 3.0 0.4
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 0 0.01 0.1 0.8 1.2 0.0 0.3 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 0 0.8 2.7 0.0 0.2 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1

10 284 0.12 27.0 370.0 257.3 1.03 34.3 0.08 0.12 0.38 0.14 0.08 12.3 2.5 0.5 4.9
12 305 0.07 26.8 366.0 107.4 1.02 141.5 0.05 0.02 0.45 0.23 0.09 12.2 0 1.1 8.1
10 314 0.12 34.3 396.9 127.4 0.98 144.6 0.10 0.42 0.22 0.11 12.3 2.5 0.9 5.6

5 299 0.07 27.0 382.2 102.9 1.03 149.4 0.11 0.02 0.45 0.23 0.09 12.3 0 1.2 7.6
5 316 0.12 36.8 419.0 129.9 1.00 156.8 0.10 0.02 0.43 0.22 0.11 12.3 2.5 1.0 5.4

20 293 0.05 26.8 341.6 114.7 1.17 134.2 0.10 0.07 0.45 0.22 0.09 12.2 0.5 1.3 6.1
20 314 0.12 34.3 396.9 127.4 0.98 137.2 0.10 — 0.42 0.22 0.11 12.3 2.5 0.9 5.6

24 276 0.07 24.4 322.1 104.9 0.90 112.2 0.11 0.17 0.41 0.22 0.09 12.2 0 1.1 9.0

1 93 0.09 8.6 105.9 36.7 0.29 37.6 0.01 0 0.10 0.06 0.02 2.9 0.4 0.1 0.8
13 109 0.07 9.9 141.9 48.6 0.36 28.3 0.03 0.06 0.16 0.08 0.02 4.2 1.0 0.2 5.7
9 82 0.06 7.6 95.4 33.4 0.24 20.5 0.01 0.04 0.10 0.06 0.02 2.5 0.6 0.1 0.7

21 359 0.09 33.3 482.5 156.7 1.22 14.9 0.12 0.03 0.48 0.27 0.10 14.2 1.7 1.2 6.2
3 209 0.05 19.9 289.9 93.3 0.75 120.5 0.07 0 0.30 0.15 0.06 8.5 1.0 0.7 4.6

3 211 0.05 20.0 291.9 94.0 0.75 114.5 0.07 0 0.30 0.15 0.06 8.6 1.0 0.7 4.7
31 292 0.15 27.2 425.6 118.7 1.07 82.6 0.09 0.19 0.39 0.21 0.10 11.8 2.8 1.0 5.2
27 327 0.12 34.2 497.8 122.0 0.73 139.1 0.12 0.17 0.34 0.68 0.11 2.4 3.2 0.2 3.4

25 251 0.90 50.8 408.9 132.5 1.21 70.5 0.11 0.14 0.47 0.39 0.09 14.1 0 1.1 9.6

0 92 0.75 32.6 405.1 138.2 0.52 0 0.04 0 0.21 0.16 0.05 1.9 0 0.2 2.5

20 285 1.05 57.5 492.5 110.0 1.58 127.5 0.10 0.08 0.46 0.33 0.10 12.5 0.5 1.2 6.8
8 290 0.68 32.5 425.0 152.5 1.02 145.0 0.09 0.05 0.41 0.32 0.10 12.5 2.3 0.8 4.8

20 273 0.60 35.0 422.5 165.0 0.98 160.0 0.11 0.10 0.46 0.41 0.06 5.0 0 0.8 8.5
30 280 0.60 32.5 417.5 150.0 1.02 67.5 0.09 0.17 0.41 0.31 0.10 12.5 2.3 0.8 4.8

150 330 0.51 48.3 419.1 137.2 1.17 149.9 0.09 0.53 0.48 0.27 0.13 2.5 3.8 1.1 10.7

6 500 4.47 100.0 665.0 240.0 3.75 675.7 0.38 3.38 0.51 5.07 0.50 — 30.0 1.5 —

9 500 4.50 100.0 595.0 168.0 3.75 675.7 0.38 3.38 0.51 5.00 0.50 — 30.0 1.5 —

7 364 3.28 87.4 393.1 174.7 2.73 491.9 0.27 2.46 0.31 3.64 0.36 — 21.8 1.1 —

9 500 4.47 100.0 665.0 288.0 3.75 675.7 0.38 3.38 0.51 5.07 0.50 — 30.0 1.5 8.8

5 350 3.60 100.0 — 240.0 3.75 — 0.38 — 0.43 4.00 0.40 — 12.0 1.2 —

27 368 3.76 45.0 575.0 230.6 1.14 946.0 0.76 0.19 1.28 11.03 1.01 13.3 31.8 1.1 9.5

25 300 0.70 36.4 508.9 252.2 1.09 40.9 0.11 0.11 0.50 0.28 0.06 11.4 0 0.7 4.3
25 256 0.25 29.4 412.0 187.9 0.82 58.9 0.10 — 0.44 0.40 0.10 6.8 1.8 0.7 4.8
27 332 0.23 27.3 415.8 215.8 0.89 56.8 0.07 0.11 0.44 0.33 0.10 15.9 0 1.2 5.2

22 72 0.61 19.1 164.3 50.2 0.38 77.9 0.03 0.20 0.13 0.15 0.04 10.6 0.5 0.2 1.6
10 100 0.36 — — 65.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

79 113 0.18 10.4 153.1 52.8 0.45 140.1 0.04 0.53 0.16 0.08 0.04 7.8 0.7 0.4 2.6
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Dairy—continued
16523 sherbet, all flavors ½ cup(s) 97 63.8 139 1.1 29.3 1.3 1.9 1.1 0.5 0.1
4778 strawberry ½ cup(s) 66 39.6 127 2.1 18.2 0.6 5.5 3.4 — —

76 Vanilla ½ cup(s) 72 43.9 149 2.5 17.0 0.5 7.9 4.9 2.1 0.3
12146 Vanilla chocolate swirl, fat-free, 

no sugar added
½ cup(s) 71 — 100 3.0 14.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 — —

82 Vanilla, light ½ cup(s) 76 45.5 137 3.6 22.4 0.2 3.7 2.2 1.0 0.2
78 Vanilla, light, soft serve ½ cup(s) 88 61.2 111 4.3 19.2 0 2.3 1.4 0.7 0.1

Soy desserts
15726 tofutti premium better Pecan 

nondairy frozen dessert
½ cup(s) 70 — 210 1.0 21.0 0 13.0 2.0 — —

15721 tofutti premium chocolate 
supreme nondairy frozen 
dessert

½ cup(s) 70 — 180 3.0 18.0 0 11.0 2.0 — —

15720 tofutti premium vanilla non-
dairy frozen dessert

½ cup(s) 70 — 210 2.0 21.0 0 13.0 2.0 — —

Ice milk
16517 chocolate ½ cup(s) 74 45.5 138 3.7 19.0 0.6 5.3 3.2 1.5 0.2
16516 Flavored, not chocolate ½ cup(s) 74 44.3 133 3.5 21.8 0.2 3.6 2.2 0.9 0.2

Pudding
25032 chocolate ½ cup(s) 144 109.8 153 5.2 22.7 0.8 5.3 3.1 2.2 0.3
1923 chocolate, sugar-free, prepared 

with 2% milk
½ cup(s) 133 — 100 5.0 14.0 0.3 3.0 1.5 — —

1722 rice ½ cup(s) 113 75.5 151 4.1 30.0 0.4 1.9 1.1 0.5 0.1
4747 tapioca, ready to eat 1 item(s) 142 102.0 185 2.8 30.8 0 5.5 1.4 3.6 0.1

25031 Vanilla ½ cup(s) 136 109.7 116 4.6 17.6 0 2.9 1.7 1.5 0.3
1924 Vanilla, sugar-free, prepared 

with 2% milk
½ cup(s) 133 — 90 4.0 12.0 0.2 2.0 1.5 — —

Frozen yogurt
4785 chocolate, soft serve ½ cup(s) 72 45.9 115 2.9 17.9 1.6 4.3 2.6 1.3 0.2

29649 Flavors other than chocolate, 
nonfat

½ cup(s) 80 52.1 103 3.5 22.2 5.9 0 0 0 0

4786 Vanilla, soft serve ½ cup(s) 72 47.0 114 2.9 17.4 0 4.0 2.5 1.1 0.2
Milk substitutes
lactose-free

16081 Fat-free, calcium fortified milk 1 cup(s) 240 — 90 8.0 13.0 0 0 0 0 0
36486 low-fat milk 1 cup(s) 240 — 110 8.0 13.0 0 2.5 1.5 — —
36487 reduced fat milk 1 cup(s) 240 — 130 8.0 13.0 0 5.0 3.0 — —
36488 whole milk 1 cup(s) 240 — 160 8.0 13.0 0 8.0 5.0 — —

Rice
10083 rice dream carob rice beverage 1 cup(s) 240 — 150 1.0 30.0 0.5 2.5 0 1.5 0.5
17089 rice dream original rice 

beverage, enriched
1 cup(s) 240 — 120 1.0 23.0 0 2.5 0 1.5 0.5

10087 rice dream vanilla enriched 
rice beverage

1 cup(s) 240 — 130 1.0 26.0 0 2.5 0 1.5 0.5

Soy
66705 silk chocolate soymilk 1 cup(s) 243 209.9 140 5.0 23.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
66710 silk dha omega-3 enriched 

soymilk
1 cup(s) 243 221.4 110 7.0 8.0 1.0 5.0 0.5 1.0 3.0

66703 silk soymilk, unsweetened 1 cup(s) 243 226.4 80 7.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.5
66704 silk vanilla soymilk 1 cup(s) 243 221.9 100 6.0 10.0 1.0 3.5 0.5 1.0 2.0
34750 soy dream chocolate enriched 

soy beverage
1 cup(s) 240 205.5 150 7.0 21.0 3.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.5

34749 soy dream vanilla enriched soy 
beverage

1 cup(s) 240 213.5 120 7.0 14.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 2.5

yogurt
3615 custard style, fruit flavors 6 ounce(s) 170 — 180 7.0 31.0 0 2.5 1.5 — —
3617 custard style, vanilla 6 ounce(s) 170 — 180 7.0 31.0 0 2.5 1.5 — —
32101 Fruit, low-fat 1 cup(s) 245 184.5 243 9.8 45.7 0 2.8 1.8 0.8 0.1
29638 Fruit, nonfat, sweetened with 

low calorie sweetener
1 cup(s) 241 210.3 108 9.0 19.0 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0

68613 greek style, vanilla 1 cup(s) 245 — 173 23.0 18.7 0 0 0 0 0
93 Plain, low-fat 1 cup(s) 245 208.4 154 12.9 17.2 0 3.8 2.5 1.0 0.1
94 Plain, nonfat 1 cup(s) 245 208.8 137 14.0 18.8 0 0.4 0.3 0.1 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

1 52 0.14 7.7 92.6 44.4 0.46 11.6 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.06 0.02 3.9 2.2 0.1 1.4
19 79 0.14 9.2 124.1 39.6 0.22 63.4 0.03 — 0.17 0.11 0.03 7.9 5.1 0.2 1.3
32 92 0.06 10.1 143.3 57.6 0.50 85.0 0.03 0.22 0.17 0.08 0.03 3.6 0.4 0.3 1.3
10 100 0 — — 65.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

21 122 0.14 10.6 158.1 56.2 0.55 97.3 0.04 0.09 0.19 0.10 0.03 4.6 0.9 0.4 1.5
11 138 0.05 12.3 194.5 61.6 0.47 25.5 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.10 0.04 4.4 0.8 0.4 3.2

0 0 0 — 22.0 220.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 180.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 130.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

21 118 0.51 14.8 125.8 52.5 0.32 52.5 0.02 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.02 3.0 0.9 0.1 1.6
20 119 0.14 10.4 153.9 54.8 0.54 94.7 0.04 0.09 0.19 0.10 0.03 4.4 0.9 0.3 1.5

35 149 0.95 28.6 211.0 134.8 1.07 0 0.06 0.11 0.25 0.18 0.05 9.9 0.2 0.7 5.4
10 150 0.72 — 330.0 310.0 — — 0.06 — 0.26 — — — 0 — —

7 115 0.27 15.8 194.6 72.0 0.58 24.8 0.04 0.05 0.18 0.34 0.06 4.5 0.2 0.3 4.3
1 101 0.16 8.5 130.6 205.9 0.31 0 0.03 0.21 0.14 0.09 0.03 4.3 0.4 0.3 0

35 144 0.16 13.8 173.2 133.7 0.63 0 0.05 0.09 0.24 0.11 0.05 8.7 0.2 0.7 5.0
10 150 0 — 190.0 380.0 — — 0.03 — 0.17 — — — 0 — —

4 106 0.90 19.4 187.9 70.6 0.35 31.7 0.03 — 0.15 0.22 0.05 7.9 0.2 0.2 1.7
0 117 0 7.2 155.8 87.4 0.25 105.7 0.02 0 0.10 0.06 0.02 3.2 0 0.4 1.5

1 103 0.22 10.1 151.9 62.6 0.30 42.5 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.21 0.06 4.3 0.6 0.2 2.4

3 500 0 — 410.0 125.0 — 150.1 — — 0.43 — — — 0 0.9 —
15 300 0 — 410.0 125.0 — 150.1 — — 0.43 — — — 0 0.9 —
20 300 0 — 410.0 125.0 — 150.1 — — 0.43 — — — 0 0.9 —
35 300 0 — 410.0 125.0 — 90.1 — — 0.43 — — — 0 0.9 —

0 0 0 — 0 80.0 — 0 — 0.80 — — — — 0 — —
0 300 0.72 — 0 100.0 — 25.0 — — — — — — 0 1.5 —

0 300 0.36 — 0 105.0 — 25.0 — — — — — — 0 1.5 —

0 300 1.44 40.0 350.0 100.0 0.60 25.0 — — 0.51 — — — 0 3.0 4.2
0 350 1.08 40.0 350.0 120.0 1.50 50.0 — — 0.51 — 0.60 — 21.0 3.0 5.6

0 300 1.08 40.0 300.0 85.0 0.60 25.0 — — 0.51 — — — 0 3.0 5.6
0 300 1.08 40.0 300.0 95.0 0.60 25.0 — — 0.51 — — — 0 3.0 5.6
0 400 1.80 60.0 290.0 125.0 0.75 25.0 0.15 5.03 0.63 1.20 0.20 — 0 3.0 11.2

0 350 8.10 60.0 250.0 135.0 0.62 25.0 0.15 5.03 0.44 1.02 0.20 21.6 0 3.0 5.5

15 300 0 — 290.0 110.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
15 300 0 — 290.0 110.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
12 338 0.15 31.9 433.6 129.9 1.64 27.0 0.08 0.05 0.40 0.21 0.09 22.0 1.5 1.1 6.9
5 323 0.58 33.7 470.0 127.7 1.57 4.8 0.09 0.14 0.38 0.42 0.10 26.5 21.9 1.0 6.7

0 288 0 — — 108.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
15 448 0.20 41.7 573.3 171.5 2.18 34.3 0.11 0.07 0.52 0.28 0.12 27.0 2.0 1.4 8.1
5 488 0.22 46.5 624.8 188.6 2.38 4.9 0.12 0 0.57 0.30 0.13 29.4 2.2 1.5 8.8

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
A-52 = Processed Meats  A-54 = Beverages  A-58 = Fats/Oils  A-60 = Sweets  A-62 = Spices/Condiments/Sauces  A-66 = Mixed Foods/Soups/Sandwiches  A-72 = Fast Food  A-90 = Convenience  A-92 = Baby Foods
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Dairy—continued
32100 Vanilla, low-fat 1 cup(s) 245 193.6 208 12.1 33.8 0 3.1 2.0 0.8 0.1
5242 yogurt beverage 1 cup(s) 245 199.8 172 5.9 28.7 0 3.7 2.5 0.6 0.1

Soy yogurt
29767 silk blueberry cultured soy 

yogurt
5.3 ounce(s) 150 117.5 132 3.5 25.6 0.9 1.8 0 0.4 0.9

34617 stonyfield Farm o’soy 
strawberry-peach pack organic 
cultured soy yogurt

1 item(s) 113 — 100 5.0 15.0 1.0 2.0 0 — —

34616 stonyfield Farm o’soy vanilla 
organic cultured soy yogurt

1 item(s) 170 — 150 7.0 24.0 1.0 3.0 0 — —

Eggs
Eggs

99 Fried 1 item(s) 46 32.0 90 6.3 0.4 0 6.8 2.0 2.8 1.5
100 hard boiled 1 item(s) 50 37.3 78 6.3 0.6 0 5.3 1.6 2.0 0.7
101 Poached 1 item(s) 50 37.9 72 6.3 0.4 0 4.7 1.6 1.8 1.0
97 raw, white 1 item(s) 33 28.9 17 3.6 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0
96 raw, whole 1 item(s) 50 38.1 72 6.3 0.4 0 4.8 1.6 1.8 1.0
98 raw, yolk 1 item(s) 17 8.9 55 2.7 0.6 0 4.5 1.6 2.0 0.7
102 scrambled, prepared with milk 

and butter
2 item(s) 122 93.2 182 12.2 2.0 0 13.4 4.1 5.4 3.0

Egg substitutes
4028 egg beaters ¼ cup(s) 61 — 30 6.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
920 Frozen ¼ cup(s) 60 43.9 96 6.8 1.9 0 6.7 1.2 1.5 3.7
918 liquid ¼ cup(s) 63 51.9 53 7.5 0.4 0 2.1 0.4 0.6 1.0

Seafood
Cod

1573 atlantic cod, cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 64.6 89 19.4 0 0 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2
6040 atlantic cod or scrod, baked 

or broiled
3 ounce(s) 85 64.6 89 19.4 0 0 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2

2905 Eel, raw 3 ounce(s) 85 58.0 156 15.7 0 0 9.9 2.0 6.1 0.8
Fish fillets

25079 baked 3 ounce(s) 85 79.9 99 21.7 0 0 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.3
8615 batter coated or breaded, fried  3 ounce(s) 85 45.6 197 12.5 14.4 0.4 10.5 2.4 2.2 5.3

25082 broiled fish steaks 3 ounce(s) 85 68.1 128 24.2 0 0 2.6 0.4 0.9 0.8
25083 Poached fish steaks 3 ounce(s) 85 67.1 111 21.1 0 0 2.3 0.3 0.8 0.7
25084 steamed 3 ounce(s) 85 72.2 79 17.2 0 0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2
25089 Flounder, baked 3 ounce(s) 85 64.4 113 14.8 0.4 0.1 5.5 1.1 2.2 1.4
1825 Grouper, cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 62.4 100 21.1 0 0 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.3

Haddock
6049 baked or broiled 3 ounce(s) 85 63.1 95 20.6 0 0 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.3
1578 cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 67.7 77 17.0 0 0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
1886 Halibut, Atlantic and Pacific, 

cooked, dry heat
3 ounce(s) 85 64.7 94 19.2 0 0 1.4 0.3 0.5 0.3

1582 Herring, Atlantic, pickled 4 piece(s) 60 33.1 157 8.5 5.8 0 10.8 1.4 7.2 1.0
1587 Jack mackerel, solids, 

canned, drained
2 ounce(s) 57 39.2 88 13.1 0 0 3.6 1.1 1.3 0.9

8580 Octopus, common, cooked, 
moist heat

3 ounce(s) 85 51.4 139 25.4 3.7 0 1.8 0.4 0.3 0.4

1831 Perch, mixed species, 
cooked, dry heat

3 ounce(s) 85 62.3 99 21.1 0 0 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.4

1592 Pacific rockfish, cooked, 
dry heat

3 ounce(s) 85 63.5 93 18.9 0 0 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Salmon
1594 broiled or baked with butter 3 ounce(s) 85 53.9 155 22.9 0 0 6.3 1.2 2.3 2.3
2938 coho, farmed, raw 3 ounce(s) 85 59.9 136 18.1 0 0 6.5 1.5 2.8 1.6
75533 Pink, canned, boneless, drained 3 ounce(s) 85 60.1 116 20.9 0 0 3.6 0.6 0.8 1.1
50124 Pink, canned, with bones, drained 3 ounce(s) 85 60.1 117 19.6 0.0 0 4.3 0.8 1.0 1.3
75532 red (sockeye), canned, 

boneless, drained
3 ounce(s) 85 57.6 134 22.4 0 0 5.0 1.0 1.6 1.3

33210 red (sockeye), canned, with 
bones, no salt, drained

3 ounce(s) 85 58.4 130 17.4 0 0 6.2 1.4 2.4 1.9

29727 smoked chinook (lox) 2 ounce(s) 57 40.8 66 10.4 0 0.0 2.4 0.5 1.1 0.6
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

12 419 0.17 39.2 536.5 161.7 2.03 29.4 0.10 0.05 0.49 0.26 0.11 27.0 2.0 1.3 12.0
15 225 0.22 27.0 303.8 95.6 1.10 14.7 0.11 0 0.27 0.30 0.15 29.4 2.1 0.7 —

0 265 0.95 — — 22.1 — — — — — — — — 26.5 — —

0 100 1.08 32.0 220.0 25.0 — — 0.22 — 0.10 — 0.08 — 0 0 —

0 150 1.44 40.0 310.0 40.0 — — 0.38 — 0.17 — 0.08 — 0 0 —

184 29 0.87 6.0 69.9 95.2 0.64 100.7 0.02 0.60 0.23 0.04 0.08 23.5 0 0.4 15.2
187 25 0.60 5.0 63.0 62.0 0.52 74.5 0.03 0.51 0.26 0.03 0.06 22.0 0 0.6 15.4
185 28 0.88 6.0 69.0 148.5 0.64 80.0 0.02 0.52 0.19 0.03 0.07 17.5 0 0.4 15.3

0 2 0.03 3.6 53.8 54.8 0.01 0.0 0 0 0.14 0.03 0 1.3 0 0 6.6
186 28 0.88 6.0 69.0 71.0 0.64 80.0 0.02 0.52 0.23 0.04 0.09 23.5 0 0.4 15.4
184 22 0.46 0.9 18.5 8.2 0.39 64.8 0.03 0.44 0.09 0.00 0.06 24.8 0 0.3 9.5
338 81 1.60 13.4 161.0 176.9 1.27 196.4 0.05 1.40 0.46 0.09 0.16 43.9 0 0.9 28.7

0 20 1.08 — 95.0 115.0 0.60 225.0 0.15 — 0.85 — 0.08 — 0 1.2
1 44 1.19 9.0 127.8 119.4 0.59 6.6 0.07 0.95 0.23 0.08 0.08 9.6 0.3 0.2 24.8
1 33 1.32 5.6 207.1 111.1 0.82 11.3 0.07 0.17 0.19 0.07 0 9.4 0 0.2 15.6

47 12 0.42 35.7 207.5 66.3 0.49 11.9 0.07 0.69 0.07 2.14 0.24 6.8 0.9 0.9 32.0
47 12 0.42 35.7 207.5 66.3 0.49 11.9 0.07 0.69 0.07 2.14 0.24 6.8 0.9 0.9 32.0

107 17 0.43 17.0 231.3 43.4 1.38 886.9 0.13 3.40 0.03 2.98 0.06 12.8 1.5 2.6 5.5

44 8 0.32 29.1 489.0 86.1 0.49 0 0.03 0.78 0.05 2.48 0.46 8.5 3.0 1.0 44.3
29 15 1.79 20.4 272.1 452.4 0.37 9.4 0.09 — 0.09 1.79 0.09 17.0 0 0.9 7.7
37 55 0.98 96.7 524.3 62.9 0.49 0 0.06 0.99 0.08 6.81 0.36 14.0 0 1.2 42.5
32 48 0.85 84.0 455.6 54.7 0.43 0 0.06 0.86 0.08 5.92 0.33 12.1 0 1.1 37.0
41 12 0.29 24.7 319.3 41.8 0.35 0 0.07 0.62 0.06 1.89 0.21 6.8 0.8 0.8 32.0
44 19 0.35 47.3 224.7 280.2 0.21 0 0.06 0.42 0.08 2.03 0.19 7.8 2.8 1.6 33.5
40 18 0.97 31.5 403.9 45.1 0.43 42.5 0.07 — 0.01 0.32 0.30 8.5 0 0.6 39.8

63 36 1.15 42.5 339.3 74.0 0.41 16.2 0.03 0.43 0.04 3.94 0.29 6.8 0 1.2 34.4
56 12 0.18 22.1 298.5 222.0 0.34 17.9 0.02 0.47 0.06 3.50 0.28 11.1 0 1.8 27.0
51 8 0.17 23.8 449.0 69.7 0.37 20.4 0.05 0.63 0.03 6.73 0.54 11.9 0 1.1 47.1

8 46 0.73 4.8 41.4 522.0 0.32 154.8 0.02 1.03 0.08 1.98 0.10 1.2 0 2.6 35.1
45 137 1.16 21.0 110.0 214.9 0.58 73.7 0.02 0.58 0.12 3.50 0.12 2.8 0.5 3.9 21.4

82 90 8.11 51.0 535.8 391.2 2.86 76.5 0.05 1.02 0.06 3.21 0.55 20.4 6.8 30.6 76.2

98 87 0.99 32.3 292.5 67.2 1.22 8.5 0.07 — 0.10 1.62 0.12 5.1 1.4 1.9 13.7

52 14 0.31 28.1 397.1 75.7 0.37 4.3 0.02 0.37 0.19 2.46 0.20 8.5 0 1.4 64.8

40 15 1.02 26.9 376.5 98.6 0.56 0.14 1.15 0.05 8.33 0.19 — 1.8 2.3 41.0
43 10 0.29 26.4 382.7 40.0 0.37 47.6 0.08 — 0.09 5.79 0.56 11.1 0.9 2.3 10.7
71 51 0.48 20.4 277.3 321.5 0.55 17.0 0.02 1.09 0.17 6.32 0.09 3.4 0 4.2 33.7
71 241 0.65 27.2 283.2 324.0 0.82 17.0 0.02 1.09 0.17 6.30 0.09 3.4 0 4.2 33.6
56 31 0.41 20.4 265.4 328.3 0.49 47.6 0.03 1.78 0.18 6.54 0.10 3.4 0 4.7 29.4

37 203 0.90 24.7 320.6 63.8 0.87 45.1 0.01 — 0.16 4.66 0.26 8.5 0 0.3 30.1

13 6 0.48 10.2 99.2 1133.8 0.18 14.7 0.01 — 0.06 2.68 0.16 1.1 0 1.8 21.6
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Seafood—continued
154 Sardines, Atlantic with 

bones, canned in oil  
3 ounce(s) 85 50.7 177 20.9 0 0 9.7 1.3 3.3 4.4

Scallops
155 mixed species, breaded, fried   3 item(s) 47 27.2 100 8.4 4.7 — 5.1 1.2 2.1 1.3

1599 steamed 3 ounce(s) 85 69.7 59 10.2 2.7 0 0.4 0.1 0 0.1
1839 Snapper, mixed species, 

cooked, dry heat
3 ounce(s) 85 59.8 109 22.4 0 0 1.5 0.3 0.3 0.5

Squid
1868 mixed species, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 54.9 149 15.3 6.6 0 6.4 1.6 2.3 1.8
16617 steamed or boiled 3 ounce(s) 85 63.3 89 15.2 3.0 0 1.3 0.3 0.1 0.5
1570 Striped bass, cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 62.4 105 19.3 0 0 2.5 0.6 0.7 0.9
1601 Sturgeon, steamed 3 ounce(s) 85 59.6 111 17.0 0 0 4.3 1.0 2.0 0.7
1840 Surimi, formed 3 ounce(s) 85 64.9 84 12.9 5.8 0 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.4
1842 Swordfish, cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 58.0 146 19.9 0 0 6.7 1.6 3.0 1.2
1846 Tuna, yellowfin or ahi, raw 3 ounce(s) 85 63.0 93 20.7 0 0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

Tuna, canned
159 light, canned in oil, drained 2 ounce(s) 57 33.9 112 16.5 0 0 4.7 0.9 1.7 1.6
355 light, canned in water, drained 2 ounce(s) 57 44.3 49 11.0 0 0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2

33211 light, no salt, canned in oil, 
drained

2 ounce(s) 57 33.9 112 16.5 0 0 4.7 0.9 1.7 1.6

33212 light, no salt, canned in water, 
drained

2 ounce(s) 57 42.6 66 14.5 0 0 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2

2961 white, canned in oil, drained 2 ounce(s) 57 36.3 105 15.0 0 0 4.6 0.7 1.8 1.7
351 white, canned in water, drained 2 ounce(s) 57 41.5 73 13.4 0 0 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.6

33213 white, no salt, canned in oil, 
drained

2 ounce(s) 57 36.3 105 15.0 0 0 4.6 0.9 1.4 1.9

33214 white, no salt, canned in 
water, drained

2 ounce(s) 57 42.0 73 13.4 0 0 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.6

yellowtail
8548 mixed species, cooked, dry heat 3 ounce(s) 85 57.3 159 25.2 0 0 5.7 1.4 2.2 1.5
2970 mixed species, raw 2 ounce(s) 57 42.2 83 13.1 0 0 3.0 0.7 1.1 0.8

Shellfish, meat only
1857 abalone, mixed species, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 51.1 161 16.7 9.4 0 5.8 1.4 2.3 1.4
16618 abalone, steamed or poached 3 ounce(s) 85 40.7 177 28.9 10.1 0 1.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

Crab
1851 blue crab, canned 2 ounce(s) 57 45.2 47 10.1 0 0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
1852 blue crab, cooked, moist heat 3 ounce(s) 85 67.8 71 15.2 0 0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.2
8562 dungeness crab, cooked, moist 

heat
3 ounce(s) 85 62.3 94 19.0 0.8 0 1.1 0.1 0.2 0.3

1860 Clams, cooked, moist heat 3 ounce(s) 85 54.1 126 21.7 4.4 0 1.7 0.2 0.1 0.5
1853 Crayfish, farmed, cooked, 

moist heat
3 ounce(s) 85 68.7 74 14.9 0 0 1.1 0.2 0.2 0.4

Oysters
8720 baked or broiled 3 ounce(s) 85 71.6 77 4.5 2.2 0 5.4 1.1 2.1 1.6
152 eastern, farmed, raw 3 ounce(s) 85 73.3 50 4.4 4.7 0 1.3 0.4 0.1 0.5
8715 eastern, wild, cooked, moist heat 3 ounce(s) 85 66.5 87 9.7 4.6 0 2.9 0.8 0.4 0.9
8584 Pacific, cooked, moist heat 3 ounce(s) 85 54.5 139 16.1 8.4 0 3.9 0.9 0.7 1.5
1865 Pacific, raw 3 ounce(s) 85 69.8 69 8.0 4.2 0 2.0 0.4 0.3 0.8
1854 lobster, northern, cooked, 

moist heat
3 ounce(s) 85 66.4 76 16.2 0 0 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.3

1862 Mussels, blue, cooked, 
moist heat

3 ounce(s) 85 52.0 146 20.2 6.3 0 3.8 0.7 0.9 1.0

Shrimp
158 mixed species, breaded, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 45.0 206 18.2 9.8 0.3 10.4 1.8 3.2 4.3
1855 mixed species, cooked, moist 

heat
3 ounce(s) 85 60.9 101 19.4 1.3 0 1.4 0.4 0.3 0.5

Beef, Lamb, Pork
Beef

4450 breakfast strips, cooked 2 slice(s) 23 5.9 101 7.1 0.3 0 7.8 3.2 3.8 0.4
174 corned beef, canned 3 ounce(s) 85 49.1 213 23.0 0 0 12.7 5.3 5.1 0.5

33147 cured, thin siced 2 ounce(s) 57 32.9 100 15.9 3.2 0 2.2 0.9 1.0 0.1
4581 Jerky 1 ounce(s) 28 6.6 116 9.4 3.1 0.5 7.3 3.1 3.2 0.3
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

121 325 2.48 33.2 337.6 429.5 1.11 27.2 0.07 1.74 0.19 4.46 0.14 8.5 0 7.6 44.8

25 20 0.38 27.4 154.8 215.8 0.49 10.2 0.02 — 0.05 0.70 0.07 23.3 1.1 0.6 12.5
20 5 0.29 18.7 155.6 547.7 0.76 0.8 0.01 0 0.01 0.53 0.06 10.2 0 1.1 10.8
40 34 0.20 31.5 443.9 48.5 0.37 29.8 0.05 — 0 0.29 0.39 5.1 1.4 3.0 41.7

221 33 0.86 32.3 237.3 260.2 1.48 9.4 0.05 — 0.39 2.21 0.05 17.0 3.6 1.0 44.1
227 31 0.63 28.9 192.2 356.3 1.50 8.5 0.01 1.17 0.32 1.70 0.04 3.4 3.2 1.0 43.7
88 16 0.92 43.4 278.9 74.8 0.43 26.4 0.10 — 0.03 2.18 0.29 8.5 0 3.8 39.8
64 11 0.59 29.8 239.8 316.3 0.36 199.8 0.07 0.53 0.07 8.33 0.19 14.5 0 2.2 13.3
26 8 0.22 36.6 95.2 121.6 0.28 17.0 0.02 0.54 0.02 0.19 0.03 1.7 0 1.4 23.9
66 5 0.38 29.8 424.3 82.5 0.66 36.6 0.08 2.05 0.05 7.87 0.52 1.7 0 1.4 58.3
33 3 0.65 29.8 375.0 38.3 0.31 15.3 0.10 0.20 0.10 15.71 0.79 1.7 0 1.8 77.0

10 7 0.79 17.6 117.3 200.6 0.51 13.0 0.02 0.49 0.07 7.03 0.06 2.8 0 1.2 43.1
20 10 0.92 13.0 101.4 140.0 0.39 9.6 0.02 0.19 0.05 5.74 0.18 2.3 0 1.4 40.0
10 7 0.79 17.6 117.3 28.3 0.51 — 0.02 — 0.07 7.03 0.06 2.8 0 1.2 43.1

17 6 0.87 15.3 134.4 28.3 0.44 — 0.02 — 0.04 7.53 0.20 2.3 0 1.7 45.6

18 2 0.37 19.3 188.8 224.5 0.27 2.8 0.01 1.30 0.04 6.63 0.24 2.8 0 1.2 34.1
24 8 0.55 18.7 134.3 213.6 0.27 3.4 0 0.48 0.02 3.29 0.12 1.1 0 0.7 37.2
18 2 0.37 19.3 188.8 28.3 0.27 — 0.01 — 0.04 6.63 0.24 2.8 0 1.2 34.1

24 8 0.55 18.7 134.4 28.3 0.27 3.4 0 — 0.02 3.29 0.12 1.1 0 0.7 37.2

60 25 0.54 32.3 457.5 42.5 0.57 26.4 0.15 0.04 7.41 0.16 3.4 2.5 1.1 39.8
31 13 0.28 17.0 238.1 22.1 0.29 16.4 0.08 — 0.02 3.85 0.09 2.3 1.6 0.7 20.7

80 31 3.23 47.6 241.5 502.6 0.81 1.7 0.19 — 0.11 1.62 0.13 17.0 1.5 0.6 44.1
144 50 4.85 68.9 295.1 980.6 1.39 3.4 0.29 6.74 0.13 1.90 0.22 6.0 2.6 0.7 75.6

55 52 0.28 20.4 146.8 223.9 2.16 0.6 0.01 1.04 0.05 1.56 0.09 28.9 1.9 1.9 24.3
82 77 0.43 30.6 220.3 335.9 3.24 0.9 0.02 1.56 0.08 2.34 0.13 43.4 2.8 2.8 36.5
65 50 0.37 49.3 347.0 321.5 4.65 26.4 0.05 — 0.17 3.08 0.15 35.7 3.1 8.8 40.5

57 78 23.78 15.3 534.1 1022.2 2.32 145.4 0.13 — 0.36 2.85 0.09 24.7 18.8 84.1 54.4
117 43 0.94 28.1 202.4 82.5 1.26 12.8 0.04 — 0.07 1.42 0.11 9.4 0.4 2.6 29.1

31 48 3.67 14.5 125.0 308.7 31.26 49.3 0.01 1.12 0.06 0.70 0.02 5.1 0 6.6 15.6
21 37 4.92 28.1 105.5 151.4 32.25 6.8 0.09 — 0.06 1.08 0.05 15.3 4.0 13.8 54.2
67 99 7.83 29.8 118.2 141.2 66.84 22.1 0.03 1.45 0.15 1.57 0.05 11.9 0 14.9 33.6
85 14 7.82 37.4 256.8 180.3 28.27 124.2 0.11 0.72 0.38 3.08 0.08 12.8 10.9 24.5 131.0
43 7 4.35 18.7 142.9 90.1 14.13 68.9 0.06 — 0.20 1.71 0.04 8.5 6.8 13.6 65.5

124 82 0.25 36.6 195.6 413.3 3.44 0.8 0.02 0.85 0.01 1.56 0.10 9.4 0 1.2 62.2

48 28 5.71 31.5 227.9 313.8 2.27 77.4 0.26 — 0.36 2.55 0.09 64.6 11.6 20.4 76.2

117 57 1.07 34.0 191.4 292.6 1.17 47.6 0.11 1.11 0.12 2.61 0.08 33.2 1.3 1.6 35.5
179 77 0.27 31.5 144.6 805.3 1.39 76.5 0.03 1.87 0.02 2.28 0.21 20.4 0 1.4 42.1

27 2 0.71 6.1 93.1 509.2 1.44 0 0.02 0.07 0.06 1.46 0.07 1.8 0 0.8 6.1
73 10 1.77 11.9 115.7 762.8 3.04 0 0.02 0.13 0.13 2.07 0.11 7.7 0 1.4 36.5
23 6 1.53 10.8 243.2 815.8 2.26 0 0.05 0 0.11 2.99 0.19 6.2 0 1.5 16.0
14 6 1.54 14.5 169.2 590.0 2.30 0 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.49 0.05 38.0 0 0.3 3.0
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Beef, Lamb, Pork—continued
Ground beef

5898 lean, broiled, medium 3 ounce(s) 85 50.4 202 21.6 0 0 12.2 4.8 5.3 0.5
5899 lean, broiled, well done 3 ounce(s) 85 48.4 214 23.8 0 0 12.5 5.0 5.7 0.3
5914 regular, broiled, medium 3 ounce(s) 85 46.1 246 20.5 0 0 17.6 6.9 7.7 0.7
5915 regular, broiled, well done 3 ounce(s) 85 43.8 259 21.6 0 0 18.4 7.5 8.5 0.5

Beef rib
4241 rib, small end, separable lean, 

0” fat, broiled
3 ounce(s) 85 53.2 164 25.0 0.0 0 6.4 2.4 2.6 0.2

4183 rib, whole, lean and fat, 1/4” 
fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 39.0 320 18.9 0.0 0 26.6 10.7 11.4 0.9

Beef roast
16981 bottom round, choice, 

separable lean and fat, 1/8” 
fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 46.2 216 27.9 0 0 10.7 4.1 4.6 0.4

16979 bottom round, separable lean 
and fat, 1/8” fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 52.4 185 22.5 0 0 9.9 3.8 4.2 0.4

16924 chuck, arm pot roast, separable 
lean and fat, 1/8” fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 42.9 257 25.6 0 0 16.3 6.5 7.0 0.6

16930 chuck, blade roast, separable 
lean and fat, 1/8” fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 40.5 290 22.8 0 0 21.4 8.5 9.2 0.8

5853 chuck, blade roast, separable 
lean, 0” trim, pot roasted  

3 ounce(s) 85 47.4 202 26.4 0 0 10.0 3.9 4.3 0.3

4296 eye of round, choice, separable 
lean, 0” fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 56.5 138 24.4 0.0 0 3.7 1.3 1.5 0.1

16989 eye of round, separable lean 
and fat, 1/8” fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 52.2 180 24.2 0 0 8.5 3.2 3.6 0.3

Beef steak
4348 short loin, t-bone steak, lean 

and fat, 1/4” fat, broiled
3 ounce(s) 85 43.2 274 19.4 0.0 0 21.2 8.3 9.6 0.8

4349 short loin, t-bone steak, lean, 
1/4” fat, broiled

3 ounce(s) 85 52.3 174 22.8 0.0 0 8.5 3.1 4.2 0.3

4360 top loin, prime, lean and fat, 
1/4” fat, broiled

3 ounce(s) 85 42.7 275 21.6 0.0 0 20.3 8.2 8.6 0.7

Beef variety
188 liver, pan-fried 3 ounce(s) 85 52.7 149 22.6 4.4 0 4.0 1.3 0.6 0.5

4447 tongue, simmered 3 ounce(s) 85 49.2 242 16.4 0.0 0 19.0 6.9 8.6 0.6
lamb chop

3275 loin, domestic, lean and fat, 
1/4” fat, broiled

3 ounce(s) 85 43.9 269 21.4 0 0 19.6 8.4 8.2 1.4

lamb leg
3264 domestic, lean and fat, 1/4” 

fat, cooked
3 ounce(s) 85 45.7 250 20.9 0 0 17.8 7.5 7.5 1.3

lamb rib
182 domestic, lean and fat, 1/4” 

fat, broiled
3 ounce(s) 85 40.0 307 18.8 0 0 25.2 10.8 10.3 2.0

183 domestic, lean, 1/4” fat, broiled 3 ounce(s) 85 50.0 200 23.6 0 0 11.0 4.0 4.4 1.0
lamb shoulder

186 shoulder, arm and blade, 
domestic, choice, lean and fat, 
1/4” fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 47.8 235 19.1 0 0 17.0 7.2 6.9 1.4

187 shoulder, arm and blade, domestic, 
choice, lean, 1/4” fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 53.9 174 21.2 0 0 9.2 3.5 3.7 0.8

3287 shoulder, arm, domestic, lean 
and fat, 1/4” fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 37.6 294 25.8 0 0 20.4 8.4 8.7 1.5

3290 shoulder, arm, domestic, lean, 
1/4” fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 41.9 237 30.2 0 0 12.0 4.3 5.2 0.8

lamb variety
3375 brain, pan-fried 3 ounce(s) 85 51.6 232 14.4 0 0 18.9 4.8 3.4 1.9
3406 tongue, braised 3 ounce(s) 85 49.2 234 18.3 0 0 17.2 6.7 8.5 1.1

Pork, cured
29229 bacon, canadian style, cured 2 ounce(s) 57 37.9 89 11.7 1.0 0 4.0 1.3 1.8 0.4

161 bacon, cured, broiled, 
pan-fried or roasted

2 slice(s) 16 2.0 87 5.9 0.2 0 6.7 2.2 3.0 0.7

42274 bacon, cured, broiled, pan-fried 
or roasted, reduced sodium

2 slice(s) 16 2.0 87 5.9 0.2 0 6.7 2.2 3.0 0.7
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

58 6 2.00 17.9 266.2 59.5 4.64 0 0.05 — 0.23 4.22 0.23 7.7 0 1.8 16.0
69 12 2.21 18.5 250.0 62.4 5.87 0 0.09 — 0.24 5.10 0.16 9.4 0 1.7 19.1
62 9 2.08 17.0 248.3 70.6 4.41 0 0.03 — 0.16 4.91 0.23 7.7 0 2.5 16.2
71 12 2.30 18.5 242.4 72.4 5.19 0 0.09 — 0.23 4.93 0.18 8.5 0 1.6 18.0

77 16 1.59 21.3 319.8 51.9 4.64 0 0.07 0.34 0.13 7.16 0.54 8.5 0 1.4 29.2

72 9 1.96 16.2 251.7 53.6 4.46 0 0.06 — 0.14 2.86 0.20 6.0 0 2.1 18.7

86 6 2.30 17.9 223.7 35.7 4.59 0 0.06 0.42 0.16 5.05 0.37 8.5 0 1.7 29.3

72 5 1.84 14.5 182.0 29.8 3.77 0 0.05 0.35 0.12 3.93 0.30 6.8 0 1.3 23.0

102 14 2.15 17.0 205.8 42.5 5.94 0 0.05 0.45 0.15 3.63 0.25 7.7 0 1.9 24.1

88 11 2.66 16.2 198.1 55.3 7.15 0 0.06 0.17 0.20 2.07 0.22 4.3 0 1.9 20.9

73 11 3.13 19.6 223.7 60.4 8.73 0 0.07 — 0.24 2.27 0.25 5.1 0 2.1 22.7

63 5 2.17 16.2 200.7 32.3 4.29 0 0.05 0.31 0.15 4.70 0.34 8.5 0 1.4 28.0

73 5 1.98 15.3 193.0 31.5 3.95 0 0.05 0.35 0.14 4.38 0.32 7.7 0 1.5 25.2

58 7 2.56 17.9 233.9 57.8 3.56 0 0.08 0.19 0.18 3.29 0.28 6.0 0 1.8 10.0

50 5 3.11 22.1 278.1 65.5 4.35 0 0.09 0.12 0.21 3.94 0.33 6.8 0 1.9 8.5

67 8 1.89 19.6 294.2 53.6 3.85 0 0.07 — 0.15 3.96 0.31 6.0 0 1.6 19.5

324 5 5.25 18.7 298.5 65.5 4.45 6586.3 0.15 0.39 2.91 14.86 0.87 221.1 0.6 70.7 27.9
112 4 2.22 12.8 156.5 55.3 3.48 0 0.02 0.26 0.25 2.97 0.13 6.0 1.1 2.7 11.2

85 17 1.54 20.4 278.1 65.5 2.96 0 0.09 0.11 0.21 6.04 0.11 15.3 0 2.1 23.3

82 14 1.60 19.6 263.6 61.2 3.79 0 0.09 0.12 0.21 5.66 0.11 15.3 0 2.2 22.5

84 16 1.60 19.6 229.6 64.6 3.40 0 0.08 0.10 0.19 5.95 0.09 11.9 0 2.2 20.3

77 14 1.88 24.7 266.2 72.3 4.48 0 0.09 0.15 0.21 5.57 0.13 17.9 0 2.2 26.4

78 17 1.68 19.6 213.5 56.1 4.45 0 0.08 0.12 0.20 5.23 0.11 17.9 0 2.2 22.3

74 16 1.81 21.3 225.4 57.8 5.14 0 0.08 0.15 0.22 4.90 0.13 21.3 0 2.3 24.2

102 21 2.03 22.1 260.2 61.2 5.17 0 0.06 0.13 0.21 5.66 0.09 15.3 0 2.2 31.6

103 22 2.30 24.7 287.4 64.6 6.21 0 0.06 0.15 0.23 5.38 0.11 18.7 0 2.3 32.1

2129 18 1.73 18.7 304.4 133.5 1.70 0 0.14 — 0.31 3.87 0.20 6.0 19.6 20.5 10.2
161 9 2.24 13.6 134.4 57.0 2.54 0 0.07 — 0.36 3.14 0.14 2.6 6.0 5.4 23.8

28 5 0.39 9.6 195.0 512.5 0.79 0 0.43 0.12 0.10 3.53 0.22 2.3 0 0.4 14.2
18 2 0.23 5.3 90.4 274.7 0.56 1.8 0.06 0.05 0.04 1.78 0.06 0.3 0 0.2 9.9

18 2 0.23 5.3 90.4 164.8 0.56 1.8 0.06 0.05 0.04 1.78 0.06 0.3 0 0.2 9.9
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Beef, Lamb, Pork—continued
35422 breakfast strips, cured, cooked 3 slice(s) 34 9.2 156 9.8 0.4 0 12.5 4.3 5.6 1.9

189 ham, cured, boneless, 11% fat, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 54.9 151 19.2 0 0 7.7 2.7 3.8 1.2

29215 ham, cured, extra lean, 4% fat, 
canned

2 ounce(s) 57 41.7 68 10.5 0 0 2.6 0.9 1.3 0.2

1316 ham, cured, extra lean, 5% fat, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 57.5 123 17.8 1.3 0 4.7 1.5 2.2 0.5

16561 ham, smoked or cured, lean, 
cooked

1 slice(s) 42 28.8 58 9.1 0.4 0 2.1 0.7 1.0 0.3

42257 ham, smoked or cured, lean, 
cooked, low-sodium

1 slice(s) 42 28.4 61 8.8 0.6 0 2.3 0.8 1.1 0.2

Pork chop
32671 loin, blade, chops, lean and 

fat, pan-fried
3 ounce(s) 85 49.3 218 21.3 0 0 14.1 3.8 4.3 1.7

32672 loin, center cut, chops, lean 
and fat, pan-fried

3 ounce(s) 85 49.7 202 23.5 0 0 11.3 4.1 4.7 1.8

32682 loin, center rib, chops, 
boneless, lean and fat, braised

3 ounce(s) 85 49.5 217 22.4 0 0 13.4 5.2 6.1 1.1

32603 loin, center rib, chops, lean, 
broiled

3 ounce(s) 85 55.4 158 21.9 0 0 7.1 2.4 3.0 0.8

32478 loin, whole, lean and fat, braised 3 ounce(s) 85 49.6 203 23.2 0 0 11.6 4.3 5.2 1.0
32481 loin, whole, lean, braised 3 ounce(s) 85 52.2 173 24.3 0 0 7.8 2.9 3.5 0.6

Pork leg or ham
32471 rump portion, lean and fat, 

roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 52.7 178 23.0 0 0 8.8 2.9 3.7 1.9

32468 whole, lean and fat, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 46.8 232 22.8 0 0 15.0 5.5 6.7 1.4
Pork ribs

32693 loin, country style, lean and 
fat, roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 41.1 305 18.5 0 0 25.1 9.1 10.9 2.5

32696 loin, country style ribs, lean, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 49.9 193 24.8 0 0 9.7 3.2 3.7 1.2

Pork shoulder
32626 shoulder, arm picnic, lean and 

fat, roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 44.3 270 20.0 0 0 20.4 7.5 9.1 2.0

32629 shoulder, arm picnic, lean, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 51.3 194 22.7 0 0 10.7 3.7 5.1 1.0

Rabbit
3366 domesticated, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 51.5 168 24.7 0 0 6.8 2.0 1.8 1.3
3367 domesticated, stewed 3 ounce(s) 85 50.0 175 25.8 0 0 7.2 2.1 1.9 1.4

Veal
3391 liver, braised 3 ounce(s) 85 50.9 163 24.2 3.2 0 5.3 1.7 1.0 0.9
3319 rib, lean only, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 55.0 151 21.9 0 0 6.3 1.8 2.3 0.6
1732 deer or venison, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 55.5 134 25.7 0 0 2.7 1.1 0.7 0.5

Poultry
Chicken

29562 Flaked, canned   2 ounce(s) 57 39.3 97 10.3 0.1 0 5.8 1.6 2.3 1.3
Chicken, fried

73336 breast, meat and skin, 
breaded, fried, fast food

3 ounce(s) 85 45.1 214 18.6 6.6 0.4 12.6 3.3 4.7 3.4

36413 broiler breast, meat and skin, 
flour coated, fried

3 ounce(s) 85 48.1 189 27.1 1.4 0.1 7.5 2.1 3.0 1.7

35327 broiler breast, meat only, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 51.2 159 28.4 0.4 0 4.0 1.1 1.5 0.9
36414 broiler drumstick, meat and 

skin, flour coated, fried
3 ounce(s) 85 48.2 208 22.9 1.4 0.1 11.7 3.1 4.6 2.7

35389 broiler drumstick, meat only, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 52.9 166 24.3 0 0 6.9 1.8 2.5 1.7
35406 broiler leg, meat only, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 51.5 177 24.1 0.6 0 7.9 2.1 2.9 1.9
35484 broiler wing, meat only, fried 3 ounce(s) 85 50.9 179 25.6 0 0 7.8 2.1 2.6 1.8
29580 Patty, fillet or tenders, 

breaded, cooked
3 ounce(s) 85 39.1 246 15.9 13.4 0.7 14.2 2.3 5.4 5.8

Chicken, roasted, meat only
35409 broiler leg, meat only, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 55.0 162 23.0 0 0 7.2 1.9 2.6 1.7
35486 broiler wing, meat only, roasted 3 ounce(s) 85 53.4 173 25.9 0 0 6.9 1.9 2.2 1.5
35138 roasting chicken, dark meat, 

meat only, roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 57.0 151 19.8 0 0 7.4 2.1 2.8 1.7
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

36 5 0.67 8.8 158.4 713.7 1.25 0 0.25 0.09 0.13 2.58 0.12 1.4 0 0.6 8.4
50 7 1.14 18.7 347.9 1275.8 2.10 0 0.62 0.26 0.28 5.23 0.26 2.6 0 0.6 16.8

22 3 0.53 9.6 206.4 711.5 1.09 0 0.47 0.10 0.13 3.01 0.26 3.4 0 0.5 8.2

45 7 1.26 11.9 244.1 1023.0 2.45 0 0.64 0.21 0.17 3.42 0.34 2.6 0 0.6 16.6

22 3 0.37 8.4 131.5 540.1 0.94 2.5 0.23 0.10 0.09 2.18 0.18 1.3 0 0.2 11.9

22 3 0.62 5.9 120.5 407.0 1.21 0 0.31 0.11 0.08 1.69 0.17 1.3 0 0.3 8.2

70 41 0.71 17.0 270.4 72.3 2.45 4.3 0.41 0.17 0.28 7.07 0.40 0 0 0.6 31.2

67 45 0.79 19.6 300.2 79.9 2.72 4.3 0.46 0.17 0.31 7.81 0.45 0 0 0.7 34.7

62 4 0.78 14.5 329.1 34.0 1.76 1.7 0.45 — 0.21 3.67 0.26 3.4 0.3 0.4 28.4

56 22 0.58 21.3 291.7 48.5 1.91 0 0.48 0.09 0.19 6.68 0.57 0 0 0.4 38.6

68 18 0.91 16.2 318.0 40.8 2.02 1.7 0.54 0.20 0.22 3.76 0.31 2.6 0.5 0.5 38.5
67 15 0.96 17.0 329.1 42.5 2.11 1.7 0.56 0.18 0.23 3.90 0.33 3.4 0.5 0.5 41.0

72 14 0.77 21.3 353.8 65.5 1.96 2.6 0.42 0.23 0.32 6.33 0.43 0 0 0.6 21.3

80 12 0.86 18.7 299.3 51.0 2.52 2.6 0.54 0.19 0.27 3.89 0.34 8.5 0.3 0.6 38.5

77 21 0.85 18.7 273.8 44.2 1.87 1.7 0.70 0 0.28 3.57 0.36 3.4 0.3 0.6 29.3

84 26 0.83 18.7 331.7 77.4 3.35 0.9 0.49 0.23 0.39 6.65 0.44 0 0 0.8 40.5

80 16 1.00 14.5 276.4 59.5 2.93 1.7 0.44 — 0.26 3.33 0.30 3.4 0.2 0.6 28.6

81 8 1.21 17.0 298.5 68.0 3.46 0 0.49 — 0.30 3.67 0.35 4.3 0.3 0.7 32.7

70 16 1.93 17.9 325.7 40.0 1.93 0 0.08 — 0.18 7.17 0.40 9.4 0 7.1 32.7
73 17 2.02 17.0 255.1 31.5 2.02 0 0.05 0.37 0.14 6.09 0.29 7.7 0 5.5 32.7

435 5 4.35 17.0 279.8 66.3 9.55 17981.7 0.15 0.58 2.43 11.18 0.78 281.5 0.9 71.9 16.4
98 10 0.82 20.4 264.5 82.5 3.82 0 0.05 0.31 0.25 6.38 0.23 11.9 0 1.3 9.4
95 6 3.80 20.4 284.9 45.9 2.34 0 0.15 — 0.51 5.71 — 0 — 11.0

35 8 0.90 6.8 147.4 408.2 0.80 19.3 0.01 — 0.07 3.59 0.20 2.3 0 0.2 —

75 23 0.56 21.3 232.2 468.6 0.66 16.2 0.06 0.22 0.12 7.55 0.31 25.3 0 0.3 21.9

76 14 1.01 25.5 220.3 64.6 0.94 12.8 0.07 0.39 0.11 11.69 0.49 6.3 0 0.3 20.3

77 14 0.97 26.4 234.7 67.2 0.92 6.0 0.07 0.36 0.11 12.57 0.54 3.4 0 0.3 22.3
77 10 1.14 19.6 194.7 75.7 2.46 21.3 0.07 0.66 0.19 5.13 0.30 9.7 0 0.3 15.6

80 10 1.12 20.4 211.7 81.6 2.74 15.3 0.07 — 0.20 5.23 0.33 7.7 0 0.3 16.7
84 11 1.19 21.3 216.0 81.6 2.53 17.0 0.07 0.38 0.21 5.69 0.33 7.7 0 0.3 16.0
71 13 0.97 17.9 176.9 77.4 1.80 15.4 0.04 0.41 0.11 6.16 0.50 3.4 0 0.3 21.6
38 20 0.55 23.8 265.3 728.8 0.51 4.3 0.06 0.76 0.06 7.22 0.42 37.4 0 0.2 15.4

80 10 1.11 20.4 205.8 77.4 2.43 16.2 0.06 0.23 0.20 5.37 0.31 6.8 0 0.3 18.8
72 14 0.99 17.9 178.6 78.2 1.82 15.3 0.04 0.23 0.11 6.22 0.50 3.4 0 0.3 21.0
64 9 1.13 17.0 190.5 80.8 1.81 13.6 0.05 — 0.16 4.88 0.26 6.0 0 0.2 16.7

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
A-52 = Processed Meats  A-54 = Beverages  A-58 = Fats/Oils  A-60 = Sweets  A-62 = Spices/Condiments/Sauces  A-66 = Mixed Foods/Soups/Sandwiches  A-72 = Fast Food  A-90 = Convenience  A-92 = Baby Foods
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Poultry—continued
35136 roasting chicken, light meat, 

meat only, roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 57.7 130 23.1 0 0 3.5 0.9 1.3 0.8

35132 roasting chicken, meat only, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 57.3 142 21.3 0 0 5.6 1.5 2.1 1.3

Chicken, stewed
1268 gizzard, simmered 3 ounce(s) 85 57.8 131 25.8 0.0 0 2.3 0.6 0.4 0.3
1270 liver, simmered 3 ounce(s) 85 56.8 142 20.8 0.7 0 5.5 1.8 1.2 1.7
3174 meat only, stewed 3 ounce(s) 85 56.8 151 23.2 0 0 5.7 1.6 2.0 1.3

Duck
1286 domesticated, meat and skin, 

roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 44.1 287 16.1 0 0 24.1 8.2 11.0 3.1

1287 domesticated, meat only, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 54.6 171 20.0 0 0 9.5 3.4 3.3 1.3

Goose
35507 domesticated, meat and skin, 

roasted
3 ounce(s) 85 44.2 259 21.4 0 0 18.6 5.8 8.7 2.1

35524 domesticated, meat only, 
roasted

3 ounce(s) 85 48.7 202 24.6 0 0 10.8 3.9 3.7 1.3

1297 liver pate, smoked, canned 4 tablespoon(s) 52 19.3 240 5.9 2.4 0 22.8 7.5 13.3 0.4
Turkey

3256 ground, cooked 3 ounce(s) 85 52.8 173 23.3 0 0 8.8 2.3 2.9 2.5
3263 Patty, batter-coated, breaded, 

fried
1 item(s) 94 46.7 266 13.2 14.8 0.5 16.9 4.4 7.0 4.4

219 roasted, dark meat, meat only 3 ounce(s) 85 55.5 147 23.6 0 0 5.1 1.5 1.8 1.4
222 roasted, fryer roaster breast, 

meat only
3 ounce(s) 85 58.2 115 25.6 0 0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.2

220 roasted, light meat, meat only 3 ounce(s) 85 57.7 125 25.6 0 0 1.8 0.5 0.5 0.4
1303 turkey roll, light and dark 

meat
2 slice(s) 57 39.8 84 10.3 1.2 0 4.0 1.2 1.3 1.0

1302 turkey roll, light meat 2 slice(s) 57 42.9 56 9.2 1.4 0 1.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

Processed Meats
Beef

1331 corned beef loaf, jellied, sliced 2 slice(s) 57 39.2 87 13.0 0 0 3.5 1.5 1.5 0.2
Bologna

13459 beef 1 slice(s) 28 15.4 90 3.0 1.0 0 8.0 3.5 2.4 0.2
13461 light, made with pork and 

chicken
1 slice(s) 28 — 60 3.0 2.0 0 4.0 1.0 2.0 0.4

13458 made with chicken and pork 1 slice(s) 28 15.0 90 3.0 1.0 0 8.0 3.0 2.6 0.7
3260 turkey 1 slice(s) 57 36.6 119 6.5 2.7 0.3 9.1 2.5 3.9 2.2

Chicken
56941 deli-sliced, oven roasted 1 slice(s) 9 6.3 13 1.2 0.3 0 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1

Ham
7127 deli-sliced, honey 1 slice(s) 10 — 10 1.5 0.5 0 0.3 0 — —
7126 deli-sliced, smoked 1 slice(s) 9 — 10 1.5 0.2 0 0.2 0.1 — —
8614 Mortadella, beef & pork, 

sliced
2 slice(s) 46 24.1 143 7.5 1.4 0 11.7 4.4 5.2 1.4

1323 Pork olive loaf 2 slice(s) 57 33.1 133 6.7 5.2 0 9.4 3.3 4.5 1.1
1324 Pork pickle & pimento loaf 2 slice(s) 57 34.2 128 6.4 4.8 0.9 9.1 3.0 4.0 1.6

Sausages & frankfurters
37296 beerwurst beef, beer salami 

(bierwurst)
1 slice(s) 29 16.6 74 4.1 1.2 0 5.7 2.5 2.7 0.2

37257 beerwurst pork beer salami 1 slice(s) 21 12.9 50 3.0 0.4 0 4.0 1.3 1.9 0.5
35338 berliner, pork & beef 1 ounce(s) 28 17.3 65 4.3 0.7 0 4.9 1.7 2.3 0.4
37298 bratwurst pork, cooked 1 piece(s) 74 42.3 181 10.4 1.9 0 14.3 5.1 6.7 1.5
37299 braunschweiger pork liver 

sausage 
1 slice(s) 15 7.7 50 2.2 0.5 0 4.3 1.4 1.9 0.5

1329 cheesefurter or cheese 
smokie, beef & pork

1 item(s) 43 22.6 141 6.1 0.6 0 12.5 4.5 5.9 1.3

1330 chorizo, beef & pork 2 ounce(s) 57 18.1 258 13.7 1.1 0 21.7 8.2 10.4 2.0
8600 Frankfurter, beef 1 item(s) 45 24.3 141 5.0 1.7 0 12.5 4.9 5.4 0.3
202 Frankfurter, beef & pork 1 item(s) 45 25.2 137 5.2 0.8 0 12.4 4.8 6.2 1.2
1293 Frankfurter, chicken 1 item(s) 45 28.1 100 7.0 1.2 0.2 7.3 1.7 2.7 1.7

42303 Frankfurter, low sodium 1 item(s) 57 32.3 178 6.8 1.0 0 16.3 6.9 7.8 0.8
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

64 11 0.92 19.6 200.7 43.4 0.66 6.8 0.05 0.23 0.08 8.90 0.46 2.6 0 0.3 21.9

64 10 1.03 17.9 194.7 63.8 1.29 10.2 0.05 — 0.13 6.70 0.35 4.3 0 0.2 20.9

315 14 2.71 2.6 152.2 47.6 3.76 0 0.02 0.17 0.18 2.65 0.06 4.3 0 0.9 35.0
479 9 9.89 21.3 223.7 64.6 3.38 3385.4 0.25 0.70 1.69 9.39 0.64 491.5 23.7 14.3 70.1

71 12 0.99 17.9 153.1 59.5 1.69 12.8 0.04 0.23 0.14 5.20 0.22 5.1 0 0.2 17.8

71 9 2.30 13.6 173.5 50.2 1.58 53.6 0.15 0.60 0.23 4.10 0.15 5.1 0 0.3 17.0

76 10 2.30 17.0 214.3 55.3 2.21 19.6 0.22 0.60 0.40 4.34 0.21 8.5 0 0.3 19.0

77 11 2.41 18.7 279.8 59.5 2.23 17.9 0.07 1.48 0.27 3.54 0.31 1.7 0 0.3 18.5

82 12 2.44 21.3 330.0 64.6 2.70 10.2 0.08 — 0.33 3.47 0.40 10.2 0 0.4 21.7

78 36 2.86 6.8 71.8 362.4 0.48 520.5 0.05 — 0.16 1.31 0.03 31.2 0 4.9 22.9

79 24 1.29 25.5 250.0 66.3 2.64 20.4 0.07 0.09 0.18 7.42 0.54 6.0 0 1.1 26.4
71 13 2.07 14.1 258.5 533.0 1.35 9.4 0.09 0.87 0.18 2.16 0.19 57.3 0 0.2 20.8

109 14 1.22 23.0 193.0 88.4 2.98 4.3 0.05 0.06 0.32 5.69 0.37 7.7 0 1.4 26.7
71 10 1.30 24.7 248.3 44.2 1.48 0 0.04 0.08 0.11 6.37 0.48 5.1 0 0.3 27.3

68 8 0.60 27.2 211.7 84.2 1.46 2.6 0.03 0.05 0.17 9.99 0.69 8.5 0 0.3 25.7
31 18 0.77 10.2 153.1 270.5 1.13 0 0.05 0.19 0.16 2.72 0.15 2.8 0 0.1 16.6

28 5 0.20 11.3 281.8 526.2 0.48 0 0.01 0.07 0.03 4.23 0.11 2.3 0 0.3 10.8

27 6 1.16 6.2 57.3 540.4 2.32 0 0 — 0.06 1.00 0.07 4.5 0 0.7 9.8

20 0 0.36 4.0 47.6 310.0 0.58 0 0.01 — 0.03 0.69 0.05 3.7 0 0.4 —
20 40 0.36 — 45.6 300.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

30 20 0.36 6.0 43.1 300.0 0.40 — — — — — — — 0 — —
43 70 1.70 9.1 76.5 607.3 0.74 5.1 0.03 0.26 0.05 1.48 0.14 5.1 7.5 0.1 8.7

5 0 0.06 2.2 27.2 108.3 0.10 0.8 — — — — — — 0 — —

5 0 0.06 — — 125.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
5 0 0.06 — — 111.6 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

26 8 0.64 5.1 75.0 573.2 0.97 0 0.05 0.10 0.07 1.23 0.06 1.4 0 0.7 10.4

22 62 0.31 10.8 168.7 547.6 0.78 34.1 0.17 0.14 0.15 1.04 0.13 1.1 0 0.7 9.3
33 62 0.76 19.3 210.7 590.7 0.95 44.3 0.22 0.23 0.07 1.41 0.24 21.0 4.4 0.3 4.5

18 3 0.44 3.5 66.5 264.9 0.71 0 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.99 0.05 0.9 0 0.6 4.7

12 2 0.16 2.7 53.3 261.0 0.36 0 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.68 0.07 0.6 0 0.2 4.4
13 3 0.33 4.3 80.2 367.7 0.70 0 0.11 — 0.06 0.88 0.06 1.4 0 0.8 4.0
44 33 0.95 11.1 156.9 412.2 1.70 0 0.37 0.01 0.14 2.37 0.16 1.5 0.7 0.7 15.7
27 1 1.70 1.7 30.2 176.2 0.43 641.0 0.04 0.05 0.23 1.27 0.05 6.7 0 3.1 8.8

29 25 0.46 5.6 88.6 465.3 0.97 2.6 0.11 0.10 0.07 1.25 0.06 1.3 0 0.7 6.8

50 5 0.90 10.2 225.6 700.1 1.93 0 0.36 0.12 0.17 2.91 0.30 1.1 0 1.1 12.0
25 6 0.56 4.9 130.5 466.6 0.93 0 0.01 0.09 0.02 0.94 0.08 4.5 0 0.6 5.0
23 5 0.52 4.5 75.2 368.5 0.83 8.1 0.09 0.11 0.05 1.18 0.06 1.8 0 0.6 6.2
43 33 0.53 9.0 90.9 340.2 0.50 0 0.03 0.10 0.12 2.11 0.15 4.9 0 0.2 10.4
35 11 0.82 1.7 94.6 177.3 1.24 0 0.03 0.10 0.06 1.38 0.07 2.3 0 0.9 6.8

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Processed Meats—continued
3261 Frankfurter, turkey 1 item(s) 45 28.3 100 5.5 1.7 0 7.8 1.8 2.6 1.8

37275 italian sausage, pork, cooked 1 item(s) 68 32.0 235 13.0 2.9 0.1 18.6 6.6 8.7 2.4
37307 Kielbasa, kolbassa, pork  

& beef
1 slice(s) 30 16.6 94 3.7 0.9 0 8.3 2.8 3.6 1.2

1333 Knockwurst or knackwurst, 
beef & pork

2 ounce(s) 57 31.3 174 6.3 1.8 0 15.7 5.8 7.3 1.7

37285 Pepperoni, beef & pork 1 slice(s) 11 3.4 54 2.5 0 0 4.8 1.6 1.9 0.4
37313 Polish sausage, pork 1 slice(s) 21 11.1 68 2.9 0.3 0 6.0 2.2 2.8 0.6
206 salami, beef, cooked, sliced 2 slice(s) 52 31.2 136 6.6 1.0 0 11.5 5.1 5.5 0.5

54045 salami, pork & beef, dry, 
sliced, 50% less sodium

1 slice(s) 6 2.3 20 1.2 0.4 0 1.5 0.5 0.7 0.1

37272 salami, pork, dry or hard 1 slice(s) 13 4.6 52 2.9 0.2 0 4.3 1.5 2.0 0.5
40987 sausage, turkey, cooked 2 ounce(s) 57 36.9 111 13.5 0.0 0 5.9 1.3 1.7 1.5
8620 smoked sausage, beef & pork 2 ounce(s) 57 30.6 181 6.8 1.4 0 16.3 5.5 6.9 2.2
8619 smoked sausage, pork 2 ounce(s) 57 32.0 175 6.8 0.5 0 16.0 5.3 6.4 2.1

37273 smoked sausage, pork link 1 piece(s) 76 42.8 233 9.1 0.1 0 21.4 7.1 8.5 2.7
1336 summer sausage, thuringer, or 

cervelat, beef & pork
2 ounce(s) 57 25.6 205 9.9 1.9 0 17.3 6.5 7.4 0.7

37294 Vienna sausage, cocktail, beef 
& pork, canned

1 piece(s) 16 10.4 37 1.7 0.4 0 3.1 1.1 1.5 0.2

Spreads
1318 ham salad spread ¼ cup(s) 60 37.6 130 5.2 6.4 0 9.3 3.0 4.3 1.6
32419 Pork and beef sandwich spread 4 tablespoon(s) 60 36.2 141 4.6 7.2 0.1 10.4 3.6 4.6 1.5

Turkey
71632 breast, honey roasted & 

smoked, presliced
1 slice(s) 28 — 30 5.0 2.0 0 0.5 0 — —

71612 breast, oven roasted deli slices, 
lower sodium

1 slice(s) 28 — 25 5.0 0.5 0 0.5 — —

71631 breast, oven roasted, presliced 1 slice(s) 28 — 30 5.0 1.0 0 0.5 0 — —
7124 breast, oven-roasted 1 slice(s) 9 — 8 1.5 0.3 0 0.1 0 — —

71633 breast, smoked, presliced 1 slice(s) 28 — 30 5.0 1.0 0 0.5 0 — —
71629 ham 1 slice(s) 28 — 40 5.0 0.5 0 2.0 0.5 — —
37270 Pastrami 1 slice(s) 28 20.3 38 4.6 0.5 0 1.8 0.5 0.6 0.5
3262 salami 2 slice(s) 57 39.1 98 10.9 0.9 0.1 5.2 1.6 1.8 1.4
37318 salami, cooked 1 slice(s) 28 19.5 49 5.5 0.4 0 2.6 0.8 0.9 0.7

Beverages
Beer

866 ale, mild 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 331.1 155 1.7 12.8 0 0 0 0.0 0
686 beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 356 327.7 153 1.6 12.7 0 0 0 0 0

16886 beer, non alcoholic 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 328.1 133 0.8 29.0 0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2
31609 bud light beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 355 337.3 110 0.9 6.6 0 0 0 0 0
31608 budweiser beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 355 329.3 145 1.3 10.6 0 0 0 0 0
869 light beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 335.9 103 0.8 5.8 0 0 0 0.0 0

31613 michelob beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 355 326.5 164 1.7 15.0 0 0 0 0 0
31614 michelob light beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 355 336.8 123 1.4 8.8 0 0 0 0 0

Gin, rum, vodka, whiskey
687 distilled alcohol, 80 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 28 18.5 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
688 distilled alcohol, 86 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 28 17.8 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
689 distilled alcohol, 90 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 28 17.3 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
856 distilled alcohol, 94 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 28 16.8 76 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
857 distilled alcohol, 100 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 28 16.0 82 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0

liqueurs
33187 coffee liqueur, 53 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 35 10.8 113 0 16.3 0 0.1 0 0 0
3142 coffee liqueur, 63 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 35 14.4 107 0 11.2 0 0.1 0 0 0
736 cordials, 54 proof 1 fluid ounce(s) 30 8.9 104 0 13.3 0 0.1 0 0 0

Wine
861 california red wine 5 fluid ounce(s) 150 133.4 125 0.3 3.7 0 0 0 0.0 0
858 domestic champagne 5 fluid ounce(s) 150 — 105 0.3 3.8 0 0 0 0.0 0
690 sweet dessert wine 5 fluid ounce(s) 147 103.7 235 0.3 20.1 0 0 0 0 0
1481 white wine 5 fluid ounce(s) 148 128.1 121 0.1 3.8 0 0 0.0 0 0
1811 wine cooler 10 fluid ounce(s) 300 266.8 165 0.2 19.6 0 0.1 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

35 67 0.66 6.3 176.4 410.0 0.83 0 0.02 0.28 0.08 1.66 0.06 4.5 0 0.4 6.8
39 14 0.97 12.2 206.7 820.8 1.63 6.8 0.42 0.17 0.16 2.83 0.22 3.4 0.1 0.9 15.0
20 5 0.25 4.0 91.4 275.4 0.48 0 0.06 0.07 0.06 1.00 0.06 0.3 0 0.2 5.9

34 6 0.37 6.2 112.8 527.2 0.94 0 0.19 0.32 0.08 1.55 0.10 1.1 0 0.7 7.7

12 2 0.18 2.3 30.7 181.8 0.28 0 0.04 0 0.03 0.51 0.04 0.6 0.1 0.2 3.8
15 2 0.30 2.9 49.4 182.5 0.40 0 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.72 0.04 0.4 0.2 0.2 3.7
37 3 1.14 6.8 97.8 592.8 0.92 0 0.05 0.10 0.10 1.68 0.09 1.0 0 1.6 7.6
5 0 0.08 1.0 21.2 52.4 0.18 0 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.27 0.03 0.1 0 0.1 1.5

10 2 0.17 2.8 48.4 289.3 0.54 0 0.12 0.03 0.04 0.72 0.07 0.3 0 0.4 3.3
52 12 0.84 11.9 169.0 377.1 2.20 7.4 0.05 0.10 0.14 3.24 0.18 3.4 0.4 0.7 0
33 7 0.43 7.4 101.5 516.4 0.71 7.4 0.11 0.07 0.06 1.67 0.09 1.1 0 0.3 0
35 6 0.33 6.2 273.8 468.8 0.74 0 0.12 0.14 0.10 1.59 0.10 0.6 0 0.4 10.4
46 8 0.45 8.3 366.0 626.6 0.99 0 0.16 0.19 0.14 2.13 0.14 0.8 0 0.5 13.9
42 5 1.16 7.9 147.4 737.0 1.45 0 0.09 0.12 0.19 2.44 0.15 1.1 9.4 3.1 11.5

14 2 0.14 1.1 16.2 155.0 0.26 0 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.26 0.02 0.6 0 0.2 2.7

22 5 0.35 6.0 90.0 645.0 0.66 0 0.26 1.04 0.07 1.26 0.09 0.6 0 0.5 10.7
23 7 0.47 4.8 66.0 607.8 0.61 15.6 0.10 1.04 0.08 1.04 0.07 1.2 0 0.7 5.8

10 0 0 — — 240.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

15 0 0.18 — — 175.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 0 0 — — 240.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
3 0 0.06 — — 103.3 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 0 0 — — 240.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
18 0 0.72 — — 315.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
19 3 1.19 4.0 97.8 278.1 0.61 1.1 0.02 0.06 0.07 1.00 0.08 1.4 2.3 0.1 4.6
43 23 0.71 12.5 122.5 627.7 1.32 1.1 0.24 0.14 0.17 2.26 0.24 5.7 0 0.6 15.0
22 11 0.35 6.2 61.2 284.6 0.66 0.6 0.12 0.07 0.09 1.13 0.12 2.8 0 0.3 7.5

0 14 0.07 21.6 97.2 14.4 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.09 1.85 0.17 21.6 0 0.1 2.2
0 14 0.07 21.4 96.2 14.3 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.09 1.83 0.16 21.4 0 0.1 2.1
0 25 0.22 25.2 28.8 46.8 0.07 0 0.06 0 0.17 4.01 0.10 50.4 1.8 0.1 4.3
0 14 0.11 24.9 92.3 10.6 0 0 0.02 0 0.05 1.39 0.12 21.3 0 0.1 1.4
0 14 0 24.9 117.2 10.6 0 0 0.02 0 0.09 1.82 0.16 21.3 0 0.1 2.1
0 14 0.11 17.7 74.3 14.2 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.05 1.38 0.12 21.2 0 0.1 1.4
0 14 0.07 21.3 95.8 9.0 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.09 1.82 0.16 21.3 0 0.1 2.1
0 14 0.11 17.8 74.6 9.0 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.05 1.39 0.12 21.3 0 0.1 1.4

0 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.3 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.3 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.3 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.3 0.01 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.3 0.01 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.02 1.0 10.4 2.8 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0.02 1.0 10.4 2.8 0.01 0 0 — 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0.02 0.6 4.5 1.8 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0.1

0 12 1.43 16.2 170.6 15.0 0.15 0 0.02 0 0.04 0.12 0.05 — 0 0 —
0 — — — — — — — — — — — — — 0 —
0 12 0.35 13.2 135.4 13.2 0.10 0 0.03 0 0.03 0.31 0 0 0 0 0.7
0 13 0.40 14.8 104.7 7.4 0.18 0 0.01 0 0.02 0.16 0.07 1.5 0 0 0.1
0 18 0.78 18.0 147.0 21.0 0.24 0 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.08 3.0 5.4 0 0.3
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Beverages—continued
Carbonated

31898 7 up 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 320.4 150 0 39.0 0 0 0 0 0
692 club soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 355 354.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12010 coca-cola classic cola soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 325.1 210 0 58.5 0 0 0 0 0
693 cola 12 fluid ounce(s) 368 332.7 136 0.3 35.2 0 0.1 0 0 0

2391 cola or pepper-type soda, low 
calorie with saccharin

12 fluid ounce(s) 355 354.5 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 0 0

9522 cola soda, decaffeinated 12 fluid ounce(s) 372 333.4 153 0.0 39.4 0 0 0 0 0
9524 cola, decaffeinated, low 

calorie with aspartame
12 fluid ounce(s) 355 354.3 4 0.4 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

1415 cola, low calorie with 
aspartame

12 fluid ounce(s) 355 353.6 7 0.4 1.0 0 0.1 0 0 0

1412 cream soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 371 321.5 189 0 49.3 0 0 0 0 0
31899 diet 7 up 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12031 diet coke cola soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 358.3 2 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0
29392 diet mountain dew soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29389 diet Pepsi cola soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 352.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12034 diet sprite soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 — 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
695 ginger ale 12 fluid ounce(s) 366 333.9 124 0 32.1 0 0 0 0 0
694 grape soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 372 330.3 160 0 41.7 0 0 0 0 0
1876 lemon lime soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 368 330.7 147 0.2 37.4 0 0.1 0 0 0

29391 mountain dew soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 170 0 46.0 0 0 0 0 0
3145 orange soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 372 325.9 179 0 45.8 0 0 0 0 0
1414 Pepper-type soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 368 329.3 151 0 38.3 0 0.4 0.3 0 0

29388 Pepsi regular cola soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 313.3 150 0 41.0 0 0 0 0 0
696 root beer 12 fluid ounce(s) 370 330.1 152 0 39.2 0 0 0 0 0

12044 sprite soda 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 323.2 144 0 39.0 0 0 0 0 0
Coffee

731 brewed 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 235.6 2 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0
9520 brewed, decaffeinated 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 234.3 5 0.3 1.0 0 0 0 0 0

16882 cappuccino 8 fluid ounce(s) 240 224.5 77 4.0 6.2 0.2 4.0 2.3 1.0 0.2
16883 cappuccino, decaffeinated 8 fluid ounce(s) 240 224.4 74 4.0 6.2 0.2 4.0 2.3 1.0 0.2
16880 espresso 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 231.8 5 0.3 0 0 0.4 0.2 0 0.2
16881 espresso, decaffeinated 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 231.8 0 0.2 0 0 0.4 0.2 0 0.2

732 instant, prepared 8 fluid ounce(s) 239 236.5 5 0.2 0.8 0 0 0 0 0
67526 starbucks doubleshot energy, 

coffee, canned
15 fluid ounce(s) 443 — 210 12.0 36.0 0 2.0 2.5 — —

67525 starbucks doubleshot, canned 6.5 fluid ounce(s) 192 — 138 4.1 17.9 — 5.7 3.7 — —
32561 starbucks Frappuccino, 

bottled, coffee
9.5 fluid ounce(s) 281 — 200 6.0 37.0 0 3.0 2.0 — —

32562 starbucks Frappuccino, 
bottled, mocha

9.5 fluid ounce(s) 281 — 180 7.0 33.0 0 3.0 2.0 — —

Fruit drinks
29357 crystal light sugar-free 

lemonade drink
8 fluid ounce(s) 237 — 592 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6012 Fruit punch drink with added 
vitamin c, canned

8 fluid ounce(s) 248 218.2 119 0 29.7 0 0 0 0 0

31143 gatorade thirst Quencher, all 
flavors

8 fluid ounce(s) 240 — 50 0 14.0 0 0 0 0 0

260 grape drink, canned 8 fluid ounce(s) 250 210.5 153 0 39.4 0 0 0 0 0
17372 Kool-aid (lemonade/punch/

fruit drink)
8 fluid ounce(s) 248 220.0 108 0.1 27.8 0.2 0 0 0 0

17225 Kool-aid sugar-free, low-calorie 
tropical punch drink mix, 
prepared

8 fluid ounce(s) 240 — 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

266 lemonade, prepared from 
frozen concentrate

8 fluid ounce(s) 248 221.6 99 0.2 25.8 0 0.1 0 0 0

268 limeade, prepared from frozen 
concentrate

8 fluid ounce(s) 247 212.6 128 0 34.1 0 0 0 0 0

57054 odwalla Pomegranate limeade 8 fluid ounce(s) 240 — 122 0 29.7 0 0 0 0 0
14266 odwalla strawberry c monster 

smoothie blend
8 fluid ounce(s) 240 — 240 0 56.0 1.0 0 0 0 0

10099 snapple fruit punch fruit drink 8 fluid ounce(s) 240 — 110 0 27.0 0 0 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 7 0.07 3.6 3.6 37.5 0.04 0 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0
0 18 0.04 3.6 7.1 74.6 0.36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 7 0.00 0 0 67.5 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 7 0.41 0 7.4 14.7 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 14 0.07 3.6 14.2 56.8 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4

0 7 0.07 0 11.2 14.9 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 11 0.07 0 24.9 14.2 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0.4

0 11 0.39 3.6 28.4 28.4 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 19 0.19 3.7 3.7 44.5 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 — — — — 45.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 11 0.40 3.6 18.0 42.0 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 — 80.0 50.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 3.6 30.0 35.0 0.04 0 0.02 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.00 — 109.5 36.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 11 0.66 3.7 3.7 25.6 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 11 0.30 3.7 3.7 55.8 0.26 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 7 0.41 3.7 3.7 33.2 0.15 0 0 0 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 — 5.0 65.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 19 0.22 3.7 7.4 44.6 0.37 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 11 0.15 0 3.7 36.8 0.15 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 0 0 0.0 10.0 30.0 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 18 0.18 3.7 3.7 48.0 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4
0 7 0.40 3.6 0 70.5 0.14 0 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0 0 0

0 5 0.02 7.1 116.1 4.7 0.05 0 0.03 0.02 0.18 0.45 0 4.7 0 0 0
0 9 0.09 9.5 85.2 9.5 0.02 0 0 0 0.03 0.67 0 0 0 0 0.5

12 144 0.10 16.8 220.8 55.2 0.48 55.2 0.07 0.10 0.29 0.34 0.04 7.2 0 0.4 4.6
12 144 0.14 19.2 225.6 55.2 0.48 55.2 0.05 0.10 0.21 0.38 0.04 4.8 0 0.4 4.6
0 5 0.31 189.6 272.5 33.2 0.12 0 0 0.02 0.42 12.34 0 2.4 0.5 0 0
0 5 0.31 189.6 272.5 33.2 0.12 0 0 0 0.42 12.34 0 2.4 0.5 0 0
0 10 0.10 9.5 71.6 9.5 0.02 0 0 0 0 0.56 0 0 0 0 0.2

15 4 0 — — 170.0 — 0 — — 1.70 20.00 2.00 — 0.3 3.0 —

20 162 0 — 20.3 69.1 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
15 3 0 — — 100.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

15 2 0 — — 95.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 4140.5 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 0.22 7.4 62.0 24.8 0.03 1.7 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03 9.9 89.3 0 0.5

0 2 0 — 30.0 110.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 130 0.17 2.5 30.0 40.0 0.30 0 0 0 0.01 0.03 0 0 78.5 0 0.3
0 14 0.46 5.0 49.6 31.0 0.20 — 0.04 — 0.05 0.05 0.01 41.6 0 1.0

0 0 0 — 10.1 10.1 — 0 — — — — — — 6.0 — —

0 10 0.40 5.0 37.2 9.9 0.05 0 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.01 2.5 9.7 0 0.2

0 5 0 4.9 24.7 7.4 0.02 0 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 2.5 7.7 0 0.2

0 0 0 — — 10.1 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 40 1.08 — 600.0 30.0 — 0 — — — — — — 900.0 — —

0 0 0 — 20.0 5.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Beverages—continued
10096 snapple kiwi strawberry fruit 

drink
8 fluid ounce(s) 240 211.2 110 0 27.0 0 0 0 0 0

14818 sunnyd tangy original 6 ¾ fluid ounce(s) 203 — 76 0 18.6 0 0 0 0 0
Slim Fast ready-to-drink shake

16054 French Vanilla 10 fluid ounce(s) 325 — 220 10.0 40.0 5.0 2.5 0.5 1.5 0.5
10095 rich chocolate royale 10 fluid ounce(s) 325 — 220 10.0 40.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 1.5 0.5
16055 strawberries ‘n’ cream 10 fluid ounce(s) 325 — 220 10.0 40.0 5.0 2.5 0.5 1.5 0.5

Tea
33179 decaffeinated, prepared 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 236.3 2 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0
1877 herbal, prepared 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 236.1 2 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
735 instant tea mix, lemon  flavored 

with sugar, prepared
8 fluid ounce(s) 259 236.2 91 0 22.3 0.3 0.2 0 0 0

734 instant tea mix, unsweetened, 
prepared

8 fluid ounce(s) 238 237.1 2 0.1 0.4 0 0 0 0 0

16097 nestea with lemon, canned 12 fluid ounce(s) 360 328.2 125 0 34.5 0 0 0 0 0
733 Prepared 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 236.3 2 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0

Water
1413 mineral water, carbonated 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 236.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

33183 Poland spring water, bottled 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 237.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1821 tap water 8 fluid ounce(s) 237 236.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1879 tonic water 8 fluid ounce(s) 244 222.3 83 0 21.5 0 0 0 0 0

Fats and Oils
Butter

104 butter 1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.3 102 0.1 0 0 11.5 7.3 3.0 0.4
2522 butter buds, dry butter substitute 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 7 0 1.6 0 0.1 0.1 — —
921 unsalted 1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.5 102 0.1 0 0 11.5 7.3 3.0 0.4
107 whipped 1 tablespoon(s) 9 1.5 67 0.1 0 0 7.6 4.7 2.2 0.3
944 whipped, unsalted 1 tablespoon(s) 9 1.7 67 0.1 0 0 7.6 4.8 2.0 0.3

Fats, cooking
2671 beef tallow, semisolid 1 tablespoon(s) 13 0 115 0 0 0 12.8 6.4 5.4 0.5
922 chicken fat 1 tablespoon(s) 13 0 115 0 0 0 12.8 3.8 5.7 2.7

5454 household shortening with 
vegetable oil

1 tablespoon(s) 13 0 115 0 0 0 13.0 3.4 5.5 3.5

111 lard 1 tablespoon(s) 13 0 115 0 0 0 12.8 5.0 5.8 1.4
Margarine

114 margarine 1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.3 101 0 0.1 0 11.4 2.1 5.5 3.4
5439 soft 1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.3 103 0.1 0.1 0 11.6 1.7 4.4 2.1
928 unsalted 1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.6 101 0.1 0.1 0 11.3 2.1 5.2 3.5
119 whipped 1 tablespoon(s) 9 1.5 67 0 0.1 0 7.5 1.3 3.3 2.4

Spreads
54657 i can’t believe it’s not butter!, 

tub, soya oil (non-hydrogenated)
1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.3 102 0.1 0.1 0 11.4 2.8 2.0 5.1

2708 mayonnaise with soybean and 
safflower oils

1 tablespoon(s) 14 2.1 99 0.2 0.4 0 11.0 1.2 1.8 7.6

57582 Promise buttery spread 1 tablespoon(s) 14 — 80 0 0 0 8.0 1.5 2.5 4.0
Oils

2681 canola 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 1.0 8.6 3.8
120 corn 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 122 0 0 0 13.6 1.8 3.8 7.4
122 olive 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 119 0 0 0 13.5 1.9 9.8 1.4
124 Peanut 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 119 0 0 0 13.5 2.3 6.2 4.3

2693 safflower 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 1.0 10.2 1.7
923 sesame 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 1.9 5.4 5.7
128 soybean, hydrogenated 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 2.0 5.8 5.1
130 soybean, with soybean and 

cottonseed oil
1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 2.4 4.0 6.5

2700 sunflower 1 tablespoon(s) 14 0 120 0 0 0 13.6 1.8 6.3 5.0
357 Pam original no stick 

cooking spray
1 serving(s) 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Salad dressing
132 blue cheese 2 tablespoon(s) 30 11.9 143 0.4 1.4 0.1 15.3 2.5 4.0 8.3
133 blue cheese, low-calorie 2 tablespoon(s) 31 25.4 32 1.6 0.9 0 2.3 0.8 0.6 0.8
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 0 0 — 40.0 10.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 143.4 — 0 0.19 — — — — — 50.6 — —

5 400 2.70 140.0 600.0 220.0 2.25 525.1 0.52 — 0.60 7.00 0.70 — 60.0 2.1 17.5
5 400 2.70 140.0 600.0 220.0 2.25 525.1 0.53 — 0.60 7.00 0.70 — 60.0 2.1 17.5
5 400 2.70 140.0 600.0 220.0 2.25 525.1 0.52 — 0.60 7.00 0.70 — 60.0 2.1 17.5

0 0 0.05 7.1 87.7 7.1 0.05 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 11.9 0 0 0
0 5 0.19 2.4 21.3 2.4 0.09 0 0.02 0 0.01 0 0 2.4 0 0 0
0 5 0.05 2.6 38.8 5.2 0.03 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0.3

0 7 0.02 4.8 42.8 9.5 0.02 0 0 0 0.01 0.08 0 0 0 0 0

0 11 0 3.6 68.4 46.5 0.22 0 — — — — — — — — —
0 0 0.05 7.1 87.7 7.1 0.05 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 11.9 0 0 0

0 33 0 0 0.0 2.4 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0.02 2.4 0 2.4 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 7 0 2.4 2.4 7.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0.02 0 0 29.3 0.24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31 3 0.00 0.3 3.4 101.4 0.01 97.1 0 0.33 0 0.01 0 0.4 0 0 0.1
0 8 0 0 — 80.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0

31 3 0 0.3 3.4 1.6 0.01 97.1 0 0.33 0 0.01 0 0.4 0 0 0.1
21 2 0.02 0.2 2.4 77.7 0 64.3 0 0.22 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.1
20 2 0 0.2 2.3 1.0 0.01 64.3 0 0.22 0 0 0 0.3 0 0 0.1

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 4 0.01 0.4 5.9 133.0 0 115.5 0 1.27 0.01 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
0 4 0 0.3 5.5 155.4 0 142.7 0 1.01 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0.3 3.5 0.3 0 115.5 0 1.80 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1 1.5 59.1 0 73.7 0 1.39 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0

0 4 0 0.3 5.4 153.1 0 140.6 0 0.71 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0

8 2 0.07 0.1 4.7 78.4 0.02 11.6 0 3.04 0 0 0.08 1.1 0 0 0.2

0 0 0 — — 85.0 — — — 2.01 — — 0.70 — 0 1.2 —

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.08 0 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 1.94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

9 11 0.03 2.4 26.4 312.3 0.06 5.7 0 1.28 0.03 0.03 0.01 2.4 0.2 0 0.3
0 28 0.16 2.2 1.6 300.5 0.08 0 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.5
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fats and Oils—continued
1764 caesar 2 tablespoon(s) 30 10.3 163 0.7 1.0 0.2 17.4 2.6 4.1 9.9

29654 creamy, reduced-calorie, fat-
free, cholesterol free, sour 
cream and/or buttermilk and oil

2 tablespoon(s) 33 24.7 35 0.5 6.6 0 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.5

29617 creamy, reduced calorie, sour 
cream and/or buttermilk and oil

2 tablespoon(s) 30 22.2 48 0.4 2.1 0 4.2 0.6 1.0 2.4

134 French 2 tablespoon(s) 32 11.7 146 0.2 5.0 0 14.3 1.8 2.7 6.7
135 French, low-fat 2 tablespoon(s) 32 17.4 71 0.2 10.0 0.5 3.7 0.3 1.4 1.2
136 italian 2 tablespoon(s) 29 18.6 71 0.1 3.6 0 6.2 0.9 1.7 3.2
137 italian, diet 2 tablespoon(s) 30 24.0 31 0.1 3.0 0 2.0 0.2 0.5 1.0
139 mayonnaise-type 2 tablespoon(s) 29 11.7 115 0.3 7.0 0 9.8 1.4 2.6 5.3
942 oil and vinegar 2 tablespoon(s) 32 15.2 144 0 0.8 0 16.0 2.9 4.7 7.7
1765 ranch 2 tablespoon(s) 30 11.5 145 0.3 2.0 0.2 15.4 2.4 3.4 8.5
3666 ranch, reduced calorie 2 tablespoon(s) 30 20.5 63 0.1 2.0 0 6.1 1.6 3.6 0.6
940 russian 2 tablespoon(s) 30 11.6 107 0.2 9.6 0.2 7.9 0.7 1.8 4.4
939 russion, low-calorie 2 tablespoon(s) 32 20.8 45 0.2 8.8 0.1 1.3 0.2 0.3 0.7
941 sesame seed 2 tablespoon(s) 30 11.8 133 0.9 2.6 0.3 13.6 1.9 3.6 7.5
142 thousand island 2 tablespoon(s) 32 14.9 118 0.3 4.7 0.3 11.2 1.6 2.5 5.8
143 thousand island, low-calorie 2 tablespoon(s) 30 18.2 59 0.2 7.2 0.4 3.4 0.2 1.9 0.8

Sandwich spreads
140 mayonnaise, low-calorie 1 tablespoon(s) 16 8.9 52 0.1 1.3 0 5.3 0.8 1.3 2.9
138 mayonnaise with soybean oil 1 tablespoon(s) 14 3.0 94 0.1 0.1 0 10.3 1.6 2.3 6.2
141 tartar sauce 2 tablespoon(s) 29 18.8 59 0.3 3.7 0.1 4.7 0.9 1.0 2.5

Sweets
4799 Butterscotch or caramel 

topping
2 tablespoon(s) 41 13.1 103 0.6 27.0 0.4 0 0 0 0

Candy
1786 almond Joy candy bar 1 item(s) 45 3.7 220 2.0 26.0 2.0 13.0 8.0 2.4 0.5
1785 bit-o-honey candy 6 item(s) 40 — 150 1.0 32.0 0 3.0 2.0 — —

33375 butterscotch candy 2 piece(s) 12 0.6 47 0 10.8 0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0
1701 chewing gum, stick 1 item(s) 3 0.1 11 0 2.9 0.1 0 0 0 0

33378 chocolate fudge with nuts, 
prepared

2 piece(s) 38 2.9 175 1.7 25.8 0.9 7.2 2.5 1.5 2.9

1787 Jelly beans 15 item(s) 43 2.7 159 0 39.8 0.1 0 0 0 0
1784 Kit Kat wafer bar 1 item(s) 42 0.7 210 3.0 27.0 1.0 11.0 7.0 2.5 0.4
4674 Krackel candy bar 1 item(s) 41 0.6 210 2.0 28.0 0.5 10.0 6.0 3.9 0.4
4934 licorice 4 piece(s) 44 7.3 154 1.1 35.1 0 1.0 0 0.1 0
1780 life savers candy 1 item(s) 2 — 6 0 1.4 — 0 0 0 0
1790 lollipop 1 item(s) 28 — 108 0 28.0 0 0 0 0 0
4679 m & ms peanut chocolate 

candy, small bag
1 item(s) 49 1.2 250 5.0 30.0 2.0 13.0 5.0 4.0 1.7

1781 m & ms plain chocolate candy, 
small bag

1 item(s) 48 0.8 240 2.0 34.0 1.0 10.0 6.0 2.5 0.4

4673 milk chocolate bar, symphony 1 item(s) 91 0.9 483 7.7 52.8 1.5 27.8 16.7 7.2 0.6
1783 milky way bar 1 item(s) 58 3.7 260 2.0 41.0 1.0 10.0 7.0 1.3 0.2
1788 Peanut brittle 1 ½ ounce(s) 43 0.3 207 3.2 30.3 1.1 8.1 1.8 3.4 1.9
1789 reese’s peanut butter cups 2 piece(s) 42 0.6 210 5.0 24.0 1.0 13.0 4.5 5.5 2.3
4689 reese’s pieces candy, small bag 1 item(s) 43 0.4 200 5.0 25.0 2.0 9.0 8.0 1.9 0.8
33399 semisweet chocolate candy, 

made with butter
½ ounce(s) 14 0.1 68 0.6 9.0 0.8 4.2 2.5 1.4 0.1

1782 snickers bar 1 item(s) 59 3.3 280 4.0 35.0 1.0 14.0 5.0 4.6 1.8
4694 special dark chocolate bar 1 item(s) 41 — 190 2.0 25.0 3.0 12.0 8.0 — —
4695 starburst fruit chews, original 

fruits
1 package(s) 40 3.5 160 0 33.0 0 3.5 3.0 0 0

4698 taffy 3 piece(s) 45 2.2 179 0 41.2 0 1.5 0.9 0.4 0.1
4699 three musketeers bar 1 item(s) 60 3.5 260 2.0 46.0 1.0 8.0 5.0 1.4 0.2
11764 turtles 1 piece(s) 17 — 86 1.0 10.1 0.5 5.0 2.0 — —
4702 twix caramel cookie bars 2 item(s) 51 2.4 250 2.0 33.0 1.0 12.0 9.0 1.7 0.4
4705 york Peppermint Pattie 1 item(s) 39 3.5 140 1.0 31.0 1.0 2.5 1.5 0.2 0

Frosting, icing
4760 chocolate frosting, ready to eat 2 tablespoon(s) 31 5.2 122 0.3 19.4 0.3 5.4 1.7 2.8 0.7
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

12 14 0.32 0.6 8.7 362.7 0.03 2.7 0 1.42 0 0.01 0.01 0.6 0.1 0 0.5
0 12 0.08 1.6 43.9 296.0 0.06 0.3 0 0.22 0.02 0.01 0.01 2.0 0 0 0.5

0 2 0.04 0.6 10.8 336.0 0.01 0 0 0.72 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.1 0 0.5

0 8 0.26 1.6 21.4 267.5 0.09 7.4 0.01 1.60 0.02 0.06 0 0 1.2 0 0
0 4 0.23 2.6 34.2 268.2 0.06 8.6 0.01 0.32 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.6 1.5 0 0.5
0 4 0.08 1.5 24.7 291.9 0.02 0.6 0.01 0.64 0 0.04 0.02 0 0.1 0 0.6
0 5 0.08 1.2 27.0 300.9 0.02 0.3 0 1.28 0 0.03 0.02 0.9 0 0 0.5
8 4 0.06 0.6 2.6 209.0 0.05 6.2 0 0.61 0.01 0 0 1.8 0 0.1 0.5
0 0 0 0 2.6 0.3 0 0 0 1.48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5

10 9 0.19 1.5 18.6 328.2 0.12 3.0 0.03 1.27 0.02 0 0.01 1.2 1.0 0.1 0.6
0 5 0.01 0.9 8.1 414.0 0.02 0.6 0 0.73 0.01 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
0 4 0.18 3.0 51.9 339.9 0.07 8.7 0.01 1.00 0.01 0.18 0.03 1.5 1.8 0 0.5
2 6 0.19 0 50.2 277.8 0.03 0.6 0 0.13 0 0 0 1.0 1.9 0 0.5
0 6 0.18 0 47.1 300.0 0.03 0.6 0 1.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
8 5 0.38 2.6 34.2 276.2 0.08 4.5 0.46 1.28 0.02 0.13 0 0 0 0 0.5
3 8 0.27 2.1 60.6 286.5 0.06 4.8 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.13 0 0 0.4 0 0

6 1 0.05 0.3 6.4 107.7 0.03 3.4 0 0.49 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0.4
6 1 0.03 0.1 2.8 87.6 0.02 2.2 0 0.45 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0.3
2 7 0.07 1.7 19.0 186.8 0.03 3.1 0 0.47 0.01 0.03 0.01 1.4 0.6 0 0.3

0 22 0.08 2.9 34.4 143.1 0.08 11.1 0 — 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.8 0.1 0 0

0 18 0.33 — 114.3 50.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 20 0 — — 120.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
1 0 0 0 0.4 46.9 0.01 3.4 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 22 0.75 20.9 69.5 14.8 0.54 14.4 0.03 0.10 0.04 0.12 0.03 6.1 0.1 0 1.1

0 1 0.06 0.9 15.7 21.3 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
5 60 0.36 15.5 97.0 30.0 0.04 0 0.05 0.14 0.09 0.21 0.01 7.6 0 0.2 2.1
3 40 0.37 — 168.8 50.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0.22 2.6 28.2 126.3 0.07 0 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 10.8 — 0 0 — 0 0 — — 0 — 1.0
5 40 0.36 34.0 171.1 25.0 0.87 — 0.03 1.40 0.07 1.60 0.04 27.1 0.6 0.2 2.0

5 40 0.36 21.1 125.0 30.0 0.77 13.3 0.04 0.17 0.07 0.13 0.01 3.8 0.6 0.3 1.6

22 228 0.83 61.0 398.6 91.9 1.00 — 0.06 — 0.25 0.15 0.10 — 2.0 0.4 —
5 60 0.18 11.6 72.1 95.0 0.40 14.0 0.03 0.52 0.07 0.09 0.01 2.3 0.6 0.1 1.2
5 11 0.52 17.9 71.4 189.2 0.37 16.6 0.06 1.09 0.02 1.13 0.03 19.6 0 0 1.1
5 20 0.72 26.0 144.1 150.0 0.54 0 0.07 0.06 0.05 1.89 0.04 21.0 0 0.1 0.6
0 0 0.72 37.8 154.4 55.0 0.50 0 0.08 0.43 0.09 2.61 0.05 23.6 0 0 0.3
3 5 0.44 16.3 51.7 1.6 0.23 0.4 0.01 — 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.4 0 0 0.5

5 40 0.36 42.3 189.6 140.0 1.47 0.03 0.88 0.08 2.11 0.05 18.2 0 0.1 4.6
5 0 1.80 — — 15.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 0.6 1.2 0 0 0 0 0.19 0 0 0 0.6 23.5 0 0.5

4 4 0 0 1.4 23.4 0.09 12.1 0.01 0.04 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.3
5 20 0.36 17.5 80.3 110.0 0.33 14.9 0.02 0.59 0.03 0.14 0.01 2.4 0.6 0.1 1.1
0 20 0.36 — — 15.1 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
5 39 0.35 15.2 104.5 100.0 0.60 — 0.08 0.42 0.11 0.57 0.01 19.9 0.6 0.2 2.4
0 0 0.33 — 43.3 10.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 2 0.43 6.4 60.0 56.1 0.09 0 0 0.48 0.01 0.04 0 0.3 0 0 0.2
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Sweets—continued
4771 creamy vanilla frosting, ready 

to eat
2 tablespoon(s) 35 5.3 146 0 23.8 0 5.7 1.0 1.7 2.8

536 white icing 2 tablespoon(s) 40 6.0 167 0 27.2 0 6.5 1.2 1.9 3.2
Gelatin

13697 gelatin snack, all flavors 1 item(s) 96 — 70 1.0 17.0 0 0 0 0 0
2616 sugar-free, low-calorie mixed 

fruit gelatin mix, prepared
½ cup(s) 121 — 10 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0

548 Honey 1 tablespoon(s) 21 3.6 64 0.1 17.3 0 0 0 0 0
Jams, jellies

550 Jam or preserves 1 tablespoon(s) 20 6.1 56 0.1 13.8 0.2 0 0 0 0
42199 Jams, preserves, dietetic, all 

flavors, w/sodium saccarin
1 tablespoon(s) 14 6.4 18 0 7.5 0.3 0 0 0 0

552 Jelly 1 tablespoon(s) 21 6.3 56 0 14.7 0.2 0 0 0 0
545 Marshmallows 4 item(s) 29 4.7 92 0.5 23.4 0 0.1 0 0 0

4800 Marshmallow cream 
topping

2 tablespoon(s) 40 7.9 129 0.3 31.6 0 0.1 0 0 0

555 Molasses 1 tablespoon(s) 20 4.4 58 0 14.9 0 0 0 0 0
4780 Popsicle or ice pop 1 item(s) 59 47.5 47 0.0 11.3 0 0.1 0 0 0

Sugar
559 brown sugar, packed 1 teaspoon(s) 5 0.1 17 0 4.5 0 0 0 0 0
563 Powdered sugar, sifted 1⁄3 cup(s) 33 0.1 130 0 33.2 0 0 0 0 0
561 white granulated sugar 1 teaspoon(s) 4 0 16 0 4.2 0 0 0 0 0

Sugar substitute
1760 equal sweetener, packet size 1 item(s) 1 — 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

13029 splenda granular no-calorie 
sweetener

1 teaspoon(s) 1 — 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

1759 sweet n low sugar substitute, 
packet

1 item(s) 1 0.1 4 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

Syrup
3148 chocolate syrup 2 tablespoon(s) 39 12.1 109 0.8 25.4 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0

29676 maple syrup ¼ cup(s) 79 25.5 205 0 52.8 0 0 0 0 0
4795 Pancake syrup ¼ cup(s) 80 30.4 187 0 49.2 0 0 0 0 0

Spices, Condiments, Sauces
Spices

807 allspice, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 5 0.1 1.4 0.4 0.2 0 0 0
1171 anise seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 7 0.4 1.1 0.3 0.3 0 0.2 0.1
729 bakers’ yeast, active 1 teaspoon(s) 4 0.2 13 1.6 1.6 1.1 0.3 0 0.2 0
683 baking powder, double acting 

with phosphate
1 teaspoon(s) 5 0.2 2 0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0

1611 baking soda 1 teaspoon(s) 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8552 basil 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

34959 basil, fresh 1 piece(s) 1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
808 basil, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 3 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
809 bay leaf 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0 2 0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0 0 0

11720 betel leaves 1 ounce(s) 28 — 17 1.8 2.4 0 0 — — —
11710 capers 1 teaspoon(s) 5 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1172 caraway seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 7 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.3 0 0.1 0.1
1173 celery seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 8 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.5 0 0.3 0.1
1174 chervil, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0 1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0
810 chili powder 1 teaspoon(s) 3 0.3 7 0.3 1.3 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2

8553 chives, chopped 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51420 cilantro (coriander) 1 teaspoon(s) 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
811 cinnamon, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 6 0.1 1.9 1.2 0 0 0 0
812 cloves, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 6 0.1 1.4 0.7 0.3 0.1 0 0.2
1175 coriander leaf, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0 2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0
1176 coriander seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 5 0.2 1.0 0.8 0.3 0 0.2 0
1706 cornstarch 1 tablespoon(s) 8 0.7 30 0 7.3 0.1 0 0 0 0
1177 cumin seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 8 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.5 0 0.3 0.1
11729 cumin, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 5 — 11 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.4 — — —
1178 curry powder 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 7 0.3 1.2 0.7 0.3 0 0.1 0.1
1179 dill seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 6 0.3 1.2 0.4 0.3 0 0.2 0
1180 dill weed, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 3 0.2 0.6 0.1 0 0 0 0
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 1 0.06 0.3 11.9 64.4 0.02 0 0 0.54 0.11 0.08 0 2.8 0 0 0

0 1 0.06 0.4 13.6 73.6 0.03 0 0 0.61 0.12 0.09 0 3.2 0 0 0

0 0 0 — 0 40.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 0 0 45.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 —

0 1 0.09 0.4 10.9 0.8 0.05 0 0 0 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.4 0.1 0 0.2

0 4 0.10 0.8 15.4 6.4 0.01 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0 2.2 1.8 0 0.4
0 1 0.06 0.7 9.7 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 0.2

0 1 0.04 1.3 11.3 6.3 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.4 0.2 0 0.1
0 1 0.07 0.6 1.4 23.0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0.3 0 0 0.5
0 1 0.09 0.8 2.0 32.0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0.4 0 0 0.8

0 41 0.94 48.4 292.8 7.4 0.06 0 0.01 0 0 0.19 0.13 0 0 0 3.6
0 0 0.32 0.6 8.9 4.1 0.09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 0.1

0 4 0.03 0.4 6.1 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0.02 0.0 0.7 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
0 0 0 0.0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 — 0 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 5 0.82 25.4 87.4 28.1 0.28 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.13 0 0.8 0.1 0 0.5
0 80 0.09 16.5 166.9 9.4 1.16 0 0.05 0 1.00 0.06 0 0 0 0 0.5
0 2 0.02 1.6 12.0 65.6 0.06 0 0.02 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 13 0.13 2.6 19.8 1.5 0.02 0.5 0 — 0 0.05 0 0.7 0.7 0 0.1
0 14 0.78 3.6 30.3 0.3 0.11 0.3 0.01 — 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.2 0.4 0 0.1
0 1 0.09 2.2 38.2 2.0 0.32 0 0.44 0 0.16 1.61 0.06 93.6 0 0 0.3
0 339 0.52 1.8 0.2 363.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1258.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0.03 0.6 2.6 0 0.01 2.3 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.6 0.2 0 0
0 1 0.02 0.3 1.5 0 0 1.3 0 — 0 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0
0 31 1.26 10.0 36.8 1.1 0.10 0.5 0 0.15 0.02 0.07 0.02 4.3 0 0 0
0 5 0.26 0.7 3.2 0.1 0.02 1.9 0 — 0 0.01 0.01 1.1 0.3 0 0
0 110 2.29 — 155.9 2.0 — — 0.04 — 0.07 0.20 — — 0.9 0 —
0 — — — — 105.0 — — — — — — — — — 0 —
0 14 0.34 5.4 28.4 0.4 0.12 0.4 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.2 0.4 0 0.3
0 35 0.90 8.8 28.0 3.2 0.14 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.2 0.3 0 0.2
0 8 0.19 0.8 28.4 0.5 0.05 1.8 0 — 0 0.03 0.01 1.6 0.3 0 0.2
0 9 0.45 3.9 50.7 42.6 0.11 38.6 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.7 0 0 0.5
0 1 0.02 0.4 3.0 0 0.01 2.2 0 0 0 0.01 0 1.0 0.6 0 0
0 0 0.01 0.1 1.7 0.2 0 1.1 0 0.01 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 0 0
0 23 0.19 1.4 9.9 0.2 0.04 0.3 0 0.05 0 0.03 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.1
0 13 0.25 5.4 21.4 5.8 0.05 0.2 0 0.19 0 0.03 0.01 0.5 0 0 0.2
0 7 0.25 4.2 26.8 1.3 0.03 1.8 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0 1.6 3.4 0 0.2
0 13 0.29 5.9 22.8 0.6 0.08 0 0 — 0.01 0.04 — 0 0.4 0 0.5
0 0 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
0 20 1.39 7.7 37.5 3.5 0.10 1.3 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.2 0.2 0 0.1
0 20 — — 43.6 4.8 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 10 0.59 5.1 30.9 1.0 0.08 1.0 0.01 0.44 0.01 0.07 0.02 3.1 0.2 0 0.3
0 32 0.34 5.4 24.9 0.4 0.11 0.1 0.01 — 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.2 0.4 0 0.3
0 18 0.49 4.5 33.1 2.1 0.03 2.9 0 — 0 0.03 0.02 — 0.5 0 —

PAGE KEY: A-6 5 Breads/Baked Goods  A-12 = Cereal/Rice/Pasta  A-16 = Fruit  A-22 = Vegetables/Legumes  A-32 = Nuts/Seeds  A-34 = Vegetarian  A-36 = Dairy  A-44 = Eggs  A-44 = Seafood  A-46 = Meats  A-50 = Poultry   
A-52 = Processed Meats  A-54 = Beverages  A-58 = Fats/Oils  A-60 = Sweets  A-62 = Spices/Condiments/Sauces  A-66 = Mixed Foods/Soups/Sandwiches  A-72 = Fast Food  A-90 = Convenience  A-92 = Baby Foods
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Spices, Condiments, Sauces—continued
34949 dill weed, fresh 5 piece(s) 1 0.9 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
1181 Fennel seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 7 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.3 0 0.2 0
1182 Fenugreek seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 4 0.3 12 0.9 2.2 0.9 0.2 0.1 — —
11733 garam masala, powder 1 ounce(s) 28 — 107 4.4 12.8 0 4.3 — — —
1067 garlic clove 1 item(s) 3 1.8 4 0.2 1.0 0.1 0 0 0 0
813 garlic powder 1 teaspoon(s) 3 0.2 9 0.5 2.0 0.3 0 0 0 0

1068 ginger root 2 teaspoon(s) 4 3.2 3 0.1 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 0
1183 ginger, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 6 0.2 1.3 0.3 0.1 0 0 0

35497 leeks, bulb and lower-leaf, 
freeze-dried

¼ cup(s) 1 0 3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0 0 0 0

1184 mace, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 8 0.1 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.1
1185 marjoram, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0 2 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 0 0
1186 mustard seeds, yellow 1 teaspoon(s) 3 0.2 17 0.9 0.9 0.4 1.2 0.1 0.7 0.3
814 nutmeg, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 12 0.1 1.1 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.1 0
2747 onion flakes, dehydrated 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 6 0.1 1.4 0.2 0 0 0 0
1187 onion powder 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 7 0.2 1.7 0.3 0 0 0 0
815 oregano, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 5 0.2 1.2 0.8 0.1 0 0 0
816 Paprika 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 6 0.3 1.1 0.7 0.3 0 0 0.2
817 Parsley, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 0 0 1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0
818 Pepper, black 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.3 5 0.2 1.3 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
819 Pepper, cayenne 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 6 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 0 0.2
1188 Pepper, white 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.3 7 0.2 1.6 0.6 0.1 0 0 0
1189 Poppy seeds 1 teaspoon(s) 3 0.2 15 0.5 0.8 0.5 1.2 0.1 0.2 0.8
1190 Poultry seasoning 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 5 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
1191 Pumpkin pie spice, powder 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 6 0.1 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 0
1192 rosemary, dried 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 4 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.2 0.1 0 0
11723 rosemary, fresh 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.5 1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0
2722 saffron powder 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 2 0.1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
11724 sage 1 teaspoon(s) 1 — 1 0 0.1 0 0 — — —
1193 sage, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 2 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0 0 0

30189 salt substitute ¼ teaspoon(s) 2 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30195 salt, kosher ¼ teaspoon(s) 2 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
822 salt, table ¼ teaspoon(s) 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1194 savory, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 4 0.1 1.0 0.6 0.1 0 — —
820 sesame seed kernels, toasted 1 teaspoon(s) 3 0.1 15 0.5 0.7 0.5 1.3 0.2 0.5 0.6

11725 sorrel 1 teaspoon(s) 3 — 1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 — —
11721 spearmint 1 teaspoon(s) 2 1.6 1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0
35498 sweet green peppers, freeze-dried ¼ cup(s) 2 0 5 0.3 1.1 0.3 0 0 0 0
11726 tamarind leaves 1 ounce(s) 28 — 33 1.6 5.2 0 0.6 — — —
11727 tarragon 1 ounce(s) 28 — 14 1.0 1.8 0 0.3 — — —
1195 tarragon, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.1 5 0.4 0.8 0.1 0.1 0 0 0.1
11728 thyme, fresh 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.5 1 0 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0
821 thyme, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 1 0.1 4 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.1 0 0 0
1196 turmeric, ground 1 teaspoon(s) 2 0.2 8 0.2 1.4 0.5 0.2 0.1 0 0

11995 wasabi 1 tablespoon(s) 14 10.7 10 0.7 2.3 0.2 0 — — —
Condiments

674 catsup or ketchup 1 tablespoon(s) 15 10.4 17 0.2 3.9 0 0 0 0 0
5812 catsup or ketchup, low-sodium 1 tablespoon(s) 15 10.4 15 0.3 3.8 0.3 0 0 0 0
703 dill pickle 1 ounce(s) 28 26.7 3 0.2 0.7 0.3 0 0 0 0

32128 guacamole 2 tablespoon(s) 32 25.1 42 0.7 2.1 1.1 3.8 0.6 2.4 0.4
1814 hummus ½ cup(s) 123 79.8 218 6.0 24.7 4.9 10.6 1.4 6.0 2.6
138 mayonnaise with soybean oil 1 tablespoon(s) 14 3.0 94 0.1 0.1 0 10.3 1.6 2.3 6.2
140 mayonnaise, low-calorie 1 tablespoon(s) 16 8.9 52 0.1 1.3 0 5.3 0.8 1.3 2.9

1682 mustard, brown 1 teaspoon(s) 5 4.1 5 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 — — —
700 mustard, yellow 1 teaspoon(s) 5 4.1 3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 0
706 sweet pickle relish 1 tablespoon(s) 15 9.3 20 0.1 5.3 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
141 tartar sauce 2 tablespoon(s) 29 18.8 59 0.3 3.7 0.1 4.7 0.9 1.0 2.5

Sauces
685 barbecue sauce 2 tablespoon(s) 31 17.1 54 0.3 12.7 0.3 0.2 0 0 0

40849 barbecue sauce, low-sodium 2 tablespoon(s) 31 17.1 54 0.3 12.7 0.3 0.2 0 0 0
834 cheese sauce ¼ cup(s) 63 44.4 110 4.2 4.3 0.3 8.4 3.8 2.4 1.6
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 2 0.07 0.6 7.4 0.6 0.01 3.9 0 0.02 0 0.02 0 1.5 0.9 0 —
0 24 0.37 7.7 33.9 1.8 0.07 0.1 0.01 — 0.01 0.12 0.01 — 0.4 0 —
0 7 1.24 7.1 28.5 2.5 0.09 0.1 0.01 — 0.01 0.06 0.02 2.1 0.1 0 0.2
0 215 9.24 93.6 411.1 27.5 1.07 — 0.10 — 0.09 0.71 — 0 0 —
0 5 0.05 0.8 12.0 0.5 0.03 0 0.01 0 0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.9 0 0.4
0 2 0.16 2.2 33.4 1.7 0.08 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.02 0.05 1.3 0 0 0.7
0 1 0.02 1.7 16.6 0.5 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0.03 0.01 0.4 0.2 0 0
0 2 0.36 3.9 23.8 0.5 0.07 0 0 0 0 0.17 0.01 0.2 0 0 1.0
0 3 0.06 1.3 19.2 0.3 0.01 0.1 0.01 — 0 0.03 0.01 2.9 0.9 0 0

0 4 0.24 2.8 7.9 1.4 0.04 0.7 0.01 — 0.01 0.02 0 1.3 0.4 0 0
0 12 0.50 2.1 9.1 0.5 0.02 2.4 0 0.01 0 0.02 0.01 1.6 0.3 0 0
0 9 0.30 12.2 24.4 0.4 0.20 0.1 0.03 0.17 0.01 0.16 0.01 5.3 0.2 0 6.9
0 4 0.07 4.0 7.7 0.4 0.05 0.1 0.01 0 0 0.03 0 1.7 0.1 0 0
0 4 0.03 1.5 27.1 0.4 0.03 0 0.01 0 0 0.02 0.03 2.8 1.3 0 0.1
0 8 0.08 2.4 20.7 1.5 0.09 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 1.3 0.5 0 0.3
0 29 0.66 4.9 22.7 0.5 0.05 1.5 0 0.33 0.01 0.08 0.02 4.3 0 0 0.1
0 5 0.44 3.7 47.9 1.4 0.09 51.7 0.01 0.61 0.03 0.21 0.04 1.0 0 0 0.1
0 3 0.07 1.2 8.0 1.4 0.02 0.3 0 0.03 0.01 0.03 0 0.5 0.4 0 0
0 9 0.20 3.6 27.9 0.4 0.02 0.6 0 0.02 0 0.02 0.01 0.4 0 0 0.1
0 3 0.14 2.7 36.3 0.5 0.04 37.5 0.01 0.54 0.02 0.16 0.04 1.9 1.4 0 0.2
0 6 0.34 2.2 1.8 0.1 0.03 0 0 — 0 0.01 0 0.2 0.5 0 0.1
0 40 0.27 9.7 20.1 0.7 0.22 0 0.02 0.05 0 0.03 0.01 2.3 0 0 0.4
0 15 0.53 3.4 10.3 0.4 0.05 2.0 0 0.02 0 0.04 0.02 2.1 0.2 0 0.1
0 12 0.34 2.3 11.3 0.9 0.04 0.2 0 0.03 0 0.04 0.01 0.4 0.4 0 0.2
0 15 0.35 2.6 11.5 0.6 0.04 1.9 0.01 — 0.01 0.01 0.02 3.7 0.7 0 0.1
0 2 0.05 0.6 4.7 0.2 0.01 1.0 0 — 0 0.01 0 0.8 0.2 0 —
0 1 0.08 1.8 12.1 1.0 0.01 0.2 0 — 0 0.01 0.01 0.7 0.6 0 0
0 4 — 1.1 2.7 0 0.01 — 0 — — — — — — 0 —
0 12 0.20 3.0 7.5 0.1 0.03 2.1 0.01 0.05 0 0.04 0.02 1.9 0.2 0 0
0 8 0 0 754.5 0.1 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 600.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 0 0.1 581.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 30 0.53 5.3 14.7 0.3 0.06 3.6 0.01 — — 0.06 0.03 — 0.7 0 0.1
0 3 0.21 9.2 10.8 1.0 0.27 0.1 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.15 0 2.6 0 0 0.9
0 — — — — 0.1 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 4 0.23 1.2 8.7 0.6 0.02 3.9 0 — 0 0.02 0 2.0 0.3 0 —
0 2 0.17 3.0 50.7 3.1 0.04 4.5 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.12 0.04 3.7 30.4 0 0.1
0 85 1.48 20.2 — — — — 0.07 — 0.03 1.16 — — 0.9 0 —
0 48 — 14.5 128.1 2.6 0.17 — 0.04 — — — — — 0.6 0 —
0 18 0.52 5.6 48.3 1.0 0.06 3.4 0 — 0.02 0.14 0.04 4.4 0.8 0 0.1
0 3 0.14 1.3 4.9 0.1 0.01 1.9 0 — 0 0.01 0 0.4 1.3 0 —
0 26 1.73 3.1 11.4 0.8 0.09 2.7 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.07 0.01 3.8 0.7 0 0.1
0 4 0.91 4.2 55.6 0.8 0.10 0 0 0.07 0.01 0.11 0.04 0.9 0.6 0 0.1
0 13 0.11 — — — — — 0.02 — 0.01 0.07 — — 11.2 0 —

0 2 0.06 2.3 47.3 136.1 0.04 3.9 0 0.22 0.03 0.22 0.02 1.4 0.6 0 0
0 3 0.08 2.8 57.3 3.0 0.04 7.0 0 0.22 0.02 0.21 0.02 1.5 2.3 0 0
0 12 0.10 2.0 26.1 248.1 0.03 2.6 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.3 0.2 0 0
1 12 0.27 10.2 152.1 79.1 0.13 — 0.03 0.28 0.04 0.43 0.07 — 2.5 0 0
0 60 1.92 35.7 212.8 297.7 1.34 0 0.11 0.92 0.06 0.49 0.49 72.6 9.7 0 3.0
6 1 0.03 0.1 2.8 87.6 0.02 2.2 0 0.45 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0.3
6 1 0.05 0.3 6.4 107.7 0.03 3.4 0 0.49 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0.4
0 6 0.09 0.9 6.8 68.1 0.02 0 0 0.09 0 0.01 0 — 0.1 0 —
0 3 0.08 2.5 6.9 56.8 0.03 0.2 0.02 0.02 0 0.03 0 0.3 0.1 0 1.6
0 0 0.13 0.8 3.8 121.7 0.02 9.1 0 0.09 0 0.03 0 0.2 0.2 0 0
2 7 0.07 1.7 19.0 186.8 0.03 3.1 0 0.47 0.01 0.03 0.01 1.4 0.6 0 0.3

0 10 0.20 4.1 72.5 320.9 0.05 3.4 0.01 0.25 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.6 0.2 0 0.4
0 10 0.20 4.1 72.5 41.6 0.05 3.4 0.01 0.25 0.02 0.19 0.02 2.5 0.2 0 0.4

18 116 0.13 5.7 18.9 521.6 0.62 50.4 0 — 0.07 0.02 0.01 2.5 0.3 0.1 2.0
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Spices, Condiments, Sauces—continued
32123 chili enchilada sauce, green 2 tablespoon(s) 57 53.0 15 0.6 3.1 0.7 0.3 0 0 0.1
32122 chili enchilada sauce, red 2 tablespoon(s) 32 24.5 27 1.1 5.0 2.1 0.8 0.1 0 0.4
29688 hoisin sauce 1 tablespoon(s) 16 7.1 35 0.5 7.1 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3
1641 horseradish sauce, prepared 1 teaspoon(s) 5 3.5 9 0.1 0.1 0 0.9 0.5 0.2 0

16670 mole poblano sauce ½ cup(s) 133 102.8 156 5.4 10.9 2.7 11.6 2.7 5.2 3.0
29689 oyster sauce 1 tablespoon(s) 16 12.8 8 0.2 1.7 0 0 0 0 0
1655 Pepper sauce or tabasco 1 teaspoon(s) 5 4.5 1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
347 salsa 2 tablespoon(s) 32 28.5 9 0.5 2.2 0.6 0.1 0 0 0

2835 soy sauce, low-sodium 1 tablespoon(s) 18 12.8 10 0.9 1.5 0.1 0 0 0 0
52206 soy sauce, tamari 1 tablespoon(s) 18 11.8 11 1.9 1.0 0.1 0 0 0 0
25292 sweet and sour sauce 2 tablespoon(s) 35 29.0 22 0.5 5.0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0
1613 teriyaki sauce 1 tablespoon(s) 18 12.2 16 1.1 2.8 0 0 0 0 0

25294 tomato sauce ½ cup(s) 150 133.4 61 2.4 11.2 2.7 1.6 0.2 0.4 0.8
42233 tomato sauce, no salt added ½ cup(s) 122 111.2 35 1.6 8.2 1.8 0.2 0 0 0.1
5187 white sauce, medium-thick ¼ cup(s) 59 44.3 87 2.3 5.4 0.1 6.3 1.7 2.6 1.7
1654 worcestershire sauce 1 teaspoon(s) 6 4.5 4 0 1.1 0 0 0 0 0

Vinegar
30853 balsamic 1 tablespoon(s) 15 — 10 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0

727 cider 1 tablespoon(s) 15 14.0 3 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
5176 distilled 1 tablespoon(s) 15 14.0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12948 tarragon 1 tablespoon(s) 15 14.3 3 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

Mixed Foods, Sandwiches, and Soups
Mixed dishes

16652 almond chicken 1 cup(s) 242 187.5 283 20.4 15.9 3.4 15.6 2.1 7.1 5.2
25224 barbecued chicken 1 serving(s) 177 100.1 325 27.2 15.1 0.1 17.1 4.8 6.8 3.8
25227 bean burrito 1 item(s) 147 81.7 318 16.2 30.9 5.7 14.9 8.3 4.7 1.0
9516 beef and vegetable fajita 1 item(s) 223 145.3 377 23.3 34.9 2.7 15.7 5.1 6.9 2.5

16796 beef or pork egg roll 2 item(s) 128 59.6 355 12.0 35.6 2.6 18.3 4.2 8.6 4.1
73314 beef stew w/potatoes & vegetables 1 cup(s) 252 214.4 161 18.0 12.9 1.7 4.0 1.6 1.9 0.3
30233 beef stroganoff with noodles 1 cup(s) 256 192.9 330 19.7 22.1 1.5 18.0 6.6 5.5 3.2
16651 cashew chicken 1 cup(s) 242 187.5 283 20.4 15.9 3.4 15.6 2.1 7.1 5.2
30274 cheese pizza with vegetables, 

thin crust
2 slice(s) 224 101.7 603 25.4 63.0 5.4 27.8 12.2 7.2 6.0

30330 cheese quesadilla 1 item(s) 142 51.9 484 20.0 37.3 1.8 28.2 13.8 9.7 3.5
25240 chicken and noodles 1 cup(s) 227 163.7 176 18.3 15.2 0.8 4.2 1.0 1.7 1.0
30239 chicken and vegetables with 

broccoli, onion, bamboo 
shoots in soy based sauce

1 cup(s) 217 164.8 289 22.9 10.6 2.8 17.2 3.0 6.6 6.4

25093 chicken cacciatore 1 cup(s) 244 176.2 283 29.8 5.4 1.3 15.3 4.3 6.2 3.3
28020 chicken fried turkey steak 3 ounce(s) 85 62.7 115 12.7 11.3 0.7 1.8 0.5 0.3 0.7

218 chicken pot pie 1 cup(s) 252 147.9 539 15.3 58.0 3.0 27.3 9.1 9.3 3.5
30240 chicken teriyaki 1 cup(s) 244 153.2 451 66.5 4.7 0 16.6 4.6 5.9 3.8
25119 chicken waldorf salad ½ cup(s) 100 67.5 179 14.0 6.5 1.0 10.9 1.8 3.2 5.0
25099 chili con carne ¾ cup(s) 215 174.7 196 13.7 20.9 6.6 6.9 2.6 3.0 0.5
1062 coleslaw ¾ cup(s) 90 73.4 70 1.2 11.2 1.3 2.3 0.3 0.6 1.2
1574 crab cakes, from blue crab 1 item(s) 60 42.6 93 12.1 0.3 0 4.5 0.9 1.7 1.4

32144 enchiladas with green chili 
sauce (enchiladas verdes)

1 item(s) 144 103.8 207 9.3 17.6 2.6 11.7 6.4 3.6 1.0

2793 Falafel patty 3 item(s) 51 17.7 170 6.8 16.2 — 9.1 1.2 5.2 2.1
28546 Fettuccine alfredo 1 cup(s) 240 87.2 267 12.3 45.8 1.8 3.5 1.8 0.8 0.4
32146 Flautas 3 item(s) 162 78.0 438 24.9 36.3 4.1 21.6 8.2 8.8 2.3
29629 Fried rice with meat or poultry 1 cup(s) 198 122.0 323 17.1 52.2 1.8 4.9 1.1 1.4 1.8
16649 general tso chicken 1 cup(s) 146 65.9 431 18.8 35.0 1.3 23.9 4.0 5.7 11.0
1826 green salad ¾ cup(s) 104 98.9 17 1.3 3.3 2.2 0.1 0 0 0

16650 Kung Pao chicken 1 cup(s) 162 87.1 436 28.9 11.4 2.3 30.7 4.5 13.0 11.8
16622 lamb curry 1 cup(s) 236 157.6 474 25.6 11.1 2.6 37.1 6.7 14.9 13.3
25253 lasagna with ground beef 1 cup(s) 238 157.2 288 17.6 22.2 2.5 14.6 7.6 4.8 0.8
442 macaroni and cheese, prepared 1 cup(s) 243 144.7 484 18.5 54.2 2.7 21.0 8.4 7.2 3.7

29637 meat filled ravioli with tomato 
or meat sauce, canned

1 cup(s) 251 196.5 248 8.6 34.5 4.0 8.6 3.6 4.0 0.6

25105 meat loaf 1 slice(s) 115 84.6 244 17.0 6.6 0.4 15.9 6.1 6.9 0.8
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 5 0.36 9.5 125.7 61.9 0.11 — 0.03 0 0.02 0.63 0.06 — 43.9 0 0
0 7 1.05 11.1 231.3 113.8 0.14 — 0.02 0 0.22 0.61 0.34 — 0.3 0 0.3
0 5 0.16 3.8 19.0 258.4 0.05 0 0 0.04 0.03 0.19 0.01 3.7 0.1 0 0.3
2 5 0.01 0.5 6.6 15.8 0.02 8.0 0 0.02 0.01 0 0 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
1 36 1.56 58.3 278.3 294.1 1.06 13.3 0.07 1.76 0.09 1.95 0.09 14.6 3.6 0.1 2.1
0 5 0.03 0.6 8.6 437.3 0.01 0 0 0 0.02 0.24 0 2.4 0 0.1 0.7
0 1 0.05 0.6 6.0 29.8 0.01 3.9 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.2 0 0
0 10 0.13 4.8 91.2 225.6 0.06 7.7 0.01 0.39 0.01 0.36 0.06 1.3 0.6 0 0.3
0 3 0.36 6.1 32.4 599.9 0.07 0 0.01 0 0.02 0.60 0.03 2.9 0 0 0.1
0 4 0.43 7.2 37.9 999.3 0.08 0 0.01 0 0.03 0.71 0.04 3.2 0 0 0.1
0 5 0.20 3.1 51.2 183.6 0.05 0 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.33 0.02 2.3 1.4 0 1.4
0 5 0.31 11.0 40.5 689.9 0.02 0 0.01 0 0.01 0.23 0.02 1.4 0 0 0.2
0 28 1.36 26.2 573.3 265.2 0.40 0 0.06 2.11 0.07 1.58 0.16 20.4 19.6 0 1.9
0 16 1.24 19.5 403.8 13.4 0.24 26.8 0.03 1.73 0.08 1.19 0.12 13.4 8.5 0 0.2
4 70 0.20 8.3 92.3 209.4 0.24 61.5 0.04 0.17 0.11 0.24 0.02 6.0 0.5 0.2 2.4
0 6 0.30 0.7 45.4 55.6 0.01 0.3 0 0 0.01 0.04 0 0.5 0.7 0 0

— 0 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 1 0.03 0.7 10.9 0.7 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0.1 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0.1
0 0 0.08 — 2.4 0.8 — — 0.08 — 0.08 0.08 — — 0.3 0 —

44 63 1.55 55.7 617.1 532.4 1.33 33.9 0.07 3.97 0.24 9.03 0.53 29.0 5.8 0.2 23.2
120 26 1.56 30.0 372.8 476.7 2.68 0 0.07 1.12 0.26 6.89 0.39 25.8 5.0 0.3 19.3
38 331 2.91 47.3 451.1 548.1 1.85 0 0.27 1.42 0.27 1.80 0.20 132.3 4.4 0.3 15.3
58 98 3.46 35.7 468.3 876.4 3.66 17.8 0.35 1.07 0.17 7.01 0.44 133.8 23.0 0.8 33.9
17 41 1.87 24.3 256.0 633.6 1.09 471.0 0.29 0.41 0.13 2.72 0.21 124.2 35.3 0.2 27.5
38 30 2.20 32.8 484.2 589.5 4.31 178.4 0.13 0.24 0.23 5.02 0.24 25.1 8.7 1.5 15.6
74 77 2.82 35.8 378.9 829.4 3.58 66.6 0.24 1.36 0.25 6.39 0.28 87.0 1.0 0.7 33.5
44 63 1.55 55.7 617.1 532.4 1.33 33.9 0.07 3.97 0.24 9.03 0.53 29.0 5.8 0.2 23.2
54 569 3.65 49.3 436.8 1480.6 3.18 143.4 0.41 2.64 0.33 5.32 0.17 266.6 12.5 1.1 39.6

60 487 2.77 31.2 215.8 1036.6 2.17 154.8 0.28 0.89 0.30 2.42 0.08 102.2 6.2 0.3 24.9
49 45 1.34 25.3 275.7 399.5 0.96 58.2 0.18 0.41 0.18 8.21 0.31 71.4 0.7 0.4 25.4
61 54 1.59 34.7 429.7 557.7 1.87 342.9 0.10 2.52 0.21 5.54 0.41 54.3 26.9 0.2 16.9

109 49 2.35 39.4 471.4 488.9 2.14 0 0.11 1.39 0.22 9.75 0.59 25.3 8.6 0.3 22.2
25 64 1.21 17.7 205.8 129.7 1.03 4.0 0.14 0.06 0.17 3.28 0.20 29.1 0.4 0.3 14.8
60 73 2.77 35.3 312.5 957.6 1.41 138.6 0.58 0.40 0.28 5.62 0.30 126.0 0.8 0.8 17.9

200 41 3.22 75.6 612.4 1361.5 4.73 36.6 0.16 0.61 0.42 20.90 1.03 14.6 0 0.7 49.5
42 20 0.78 23.7 196.1 245.7 1.13 0 0.04 0.58 0.10 4.05 0.25 13.1 1.7 0.2 10.6
27 44 3.17 50.0 645.1 788.7 3.44 0 0.13 1.38 0.24 3.02 0.24 31.0 10.2 0.6 6.6
7 41 0.53 9.0 162.9 20.7 0.18 47.7 0.06 — 0.06 0.24 0.11 24.3 29.4 0 0.6

90 63 0.65 19.8 194.4 198.0 2.45 34.2 0.05 — 0.05 1.74 0.10 36.6 1.7 3.6 24.4
27 266 1.08 38.5 251.4 276.3 1.27 — 0.07 0.03 0.16 1.28 0.18 — 59.3 0.2 6.0

0 28 1.74 41.8 298.4 149.9 0.76 0.5 0.07 — 0.08 0.53 0.06 53.0 0.8 0 0.5
10 181 1.55 36.3 167.2 412.1 1.36 0 0.34 0.09 0.34 2.69 0.10 221.3 0.8 0.5 38.4
73 146 2.66 61.3 222.9 885.7 3.44 0 0.10 0.10 0.17 3.00 0.27 — 0 1.2 36.7
63 28 1.52 25.7 223.7 689.0 1.58 17.8 0.05 0.34 0.08 5.14 0.23 11.9 0 0.1 22.2
77 18 1.69 26.3 293.5 635.1 1.90 16.1 0.04 1.77 0.17 4.16 0.29 21.9 2.3 0.3 21.0

0 13 0.65 11.4 178.0 26.9 0.22 59.0 0.03 — 0.05 0.57 0.08 38.3 24.0 0 0.4
65 50 1.94 63.2 432.5 895.9 1.52 38.9 0.15 3.73 0.15 13.05 0.58 42.1 7.5 0.3 23.0
78 45 3.68 54.3 835.4 1064.4 6.04 30.7 0.10 5.90 0.31 7.52 0.28 30.7 14.6 2.5 28.1
66 226 2.22 39.6 438.3 495.6 2.87 0 0.20 1.14 0.29 3.07 0.20 91.1 9.6 1.1 26.1
39 671 2.55 48.6 301.3 928.3 1.99 226.0 0.40 1.36 0.52 2.73 0.12 126.4 0 0.6 44.2
13 33 2.63 32.6 424.2 888.5 1.13 37.7 0.14 1.38 0.15 3.23 0.16 70.3 0 0.4 24.1

85 63 1.95 21.8 295.6 422.2 3.42 0 0.08 0.09 0.29 3.77 0.14 29.0 0.4 1.6 17.2
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Mixed Foods, Sandwiches, and Soups—continued
16646 moo shi pork 1 cup(s) 151 77.6 504 18.9 5.2 0.6 45.4 6.8 18.2 18.6
16788 nachos with beef, beans, 

cheese, tomatoes and onions
1 serving(s) 195 102.8 505 23.0 35.4 4.9 30.8 12.2 10.2 5.6

6116 Pepperoni pizza 2 slice(s) 142 66.1 362 20.2 39.7 2.9 13.9 4.5 6.3 2.3
29601 Pizza with meat and 

vegetables, thin crust
2 slice(s) 232 97.7 698 30.0 60.5 4.9 37.2 15.5 11.3 6.7

655 Potato salad ½ cup(s) 125 95.0 179 3.3 14.0 1.6 10.3 1.8 3.1 4.7
25109 salisbury steaks with 

mushroom sauce
1 serving(s) 135 101.8 250 17.0 9.5 0.5 15.4 6.0 6.7 0.8

16637 shrimp creole with rice 1 cup(s) 243 178.2 296 24.7 27.6 1.7 8.9 1.6 3.6 3.0
41866 spaghetti and meatballs, canned 1 cup(s) 248 196.7 241 11.1 27.0 — 9.9 3.6 4.0 1.2
28585 spicy thai noodles (pad thai) 8 ounce(s) 227 72.7 218 8.8 35.1 3.0 6.4 0.8 3.4 1.7
33073 stir fried pork and vegetables 

with rice
1 cup(s) 236 173.9 351 15.4 33.7 1.8 16.3 5.6 7.0 2.6

28588 stuffed shells 2 ½ item(s) 249 157.6 242 15.1 27.7 2.7 8.2 3.1 3.0 1.3
16821 sushi with egg in seaweed 6 piece(s) 156 116.7 192 8.9 20.0 0.3 7.8 2.1 3.2 1.9
16819 sushi with vegetables and fish 6 piece(s) 156 97.6 236 6.9 48.1 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
16820 sushi with vegetables in seaweed 6 piece(s) 156 109.4 187 3.5 41.0 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
25266 sweet and sour pork ¾ cup(s) 249 206.0 265 29.3 16.9 1.0 8.1 2.7 3.6 1.4
16824 tabouli, tabbouleh or tabuli 1 cup(s) 160 124.1 198 2.6 15.5 3.7 15.0 2.1 10.7 1.7
25276 three bean salad ½ cup(s) 99 82.3 96 1.9 9.6 2.6 6.0 0.8 1.6 3.2
160 tuna salad ½ cup(s) 103 64.7 192 16.4 9.6 0 9.5 1.6 3.0 4.2

25241 turkey and noodles 1 cup(s) 227 162.4 193 17.1 15.2 0.8 6.6 1.7 2.5 1.6
16794 Vegetable egg roll 2 item(s) 128 63.3 323 8.0 38.6 3.3 15.3 3.2 7.3 3.8
16818 Vegetable sushi, no fish 6 piece(s) 156 92.1 256 4.2 56.7 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1

Sandwiches
1744 bacon, lettuce and tomato 

with mayonnaise
1 item(s) 164 95.8 346 11.7 35.7 2.5 17.4 3.7 5.4 6.6

30287 bologna and cheese with 
margarine

1 item(s) 111 45.7 339 13.6 29.9 1.4 18.0 7.0 5.7 3.3

30286 bologna with margarine 1 item(s) 83 33.4 251 8.8 27.2 1.4 11.6 3.3 3.9 2.9
16546 cheese 1 item(s) 83 31.2 254 9.4 27.9 1.4 11.5 4.5 2.9 3.1
8789 cheeseburger, large, plain 1 item(s) 166 70.8 506 28.7 34.5 2.3 28.3 11.2 9.2 0.9
8624 cheeseburger, large, with bacon, 

vegetables and condiments
1 item(s) 195 91.4 550 30.8 36.8 2.5 30.9 11.9 10.6 1.3

1745 club with bacon, chicken, 
tomato, lettuce and mayonnaise

1 item(s) 246 137.8 546 40.4 40.1 2.7 24.0 5.6 7.6 8.5

1908 cold cut submarine with 
cheese and vegetables

1 item(s) 228 131.8 456 21.8 51.0 2.0 18.6 6.8 8.2 2.3

30247 corned beef 1 item(s) 130 74.1 268 18.8 25.6 1.7 9.4 3.6 3.4 1.2
25283 egg salad 1 item(s) 126 72.0 278 10.4 28.5 1.5 13.4 3.0 4.0 4.8
16686 Fried egg 1 item(s) 96 49.2 225 10.7 26.2 1.4 8.1 2.2 3.0 2.3
16547 grilled cheese 1 item(s) 83 27.8 282 9.4 28.0 1.4 14.6 5.2 5.2 3.2
16659 gyro with onion and tomato 1 item(s) 390 255.6 593 44.2 73.7 3.9 12.2 4.4 4.3 1.6
1906 ham and cheese 1 item(s) 146 74.2 352 20.7 33.3 2.0 15.5 6.4 6.7 1.4
31890 ham with mayonnaise 1 item(s) 112 55.8 272 13.7 28.0 2.1 11.4 2.7 3.9 4.0
756 hamburger, double patty, large, 

with condiments and vegetables
1 item(s) 226 121.5 540 34.3 40.3 — 26.6 10.5 10.3 2.8

8793 hamburger, large, plain 1 item(s) 137 57.7 426 22.6 31.7 1.5 22.9 8.4 9.9 2.1
8795 hamburger, large, with 

vegetables and condiments
1 item(s) 218 121.4 512 25.8 40.0 3.1 27.4 10.4 11.4 2.2

25134 hot chicken salad 1 item(s) 98 48.8 239 15.6 23.4 1.1 8.8 2.8 2.6 2.8
25133 hot turkey salad 1 item(s) 98 50.4 221 16.0 23.4 1.1 6.6 2.2 1.8 2.3
1411 hotdog with bun, plain 1 item(s) 98 52.9 242 10.4 18.0 1.6 14.5 5.1 6.9 1.7

30249 Pastrami 1 item(s) 134 82.6 221 16.5 26.6 1.7 4.8 1.8 1.4 0.9
16701 Peanut butter 1 item(s) 93 24.2 337 13.0 37.4 3.4 16.1 3.4 7.1 5.0
30306 Peanut butter and jelly 1 item(s) 93 24.7 323 11.0 41.6 3.1 13.7 2.9 6.1 4.2
1909 roast beef submarine with 

mayonnaise and vegetables
1 item(s) 216 127.4 410 28.6 44.3 — 13.0 7.1 1.8 2.6

1910 roast beef, plain 1 item(s) 139 67.6 346 21.5 33.4 1.2 13.8 3.6 6.8 1.7
1907 steak with mayonnaise and 

vegetables
1 item(s) 204 104.2 459 30.3 52.0 2.3 14.1 3.8 5.3 3.3

25288 tuna salad 1 item(s) 179 102.2 415 24.1 28.9 1.6 22.2 3.6 5.5 11.4
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

157 32 1.40 27.2 350.3 1051.0 1.78 54.4 0.51 5.54 0.41 4.04 0.44 18.1 7.9 0.5 31.0
74 310 2.89 93.6 481.6 520.7 4.60 115.1 0.09 2.42 0.26 2.92 0.37 50.7 5.7 1.6 17.5

28 129 1.87 17.0 305.3 533.9 1.04 105.1 0.27 — 0.47 6.09 0.11 92.7 3.3 0.4 26.1
79 554 3.83 51.0 471.0 1719.1 3.85 136.9 0.47 2.55 0.38 6.20 0.20 257.5 9.0 1.4 45.0

85 24 0.81 18.8 317.5 661.3 0.39 40.0 0.10 — 0.08 1.11 0.18 8.8 12.5 0 5.1
60 77 2.00 23.7 308.4 369.1 3.47 0 0.11 0.03 0.30 4.00 0.14 33.3 0.3 1.7 16.9

262 192 4.59 51.0 291.6 984.2 2.48 75.3 0.24 2.45 0.09 3.19 0.24 136.1 14.8 0.8 58.3
17 89 3.03 34.7 498.5 781.2 1.36 47.1 0.24 1.17 0.21 5.54 0.18 — 5.5 0.6 23.6
37 32 1.55 49.2 183.9 587.1 1.06 0 0.17 1.29 0.13 1.85 0.17 55.7 16.0 0.1 3.2
46 40 2.66 32.8 400.0 569.4 2.08 0 0.51 0.60 0.20 5.00 0.30 163.1 18.3 0.4 22.5

30 194 2.50 54.3 382.8 466.6 1.48 0 0.24 1.87 0.30 3.77 0.28 161.0 9.8 0.2 29.9
187 45 1.79 18.7 137.3 455.5 1.06 115.4 0.12 0.89 0.28 1.31 0.15 82.7 1.9 0.5 20.0

12 23 2.12 18.7 115.4 424.3 0.65 7.8 0.23 0.23 0.04 2.37 0.11 135.7 0.9 0.3 14.8
0 17 1.54 17.2 85.8 154.4 0.69 10.9 0.20 0.08 0.04 1.89 0.13 120.1 2.2 0 10.1

74 41 1.72 34.0 612.1 623.9 2.52 0 0.80 0.73 0.37 6.69 0.65 14.6 9.8 0.7 49.7
0 32 1.20 35.2 246.4 798.4 0.48 54.4 0.07 2.43 0.04 1.12 0.11 32.0 25.3 0 0.5
0 27 0.96 15.5 145.0 207.4 0.53 0 0.04 0.94 0.06 0.26 0.06 25.0 9.2 0 2.5

13 17 1.02 19.5 182.4 412.0 0.57 24.6 0.03 — 0.07 6.87 0.08 8.2 2.3 1.2 42.2
53 50 1.74 23.3 283.1 396.6 1.85 84.2 0.17 0.30 0.22 4.60 0.22 78.0 0.8 0.8 27.1
0 55 2.36 32.0 302.1 677.1 0.67 199.7 0.30 0.73 0.18 2.40 0.17 130.6 16.5 0.1 15.6
0 20 2.43 17.2 90.5 425.9 0.70 0 0.27 0.06 0.04 2.47 0.10 156.0 0.2 0 9.7

21 82 2.43 29.5 344.4 944.6 1.08 42.6 0.34 1.16 0.26 4.42 0.21 108.2 10.2 0.2 27.9

39 518 2.47 26.6 213.1 894.7 1.64 73.3 0.35 0.57 0.29 3.25 0.18 96.6 0.2 0.9 22.8

17 159 2.21 17.4 143.6 534.5 1.05 10.0 0.34 0.34 0.18 3.17 0.15 91.3 0.2 0.5 18.1
22 486 2.11 21.6 126.2 627.5 1.00 66.4 0.29 0.58 0.23 2.53 0.10 93.8 0 0.4 15.9
93 277 4.02 39.8 360.2 884.8 5.16 — 0.32 — 0.69 7.42 0.44 129.5 0.0 2.5 34.9
98 267 4.04 44.8 464.1 1314.3 5.21 — 0.34 — 0.68 8.25 0.47 122.8 1.4 2.4 6.6

96 221 4.08 54.1 511.7 949.6 2.24 36.9 0.57 1.35 0.35 17.36 0.74 147.6 4.7 0.6 51.7

36 189 2.51 68.4 394.4 1650.7 2.58 70.7 1.00 — 0.80 5.49 0.14 109.4 12.3 1.1 30.8

44 139 3.02 20.8 135.2 1099.8 2.28 2.6 0.28 0.21 0.20 3.69 0.11 92.3 0.3 0.8 33.4
217 106 2.58 18.6 145.0 494.1 0.94 0 0.27 1.10 0.44 2.27 0.16 112.1 0.7 0.6 24.5
174 164 2.71 19.2 126.7 348.5 1.05 95.0 0.30 0.68 0.34 2.56 0.13 112.3 0 0.4 25.9
21 491 2.13 21.6 128.6 669.0 1.00 131.1 0.22 1.09 0.22 2.30 0.06 62.3 0 0.2 15.9
98 179 5.66 78.0 799.5 873.6 7.99 35.1 0.85 1.09 0.69 14.11 0.62 234.0 12.5 2.5 70.2
58 130 3.24 16.1 290.5 770.9 1.37 96.4 0.31 0.29 0.48 2.69 0.20 78.8 2.8 0.5 23.1
32 150 2.44 24.6 213.9 986.7 1.16 5.6 0.61 0.49 0.22 4.05 0.26 94.1 2.1 0.2 22.6

122 102 5.85 49.7 569.5 791.0 5.67 — 0.36 — 0.38 7.57 0.54 110.7 1.1 4.1 25.5

71 74 3.58 27.4 267.1 474.0 4.11 0 0.29 — 0.29 6.25 0.23 80.8 0 2.1 27.1
87 96 4.93 43.6 479.6 824.0 4.88 — 0.41 — 0.37 7.28 0.33 115.5 2.6 2.4 33.6

39 114 1.93 20.4 150.3 469.7 1.22 0 0.20 0.31 0.23 4.94 0.20 79.5 0.2 0.3 16.9
37 113 2.04 21.8 166.9 459.2 1.09 0 0.19 0.25 0.21 4.36 0.23 79.6 0.2 0.3 20.3
44 24 2.31 12.7 143.1 670.3 1.98 0 0.24 — 0.27 3.65 0.05 60.8 0.1 0.5 26.0
36 142 3.19 22.8 178.2 1069.3 3.10 4.0 0.31 0.20 0.22 4.78 0.17 93.8 0.4 1.0 21.0

0 181 2.86 59.5 255.8 447.3 1.36 0 0.37 2.65 0.19 6.85 0.21 132.1 0 0 15.9
0 154 2.45 51.2 225.1 384.1 1.16 0 0.31 2.25 0.16 5.82 0.18 112.5 0.1 0 13.6

73 41 2.81 67.0 330.5 844.6 4.38 30.2 0.41 — 0.41 5.96 0.32 88.6 5.6 1.8 25.7

51 54 4.23 30.6 315.5 792.3 3.39 11.1 0.38 — 0.31 5.87 0.26 68.1 2.1 1.2 29.2
73 92 5.16 49.0 524.3 797.6 4.53 — 0.41 — 0.37 7.30 0.37 128.5 5.5 1.6 42.0

53 97 3.23 35.6 296.5 794.9 1.09 0 0.27 1.76 0.27 12.29 0.48 99.6 1.1 2.4 71.5
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Mixed Foods, Sandwiches, and Soups—continued
30283 turkey submarine with cheese, 

lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise
1 item(s) 277 167.2 529 29.3 50.9 3.0 22.9 6.5 5.8 8.3

31891 turkey with mayonnaise 1 item(s) 143 73.9 330 29.1 26.7 1.4 11.1 2.4 2.5 4.9
Soups

25296 bean 1 cup(s) 243 204.8 153 10.8 23.2 8.2 1.9 0.5 0.7 0.6
711 bean with pork, condensed, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 266 227.0 168 7.7 22.1 7.7 5.7 1.5 2.1 1.8

713 beef noodle, condensed, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 244 224.9 83 4.7 8.7 0.7 3.0 1.1 1.2 0.5

825 cheese, condensed, prepared 
with milk

1 cup(s) 251 206.9 231 9.5 16.2 1.0 14.6 9.1 4.1 0.5

826 chicken broth, condensed, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 244 234.1 39 4.9 0.9 0 1.4 0.4 0.6 0.3

25297 chicken noodle soup 1 cup(s) 241 218.2 99 9.1 9.2 0.8 2.5 0.7 0.9 0.6
827 chicken noodle, condensed, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 248 232.7 62 3.1 7.3 0.5 2.4 0.6 1.0 0.7

724 chicken noodle, dehydrated, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 245 230.7 56 2.1 9.0 0.2 1.3 0.3 0.5 0.4

1769 chicken noodle, low-sodium, 
condensed, prepared with water

1 cup(s) 248 232.7 62 3.1 7.3 0.5 2.4 0.6 1.0 0.7

823 cream of asparagus, condensed, 
prepared with milk

1 cup(s) 248 213.3 161 6.3 16.4 0.7 8.2 3.3 2.1 2.2

824 cream of celery, condensed, 
prepared with milk

1 cup(s) 248 214.4 164 5.7 14.5 0.7 9.7 3.9 2.5 2.7

708 cream of chicken, condensed, 
prepared with milk

1 cup(s) 248 210.4 191 7.5 15.0 0.2 11.5 4.6 4.5 1.6

715 cream of chicken, condensed, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 244 221.1 117 3.4 9.3 0.2 7.4 2.1 3.3 1.5

709 cream of mushroom, 
condensed, prepared with milk

1 cup(s) 252 219.3 161 5.9 14.5 0.8 9.0 2.8 2.2 3.6

716 cream of mushroom, condensed, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 248 229.3 97 1.6 8.3 0.7 6.4 1.2 1.5 3.5

9558 cream of mushroom, low-sodium, 
canned, ready to serve

1 cup(s) 244 218.1 139 2.5 15.6 0 7.4 2.0 1.6 3.3

25298 cream of vegetable 1 cup(s) 260 229.2 151 6.4 13.8 1.7 7.9 1.4 4.2 1.8
16689 egg drop 1 cup(s) 244 226.6 66 2.8 10.5 1.0 1.5 0.4 0.5 0.3
25138 golden squash 1 cup(s) 258 224.0 144 7.5 20.6 1.5 3.9 0.7 2.1 0.9
16663 hot and sour 1 cup(s) 244 221.2 95 6.3 10.6 1.2 3.0 0.6 0.7 0.8
28054 lentil chowder 1 cup(s) 248 204.1 168 10.8 30.9 13.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3
28560 macaroni and bean 1 cup(s) 246 138.8 147 6.6 23.3 5.0 3.5 0.5 2.2 0.5

714 manhattan clam chowder, 
condensed, prepared with water

1 cup(s) 249 229.7 75 2.1 11.9 1.5 2.1 0.4 0.4 1.3

28561 minestrone 1 cup(s) 240 184.6 105 5.2 17.3 4.8 2.2 0.3 1.4 0.3
717 minestrone, condensed, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 241 220.1 82 4.3 11.2 1.0 2.5 0.6 0.7 1.1

53690 minestrone, reduced sodium, 
canned, ready to serve

1 cup(s) 241 210.4 120 4.8 21.7 5.8 1.9 0.3 0.7 0.6

28038 mushroom & wild rice 1 cup(s) 241 196.6 88 4.7 13.3 1.6 0.3 0.1 0 0.1
828 new england clam chowder, 

condensed, prepared with milk
1 cup(s) 252 215.4 154 8.2 18.8 0.8 5.1 2.8 0.7 1.3

75714 new england clam chowder, 
reduced sodium, canned, ready 
to serve

1 cup(s) 256 221.5 179 6.0 14.5 2.0 10.8 1.8 2.3 5.1

28036 new england style clam chowder 1 cup(s) 254 235.0 67 3.0 11.5 1.2 0.1 0 0 0
28566 old country pasta 1 cup(s) 245 175.9 151 6.5 21.0 3.4 3.4 1.6 2.1 0.7

725 onion, dehydrated, prepared 
with water

1 cup(s) 230 220.3 28 0.7 6.4 0.7 0 0 0 0

16667 shrimp gumbo 1 cup(s) 244 207.2 163 8.9 18.3 2.9 6.8 3.9 1.6 0.6
28037 southwestern corn chowder 1 cup(s) 240 211.2 109 4.8 19.7 2.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.2
30282 soybean (miso) 1 cup(s) 240 218.8 84 6.0 7.8 1.9 3.4 0.6 1.2 1.3
25140 split pea 1 cup(s) 165 116.6 83 4.5 18.5 1.5 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
718 split pea with ham, condensed, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 253 206.9 190 10.3 28.0 2.3 4.4 1.8 1.8 0.6

32411 split pea with ham, reduced 
sodium & fat, ready to serve

1 cup(s) 243 196.8 185 12.6 27.5 — 2.7 0.7 1.0 0.5
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Appendix A

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

66 521 4.68 52.6 567.8 1795.0 2.63 105.3 0.70 1.36 0.60 4.38 0.33 166.2 11.6 0.7 44.9

64 162 3.42 34.3 307.5 471.9 3.00 5.7 0.34 0.74 0.28 7.05 0.46 98.7 0 0.3 42.2

4 63 2.35 45.2 491.2 539.4 1.12 28.0 0.24 0.23 0.13 3.00 0.16 116.2 2.1 0.2 4.3
3 82 2.00 45.2 391.0 928.3 1.01 45.2 0.09 1.14 0.03 0.55 0.04 31.9 1.6 0 8.2

5 20 1.07 7.3 97.6 793.0 1.51 12.2 0.07 1.22 0.06 1.04 0.04 29.3 0.5 0.2 7.3

48 289 0.80 20.1 341.4 1019.1 0.68 358.9 0.06 — 0.33 0.50 0.08 10.0 1.3 0.4 7.0

0 10 0.51 2.4 209.8 746.6 0.24 0 0.01 0.05 0.07 3.35 0.02 4.9 0 0.2 0

19 22 1.03 13.6 283.4 631.4 0.68 54.2 0.13 0.18 0.13 4.74 0.12 46.8 1.1 0.3 10.3
12 15 1.64 9.9 54.6 865.5 0.40 27.3 0.14 0.07 0.11 1.34 0.05 29.8 0 0 11.9

10 5 0.49 7.3 31.9 561.0 0.20 2.5 0.20 0.12 0.07 1.06 0.02 27.0 0 0 9.3

12 15 1.64 9.9 54.6 429.0 0.40 27.3 0.14 0.07 0.11 1.34 0.05 29.8 0 0 11.9

22 174 0.87 19.8 359.6 1041.6 0.92 62.0 0.10 — 0.28 0.88 0.06 29.8 4.0 0.5 8.0

32 186 0.69 22.3 310.0 674.6 0.20 114.1 0.07 — 0.25 0.44 0.06 7.4 1.5 0.5 4.7

27 181 0.67 17.4 272.8 897.8 0.67 178.6 0.07 — 0.26 0.92 0.07 7.4 1.2 0.5 8.0

10 34 0.61 2.4 87.8 846.7 0.63 163.5 0.03 — 0.06 0.82 0.02 2.4 0.2 0.1 7.0

10 171 0.25 17.6 259.6 899.6 0.78 75.6 0.07 0.65 0.26 0.54 0.07 7.6 0.3 0.7 6.8

0 17 0.22 5.0 76.9 843.2 0.15 2.5 0.01 0.60 0.02 0.42 0.02 2.5 0 0 3.5

8 33 0 — 155.6 61.4 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

1 71 1.10 16.3 311.2 694.3 0.55 202.3 0.10 1.35 0.19 2.99 0.10 49.2 9.2 0.3 4.5
56 17 0.63 4.9 53.7 902.8 0.22 48.8 0.05 0.32 0.05 0.38 0.05 17.1 15.9 0.1 1.0

4 261 0.76 42.4 522.3 496.7 0.92 0 0.18 1.39 0.38 1.15 0.16 42.9 10.5 0.9 7.9
51 46 1.56 22.0 134.2 917.4 0.54 22.0 0.06 0.95 0.08 1.24 0.16 19.5 0 0.2 1.0
0 54 3.86 64.9 660.5 28.3 2.00 0 0.38 0.98 0.11 1.82 0.33 195.9 13.1 0 3.7
0 70 1.92 35.6 270.1 519.7 0.89 0 0.14 1.33 0.14 1.42 0.13 92.3 4.9 0 9.3
2 27 1.59 10.0 184.3 562.7 0.90 49.8 0.03 1.25 0.04 0.79 0.10 10.0 4.0 3.9 9.2

0 71 1.80 31.8 264.9 434.9 0.74 0 0.10 1.12 0.10 0.69 0.10 61.8 10.9 0 4.0
2 34 0.92 7.2 313.3 612.1 0.75 118.1 0.05 — 0.04 0.94 0.10 50.6 1.2 0 8.0

0 48 1.73 31.3 448.2 518.1 0.77 79.5 0.14 1.69 0.10 1.54 0.14 37.8 13.7 0 5.1

0 29 1.11 27.3 347.4 281.1 0.93 0 0.06 0.16 0.22 3.03 0.15 26.9 3.8 0.1 4.9
18 176 3.05 30.2 451.1 688.0 1.08 93.2 0.20 0.55 0.44 2.00 0.18 22.7 5.3 12.2 11.1

8 36 1.43 33.3 862.7 496.6 0.69 20.5 0.04 1.02 0.04 1.08 0.33 15.4 8.4 2.4 11.0

4 74 1.06 29.6 465.3 349.9 0.45 0 0.07 0.41 0.11 0.93 0.17 16.1 10.0 6.1 6.2
7 55 2.44 50.7 472.7 346.8 0.76 0 0.20 0.94 0.16 2.55 0.26 102.3 18.8 0.1 9.2
0 21 0.12 9.2 71.3 795.8 0.12 0 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.14 0.06 0 0.2 0 0.5

90 132 2.90 46.4 429.4 646.6 1.12 65.9 0.17 1.63 0.13 2.21 0.24 104.9 18.5 0.2 17.6
1 83 0.94 26.1 417.2 208.9 0.58 0 0.09 0.28 0.15 1.75 0.24 32.9 35.9 0.3 2.1
0 62 1.82 38.4 367.2 976.8 0.77 230.4 0.06 0.96 0.16 2.62 0.16 55.2 4.6 0.2 1.4
0 30 1.25 32.7 352.3 607.9 0.57 0 0.12 0.14 0.09 1.67 0.21 72.0 8.8 0 0.4
8 23 2.28 48.1 399.7 1006.9 1.32 22.8 0.15 — 0.08 1.47 0.07 2.5 1.5 0.3 8.0

15 — 2.24 — — 833.5 — 318.3 — — — — — — 10.2 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Mixed Foods, Sandwiches, and Soups—continued
726 tomato vegetable, dehydrated, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 245 230.9 54 1.9 9.9 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.1

710 tomato, condensed, prepared 
with milk

1 cup(s) 252 216.7 139 6.3 22.6 1.5 3.3 1.8 0.8 0.3

719 tomato, condensed, prepared 
with water

1 cup(s) 248 226.6 74 2.0 16.3 1.5 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2

40840 tomato, low-sodium, prepared 
wtih water

1 cup(s) 244 223.0 73 1.9 16.0 1.5 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2

28595 turkey noodle 1 cup(s) 244 217.0 113 8.1 14.9 1.9 2.4 0.3 1.2 0.7
28051 turkey vegetable 1 cup(s) 241 215.4 106 12.1 9.0 1.9 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.3
25141 Vegetable 1 cup(s) 252 225.3 92 4.5 19.6 4.3 0.4 0.1 0 0.2
720 Vegetable beef, condensed, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 244 224.0 76 5.4 9.9 2.0 1.9 0.8 0.8 0.1

28598 Vegetable gumbo 1 cup(s) 244 179.4 162 4.2 27.5 3.4 4.6 0.7 3.1 0.6
40841 Vegetable, low-sodium, 

prepared with water
1 cup(s) 253 231.1 83 2.8 15.3 2.8 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

721 Vegetarian vegetable, condensed, 
prepared with water

1 cup(s) 241 222.7 67 2.1 11.8 0.7 1.9 0.3 0.8 0.7

Fast Food
Arby’s

751 beef ‘n cheddar sandwich 1 item(s) 195 — 440 23.0 47.0 2.0 18.0 5.0 —
36131 chocolate shake, regular 1 serving(s) 468 — 570 14.0 99.0 1.0 15.0 10.0 — —
80611 cravin’ chicken sandwich, crispy 1 item(s) 221 — 510 26.0 51.0 4.0 22.0 4.0 — —
36045 curly fries, large size 1 serving(s) 210 — 658 7.3 77.3 8.4 36.6 5.2 — —
36044 curly fries, medium size 1 serving(s) 170 — 540 6.0 62.0 7.0 29.0 4.0 — —
57171 French dip & swiss sandwich 

w/ au jus sauce
1 item(s) 286 — 430 26.0 52.0 2.0 14.0 6.0 — —

34778 Jalapeno bites, 5-piece 1 serving(s) 110 — 280 5.0 31.0 2.0 16.0 6.0 — —
9296 Jamocha shake, regular 1 serving(s) 468 — 560 14.0 98.0 1.0 15.0 10.0 — —
9249 Junior roast beef sandwich 1 item(s) 87 — 210 12.0 25.0 1.0 6.0 2.0 — —
9251 large roast beef sandwich 1 item(s) 281 — 580 45.0 49.0 3.0 22.0 9.0 — —

56537 market Fresh crispy chicken 
farmhouse chopped salad

1 serving(s) 337 — 430 29.0 26.0 4.0 24.0 9.0 — —

34769 market Fresh roast turkey & 
swiss sandwich

1 serving(s) 326 — 700 39.0 77.0 5.0 27.0 7.0 — —

80607 market Fresh roast turkey & 
swiss wrap

1 item(s) 272 — 490 34.0 39.0 7.0 25.0 6.0 — —

80608 market Fresh roast turkey 
farmhouse chopped salad

1 serving(s) 300 — 240 22.0 10.0 3.0 13.0 7.0 — —

9267 market Fresh roast turkey 
ranch & bacon sandwich

1 serving(s) 344 — 800 45.0 78.0 5.0 36.0 9.0 — —

34780 mozzarella sticks, 4-piece 1 serving(s) 137 — 420 21.0 35.0 2.0 21.0 9.0 — —
9275 Potato cakes 1 serving(s) 100 — 230 2.0 25.0 3.0 14.0 2.0 — —
750 roast beef sandwich, regular 1 item(s) 154 — 350 23.0 39.0 2.0 12.0 4.0 —

2009 super roast beef sandwich 1 item(s) 229 — 430 23.0 45.0 3.0 17.0 5.0 — —
36130 Vanilla shake, regular 1 serving(s) 425 — 470 14.0 75.0 0 15.0 10.0 — —

Auntie Anne’s
35351 almond soft pretzel 1 item(s) 127 — 350 8.0 74.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 — —
35371 cheese dipping sauce 1 serving(s) 31 — 78 2.3 1.6 0 6.2 2.3 — —
35353 cinnamon sugar soft pretzel 1 item(s) 136 — 380 8.0 84.0 2.0 1.0 0 — —
35354 cinnamon sugar soft pretzel 

with butter
1 item(s) 147 — 470 8.0 84.0 2.0 12.0 7.0 — —

56651 garlic soft pretzel 1 item(s) 119 — 310 8.0 65.0 2.0 1.0 0 — —
35372 marinara dipping sauce 1 serving(s) 37 — 45 2.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 0 — —
35357 original soft pretzel 1 serving(s) 119 — 310 8.0 65.0 2.0 1.0 0 — —
35358 original soft pretzel with butter 1 item(s) 123 — 340 8.0 65.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 — —
56653 original soft preztel without salt 1 item(s) 117 — 310 8.0 65.0 2.0 1.0 0 — —
35361 sesame soft pretzel 1 item(s) 128 — 360 10.0 67.0 3.0 6.0 1.0 — —
35362 sesame soft pretzel with butter 1 item(s) 132 — 400 10.0 67.0 3.0 10.0 3.5 — —
35364 sour cream & onion soft pretzel 1 item(s) 123 — 330 9.0 68.0 2.0 1.5 0 — —
35366 sour cream & onion soft 

pretzel with butter
1 item(s) 127 — 360 9.0 68.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 — —

35373 sweet mustard dipping sauce 1 serving(s) 35 — 60 2.0 10.0 0 2.0 1.0 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 20 0.59 9.8 164.1 323.4 0.20 9.8 0.06 0.42 0.09 1.22 0.06 12.3 2.9 0 2.0

10 174 1.39 30.2 461.2 529.2 0.93 95.8 0.10 0.45 0.32 1.37 0.15 5.0 15.9 0.7 9.3

0 20 1.34 17.4 277.8 471.2 0.30 24.8 0.05 0.42 0.08 1.25 0.10 0 15.6 0 6.2

0 20 1.32 17.1 273.3 80.5 0.29 24.4 0.05 0.41 0.08 1.23 0.10 0 15.4 0 6.1

25 31 1.44 23.7 217.1 398.4 0.76 0 0.22 0.63 0.11 2.91 0.16 65.1 5.9 0.1 16.1
21 38 1.37 23.5 405.4 347.8 0.96 0 0.09 0.21 0.09 3.55 0.30 26.1 10.5 0.2 10.0
0 41 2.44 39.4 684.8 720.6 0.67 0 0.12 1.82 0.13 2.37 0.27 38.0 23.5 0.1 1.8
5 20 1.10 7.3 168.4 851.6 1.51 190.3 0.04 0.59 0.05 1.01 0.07 9.8 2.4 0.3 2.7

0 56 2.05 37.3 334.5 501.9 0.60 0 0.18 1.13 0.08 1.72 0.16 104.1 18.8 0 3.9
0 30 0.83 32.9 549.0 490.8 0.51 108.8 0.14 1.82 0.12 1.95 0.21 15.2 1.0 0 5.1

0 24 1.06 7.2 207.3 814.6 0.46 171.1 0.05 1.40 0.05 0.90 0.06 9.6 1.4 0 4.3

45 150 4.50 — — 1290.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
50 500 1.08 — — 450.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
50 100 2.70 — — 1110.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —

0 42 2.82 — — 1483.6 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 20 1.80 — — 1200.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

55 150 4.50 — — 2120.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —

25 40 0.72 — — 600.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
50 500 0.72 — — 440.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
25 40 2.70 — — 520.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

110 80 8.10 — — 1870.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
65 250 1.44 — — 1000.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

80 450 5.40 — — 1770.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

80 350 3.60 — — 1550.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

60 250 1.44 — — 760.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

105 450 5.40 — — 2200.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

50 600 0.72 — — 1690.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 20 0.36 — — 460.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

45 60 4.50 — — 950.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
45 80 4.50 — — 1060.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
50 500 0.36 — — 390.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —

0 20 0.72 — — 400.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
12 78 0 — — 364.3 — 23.3 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 20 0.72 — — 400.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

25 20 0.72 — — 400.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 0.72 — — 990.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 1.08 — — 140.0 — 20.0 — — — — — — 36.0 — —
0 20 0.72 — — 990.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 20 0.72 — — 990.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 20 0.72 — — 400.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 100 1.80 — — 990.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 100 1.80 — — 990.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 60 0.72 — — 1180.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

10 60 0.72 — — 1180.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

35 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
Boston Market

51194 apple pie 1 slice(s) 163 — 580 43.0 74.0 3.0 30.0 13.0 — —
35058 brownie, chocolate 1 item(s) 85 — 320 5.0 49.0 3.0 13.0 3.0 — —
35013 chicken carver sandwich with 

cheese and sauce
1 item(s) 321 — 750 57.0 64.0 3.0 29.0 8.0 — —

34979 chicken gravy 4 ounce(s) 113 — 50 0 7.0 0 2.0 0.5 — —
35053 chicken noodle soup ¾ cup(s) 171 — 103 9.1 9.5 0.8 3.3 1.0 — —
34973 chicken pot pie 1 item(s) 425 — 800 32.0 59.0 4.0 48.0 18.0 — —
35054 chicken tortilla soup with toppings ¾ cup(s) 171 — 193 8.0 14.1 0.9 12.2 3.3 — —
35064 chocolate cake 1 slice(s) 145 — 580 5.0 67.0 3.0 34.0 11.0 — —
35057 cornbread 1 item(s) 57 — 180 2.0 31.0 0 5.0 1.5 — —
35008 cranberry walnut relish ¾ cup(s) 210 — 350 3.0 75.0 3.0 4.5 0 — —
34980 creamed spinach ¾ cup(s) 191 — 280 9.0 12.0 4.0 23.0 15.0 — —
34998 Fresh vegetable stuffing 1 cup(s) 136 — 190 3.0 25.0 2.0 8.0 1.0 — —
34991 garlic dill new potatoes ¾ cup(s) 156 — 140 3.0 24.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 — —
34982 green beans ¾ cup(s) 91 — 60 2.0 7.0 3.0 3.5 1.5 — —
34984 homestyle mashed potatoes ¾ cup(s) 221 — 270 5.0 36.0 4.0 11.0 5.0 — —
34985 homestyle mashed potatoes 

and gravy
1 cup(s) 227 — 153 3.4 22.4 2.0 6.4 4.1 — —

34988 hot cinnamon apples ¾ cup(s) 145 — 210 0 47.0 3.0 3.0 0 — —
34989 macaroni and cheese ¾ cup(s) 221 — 300 11.0 35.0 2.0 11.0 7.0 — —
34970 meatloaf 1 serving(s) 218 — 520 29.0 21.0 0 36.0 16.0 — —
39383 nestle toll house chocolate 

chip cookie
1 item(s) 78 — 370 4.0 49.0 2.0 19.0 9.0 — —

34963 Quarter chicken, white meat, 
no skin or wing

1 item(s) 173 — 250 41.0 4.0 0 8.0 2.5 — —

34964 Quarter chicken, white meat, 
with skin and wing

1 item(s) 110 — 330 50.0 3.0 0 12.0 4.0 — —

34968 roasted turkey breast 5 ounce(s) 141 — 188 38.8 0 0 3.1 1.3 — —
35011 seasonal fresh fruit salad 1 serving(s) 142 — 60 1.0 15.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
51192 spinach with garlic butter sauce 1 serving(s) 170 — 130 5.0 9.0 5.0 9.0 6.0 — —
34999 squash casserole ¾ cup(s) 187 — 330 7.0 20.0 3.0 24.0 13.0 — —
35003 steamed vegetables 1 cup(s) 136 — 60 2.0 8.0 3.0 2.0 0 — —
35005 sweet corn ¾ cup(s) 176 — 170 6.0 37.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 — —
35004 sweet potato casserole ¾ cup(s) 198 — 460 4.0 77.0 3.0 16.0 4.5 — —

Burger King
29731 biscuit with sausage, egg & cheese 1 item(s) 191 — 550 20.0 34.0 1.0 37.0 19.0 — —
14249 cheeseburger 1 item(s) 121 — 310 16.0 28.0 1.0 15.0 7.0 — —
14251 chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 218 — 630 24.0 46.0 3.0 39.0 7.0 — —
14259 chocolate shake, 12 ounces 1 item(s) 340 — 340 7.0 60.0 1.0 9.0 7.0 — —
29732 croissanwich with sausage & 

cheese
1 item(s) 106 37.2 380 14.0 26.0 0 24.0 10.0 12.7 3.3

14261 croissanwich with sausage, 
egg & cheese

1 item(s) 159 71.4 460 19.0 27.0 0 31.0 11.0 15.8 6.1

3809 double cheeseburger 1 item(s) 171 — 460 27.0 28.0 1.0 27.0 13.0 — —
14244 double whopper sandwich 1 item(s) 373 — 920 48.0 51.0 3.0 58.0 19.0 — —
14245 double whopper with cheese 

sandwich
1 item(s) 398 — 1010 53.0 53.0 3.0 65.0 24.0 — —

14250 Fish sandwich 1 item(s) 248 — 640 23.0 67.0 3.0 31.0 5.0 — —
14255 French fries, medium, salted 1 serving(s) 148 — 440 5.0 56.0 5.0 22.0 4.5 — —
14262 French toast sticks (5) 1 serving(s) 109 37.6 380 5.0 49.0 2.0 18.0 3.0 10.6 2.9
14248 hamburger 1 item(s) 110 — 260 14.0 27.0 1.0 11.0 4.0 — —
14263 hash brown rounds, small 1 serving(s) 78 27.1 240 2.0 23.0 3.0 15.0 3.5 — —
14256 onion rings, medium 1 serving(s) 117 — 400 6.0 47.0 4.0 21.0 3.5 — —
39000 tendercrisp chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 284 — 800 32.0 68.0 3.0 46.0 8.0 — —
37514 tendergrill chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 259 — 410 38.0 49.0 2.0 7.0 1.5 — —
14258 Vanilla shake, 12 ounces 1 item(s) 340 — 290 7.0 46.0 0 9.0 7.0 — —
1736 whopper sandwich 1 item(s) 290 — 670 29.0 51.0 3.0 40.0 11.0 — —
14243 whopper with cheese sandwich 1 item(s) 315 — 770 33.0 52.0 3.0 48.0 16.0 — —

Carl’s Jr.
33962 carl’s bacon swiss crispy 

chicken sandwich
1 item(s) 330 — 800 39.0 67.0 5.0 41.0 10.0 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 — — — — 690.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
50 — — — — 220.1 — — — — — — — — — — —

160 211 2.85 — — 1960.0 — — — — — — — — 15.8 — —

0 0 0 — — 690.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
39 — — — — 584.8 — — — — — — — — — —

140 40 4.50 — — 1090.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
33 — — — — 986.4 — — — — — — — — — — —
45 36 1.64 — — 360.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
10 0 0.71 — — 320.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 5.40 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

70 264 2.85 — — 580.0 — — — — — — — — 9.5 — —
0 — — — — 580.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 0 0.86 — — 120.0 — — — — — — — — 14.3 — —
0 43 0.38 — — 180.0 — — — — — — — — 5.1 — —

25 51 0.46 — — 820.0 — — — — — — — — 19.2 — —
17 68 0.41 — — 834.1 — — — — — — — — 16.9 — —

0 16 0.29 — — 15.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
30 345 1.66 — — 1100.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

145 140 3.78 — — 1030.0 — — — — — — — — 1.8 — —
20 0 1.32 — — 340.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

125 0 0.89 — — 480.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

165 0 0.78 — — 960.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

69 25 2.25 — — 625.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 16 0.29 — — 20.0 — — — — — — — — 29.5 — —

20 — — — — 200.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
70 200 0.72 — — 1110.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
0 53 0.47 — — 40.0 — — — — — — — — 24.0 — —
0 0 0.43 — — 95.0 — — — — — — — — 5.8 — —
5 44 1.18 — — 270.0 — — — — — — — — 9.8 — —

210 250 2.70 — — 1520.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
40 150 2.70 — — 740.0 — — 0.25 — 0.32 4.18 — — 1.2 — —
65 64 2.90 — — 1390.0 — — 0.50 — 0.32 10.29 — — 0 — —
30 333 0.80 — — 270.0 — — 0.12 — 0.62 0.26 — — 2.7 0 —
50 99 1.78 20.1 — 780.0 1.52 — 0.35 1.04 0.34 4.34 — — 0 0.6 22.2

215 146 2.63 28.6 — 1000.0 2.08 — 0.39 1.67 0.52 4.72 0.29 — 0 1.1 38.0

80 250 4.50 — — 990.0 — — 0.26 — 0.45 6.37 — 1.2 — —
140 150 8.08 — — 1090.0 — — 0.40 — 0.60 11.05 — — 9.0 — —
160 299 8.08 — — 1530.0 — — 0.40 — 0.67 11.04 — — 9.0 — —

45 101 3.63 — — 1560.0 — — — — — — 3.6 — —
0 20 0.71 — — 670.0 — 0 0.16 — 0.48 2.30 — — 8.9 — —
0 60 1.80 21.3 — 430.0 0.57 0 0.32 0.99 0.20 2.88 0.06 — 0 0 13.7

30 80 2.70 — — 520.0 — — 0.25 — 0.28 4.26 — — 1.2 — —
0 0 0.36 — — 380.0 — 0 0.12 0.83 0.06 1.36 0.17 — 1.2 — —
0 100 0 — — 630.0 — 0 0.14 — 0.09 2.33 — — 0 — —

70 79 4.44 — — 1640.0 — — — — — — — — 8.9 — —
75 57 6.83 — — 1310.0 — — — — — — — — 5.7 — —
30 348 0 — — 230.0 — — 0.11 — 0.63 0.21 — — 2.4 0 —
75 100 5.38 — — 1020.0 — — 0.39 — 0.44 7.30 — 9.0 — —

100 249 5.38 — — 1450.0 — — 0.39 — 0.51 7.29 — — 9.0 — —

75 200 4.50 — — 2130.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
10801 carl’s catch Fish sandwich 1 item(s) 298 — 730 20.0 77.0 5.0 37.0 6.0 — —
10862 carl’s Famous star hamburger 1 item(s) 269 — 620 25.0 56.0 3.0 34.0 10.0 — —
10785 charbroiled chicken club 

sandwich
1 item(s) 269 — 570 42.0 45.0 3.0 26.0 7.0 — —

10866 charbroiled chicken salad 1 item(s) 417 — 260 32.0 15.0 5.0 8.0 3.0 — —
10855 charbroiled santa Fe chicken 

sandwich
1 item(s) 273 — 640 39.0 45.0 3.0 33.0 8.0 — —

10790 chicken stars (6 pieces) 6 item(s) 84 — 320 12.0 14.0 2.0 24.0 6.0 — —
34864 chocolate shake, small 1 serving(s) 397 260.7 710 14.0 86.0 1.0 33.0 23.0 4.3 0.6
10797 crisscut fries 1 serving(s) 139 — 450 5.0 42.0 4.0 29.0 5.0 — —
10799 double western bacon 

cheeseburger
1 item(s) 326 — 980 52.0 73.0 3.0 53.0 23.0 — —

14238 French fries, small 1 serving(s) 119 — 320 4.0 42.0 4.0 15.0 3.0 — —
10798 French toast dips without 

syrup, 5 pieces
1 serving(s) 110 — 430 8.0 51.0 2.0 22.0 4.0 — —

10802 onion rings 1 serving(s) 128 — 530 8.0 61.0 3.0 28.0 4.5 — —
34858 spicy chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 206 — 550 17.0 61.0 4.0 28.0 5.0 — —
34867 strawberry shake, small 1 serving(s) 397 — 700 14.0 85.0 0 33.0 23.0 — —
10865 super star hamburger 1 item(s) 358 — 820 41.0 58.0 3.0 49.0 17.0 — —
38925 the six dollar burger 1 item(s) 406 — 910 46.0 63.0 3.0 54.0 20.0 — —
10818 Vanilla shake, small 1 item(s) 397 260.9 710 14.0 86.0 0 33.0 23.0 7.1 1.3
10770 western bacon cheeseburger 1 item(s) 225 — 667 30.6 67.6 2.8 30.6 12.0 — —
10770 western bacon cheeseburger 1 item(s) 243 — 720 33.0 73.0 3.0 33.0 13.0 — —

Chick-Fil-A
38746 biscuit with bacon, egg & 

cheese
1 item(s) 159 — 500 21.0 43.0 2.0 27.0 12.0 — —

38747 biscuit with egg 1 item(s) 127 — 420 14.0 42.0 2.0 21.0 8.5 — —
38748 biscuit with egg & cheese 1 item(s) 154 — 470 17.0 43.0 2.0 25.0 11.0 — —
38752 biscuit with sausage, egg & 

cheese
1 item(s) 204 — 760 28.0 43.0 2.0 52.0 20.0 — —

72643 chargrilled chicken and fruit 
salad

1 item(s) 347 — 230 22.0 23.0 4.0 6.0 3.5 — —

38760 chargrilled chicken club 
sandwich

1 item(s) 258 — 410 37.0 39.0 3.0 12.0 5.0 — —

38761 chargrilled chicken cool wrap 1 item(s) 291 — 410 33.0 50.0 9.0 12.0 4.0 — —
38758 chargrilled chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 228 — 300 29.0 38.0 3.0 3.5 1.0 — —
38763 chick-n-strips 4 item(s) 218 — 500 47.0 24.0 1.0 24.0 4.5 — —
38742 chicken biscuit 1 item(s) 143 — 440 17.0 47.0 3.0 20.0 8.0 — —
38743 chicken biscuit with cheese 1 item(s) 157 — 490 20.0 48.0 3.0 24.0 10.5 — —
38764 chicken salad sandwich on 

wheat bun
1 item(s) 233 — 500 29.0 52.0 4.0 20.0 3.5 — —

38756 chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 179 — 430 31.0 39.0 3.0 17.0 3.5 — —
38757 chicken sandwich, deluxe 1 item(s) 257 — 490 35.0 43.0 3.0 21.0 6.0 — —
38770 cole slaw 1 item(s) 298 — 580 3.0 31.0 5.0 50.0 8.0 — —
38776 diet lemonade, small 1 cup(s) 226 — 11 0 4.2 0 0.0 0 0 0
50867 Fruit cup, large 1 item(s) 194 — 100 1.0 27.0 3.0 0.0 0 0 0
38755 hashbrowns 1 serving(s) 77 — 280 3.0 25.0 2.0 19.0 4.0 — —
38765 hearty breast of chicken soup 1 cup(s) 226 — 114 5.7 15.4 1.6 3.3 0.8 — —
38741 hot buttered biscuit 1 item(s) 86 — 310 5.0 41.0 2.0 13.0 6.0 — —
38778 icedream, small cone 1 item(s) 135 — 170 5.0 31.0 0 4.0 2.0 — —
38774 icedream, small cup 1 serving(s) 227 — 290 8.0 50.0 0 7.0 4.5 — —
38775 lemonade, small 1 cup(s) 226 — 120 0 32.5 0 0.0 0 0 0
38777 nuggets 8 item(s) 113 — 270 28.0 12.0 1.0 12.0 2.5 — —
38769 side salad 1 item(s) 113 — 70 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.5 3.0 — —
72642 spicy chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 196 — 490 31.0 46.0 4.0 20.0 4.0 — —
72626 spicy chicken sandwich, deluxe 1 item(s) 281 — 580 36.0 48.0 4.0 27.0 8.0 — —
38772 waffle potato fries, small, salted 1 serving(s) 85 — 290 3.0 34.0 3.0 16.0 3.0 — —
72633 yogurt parfait w/ granola 1 item(s) 227 — 290 7.0 54.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 — —

Cinnabon
39571 cinnabon bites 1 serving(s) 149 — 510 8.0 77.0 2.0 19.0 5.0 — —
39570 cinnabon stix 5 item(s) 85 — 379 6.0 41.0 1.0 21.0 6.0 — —
39567 classic roll 1 item(s) 221 — 813 15.0 117.0 4.0 32.0 8.0 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

40 100 3.60 — — 1320.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
65 100 4.50 — — 1060.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
90 150 3.60 — — 1310.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

70 200 2.70 — — 620.0 — — — — — — — — 27.0 — —
95 200 3.60 — — 1440.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

35 19 0.72 — — 460.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
100 500 0.72 67.5 794.0 300.0 1.63 419.4 0.23 0.44 0.97 0.64 0.20 19.9 0 1.4 6.7

0 20 1.08 — — 900.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
140 250 5.40 — — 1790.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 1.08 — — 830.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —
0 80 1.44 — — 480.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 20 1.08 — — 590.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
25 100 3.60 — — 1220.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

100 500 0 — — 250.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
115 100 5.40 — — 1120.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
130 250 5.40 — — 2080.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
100 500 0.00 51.6 659.2 240.1 2.26 449.1 0.10 0.99 2.62 0.85 0.24 0 0 0.9 12.7

69 185 4.17 — — 1342.6 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
75 200 4.50 — — 1450.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

230 150 3.60 — — 1370.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

260 — — — — 830.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
275 — — — — 1070.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
325 — — — — 1620.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

55 150 1.80 — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — 96.0 — —

80 250 3.60 — — 1460.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

55 200 4.50 — — 1300.0 — — — — — — — — 24.0 — —
55 100 3.60 — — 1120.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —
95 60 3.60 — — 1630.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
25 80 1.80 — — 1240.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
40 — — — — 1480.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
80 200 4.50 — — 1240.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —

65 150 2.70 — — 1370.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
75 250 2.70 — — 1620.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
35 80 1.08 — — 450.0 — — — — — — — — 72.0 — —
0 — — — — 7.1 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 20 0.36 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 186.0 — —
0 20 0.72 — — 410.0 — 0 — — — — — — 6.0 — —

20 — — — — 902.4 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 60 1.08 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

15 150 0.36 — — 115.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
25 — — — — 200.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 — — — — 3.5 — — — — — — — — — — —

70 — — — — 990.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 150 0.72 — — 110.0 — — — — — — — — 24.0 — —
60 150 4.50 — — 1730.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
80 300 4.50 — — 1880.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —

0 — — — — 140.1 — — — — — — — — — — —
10 200 0.72 — — 70.0 — — — — — — — — 30.0 — —

35 — — — — 530.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
16 — — — — 413.2 — — — — — — — — — — —
67 — — — — 801.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
39568 minibon 1 item(s) 92 — 339 6.0 49.0 2.0 13.0 3.0 — —
39573 mochalatta chill with whipped 

cream
16 fluid ounce(s) 473 — 425 10.0 63.0 2.0 17.0 11.0 — —

39569 Pecanbon 1 item(s) 272 — 1100 16.0 141.0 8.0 56.0 10.0 — —
Dairy Queen

1466 banana split 1 item(s) 374 — 520 9.0 94.0 3.0 13.0 10.0 — —
38561 chocolate chip cookie dough 

blizzard, small
1 item(s) 319 — 710 13.0 103.0 1.0 27.0 14.0 — —

1464 chocolate malt, small 1 item(s) 427 — 650 15.0 110.0 0 16.0 10.0 — —
38541 chocolate shake, small 1 item(s) 406 — 570 13.0 92.0 0 15.0 10.0 — —
1463 chocolate sundae, small 1 item(s) 163 — 280 5.0 48.0 0 7.0 4.5 — —
1462 dipped cone, small 1 item(s) 156 — 330 6.0 36.0 0 15.0 6.0 — —

58376 mint oreo blizzard, small 1 item(s) 297 — 580 12.0 89.0 1.0 20.0 10.0 — —
38552 oreo brownie earthquake 1 serving(s) 304 — 760 11.0 117.0 2.0 27.0 16.0 — —
38555 oreo cookies blizzard, small 1 item(s) 283 — 550 12.0 81.0 1.0 20.0 10.0 — —
38547 royal treats Peanut buster Parfait 1 item(s) 304 — 700 16.0 94.0 2.0 30.0 16.0 — —
17256 Vanilla soft serve ½ cup(s) 94 — 145 4.0 21.5 0 4.5 3.0 — —

Domino’s
31604 breadsticks 1 item(s) 30 — 110 2.0 11.0 0 6.0 1.5 — —
31605 cheesy bread 1 item(s) 36 — 120 4.0 11.0 0 6.0 2.0 — —
37548 cinnastix 1 item(s) 33 — 120 2.0 14.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 — —
31606 wings w/ barbecue sauce 1 item(s) 30 — 63 4.3 3.5 0.3 3.3 0.9 — —
31607 wings w/ hot sauce 1 item(s) 30 — 50 4.3 1.3 0.3 3.3 0.9 — —

Domino’s Artisan pizza
81942 chicken & bacon carbonara 1 slice(s) 76 — 150 8.0 18.0 1.0 6.0 2.5 — —
81939 italian sausage & Pepper trio 1 slice(s) 74 — 160 7.0 18.0 1.0 7.0 2.5 — —
81940 spinach & Feta 1 slice(s) 62 — 150 6.0 17.0 1.0 7.0 3.0 — —
81941 tuscan salami & roasted Veggie 1 slice(s) 64 — 150 5.0 17.0 1.0 6.0 2.0 — —

Domino’s hand-tossed pizza
31573 america’s favorite feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 109 — 250 10.0 27.0 2.0 12.0 5.0 — —
31574 america’s favorite feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 151 — 350 14.0 36.0 2.0 17.0 7.0 — —
37543 bacon cheeseburger Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 106 — 270 12.0 26.0 2.0 13.0 5.5 — —
37545 bacon cheeseburger Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 146 — 380 17.0 36.0 2.0 19.0 9.0 — —
81919 cali chicken bacon ranch, 12” 1 slice(s) 114 — 320 14.0 25.0 1.0 18.0 6.5 — —
81920 cali chicken bacon ranch, 14” 1 slice(s) 154 — 430 19.0 33.0 1.0 25.0 9.0 — —
31569 cheese, 12” 1 slice(s) 93 — 210 8.0 25.0 1.0 8.0 3.5 — —
31570 cheese, 14” 1 slice(s) 128 57.4 290 12.0 35.0 2.0 11.0 5.5 2.8 2.3
31685 deluxe Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 106 — 226 9.0 26.0 2.0 9.5 3.5 — —
31694 deluxe Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 145 — 320 13.0 36.0 2.0 14.0 6.0 — —
31686 extravaganZZa Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 132 — 290 13.0 28.0 2.0 14.0 6.5 — —
31695 extravaganZZa Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 176 89.4 390 17.0 37.0 2.0 19.0 8.0 6.4 2.5
81931 Fiery hawaiian, 12” 1 slice(s) 118 — 250 12.0 27.0 2.0 11.0 5.0 — —
81932 Fiery hawaiian, 14” 1 slice(s) 160 — 350 15.0 36.0 2.0 16.0 6.5 — —
39033 ham and pineapple, 12” 1 slice(s) 100 — 200 8.0 26.0 1.0 6.5 2.5 — —
39034 ham and pineapple, 14” 1 slice(s) 128 — 290 12.0 35.0 2.0 11.0 5.5 — —
31687 meatZZa Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 117 — 280 12.0 27.0 2.0 14.0 5.5 — —
31696 meatZZa Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 160 — 380 18.0 36.0 2.0 19.0 8.0 — —
81923 memphis bbQ chicken, 12” 1 slice(s) 103 — 260 13.0 28.0 1.0 12.0 5.5 — —
81924 memphis bbQ chicken, 14” 1 slice(s) 140 — 360 16.0 37.0 1.0 15.0 7.5 — —
31571 Pepperoni Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 99 — 260 11.0 25.0 1.0 13.0 5.5 — —
31572 Pepperoni Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 136 — 360 15.0 34.0 2.0 18.0 8.0 — —
81927 Philly cheese steak, 12” 1 slice(s) 101 — 260 11.0 24.0 1.0 12.0 6.0 — —
81928 Philly cheese steak, 14” 1 slice(s) 135 — 330 15.0 32.0 1.0 16.0 8.0 — —
81935 wisconsin 6 cheese, 12” 1 slice(s) 101 — 250 12.0 25.0 1.0 12.0 6.0 — —
81936 wisconsin 6 cheese, 14” 1 slice(s) 137 — 340 15.0 34.0 2.0 16.0 7.5 — —

Domino’s thin crust pizza
31583 america’s Favorite Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 81 — 210 8.0 15.0 1.0 13.0 5.0 — —
31584 america’s Favorite Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 112 — 280 11.0 21.0 2.0 17.5 6.5 — —
31579 cheese, 12” 1 slice(s) 64 — 165 7.0 15.0 1.5 9.0 3.5 — —
31580 cheese, 14” 1 slice(s) 88 36.6 230 9.0 20.0 1.0 11.5 5.0 3.3 3.3
31688 deluxe Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 79 — 190 7.0 15.5 1.0 11.0 4.0 — —
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27 — — — — 337.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
63 — — — — 287.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

63 — — — — 600.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

30 250 2.70 — — 160.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —
55 350 2.70 — — 350.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

55 500 3.60 — — 310.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
50 500 1.80 — — 250.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
25 200 1.80 — — 115.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
25 200 1.44 — — 105.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
40 350 3.60 — — 410.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
60 250 3.60 — — 400.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
40 350 2.70 — — 410.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
35 400 3.60 — — 360.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
15 125 0.90 — — 65.0 — 112.6 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0.72 — — 100.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —
5 40 0.72 — — 140.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
0 0 0.72 — — 85.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —

21 5 0.36 — — 162.5 — — — — — — — — 0.6 — —
21 5 0.27 — — 340.0 — — — — — — — — 0.9 — —

20 60 1.44 — — 360.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
15 60 1.44 — — 330.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
10 80 1.08 — — 250.0 — — — — — — — — 2.4 — —
10 60 1.08 — — 280.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

25 100 2.16 — — 630.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
35 150 2.52 — — 870.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
35 150 1.80 — — 590.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
45 203 2.56 — — 830.0 — — — — — — — — 8.5 — —
40 190 1.80 — — 660.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
55 260 2.52 — — 900.0 — — — — — — — — 7.2 — —
20 150 1.44 — — 460.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
25 220 1.80 30.7 206.1 640.0 1.59 78.1 0.41 1.27 0.22 4.29 0.10 — 6.0 0.6 29.4
15 80 1.80 — — 505.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
30 150 2.52 — — 730.0 — — — — — — — — 11.4 — —
35 150 2.52 — — 770.0 — — — — — — — — 7.2 — —
45 200 2.88 38.7 306.2 1020.0 2.23 89.8 0.24 1.41 0.39 5.72 — — 11.4 1.0 42.2
25 170 1.80 — — 760.0 — — — — — — — — 10.2 — —
35 240 2.52 — — 1030.0 — — — — — — — — 14.4 — —
20 100 1.47 — — 490.0 — — — — — — — — 4.9 — —
25 220 1.80 — — 640.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
35 150 2.16 — — 760.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
50 200 2.52 — — 1030.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
30 210 1.80 — — 500.0 — — — — — — — — 2.4 — —
40 260 2.16 — — 680.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
30 150 1.80 — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
40 200 2.52 — — 880.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
30 190 1.80 — — 540.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
40 260 2.16 — — 690.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
25 220 1.80 — — 500.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
35 290 2.16 — — 690.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

25 120 0.72 — — 500.0 — — — — — — — — 3.0 — —
35 170 1.08 — — 690.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
20 170 0.54 — — 330.0 — — — — — — — — 2.4 — —
25 240 0.72 21.1 177.8 460.0 1.36 — 0.05 1.31 0.07 0.89 0.06 — 3.6 0.6 17.4
20 120 0.72 — — 410.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
31697 deluxe Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 106 — 250 10.0 21.0 2.0 14.5 5.5 — —
31689 extravaganZZa Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 103 — 240 10.5 16.0 1.5 15.0 6.0 — —
31698 extravaganZZa Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 137 — 320 14.0 22.0 2.0 19.5 7.5 — —
39037 ham and pineapple, 12” 1 slice(s) 71 — 155 6.5 16.0 1.0 7.5 2.8 — —
39038 ham and pineapple, 14” 1 slice(s) 97 — 220 8.0 21.0 1.0 10.0 3.5 — —
31690 meatZZa Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 89 — 235 10.5 15.5 1.0 14.5 6.0 — —
31699 meatZZa Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 121 — 310 15.0 21.0 2.0 19.5 7.5 — —
31581 Pepperoni Feast, 12” 1 slice(s) 71 — 215 9.0 14.0 1.0 13.5 5.5 — —
31582 Pepperoni Feast, 14” 1 slice(s) 97 — 290 12.0 19.0 2.0 18.5 7.5 — —

In-n-Out Burger
34391 cheesburger with mustard & 

ketchup
1 serving(s) 268 — 400 22.0 41.0 3.0 18.0 9.0 — —

34374 cheeseburger 1 serving(s) 268 — 480 22.0 39.0 3.0 27.0 10.0 — —
34390 cheeseburger, lettuce leaves 

instead of buns
1 serving(s) 300 — 330 18.0 11.0 3.0 25.0 9.0 — —

34377 chocolate shake 1 serving(s) 425 — 690 9.0 83.0 0 36.0 24.0 — —
34375 double-double cheeseburger 1 serving(s) 330 — 670 37.0 39.0 3.0 41.0 18.0 — —
34393 double-double cheeseburger 

with mustard & ketchup
1 serving(s) 330 — 590 37.0 41.0 3.0 32.0 17.0 — —

34392 double-double cheeseburger, 
lettuce leaves instead of buns

1 serving(s) 362 — 520 33.0 11.0 3.0 39.0 17.0 — —

34376 French fries 1 serving(s) 125 — 400 7.0 54.0 2.0 18.0 5.0 — —
34373 hamburger 1 item(s) 243 — 390 16.0 39.0 3.0 19.0 5.0 — —
34389 hamburger with mustard & 

ketchup
1 serving(s) 243 — 310 16.0 41.0 3.0 10.0 4.0 — —

34388 hamburger, lettuce leaves 
instead of buns

1 serving(s) 275 — 240 13.0 11.0 3.0 17.0 4.0 — —

34379 strawberry shake 1 serving(s) 425 — 690 9.0 91.0 0 33.0 22.0 — —
34378 Vanilla shake 1 serving(s) 425 — 680 9.0 78.0 0 37.0 25.0 — —

Jack in the Box
30392 bacon ultimate cheeseburger 1 item(s) 315 — 980 43.0 52.0 2.0 67.0 27.0 — —
1740 breakfast Jack 1 item(s) 113 — 300 16.0 29.0 1.0 14.0 5.0 — —

14074 cheeseburger 1 item(s) 118 — 320 16.0 30.0 1.0 15.0 7.0 — —
14106 chicken breast strips, 4 piece 4 piece(s) 201 — 500 35.0 36.0 3.0 25.0 6.0 — —
37241 chicken club salad, plain, 

without salad dressing
1 serving(s) 415 — 480 33.0 28.0 6.0 27.0 10.0 — —

14064 chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 145 — 400 15.0 38.0 2.0 21.0 4.5 — —
14111 chocolate ice cream shake, small 1 serving(s) 351 — 750 12.0 95.0 1.0 36.0 24.0 — —
14073 hamburger 1 item(s) 106 — 280 14.0 29.0 1.0 12.0 4.5 — —
14090 hash browns 1 serving(s) 73 — 230 2.0 20.0 2.0 16.0 4.0 — —
14072 Jack’s spicy chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 251 — 550 24.0 59.0 4.0 24.0 5.0 — —
1468 Jumbo Jack hamburger 1 item(s) 249 — 580 20.0 51.0 2.0 33.0 11.0 — —
1469 Jumbo Jack hamburger with 

cheese
1 item(s) 274 — 670 24.0 53.0 2.0 40.0 15.0 — —

14099 natural cut french fries, large 1 serving(s) 229 — 620 9.0 75.0 8.0 32.0 7.0 — —
14098 natural cut french fries, medium 1 serving(s) 169 — 460 6.0 55.0 6.0 24.0 6.0 — —
1470 onion rings 1 serving(s) 119 — 500 6.0 51.0 3.0 30.0 6.0 — —
33141 sausage, egg & cheese biscuit 1 item(s) 184 — 590 20.0 38.0 2.0 40.0 16.0 — —
14095 seasoned curly fries, medium 1 serving(s) 130 — 420 6.0 46.0 5.0 24.0 5.0 — —
14077 sourdough Jack 1 item(s) 228 — 680 26.0 41.0 2.0 46.0 17.0 — —
37249 southwest grilled chicken salad, 

plain, w/o salad dressing
1 serving(s) 442 — 310 31.0 28.0 7.0 12.0 5.0 — —

14112 strawberry ice cream shake, 
small

1 serving(s) 349 — 730 11.0 90.0 0 35.0 24.0 — —

14078 ultimate cheeseburger 1 item(s) 304 — 920 38.0 52.0 2.0 63.0 26.0 — —
14110 Vanilla ice cream shake, small 1 serving(s) 314 — 650 11.0 70.0 0 35.0 24.0 — —

Jamba Juice
55682 acai super-antioxidant smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 415 5.5 85.1 5.5 6.5 2.2 — —
31645 aloha Pineapple smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 447 6.5 105.8 4.4 1.6 0.5 — —
31646 banana berry smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 436 4.4 102.5 4.4 1.6 0.5 — —
31647 carribean Passion smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 393 3.3 89.5 3.3 1.6 0.5 — —
38422 carrot juice 16 fluid ounce(s) 473 — 130 4.0 30.0 0 0.5 0 — —
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Appendix A

Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

30 170 1.08 — — 550.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
35 170 1.08 — — 640.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
45 220 1.44 — — 840.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
15 120 0.36 — — 350.0 — — — — — — — — 3.0 — —
25 190 0.72 — — 485.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
35 170 0.90 — — 630.0 — — — — — — — — 3.0 — —
50 220 1.08 — — 850.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —
30 145 0.72 — — 510.0 — — — — — — — — 3.0 — —
40 220 1.08 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

60 200 3.60 — — 1080.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

60 200 3.60 — — 1000.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
60 200 2.70 — — 720.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

95 300 0.72 — — 350.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
120 350 5.40 — — 1440.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
115 350 5.40 — — 1520.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

120 350 4.50 — — 1160.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

0 20 1.80 — — 245.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
40 40 3.60 — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
35 40 3.60 — — 730.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

40 40 2.70 — — 370.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

85 300 0 — — 280.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
90 300 0 — — 390.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

135 308 7.39 — 490.0 1880.0 — — — — — — — — 0.6 — —
215 145 3.49 — 180.0 730.0 — — — — — — — — 3.5 — —
45 151 3.61 — 230.0 730.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
80 18 1.60 — 530.0 1260.0 — — — — — — — — 1.1 — —
75 280 3.36 — 790.0 1050.0 — — — — — — — — 50.4 — —

35 100 2.70 — 240.0 740.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
115 460 0.47 — 740.0 280.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
30 100 3.60 — 210.0 540.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 10 0.18 — 160.0 330.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
50 150 1.80 — 420.0 1050.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
50 164 4.92 — 350.0 920.0 — — — — — — — — 9.8 — —
75 234 4.21 — 380.0 1290.0 — — — — — — — — 8.4 — —

0 20 1.42 — 1580.0 1150.0 — 0 — — — — — — 8.9 — —
0 19 1.01 — 1160.0 850.0 — 0 — — — — — — 5.6 — —
0 40 2.70 — 140.0 420.0 — 9.8 — — — — — — 18.0 — —

245 88 2.37 — 260.0 1140.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 40 1.80 — 610.0 920.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

75 200 4.50 — 390.0 1200.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —
90 274 4.11 — 930.0 820.0 — — — — — — — — 43.8 — —

115 466 0 — 630.0 240.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

120 308 7.39 — 440.0 1530.0 — — — — — — — — 0.6 — —
115 532 0 — 630.0 230.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

5 109 1.96 — — 60.0 — — — — — — — — — —
5 164 1.96 — — 60.0 — — — — — — — — 98.2 — —
5 164 1.18 — — 98.2 — — — — — — — — 16.2 — —
5 106 1.57 — — 54.5 — — — — — — — — 72.0 — —
0 100 2.72 — — 230.0 — 2325.0 — — — — — — 18.1 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
31648 chocolate moo’d smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 622 16.4 126.5 3.3 5.5 2.7 — —
31657 mango-a-go-go smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 436 3.3 102.5 3.3 1.6 0.5 — —
55684 matcha green tea blast 

smoothie
24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 458 10.9 99.3 2.2 0 0 0 0

55673 mega mango smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 371 4.4 92.7 5.5 0.5 0 — —
36945 orange dream machine 

smoothie
24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 513 10.9 112.4 1.1 1.6 1.1 — —

38424 orange juice, freshly squeezed 16 fluid ounce(s) 473 — 200 3.0 52.0 1.0 1.0 0 — —
31660 orange-a-peel smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 404 7.6 92.7 3.3 0 0 — —
55675 Peach Perfection smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 327 2.2 81.8 5.5 0.5 0 — —
31662 Peach Pleasure smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 404 3.3 96.0 4.4 1.6 1.1 — —
55676 Pomegranate Paradise smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 371 2.2 92.7 5.5 0.5 0 — —
55665 Protein berry workout 

smoothie w/ soy protein
24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 412 18.2 84.3 4.8 1.4 0 — —

31668 razzmatazz smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 425 3.3 99.3 4.4 1.6 1.1 — —
31669 strawberries wild smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 404 5.5 94.9 3.3 0 0 — —
38421 strawberry surf rider smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 469 3.3 112.4 4.4 1.6 0.5 — —
55674 strawberry whirl smoothie 24 fluid ounce(s) 680 — 327 2.2 81.8 6.5 0.5 0 — —
38428 wheatgrass juice, freshly 

squeezed
1 ounce(s) 28 — 5 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0

Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC)
31850 bbQ baked beans 1 serving(s) 130 — 200 8.0 39.0 9.0 1.5 0 — —
31853 biscuit 1 item(s) 57 — 220 4.0 24.0 1.0 11.0 2.5 — —
31851 cole slaw 1 serving(s) 130 — 180 1.0 22.0 3.0 10.0 1.5 — —
31849 corn on the cob 1 item(s) 146 — 140 5.0 33.0 4.0 1.0 0 — —
31842 crispy strips 3 item(s) 151 — 370 28.0 17.0 1.0 20.0 4.0 — —
74456 doublicious chicken sandwich, 

original recipe
1 item(s) 188 — 520 32.0 40.0 2.0 25.0 7.0 — —

3761 extra crispy chicken, breast 1 item(s) 176 — 510 39.0 16.0 0 33.0 7.0 — —
3762 extra crispy chicken, drumstick 1 item(s) 60 — 150 12.0 4.0 0 10.0 2.5 — —
3763 extra crispy chicken, thigh 1 item(s) 114 — 290 17.0 16.0 1.0 18.0 4.0 — —
3764 extra crispy chicken, whole wing 1 item(s) 52 — 150 11.0 11.0 1.0 7.0 1.5 — —
51218 Famous bowls mashed potatoes 

with gravy
1 serving(s) 525 — 680 26.0 74.0 6.0 31.0 8.0 — —

39387 green beans 1 serving(s) 86 — 20 1.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 — —
31841 honey bbQ chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 162 — 310 23.0 42.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 — —
10859 hot wings 6 piece(s) 132 — 420 24.0 24.0 0 24.0 3.0 — —
51223 hot wings, fiery buffalo 6 item(s) 204 — 480 30.0 36.0 6.0 21.0 3.0 — —
39386 hot wings, honey bbQ 6 item(s) 198 — 480 30.0 42.0 6.0 21.0 3.0 — —
31848 macaroni & cheese 1 serving(s) 135 — 160 5.0 19.0 1.0 7.0 2.5 — —
31847 mashed potatoes with gravy 1 serving(s) 145 — 120 2.0 19.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 — —
74460 original recipe chicken filet 1 item(s) 100 — 200 22.0 8.0 1.0 9.0 1.5 — —
10825 original recipe chicken, breast 1 item(s) 161 — 340 38.0 9.0 2.0 17.0 4.0 — —
10826 original recipe chicken, 

drumstick
1 item(s) 59 — 140 13.0 3.0 0 8.0 2.0 — —

10827 original recipe chicken, thigh 1 item(s) 126 — 350 19.0 7.0 1.0 27.0 7.0 — —
10828 original recipe chicken, whole 

wing
1 item(s) 47 — 140 10.0 4.0 0 9.0 2.0 — —

31844 Popcorn chicken, small or 
individual

1 item(s) 114 — 370 19.0 21.0 2.0 24.0 4.5 — —

31852 Potato salad 1 serving(s) 128 — 200 2.0 24.0 3.0 10.0 2.0 — —
10845 Potato wedges, small 1 serving(s) 102 — 250 4.0 32.0 3.0 12.0 2.0 — —

long John Silver’s
3777 batter dipped fish sandwich 1 item(s) 176 — 470 18.0 49.0 3.0 23.0 5.0 — —

37568 battered fish 1 item(s) 92 — 260 12.0 17.0 0 16.0 4.0 — —
37569 breaded clams 1 serving(s) 85 — 320 9.0 29.0 2.0 19.0 4.5 — —
39398 cocktail sauce 1 ounce(s) 28 — 25 0 6.0 0 0 0 0 0
3770 coleslaw 1 serving(s) 113 — 200 1.0 15.0 3.0 15.0 2.5 — —

39401 crab cake, lobster stuffed 1 item(s) 62 — 170 6.0 16.0 1.0 9.0 2.0 — —
78975 Fish taco 1 item(s) 117 — 360 9.0 30.0 3.0 23.0 4.5 — —
39400 French fries, large 1 item(s) 113 — 310 3.0 45.0 4.0 14.0 3.5 — —
3774 Fries, regular 1 serving(s) 85 — 230 3.0 34.0 3.0 10.0 2.5 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

16 545 — — — 414.5 — — — — — — — — 1.3 — —
5 112 0.79 — — 49.1 — — — — — — — — 72.0 — —
0 164 1.57 — — 229.1 — — — — — — — — 9.8 — —

0 44 1.96 — — 10.9 — 354.5 — — — — — — 183.3 — —
11 218 0.79 — — 218.2 — — — — — — — — 52.4 — —

0 57 1.03 — — 0 — 49.8 — — — — — — 246.0 — —
0 218 1.57 — — 136.4 — — — — — — — — 150.5 — —
0 65 1.18 — — 32.7 — 245.5 — — — — — — 65.5 — —
5 87 0.77 — — 54.5 — — — — — — — — 16.4 — —
0 109 1.96 — — 38.2 — 245.5 — — — — — — 85.1 — —
0 1054 3.45 76.7 690.0 220.4 0.86 — 0.11 0.39 0.16 1.15 0.67 76.7 51.7 0 5.4

5 109 1.57 — — 60.0 — — — — — — — — 58.9 — —
5 218 1.92 — — 152.7 — — — — — — — — 52.4 — —
5 87 1.13 — — 10.9 — — — — — — — — 85.1 — —
0 87 1.96 — — 27.3 — 5.5 — — — — — — 78.5 — —
0 — 1.73 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 3.7 — —

0 — — — — 680.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 40 1.80 — — 640.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
5 40 0.72 — — 270.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —
0 — — — — 5.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

65 40 1.44 — — 1220.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —
85 — — — — 1300.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

110 — — — 1010.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
55 0 1.44 — — 300.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
95 20 2.70 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
45 20 1.08 — — 340.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
45 — — — — 2130.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

0 — — — — 290.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
70 — — — — 810.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

120 — — — — 840.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
60 — — — — 2340.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
60 — — — — 2040.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

5 — — — — 720.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 — — — — 530.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

55 — — — — 670.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
135 20 2.70 — — 960.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
70 20 1.08 — — 340.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

110 20 2.70 — — 870.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
50 20 1.44 — — 350.0 — 0 — — — — — — 1.2 — —

25 40 1.80 — — 1110.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

5 — — — — 540.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 20 1.08 — — 700.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

40 60 1.80 — — 1180.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
35 0 0 — — 790.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
35 20 1.44 — — 1190.7 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 250.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

20 40 0.36 — — 340.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —
30 60 0.72 — — 390.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
25 60 1.44 — — 810.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 460.0 — 0 — — — — — — 18.0 — —
0 0 0 — 370.2 350.2 — 0 — — — — — — 15.0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
3779 hushpuppy 1 piece(s) 23 — 60 1.0 9.0 1.0 2.5 0.5 — —

56963 shrimp scampi 1 serving(s) 130 — 200 17.0 3.0 0 13.0 2.5 — —
3781 shrimp, batter-dipped, 1 piece 1 piece(s) 14 — 43 1.7 2.7 0 3.0 0.8 — —

39399 tartar sauce 1 ounce(s) 28 — 100 0 4.0 0 9.0 1.5 — —
39395 ultimate Fish sandwich 1 item(s) 206 — 530 21.0 50.0 3.0 27.0 8.0 — —

McDonald’s
2262 baked apple pie 1 item(s) 77 28.5 250 2.0 32.0 4.0 13.0 7.0 7.1 0.8
2247 barbecue sauce 1 item(s) 28 16.1 50 0 12.0 0 0 0 0 0
737 big mac hamburger 1 item(s) 215 112.3 550 25.0 46.0 3.0 29.0 10.0 7.5 0.7
738 cheeseburger 1 item(s) 114 45.0 300 15.0 33.0 2.0 12.0 6.0 4.1 0.4
1873 chicken mcnuggets 6 piece 6 item(s) 97 44.8 280 13.0 18.0 1.0 18.0 3.0 7.7 5.3
3792 chicken mcnuggets, 4 piece 4 item(s) 65 30.2 190 9.0 12.0 1.0 12.0 2.0 5.2 3.6
2264 chocolate shake, large 1 item(s) 356 223.2 580 13.0 102.0 1.0 14.0 8.0 4.0 0.8
29774 crispy chicken sandwich 1 item(s) 213 110.7 510 24.0 55.0 3.0 22.0 3.5 6.8 7.9

743 egg mcmuffin 1 item(s) 138 72.6 300 18.0 30.0 2.0 12.0 5.0 3.8 2.4
742 Filet-o-Fish sandwich 1 item(s) 142 65.0 390 15.0 39.0 2.0 19.0 4.0 5.7 8.5

2257 French fries, large 1 serving(s) 154 58.0 500 6.0 63.0 6.0 25.0 3.5 12.0 7.2
1872 French fries, small 1 serving(s) 71 27.1 230 3.0 29.0 3.0 11.0 1.5 5.5 3.3

33822 Fruit ‘n yogurt Parfait 1 item(s) 149 110.9 150 4.0 30.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.2 0.1
739 hamburger 1 item(s) 100 44.5 250 12.0 31.0 2.0 9.0 3.5 3.8 1.4

2003 hash browns 1 item(s) 56 29.5 150 1.0 15.0 2.0 9.0 1.5 4.8 2.8
2260 hot fudge sundae 1 item(s) 179 105.3 330 8.0 53.0 1.0 9.0 7.0 1.9 0.4
1874 Plain hotcakes with syrup and 

margarine
3 item(s) 221 89.7 570 8.0 105.0 3.0 13.0 3.5 1.9 4.6

38388 Premium bacon ranch salad with 
grilled chicken, no dressing

1 serving(s) 306 249.1 230 30.0 10.0 4.0 9.0 4.0 3.1 1.3

38391 Premium caesar salad with 
grilled chicken, no dressing

1 serving(s) 296 245.5 190 27.0 10.0 4.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 0.6

38393 Premium caesar salad, no 
dressing

1 serving(s) 213 191.1 90 7.0 9.0 3.0 4.0 2.5 1.0 0.3

29775 Premium grilled chicken classic 
sandwich

1 item(s) 200 114.6 350 28.0 42.0 3.0 9.0 2.0 2.3 4.1

57683 Premium southwest salad  
w/grilled chicken

1 item(s) 335 — 290 27.0 28.0 7.0 8.0 2.5 — —

740 Quarter Pounder hamburger 1 item(s) 173 87.1 420 25.0 38.0 2.0 19.0 7.0 7.3 0.5
741 Quarter Pounder hamburger 

with cheese
1 item(s) 202 98.8 520 30.0 41.0 3.0 26.0 12.0 9.3 0.9

2005 sausage mcmuffin with egg 1 item(s) 164 81.9 450 21.0 30.0 2.0 27.0 10.0 10.8 4.5
50831 side salad 1 item(s) 87 81.7 20 1.0 4.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 0

Pizza Hut
39009 hot chicken wings 2 item(s) 44 — 100 10.0 1.0 0 6.0 2.0 — —
14025 meat lovers hand-tossed pizza 1 slice(s) 105 — 300 14.0 26.0 1.0 16.0 7.0 — —
14026 meat lovers pan pizza 1 slice(s) 113 — 330 14.0 27.0 1.0 18.0 7.0 — —
31009 meat lovers stuffed crust pizza 1 slice(s) 165 — 480 22.0 39.0 2.0 26.0 11.0 — —
14024 meat lovers thin ‘n crispy pizza 1 slice(s) 85 — 280 13.0 22.0 1.0 16.0 6.0 — —
14031 Pepperoni lovers hand-tossed 

pizza
1 slice(s) 95 — 270 13.0 26.0 1.0 13.0 6.0 — —

14032 Pepperoni lovers pan pizza 1 slice(s) 101 — 290 13.0 27.0 1.0 14.0 6.0 — —
31011 Pepperoni lovers stuffed crust 

pizza
1 slice(s) 149 — 430 20.0 40.0 2.0 21.0 10.0 — —

14030 Pepperoni lovers thin ‘n crispy 
pizza

1 slice(s) 75 — 250 12.0 22.0 1.0 13.0 6.0 — —

10834 Personal Pan pepperoni pizza 1 slice(s) 50 — 153 6.5 16.8 0.8 6.5 2.5 — —
10842 Personal Pan supreme pizza 1 slice(s) 64 — 180 7.5 17.3 1.0 9.0 3.5 — —
39013 Personal Pan Veggie lovers 

pizza
1 slice(s) 58 — 138 5.5 17.5 1.0 5.0 2.0 — —

14028 Veggie lovers hand-tossed pizza 1 slice(s) 102 — 200 9.0 27.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 — —
14029 Veggie lovers pan pizza 1 slice(s) 107 — 230 9.0 28.0 2.0 9.0 3.5 — —
31010 Veggie lovers stuffed crust pizza 1 slice(s) 155 — 330 15.0 41.0 2.0 12.0 6.0 — —
14027 Veggie lovers thin ‘n crispy 

pizza
1 slice(s) 86 — 180 8.0 23.0 1.0 6.0 3.0 — —

39012 wing blue cheese dipping sauce 1 item(s) 43 — 230 1.0 2.0 0 24.0 4.5 — —
39011 wing ranch dipping sauce 1 item(s) 43 — 220 0 2.0 0 23.0 3.5 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

0 20 0.36 — — 200.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
135 60 0.72 — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
15 0 0 — — 160.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
15 0 0 — — 250.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
55 100 1.80 — — 1500.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

0 20 1.08 5.4 48.5 170.0 0.18 — 0.23 1.49 0.16 2.03 0.04 — 15.0 — —
0 0 0 3.6 55.2 260.0 0.05 3.4 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.19 0.02 — 0 — —

75 250 4.50 43.0 396.0 970.0 4.11 — 0.38 — 0.45 7.28 — — 1.2 1.9 —
40 202 2.72 22.8 200.0 680.0 2.18 — 0.25 — 0.30 4.59 — — 1.2 1.0 —
40 20 0.72 23.0 239.0 540.0 0.56 0 0.15 — 0.10 7.03 0.38 — 1.2 0.3 —
25 0 0.36 15.0 161.0 360.0 0.38 0 0.10 — 0.07 4.74 0.25 — 1.2 0.2 —
50 450 1.80 57.0 804.6 250.0 1.78 324.0 0.14 0 0.76 0.47 0.18 — 0 1.9 —
45 150 3.60 57.5 483.5 990.0 1.41 38.3 0.42 — 0.36 11.80 — — 3.6 — —

260 300 2.70 27.6 238.7 780.0 1.78 — 0.36 0.81 0.51 4.28 0.20 — 0 — —
40 150 1.80 38.3 312.4 590.0 0.82 — 0.30 1.66 0.19 3.15 — — 0 1.5 36.2

0 20 1.44 49.3 862.4 350.0 0.68 0 0.50 — 0.05 4.25 0.80 — 12.0 — —
0 20 0.72 22.7 397.6 160.0 0.31 0 0.23 — 0.03 1.96 0.37 — 4.8 — —
5 100 0.67 20.9 248.8 70.0 0.54 — 0.07 — 0.17 0.35 — — 9.0 0.3 —

25 100 2.70 21.0 192.0 480.0 1.95 — 0.25 — 0.24 4.54 — — 1.2 0.8 26.2
0 0 0.36 11.8 219.0 310.0 0.19 0 0.06 — 0.01 1.26 0.14 — 1.2 — —

25 249 1.44 34.0 440.3 170.0 1.00 145.0 0.08 0.34 0.41 0.27 0.09 — 0 1.0 —
20 150 2.70 28.7 276.3 660.0 0.64 — 0.45 — 0.40 3.23 0.12 — 0 0 —

85 150 1.80 — — 700.0 — — 0.17 — 0.25 11.33 — — 21.0 — —

70 200 1.78 — 754.8 580.0 — — 0.17 — 0.20 11.31 — — 21.0 — —

10 200 1.44 19.2 460.1 180.0 — — 0.09 — 0.08 0.45 — — 18.0 0 0.4

65 150 3.60 56.0 456.0 820.0 1.38 — 0.39 1.06 0.38 13.04 0.61 — 4.8 0.3 —

70 150 2.70 — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — 21.0 — —

65 150 4.50 38.1 392.7 700.0 4.65 — 0.32 — 0.60 7.70 — — 1.2 2.2
95 300 4.50 44.4 442.4 1100.0 5.31 — 0.33 — 0.71 7.78 — — 1.2 2.5 —

285 300 3.60 29.5 280.4 890.0 2.00 — 0.43 0.82 0.56 4.80 0.24 — 1.2 1.1 —
0 20 0.72 — 191.4 10.0 — — 0.04 — 0.03 0.18 — — 15.0 0 —

55 — — — — 430.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
40 — — — — 860.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
40 — — — — 830.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
70 — — — — 1380.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
40 — — — — 860.5 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 770.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

35 — — — — 730.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
60 — — — — 1230.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

35 — — — — 760.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

14 — — — — 352.5 — — — — — — — — — — —
20 — — — — 420.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
9 — — — — 297.5 — — — — — — — — — — —

15 — — — — 530.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 — — — — 500.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 880.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 — — — — 530.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

20 — — — — 420.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
10 — — — — 420.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
Starbucks

33107 caffè mocha, tall nonfat,  
w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 170 10.0 32.0 0.5 2.0 1.0 — —

33108 caffè mocha, tall whole milk, 
w/whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 290 10.0 34.0 0.5 16.0 9.0 — —

38052 cappuccino, tall 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 110 6.0 9.0 0 6.0 3.0 — —
38053 cappuccino, tall nonfat 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 60 6.0 9.0 0 0 0 0 0
38054 cappuccino, tall soymilk 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 100 5.0 12.0 0.5 3.0 0 — —
68043 caramel apple spice, tall, w/o 

whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 210 0 53.0 0 0 0 0 0

68256 espresso, single shot 1 fluid ounce(s) 30 — 5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0
38088 Flavored syrup, 1 pump 1 serving(s) 10 — 20 0 5.0 0 0 0 0 0
38067 Frappuccino, tall caramel w/o 

whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 200 3.0 42.0 0 2.5 1.5 — —

39891 Frappuccino, tall caramel, light 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 130 4.0 25.0 2.0 1.0 0 — —
67330 Frappuccino, tall cinnamon 

dolce, light
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 105 3.7 21.7 2.2 0.4 0.0 — —

67329 Frappuccino, tall cinnamon 
dolce, w/whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 270 3.0 42.0 0 11.0 6.0 — —

38070 Frappuccino, tall coffee 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 180 3.0 36.0 0 2.5 1.5 — —
39894 Frappuccino, tall coffee, light 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 90 3.0 18.0 0 0 0 — —
67339 Frappuccino, tall double 

chocolaty chip, w/whipped 
cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 300 5.0 42.0 0.5 14.0 9.0 — —

38071 Frappuccino, tall espresso 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 150 2.0 34.0 0 1.0 0 — —
39883 Frappuccino, tall Java chip, w/o 

whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 240 4.0 47.0 0.5 5.0 3.5 — —

38073 Frappuccino, tall mocha  
w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 200 3.0 42.0 0.5 3.0 2.0 — —

39897 Frappuccino, tall mocha, light 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 110 3.0 23.0 0.5 0.5 0 — —
39887 Frappuccino, tall strawberries & 

creme, w/o whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 190 3.0 38.0 0 3.0 1.5 — —

38063 Frappuccino, tall tazo chai 
creme w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 160 3.0 32.0 0 2.0 1.0 — —

38080 Frappuccino, tall vanilla  
w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 200 3.0 39.0 0 3.5 2.0 — —

39898 Frappuccino, tall white 
chocolate mocha, light blend

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 210 4.0 37.0 0 5.0 3.0 — —

38074 Frappuccino, tall white 
chocolate w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 240 4.0 48.0 0 4.0 2.5 — —

68822 hot chocolate, tall soy,  
w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 230 9.0 40.0 2.0 6.0 1.5 — —

67421 iced mocha, tall white chocolate, 
nonfat, w/whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 230 8.0 42.0 0 4.5 3.5 — —

33111 latte, tall w/nonfat milk 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 100 10.0 15.0 0 0 0 0 0
33112 latte, tall w/whole milk 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 180 10.0 14.0 0 9.0 5.0 — —
33109 macchiato, tall caramel  

w/nonfat milk
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 140 7.0 25.0 0 1.0 1.0 — —

33110 macchiato, tall caramel  
w/whole milk

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 200 8.0 25.0 0 8.0 5.0 — —

38089 mocha syrup 1 serving(s) 17 — 25 1.0 6.0 0 0.5 0 — —
67546 tazo black shaken iced tea 

lemonade, tall
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 100 0 25.0 0 0 0 0 0

38076 tazo black shaken iced tea, tall 12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 60 0 15.0 0 0 0 0 0
67551 tazo iced chai tea latte, tall  

w/nonfat milk
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 150 6.0 33.0 0 0 0 0 0

67417 tazo iced green tea latte, tall 
w/nonfat milk

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 180 7.0 37.0 0.5 0 0 0 0

38090 whipped cream 1 serving(s) 30 — 90 1.0 3.0 0 9.0 5.0 — —
38062 white chocolate mocha, tall 

nonfat w/o whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 270 12.0 47.0 0 4.5 3.5 — —

38061 white chocolate mocha, tall w/ 
whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 390 11.0 48.0 0 18.0 11.0 — —

38048 white hot chocolate, tall nonfat 
w/o whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 270 12.0 47.0 0 4.5 3.5 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

2 300 2.70 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

45 300 2.70 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

15 200 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
2 200 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 200 1.08 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 0 —

10 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

2 100 0 — — 180.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 112 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

35 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

10 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
0 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

40 150 2.70 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

2 60 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
10 100 2.70 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

10 100 0.72 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 100 0.72 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
10 100 0.36 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

10 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

10 100 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

10 150 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

10 2 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 300 3.60 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

2 300 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

2 350 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
30 300 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

2 250 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

25 250 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 0 0.72 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
0 0 0 — — 10.0 — 0 — — — — — — 6.0 — —

0 0 0 — — 0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
2 200 0.36 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

2 250 0.36 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

30 20 0.36 — — 10.0 — 90.1 — — — — — — 0 — —
2 400 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 0 —

50 400 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

2 450 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
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(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
38050 white hot chocolate, tall 

soymilk w/whipped cream
12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 380 11.0 52.0 0.5 14.0 8.0 — —

38047 white hot chocolate, tall  
w/whipped cream

12 fluid ounce(s) 354 — 410 12.0 48.0 0 19.0 12.0 — —

Subway
80576 breakfast bmt melt 1 item(s) 142 — 240 16.0 25.0 6.0 10.0 4.0 — —
80594 buffalo chicken sandwich, 6”, 

wheat bread
1 item(s) 268 — 420 25.0 46.0 5.0 15.0 3.0 — —

15842 cheese steak sandwich, 6”, 
wheat bread

1 item(s) 297 — 500 38.0 51.0 6.0 17.0 9.0 — —

40478 chicken & bacon ranch sandwich, 
6”, white or wheat bread

1 serving(s) 292 — 570 35.0 47.0 5.0 28.0 10.0 — —

32045 chocolate chip cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 220 2.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 5.0 — —
32048 chocolate chip m&m cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 210 2.0 32.0 0.5 10.0 5.0 — —
32049 chocolate chunk cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 220 2.0 30.0 0.5 10.0 5.0 — —
4024 classic italian b.m.t. sandwich, 

6”, white bread
1 item(s) 221 — 400 19.0 44.0 2.0 16.0 6.0 — —

15838 classic tuna sandwich, 6”, 
wheat bread

1 item(s) 233 — 470 20.0 44.0 5.0 24.0 4.0 — —

15837 classic tuna sandwich, 6”, 
white bread

1 item(s) 228 — 460 19.0 42.0 2.0 24.0 4.0 — —

32043 club sandwich, 6”, wheat bread 1 item(s) 347 — 420 39.0 50.0 4.0 8.0 3.5 — —
4030 cold cut combo sandwich, 6”, 

white bread
1 item(s) 228 — 360 17.0 44.0 2.0 13.0 4.0 — —

385 ham sandwich, 6”, wheat bread 1 item(s) 219 — 290 18.0 46.0 5.0 4.5 1.0 — —
3888 meatball marinara sandwich, 

6”, wheat bread
1 item(s) 301 — 480 21.0 59.0 8.0 18.0 7.0 — —

4651 meatball sandwich, 6”, white 
bread

1 item(s) 296 — 470 20.0 57.0 5.0 18.0 7.0 — —

80596 melt sandwich, 6”, wheat bread 1 item(s) 240 — 370 23.0 47.0 5.0 11.0 5.0 — —
32046 oatmeal raisin cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 200 3.0 30.0 1.0 8.0 4.0 — —
16379 oven-roasted chicken breast 

sandwich, 6”, wheat bread
1 item(s) 233 — 320 23.0 47.0 5.0 5.0 1.5 — —

32047 Peanut butter cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 220 4.0 26.0 1.0 12.0 5.0 — —
4655 roast beef sandwich, 6”, wheat 

bread
1 item(s) 233 — 320 24.0 45.0 5.0 5.0 1.5 — —

3957 roast beef sandwich, 6”, white 
bread

1 item(s) 228 — 310 23.0 43.0 2.0 5.0 1.5 — —

16378 roasted chicken breast 
sandwich, 6”, white bread

1 item(s) 228 — 310 22.0 45.0 2.0 5.0 1.5 — —

4032 spicy italian sandwich, 6”, 
white bread

1 item(s) 216 — 470 19.0 44.0 2.0 24.0 9.0 — —

4031 steak & cheese sandwich, 6”, 
white bread

1 item(s) 239 — 370 25.0 46.0 2.0 10.0 4.5 — —

32050 sugar cookie 1 item(s) 45 — 220 2.0 28.0 0.5 12.0 6.0 — —
80579 sunrise melt with egg 1 item(s) 149 — 230 18.0 26.0 6.0 8.0 3.0 — —
40477 sweet onion chicken teriyaki 

sandwich, 6”, white or wheat 
bread

1 serving(s) 276 — 380 26.0 59.0 5.0 4.5 1.0 — —

15834 turkey breast & ham sandwich, 
6”, white bread

1 item(s) 214 — 270 17.0 44.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 — —

16376 turkey breast sandwich, 6”, 
white bread

1 item(s) 214 — 270 17.0 44.0 2.0 3.5 1.0 — —

15843 Veggie delite salad 1 item(s) 271 — 50 3.0 9.0 4.0 1.0 0 — —
15841 Veggie delite sandwich, 6”, 

wheat bread
1 item(s) 162 — 230 8.0 44.0 5.0 2.5 0.5 — —

16375 Veggie delite sandwich, 6”, 
white bread

1 item(s) 157 — 220 7.0 42.0 2.0 2.5 0 — —

32051 white chip macadamia nut 
cookie

1 item(s) 45 — 220 2.0 29.0 0.5 11.0 5.0 — —

Taco Bell
29906 7-layer burrito 1 item(s) 283 — 510 18.0 68.0 12.0 18.0 6.0 — —

744 bean burrito 1 item(s) 198 105.3 370 13.0 56.0 10.0 10.0 3.5 2.1 3.7
749 beef burrito supreme 1 item(s) 248 — 420 17.0 52.0 9.0 15.0 7.0 — —

33417 beef chalupa supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 370 14.0 31.0 3.0 21.0 6.0 — —
29910 beef gordita supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 300 13.0 31.0 4.0 13.0 5.0 — —
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

25 400 1.44 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

50 400 0 — — 0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —

130 200 1.44 — — 830.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
55 300 3.60 — — 1190.0 — — — — — — — — 15.0 — —

85 500 4.50 — — 1310.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

95 500 3.60 — — 1080.0 — — — — — — — — 15.0 — —

15 0 1.08 — — 130.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
15 20 1.00 — — 100.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
10 0 1.00 — — 100.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
45 300 3.60 — — 1280.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

35 300 3.60 — — 620.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

35 300 3.60 — — 600.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

70 80 7.20 — — 2100.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —
50 350 4.50 — — 1120.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

25 300 2.70 — — 830.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —
30 350 4.50 — — 950.0 — — — — — — — — 21.0 — —

30 350 4.50 — — 930.0 — — — — — — — — 21.0 — —

45 400 2.70 — — 1210.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —
15 20 1.08 — — 130.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
45 300 2.70 — — 640.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —

10 20 1.08 — — 130.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
45 300 4.50 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

45 300 4.50 — — 680.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

45 300 2.70 — — 620.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —

50 300 3.60 — — 1500.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

50 400 4.50 — — 1040.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

15 0 0.72 — — 130.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
130 200 1.44 — — 810.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
50 350 3.60 — — 900.0 — — — — — — — — 18.0 — —

20 300 3.60 — — 800.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

20 300 3.60 — — 790.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

0 40 1.08 — — 65.0 — — — — — — — — 27.0 — —
0 300 2.70 — — 310.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

0 300 2.70 — — 290.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

15 20 0.72 — — 130.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

20 — — — — 1410.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
5 246 4.69 67.3 516.8 980.0 1.70 5.9 0.38 0.99 0.20 4.00 0.20 134.6 0.8 0.3 20.6

35 — — — — 1380.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 610.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 590.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Fast Food—continued
2014 beef soft taco 1 item(s) 99 — 210 10.0 21.0 3.0 9.0 4.0 — —

10860 beef soft taco supreme 1 item(s) 135 — 240 11.0 24.0 3.0 11.0 5.0 — —
66167 cheesy Fiesta potatoes 1 serving(s) 135 — 270 4.0 28.0 3.0 16.0 2.5 — —
34472 chicken burrito supreme 1 item(s) 248 — 390 21.0 51.0 7.0 12.0 5.0 — —
33418 chicken chalupa supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 350 17.0 30.0 2.0 18.0 4.0 — —
29909 chicken quesadilla 1 item(s) 184 — 520 28.0 41.0 4.0 28.0 12.0 — —
50171 chicken soft taco 1 item(s) 99 57.8 187 13.2 19.5 1.2 6.3 2.5 1.6 1.6
29907 chili cheese burrito 1 item(s) 156 — 370 16.0 40.0 4.0 16.0 8.0 — —
10794 cinnamon twists 1 serving(s) 35 — 170 1.0 26.0 1.0 7.0 0.0 — —
66033 Fresco bean burrito 1 item(s) 213 — 340 12.0 56.0 11.0 8.0 2.5 — —
66025 Fresco chicken burrito supreme 1 item(s) 241 — 340 18.0 50.0 8.0 8.0 2.5 — —
66020 Fresco crunchy taco 1 item(s) 92 — 150 7.0 13.0 3.0 7.0 2.5 — —
66026 Fresco steak burrito supreme 1 item(s) 241 — 330 16.0 49.0 8.0 8.0 3.0 — —
29911 grilled chicken gordita supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 270 17.0 29.0 2.0 10.0 3.5 — —
29912 grilled steak gordita supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 270 14.0 29.0 2.0 11.0 4.0 — —
29904 grilled steak soft taco 1 item(s) 128 — 250 11.0 20.0 2.0 14.0 4.0 — —
2021 mexican pizza 1 serving(s) 213 — 540 21.0 47.0 8.0 30.0 8.0 — —

10772 meximelt 1 serving(s) 128 — 280 15.0 23.0 4.0 14.0 7.0 — —
2011 nachos 1 serving(s) 99 33.9 330 4.0 31.0 2.0 20.0 2.0 12.6 2.6
2012 nachos bellgrande 1 serving(s) 305 — 770 20.0 78.0 15.0 42.0 7.0 — —
2023 Pintos ‘n cheese 1 serving(s) 128 — 180 10.0 19.0 9.0 7.0 3.0 — —

34473 steak burrito supreme 1 item(s) 248 — 380 18.0 51.0 7.0 12.0 5.0 — —
33419 steak chalupa supreme 1 item(s) 153 — 340 15.0 29.0 2.0 18.0 4.0 — —
747 taco 1 item(s) 78 — 170 8.0 12.0 3.0 10.0 3.5 — —
2015 taco salad with salsa, with shell 1 serving(s) 463 — 770 27.0 75.0 12.0 41.0 10.0 — —
748 tostada 1 item(s) 170 — 250 11.0 29.0 10.0 10.0 3.5 — —

Convenience Meals
Banquet

14788 boneless white fried chicken meal 1 item(s) 286 — 350 12.0 35.0 5.0 17.0 4.0 — —
14773 chicken pasta marinara meal 1 item(s) 184 — 290 12.0 29.0 3.0 14.0 3.0 — —
29960 Fish sticks meal 1 item(s) 207 — 310 11.0 44.0 4.0 10.0 2.5 — —
29957 lasagna with meat sauce meal 1 item(s) 227 — 250 12.0 34.0 4.0 7.0 2.5 — —
14777 macaroni and cheese meal 1 item(s) 227 — 260 10.0 39.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 — —
1741 meatloaf meal 1 item(s) 269 — 280 12.0 28.0 4.0 13.0 5.0 — —

39418 Pepperoni pizza meal 1 item(s) 163 — 340 11.0 47.0 4.0 12.0 3.5 — —
1743 salisbury steak meal 1 item(s) 269 — 290 11.0 25.0 4.0 16.0 7.0 — —

14772 turkey meal 1 item(s) 262 — 250 13.0 32.0 5.0 7.0 2.0 — —
Healthy Choice

9337 beef pot roast complete meal 1 item(s) 312 — 290 17.0 45.0 6.0 4.5 1.5 2.0 1.0
57075 café steamers cajun style 

chicken & shrimp
1 item(s) 295 — 250 17.0 33.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 — —

57078 café steamers chicken linguini 
with red pepper alfredo

1 item(s) 292 — 280 22.0 35.0 5.0 6.0 2.5 — —

57074 café steamers sweet sesame 
chicken

1 item(s) 292 — 330 17.0 50.0 6.0 6.0 1.0 2.5 2.0

9316 lemon pepper fish meal 1 item(s) 303 — 310 14.0 50.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 — —
9322 traditional salisbury steak meal 1 item(s) 354 — 310 18.0 46.0 9.0 6.0 2.5 2.0 1.0
9359 traditional turkey breast meal 1 item(s) 298 — 290 18.0 44.0 8.0 4.5 1.0 2.0 1.5

lean Cuisine
11043 culinary collection baked 

chicken
1 item(s) 245 — 240 15.0 34.0 3.0 4.5 1.0 1.0 2.0

360 simple Favorites chicken chow 
mein

1 item(s) 255 — 260 14.0 41.0 3.0 4.0 1.0 1.5 1.5

11054 simple Favorites chicken 
enchilada suiza

1 serving(s) 255 190.9 270 12.0 47.0 3.0 4.0 1.5 1.0 1.0

9467 simple Favorites fettuccini alfredo 1 item(s) 262 — 280 14.0 42.0 1.0 6.0 3.0 1.5 1.0
9479 simple Favorites French bread 

deluxe pizza
1 item(s) 174 — 340 16.0 46.0 4.0 10.0 3.5 2.5 1.5

11055 simple Favorites lasagna with 
meat sauce

1 item(s) 298 — 320 20.0 43.0 4.0 7.0 3.5 2.0 1.0

58267 spa collection ginger garlic stir 
fry with chicken

1 item(s) 280 — 290 17.0 46.0 4.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 1.5
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

30 — — — — 620.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
5 — — — — 840.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

40 — — — — 1420.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
40 — — — — 650.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
75 — — — — 1420.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
29 121 1.57 23.8 214.8 606.9 0.75 1.0 0.16 0.35 0.11 5.12 0.11 68.3 0.2 0.1 12.6
40 — — — — 1080.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

0 — — — — 200.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
0 — — — — 1290.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

25 — — — — 1410.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
20 — — — — 350.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 — — — — 1340.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
35 — — — — 620.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
30 — — — — 550.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
30 — — — — 710.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
45 — — — — 1020.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
45 — — — — 870.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
5 88 1.11 51.5 180.2 370.0 1.14 1.0 0.12 1.04 0.13 0.90 0.18 12.9 — — 3.4

30 — — — — 1300.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 — — — — 720.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
30 — — — — 1340.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
30 — — — — 580.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
30 — — — — 330.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
60 — — — — 1650.0 — — — — — — — — — — —
15 — — — — 730.0 — — — — — — — — — — —

35 100 1.08 40.0 450.0 930.0 1.50 0 0.09 — 0.14 1.20 0.12 — 4.8 0.5 —
15 60 1.80 40.0 380.0 550.0 0.90 — — — 0.10 1.60 0.08 — 2.4 1.8 —
25 100 1.80 40.0 290.0 540.0 0.60 — 0.12 — 0.17 0.80 — — 0 3.0 —
10 60 2.70 40.0 420.0 510.0 1.20 — 0.30 — 0.25 3.00 — — 1.2 2.7 —
15 100 1.44 32.0 220.0 760.0 0.90 — 0.30 — 0.51 0.80 — — 0 0.4 —
40 20 1.08 32.0 420.0 1000.0 1.50 0 — — — — 0.16 — 0 0.6 —
10 150 1.80 40.0 310.0 730.0 1.50 — 0.12 — 0.34 0.80 0.12 — 0 — —
30 20 1.44 32.0 380.0 1100.0 1.50 0 0.06 — 0.14 1.60 — 0 0.9 —
25 40 1.80 32.0 360.0 1060.0 1.20 — 0.15 — 0.17 3.00 0.12 — 6.0 0.9 —

40 40 1.80 40.0 720.0 500.0 3.00 — 0.03 — 0.17 3.00 0.20 — 30.0 1.5 21.0
45 40 1.08 40.0 480.0 590.0 1.20 — 0.22 — 0.25 6.00 0.20 — 6.0 0.5 0

35 100 1.80 40.0 440.0 570.0 1.50 — 0.22 — 0.34 5.00 0.20 — 30.0 0.6 63.0

30 40 0.72 40.0 440.0 400.0 0.90 — 0.09 — 0.14 4.00 0.30 — 1.2 0.6 0

25 60 1.08 40.0 480.0 450.0 0.60 — 0.22 — 0.07 2.00 0.40 — 24.0 1.2 14.0
35 100 2.70 60.0 880.0 590.0 3.00 — 0.15 — 0.17 3.00 0.16 — 24.0 1.2 21.0
25 60 1.80 40.0 680.0 450.0 1.20 — 0.22 — 0.25 5.00 0.20 — 4.8 0.5 31.5

25 40 1.17 — 500.0 650.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

25 60 1.08 — 380.0 550.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

20 150 1.08 — 380.0 550.0 — — 0.20 — 0.15 1.68 — — 1.2 — —

15 200 0.72 — 270.0 690.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —
20 150 2.70 — 330.0 760.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

30 200 2.70 — 710.0 590.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

30 60 1.44 — 550.0 640.0 — — — — — — — — 15.0 — —
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Appendix A

(Computer code is for Cengage Diet Analysis program) (For purposes of calculations, use “0” for t, <1, <0.1, <0.01)Ta b l e  a - 2  Table of Food Composition (continued) 

Fat Breakdown (g)DA+ 
Code Food Description Quantity Measure

Wt 
(g)

H2O 
(g)

Ener 
(kcal)

Prot 
(g)

Carb 
(g)

Fiber 
(g)

Fat 
(g) Sat Mono Poly

Convenience Meals—continued
Michelina’s

55332 cheese manicotti with marinara 
sauce entrée

1 item(s) 227 — 270 11.0 34.0 3.0 11.0 5.0 — —

1915 Fettuccini alfredo with chicken 
& broccoli entrée

1 item(s) 241 — 310 15.0 38.0 2.0 10.0 6.0 — —

55320 lean gourmet five cheese 
lasagna entrée

1 item(s) 227 — 290 13.0 50.0 8.0 5.0 2.0 — —

55329 lean gourmet meatloaf entrée 1 item(s) 227 — 180 11.0 21.0 2.0 6.0 3.0 — —
55325 lean gourmet santa Fe style 

rice & beans entrée
1 item(s) 255 — 320 10.0 52.0 3.0 8.0 3.5 — —

Stouffer’s
36564 beef pot roast entrée 1 item(s) 255 — 210 14.0 30.0 2.0 4.0 1.5 — —
2313 cheese French bread pizza 1 serving(s) 294 — 370 14.0 44.0 4.0 15.0 6.0 — —
2366 chicken pot pie entrée 1 item(s) 454 — 590 19.0 54.0 1.0 34.0 13.0 — —
11116 homestyle baked chicken 

breast with mashed potatoes 
and gravy entrée

1 item(s) 252 — 250 20.0 20.0 1.0 10.0 3.0 — —

11152 homestyle roast turkey breast 
with stuffing and mashed 
potatoes entrée

1 item(s) 273 — 290 16.0 30.0 2.0 12.0 3.5 — —

41781 lasagna with meat & sauce 
entrée

1 item(s) 595 441.9 690 47.8 74.8 6.5 22.4 11.3 7.6 1.4

Weight Watchers
11164 smart ones chicken enchiladas 

suiza entrée
1 item(s) 255 — 290 11.0 49.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 1.5 1.0

39763 smart ones chicken oriental 
entrée

1 item(s) 255 — 230 14.0 41.0 2.0 1.5 0 0 0

11187 smart ones pepperoni pizza 1 item(s) 173 — 410 19.0 63.0 4.0 9.0 3.0 2.5 1.5
58556 smart ones spaghetti with 

meat sauce entrée
1 item(s) 326 — 290 14.0 44.0 5.0 6.0 1.5 2.0 1.0

31512 smart ones spicy szechuan 
style vegetables & chicken

1 item(s) 255 — 240 11.0 38.0 4.0 5.0 1.0 2.0 2.5

Baby Foods
787 apple juice 4 fluid ounce(s) 127 111.6 60 0 14.8 0.1 0.1 0 0 0
778 applesauce, strained 4 tablespoon(s) 64 56.7 26 0.1 6.9 1.1 0.1 0 0 0
779 bananas with tapioca, strained 4 tablespoon(s) 60 50.4 34 0.2 9.2 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
604 carrots, strained 4 tablespoon(s) 56 51.7 15 0.4 3.4 1.0 0.1 0 0 0
770 chicken noodle dinner, strained 4 tablespoon(s) 64 54.8 42 1.7 5.8 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.5 0.3
801 green beans, strained   4 tablespoon(s) 60 55.1 16 0.7 3.8 1.3 0.1 0 0 0.1
910 human milk, mature 2 fluid ounce(s) 62 53.9 43 0.6 4.2 0 2.7 1.2 1.0 0.3
760 mixed cereal, prepared with 

whole milk
4 ounce(s) 113 89.8 109 4.7 13.9 0.9 3.8 2.0 1.0 0.4

772 mixed vegetable dinner, strained 2 ounce(s) 57 50.3 23 0.7 5.4 0.9 0.1 — — 0.1
762 rice cereal, prepared with 

whole milk
4 ounce(s) 113 92.9 96 3.9 11.7 0 3.8 2.0 1.0 0.4

758 teething biscuits 1 item(s) 11 0.7 43 1.2 8.4 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1
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Chol 
(mg)

Calc 
(mg)

Iron 
(mg)

Magn 
(mg)

Pota 
(mg)

Sodi 
(mg)

Zinc 
(mg)

Vit A 
(µg)

Thia 
(mg)

Vit E 
(mg 𝛂)

Ribo 
(mg)

Niac 
(mg)

Vit B6 
(mg)

Fola 
(µg)

Vit C 
(mg)

Vit B12 
(µg)

Sele 
(µg)

30 200 1.08 — — 980.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

45 150 1.80 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — 9.0 — —

10 150 3.60 — — 560.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

35 40 1.44 — — 860.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —
20 150 1.44 — — 670.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

25 20 1.80 — — 710.0 — — — — — — — — 4.8 — —
20 250 1.80 — — 600.0 — — — — — — — — 2.4 — —
50 100 3.60 — — 930.0 — — — — — — — — 1.2 — —
60 40 0.36 — — 730.0 — 0 — — — — — — 0 — —

45 40 1.08 — 490.0 970.0 — — — — — — — — 3.6 — —

77 411 3.63 — 940.1 1856.4 — — 0.36 — 0.30 3.81 — — 3.6 — —

25 100 0.72 — — 640.0 — — — — — — — — 6.0 — —

25 20 0.36 — — 700.0 — — — — — — — — 2.4 — —

30 100 1.44 — — 730.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —
10 100 2.70 — — 520.0 — — — — — — — — 12.0 — —

10 60 2.70 — — 710.0 — — — — — — — — 0 — —

0 5 0.72 3.8 115.4 10.1 0.04 1.3 0.01 0.76 0.02 0.11 0.04 0 73.4 0 0.1
0 3 0.14 1.9 45.4 0 0.01 0.6 0.01 0.38 0.02 0.04 0.02 1.3 24.5 0 0.2
0 3 0.12 6.0 52.8 0 0.04 1.2 0.01 0.36 0.02 0.11 0.07 3.6 10.0 0 0.4
0 12 0.21 5.0 109.8 38.6 0.08 320.9 0.01 0.29 0.02 0.26 0.04 8.4 3.2 0 0.1

10 17 0.41 9.0 89.0 24.3 0.35 70.4 0.03 0.13 0.04 0.46 0.04 8.3 0.1 0 2.4
0 23 0.40 12.0 87.6 4.2 0.13 10.8 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.22 0.02 14.4 0.2 0 0.1
9 20 0.02 1.8 31.4 10.5 0.10 37.6 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.11 0.01 3.1 3.1 0 1.1

10 249 11.83 22.7 188.2 47.6 0.67 46.5 0.35 0.53 0.51 4.40 0.06 10.2 0.3 0.5 6.9

— 12 0.19 6.2 68.6 21.5 0.09 77.1 0.01 — 0.02 0.28 0.04 4.5 1.6 0 0.4
11 191 4.12 28.4 171.2 47.6 0.56 47.6 0.28 0.50 0.37 2.78 0.08 6.8 0.2 0.5 4.9

1 29 0.39 3.8 35.5 25.0 0.10 3.1 0.03 0.12 0.06 0.48 0.01 7.6 1.0 0 2.6
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Appendix B

This appendix presents nutrition recommendations from the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) and details for Canadians on the Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide and 
the Beyond the Basics meal-planning system.

Nutrition Recommendations from WHO
The World Health Organization (WHO) has assessed the relationships between diet 
and the development of  chronic diseases. Its recommendations include:

 ❚ Energy: sufficient to support growth, physical activity, and a healthy body weight 
(BMI between 18.5 and 24.9) and to avoid weight gain greater than 11 pounds 
(5 kilograms) during adult life

 ❚ Total fat: 15 to 30 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Saturated fatty acids: ,10 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Polyunsaturated fatty acids: 6 to 10 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids: 5 to 8 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids: 1 to 2 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Trans-fatty acids: ,1 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Total carbohydrate: 55 to 75 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Sugars: ,10 percent of  total energy, preferably ,5 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Protein: 10 to 15 percent of  total energy

 ❚ Cholesterol: ,300 mg per day

 ❚ Salt (sodium): ,5 g salt per day (,2 g sodium per day), appropriately iodized 

 ❚ Potassium: $3510 mg per day

 ❚ Fruits and vegetables: $400 g per day (about 1 pound)

 ❚ Total dietary fiber: .25 g per day from foods

 ❚ Physical activity: one hour of  moderate-intensity activity, such as walking,  
on most days of  the week 

Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide
Figure B-1 presents the 2007 Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide. Additional publi-
cations, which are available from Health Canada through its website, provide many 
more details.

C O n T e n T S

nutrition recommendations  
from who

Eating Well with Canada’s Food  
Guide

Beyond the Basics: Meal Plan-
ning for Healthy Eating, Diabetes 
 Prevention and Management

Search for “Canada’s food 
guide” at Health Canada:  
www.hc-sc.gc.ca

WHO: Nutrition Recommendations; 
Canada: Guidelines and Meal Planning
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F i g u r e  b - 1  eating Well with Canada’s Food guide
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Appendix B

F i g u r e  b - 1  eating Well with Canada’s Food guide (continued )
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F i g u r e  b - 1  eating Well with Canada’s Food guide (continued )
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Appendix B

F i g u r e  b - 1  eating Well with Canada’s Food guide (continued )
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F i g u r e  b - 1  eating Well with Canada’s Food guide (continued )
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Appendix B

Beyond the Basics: Meal  Planning for Healthy Eating, 
Diabetes  Prevention and Management
Beyond the Basics: Meal Planning for Healthy Eating, Diabetes Prevention and Management is 
Canada’s system of  meal planning.1 Similar to the U.S. Choose Your Foods: Food Lists for 
Diabetes, Beyond the Basics sorts foods into groups and defines portion sizes to help people 
manage their blood glucose and maintain a healthy weight. Because foods that contain 
carbohydrate raise blood glucose, the food groups are organized into two sections—
those that contain carbohydrate (presented in Table B-1) and those that contain little or 
no carbohydrate (shown in Table B-2). One portion from any of the food groups listed in 
Table B-1 provides about 15 grams of  available carbohydrate (total carbohydrate minus 
fiber) and counts as one carbohydrate choice. Within each group, foods are identified 
as those to “choose more often” (generally higher in vitamins, minerals, and fiber) and 
those to “choose less often” (generally higher in sugar, saturated fat, or trans fat).

1The tables for the Canadian meal planning system are adapted from Beyond the Basics: Meal Planning 
for Healthy Eating, Diabetes Prevention and Management, copyright 2005, with permission of  the Canadian 
Diabetes Association. Additional information is available from www.diabetes.ca.

Ta b L e  b - 1  Food groups That Contain Carbohydrate

1 serving 5 15 g carbohydrate or 1 carbohydrate choice

Food Measure

Grains and starches: 15 g carbohydrate, 3 g protein, 0 g fat, 286 kJ (68 kcal)

 ▲ bagel, large (11 cm, 4.5”) ¼ 

 ▲ bagel, small (8 cm, 3”) ½ 

 ▲ bannock, fried 1.5” 3 2.5”

 ● bannock, whole grain baked 1.5” 3 2.5”

 ● barley, pearled, cooked 125 ml (½ c) 

 ▲ bread, white 1 slice (30 g)

 ● bread, whole grain 1 slice (30 g)

 ● bulghur, cooked 125 ml (½ c)

 ▲ bun, hamburger or hotdog ½ 

 ▲ cereal, flaked unsweetened  125 ml (½ c)

 ● cream of wheat, cooked 175 ml (¾ c)

 ● red river, cooked 125 ml (½ c)

 ● chapati (15 cm, 6”) 1 (44 g)

 ● corn 125 ml (½ c)

 ● couscous, cooked 125 ml (½ c)

 ▲ crackers, soda type 7

 ▲ croutons 175 ml (¾ c)

 ● english muffin, whole grain ½ (28 g)

 ▲ French fries 10 (50 g)

 ● millet, cooked 1⁄3 c (75 ml)

Key:

 ● choose more often

 ▲ choose less often
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Appendix B

(continued)

Ta b L e  b - 1  Food groups That Contain Carbohydrate (continued )

Food Measure

Grains and starches: 15 g carbohydrate, 3 g protein, 0 g fat, 286 kJ (68 kcal)

 ▲ naan bread (15 cm, 6”) ¼ 

 ▲ Pancake (10 cm, 4”) 1

 ● Pasta, cooked 125 ml (½ c)

 ▲ Pita bread, white (15 cm, 6”) ½

 ● Pita bread, whole-wheat (15 cm, 6”) ½

 ▲ Pizza crust (30 cm, 12”) 1⁄12 (90 g)

 ● Plantain, cooked, mashed 1⁄3 c (75 ml)

 ● Potatoes, boiled or baked ½ medium (84 g)

 ● rice, white or brown, cooked 1⁄3 c (75 ml)

 ● roti (15 cm, 6”) 1 (44 g)

 ● soup, thick, chunky type 250 ml (1 c)

 ● sweet potato, mashed 1⁄3 c (75 ml)

 ▲ taco shells (13 cm, 5”) 2 (17 g)

 ● tortilla, wheat flour (25 cm, 10”) ½

 ▲ waffle (medium) 1 (39 g)

Fruits: 15 g carbohydrate, 1–2 g protein, 0 g fat, 269 kJ (64 kcal)

 ● apple 1 medium (138 g)

 ● applesauce, unsweetened 125 ml (½ c)

 ● banana 1 small or ½ large

 ● blackberries  500 ml (2 c)

 ● cherries 15 (102 g)

 ● Fruit, canned in juice 125 ml (½ c)

 ▲ Fruit, dried 60 ml (¼ c)

 ● grapefruit 1 small

 ● grapes 15 or ½ c (80 g)

 ● Kiwi 2 medium (150 g)

 ▲ Juice 125 ml (½ c)

 ● mango ½ medium

 ● melon 250 ml (1 c)

 ● orange 1 medium

 ● other berries 250 ml (1 c)

 ● Pear 1 medium

 ● Pineapple 175 ml (¾ c)

 ● Plum 2 medium

 ● raspberries 500 ml (2 c)

 ● strawberries 500 ml (2 c)
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Appendix B

aThese vegetables contain enough carbohydrate to be counted as one carbohydrate choice 
(15 g of  available carbohydrate) when the portion size eaten is 1 cup (250 mL) or more.

Ta b L e  b - 1  Food groups That Contain Carbohydrate (continued )

Food Measure

Milk and alternatives: 15 g carbohydrate, 7 g protein, variable fat,  
386–651 kJ (92–155 kcal)

 ● evaporated milk, canned 125 ml (½ c)

 ● milk, fluid 250 ml (1 c)

 ● milk powder, skim 60 ml (4 tbs)

 ● soy beverage, flavoured 125 ml (½ c)

 ● soy beverage, plain 250 ml (1 c)

 ● soy yogourt, flavoured 75 ml (1⁄ 3  c)

 ● yogourt, nonfat, plain 175 ml (¾ c)

 ● yogourt, skim, artificially sweetened 250 ml (1 c)

Other choices (sweet foods and snacks): 15 g carbohydrate, variable  
protein and fat

 ▲ brownies, unfrosted 5 cm 3 5 cm (2” 3 2”)

 ▲ cake, unfrosted 5 cm 3 5 cm (2” 3 2”)

 ▲ cookies, arrowroot or gingersnap 3–4

 ▲ Jam, jelly, marmalade 15 ml (1 tbs)

 ● milk pudding, skim, no sugar added 125 ml (½ c)

 ▲ muffin, plain 1 small (45 g)

 ▲ oatmeal granola bar 1 (28 g)

 ● Popcorn, low-fat, air-popped 750 ml (3 c)

 ▲ Pretzels, low-fat, large 7

 ▲ Pretzels, low-fat, sticks 30

 ▲ sugar, white 15 ml (1 tbs, 3 tsp, or 3  
 packets)

 ▲ syrup, honey, molasses 1 tbs (15 ml)

Key:

 ● choose more often

 ▲ choose less often

Ta b L e  b - 2  Food groups That Contain Little or no Carbohydrate

Food Measure

Vegetables: To encourage consumption, most vegetables are considered 
“free”

 ▲ artichokes, Jerusalema  

 ● asparagus 

 ● beans, yellow or green 

 ● bean sprouts 

Key:

 ● choose more often

 ▲ choose less often
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Appendix B

(continued)

Ta b L e  b - 2  Food groups That Contain Little or no Carbohydrate  
(continued )

Food Measure

Vegetables: To encourage consumption, most vegetables are considered 
“free”

 ● beets 

 ● broccoli 

 ● cabbage 

 ● carrots 

 ● cauliflower 

 ● celery 

 ● cucumber 

 ● eggplant 

 ● Kale 

 ● leeks 

 ● mushrooms 

 ● okra 

 ● onions 

 ▲ Parsnipsa  

 ▲ Peasa  

 ● Peppers 

 ● rutabagas  

 ● salad vegetables 

 ▲ squash, hubbard, pumpkin, spaghetti  

 ▲ squash, acorna, butternuta

 ● tomatoes, fresh 

 ● tomatoes, canned, regular 

 ▲ tomatoes, canned, steweda 

 ● turnips 

Meat and alternatives: 0 g carbohydrate, 7 g protein, 3–5 g fat, 307 kJ (73 kcal)

 ● cheese, skim (,7% milk fat) 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm (1” 3 1” 3 1”)

 ● cheese, light (,20% milk fat) 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm (1” 3 1” 3 1”)

 ▲ cheese, regular ($21% milk fat) 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm 3 2.5 cm (1” 3 1” 3 1”)

 ● cottage cheese (1–2% milk fat) 60 ml (¼ c)

 ● egg 1 medium-large

 ● Fish, canned in oil or water 60 ml (¼ c)

 ● Fish, fresh or frozen, cooked 30 g (1 oz)

 ● hummus  90 g (1⁄ 3  c)

 ● legumes, cooked 125 ml (½ c)

 ● meat, game, cooked 30 g (1 slice)

 ● meat, ground, lean or extra lean, cooked 30 g (2 tbs)

Key:

 ● choose more often

 ▲ choose less often
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Appendix B

Ta b L e  b - 2  Food groups That Contain Little or no Carbohydrate  
(continued )

Food Measure

Meat and alternatives: 0 g carbohydrate, 7 g protein, 3–5 g fat, 307 kJ  
(73 kcal) 

 ● meat, lean, cooked 30 g (1 slice)

 ● meat, organ or tripe, cooked 30 g (1 slice)

 ● meat, prepared, low-fat 30 g (1–3 slices)

 ▲ meat, prepared, regular fat 30 g (1–3 slices)

 ▲ meat, regular, cooked 30 g (1–3 slices)

 ● Peameal/back bacon, cooked 30 g (1–2 slices)

 ● Poultry, ground, lean, cooked 30 g (2 tbs)

 ● Poultry, skinless, cooked 30 g (1 slice)

 ▲ Poultry/wings, skin on, cooked 45 g (2)

 ● shellfish, cooked 30 g (3 medium)

 ● tofu (soybean) ½ block (100 g)

 ● Vegetarian meat alternatives 30 g (1 oz)

Fats: 0 g carbohydrate, 0 g protein, 5 g fat, 189 kJ (45 kcal)

 ▲ avocado 34 g (1⁄6 )

 ▲ bacon 30 g (1 slice)

 ▲ butter 5 ml (1 tsp)

 ▲ cheese, spreadable 15 ml (1 tbs)

 ▲ margarine, non-hydrogenated, regular 5 ml (1 tsp)

 ▲ mayonnaise, light 15 ml (1 tbs)

 ▲ nuts 15 ml (1 tbs)

 ▲ oil, canola or olive 5 ml (1 tsp)

 ▲ salad dressing, regular 5 ml (1 tsp)

 ▲ seeds 15 g (1 tbs)

 ▲ tahini 8 ml (½ tbs)

Extras: ,5 g carbohydrate, 84 kJ (20 kcal)

broth 
coffee 
herbs and spices 
Ketchup 
mustard 
relish 
sugar-free gelatin  
sugar-free soft drinks 
tea 

Key:

 ● choose more often

 ▲ choose less often
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Appendix C

Choose Your Foods: Food Lists for Diabetes

Chapter 21 describes how a meal-planning system based on food lists can be used 
to control carbohydrate intakes, and this appendix provides details from the 2014 
publication Choose Your Foods: Food Lists for Diabetes. Appendix B presents Canada’s 
meal-planning system.

These food lists can help people with diabetes to manage their blood glucose levels by 
controlling the amount and kinds of carbohydrates they consume. These lists can also 
help in planning diets for weight management by controlling kcalorie and fat intake.

The Food Lists
The food lists sort foods into groups by their proportions of carbohydrate, fat, and 
protein (Table C-1 on p. C-2). These major groups may be organized into several lists 
of foods (Tables C-2 through C-12 on pp. C-3–C-17). For example, the carbohydrate 
group includes these food lists:

 ❚ Starch

 ❚ Fruits

 ❚ Milk and Milk Substitutes (fat-free/low-fat, reduced-fat, and whole) 

 ❚ Nonstarchy Vegetables

 ❚ Sweets, Desserts, and Other Carbohydrates

Then any food on a list can be substituted for any other on that same list. Note that 
some foods on the lists may count as choices from more than one group; in this case, 
the choices per specified serving will also be stated. For example, chocolate nonfat 
milk counts as 1 fat-free milk plus 1 carbohydrate choice, and ½ cup black beans 
counts as 1 starch plus 1 lean protein choice. Another group for alcohol has been 
included as a reminder that these beverages often deliver substantial carbohydrate and 
kcalories and therefore warrant their own list.

Serving Sizes 
The serving sizes have been carefully adjusted and defined so that a serving of any food 
on a given list provides roughly the same amount of carbohydrate, fat, and protein, 
and, therefore, total energy. Any food on a list can thus be traded for any other food 
on the same list without significantly affecting the diet’s energy–nutrient balance or 
total kcalories. For example, a person may select 17 small grapes or ½ large grapefruit 
as one fruit choice and either would provide roughly 15 grams of carbohydrate and 
60 kcalories. A whole grapefruit, however, would count as 2 fruit choices.

To apply the system successfully, users must become familiar with the specified 
serving sizes. A convenient way to remember the serving sizes and energy values is to 
keep in mind a typical item from each list (review Table C-1).

The Foods on the Lists 
Foods do not always appear on the food list where you might first expect to find 
them. They are grouped according to their energy–nutrient contents rather than by 
their source (such as milks), their outward appearance, or their vitamin and mineral 
contents. For example, cheeses are grouped with proteins (not milk) because, like 

C O n T e n T S

the Food lists

serving sizes

the Foods on the lists

controlling energy, Fat, and sodium

Planning a healthy diet

C-1  
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-2

medium- and high-fat meats, cheeses contribute energy from protein and fat but pro-
vide negligible carbohydrate.

For similar reasons, starchy vegetables such as corn, green peas, and potatoes are 
found on the Starch list with breads and cereals, not with the nonstarchy vegetables. 
Likewise, bacon is grouped with both saturated fats and high-fat meats.

Diet planners learn to view mixtures of foods, such as casseroles and soups, as 
combinations of foods from different food lists. They also learn to interpret food la-
bels with the food lists in mind.

Controlling Energy, Fat, and Sodium 
The food lists help people control their energy intakes by paying close attention to serv-
ing sizes. People wanting to lose weight can limit foods from the Sweets, Desserts, and 
Other Carbohydrates and Fats lists, and they might choose to avoid the Alcohol list 
altogether. The Free Foods list provides low-kcalorie choices.

By assigning items like bacon to the High-Fat Protein and Saturated Fats lists, the 
food lists alert consumers to foods that are high in fat. Even the Starch list specifies 
which grain products contain added fat (such as biscuits, cornbread, and waffles) by 
marking them with a symbol to indicate added fat (the symbols are explained in the ta-
ble keys). In addition, the food lists encourage users to think of fat-free milk as milk and 
of whole milk as milk with added fat, and to think of lean meats as meats and of me-
dium-fat and high-fat meats as meats with added fat. To that end, foods on the milk and 
meat lists are separated into categories based on their fat contents (review Table C-1). 
The Milk and Milk Substitutes list is subdivided for fat-free/low-fat, reduced-fat, and 
whole; the Proteins list is subdivided for lean, medium-fat, and high-fat. The Proteins 

T a b L e  C - 1   The Food Lists

lists Typical Item/Portion Size Carbohydrate (g) Protein (g)  Fat (g) Energya (kcal)

Carbohydrates

starchb 1 slice bread 15  3  1  80

Fruits 1 small apple 15  —  —  60

milk and milk substitutes
 Fat-free, low-fat (1%) 1 c fat-free milk 12  8  0–3  100
 reduced-fat (2%) 1 c reduced-fat milk 12  8  5  120
 whole 1 c whole milk 12  8  8  160

nonstarchy vegetables ½ c cooked carrots  5  2  —  25

sweets, desserts, and other 
carbohydratesc

5 vanilla wafers 15 varies varies  varies

Proteins

lean 1 oz chicken (no skin) —  7  2  45

medium-fat 1 oz ground beef —  7  5  75

high-fat 1 oz pork sausage —  7  8  100

Plant-based ½ c tofu varies  7 varies  varies

Fats 1 tsp olive oil —  —  5  45

Alcohol 12 fl oz beer varies  —  —  100
athe energy value for each food list represents an approximate average for the group and does not reflect the precise number of grams of carbohydrate, protein, and fat. For ex-
ample, a slice of bread contains 15 grams of carbohydrate (60 kcalories), 3 grams protein (12 kcalories), and a little fat—rounded to 80 kcalories for ease in calculating. a ½ cup 
of vegetables (not including starchy vegetables) contains 5 grams carbohydrate (20 kcalories) and 2 grams protein (8 more), which has been rounded down to 25 kcalories.
bthe starch list includes cereals, grains, breads, crackers, snacks, starchy vegetables (such as corn, peas, and potatoes), and legumes (dried beans, peas, and lentils).
cthe sweets, desserts, and other carbohydrates list includes foods that contain added sugars and fats such as sodas, candy, cakes, cookies, doughnuts, ice cream, 
pudding, syrup, and frozen yogurt.

a P P e n d i x  c  C-2
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C-3  a P P e n d i x  c

list also includes plant-based proteins, which tend to be rich in fiber. Notice that many 
of these foods (p. C-7) bear the symbol for “good source of fiber.”

People wanting to control the sodium in their diets can begin by eliminating any foods 
bearing the “high in sodium” symbol. In most cases, the symbol identifies foods that, in 
one serving, provide 480 milligrams or more of sodium. Foods on the Combination Foods 
or Fast Foods lists that bear the symbol provide more than 600 milligrams of sodium. 
Other foods may also contribute substantially to sodium (consult Chapter 9 for details).

Planning a Healthy Diet 
To obtain a daily variety of foods that provide healthful amounts of carbohydrate, 
protein, and fat, as well as vitamins, minerals, and fiber, the meal plan for adults and 
teenagers should include at least:

 ❚ Two to three servings of nonstarchy vegetables

 ❚ Two servings of fruits

 ❚ Six servings of grains (at least three of whole grains), beans, and starchy vegetables

 ❚ Two servings of low-fat or fat-free milk

 ❚ About 6 ounces of protein foods

 ❚ Small amounts of fat and sugar

The actual amounts are determined by age, gender, activity levels, and other factors 
that influence energy needs. 

the starch list includes breads, cereals, grains and pasta, starchy vegetables, crackers and snacks, and legumes (beans, peas, and lentils).  
1 starch choice 5 15 grams carbohydrate, 3 grams protein, 1 gram fat, and 80 kcalories.

note: in general, one starch choice is ½ cup cooked cereal, grain, or starchy vegetable; 1⁄3 cup cooked rice or pasta; 1 ounce of bread 
products; ¾ ounce to 1 ounce of most snack foods.

T a b L e  C - 2   Starch

Food Serving Size

Bread

bagel ¼ large bagel (1 oz)

! biscuit 1 (2½ in. across)

breads, loaf-type

white, whole-grain, French, italian, 
pumpernickel, rye, sourdough, 
unfrosted raisin or cinnamon

1 slice (1 oz)

 reduced-calorie, light 2 slices (1½ oz)

breads, flat-type

chapatti 1 oz

ciabatta 1 oz

naan 3¼-in. square (1 oz)

pita (6 in across) ½ pita

roti 1 oz

 sandwich flat buns, 
whole-wheat

1 bun (1½ oz)

! taco shell 2 (each 5 in. across)

tortilla, corn 1 small (6 in. across)

Food Serving Size

Bread (continued)

tortilla, flour (white or 
whole-wheat)

1 small (6 in. across) or 1⁄3 
large (10 in. across)

cornbread 1¾-in. cube (1½ oz)

english muffin ½ muffin

hot dog bun or hamburger bun ½ bun (¾ oz)

Pancake 1 (4 in. across, ¼ in. thick)

roll, plain 1 small (1 oz)

! stuffing, bread 1⁄3  cup

waffle 1 (4-in. square or 4 in. across)

Cereals

 bran cereal (twigs, buds, or flakes) ½ cup

cooked cereals (oats, oatmeal) ½ cup

granola cereal ¼ cup

grits, cooked ½ cup

muesli ¼ cup

Puffed cereal 1½ cups

(continued)
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T a b L e  C - 2   Starch (continued )

Food Serving Size

Cereals (continued )

shredded wheat, plain ½ cup

sugar-coated cereal ½ cup

unsweetened, ready-to-eat cereal ¾ cup

Grainsa

barley 1⁄3  cup

bran, dry

 oat ¼ cup

 wheat ½ cup

 bulgur ½ cup

couscous 1⁄3  cup

Kasha ½ cup

millet 1⁄3  cup

Pasta, white or whole-wheat 1⁄3  cup

Polenta 1⁄3  cup

Quinoa, all colors 1⁄3  cup

rice, all colors and types 1⁄3  cup

tabbouleh (tabouli), prepared ½ cup

wheat germ, dry 3 tbsp

wild rice ½ cup

Starchy Vegetablesb 

breadfruit ¼ cup

cassava or dasheen 1⁄3  cup

corn ½ cup

on cob 4- to 4 ½-in. piece (½ large)

 hominy ¾ cup

 mixed vegetables with corn or peas 1 cup

marinara, pasta, or spaghetti sauce ½ cup

 Parsnips ½ cup

 Peas, green ½ cup

Plantain 1⁄3  cup

Potato

baked with skin ¼ large (3 oz)

boiled, all kinds ½ cup or ½ medium (3 oz)

! mashed, with milk and fat ½ cup

french-fried (oven-baked)c 1 cup (2 oz)

 Pumpkin puree, canned, no 
sugar added

¾ cup

Food Serving Size

Starchy Vegetablesb (continued )

 squash, winter (acorn, 
butternut)

1 cup

 succotash ½ cup

yam or sweet potato, plain ½ cup (3½ oz)

Crackers and Snacks

crackers

animal 8

 crispbread 2–5 pieces (¾ oz)

graham, 2 ½-in. square 3

nut and rice 10

oyster 20

! round, butter-type 6

saltine-type 6

! sandwich-style, cheese or 
peanut butter filling

3

whole-wheat, baked 5 regular 1½-in. squares or 
10 thins (¾ oz)

granola or snack bar 1 (¾ oz)

matzoh, all shapes and sizes ¾ oz

melba toast 4 (2 by 4 in.)

Popcorn

 no fat added 3 cups

!! with butter added 3 cups

Pretzels ¾ oz

rice cakes 2 (4 in. across)

snack chips

baked (potato, pita) ~8 (¾ oz)

!! regular (tortilla, potato) ~13 (1 oz)

Beans, Peas, and lentilsd

the choices on this list count as 1 starch 1 1 lean protein.

 baked beans, canned 1⁄3  cup

 beans (black, garbanzo, kidney, 
lima, navy, pinto, white), cooked or 
canned, drained and rinsed

½ cup

 lentils (any color), cooked ½ cup

 Peas (black-eyed and split), cooked 
or canned, drained and rinsed

½ cup

S   refried beans, canned ½ cup

Key:

 5 good source of fiber: .3 g/serving

  ! 5 extra fat

!! 5  added fat: 2 extra fat choices or prepared with added fat

 S  5 high in sodium: $480 mg/serving

acooked unless otherwise noted. bserving sizes are for cooked vegetables. crestaurant-style french fries are on the Fast Foods list. dalso found on the Proteins list.
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T a b L e  C - 3   Fruits

Fruita

the Fruits list includes fresh, frozen, canned, and dried fruits and fruit juices. 1 fruit choice 5 15 grams carbohydrate, 0 grams protein,  
0 grams fat, and 60 kcalories.

note: in general, one fruit choice is ½ cup canned or fresh fruit or unsweetened fruit juice; 1 small fresh fruit (4 ounces);  
2 tablespoons dried fruit.

Food Serving Size

apple, unpeeled 1 small (4 oz)

apples, dried 4 rings

applesauce, unsweetened ½ cup

apricots

canned ½ cup

dried 8 halves

fresh 4 (5½ oz total)

banana 1 extra-small, ~4 in. long (4 oz)

 blackberries 1 cup

blueberries ¾ cup

cantaloupe 1 cup diced

cherries

sweet, canned ½ cup

sweet, fresh 12 (3½ oz)

dates 3 small (deglet noor) or 
1 large (medjool)

dried fruits (blueberries, 
cherries, cranberries, mixed fruit, 
raisins)

2 tbsp

Figs

dried 3 small

 fresh 1½ large or 2 medium 
(3½ oz)

Fruit cocktail ½ cup

grapefruit

fresh ½ large (5½ oz)

sections, canned ¾ cup

grapes 17 small (3 oz)

 guava 2 small (2½ oz)

honeydew melon 1 cup diced

Kiwi ½ cup sliced

loquat ¾ cup cubed

mandarin oranges, canned ¾ cup

Food Serving Size

mango ½ small (5½ oz) or ½ cup

nectarine 1 medium (5½ oz)

 orange 1 medium (6½ oz)

Papaya ½ (8 oz) or 1 cup cubed

Peaches

canned ½ cup

fresh 1 medium (6 oz)

Pears

canned ½ cup

 fresh ½ large (4 oz)

Pineapple

canned ½ cup

fresh ¾ cup

Plantain, extra-ripe (black), raw ¼ (2¼ oz)

Plums

canned ½ cup

dried (prunes) 3

fresh 2 small (5 oz)

Pomegranate seeds (arils) ½ cup

 raspberries 1 cup

 strawberries 1¼ cup whole

tangerine 1 large (6 oz)

watermelon 1¼ cups diced

Fruit Juice

apple juice/cider ½ cup

Fruit juice blends, 100% juice 1⁄3  cup

grape juice 1⁄3  cup

grapefruit juice ½ cup

orange juice ½ cup

Pineapple juice ½ cup

Pomegranate juice ½ cup

Prune juice 1⁄3  cup

Key:

 5 good source of fiber: >3 g/serving

athe weights listed include skin, core, seeds, and rind.
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-6

T a b L e  C - 4   milk and milk Substitutes

the milk and milk substitutes list groups milks and yogurts based on the amount of fat they have (fat-free/low fat, reduced fat, and 
whole). cheeses are found on the Proteins list and cream and other dairy fats are found on the Fats list.
1 fat-free or low-fat milk choice 5 12 g carbohydrate, 8 g protein, 0–3 g fat, and 100 kcal.
1 reduced-fat milk choice 5 12 g carbohydrate, 8 g protein, 5 g fat, and 120 kcal.
1 whole milk choice has 12 g carbohydrate, 8 g protein, 8 g fat, and 160 kcal.

note: in general, one milk choice is 1 cup (8 fluid ounces or ½ pint) milk or yogurt.

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Milk and yogurts

Fat-free (skim) or low-fat (1%)

milk, buttermilk, acidophilus milk, lactose-free milk 1 cup 1 fat-free milk

evaporated milk ½ cup 1 fat-free milk

yogurt, plain or greek; may be sweetened with artificial 
sweetener

2⁄3  cup (6 oz) 1 fat-free milk

chocolate milk 1 cup 1 fat-free milk 1 1 carbohydrate

reduced-fat (2%)

milk, acidophilus milk, kefir, lactose-free milk 1 cup 1 reduced-fat milk

yogurt, plain 2⁄3  cup (6 oz) 1 reduced-fat milk

whole

milk, buttermilk, goat’s milk 1 cup 1 whole milk

evaporated milk ½ cup 1 whole milk

yogurt, plain 1 cup (8 oz) 1 whole milk

chocolate milk 1 cup 1 whole milk 1 1 carbohydrate

Other Milk Foods and Milk Substitutesa

eggnog

fat-free 1⁄3  cup 1 carbohydrate

low-fat 1⁄3  cup 1 carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

whole milk 1⁄3  cup 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

rice drink

plain, fat-free 1 cup 1 carbohydrate

flavored, low-fat 1 cup 2 carbohydrates

soy milk

light or low-fat, plain 1 cup ½ carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

regular, plain 1 cup ½ carbohydrate 1 1 fat

yogurt with fruit, low-fat 2⁄3  cup (6 oz) 1 fat-free milk 1 1 carbohydrate

aunsweetened nut milks (such as almond and coconut milks) are on the Fats list.
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amaranth leaves (chinese spinach)

artichoke

artichoke hearts (no oil)

asparagus

baby corn

bamboo shoots

bean sprouts (alfalfa, mung, soybean)

beans (green, wax, italian, yard-long)

beets

broccoli

broccoli slaw, packaged, no dressing

 brussels sprouts

cabbage (green, red, bok choy, chinese)

 carrots

cauliflower

celery

chayote

coleslaw, packaged, no dressing

cucumber

daikon

eggplant

Fennel

gourds (bitter, bottle, luffa, bitter melon)

green onions or scallions

greens (collard, dandelion, mustard, purslane, turnip)

hearts of palm

 Jicama

Kale

Kohlrabi

leeks

mixed vegetables (without starchy vegetables, legumes,  
or pasta)

mushrooms, all kinds, fresh

okra

onions

Pea pods

Peppers (all varieties)

radishes

rutabaga

S  sauerkraut, drained and rinsed

spinach

squash, summer varieties (yellow, pattypan, crookneck, zucchini)

sugar snap peas

swiss chard

tomato

tomatoes, canned

S  tomato sauce (unsweetened)

tomato/vegetable juice

turnips

water chestnuts

T a b L e  C - 5   nonstarchy Vegetables

the nonstarchy Vegetables list includes vegetables that have few grams of carbohydrates or kcalories; starchy vegetables are found on the starch list. 
salad greens (like arugula, chicory, endive, escarole, lettuce, radicchio, romaine, and watercress) are on the Free Foods list.  
1 nonstarchy vegetable choice 5 5 grams carbohydrate, 2 grams protein, 0 grams fat, and 25 kcalories.

note: in general, one nonstarchy vegetable choice is ½ cup cooked vegetables or vegetable juice or 1 cup raw vegetables. count 3 cups of raw 
vegetables or 1½ cups of cooked vegetables as one carbohydrate choice.

Key:

 5 good source of fiber: >3 g/serving

S  5 high in sodium: $ 480 mg/serving
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-8

T a b L e  C - 6   Sweets, Desserts, and Other Carbohydrates

1 other carbohydrate choice 5 15 grams carbohydrate, variable grams protein, variable grams fat, and variable kcalories. 

note: in general, one choice from this list can substitute for foods on the starch, Fruits, or milk and milk substitutes lists.

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Beverages, Soda, and Sports Drinks

cranberry juice cocktail ½ cup 1 carbohydrate

Food drink or lemonade 1 cup (8 oz) 2 carbohydrates

hot chocolate, regular 1 envelope (2 tbsp or ¾ oz) added 
to 8 oz water

1 carbohydrate

soft drink (soda), regular 1 can (12 oz) 2½ carbohydrates

sports drink (fluid replacement type) 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate

Brownies, Cake, Cookies, Gelatin, Pie, and Pudding

biscotti 1 oz 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

brownie, small, unfrosted 1¼-in. square, 7⁄8 -in. high (~1 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

cake

angel food, unfrosted 1⁄12  of cake (~2 oz) 2 carbohydrates

frosted 2-in. square (~2 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 1 fat

unfrosted 2-in. square (~1 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

cookies

100-kcalorie pack 1 oz 1 carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

chocolate chip cookies 2, 2¼ in. across 1 carbohydrate 1 2 fats

gingersnaps 3 small, 1½ in. across 1 carbohydrate

large cookie 1, 6 in. across (~3 oz) 4 carbohydrates 1 3 fats

sandwich cookies with crème filling 2 small (~2⁄3  oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

sugar-free cookies 1 large or 3 small (¾ to 1 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1–2 fats

vanilla wafer 5 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

cupcake, frosted 1 small (~1¾ oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 1–1½ fats

Flan ½ cup 2½ carbohydrates 1 1 fat

Fruit cobbler ½ cup (3½ oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 1 fat

gelatin, regular ½ cup 1 carbohydrate

Pie

commercially prepared fruit, 2 crusts 1⁄6  of 8-in. pie 3 carbohydrates 1 2 fats

pumpkin or custard 1⁄8  of 8-in. pie 1½ carbohydrates 1 1½ fats

Pudding

regular (made with reduced-fat milk) ½ cup 2 carbohydrates

sugar-free or sugar- and fat-free (made with fat-free milk) ½ cup 1 carbohydrate

Candy, Spreads, Sweets, Sweeteners, Syrups, and Toppings

blended sweeteners (mixtures of artificial sweeteners 
and sugar)

1½ tbsp 1 carbohydrate

candy

chocolate, dark or milk type 1 oz 1 carbohydrate 1 2 fats

chocolate “kisses” 5 pieces 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

hard 3 pieces 1 carbohydrate
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Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Candy, Spreads, Sweets, Sweeteners, Syrups, and Toppings (continued )

coffee creamer, nondairy type

powdered, flavored 4 tsp ½ carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

liquid, flavored 2 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

Fruit snacks, chewy (pureed fruit concentrate) 1 roll (¾ oz) 1 carbohydrate

Fruit spreads, 100% fruit 1½ tbsp 1 carbohydrate

honey 1 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

Jam or jelly, regular 1 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

sugar 1 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

syrup

chocolate 2 tbsp 2 carbohydrates

light (pancake-type) 2 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

regular (pancake-type) 1 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

Condiments and Sauces

barbecue sauce 3 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

cranberry sauce, jellied ¼ cup 1½ carbohydrates

S  curry sauce 1 oz 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

S  gravy, canned or bottled ½ cup ½ carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

hoisin sauce 1 tbsp ½ carbohydrate

marinade 1 tbsp ½ carbohydrate

Plum sauce 1 tbsp ½ carbohydrate

salad dressing, fat-free, cream-based 3 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

sweet-and-sour sauce 3 tbsp 1 carbohydrate

Doughnuts, Muffins, Pastries, and Sweet Breads

banana nut bread 1-in. slice (2 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 1 fat

doughnut

cake, plain 1 medium (1½ oz) 1½ carbohydrates 1 2 fats

hole 2 (1 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

yeast-type, glazed 1, 3¾ in. across (2 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 2 fats

muffin

regular 1 (4 oz) 4 carbohydrates 1 2½ fats

lower-fat 1 (4 oz) 4 carbohydrates 1 ½ fat

scone 1 (4 oz) 4 carbohydrates 1 3 fats

sweet roll or danish 1 (2½ oz) 2½ carbohydrates 1 2 fats

Frozen Bars, Frozen Desserts, Frozen yogurt, and Ice Cream

Frozen pops 1 ½ carbohydrate

Fruit juice bars, frozen, 100% juice 1 (3 oz) 1 carbohydrate

ice cream

fat-free ½ cup 1½ carbohydrates

light ½ cup 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

T a b L e  C - 6   Sweets, Desserts, and Other Carbohydrates (continued )

(continued)
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-10

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Frozen Bars, Frozen Desserts, Frozen yogurt, and Ice Cream (continued )

no-sugar-added ½ cup 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

regular ½ cup 1 carbohydrate 1 2 fats

sherbet, sorbet ½ cup 2 carbohydrates

yogurt, frozen

fat-free 1⁄3  cup 1 carbohydrate

regular ½ cup 1 carbohydrate 1 0–1 fat

greek, lower-fat or fat-free ½ cup 1½ carbohydrates

Key:

S  5 high in sodium: $ 480 mg/serving

T a b L e  C - 6   Sweets, Desserts, and Other Carbohydrates (continued )

Food Serving Size

lean Protein

1 lean protein choice 5 0 g carbohydrate, 7 g protein, 2 g fat, 
and 45 kcal.

beef: ground (90% or higher lean/10% or 
lower fat); select or choice grades trimmed 
of fat: roast (chuck, round, rump, sirloin), 
steak (cubed, flank, porterhouse, t-bone), 
tenderloin

1 oz

S  beef jerky ½ oz

cheeses with #3 g fat/oz 1 oz

curd-style cheeses: cottage-type (all kinds); 
ricotta (fat-free or light)

¼ cup (2 oz)

egg substitutes, plain ¼ cup

egg whites 2

Fish

fresh or frozen, such as catfish, cod, 
flounder, haddock, halibut, orange roughy, 
tilapia, trout

1 oz

salmon, fresh or canned 1 oz

sardines, canned 2 small

tuna, fresh or canned in water or oil and 
drained

1 oz

S  smoked: herring or salmon (lox) 1 oz

game: buffalo, ostrich, rabbit, venison 1 oz

S  hot doga with #3 g fat/oz 1 (1¾ oz)

lamb: chop, leg, or roast 1 oz

organ meats: heart, kidney, liverb 1 oz

oysters, fresh or frozen 6 medium

Food Serving Size

lean Protein (continued )

Pork, lean

S  canadian bacon 1 oz

S  ham 1 oz

rib or loin chop/roast, tenderloin 1 oz

Poultry, without skin: chicken; cornish hen; 
domestic duck or goose (well-drained of 
fat); turkey; lean ground turkey or chicken

1 oz

S  Processed sandwich meats with #3 g  
fat/oz: chipped beef, thin-sliced deli meats, 
turkey ham, turkey pastrami

1 oz

S  sausage with #3 g fat/oz 1 oz

shellfish: clams, crab, imitation shellfish, 
lobster, scallops, shrimp

1 oz

Veal: cutlet (no breading), loin chop, roast 1 oz

Medium-Fat Protein

1 medium-fat protein choice 5 0 g carbohydrate,  
7 g protein, 5 g fat, and 75 kcal.

beef trimmed of visible fat: ground beef 
(85% or lower lean/15% or higher fat), 
corned beef, meatloaf, prime cuts of beef 
(rib roast), short ribs, tongue

1 oz

cheeses with 4–7 g fat/oz: feta, mozzarella, 
pasteurized processed cheese spread, 
reduced-fat cheeses

1 oz

cheese, ricotta (regular or part-skim) ¼ cup (2 oz)

egg 1

Fish: any fried 1 oz

lamb: ground, rib roast 1 oz

Pork: cutlet, ground, shoulder roast 1 oz

T a b L e  C - 7   Proteins

the Proteins list groups foods based on the amount of fat they have (lean meat, medium-fat meat, high-fat meat, and plant-based proteins).
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C-11  a P P e n d i x  c

Food Serving Size

Medium-Fat Protein (continued )

Poultry with skin: chicken, dove, pheasant, 
turkey, wild duck, or goose; fried chicken

1 oz

S  sausage with 4–7 g fat/oz 1 oz

High-Fat Protein

1 high-fat protein choice 5 0 g carbohydrate, 7 g protein, 8 g fat, 
and 100 kcal. these foods are high in saturated fat, cholesterol, and 
kcalories and may raise blood cholesterol levels if eaten on a regular 
basis. try to eat 3 or fewer choices from this group per week.

bacon, pork 2 slices (1 oz each 
before cooking)

S  bacon, turkey 3 slices (½ oz each 
before cooking)

Food Serving Size

High-Fat Protein (continued )

cheese, regular: american, blue-veined, 
brie, cheddar, hard goat, monterey jack, 
Parmesan, queso, and swiss

1 oz

! hot dog: beef, pork, or combination 1 (10 per 1 lb-
sized package)

hot dog: turkey or chicken 1 (10 per 1 lb-
sized package)

Pork: sausage, spareribs 1 oz

S  Processed sandwich meats with $ 8 g fat/oz: 
bologna, hard salami, pastrami

1 oz

S  sausage with $ 8 g fat/oz: bratwurst, chorizo, 
italian, knockwurst, Polish, smoked, summer

1 oz

T a b L e  C - 7   Proteins (continued )

Key:

! 5 extra fat

S  5 high in sodium: $ 480 mg/serving (based on the sodium content of a typical 3-oz serving of meat, unless 1 oz or 2 oz is the 
normal serving size)

amay contain carbohydrate.
bmay be high in cholesterol.

(continued)

Plant-Based Protein

1 plant-based protein choice = variable grams carbohydrate, 7 grams protein, variable grams fat, and variable kcalories. because 
carbohydrate content varies among plant-based proteins, you should read the food label.

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

“bacon” strips, soy-based 2 (½ oz) 1 lean protein

 baked beans, canned 1⁄3 
 cup 1 starch + 1 lean protein

 beans (black, garbanzo, kidney, lima, navy, pinto, white), 
cooked or canned, drained and rinsed

½ cup 1 starch + 1 lean protein

“beef” or “sausage” crumbles, meatless 1 oz 1 lean protein

“chicken” nuggets, soy-based 2 (1½ oz) ½ carbohydrate + 1 medium-fat protein

 edamame, shelled ½ cup ½ carbohydrate + 1 lean protein

Falafel (spiced chickpea and wheat patties) 3 patties (~2 in. across) 1 carbohydrate + 1 high-fat protein

hot dog, meatless, soy-based 1 hot dog (1½ oz) 1 lean protein

 hummus 1⁄3 
 cup 1 carbohydrate + 1 medium-fat protein

 lentils, any color, cooked or canned, drained and rinsed ½ cup 1 starch + 1 lean protein

meatless burger, soy-based 3 oz ½ carbohydrate + 2 lean proteins

 meatless burger, vegetable- and starch-based 1 patty (~2½ oz) ½ carbohydrate + 1 lean protein

meatless deli slices 1 oz 1 lean protein

mycoprotein (“chicken” tenders or crumbles), meatless 2 oz ½ carbohydrate + 1 lean protein

nut spreads: almond butter, cashew butter, peanut butter, 
soy nut butter

1 tbs 1 high-fat protein

 Peas (black-eyed and split peas), cooked or canned, 
drained and rinsed

½ cup 1 starch + 1 lean protein
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-12

T a b L e  C - 8   Fats

Fats and oils have mixtures of unsaturated (polyunsaturated and monounsaturated) and saturated fats. Foods on the Fats list are grouped together 
based on the major type of fat they contain. 1 fat choice 5 0 grams carbohydrate, 0 grams protein, 5 grams fat, and 45 kcalories.

Note: in general, one fat choice is 1 teaspoon of regular margarine, vegetable oil, or butter; 1 tablespoon of regular salad dressing.

when used in large amounts, bacon and peanut butter are counted as high-fat meat choices (see Proteins list). Fat-free salad dress ings are found on 
the sweets, desserts, and other carbohydrates list. Fat-free products such as margarines, salad dressings, mayonnaise, sour cream, and cream cheese are 
found on the Free Foods list.

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Plant-Based Protein (continued)

 S  refried beans, canned ½ cup 1 starch + 1 lean protein

“sausage” breakfast-type patties, meatless 1 (1½ oz) 1 medium-fat protein

soy nuts, unsalted ¾ oz ½ carbohydrate + 1 medium-fat protein

tempeh, plain, unflavored ¼ cup (1½ oz) 1 medium-fat protein

tofu ½ cup (4 oz) 1 medium-fat protein

tofu, light ½ cup (4 oz) 1 lean protein

T a b L e  C - 7   Proteins (continued )

Food Serving Size

unsaturated Fats—Monounsaturated Fats

almond milk (unsweetened) 1 cup

avocado, medium 2 tbsp (1 oz)

nut butters (trans fat-free): almond butter, 
cashew butter, peanut butter (smooth or crunchy)

1½ tsp

nuts

almonds 6 nuts

brazil 2 nuts

cashews 6 nuts

filberts (hazelnuts) 5 nuts

macadamia 3 nuts

mixed (50% peanuts) 6 nuts

peanuts 10 nuts

pecans 4 halves

pistachios 16 nuts

oil: canola, olive, peanut 1 tsp

olives

black (ripe) 8

green, stuffed 10 large

spread, plant stanol ester-type

light 1 tbsp

regular 2 tsp

Food Serving Size

unsaturated Fats—Polyunsaturated Fats

margarine

lower-fat spread (30–50% vegetable oil, 
trans fat-free)

1 tbsp

stick, tub, or squeeze (trans fat-free) 1 tsp

mayonnaise

reduced-fat 1 tbsp

regular 1 tsp

mayonnaise-style salad dressing

reduced-fat 1 tbsp

regular 2 tsp

nuts

pignolia (pine nuts) 1 tbsp

walnuts, english 4 halves

oil: corn, cottonseed, flaxseed, grapeseed, 
safflower, soybean, sunflower

1 tsp

salad dressing

reduced-fata 2 tbsp

regular 1 tbsp

seeds

flaxseed, ground 1½ tbsp

pumpkin, sesame, sunflower 1 tbsp

tahini or sesame paste 2 tsp

Key:

 = good source of fiber: >3 g/serving S  = high in sodium: ≥480 mg/serving
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Food Serving Size

low-Carbohydrate Foods

candy, hard (regular or sugar-free) 1 piece

Fruits: cranberries or rhubarb, sweetened 
with sugar substitute

½ cup

gelatin dessert, sugar-free, any flavor

gum, sugar-free

Jam or jelly, light or no-sugar-added 2 tsp

salad greens (such as arugula, chicory, endive, escarole, leaf 
or iceberg lettuce, purslane, romaine, radicchio, spinach, 
watercress)

sugar substitutes (artificial sweeteners)

syrup, sugar-free 2 tbsp

Vegetables: any raw nonstarchy 
vegetables (such as broccoli,  
cabbage, carrots, cucumber,  
tomato)

½ cup

Food Serving Size

low-Carbohydrate Foods (continued )

Vegetables: any cooked nonstarchy 
vegetables (such as carrots, cauliflower, 
green beans)

¼ cup

Reduced-Fat or Fat-Free Foods

cream cheese, fat-free 1 tbsp (½ oz)

coffee creamers, nondairy

liquid, flavored 1½ tsp

liquid, sugar-free, flavored 4 tsp

powdered, flavored 1 tsp

powdered, sugar-free, flavored 2 tsp

margarine spread

fat-free 1 tbsp

reduced-fat 1 tsp

mayonnaise

fat-free 1 tbsp

Food Serving Size

Saturated Fats

bacon, cooked, regular or turkey 1 slice

butter

reduced-fat 1 tbsp

stick 1 tsp

whipped 2 tsp

butter blends made with oil

reduced-fat or light 1 tbsp

regular 1½ tsp

chitterlings, boiled 2 tbsp (½ oz)

coconut, sweetened, shredded 2 tbsp

coconut milk, canned, thick

light 1⁄3  cup

regular 1½ tbsp

coconut milk beverage (thin), unsweetened 1 cup

Food Serving Size

Saturated Fats (continued )

cream

half-and-half 2 tbsp

heavy 1 tbsp

light 1½ tbsp

whipped 2 tbsp

cream cheese

reduced-fat 1½ tbsp (¾ oz)

regular 1 tbsp (½ oz)

lard 1 tsp

oil: coconut, palm, palm kernel 1 tsp

salt pork ¼ oz

shortening, solid 1 tsp

sour cream

reduced-fat or light 3 tbsp

regular 2 tbsp

amay contain carbohydrate.

T a b L e  C - 8   Fats (continued )

T a b L e  C - 9   Free Foods

a “free” food is any food or drink choice that has less than 20 kcalories and 5 grams or less of carbohydrate per serving.

 ❚ most foods on this list should be limited to 3 servings (as listed here) per day. spread out the servings throughout the day. if you eat all 3 servings at 
once, it could raise your blood glucose level.

 ❚ Food and drink choices listed here without a serving size can be eaten whenever you like.

(continued)
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a P P e n d i x  c  C-14

Food Serving Size

Reduced-Fat or Fat-Free Foods (continued )

reduced-fat 1 tsp

mayonnaise-style salad dressing

fat-free 1 tbsp

reduced-fat 2 tsp

salad dressing

fat-free 1 tbsp

fat-free, italian 2 tbsp

sour cream, fat-free or reduced fat 1 tbsp

whipped topping

light or fat-free 2 tbsp

regular 1 tbsp

Condiments

barbecue sauce 2 tsp

catsup (ketchup) 1 tbsp

chili sauce, sweet, tomato-type 2 tsp

horseradish

hot pepper sauce

lemon juice

miso 1½ tsp

mustard

honey 1 tbsp

brown, dijon, horseradish-flavored,  
wasabi-flavored, or yellow

Parmesan cheese, grated 1 tbsp

Pickle relish (dill or sweet) 1 tbsp

Pickles

S  dill 1½ medium

sweet, bread and butter 2 slices

sweet, gherkin ¾ oz

Food Serving Size

Condiments (continued )

Pimento

salsa ¼ cup

S  soy sauce, light or regular 1 tbsp

sweet-and-sour sauce 2 tsp

taco sauce 1 tbsp

Vinegar

worcestershire sauce

yogurt, any type 2 tbsp

Drinks/Mixes

S  bouillon, broth, consommé

bouillon or broth, low-sodium

carbonated or mineral water

club soda

cocoa powder, unsweetened (1 tbsp)

coffee, unsweetened or with sugar substitute

diet soft drinks, sugar-free

drink mixes (powder or liquid drops), sugar-free

tea, unsweetened or with sugar substitute

tonic water, sugar-free

water

water, flavored, sugar-free

Seasonings

Flavoring extracts (for example, vanilla, almond, or peppermint)

garlic, fresh or powder

herbs, fresh or dried

Kelp

nonstick cooking spray

spices

wine, used in cooking

Key:

S  5 high in sodium: $480 mg/serving

T a b L e  C - 9   Free Foods
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T a b L e  C - 1 0   Combination Foods

many foods are eaten in various combinations, such as casseroles. because “combination” foods do not fit into any one choice list, this 
list of choices provides some typical combination foods.

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Entrees

S  casserole-type entrees (tuna noodle, lasagna, spaghetti 
with meatballs, chili with beans, macaroni and cheese)

1 cup (8 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 2 medium-fat proteins

S  stews (beef/other meats and vegetables) 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 medium-fat protein 1 0–3 fats

Frozen Meals/Entrees

S   burrito (beef and bean) 1 (5 oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 1 lean protein 1 2 fats

dinner-type healthy meal (includes dessert and is usually 
<400 kcal)

~9–12 oz 2–3 carbohydrates 1 1–2 lean proteins 1 1 fat

“healthy”-type entree (usually <300 kcal) ~7–10 oz 2 carbohydrates 1 2 lean proteins

Pizza

S  cheese/vegetarian, thin crust ¼ of a 12-in. pizza 
(4½–5 oz)

2 carbohydrates 1 2 medium-fat proteins

S  meat topping, thin crust ¼ of a 12-in. pizza 
(5 oz)

2 carbohydrates 1 2 medium-fat proteins 1 1½ 
fats

S  cheese/vegetarian or meat topping, rising crust 1⁄6  of a 12-in. pizza 
(4 oz)

2½ carbohydrates 1 2 medium-fat proteins

S  Pocket sandwich 1 sandwich (4½ oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 1 lean protein 1 1–2 fats

S  Pot pie 1 (7 oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 1 medium-fat protein 1 3 fats

Salads (Deli-Style)

coleslaw ½ cup 1 carbohydrate 1 1½ fats

macaroni/pasta salad ½ cup 2 carbohydrates 1 3 fats

S  Potato salad ½ cup 1½–2 carbohydrates 1 1–2 fats

tuna salad or chicken salad ½ cup (3½ oz) ½ carbohydrate 1 2 lean proteins 1 1 fat

Soups

S   bean, lentil, or split pea soup 1 cup (8 oz) 1½ carbohydrates 1 1 lean protein

S  chowder (made with milk) 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 lean protein 1 1½ fats

S  cream soup (made with water) 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 fat

S  miso soup 1 cup (8 oz) ½ carbohydrate 1 1 lean protein

S  ramen noodle soup 1 cup (8 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 2 fats

rice soup/porridge (congee) 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate

S  tomato soup (made with water), borscht 1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate

S  Vegetable beef, chicken, noodle, or other broth-type soup 
(including “healthy”-type soups, such as those lower in 
sodium and/or fat)

1 cup (8 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 lean protein

Key:

 5 good source of fiber: .3 g/serving

 S  5 high in sodium: $600 mg/serving for main dishes or $480 mg/serving for side dishes
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Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Main Dishes/Entrees

chicken

S  breast, breaded and frieda 1 (~7 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 6 medium-fat proteins

breast, meat onlyb 1 4 lean proteins

drumstick, breaded and frieda 1 (~2½ oz) ½ carbohydrate 1 2 medium-fat proteins

drumstick, meat onlyb 1 1 lean protein 1 ½ fat

S  nuggets or tenders 6 (~3½ oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 2 medium-fat proteins 1 1 fat

S  thigh, breaded and frieda 1 (~5 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 3 medium-fat proteins 1 2 fats

thigh, meat onlyb 1 2 lean proteins 1 ½ fat

wing, breaded and frieda 1 wing (~2 oz) ½ carbohydrate 1 2 medium-fat proteins

wing, meat onlyb 1 wing 1 lean protein

S   main dish salad (grilled chicken-type, no dressing or 
croutons)

1 salad (~11½ oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 4 lean proteins

Pizza

S  cheese, pepperoni, or sausage, regular or thick crust 1⁄8  of a 14-in. pizza  
(~4 oz)

2½ carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein 1 1 fat

S  cheese, pepperoni, or sausage, thin crust 1⁄8  of a 14-in. pizza  
(~2¾ oz)

1½ carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein 1 1 fats

S  cheese, meat, and vegetable, regular crust 1⁄8  of a 14-in. pizza (~5 oz) 2½ carbohydrates 1 2 high-fat proteins

Asian

S  beef/chicken/shrimp with vegetables in sauce 1 cup (~6 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 2 lean proteins 1 1 fat

egg roll, meat 1 egg roll (~3 oz) 1½ carbohydrates 1 1 lean protein 1 1½ fats

Fried rice, meatless 1 cup 2½ carbohydrates 1 2 fats

Fortune cookie 1 ½ carbohydrate

S  hot-and-sour soup 1 cup ½ carbohydrate 1 ½ fat

S  meat with sweet sauce 1 cup (~6 oz) 3½ carbohydrates 1 3 medium-fat proteins 1 3 fats

S  noodles and vegetables in sauce (chow mein, lo mein) 1 cup 2 carbohydrates 1 2 fats

Mexican

S   burrito with beans and cheese 1 small (~6 oz) 3½ carbohydrates 1 1 medium-fat protein 1 1 fat

S  nachos with cheese 1 small order (~8) 2½ carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein 1 2 fats

S  Quesadilla, cheese only 1 small order (~5 oz) 2½ carbohydrates 1 3 high-fat proteins

taco, crisp, with meat and cheese 1 small (~3 oz) 1 carbohydrate 1 1 medium-fat protein 1 ½ fat

S   taco salad with chicken and tortilla bowl 1 salad (1 lb including 
bowl)

3½ carbohydrates 1 4 medium-fat proteins 1  
3 fats

S  tostada with beans and cheese 1 small (~5 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein

Sandwiches

breakfast sandwiches

S  breakfast burrito with sausage, egg, cheese 1 (~4 oz) 1½ carbohydrates 1 2 high-fat proteins

S  egg, cheese, meat on an english muffin 1 2 carbohydrates 1 3 medium-fat proteins 1 ½ fat

T a b L e  C - 1 1   Fast Foods

the choices in the Fast Foods list are not specific fast-food meals or items, but are estimates based on popular foods. ask the restaurant or 
check its website for nutrition information about your favorite fast foods.
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T a b L e  C - 1 1   Fast Foods (continued )

Food Serving Size Choices per Serving

Sandwiches (continued )

S  egg, cheese, meat on a biscuit 1 2 carbohydrates 1 3 medium-fat proteins 1 2 fats

S  sausage biscuit sandwich 1 2 carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein 1 4 fats

chicken sandwiches

S  grilled with bun, lettuce, tomatoes, spread 1 (~7½ oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 4 lean proteins

S  crispy, with bun, lettuce, tomatoes, spread 1 (~6 oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 2 lean proteins 1 3½ fats

Fish sandwich with tartar sauce and cheese 1 (5 oz) 2½ carbohydrates 1 2 medium-fat proteins 1  
1½ fats

hamburger

regular with bun and condiments (catsup, mustard, 
onion, pickle)

1 (~3½ oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 1 medium-fat protein 1 1 fat

S  4 oz meat with cheese, bun, and condiments (catsup, 
mustard, onion, pickle)

1 (~8½ oz) 3 carbohydrates 1 4 medium-fat proteins 1  
2½ fats

hot dog with bun, plain 1 (~3½ oz) 1½ carbohydrates 1 1 high-fat protein 1 2 fats

submarine sandwich (no cheese or sauce)

S  <6 g fat 1 6-in. sub 3 carbohydrates 1 2 lean proteins

S  regular 1 6-in. sub 3 carbohydrates 1 2 lean proteins 1 1 fat

S  wrap, grilled chicken, vegetables, cheese, and spread 1 small (~4–5 oz) 2 carbohydrates 1 2 lean proteins 1 1½ fats

Sides/Appetizers

S  ! French fries 1 small order (~3½ oz) 2½ carbohydrates 1 2 fats

1 medium order (~5 oz) 3½ carbohydrates 1 3 fats

1 large order (~6 oz) 4½ carbohydrates 1 4 fats

S  hash browns 1 cup/medium order 
(~5 oz)

3 carbohydrates 1 6 fats

S  onion rings 1 serving (8–9 rings, 
~4 oz)

3½ carbohydrates 1 4 fats

salad, side (no dressing, croutons, or cheese) 1 small 1 nonstarchy vegetable

Beverages and Desserts

coffee, latte (fat-free milk) 1 small (~12 oz) 1 fat-free milk

coffee, mocha (fat-free milk, no whipped cream) 1 small (~12 oz) 1 fat-free milk 1 1 carbohydrate

milkshake, any flavor 1 small (~12 oz) 5½ carbohydrates 1 3 fats

1 medium (~16 oz) 7 carbohydrates 1 4 fats

1 large (~22 oz) 10 carbohydrates 1 5 fats

soft-serve ice cream cone 1 small 2 carbohydrates 1 ½ fat

adefinition and weight refer to food with bone, skin, and breading.
bdefinition refers to above food without bone, skin, and breading.

Key:

 5 good source of fiber: .3 g/serving

  ! 5 extra fat

 S  5 high in sodium: $600 mg/serving for main dishes or $480 mg/serving for side dishes
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T a b L e  C - 1 2   alcohol

1 alcohol equivalent 5 variable grams carbohydrate, 0 grams protein, 0 grams fat, and 100 kcalories.

Note: in general, one alcohol choice (½ ounce absolute alcohol) has about 100 kcalories. For those who choose to drink alcohol, 
guidelines suggest lim iting alcohol intake to 1 drink or less per day for women, and 2 drinks or less per day for men. to reduce your 
risk of low blood glucose (hypoglycemia), especially if you take insulin or a diabetes pill that increases insulin, always drink alcohol with 
food. while alcohol, by itself, does not directly affect blood glucose, be aware of the carbohydrate (for example, in mixed drinks, beer, 
and wine) that may raise your blood glucose.

Alcoholic Beveragea Serving Size Choices per Serving

beer

light (<4.5% abv) 12 fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent 1 ½ carbohydrate

regular (~5% abv) 12 fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent 1 1 carbohydrate

dark (>5.7% abv) 12 fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent 1 1–1½ carbohydrates

distilled spirits (80 or 86 proof): vodka, rum, gin, whiskey, 
tequila

1½ fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent

liqueur, coffee (53 proof) 1 fl oz ½ alcohol equivalent 1 1 carbohydrate

sake 1 fl oz ½ alcohol equivalent

wine

champagne/sparkling 5 fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent

dessert (sherry) 3½ fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent 1 1 carbohydrate

dry, red or white (10% abv) 5 fl oz 1 alcohol equivalent

a “%abv” refers to the percentage of alcohol by volume.

the Food lists are the basis of a meal planning system designed by a committee of the american diabetes association and the academy of nutrition and dietetics. 
while designed primary for people with diabetes and others who must follow special diets, the Food lists are based on principles of good nutrition that apply to 
everyone. (c) 2014 by the american diabetes association and the academy of nutrition and dietetics.
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Appendix D

Physical Activity and Energy 
Requirements

Chapter 6 described how to calculate your estimated energy requirements by using 
an equation that accounts for your gender, age, weight, height, and physical activity 
level. This appendix presents tables that provide a shortcut to estimating total energy 
requirements, as developed by the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010, and based on 
the equations of  the Committee on Dietary Reference Intakes.

Table D-1 describes activity levels for three groups of  people: sedentary, moder-
ately active, or active. Once you have found an activity level that approximates your 
own, find your daily kcalorie need in Table D-2.

C O n T e n T S

sedentary, moderately active,  
and active People

estimated kcalorie needs per day by 
age, gender, and Physical activity 
level (detailed)

Ta b L e  D - 1   Sedentary, moderately active, and active People

sedentary a lifestyle that includes only the light physical activity associated with typical day-to-day life.

moderately active a lifestyle that includes physical activity equivalent to walking about 1.5 to 3 miles per day at 3 to 4 miles per 
hour in addition to the light physical activity associated with typical day-to-day life.

active a lifestyle that includes physical activity equivalent to walking more than 3 miles per day at 3 to 4 miles per 
hour in addition to the light physical activity associated with typical day-to-day life.

Ta b L e  D - 2   estimated kCalorie needs per Day by age, gender, and Physical activity Level (Detailed)

estimated amounts of kcalories needed to maintain kcalorie balance for various gender and age groups at three different levels of 
physical activity. the estimates are rounded to the nearest 200 kcalories. an individual’s kcalorie needs may be higher or lower than 
these average estimates.a

Gender/Activity level

Age (years) Male/Sedentary

Male/
Moderately 

Active Male/Active
Femaleb/

Sedentary

Femaleb/
Moderately 

Active
Femaleb/

Active

2 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

3 1200 1400 1400 1000 1200 1400

4 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1400

5 1200 1400 1600 1200 1400 1600

6 1400 1600 1800 1200 1400 1600

7 1400 1600 1800 1200 1600 1800

8 1400 1600 2000 1400 1600 1800

9 1600 1800 2000 1400 1600 1800

10 1600 1800 2200 1400 1800 2000

11 1800 2000 2200 1600 1800 2000

12 1800 2200 2400 1600 2000 2200

13 2000 2200 2600 1600 2000 2200

14 2000 2400 2800 1800 2000 2400

(continued )
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Appendix D

Gender/Activity level

Age (years) Male/Sedentary

Male/
Moderately 

Active Male/Active
Femaleb/

Sedentary

Femaleb/
Moderately 

Active
Femaleb/

Active

15 2200 2600 3000 1800 2000 2400

16–18 2400 2800 3200 1800 2000 2400

19–20 2600 2800 3000 2000 2200 2400

21–25 2400 2800 3000 2000 2200 2400

26–30 2400 2600 3000 1800 2000 2400

31–35 2400 2600 3000 1800 2000 2200

36–40 2400 2600 2800 1800 2000 2200

41–45 2200 2600 2800 1800 2000 2200

46–50 2200 2400 2800 1800 2000 2200

51–55 2200 2400 2800 1600 1800 2200

56–60 2200 2400 2600 1600 1800 2200

61–65 2000 2400 2600 1600 1800 2000

66–75 2000 2200 2600 1600 1800 2000

76+ 2000 2200 2400 1600 1800 2000

abased on estimated energy requirements (eer) equations, using reference heights (average) and reference weights (healthy) for each age-gender group. For children 
and adolescents, reference height and weight vary. For adults the reference man is 5 feet 10 inches tall and weighs 154 pounds. the reference woman is 5 feet  
4 inches tall and weighs 126 pounds. eer equations are from the institute of medicine. Dietary Reference Intakes for Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty Acids, 
Cholesterol, Protein, and Amino Acids. washington, d.c.: the national academies Press; 2002.
bestimates for females do not include women who are pregnant or breastfeeding.

Source: u.s. department of agriculture and u.s. department of health and human services, Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010, www.dietaryguidelines.gov.

Ta b L e  D - 2   estimated kCalorie needs per Day by age, gender, and Physical activity Level (Detailed) (continued )
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Appendix E

Nutrition Assessment: Supplemental  
Information

Chapter 14 describes data from nutrition assessments that allow health professionals  
to evaluate their patients’ nutrition status and nutritional needs. This appendix  
provides additional information that may be useful for complete assessments.

Weight Gain during Pregnancy
Chapter 11 describes desirable weight-gain patterns during pregnancy. Figure E-1 
shows prenatal weight-gain grids, which are used to plot the rate of  weight gain during 
pregnancy.

Growth Charts
Health professionals evaluate physical development by monitoring growth rates of  
children and comparing these rates with those on standard growth charts. Standard 
charts compare length or height to age, weight to age, weight to length, head circum-
ference to age, and body mass index (BMI) to age (see Box E-1). Although individual 
growth patterns vary, a child’s growth curve will generally stay at about the same per-
centile throughout childhood. In children whose growth has been impaired, nutrition 
rehabilitation will ideally allow height and weight to increase to higher percentiles. In 
overweight children, the goal is for weight to remain stable as height increases, until 
weight becomes appropriate for height.
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Normal-weight women should gain 
about 31/2 pounds in the first trimester and 
just under 1 pound/week thereafter, 
achieving a total gain of 25 to 35 pounds 
by term.
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Underweight women should gain about 
5 pounds in the first trimester and just 
over 1 pound/week thereafter, achieving 
a total gain of 28 to 40 pounds by term.
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Overweight women should gain about 
2 pounds in the first trimester and 2/3 
pound/week thereafter, achieving a total 
gain of 15 to 25 pounds.

F i g u r e  e - 1  recommended Prenatal Weight gain based on Prepregnancy Weight

the body mass index (BMI) is 
a measure of body size, deter-
mined by dividing a person’s 
weight by the square of their 
height:

bmi 5 
weight (kg)

    height (m)2

BOX E-1

C O n T e n T S

weight gain during Pregnancy

growth charts 

measures of body Fat and lean tissue

nutritional anemias

cautions about nutrition assessment
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To evaluate growth in infants, the assessor uses a chart such as those in Figures E-2 
through E-5 (pp. E-3 to E-6). For example, the assessor follows the steps in Box E-2 
to determine the weight percentile. For other measures, the assessor follows a similar 
procedure using the appropriate chart. (When length is measured, use the chart for 
birth to 36 months; when height is measured, use the chart for 2 to 20 years.) Once 
all of  the values are plotted on growth charts, a skilled clinician can begin to interpret 
the data. Ideally, the height, weight, and head circumference should be in roughly the 
same percentile.

Head circumference is generally measured in children under 2 years of  age. Since 
the brain grows rapidly before birth and during early infancy, extreme and chronic  
malnutrition during these periods can impair brain development, curtailing the number 
of  brain cells and reducing head circumference. Nonnutritional factors, such as certain 
disorders and genetic variation, can also influence head circumference.

Measures of Body Fat and Lean Tissue
Significant weight changes in both children and adults can reflect overnutrition or 
undernutrition with respect to energy and protein. To estimate the degree to which 
fat stores or lean tissues are affected by malnutrition, several anthropometric measure-
ments are useful.

Skinfold Measures Skinfold measures provide a good estimate of  total body fat 
and a fair assessment of  the fat’s location (see Box E-3). Most body fat lies directly 
beneath the skin, and the thickness of  this subcutaneous fat correlates with total 
body fat. In some parts of  the body, such as the back of  the arm over the triceps 
muscle, this fat is loosely attached. As illustrated in Figure E-6 (p. E-7), an assessor 
can measure the thickness of  the fat with calipers that apply a fixed amount of  
pressure. If  a person gains body fat, the skinfold increases proportionately; if  the 
person loses fat, it decreases. Measurements taken from central-body sites reflect 
changes in fatness better than those taken from upper sites (arm and back). Because 
subcutaneous fat may be thicker in one area than in another, skinfold measurements 
are often taken at three or four different places on the body (including upper-, 
central-, and lower-body sites); the sum of  these measures is then compared to 
standard values. In some situations, the triceps skinfold measurement alone may  
be used because it is easily accessible. Triceps skinfold measures greater than  
15 millimeters in men or 25 millimeters in women suggest excessive body fat.

Waist circumference Chapter 6 explains how fat distribution correlates with 
health risks and mentions that the waist circumference is a valuable indicator of  
abdominal fat. To measure waist circumference, the assessor places a nonstretchable 
tape around the person’s body, crossing just above the upper hip bones and making 
sure that the tape remains on a level horizontal plane on all sides (see Figure E-7,  
p. E-7). The tape is tightened slightly, but without compressing the skin.

Waist-to-Hip ratio The waist-to-hip ratio assesses abdominal obesity but offers 
no advantage over the waist circumference alone. To calculate the waist-to-hip ratio, 
divide the waist measurement by the hip measurement (in a woman with a 28-inch 
waist and 38-inch hips, the waist-to-hip ratio would be 28 4 38 5 0.74). In general, 
women and men with waist-to-hip ratios above 0.8 and 0.9, respectively, are at 
increased risk of  developing diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.

common sites for skinfold 
measures:

 ❚ triceps

 ❚ biceps

 ❚ subscapular (below shoulder 
blade)

 ❚ suprailiac (above hip bone)

 ❚ abdomen

 ❚ upper thigh

BOX E-3

How To Determine a Child’s 
Weight Percentile

 ❚ select the appropriate chart 
based on age and gender.

 ❚ locate the child’s age along 
the horizontal axis on the 
bottom of the chart.

 ❚ locate the child’s weight in 
pounds or kilograms along 
the vertical axis.

 ❚ mark the chart where 
the age and weight lines 
intersect, and read off the 
percentile.

BOX E-2
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F i g u r e  e - 6  How to measure the Triceps Skinfold

Clavicle

Acromion process

Midpoint

Olecranon process

A. Find the midpoint of the arm:
1. Ask the subject to bend his or her arm
at the elbow and lay the hand across the
stomach. (If he or she is right-handed,
measure the left arm, and vice versa.)
2. Feel the shoulder to locate the
acromion process. It helps to slide your fin-
gers along the clavicle to find the acromion
process. The olecranon process is the tip
of the elbow.
3. Place a measuring tape from the
acromion process to the tip of the elbow.

Divide this measurement by 2 and mark
the midpoint of the arm with a pen.

B. Measure the skinfold:
1. Ask the subject to let his or her arm
hang loosely to the side.
2. Grasp a fold of skin and subcutaneous
fat between the thumb and forefinger
slightly above the midpoint mark. Gently
pull the skin away from the underlying
muscle. (This step takes a lot of practice.
If you want to be sure you don’t have
muscle as well as fat, ask the subject to

contract and relax the muscle. You should
be able to feel if you are pinching muscle.)
3. Place the calipers over the skinfold at
the midpoint mark, and read the measure-
ment to the nearest 1.0 millimeter in two to
three seconds. (If using plastic calipers,
align pressure lines, and read the measure-
ment to the nearest 1.0 millimeter in two to
three seconds.)
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 twice more. Add
the three readings, and then divide by 3 to
find the average.

F i g u r e  e - 7  How to 
measure Waist Circumference
Place the measuring tape around 
the waist just above the bony crest 
of the hip. the tape runs parallel to 
the floor and is snug (but does not 
compress the skin). the measure-
ment is taken at the end of normal 
expiration.

Source: national institutes of health 
obesity education initiative, Clinical 
Guidelines on the Identification, Eval-
uation, and Treatment of Overweight 
and Obesity in Adults (washington, 
d.c.: u.s. department of health and 
human services, 1998), p. 59.
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Waist-to-Height ratio The waist-to-height ratio helps to assess the health risks 
associated with excessive abdominal fat. To calculate the waist-to-height ratio, divide 
the waist measurement by the height measurement (in a woman with a 28-inch waist 
who is 63 inches tall, the waist-to-height ratio would be 28 4 63 5 0.44). Women 
and men with waist-to-height ratios above 0.5 may be at increased risk of  developing 
diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.

Hydrodensitometry To estimate body density using hydrodensitometry, the 
person is weighed twice—first on land and then again when submerged in water. 
Underwater weighing usually generates a good estimate of  body fat and is useful in 
research, although the technique has drawbacks: it requires bulky, expensive, and 
nonportable equipment. Furthermore, submerging some people in water (especially 
those who are very young, very old, ill, or fearful) is difficult and not well tolerated.

Bioelectrical impedance To measure body fat using the bioelectrical impedance 
method, a very low-intensity electrical current is briefly sent through the body by 
way of  electrodes placed on the wrist and ankle. Fat impedes the flow of  electricity; 
thus, the magnitude of  the current is influenced by the body-fat content. Recent 
food intake and hydration status can influence results. As with other anthropometric 
methods, bioelectrical impedance requires standardized procedures and calibrated 
instruments. 

A number of  other methods are sometimes used to estimate the body’s content of  
body fat. Table E-1 describes common techniques often used in the clinical or research 
setting.

Nutritional Anemias
Anemia, which can result from a wide variety of  medical problems, is characterized 
by a significant reduction in the blood’s oxygen-carrying capacity. Iron, folate, and 
vitamin B

12
 deficiencies—caused by inadequate intake, poor absorption, or abnormal 

metabolism of  these nutrients—are the most common causes of  the nutrition-related 
anemias. Some nonnutritional causes of  anemia include massive blood loss, infec-
tion, hereditary blood disorders such as sickle-cell anemia, and chronic liver or kidney 

Ta b L e  e - 1   Selected methods for estimating body Fat Content

Air-displacement plethysmography (Bod Pod®): estimates body density by measuring the body’s volume (density 5 mass/volume); 
the density value allows derivation of the body’s fat and lean tissue contents

Bioelectrical impedance assay: measures the magnitude of an electrical current passed through the body; electrical conductivity is 
higher in lean tissues than in fat tissue

Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry: analyzes the change in x-rays after they contact body tissues; fat and lean tissue have different 
effects on x-rays, allowing quantification of these tissues

Hydrodensitometry: estimates body density by comparing the body’s weight on land and in water or by measuring the body’s volume 

(density 5 mass/volume); the density value allows derivation of the body’s fat and lean tissue contents

Isotope dilution—deuterated water: measures total body water content by analyzing the dilution of heavy water (water with a 
heavy form of hydrogen) in body tissues; allows an estimate of lean tissue (and by difference, the body fat content) 

Skinfold: estimates subcutaneous fat in several regions of the body by using calipers to measure skinfold thicknesses

ultrasound: estimates subcutaneous fat in several regions of the body by using ultrasound to measure skinfold thicknesses
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Ta b L e  e - 2   Laboratory Tests for anemia

Test or Test Result What It Reflects

For Anemia (general)

hemoglobin (hb) total amount of hemoglobin in the red blood cells (rbcs)

hematocrit (hct) Percentage of rbcs in the total blood volume

red blood cell (rbc) count number of rbcs

mean corpuscular volume (mcV) rbc size; helps to determine if anemia is microcytic (iron deficiency) or 
macrocytic (folate or vitamin b12 deficiency)

mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration 
(mchc)

hemoglobin concentration within the average rbc; helps to determine if 
anemia is hypochromic (iron deficiency) or normochromic (folate or vitamin b12 
deficiency)

bone marrow aspiration the manufacture of blood cells in different developmental states

For Iron-Deficiency Anemia

T serum ferritin early deficiency state with depleted iron stores

T transferrin saturation Progressing deficiency state with diminished transport iron

c erythrocyte protoporphyrin later deficiency state with limited hemoglobin production

For Folate-Deficiency Anemia

T serum folate Progressing deficiency state

T rbc folate later deficiency state

For Vitamin B12–Deficiency Anemia

T serum vitamin b12 Progressing deficiency state

c serum methylmalonic acid Vitamin b12 deficiency

schilling test adequacy of vitamin b12 absorption

disease. Table E-2 lists laboratory tests that are useful for diagnosing or evaluating 
anemia. 

Assessment of Iron Status
Chapter 9 describes the progression of  iron deficiency in detail, as well as the roles 
of  some of  the proteins involved in iron metabolism. This section describes the vari-
ous tests that assess iron status, and Table E-3 (p. E-10) provides acceptable values.  
Although other tests are more specific for detecting the early stages of  iron deficiency, 
hemoglobin levels and hematocrit values are most often used to detect iron-deficiency 
anemia because they are inexpensive and easily measured. 

Serum Ferritin In the initial stage of iron deficiency, iron stores diminish (see Box E-4). 
Iron is stored in the protein ferritin, which is located in the liver, spleen, and bone 
marrow. Serum ferritin values provide a noninvasive estimate of  iron stores because 
the ferritin levels in blood reflect the amounts present in tissues. Serum ferritin is not a 
reliable indicator of  iron deficiency, however, because its concentrations are increased 
by infection, inflammation, alcohol consumption, and liver disease.

Serum iron and total iron-Binding capacity (tiBc) Early stages of  iron 
deficiency are characterized by reduced levels of  serum iron, which represent the 
amount of  iron bound to transferrin, the iron transport protein. Total iron-binding 

iron deficiency progresses as 
follows:

1 iron stores diminish

2 transport iron decreases

3 hemoglobin production falls

BOX E-4
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capacity (TIBC) is a measure of  the total amount of  iron that the blood can carry; 
thus, it is an indirect measure of  the transferrin content of  blood. During iron 
deficiency, the liver produces more transferrin in an effort to increase iron transport 
capacity, and therefore iron depletion is characterized by an increase in TIBC. TIBC 
reflects liver function as well as changes in iron metabolism.

transferrin Saturation The percentage of  transferrin that is saturated with iron 
is an indirect measure derived from the serum iron and total iron-binding capacity 
measures, as follows: 

% Transferrin saturation 5 
     serum iron     

3 100
    total iron-binding capacity

During iron deficiency, transferrin saturation decreases. The transferrin saturation 
value is a useful indicator of  iron status because it includes information about both 
the iron and transferrin content of  the blood.  

erythrocyte Protoporphyrin The iron-containing molecule in hemoglobin is heme, 
which is formed from iron and protoporphyrin. Protoporphyrin accumulates in the 
blood when iron supplies are inadequate for the formation of  heme. However, levels of  
protoporphyrin may increase when hemoglobin synthesis is impaired for other reasons, 
such as lead poisoning or inflammation.

Hemoglobin When iron stores are depleted, hemoglobin production is impaired, 
and symptoms of  anemia may eventually develop. Hemoglobin’s usefulness in 
evaluating iron status is limited, however, because hemoglobin concentrations drop 
fairly late in the development of  iron deficiency, and other nutrient deficiencies and 
medical conditions can also alter hemoglobin concentrations.

Hematocrit The hematocrit value reflects the percentage of  the total blood volume 
occupied by red blood cells. To measure the hematocrit, a clinician spins the blood 
samples in a centrifuge to separate the red blood cells from the plasma. Low values 

Ta b L e  e - 3   Criteria for assessing iron Status

laboratory Test Acceptable Values Effect of Iron Deficiency

serum ferritin male: 20–250 ng/ml
Female: 10–120 ng/ml

lower than normal

serum iron male: 60–175 mg/dl
Female: 50–170 mg/dl

lower than normal

total iron-binding capacity 250–450 mg/dl higher than normal

transferrin saturation male: 20–50%
Female: 15–50%

lower than normal

erythrocyte protoporphyrin ,70 mg/dl red blood cells higher than normal

hemoglobin (hb), whole blood male: 13.5–17.5 g/dl
Female: 12.0–16.0 g/dl

lower than normal

hematocrit (hct) male: 39–49%
Female: 35–45%

lower than normal

mean corpuscular volume (mcV) 80–100 fl lower than normal

Note: ng 5 nanogram, mg 5 microgram, dl 5 deciliter, nmol 5 nanomole, fl 5 femtoliter
Source: l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 2012), pp. 2558–2569. 
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indicate a reduced number or size of  red blood cells. Although this test is not specific 
for iron status, it can help to detect the presence of  iron-deficiency anemia. 

Mean corpuscular Volume (McV) The hematocrit value divided by the red blood 
cell count provides a measure of  the average size of  a red blood cell, referred to as 
the mean corpuscular volume (MCV). This measure helps to classify the type of  
anemia that is present. In iron deficiency, the red blood cells are smaller than average 
(microcytic cells).

Assessment of Folate and Vitamin B12 Status
Folate deficiency and vitamin B

12
 deficiency present a similar clinical picture—an 

anemia characterized by abnormally large, misshapen, and immature red blood 
cells (megaloblastic cells). Distinguishing between folate and vitamin B

12
 deficiency 

is essential, however, because their treatments differ. Giving folate to a person with  
vitamin B

12
 deficiency can improve many of  the test results indicative of  vitamin B

12
 

deficiency, but this would be a dangerous treatment because vitamin B
12

 deficiency 
causes nerve damage that folate cannot correct. Thus, inappropriate folate administra-
tion can mask vitamin B

12
–deficiency anemia, and nerve damage could worsen. For 

this reason, it is critical to determine whether an anemia characterized by macrocytic 
cells results from a folate deficiency or from a vitamin B

12
 deficiency. Several of  the 

following assessment measures can help to make this distinction.

Mean corpuscular Volume (McV) As previously mentioned, MCV is a measure 
of  red blood cell size. In folate and vitamin B

12
 deficiencies, the red blood cells are 

larger than average, or macrocytic. Macrocytic cells are not necessarily indicative of  
nutrient deficiency, however, as they may also result from a high alcohol intake, liver 
disease, or various medications.

Serum Folate and Vitamin B12 Levels Analyses of  serum folate and vitamin 
B

12
 levels are usually among the first tests conducted to determine the cause of  

macrocytic red blood cells. The presence of  low serum levels of  either nutrient 
is consistent with a deficiency of  that nutrient, whereas adequate levels can help 
to rule out deficiency. Folate levels are not a specific measure of  folate status, 
however, as they may increase after folate consumption, and decrease due to alcohol 
consumption, pregnancy, or use of  anticonvulsants. The folate level in red blood 
cells—called erythrocyte folate—correlates well with folate stores and can help in 
the diagnosis of  folate deficiency, but this test is not available at all institutions. 
Table E-4 (p. E-12) shows acceptable ranges for the tests used in assessing folate and 
vitamin B

12
 status.

Homocysteine and Methylmalonic acid Levels To determine whether a 
nutrient deficiency is present, clinicians can measure the levels of  substances 
that accumulate when the functions of  that nutrient are impaired. For example, 
blood levels of  the amino acid homocysteine are usually increased by both folate 
and vitamin B

12
 deficiency because both nutrients are needed for its metabolism. 

Methylmalonic acid, a breakdown product of  several amino acids, requires vitamin 
B

12
 for its metabolism; hence, serum levels increase as a result of  vitamin B

12
 

deficiency. Because methylmalonic acid levels are not influenced by folate status, 
this measure is useful in distinguishing between folate and vitamin B

12
 deficiency.

Schilling test As Chapter 8 explains, vitamin B
12

 deficiency most often results from 
malabsorption, not poor intake. The Schilling test can help to diagnose malabsorption 
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of  vitamin B
12

: after the patient takes an oral dose of  radioactive vitamin B
12

, a urine 
test determines whether the vitamin B

12
 was absorbed. The Schilling test is rarely 

performed at present because it involves the administration of  a radioactive reagent.

antibodies to intrinsic Factor The presence of  serum antibodies to intrinsic 
factor can help to confirm a diagnosis of  pernicious anemia, an autoimmune disease 
characterized by destruction of  the cells that produce intrinsic factor (a protein 
required for vitamin B

12
 absorption; see Chapter 8). Serum antibodies to the parietal 

cells that produce and release intrinsic factor may also indicate pernicious anemia, 
but these antibodies may be present in various other conditions as well. 

Cautions about Nutrition Assessment
The tests outlined in this appendix yield information that becomes meaningful only 
when they are conducted and interpreted by a skilled clinician. Potential sources of  
error may be introduced at any step, from the collection of  samples to the analysis 
and reporting of  data. Equipment must be regularly calibrated to ensure accuracy 
of  measurements. In addition, the assessor must keep in mind that few tests may 
be specific to the nutrient of  interest alone, and lab results may reflect physiological 
processes other than the ones being tested. Furthermore, because many tests are not 
sensitive enough to detect the early stages of  deficiency, follow-up testing is often 
necessary to identify a nutrition problem. 

Ta b L e  e - 4   Criteria for assessing Folate and Vitamin b12 Status

laboratory Test Acceptable Range
Effect of Folate or Vitamin B12 
Deficiency

serum folate 3–16 ng/ml reduced in folate deficiency

erythrocyte folate 140–628 ng/ml packed cells reduced in folate deficiency

serum vitamin b12 200–835 pg/ml reduced in vitamin b12 deficiency

serum methylmalonic acid 150–370 nmol/l increased in vitamin b12 deficiency

serum homocysteine male: 4–16 mmol/l
Female: 3–14 mmol/l

increased in folate or vitamin b12 
deficiency

Note: ng = nanogram, pg = picogram, nmol = nanomole, mmol = micromole

Sources: l. goldman and a. i. schafer, eds., Goldman’s Cecil Medicine (Philadelphia: saunders, 2012), pp. 2558–2569; 
r. s. Porter and J. l. Kaplan, eds., Merck Manual of Diagnosis and Therapy (whitehouse station, nJ: merck sharp and 
dohme, 2011), pp. 3491–3502.
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Aids to Calculation

Many mathematical problems have been worked out in the “How To” boxes within 
the text. These pages provide additional help and examples.

Conversion Factors
A conversion factor is a numerical factor—expressed as a ratio—that can convert a 
quantity expressed in one unit to another unit; for example, the factor may be used to 
convert pounds to kilograms or feet to inches. To create a conversion factor, an equal-
ity (such as 1 kilogram 5 2.2 pounds) is expressed as a fraction:

1 kg

2.2 lb
 and 

2.2 lb
1 kg

.

Because a conversion factor has a value of  1 (the value in the numerator is equal to 
the value in the denominator), it can be used as a multiplier to change the unit of  
measure without changing the value of  the measurement. To convert the units of  a 
measurement, the fraction must have the desired unit in the numerator, as the unit in 
the denominator will cancel out the original unit.

Example 1 Convert the weight of  130 pounds to kilograms.

 ❚ Multiply 130 pounds by a conversion factor (fraction) that includes both pounds 
and kilograms and is arranged so that the desired unit (kilograms) is in the 
numerator:

130 lb 3 
1 kg

2.2 lb
5

130 kg

2.2
 5 59 kg.

As this example shows, the unit for pounds cancels out and the unit for kilograms  
remains in the solution.

Example 2 The food label on a bottle of  apple juice shows the contents in both 
fluid ounces and liters. How many liters are contained in a bottle that holds 64 fluid 
ounces?

 ❚ Multiply 64 ounces by a conversion factor that includes both fluid ounces and  
liters, with the desired unit (liters) in the numerator:

64 fl oz 3 
1 L

33.8 fl oz
5

64 L
33.8

 5 1.89 L.

Percentages
A percentage expresses a fraction that has 100 in the denominator; for example, the 
term 50 percent is equivalent to the fraction 50/100. Similar to other fractions, percent-
ages are used to express a proportion of  the whole; therefore, the units in the numerator 
and denominator must be similar. Any fraction can be expressed in hundredths and 

C O N T E N T S

Conversion Factors

Percentages

Weights and Measures
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converted to a percentage by dividing the numerator by the denominator and multi-
plying by 100:

¼ 5 0.25.
0.25 3 100 5 25%.

Example 3 Suppose your energy intake for the day is 2000 kcalories (kcal) and your 
recommended energy intake is 2400 kcalories. What percent of  the recommended 
energy intake did you consume?

 ❚ Divide your intake by the recommended intake:

2000 kcal (your intake) 4 2400 kcal (recommended intake) 5 0.83.

 ❚ Multiply by 100 to express the decimal as a percentage:

0.83 3 100 5 83%.

Example 4 A percentage can also be greater than 100. Suppose your intake of   
vitamin C is 120 milligrams and your RDA (male) is 90 milligrams. What percent 
of  the RDA for vitamin C did you consume?

120 mg (your intake) 4 90 mg (RDA) 5 1.33.

1.33 3 100 5 133%.

Weights and Measures
Length
1 meter (m) = 39 in
1 centimeter (cm) = 0.4 in
1 inch (in) = 2.5 cm
1 foot (ft) = 30 cm

Temperature

 ❚ To find degrees Fahrenheit (°F) when you know degrees Celsius (°C), multiply by 
9/5 and then add 32.

 ❚ To find degrees Celsius (°C) when you know degrees Fahrenheit (°F), subtract 32 
and then multiply by 5/9.

Volume
1 liter (L) 5 1000 mL, 0.26 gal, 1.06 qt, 2.1 pt, or 33.8 fl oz
1 milliliter (mL) 5 1/1000 L or 0.03 fl oz
1 gallon (gal) 5 128 oz, 16 c, or 3.8 L
1 quart (qt) 5 32 fl oz, 4 c, or 0.95 L
1 pint (pt) 5 16 fl oz, 2 c, or 0.47 L
1 cup (c) 5 8 fl oz, 16 tbs, about 250 mL, or 0.25 L

*Also known as centigrade.

 Boiling point  — 100°C 212°F —  Boiling point
 Body temperature  — 37°C 98.6°F —  Body temperature
 Freezing  — 0°C 32°F —  Freezing
 Celsius*  Fahrenheit
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1 fluid ounce (fl oz) 5 30 mL
1 tablespoon (tbs) 5 3 tsp or 15 mL
1 teaspoon (tsp) 5 5 mL

Weight
1 kilogram (kg) 5 1000 g or 2.2 lb
1 gram (g) 5 1/1000 kg, 1000 mg, or 0.035 oz
1 milligram (mg) 5 1/1000 g or 1000 µg
1 microgram (µg) 5 1/1000 mg
1 pound (lb) 5 16 oz, 454 g, or 0.45 kg
1 ounce (oz) 5 about 28 g

Energy
1 megajoule (MJ) 5 240 kcal
1 kilojoule (kJ) 5 0.24 kcal
1 kcalorie (kcal) 5 4.2 kJ
1 g carbohydrate 5 4 kcal = 17 kJ
1 g fat 5 9 kcal 5 37 kJ
1 g protein 5 4 kcal 5 17 kJ
1 g alcohol 5 7 kcal 5 29 kJ
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Enteral Formulas

The large number of  enteral formulas available allows patients to meet a wide variety 
of  medical needs. The first step in narrowing the choice of  formulas is to determine 
the patient’s ability to digest and absorb nutrients. Table G–1 (pp. G-2 to G-3) lists 
examples of  standard formulas for patients who can adequately digest and absorb  
nutrients, and Table G–2 (p. G-4) provides examples of  elemental formulas for  
patients with a limited ability to digest or absorb nutrients. Each formula is listed only 
once, although a formula may have more than one use. A high-protein formula, for 
example, may also be a fiber-containing formula. Tables G–3 and G–4 (p. G-4) list 
modules that can be used to prepare modular formulas or enhance enteral formulas.

The information shown in this appendix reflects the literature provided by manu-
facturers and does not suggest endorsement by the authors. Manufacturers frequently 
add new formulas, discontinue old ones, and change formula composition. Consult 
the manufacturers’ literature and websites for updates and additional examples of  
enteral formulas.a The following products are listed in this appendix:

 ❚ Abbott Nutrition: Glucerna 1.0 Cal, Jevity 1 Cal, Jevity 1.5 Cal, Nepro with Carb 
Steady, Osmolite 1 Cal, Oxepa, Pivot 1.5 Cal, Polycose, Promote, Promote with 
Fiber, Pulmocare, Suplena with Carb Steady, Vital 1.0 Cal

 ❚ Nestlé Nutrition: Beneprotein, Compleat, Compleat Pediatric, Diabetisource AC, 
Fibersource HN, Impact, Impact Peptide 1.5, Impact Glutamine, Isosource HN, 
MCT Oil, Microlipid, Novasource Renal, Nutren 1.0, Nutren 1.0 Fiber, Nutren 1.5, 
Nutren 2.0, Nutren Glytrol, Nutren Junior, Nutren Pulmonary, Nutren Replete, 
Nutren Replete Fiber, NutriHep, Peptamen, Peptamen Junior, Vivonex Pediatric, 
Vivonex T.E.N.

aSources for the information in this appendix: Abbott Nutrition, www.abbottnutrition.com; Nestlé  
Nutrition, www.nestle-nutrition.com.
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Ta b L e  g - 1   Standard Formulas

Producta

Volume to Meet 
100% RDIb (ml)

Energy 
(kcal/ml)

Protein or 
Amino Acids 

(g/l)
Carbohydrate 

(g/l)
Fat 

(g/l) Notes

General-use Adult Formulas

compleat 1400 1.06 48 132 40 blenderized formula,  
6 g fiber/l

nutren 1.0 1500 1.00 40 128 38 25% fat from mct

osmolite 1 cal 1321 1.06 44 144 35 20% fat from mct

Fiber-Enhanced Formulas

Jevity 1 cal 1321 1.06 44 155 35 14 g fiber/l

nutren 1.0 Fiber 1500 1.00 40 128 38 14 g fiber/l

Promote with Fiber 1000 1.00 63 138 28 14 g fiber/l

High-kCalorie Formulas

Jevity 1.5 cal 1000 1.50 64 216 50 22 g fiber/l

nutren 1.5 1000 1.50 60 168 68 50% fat from mct

nutren 2.0 750 2.00 80 196 104 75% fat from mct

High-Protein Formulas

Fibersource hn 1250 1.20 54 160 39 20% fat from mct,  
10 g fiber/l

isosource hn 1165 1.20 54 160 39 20% fat from mct, low fiber

Promote 1000 1.00 63 130 26 19% fat from mct, low fiber

Specialized Formulas: Pediatric (1 to 10 years)

compleat Pediatric 1–8 yr: 1000 ml; 
9–13 yr: 1500 ml

1.00 38 132 39 blenderized formula,  
7 g fiber/l

nutren Junior 1–8 yr: 1000 ml; 
9–13 yr: 1500 ml

1.00 30 110 50 20% fat from mct

Specialized Formulas: Glucose Intolerance

diabetisource ac 1250 1.20 60 100 59 36% kcal from carbohydrate, 
15 g fiber/l

glucerna 1.0 cal 1420 1.00 42 96 54 34% kcal from carbohydrate, 
14 g fiber/l

nutren glytrol 1500 1.00 45 100 48 40% kcal from carbohydrate, 
15 g fiber/l

Specialized Formulas: Immune System Support

impact 1500 1.00 56 132 28 enriched with arginine, 
nucleotides, and omega-3 
fatty acids

impact Peptide 1.5 1000 1.50 94 140 64 same as above

impact glutamine 1000 1.30 78 148 43 same as above, and enriched 
with glutamine
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Producta

Volume to Meet 
100% RDIb (ml)

Energy 
(kcal/ml)

Protein or 
Amino Acids 

(g/l)
Carbohydrate 

(g/l)
Fat 

(g/l) Notes

Specialized Formulas: Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)

nepro with carb 
steady

944 1.80 81 161 96 low in potassium and 
phosphorus; to be used after 
dialysis has been instituted

novasource renal 1000 2.00 91 183 100 low in electrolytes; to be 
used after dialysis has been 
instituted

suplena with carb 
steady

1000 1.80 45 196 96 low in protein, potassium, 
phosphorus, and calcium; for 
stage 3 and 4 cKd

Specialized Formulas: Respiratory Insufficiency

nutren Pulmonary 1000 1.50 68 100 95 56% kcal from fat, 40% fat 
from mct

oxepa 946 1.50 63 105 94 enriched with omega-3 
fatty acids and antioxidants; 
for mechanically ventilated 
patients

Pulmocare 947 1.50 63 106 93 55% kcal from fat, 20% fat 
from mct, enriched with 
antioxidant nutrients

Specialized Formulas: Wound Healing

nutren replete 1000 1.00 62 112 34 enhanced with vitamins 
and minerals; for patients 
recovering from surgery, 
burns, or pressure ulcers

nutren replete Fiber 1000 1.00 62 112 34 same as above; 14 g fiber/l

Note: mct 5 medium-chain triglycerides

aall formulas listed are both gluten free and suitable for patients with lactose intolerance.
brdi 5 reference daily intakes, which are labeling standards for vitamins, minerals, and protein. consuming 100% of the rdi will meet the nutrient needs of most 
people using the product.

Ta b L e  g - 1   Standard Formulas (continued )
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Ta b L e  g - 2   elemental Formulas

Producta

Volume to Meet 
100% RDIb (ml)

Energy 
(kcal/ml)

Protein 
or Amino 
Acids (g/l)

Carbohydrate 
(g/l) Fat (g/l) Notes

Specialized Elemental Formula: Hepatic Insufficiency

nutrihep 1000 1.50 40 290 21 high in branched-chain amino acids and 
low in aromatic amino acids; 70% fat 
from mct

Specialized Elemental Formula: Immune System Support

Pivot 1.5 cal 1000 1.50 94 172 51 enriched with arginine, glutamine, 
omega-3 fatty acids, and antioxidant 
nutrients

Specialized Elemental Formulas: Malabsorption

Peptamen 1500 1.00 40 128 39 70% fat from mct

Vital 1.0 cal 1422 1.00 40 130 38 enhanced with prebiotics and 
antioxidants

Vivonex t.e.n. 2000 1.00 38 204 3 Powder form, 100% free amino acids, 
very low fat

Specialized Elemental Formulas: Pediatric (1 to 10 years)

Peptamen 
Junior

1–8 yr: 1000 ml; 
9–13 yr: 1500 ml

1.00 30 136 38 60% fat from mct

Vivonex 
Pediatric

1–8 yr: 1000 ml; 
9–13 yr: 1500 ml

0.80 24 126 23 Powder form, 100% free amino acids

Note: mct 5 medium-chain triglycerides

aall formulas listed are both gluten free and suitable for patients with lactose intolerance.
brdi 5 reference daily intakes,  which are labeling standards for vitamins, minerals, and protein. consuming 100% of the rdi will meet the nutrient needs of most 
people using the product.

Ta b L e  g - 3   Protein and Carbohydrate modules

Product Major Ingredient Energy (kcal/g) Nutrient Content (g/100 g)

beneprotein whey protein powder 3.6 86 g protein

Polycose hydrolyzed cornstarch 
(powder)

3.8 94 g carbohydrate

Ta b L e  g - 4   Fat modules

Product Major Ingredient Energy (kcal/ml) Fat Content (g/100 ml)

mct oil coconut and/or palm 
kernel oil

7.7 93

microlipid safflower oil 4.5 50
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Appendix H

Answers to Self-Check Questions

Chapter 1
1. d, 2. d, 3. c, 4. d, 5. c, 6. b,  
7. c, 8. b, 9. c, 10. c

Chapter 2
1. b, 2. b, 3. c, 4. a, 5. a, 6. a,  
7. b, 8. a, 9. d, 10. c

Chapter 3
1. b, 2. c, 3. a, 4. d, 5. a, 6. a,  
7. d, 8. d, 9. b, 10. a

Chapter 4
1. c, 2. b, 3. d, 4. d, 5. a, 6. d,  
7. c, 8. b, 9. c, 10. d

Chapter 5
1. b, 2. a, 3. d, 4. a, 5. c, 6. a,  
7. d, 8. c, 9. d, 10. d

Chapter 6
1. d, 2. b, 3. c, 4. d, 5. d, 6. a,  
7. a, 8. b, 9. c, 10. c

Chapter 7
1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. c, 5. b, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. b, 9. c, 10. b

Chapter 8
1. d, 2. d, 3. c, 4. a, 5. d, 6. d,  
7. b, 8. c, 9. c, 10. a

Chapter 9
1. d, 2. b, 3. a, 4. d, 5. c, 6. d,  
7. a, 8. d, 9. d, 10. b

Chapter 10
1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. c, 5. d, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. b, 9. a, 10. d

Chapter 11
1. a, 2. d, 3. c, 4. c, 5. b, 6. d,  
7. b, 8. c, 9. b, 10. c

Chapter 12
1. c, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b, 5. d, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. c, 9. b, 10. c

Chapter 13
1. d, 2. c, 3. d, 4. d, 5. d, 6. d,  
7. b, 8. b, 9. a, 10. b

Chapter 14
1. b, 2. c, 3. d, 4. a, 5. b, 6. d,  
7. c, 8. a, 9. c, 10. b

Chapter 15
1. d, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b, 5. d, 6. c,  
7. b, 8. b, 9. d, 10. c

Chapter 16
1. d, 2. b, 3. c, 4. a, 5. b, 6. d,  
7. a, 8. b, 9. a, 10. c 

Chapter 17
1. a, 2. c, 3. b, 4. d, 5. a, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. b, 9. b, 10. c

Chapter 18
1. b, 2. c, 3. d, 4. c, 5. d, 6. a,  
7. b, 8. b, 9. a, 10. c

Chapter 19
1. d, 2. c, 3. b, 4. b, 5. a, 6. c,  
7. a, 8. c, 9. a, 10. d 

Chapter 20
1. d, 2. a, 3. b, 4. a, 5. b, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. a, 9. b, 10. c

Chapter 21
1. b, 2. d, 3. d, 4. c, 5. a, 6. c,  
7. d, 8. c, 9. a, 10. b

Chapter 22
1. a, 2. d, 3. c, 4. c, 5. b, 6. d,  
7. b, 8. d, 9. b, 10. c

Chapter 23
1. a, 2. c, 3. b, 4. d, 5. a, 6. a,  
7. b, 8. b, 9. c, 10. d

Chapter 24
1. d, 2. a, 3. b, 4. c, 5. d, 6. b,  
7. c, 8. c, 9. d, 10. a

Chapter 25
1. d, 2. c, 3. c, 4. b, 5. d, 6. b,  
7. b, 8. a, 9. a, 10. d
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Glossary

2-in-1 solution: a parenteral solution that contains 
dextrose and amino acids, but excludes lipids.

24-hour dietary recall: a record of foods con-
sumed during the previous day or in the past 
24 hours; sometimes modified to include foods 
consumed in a typical day. 

abscesses (ab-sess-es): accumulations of pus.
Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI): the amount of 

a nonnutritive sweetener that individuals can 
safely consume each day over the course of a 
lifetime without adverse effect. it includes a 
100-fold safety factor.

Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges 
(AMDR): ranges of intakes for the energy-yielding 
nutrients that provide adequate energy and nutri-
ents and reduce the risk of chronic disease.

acetaldehyde (ah-set-al-deh-hide): an intermediate 
in alcohol metabolism that, in excess, can dam-
age the body’s tissues and interfere with cellular 
functions.

acetate (ah-seh-tate): the product of alcohol 
metabolism that is used as a source of energy by 
many tissues in the body.

acetone breath: a distinctive fruity odor on the 
breath of a person with ketosis.

acetyl CoA (ass-eh-teel, or ah-seet-il, coh-ay): 
a 2-carbon compound (acetate, or acetic acid) 
with a molecule of coa attached to it.

achalasia (ack-ah-lay-zhah): an esophageal 
disorder characterized by weakened peristalsis 
and impaired relaxation of the lower esophageal 
sphincter.

achlorhydria (ay-clor-high-dree-ah): absence of 
gastric acid secretions.

acid–base balance: the balance maintained 
between acid and base concentrations in the 
blood and body fluids. 

acidosis: acid accumulation in body tissues; 
depresses the central nervous system and may 
lead to disorientation and, eventually, coma.

acids: compounds that release hydrogen ions in a 
solution.

acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS): 
the late stage of illness caused by infection 
with the human immunodeficiency virus (hiV); 
characterized by severe damage to immune 
function.

acute kidney injury: the rapid decline of kidney 
function over a period of hours or days; poten-
tially a cause of acute renal failure.

acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS): 
respiratory failure triggered by severe lung 
injury; a medical emergency that causes 
dyspnea and pulmonary edema and usually 
requires mechanical ventilation.

acute-phase response: changes in body chemistry 
resulting from infection, inflammation, or injury; 
characterized by alterations in plasma proteins.

added sugars: sugars, syrups, and other kcaloric 
sweeteners that are added to foods during 

processing or preparation or at the table; 
excludes the naturally occurring sugars found in 
fruits and milk products.

adequacy: the characteristic of a diet that provides 
all the essential nutrients, fiber, and energy nec-
essary to maintain health and body weight.

Adequate Intakes (AI): a set of values that are 
used as guides for nutrient intakes when 
scientific evidence is insufficient to determine 
an rda.

adipokines (ad-ih-poh-kynz): protein hormones 
made and released by adipose tissue (fat) cells.

adiponectin (ah-dih-poe-necK-tin): a hormone 
produced by adipose cells that improves insulin 
sensitivity.

adipose tissue: the body’s fat, which consists of 
masses of fat-storing cells called adipose cells.

adolescence: the period of growth from the 
beginning of puberty until full maturity. timing 
of adolescence varies from person to person.

advance health care directive: written or oral 
instructions regarding one’s preferences for 
medical treatment to be used in the event of 
becoming incapacitated; also called an advance 
medical directive or a living will.

advanced glycation end products (AGEs): reac-
tive compounds formed after glucose combines 
with protein; ages can damage tissues and lead 
to diabetic complications.

adverse reactions: unusual responses to food 
(including intolerances and allergies).

aerobic physical activity: activity in which the 
body’s large muscles move in a rhythmic man-
ner for a sustained period of time (e.g., brisk 
walking, running, swimming, bicycling), which 
improves cardiorespiratory fitness; also called 
endurance activity.

AIDS-defining illnesses: diseases and complica-
tions associated with the later stages of an hiV 
infection, including wasting, recurrent bacterial 
pneumonia, opportunistic infections, and cer-
tain cancers.

albuminuria: the presence of albumin (a blood pro-
tein) in the urine, a sign of diabetic nephropathy.

alcohol abuse: the continued use of alcohol despite 
the development of social, legal, or health prob-
lems. individuals who abuse alcohol are called 
alcoholics.

alcohol-related birth defects (ARBD): a condi-
tion caused by prenatal alcohol exposure that is 
diagnosed when there is a history of substantial, 
regular maternal alcohol intake or heavy epi-
sodic drinking and birth defects known to be 
associated with alcohol exposure.

alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder 
(ARND): a condition caused by prenatal alcohol 
exposure that is diagnosed when there is a con-
firmed history of substantial, regular maternal 
alcohol intake or heavy episodic drinking and 
behavioral, cognitive, or central nervous system 

abnormalities known to be associated with 
alcohol exposure.

alcoholic liver disease: liver disease that is related 
to excessive alcohol consumption. disorders that 
may develop include fatty liver, hepatitis, and 
cirrhosis, which may lead to liver failure.

aldosterone: a steroid hormone secreted by the 
adrenal cortex that promotes sodium (and there-
fore water) retention and potassium excretion.

alkalosis: excessive base in the blood and body 
fluids.

alpha-lactalbumin (lact-al-byoo-min): a major pro-
tein in human breast milk.

alveoli (al-Vee-oh-lie): air sacs in the lungs. one air 
sac is an alveolus.

Alzheimer’s disease: a progressive, degenerative 
disease that attacks the brain and impairs think-
ing, behavior, and memory.

amenorrhea (ay-men-oh-re-ah): the absence of or 
cessation of menstruation. Primary amenorrhea 
is menarche delayed beyond 16 years of age. 
secondary amenorrhea is the absence of three 
to six consecutive menstrual cycles.

amino (a-meen-oh) acids: building blocks of pro-
tein; each contains an amino group, an acid 
group, a hydrogen atom, and a distinctive side 
group, all attached to a central carbon atom.

amniotic (am-nee-ott-ic) sac: the “bag of waters” 
in the uterus in which the fetus floats.

amylase (am-uh-lace): an enzyme (carbohydrase) 
that splits amylose (a form of starch).

anabolic steroids: drugs related to the male sex 
hormone, testosterone, that stimulate the devel-
opment of lean body mass.

anabolism (an-ab-o-lism): reactions that require 
energy in which small molecules are put 
together to build larger ones.

anaerobic (an-air-roh-bic): not requiring oxygen. 
analgesic: a drug that relieves pain.
anaphylactic (an-ah-feh-lac-tic) shock: a life-

threatening whole-body allergic reaction to an 
offending substance.

anemia of chronic disease: anemia that develops 
in persons with chronic illness; may resemble 
iron-deficiency anemia even though iron stores 
are often adequate. also called anemia of 
chronic inflammation.

anencephaly (an-en-seF-a-lee): an uncommon 
and always fatal type of neural tube defect; 
characterized by the absence of a brain.

aneurysm (an-you-rih-zum): an abnormal 
enlargement or bulging of a blood vessel 
(usually an artery) caused by weakness in the 
blood vessel wall.

angina (an-Jye-nah or an-ji-nah) pectoris: a 
condition caused by ischemia in the heart 
muscle that results in discomfort or dull pain in 
the chest region. the pain often radiates to the 
left shoulder and arm or to the back, neck, and 
lower jaw.
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anorexia nervosa: an eating disorder character-
ized by a refusal to maintain a minimally normal 
body weight, self-starvation to the extreme, 
and a disturbed perception of body weight and 
shape; seen (usually) in adolescent girls and 
young women.

anorexia: lack of appetite.
anthropometric (an-throw-poe-meh-trik): related 

to physical measurements of the human body, 
such as height, weight, body circumferences, 
and percentage of body fat.

antibodies: large proteins of the blood and body 
fluids, produced in response to invasion of the 
body by unfamiliar molecules (mostly proteins) 
called antigens; they inactivate the invaders and 
so protect the body. 

anticonvulsants: drugs that treat epileptic seizures.
antiemetics: drugs that prevent vomiting.
antigens: substances that elicit the formation of 

antibodies or an inflammation reaction from the 
immune system (e.g., bacteria, viruses, toxins, 
and proteins in food that cause an allergy).

antineoplastic drugs: drugs that control or kill 
cancer cells.

antioxidant (anti-ox-ih-dant): (1) a compound 
that protects other compounds from oxygen by 
itself reacting with oxygen. (2) a food additive 
(preservative) that delays or prevents rancidity 
of foods and other damage to food caused by 
oxygen.

antiretroviral drugs: drugs that treat retrovirus 
infections, such as infection with human immu-
nodeficiency virus (hiV).

anuria (ah-noo-ree-ah): the absence of urine; 
clinically identified as urine output less than  
50 ml/day.

anus (ay-nus): the terminal outlet of the gi tract.
aplastic anemia: anemia characterized by the 

inability of bone marrow to produce adequate 
numbers of blood cells; causes include drug tox-
icity, viruses, and genetic defects.

appendix: a narrow blind sac extending from the 
beginning of the colon that stores lymph cells.

appetite: the psychological desire to eat; a learned 
motivation that is experienced as a pleasant 
sensation that accompanies the sight, smell, or 
thought of appealing foods.

aromatic amino acids: the amino acids phenyl-
alanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan, which have 
carbon rings in their side groups.

artery: a vessel that carries blood away from the 
heart.

arthritis: inflammation of a joint, usually accompa-
nied by pain, swelling, and structural changes.

artificial fats: zero-energy fat replacers that are 
chemically synthesized to mimic the sensory and 
cooking qualities of naturally occurring fats but 
are totally or partially resistant to digestion.

ascites (ah-sigh-teez): an abnormal accumulation 
of fluid in the abdominal cavity.

ascorbic acid: one of the two active forms of 
vitamin c. 

aspiration: drawing in by suction or inhalation; a 
common complication of enteral feedings in 
which substances from the gi tract are drawn 
into the lungs. 

atherogenic: able to initiate or promote 
atherosclerosis.

atherosclerosis (ath-er-oh-scler-oh-sis): an arte-
rial disease characterized by a buildup of lipids 
and fibrous scar tissue on the inner walls of 
arteries.

ATP or adenosine (ah-den-oh-seen) triphosphate 
(tri-Fos-fate): a common high-energy com-
pound that contains three phosphate groups; 
the bonds between the phosphate groups are 

often described as “high-energy” because of 
their readiness to release energy.

atrophic gastritis (a-troh-fik gas-try-tis): a 
chronic inflammation of the stomach accompa-
nied by a diminished size and functioning of the 
stomach’s mucous membrane and glands; even-
tually the gastric epithelium may be replaced 
with another type of tissue.

atrophy (at-tro-fee): a decrease in size (for exam-
ple, of a muscle) because of disuse.

autoimmune: refers to an immune response 
directed against the body’s own tissues.

azotemia: the accumulation of nitrogenous wastes 
in the blood.

bacterial cholangitis (Koh-lan-Jye-tis): bacterial 
infection involving the bile ducts.

bacterial overgrowth: excessive bacterial colo-
nization of the stomach and small intestine; 
may be due to low gastric acidity, altered gi 
motility, mucosal damage, contamination, or 
changes in intestinal anatomy due to surgical 
reconstruction.

bacterial translocation: movement of bacteria 
across the intestinal mucosa, allowing access to 
body tissues.

balance: the dietary characteristic of providing 
foods in proportion to one another and in 
proportion to the body’s needs.

bariatric (bah-ree-ah-trik) surgery: surgery that 
treats severe obesity.

Barrett’s esophagus: a condition in which esopha-
geal cells damaged by chronic exposure to 
stomach acid are replaced by cells that resemble 
those in the stomach or small intestine, some-
times becoming cancerous.

basal metabolic rate (BMR): the rate of energy use 
for metabolism under specified conditions: after 
a 12-hour fast and restful sleep, without any 
physical activity or emotional excitement, and 
in a comfortable setting; usually expressed as 
kcalories per kilogram of body weight per hour.

basal metabolism: the energy needed to maintain 
life when a person is at complete digestive, 
physical, and emotional rest; normally the larg-
est part of a person’s daily energy expenditure.

bases: compounds that accept hydrogen ions in a 
solution.

behavior modification: the changing of behavior 
by the manipulation of antecedents (cues or 
environmental factors that trigger behavior), the 
behavior itself, and consequences (the penalties 
or rewards attached to behavior).

beneficence (be-neF-eh-sense): the act of per-
forming beneficial services rather than harmful 
ones.

beriberi: the thiamin-deficiency disease; character-
ized by loss of sensation in the hands and feet, 
muscular weakness, advancing paralysis, and 
abnormal heart action.

beta-alanine: a nonessential amino acid that is the 
rate-limiting precursor for the synthesis of the 
dipeptide carnosine.

beta-carotene: a vitamin a precursor made by 
plants and stored in human fat tissue; an orange 
pigment.

beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate (HMB): a metabo-
lite of the amino acid leucine promoted to 
increase muscle mass and strength.

BHA, BHT: preservatives commonly used to slow 
the development of “off” flavors, odors, and 
color changes caused by oxidation.

bicarbonate: an alkaline secretion of the pancreas 
(part of the pancreatic juice); also occurs widely 
in all cell fluids.

bile: an emulsifier that prepares fats and oils for 
digestion; made by the liver, stored in the 

gallbladder, and released into the small intestine 
when needed.

biliary system: the gallbladder and ducts that 
deliver bile from the liver and gallbladder to the 
small intestine.

binge eating disorder: an eating disorder charac-
terized by recurring episodes of eating a signifi-
cant amount of food in a short period of time 
with marked feelings of lack of control.

bioactive food components: compounds in foods 
(either nutrients or phytochemicals) that alter 
physiological processes in the body. 

bioavailability: the rate and extent to which a 
nutrient is absorbed and used.

biopsy: removal of a tissue sample to determine the 
cause of an illness.

blastocyst (blass-toe-sist): the developmental 
stage of the zygote when it is about 5 days old 
and ready for implantation.

blenderized formulas: enteral formulas that are 
prepared by using a food blender to mix and 
puree whole foods.

body composition: the proportions of muscle, 
bone, fat, and other tissues that make up a per-
son’s total body weight. 

body mass index (BMI): an index of a person’s 
weight in relation to height; determined by 
dividing the weight (in kilograms) by the square 
of the height (in meters).

bolus (boh-lus): the portion of food swallowed at 
one time.

bolus (boh-lus) feeding: delivery of about 250 to 
500 milliliters of formula over a 5- to 15-minute 
period.

Bowman’s (boe-minz) capsule: a cuplike compo-
nent of the nephron that surrounds the glom-
erulus and collects the filtrate that is passed to 
the tubules.

branched-chain amino acids: the essential amino 
acids leucine, isoleucine, and valine, which have 
side groups with a branched structure.

bronchi (bron-key), bronchioles (bron-key-oles): 
the main airways of the lungs. the singular form 
of bronchi is bronchus.

buffalo hump: the accumulation of fatty tissue at 
the base of the neck.

buffers: compounds that can reversibly combine 
with hydrogen ions to help keep a solution’s 
acidity or alkalinity constant.

built environment: the buildings, roads, utilities, 
homes, fixtures, parks, and all other manufac-
tured entities that form the physical characteris-
tics of a community.

bulimia (byoo-lee-mee-uh) nervosa: recurring epi-
sodes of binge eating combined with a morbid 
fear of becoming fat, usually followed by self-
induced vomiting or purging.

C-reactive protein: an acute-phase protein 
produced in substantial amounts during 
acute inflammation and considered the best 
clinical indicator of the acute-phase response 
(although it is elevated during many chronic 
illnesses). it binds dead or dying cells to activate 
certain immune responses. 

caffeine: a natural stimulant found in many com-
mon foods and beverages, including coffee, 
tea, and chocolate; may enhance endurance by 
stimulating fatty acid release. high doses cause 
headaches, trembling, rapid heart rate, and 
other undesirable side effects.

calciferol (kal-siF-er-ol): vitamin d.
calories: a measure of heat energy. Food energy is 

measured in kilocalories (1000 calories equal 
1 kilocalorie), abbreviated kcalories or kcal. 

cancer cachexia (ka-KeK-see-ah): a wasting 
syndrome associated with cancer that is 
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clinically severe obesity: a bmi of 40 or greater, 
or a bmi of 35 or greater with one or more seri-
ous conditions such as hypertension; also called 
morbid obesity.

closed feeding system: a formula delivery system 
in which the sterile formula comes prepackaged 
in a container that can be attached directly to 
the feeding tube for administration.

CoA (coh-ay): coenzyme a; the coenzyme derived 
from the b vitamin pantothenic acid and central 
to energy metabolism.

coenzymes (co-en-zimes): small molecules that 
work with enzymes to facilitate the enzymes’ 
activity; most have b vitamins as part of their 
structures.

cognitive skills: as taught in behavior therapy, 
changes to conscious thoughts with the goal 
of improving adherence to lifestyle modifica-
tions; examples are problem-solving skills or the 
correction of false negative thoughts, termed 
cognitive restructuring.

cognitive therapy: psychological therapy aimed 
at changing undesirable behaviors by changing 
underlying thought processes contributing to 
these behaviors.

colectomy: removal of a portion or all of the colon.
collagen: the characteristic protein of connective 

tissue.
collateral vessels: blood vessels that enlarge or 

newly form to allow an alternative pathway for 
diverted blood.

colostomy (co-lah-stoe-me): a surgical passage 
through the abdominal wall into the colon.

colostrum (co-lahs-trum): a milklike secretion 
from the breasts, present during the first few 
days after delivery before milk appears; rich in 
protective factors.

complement: a group of plasma proteins that assist 
the activities of antibodies.

complementary and alternative medicine 
(CAM): health care practices that have not been 
proved to be effective and consequently are not 
included as part of conventional treatment (see 
nutrition in Practice 15).

complementary proteins: two or more proteins 
whose amino acid assortments complement 
each other in such a way that the essential 
amino acids limited in one are supplied by the 
other.

conditionally essential amino acid: an amino acid 
that is normally nonessential but must be sup-
plied by the diet in special circumstances when 
the need for it becomes greater than the body’s 
ability to produce it.

conjugated linoleic acid: a collective term for 
several fatty acids that have the same chemi-
cal formulas as linoleic acid but with different 
configurations.

continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis 
(CAPD): the most common method of perito-
neal dialysis; involves frequent exchanges of 
dialysate, which remains in the peritoneal cavity 
throughout the day.

continuous feedings: slow delivery of formula at a 
constant rate over an 8- to 24-hour period.

continuous glucose monitoring: continuous 
monitoring of tissue glucose levels using a small 
sensor placed under the skin.

continuous parenteral nutrition: continuous 
administration of parenteral solutions over a 
24-hour period.

continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT): 
a slow, continuous method of removing solutes 
and/or fluids from the blood by gently pumping 
the blood across a filtration membrane over a 
prolonged time period.

characterized by anorexia, weight loss, muscle 
wasting, and fatigue.

cancers: diseases characterized by the uncontrolled 
growth of a group of abnormal cells, which can 
destroy adjacent tissues and spread to other 
areas of the body via the lymph or blood.

candidiasis: a fungal infection on the mucous 
membranes of the oral cavity and elsewhere; 
usually caused by Candida albicans.

capillaries: small vessels that branch from an artery, 
connecting arteries to veins; oxygen, nutrients, 
and waste materials are exchanged across capil-
lary walls. 

carbohydrate loading: a regimen of moderate 
exercise, followed by eating a high-carbohydrate 
diet, which enables muscles to temporarily 
store glycogen beyond their normal capac-
ity; also called glycogen loading or glycogen 
supercompensation.

carbohydrate-to-insulin ratio: the amount of 
carbohydrate that can be handled per unit of 
insulin; on average, every 15 grams of carbohy-
drate requires about 1 unit of rapid- or short-
acting insulin.

carbohydrates: energy nutrients composed of 
monosaccharides. 

carcinogenesis (car-sin-oh-Jen-eh-sis): the 
process of cancer development.

carcinogens (car-sin-oh-jenz or car-sin-oh-jenz): 
substances that can cause cancer (the adjective 
is carcinogenic).

cardiac cachexia: severe malnutrition that develops 
in heart failure patients; characterized by weight 
loss and tissue wasting.

cardiac output: the volume of blood discharged by 
the heart each minute. 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR): life-
sustaining treatment that supplies oxygen and 
restores a person’s ability to breathe and pump 
blood.

cardiorespiratory conditioning: improvements 
in heart and lung function and increased blood 
volume, brought about by aerobic training.

cardiorespiratory endurance: the ability to 
perform large-muscle dynamic exercise of 
moderate-to-high intensity for prolonged 
periods.

cardiovascular disease (CVD): a general term for 
all diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

cariogenic (Kah-ree-oh-Jen-ic): conducive to 
development of dental caries.

carnitine: a nonessential nonprotein amino 
acid made in the body from lysine that helps 
transport fatty acids across the mitochondrial 
membrane. 

catabolism (ca-tab-o-lism): energy-releasing reac-
tions in which large molecules are broken down 
to smaller ones.

cataracts: clouding of the eye lenses that impairs 
vision and can lead to blindness.

cathartic: a strong laxative.
catheter: a thin tube placed within a narrow lumen 

(such as a blood vessel) or body cavity; can be 
used to infuse or withdraw fluids or keep a 
passage open.

celiac (see-lee-ack) disease: an immune disorder 
characterized by an abnormal immune response 
to wheat gluten and related proteins; also called 
gluten-sensitive enteropathy or celiac sprue.

central obesity: excess fat around the trunk of 
the body; also called abdominal fat or upper-
body fat.

central veins: the large-diameter veins located 
close to the heart.

cerebral cortex: the outer surface of the cerebrum, 
which is the largest part of the brain.

Certified Diabetes Educator (CDE): a health 
care professional who specializes in diabetes 
management education; certification is obtained 
from the national certification board for 
diabetes educators.

cesarean (see-Zair-ee-un) section: surgical child-
birth, in which the infant is taken through an 
incision in the woman’s abdomen.

chemotherapy: the use of drugs to arrest or 
destroy cancer cells; these drugs are called 
antineoplastic agents.

cholecystectomy (Koh-leh-sis-teK-toe-mee): surgi-
cal removal of the gallbladder.

cholecystitis (Koh-leh-sih-sty-tis): inflammation of 
the gallbladder, usually caused by obstruction of 
the cystic duct by gallstones.

cholelithiasis (Koh-leh-lih-thigh-ah-sis): forma-
tion of gallstones.

choline: a nutrient that can be made in the body 
from an amino acid.

chromium picolinate (crow-mee-um pick-oh-
lyn-ate): a trace mineral supplement; falsely 
promoted as building muscle, enhancing energy, 
and burning fat. 

chronic bronchitis (bron-Kye-tis): a lung disorder 
characterized by persistent inflammation and 
excessive secretions of mucus in the main 
airways of the lungs. 

chronic diseases: diseases characterized by slow 
progression, long duration, and degeneration 
of body organs due in part to such personal life-
style elements as poor food choices, smoking, 
alcohol use, and lack of physical activity. 

chronic hypertension: in pregnant women, hyper-
tension that is present and documented before 
pregnancy; in women whose prepregnancy 
blood pressure is unknown, the presence of 
sustained hypertension before 20 weeks of 
gestation.

chronic kidney disease: kidney disease character-
ized by gradual, irreversible deterioration of the 
kidneys; also called chronic renal failure.

chronic malnutrition: malnutrition caused by long-
term food deprivation; characterized in children 
by short height for age (stunting).

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD): 
a group of lung diseases characterized by per-
sistent obstructed airflow through the lungs 
and airways; includes chronic bronchitis and 
emphysema.

chronological age: a person’s age in years from his 
or her date of birth.

chylomicrons (kye-lo-my-crons): the lipoproteins 
that transport lipids from the intestinal cells 
into the body; body cells remove the lipids 
they need, leaving chylomicron remnants to be 
picked up by the liver cells. 

chyme (Kime): the semiliquid mass of partly 
digested food expelled by the stomach into 
the duodenum (the top portion of the small 
intestine).

cirrhosis (sih-roe-sis): an advanced stage of liver 
disease in which extensive scarring replaces 
healthy liver tissue, causing impaired liver func-
tion and liver failure.

claudication (claw-dih-Kay-shun): pain in the 
legs while walking; usually due to an inadequate 
supply of blood to muscles.

clear liquid diet: a diet that consists of foods that 
are liquid at room temperature, require minimal 
digestion, and leave little residue (undigested 
material) in the colon.

clinical pathways: coordinated programs of treat-
ment that merge the care plans of different 
health practitioners; also called care pathways, 
care maps, or critical pathways.
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convenient dietary supplements: liquid meal 
replacers, energy drinks, energy bars, and 
energy gels that athletes and active people use 
to replenish energy and nutrients when time is 
limited.

cornea (Kor-nee-uh): the hard, transparent mem-
brane covering the outside of the eye.

coronary heart disease (CHD): a chronic, progres-
sive disease characterized by obstructed blood 
flow in the coronary arteries; also called coro-
nary artery disease.

creatine (Kree-ah-teen): a nitrogen-containing 
compound that combines with phosphate to 
form the high-energy compound creatine phos-
phate (or phosphocreatine) in muscles.

creatinine: the waste product of creatine, a 
nitrogen-containing compound in muscle cells 
that supplies energy for muscle contraction.

critical period: a finite period during development 
in which certain events occur that will have irre-
versible effects on later developmental stages; 
usually a period of rapid cell division.

Crohn’s disease: an inflammatory bowel disease 
that usually occurs in the lower portion of the 
small intestine and the colon; the inflammation 
may pervade the entire intestinal wall.

cross-contamination: the contamination of food 
by bacteria that occurs when the food comes 
into contact with surfaces previously touched by 
raw meat, poultry, or seafood.

cryptosporidiosis (KriP-toe-spor-ih-dee-oh-sis):  
a foodborne illness caused by the parasite 
Cryptosporidium parvum.

cultural competence: an awareness and 
acceptance of one’s own and others’ cultures 
combined with the skills needed to interact 
effectively with people of diverse cultures.

cyanosis (sigh-ah-noh-sis): a bluish cast in the skin 
due to the color of deoxygenated hemoglobin. 
it is most evident in individuals with lighter, 
thinner skin; it is mostly seen on lips, cheeks, 
and ears and under the nails.

cyclic feedings: continuous tube feedings 
conducted for 8 to 16 hours daily, allowing 
patient mobility and bowel rest during the 
remaining hours of the day.

cyclic parenteral nutrition: administration of 
parenteral solutions over a 10- to 14-hour 
period each day.

cystic fibrosis: an inherited disorder that affects 
the transport of chloride across epithelial cell 
membranes and is characterized by abnormal 
chloride and sodium levels in exocrine secre-
tions; primarily affects the gastrointestinal and 
respiratory systems.

cystinuria (sis-tin-noo-ree-ah): a genetic disorder 
characterized by the elevated urinary excretion 
of several amino acids, including cystine.

cytokines (sigh-toe-kines): signaling proteins 
produced by the body’s cells; many cytokines 
are produced by immune cells and regulate 
immune responses.

Daily Values: reference values developed by the 
Fda specifically for use on food labels.

dawn phenomenon: morning hyperglycemia 
that is caused by the early-morning release 
of growth hormone, which reduces insulin 
sensitivity.

deamination: removal of the amino group (nh2) 
from a compound such as an amino acid.

debridement: the surgical removal of dead, 
damaged, or contaminated tissue resulting from 
burns or wounds; helps to prevent infection and 
hasten healing.

decision-making capacity: the ability to 
understand pertinent information and make 

appropriate decisions; known as decision-
making competency within the legal system.

deep vein thrombosis: formation of a stationary 
blood clot (thrombus) in a deep vein, usually in 
the leg, which causes inflammation, pain, and 
swelling, and is potentially fatal.

defibrillation: life-sustaining treatment in which an 
electronic device is used to shock the heart and 
reestablish a pattern of normal contractions; 
used when the heart has arrhythmias or has 
experienced cardiac arrest.

deficient: in regard to nutrient intake, describes the 
amount below which almost all healthy people 
can be expected, over time, to experience 
deficiency symptoms.

denaturation (dee-nay-cher-ay-shun): the change 
in a protein’s shape brought about by heat, acid, 
or other agents. 

dental calculus: mineralized dental plaque, often 
associated with inflammation and bleeding.

dental caries (Kah-reez): infectious disease of 
the teeth that causes the gradual decay and 
disintegration of tooth structures.

dental plaque (PlacK): a film of bacteria and 
bacterial by-products that accumulates on the 
tooth surface.

dermatitis herpetiformis: a gluten-sensitive 
disorder characterized by a severe skin rash.

DHA: docosahexaenoic (doe-cosa-hex-ee-no-ick) 
acid, an omega-3 fatty acid made from linolenic 
acid. 

DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone) and andro-
stenedione: hormones made in the adrenal 
glands that serve as precursors to the male sex 
hormone, testosterone; falsely promoted as 
burning fat, building muscle, and slowing aging.

diabetes (dye-ah-bee-teez) mellitus: a group of 
metabolic disorders characterized by hyperglyce-
mia and disordered insulin metabolism.

diabetic coma: a coma that occurs in uncontrolled 
diabetes; may be due to diabetic ketoacidosis, 
the hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome, or 
severe hypoglycemia.

diabetic nephropathy (neh-Frah-pah-thee): dam-
age to the kidneys that results from long-term 
diabetes.

diabetic neuropathy (nur-rah-pah-thee): nerve 
damage that results from long-term diabetes.

diabetic retinopathy (reh-tih-nah-pah-thee): 
retinal damage that results from long-term 
diabetes.

dialysate (dye-al-ih-sate): the solution used in dial-
ysis to draw wastes and fluids from the blood.

dialysis (dye-ah-lih-sis): life-sustaining treatment in 
which a patient’s blood is filtered using selective 
diffusion through a semipermeable membrane; 
substitutes for kidney function.

dialyzer (dye-ah-lye-zer): a machine used in hemo-
dialysis to filter the blood; also called an artificial 
kidney.

diet manual: a resource that specifies the foods or 
preparation methods to include in or exclude 
from modified diets and provides sample 
menus.

diet orders: specific instructions regarding dietary 
management; also called nutrition prescriptions.

diet progression: a change in diet as a patient’s 
tolerances permit.

dietary antioxidants: compounds typically found 
in plant foods that significantly decrease the 
adverse effects of oxidation on living tissues 
(e.g., vitamin e, vitamin c, and beta-carotene).

dietary fibers: a general term denoting in plant 
foods the polysaccharides cellulose, hemicel-
lulose, pectins, gums, and mucilages, as well as 
the nonpolysaccharide lignins, which are not 

digested by human digestive enzymes, although 
some are digested by gi tract bacteria.

dietary folate equivalents (DFE): the amount 
of folate available to the body from naturally 
occurring sources, fortified foods, and 
supplements, accounting for differences in 
bioavailability from each source.

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI): a set of values 
for the dietary nutrient intakes of healthy people 
in the united states and canada; used for 
planning and assessing diets.

dietary supplements: products that are added 
to the diet and contain any of the following 
ingredients: a vitamin, a mineral, an herb or 
other botanical, an amino acid, a metabolite, a 
constituent, or an extract.

differentiation: the development of specific 
functions different from those of the original.

diffusion: movement of solutes from an area of 
high concentration to one of low concentration.

digestion: the process by which complex food 
particles are broken down to smaller, absorbable 
particles.

digestive system: all the organs and glands associ-
ated with the ingestion and digestion of food.

dipeptide: two amino acids bonded together. 
disaccharides (dye-sacK-uh-rides): pairs of sugar 

units bonded together.  
disclosure: the act of revealing pertinent 

information. 
discretionary kcalories: the kcalories remaining 

in a person’s energy allowance after consuming 
enough nutrient-dense foods to meet all 
nutrient needs for a day.

disordered eating: eating behaviors that are nei-
ther normal nor healthy, including restrained 
eating, fasting, binge eating, and purging.

distributive justice: the equitable distribution of 
resources.

diuresis (dye-uh-ree-sis): increased urine 
production.

diuretics: drugs that promote urine production.
diverticulitis (dye-ver-tic-you-lye-tis): an 

inflammation or infection involving diverticula.
diverticulosis (dye-ver-tic-you-loh-sis): an 

intestinal condition characterized by the 
presence of small herniations (called diverticula) 
in the intestinal wall.

do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order: a request by a 
patient or surrogate to withhold cardiopulmo-
nary resuscitation.

drink: volume of an alcoholic beverage containing 
about ½ ounce of pure ethanol; equivalent 
to 12 ounces of beer, 5 ounces of wine, or 
1½ ounces of 80-proof distilled spirits such as 
gin, rum, vodka, and whiskey.

dumping syndrome: a cluster of symptoms 
that result from the rapid emptying of an 
osmotic load from the stomach into the small 
intestine.

duodenum (doo-oh-deen-um, doo-odd-num):  
the top portion of the small intestine (about 
“12 fingers’ breadth long” in ancient 
terminology).

durable power of attorney: a legal document 
(sometimes called a health care proxy) that 
gives legal authority to another (a health care 
agent) to make medical decisions in the event of 
incapacitation.

dyspepsia: symptoms of pain or discomfort in the 
upper abdominal area, often called “indiges-
tion”; a symptom of illness rather than a disease 
itself.

dysphagia (dis-Fay-jah): difficulty swallowing.
dyspnea (disP-nee-ah): shortness of breath.
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eating disorder: a disturbance in eating behavior 
that jeopardizes a person’s physical and 
psychological health.

eating pattern: customary intake of foods and 
beverages over time.

eclampsia (eh-KlamP-see-ah): a severe 
complication during pregnancy in which 
seizures occur.

edema (eh-deem-uh): the swelling of body tissue 
caused by leakage of fluid from the blood ves-
sels and accumulation of the fluid in the inter-
stitial spaces.

eicosanoids (eye-Ko-sa-noids): 20-carbon mol-
ecules derived from dietary fatty acids that help 
to regulate blood pressure, blood clotting, and 
other body functions.

electron transport chain: the final pathway in 
energy metabolism that transports electrons 
from hydrogen to oxygen and captures the 
energy released in the bonds of a high-energy 
compound, atP.

elemental formulas: enteral formulas that contain 
proteins and carbohydrates that are partially or 
fully hydrolyzed; also called hydrolyzed, chemi-
cally defined, or monomeric formulas.

embolism (em-boh-lizm): the obstruction of a 
blood vessel by an embolus, causing sudden 
tissue death.

embolus (em-boh-lus): an abnormal particle, such 
as a blood clot or air bubble, that travels in the 
blood.

embryo (em-bree-oh): the developing infant from 
two to eight weeks after conception.

emergency kitchens: programs that provide meals 
to be eaten on-site; often called soup kitchens.

emetic (em-et-ic): an agent that causes vomiting.
emphysema (em-fih-Zee-mah): a progressive lung 

disease characterized by the breakdown of the 
lungs’ elastic structure and destruction of the 
walls of the bronchioles and alveoli, reducing 
the surface area involved in respiration.

empty-kcalorie foods: a popular term used to 
denote foods that contribute energy but lack 
protein, vitamins, and minerals.

emulsifier: a substance that mixes with both fat 
and water and that disperses the fat in the 
water, forming an emulsion. 

end-stage renal disease: an advanced stage of 
chronic kidney disease in which dialysis or a kid-
ney transplant is necessary to sustain life.

endocrine: pertains to hormonal secretions into 
the blood.

endoscope: a flexible fiber optic tube used for 
viewing internal cavities of the body.

endothelial cells: cells that line the inner surfaces 
of blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, and body 
cavities.

energy density: a measure of the energy a food 
provides relative to the amount of food (kcalo-
ries per gram).

energy metabolism: all the reactions by which 
the body obtains and expends the energy from 
food.

energy-yielding nutrients: the nutrients that 
break down to yield energy the body can use. 
the three energy-yielding nutrients are carbohy-
drate, protein, and fat.

engorgement: overfilling of the breasts with milk.
enhanced water: water that is fortified with 

ingredients such as vitamins, minerals, protein, 
oxygen, or herbs. 

enrichment: the addition to a food of nutrients to 
meet a specified standard; e.g., in the case of 
refined bread or cereal, the addition of thiamin, 
riboflavin, niacin, and folate in amounts approxi-
mately equivalent to, or higher than, those 

originally present and iron in amounts to allevi-
ate the prevalence of iron-deficiency anemia.

enteral (en-ter-al) nutrition: the provision of nutri-
ents using the gi tract; usually refers to the use 
of tube feedings.

enteric coated: refers to medications or enzyme 
preparations that are coated to withstand gas-
tric acidity and dissolve only at the higher ph of 
the small intestine.

enterostomy (en-ter-ah-stoe-mee): an opening 
into the gi tract through the abdominal wall.

environmental tobacco smoke (ETS): the com-
bination of exhaled smoke (mainstream smoke) 
and smoke from lighted cigarettes, pipes, or 
cigars (sidestream smoke) that enters the air and 
may be inhaled by other people.

enzymes: protein catalysts (compounds that facili-
tate chemical reactions without being changed 
in the process).

EPA: eicosapentaenoic (eye-cosa-Penta-ee-no-ick) 
acid, an omega-3 fatty acid made from linolenic 
acid. 

epiglottis (epp-ih-glott-iss): cartilage in the throat 
that guards the entrance to the trachea and 
prevents fluid or food from entering it when a 
person swallows.

epinephrine (eP-ih-neFF-rin): the major hormone 
that elicits the stress response; prescribed thera-
peutically to relax the bronchioles during allergy 
or asthma attacks.

epithelial (ep-i-thee-lee-ul) cells: cells on the sur-
face of the skin and mucous membranes.

epithelial tissue: tissue composing the layers of the 
body that serve as selective barriers between 
the body’s interior and the environment (exam-
ples are the cornea, the skin, the respiratory lin-
ing, and the lining of the digestive tract).

ergogenic (er-go-Jen-ick) aids: substances or tech-
niques used in an attempt to enhance physical 
performance.

erythrocyte (er-reeth-ro-cite) hemolysis 
(he-moll-uh-sis): rupture of the red blood cells, 
caused by vitamin e deficiency.

erythropoiesis (eh-rih-throh-poy-ee-sis): produc-
tion of red blood cells within the bone marrow.

erythropoietin (eh-rih-throh-Poy-eh-tin): 
a hormone produced by kidney cells that 
stimulates red blood cell production.

esophageal dysphagia: an inability to move food 
through the esophagus; usually caused by an 
obstruction or a motility disorder.

esophageal (ee-soF-a-gee-al) sphincter: a sphinc-
ter muscle at the upper or lower end of the 
esophagus; also called the cardiac sphincter.

esophagus (ee-soFF-ah-gus): the food pipe; the 
conduit from the mouth to the stomach.

essential amino acids: amino acids that the body 
cannot synthesize in amounts sufficient to 
meet physiological need; for human adults, 
these are: histidine (hiss-tuh-deen), isoleucine 
(eye-so-loo-seen), leucine (loo-seen), lysine 
(lye-seen), methionine (meh-thigh-oh-neen), 
phenylalanine (fen-il-al-uh-neen), threonine 
(three-oh-neen), tryptophan (triP-toe-fane, 
triP-toe-fan), and valine (Vay-leen).

essential fatty acids: fatty acids that the body 
requires but cannot make and so must be 
obtained through the diet.

essential nutrients: nutrients a person must obtain 
from food because the body cannot make them 
for itself in sufficient quantities to meet physi-
ological needs.

Estimated Average Requirements (EAR): the 
average daily nutrient intake levels estimated 
to meet the requirements of half of the healthy 
individuals in a given age and gender group; 

used in nutrition research and policymaking and 
as the basis on which rda values are set.

Estimated Energy Requirement (EER): the dietary 
energy intake level that is predicted to maintain 
energy balance in a healthy adult of a defined 
age, gender, weight, and physical activity level 
consistent with good health.

ethical: in accordance with accepted principles of 
right and wrong.

ethnic diets: foodways and cuisines typical of 
national origins, races, cultural heritages, or 
geographic locations.

exclusive breastfeeding: an infant’s consumption 
of human milk with no supplementation of any 
type (no water, no juice, no nonhuman milk, 
and no foods) except for vitamins, minerals, and 
medications.

exercise: planned, structured, and repetitive bodily 
movement that promotes or maintains physical 
fitness.

exocrine: pertains to external secretions, such as 
those of the mucous membranes or the skin. 

fasting hyperglycemia: hyperglycemia that 
typically develops in the early morning after an 
overnight fast of at least eight hours.

fat replacers: ingredients that replace some or all 
of the functions of fat in foods and may or may 
not provide energy.

fats: lipids that are solid at room temperature (70°F 
or 21°c).

fatty acids: organic compounds composed of a 
chain of carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms 
attached and an acid group at one end.

fatty liver: an accumulation of fat in liver tissue; 
also called hepatic steatosis (stee-ah-toe-sis).

fatty streaks: initial lesions of atherosclerosis that 
form on the artery wall, characterized by accu-
mulations of foam cells, lipid material, and con-
nective tissue.

fermentation: the anaerobic (without oxygen) 
breakdown of carbohydrates by microorganisms 
that releases small organic compounds along 
with carbon dioxide and energy.

fertility: the capacity of a woman to produce a nor-
mal ovum periodically and of a man to produce 
normal sperm; the ability to reproduce.

fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD): a 
spectrum of physical, behavioral, and cognitive 
disabilities caused by prenatal alcohol 
exposure.

fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS): the cluster of 
symptoms seen in an infant or child whose 
mother consumed excessive alcohol during 
her pregnancy. Fas includes, but is not limited 
to, brain damage, growth retardation, mental 
retardation, and facial abnormalities.

fetus (Feet-us): the developing infant from eight 
weeks after conception until its birth.

fibrinogen (fye-brin-oh-jen): a liver protein that 
promotes blood clot formation.

filtrate: the substances that pass through the glom-
erulus and travel through the nephron’s tubules, 
eventually forming urine.

fistulas (Fist-you-luz): abnormal passages between 
organs or tissues (or between an internal organ 
and the body’s surface) that permit the passage 
of fluids or secretions.

fitness: the characteristics that enable the body 
to perform physical activity; more broadly, the 
ability to meet routine physical demands with 
enough reserve energy to rise to a physical 
challenge; the body’s ability to withstand stress 
of all kinds.

flatulence: the condition of having excessive 
intestinal gas, which causes abdominal 
discomfort.
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flexibility: the capacity of the joints to move 
through a full range of motion; the ability to 
bend and recover without injury. 

flora: the bacteria that normally reside in a person’s 
body.

fluid and electrolyte balance: maintenance of the 
necessary amounts and types of fluid and min-
erals in each compartment of the body fluids.

foam cells: swollen cells in the artery wall that 
accumulate lipids.

follicle (Foll-i-cul): a group of cells in the skin from 
which a hair grows.

food allergy: an adverse reaction to food that 
involves an immune response; also called food-
hypersensitivity reactions.

food aversions: strong desires to avoid particular 
foods.

food banks: facilities that collect and distribute 
food donations to authorized organizations 
feeding the hungry.

food cravings: deep longings for particular foods.
food deserts: urban and rural low-income areas 

with limited access to affordable and nutritious 
foods.

food frequency questionnaire: a survey of foods 
routinely consumed. some questionnaires ask 
about the types of food eaten and yield only 
qualitative information; others include questions 
about portions consumed and yield semiquanti-
tative data as well.

food group plan: a diet-planning tool that sorts 
foods into groups based on nutrient content and 
then specifies that people should eat certain 
amounts of food from each group.   

food insecurity: limited or uncertain access to 
foods of sufficient quality or quantity to sustain 
a healthy and active life (categorized as low or 
very low food security). 

food intolerances: adverse reactions to foods or 
food additives that do not involve the immune 
system.

food pantries: community food collection 
programs that provide groceries to be prepared 
and eaten at home.

food poverty: hunger occurring when enough 
food exists in an area but some of the people 
cannot obtain it because they lack money, are 
being deprived for political reasons, live in a 
country at war, or suffer from other problems 
such as lack of transportation.

food record: a detailed log of food eaten during 
a specified time period, usually several days; 
also called a food diary. a food record may also 
include information regarding medications, dis-
ease symptoms, and physical activity.

food recovery: the collection of wholesome food 
for distribution to low-income people who are 
hungry.

food security: access to enough food to sustain a 
healthy and active life (categorized as high or 
marginal food security). 

foodborne illness: illness transmitted to human 
beings through food and water, caused by 
either an infectious agent (foodborne infection) 
or a poisonous substance (foodborne intoxica-
tion); commonly known as food poisoning.

foodways: the eating habits and culinary practices 
of a people, region, or historical period.

fortification: the addition to a food of nutrients 
that were either not originally present or present 
in insignificant amounts. 

free radicals: highly reactive chemical forms that 
can cause destructive changes in nearby com-
pounds, sometimes setting up a chain reaction.

French units: units of measure for a feeding tube’s 
outer diameter; 1 French equals 1/3 millimeter.

fructose: a monosaccharide; sometimes known as 
fruit sugar. 

full liquid diet: a liquid diet that includes clear 
liquids, milk, yogurt, ice cream, and liquid nutri-
tional supplements (such as ensure).

functional foods: foods that have a potentially 
beneficial effect on health when consumed as 
part of a varied diet on a regular basis at effec-
tive levels.

futile: describes medical care that will not improve 
the medical circumstances of a patient.

galactose: a monosaccharide; part of the disac-
charide lactose.

galactosemia (ga-laK-toe-see-me-ah): an inherited 
disorder that impairs galactose metabolism; may 
cause damage to the brain, liver, kidneys, and 
lens in untreated patients.

gallbladder: the organ that stores and concentrates 
bile; when it receives the signal that fat is pres-
ent in the duodenum, the gallbladder contracts 
and squirts bile through the bile duct into the 
duodenum.

gallstones: stones that form in the gallbladder from 
crystalline deposits of cholesterol or bilirubin; 
also called choleliths.

gangrene: death of tissue due to a deficient blood 
supply and/or infection.

gastrectomy (gah-streK-ta-mie): the surgical 
removal of part of the stomach (partial gastrec-
tomy) or the entire stomach (total gastrectomy).

gastric banding: a surgical means of producing 
weight loss by restricting stomach size with a 
constricting band.

gastric bypass: surgery that restricts stomach 
size and reroutes food from the stomach to 
the lower part of the small intestine; creates 
a chronic, lifelong state of malabsorption by 
preventing normal digestion and absorption of 
nutrients.

gastric decompression: the removal of stomach 
contents (such as gi secretions, air, or blood) in 
patients with motility problems or obstructions 
that prevent stomach emptying.

gastric glands: exocrine glands in the stomach wall 
that secrete gastric juice into the stomach.

gastric juice: the digestive secretion of the gastric 
glands containing a mixture of water, hydro-
chloric acid, and enzymes (principally pepsin, 
which acts on proteins, and lipase, which acts 
on emulsified fats).

gastric outlet obstruction: an obstruction that 
prevents the normal emptying of stomach con-
tents into the duodenum. 

gastric residual volume: the volume of formula 
and gi secretions remaining in the stomach after 
a previous feeding.

gastritis: inflammation of stomach tissue.
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD): condi-

tion characterized by frequent reflux (backward 
flow) of the stomach’s acidic contents into the 
esophagus.

gastrointestinal (GI) tract: the digestive tract; the 
principal organs are the stomach and intestines. 

gastrointestinal motility: spontaneous motion in 
the digestive tract accomplished by involuntary 
muscular contractions.

gastroparesis (gas-tro-pah-ree-sis): delayed 
stomach emptying caused by nerve damage in 
stomach tissue.

gastrostomy (gah-strah-stoe-mee): an opening 
into the stomach through which a feeding tube 
can be passed. 

gatekeeper: with respect to nutrition, a key person 
who controls other people’s access to foods 
and thereby exerts a profound impact on their 
nutrition. 

gene therapy: treatment for inherited disorders in 
which dna sequences are introduced into the 
chromosomes of affected cells, prompting the 
cells to express the protein needed to correct 
the disease.

generic drug: a drug that lacks patent protection. 
genetic counseling: support for families at risk of 

genetic disorders; involves diagnosis of disease, 
identification of inheritance patterns within the 
family, and review of reproductive options.

gestation: the period of about 40 weeks (three 
trimesters) from conception to birth; the term of 
a pregnancy.

gestational diabetes: glucose intolerance with first 
onset or first recognition during pregnancy.

gestational hypertension: high blood pressure 
that develops in the second half of pregnancy 
and usually resolves after childbirth.

ghrelin (grell-in): a hormone produced primarily 
by the stomach cells; it signals the hypothala-
mus of the brain to stimulate appetite and food 
intake. 

gingiva (jin-Jye-va, Jin-jeh-va): the gums.
gingivitis (jin-jeh-Vye-tus): inflammation of the 

gums, characterized by redness, swelling, and 
bleeding.

glands: cells or groups of cells that secrete materials 
for special uses in the body. 

glomerular filtration rate (GFR): the rate at which 
filtrate is formed within the kidneys, normally 
about 125 ml/min in healthy young adults.

glomerulus (gloh-mehr-yoo-lus): a tuft of capillar-
ies within the nephron that filters water and sol-
utes from the blood as urine production begins 
(plural: glomeruli).

glucagon (gloo-ka-gon): a hormone that is 
secreted by special cells in the pancreas in 
response to low blood glucose concentration 
and that elicits release of glucose from storage.

gluconeogenesis (gloo-co-nee-oh-gen-ih-sis): 
the making of glucose from a noncarbohydrate 
source.

glucose: a monosaccharide; the sugar common to 
all disaccharides and polysaccharides; also called 
blood sugar in the body or dextrose in foods.

glucose polymers: compounds that supply glucose, 
not as single molecules, but linked in chains 
somewhat like starch. the objective is to attract 
less water from the body into the digestive tract.

glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c): hemoglobin that 
has nonenzymatically attached to glucose; the 
level of hba1c in the blood helps to diagnose 
diabetes and evaluate long-term glycemic 
control. also called glycosylated hemoglobin.

glycemic (gly-see-mic): pertaining to blood glucose.
glycemic index (GI): a method of classifying foods 

according to their potential for raising blood 
glucose; low-gi foods are those with a lesser 
glycemic effect whereas high-gi foods have a 
greater glycemic effect. 

glycemic response: the extent to which a food 
raises the blood glucose concentration and 
elicits an insulin response.

glycerol (gliss-er-ol): an organic compound, three 
carbons long, that can form the backbone of 
triglycerides and phospholipids.

glycogen (gly-co-gen): a polysaccharide composed 
of glucose, made and stored by liver and muscle 
tissues of human beings and animals as a stor-
age form of glucose; not a significant food 
source of carbohydrate.

glycolysis (gligh-coll-ih-sis): the metabolic break-
down of glucose to pyruvate.

glycosuria (gly-co-soor-ee-ah): the presence of 
glucose in the urine.
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gout (gowt): a metabolic disorder character-
ized by elevated uric acid levels in the blood 
and urine and the deposition of uric acid in 
and around the joints, causing acute joint 
inflammation.

graft rejection: destruction of donor tissue by the 
recipient’s immune system, which recognizes 
the donor cells as foreign.

graft-versus-host disease: a condition in which 
the immune cells in transplanted tissue (the 
graft) attack recipient (host) cells, leading to 
widespread tissue damage. 

half-life: in blood tests, refers to the time it takes 
for the concentration of a substance to be 
reduced by half. 

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP): 
a systematic plan to identify and correct poten-
tial microbial hazards in the manufacturing, dis-
tribution, and commercial use of food products; 
commonly referred to as “hass-ip.”

health: a range of states with physical, mental, 
emotional, spiritual, and social components. at 
a minimum, health means freedom from physi-
cal disease, mental disturbances, emotional 
distress, spiritual discontent, social maladjust-
ment, and other negative states. at a maximum, 
health means wellness.

health care agent: a person given legal authority 
to make medical decisions for another in the 
event of incapacitation.

health care communities: living environments for 
people with chronic conditions, functional limi-
tations, or need for supervision or assistance; 
they include assisted living facilities, group 
homes, short-term rehabilitation facilities, skilled 
nursing facilities, and hospice facilities.

health claims: statements that characterize the 
relationship between a nutrient or other sub-
stance in food and a disease or health-related 
condition.

Healthy People: a national public health initiative 
under the jurisdiction of the u.s. department of 
health and human services (dhhs) that identi-
fies the most significant preventable threats to 
health and focuses efforts toward eliminating 
them. 

heart failure: a condition characterized by the 
heart’s inability to pump adequate blood to the 
body’s cells, resulting in fluid accumulation in 
the tissues; also called congestive heart failure. 

heat stroke: an acute and life-threatening reaction 
to heat buildup in the body.

Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori): a species of bac-
terium that colonizes the gi mucosa; a primary 
cause of gastritis and peptic ulcer disease.

helper T cells: lymphocytes that have a specific 
protein called cd4 on their surfaces and there-
fore are also known as CD4+ T cells; these are 
the cells most affected in hiV infection.

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation: trans-
plantation of the stem cells that produce red 
blood cells and white blood cells; the stem cells 
are obtained from bone marrow (bone marrow 
transplantation) or circulating blood.

hematuria (he-mah-too-ree-ah): blood in the 
urine.

hemodialysis (he-moe-dye-al-ih-sis): a treatment 
that removes fluids and wastes from the blood 
by passing the blood through a dialyzer.

hemofiltration: removal of fluid and solutes from 
the blood by pumping the blood across a mem-
brane; no osmotic gradients are created during 
the process. 

hemolytic (he-moh-lit-ick) anemia: the condition 
of having too few red blood cells as a result of 
erythrocyte hemolysis.

hemophilia (he-moh-Feel-ee-ah): an inherited 
bleeding disorder characterized by deficiency 
or malfunction of a plasma protein needed for 
clotting blood.

hemorrhagic (hem-oh-raJ-ik) disease: the vitamin 
K–deficiency disease in which blood fails to clot.

hemorrhagic strokes: strokes caused by bleeding 
within the brain, which destroys or compresses 
brain tissue.

hepatic coma: loss of consciousness resulting from 
severe liver disease.

hepatic encephalopathy (en-sef-ah-loP-ah-thie):  
a neurological complication of advanced liver 
disease that is characterized by changes in 
personality, mood, behavior, mental ability, and 
motor functions.

hepatic portal vein: the vein that collects blood 
from the gi tract and conducts it to capillaries 
in the liver.

hepatic vein: the vein that collects blood from the 
liver capillaries and returns it to the heart.

hepatitis (hep-ah-tye-tis): inflammation of the liver.
hepatomegaly (heP-ah-toe-meg-ah-lee): enlarge-

ment of the liver.
hepcidin: an acute-phase protein involved in the 

regulation of iron metabolism.
herpes simplex virus: a common virus that can 

cause blisterlike lesions on the lips and in the 
mouth.

hGH (human growth hormone): a hormone 
produced by the brain’s pituitary gland that 
regulates normal growth and development; also 
called somatotropin.

hiatal hernia: a condition in which the upper 
portion of the stomach protrudes above the 
diaphragm; most cases are asymptomatic.

high-density lipoproteins (HDl): the type of 
lipoproteins that transport cholesterol back 
to the liver from peripheral cells; composed 
primarily of protein.

high energy density: a high number of kcalories 
per unit weight of food; foods of high energy 
density are generally high in fat and low in 
water content.

high food security: food security with no indica-
tions of food-access problems or limitations.  

high-fructose corn syrup: a widely used commer-
cial kcaloric sweetener made by adding enzymes 
to cornstarch to convert a portion of its glucose 
molecules into sweet-tasting fructose.

high-quality proteins: dietary proteins contain-
ing all the essential amino acids in relatively the 
same amounts that human beings require. 

high-risk pregnancy: a pregnancy characterized 
by risk factors that make it likely the birth will 
be surrounded by problems such as premature 
delivery, difficult birth, retarded growth, birth 
defects, and early infant death.

histamine-2 receptor blockers: a class of drugs 
that suppress acid secretion by inhibiting recep-
tors on acid-producing cells; commonly called 
H2 blockers. examples include cimetidine 
(tagamet), ranitidine (Zantac), and famotidine 
(Pepcid).

homeostasis (home-ee-oh-stay-sis): the mainte-
nance of constant internal conditions (such as 
chemistry, temperature, and blood pressure) by 
the body’s control system.  

homocysteine: an amino acid produced during 
the conversion of methionine to cysteine; blood 
homocysteine levels are influenced by intakes of 
folate, vitamin b12, and vitamin b6.

hormones: chemical messengers that are secreted 
by a variety of glands in the body in response 
to altered conditions; each travels to one or 

more target tissues or organs and elicits specific 
responses to restore normal conditions.

hourly sweat rate: the amount of weight lost plus 
fluid consumed during exercise per hour.

human genome (gee-nome): the complete set of 
genetic material (dna) in a human being. 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV): the 
virus that causes acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (aids); it destroys immune cells and 
progressively impedes the body’s ability to fight 
infections and certain cancers.

hunger: the physiological need to eat, experienced 
as a drive to obtain food; an unpleasant sensa-
tion that demands relief.

hydrochloric acid (HCl): an acid composed 
of hydrogen and chloride atoms; normally 
produced by the gastric glands.

hydrogenation (high-dro-gen-ay-shun): a chemical 
process by which hydrogen atoms are added 
to monounsaturated or polyunsaturated fats to 
reduce the number of double bonds, making 
the fats more saturated (solid) and more resis-
tant to oxidation (protecting against rancidity); 
produces trans-fatty acids.

hyperactivity: inattentive and impulsive behavior 
that is more frequent and severe than is typical 
of others of a similar age; professionally called 
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

hypercalcemia (high-per-kal-see-me-ah): elevated 
serum calcium levels.

hypercalciuria (high-per-kal-see-yoo-ree-ah): 
elevated urinary calcium levels.

hypercapnia (high-per-caP-nee-ah): excessive car-
bon dioxide in the blood.

hyperglycemia: elevated blood glucose concentra-
tions. normal fasting plasma glucose levels are 
less than 100 mg/dl. Fasting plasma glucose 
levels between 100 and 125 mg/dl suggest 
prediabetes; values of 126 mg/dl and above 
suggest diabetes.

hyperinsulinemia: abnormally high levels of insulin 
in the blood.

hyperkalemia (high-per-ka-lee-me-ah): elevated 
serum potassium levels.

hypermetabolism: a higher-than-normal metabolic 
rate.

hyperosmolar: having an abnormally high 
osmolarity.

hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome: a condi-
tion of extreme hyperglycemia associated with 
dehydration, hyperosmolar blood, and altered 
mental status; sometimes called the hyperosmo-
lar hyperglycemic nonketotic state.

hyperoxaluria (high-per-ox-ah-loo-ree-ah): 
elevated urinary oxalate levels.

hyperphosphatemia (high-per-fos-fa-tee-me-ah): 
elevated serum phosphate levels. 

hyperthermia: an above-normal body temperature.
hypertonic formula: a formula with an osmolality 

greater than that of blood serum.
hypertriglyceridemia: elevated blood triglyceride 

levels.
hypertrophy (high-Purr-tro-fee): an increase in 

size (for example, of a muscle) in response to 
use.

hypoalbuminemia: low plasma albumin concentra-
tions. Plasma proteins such as albumin help to 
maintain fluid balance within the blood; thus, 
low levels contribute to edema.

hypocaloric feedings: reduced-kcalorie feed-
ings that usually include sufficient protein and 
micronutrients to maintain nitrogen balance and 
prevent malnutrition.

hypochlorhydria (high-poe-clor-high-dree-ah): 
abnormally low gastric acid secretions.
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hypoglycemia: abnormally low blood glucose con-
centrations. in diabetes, hypoglycemia is treated 
when plasma glucose falls below 70 mg/dl.

hypokalemia (high-po-ka-lee-me-ah): low serum 
potassium levels.

hyponatremia (high-poh-na-tree-mee-ah): an 
abnormally low concentration of sodium in the 
blood.

hypothalamus (high-po-thal-ah-mus): a brain cen-
ter that controls activities such as maintenance 
of water balance, regulation of body tempera-
ture, and control of appetite.

hypothermia: a below-normal body temperature.
hypoxemia (high-pock-see-me-ah): a low level of 

oxygen in the blood.
hypoxia (high-PocK-see-ah): a low amount of oxy-

gen in body tissues.
ileocecal (ill-ee-oh-seeK-ul) valve: the sphincter 

separating the small and large intestines.
ileostomy (ill-ee-ah-stoe-me): a surgical passage 

through the abdominal wall into the ileum.
ileum (ill-ee-um): the last segment of the small 

intestine.
immunity: the body’s ability to defend itself against 

diseases.
implantation: the stage of development in which 

the blastocyst embeds itself in the wall of the 
uterus and begins to develop; occurs during the 
first 2 weeks after conception.

inborn error of metabolism: an inherited trait 
(one that is present at birth) that causes the 
absence, deficiency, or malfunction of a protein 
that has a critical metabolic role.

indirect calorimetry: a method of estimating resting 
energy expenditure by measuring a person’s oxy-
gen consumption and carbon dioxide production.

inflammation: an immunological response to cel-
lular injury characterized by an increase in white 
blood cells.

inflammatory response: a group of nonspecific 
immune responses to infection or injury.

informed consent: a patient’s or caregiver’s agree-
ment to undergo a treatment that has been 
adequately disclosed.

inorganic: not containing carbon or pertaining to 
living organisms. 

insoluble fibers: the tough, fibrous structures of 
fruits, vegetables, and grains; indigestible food 
components that do not dissolve in water. 

insulin: a pancreatic hormone that regulates glu-
cose metabolism; it promotes glucose uptake 
and storage; its actions are countered mainly by 
the hormone glucagon.

insulin resistance: subnormal response to insulin in 
muscle, adipose, and liver cells.

intermittent feedings: delivery of about 250 to 
400 milliliters of formula over 30 to 45 minutes.

intestinal adaptation: physiological changes in 
the small intestine that increase its absorptive 
capacity after resection.

intestinal flora: the bacterial inhabitants of the 
gi tract.

intestinal juice: the secretion of the intestinal 
glands; contains enzymes for the digestion of 
carbohydrate and protein and a minor enzyme 
for fat digestion.

intractable: not easily managed or controlled.
intractable vomiting: vomiting that is not easily 

managed or controlled.
intradialytic parenteral nutrition: the infusion of 

nutrients during hemodialysis, often providing 
amino acids, dextrose, lipids, and some trace 
minerals.

intrinsic factor: a substance secreted by the stom-
ach cells that binds with vitamin b12 in the small 
intestine to aid in the absorption of vitamin b12. 

irritable bowel syndrome: an intestinal disorder of 
unknown cause that disturbs the functioning of 
the large intestine; symptoms include abdominal 
pain, flatulence, diarrhea, and constipation.

ischemia (iss-Kee-mee-a): inadequate blood supply 
within a tissue due to obstructed blood flow.

ischemic strokes: strokes caused by the obstruc-
tion of blood flow to brain tissue.

isotonic formula: a formula with an osmolality 
similar to that of blood serum (about  
300 milliosmoles per kilogram).

jaundice (Jawn-dis): yellow discoloration of the 
skin and eyes due to an accumulation of biliru-
bin, a breakdown product of hemoglobin that 
normally exits the body via bile secretions. 

jejunostomy (Jeh-ju-nah-stoe-mee): an opening 
into the jejunum through which a feeding tube 
can be passed. 

jejunum (je-Joon-um): the first two-fifths of the 
small intestine beyond the duodenum.

Joint Commission: a nonprofit organization that sets 
standards for health care performance and safety 
and confers accreditation to health care organiza-
tions and programs that meet those standards.

Kaposi’s (kah-Poh-seez) sarcoma: a common can-
cer in hiV-infected persons that is characterized 
by lesions in the skin, lungs, and gi tract.

kcalorie (energy) control: management of food 
energy intake.

kcalorie counts: estimates of food energy (and 
often, protein) consumed by patients for one or 
more days.

keratin (Kerr-uh-tin): a water-insoluble protein; the 
normal protein of hair and nails. 

keratomalacia (Kare-ah-toe-ma-lay-shuh): soft-
ening of the cornea that leads to irreversible 
blindness; a sign of severe vitamin a deficiency

ketoacidosis (Key-to-ass-ih-doe-sis): an acidosis 
(lowering of blood ph) that results from the 
excessive production of ketone bodies.

ketone bodies: acidic, water-soluble products of 
fat metabolism within the liver; accumulate in 
the blood when abnormally high amounts of 
fatty acids are released from adipose tissue; also 
known as ketones.

ketonuria (Key-to-noor-ee-ah): the presence of 
ketone bodies in the urine.

ketosis (key-toe-sis): the combination of a high 
blood concentration of ketone bodies (ketone-
mia) and ketone bodies in the urine (ketonuria).

kidney stones: crystalline masses that form in 
the urinary tract; also called renal calculi or 
nephrolithiasis.

kwashiorkor (kwash-ee-or-core or kwash-ee-or-
core): severe malnutrition characterized by 
failure to grow and develop, edema, changes in 
the pigmentation of the hair and skin, fatty liver, 
anemia, and apathy. 

lactate: a compound produced during the break-
down of glucose in anaerobic metabolism. 

lactation: production and secretion of breast milk 
for the purpose of nourishing an infant.

lacto-ovo vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that 
includes milk, milk products, eggs, vegetables, 
grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts; excludes meat, 
poultry, and seafood.

lacto-vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that 
includes milk, milk products, vegetables, grains, 
legumes, fruits, and nuts; excludes meat, poul-
try, seafood, and eggs.

lactose: a disaccharide composed of glucose and 
galactose; commonly known as milk sugar.

lactose intolerance: intolerance to lactose-
containing foods due to the loss or reduction 
of intestinal lactase; symptoms may include 
flatulence, bloating, and diarrhea.

laparoscopic: pertaining to procedures that use 
a laparoscope (a narrow surgical telescope, 
usually with a video camera attached) inserted 
through a small incision for internal examination 
or surgery. 

laparoscopic weight-loss surgery: a weight-
loss surgery procedure in which surgeons gain 
access to the abdomen via several small inci-
sions. a tiny video camera is inserted through 
one of the incisions and surgical instruments 
through the others. the surgeons watch their 
work on a large-screen monitor.

lapses: periods of returning to old habits.
large intestine or colon (coal-un): the lower por-

tion of intestine that completes the digestive 
process; its segments are the ascending colon, 
the transverse colon, the descending colon, and 
the sigmoid colon.

lecithins: one type of phospholipid.
legumes (lay-gyooms, leg-yooms): plants of the 

bean and pea family with seeds that are rich 
in protein compared with other plant-derived 
foods.

length: the distance from the top of the head to 
the soles of the feet while a person is recum-
bent (lying down). 

leptin: a hormone produced by fat cells under the 
direction of the (ob) gene; it decreases appetite 
and increases energy expenditure.

letdown reflex: the reflex that forces milk to the 
front of the breast when the infant begins to 
nurse.

life expectancy: the average number of years lived 
by people in a given society.

life span: the maximum number of years of life 
attainable by a member of a species.

limiting amino acid: an essential amino acid that is 
present in dietary protein in the shortest supply 
relative to the amount needed for protein syn-
thesis in the body.

linoleic acid: a polyunsaturated omega-6 fatty acid 
that is essential for human beings.

linolenic acid: a polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty 
acid that is essential for human beings.

lipids: a family of compounds that includes triglyc-
erides (fats and oils), phospholipids, and sterols. 
lipids are characterized by their insolubility in 
water.

lipodystrophy (liP-oh-dis-tro-fee): abnormalities 
in body fat and fat metabolism that may result 
from drug treatments for hiV infection. the 
accumulation of abdominal fat is sometimes 
called protease paunch.

lipomas (lih-Poe-muz): benign tumors composed of 
fatty tissue.

lipoprotein lipase (lPl): an enzyme mounted 
on the surface of fat cells (and other cells) that 
hydrolyzes triglycerides in the blood into fatty 
acids and glycerol for absorption into the cells.

lipoproteins: clusters of lipids associated with 
proteins that serve as transport vehicles for lipids 
in the lymph and blood.

listeriosis: a serious foodborne infection that can 
cause severe brain infection or death in a fetus 
or newborn; caused by the bacterium Listeria 
monocytogenes, which is found in soil and 
water.

liver: a body organ with multiple metabolic func-
tions; it processes and stores nutrients, produces 
bile, synthesizes plasma proteins and hormones, 
and detoxifies drugs and alcohol.

longevity: long duration of life.
low birthweight (lBW): a birthweight less than 

5½ pounds (2500 grams); indicates probable 
poor health in the newborn and poor nutrition 
status of the mother during pregnancy. 
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low-density lipoproteins (lDl): the type of 
lipoproteins derived from Vldl as cells remove 
triglycerides from them; they carry cholesterol 
and triglycerides from the liver to the cells of the 
body and are composed primarily of cholesterol.

low food security: food insecurity characterized by 
reduced dietary quality, variety, or desirability but 
with little or no indication of reduced food intake.

low-microbial diet: a diet that contains foods that 
are unlikely to be contaminated with bacteria or 
other microbes.

low-risk pregnancy: a pregnancy characterized 
by factors that make it likely the birth will be 
normal and the infant healthy.

lymph (limF): the body fluid found in lymphatic 
vessels; consists of all the constituents of blood 
except red blood cells.

lymphatic system: a loosely organized system of 
vessels and ducts that conveys the products of 
digestion toward the heart.

macrobiotic diet: an eating pattern composed 
mostly of whole grains, beans, and certain veg-
etables; taken to extremes, macrobiotic diets 
can compromise nutrient status.

macrocytic anemia: large-cell anemia; also known 
as megaloblastic anemia.

macrophages: immune cells that engulf pathogens 
and cellular debris; they are derived from white 
blood cells called monocytes.

macrosomia (maK-roh-soh-mee-ah): the condition 
of having an abnormally large body; in infants, 
refers to birth weights of 4000 grams  
(8 pounds 13 ounces) and above.

macrovascular complications: disorders that 
affect large blood vessels, including the coro-
nary arteries and arteries of the limbs.

macula: a small, oval, yellowish region in the center 
of the retina that provides the sharp, straight-
ahead vision so critical to reading and driving.

macular (macK-you-lar) degeneration: deteriora-
tion of the macular area of the eye that can 
lead to loss of central vision and eventual 
blindness. 

maleficence (mah-leF-eh-sense): the act of doing 
evil or harm.

malignant (ma-lig-nent): describes a cancerous cell 
or tumor, which can injure healthy tissue and 
spread cancer to other regions of the body.

malnutrition: any condition caused by deficient or 
excess energy or nutrient intake or by an imbal-
ance of nutrients.

maltose: a disaccharide composed of two glucose 
units; sometimes known as malt sugar.

marasmus (ma-raZZ-mus): severe malnutrition 
characterized by poor growth, dramatic weight 
loss, loss of body fat and muscle, and apathy.

marginal food security: food security with one 
or two indications of food-access problems but 
with little or no change in food intake.

mast cells: cells within connective tissue that pro-
duce and release histamine.

mastitis: infection of a breast.
mechanical ventilation: life-sustaining treatment 

in which a mechanical ventilator is used to sub-
stitute for a patient’s failing lungs.

mechanically altered diets: diets that contain 
foods that have been mechanically altered to 
modify texture or consistency; foods may be 
liquid, pureed, ground, chopped, minced, or 
tenderized.

medical nutrition therapy: nutrition care provided 
by a registered dietitian nutritionist; includes 
assessing nutrition status, diagnosing nutrition 
problems, and providing nutrition care.

medium-chain triglycerides (MCT): triglycerides 
with fatty acids that are 8 to 10 carbons in 

length. mct do not require digestion and can 
be absorbed in the absence of lipase or bile.

megaloblastic anemia: anemia characterized by 
large (macrocytic), immature red blood cells, as 
occurs in folate or vitamin b12 deficiency; also 
called macrocytic anemia.

metabolic stress: a disruption in the body’s chemi-
cal environment due to the effects of disease 
or injury; characterized by changes in metabolic 
rate, heart rate, blood pressure, hormonal sta-
tus, and nutrient metabolism.

metabolic syndrome: a cluster of interrelated 
disorders, including abdominal obesity, insulin 
resistance, high blood pressure, and abnormal 
blood lipids, which together increase risk of dia-
betes and cardiovascular disease; also known as 
insulin resistance syndrome or syndrome X.

metabolism: the sum total of all the chemical reac-
tions that go on in living cells.

metabolites: products of metabolism; compounds 
produced by a biochemical pathway.

metastasize (meh-tas-tah-size): to spread from 
one part of the body to another; refers to can-
cer cells. 

methotrexate: an anticancer drug that inhibits cell 
division; it closely resembles the b vitamin folate, 
which is needed for dna synthesis, and works 
by blocking activity of the enzyme that converts 
folate to its active form.

microcytic anemia: anemia characterized by small, 
hypochromic (pale) red blood cells, as occurs in 
iron deficiency.

microvascular complications: disorders that affect 
small blood vessels, including those in the retina 
and kidneys.

microvilli (my-cro-Vill-ee or my-cro-Vill-eye):  
tiny, hairlike projections on each cell of every 
villus that can trap nutrient particles and 
transport them into the cells (singular form is 
microvillus).

moderate-intensity physical activity: physical 
activity that requires some increase in breathing 
and/or heart rate and expends 3.5 to 7 kcalories 
per minute (e.g., walking at a speed of 3 to  
4.5 miles per hour).

moderation: the provision of enough, but not too 
much, of a substance.

modified diet: a diet that contains foods altered in 
texture, consistency, or nutrient content or that 
includes or omits specific foods; may also be 
called a therapeutic diet.

modular formulas: enteral formulas prepared in 
the hospital from modules that contain single 
macronutrients; used for people with unique 
nutrient needs. 

monosaccharides (mon-oh-sacK-uh-rides): single 
sugar units. 

monounsaturated fatty acid (MuFA): a fatty acid 
that has one point of unsaturation; for example, 
the oleic acid found in olive oil.

mouth: the oral cavity containing the tongue and 
teeth.

mucous membrane: membrane composed of 
mucus-secreting cells that lines the surfaces of 
body tissues.

mucus (myoo-cuss): a mucopolysaccharide (a rela-
tive of carbohydrate) secreted by cells of the 
stomach wall that protects the cells from expo-
sure to digestive juices (and other destructive 
agents). (the noun is mucus; the adjective is 
mucous.)

muscle endurance: the ability of a muscle to con-
tract repeatedly within a given time without 
becoming exhausted.

muscle power: the product of force generation 
(strength) and movement velocity (speed); the 

speed at which a given amount of exertion is 
completed.

muscle strength: the ability of muscles to work 
against resistance.

mutation: an heritable change in the dna 
sequence of a gene.

myocardial (my-oh-car-dee-al) infarction (in-
FarK-shun), or MI: death of heart muscle 
caused by a sudden reduction in coronary blood 
flow; also called a heart attack or cardiac arrest.

nasoduodenal (ND) feeding tube: a feeding tube 
placed into the duodenum via the nose.

nasoenteric feeding tube: a feeding tube placed 
into the gi tract via the nose; most often refers 
to nasoduodenal and nasojejunal feeding routes 
(also known as nasointestinal feeding routes). 

nasogastric (NG) feeding tube: a feeding tube 
placed into the stomach via the nose.

nasojejunal (NJ) feeding tube: a feeding tube 
placed into the jejunum via the nose.

naturally occurring sugars: sugars that are not 
added to a food but are present as its original 
constituents, such as the sugars of fruit or milk.

nephron (neF-ron): the functional unit of the kid-
neys, consisting of a glomerulus and tubules.

nephrotic (neh-Frot-ik) syndrome: a syndrome 
caused by significant urinary protein losses 
(more than 3 to 3½ grams daily), as a result of 
severe glomerular damage.

nephrotoxic: toxic to the kidneys.
neural tube: the embryonic tissue that later forms 

the brain and spinal cord.
neural tube defects (NTD): malformations of the 

brain, spinal cord, or both that occur during 
embryonic development; the two main types are 
spina bifida and anencephaly.

neurofibrillary tangles: snarls of the thread-
like strands that extend from the nerve cells, 
commonly found in the brains of people with 
alzheimer’s dementia.

neurons: nerve cells; the structural and functional 
units of the nervous system. neurons initiate 
and conduct nerve transmissions.

neutropenia: a low white blood cell (neutro-
phil) count, which increases susceptibility to 
infection.

niacin equivalents (NE): the amount of niacin 
present in food, including the niacin that can 
theoretically be made from tryptophan, its pre-
cursor, present in the food.

night blindness: the slow recovery of vision after 
exposure to flashes of bright light at night; an 
early symptom of vitamin a deficiency.

nitrogen balance: the amount of nitrogen con-
sumed (n in) as compared with the amount of 
nitrogen excreted (n out) in a given period of 
time. 

nonessential amino acids: amino acids that the 
body can synthesize.

nonnutritive sweeteners: synthetic or natural 
food additives that offer sweet flavor but with 
negligible or no kcalories per serving; also 
called artificial sweeteners, intense sweeteners, 
noncaloric sweeteners, and very-low-calorie 
sweeteners.

nonpathogenic: not capable of causing disease.
nursing bottle tooth decay: extensive tooth decay 

due to prolonged tooth contact with formula, 
milk, fruit juice, or other carbohydrate-rich liquid 
offered to an infant in a bottle.

nutrient claims: statements that characterize the 
quantity of a nutrient in a food.

nutrient density: a measure of the nutrients a 
food provides relative to the energy it provides. 
the more nutrients and the fewer kcalories, the 
higher the nutrient density.
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nutrient profiling: ranking foods based on their 
nutrient composition.

nutrients: substances obtained from food and used 
in the body to provide energy and structural 
materials and to serve as regulating agents to 
promote growth, maintenance, and repair; may 
also reduce the risks of some diseases.

nutrition: the science of foods and the nutrients 
and other substances they contain, and of their 
ingestion, digestion, absorption, transport, 
metabolism, interaction, storage, and excretion. 
a broader definition includes the study of the 
environment and of human behavior as it relates 
to these processes.

nutrition care plans: strategies for meeting an 
individual’s nutritional needs.

nutrition care process: a systematic approach 
used by dietetics professionals to evaluate and 
treat nutrition-related problems.

nutrition screening: a brief assessment of health-
related variables to identify patients who are 
malnourished or at risk for malnutrition. 

nutrition support: the delivery of nutrients using a 
feeding tube or intravenous infusions.

nutrition support teams: health care profession-
als responsible for the provision of nutrients by 
tube feeding or intravenous infusion.

nutritive sweeteners: sweeteners that yield 
energy, including both the sugars and the sugar 
alcohols.

obese: having too much body fat with adverse 
health effects; bmi 30 or more.

obesogenic (oh-bees-oh-Jen-ick) environment:  
all the factors surrounding a person that pro-
mote weight gain, such as an increased food 
intake—especially of unhealthy choices—and 
decreased physical activity. 

oils: lipids that are liquid at room temperature (70°F 
or 21°c).

olestra: a synthetic fat made from sucrose and fatty 
acids that provides zero kcalories per gram; also 
known as sucrose polyester.

oliguria (ol-lih-goo-ree-ah): an abnormally low 
amount of urine, often less than 400 ml/day.

omega-3 fatty acids: polyunsaturated fatty acids 
in which the endmost double bond is three 
carbons back from the end of the carbon chain 
(e.g., linolenic acid).

omega-6 fatty acid: a polyunsaturated fatty acid 
with its endmost double bond six carbons back 
from the end of its carbon chain (e.g., linoleic 
acid). 

oncotic pressure: the pressure exerted by fluid on 
one side of a membrane as a result of osmosis.

open feeding system: a formula delivery system 
that requires the transfer of the formula from its 
original packaging to a feeding container.

opportunistic infections: infections caused by 
microorganisms that normally do not cause 
disease in healthy people but are damaging to 
persons with compromised immune function.

opsin (oP-sin): the protein portion of the visual pig-
ment molecule.

oral glucose tolerance test: a test that evaluates a 
person’s ability to tolerate an oral glucose load. 

oral mucositis: inflammation of the oral mucosa; 
signs may include swelling, redness, mouth 
sores, bleeding, or ulcerations in mucosal tissue.

organic: in chemistry, substances or molecules 
containing carbon-carbon bonds or carbon-
hydrogen bonds. the four organic nutrients are 
carbohydrate, fat, protein, and vitamins.

orogastric feeding tube: a feeding tube inserted into 
the stomach through the mouth. this method is 
often used to feed infants because a nasogastric 
tube may hinder the infant’s breathing.

oropharyngeal dysphagia (or-oh-fah-ren-Jee-al 
diss-Fay-jah): an inability to transfer food from 
the mouth and pharynx to the esophagus; 
usually caused by a neurological or muscular 
disorder.

osmolality (oZ-moe-lal-ih-tee): the concentra-
tion of osmotically active solutes in a solution, 
expressed as milliosmoles (mosm) per kilogram 
of solvent. osmotically active solutes affect 
osmosis, the movement of water across semi-
permeable membranes.

osmolarity: the concentration of osmotically active 
solutes in a solution, expressed as milliosmoles 
per liter of solution (mosm/l). Osmolality 
(mosm/kg) is an alternative measure used to 
describe a solution’s osmotic properties.

osmosis: movement of water across a membrane 
toward the side where solutes are more 
concentrated.

osteoarthritis: a painful, chronic disease of the 
joints that occurs when the cushioning cartilage 
in a joint breaks down; joint structure is usually 
altered, with loss of function; also called degen-
erative arthritis.

osteomalacia (os-tee-oh-mal-ay-shuh): a bone 
disease characterized by softening of the bones 
that occurs most often in adults with renal 
failure or malabsorption disorders; symptoms 
include bending of the spine and bowing of 
the legs.

osteoporosis: (os-tee-oh-pore-oh-sis): literally, 
porous bones; reduced density of the bones, 
also known as adult bone loss.

outbreaks: two or more cases of a similar illness 
resulting from the ingestion of a common food.

overload: an extra physical demand placed on the 
body; an increase in the frequency, duration, or 
intensity of an activity. 

overnutrition: overconsumption of food energy or 
nutrients sufficient to cause disease or increased 
susceptibility to disease; a form of malnutrition.

overweight: body weight greater than the weight 
range that is considered healthy; bmi 25.0 to 
29.9.

ovo-vegetarian diet: an eating pattern that 
includes eggs, vegetables, grains, legumes, 
fruits, and nuts; excludes meat, poultry, sea-
food, and milk and milk products.

ovum (oh-vum): the female reproductive cell, capa-
ble of developing into a new organism upon 
fertilization; commonly referred to as an egg.

oxidation (ok-si-dey-shun): the process of a sub-
stance combining with oxygen.

pancreas: a gland that (1) secretes digestive 
enzymes and juices into the duodenum and 
(2) secretes hormones into the blood that help 
to maintain glucose homeostasis.

pancreatic (pank-ree-at-ic) juice: the exocrine 
secretion of the pancreas, containing enzymes 
for the digestion of carbohydrate, fat, and pro-
tein; it enters the small intestine through the 
pancreatic duct.

paracentesis (pah-rah-sen-tee-sis): a surgical punc-
ture of a body cavity with an aspirator to draw 
out excess fluid.

parathyroid hormone: a protein hormone secreted 
by the parathyroid glands that helps to regulate 
serum concentrations of calcium and phosphate.

parenteral (par-en-ter-al) nutrition: the intrave-
nous provision of nutrients that bypasses the 
gi tract.

partial vegetarian diet: a term sometimes used 
to describe an eating pattern that includes 
seafood, poultry, eggs, milk and milk products, 
vegetables, grains, legumes, fruits, and nuts; 

excludes or strictly limits certain meats, such as 
red meat. also called semi-vegetarian.

pasteurization: heat processing of food that inac-
tivates some, but not all, microorganisms in the 
food; not a sterilization process.

pathogenic: capable of causing disease.
pathogens (Path-oh-jens): microorganisms capable 

of producing disease.
patient autonomy: a principle of self-determination, 

such that patients (or surrogate decision makers) 
are free to choose the medical interventions that 
are acceptable to them, even if they choose to 
refuse interventions that may extend their lives.

pellagra (pell-ay-gra): the niacin-deficiency disease. 
symptoms include the “4 ds”: diarrhea, dermati-
tis, dementia, and, ultimately, death.

pepsin: a protein-digesting enzyme (gastric prote-
ase) in the stomach; its precursor, pepsinogen, 
is converted to pepsin by the action of stomach 
acid.

peptic ulcer: an open sore in the gastrointestinal 
mucosa; may develop in the esophagus, stom-
ach, or duodenum.

periodontal disease: disease that involves the con-
nective tissue that supports the teeth.

periodontitis: inflammation or degeneration of the 
tissues that support the teeth.

periodontium: the tissues that support the teeth, 
including the gums, cementum (bonelike mate-
rial covering the dentin layer of the tooth), peri-
odontal ligament, and underlying bone.

peripheral artery disease: impaired blood flow in 
the arteries of the legs; may cause pain or dis-
comfort in the legs and feet.

peripheral blood smear: a blood sample spread 
on a glass slide and stained for analysis under a 
microscope; circulating blood is used.

peripheral parenteral nutrition (PPN): the infu-
sion of nutrient solutions into peripheral veins, 
usually a vein in the arm or back of the hand.

peripheral vascular disease: a condition char-
acterized by impaired blood circulation in the 
limbs.

peripheral veins: the small-diameter veins that 
carry blood from the limbs.

peristalsis (peri-stall-sis): successive waves of 
involuntary muscular contractions passing along 
the walls of the gi tract that push the contents 
along.

peritoneal (Peh-rih-toe-nee-al) dialysis: a treat-
ment that removes fluids and wastes from the 
blood by using the body’s peritoneal membrane 
as a filter.

peritonitis: inflammation of the peritoneal mem-
brane, which lines the abdominal cavity.

pernicious (per-nish-us) anemia: a blood disorder 
that reflects a vitamin b12 deficiency caused 
by lack of intrinsic factor and characterized by 
large, immature red blood cells and damage to 
the nervous system.

persistent vegetative state: a vegetative mental 
state (loss of awareness and thinking ability) 
resulting from brain injury that persists for at 
least one month. 

PES statement: a statement that describes a nutri-
tion problem in a format that includes the prob-
lem (P), the etiology or cause (e), and the signs 
and symptoms (s).

pH: the concentration of hydrogen ions; the lower 
the ph, the stronger the acid. 

phagocytes (Fag-oh-sites): immune cells (neutro-
phils and macrophages) that have the ability to 
engulf and destroy antigens.

pharynx (Fair-inks): the passageway leading from 
the nose and mouth to the larynx and esopha-
gus, respectively.
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phenylketonuria (Fen-il-Key-toe-nu-ree-ah) or 
PKu: an inherited disorder characterized by a 
defect in the enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase, 
which normally converts the essential amino 
acid phenylalanine to the amino acid tyrosine. 

phlebitis (fleh-bye-tiss): inflammation of a vein.
phospholipids: one of the three main classes of 

lipids; compounds that are similar to triglycer-
ides but have choline (or another compound) 
and a phosphorus-containing acid in place of 
one of the fatty acids.

physical activity: bodily movement produced by 
muscle contractions that substantially increase 
energy expenditure.

physiological age: a person’s age as estimated 
from her or his body’s health and probable life 
expectancy.

phytochemicals (Figh-toe-chem-ih-cals): com-
pounds in plants that confer color, taste, and 
other characteristics; some are bioactive food 
components in functional foods. 

pigment: a molecule capable of absorbing certain 
wavelengths of light so that it reflects only those 
that we perceive as a certain color.

placenta (pla-sen-tuh): an organ that develops 
inside the uterus early in pregnancy, in which 
maternal and fetal blood circulate in close 
proximity and exchange materials. the fetus 
receives nutrients and oxygen across the 
placenta; the mother’s blood picks up carbon 
dioxide and other waste materials to be 
excreted via her lungs and kidneys.

plant sterols: steroid compounds produced in 
plants; those added to commercial food prod-
ucts are extracted from soybeans and pine tree 
oils and can be hydrogenated to produce plant 
stanols.

plaque (PlacK): an accumulation of fatty deposits, 
fibrous connective tissue, and smooth muscle 
cells in blood vessels. see also: dental plaque.

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1: a protein that 
promotes blood clotting by inhibiting blood clot 
degradation within blood vessels.

polydipsia (Pol-ee-diP-see-ah): excessive thirst.
polypeptide: 10 or more amino acids bonded 

together. 
polyphagia (Pol-ee-Fay-jee-ah): excessive appetite 

or hunger.
polysaccharides: long chains of monosaccharide 

units arranged as starch, glycogen, or fiber.
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PuFA): fatty acids 

with two or more points of unsaturation (e.g., 
linoleic acid has two such points, and linolenic 
acid has three). 

polyuria (Pol-ee-yoor-ee-ah): excessive urine 
production.

portal hypertension: elevated blood pressure in 
the hepatic portal vein due to obstructed blood 
flow through the liver and a greater inflow of 
portal blood.

portion size: the quantity of food served or eaten 
at one meal or snack; not a standard amount.

prebiotics: indigestible substances in foods that 
stimulate the growth of nonpathogenic bacteria 
within the large intestine.

precursors: compounds that can be converted 
into other compounds; with regard to vitamins, 
compounds that can be converted into active 
vitamins; also known as provitamins.

prediabetes: the state of having plasma glucose levels 
that are higher than normal but not high enough 
to be diagnosed as diabetes (100–125 mg/dl 
when fasting or 140–199 mg/dl when measured 
two hours after ingesting 75 grams of glucose); 
occurs in individuals who have metabolic defects 
that often lead to type 2 diabetes.

preeclampsia (Pre-ee-KlamP-see-ah): a condition 
characterized by hypertension and protein in the 
urine during pregnancy.

preformed vitamin A: vitamin a in its active form.
pregame meal: a meal eaten three to four hours 

before athletic competition.
prenatal supplements: nutrient supplements 

specifically designed to provide the nutri-
ents needed during pregnancy, particularly 
folate, iron, and calcium, without excesses or 
unneeded constituents.

pressure gradient: the change in pressure over a 
given distance. in dialysis, a pressure gradient is 
created between the blood and the dialysate.

pressure sores: regions of skin and tissue that are 
damaged due to prolonged pressure on the 
affected area by an external object, such as a 
bed, wheelchair, or cast; vulnerable areas of 
the body include buttocks, hips, and heels. also 
called decubitus (deh-Kyu-bih-tus) ulcers.

probiotics: live microorganisms provided in foods 
and dietary supplements for the purpose of pre-
venting or treating disease.

protein digestibility: a measure of the amount 
of amino acids absorbed from a given protein 
intake.

protein-energy malnutrition (PEM): a state of 
malnutrition characterized by depletion of tissue 
proteins and energy stores, usually accompanied 
by micronutrient deficiencies.

protein isolates: proteins that have been isolated 
from foods.

protein turnover: the continuous breakdown and 
synthesis of body proteins involving the recy-
cling of amino acids.

proteins: compounds made from strands of amino 
acids composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, 
and nitrogen atoms. some amino acids also con-
tain sulfur atoms.

proteinuria (Pro-teen-noo-ree-ah): the presence 
of protein in the urine. 

proton-pump inhibitors: a class of drugs that 
inhibit the enzyme that pumps hydrogen 
ions (protons) into the stomach. examples 
include omeprazole (Prilosec) and lansoprazole 
(Prevacid).

pruritis: itchy skin.
puberty: the period in life in which a person 

becomes physically capable of reproduction.
purines (Pyoo-reens): products of nucleotide 

metabolism that degrade to uric acid.
pyloric (pie-lore-ic) sphincter: the circular muscle 

that separates the stomach from the small intes-
tine and regulates the flow of partially digested 
food into the small intestine; also called pylorus 
or pyloric valve.

pyruvate (Pie-roo-vate): a 3-carbon compound that 
plays a key role in energy metabolism.

quality of life: a person’s perceived physical and 
mental well-being.

radiation enteritis: inflammation of intestinal tis-
sue caused by radiation therapy.

radiation therapy: the use of x-rays, gamma rays, 
or atomic particles to destroy cancer cells.

rancid: the term used to describe fats when they 
have deteriorated, usually by oxidation. 

rebound hyperglycemia: hyperglycemia that 
results from the release of counterregulatory 
hormones following nighttime hypoglycemia; 
also called the Somogyi effect.

Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA): a set 
of values reflecting the average daily amounts 
of nutrients considered adequate to meet the 
known nutrient needs of practically all healthy 
people in a particular life stage and gender 
group; a goal for dietary intake by individuals.

rectum: the muscular terminal part of the intestine, 
extending from the sigmoid colon to the anus.

RED-S (relative energy deficiency in sport):  
a syndrome of impaired physiological function 
including, but not limited to, metabolic rate, 
menstrual function, bone health, immunity, 
protein synthesis, and cardiovascular health 
caused by relative energy deficiency.

refeeding syndrome: a group of metabolic 
abnormalities that may result from aggressive 
refeeding in severely malnourished persons; 
characterized by shifts in fluid and electrolyte 
levels that can lead to organ failure and other 
complications.

refined grain: a product from which the bran, 
germ, and husk have been removed, leaving 
only the endosperm.

reflux esophagitis: inflammation in the esopha-
gus resulting from the reflux of acidic stomach 
contents.

registered dietitian nutritionist: a food and nutri-
tion expert who has completed the education and 
training specified by the academy of nutrition 
and dietetics (or dietitians of canada), including 
a bachelor’s degree in nutrition or dietetics, a 
supervised internship, and a national registration 
examination; also called registered dietitian.

regular diet: a diet that includes all foods and 
meets the nutrient needs of healthy people; may 
also be called a standard diet or house diet.

renal (ree-nal): pertaining to the kidneys.
renal colic: the intense pain that occurs when a 

kidney stone passes through the ureter; the pain 
typically begins in the back and intensifies as the 
stone travels toward the bladder.

renal osteodystrophy: a bone disorder that devel-
ops in patients with chronic kidney disease as 
a result of increased secretion of parathyroid 
hormone, reduced serum calcium, acidosis, and 
impaired vitamin d activation in the kidneys.

renal threshold: the blood concentration of a 
substance that exceeds the kidneys’ capacity 
for reabsorption, causing the substance to be 
passed into the urine.

requirement: the lowest continuing intake of a 
nutrient that will maintain a specified criterion 
of adequacy.

resection: the surgical removal of part of an organ 
or body structure.

residue: material left in the intestine after diges-
tion; includes mostly dietary fiber and undi-
gested starches and proteins.

resistance training: physical activity that develops 
muscle strength, power, endurance, and mass 
using resistance provided by body weight, free 
weights, weight machines, elastic bands, or 
other objects; also called weight training.

resistant starches: starches that escape digestion 
and absorption in the small intestine of healthy 
people.

resistin (re-Zist-in): a hormone produced by 
adipose cells that promotes insulin resistance.

respiratory failure: a potentially life-threatening 
condition in which inadequate respiratory func-
tion impairs gas exchange between the air and 
circulating blood, resulting in abnormal levels of 
tissue gases.

respiratory stress: a condition characterized by 
abnormal oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in 
body tissues due to abnormal gas exchange 
between the air and blood.

resting metabolic rate (RMR): a measure of the 
energy use of a person at rest in a comfortable 
setting—similar to the bmr but with less strin-
gent criteria for recent food intake and physical 
activity.
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reticulocytes: immature red blood cells released 
into blood by bone marrow.

retina (ret-in-uh): the layer of light-sensitive nerve 
cells lining the back of the inside of the eye; 
consists of rods and cones.

retinol activity equivalents (RAE): a measure of 
vitamin a activity; the amount of retinol that 
the body will derive from a food containing pre-
formed retinol or its precursor beta-carotene.

retinol-binding protein (RBP): the specific protein 
responsible for transporting retinol. measure-
ment of the blood concentration of rbP is a 
sensitive test of vitamin a status.

rheumatoid arthritis: a disease of the immune 
system involving painful inflammation of the 
joints and related structures.

rhodopsin (ro-doP-sin): a light-sensitive pigment of 
the retina; contains the retinal form of vitamin a 
and the protein opsin.

ribose: a naturally occurring 5-carbon sugar needed 
for the synthesis of atP.

rickets: the vitamin d–deficiency disease in children.
rooting reflex: a reflex that causes an infant to 

turn toward whichever cheek is touched, in 
search of a nipple.

saliva: the secretion of the salivary glands; contains 
salivary amylase.

salivary glands: exocrine glands that secrete saliva 
into the mouth.

sarcopenia (sar-koh-Pee-nee-ah): age-related loss 
of skeletal muscle mass, muscle strength, and 
muscle function.

satiation (say-she-ay-shun): the feeling of satisfac-
tion and fullness that occurs during a meal and 
halts eating.

satiety: the feeling of fullness and satisfaction that 
occurs after a meal and inhibits eating until the 
next meal. 

saturated fatty acid: a fatty acid carrying the 
maximum possible number of hydrogen atoms 
(having no points of unsaturation). 

screen time: sedentary time spent using an elec-
tronic device, such as a television, computer, or 
video game player.

scurvy: the vitamin c–deficiency disease.
sedentary: physically inactive (literally “sitting 

down a lot”).
segmentation: a periodic squeezing or partitioning 

of the intestine by its circular muscles that both 
mixes and slowly pushes the contents along.

self-efficacy: a person’s belief in his or her ability 
to succeed in an undertaking.

self-monitoring of blood glucose: home moni-
toring of blood glucose levels using a glucose 
meter.

semipermeable membrane: a membrane that 
allows some, but not all, particles to pass 
through.

senile dementia: the loss of brain function beyond 
the normal loss of physical adeptness and mem-
ory that occurs with aging.

senile plaques: clumps of the protein fragment 
beta-amyloid on the nerve cells, commonly 
found in the brains of people with alzheimer’s 
dementia.

sepsis: a whole-body inflammatory response 
caused by infection; characterized by signs and 
symptoms similar to those of systemic inflamma-
tory response syndrome.

set-point theory: the theory that the body tends to 
maintain a certain weight by means of its own 
internal controls.

severe acute malnutrition (SAM): malnutrition 
caused by recent severe food restriction; char-
acterized in children by underweight for height 
(wasting).

shear stress: a stress that occurs sideways against a 
surface rather than perpendicular to a surface. 

shock-wave lithotripsy: a nonsurgical procedure 
that uses high-amplitude sound waves to frag-
ment gallstones or kidney stones.

shock: a severe reduction in blood flow that 
deprives the body’s tissues of oxygen and nutri-
ents; characterized by reduced blood pressure, 
raised heart and respiratory rates, and muscle 
weakness.

short bowel syndrome: the malabsorption syn-
drome that follows resection of the small intes-
tine; characterized by inadequate absorptive 
capacity in the remaining intestine.

sinusoids: the small capillary-like passages that 
carry blood through liver tissue.

Sjögren’s (show-grenz) syndrome: an autoim-
mune disease characterized by the destruction 
of secretory glands, resulting in dry mouth and 
dry eyes.

skinfold measure: a clinical estimate of total body 
fatness in which the thickness of a fold of skin 
on the back of the arm (over the triceps muscle), 
below the shoulder blade (subscapular), or in 
other places is measured with a caliper.

sludge: literally, a semisolid mass. biliary sludge is 
made up of mucus, cholesterol crystals, and 
bilirubin granules.

small intestine: a 10-foot length of small-diameter 
intestine that is the major site of digestion of 
food and absorption of nutrients; its segments 
are the duodenum, jejunum, and ileum.

soaps: chemical compounds formed from fatty 
acids and positively charged minerals.

sodium bicarbonate (baking soda): a white crys-
talline powder that is used to buffer acid that 
accumulates in the muscles and blood during 
high-intensity exercise.

solid fats: fats that are not usually liquid at room 
temperature; commonly found in most foods 
derived from animals and vegetable oils that 
have been hydrogenated; typically contain more 
saturated and trans fats than most oils.

soluble fibers: indigestible food components that 
readily dissolve in water and often impart gummy 
or gel-like characteristics to foods. an example is 
pectin from fruit, which is used to thicken jellies.

Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for 
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC): a 
high-quality, cost-effective health care and 
nutrition services program administered by the 
u.s. department of agriculture for low-income 
women, infants, and children who are nutrition-
ally at risk. wic provides supplemental foods, 
nutrition education, and referrals to health care 
and other social services.

specialized formulas: enteral formulas for patients 
with specific illnesses; also called disease-
specific formulas or specialty formulas.

sphincter (sFinK-ter): a circular muscle surrounding, 
and able to close, a body opening. 

spina (sPy-nah) bifida (biFF-ih-dah): one of the 
most common types of neural tube defects; 
characterized by the incomplete closure of the 
spinal cord and its bony encasement.

standard formulas: enteral formulas that contain 
mostly intact proteins and polysaccharides; also 
called polymeric formulas.

starch: a plant polysaccharide composed of glucose 
and digestible by human beings.

steatohepatitis (stee-ah-to-heP-ah-tye-tis): liver 
inflammation that is associated with fatty liver.

steatorrhea (stee-ah-tor-ree-ah): excessive fat in 
the stool due to fat malabsorption; character-
ized by stools that are loose, frothy, and foul 
smelling due to a high fat content.

sterile: free of microorganisms such as bacteria.
sterols: one of the main classes of lipids; includes 

cholesterol, vitamin d, and the sex hormones 
(such as testosterone).

stoma (stoe-ma): a surgically created opening in a 
body tissue or organ.

stomach: a muscular, elastic, saclike portion of the 
digestive tract that grinds and churns swallowed 
food, mixing it with acid and enzymes to form 
chyme.

stress fractures: bone damage or breaks caused by 
stress on bone surfaces during exercise.

stress response: the chemical and physical changes 
that occur within the body during stress.

stricture: abnormal narrowing of a passageway; 
often due to inflammation, scarring, or a con-
genital abnormality.

stroke: a sudden injury to brain tissue resulting 
from impaired blood flow through an artery that 
supplies blood to the brain; also called a cere-
brovascular accident.

structure-function claims: statements that 
describe how a product may affect a structure 
or function of the body; for example, “calcium 
builds strong bones.”

struvite (stroo-vite): crystals of magnesium 
ammonium phosphate.

subcutaneous (sub-cue-tay-nee-us): beneath the 
skin.

subcutaneous fat: fat stored directly under 
the skin.

sucrose: a disaccharide composed of glucose and 
fructose; commonly known as table sugar, beet 
sugar, or cane sugar.  

sugar alcohols: sugarlike compounds in the 
chemical family alcohol derived from fruits or 
manufactured from carbohydrates (e.g., maltitol, 
mannitol, sorbitol, isomalt, lactitol, xylitol); they 
are absorbed more slowly than other sugars, are 
metabolized differently, and do not elevate the 
risk of dental caries. 

surrogate: a substitute; a person who takes the 
place of another.

sushi: vinegar-flavored rice and raw or cooked sea-
food, typically wrapped in seaweed and stuffed 
with colorful vegetables.

syringe: a device used for injecting medications; 
consists of a hypodermic needle attached to a 
hollow tube with a plunger inside.

systemic (sih-stem-ic): relating to the entire body.
systemic inflammatory response syndrome 

(SIRS): a whole-body inflammatory response 
caused by severe illness or trauma; characterized 
by raised heart and respiratory rates, abnormal 
white blood cell counts, and fever.

TCA cycle or tricarboxylic (try-car-box-ill-ick) acid 
cycle: a series of metabolic reactions that break 
down molecules of acetyl coa to carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen atoms; also called the Krebs cycle.

teratogenic (ter-at-oh-jen-ik): causing abnormal 
fetal development and birth defects.

thermic effect of food: an estimation of the 
energy required to process food (digest, absorb, 
transport, metabolize, and store ingested 
nutrients).

thrombosis (throm-boh-sis): the formation or pres-
ence of a blood clot in blood vessels. a coronary 
thrombosis occurs in a coronary artery, and a 
cerebral thrombosis occurs in an artery that sup-
plies blood to the brain.

thrombus: a blood clot formed within a blood ves-
sel that remains attached to its place of origin.

tocopherol (tuh-KoFF-er-ol): a general term for 
several chemically related compounds, one of 
which has vitamin e activity.
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Tolerable upper Intake levels (ul): a set of val-
ues reflecting the highest average daily nutrient 
intake levels that are likely to pose no risk of 
toxicity to almost all healthy individuals in a par-
ticular life stage and gender group.

tolerance level: the maximum amount of residue 
permitted in a food when a pesticide is used 
according to the label directions.

total nutrient admixture (TNA): a parenteral solu-
tion that contains dextrose, amino acids, and 
lipids; also called a 3-in-1 solution or an  
all-in-one solution.

total parenteral nutrition (TPN): the infusion of 
nutrient solutions into a central vein.

training: regular practice of an activity, which 
leads to physical adaptations of the body 
with improvement in flexibility, strength, or 
endurance.

trans-fatty acids: fatty acids in which the hydrogen 
atoms next to the double bond are on opposite 
sides of the carbon chain.

transient ischemic attacks (TIAs): brief ischemic 
strokes that cause short-term neurological 
symptoms.

transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt: 
a passage within the liver that connects a por-
tion of the portal vein to the hepatic vein using 
a stent; access to the liver is gained via the jugu-
lar vein in the neck.

transnasal feeding tube: a feeding tube that is 
inserted through the nose.

traveler’s diarrhea: nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea 
caused by consuming food or water contami-
nated by any of several organisms, most com-
monly, E. coli, Shigella, Campylobacter jejuni, 
and Salmonella.

triglycerides (try-gliss-er-rides): one of the main 
classes of lipids; the chief form of fat in foods 
and the major storage form of fat in the body; 
composed of glycerol with three fatty acids 
attached.

trimester: a period representing one-third of the 
term of gestation (about 13–14 weeks).

tripeptide: three amino acids bonded together.
tube feedings: liquid formulas delivered through a 

tube placed in the stomach or intestine.
tubules: tubelike structures of the nephron that 

process filtrate during urine production; they 
are surrounded by capillaries that reabsorb 
substances retained by tubule cells.

tumor: an abnormal tissue mass that has no 
physiological function; also called a neoplasm 
(nee-oh-plazm). tumors may be malignant 
(cancerous) or benign (noncancerous).

type 1 diabetes: diabetes that is characterized by 
absolute insulin deficiency, usually resulting 
from the autoimmune destruction of pancreatic 
beta cells.

type 2 diabetes: diabetes that is characterized by 
insulin resistance coupled with insufficient insu-
lin secretion.

ulcerative colitis (ko-lye-tis): an inflammatory 
bowel disease that involves the rectum and 
colon; the inflammation affects the mucosa and 
submucosa of the intestinal wall.

ultrafiltration: removal of fluids and solutes from 
the blood by using pressure to transfer the 
blood across a semipermeable membrane.

umbilical (um-bil-ih-cul) cord: the ropelike struc-
ture through which the fetus’s veins and arteries 
reach the placenta; the route of nourishment 
and oxygen into the fetus and the route of 
waste disposal from the fetus.

undernutrition: underconsumption of food energy 
or nutrients severe enough to cause disease or 
increased susceptibility to disease; a form of 
malnutrition. 

underweight: body weight lower than the weight 
range that is considered healthy; bmi below 18.5.

unsaturated fatty acid: a fatty acid with one or 
more points of unsaturation where hydrogen 
atoms are missing (includes monounsaturated 
and polyunsaturated fatty acids).

urea (yoo-ree-uh): the principal nitrogen-excretion 
product of protein metabolism.

urea kinetic modeling: a method of determining 
the adequacy of dialysis treatment by calculating 
the urea clearance from blood.

uremia (you-ree-me-ah): the accumulation of 
nitrogenous and various other waste products 
in the blood; may also be used to indicate the 
toxic state that results when wastes are retained 
in the blood. 

uremic syndrome: the cluster of disorders caused by 
inadequate kidney function; complications include 
fluid, electrolyte, and hormonal imbalances; 
altered heart function; neuromuscular distur-
bances; and other metabolic derangements.

uSDA Food Patterns: the usda’s food group plan 
for ensuring dietary adequacy that assigns foods 
to five major food groups.

uterus (yoo-ter-us): the womb, the muscular organ 
within which the infant develops before birth.

varices (Vah-rih-seez): abnormally dilated blood 
vessels (singular: varix).

variety (dietary): consumption of a wide selection 
of foods within and among the major food 
groups (the opposite of monotony).

vegan diet: an eating pattern that includes only 
plant-based foods: vegetables, grains, legumes, 
fruits, seeds, and nuts; also called strict 
vegetarian.

vegetarian diet: a general term used to describe an 
eating pattern that includes plant-based foods and 
eliminates some or all animal-derived foods.

vein: a vessel that carries blood back to the heart.
very-low-density lipoproteins (VlDl): lipopro-

teins, composed primarily of triglycerides, that 
transport triglycerides from the liver to other 
tissues; in clinical practice, Vldl are commonly 
referred to as blood triglycerides.

very low food security: food insecurity with mul-
tiple indications of disrupted eating patterns and 
reduced food intake.

vigorous-intensity physical activity: physical 
activity that requires a large increase in 
breathing and/or heart rate and expends more 
than 7 kcalories per minute (e.g., walking at a 
very brisk pace [>4.5 miles per hour] or running 
at a pace of at least 5 miles per hour).

villi (Vill-ee or Vill-eye): fingerlike projections from 
the folds of the small intestine (singular form is 
villus). 

visceral fat: fat stored within the abdominal cavity in 
association with the internal abdominal organs, 
as opposed to fat stored directly under the skin 
(subcutaneous fat); also called intra-abdominal fat.

viscous: having a gel-like consistency.
vitamin A: a fat-soluble vitamin with three chemi-

cal forms: retinol (the alcohol form), retinal (the 
aldehyde form), and retinoic acid (the acid form).

vitamin D2: vitamin d derived from plants 
in the diet; also called ergocalciferol 
(er-go-kal-siF-er-ol). 

vitamin D3: vitamin d derived from animals in the diet 
or made in the skin from 7-dehydrocholesterol, a 
precursor of cholesterol, with the help of sunlight; 
also called cholecalciferol (Ko-lee-kal-siF-er-ol).

vitamins: essential, nonkcaloric, organic nutrients 
needed in tiny amounts in the diet.

VO2 max: the maximum rate of oxygen consump-
tion by an individual (measured at sea level).

voluntary activities: the component of a person’s 
daily energy expenditure that involves conscious 
and deliberate muscular work: walking, lifting, 
climbing, and other physical activities.

waist circumference: a measurement used to 
assess a person’s abdominal fat.

wasting: the gradual atrophy (loss) of body tissues; 
associated with protein-energy malnutrition or 
chronic illness.

wean: to gradually replace breast milk with infant 
formula or other foods appropriate to an 
infant’s diet.

weight cycling: repeated rounds of weight loss 
and subsequent regain, with reduced ability to 
lose weight with each attempt; also called yo-yo 
dieting.

wellness: maximum well-being; the top range 
of health states; the goal of the person who 
strives toward realizing his or her full potential 
physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually, and 
socially.

Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome: severe thiamin 
deficiency in alcohol abusers; symptoms include 
disorientation, loss of short-term memory, jerky 
eye movements, and staggering gait.

wheat gluten (glu-ten): a family of water-insoluble 
proteins in wheat; includes the gliadin (gly-
ah-din) fractions that are toxic to persons with 
celiac disease.

whole grains: grains or foods made from them 
that contain all the essential parts and naturally 
occurring nutrients of the entire grain seed 
(except the inedible husk).

xerophthalmia (zer-off-thal-mee-uh): progres-
sive blindness caused by inadequate mucus 
production due to severe vitamin a deficiency.

xerosis (zee-row-sis): abnormal drying of the skin 
and mucous membranes; a sign of vitamin a 
deficiency

xerostomia (Zee-roh-stoe-me-ah): dry mouth 
caused by reduced salivary flow.

zygote (Zy-goat): the product of the union of ovum 
and sperm; a fertilized ovum.
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A
abdominal fat, 149f
abscess, 632
absorptive system, 118–123

absorption of nutrients, 118–119
food combining, 118
lipoproteins, 121–122, 123f
lymphatic system, 121
small intestine, 118
transport of lipids, 121–122
transport of nutrients, 120–123
vascular system, 120–121

academy of nutrition and dietetics,  
30, 32, 185, 297

acarbose, 568t
accelerated metabolism, 135
acceptable daily intake (adi), 46
acceptable macronutrient distribution ranges 

(amdr), 10
ace inhibitors, 589
acesulfame potassium (acesulfame-K), 46t
acetaldehyde, 549
acetate, 549
acetone breath, 554, 557
acetyl coa, 138
achalasia, 473
achlorhydria, 479
acid, 92
acid-base balance, 92, 228
acid indigestion, 476
acid reflux, 476f
acidosis, 92, 638
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (aids), 657. 

See also hiV infection
activity levels, d-1t
actos, 568t
acute kidney injury, 608–610
acute-phase response, 631
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ards), 638
adaptive feeding equipment, 601f, 602f
added sugars, 13, 36, 42, 43
adenocarcinoma, 646
adenosine diphosphate (adP), 137
adenosine triphosphate (atP), 137
adequacy, 12
adequate intakes (ai), 9
adh (antidiuretic hormone), 227, 629, 630t
adhd (attention deficit/hyperactivity  

disorder), 336
adi (acceptable daily intake), 46
adime format, 410–411
adipokines, 150
adiponectin, 575, 576
adipose tissue, 39, 61
adolescence, 358–361

beverages, 351
breakfast skipping, 350
calcium, 350
cholesterol, 359, 359t

defined, 348
diabetes, 555–556
eating away from home, 351
energy and nutrient needs, 349–350
food choices and health habits, 350–351
growth and development, 348–349
iron, 349–350, 350t
nutrition assessment checklist, 352
obesity, 349
obesity surgery, 342t
peer influence, 351
pregnancy, 306–307
snacks, 350
vitamin d, 349

adolescent pregnancy, 306–307
adP (adenosine diphosphate), 137
adult bone loss, 234
advance health care directive, 666, 667–668
advance medical directive, 666
advanced glycation end products (ages), 557, 581
adverse reactions, 336
aerobic metabolism, 138
aerobic physical activity, 259
age

atherosclerosis, 581–582
energy requirements, 146
food choices, 5
gallstone disease, 544
hypertension, 591
mods, 644

ai (adequate intakes), 9
aids, 657. See also hiV infection
aids-defining illness, 657
aids enteropathy, 659
aids to calculation

conversion factors, F-1
percentages, F-1 to F-2
weights and measures, F-2 to F-3

air-displacement plethysmography (bod Pod), e-8t
alanine aminotransferase (alt), 403t
albumin, 402t, 404, 605
albuminuria, 554, 560, 605
albuterol, 637
alcohol, 7, 549–551

beneficial effects, 551
brain function, 550
breastfeeding, 309
cancer risk, 648t
coronary heart disease (chd), 585
diabetes (food lists), c-18t
diabetes mellitus, 562
Dietary Guidelines, 549
effects of, on organ systems, 550f
hypertension, 592
physical activity, 276
pregnancy, 305–306

alcohol abuse, 549
alcohol-related birth defect (arbd), 305
alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder 

(arnd), 305

alcoholic liver disease, 549, 550
aldactone, 538
aldosterone, 227, 612, 629, 6305
alendronate, 425
alkaline phosphatase, 403t
alkalosis, 92
alkylrescorcinols, 218t
all-in-one solution, 456
allergy-causing foods, 327
alli, 169t
allicin, 218t
allopurinol, 621
alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency, 636
alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, 568, 568t
alpha-lactalbumin, 322
alpha-tocopherol, 202t
alt (alanine aminotransferase), 403t
alternative feeding routes, 409
alternative medicine, 434–437
alternative sweeteners, 45–47
aluminum hydroxide, 481
alveoli, 634
alzheimer’s disease, 370–371, 370t
amdr (acceptable macronutrient distribution 

ranges), 10
amenorrhea, 156, 157
american council on science and health  

(acsh), 31t
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 31t
amino acid supplements, 97
amino acids, 88

aromatic, 537
branched-chain, 537
essential/nonessential, 89
glucose production, 138–139
limiting, 98
parenteral solutions, 454
protein quality, 98
structure, 88f
sulfur, 237n
vitamin c, 210

amniotic sac, 290, 291f
amoxicillin, 481
amylase, 115, 115
amylin analogs, 568t
anabolic steroids, 283t, 285
anabolism, 135, 136f
anaerobic, 265
anaerobic metabolism, 138
analgesic, 421
anaphylactic shock, 335–336, 336t
androstenedione, 283t, 285
anemia, 527–530, e-8, e-9t
anemia of chronic disease, 527,  

527t, 528–529, 529t
anemia of chronic inflammation, 527
anencephaly, 294
aneurysm, 579, 581
angina pectoris, 579, 581
anhydrous dextrose, 43
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anorexia, 391, 650
anorexia nervosa, 156, 158–159
answers to self-check questions, h-1
antacids, 424, 481
anthropometric measurements, 399–401,  

e-2, e-7f, e-8
anti-inflammatory drugs, 502
antibiotics, 423, 424, 481
antibodies, 93
antibodies to intrinsic factor, e-12
anticoagulants, 589
anticonvulsants, 425
antidiabetic drugs, 567–568, 568t
antidiarrheal drugs, 502
antidiuretic hormone (adh), 227, 629, 630t
antiemetics, 423
antigens, 93, 335
antihypertensives, 589
antilipimics, 589
antineoplastic drugs, 423, 651
antioxidant supplements, 254, 586
antioxidants, 64, 193, 217, 218

beta-carotene, 193
dietary, 193
vitamin c, 210
vitamin e, 199

antiretroviral drugs, 423, 659t, 660
antisecretory drugs, 480, 481, 519
anuria, 608
anus, 112, 112
apidra, 565t
aplastic anemia, 527, 527t, 529
appendix, 110, 112
appetite, 165
appetite control, 174
appetite enhancers, 423
appetite stimulants, 538, 660
“apple” body shape, 150f
appropriate for gestational age (aga), 289
ards (acute respiratory distress syndrome), 638
arginine, 633
aromatic amino acids, 537
arsenic, 248
artery, 120
arthritis, 369
artificial fats, 76
artificial sweeteners, 45
ascending colon, 112
ascites, 536, 536f
ascorbic acid, 210. See also Vitamin c
asian foods, 4t
aspart, 565t
aspartame, 46t, 47
aspartate aminotransferase (ast), 403t
aspiration, 442
ast (aspartate aminotransferase), 403t
asymptomatic allergy, 335n
atazanavir, 425
atherogenic, 581
atheromatous plaque, 358
atherosclerosis, 66, 135, 358, 359, 579–582
athletes, 283–286. See also Physical activity
atP (adenosine triphosphate), 137
atrophic gastritis, 209, 375, 479
atrophy, 261
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (adhd), 336
autoimmune, 554
avandia, 568t
azotemia, 609

B
b vitamin supplements, 586
b vitamins, 202–210. See also Vitamins

biotin, 205–206, 213t
coenzymes, 203

deficiencies, 203
diseases, 203
enrichment, 204
folate, 206–207, 207f, 213t
interdependent systems, 203
niacin, 205, 205f, 213t
overview, 213t
pantothenic acid, 205–206, 213t
riboflavin, 204–205, 205f, 213t
thiamin, 204, 204f, 213t
vitamin b6, 206, 206f, 213t
vitamin b12. See Vitamin b12

bacterial cholangitis, 544
bacterial overgrowth, 483, 516
bacterial translocation, 509, 510
bagels, 15
baking soda, 283t
balance, 12
bariatric surgery, 169–170, 481, 484–486
barrett’s esophagus, 476
basal insulin, 565
basal metabolic rate (bmr), 144, 145t, 146, 174
basal metabolism, 144
base, 92
base pair, 416
beaded ribs, 197f
beclomethasone, 637
beer, 276
behavior modification, 175, 176
belladonna, 168
benecol, 68n
beneficence, 666
beriberi, 203
beta-alanine, 283t, 284
beta-amyloid, 371
beta-carotene, 191

food sources, 195f, 196, 218t
health effects, 218t
oxidant, 193
toxicity, 195, 195f

beta-carotene supplements, 648t
beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate (hmb), 283t, 284
beverages

adolescence, 351
caffeine content, a-4t
energy, 653
fat-restricted diet, 515t
gluten-free diet, 522t
glycemic index, 57f
postgastrectomy diet, 483t

bha, 64
bht, 64
bicarbonate, 115, 116, 557n
biggest loser diet, 186t
biguanides, 568, 568t
bile, 115, 116
bile acid binders, 423–424
bile acid sequestrants, 568t, 589
biliary colic, 543
biliary sludge, 543
biliary system, 542
binders, 235
binge eating disorder, 156, 159, 160
bioactive food components, 3, 217
bioavailability, 189–190, 420, a-3
biochemical analyses, 401–404. See also 

laboratory tests
bioelectrical impedance, e-8, e-8t
bioelectrical therapies, 435, 436
bioelectromagnetic therapies, 435, 436
biofeedback training, 435, 436f
biofield therapies, 435, 436
bioflavonoids, 210
biologically based therapies, 434t
biopsy, 513
biotin, 205–206, 213t

bismuth preparations, 480
black cohosh, 430t
blastocyst, 290
blenderized formula, 443
blenderized liquid diet, 408t, 470
blood circulatory system, 120
blood clotting abnormalities, 605
blood-clotting process, 200f
blood glucose, 39, 56f
blood pressure, 585, 591, 592f. See also 

hypertension
blood tests. See laboratory tests
blood triglycerides, 581
blood urea nitrogen (bun), 403t
blood vessels, 135
bmi (body mass index), 148–149, 149f, 400, e-1
bmr (basal metabolic rate), 144, 145t, 146, 174
bod Pod, e-8t
body composition, 149–150, 262
body fat

behavior modification, 176
how much is too much, 150
measures of, e-2, e-7f, e-8, e-8t
roles, 61–62

body mass index (bmi), 148–149, 149f, 400, e-1
body mass index-for-age percentiles, e-6f
body temperature, 135, 273
body weight, 148–149, 400, 402. See also weight 

management
bolus, 109
bolus feeding, 447
bone, 233f
bone development, 233f
bone marrow aspiration, e-9t
boost, 440
boron, 248
botulism, 125, 126t
bowed legs, 197f
bowman’s capsule, 604
brain, 369–370
branched-chain amino acids, 537
bread

energy, 653
heart-healthy food, 74
low-sodium diet, 607t

bread for the world, 388t
breakfast cereals. See cereal
breakfast skipping, 350
breast milk, 321–324
breastfeeding, 307–317

alcohol, 309
benefits, 307t
caffeine, 310
case study, 309
duration of breastfeeding sessions, 316
engorgement, 317
exclusive, 307
hiV, 310
illicit drugs, 310
mastitis, 317
maternal illness, 310
medications, 310
nutrition assessment checklist, 311
nutrition during lactation, 308–309
preparatory steps, 315–316
skipping feedings, 316
smoking, 309
sore nipples, 316–317
terminology, 316
tips/pointers, 315t
weight loss, 308
when to start, 316

bromocriptine, 568t
bronchi, 634
bronchioles, 634
bronchodilators, 637
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brown sugar, 43
buffalo hump, 659, 659f
buffers, 92
built environment, 166
bulimia nervosa, 156, 159–160, 159t
bulk-forming agents, 497t
bun (blood urea nitrogen), 403t
byetta, 568t

C
c-reactive protein (crP), 403t, 404, 631
caffeine, 283t, a4

breastfeeding, 310
endurance, and, 284
pharmacologically active dose, 351n
physiological and psychological effect, 284
pregnancy, 305

calciferol, 196, 202t
calcium, 232–235

adolescence, 350
bones, 233
chronic kidney disease, 614t, 616
dental caries, 490t
disease prevention, 234
food groups, 105t
food sources, 234–235, 235f, 236. See also  

table of food composition
later adulthood, 375
miscellaneous foods, 44t
osteoporosis, 234
overview, 238t
pregnancy, 295
recommended intake, 234
sugars, 44t
vegan diet, 106

calcium balance, 233–234
calcium carbonate, 481
calcium channel blockers, 589
calcium oxalate stones, 620, 621
calories, 7
cam therapies. See complementary and alternative 

medicine
campylobacter, 126t
canada

diabetes (meal planning), b-9 to b-12
food guide, b-1 to b-8

cancer, 646–656
alternative therapies, 652
anorexia, 650
antioxidant supplements, 254
cancer cachexia, 650
carbohydrates, 49
case study, 656
classification, 646
cooking, 648
defined, 647
diet-drug interactions, 660
dietary considerations, 654t
energy content (of meal), 653
enteral and parenteral nutrition support, 654
environmental factors, 647t
helping patients with food-related problems, 

655–656
how cancer develops, 646–647, 646f
Kaposi’s sarcoma, 658
low-microbial diet, 654
metabolic changes, 650
nutrition, 647–649, 653–654
nutrition assessment checklist, 663
protein, 653
reduced food intake, 650
reducing cancer risk, 649t
selenium, 245
surgery, 651, 651t
vitamin c, 211

cancer cachexia, 650
candidiasis, 658
canned goods, 130t
canola oil, 70, 82
caPd (continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis), 

625, 626
capillaries, 120
capsaicin, 218t
carbohydrate counting, 562–564
carbohydrate loading, 266
carbohydrate sweeteners, 36
carbohydrate-to-insulin ratio, 566
carbohydrates, 34–59

acute stress, 633–634
blood glucose, 39
childhood, 330
cirrhosis, 539t, 540
diabetes mellitus, 561, 562–564
disaccharides, 36
disease, 48–49
feasting, 140
fiber. See Fiber
food labels, 52–53
food sources, 50–52. 
glycemic index, 56–58
later adulthood, 373
monosaccharides, 35–36
parenteral solutions, 454
physical activity, 277
polysaccharides, 36–38
pregnancy, 293
simple/complex, 35n
starch. See starch
sugar alcohols, 45
sugars. See sugars
sweeteners, 45–47
weight management, 49
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

carcinogenesis, 646, 647
carcinogens, 647
carcinoma, 646
cardiac cachexia, 595
cardiac output, 262, 592f
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (cPr), 666, 667
cardiorespiratory conditioning, 262
cardiorespiratory endurance, 261, 262–263
cardiovascular disease (cVd), 578–602

atherosclerosis, 579–582
case study, 595
children, 359, 361
coronary heart disease (chd), 582–588
dash eating plan, 592, 593t
defined, 67, 358, 579
diet-drug interactions, 589
heart failure, 595–596
heart-healthy diet, 587
hypertension, 591–594
hypertriglyceridemia, 586–588
nutrition assessment checklist, 597
sodium intake, 594
stroke, 590
terminology, 579

care maps, 392
care pathways, 392
cariogenic, 490
carnation breakfast essentials, 440
carnitine, 210, 283t, 285
carnitine transport deficiency, 466t
carotenoids, 217, 218t, 219
case study

acute kidney injury, 611
burn patient, 635
cancer, 656
cardiovascular disease (cVd), 595
chronic kidney disease, 618
cirrhosis, 541

cystic fibrosis, 520
diabetes, 570, 572
disruptive behavior (boy), 337
emphysema (elderly man), 638
enteral nutrition, 452
gerd, 478
hiV infection, 662
implementing nutrition care, 412
irritable bowel syndrome, 499
nutrition screening and assessment, 407
parenteral nutrition, 459
poor diet (elderly man), 378
post-gastric surgery nutrition, 478
pregnancy, 309
short bowel syndrome, 524

catabolism, 136, 136f
cataracts, 368
catecholamines, 630t
cathartic, 156, 159
cathartics, 232
catheter, 453, 456–457
catholic relief services, 388t
causes of death, 12t
ccr5 antagonists, 659t
cd4+ cells, 657
cdc (centers for disease control and  

Prevention), 125
celiac disease, 521–523
celiac sprue, 521
cell differentiation, 192
cellcept, 617
cellulose, 38
celsius temperature scale, F-2
centers for disease control and Prevention (cdc), 125
central obesity, 149–150
central veins, 452
cephalosporin, 529
cephulac, 497t
cereal

energy, 653
heart-healthy food, 74
low-sodium diet, 607t

cerebral cortex, 369
cerebral thrombosis, 579
cerebrovascular accident, 579
certified diabetes educator (cde), 559
cesarean section, 289
cevimeline, 473t
chamomile, 431t
changes in body weight, 402
chaparral, 430t
chd. See coronary heart disease (chd)
chemically defined formula, 443
chemotherapy, 651, 651t
chicken wings, 73
childcare programs, 346t
childhood, 329–348

adhd, 336–337
anaphylactic shock, 335–336, 336t
anthropometric assessment, 401
body shape (two-year-old), 329f
carbohydrates, 330
case study, 337
childcare programs, 346t
choking prevention, 328t, 343
cholesterol, 359, 359t
cVd, 359, 361
daily kcalorie needs, 332t
dental caries, 346
developmental milestones, 345t
diabetes, 555–556
dietary recommendations, 360, 360t
early development of disease, 358–361
energy and nutrient needs, 330–332
fat and fatty acids, 330–331
fiber, 330
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childhood (Continued)
food allergy, 334–336
food dislikes, 336
food intolerances, 336
food skills, 345t
growth charts. See growth charts
hunger, 333
hyperactivity, 336–337
iron deficiency, 333
iron-rich foods, 331t
lead poisoning, 334, 335
mealtimes (at home), 342–346
nutrient deficiencies, 332–334
nutrition assessment checklist, 352
obesity, 338–342
physical activity, 341, 341t, 360
picky eaters, 344t
protein, 331
school, nutrition at, 346–348
snacks, 344–346, 345t
supplements, 331
type 2 diabetes, 359
vitamins and minerals, 331
weight percentile, e-2

childhood hypertension, 359–360
childhood obesity, 338–342
children. See childhood
chiropractic, 435, 436
chloride, 231–232, 238t, 403t
choking, 328t
cholecalciferol, 196, 202t
cholecystectomy, 545
cholecystitis, 544
cholelithiasis, 543
choleliths, 542
cholesterol

adolescence, 359, 359t
children, 359, 359t
coronary heart disease (chd), 583, 585
dietary vs. blood, 68–69
excretion, 66
monounsaturated fatty acids, 69
polyunsaturated fatty acids, 69
saturated fats, 68
synthesis, 66
trans-fatty acids, 68
transport (routes in the body), 66
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

cholesterol gallstones, 543, 544–545
cholestyramine, 423
choline, 65, 210
chromium, 248, 249t
chromium picolinate, 283t, 285
chronic bronchitis, 636
chronic diseases, 12
chronic hypertension, 302
chronic kidney disease, 611–619. See also Kidney 

disease
chronic malnutrition, 94, 95t
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (coPd), 

634, 635–638
chronic renal failure, 611
chronological age, 365
chronulac, 497t
chylomicron, 120, 123f
chyme, 109
cigarette smoking. See smoking
cimetidine, 477
cinch!, 186t
cipro, 424
ciprofloxacin, 424
circumference measurements, 401
cirrhosis, 534–541

case study, 541
causes, 535t
clinical effects, 535f

consequences, 535–537
defined, 534
helping patient eat enough food, 539
laboratory tests, 535t
nutrition therapy, 538–541
treatment, 537–541

Cis-fatty acid, 64f
citromag, 497t
citrucel, 497t
claudication, 554, 558
clear liquid diet, 408t, 470, 471–472, 472f
clinical pathways, 392
clinically severe obesity, 169
clogged feeding tube, 450t
closed feeding system, 445, 446f
Clostridium botulinum, 125, 126t
Clostridium perfringens, 126t
coa, 138
cobalamin, 213t. See also Vitamin b12

cobalt, 248
coenzyme, 137, 203
coenzyme action, 203f
cognitive skills, 177
cognitive therapy, 156, 158
colace, 497t
colchicine, 424
colesevelam, 568t
collagen, 210
collateral vessels, 536
colon. See large intestine
colonoscopy, 503f
colostomy, 504–506
colostrum, 322
colyte, 497t
comfrey, 430t
complement, 631
complementary and alternative medicine (cam), 

434–437
cancer, 652
energy therapies, 436
examples, 434t
glossary, 435
hiV infection, 661
mind-body interventions, 435
physical manipulations, 436
role of health practitioners, 437
safety/dangers, 436–437

complementary protein, 99
complex carbohydrates, 35n
concentrated fruit juice sweetener, 43
conditionally essential amino acid, 89, 90
confectioner’s sugar, 43
conflicting messages, 30
congestive heart failure, 595
congressional hunger center, 388t
conjugated linoleic acid, 64
consumer groups (websites), 31t
consumerlab.com, 429
continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis  

(caPd), 625, 626
continuous feedings, 447
continuous glucose monitoring, 560
continuous parenteral nutrition, 457
continuous renal replacement therapy (crrt),  

625, 626–627
convenient dietary supplements, 283t, 284
conversion factor, F-1
cooking temperatures, 131t
coPd (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), 634, 

635–638
copper, 246–247, 249t
corn sweeteners, 43
corn syrup, 43
cornea, 192, 193f
coronary artery disease, 582. See also coronary 

heart disease (chd)

coronary heart disease (chd), 582–588
alcohol, 585
cholesterol, 583, 585
defined, 579
drug therapy, 588
heart attack, 588, 588f
hypertriglyceridemia, 586–588
laboratory tests, 583t
lifestyle management, 583–586
risk assessment, 582–583
risk factors, 582t
vitamin supplementation, 586

coronary thrombosis, 579
correctol, 497t
corticosteroids, 427, 502, 617, 619, 637
cortisol, 629, 630t
cortisone, 629
coumadin, 426, 590
cPr (cardiopulmonary resuscitation), 666, 667
creatine, 283t, 284
creatine kinase (cK), 403t
creatinine, 403t, 604
cretinism, 246
critical pathways, 392
critical period, 291
crohn’s disease, 500–503
cross-contamination, 125, 128
crP (c-reactive protein), 403t, 404, 631
crrt (continuous renal replacement therapy),  

625, 626–627
cruzan, nancy, 667
cryptosporidiosis, 662
cultural competence, 3
cup (c), 22t
cup and ounce equivalents, 16–17f, 19–20
cuprimine, 622
curcumin, 218t
cVd. See cardiovascular disease
cyanosis, 638
cyclic feeding, 448
cyclic parenteral nutrition, 457
cycloset, 568t
cyclosporine, 538, 617, 619
cysteine, 237n
cystic fibrosis, 465, 519–520
cystine stones, 620, 622
cystinuria, 620
cytokines, 575, 576, 630, 631, 650

D
daidzein, 218t
daily kcalorie needs

adults, 18t
children, 332t

daily values, 22–23, 24t
daraprim, 424
dash eating plan, 231, 592, 593t
dawn phenomenon, 567
deamination, 139
death

advance directives, 667–668
causes, 12t
dnr order, 668
life-sustaining treatments, 666–667
persistent vegetative state, 667
withholding/withdrawing nutrition support, 666

debridement, 632
decision-making capacity, 666
decubitus ulcer, 392
deep vein thrombosis, 605
defibrillation, 666, 667
deficient, 9
definitions. See terminology
dehydration, 226, 226t, 405
dehydroepiandrosterone (dhea), 283t, 285
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dementia, 369, 370–371. See also alzheimer’s 
disease

denaturation, 92
dental calculus, 490, 491
dental caries, 40, 490

childhood, 346
development of, 490, 490f, 490t
dietary practices, 490–491, 490t, 492t
personal hygiene, 492t
prevention, 491, 492t
professional dental care, 492t
sugar, 42

dental plaque, 490
depression, 378
dermatitis herpetiformis, 522
descending colon, 112
detemir, 565t
developmental origins of health and disease, 358
dextrins, 37n
dextrose, 43
dextrose monohydrate, 454
dFe (dietary folate equivalents), 207, 208
dha, 65, 69, 69t, 370, 585
dhea (dehydroepiandrosterone), 283t, 285
diabeta, 568t
Diabetes Control and Complications Trial, 559n
diabetes mellitus, 552–577

alcohol consumption, 551, 562
antidiabetic drugs, 567–568, 568t
atherosclerosis, 581
carbohydrate counting, 562–564
carbohydrates, 48, 561, 562–564
case study (type 1 diabetes), 570
case study (type 2 diabetes), 572
complications, 556–558
conventional vs. intensive therapy, 559t
defined, 39, 553
diabetic ketoacidosis, 556–557
diagnosis, 553–554
diet-drug interactions, 568
dietary recommendations, 560–562
effects of insulin insufficiency, 556f
fasting hyperglycemia, 567
food lists, 564–565, c-1 to c-18
gestational diabetes, 571
glycemic index, 561
hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome, 557
hypoglycemia, 557, 567
insulin therapy, 565–567
meal planning, 562–565, b-9 to b-12
nutrition assessment checklist, 572
physical activity, 569
prediabetes, 554
pregnancy, 301–302, 570–571
prevention, 556
self-monitoring of blood glucose, 560, 560f
sick-day management, 569
symptoms, 553, 553t
terminology, 554
treatment, 558–569
type 1 diabetes, 554–555, 555t, 566
type 2 diabetes, 48, 359, 555–556, 555t, 562, 

566–567
diabetic coma, 554, 557
diabetic foot ulcer, 558f
diabetic ketoacidosis, 556–557
diabetic nephropathy, 554, 558
diabetic neuropathy, 554, 558
diabetic pregnancy, 571, 571f
diabetic retinopathy, 554, 558
dialysate, 613
dialysis, 609, 613, 625–627, 666, 667
dialyzer, 613
diarrhea, 497–498, 498t
diastolic blood pressure, 591
didanosine, 659t, 660

diet-drug interactions, 423–428
cancer, 660
cardiovascular disease (cVd), 589
categories, 423
diabetes mellitus, 568
drug absorption, 424t, 425
drug excretion, 424t, 427
drug metabolism, 424t, 426–427
food intake, 423, 424t
grapefruit juice-drug interactions, 426t
hiV infection, 660
kidney disease, 619
liver and gallbladder diseases, 538
malabsorption disorders, 519
metabolic and respiratory stress, 637
nutrient absorption, 423–424, 424t
nutrient excretion, 424t, 427
nutrient metabolism, 424t, 425
preventing, 428
toxicity, 424t, 427
upper gi tract disorders, 481

diet history, 396
diet manual, 409
diet order, 392
diet progression, 408
dietary antioxidants, 193
dietary fats, 76f
dietary fiber, 38. See also Fiber
dietary folate equivalents (dFe), 207, 208
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 13–15

added sugars, 42
alcohol, 549
dental caries, 42
diet, 70
dietary cholesterol, 68
fats, 81
iron, 296
oil/fat-rich eating pattern, 72
physical activity, 258
raw oils, 70
recommendations, 14t
seafood, 70
sodium, 231
solid fats v. unsaturated fats, 73
sugar/fats (children), 332
trans fat, 68
weight loss, 170

dietary ideals, 12–13
dietary modifications, 407–409
dietary reference intakes (dri), 8–10
dietary supplement health and education act, 255, 431
dietary supplements, 189, 253–256, 270–271
dietetic technician, 32
dietetic technician, registered (dtr), 32, 392
dietetics, 32
diethylpropion, 169t
differentiation, 192
diffusion, 625, 625f
digestion/digestive system, 109–117

definitions, 112, 115
digestive organs, 109–112
involuntary muscles and glands, 112–114
peristalsis, 112–113, 113f
process of digestion, 115–117
segmentation, 113, 113f
stomach action, 114

digestive enzymes, 116
digestive glands, 115
digestive organs, 109–112, 134
digoxin, 425, 589
dihydroxy vitamin d, 202t
dipeptide, 88
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (dPP-4) inhibitors, 568t
direct observation, 397t, 399
direct PeJ, 442
disaccharides, 35, 36

disclosure, 666
discoloration of skin, 195f
discretionary kcalories, 19
disease-specific formula, 443
diseases/disorders. See illness and nutrition care
disordered eating, 156. See also eating disorders
distributive justice, 666
diuresis, 609
diuretics, 232, 537–538, 589
diverticula, 503, 503f
diverticulitis, 504
diverticulosis, 503, 503f
dnr (do-not-resuscitate) order, 666, 668
do-not-resuscitate (dnr) order, 666, 668
documenting nutrition care, 410–411
dopamine d2 receptor agonists, 568t
dPP-4 inhibitors, 568t
dri (dietary reference intakes), 8–10
drink, 549, 549f
dronabinol, 423, 538, 652, 660
drug absorption, 424t, 425
drug-drug interactions, 421
drug excretion, 424t, 427
drug metabolism, 424t, 426–427
drug-nutrient binding, 423–424
drug-nutrient interactions, 423. See also diet-drug 

interactions
drugs, caffeine content, a-5t
dry mouth, 472, 473t
dtr (dietetic technician, registered), 32, 392
dual energy x-ray absorptiometry, e-8t
dukan diet, 186t
dulcolax, 497t
dumping syndrome, 482–483, 483t, 484
duodenum, 109, 112
durable power of attorney, 666, 667–668
dysphagia, 472–475
dyspnea, 636

E
E. coli, 126t
ear (estimated average requirements), 9
eating disorders, 156–160

anorexia nervosa, 158–159
at-risk groups, 156–157
athletes and dancers, 157, 157t
binge eating disorder, 159, 160
bulimia nervosa, 159–160, 159t
defined, 156
red-s, 157

eating pattern, 12
Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide, b-1 to b-8
echinacea, 429, 430t, 431t
eclampsia, 302
edema, 92, 405, 605
eer (estimated energy requirement), 10, 147
efavirenz, 659t
eggs, 130t
eicosanoids, 630, 631
elderly persons. See also later adulthood
electrolyte, 228
electrolyte solutions, 228
electron transport chain, 138
elemental formula, 443, g-4t
embolism, 579, 580
embolus, 579, 580
embryo, 291
embryonic and fetal development, 290–291, 291f
emergency kitchen, 386, 387
emetic, 156, 159
emphysema, 636
empty-kcalorie foods, 13
emulsification of fat by bile, 117f
emulsifier, 65, 116
end-stage renal disease, 611
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endocrine, 519
endocrine glands, 115
endoscope, 513
endoscopy, 513
endothelial cells, 580, 581
endurance activity, 259
energy balance, 143–147
energy content (of meal), 653
energy-dense foods, 173f, 179
energy drinks

athletes, 276
caffeine, 351n, a-5t

energy expenditure, 144–146, 173–174
energy imbalance

fasting, 141–142, 143f
feasting, 140–141, 141f

energy measures, F-3
energy metabolism, 137–138
energy nutrients in foods, 7
energy requirements, 146, 147, 405–406, d-1t to d-2t
energy storage in body, 7
energy therapies, 436
energy-yielding nutrients, 7
enfuvirtide, 659t
engorgement, 316, 317
enhanced water, 275
enrichment, 204
ensure, 440
enteral formulas, 443–446, g-1 to g-4
enteral nutrition, 439–452

administration of tube feedings, 446–449
candidate for tube feeding, 440
case study, 452
complications, 450, 451t
defined, 439
diarrhea, 449, 451t
enteral formulas, 443–446, g-1 to g-4
formula delivery methods, 447–448
gastric residual volume, 449
glossary, 442
home, 460
medication delivery, 449–450
nutrition assessment checklist, 461
open/closed feeding system, 445, 446f
oral supplements, 439–440
preparing the patient, 446–447
transition to table foods, 450
tube feeding routes, 441–442, 441f, 443t
tube feeding schedule, 448
water needs, 449

enteric coated, 518
enterostomy, 441f, 442, 443t
environmental health specialists network  

(ehs-net), 127n
environmental tobacco smoke (ets), 303
enzyme, 91, 115
enzyme action, 91f
ePa, 65, 69, 69t, 585
ephedra, 168
ephedrine, 168
epigenetics, 416
epiglottis, 109, 112
epinephrine, 264, 336, 629
epithelial cells, 192
epithelial tissue, 192
epsom salts, 497t
equal, 46t
ergocalciferol, 196
ergogenic aids, 283–286
erythrocyte folate, e-12t
erythrocyte hemolysis, 199
erythrocyte protoporphyrin, 240, e-10, e-10t
erythropoiesis, 527, 528f
erythropoietin, 527, 604
Escherichia coli, 126t
esophageal dysphagia, 473, 473t

esophageal reflux, 475–476, 476t
esophageal sphincter, 109, 112
esophageal varices, 536, 536f
esophagus, 109, 112
essential amino acids, 89, 90
essential fatty acids, 65
essential nutrients, 6
estimated average requirements (ear), 9
estimated energy requirement (eer), 10, 147
estrogen replacement therapy, 582n
ethical issues, 666–668

advance directives, 667–668
dnr order, 668
life-sustaining treatments, 666–667
persistent vegetative state, 667
withholding/withdrawing nutrition support, 666

ethnic diets, 3
ethnic food choices, 4t, 20
etravirine, 659t
evaluating web sites, 31–32, 31t
evaporated cane juice, 43
evoxac, 473t
ex-lax, 497t
exclusive breastfeeding, 307
exenatide, 568t
exercise, 258. See also Physical activity
exocrine, 519
exocrine glands, 115
extracellular fluid, 230
eye, 192f

F
Fad diets, 185–187
Fahrenheit temperature scale, F-2
Faith healing, 435
Famotidine, 477
Fas (fetal alcohol syndrome), 305, 305f
Fasd (fetal alcohol spectrum disorder), 305
Fast diet, 186t
Fast-food meals, 5

adolescents, 351
obesity, 165

Fasting, 141–142, 143f
Fasting hyperglycemia, 567
Fat. See Fats
Fat cell, 61f
Fat cell enlargement, 140f
Fat malabsorption, 483, 514–515
Fat replacers, 75
Fat-restricted diet, 408t, 515t, 516
Fat-soluble vitamins, 191–201. See also Vitamins

overview, 190t, 202t
vitamin a. See Vitamin a
vitamin d. See Vitamin d
vitamin e, 199–200
vitamin K, 200–201
water-soluble vitamins, compared, 190t

Fats, 61, 81–85. See also lipids
acute stress, 633–634
childhood, 330–331
cirrhosis, 539t, 540
diabetes mellitus, 561
fat-restricted diet, 408t, 515t, 516
feasting, 141
functions, 62t
heart disease, 584
heart-healthy diet, 587
healthful/harmful, 82–85, 84t
later adulthood, 374
low-fat diet, 81
saturated fats meal vs. unsaturated fats meal, 84f
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Fatty acids, 62, 63–65
energy and nutrient needs, 330–331
essential, 65

hard/soft fat, 63–64
saturated/unsaturated/monounsaturated, 63, 63f
trans-fatty acids. See Trans-fatty acids
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Fatty liver, 532–533
Fatty streaks, 358, 359, 579, 580
Fda. See Food and drug agency
Feasting, 140–141, 141f
Federal citizen information center, 31t
Feeding america, 388t
Feeding disabilities, 600–602
Feeding infants and toddlers study (Fits), 332
Female athlete triad, 157
Fermentation, 38
Fertility, 288
Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (Fasd), 305
Fetal alcohol syndrome (Fas), 305, 305f
Fetal development, 291, 291f
Fetal programming, 358
Fetus, 291
Feverfew, 430t, 431t
Fiber, 38

characteristics, sources, health effects, 50f
childhood, 330
coronary heart disease (chd), 585
diabetes mellitus, 561
excessive fiber intake, 49
fruit, 51f
glycemic index, 56
grains, 51f
high-fiber diet, 496f
increasing/reducing fiber intake, 495, 495t
later adulthood, 373–374
legumes, 51f
nuts, 51f
recommended intakes, 49–50
soluble/insoluble, 38
terminology, 38n
vegetables, 51f
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Fiber enhanced formula, g-2t
Fiber-lax, 497t
Fiberall, 497t
Fibrinogen, 575, 576
Field gleaning, 386
Fight bac!, 127n, 128f
Fight-or-flight hormones, 629
Filtrate, 604
Fish. See also omega-3 fatty acids

heart disease, 585
lipids, 83
low-sodium diet, 607t
phosphorus, 616t

Fish oil supplements, 588
Fistula, 440, 500
Fitness, 258. See also Physical activity
Fits (Feeding infants and toddlers study), 332
Flatulence, 495
Flavonoids, 217, 219
Flaxseed, 217, 220
Flaxseed oil, 220
Flexibility, 261
Flora, 509, 509t
Fludarabine, 529
Fluid and electrolyte balance, 92, 228
Fluid imbalance, 404
Fluid ounce (fl oz), 22t
Fluid retention, 405
Fluorapatite, 247
Fluoridation of water, 247
Fluoride, 247–248, 249t, 490t
Fluoride deficiency, 247
Fluorosis, 248, 248f
Fluticasone, 637
Foam cells, 579, 580
Folacin, 213t
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Folate, 206–207
alcohol abuse, 551
assessment of folate status, e-11 to e-12, e-12t
brain atrophy, 370
dietary folate equivalents, 207, 208
food sources, 207, 208f, 295t
later adulthood, 375
methotrexate, and, 425, 426f
neural tube defects, 207
overview, 213t
pregnancy, 295

Folate deficiency, e-11 to e-12, e-12t
Folate-deficiency anemia, 527t, e-9t
Folic acid, 213t, 295. See also Folate
Follicle, 194
Food allergy, 334–336
Food and agriculture organization (Fao) of united 

nations, 388t
Food and drug agency (Fda)

contact information, 32
functions, 420
medwatch, 421

Food and nutrition history, 396
Food assistance programs, 297, 378, 379t, 387
Food aversions, 300
Food bank, 386, 387
Food choices

age, 5
associations, 3
availability, convenience, economy, 5
body weight and image, 5
emotional state, 4–5
ethnic heritage, 3, 4t
habit, 3
health and nutrition, 5–6
medical conditions, 5
preference, 3
regional cuisines, 3
religion, 4
social interaction, 4
values, 3–4
vitamins, minerals, water, 6

Food combining, 118
Food composition. See table of  

food composition
Food cravings, 300
Food desert, 166, 386
Food diary, 398
Food-drug interactions, 423. See also diet-drug 

interactions
Food energy, 8
Food frequency questionnaire, 397t, 398, 398f
Food group plan, 15
Food-hypersensitivity reactions, 334
Food insecurity, 385, 385t, 386, 386f
Food insecurity without hunger, 386
Food intake data, 396–398
Food intolerances, 336
Food labels

allergens, 336
carbohydrates, 52–53
daily values, 22–23, 24t
fiber-rich carbohydrate foods, 53
front-of-package labels, 23–24, 24f
health claims, 26, 26t, 27f
ingredient list, 21
lipids, 73t, 77
nutrient claims, 24–26, 27f
nutrient quantities, 23
nutrition Facts panel, 21–24
protein, 100
serving size, 21–22
structure-function claims, 26, 27f
sugar alternatives, 45f
supplement label, 255, 255f
terminology, 25t

Food lists (diabetes), c-1 to c-18
Food pantries, 386, 387
Food poisoning, 125. See also Food safety
Food poverty, 385, 386
Food record, 397t, 398
Food recovery, 386, 387
Food safety, 125–131

foodborne infection/food intoxication, compared, 
125–127

government programs/legislation, 127
meat and poultry safety, 128, 130f
microbes, 126t
prevention/precautions, 127–128, 129–130t
safe cooking temperatures, 131t
safe refrigerator storage times, 131t
seafood, 128–130
smell/odor, 130
symptoms of foodborne illness, 125t
traveling to foreign countries, 131

Food safety modernization act (Fsma), 127
Food security, 385, 386
Foodborne illness, 125. See also Food safety
Foodnet, 127n
Foodways, 3
Fortification, 204
Fosamax, 425
4-hour body (diet), 186t
Fraudulent claims, 30t, 32
Free radicals, 193
French units, 442
Fructose, 35, 36
Fruit, 16f

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
calcium, 105t
carbohydrates, 52
diabetes (food lists), c-5t
energy, 653
ethnic cuisines, 4t
fat-restricted diet, 515t
fiber, 51f
gluten-free diet, 522t
glycemic index, 57f
healthful snacks, 345t
heart-healthy food, 74, 587
iron, 105t
lipids, 73
low-sodium diet, 607t
oxalate, 621t
postgastrectomy diet, 483t
potassium, 615t
protein, 105t
pureed diet, 470t
recommended daily amount (children), 332t
recommended daily amounts, 15f
soft diet, 470t
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Full arm span, 400
Full liquid diet, 472
Functional assessment, 405
Functional fiber, 38n
Functional foods, 5, 6, 217
Furosemide, 538, 589
Fusion inhibitors, 659t
Futile, 666, 667

G
galactose, 35, 36
galactosemia, 465, 466t, 468
gallbladder, 109, 112
gallbladder disease, 458
gallstone disease, 542–545
gallstones, 542, 543
gangrene, 554, 558
garlic, 430t, 431t
gastrectomy, 481, 482–484

gastric banding, 169, 485, 485f
gastric bypass, 169, 485, 485f
gastric decompression, 442
gastric glands, 115, 116
gastric juice, 115, 116
gastric outlet obstruction, 480
gastric residual volume, 449
gastric ulcer, 480, 480f
gastric varices, 536
gastritis, 479–480, 479t
gastroduodenostomy, 482f
gastroesophageal reflux disease (gerd), 475–476, 

476t, 477
gastrointestinal health, 48
gastrointestinal motility, 112
gastrointestinal (gi) tract, 109, 110–111f. See also 

lower gastrointestinal tract disorders; upper 
gastrointestinal tract disorders

gastrojejunostomy, 482f
gastroparesis, 554, 558
gastrostomy, 441f, 442, 443t
gatekeeper, 350
gender

atherosclerosis, 581–582
daily kcalorie needs, 18t
energy requirements, 146
gallstone disease, 544
growth charts, e-3f to e-6f
kcalorie needs, d-1t to d-2t
waist circumference, 150

gene, 415, 416
gene expression, 415, 416
gene therapy, 465
generic drug, 420
genetic counseling, 465
genetic testing, 417
genetic variation, 416
genetics

hypertension, 591
weight, 162–164

genistein, 217, 218t, 219
genome, 415, 416
genomics, 415–418, 416
gerd (gastroesophageal reflux disease), 475–476, 

476t, 477
germander, 430
gestation, 289
gestational diabetes, 302, 571
gestational hypertension, 302
gFr (glomerular filtration rate), 611, 612, 612t
ghrelin, 163
gi tract, 109, 110–111f. See also lower gastrointestinal 

tract disorders; upper gastrointestinal tract disorders
ginger, 430t, 431t
gingiva, 490, 491
gingivitis, 490, 491
ginkgo, 430t, 431t
ginseng, 430t, 431t
glands, 115
glargine, 565t
glipizide, 568t
glomerular filtration rate (gFr), 611, 612, 612t
glomerulus, 604
glossary. See terminology
glP-1 receptor agonists, 568t
glucagon, 39, 135, 630t
gluconeogenesis, 138
glucophage, 568t
glucose, 35–36

amino acids, 138–139
blood glucose regulation, 39
chemical structure, 36f
fasting, 142
laboratory test, 403t
parenteral solutions, 454
physical activity, 264–267
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hct. See hematocrit (hct)
hcV (hepatitis c virus), 533
hdl (high-density lipoproteins), 122, 123f, 581
head circumference-for-age and weight-for-length 

percentiles, e-4f
head circumference measurements, 400, 400f, e-2
health, 2
health care agent, 666, 668
health care communities, 373
health care professionals, 32–33, 392
health care proxy, 667
health claims, 26, 26t, 27f
health line, 2f
healthful eating plan, 171–172
healthful fats/fatty acids, 83–85, 84t
healthy habits, 365
healthy People, 11–12
heart, 135
heart attack, 579, 588, 588f
heart disease

alcohol consumption, 551
cVd. See cardiovascular disease (cVd)
healthy food choices, 74
lipids, 67–70
multigene disorder, 417
protein excess, 96
sugar, 41

heart failure, 595–596, 596f
heart-healthy diet, 587
heart-healthy food choices, 74
heart rate, 320t
heartburn, 476
heat energy, 135
heat stroke, 273, 273t
height (length), 399–400
Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori), 479, 480
helper t cells, 657
hematocrit (hct), 240

anemia, e-9t
iron status, e-10t, e-10 to e-11
nutritional implications, 402t

hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, 652
hematuria, 620
heme, e-10
heme iron, 242
hemicellulose, 38
hemlock, 168
hemochromatosis, 241, 466t
hemodialysis, 613, 625, 626, 626f
hemofiltration, 625, 626
hemoglobin (hb)

anemia, e-9t
iron status, e-10, e-10t
nutritional implications, 402t
structure, 89f, 239

hemolytic anemia, 199, 527, 527t, 528
hemophilia, 465
hemorrhagic anemia, 527t
hemorrhagic disease, 201
hemorrhagic stroke, 590
hepatic coma, 536
hepatic encephalopathy, 536–537, 536t
hepatic portal vein, 120, 534, 535
hepatic steatosis, 532
hepatic vein, 120
hepatitis, 533–534, 533t
hepatitis a virus (haV), 533
hepatitis b virus (hbV), 533
hepatitis c virus (hcV), 533
hepatomegaly, 532
hepcidin, 239, 529, 631
herb-drug interactions, 431, 431t
herbal supplements, 303–304, 429–431
herpes simplex virus, 658
hesperidin, 210
heterocyclic amines, 648n

glucose polymers, 275
glucosides, 218t
glucotrol, 568t
glulisine, 565t
glutamine, 633
gluten-free diet, 522t, 523f
gluten-free foods, 522f
gluten-sensitive enteropathy, 521
glyburide, 568t
glycated hemoglobin (hba1c), 403t, 553, 560
glycemic, 559
glycemic index (gi), 48, 56–58, 561
glycerol, 62
glycogen, 37, 37f
glycogen loading, 266
glycogen storage disease, 466t
glycogen supercompensation, 266
glycolysis, 137
glycosuria, 554
glycosylated hemoglobin, 553
glyset, 568t
goiter, 246, 246f
goitrogen, 246
goldenseal, 431t
gout, 211, 620
government resources (websites), 31t
graft rejection, 652
graft-versus-host disease, 652
grains, 16f

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
calcium, 105t
carbohydrates, 52
complementary proteins, 99f
diabetes mellitus, 561
ethnic cuisines, 4t
fiber, 51f
glycemic index, 57f
healthful snacks, 345t
iron, 105t
lipids, 73
protein, 99t, 105t
recommended daily amount (children), 332t
recommended daily amounts, 15f
vitamin b12, 105t
vitamin d, 105t
zinc, 105t

granulated sugar, 43
grapefruit juice-drug interactions, 426t
graying of america, 364, 364f. See also later 

adulthood
ground meat, 128
growth charts, 401, e-1 to e-2

body mass index-for-age percentiles, e-6f
head circumference-for-age and weight-for-

length percentiles, e-4f
length-for-age and weight-for-age percentiles, e-3f
stature-for-age and weight-for-age percentiles, e-5f

H
H. pylori, 479, 480
h2 blockers, 477, 481, 519
haccP (hazard analysis critical control points), 125, 

127, 445
halal, 4
half-life, 404
hard fat, 63–64
harmful fats/fatty acids, 83–85, 84t
harris-benedict equation, 406t
haV (hepatitis a virus), 533
hazard analysis critical control points (haccP), 125, 

127, 445
hb. See hemoglobin (hb)
hba1c. See glycated hemoglobin (hba1c)
hbV (hepatitis b virus), 533
hcl (hydrochloric acid), 115, 116

hiatal hernia, 476, 476f
high-density lipoproteins (hdl), 122, 123f, 581
high energy density, 613
high-fiber diet, 496f
high food security, 386
high-fructose corn syrup, 36, 40, 43
high-kcalorie, high-protein diet, 408t
high-kcalorie formula, g-2t
high-protein formula, g-2t
high-quality proteins, 98
high-risk pregnancy, 291, 292t
histamine-2 receptor blockers (h2 blockers),  

477, 481, 519
histidine, 90
historical information, 395–396, 396t
hiV infection, 657–662

alternative therapies, 661
antiretroviral drugs, 659t, 660
breastfeeding, 310
case study, 662
defined, 647
diet-drug interactions, 660
enteral and parenteral nutrition support, 662
gi complications, 658–659
Kaposi’s sarcoma, 658
lipodystrophy, 659, 659f, 660
nutrition assessment checklist, 663
nutrition therapy, 661–662
prevalence, 657t
reduced food intake, 658
weight loss and wasting, 658, 660
weight management, 661

hiV lipodystrophy, 659, 659f, 660
hmb (beta-hydroxymethylbutyrate), 283t, 284
home enteral nutrition, 460
home nutrition support, 459–460
home parenteral nutrition, 460
homeopathic medicine, 435
homeostasis, 39
homocysteine, 582, 586, e-11, e-12t
honey, 43, 44, 130t
honeymoon period, 566
hormonal responses to stress, 629, 630t
hormone testosterone, 285
hormones, 93
hospital patients. See illness and nutrition care
hourly sweat rate, 274
house diet, 407
household and metric measures, 22t
how to boxes

added sugars, 42
administering medications re tube feedings, 450
aids to calculation, F-1 to F-3
body fatness, 176
calcium intake, 236
carbohydrate counting, 563–564
changes in body weight, 402
cirrhosis patient/eating enough food, 539
convenience foods/nutritious meals, 380
diet-drug interactions, 428
dietary folate equivalents, 208
dumping syndrome, 478
energy intakes/hospital patients, 406
energy needs/disease-specific stress factors, 633
estimated energy requirements, 147
fat-restricted diet, 516
food energy, 8
food-related problems (cancer/hiV), 655–656
gerd, 478
heart-healthy diet, 587
hospital patients/food intakes, 412
increasing energy content and protein in meals, 653
iron intake, 243
lead toxicity, 335
measuring length and height, 399
measuring weight, 400
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mechanically altered foods, 475
oral supplements, 440
parenteral solution, 456
recommended protein intakes, 97
salt intake, 231
tube feeding schedule, 448
tube feedings, 447, 450

humalog, 565t
human genome, 91, 415f
human immunodeficiency virus (hiV), 310, 647. See 

also hiV infection
hunger, 165
hunger and community nutrition, 385–389
hunger relief organizations, 388t
hydration status, 404
hydrochloric acid, 228n
hydrodensitometry, e-8, e-8t
hydrogen breath test, 513
hydrogenated vegetable oil, 68
hydrogenation, 64
hydrolyzed formula, 443
hyperactivity, 336–337
hypercalcemia, 616
hypercalciuria, 620
hypercapnia, 638
hyperglycemia, 457–458, 554
hyperinsulinemia, 555
hyperkalemia, 609
hypermetabolism, 629
hyperosmolar, 553
hyperosmolar hyperglycemic syndrome, 554, 557, 557
hyperoxaluria, 620
hyperphosphatemia, 609
hyperplastic obesity, 163n
hypertension, 231, 591–594

adolescents, 359–360
atherosclerosis, 581
children, 359–360
contributing factors, 591–592
dash eating plan, 592, 593t
lifestyle modifications, 593t
pregnancy, 302
sodium, 231
sodium intake, 594
treatment, 592–594

hyperthermia, 273
hypertonic formula, 444
hypertriglyceridemia, 458, 575, 586–588
hypertrophic obesity, 163n
hypertrophy, 261
hypoalbuminemia, 605
hypocaloric feedings, 633
hypochlorhydria, 479
hypoglycemia, 458, 554, 557, 567
hypokalemia, 615
hyponatremia, 227, 274, 274t, 540
hypothalamus, 163, 226, 227
hypothermia, 273, 273t
hypoxemia, 638
hypoxia, 638

I
idealist, 388t
ileocecal valve, 110, 112
ileostomy, 504–506
ileum, 109, 112
illness and nutrition care, 390–418

alcohol abuse, 549–551
anemia, 527–530
anthropometric measurements, 399–401
biochemical analyses, 401–404
cancer. See cancer
clinical signs of nutrient deficiencies, 405t
cVd. See cardiovascular disease (cVd)
diabetes mellitus. See diabetes mellitus

effects of illness on nutrition status,  
391–392, 391f

energy requirements, 405–406
food intake data, 396–399
functional assessment, 405
historical information, 395–396, 496t
hiV/aids. See hiV infection
kidney disease. See Kidney disease
laboratory tests, 402–403t
liver disease. See liver and gallbladder diseases
lower gi disorders. See lower gastrointestinal 

tract disorders
malabsorption disorders. See malabsorption 

disorders
malnutrition. See malnutrition
metabolic distress. See metabolic and respiratory 

stress
metabolic syndrome, 555–557
nutrition assessment, 394, 395–406
nutrition care process, 393–395, 395f
nutrition screening, 393
physical examination, 404–405
upper gi disorders. See upper gastrointestinal 

tract disorders
imagery, 435
immunity, 93
immunosuppressants, 538, 619
immunotherapy, 652
implantation, 290
inborn errors of metabolism, 465–468
inderal, 537
indigestion (dyspepsia), 477–479
indirect calorimetry, 632
indoles, 218t
infant, 319–329

allergy-causing foods, 327
anthropometric assessment, 401
body shape (one-year-old), 329f
breast milk, 321–324
choking, 328t
cow’s milk, 325–326
energy needs, 320t
feeding skills, 326t
first foods, 326–328
foods to omit, 328
formula, 324–325
heart rate, 320t
iron, 327, 327f
mealtimes, 328–329
nursing bottle tooth decay, 325, 325f
nutrition assessment checklist, 352
respiration rate, 320t
sample menu (one-year-old), 329t
solid food, 326–327
vitamin c, 327
water, 320

infant formula, 324–325
inflammation, 150
inflammatory bowel diseases, 500–503
inflammatory response, 630–631
informed consent, 666
inorganic, 7
inositol, 210
insoluble fibers, 38
institute for Food and development Policy, 388t
insulin, 39, 553
insulin injection, 566f
insulin preparation, 565, 565t
insulin pump, 566f
insulin resistance, 152, 555
insulin resistance syndrome, 575
insulin therapy, 565–567
integrase inhibitors, 659t
intense sweeteners, 45
intermittent feedings, 447
international Food information council, 31t

internet
evaluating web sites, 31–32, 31t
sources of nutrition information (websites), 31t

interstitial fluid, 230
intestinal adaptation, 523
intestinal flora, 117, 509t
intestinal gas, 495, 495t
intestinal juice, 115, 116
intestinal surgeries, 524f
intra-abdominal fat, 149
intractable, 440
intractable vomiting, 479
intradialytic parenteral nutrition, 616
intrinsic factor, 209, e-12
invert sugar, 43
invisible fats, 72
iodide, 245
iodine, 245–246, 249t
ion, 228
ipratropium, 637
iron, 239–243

adolescence, 349–350, 350t
assessment of iron status, e-9 to e-11
deficiency, 240–241
food groups, 105t
food sources, 242–243, 242f. See also table of 

food composition
heme/nonheme, 242
infants, 327, 327f
later adulthood, 375
miscellaneous foods, 44t
overload, 241–242
overview, 249t
physical activity, 271–272
pica, 241
poisoning, 242
pregnancy, 296
recommended intake, 242
sugars, 44t
vegan diet, 106

iron deficiency, 240, 333
iron-deficiency anemia, 240–241, 527t, 529t, e-9t
iron overload, 241–242
iron poisoning, 242
iron-rich diet, 243
iron-rich foods, 331t
irritable bowel syndrome, 498–499
irritant laxatives, 497t
ischemia, 579, 580
ischemic stroke, 590
islamic dietary laws, 4
islets of langerhans, 555f
isoflavones, 218t
isoleucine, 90, 99f
isoniazid, 425
isothiocyanates, 218t
isotonic formula, 444
isotope dilution – deuterated water, e-8t

 J
Januvia, 568t
Jaundice, 534, 534f
Jejunostomy, 441f, 442, 443t
Jejunum, 109, 112
Jewish dietary laws, 4
Joint commission, 393, 428
Journal of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, 31t
Journals (websites), 31t
Junk science, 30t, 32

K
Kaposi’s sarcoma, 658
Kava, 430t
kcalorie (energy) control, 12
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kcalorie counts, 399
kcalories, 7
Keratin, 193
Keratomalacia, 193
Keshan disease, 245
Ketoacidosis, 554, 556
Ketoconazole, 425
Ketone bodies, 142, 555, 556
Ketone testing, 560
Ketonemia, 142
Ketones, 62
Ketonuria, 142, 554, 556
Ketosis, 142, 554, 557
Kidney, 135
Kidney disease, 603–627

acute kidney injury, 608–610
case study (acute kidney injury), 611
case study (chronic kidney disease), 618
chronic kidney disease, 611–619
clinical effects, 612t
dialysis, 613, 625–627
diet-drug interactions, 619
enteral and parenteral nutrition, 616, g-3t
gFr, 611, 612, 612t
kidney stones, 619–622
nephrotic syndrome, 605–606
nutrition assessment checklist, 622–623
one-day menu, 617t
Pem, 613
protein, 96, 613–614, 614t
renal diet, 613–618
transplant, 617–619
treatment, 613–617
uremic syndrome, 609, 612

Kidney stones, 514, 619–622
Kidney transplant, 617–619
Kilocalories, 7
Kilojoules (kJ), 7n
kJ, 7n
Knee height, 400
Kuvan, 467
Kwashiorkor, 94, 95, 404f

L
label. See Food labels
laboratory tests

anemia, e-9t
anemia of chronic disease, 529t
coronary heart disease (chd), 583t
iron-deficiency anemia, 529t
routine tests, 402–403t

lactadherin, 323t
lactate, 265
lactate dehydrogenase (ldh), 403t
lactation, 290. See also breastfeeding
lacto-ovo-vegetarian diet, 103, 104
lacto-vegetarian diet, 103
lactoferrin, 323t
lactose, 36
lactose intolerance, 517, 517f
lactulose, 538
lamivudine, 659t
lanoxin, 425
lansoprazole, 477
lantus, 565t
laparoscopic, 545
laparoscopic weight-loss surgery, 169
lapses, 177
large intestine, 110–111, 110–111f, 112
lasix, 538
later adulthood, 363–389

alzheimer’s disease, 370–371, 370t
arthritis, 369
brain, 369–370
calcium, 375

carbohydrates, 373
case study, 378
cataracts, 368
dehydration, 374
dementia, 369, 370–371
depression, 378
disease prevention, 367–368
drugs, 375–377
energy and energy nutrients, 372–374
energy restriction, 367
fat, 374
fiber, 373–374
folate, 375
food assistance programs, 378, 379t, 387
food choices and eating habits, 377–380
food insecurity, 385, 385t, 386, 386f
growing old healthfully, 376t
hunger and community nutrition, 385–389
iron, 375
macular degeneration, 368
malnutrition, 378t
nutrient supplements, 375
nutrition assessment checklist, 381
persons living alone, 378–380
physical activity, 365–367, 366t
physical changes affecting nutrition, 372t
physiological/chronological age, 365
protein, 373
reducing waste, 387
restriction of kcalories, 367
slowing the aging process, 365–367
stretching the food dollar, 379–380, 387
summary of nutrient concerns, 376t
vitamin b12, 374–375
vitamin d, 374
water, 374
zinc, 375

laxatives, 496, 497t, 502
ld (licensed dietitian), 32
ldh. See lactate dehydrogenase (ldh)
ldl (low-density lipoproteins), 122, 123f, 580, 581
lead poisoning, 334, 335
learned behavior, 165
lecithins, 65
legumes, 18–19. See also Vegetables

complementary proteins, 99f
fiber, 51f
food composition. See Vegetables/legumes (food 

composition)
glycemic index, 57f
starch, 37
vegetarian diet, 104t

length, 399–400
length-for-age and weight-for-age percentiles, e-3f
length measures, F-2
leptin, 163
leptin resistance, 163
letdown reflex, 316
leucovorin, 425
leukemia, 646
levemir, 565t
licensed dietitian (ld), 32
licorice, 431t
life cycle, 318–389

adolescent. See adolescence
childhood. See childhood
infant. See infant
old age. See later adulthood
weight gain (first 5 years of life), 319f

life expectancy, 364
life span, 364
life-sustaining treatments, 666–667
lignans, 217, 218t, 220
lignins, 38
limiting amino acid, 98
limonene, 218t

linoleic acid, 65, 69t
linolenic acid, 65
lipids, 60–86. See also Fats

atherosclerosis, 581
cholesterol. See cholesterol
chronic kidney disease, 614–615
comparison of dietary fats, 76f
defined, 61
fat cell, 61f
fatty acids, 63–65
fish, 83
food labels, 73t, 77
function of fats in body, 62t
function of fats in foods, 71t
hard vs. soft fat, 63–64
harmful/healthful fats, 83–85, 84t
heart health, 67–70, 74
invisible fats, 72
low-fat diet, 81
milk and milk products, 72, 72t
nephrotic syndrome, 606
nuts, 82–83
parenteral solutions, 454
phospholipids, 65
protein foods, 72–73
saturated fats meal vs. unsaturated fats meal, 84f
solid fats vs. unsaturated fats, 73–77
sterols, 66
transport of, 121–122
triglycerides, 62–65
vegetable oils, 82
vegetables, fruits, and grains, 73

lipodystrophy, 659, 659f, 660
lipoma, 659
lipoprotein, 120, 121–122, 123f
lipoprotein lipase (lPl), 163
lipoproteins, 66
liraglutide, 568t
lispro, 565t
listeria, 126t
listeriosis, 304, 304t
lithium, 427
liver, 115, 116, 120–121, 121f, 134
liver and gallbladder diseases, 458, 531–551

case study (cirrhosis), 541
cirrhosis, 534–541
diet-drug interactions, 538
fatty liver, 532–533
gallstone disease, 542–545
hepatitis, 533–534, 533t
liver transplantation, 541–542
nutrition assessment checklist, 546

liver cirrhosis. See cirrhosis
liver transplantation, 541–542
living will, 667
long-term dietary intervention, 409
longevity, 364
lorcaserin hydrochloride, 169t
low birthweight (lbw) infant, 289
low-density lipoproteins (ldl), 122, 123f, 580, 581
low-fat diet, 81
low-fiber diet, 408t
low food security, 385, 386
low-glycemic diet, 57–58
low-microbial diet, 654
low-risk pregnancy, 291
low-sodium diet, 408t, 607t
lower gastrointestinal tract disorders, 494–511

case study, 499
colostomy/ileostomy, 504–506
constipation, 496–497
crohn’s disease, 500–503
diarrhea, 497–498, 498t
diet-drug interactions, 502
diverticular disease, 503–504
fiber intake, 495
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inflammatory bowel diseases, 500–503
intestinal gas, 495, 495t
irritable bowel syndrome, 498–499
nutrition assessment checklist, 506
probiotics, 509–510
ulcerative colitis, 500–503

lower-leg length, 400
lPl (lipoprotein lipase), 163
luo han guo, 46t
lutein, 217, 218t, 221
lycopene, 217, 218t, 219
lymph, 120
lymphatic system, 118, 121
lymphoma, 646
lysine, 90, 97, 99f
lysozyme, 323t

M
Ma huang, 168
macrobiotic diet, 103
macrocytic anemia, 208
macrophages, 580, 581
macrosomia, 570
macrovascular complications, 554, 558
macula, 368
macular degeneration, 368
magnesium, 236–237

deficiency, 236–237
food sources, 237, 237f. 
toxicity, 237

magnesium hydroxide, 481
major minerals, 229, 229f, 238t. See also minerals
malabsorption disorders, 512–530

bacterial overgrowth, 516
case study (cystic fibrosis), 520
case study (short bowel syndrome), 524
causes, 513t
celiac disease, 521–523
cystic fibrosis, 519–520
diet-drug interactions, 519
evaluating malabsorption, 513
fat malabsorption, 514–515
fat-restricted diet, 515t, 516
gluten-free diet, 522t, 523f
intestinal surgeries, 524f
lactose intolerance, 517, 517f
nutrition assessment checklist, 525
pancreatitis, 518–519
short bowel syndrome, 523–524

maleficence, 666
malignant, 646, 647
malnutrition, 11

chronic, 94, 95t
clinical signs, 404, 405t
complications, 396t
identifying malnutrition risk, 393t
kidney disease, 613
kwashiorkor, 95
liver disease, 537, 537t
marasmus, 95
older adults, 378t
protein-energy malnutrition (Pem), 399
rehabilitation, 95–96
severe acute malnutrition (sam), 94, 95, 95t
subjective global assessment, 394t

malt syrup, 43
maltose, 36
manganese, 247, 249t
manufactured functional foods, 221
mao (monoamine oxidase) inhibitors, 427
maple syrup, 43
maple syrup urine disease, 466t
marasmus, 94, 95
maraviroc, 659t
margarine products, 221n

marginal food security, 385, 386
marinol, 423, 538, 652
massage therapy, 435, 436
mast cells, 630, 631
mastitis, 316, 317
mayonnaise, 130t
mchc (mean corpuscular hemoglobin 

concentration), 402t, e-9t
mct (medium-chain triglycerides), 443, 515, 540
mcV. See mean corpuscular volume (mcV)
meals on wheels, 379t
mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration 

(mchc), 402t, e-9t
mean corpuscular volume (mcV)

anemia, e-9t
folate/vitamin b12 status, e-11
iron status, e-10t, e-11
nutritional implications, 402t

measures of body fat, e-2, e-7f, e-8, e-8t
measures of body size, 399–401
mechanical ventilation, 666, 667
mechanically altered diet, 408t, 470–471, 470t, 475
medical nutrition therapy, 392
medication errors, 421, 422t
medications

at-risk patients, 421–422
categories, 420
diet-drug interactions. See diet-drug interactions
drug-drug interactions, 421
medication errors, 421, 422t
role of health professionals, 422
side effects, 420–421

meditation, 435
mediterranean foods, 4t
medium-chain triglycerides (mct), 443, 515, 540
medwatch, 421
megace, 423, 538, 652
megaloblastic anemia, 527
megestrol acetate, 423, 538, 652, 660
meglitinides, 568, 568t
melanoma, 646
menaquinone, 202t
meq, 454
mercury, 304
metabolic and respiratory stress, 628–644

ards, 638
case study (burn patient), 635
case study (emphysema – elderly man), 638
coPd, 635–638
diet-drug interactions, 637
energy needs, 633
enteral formula, g-3t
hormonal responses to stress, 629, 630t
inflammatory response, 630–631
nutrition assessment checklist, 640
nutrition treatment, 632–634
respiratory failure, 638–639

metabolic bone disease, 458
metabolic stress, 403, 629. See also metabolic and 

respiratory stress
metabolic syndrome, 555–557
metabolism, 134

accelerated, 135
aerobic/anaerobic, 138
body’s metabolic work, 135–136
energy, 137–138
glucose production, 138–139
principal organs, 134–135

metabolites, 465
metamucil, 497t
metastasize, 646, 647
metformin, 568, 568t
methionine, 90, 99f, 237n
methotrexate, 425, 426f, 651, 660
methylation, 416
methylmalonic acid, e-11, e-12t

metronidazole, 481
mexican foods, 4t
microarray technology, 415, 416
microcytic anemia, 527
microcytic hypochromic anemia, 240
microvascular complications, 554, 558
microvilli, 118
mifflin-st. Jeor equation, 405, 406t
miglitol, 568t
milk and lactose intolerance, 517f
milk and milk products, 17f

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
calcium, 105t
carbohydrates, 52
ethnic cuisines, 4t
fat-restricted diet, 515t
food composition. See dairy (food composition)
food safety, 130t
gluten-free diet, 522t
glycemic index, 57f
healthful snacks, 345t
heart-healthy food, 74, 587
iron, 105t
lipids, 72, 72t
low-sodium diet, 607t
omega-3 fatty acids, 105t
postgastrectomy diet, 483t
protein, 99t, 105t, 653
pureed diet, 470t
recommended daily amount (children), 332t
recommended daily amounts, 15f, 235t
soft diet, 470t
vitamin b12, 105t
zinc, 105t

milk of magnesia, 497t
milk sugar, 36
milliequivalents (meq), 454
mind-body therapies, 435
minerals, 229–249

arsenic, 248
boron, 248
calcium. See calcium
chloride, 231–232, 238t
chromium, 248, 249t
cobalt, 248
copper, 246–247, 249t
fluoride, 247–248, 249t
iodine, 245–246, 249t
iron. See iron
magnesium. See magnesium
major, 229, 229f, 238t
manganese, 247, 249t
molybdenum, 248
nickel, 248
overview, 229t, 238t, 249t
phosphorus. See Phosphorus
potassium. See Potassium
selenium, 245, 249t
silicon, 248
sodium, 230–231, 238t
sulfate, 237, 238t
trace, 229, 229f, 249t
zinc. See Zinc

mixed salads, 130t
mixtures of foods, 20
moderate-intensity physical activity, 259, 260t
moderately active people, d-1t
moderation, 13
modified diet, 407–408, 408t
mods (multiple organ dysfunction syndrome), 

643–644
modular formula, 444
molasses, 43
molybdenum, 248
monoamine oxidase (mao) inhibitors, 427
monomeric formula, 443
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monosaccharides, 35–36
monoterpenes, 218t
monounsaturated fatty acid (muFa), 63, 63f, 69
morning sickness, 301
motility disorders, 497
mouth, 110–111f, 112
mucous membrane, 115, 192
mucus, 115, 116
muFa. See monounsaturated fatty acid
multigene, 416
multigene disorder, 417
multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (mods), 

643–644
multiple organ failure, 643
multiple-pass method, 397
muscle conditioning, 263
muscle endurance, 261, 263
muscle power, 263
muscle strength, 261, 263
mutation, 465
mycophenolate mofetil, 617
myeloma, 646
myocardial infarction (mi), 579
myoglobin, 239
myPlate, 20, 20f, 332f

N
nasoduodenal (nd), 441f, 442, 443t
nasoenteric, 442
nasogastric (ng), 441f, 442, 443t
nasointestinal feeding route, 441f, 442, 443t
nasojejunal (nJ), 441f, 442, 443t
nateglinide, 568t
national center for complementary and alternative 

medicine (nccam), 434
national council against health Fraud, 31
national dysphagia diet, 473–474, 474t
national health and nutrition examination studies 

(nhanes), 11
national health goals, 11–12
national institute of allergy and infectious diseases 

(niaid), 335
national nutrition monitoring program, 11
national nutrition surveys, 11–12
national school lunch Program, 346
naturally occurring sugars, 40
naturopathic medicine, 435
nausea and vomiting, 479
nccam (national center for complementary and 

alternative medicine), 434
nd feeding tube, 441f, 442, 443t
neoplasm, 647
neotame, 46t
nephrolithiasis, 619
nephron, 604
nephrotic syndrome, 605–606
nephrotoxic, 609
nestlé nutrition, g-1
neural tube, 294
neural tube defects (ntd), 207, 294
neurofibrillary tangles, 371
neuron, 369
neutropenia, 651
neutropenic diet, 654
nevirapine, 659t
new sonoma diet, 186t
newborns, 201
ng feeding tube, 441f, 442, 443t
nhanes (national health and nutrition 

examination studies), 11
niacin, 205, 205f, 213t
niacin equivalents (ne), 205
niacinamide, 213t
niaid (national institute of allergy and infectious 

diseases), 335

nickel, 248
nicotinamide, 213t
nicotinic acid, 213t, 589
night blindness, 192
nitrogen balance, 90
nizoral, 425
nJ feeding tube, 441f, 442, 443t
nnrtis (non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase 

inhibitors), 659t
non-b vitamins, 209–210
non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 

(nnrtis), 659t
noncaloric sweeteners, 45
noncoding sequences, 415, 416
nonessential amino acids, 89, 90
nonheme iron, 242
nonnutritive sweeteners, 45–47
nonpathogenic, 509
nonperishable food collection, 386
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (nsaids)

gastritis, 479
nutrient malabsorption, 423
peptic ulcer, 480

norovirus, 126t
nothing by mouth (nPo), 409
novolog, 565t
nPo (nothing by mouth), 409
nrtis (nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors), 659t
nsaids. See nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (nrtis), 

659t
nucleotides, 415, 416
nurse, 392
nursing bottle tooth decay, 325, 325f
nutralose, 46t
nutrasweet, 46t
nutrient absorption, 423–424, 424t
nutrient claims, 24–26, 27f
nutrient deficiencies

case study (implementing nutrition care), 412
case study (nutrition screening and assessment), 

407
childhood, 332–334
clinical signs, 405t
dietary modifications, 407–409
documenting nutrition care, 410–411
improving food intake, 411–412
long-term dietary intervention, 409
nutrition education, 410
sugars, 41–42

nutrient-dense foods, 19
nutrient density, 12–13
nutrient excretion, 424t, 427
nutrient losses, 190t
nutrient metabolism, 424t, 425
nutrient profiling, 13
nutrient recommendations

adequate intake (ai), 9
acceptable macronutrient distribution range 

(amdr), 10
dietary reference intake (dri), 8–10
estimated average requirement (ear), 9
estimated energy requirement (eer), 10
recommended dietary allowance (rda), 9
tolerable upper intake level (ul), 9
uses, 9–10

nutrient supplements, 253–256, 270–271, 375
nutrients, 6–8
nutrigenomics, 416
nutrilatose, 46t
nutrition, 3
nutrition assessment, 394

cautions, e-12
components, 395–406. See also illness 

and nutrition care
folate/vitamin b12 status, e-11 to e-12, e-12t

growth charts. See growth charts
iron status, e-9 to e-11
measures of body fat, e-2, e-7f, e-8, e-8t
nutritional anemias, e-8, e-9t
supplemental information, e-1 to e-12
weight gain during pregnancy, e1-f

nutrition assessment checklist
cardiovascular disease (cVd), 597
diabetes mellitus, 572
enteral nutrition support, 461
hiV infection, 663
infants, children, adolescents, 352
kidney disease, 622–623
later adulthood, 381
liver and gallbladder diseases, 546
lower gi tract disorders, 506
malabsorption disorders, 525
metabolic and respiratory stress, 640
parenteral nutrition support, 462
pregnant and lactating women, 311
upper gi tract disorders, 487

nutrition care plan, 392
nutrition care process, 393–395, 395f
nutrition counseling, 409
nutrition diagnosis, 394
nutrition education, 410
nutrition experts, 32–33
nutrition in practice

alcohol use/abuse, 549–551
anemia, 527–530
breastfeeding, 315–317
childhood obesity/early development of disease, 

358–361
complementary and alternative therapies, 

434–437
eating disorders, 156–160
ergogenic aids, 283–286
ethical issues, 666–668
fad diets, 185–187
fats, 81–85
feeding disabilities, 600–602
food safety, 125–131
glycemic index, 56–58
hunger and community nutrition, 385–389
inborn errors of metabolism, 465–468
metabolic syndrome, 555–557
multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (mods), 

643–644
nutrition facts, 30–33
nutritional genomics, 415–418
oral health, 490–492
phytochemicals and functional foods, 217–222
probiotics, 509–510
vegetarian diet, 103–106
vitamin and mineral supplements, 253–256

nutrition information (websites), 31t
nutrition intervention, 394–395, 409
nutrition monitoring and evaluation, 395
nutrition prescription, 392
nutrition quackery, 30t, 32
nutrition-related inborn errors of metabolism, 466t
Nutrition Reviews, 31t
nutrition screening, 393
nutrition support, 439. See also specialized 

nutrition support
nutrition support team, 392
nutrition surveys, 11–12
nutritional anemias, e-8 to e-9, e-9t. See also anemia
nutritional genomics, 415–418, 416
nutritionist, 32
nutritious diet, 13
nutritive sweeteners, 45
nuts

energy, 653
fiber, 51f
lipids, 82–83
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O
oaa (older americans act), 378
oaa nutrition Program, 379t
obesity, 148. See also weight management

abdominal fat, 149f
adolescence, 349
aggressive treatments, 168–170
bariatric surgery, 484–486
bmi, 171
cancer risk, 648t
causes, 162–166
central, 149–150
childhood, 338–342
environmental stimuli, 164–166
fad diets, 185–187
gallstone disease, 544
genetics, 162–164
health risk, 151–153
hyperplastic/hypertrophic, 163n
hypertension, 591
hypocaloric feedings, 633
%ibw, 401, 401t
inappropriate treatments, 167–168, 185–187
insulin resistance, 576
learned behavior, 165
metabolic syndrome, 576
mods, 644t
national goals, 166t
neighborhood obstacles, 166
overeating, 165
prepregnancy weight, 289
prescription medications, 168–169, 169t
prevalence, 152f
reasonable goals, 170
sugar, 40–41
surgery, 169–170

obesity drugs, 168–169, 169t
obesogenic environment, 164
octreotide, 481, 537
oils, 17f, 82

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
defined, 61
fat-restricted diet, 515t
heart-healthy food, 74, 587
omega-3 fatty acids, 105t
recommended daily amounts, 15f
recommended intakes, 70

older americans act (oaa), 378
older persons. See also later adulthood
olestra, 76
oley Foundation, 460
oligosaccharides, 323t
oliguria, 608
olive oil, 70, 82
omega-3 fatty acids, 65

coronary heart disease (chd), 585
food groups, 105t
food sources, 69t
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

omega-6 fatty acids, 65
food sources, 69t
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

omega-3 supplements, 70
omeprazole, 477
oncotic pressure, 625, 626
onglyza, 568t
open feeding system, 445, 446f
opportunistic infection, 657
opsin, 192
oral candidiasis, 658f
oral glucose tolerance test, 553
oral health, 490–492. See also dental caries
oral mucositis, 650
oral rehydration therapy, 498
orange, 44

organic, 6
organosulfur compounds, 217
orlistat, 169t
orogastric, 442
oropharyngeal dysphagia, 472–473, 473t
osmolality, 444, 453
osmolarity, 453
osmosis, 228, 625, 625f
osmotic diarrhea, 497
osmotic laxatives, 497t
osteoarthritis, 369
osteomalacia, 197
osteoporosis, 194, 197, 234, 234t
ostomy, 504
otc drugs, 420
otc weight-loss products, 167–168
ounce (oz), 22t
outbreaks, 125
over-the-counter (otc) drugs, 420
over-the-counter (otc) weight-loss products, 

167–168
overeating, 165
overload, 261
overnutrition, 12
overweight, 148. See also obesity
ovo-vegetarian diet, 103
ovum, 290
oxalate, 514n, 621t
oxfam america, 388t
oxidation, 64, 193
oxygenated water, 275
oysters, 128

P
Paba (para-aminobenzoic acid), 210
Pan american health organization, 388t
Pancreas, 109, 112, 134
Pancreatic enzyme replacements, 519, 520
Pancreatic insulin production, 555f
Pancreatic juice, 115, 116
Pancreatitis, 518
Pantothenic acid, 205–206, 213t
Para-aminobenzoic acid (Paba), 210
Paracentesis, 540
Parathyroid hormone, 612
Parenteral nutrition, 409

2-in-1/3-in-1 solution, 456
administering, 456–457
case study, 459
catheters, 456–457
complications, 457–458, 458t
defined, 439
discontinuing, 457
home, 460
intradialytic, 616
macronutrient and energy content, 456
nutrition assessment checklist, 462
order form, 454f
parenteral solutions, 453–456
PPn, 452–453, 453f
tna solutions, 456
tPn, 453, 453t
venous access, 452–453
when required, 452

Parenteral nutrition order form, 454f
Partial vegetarian diet, 103
Pasteurization, 125, 127
Pathogenic, 509
Pathogens, 125
Patient autonomy, 666
“Pear” body shape, 150f
Pectins, 38
Pellagra, 203
Pem (protein-energy malnutrition), 399, 613
Penicillamine, 622

Penn state equation, 633n
Pennyroyal, 430
Pepcid, 477
Pepsin, 115, 116
Peptic ulcer, 480–481, 480f
Pepto-bismol, 480
Percentage of ideal body weight (%ibw),  

401, 401t, 402
Percentage of usual body weight (%ubw),  

401, 401t, 402
Percentages, F-1 to F-2
Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (Peg), 442
Percutaneous endoscopic jejunostomy (PeJ), 442
Periodontal disease, 490, 491, 491f
Periodontitis, 490, 491
Periodontium, 490, 491
Peripheral artery disease, 579, 581
Peripheral blood smear, 527, 529, 530f
Peripheral parenteral nutrition (PPn),  

452–453, 453f
Peripheral resistance, 592f
Peripheral vascular disease, 554, 558
Peripheral veins, 452
Perishable food rescue or salvage, 386
Peristalsis, 112–113, 113f
Peritoneal dialysis, 613, 626, 627f
Peritonitis, 544, 625, 626
Pernicious anemia, 209, e-12
Persistent vegetative state, 666, 667
Pes statement, 394
ph, 49, 92
Phagocytes, 630, 631
Pharynx, 109, 112
Phendimetrazine, 169t
Phenobarbital, 425
Phenolic acids, 218t
Phenolic lipids, 218t
Phentermine, 169t
Phenylalanine, 90
Phenylalanine-free formula, 467, 467f
Phenylketonuria (PKu), 47, 465–468
Phenytoin, 425, 449
Phlebitis, 452
Phosphate binders, 619
Phospholipids, 65
Phosphorus, 235–236

chronic kidney disease, 614t, 616
dental caries, 490t
high-phosphorus foods, 616t
overview, 238t

Phylloquinone, 202t
Physical activity, 257–286

acsm guidelines, 260t
alcohol, 276
appetite control, 174
balanced fitness program, 263, 263t
benefits of fitness, 258–261
bmr, 174
carbohydrate, 277
carbohydrate loading, 266
cardiorespiratory endurance, 262–263
categorization of people (active, sedentary), d-1t
childhood, 341, 341t, 360
components of fitness, 261–262
coronary heart disease (chd), 586
defined, 258
diabetes mellitus, 569
diet, 265f
electrolyte losses and replacement, 274
energy drinks, 276
energy expenditure, 145t
energy requirements, 146, d-1t to d-2t
enhanced water, 275–276
ergogenic aids, 283–286
fat use, 267–268
fluids and electrolytes, 272–276
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Physical activity (Continued)
glucose, 264–267
iron, 271–272
kcalorie needs, d-1t to d-2t
later adulthood, 365–367, 366t
levels of intensity, 260t
meals before competition, 278
metabolic syndrome, 576–577
muscle strength and endurance, 263
nutrient density, 277
nutrient supplements, 270–271
pregame meal, 278, 278f
pregnancy, 299–300, 299f
protein, 268–270, 277
psychological benefits, 174
recovery meals, 278
sodium depletion, 274
soft drinks, 276
sports drinks, 275
temperature regulation, 273
vitamin e, 271
water, 274
weight management, 165–166, 173–175
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Physiological age, 365
Phytates, 243
Phytic acid, 218t
Phytochemical supplements, 220
Phytochemicals and functional foods, 217–222

carotenoids, 219
flavonoids, 219
food sources, 218t, 220f
health effects, 218t
lycopene, 219
manufactured functional foods, 221
overview, 218t
phytochemical supplements, 220
terminology, 217t
tips/pointers, 222t
whole foods, 221

Phytoestrogens, 217, 219
Pica, 241, 301
Pickwickian syndrome, 152
Picnic foods, 130t
Pigment, 192
Pigment gallstones, 543
Pilocarpine, 473t
Pioglitazone, 568t
Pituitary gland, 227
PKu (phenylketonuria), 47, 465–468
Placenta, 289–290, 290f
Plant sterols, 217, 585
Plaque, 358, 359, 579
Plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, 575, 576
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 648n
Polydipsia, 554
Polygenic, 416
Polymeric formula, 443
Polypeptide, 88
Polyphagia, 554
Polysaccharides, 35, 36–38
Polyunsaturated fatty acid (PuFa), 63, 63f, 69
Polyuria, 554
Portal hypertension, 535–536
Portion size, 20
Positive self-talk, 177
Postgastrectomy diet, 483t
Postural drainage therapy, 520f
Potassium

chronic kidney disease, 614t, 615–616
deficiency/toxicity, 232
food sources, 232
fruits and vegetables, 615t
hypertension, 232
laboratory test, 403t
nephrotic syndrome, 606

overview, 238t
processed foods, 230f
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Potassium chloride, 228
Potassium citrate, 619
Potassium deficiency, 232
Potassium-exchange resins, 619
Potassium hydroxide, 228n
Potassium-sparing diuretics, 232
Potassium toxicity, 232
PPn (peripheral parenteral nutrition), 452–453, 453f
Pramlintide, 568t
Prandin, 568t
Prealbumin, 403t, 404
Prebiotics, 509
Precose, 568t
Precursors, 190
Prediabetes, 554
Prednisone, 617, 629
Preeclampsia, 302–303
Preformed vitamin a, 194
Pregame meal, 278, 278f
Pregnancy, 288–307

adolescent, 306–307
alcohol, 305–306
alleviating maternal discomforts, 300t
caffeine, 305
calcium, 295
carbohydrates, 293
constipation, 301
cravings and aversions, 300–301
daily food choices, 293t
diabetes, 301–302
diabetes mellitus, 570–571
drugs/medications, 303, 304
embryonic and fetal development, 290–291, 291f
environmental contaminants, 304
fetal alcohol syndrome, 305, 305f
folate, 295
food assistance programs, 297
foodborne illness, 304
gallstone disease, 544
heartburn, 301
herbal supplements, 303–304
high-risk, 291, 292t
hypertension, 302
iron, 296
listeriosis, 304, 304t
morning sickness, 301
nutrient needs, 292–297
nutrient supplements, 296–297
nutrition assessment checklist, 311
physical activity, 299–300, 299f
placenta, 289–290, 290f
postpregnancy weight loss, 299
practices to avoid, 303–306
preeclampsia, 302–303
prepregnancy nutrition, 288
prepregnancy weight, 288–289
protein, 293
restrictive dieting, 304–305
smoking, 303, 303t
sugar substitutes, 305
support tissues, 289–300
vitamin b12, 295
vitamin d, 295
vitamin-mineral supplements, 304
weight gain, 297–298, e-1f
zinc, 296

Prehypertension, 231
Premature, 289
Prenatal supplements, 295
Prepared food rescue, 386
Preschool children. See childhood
Prescription drugs, 420
Pressure gradient, 625, 626

Pressure sores, 392
Prevacid, 477
Prilosec, 477
Probiotics, 509–510
Processed foods, 230f
Professional health organizations (website), 31t
Progesterone, 652
Prograf, 617
Proloprim, 424
Promise activ, 68n
Promoter, 416
Propranolol, 537
Protease inhibitors (Pis), 659t
Protease paunch, 659
Protein, 87–107

acid-base balance, 92
acute stress, 633
adding protein to a meal, 653
amino acid supplements, 97
amino acids. See amino acids
antibodies, 92–93
cancer, 653
childhood, 331
cirrhosis, 539t, 540
complementary, 99
deficiency, 94
defined, 88
dental caries, 490t
diabetes mellitus, 562
digestibility, 98
energy and glucose, 93
enzymes, 91
excess, 96
fasting, 142
feasting, 141
fluid and electrolyte balance, 92
food labels, 100
food sources, 99t, 105t
high-quality, 98
hormones, 93
kidney disease, 613–614, 614t
later adulthood, 373
malnutrition, 94–96
miscellaneous foods, 44t
nitrogen balance, 90
physical activity, 268–270, 277
pregnancy, 293
protein deficiency, 94
protein excess, 96
protein sparing, 99
protein supplements, 96–97
protein turnover, 90
quality, 98
recommended intakes, 97
serum protein levels, 402–403t, 403–404
structural components, 91
structure, 88
sugars, 44t
transporters, 92
vegetarian diet, 103
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Protein-energy malnutrition (Pem), 399, 613
Protein foods, 17f

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
calcium, 105t
carbohydrates, 52
ethnic cuisines, 4t
healthful snacks, 345t
heart-healthy food, 74
iron, 105t
lipids, 72–73
omega-3 fatty acids, 105t
protein, 99t, 105t
recommended daily amount (children), 332t
recommended daily amounts, 15f
recommended weekly amounts, 18t
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vitamin b12, 105t
zinc, 105t

Protein isolates, 443
Protein sparing, 99
Protein supplements, 96–97, 653
Protein turnover, 90, 650
Protein water, 275
Proteinuria, 605
Proton-pump inhibitors, 477, 481, 519
Protoporphyrin, e-10, e-10t
Provitamins, 190
Pruritus, 534
Pteroylglutamic acid, 213t
Puberty, 349
Pubmed, 31
PuFa. See Polyunsaturated fatty acid
Pulmonary edema, 595, 638
Pulsenet, 127n
Pureed diet, 470t
Pureed foods, 475f
Purines, 620
PureVia, 46t
Pyloric sphincter, 109, 112
Pyloris, 112
Pyridoxal, 213t
Pyridoxamine, 213t
Pyridoxine, 213t
Pyrimethamine, 424
Pyruvate, 137

Q
Qi gong, 435
Qsymia, 169t
Quality of life, 365
Questran, 424
Quinidine, 427

R
radiation enteritis, 652
radiation therapy, 651–652, 651t
raltegravir, 659t
rancid, 64
ranitidine, 477
raw sugar, 43
rd (registered dietitian), 32, 392
rda (recommended dietary allowances), 9
rdn (registered dietitian nutritionist), 32
rebound hyperglycemia, 567
recall interview, 397
recommended amounts, 15–18
recommended dietary allowances (rda), 9
recovery meals, 278
rectum, 111–112, 112
red blood cell (rbc) count, 402t, e-9t
red-s (relative energy deficiency in sport), 156, 157
refeeding syndrome, 458, 632
refined grain, 204
reflux esophagitis, 476
refrigerator storage times, 131t
registered dietitian (rd), 32, 392
registered dietitian nutritionist (rdn), 32
regular diet, 407
relative energy deficiency in sport (red-s), 156, 157
reliable nutrition information sites, 31, 31t
renal, 604
renal calculi, 619
renal colic, 620
renal diet, 613–618. See also Kidney disease
renal osteodystrophy, 612
renal threshold, 553
renin, 227
repaglinide, 568t
requirement, 9
resection, 513, 524f

residue, 471
resistance training, 174, 263, 660f
resistant starches, 38
resistin, 575, 576
respiration rate, 320t
respiratory failure, 638–639
respiratory stress, 629. See also metabolic and 

respiratory stress
respiratory system, 635f
resting metabolic rate (rmr), 144, 405, 406t, 632
restrictive dieting, 304–305
resveratrol, 218t
reticulocytes, 527
retina, 192
retinal, 202t
retinoic acid, 202t
retinol, 202t
retinol activity equivalents (rae), 195
retinol-binding protein (rbP), 191, 404
rheumatoid arthritis, 369
rhodopsin, 192
riboflavin, 204–205, 205f, 213t
ribose, 283t, 285
rickets, 197, 197f
right to die, 667
ritonavir, 659t, 660
rmr (resting metabolic rate), 144, 405, 406t, 632
rooting reflex, 316
rosiglitazone, 568t

S
saccharin, 46t
safflower oil, 70, 82
salagen, 473t
saliva, 115, 115
salivary glands, 115, 115
salmeterol, 637
salmonella, 126t
salt intake, 231
salt sensitivity, 592
salt tablets, 274
salts, 228
sam (severe acute malnutrition), 94, 95, 95t
sandimmune, 617
sandostatin, 537
saponins, 218t
sapropterin dihydrochloride, 467
saquinavir, 659t
sarcoma, 646
sarcopenia, 372, 373f
satiation, 165
satiety, 165
satter, ellyn, 343
saturated fats meal vs. unsaturated fats  

meal, 84f
saturated fatty acid, 63, 63f, 68
saw palmetto, 430t
saxagliptin, 568t
schiavo, terri, 667
schilling test, e-11 to e-12
school, nutrition at, 346–348
school breakfast Program, 346
screen time, 166
scurvy, 210
seafood, 128–130, 130t
secondhand smoke, 303
secretory diarrhea, 497
sedentary, 258
sedentary people, d-1t
segmentation, 113, 113f
selenium, 245, 249t
self-check questions, answers, h-1
self-efficacy, 177
self-monitoring of blood glucose, 560, 560f
semi-vegetarian, 103

semipermeable membrane, 625
senile dementia, 370, 371
senile plaques, 371
senior Farmers market nutrition Program, 379t
sepsis, 631
serotonin, 370
serum antibodies to intrinsic factor, e-12
serum ferritin, e-9, e-10t
serum folate, e-11, e-12t
serum homocysteine, e-11, e-12t
serum iron, e-9, e-10t
serum methylmalonic acid, e-11, e-12t
serum proteins, 402–403t, 403–404
serum vitamin b12, e-11, e-12t
serving size, 21–22
set-point theory, 164
17 day diet, 186t
severe acute malnutrition (sam), 94, 95, 95t
shear stress, 581
shock, 631
shock-wave lithotripsy, 545
short bowel syndrome, 523–524
sickle cell anemia, 211, 527t
sids (sudden infant death syndrome), 303
sigmoid colon, 112
silicon, 248
simple carbohydrates, 35n
simple goiter, 246, 246f
single-gene disorder, 417
single-nucleotide polymorphism, 416
sinusoids, 536
sirs (systemic inflammatory response syndrome), 

631, 641
sitagliptin, 568t
sjögren’s syndrome, 472
skinfold measure, 150, e-2, e-7f, e-8t
sleeve gastrectomy, 485, 485f
sludge, 543
small for gestational age (sga), 289
small intestine, 109, 110–111f, 112, 118
smoking

atherosclerosis, 581
breastfeeding, 309
coronary heart disease (chd), 586
pregnancy, 303, 303t
secondhand smoke, 303

smylin, 568t
snacks

adolescence, 350
childhood, 344–346, 345t
glycemic index, 57f
healthful snack ideas, 345t
heart-healthy food, 587

snaP (supplemental nutrition assistance program), 
297, 379t, 387

soaP note, 411, 411f
soaps, 514
society of st. andrew, 388t
sodium, 230–231, 238t

blood pressure, 231
chronic kidney disease, 614t, 615
cirrhosis, 539t, 540
food sources, 230, 231t
laboratory test, 403t
low-sodium diet, 607t
nephrotic syndrome, 606
physical activity, 274
processed foods, 230f
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

sodium bicarbonate, 283t, 284
sodium intake, 594
sodium sensitivity, 592
soft diet, 470t
soft drinks

athletes, 276
caffeine, 351n, a-4t
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soft fat, 63–64
solid fats, 13, 68
solid fats vs. unsaturated fats, 73–77
soluble fibers, 38
somogyi effect, 567
sources of nutrition information (websites), 31t
soy protein, 103
special supplemental nutrition for women, infants, 

and children (wic), 297
specialized formula, 443
specialized nutrition support, 438–468

enteral nutrition. See enteral nutrition
home nutrition support, 459–460
parenteral nutrition. See Parenteral nutrition
selecting a feeding route (algorithm), 439f

specialty formula, 443
sPF (sun protection factor), 198
sphincter, 109, 112
spina bifida, 294
spinach, 235
spironolactone, 538, 589
splenda, 46t
sports anemia, 272
sports drinks, 275
sports water, 275
spot reducing, 175
st. John’s wort, 430t, 431t
standard diet, 407
standard enteral formulas, g-2t to g-3t
standard formula, 443
Staphylococcus aureus, 125, 126t
starch, 37, 37f

glycemic index, 56
health effects, 47–50
recommended intakes, 49–50
resistant, 38

starlix, 568t
statins, 589
stature-for-age and weight-for-age  

percentiles, e-5f
stearic acid, 68n
steatohepatitis, 532
steatorrhea, 513, 540
stephen barrett’s Quackwatch, 31
sterile, 201
steroids, 232
sterols, 66
stevia, 46t
stimulant laxatives, 497t
stoma, 504
stomach, 109, 110–111f, 112
stomach acidity, 424, 425
stomach-emptying rate, 425
stomach muscles, 114f
stool fat analysis, 513
stool surfactant agents (stool softeners), 497t
stress fracture, 156, 157
stress response, 629
stricture, 473
stroke, 551, 579, 590
structure-function claims, 26, 27f
struvite, 620
struvite stones, 620, 622
student exercises, self-check questions,  

answers, h-1
subcutaneous, 565
subcutaneous fat, 150
subjective global assessment, 393, 394t
sucralose, 46t
sucrose, 36
sudden infant death syndrome (sids), 303
sugar alcohols, 45
sugars, 36t

dental caries, 42
diabetes mellitus, 561
glossary, 43

glycemic index, 57f
health effects, 40–44
heart disease, 41
how to reduce intake, 42
nutrient deficiencies, 41–42
nutrients, 44t
obesity, 40–41
recommended sugar intakes, 42–43
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

sugartwin, 46t
sulfasalazine, 502
sulfate, 237, 238t
sulfonylurea, 568, 568t
sulforaphane, 218t
sulfur-containing amino acids, 237n
sun protection factor (sPF), 198
sunette, 46t
sunflower seeds, a-34t
sunscreen, 198
supplement label, 255, 255f
supplemental nutrition assistance program (snaP), 

297, 379t, 387
supplements, 253–256, 270–271
surfak, 497t
surrogate, 666
sushi, 125, 128
suspicious claims, 30t, 32
sweet one, 46t
sweeteners, 45–47
sweetleaf, 46t
sweet’n low, 46t
swish chard, 235
symptomatic allergy, 335n
syndrome x, 575
syringe, 565
systemic, 631
systemic inflammatory response syndrome (sirs), 

631, 641
systolic blood pressure, 591

T
tablespoon (tbs), 22t
tacrolimus, 538, 617, 619
tagamet, 477
tagatesse, 46t
tagatose, 46t
tannins, 218t, 243
tca cycle, 138
teaspoon (tsp), 22t
teenagers. See adolescents
temperature scales, F-2
teratogenic, 194
terminology

added sugars, 43
alcohol use/abuse, 549
anemia, 527
breastfeeding, 316
childhood obesity/early development of  

disease, 358
complementary and alternative therapies, 435
diabetes mellitus, 554
digestive glands/secretions, 115
eating disorders, 156
ergogenic aids, 283t
ethical issues, 666
food labels, 25t
food safety, 125
gi terms, 112
hunger and community nutrition, 386
inborn errors of metabolism, 465
metabolic syndrome, 575
nutrition experts, 32
nutritional genomics, 416
oral health, 490
phytochemicals and functional foods, 217t

probiotics, 509
tube feeding routes, 442
vegetarian diets, 103

terri’s law, 667
tetracycline, 424, 481
thalassemia, 527t
the 100 (diet), 186t
the hunger Project, 388t
therapeutic diet, 407
therapeutic touch, 435, 436
thermic effect of food, 146
thiamin, 204

alcohol abuse, 551
food sources, 204f
overview, 213t

thiazolidinediones, 568, 568t
thiola, 622
3-in-1 solution, 456
threonine, 90
thrombosis, 579, 580
thrombus, 579, 580
thrush, 658f
tia (transient ischemic attack), 590
tiopronin, 622
tiotropium, 637
tirpanavir, 659t
tna (total nutrient admixture), 456
tocopherol, 199, 202t
tocotrienols, 199n
toddlers. See childhood
tofu, 217, 219
tolerable upper intake levels (ul), 9
tolerance level, 336
topiramate, 169t
total fiber, 38n
total iron-binding capacity (tibc), e-10, e-10t
total nutrient admixture (tna), 456
total parenteral nutrition (tPn), 453, 453f
total protein, 402t
toxic goiter, 246
Toxoplasma gondii, 126t
tPn (total parenteral nutrition), 453, 453f
trace minerals, 229, 229f, 249t. See also minerals
traditional chinese medicine (tcm), 435
training, 258
Trans-fatty acids, 64

blood cholesterol, 68
Cis-fatty acid, compared, 64f
cVd risk, 584–585
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

transcription factors, 416
transferrin, 239, 403t, 404
transferrin saturation, e-10, e-10t
transient ischemic attack (tia), 590
transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic  

shunt, 540
transnasal feeding tube, 441f, 442, 443t
transthyretin, 403t, 404
transverse colon, 112
traveler’s diarrhea, 125, 131
tricarboxylic acid, 138
triglycerides, 62–65, 120, 138
trimester, 291
trimethoprim, 424
tripeptide, 88
truvia, 46t
tryptophan, 90, 97, 99f
tryptophan supplements, 97
tube enterostomies, 441f, 442, 443t
tube feeding, 409. See also enteral nutrition
tubules, 604
tumor, 646, 647
turbinado sugar, 43
2-in-1 solution, 456
24-hour dietary recall, 396, 397t
type 1 diabetes, 554–555, 555t, 566
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type 2 diabetes, 48, 359, 555–556, 555t, 562, 
566–567

tyramine, 427, 427t

U
ubiquinone, 210
ul (tolerable upper intake levels), 9
ulcerative colitis, 500–503
ultrafiltration, 625, 625f
ultrahigh temperature (uht), 379n
ultrasound (skinfold thickness), e-8t
umbilical cord, 290, 291f
undernutrition, 12
underwater weighing, e-8
underweight, 148

eating disorders. See eating disorders
health risks, 151
%ibw, 401, 401t
prepregnancy weight, 289
weight-gain strategies, 178–179, 180t

United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study, 559n
united nations children’s Fund (uniceF), 388t
unsaturated fats meal vs. saturated fats meal, 84f
unsaturated fatty acid, 63, 75
upper-arm length, 400
upper gastrointestinal tract disorders, 469–493

anatomy, 476f
bariatric surgery, 484–486
barrett’s esophagus, 476
case study (gerd), 478
case study (post-gastric surgery nutrition), 478
clear liquid diet, 470, 471–472, 472f
diet-drug interactions, 481
dry mouth, 472, 473t
dumping syndrome, 482–483, 483t, 484
dyspepsia, 477–479
dysphagia, 472–475
gastrectomy, 482–484
gastric surgery, 481–486
gastritis, 479–480, 479t
gerd, 475–476, 476t, 477
mechanically altered diet, 470–471, 470t, 475
nausea and vomiting, 479
nutrition assessment checklist, 487
peptic ulcer, 480–481, 480f

upper gi tract, 476f
urea, 93, 139
urea kinetic modeling, 625, 626
uremia, 609
uremic syndrome, 609, 612
uric acid, 403t
uric acid stones, 620, 621
urine acidity, 427
usda center for nutrition Policy and  

Promotion, 386
usda Food Patterns, 15–20

cup and ounce equivalents, 16–17f, 19–20
defined, 15
discretionary kcalories, 19
ethnic food choices, 4t, 20
mixtures of foods, 20
notable nutrients, 18–19
nutrient-dense choices, 19
recommended amounts, 15–18
sugar, 42
vegetarian food guide, 20

usP symbol, 255f
uterus, 289

V
Valerian, 430t, 431t
Valine, 90
Varices, 536
Variety (dietary), 13

Vascular system, 120–121
Vasopressin, 227
Vegan diet, 103, 104t, 106, 209
Vegetable oils, 82
Vegetables, 16f. See also legumes

1200- to 1800-kcalorie diets, 171t
calcium, 105t
cancer risk, 649f
carbohydrates, 52
ethnic cuisines, 4t
fat-restricted diet, 515t
fiber, 51f
gluten-free diet, 522t
glycemic index, 57f
healthful snacks, 345t
heart-healthy food, 74, 587
iron, 105t
lipids, 73
low-sodium diet, 607t
omega-3 fatty acids, 105t
oxalate, 621t
postgastrectomy diet, 483t
potassium, 615t
protein, 99t
pureed diet, 470t
recommended daily amount (children), 332t
recommended daily amounts, 15f
recommended weekly amounts, 18t
soft diet, 470t
who nutrition recommendations, b-1

Vegetarian diet, 20, 103–106
Vein, 120
Very-low-calorie sweeteners, 45
Very-low-density lipoproteins (Vldl), 122, 123f, 581
Very low food security, 385, 386
Victoza, 568t
Vigorous-intensity physical activity, 259, 260t
Villi, 118, 118f
Viral hepatitis, 533
Viral load, 658
Visceral fat, 148, 149
Viscous, 38
Vision, 192
Vitamin. See Vitamins
Vitamin a, 191–196

alcohol abuse, 551
antioxidant, 193
beta-carotene. See beta-carotene
cell differentiation, 192
deficiency, 193–194
defined, 191
dental caries, 490t
food sources, 195, 195f, 196
gene expression, 191
immunity, 192–193
miscellaneous foods, 44t
overview, 202t
protein synthesis, 192
reproduction, growth, development, 193
sugars, 44t
toxicity, 194
vision, 192

Vitamin a deficiency, 193–194
Vitamin a toxicity, 194
Vitamin and mineral supplements, 253–256, 

270–271
Vitamin b1, 213t. See also thiamin
Vitamin b2, 213t. See also riboflavin
Vitamin b3, 213t. See also niacin
Vitamin b6, 206, 206f, 213t, 370
Vitamin b12, 207–209

absorption, 209
assessment of vitamin b12 status, e-11 to e-12, 

e-12t
brain atrophy, 370
cell division, 208

food groups, 105t
later adulthood, 374–375
nervous system, 209
pregnancy, 295
vegans, 209
vegetarian diet, 106

Vitamin b12 deficiency, e-11 to e-12, e-12t
Vitamin b12-deficiency anemia, 527t, e-9t
Vitamin b15, 210
Vitamin b17, 210
Vitamin c, 210–212

amino acid metabolism, 210
antihistamine, 210–211
antioxidant, 210
cancer, 211
collagen formation, 210
deficiency, 211
food sources, 212, 212f
infants, 327
iron absorption, 212
metabolic roles, 210
miscellaneous foods, 44t
overview, 213t
recommended intake, 211
safe limits, 212
special needs, 211–212
stress, 210
sugars, 44t
toxicity, 211

Vitamin d, 196–199
adolescence, 349
bone growth, 197
chronic kidney disease, 616
deficiency, 197, 197f, 198
dental caries, 490t
food groups, 105t
food source, 198–199
later adulthood, 374
metabolic conversions, 196
overview, 202t
pregnancy, 295
sunlight, 198
toxicity, 198
vegetarian diet, 106

Vitamin d2, 196
Vitamin d3, 196
Vitamin e

antioxidant, 199
deficiency, 199–200
food sources, 199–200, 200f
overview, 202t
physical activity, 271
toxicity, 200

Vitamin K, 200–201, 202t
Vitamin K deficiency, 201
Vitamin K toxicity, 201
Vitamin P, 210
Vitamin water, 275
Vitamins, 188–224

b vitamins. See b vitamins
bioavailability, 189–190
defined, 189
fat-soluble. See Fat-soluble vitamins
nutrient losses, 190t
organic nature, 190
overview, 189t, 190t, 202t, 213t
precursors, 190
solubility, 190
water-soluble. See water-soluble vitamins

Vldl (very-low-density lipoproteins), 122, 123f, 581
Vo2 max, 262
Vodka, a-54t
Volume measures, F-2 to F-3
Voluntary activities, 144
Volunteer health agencies (websites), 31t
Vomiting, 479
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W
waist circumference, 150, 401, e-2, e-7f
waist-to-height ratio, e-8
waist-to-hip ratio, e-2
warfarin, 426, 589, 590
wasting, 405, 423, 629
water balance, 226–228
water intake regulation, 226
water intoxication, 226, 227
water losses, 227t
water requirements, 227
water-soluble vitamins, 202–212. See also Vitamins

b vitamins. See b vitamins
fat-soluble vitamins, compared, 190t
non-b vitamins, 209–210
overview, 190t, 213t
vitamin c. See Vitamin c

water sources, 227t, 228t
wean, 324
weight, 400
weight cycling, 156
weight-gain strategies, 178–179, 180t
weight-loss drugs, 167–168, 168–169, 169t
weight-loss scams, 187t
weight-loss strategies, 178t
weight maintenance, 177–178, 177t
weight management, 161–187

behavior and attitude, 175–177
bmi, 148–149, 149f
body fat. See body fat
carbohydrates, 49
energy density, 172–173, 173f, 179
environmental stimuli, 164–166
fad diets, 185–187

fat cell development, 163–164, 164f
genetics, 162–164
healthful eating plan, 171–172
individual differences, 167
learned behavior, 165
maintaining your weight loss, 177–178, 177t
meal spacing, 173
nutritional adequacy, 172
obesity. See obesity
otc weight-loss products, 167–168
physical activity, 173–175
physical inactivity, 165–166
portion size, 172, 179
set-point theory, 164
skinfold measure, 150, e-2, e-7f, e-8t
underweight. See underweight
waist circumference, 150, e-2, e-7f
water intake, 173
weight-gain strategies, 178–179, 180t
weight-loss strategies, 178t

weights and measures, F-2 to F-3
welchol, 568t
wellness, 2
wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome, 204
What We Eat in America, 11
wheat gluten, 521
white blood cell (wbc) count, 402t
white sugar, 43
who (world health organization), 388t, b-1
whole foods, 5, 221
whole grains, 38. See also grains
whyhunger, 388t
wic, 297
wilson’s disease, 466t
withholding/withdrawing nutrition support, 666

world Food Programme, 388t
world health organization (who), 388t, b-1

X
x-adrenoleukodystrophy, 466t
xenical, 169t
xerophthalmia, 193
xerosis, 193
xerostomia, 472
xylose, 513
xylose absorption test, 513

Y
yo-yo dieting, 156
yohimbe, 430t

Z
Zantac, 477
Zen diet revolution, 186t
Zidovudine, 659t, 660
Zinc, 243–245

deficiency, 243–244
food groups, 105t
food sources, 244, 244f
later adulthood, 375
overview, 249t
pregnancy, 296
recommended intake, 244
supplements, 245
toxicity, 244
vegan diet, 106

Zygote, 290
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